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ABSTRACT 

This work aimed to contribute to a gap identified by Stubbs (2007, p. 182) and Wray (2012, p. 
244) relating to the communicative purpose or discourse function of multiword expressions. 
Drawing on Goldberg's (2006) definition of a construction, the work differentiated between 
lexicogrammatical combinations that achieve constructional status by virtue of the fact that they 
are in some regard non-predictable, and fully predictable lexicogrammatical combinations that 
achieve constructional status by virtue of frequent use. The work focused on expressions in 
which non-predictability, rather than frequency of use, was a defining feature. 
 
Corpus linguistics has extended the understanding of non-predictability well beyond traditional 
idioms such as kick the bucket: the term "subliminal idiom", coined by Sinclair (2004b, p. 22) 
conveys the subtle nature of the non-predictability that many of these expressions involve. The 
work asked how the strategic uses of traditional idioms observed by Strässler (1982) and Drew 
and Holt (1988; 1998) in conversational exchanges extended to the range of expressions now 
recognised in contemporary phraseology and corpus linguistics. Rather than looking at usage in 
conversational contexts, however (as both Strässler and Drew and Holt did), the present work 
looked at written texts, where words on the page are the only resources available to meet 
writers' wants, needs and expectations.  
 
Based on Smith's (2003) work on discourse modes, three text types were selected for 
comparative analysis: letters to the editor (representing Argument Mode), personal narratives 
(representing Narrative Mode), and information texts from the internet (representing 
Information Mode). Non-predictable multiword expressions were identified in a manual, 
bottom-up procedure using an adaptation of the triangulated approach described by Read and 
Nation (2004). Four key characteristics drawn from the literature were used as triggers for 
provisional selection, and a suite of local features gathered into five overall groups was then 
used to validate initial selection, in an approach similar to Wray (2008) and Martinez and 
Schmitt (2012). Status was further confirmed by analysis of usage in a large contemporary 
reference corpus – the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA). Confirmed non-
predictable multiword expressions were sorted and grouped, generating a classification which 
drew on existing taxonomies but reflected the findings and comparative purpose of the work.  
 
The work identified statistically significant quantitative differences in usage across the three 
datasets, and considered the significance of both quantitative and qualitative differences in 
relation to the situational characteristics of the text types. A two-tier approach to situational 
analysis was adopted. The first tier set out the relatively stable characteristics of the three text 
types following Biber and Conrad (2009). The second tier set out the factors affecting the more 
fluid discourse space writers negotiated in the process of writing their texts, drawing on work by 
Thompson and Thetela (1995) and Thompson (2001), Bakhtin (1986, trans. Emerson), Martin 
and Rose (2007), and Bednarek (2010), Knight (2010) and Martin (2010). The application of 
this two-tier approach to situational analysis represents a novel approach to the analysis of the 
discourse function of non-predictable multiword expressions, and the findings that emerged 
from the approach contribute to the understanding of the communicative function of non-
predictable multiword expressions and in particular their role in the management of bonding 
and affiliation (Bednarek 2010; Knight 2010; Martin 2010) across a cline spanning three levels, 
beginning with the language community, which shares native speaker preferences (Pawley & 
Syder 1983; Pawley 2000), extending to the level of the social discourse community, which 
shares understandings of dense information packaging (Svensson 2008; Arnaud et al. 2008) and 
evaluative meanings (Martin & White 2007), and ending with the official discourse community, 
which sanctions and provides access to formal naming with legal significance in proper nouns, 
job titles, abbreviations, and publication names. The work generated comparative phrasal 
constructional profiles which captured preferences for each text type and also demonstrated the 
effects of variation at the level of individual text. These profiles show how usage of non-
predictable multiword expressions is driven not only by the predisposing requirements of the 
text types, but also by the needs, wants and expectations of writers negotiating their way 
through very different discourse spaces.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The term "multiword expression" was for a long time strongly associated with traditional idioms 

such as kick the bucket and colloquialisms such as she'll be right. However evidence from 

corpus linguistics has expanded the multiword horizon well beyond the semantic non-

compositionality which characterises idioms such as pay through the nose or colloquialisms 

such as fair dinkum. As a result, contemporary phraseological research is concerned with a wide 

range of phenomena, to the extent that Wray (2012, p. 239) comments: 

…we, for the moment at least, cannot necessarily assume that there is a single phenomenon at the 
heart of our different activities, or if there is, that there are not also a few small rodents skulking about 
in the room too, confusing the description of the elephant and, perhaps, also influencing how it 
behaves. We can describe what we find, and call it formulaic language. But the elephant in the room 
is that we do not know if there is just one elephant in the room.  

Some multiword expressions are so useful that they are used very frequently, and then 

used so frequently that they no longer need to be either generated or analysed piece by piece. 

Others are linguistic artefacts created, propagated and maintained in the discourse community 

even when they are not necessarily used very frequently (see for example Moon (1998a; 1998b) 

in regard to fixed expressions and idioms, and Hoffmann (2004) in regard to preposition-noun-

preposition constructions). However all multiword expressions have some kind of "privileged 

processing status" (Wray 2012, p. 233), being "stored and retrieved whole from memory at the 

time of use, rather than being subject to generation or analysis by the language grammar" (Wray 

2002, p. 9). Native speakers know and use a great number of them every day: Altenberg (1998, 

p. 102) estimates that more than 80 per cent of the words in the London-Lund corpus "form part 

of recurrent word-combinations in one way or another", Jackendoff (1995, p. 137) estimates 

there are as many fixed expressions (such as all of a sudden, at least, and in the end) as there are 

words, and Tschihold (2008, p. 363) comments: 

Even if we make a distinction between the number of types that need to be listed in the dictionary and 
the number of tokens that occur in a text, it is probably safe to say that both these numbers are 
considerably larger than was thought a generation ago.  

Researchers vary in the perspectives they take on multiwordedness. Wray's (2002, p. 9) 

approach is deliberately inclusive, "covering any kind of linguistic unit that has been considered 

formulaic in any research field", both predictable and frequent, and non-predictable and not 

necessarily frequent. Other analyses focus on different combinations of the elephants in Wray's 

discussion space. Hudson (1998) analyses fixed expressions; Moon (1994, 1998a) fixed 

expressions and idioms; Sinclair's work (1991; 1994; 1996b; 2004a) identifies extended units of 

meaning (EUMs) – phrasal constructions in which a stable lexical core is surrounded by 

patterns of collocation, colligation, semantic restriction, and evaluative meaning; Martinez and 

Schmitt (2012) combine frequency and non-predictability to provide a pedagogical resource for 

teaching and learning English as a foreign or second language; Biber et al. (1999, p. 999) 

consider lexical bundles, in which frequency is prioritised over both idiomaticity and structural 

status, defining them as:  
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… recurrent expressions, regardless of their idiomaticity, and regardless of their structural status. That 
is, lexical bundles are simply sequences of word forms that commonly go together in natural 
discourse.  

The approach to predictability, non-predictability and frequency which underpinned the 

present work drew on Goldberg's (2006, p. 5) general definition of a construction. Goldberg 

says:  

Any linguistic pattern is recognised as a construction as long as some aspect of its form or function is 
not strictly predictable from its component parts or from other constructions recognised to exist. In 
addition, patterns are stored as constructions even if they are fully predictable as long as they occur 
with sufficient frequency.  

Multiwordedness sits in the middle of the constructional continuum, which runs from 

morphemes at one end through to abstract grammatical constructions at the other. In common 

with constructions more generally, some multiword expressions are "not strictly predictable" 

and are given construction status irrespective of frequency. Others are "fully predictable", but 

only achieve construction status if "they occur with sufficient frequency" (ibid.). Frequent and 

fully predictable expressions such as would you like or do you want fall on one side of the 

divide in Goldberg's definition, while the non-predictable multiword constructions which were 

the focus of attention in the present work fall on the other.  

Fillmore, Kay and O'Connor (1988, p. 504) capture the essence of non-predictability in 

their statement that "an idiomatic expression or construction is something a language user could 

fail to know while knowing everything else in the language". This is the accumulated 

knowledge gathered over a lifetime of exposure or priming (Hoey 2007) that marks "insider 

identity" at every level of daily interaction (Moon 1994, p. 121): it leads to native speakers 

using white with tea when they want tea with milk, and hot with chick when they want to 

describe a girl as attractive; it enables speakers of Australian English to understand that bring a 

plate means bring some food, not the plate to eat it off; it enables members of what Mahlberg 

(2005, p. 82) calls "the social discourse community" to know that boat people are more than 

people in boats, and to recognise the community conversation that the expression evokes; and it 

enables them to understand expressions as bizarre, to the objective contemporary eye, as be that 

as it may. It is the knowledge of subtle patterns that cluster around individual words, conveying 

layers of attitudinal meaning not evident from those individual words. It is knowing patterns 

such as Just because ... doesn't mean that help us to build arguments we hope are convincing; 

and expressions such as nothing more than in the quote below, which are simultaneously 

dismissive and emphatic:  

The “absolutist tendencies” of the Greens, condemned by The Australian this week, is nothing more 
than corporate frustration over the Greens surviving and maintaining much of its parliamentary 
numbers1... [italics added]. 

The difficulties associated with differentiating between non-predictable and predictable 

constructions at the boundaries are acknowledged in metaphor theory (Cameron 2011, pp. 346-

7), and were a constant in the present work. Where any line is drawn depends partly on the 

                                                        
1 http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/sep/12/what-next-australian-left, accessed 13 September 2013. 
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theoretical underpinnings and the delicacy of the descriptive system in the theoretical approach 

adopted, but the processes of lexicalisation and grammaticalisation which underpin many non-

predictable multiword expressions undoubtedly blur the boundaries. First, both lexicalisation 

and grammaticalisation lead to the layering of meanings and the simultaneous existence of 

different forms (Hopper & Traugott 2003: Traugott & Dasher 2005), one idiomatic in context, 

the other literal. Second, new coded meanings emerge as the end result of the process of 

semantic change (Traugott & Dasher 2005, p. 38) – the going to future form is an example in 

which the "motion and directionality" of the verb go has been lost, and the form has been 

grammaticalised (Hopper & Traugott 2003, p. 4). Any analysis is therefore faced with the 

problem of deciding whether such cases should be counted as (still) non-predictable or (now) 

predictable, and differences will occur. Martinez and Schmitt (2012) include going to in their 

list of the 505 most frequent phrasal expressions: the present work elected not to count going to 

future forms and several other phrasal expressions included in their list. This is discussed 

further in Chapter 3 (Methodology). 

The list below includes several different types of non-predictable multiword expression 

typical of those analysed in the present work, and reflects the variation within the group: 

Armstrong's a total piece of work 
this wasn't the first time it happened and  
     it won't be the last 
Little did he realise… 
It's not my place to … 
Before I knew it … 
Let me get this straight 
when it comes to… 
In fact… 
In reality … 
It's no good… 
be that as it may … 
before the courts 
on the statute books 
over the course of a day 
at every turn 
on the off chance  
out of the question 
not to mention… 
nothing more than… 
is nothing if not… 
Go figure. 
What the? 
Are you for real? 
How're you going? 
just because … doesn't mean … 
See you later.2 

How cool is that? 
Bring a plate3 
the prime minister refused to budge 
forced to eke out a meagre existence 
to cut a long story short4 
You scared the crap out of me 
…comes to mind  
go the way of the dinosaurs 
…stumbled into journalism 
a couple cards short of a deck 
a slow descent into penury 
I haven't the faintest idea 
like so many… 
…and {I} don’t know what else 
…at all. 
Happy as5.  
Diana was nothing if not a good mother. 
climate change 
economic migrant(s) 
boat people 
binge drinking 
The White House 
enterprise bargaining agreement(s) 
research and development 
cries of derision 
tens if not hundreds of… 
a steady stream of… 

 

Fixed expressions are well represented in the group as a whole, but they by no means 

dominate. Stubbs (2007, p. 163) comments: 

                                                        
2 'Goodbye' – used with no expectation that you will see them later. 
3 A request to bring a plate of food to be shared with other people at a bbq or party, for example.  
4 The front end of this expression appears to have become optional. 
5 There is never anything following "as", which is stressed.  
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…empirical work on large corpora does not support a concept of fixed phrases, but rather of recurrent 
phrasal constructions, which are combinations of lexis and grammar, and which typically consist of a 
partly fixed lexical core plus other variable items.  

These “subliminal idioms” (Sinclair 2004b, p. 22) are not easy to identify, and as in the case of 

their more predictable counterparts, work remains to be done in regard to identification and 

description, and on the development of a workable taxonomy (Stubbs op. cit., pp. 180, 173). 

1.1 RESEARCH GAP 

Work by Strässler (1982) and Drew and Holt (1988; 1998) establishes clear strategic reasons for 

using traditional idioms in spoken exchanges. The screenshot below, taken from Wray (2002 p. 

97) and originally published in Wray (2001, p. 478), adds further to the scope of the things that 

speakers/writers can achieve through the use of multiword or formulaic expressions, and the 

benefits that accrue to them and to the readers/hearers who are on the other end of the 

communicative event. The top three boxes on the right list processing benefits, the middle box 

(aiding both the speaker's production and the hearer's comprehension simultaneously) 

references devices which help to organise text and argument, and the bottom three boxes set out 

the ways in which multiwordedness helps speakers/writers and hearers/readers to organise and 

understand their relative positions.  

 
(Screenshot from Wray 2002, p. 97.) 

The impact of differences in usage at the local level of text or text type is known to be 

significant. Moon (1994, p. 129), for example, comments: 

If two comparable texts have identical densities of fixed expression, but one has mainly organisers 
and modalisers, and the other mainly informational and evaluative idioms, the first will appear more 
controlled and the second more marked.  
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This associates organisers with the impression of greater control, and informational and 

evaluative idioms with an impression of greater markedness. The comment resonates with a 

remark from Smith (2003, p. 33): 

Passages in the Argument mode are concerned with states of affairs, Facts, and Propositions. They 
differ in whether the author is strongly present or not: we can think of the extremes as the argument 
and commentary poles. Texts near the argument pole may not directly involve the author or audience. 
[Italics added.] 

The literature recognises that multiwordedness helps the speaker/writer by aiding the 

hearer/reader's comprehension (Wray 2002); that non-predictable expressions perform valuable 

discourse functions (Strässler 1982; Drew & Holt 1998; 1998; Moon 1994; 1998a; 1998b); that 

some multiword expressions contribute to increased levels of control and others to increased 

markedness (Moon 1994); and that some texts involve the writer and audience to greater extents 

than others (Smith 2003; Thompson 2001). Despite this, the literature also acknowledges that 

work remains to be done in relation to the discourse function of multiword expressions. Stubbs 

(2007, p. 182) believes that "many frequent phrasal constructions have textual functions of 

evaluation and information management", but follows this with the observation that: 

The hypothesis must also be studied from the other end, by identifying them in specific texts and 
studying their function in longer stretches of text and in different text-tpyes. Studies of phraseology 
must combine corpus analysis (which phrasal constructions are frequent in the corpus?) and textual 
analysis (how do these constructions organise individual texts?  

Wray (2012, p. 244), too, comments that "we have barely touched on the question of 

communication – the meanings we want to make, and the subtle judgements we need to engage 

in, so as to make them effectively". The present work aimed to contribute to this gap at the level 

of text and text type. The work asked whether the strategic uses observed by Strässler (1982) 

and Drew and Holt (1988, 1998) in conversational environments were evident in relation to 

other types of non-predictable multiword expressions in written texts, where words on the page 

are the only resources available for use, and what motivated the use of different types of non-

predictable multiword expressions in that context.   

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Two overarching research questions motivated the work:  

1. Are the strategic uses of idioms identified by Strässler (1982) and Drew and Holt (1988; 
1998) in conversational environments evident in relation to other types of non-predictable 
multiword expressions in written texts?  

2. What motivates the use of different types of non-predictable multiword expressions in written 
texts? 

The aim was to answer this question by looking at the non-predictable multiword 

expressions used in three contrasting datasets and comparing patterns of use with differences in 

the situational characteristics of the three text types in order to identify functional differences, 

following Biber and Conrad (2009). The more specific research questions supporting this 

approach were initially:  

1. What types of non-predictable multiword expressions are used in three contrasting text types? 
2. Are there any significant quantitative and qualitative differences in patterns of use? 
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3. Is there a functional relationship between any differences established in (2), and the 
situational characteristics of the text types (Biber & Conrad 2009)? 

The initial hypothesis was that there would be statistically significant differences in the 

patterns of use of at least some types of non-predictable multiword expressions across the three 

datasets selected, and that it would be possible to relate these differences to the situational 

characteristics of the three datasets following the procedure set out by Biber and Conrad (2009). 

At least some of these differences, it was hypothesised, would be related to the situational 

characteristics of the text types, and a functional relationship would be evident. It was expected 

that the work would lead to the identification of non-predictable multiword expressions that 

were genre features, register features and register markers as defined by Biber and Conrad 

(2009). The work hypothesised that the variation from writer to writer referred to by Moon 

(1994, p. 129) and Smith (2003, p. 33) above would not relate to style features or aesthetic 

choices as defined by Biber and Conrad (2009, pp. 16, 19), but to something else unarticulated 

at the outset of the work.  

The initial research questions and the hypothesis were extended as the work developed, 

and Section 1.3 therefore gives a brief outline of the summary of the approach taken in the work 

to provide the context for these developments.  

1.3 SUMMARY OF APPROACH TAKEN 

The analysis selected three distinct datasets containing examples of texts written by different 

people. Discourse Mode analysis (Smith 2003) was used to inform this initial stage of the work. 

Smith (ibid., pp. 19-20) identifies five discourse modes that differ in regard to situation type, 

temporality and progression, without taking into account lexical selections and with no 

reference as a result to multiwordedness. Three of the five modes – Argument, Narrative, and 

Information – were selected for comparison, and three text types – letters-to-the-editor, 

narratives, and information texts from the internet – were chosen to represent those modes.  

The work then identified a set of key and local characteristics from the literature and 

shaped them into a framework similar to those used by Wray (2008) and Martinez and Schmitt 

(2012) to support the identification of non-predictable multiword expressions.  

As the work proceeded and more non-predictable multiword expressions were identified, 

the significance of the concepts of the writer- and the reader-in-the-text (Thompson & Thetela 

1995; Thompson 2001), and theories of bonding and affiliation (Bednarek 2010; Knight 2010; 

Martin 2010) became increasingly evident. The significance of the Bakhtinian approach to 

discourse which permeates Appraisal Theory (Martin & White 2007), also became apparent, 

some non-predictable multiword expressions capturing what Bakhtin (trans. Emerson 1986, p. 

121) describes as: 

…the layering of meaning upon meaning, voice upon voice, strengthening through merging (but not 
identification), the combination of many voices (a corridor of voices) that augments understanding, 
departure beyond the limits of the understood.  
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The "layering of meaning upon meaning" evokes the layers of meanings in some types of 

non-predictable multiword expressions identified in the data, and the sense of "a corridor of 

voices" references the conceptualisation of an "ongoing colloquy" (Martin & White 2007, p. 

109), the cacophony of voices in a social discourse community, and the social mêlée which 

writers can choose to join, acknowledge, or stand aside from. This conceptualisation was 

particularly relevant to types of non-predictable multiword expression which emerged from and 

represented the "corridor of voices" and the "ongoing colloquy".  

A secondary hypothesis based on the initial data emerging from the text types was that at 

least some types of non-predictable multiword expressions had the potential to assist in the 

organisation of bonding and affiliation (Bednarek 2010; Knight 2010; Martin 2010) at different 

levels, and that this bonding and affiliation was part of a process of internal negotiation that was 

related to the communicative purpose of the text type, but played out in the more fluid discourse 

space the writers constructed as they created their texts. Analysis of the situational 

characteristics of text types drew on work by Biber and Conrad (2009), and the work took the 

position that these situational characteristics predisposed writers to approach the writing task 

ahead of them in a particular way. The situational characteristics of the discourse space, in 

contrast, were construed as being related to a more metaphorical communicative space which 

could expand or shrink to meet the needs, wants and expectations of writers in regard to the 

nature and extent of their engagement with potential readers and the "corridor of voices" or 

"ongoing colloquy", and in regard to bonding and affiliation as discussed by Knight (2010), 

Bednarek (2010) and Martin (2010). A secondary set of potential situational characteristics – 

based on the primary set but relating more to this fluid, metaphorical discourse space – was 

developed, and the work subsequently used two sets of situational characteristics: one relating 

to text type, and the other to discourse space (see Chapter 4, Datasets).  

The research questions were expanded as a result:  

1. What types of non-predictable multiword expressions are used in three contrasting text types? 
2. Are there any significant quantitative and qualitative differences in patterns of use? 
3. Is there a functional relationship between any differences established in (2), and the 

situational characteristics of the text types (Biber & Conrad 2009)?  
4. Is there a relationship between any differences established in (2), and the situational 

characteristics of the discourse space?  
5. What insights can this approach provide into the discourse functions of non-predictability 

above the word? 

The non-predictable multiword expressions were identified in a manual, bottom-up 

process with corpus support from the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) 

(Davies 2008– )6. Existing classification systems proved to be difficult to apply to the data that 

emerged from the analysis, and a classification system reflecting the constructions found in the 

                                                        
6 COCA is a 450 million word database which is still open and therefore contains contemporary expressions not cited 
in older, closed corpora such as the British National Corpus (BNC) (2007). All searches detailed in this work were 
carried out during 2012 and 2013: figures cited throughout this paper may subsequently have increased but will not 
have fallen.  
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data and designed for use in comparative register analysis of multiword expressions in small 

datasets was therefore developed as part of the work.  

The classification system enabled non-predictable multiword expressions to be grouped 

in different ways for comparison. Variations in usage across datasets were identified using 

univariate analysis in IBM SPSS (Version 21.0 for Mac), which provided a more accurate 

measure of statistically significant differences across datasets7. Where statistically significant 

differences were established, comparison of standard errors and means within datasets followed.  

The work identified statistically significant differences in the use of different types of 

non-predictable multiword units in the three datasets, and also variations in use between 

individual authors within the datasets. Qualitative analysis identified differences not apparent 

from the quantitative analysis.  

Quantitative analysis identified four types of comparative difference. The nature of these 

differences enabled comparative usage to be more readily considered in relation to the 

situational characteristics of the text types. The analysis identified four scenarios: (1) cases in 

which there were statistically significant differences between all the datasets; (2) cases in which 

one dataset was a comparative focus of difference; (3) cases in which there were differences 

between two datasets but not otherwise; (4) cases in which there were no statistically significant 

differences. The figures were used to create diagrammatic comparative phrasal constructional 

profiles for the three datasets at two levels, the first reflecting comparative usage of the 25 types 

of multiword expression identified in the datasets, and the second reflecting comparative usage 

of five macro groups identified as part of the analysis.  

1.4 OUTCOMES 

The work showed how the use and non-use of some non-predictable multiword expressions 

correlated with characteristics of the text type, others more specifically with the characteristics 

of the discourse space, and some with neither. 

In her analysis of identity and affiliation in humour, Knight (2010, p. 34) discusses how 

"communal identity is negotiated in text through a social process of value-sharing" or bonding, 

and she sees affiliation as "the communal identification of participants into communities of 

bonds". The present work highlighted the significance of non-predictable multiword expressions 

in this regard, and in particular their role in creating bonds at the level of the linguistic 

community, through native speaker preference (Pawley & Syder 1983; Pawley 2000); the social 

discourse community, through shared understanding of dense information packaging (Svensson 

2008; Arnaud et al. 2008) and evaluative understandings (Martin & White 2007); and the 

official discourse community, which sanctions formal naming with legal significance in proper 

nouns, job titles, abbreviations, and publication names.  

                                                        
7 Centre for Applied Linguistics, University of Western Australia.  
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The work identified statistically significant differences in the patterns of use of a number 

of the types of non-predictable multiword expressions identified in the datasets and compiled 

phrasal constructional profiles for the three datasets. These phrasal constructional profiles 

allowed for recognition of register differences but accommodated variation among individual 

writers, and showed how such variation can be used to shift texts towards other modes where 

that suits the wants, needs and expectations of the writer in regard to their management of the 

discourse space. This took the focus back to the comments from Moon (1994, p. 129) and Smith 

(2003, p. 33) noted above, providing additional clarity in regard to those comments. 

The work confirmed the value of analysing non-predictable multiword expressions as a 

discrete process to provide insights into authorial intentions with regard to bonding and 

affiliation, and added to the understanding of the role of non-predictability in everyday texts. 

The analysis supported an approach in which discrete analysis of non-predictable multiworded 

expressions is used to diagnose the type of relationship writers want, need or expect to have 

with the people who will join them in the abstract discourse space they create in the process of 

writing. 

The classification framework that developed from the work suggests an alternative way to 

group and compare non-predictable multiword expressions for text analysis. From a 

pedagogical perspective, the phrasal constructional profiles represent a different way to help 

international students studying English as a second language, a foreign language, or for 

academic purposes to understand the effects of using, misusing or even failing to use different 

kinds of non-predictable multiword expressions.  

A system of bracketing used to indicate options for variability would potentially be 

helpful for text analysts, English language students and teachers to record different types of 

variability in phrasal constructions, and the present work makes a contribution in that regard. 

The work therefore contributed to phraseological theory, discourse analysis, and language 

pedagogy at a number of levels by: 

1. developing a classification system, based on bottom-up analysis of the three text 
types selected for analysis and drawing on existing taxonomies, designed 
specifically to facilitate comparative analysis of discourse function; 

2. highlighting and further exploring the significance of theories of bonding and 
affiliation (Bednarek & Martin 2010) in the context of non-predictable 
multiword expressions at three levels (linguistic community, social discourse 
community, official discourse community); 

3. adding to the practical understanding of the role of non-predictability in 
everyday texts, and in particular their role as diagnostics of the nature of the 
discourse space writers develop as they create text;  

4. developing the idea of flexible comparative phrasal constructional profiles for 
different text types and producing such a profile for the three text types studied; 

5. initiating a non-technical bracketing system to mark slots for constrained 
variability. 
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1.5 TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 

The Australian concise Oxford dictionary (ACOD 2009, pp. 702) gives two definitions under 

the entry for idiom. The first defines it as:  

…a group of words established by usage and having a meaning not deducible from those of the 
individual words (as in over the moon, see the light).  

The second defines it as: 

…a form of expression peculiar to a language, person, or group of people.  

The two definitions in combination are close to capturing the nature of the non-

predictable multiword expressions used by native and nativelike speakers. The term 

idiomaticity8 is used by Fillmore, Kay and O'Connor (1988) and Fernando (1996) to refer to 

non-predictable expressions, and the terms idiom/idiomaticity could have been used throughout 

the present work. However outside phraseological research, the use of the terms idiom or 

idiomaticity almost invariably evokes references to semantically non-compositional idioms such 

as over the moon and see the light cited in the ACOD above. This is only one face of non-

predictability, and a broader term was sought for the present work.  

Another possible term is fixed expressions and idioms (FEIs) from Moon (1998a). 

However this identifies specific types of multiword expression without referencing for example 

Sinclair's extended units of meaning (EUMs),  in which a core element triggers selection of a 

suite of lexicogrammatical features, the combination conveying a subtle evaluative meaning 

which is not accessible from the words themselves (Sinclair 1991; 1994; 1996b; 2004a).  Nor 

does it encompass expressions identified in the literature which allow for non-predictable 

constrained substitutions and which are therefore neither fixed nor necessarily idiomatic in the 

traditional sense.  

Wray's (2008, p. 12) term, morpheme equivalent unit (MEU), describes:  

... a word or word string, whether incomplete or including gaps for inserted variable items that is 
processed like a morpheme, that is, without recourse to any form-meaning matching of any sub-parts 
it may have.  

This term is broader and references the fact that these expressions are accessed as units and not 

generated from scratch. However out of context "morpheme equivalent unit" may suggest that 

their meaning is simple or reducible to a single level – not Wray's intention, but also not an 

accurate reflection of the expressions studied in this work. In addition Wray's work and the 

definition above specifically include fully predictable but frequently used expressions, which 

were not considered in the present work.  

Sinclair (cited in Cheng et al. 2009) uses the term meaning shift unit (MSU). Although 

meaning shift was involved in many of the expressions identified in the present work, in some 

the more evident non-predictability arose from constraints on substitution which did not involve 
                                                        

8 Single quotes were not used in this thesis when technical terms followed the lead-in "the term...". Single quotes 
were reserved for invented examples, although these were avoided wherever possible. Double quotes were reserved 
for authentic quotes from all sources, including corpora. Italics were used for phrasal expressions identified in the 
datasets and cited in the text, unless the entire clause/sentence in which they occurred was reproduced, in which case 
the whole sentence/clause was given in roman with double inverted commas, and indvidual parts italicised if 
necessary. Italics were therefore not used for technical terms, to avoid confusion. 
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meaning shift, while in others the non-predictability arose from the bundling up of what Arnaud 

et al. (2008, p. 112, citing Biber and Clark (2002), Biber (2003), Quirk et al. (1985, p. 1330) 

and Biber et al. (1999, p. 588)), call "dense information packaging", and what Svensson (2008, 

p. 89) labels "encyclopaedic (non-)compositionality"– describing expressions such as, for 

example, nursing home, which package encyclopaedic information beyond the individual 

words. The term meaning shift unit was therefore not entirely suitable either.  

As noted above the term lexical bundle specifically references expressions "regardless of 

their idiomaticity, and regardless of their structural status" (Biber et al. 1999, p. 990), and in 

these cases Hyland (2012, p. 150) observes that "the criterion of frequency is … paramount": 

"lexical bundle" is in one sense broader (encompassing both predictable and non-predictable 

expressions) and in another narrower (requiring frequency of use) than was appropriate in the 

present work.  

Stubbs (2007) uses "phrasal construction" in reference to multiword sequences, and 

Martinez and Schmitt (2012) use "phrasal expression". The use of "construction" references 

construction grammar and Goldberg's (2006) definition of non-predictability given at the 

beginning of this thesis; and although Partington and Morley (2004, p. l79) note that these 

constructions often cross the boundaries of what they call "pre-phraseological grammar", the 

use of "phrasal" nonetheless usefully evokes the syntagmatic extension that is characteristic of 

many non-predictable multiword expressions.  

An entire thesis could be devoted to choosing a single term when a single best term 

probably does not exist. While the present work did not use the term lexical bundle, which was 

too broad, it variously used the terms non-predictable multiword expression, phrasal 

construction, and phrasal expression, all of which are applicable to the types of recurrent word 

combinations that were the focus of the work. Terms that individual authors use in their work 

were used wherever possible in the text, however, and some additional variation in terminology 

is evident as a result.  

Other terms requiring clarification are corpus, dataset, text type, and discourse. The 

term corpus was used in this work to describe large, balanced collections of texts which have 

been formally tagged with part of speech (PoS) data. The term dataset was used to refer to 

collections of untagged texts: this work involved three datasets, and the term corpus was not 

used in this regard. Each dataset represented a different type of text, and the term text type was 

therefore used to differentiate between the three datasets. The term discourse was used as a 

broad term to refer to all communicative exchange, whether written or spoken. 

The work uses Sinclair's (1987; 1996b) differentiation between Open Choice and Idiom 

Principle constructions which is explained in Chapter 2 (Literature Review). From Chapter 2 

(Literature Review) onwards, the thesis used a system of notation to differentiate between parts 

of a sentence/clause that were Open Choice or not within the scope of the phrasal expression 

under examination, and elements within a phrasal expression that allowed for constrained 
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variation. Elements that were either Open Choice or not part of a phrasal construction were 

enclosed in square brackets […]. Where constrained variation was possible, curly brackets {…} 

were used to show that elements enclosed in the curly brackets could vary, but there were 

constraints on that variation. Curly brackets therefore indicate that an option for constrained 

variation exists at that point without specifically setting out the nature of the constraint. Where 

elements were optional, round brackets (…) were used. 

Citation forms (forms used in the datasets) were used throughout the thesis. The 

analysis did not aim to produce full and detailed descriptions of individual phrasal constructions 

as set out by Stubbs (2007, p. 181) (see Chapter 3, Methodology, Section 3.3), but to establish 

where constrained variation typically existed in the citation forms of phrasal expressions 

identified in the datasets.  

As noted above, this work used the Corpus of Contemporary American English (Davies 

2008– ) to provide support for initial identification. Davies requires that the first reference to the 

corpus be given in full, but allows for subsequent references to use the short form COCA 

without an intext citation: from this point onwards only the short form, COCA, is used.  

1.6 SUMMARY AND OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 

This chapter provided the background to the present work, differentiating between predictable 

and non-predictable multiword expressions and outlining the scope of the work.  The chapter 

discussed the aims of the work, outlined the research gap to which the work aimed to contribute, 

and stated the main and subsidiary research questions. The chapter also discussed terminology 

and the scope of key terms used in the work.  

Chapter 2 (Literature Review), reviews literature relevant to the work and clarifies the 

research gap. Chapter 3 (Methods) details the procedure followed during the preparation of the 

texts, the identification and classification of the phrasal constructions, and the quantitative and 

qualitative analyses. Chapter 4 (Texts) describes the results of initial text analysis and analysis 

of the situational characteristics of the text type and the discourse space. Chapter 5 (Results) 

details the types of non-predictable multiword expressions that were found in the three datasets, 

and gives the results of quantitative and qualitative comparisons. Chapter 6 (Synthesis of 

findings: comparative profiles) regroups the results from Chapter 5 and presents the phrasal 

constructional profiles of the three datasets that emerged from the findings. Chapter 7 discusses 

the implications of the findings and the potential for individual variation within the profiles. 

Chapter 8 presents the conclusions, and discusses the limitations of the work and the potential 

for further work.  

Appendices are included in soft copy only. Appendix 1 contains the full texts of the three 

datasets with expressions initially identified for consideration underlined9, Appendix 2 lists the 

phrasal constructions identified in each dataset and details corroborating support from COCA, 

                                                        
9 Note: underlining indicates initial selection, not final inclusion.  
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Google, and dictionaries which confirmed initial identification. Data is given both in 

chronological order (text by text) and also regrouped by type. Appendix 3 contains counts for 

each dataset, including the input for statistical analysis in SPSS v. 21 (IBM 2012), and the 

output from univariate analysis in SPSS.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter reviews inputs from the literature which informed the present work. Section 2.2 

looks at key studies which have contributed to the extended understanding of non-predictability 

evident in contemporary work on phraseology, moving it beyond traditional idioms such as kick 

the bucket. Section 2.3 reviews the range of features associated with non-predictability. Section 

2.4 reviews alternative ways of classifying non-predictability, and Section 2.5 considers 

approaches to their discourse function. Section 2.6 clarifies the research gap to which the 

present work aimed to contribute, and restates the principle and more specific research 

questions.  

2.2 BEYOND "KICK THE BUCKET" 

Pawley and Syder (1983) and Pawley (1986; 2000) highlighted the pervasiveness and 

importance of lexicalised and semi-lexicalised expressions, thereby significantly extending the 

field of view of phraseological research beyond semantically non-compositional expressions 

such as trip the light fantastic or spill the beans. Their work identified expressions of clause 

length and above which demonstrated the power of native speaker preferences. This, they 

pointed out, resulted in the preferencing of particular forms at the expense of alternatives that 

should have been equally viable, but were not. They drew attention to examples such as You 

can't be too careful, That was a close call, I knew you wouldn't believe me, I thought you'd 

never ask, Shut up and listen! Eat your vegetables or you won't get any pudding! If I'd known 

then what I know now…and If you believe that you'll believe everything (Pawley & Syder 1983, 

pp. 206-7). They observed that nativelike usage requires more than a knowledge of the grammar 

and lexicon of the language, and that, "An utterance will be nativelike to the extent that it 

consists of a lexicalised sentence stem plus permissible expansions or substitutions" (ibid., p. 

192). They saw that nativelike selection precludes the use of many combinations of words 

which should, according to the rules of the language, be acceptable, so that (for example), It's 

twenty to six is unpredictably preferred to the equally grammatical (and equally succinct) It's six 

less twenty (ibid., p. 197). Their work crystallised awareness that native speakers select from a 

very large repository of prefabricated utterances, and that they would not sound like native 

speakers if they generated every utterance afresh, according to the rules of their language. As a 

result we now take it for granted that doing what you would expect to be able to do (given the 

rules of the language) will not necessarily result in nativelike spoken or written language. 

Pawley and Syder and Pawley's work shifted the research perspective in regard to non-

predictability, drawing attention to the significance of shared native speaker choice – the 

agreement of the discourse community to say things this way rather than that.  
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Where Pawley and Syder's focus was sequences of clause length and above, Sinclair 

(1987; 1991; 1994; 1996a; 1996b; 1998; 2004a; 2004b; 2007; 2008) shows how these 

preferences are also significant at the level of the individual word, where the selection of a core 

item leads to the selection of other words (collocation) and particular grammatical forms 

(colligation), allows for selection from a limited semantic set (semantic preference), and overall 

conveys an evaluative meaning (the semantic or discourse prosody) that is not apparent from the 

words themselves (Sinclair 1996b; 2004b). These extended units of meaning (EUMs), later 

termed "meaning shift units" (Sinclair, cited in Cheng et al. 2009) "constitute single choices, 

even though they might appear to be analysable into segments" (Sinclair 1991, p. 110). Sinclair 

(2004b, p. 22) says of these  "subliminal idioms",  

We understand them as centring on a slightly specialised meaning of a word in a common 
grammatical environment and in a regular collocation. This alignment of grammar and lexis is typical 
of co-selection.  

The difference between expressions generated solely according to the rules of the 

language and expressions reflecting nativelike selection was formalised in Sinclair's vision of 

two complementary modes of language production, the first Open Choice, and the second the 

Idiom Principle (Sinclair 1987), later relabelled the Phraseological Tendency (Sinclair 1996b). 

The Open Choice Principle is described as: 

...a way of seeing language text as the result of a very large number of complex choices. At each point 
where a unit is completed (a word or a phrase or a clause), a large range of choice opens up, and the 
only restraint is grammaticalness. (Sinclair 1987, p. 320) 

and also  

... the natural variation of language, so that very little indeed can be regarded as fixed. (Sinclair 
1996b, p. 82) 

On the other hand there is the Idiom Principle or Phraseological Tendency, through 

which 

...a language user has available to him or her a large number of semi-preconstructed phrases that 
constitute single choices, even though they might appear to be analysable into segments. (Sinclair 
1987, p. 320) 

and where 

…words tend to go together and make meanings by their combinations. Here is collocation, and other 
features of idiomaticity. (Sinclair 1996b, p. 82) 

Sinclair (1996b, pp. 83-8; ibid., pp. 90-1; 1998, pp. 16-22) demonstrates how patterns of 

co-occurrence cluster around core items as varied as the naked eye, true feelings, and budge. In 

each case, the selection of a (required) core triggers the co-selection of other elements. Five 

types of co-selection are identified as components of a lexical item. Two features are obligatory: 

the invariable core element – a single element that does not vary – and the semantic or discourse 

prosody that the phrase evokes.  

Semantic prosody is a topic which has prompted controversy (see for example Whitsitt 

2005) and discussion (Hunston 2007; Morley & Partington 2009). Stubbs (2001, p. 65) prefers 

the term discourse prosody, and defines it as "a feature which extends over more than one unit 

in a linear string" and expresses "speaker attitude". Semantic or discourse prosody is related to 
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connotation from semantic theory, which is defined as "the emotional associations (personal or 

communal) which are suggested by, or are part of the meaning of, a linguistic unit" (Crystal 

2008, p. 102). The semantic or discourse prosody of an EUM "is a subtle element of attitudinal, 

often pragmatic meaning and there is often no word in the language that can be used as a 

descriptive label for it" (Sinclair 1998, p. 20). It is not located in any individual element, but is 

the product of the entire combination of elements that make up the EUM. This packaging of 

complexity is typical: non-predictable expressions consistently help members of the discourse 

community to manage communicative complexity.  

The three optional categories are collocation ("co-occurrence of words"), colligation ("co-

occurrence of grammatical phenomena"), and semantic preference ("the restriction of regular 

co-occurrence to items which share a semantic feature") (Sinclair 1998, pp. 15–17). These 

combinations, initially named Extended Units of Meaning (EUMs) and later renamed Meaning 

Shift Units (MSUs), "constitute single choices, even though they might appear to be analysable 

into segments" (Sinclair 1991, p. 110) and are therefore formulaic in Wray's definition of the 

group as a whole, which sees storage and retrieval "whole from memory at the time of use" 

rather than "generation or analysis by the language grammar" (Wray 2002, p. 9) as central to the 

characterisation of formulaicity.   

Sinclair's work encourages analysts to look for syntagmatic extension as well as 

paradigmatic variation, and the approach yields insight in a variety of phraseological contexts. 

For example "Your argument won't hold water", an instantiation of the ARGUMENT IS A CONTAINER 

metaphor (Lakoff & Johnson 1980, p. 92), displays all the characteristics of EUMs (MSUs). 

There are colligational restrictions: COCA analysis conducted in the writing of this chapter 

indicates that if the construction is declarative, the meaning is literal, not idiomatic, and the 

associated semantic set belongs firmly to the world – referring to a bottle, a reservoir, a pond, or 

fiber10. Non-declarative forms (negatives and questions) are idiomatic. Things that 'don't hold 

water' in this case are abstractions – evidence, assumptions, theories. Both semantic sets are 

thus constrained, but in different ways. The overall semantic or discourse prosody of the 

idiomatic phrasal construction, while typically difficult to articulate in a few words (Sinclair 

1998, p. 20), suggests some derision, or at the very least a lack of faith. 

The identification of EUMs involves systematic analysis of Key Word in Context 

(KWIC) displays: even then, while the end of an EUM or MSU is usually easy to identify, the 

beginning is much harder to pin down (Sinclair 2004b, p. 34).  

Danielsson (2007, p. 174-7) gives step-by-step details of the lengthy process through 

which the full extent of extended units of meaning can be identified, demonstrating with the 

core item traffic, and Stubbs gives examples including a detailed examination of the extended 

lexical unit thing in the world. Sinclair's (2004a, pp. 7-9) analysis of the core item trouble 

shows the range of patterns that can be identified around a single word, including:  

                                                        
10 Where American spellings were used to search COCA they are used in the thesis text, as here. 
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[BE]11 in trouble  
the X is that …where "X is one of: problem, fact, truth, trouble, result, reality, point, idea, reason, 
irony" (p. 7). 
[HAVE] trouble X-ing 
[HAVE] trouble with X 
the trouble with (with X) is that 
[HAVE] no trouble at all in X-ing 
out of trouble 
in trouble 
[CAUSE] trouble 
there [BE] trouble <location> 
trouble-free 
trouble spots 
worth the trouble 
more trouble than X [BE] worth 
heart trouble 
crowd trouble 
trouble-makers 
asking for trouble 
trouble flared <timing> 
[TAKE] the trouble to 
sign of trouble 
spell trouble 
[MAKE] trouble 
[ASK] for trouble 
[LEAD] {you} into trouble 
 

Each of the units is non-predictable in some regard: there are either collocational constraints 

(trouble spots not trouble locations or trouble places), or colligational restrictions (have trouble 

X-ing); in some cases the meaning is not clear from the words (ask for trouble, spell trouble), or 

the words are transparent but the combination means more than the words (e.g. trouble-makers, 

heart trouble). Several of the examples (the X is that, [TAKE] the trouble to, [HAVE] no 

trouble at all in X-ing show how extended units of meaning subvert traditional phrasal 

boundaries, as noted by Partington and Morley (2004, p. 179), and the X is that, where X is a 

specific semantic set, shows the constrained variability that is also typical of the group. 

Expressions utilising the Phraseological Tendency – Idiom Principle selections – reflect 

the choices of the discourse community, and work on lexicalisation and grammaticalisation 

demonstrates the progression from innovation to generalised absorption (Traugott & Dasher 

2002; Hopper & Traugott 2003). The norm, if there is one, is always in flux. Sinclair (2007,   p. 

2) comments: 

Meaning is always provisional, always changing; there is a Darwinian flavour to Teubert's view that it 
is the right of each member of a speech community to use a word in whatever way they please, but if 
the usage is not adopted by the other members of the speech community then it simply disappears – 
only the fittest survive.  

A particular usage may begin with a single instance of use, and progress through the process of 

semanticisation from original coded meaning to utterance-token, utterance-type and finally new 

coded meaning via the choices of the social discourse community, which are affected by 

                                                        
11 Throughout this work, lemmas (from lexicology, being abstractions representing all variations of a type, sometimes 
referred to as 'lexemes') are written in upper case italics and enclosed in square brackets.  
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"preferred uses, saliency, relevance, subjectivity etc." (Traugott & Dasher 2005, p. 38): but it 

must at some point be adopted by the discourse community, or it will disappear.  

Language users absorb preferred uses, saliency, relevance, and subjectivity through 

exposure to phrasal constructions in a process Hoey calls priming, which is critical to the 

development of non-predictable multiword expressions and which emphasises their status as 

products of a discourse community. Hoey (2007, p. 8) explains priming thus: 

The explanation I have offered is that each time we encounter a word (or syllable or combination of 
words), we subconsciously keep a record of the context and co-text of the word, so that cumulatively 
as we re-encounter the word (or syllable or combination of words) we build up a record of its 
collocations. We are, I argue, primed by each encounter so that when we come to use the word (or 
syllable or combination of words) we characteristically replicate the contexts in which we had 
previously encountered it.  

Those "contexts" relate to syntagmatic and paradigmatic selections – choices relating to co-

selection on the one hand, and constrained substitution on the other.  

Priming affects not only choices relating to immediate context and co-text, but also 

choices relating to textual position, as work by Hoey and O'Donnell (2008) shows in regard to 

the typical text placement of expressions such as it was announced yesterday, and in a move (as 

in "In a move unheard of at the time, Kameny fought back, first in the courts and…"12).  

Phrasal constructions emerge, persist, and survive in the discourse community as a result 

of this priming process, but the primings are established in the mind of the individual, and do 

not belong to the word (Hoey 2007, p. 9). We allow ourselves to be primed because it suits us, 

and we tap in to shared primings because we are primarily social beings. We both want and 

need to capitalise on the benefits that go along with the use of expressions that we do not have 

to make from scratch, which often convey subtle meanings which would be difficult to convey 

otherwise, and which, as Pawley and Syder (1983) point out, mark us as nativelike speakers and 

writers – members of the same discourse community. For anyone interested in understanding 

the nature of community as negotiated in texts, for people who want to assimilate into the social 

discourse community, and for people involved in preparing texts either for a specific 

community or for a more global audience, non-predictable multiword expressions are 

enormously significant.  

2.3 KEY FEATURES 

Non-predictable multiword expressions reflect native speaker preference (Pawley & Syder 

1983; Pawley 1986, 2000); they are not generated through the Open Choice Principle but are 

subject to the Idiom Principle (Sinclair 1987, 1996b); and they are not generated afresh but are 

retrieved without full analysis of their constituent parts (Wray 2002).  

Wray (ibid., p. 9) defines formulaicity as: 

…a sequence, continuous or discontinuous, of words or other elements, which is, or appears to be, 
prefabricated: that is, stored and retrieved whole from memory at the time of use, rather than being 
subject to generation or analysis by the language grammar.  

                                                        
12 From COCA (Davies 2008- ): 2012, Mag: Newsweek.  
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The definition, which applies to both predictable and non-predictable phrasal constructions, is 

intentionally broad in order "to make reference easier, not to constrain the discussion" (ibid.).  

In a set of diagnostics designed to help understand decisions based on intuition Wray and 

Namba (2003) and Wray (2008) establish eleven diagnostic criteria which demonstrate the 

range of features associated with both predictable and non-predictable multiword expressions. 

The table below quotes some of the detail from Wray's full explanation: 

A:  By my judgement there is something grammatically unusual about this word string. 

B: By my judgement, part or all of the word string lacks semantic transparency. 

C: By my judgement, this word string is associated with a specific situation and/or register. 

D: By my judgement, the word string as a whole performs a function in communication or 
discourse other than, or in addition to, conveying the meaning of the words themselves. 

E: By my judgement, this precise formulation is the one most commonly used by this 
speaker/writer when conveying this idea. 

F: By my judgement, the speaker/writer has accompanied this string with an action, use of 
punctuation, or phonological pattern that gives it special status as a unit, and/or the 
speaker/writer is repeating something just heard or read.  

G: By my judgement, the speaker/writer, or someone else, has marked this word string 
grammatically or lexically in a way that gives it special status as  unit. 

H: By my judgement, based on direct evidence or my intuition, there is a greater than chance-
level probability that the speaker/writer will have encountered this precise formulation before 
in communication with other people. 

I: By my judgement, although this word string is novel, it is a clear derivation, deliberate or 
otherwise, of something that can be demonstrated to be formulaic in its own right. 

J: By my judgement, this word string is formulaic, but it has been unintentionally applied 
inappropriately. 

K: By my judgement, this word string contains linguistic material that is too sophisticated, or 
not sophisticated enough, to match the speaker's general grammatical and lexical competence. 

(Extracted from Wray 2008, pp. 116-21) 

Criteria A and B relate to syntactic and semantic non-compositionality respectively. Criterion C 

includes expressions commonly used in particular situations, or particular text types, including 

register features and register markers (Biber and Conrad 2009). Criterion D relates to 

performative expressions such as I now pronounce you man and wife, where the expression 

conveys more than the individual words. E relates to author- or speaker-specific utterances and 

would be applicable in cases where analysts were looking at a number of texts written by one 

author. In F, Wray (ibid., p. 118) comments, "something extrinsic to the content of the message 

itself is used to demarcate the word string as special". G refers to textual clues that point to 

formulaicity: an example is "I've just learnt the term pin money", in which the words "the term" 

point to the unitary status of pin money (ibid., p. 119). H relates to preferred ways of saying 

things. Wray (ibid., p. 120) says, "The distinctions can be subtle, and are highly sensitive to the 

norms of the speech community". This includes Pawley and Syder's (1983) preferred choices. 

Criterion I describes situations in which an expression evokes an existing phrasal construction, 

but where the combinations are novel. Criterion K relates to non-native speakers and people 
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with language disorders. Criteria, A, B, and D specifically apply to non-predictable expressions, 

targeting syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic non-compositionality: other criteria could apply to 

either predictable or non-predictable multiword expressions.  

Fillmore, Kay and O'Connor (1988, p. 504) describe the same key features of non-

predictability or idiomaticity from a different perspective, noting:  

We think of a locution or manner of speaking as idiomatic if it is assigned an interpretation by the 
speech community but if somebody who merely knew the grammar and the vocabulary could not, by 
virtue of that knowledge alone, know (i) how to say it, or (ii) what it means or (iii) whether it is a 
conventional thing to say. Put differently, an idiomatic expression or construction is something a 
language user could fail to know while knowing everything else in the language.  

This highlights three features of non-predictable expressions: (i) they are not Open Choice 

constructions; (ii) they evoke meanings that are not clear from the words themselves (equivalent 

to semantic and pragmatic non-compositionality); and (iii) they reflect the preferred native 

speaker choices of the discourse community.  

Fillmore, Kay and O'Connor's (ibid., pp. 504-5) contrast between "encoding" and 

"decoding" idioms introduces an additional perspective on the distinction between predictable 

and non-predictable multiword expressions. Encoding and decoding idioms pose either 

productive (encoding) or receptive (decoding) problems for native and non-native speakers who 

have not come across them before. Some expressions – such as kick the bucket and pull a fast 

one – are both decoding and encoding phrasal constructions: a hearer/reader would neither 

understand them nor be able to produce them had they not learned them as constructions. On the 

other hand collocations like answer the door, wide awake, and bright red are issues for 

encoding (or production), but not decoding (reception): i.e. they are easy to understand, but 

might not be produced in that format without prior exposure. Non-predictable multiword 

expressions will always create encoding problems at the very least, and often create both 

encoding and decoding problems. All encoding and decoding idioms are non-predictable 

constructions as defined by Goldberg (2006, p. 5), and this represents the single most significant 

overarching indicator of non-predictability.  

Still at a relatively broad level of specificity, but writing only in regard to fixed 

expressions and idioms, Moon (1998a, p. 19) classifies the expressions she identifies according 

to whether they are "problematic and anomalous on grounds of lexicogrammar, pragmatics, or 

semantics", describing them in Moon (1998b, p. 79) as "the sorts of item that for reasons of 

semantics, lexico-grammar, or pragmatics are regarded as holistic units rather than 

compositional strings", which echoes Wray's (2002, p. 9) definition given above.  

Moon (1998a, pp. 20-24) identifies three macrocategories of fixed expressions and 

idioms:  

1. anomalous collocations, which are "syntagmatically or paradigmatically aberrant"; 
2. formulae, which are pragmatically specialised but (usually) semantically transparent 13; 
3. metaphors, which may be transparent, semi-transparent, or opaque ("pure idioms"). 

                                                        
13 (The kind of expressions identified by Pawley and Syder (1983) which reflect native speaker choice.) 
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Even at this relatively broad level, Moon (ibid., p. 24) finds that although in most cases an 

expression belongs more clearly to one group than another, 25% of the fixed expressions and 

idioms fall into more than one macrocategory, leading her to suggest that:  

On balance, a flexible system is preferable to a rigid one where only single classes are acceptable: it 
allows a greater range of information to be recorded and reflects the indisputable fuzziness of 
boundaries. (ibid., p. 25) 

Wray (2002, p. 43) takes a similar position, noting, "It may simply be that identification cannot 

be based on a single criterion, but rather needs to draw on a suite of features".  

Alongside the key, broad-based features identified above, the literature also identifies a 

range of more local characteristics of individual types of non-predictable multiword expression, 

reviewed in Section 2.4. 

2.4 LOCAL FEATURES 

In non-predictable multiword expressions, one, two or more of these local features combine to 

make the expression as a whole either an encoding or a decoding idiom: these are the local 

features that underly the key characteristics of non-predictability noted above. These local 

features are not mutually exclusive because at a local level, there is value in providing as many 

perspectives on non-predictability as possible to avoid issues with a rigid system noted by Moon 

above, and to reflect "the indisputable fuzziness of boundaries" she observes (1998a, p. 25).  

The local features which are reviewed next are encyclopaedic non-compositionality; 

collocational restrictions; syntactic anomalies; meaning shift (including semantic non-

compositionality); metaphor (related to meaning shift); semantic (or discourse) prosody; 

appraisal; constraints on surrounding elements (related to collocational restrictions); social 

specificity; fixedness; and constrained variability (also related to collocational restrictions). 

  

2.4.1 ENCYCLOPAEDIC NON-COMPOSITIONALITY 

Chapter 1 (Introduction) noted Wray's (2012, p. 239) comment that there may be "a few small 

rodents skulking about in the room". One rodent of which phraseology is increasingly aware is 

encyclopaedic non-compositionality, which "occurs when the meanings of the separate words 

each contribute to the meaning of the expression but the expression also has an additional 

meaning" (Svensson 2008, p. 89). This results in "dense information packaging" (Arnaud et al. 

2008, p. 112), so that encyclopaedic understandings are bundled up in otherwise innocuous 

combinations. An example is climate change, which is overtly transparent (climate change 

literally referencing a change in the climate) but packages complex shared understandings 

regarding the environmental impact of human activity, specifically in relation to the levels of 

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Svensson (op. cit., p. 90) gives the example of The White 

House, referencing the seat of government in the US which is also literally a white house. Other 

contemporary examples include aircraft carrier (a large ship designed to transport aircraft, 

owned and operated by military forces), and respite centre (a place staffed by professionals 
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where carers can leave family members suffering from illness so that the carers can have a short 

break from full-time care). Where dense information packaging exists, encyclopaedic 

knowledge is required to decode all the layers of meaning that have accrued to the expression 

over time. [W]eapons of mass destruction (discussed also by Teubert (2007, p. 67)) not only 

refers literally to things that can kill a lot of people, but also tags the entire debate about the 

2003 invasion of Iraq, which was premised on the existence of weapons of mass destruction. In 

contemporary Australia and elsewhere, the expression weapons of mass destruction triggers a 

wealth of encyclopaedic understandings and simultaneously evokes what Martin and White 

(2007, p. 109) call "the ongoing colloquy" in regard to the historical events with which it is now 

so strongly associated. 

Sag et al. (2002) refer to "institutionalised expressions", or "statistically idiosyncratic 

expressions" such as traffic light (preferred to traffic director or intersection regulator). These 

are the "strong collocations" described by Lewis (2002): they reflect the native speaker 

preferences described by Pawley and Syder (1983). Many are also encyclopaedic under 

Svensson's (2008, p. 90) definition, in that although the individual parts are transparent, the total 

packages complex understandings – in the case of traffic light relating to the rules of the road 

that require one to stop when "traffic lights"– poles with a red, yellow, and green light arranged 

vertically – have the red light illuminated. Nothing in the words conveys the process, or the 

legal understandings packaged in the expression (failure to stop at a red light is illegal, even 

when there are no other cars on the roads). The twentieth century saw a doubling in the number 

of similar noun plus noun combinations in newspaper texts (Arnaud et al. 2008, p. 112, citing 

Biber & Clark 2002 and Biber 2003), perhaps reflecting an increasing need to neatly package 

the complex shared understandings of an increasingly complex world.  

Encyclopaedic non-compositionality is an area of non-predictability growing in 

significance in phraseological studies, and was a significant local indicator of non-predictability 

in the present work. 

2.4.2 COLLOCATIONAL RESTRICTIONS 

Non-predictability is premised on restrictions and constraints, as the broad definitions in the 

introduction to this section indicated. At a more local level, restricted collocations are 

quintessentially "something a language user could fail to know while knowing everything else 

in the language" (Fillmore, Kay and O'Connor 1988). "[U]nexpected collocational restrictions" 

are one of four local characteristics Hudson (1998, pp. 8-9) identifies in her work on fixed 

expressions. She lists as examples substitutions that should be possible but are not, such as 

above board, which is acceptable, contrasted with *below board, which is not (ibid.). Halliday's 

(1966, pp. 148-62) examples strong tea and powerful engine, which are inexplicably not 

interchangeable (*powerful tea, *strong engine), demonstrate their ubiquity in everyday 

language.  
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These unexpected collocational restrictions contrast with other collocations which would 

not be unexpected, such as eat with meat, or drink with beer/water/lemonade, or wash with your 

face/the dishes/the car, or sell and house, which "co-occur in sentences more often than would 

be predicted on the basis of the frequency of the individual words" although "there is no reason 

to think that this is due to anything other than real world facts" (Sag et al., 2002, p. 8). The 

distinction between collocations based on real world facts and collocations that relate to non-

predictability is addressed by Cowie (1992), who describes a series of tests designed to identify 

non-predictable verb-noun collocations (restricted collocations).  

The first test stipulates that there must be some semantic specialisation of the verb, which 

Cowie (ibid.) says can be operationalised in one of the following three ways:  

1. the meaning of the verb may be bleached or delexicalised, as in the case of make a decision;  
2.  the verb may have acquired a figurative meaning "now so well-worn as to have lost most of 

its analogical force", as in the case of abandon a principle;  
3. the verb may appear "in a technical or semi-technical sense (as in enact measures, or draft the 

legislation)".  

Restricted collocations must satisfy one of these initial tests as a minimum (Cowie 1992, pp. 5–

6). Since neither drive collocated with car nor sell collocated with house pass any of the tests, 

neither pairing represents a restricted collocation. 

A further two "commutation" tests involve considering possible variants for both 

collocant and collocate which are only applied once the first criterion has been satisfied. Where 

there are no alternatives, or where there is a limited (constrained) set of synonymous 

alternatives (constraints on substitution), the collocation can be described as restricted (Cowie 

1992, pp. 5–6). Because the first requirement must already have been met, this restricts the 

chance that a collocation reflecting the "real world facts" referenced by Sag et al. (2002) above 

will qualify as restricted.  

From the perspective of natural language processing (NLP), Sag et al. (2002, p. 8) note 

that if collocational constraints are not programmed into an NLP system, the system will 

produce appropriate combinations such as telephone booth and telephone box, alongside non-

nativelike combinations such as telephone cabinet and telephone closet. The unexpectedness is 

an expression of native speaker preference, which can be tested (in line with Cowie's second 

level tests) by trying other possible combinations in a large reference corpus. For example, at 

the time of the present analysis, telephone cabinet was not cited at all in COCA and telephone 

closet had only one citation, referring to a cupboard in which a telephone was located. This 

confirms that telephone cabinet and telephone closet, while theoretically possible, are 

dispreferred by the discourse community. 

2.4.3 SYNTACTIC ANOMALIES  

This characteristic draws on the distinction made by Fillmore, Kay and O'Connor (1988) 

between "grammatical" and "extragrammatical" idioms. Grammatical idioms are represented by 

phrasal constructions such as pull a fast one, which is syntactically straightforward (behaving 
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grammatically as one would expect it to behave, and with all the right elements in the right 

places), but semantically non-transparent. Extragrammatical idioms are represented by first off, 

sight unseen, by and large, so far so good, all of which are in some way grammatically 

anomalous (ibid., p. 505). Syntactic anomalies can be seen at a local level in expressions which 

have no determiner where one would otherwise be expected, as in grammaticalised preposition-

noun-preposition combinations such as in relation to, studied by Hoffmann (2005), or where a 

determiner is (conversely) used where it is not expected, as in all of a sudden, where it appears 

before an adjective that has no noun. Anomalous syntax or usage is the second of the four 

characteristics of fixed expressions identified by Hudson (1998) (see Section 2.4.10 below).  

2.4.4 MEANING SHIFT 

Sinclair's analyses demonstrate the significance of combinations of collocational (lexical) and 

colligational (grammatical) constraints, semantic constraints on paradigmatic substitution, and 

evaluative meanings that are not immediately evident from the words themselves, all of this 

clustered around a core element. In later work he uses the term meaning-shift unit (MSU) 

(Sinclair, cited in Cheng et al. 2009, p. 237), preferring this to collocation, and noting that the 

term MSU stresses "the main criterion, which is that the co-selection of the constituents causes 

a shift in the ambient meaning" (italics added). This leads Cheng et al. (ibid.) to comment that 

"Given that words are co-selected, the meaning shift takes place between different co-selections 

rather than between individual words", so that meaning shift is not atomised to individual 

words, but accrues as a result of the extended network of constraints.  

The idea of "meaning shift" is central to contemporary understanding of non-

predictability above the word, although it appears in the literature in different guises. For 

example Cowie's (1992) tests for restricted collocations mentioned above (Section 2.3.2) 

involve the identification of meaning shift evidenced through bleaching, specialisation and the 

development of figurative meanings. Many "strong collocations", defined as "partnerships 

which are so tightly linked they behave almost as single words", and "weak collocations" which 

"occur between two common words, each of which may co-occur with many other words" 

(Lewis 2002, p. 30) also demonstrate meaning shift. In weak collocations such as a good chance 

and a nice day (cited in Lewis, ibid.), the core meanings of good and nice have shifted, good 

now meaning statistically high, and nice meaning in terms of the weather, or one's enjoyment, 

depending on the context). In Lewis' (ibid.) strong collocations based on the adjective golden 

(golden opportunity, golden handshake, golden boy, the adjective has also undergone meaning 

shift, acquiring a figurative meaning.  

Many verb-particle expressions or phrasal verbs such as write up and look up, listed as 

"syntactically variable expressions" by Sag et al. (2002, p. 3) demonstrate meaning shift, and 

the light verb collocants – make, have, take, give, do also listed by Sag et al. (ibid., p. 7) 

similarly are the end-products of the process of bleaching in which the full meaning of the verb 
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has disappeared over time – another facet of meaning shift. The presence of meaning shift in an 

expression is a strong local indicator of non-predictability. 

2.4.5 METAPHOR 

Metaphor relies on meaning shift, and often manifests in non-predictable multiword 

expressions. In the case of the structural metaphor AN ARGUMENT IS A JOURNEY, for example, 

Lakoff and Johnson (1980) list, among other examples, a number of non-predictable multiword 

expressions including the phrasal verb set out ("We have set out to prove that bats are birds"), 

step-by-step ("We will proceed in a step-by-step fashion), and [POINT] the way ("This 

observation points the way to an elegant solution"). Among examples of the structural metaphor 

TIME IS MONEY, they list [SPEND] time, in which the meaning of spend has shifted. In relation to 

orientational metaphor, which is operationalised through metaphorical relations such as MORE IS 

UP and LESS IS DOWN; FORESEEABLE FUTURE EVENTS ARE UP (and AHEAD), they give non-predictable 

multiword examples such as [FALL] ill, [DROP] dead, [he's] climbing the ladder, things are 

looking up.  

Ontological metaphors, which allow us to understand what we experience "in terms of 

objects and substances" and "to pick out parts of our experience and treat them as discrete 

entities or substances of a uniform kind" (ibid., p. 25) also frequently manifest in non-

predictable multiword expressions. For example, Lakoff and Johnson (ibid., pp. 26-7) list, 

among other examples, the non-predictable multiword expressions [Inflation] is taking its toll, 

the brutality of war, seek fame and fortune, find true happiness, a threat to national security 

and [we're] running out of steam. 

Cameron (2011, p. 346) notes:  

…basic interactions with the physical world provide a rich source of metaphorical ways of talking and 
thinking about more abstract ideas, but they often come with emotions or attitudes that have become 
attached to them through sociocultural interaction.  

That "sociocultural interaction" relates to priming (Hoey 2007), and the "emotions or attitudes" 

that become attached often evoke evaluative meaning. While Cameron's work on metaphor is 

informed by Lakoff and Johnson's cognitive approach, she takes a discourse perspective which 

prioritises context of use (Cameron op. cit., p. 343). What she describes as "the crystallisation 

and conventionalisation of metaphors across a discourse or speech community" (op. cit., p. 350) 

relies on shared understandings of the "basic interactions" in her quote. 

Metaphor also enables people to deal with shared understandings of difficult, abstract 

concepts: Moon (1994, p. 131) comments that it "aims to make concrete, vivid or clear a more 

abstract or less familiar idea". As in the case of the theory doesn't hold water above, metaphor 

enables people to make criticism appear less personal, coding it in culturally sanctioned 

expressions (ibid., p. 133) which also represent bonding opportunities. The journalist who 

commented, "Armstrong's a total piece of work"14 in one of the examples listed in Chapter 1 

                                                        
14 Cited above, available from http://citycyclingedinburgh.info/bbpress/topic.php?id=9416, accessed 18 February 
2013. 
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(Introduction) registered her/his strong negative judgement of Lance Armstrong, who confessed 

in 2013 to extensive drug-taking throughout his international cycling career. The criticism was 

mediated by a culturally sanctioned expression, a resource triggering a bond (Knight 2010) 

between the speaker and his audience. Similarly, Drew and Holt's (1988) work on idiom usage 

in conversational complaint sequences points to their dual use – in negotiating non-agreement 

while at the same time maintaining a communicative bond. 

Metaphor is evident across a variety of contexts relating to ordinary, everyday 

eventualities and entities around which we share common understandings. Cameron (op. cit., p. 

344) notes the tendency (in conversation) for "very frequently used words, particularly phrasal 

verbs, [to] account for much metaphor use". Phrasal verbs, the bane of English language 

learners' lives, cannot be avoided in everyday language without loss of the nativelike fluency 

Pawley and Syder (1988) identified. Corpus analysis indicates that phrasal verbs as a group, but 

especially intransitive phrasal verbs, are commonly used in conversation and fiction, but are 

very rare in news and academic writing (Biber et al. 1999, p. 409). Biber et al. say one reason is 

that they are often used as imperatives, and "Since imperative clauses are far more common in 

conversation than the expository registers […], it is not surprising that phrasal verbs used in this 

way are also rare in the expository registers" (ibid.). Another reason is that the majority of 

phrasal verbs are "colloquial in tone" (ibid.). While many transitive and intransitive phrasal 

verbs may be colloquial, it is also evident that they often reference the mundanities of everyday 

life, or basic interactions – bringing up children, putting off a purchase, calling off a meeting, 

dropping in to see someone, washing up the dishes, running up a debt, eyeing up a handsome 

man/pretty woman, ending up at the pub.  

Wray (2012, p. 244) comments: 

...we say the things we want and need to say – sometimes things that are often said; sometimes things 
that are rarely said; sometimes things that are remarkable to ourselves or others; sometimes 
deliberately things that are not at all remarkable; sometimes things that could be easily interpreted by 
someone unfamiliar with the formulation; sometimes things that are impenetrable to all but an insider. 
Only once we have decided what is important to say, do some or all of these other factors play a role 
in how we say it.  

The metaphorical meanings in phrasal verbs mark "the things we want and need to say" as 

mundane by putting them squarely in the domain of the social discourse community, in the 

Idiom Principle zone, and apart from Open Choice constructions which do not rely on shared 

knowledge. 

Non-predictable multiword expressions frequently involve a semantic or discourse 

prosody (Sinclair 1991; 1996; 1998; Stubbs 2007) which evokes subtle evaluative positions, and 

the review turns next to this widespread local characteristic of non-predictability.  

2.4.6 SEMANTIC/DISCOURSE PROSODY 

The prevalence of evaluative meanings in phrasal constructions has been referenced throughout 

this review: it is a significant local characteristic. Where it is evoked (indirectly suggested) 

rather than inscribed (part of the core meaning of the words), it is covered by the second part of 
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Fillmore, Kay and O'Connor's (1988, p. 504) characterisation of idiomaticity – "someone who 

knew the grammar and the vocabulary could not, by virtue of that knowledge alone, know […] 

what it means": there is nothing in pay through the nose that explicitly tells the reader/hearer 

that payment levels were very high, and that this was not good. Evoked evaluation was taken as 

a mark of non-predictable status in the present work.  

Evaluation is central to Stubbs' (2007, p.163) description of a phrasal construction, the 

first part of which was previously given in Chapter 1 (Introduction). The description concludes: 

The form of these constructions can be specified as combinations of collocation and colligation (co-
occurring word and grammatical categories) and their meanings can be specified as often evaluative 
communicative functions. [italics added]  

Like other aspects of non-predictability, semantic or discourse prosody does not play out 

in a straightforward way. Hunston (2007, p. 251) differentiates between two perspectives on 

evaluation – one in which the evaluative meaning is distributed across several words, as in the 

case of Sinclair's extended units of meaning, the other where it centres on an individual word. In 

these cases a particular item consistently associates with other items that are typically either 

negative or positive. [CAUSE], for example, often appears with words such as trouble, 

difficulty, a problem – all negative. In these cases the suggestion is that "an association with 

evaluatively negative things is a property of the verb". That property can carry over to other 

contexts, so that in the case of [FACE] I could say 'She faced the inheritance of a vast fortune', 

and the 'vast fortune' would be interpreted as something undesirable.  

Each case, however, has to be carefully analysed. Hunston (ibid., pp. 254-6) observes that 

persistence as a noun can be good or bad, but the adjective persistent used before a noun 

typically co-occurs with negative nouns such as arm twisting, drug users, intimidation, rain, 

refusal…, and even where the noun itself is not clearly negative, the broader (cotextual) context 

is. However where persistent appears after the noun, "the attitudinal implications are less 

consistent". And perspective makes a difference: Hunston gives an example relating to the theft 

of a cardboard cut-out from a video store –"There were three young guys out to get him and 

they were very persistent". Here the persistence of the individuals concerned could be evaluated 

differently depending on your perspective – for some it would be positive (they got the figure, 

good outcome) and for others negative (they stole the figure, bad behaviour).  

Turning to Sinclair's extended units of meaning, Hunston (ibid., p. 257) notes that the 

prosody is viewed as being distributed across the entire span of the expression, rather than 

centring on an individual word.  

The evaluative or attitudinal meanings that accrue in extended units of meaning (EUMs) 

are not easy to articulate and rarely fall readily into either negative or positive categories, as 

analyses of EUMs clustering around [BUDGE] (Sinclair 1998; 2004b) and other core elements 

such as naked eye, true feelings, brook and place (Sinclair 2004b) demonstrate. Sinclair (1998, 

p. 20) comments, "It is a subtle element of attitudinal, often pragmatic meaning and there is 
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often no word in the language that can be used as a descriptive label for it". In regard to 

[BUDGE], for example, he says: 

…we can claim in the case of the use of budge the user wishes to express or report frustration (or a 
similar emotion) at the refusal or inability of some obstacle to move, despite pressure being applied.  

– so that the EUM based on budge represents an economical way of expressing this rather 

complex meaning. As a result, while the semantic or discourse prosody of an expression could 

be defined solely in reference to a negative/positive polarity, doing so would often involve an 

oversimplification of what expressions such as these convey.  

Close analysis of corpus examples reveals delicate patterns, so that subtle alterations in 

the phraseology – i.e. in the make-up of the extended unit of meaning – will change the 

semantic prosody (Hunston op. cit., p. 258). The impact of such small changes is evident 

throughout phraseology. In the context of the idiom spill the beans, for example, Moon (1994, 

p. 128) notes that putting either spill or the beans in the position of topical theme ('what she 

spilt was the beans' or 'the beans were what she spilt') trips the expression out of Idiom Principle 

and into Open Choice – the change "breaks the gestalt of the idiom and the decontextualised 

utterance is likely to be interpreted as literal". Similarly in the example [SCARE] the {shit} out 

of {me}, identified in the data in the present study, there are constraints on all slots but 

particularly significant constraints on the second slot: speakers/writers can use shit, bejesus, or 

living daylights, but if they are tempted to use last night's curry, the meaning is disturbingly 

indeterminate between idiomatic and literal. Rather than invalidating the concept of 

semantic/discourse prosody at either word or EUM level, these observations demonstrate the 

complexity and subtlety involved in its accurate deployment, and add to the interest in these 

expressions in regard to discourse function.  

Hunston (op. cit., p. 266) takes the position that the term semantic prosody should be kept 

to describe the extended meanings of EUMs and semantic preference should be used for co-

occurrence patterns related to individual words, and cautions that "Typical evaluative meaning 

[…is…] associated with precise details of phraseology", meaning that generalisations may only 

apply to particular patterns and primings – i.e. at a hyper-local level. While treading a measured 

line in regard to intertextuality, she observes that: 

…resonances of intertextuality are difficult to deny. They allow us to interpret cause a fire differently 
from light a fire, to understand that courteous to the point of gentleness strikes a cautionary note about 
the quality of gentleness and to perceive that seems to think is not simply a hedged variant of thinks. 
(ibid.)  

The examples contained in the quote demonstrate how subtled and varied the evaluative 

meanings conveyed by semantic prosodies are. Non-predictable multiword expressions have the 

potential to do something other than or in addition to evoking either negative or positive 

evaluation. In the case of drunk as a skunk or the Australian expression flat out like a lizard 

drinking, for example, there is an evaluative response and in addition an upscaling of the 

intensity associated with the phrasal construction, drunk as a skunk meaning extremely drunk, 
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and flat out like a lizard drinking meaning extremely busy. Appraisal theory enables this 

broader range of evaluative meanings to be addressed.  

2.4.7 APPRAISAL 

Appraisal theory (Martin and White 2007) is concerned with Interpersonal meanings, which 

"enable interaction" (Bednarek & Martin 2010, p. 8). There are three dimensions to the 

framework: (1) Attitude, (2) Engagement, and (3) Graduation. Attitude has three sub-systems: 

Affect, Judgement, and Appreciation. Affect relates to emotional response. Judgement and 

Appreciation can both be viewed as "institutionalised feelings", but Judgement "reworks 

feelings in the realm of proposals about behaviour" and Appreciation "reworks feelings as 

propositions about things" (Martin & White 2007, p. 45). Graduation has two sub-systems: 

Force, relating to intensity; and Focus, relating to prototypicality (ibid., p. 137). Engagement 

relates to the extent and ways in which speakers and writers represent and reference themselves 

and other people, and Martin and White specifically reference Bakhtin in this regard (ibid., p. 

99). The framework goes into significant detail in each area, with detailed subcategories, but 

even the broad categories outlined above have the capacity to clarify the nature of semantic or 

discourse prosody in non-predictable multiword expressions. 

Many non-predictable multiword expressions code Judgement, or evaluation in regard to 

people (she's a piece of work): others code Appreciation or evaluation in regard to things (words 

of wisdom). The evaluative position or stance can be inscribed in the word itself – as in the 

choice in an Australian context of douchebag (defined as "a male with a certain combination of 

obnoxious characteristics related to attitude, social ineptitude etc." in Urban Dictionary15). 

Alternatively, the evaluative meaning may be evoked, as in piece of work, where no single 

element has a negative meaning in its own right.  

Other phrasal constructions evoke intensity, which is part of the Graduation system, and 

more specifically Force: for example [GO] through the roof, in "Rental rates go through the 

roof", a headline from the online newspaper Perth Now16 conveys the writer's assessment of the 

intensity of the rise in prices. Moon's (1994, p. 133) substitution procedure, which involves 

replacing idiomatic elements or expressions with non-idiomatic alternatives and contrasting the 

results, demonstrates the impact of the expression: 'prices have risen suddenly' lacks the 

intensity of 'have gone through the roof'. 

The significance and value of Engagement is apparent in non-predictable multiword 

expressions such as in my opinion, to my way of thinking, from my perspective, it is said that, 

and sources report, which mediate the level and type of personal presence in the text space and 

fine-tune the precision with which self and others are identified (see also Hunston 2000, p. 190): 

they all contribute to evaluation by referencing source (and therefore credibility) in some way, 

                                                        
15 http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=douchebag, accessed 24 January 2013 
16 http://www.yourmortgage.com.au/article/rental-rates-go-through-the-roof-78140.aspx, accessed 24 January 2013 
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so that propositions are launched into the discourse space from an acknowledged (albeit 

sometimes vague) external source.  

In some cases a non-predictable multiword expression acts as a quasi Engagement 

marker, referencing previous speakers, texts, and community conversations, which Martin and 

White (2007, p. 109) call the "ongoing colloquy". As noted above, the expression weapons of 

mass destruction tags the discourse regarding the USA's invasion of Iraq in 2003, and it has 

been near impossible to use the term in recent years without evoking subsequent debate 

surrounding the fact that there were almost certainly no weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, 

and hence no valid reason for the invasion. In addition to qualifying for non-predictable status 

by virtue of the dense information packaging the expression brings with it, using the expression 

weapons of mass destruction tags an ongoing colloquy and brings the voices of that colloquy to 

the present discourse space.  

Expressions can even be used to evoke the affiliation of a particular segment of the 

ongoing colloquy, again making them quasi Engagement markers. For example the expressions 

pro-life and pro-choice reference different ends of the abortion debate: the use of either 

expression evokes the ongoing colloquy.   

For the purposes of this study, evoked Appraisal, including Attitude (Judgement, 

Appreciation, Affect), Graduation (Force, Focus) or Engagement, was considered to be one of 

the suite of local features which confirmed the non-predictability of multiword expressions.  

2.4.8 CONSTRAINTS ON SURROUNDING ELEMENTS 

Turning back to the more traditional characteristics of idiomaticity, Fillmore, Kay and O'Connor 

(1988, p. 505-6) note a contrast between "substantive idioms" and "formal idioms", substantive 

idioms being "more or less" lexically filled, and formal idioms being "syntactic patterns 

dedicated to semantic and pragmatic purposes not knowable from their form alone". An 

example of a formal idiom is the –er […] the –er […] construction, as in 'The more carefully 

you do your work, the easier it will get'17 – which Goldberg (2006, p. 5) calls the "covariational 

conditional". Only the repetition of the definite article and a comparative adjective are pre-

stipulated, demonstrating how little lexicogrammatical content may be fixed in phrasal 

constructions. The content in the two open slots is connected through a cause/result relationship 

that is not apparent from the fixed lexicogrammatical elements of the expression.   

The let alone construction, the primary focus of Fillmore, Kay & O'Connor's 1988 

paper, is another example of a formal idiom: there is nothing in its surface form that predicts the 

constraints it places on the relationship between the elements that appear to either side of it – 

and those constraints are unpredictably complex. First, the construction "allows the speaker to 

simultaneously address a previously posed proposition, and to redirect the addressee to a new 

proposition which will be more informative"; syntactically, the construction is "a negative 

polarity item of a particularly tolerant type" which "pairs two grammatically equivalent units" 
                                                        

17 Single quotes indicates an invented example.  
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and "functions like a coordinating conjunction"; it is a paired focus construction, a group of 

constructions which: 

…allow the speaker (1) to make an assertion or contradict some proposition implied or asserted by 
another speaker, by focusing on a particular constituent of that proposition; and (2) to reset the value 
of that constituent, as it were. (ibid., p. 517) 

[L]et alone is a constructional pivot point, constraining and relating elements that occur before 

and after it. In contrast, in the the –er […], the –er […] example above, the prefabricated 

elements create a constructional frame into which constrained substitutions are made. Some 

phrasal constructions can therefore be characterised at a local level by their ability to constrain 

or coordinate selections to either side, as in the case of let alone, or on the other hand to 

correlate elements within them, as in case of the –er […], the –er […]. 

2.4.9 SOCIAL SPECIFICITY 

Fillmore, Kay & O'Connor (1988, p. 506) describe idioms "with and without pragmatic point", 

contrasting those that are contextually neutral (such as all of a sudden) with those which are 

associated with pragmatic practices, such as Good morning. This characteristic is covered by 

the native-speaker choice described by Pawley and Syder (1983) above: Happy AM would do as 

well as Good morning, but by community agreement, Good morning is chosen. The meaning 

has shifted so that the expression is no longer a comment on the quality of a morning, but a 

socially condoned form of greeting. Specialisation can therefore also take the form of attaching 

a recurrent word-form to a specific social situation. In that context, the meaning of the 

individual components of the expression may also have undergone some kind of meaning shift, 

bleaching, or specialisation. The meaning of good, in combination with morning, has been 

bleached (it could be the morning of a funeral or of a court hearing … the greeting would still 

be Good morning). Substitution is constrained: 'moderate morning' is not a conventional 

greeting. 

2.4.10 FIXEDNESS 

Many non-predictable multiword expressions exhibit the constrained variability which is 

apparent from Sinclair's work on extended units, and it was noted above that "recurrent phrasal 

constructions" are more typical of the group (Stubbs 2007, p. 163). Nonetheless, many non-

predictable multiword expressions are fixed or frozen expressions, and Hudson (1998, pp. 8–9) 

details the four common characteristics such fixed expressions exhibit:  

1. unexpected syntactic constraints on the constituent parts;  
2. unexpected collocational restrictions within the expression;  
3. anomalous syntax or usage;  
4. figurative meaning.  

 

These four characteristics echo those described already in the sections above, confirming that 

while there are differences in terms of realisation, there are overlaps in terms of the underlying 

characteristics of non-predictable phrasal constructions.  
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Hudson's examples in regard to criteria (1) draw attention to constructions which may 

initially appear predictable and highlight the need to test for alternatives along similar lines to 

the substitution tests Cowie (1992) uses to test for restricted collocations. For example the other 

day is acceptable (as in 'I saw him the other day'), while *the other days18 is not. An unexpected 

syntactic constraint on constituent parts is therefore indicated.19 [S]trike a light is acceptable, 

while *strike the light is not (Hudson 1998, pp. 8-9). I won't bother is acceptable, whereas *I'll 

bother is not, although both I won't wait and I'll wait are acceptable (Lewis 2002, p. 19). 

Coordinated binomials such as trials and tribulations preference a particular order, so that 

*tribulations and trials presents as non-nativelike, while in predictable combinations such as 

sorrow and pain, the order can be reversed without appearing less nativelike (pain and sorrow) 

(Hudson op. cit., p. 8).  

In regard to criteria (2), "unexpected collocational restrictions", Hudson (ibid., pp. 8-9) 

highlights substitutions that should be possible but are not, citing above board (acceptable) and 

*below board (not acceptable). Criteria (3) refers to grammatically anomalous expressions such 

as first off, sight unseen, all of a sudden, by and large, so far so good identified by Fillmore, 

Kay and O'Connor (1988) above. Criteria (4) refers to expressions in which "the meaning of the 

parts do not add up to the meaning of the whole although the expression does permit 

considerable variation" (Hudson op. cit., p. 9), evoking the grammatical idioms in Fillmore, Kay 

and O'Connor's description above (i.e. expressions that are idiomatic, but behave 

grammatically).  

Fixed expressions are identifiable because they are frozen or fossilised forms, and they 

also exhibit characteristics of the broader group. They are the endpoint of constrained 

substitution – the most extreme form of constraint being total prohibition – and in many cases 

one or more elements has undergone some kind of meaning shift. Their fixedness makes them 

easier to identify than other expressions which allow constrained variability, considered in 

Section 2.4.11.  

2.4.11 CONSTRAINED VARIABILITY 

Non-predictable multiword expressions can display considerable variation, and in some cases 

phrasal constructions which appear to be fixed turn out to be variable when studied in a corpus 

context (Sinclair 1996b, p. 83). Philip (2008) discusses the "canonical form" and the variations 

and deviations from that norm, including as examples manifestations of non-compositionality 

which build on the local characteristics of non-predictable multiword expressions identified so 

far. Collocational frameworks, for example, are discontinuous sequences such as an * of *, 

identified by Renouf and Sinclair (1991). The skeletons are fully predictable, and where there 

are no constraints on slot fillers, the recurrent word-combinations that result are predictable 

constructions – outside the scope of the present work because they are lexical bundles, but fully 
                                                        

18 An asterix indicates forms that would not be acceptable to native or nativelike speakers. 
19 The same restriction does not apply to the prepositional phrases on the other day and on the other days, both of 
which are acceptable – an additional indicator that the other day has special status.  
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predictable lexical bundles. In other cases, however, there are paradigmatic restrictions on the 

slot-fillers which become evident when multiple examples are studied in a concordanced 

format. Philip (op. cit., p. 98) cites examples associated with an accident of:  
an accident of birth 
an accident of history 
an accident of history or birth 
an accident of fate 
an accident of post-war politics 
an accident of war 
 

The selection of accident in the first slot activates co-selection from a constrained set in the 

second. As in other cases, it is easier to recognise what the set excludes than to be specific about 

what it includes: unpredictably, an accident of death is not cited in COCA; nor is an accident of 

life, an accident of peace, or indeed an accident of love. Unpredictable exclusions such as these 

spotlight the phrasal constructional status of acceptable forms, even if far more detailed corpus 

analysis would be required to exactly pin down the scope of what is acceptable.  

In lexicogrammatical frames there is a fixed element and a variable element, but the 

lexical elements that can appear in the variable slot, are again semantically related, as in the 

beyond example: 

beyond belief 
beyond description 
beyond doubt 
beyond question 
beyond recognition 
beyond repair 
(ibid.) 

Again, it is difficult to articulate what the set is, and easier to recognise what it is not. In this 

case the complements must be abstract nouns: concrete nouns referencing inanimate objects 

such as the wall, the house, the cricket stumps trigger a reversion to the literal, predictable 

meaning – beyond the wall, beyond the house, beyond the cricket stumps. 

Another group Philip (2008) describes are the semi-prepackaged phrases, originally 

identified by Francis (1993). Here a syntactic frame co-selects lexical items which are 

semantically related in some way. These are not Open Choice constructions: there are the 

required constraints on what can go in the slots. Philip gives the example of the –est 

{idea/conception/notion}, as in: 

the faintest idea 
the least idea 
the slightest idea 
the foggiest idea 
the remotest idea 
the slightest conception 
the slightest notion 
the foggiest notion 
the remotest notion 
the foggiest 
(Philip op. cit., p. 99).   
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The core elements are the –est, and the set of acceptable nouns is semantically constrained20.  

Finally, idiom schemas share "an underlying metaphorical conceit and their 

lexicalisations are drawn from sets of co-hyponyms" (ibid., p. 99). Philip's examples are given 

below, with bracketing added. As elsewhere in this thesis and as discussed in Chapter 1 

(Introduction), the curly brackets indicate positions at which constrained substitution can occur, 

and square brackets are used to indicate that a slot is Open Choice or not part of the MWE. In 

this case, the first square bracket slot is marked Open Choice on the basis that any countable 

noun can be used (sandwich, cards, gallons, beanshoots etc.), but the second noun is then 

constrained in that it must be in a taxonomically superordinate relationship with the first noun.  

{one} [sandwich] {short} of a {picnic} 
{several} [cards] {short} of a {full deck} 
{a few} [gallons] {shy} of a {full tank} 
{two} [beanshoots] {short} of a {spring roll} 
{a} [bishop] {short} of a {chess set} 
{several} [hatstands] {short} of a {cloakroom} 
{one} [number] {short} of a {logarithm} 

(Adapted from Philip 2008, p. 99) 

Available slots in this construction are shown below: 

SLOT 1 SLOT 2 SLOT 3 SLOT 4 SLOT 5 
one 
several 
a few 
one, two ... 
a 
several 
a couple of 

countable noun  short 
shy 
 

of a noun in 
taxonomically 
superordinate 
relationship 

 

The only fixed slot is Slot 4: all the others allow for constrained variability. 

A second idiom schema, originally cited by Moon (1998a, p. 161), further demonstrates 

the constrained variability characteristic of many phrasal constructions. Bracketing has also 

been added in this case:  

{shake} in {one's} {shoes} 
{quake} in {one's} {shoes} 
{shake} in {one's} {boots} 
{quake} in {one's} {boots} 
{shiver} in {one's} {boots} 
{quake} in {one's} {Doc Marten's} 
{quake} in {one's} {size 11s}  
 
(Adapted from Philip 2008, p. 99) 
 
Available slots are shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
20 A check of the faintest idea in the reference corpus COCA (Davies 2008– ) indicates that there is typically a 
negative or a question form to the left of the construction (and not a declarative), suggesting that further extension not 
included in the list above may also be involved. 
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SLOT 1 SLOT 2 SLOT 3 SLOT 4 
shake 
quake 
quiver 

in possessive pronoun footwear-related lexis 

 

The only fixed element is in in Slot 2: all other slots provide for constrained variability. 

In both the semi-packaged phrases and idiom schemas above there is a frame with 

minimal core (stable) procedural or grammatical elements: nonetheless, there is at least one 

required lexical item, and these are combined with semantic and/or pragmatic constraints on the 

slot-fillers. The expressions as a whole represent a holistic selection on the part of the user; 

however they offer opportunities for constrained substitution in a way typical of many phrasal 

constructions. Constrained substitution was considered to be another major local characteristic 

of phrasal constructions in the present work.  

2.5 SUMMARY OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS AND LOCAL FEATURES 

This concludes the overview of the characteristics of non-predictable multiword expressions 

across a number of approaches to phraseology. This has identified a group of key characteristics 

and a range of non-mutually exclusive local features, which together formed the suite of key 

and local features that were considered to characterise non-predictable multiword expressions 

for the purposes of the present work. The key features are summarised in points (1) to (4) 

below.  

1. Produced partly or entirely in one piece (without analysis of individual elements); 
2. Not Open Choice; 
3. Create issues for encoding and/or decoding;  
4. Preferenced by native speakers, and have supplanted alternatives which should be acceptable 

but are unpredictably not used.   

Key feature (1) could also apply to predictable lexical bundles as defined by Biber et al. (1999), 

and in the context of non-predictability must be complemented by conditions (2), (3) and (4), 

which only apply to non-predictable expressions.  

At a more local level, non-predictability is confirmed when one or more of the local 

characteristics or groups of characteristics (1) to (5) below extracted from the literature review 

above is identified: 

1. meaning mismatch/shift/layering, including specialisation, bleaching, and development of 
figurative/metaphorical meaning, layering of evaluative understandings, so that they mean 
something other than the words that make them up, or something more than the words that 
make them; 

2. the words evoke encyclopaedic understandings; 
3. there are non-predictable but consistent preferences for one form over another; 
4. there are non-predictable but consistent constraints on substitution within the construction; 
5. there are non-predictable but consistent constraints on lexicogrammatical elements used to 

either side of the construction.  

These characteristics are not mutually exclusive: an individual non-predictable multiword 

expression may exhibit meaning mismatch/shift/layering, constraints on substitution, and be a 

preferenced form as well.  
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There was no intention in the present work to group constructions by these characteristic 

manifestations and compare those across text types: rather they were used to facilitate 

identification of phrasal constructions for subsequent comparison based on different criteria. 

The nature of that comparison depends on how the phrasal constructions are classified, and 

Section 2.6 therefore looks at existing approaches to classifying phrasal expressions. 

2.6 CLASSIFYING NON-PREDICTABLE MULTIWORD EXPRESSIONS 

This section begins with a cautionary note from Stubbs (2007, p. 173, citing Tognini-Bonelli 

2001, p. 89 and Croft 2001, p. 25):  

…it is not known how best to formalise repeated but variable events in a way which reveals relations 
between phrasal constructions within a structured taxonomic network.  

In other words there is as yet no taxonomy which deals comprehensively with non-predictable 

multiword expressions. Nonetheless, there are several taxonomies from which a hybrid method 

for grouping non-predictable multiword expressions can be extracted for the purpose of 

comparative analysis. This section focuses on a recent synthesis from Granger and Paquot 

(2008) and on the challenges that newly established types of phrasal construction such as 

extended units of meaning (EUMs) pose for classification systems, keeping in mind that the 

purpose of the classification system in the present study was solely to deliver categories that 

could be compared across the three datasets analysed. The classification that was used in this 

work was not intended to be a "structured taxonomic network", but the formal classification 

systems in the literature were nonetheless significant in its formulation.   

Granger and Paquot (ibid.) contrast the approaches of different phraseological traditions. 

They review typologies from Cowie (1988; 2001), Mel'!uk (1998) and Burger (1998) and 

differentiate between these approaches, which reflect what they call "the traditional 

framework", and approaches reflecting "the distributional framework", the latter based on 

"automatic corpus-based methods of extraction and analysis" (Granger & Paquot op. cit., p. 41). 

They observe that "No categorisation of phraseological units has emerged from studies rooted in 

the distributional approach to phraseology", and conclude that the essentially distributional 

(corpus-driven) approach and what they call "the traditional framework" are "still too far apart". 

Their recommendation is that two different taxonomies be retained, one based on the types of 

distributional characteristic which drive automated extraction, and the other based on the 

linguistic characteristics of phrasal constructions, expanded to include "the new insights derived 

from the corpus-based approach" (ibid., pp. 38-42). They propose that this linguistic 

classification should be based on whether the function of the expression is referential, textual, or 

communicative. An adapted form of their classification including examples they cite for the 

categories is given below:  
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PHRASEMES 
Referential function Textual function Communicative function 

 
(Lexical) collocations: heavy 
rain, closely linked, apologise 
profusely 
 
Idioms: to spill the beans 
 
Irreversible bi- and tri-
nomials: bed and breakfast 
 
Similes: as old as the hills, 
swear like a trooper 
 
 

 
Complex prepositions: apart 
from, in addition to, irrespective 
of 
 
Complex conjunctions: so that, 
as if, even though, as soon as, 
given that 
 
Linking adverbials: in other 
words, last but not least, more 
accurately, what is more, to 
conclude 
 

 
Speech act formulae: good 
morning, take care, happy 
birthday, how do you do? 
 
Attitudinal formulae (including 
attitudinal sentence stems): in 
fact, to be honest, it is clear 
that, I think that 
 
Proverbs and proverb 
fragments: A bird in the 
hand…When in Rome 
 

 
Compounds: black hole, blow-
dry 
 
Phrasal verbs: blow up, make 
out 
 
Grammatical collocations: 
depend on, cope with 

 
Textual sentence stems: the final 
point is, another thing is, it will 
be shown that 

 
 
Commonplaces: Enough 
 is enough 
 
Slogans: Make love, not war  
 
Idiomatic sentences:  
 
Quotations 

Adapted from Granger and Paquot (2008, p. 42-4) 

 

Referential phrasemes "are used to convey a content message: they refer to objects, phenomena, 

or real-life facts"; textual phrasemes are "typically used to structure and organise the content 

(i.e. referential information) of a text or any type of discourse"; communicative phrasemes "are 

used to express feelings or beliefs towards a propositional content or to explicitly address 

interlocutors, either to focus their attention, include them as discourse participants or influence 

them" (ibid., p. 42).  

Establishing mutually exclusive categories which adequately represent what 

communicatively complex phrasal constructions do is difficult. Hyland (2005, p. 41) for 

example comments: 

…the transitions and links that conjunctions mark between clauses can be oriented towards either the 
experiential or interpersonal, to either propositional or interactional meanings. Our tendency to see 
conjunctions as expressing connections between ideas is perhaps a result of our primarily ideational 
orientation to the world, but we can also see conjunctions as interactionally motivated, contributing to 
the creation and maintenance of shifting interpersonal relations.  

As noted above, Granger and Paquot (op. cit., p. 42) see referential phrasemes as 

conveying a content message, and communicative phrasemes as conveying "feelings or beliefs 

towards a propositional content". Under referential phrasemes they list idioms ("restricted to 

phrasemes that are constructed around a verbal nucleus") such as spill the beans and lexical 

collocations such as heavy rain, closely linked, apologize profusely (ibid., p.43). A difficulty is 

that phrasal expressions often "convey a content message" and "convey feelings or beliefs 

towards a propositional content" simultaneously. As well as describing an eventuality, for 

example, pay through the nose also conveys a negative attitude in regard to the amount paid, 
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and evokes the unreasonable size of the payment, relying on shared understanding of the 

common ground the reader shares with the speaker/writer to do so. Moon (1994, p. 130) too 

notes cases in which idioms are used to simultaneously "clarify, summarise and evaluate", as in 

the final sentence of one of her extracts which reads "That is to say: it might open up a can of 

worms". The non-predictable multiword expression (potentially including the phrasal verb, 

which is likely to be part of the extended unit of meaning) is ideational, but it also evokes 

evaluation and is therefore additionally performing an interpersonal, communicative function: it 

cannot be classified as either referential or communicative without ignoring part of its discourse 

function. 

Similarly, the expression economic migrant, used in the context of the debate surrounding 

refugees arriving in Australia, has a referential function but is also profoundly evaluative in 

complex ways21. Classifying economic migrant as referential significantly underrates its 

communicative function.  

This propensity for the layering up of functions and meaning is acknowledged throughout 

systemic functional linguistics, and is clarified in regard to coupling, defined as "the way in 

which meanings combine – across strata, metafunctions, ranks, and simultaneous systems (and 

across modalities)" (Martin 2010, p. 19). There is no inherent reason to expect or require that 

non-predictable multiword expressions should perform only one function, and allowing for 

combinations better reflects their true nature. At issue, then, is how to classify non-predictable 

multiword expressions so as to allow for this layering – particularly when, as in the present 

study, the classification is primarily required to provide a basis for comparison.   

Traugott and Dasher (2005, p. 10), noting that they share several assumptions with 

Relevance Theory, take the position "that conceptual meanings […] have to do with entities, 

activities, attitudes etc"; and that in regard to meaningful elements, "there is a division of 

labour…" :  

... some are primarily contentful, others primarily procedural (Blakemore 1987). Meanings expressed 
by nouns, verbs, adjectives, prepositions and adverbs in some of their uses are usually of the 
contentful type. By contrast, procedural meanings are primarily indexical of SP/W's22 attitudes to the 
discourse and the participants in it; they index metatextual relations between propositions or between 
propositions and the non-linguistic context. They include discourse markers (well, in fact, so in some 
of their meanings), various connectives (and, but), and express SP/W's view of the way these 
propositions should be understood to be connected.  

This approach takes the issue of interpersonal meaning of all kinds (including evaluation) out of 

the initial equation and makes a more straightforward division between "primarily contentful" 

and "primarily procedural" elements. Both types of meaningful element could have an 

interpersonal (or evaluative) function – or no interpersonal (or evaluative) function. This more 

general division avoids some of the anomalies of a three-way division while still allowing for 

further classification in regard to additional layers evoking different dimensions of evaluative 

stance.  

                                                        
21 In its current use in the Australian media, the term is used to degrade refugees' motivation for coming to Australia.  
22 SP = Speaker, W = Writer. 
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Within the overall contentful/procedural dichotomy, some expressions at least can be 

classified by a wordclass taxonomy, used by Hudson (1998, p. 37) in her analysis of fixed 

expressions. She states the rationale behind the approach as follows: 

• It is a 'problem-external' analysis. Category membership does not involve the complex notion of 
fixedness, the criteria for which lie elsewhere; 

• The categories are part of a known linguistic system; 
• In theory, the system is comprehensive and consists of discrete categories. 

A wordclass-based taxonomy also allows for analysis to mark as a separate process whether 

individual phrasal constructions evoke evaluation (and in what way). However, phrasal 

constructions are known for their capacity to extend over traditional phrasal boundaries 

(Partington & Morley 2004, p. 179), and potentially over clause boundaries (Hoey 2007, p. 13). 

In some cases, therefore, a strict wordclass-based taxonomy has too close a focus. It is difficult 

to apply in the context of extended units of meaning, or what Moon (1994) calls "rhematic 

idioms". The rhematic idiom pay through the nose, for example, combines a verb with an 

adverbial prepositional phrase, and it's not my place to… takes in part of the to-infinitive.  

Altenberg's (1998) analysis of recurrent-word combinations of three words and above 

identifies three major structural groups and takes into account phrasal constructions that cross 

traditional boundaries. He lists: 

• full clauses (both independent and dependent);  
• clause constituents (multiple and single); 
• incomplete phrases.  

(ibid., p. 103)  
 

Full independent clauses include expressions such as Thank you very much (indeed), or 

well I don't know, highlighting non-predictable multiword expressions which stand as complete, 

independent units. Full dependent clauses include comment clauses (as it were), indirect 

conditions (if I may) and apposition markers (that is to say). The label "multiple clause 

constituents" refers not to constituents that occur across multiple clauses, but to expressions 

containing a number of elements while still not making up full clauses, such as and you know 

(ibid., pp. 104, 109, 110). This category includes some expressions that would be excluded from 

the present work by virtue of being fully predictable, such as there is a, to do it, alongside 

others – or fragments of others – that would be included (just sort of, of course [is], [it] at all).  

Altenberg's approach shows the different scopes of phrasal constructions, and emphasises 

the significance of the observations already noted from Partington and Morley (2004) and Hoey 

(2007) that a significant number will not conform to traditional categories. Any classification 

has to make provision for non-predictable multiword expressions identified which do not fit 

neatly into traditional phrasal or wordclass categories.   

Altenberg's analysis also highlights the significance of position in the utterance. He says 

(Altenberg op. cit., p. 111): 

…'frames' consist of elements in pre-subject ('first theme') position; 'onsets' consist of thematic 
elements, including a subject, occurring before the finite verb; 'stems' consist of a subject and verb 
(plus any preceding thematic elements) but lack a rhematic post-verbal element, etc. These types of 
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sequences overlap and can be regarded as successive building blocks that speakers use again and 
again to compose utterances in ongoing discourse.  

He notes that stems, onsets, frames and transitions together "make up no less than 97 per cent of 

the recurrent clusters" and continues by saying:  

This division clearly reflects the tendency of utterances to be produced in two parts: a thematic 
'springboard' containing given information – typically a pronominal subject – and some framesetting 
element (connective, discourse marker, pragmatic particle, etc.) – followed by the propositional core 
conveying new information. The former tends to be composed of items drawn from a restricted store 
of frequently utilised items, while the latter is composed of variable items drawn from an open set. 
(ibid.) 

Altenberg's analysis includes predictable and frequent combinations that were not a focus 

in the present work, and he restricts analysis to combinations of three words or above (ibid., p. 

102). Because of this many compound nouns and two-word collocations, for example, fall 

outside the scope of his study. Nonetheless, the classification of phrasal constructions in regard 

to positioning highlights the significance of "springboards" or sentence or clause initial 

expressions – sentence/clause lead-ins such as At a time when, or The fact is23…. – which 

provide the platform from which all the propositional content that follows is to be interpreted.  

Overall, the approach to classification in small datasets such as those analysed in the 

present work must be fit for purpose. Wray (2002, p. 45) remarks:  

Practically-driven taxonomies […] do not need to be theoretically grounded or theoretically robust. 
They do, however, have to work for their intended purpose.  

In the present study, the classification system needed to group non-predictable multiword 

expressions in coherent ways for comparative purposes. The classification system adopted (see 

Chapter 3, Methodology) was one that emerged from the data after multiple sortings and 

grouped similar types of phrasal construction for comparative purposes. While the classification 

system has elements of the approaches outlined above, it developed in response to the phrasal 

constructions found in the datasets.  

The present study aimed to expand the understanding of the discourse function of non-

predictable multiword expressions by looking at their use in terms of a synthesis of the 

situational characteristics of the text type, and the discourse space. Section 2.7 looks at existing 

analyses of the discourse function of non-predictable multiword expressions which contributed 

to this approach.  

2.7 NON-PREDICTABLE MULTIWORD EXPRESSIONS AND DISCOURSE FUNCTION 

Several well-known studies deal with the use and non-use of traditional idioms in spoken 

English (Strässler 1982; Irujo 1986; Drew & Holt 1988; 1998). Strässler (1982, p. 100) finds 

that where there is a very big gap in status between a speaker and a hearer, "there a definite 

tendency for the communicative partner of lower status to refrain from using idioms”, 

suggesting a reluctance to presume the connectivity or bonding that idioms engender in 

situations where such a connection might be considered inappropriate. Where there is some 

                                                        
23 More recently observed in contemporary Australian speech in the format 'The fact is is that …'. 
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uncertainty and a suspicion that the gap may be so wide that idioms should be avoided, 

potentially lower status speakers use expressions such as "if I may use that expression", 

signalling their unease (ibid.) and hence the fact that they know bonding in this case is at risk.  

Sensitivity with regard to the relationship between social context and idiom usage is also 

reported by Irujo (1986), who cites work by Henzl (1973) and Kellerman (1977) suggesting that 

native speakers avoid the use of idioms when talking to second-language learners (Irujo 1986, 

pp. 236-7) – i.e. do not deploy them in situations where usage might cause a breakdown in a 

communicative relationship.  

Drew and Holt’s (1988, p. 398) analysis of “idiomatic, clichéd, and proverbial 

expressions in ordinary talk” identifies situations in which speakers use idioms in complaint 

sequences, where there seems to be a conflict or “lack of alignment”. They comment, “Thus 

idioms are introduced in ‘inauspicious environments’ where, up until then, recipients have 

withheld sympathising or affiliating with a complainant”. Idioms offer bonding opportunities 

even when agreement is not possible. Fernando (1996, p. 183) comments in this regard that, 

"Idiomatic expressions appropriate for use in conflict situations are far fewer than those 

indicative of conviviality in the corpora consulted", continuing, "This disparity could be 

attributed to conviviality being much more valued as a social norm than conflict”. Using the 

idiom creates a bond between speakers while not changing their fundamental position in regard 

to the complaint sequence. The idiomatic expressions also “remove the complaint from its 

supporting circumstantial details” so that those details are harder to probe (Drew & Holt 1988, 

p. 406): we may probe the price further when someone says that a restaurant 'is ridiculously 

expensive' ('Really? So how much did you pay?'), but if someone says the restaurant 'charges 

like a wounded bull', the response is perhaps more likely to be laughter.  

Drew and Holt (1998, p. 495) also identify the use of idioms at transition points in 

conversations, based on a series of telephone calls made by a family in the UK over a three-year 

period and supplemented by various other telephone conversations. Approximately 200 

instances of speakers using figurative expressions were collected, and the analysis confirmed 

that “Figurative expressions occur regularly in topic transition sequences, and specifically in the 

turn where a topic is summarised, thereby initiating the closing of a topic”. 

Moon (1994, p. 126) identifies four functions for fixed expressions in written texts: (1) 

conveying new information; (2) evaluating; (3) conveying the speaker/writer’s position in terms 

of the truth value of the utterance; (4) organising. Texts containing more organisers and 

modalisers (things like of course, who knows? and from time to time) will appear controlled – 

“the fixed expressions reinforce the message and convey modal attitudes”; texts containing 

expressions like as dead as a dodo, go hand in hand (with) “convey new information and 

evaluation” (ibid., p. 129) and appear marked.  

Moon (ibid., p. 132) also notes the social compact underlying such expressions, which 

"invoke shared cultural schemata, values and interpretations", and  "express an ideological 
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perspective, institutionalised in the culture". The existence of these "shared cultural schemata, 

values and interpretations" becomes more evident when they are replaced by Open Choice 

expressions (ibid., p. 133). In the example above, replacing 'charge like a wounded bull' with 

'charge an enormous amount' reduces the intensity of the utterance and references a concrete, 

discussable entity (an enormous amount) rather than the metaphorical wounded bulls.  

Moon (ibid., p. 134) notes that replacing Idiom Principle text with Open Choice text 

changes rhythm and tonic patterns “since in spite of their superficially appearing to give new 

information, they are not stressed in that way. Non-institutionalised metaphors receive normal 

phonological prominences and so on”. The fact that Idiom Principle expressions "superficially" 

appear to give new information but are in fact familiar has an impact on the relative givenness 

and newness of information in discourse, potentially emphasising givenness and ameliorating 

newness.  

Speakers and writers organise information so that its status within the communicative 

event can be recognised by addressees (Gundel & Fretheim 2004, pp. 174-5). Systemic 

functional linguistics identifies three systems of organisation, realised in different ways – 

information in terms of given and new, thematisation in terms of theme and rheme, and 

identification in terms of known and unknown (Kress 1986, p. 174). The Theme/Rheme 

presentation is primarily speaker-oriented, in contrast to the more listener-oriented Given/ New 

(Halliday and Matthiessen 2004, p.93): theme and rheme are not equivalent to given and new.  

The terms given and new themselves are in a sense misnomers: they do not mean that 

the material must have been mentioned before in the text, but that they are recoverable. Halliday 

and Matthiessen (2004, p. 91) say:  

What is treated as recoverable may be so because it has been mentioned before; but that is not the 
only possibility. It may be something that is in the situation, such as I and you; or in the air, so to 
speak; or something that is not around at all but that the speaker wants to present as Given for 
rhetorical purposes. The meaning is: this is not news. Similarly, what is treated as non-recoverable 
may be something that has not been mentioned; but it may be something unexpected, whether 
previously mentioned or not. The meaning is: attend to this; this is news.  

Ward and Birner (2004, p. 155) add to the distinction with the observation that:  

Discourse-old information is that which has been explicitly evoked in the prior discourse, while 
hearer-old information is that which, regardless of whether it has been evoked in the current 
discourse, is assumed to be already known to the hearer. [italics added] 

Non-predictable multiword expressions or phrasal constructions create additional complexity in 

regard to what is new and what is familiar because they are inherently reader-familiar or 

expression-old. The information content of a clause may be new to both the discourse and the 

reader, but any non-predictable multiword expression the writer uses will create a ribbon of 

familiarity running through the new information.   

Altenberg (1998, p. 111) sees a correlation between given information (which often 

appears at the front of the clause or sentence) and "a restricted store of frequently utilised 

items", and new information (which often appears in the rheme, i.e. from the finite verb 

onwards) or “variable items drawn from an open set”. This suggests a tendency for phrasal 
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expressions or Idiom Principle openings to be followed by Open Choice 'new' information. 

Moon (1994, p. 127) then notes the "natural text position" of idioms such as kick the bucket, 

spill the beans and rock the boat in the rheme or new component of an utterance. Finally, Fries 

(1994, p. 336) identifies the N-rheme, the very end of the rheme section of the text, which 

correlates with information that the writer wants to have prominence. Some phrasal 

constructions are specifically N-rhematic – for example and everything, which makes "a call 

upon familiarity with assumed common ground" (Overstreet & Yule 2002, p. 787).  

Between non-predictable multiword expressions that stand at the beginning of sentences 

and clauses, rhematic idioms and N-rhemes, there is therefore the potential for non-predictable 

multiword expressions to take up the entire information potential of a clause, so that the form is 

reader-familiar or expression-old, even where the informational content is discourse/hearer new 

or discourse/hearer old.  

Just as non-canonical syntactic structures enable speakers/writers to reformat information 

structure (Ward and Birner 2004), non-predictable multiword expressions make givenness more 

given, and reduce newness where it suits speaker/writers' communicative purposes. There are 

communicative advantages to saying (for example) The fact is at the beginning of a clause, 

where given information would be expected. The information that follows may not be factual at 

all, but rhetorically The fact is acts as a 'stop': it not only says to the addressee 'Enough debate, 

what follows is how it is', but also says 'this is given'.  

The pervasiveness of Idiom Principle constructions, including slot and filler constructions 

which provide for constrained substitutions, means that non-predictable multiword expressions 

can readily be alternated with Open Choice constructions to create a pulse of given and new 

from theme to N-rheme. There is much to be gained by looking for differences in positional 

usage between text types and analysing the impact of any such differences on the nature of the 

discourse space, and in particular for looking at sentence/clause initial expressions that act as 

familiar, 'given' platforms from which all subsequent propositional content is to be interpreted.  

There is a lot going on, in terms of discourse function, when writers and speakers use 

non-predictable multiword expressions, and a range of possible reasons for using them. The 

advantages apply equally to speaker/writer and hearer/reader and relate to processing, text and 

argument organisation, and the negotiation of interpersonal relationships, as the diagram 

reproduced in Chapter 1 (Introduction) from Wray (2002, p. 97) showed. Users capitalise on 

these advantages when they expect uptake on the part of the reader/listener. Wray (2008, p. 56) 

notes,  

Where the speaker anticipates that the hearer has a similar cultural and contextual knowledge base to 
her own, and possesses a similar lexicon, there will be advantages to using MEUs [Morpheme 
Equivalent Units] where possible.  

The uptake of formulaic expressions, both predictable and non-predictable, will be 

determined by the significance of these advantages to language communities as a whole, and to 

individual speakers (ibid., p. 57).  
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Non-predictable multiword expressions are created and maintained by a language 

community in the face of sometimes infrequent usage. They help people to do difficult things – 

organise complex arguments, convey emotion, convey displeasure, discuss complex events and 

situations. Moon (1994, p. 132) notes the power of fixed expressions and idioms to "invoke 

shared cultural schemata, values and interpretations", "express an ideological perspective, 

institutionalised in the culture", and "express insider identity". These expressions can be used to 

negotiate identity and in- and out-groups, helping speakers and writers to signal membership of 

a particular group. Wray (2008, p. 57) says:   

…if a speaker has a strong desire to signal identity with a group that the hearer/reader does not belong 
to by using an 'in phrase', the price may be that the hearer does not understand what is said.  

Knight (2010, p. 35, citing Stenglin 2004, p. 406) notes that "it is in sharing value-infused 

ideational meanings that participants are aligned into communities". She uses the term 

affiliation to "account for the communal identification of participants into communities of 

bonds" (Knight op. cit., p. 406).  

Communities of bonds are created in the context of spoken and written exchanges. Where 

non-predictable multiword expressions which evoke attitude (pay through the nose) are used in 

written texts, writers may presume that their use will build on Moon's (1994, p. 132) "shared 

cultural schemata, values and interpretations", and a shared "ideological perspective, 

institutionalised in the culture". Writers may use such expressions in the expectation that the 

devices will evoke bonding or affiliation through shared understandings and values, in a process 

akin to the use of idioms in the complaint sequences observed by Drew and Holt (1998). As in 

the complaint sequences, however, the positions of the two participants (writer and ultimate 

reader) may be at odds, and the usage of a non-predictable multiword expression can therefore 

only be indicative of writers' anticipation or hope that the intended bond will be successful. In 

the context of a written text, a writer can extend a metaphorical hand, but the reader does not 

have to shake it.  

2.8 RESEARCH GAP 

This work aimed overall to contribute to the gap identified by Stubbs (2007, p. 182) and Wray 

(2012, p. 244) relating to the communicative purpose or discourse function of multiword 

expressions, with a particular focus on non-predictable multiword expressions. The work asked 

whether the strategic uses Strässler (1982) and Drew and Holt (1988, 1998) observed in relation 

to traditional idioms extended to other types of non-predictable multiword expressions, and 

what motivated writers to use the different types of non-predictable multiword expression 

identified in contemporary phraseological literature. The aim was to answer this question by 

looking at their use in the context of three contrasting datasets, and comparing patterns of use 

with differences in the situational characteristics of the three text types in order to identify 

functional differences, following Biber and Conrad (2009). As the work progressed, the more 

fluid factors affecting the discourse space writers negotiated as they wrote or typed the texts 
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outlined in above became increasingly significant, and a two-tier approach to situational 

analysis was ultimately adopted.  

The approach to situational analysis taken by Biber and Conrad (2009) provides insights 

into genre perspective, register, and style. The genre perspective looks at the structuring of 

whole texts, while the register and style perspectives look at "pervasive linguistic characteristics 

of representative text excerpts from the variety" (ibid., p. 16). While both the register 

perspective and the style perspective stand in contrast to the genre approach because they look 

at "pervasive linguistic characteristics", those characteristics differ in nature. The style 

perspective involves "features associated with aesthetic preferences" (ibid., p. 19), while the 

register perspective involves "register features" ("words or grammatical characteristics" that are 

pervasive and frequent) and "register markers"  ("distinctive linguistic constructions that do not 

occur in other registers") (ibid., p. 53). The description of a register involves "the situational 

context, the linguistic features, and the functional relationships between the first two 

components" (ibid., p. 6).  

Various strands of the literature discussed in this chapter suggested an alternative 

perspective which had the potential to contribute further to situational analysis. Work in regard 

to the writer- and the reader-in-the-text (Thompson & Thetela 1995; Thompson 2001), 

metadiscourse (Hyland 2005), the ongoing colloquy (Martin & White 2007), reading position 

(Martin & Rose 2007) and bonding and affiliation (Bednarek & Martin 2010) points to the 

significance of a metaphorical discourse space which takes its lead from the situational 

characteristics of the text type, but is negotiated as the writing process proceeds. These are 

discussed in detail in Chapter 4 (Datasets), where situational analysis of the text type and 

discourse space for the three datasets is presented in the present work. The situational 

characteristics of the text type and the situational characteristics of the discourse space were 

viewed as related, but not identical. The synthesis of these existing approaches and their 

application to non-predictable multiword expressions represents an alternative approach to the 

analysis of the discourse function of non-predictable multiword expressions not to my 

knowledge recorded in the existing literature, and represents the more specific research gap for 

the present work. 

The two overarching research questions driving the work were:  

1. Are the strategic uses of idioms identified by Strässler (1982) and Drew and Holt (1988; 1998) in 
conversational environments evident in relation to other types of non-predictable multiword 
expressions in written texts?  

2. What motivates the use of different types of non-predictable multiword expressions in written 
texts? 
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The more specific research questions were: 

1. What types of non-predictable multiword expressions are used in three contrasting text types? 
2. Are there any significant quantitative and qualitative differences in patterns of use? 
3. Is there a functional relationship between any differences established in (2), and the situational 

characteristics of the text types (Biber & Conrad 2009)?  
4. Is there a functional relationship between any differences established in (2), and the situational 

characteristics of the discourse space?  
5. What insights can this approach provide into the discourse functions of non-predictability? 

A decision was taken early in the research process to compare and contrast three types of 

text that had the potential to differ in interesting ways in regard to the use of non-predictability. 

Since the situational characteristics of the text type as defined by Biber and Conrad (op. cit) 

were to be used as part of the analysis, the study did not want to use them for the initial 

selection of text types as well, and an alternative approach was therefore sought.  

Smith (2003) identifies five discourse modes on the basis of significant grammatical 

(non-lexical) characteristics, and as noted in the introduction, three of the discourse modes – 

Argument, Narrative, and Information – were selected to provide points of contrast: this is 

discussed further in Chapter 3 (Methodology).  

This chapter reviewed the literature that supported the present work, and restated the 

research gap. Chapter 3 describes the methodological steps adopted to address the research 

questions. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This work aimed to see what kinds of non-predictable multiword expressions were used in three 

contrasting text types, and whether comparative patterns of use could be associated with the 

situational characteristics (Biber and Conrad 2009) of the text types, and/or the characteristics 

of the abstract discourse or dialogic space. Non-predictable constructions from the middle of the 

constructional continuum (above the word but below abstract grammatical constructions) were 

the focus of attention in the present work. These constructions represent a shared resource, 

created and maintained by the discourse community, which is made up of expressions that stand 

to at least some degree outside the core language system. Analysing them as a discrete process – 

separately from Open Choice constructions – has the potential to throw further light on their 

significance to the discourse community and to the process of communication within that 

community. 

A number of methodological stages were required to support the research questions. 

These involved:  

1. Selection of contrasting text types 

2. Preparation of texts for analysis 

3. Marking of potential non-predictable multiword expressions 

4. Confirmation of non-predictable status 

5. Grouping of non-predictable multiword expressions  

6. Classification of non-predictable multiword expressions 

7. Quantitative comparisons 

8. Qualitative comparisons 

9. Development of phrasal constructional profiles 

10. Discussion and conclusions 

Although the process appears linear it was in practice iterative, as the flow chart on the 

following page (Figure 1) shows. A decision was taken early on not to impose any expectations 

as to the types of non-predictability that would be found, but to look for it however it 

manifested. Because the work started with no preconceptions as to what might be found in the 

data, the analysis developed as the work proceeded, and because each phase involved viewing 

the data from a slightly different perspective, completion of individual phases required a return 

to the datasets, so that data was collected and sorted cumulatively through an iterative process. 

This chapter addresses each of the methodological stages in turn. Section 3.2 discusses 

the process underlying the selection of the three text types chosen for analysis in Phase 1. 

Section 3.3 discusses Phase 2: text preparation, including decisions taken regarding word 

counts, dividing into clauses, and mark-up. Section 3.4 discusses Phase 3: identification. 
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Section 3.5 describes the methodology used in Phase 4, when potential non-predictable status 

was confirmed. Section 3.6 discusses Phases 5 and 6, covering grouping and classification. 

Section 3.7 outlines the processes involved Phase 7: quantitative and qualitative analyses. 

Section 3.8 describes the process by which phrasal constructional profiles were created in Phase 

8 of the analysis. 

Figure 1: Phases of the study 

 
(MWEs = multiword expressions) 

3.2 PHASE 1: SELECT TEXT TYPES 

The intention was to avoid macro-registers such as newspaper, fiction, magazines, and 

academic writing so as to carry out the analysis at a lower level of instantiation, and to relate 

this to the situational contexts of the text types and the situational characteristics of the abstract 

metaphorical space alluded to in Appraisal Theory (Martin & White 2007), conceptualisations 
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of the writer- and the reader-in-the-text (Thompson & Thetela 1995; Thompson 2001), and 

theories of bonding and affiliation (Bednarek 2010; Martin 2010; Knight 2010).  

The goal was to use text types which did not differ significantly in regard to levels of 

formality or informality, so that this variable would not be significant. The study aimed to 

choose texts dealing with topics that would be broadly applicable across mainstream Australian 

society in 2011/2012, so that shared sociocultural knowledge could be assumed. Text selection 

aimed to avoid specialist texts unless they were written for a generalist audience. Apart from 

this, the study needed text types which had the potential to show statistically significant 

differences in usage, but it also wanted datasets made up of the work of a number of different 

writers, so that individual preference did not skew the results, but also so that individual 

variation within the datasets could be assessed. 

The selection was guided by Smith's (2003) analysis of five discourse modes. The 

discourse modes are distinguished on linguistic grounds: Smith makes no claim regarding 

lexical differences, and indeed specifically comments at the outset that, "The emphasis 

throughout this book is on grammatical rather than lexical features of discourse" (ibid., p. 1). 

Although there is incidental reference to some lexicogrammatical items such as time adverbials, 

Smith's analysis does not in general address the lexicogrammatical constructions which were the 

focus of the present work: nor does she address situational context/ characteristics. This was an 

advantage in regard to the selection of text types for the present analysis, since it meant that text 

types could be chosen without initial reference to situational context or phrasal construction use, 

so that preconceptions regarding findings were kept to a minimum.  

The linguistic characteristics of the discourse modes are identified at the level of the 

passage, which despite its name can be as short as two sentences (ibid., p. 22). The five modes 

are Narrative, Report, Description, Information and Argument, and they are differentiated with 

regard to Situations, Temporality, and Progression as shown below:   

 Situations Temporality Progression 
Narrative Primarily specific Events 

and States 
Dynamic, located in time Advancement in narrative 

time 
Report Primarily Events, States, 

General Statives 
Dynamic, located in time Advancement anchored to 

Speech time 
Description Primarily Events and 

States, and ongoing 
Events 

Static, located in time Spatial advancement 
through the scene or object 

Information Primarily General 
Statives 

Atemporal Metaphorical motion 
through the text domain 

Argument Primarily Facts and 
Propositions, General 
Statives 

Atemporal Metaphorical motion 
through the text domain 

Adapted from Smith (ibid., p. 20) 

In two of the discourse modes (Narrative and Report), progression is facilitated through 

tense, aspect, and the use of adverbials: Smith (ibid., p. 243) comments, "the text progresses 

with bounded events interpreted in sequence, and/or time adverbials". In Description Mode, 

progression is facilitated through reference to the scene or object being described and is spatial 
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('at the top of the diagram is…just below…to the right…'): Smith notes, "Text progression in 

Description depends on lexical information, unlike the two other temporal modes". In the two 

Atemporal modes (Information and Argument), progression is facilitated by "metaphorical 

motion through the text domain": Smith comments "Motion, or lack of it, depends on the 

Primary Referent in a clause; it occurs when metaphorical location changes".  

References to the "text domain" and "metaphorical location" bring to mind Bakhtin's 

discourse or dialogic space (Bakhtin 1986, trans. Emerson) and the "ongoing colloquy" of 

Appraisal Theory (Martin & White 2007). Although Smith (2003, p. 245) uses the terms in 

reference to the metaphorical movement that emerges as the result of breaks in subjectivity – 

shifts in the voice acting as Responsible Source – and also as the result of syntagmatic patterns 

of organisation such as Focus–Topic Chaining, the two approaches have some common ground.  

There is debate in the literature regarding the validity of Smith's differentiation between 

the modes, with one critic (Unger 2010) arguing that it is in practice impossible to differentiate 

(for example) between Description and Narrative modes in a passage taken from The lord of the 

rings. The results of the present study tended to support the existence of switches between 

modes through the different text types (see Chapter 7, Implications of the findings). Smith 

(2003, p. 3) herself anticipates this, however, commenting, "Most of the texts offer examples of 

more than one mode, as expected ... texts are quite varied, usually having passages of more than 

one mode". Notwithstanding this intra-text variability, the Discourse Mode approach can be 

applied broadly to individual types of text, and was used to identify three text types that were 

likely to be sufficiently different to make a comparison in regard to phrasal constructional usage 

worth pursuing.  

Three discourse modes were selected: Information and Argument to explore what 

difference the use or non-use of phrasal constructions would make to two modes which on the 

surface were linguistically similar (the principal linguistically-defined difference being that 

Argument mode situations include mainly Facts and Propositions and General Statives, where 

Information mode includes mainly General Statives (Smith 2003, p. 20)), and Narrative as a 

point of contrast, being the only temporal mode of the three. As it turned out, these 

preconceptions proved to be misplaced, with Information turning out to be the real point of 

contrast. 

Three text types were selected to represent the three modes. Letters-to-the-editor were 

chosen to represent the atemporal Argument mode. Letters-to-the-editor have the advantage of 

being relatively short, so that different writers' work can readily be included in the dataset. 

Although the letters are edited by sub-editors at the newspaper, they are generally complete. 

This means that one is not unwittingly analysing a part of a larger text which for some reason 

has considerably more non-predictable multiword expressions than other parts not available for 

analysis because they were cut by a sub-editor. (Clustering of non-predictable multiword 

expressions at particular stages of an argument is a real possibility, given Drew and Holt's 
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(1988; 1998) work relating to idioms and the management of complaint sequences and topic 

transition.)  

The second text type selected was personal narratives, representing the temporal 

Narrative mode. The Australian weekend edition produces a colour magazine in which there 

was (until recently) a long-running series of personal narratives around 500 words long. 

Through these personal narratives people shared and reflected on topics which would resonate 

with the broader community. Fifty consecutively published texts were used for the analysis. 

Again, these texts had the advantage of being relatively short (though not as short as the letters), 

so that a number of writers' texts could be included. There was a word-length stated in the 

requirements for submission and some variation in length, so while they may have been edited, 

significant editing for length was less likely.  

The third text type was made up of information texts taken from the Internet to 

represent the atemporal Information Mode. These texts were variable in length, and writer 

identity was rarely given. The information texts came closest to matching the characteristics of 

written, rather than conversational registers as described by Biber et al. (1999, p. 16), who say 

of written registers that they are "not directly interactive, lack specific addressees, and have 

communicative purposes not focused on the personal concerns of the writers/reader".  

The analysis aimed to have relatively similar overall word-lengths for the three datasets, 

which were ultimately made up of 100 letters-to-the-editor, 50 personal narratives, and 31 

information texts. The three datasets are capitalised for the remainder of this thesis and named 

Letters (L), Narrative (N), and Information (I), even though the Letters were intended to 

represent Argument Mode and should perhaps have been named Argument. The average length 

of the datasets was approximately 23,295 words. The differing number of texts had 

methodological implications which are discussed in Section 3.8 in reference to Phase 7, 

quantitative and qualitative comparisons.  

Further details regarding the three datasets used in the study are given in Chapter 4 

(Datasets).  

3.3 PHASE 2: TEXT PREPARATION 

The Letters and Narratives were published in established newspapers and both would have been 

subject to sub-editing procedures in line with house style. This would affect the orthography of 

compounds, with variation possible between publications (e.g. childcare, child care and child-

care), form of units (9km or 9 km; 9%, 9 per cent or 9 percent) etc. While the Letters and the 

Narratives were internally consistent, and relatively consistent across datasets, the Internet texts 

displayed considerable internal variation. For example text I1024, relating to Family Benefits 

payments in Australia, contained each of the childcare variants noted above in a single text. 

Ultimately all the texts were adjusted to make issues such as hyphenation consistent across the 

                                                        
24 Here and elsewhere, L refers to Letters, N to Narratives, and I to Information: the number following is the text 
number.  
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datasets, using the Australian concise Oxford dictionary as style guide. This meant (for 

example) that childcare and child-care were reformulated as child care, as listed in the 

Australian concise Oxford dictionary.   

For the purposes of word counts: 

- references to previous articles, letters, articles, reports and so on included in brackets in 
the Letters were not counted (since these are generally inserted by sub-editors at the 
newspaper and are therefore not written by the authors); 

- main headings in Information texts were not counted, but internal headings were; 
- telephone numbers were counted as one word (i.e. gaps, as in 4103 945 623, were 

collapsed); 
- all units of measurement were separated from numbers by one space and counted, so 

that 1 km was counted as two words; 
- am and pm were not separated and so 1pm was counted as one word; 
- in cases such as from 2pm-5pm, the missing 'to' was counted; 
- hyphenated words were counted as two words. Where there was doubt regarding 

hyphenation, the Oxford concise Australian dictionary was used as a style guide;25 
- where the Oxford concise Australian dictionary used no word space in a definition, the 

combination was not counted (even if it appeared as two words or hyphenated in the 
datasets); 

- the symbol % was reformulated as per cent and counted as two words. 
 

All texts were segmented following Huddleston and Pullum (2002, p. 1175), so that 

subjects were considered optional in non-finite clauses, and the presence of a verb phrase (finite 

or non-finite) was considered enough to establish clausal status. Verb + verb sequences (as in 

"He wanted / to leave") were segmented, but verb phrases involving pseudo modals such as be 

able to in "She wasn't able to leave") were not. The work followed Huddleston and Pullum 

(ibid.) in not segmenting participles used adjectivally ("attributive VPs in NP structure"), as in 

"our rapidly approaching deadline" and "a poorly drafted report".  

Sentences were counted where full stops, question marks or exclamation marks ended a 

sequence. Sentences within sentences (for example quotes within a sentence) were not counted 

separately. The Information texts contained a number of bulleted lists and punctuation 

conventions varied from text to text. Where inconsistency existed, style was standardised to 

follow the conventions set out in the Style manual for authors, editors and printers (Snooks 

2002) and sentence counts were adjusted accordingly.  

Text that was not intended for analysis or included in counts was enclosed in pointed 

brackets <…>. Pointed brackets are also required in Wordsmith 5 (Scott 2008) to exclude data 

not intended for analysis, and this procedure meant that Wordsmith could be used to cross-

check that other instances of an identified expression had also been captured throughout the 

identification phase.  

Appendix 3 includes word lengths, clause lengths, and sentence lengths for the three 

datasets as part of the counts used as input for univariate analysis in SPSS (Version 21 for Mac). 
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Preliminary identification of phrasal constructions proceeded bottom-up in a process 

using the key and local characteristics identified from the literature review. The full process is 

outlined in Section 3.4.  

3.4 PHASE 3: IDENTIFY POTENTIAL NON-PREDICTABLE EXPRESSIONS 

Software developed in corpus linguistics has the capacity to help analysts working with the 

kinds of small, untagged datasets used in the present study. The Key Word application of the 

Wordsmith Tools software (Scott 2008)26 facilitates the production of keyword lists which 

identify items used more and less frequently in a small corpus compared to a large reference 

corpus. This marks points of difference in the small corpora and provides access points for 

analysis. The Key Word function was applied to the data used in a small pilot study conducted 

at the outset of this work. The pilot study used the British National Corpus (2007) (BNC) as the 

reference corpus: however, while the lists that emerged revealed points of contrast between the 

research datasets and the BNC, those differences did not provide access to a number of lexical 

bundles that were clearly phrasal constructions – especially where individual phrasal 

constructional types allowed for the constrained variation typical of the group, and so were 

represented by tokens with significant internal lexical variation. An alternative methodology 

was therefore indicated for this particular work. Nonetheless, Wordsmith was used throughout 

the work to check that all instances of identified expressions had been captured, and to search 

for examples based on identifiable core items (such as the delexicalised verbs).  

Automatic corpus-based methods of extraction and analysis are described by Cheng, 

Greaves and Warren (2006), who establish the concept of the concgram. Concgrams give "all of 

the permutations and constituency and positional variation generated by the association of two 

or more words" in a fully-automated approach with no input from the analyst other than initial 

setting of the span (ibid., p. 411), and the commercially available Concgram software (Greaves 

2009) facilitates this process. Using the software analysts are able to identify all the possible 

variations on a theme given two or more words such as increase/expenditure (Cheng et al. 2008, 

p. 241). This work has led to the identification of the meaning-shift unit, in which "a 

paraphrasable family with a canonical form and patterns of co-selection" is identified (Cheng et 

al. 2009, p. 236). The meaning shift unit is the progression of Sinclair's EUMs, and confirms 

what Cheng et al. (ibid.) call "a shift in emphasis towards descriptions of phraseological 

variations in the field of applied linguistics". 

The Concgram software (Greaves op. cit.) finds repeated co-occurrences of nominated 

words. The strength of the program lies in its ability to find such repetitions irrespective of 

order (play a role or role to play) or continuity (play a role or play a really very significant and 

interesting role). In small datasets such as those used in the study described in this thesis there 

may however be little or no repetition of tokens (individual examples of types across texts), and 

                                                        
26 Version 6 (2012) is now available but was not used for this study.  
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where repetition exists, such repetition may be topic-based, so that focusing only on those 

expressions will only access topic-related differences. At the level of individual, untagged texts 

and small datasets, manual identification with corpus support provides the best chance of 

identifying the widest possible range of phrasal constructions, including those which allow for 

considerable constituent variation such as one of the {windiest} {cities} in/of the {world}, in 

which the only fixed elements are of the, and the first variable slot requires a superlative 

adjective which either evokes evaluation, or is itself inherently evaluative (inscribed 

evaluation)27. 

Wherever manual identification is involved, the shortcomings of native speaker intuition 

come into focus. Judgements made on the basis of native speaker intuition and introspection 

went relatively unchallenged until corpus linguistics began to produce evidence that at least 

some of those judgements were unreliable (see for example Bresnan 2007). If there were any 

doubt as to the seriousness of this issue, Wray (2008, p. 192) cites Butterfield and 

Krishnamurthy, who say: 

…native-speaker intuitions … [are] often incorrect, or at least inexact, because each of us has only a 
partial knowledge of the language, we have prejudices and preferences, our memory is weak, our 
imagination is powerful (so we can conceive of possible contexts for the most implausible utterances), 
and we tend to notice unusual words or structures but often overlook ordinary ones.  

Sinclair's term "subliminal idiom" uses "subliminal" for good reason: most people 

would not pick out a whole range of non-predictable phrasal constructions in running text. And 

even though native speaker intuition makes us relatively good at knowing that one word is more 

common than another, we are not good at listing out common usages of frequent words. For 

example the fact that the verb [TAKE] is "most frequent", in its bleached (delexicalised) form, 

in expressions such as take place, take a photograph is not immediately apparent to native 

speakers (Stubbs 2001, p. 72; 2007, p. 170). We are, in short, generally unreliable 

commentators on our own language. However, Stubbs (2001, p. 71) observes: 

…I do not entirely reject introspective data, and I frequently appeal to native-speaker intuition. In 
many areas of semantics and pragmatics, intuitions are strong and stable, across all native speakers, 
whether linguistically naïve or trained, and must be given the status of data.  

While productive native speaker intuition is weak, receptive native speaker intuition is 

stronger. Stubbs (ibid., pp. 170-1) says:  

… although native speakers have no intuitive access to such [frequency] information, when they see 
automatically generated lists of recurrent n-grams28, they immediately recognise idiomatic ways of 
expressing common pragmatic meanings.  

In similar, measured support of native-speaker intuition Wray (2008, p. 107) comments, 

"…it is probably true to say that intuition plays a role in the identification of formulaic 

sequences in almost all studies, including frequency-based ones", continuing:   

                                                        
27 As previously noted, the difference between 'evoked' and 'inscribed' evaluation comes from Martin and White 
(2007). Where evaluation is inscribed, it is conveyed through "attitudinal lexis"; where it is invoked, "the selection of 
ideational meanings is enough to invoke evaluation, even in the absence of attitudinal lexis that tells us directly how 
to feel" (pp. 61-2).   
28 A n-gram is an uninterrupted sequence, of any length (n), of frequently co-occurring lexical items.  
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Although it is clear that intuition must be treated with caution, probably there is no way to escape the 
need to use it. If so, it may be better to put effort into seeking the best ways of harnessing it 
effectively, as well as looking for alternatives. (ibid., pp. 107–8) 

Read and Nation (2004) advocate a system which replaces an individual researcher's 

intuitions with the intuitions of a panel of judges. Working with a team of informed judges is 

becoming more feasible as improvements in Internet technology make geographic location less 

significant, but was not an option available for the present work. Many analysts would be in a 

similar position. An alternative is an adaptation of the triangulated approach also outlined by 

Read and Nation (ibid.). The triangulation principle proposes the use of three procedures (one 

for each point of the triangle) applied to the same data in order to increase reliability. Read and 

Nation (ibid., pp. 33-4) describe one such study in which initial identification is driven by 

native-speaker intuition (first point of the triangle), followed by frequency checks in a corpus 

(second point) and finally a cloze text "with initial letter cues to check that the items were 

indeed predictable". Assumptions are therefore viewed from three perspectives, each providing 

a challenge to the tunnel vision of native speaker intuition.  

As a general approach to the study of formulaicity Wray (2008, p. 4) recommends erring 

"on the side of including too much in the first instance, rather than too little, on the assumption 

that it is better to examine and discard something than to overlook it". In the present work, this 

was operationalised by flagging anything that could potentially be considered as a phrasal 

construction given the four broad characteristics listed in Section 2.5. The expectation was that 

this would lead to over-identification, constituting the first point of the triangle. This data would 

then be checked against the list of local characteristics listed in Section 2.5 (the second point of 

the triangle), support for which would come from validation in a reference corpora (the third 

point of the triangle). This general approach is supported by a description given by Stubbs 

(2001, p. 111), who says:   

It was my intuition which told me which collocations to look for in the corpus. The corpus confirmed 
my intuition, but gave much more detailed data than my introspection could, and these data suggest an 
intertextual explanation for why I had the intuitions in the first place.  

Guided intuition which aims for initial over-identification and accepts redundancy when 

corpus support does not confirm phrasal constructional status offers some insurance against the 

type of native-speaker oversight which means that "We often recognise the existence of norms 

only when they are broken" (ibid., p. 11).  

The approach relies on the use of reference corpora to confirm initial identification. Read 

and Nation (op. cit., p. 30) note: 

…if the investigator can specify particular words or word strings that are potentially formulaic (or 
known to be so on the basis of other evidence), the software can instantly assemble all of the 
examples in the corpus for inspection and further analysis.  

If corpus checks are kept broad they allow for extension beyond the core item, and 

therefore the identification of the extended collocational and colligational constraints and 

discourse prosodies that are typical of extended units of meaning/non-predictable multiword 

expressions. In the present study, full description – which involves a full structural, functional, 
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taxonomic and distributional analyses (Stubbs 2007, p. 181) – was not required, only 

confirmation of status. Corpus checks do, however,  as Stubbs' comment above notes, make 

available far more information than introspection alone would have access to, and there is more 

chance that analysts will see the full extent of the non-predictable expressions. The approach is 

practicable for teachers, students, editors and analysts working alone, and can facilitate the kind 

of analysis of non-predictable expressions in small untagged texts which is required to more 

accurately pin down their discourse functions. 

The literature is very clear that non-predictable multiword expressions do not jump off 

the page: they have to be brought to consciousness by referencing in each case a set of tests 

which will help to identify potential non-predictability. Chapter 2 (Literature Review) identified 

a range of key characteristics identified in the literature which were used in the present work to 

trigger initial selection. The local characteristics identified from the Literature Review, in 

combination with corpus support, confirmed (or disallowed) initial selection during what 

Martinez and Schmitt (2012, p. 305) refer to as the "winnowing phase".  

The key factors prompting initial identification (with the expectation of redundancy) in the 

present study are discussed in Section 3.4.1, and local characteristics, used to confirm status in 

collaboration with corpus support, follow in Section 3.4.2.  

3.4.1 INITIAL (KEY) CHARACTERISTICS 

The present work first looked for non-predictability through the prism of four key factors 

synthesised from Wray (2002), Sinclair (1987; 1996b), and Fillmore, Kay and O'Connor (1988) 

discussed in Chapter 2 (Literature Review). The key triggers prompting initial (over-) 

identification occurred when:   

1. the word string looked as though it could be something that was stored and retrieved 
without recourse to the grammar of the language (from Wray 2002); 

2. the word string looked as though it was the product of the Idiom Principle (Phraseological 
Tendency) rather than an Open Choice construction (from Sinclair 1987; 1996b); 

3. the word string looked as though it was either an encoding or a decoding idiom or both: that 
is, something that would create problems for production or reception, or both (Fillmore Kay 
& O'Connor 1988); 

4. the word string looked as though it reflected native speaker preference, so that alternative 
forms were unpredictably not acceptable. 
 

All the constructions potentially meeting one of these key conditions were underlined in the 

datasets (see underlining in texts in Appendix 1), and then listed separately in an Excel 

spreadsheet. As noted in Chapter 2 (Literature Review), condition (1) could apply equally to 

predictable and non-predictable multiword expressions but could still be used as an initial 

indicator. For the purposes of the present study, local characteristics drawn from the literature 

were then used to confirm non-predictable status. These local characteristics were consolidated 

into five suites of broadly related characteristics, listed in Section 3.4.2. Evidence informing 

decisions about the existence of these local characteristics was sought in the reference corpus 
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(COCA), dictionaries, Google searches, and online resources. This supporting information was 

recorded on an Excel spreadsheet (see Appendix 2).  

3.4.2 LOCAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The range of local characteristics described below were not expected to be mutually exclusive. 

There was an expectation that phrasal constructions might fall into more than one category, but 

one was enough to confirm non-predictable status. Often one local criteria was more apparent 

than others, but in many cases when there was evidence of meaning shift, the constructions 

were also preferred forms. The five groups are described below. 

GROUP 1: MEANING SHIFT EVIDENT – EXPRESSIONS IN WHICH THERE HAS BEEN 
LEXICALISATION (LOSS OF CORE MEANING), OR MEANING SHIFT, OR LAYERING UP OF 
MEANINGS 

Identified by the presence of at least one element which had undergone bleaching, or 

specialisation, or had acquired a figurative meaning. Included metaphor of all types. Also 

captured expressions which evoked29 Appraisal – Attitude (Judgement, Appreciation or Affect), 

Graduation, or Engagement. Included compounds (defined by tests for coordination and 

modification from Huddleston and Pullum 2002, p. 449) on the basis that the resulting unit had 

a different meaning, or a meaning other than the meaning of the individual words, and had 

therefore undergone a meaning shift, and extended units of meaning in which the expression as 

a whole, or elements of it, had undergone meaning shift.  

GROUP 2: DENSE INFORMATION PACKAGING 

Captured encyclopaedically non-compositional expressions (see for example Svensson 2008; 

Arnaud et al. 2008) – including all phrasal constructions that relied for their interpretation on 

the reader-in-the-text having the understandings associated with the expression: The White 

House, global warming, respite centre, aircraft carrier are examples. Indicated where 

paraphrases were necessarily lengthy: for example the Wikipedia definition of global warming 

is "Global warming is the rise in the average temperature of Earth's atmosphere and oceans 

since the late 19th century and its projected continuation"30; the definition of the White House is 

"the official residence and principal workplace of the President of the United States, located at 

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW in Washington, DC. It has been the residence of every US 

president since John Adams in 1800".31 

GROUP 3: UNPREDICTABLE PREFERENCES 

Applied to socially-endorsed preferred forms such as Thank you, situations in which there was 

an imbalance driven by native-speaker preference – as in Hudson's (1998) examples above 

board but not below board – and structural 'oddities' which were not catered for by Group 1 and 

which represented preferences established over time, such as coordinated binomials (accident 

                                                        
29 Inscribed (or inherent) Appraisal would be predictable, and therefore not in itself a confirmation of status, 
30 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_warming, accessed 5 June 2013 
31 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_House, accessed 5 June 2013 
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and emergency), and also preferences for specific forms (I would bet has 131 citations in 

COCA; You would bet has no citations).  Included cases in which syntax was unusual and 

expressions therefore represented preferences that had fossilised over time, including old-

fashioned syntax (if I were, be that as it may, all of a sudden). Also included restricted 

collocation generally, including examples where one collocant was preferred over another for 

no apparently motivatable reason, as in the combination shortly before, which COCA support 

indicates is unpredictably preferred to soon before32.  

GROUP 4: CONSTRAINTS ON SLOTS WITHIN THE EXPRESSION 

Included expressions which allowed for internal variation where there were identifiable 

constraints on that variation which were not predictable, such as the slightest/faintest/foggiest 

idea/notion (from Philip 2008, p. 99).  

GROUP 5: CONSTRAINTS ON ELEMENTS TO EITHER SIDE OF THE EXPRESSION 

Included cases where the expression controlled the nature and/or structure of surrounding 

material, but not its content, and also where the expression defined the relationship between 

elements to either side of the construction. The let alone construction (Fillmore, Kay & 

O'Connor 1988) is an example.  

Often two or more groups applied: evidence for one was adequate for confirmational 

purposes. 

3.4.3 INCLUSIONS AND EXCLUSIONS 

There is no clear and agreed boundary between predictable and non-predictable, no agreed list 

of what should and should not be included in analysis, and considerable variation in what is 

included and excluded. Moon (1998a, pp. 2–3) excludes compound nouns (civil servant), 

compound adjectives (self-raising), and compound verbs (rubber-stamp), seeing them as 

primarily a matter of morphology, and also phrasal verbs (make up, stick out), in order to 

constrain the scope of her study. As noted earlier, Altenberg (1998, p. 102-3) sets a minimum 

word length of three words, partly because "the sheer bulk of the material makes some sort of 

selection necessary" while acknowledging that this "excludes a number of phraseologically 

interesting idioms and collocations". Sag et al. (2002, p. 5) include compounds and also proper 

nouns – which they note are "syntactically highly idiosyncratic", but other analyses either 

specifically exclude them (for example Fernando 1996), or do not mention them. 

The prevalence of encyclopaedic compounds (Arnaud et al. 2008; Svensson 2008) 

determined their inclusion in the present study, particularly in light of the fact that many not 

only package a great deal of shared understanding but also tag an "ongoing colloquy". Climate 

change, an example already given several times, tags the debate over how bad climate change 

will be, whether climate science is correct, whether it will result in global warming or not, 

whether it is in fact simply cyclical variation and not driven by human activity, and so on. The 

                                                        
32 COCA gives 1933 tokens for shortly before compared to 46 for soon before.  
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minimum length for a phrasal construction for the present work was therefore set at two words 

separated by an orthographic space or a hyphen. Hyphenated compounds involving prefixes 

such as self-interest were included where the meaning of the combination was not clear from 

the words themselves. Compounds with no word space were not counted: the Australian concise 

Oxford dictionary's first option was adopted where there is variation in the community, as in the 

case of child care. Agglomerations such as nonetheless, where word spaces have disappeared 

over time, were not counted.  

Grammaticalisations were not counted when they would typically be taught to English 

language students in grammar lessons. Several grammaticalised forms such as the going to 

future form, used to used to describe past habitual events, pseudo modals such as be able to, 

have to and have got to, existential it and there clauses ('it is hot today', 'there's a rabbit on the 

lawn) were excluded from counts: grammaticalised let's was eventually treated as an exception, 

because in the datasets it referenced a 'we' that could either be inclusive, or presumptive – 'let's 

clamp down on boat people' includes all Australians in a presumptive let's with which many 

Australians would prefer not to be associated.  

Function-word combinations such as those included in Martin and Rose's (2007, p. 153) 

list of external and internal conjunctions were counted. These expressions convey complex 

meanings – Martin and Rose classify apart from, for example, as comparison, different, 

excepting – so they mediate the writer's assessment of the relationship between the elements to 

either side. Both external conjunction ("organising a field as sequences of activities" (ibid., p. 

122)) and internal conjunction ("logically organising discourse" (ibid., p. 133)) were included. 

In terms of the local characteristics above, these combinations represented preferred forms. 

Like Granger and Paquot (2008) but unlike Moon (1998a), the present work counted 

phrasal verbs, in which verb and adverbial particle combine to create a recognisable unit, as part 

of the phraseological continuum. Their distribution in the macro-registers is skewed away from 

academic texts and towards conversation and fiction (Biber et al. 1999, p. 409): apart from the 

fact that they inherently met the requirements for non-predictability, there was an interest in 

seeing how they were used in the three datasets to be studied for this work, which were not 

quite fiction, and not quite academic, and whether more detailed guidance regarding 

communicative impact could be given to students studying English as a second, foreign or 

academic language, text editors and text analysts generally. 

The term phrasal verb was used throughout the work to refer to idiomatic combinations 

of verb + particle. Huddleston and Pullum (2002, p. 275) avoid the term phrasal verb, preferring 

to distinguish between "specified" and "non-specified" prepositions. They note the existence of 

many cases in which a preposition can be either specified or unspecified, giving the contrasting 

examples "I waded through my ironing" and "I waded through the mud". They note, "in the 

specified case the combination forms a verbal idiom". Three transformations are possible in 
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non-specified prepositions but not possible in specified prepositions (verbal idioms or phrasal 

verbs), as the table below, reproduced from Huddleston and Pullum (ibid.) shows:  

 Testing Unspecified (V + prep) Specified (verbal idiom, 
V+particle, phrasal verb) 

Relativisation look + up The tree up which we looked. *The problem up which we looked 
Open question 
formation 

look + up Up which tree did you look? *Up which problem did you look? 

it-clefting look + up It was up the tree that I looked. *It was up the problem that I 
looked. 

 

These three transformational tests were used in cases where it was not clear whether a 

combination was a verb + preposition combination or a phrasal verb (verbal idiom).  

Unlike Granger and Paquot (2008) the present study did not count verb + preposition 

combinations where the preposition was non-specified. This position was extended to adjective 

+ preposition combinations such as afraid about, afraid of, afraid for, and noun + preposition 

combinations such as 'a ban on smoking', 'the key to my car'.  

Cowie's (1992) process for identifying verb + noun collocations was extended and used 

with noun + noun and noun + adjective combinations. Thus [T]he beauty industry (N13) was 

not counted on the basis that COCA support gave collocates as varied as tobacco, auto, oil, 

music, insurance, entertainment, airline, food, pharmaceutical, banking, computer and film for 

industry. Even though the word industry may seem intuitively to be more likely to apply to cars, 

or washing machines, the field to which it applies in practice was shown in the reference corpus 

to be so diverse that it would be hard to argue there was any unpredictable constraint in 

operation, and the priming suggested by corpus evidence would effectively make the beauty 

industry an Open Choice construction.  

As discussed in Chapter 1 (Introduction), predictable lexical bundles such as of the, 

 the * of the * were not counted unless there were identifiable constraints on the slot fillers, in 

which case they were deemed to satisfy local characteristic 4 (constraints on slots within the 

expression). 

All other three-word-plus non-predictable multiword expressions, whether they 

consisted of content words alone, a mixture of content and function words, or only function 

words, and whether or not they were hyphenated, were counted providing they had been pre-

selected with the key characteristics in mind and confirmed by one of the local characteristics. 

Proper nouns, abbreviations, job titles and publication titles were initially excluded 

from the counts. However, Sag et al.'s (2002) comments in regard to proper nouns, coupled with 

their apparent prevalence in the Information dataset and the associated apparent prevalence of 

abbreviations, both of which only became apparent after the initial Phase 3 processing of the 

Information texts, prompted the inclusion of proper nouns used to label legally-identifiable 

entities including the names of organisations. Job titles are also highly conventionalised and 

status is accessible through job title information: in a sense, job titles are also encyclopaedic. 

They too were ultimately included. Finally, although there were very few publication titles 
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overall, they were included and counted. However across the three datasets, people's names and 

place names were not counted except where abbreviated, and nor were the names of structures 

such as bridges, or other buildings.   

Once decisions were taken they were applied evenly across all datasets, and counts 

were done in such a way that individual categories could be removed if required.  

Decisions regarding inclusions and exclusions were fine-tuned throughout the study and 

additional cases and further issues are discussed throughout Chapter 5 (Results). Of key 

significance in the present study is the fact that whatever the theoretical validity of including or 

excluding specific types of phrasal expression, once these decisions were taken those phrasal 

expressions were identified in all three datasets and their usage compared. If a group was 

excluded, as in the cases of the going to future and other grammaticalisations or people's names, 

it was excluded from all the datasets equally.  

3.5 PHASE 4: CONFIRM NON-PREDICTABLE STATUS 

Potential non-predictable multiword expressions identified using the four key characteristics 

were examined further in a reference corpus and citations checked to see if one of the five local 

requirements was also met.  

Reference corpora – large, organised, tagged databases of texts – vary in size and scope. 

COCA, the corpus used for the present study, has over 450 million words of text and remains 

open. Figures increase year on year, and contemporary expressions are likely to be included. 

The BNC (2007) is considerably smaller, at 100 million words of text. As a closed corpus 

created between 1991 and 1994, it is inherently less likely to contain contemporary phrasal 

constructions. The Oxford Hector Pilot Corpus (OHPC) used by Moon (1998a, 1998b) 

contained 18 million words of mainly British English in 159 texts. The Bank of English, another 

open corpus, contained 450 million words in 2012. No matter how large the corpus, however, it 

cannot represent accurately the experience of different members of the social discourse 

community. A general corpus "may on occasion iron out the primings associated with particular 

genres or domains" (Hoey 2007, p. 9–10), and any bias in even general corpora will skew 

results – as noted by Moon (1998a), who found that some expressions – such as a leopard does 

not change its spots and the die is cast – had "surprisingly high frequencies" in the OHPC – a 

reflection, she suggests, of "the kind of mannered, literary journalism in OHPC" (ibid., p. 60).  

Moon's comment in regard to corpora more generally states the position clearly:  

…no corpus is perfect: even when they are perfectly balanced as to genre, text type, mode, speech 
situation, and topic or field, they still fail to do more than reflect a cross-section of the language that a 
cross-section of the community might have experienced at particular points in time. (ibid., p. 64) 

Corpora give analysts access to what Hoey (2007, p. 10) describes as "the likely primings of a 

reader", providing multiple examples of the way people use different expressions, and making it 

easier to confirm social ownership, but they are not definitive sources.   
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Although large reference corpora make it easier to confirm social ownership, such 

confirmation is always provisional. There is no agreed frequency in any reference corpus at 

which it can reliably be asserted that a non-predictable multiword expression is held in the 

social consciousness of the language community. Altenberg (1998, p. 102) looks at "word-

combinations consisting of at least three words occurring at least ten times in the corpus" (the 

London–Lund Corpus). Biber et al. (1999, p. 992) count sequences as lexical bundles (defined 

by frequency) "only if they occur at least ten times per million words in a register", and 

additionally require that "These occurrences must be spread across at least five different texts in 

the register".  

Stubbs (2007, p. 169) says that any frequency cut-off point "has to be set at a level of 

delicacy which is realistic, but it is ultimately arbitrary". He comments that such cut-off points 

"can always be lowered to give a more delicate description" (ibid., p. 171), but sets this against 

the fact that as n-grams – defined as "recurrent uninterrupted string of orthographic word-

forms" (ibid., p. 166) – get longer, frequencies tend in any event to fall (ibid., p. 171).  

Wray (2012, p. 240) comments,  

...both infrequent idioms and frequent lexical bundles seem to have some sort of processing 
advantage. Neither a continuum model of formulaicity that is based only on compositionality nor one 
based on frequency is adequate to explain both.  

Phraseologists are still not certain how frequency and significance interact, but Lewis' 

(2002, p. 27) train analogy strikes a chord. He says: 

If I commute to work daily, I may meet the same travelling companion twice a day or ten times a 
week, but our friendship may remain superficial. At the same time I may only meet a particular close 
friend infrequently, but that friendship is intrinsically closer. What matters is not the frequency of our 
meetings, but the closeness and quality of the relationship; in a certain set of circumstances it is 
precisely, perhaps uniquely, to this particular friend that I turn. A computer which recorded all the 
meetings of my life over a given period could easily give a completely false impression of me and the 
relationships which are important to me. Basing conclusions on frequency of meeting alone – in 
linguistic terms, collocation – gives a wholly false picture. Frequency alone does not reveal quality.  

On the one hand, given a large enough database, almost any string of text will repeat 

(Kilgarriff 2005). On the other hand, even given a large enough database, it is also true that 

some well-known expressions with undeniably high social ownership will not be found. Moon's 

(1998a, p. 60) list of well-known idiomatic expressions which do not appear in the OHPC 

includes bag and baggage, by hook or by crook, cupboard love, hang fire, kick the bucket, lose 

{one's} rag, one man's meat is another man's poison, out of practice, speak for yourself! and 

when the cat's away, the mice will play.  Some of these expressions are somewhat old-fashioned 

and may be falling out of use (in an informal inquiry, a group of five Australians in their early 

twenties said they had no idea what cupboard love meant), but they are nonetheless well-known 

to a significant proportion of the discourse community.  

While she is careful not to make too bold a claim, and keeping in mind that some 

expressions, like a leopard does not change its spots and the die is cast noted above, appear 

surprisingly frequently, Moon (1998b, p. 100) comments, "...it seems reasonably certain that 

most phrasal lexemes of the kind discussed here are indeed infrequent". Confirming this 
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observation in a different phraseological context, Hoffmann (2005) identifies a range of well-

known complex prepositions33 which have low frequencies in the British National Corpus 

(2007) (BNC). Two of the lowest (5 occurrences in the BNC) are without breach of, and on 

return of. [I]n acknowledgement of appears only 13 times, and on publication of, for love of and 

on entry to only 18 times (Hoffmann op. cit., p. 142). All these expressions would be known to 

native or nativelike speakers, demonstrating once again the power of high social ownership in 

the face of apparently low frequencies of use.  

So some expressions that one might expect to be rare appear frequently in reference 

corpora, and others that one might expect to be used more frequently do not appear at all. A 

one-size-fits-all frequency threshold is not indicated, and variation in the literature probably 

exists as a result, although Gries (2008, p. 20) takes the position that this contributes to 

methodological shortcomings and is unnecessary in light of the statistical tools available to 

phraseologists.  

The type of work being undertaken must be considered in deciding on the significance of 

frequency counts. Corpus-based work involves: 

…a methodology that avails itself of the corpus mainly to expound, test or exemplify theories and 
descriptions that were formulated before large corpora became available to inform language study. 
(Tognini-Bonelli 2001, p. 65) 

The present work did not aim to test an existing theory; it did not aim to identify and 

exhaustively describe the phrasal constructions associated with particular words, or fully 

describe the range of variation they could undergo. Citations in the reference corpus were used 

to confirm that potential phrasal constructions displayed at least one of the local characteristics 

listed in Section 3.4.2, rather than to establish statistically reliable levels of use. The reference 

corpus made available more citations so that aspects of use that would not be apparent 

productively via native speaker intuition could be accessed receptively from the corpus data, as 

described by Stubbs above (Section 3.4). 

In a corpus-driven approach, "the commitment of the linguist is to the integrity of the data 

as a whole, and descriptions aim to be comprehensive with respect to corpus evidence" 

(Tognini-Bonelli 2001, p. 84). In the present work the commitment was to the integrity of the 

data as a whole, but the data – the three text types – was not a corpus but a dataset. The present 

work was neither corpus-based nor corpus-driven. The corpus was used to confirm intuitions, 

and to provide more detailed data relating to individual instances found in the datasets, not as a 

data source. The three text types provided the data. This work was therefore corpus-supported.  

Frequency in the reference corpus was less significant than comparative frequency across 

the study datasets, which formed the basis for the register analysis the work subsequently 

undertook. The issue of how frequent is frequent enough, and which statistical measures are 

most reliable, was not central to the present work: a number of examples were required to 

                                                        
33 Defined as Prep N Prep forms with no definite article before the N, and a compulsory second Prep, as in in lieu of, 
or in face of. 
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validate the phrasal construction and determine what variability existed, but non-predictability 

was established through reference to the key and local characteristics, and frequency was not a 

defining feature.  

This study therefore used a very low cut-off of 20 instances in the 450 million COCA, 

with provision for inclusion below that if (a) the expression could be found in a dictionary, 

either print or online or (b) the expression had more than 1 million hits in Google. On occasion 

terms were identified which were technical terms with more restricted but still general usage. 

For example the drop punt is a move in Australian football. [D]rop punt is not cited in COCA, 

an American corpus. Google had only 104,000 citations as at 6 June 2013, but those citations 

confirmed consistency of use across a range of texts, and drop punt was included in the present 

study as a result. Blowing the froth off a couple was used in Narrative 4. It was not cited in 

COCA: a Google search of "the froth off a couple" gave 122,000 citations, well below a million. 

However, all the references were to beer drinking, most used some form of the lemma [BLOW] 

or tightly constrained alternatives such as [KNOCK ... OFF]. There is an Australian Facebook 

page for "blowing the froth off a couple of cold ones"34. Blowing the froth off a couple35 was 

included in counts. Other examples are noted on a case-by-case basis in the record of COCA 

checks included as Appendix 2. Where there were significant doubts, or where citation forms 

were combinations of two other expressions (and therefore not found in COCA or elsewhere), 

expressions were marked for discussion but not counted (see Section 5.1.23).  

COCA has easy-to-use provision for ensuring differing forms are captured in searches. 

* is a wildcard: the * of the * finds all instances of the pattern with single elements in the 

asterisked positions, regardless of what those elements are. [wait] finds all forms of the lemma 

[WAIT]. Searches can be based on part of speech (PoS) and can provide for synonyms – 

[=quick] finds all synonyms of quick. quick|fast|rapid finds all instances of quick, fast or rapid, 

as in the quick|fast|rapid brown fox... Exclusions are dealt with by the –[…] notation. 

Collocational span is readily stipulated to left and right, and statistical measures indicating 

collocational strength including the Mutual Information (MI) calculation are easily generated. 

Full details of the COCA search syntax is available on the website 

(http://corpus2.byu.edu/coca/). 

3.6 PHASES 5 AND 6: GROUP FOR COMPARISON AND CLASSIFY 

Phases 5 and 6 were so closely interrelated that they are discussed together in this section. The 

groupings for comparison and classification emerged by sorting and re-sorting phrasal 

constructions identified bottom-up in the data. Even the topmost division into Contentful and 

Procedural discussed in Chapter 2 (Literature Review) emerged from the evidence of early 

groupings of non-predictable multiword expressions found in the data. 

                                                        
34 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Blowing-the-froth-off-a-couple-of-cold-ones/174725699233563 
35 Meaning have a couple of beers... 
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There is, as already noted in the Literature Review (Section 2.4), no agreed taxonomy for 

phrasal constructions. Wray (2002, p. 45) comments, "To be fair […] the task is burdened by 

the apparently inexhaustible ability of a language continuously to throw up new formulaic 

sequences of all types". As noted in Chapter 2 (Literature Review), she continues: 

Practically-driven taxonomies, on the other hand, do not need to be theoretically grounded or 
theoretically robust. They do, however, have to work for their intended purpose. (ibid.) 

The goal for the present study was to develop a classification which would reflect the 

data identified in the study texts and facilitate their comparison in order to reveal differences in 

relation to communicative purpose and in particular to the needs, wants and expectations of 

writers with regard to the management of interpersonal relations in the text space. The hybrid 

framework that developed as the analysis proceeded reflected this requirement.  

The flow chart in Figure 1 (Section 3.1) shows that there was almost constant revisiting 

of the data through the analysis phase, and the classification did not consolidate until towards 

the end of this phase. Many repeats of the sorting and grouping process were involved, and this 

is indicated in the flow chart. Nonetheless, a classification system did ultimately coalesce which 

reflected the range of types of non-predictable multiword expression found in the texts, and 

which would facilitate the comparisons between the datasets.  

At the top level the primary division was between constructions that were broadly 

contentful, and those that were broadly procedural, as defined by Traugott and Dasher (2001, p. 

10). This approach took the issue of interpersonal meaning of all kinds (including inscribed and 

evoked evaluation) out of the classification and made a more straightforward division between 

"primarily contentful" and "primarily procedural" elements. Both types of meaningful element 

could have an interpersonal/evaluative function – or no interpersonal/evaluative function. The 

more general division avoided some of the anomalies of a three-way division while still 

allowing for further classification in regard to additional layers evoking different dimensions of 

evaluative meaning.  

Below this, non-predictable multiword expressions were finally classified into five major 

groups (Groups A to E in Figure 2) and then into 25 types (Types 1–25 indicated in the bottom 

row of Figure 2). Groups A, B and C were primarily contentful. Group A gathered together non-

predictable multiword expressions that primarily involved eventualities (referencing all 

situation types – events, states, and general statives), and Group B expressions that primarily 

involved entities. Group C gathered together expressions that contributed additional contentful 

information in regard to entities or eventualities. Groups D and E were primarily procedural. 

Group D gathered together non-predictable multiword expressions in which the writer's voice 

was more evident: these expressions provided a commentary on the propositional content of the 

text. Group E gathered together expressions through which the writer organised the 

propositional content, so that writer-presence was evident, but writer voice was less evident. 

This related to the position taken in metadiscourse analysis, which differentiates between 

interactional and interactive resources. Interactional devices are those which: 
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…involve readers and open opportunities for them to contribute to the discourse by alerting them to 
the author's perspective towards both propositional information and the readers themselves. (Hyland 
2005, p. 52)  

– in contrast to interactive resources, which "organise propositional information in ways that a 

projected target audience is likely to find coherent and convincing" (ibid., p. 50). Group D 

tended towards the interactional, and Group E towards the interactive. 

Grouping constructions at a range of levels enabled comparisons to be made at the level 

of Group, and also by individual Type, and also enabled different combinations to be compared.  

The classification responded to patterns of use in the datasets analysed and created 

groupings solely in order to compare usage across datasets. During the course of the analysis 

three categories became apparent in which position seemed to be of greater significance than 

structure, and provision was made for this in the classification. The three positional categories 

were (1) expressions positioned at the beginning of sentences or clauses which stipulated the 

position from which subsequent propositional material was to be interpreted/considered. These 

were counted as sentence/clause lead-ins, irrespective of structure; (2) expressions positioned to 

interrupt the sentence or clause and thus used as authorial interpolations, where writers 

interrupted the flow of their text with a comment or observation; and (3) a very small group – 

ultimately very small indeed – containing ends, expressions used in what Fries (1994) calls the 

N-rheme. These were positioned at the end of the clause or sentence and were counted 

separately because of their status as pre-formed 'parting shots'. Examples included expressions 

with a range of structures such as at all, and all that, says it all, but to no avail, and to boot. 

Non-sentence/clause initial prepositional phrases of all types, including adverbial and adjectival 

uses, were gathered in one category.  

The classification is presented as part of the methodology, but it was one of the outcomes 

of the study. It is provisional, but it provides a model which can be fine-tuned and improved in 

future work, and used for different comparative combinations.  

Figure 2 shows the classification. Individual types are explained in more detail in Chapter 

5 (Results), and Figure 2 is repeated there as Figure 4, for ease of reference.  

 



 

 

 

Figure 1: Classification used for 
grouping and comparison 
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3.7 PHASE 7: QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE COMPARISONS 

The work required a combination of quantitative and qualitative analysis in order to identify 

differences in regard to quantity of use, and differences in quality of use. This section looks at 

the methodology involved in the quantitative analysis, and the approach to qualitative analysis. 

Word counts for the datasets and for individual texts within the datasets followed the 

principles outlined at the beginning of this chapter. All the texts were segmented into clauses so 

that measurements of words per clause and phrasal constructions per clause could be calculated. 

As previously noted, division into clauses followed Huddleston and Pullum (2002, p. 1175), so 

that the subject in non-finite clauses was taken to be optional and the presence of a finite or non-

finite verb phrase as "normally sufficient to establish clausal status".  

Counts of individual types of phrasal constructions were entered into an Excel 

spreadsheet which was updated on an ongoing basis as groupings emerged and developed. 

Counts were kept for individual texts within the datasets as well as for the datasets as a whole. 

All counts are included in Appendix 3. 

The datasets were intended to be relatively equivalent lengths, but there were 

nonetheless differences. Initial figures were therefore always normalised to a standard length of 

23,228, the average length of the three datasets. Three figures were initially calculated in regard 

to each of the groups of non-predictable multiword expressions identified: (1) initial total; (2) 

total per 23,228 words; and (3) total per 100 words. Initial raw counts for individual texts were 

recalculated to give a per 100 words figure for every type in text, and this figure was used as 

input for univariate analysis carried out using SPSS (IBM 2012). A general linear model 

univariate analysis generated an initial p-value in regard to each category of phrasal 

construction. P-values above .05 are not considered to be statistically significant, and in these 

cases, quantitative analysis of differences between the datasets did not proceed further. Where 

p-values confirmed the existence of statistically significant differences (p-value <0.05), pairwise 

comparisons (indicating points of difference between datasets), and means and standard errors 

were generated.  

Pairwise comparison revealed points of difference between the datasets: where there 

were statistically significant differences, there were seven possible patterns of variation: 

1. statistically significant differences between all datasets;  
2. statistically significant differences between Letters and Narratives, and Letters and 

Information, making Letters the focus of difference;  
3. statistically significant differences between Narratives and Letters and Narratives and 

Information, making Narratives the focus of difference;  
4. statistically significant differences between Information and Letters, and Information and 

Narratives, making Information the focus of difference;  
5. statistically significant differences identified between Letters and Narratives (only);  
6. statistically significant differences between Narratives and Information (only);  
7. statistically significant differences between Letters and Information (only).  
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The significance of the differences is more apparent when they are represented 

graphically in diagrams developed for the research shown in Figure 3. Circles at the nodes 

indicate focuses of difference. Lines represent statistically significant differences. Where there 

are no lines, no statistically significant differences existed. 

Figure 3: Representing statistically significant differences graphically 

Differences between all datasets

 

Focus of difference = Letters

 
Focus of difference = Narratives

 

Focus of difference = Information

 
Letters and Narratives different

 

Narratives and Information different

 
Letters and Information different

 
 

 

 

These diagrams were used throughout Chapter 5 (Results) to clarify the types of 

differences identified. 

Means and standard errors provided insights into the nature of statistically significant 

differences.  

Type/token variation in individual texts was initially considered in order to establish 

whether one phrasal construction was used several times within a text, or whether all the phrasal 

constructions used were different. Topic focus also affected type/token variation, making it 

inherently more prevalent in the topic-focused Information texts. However, the Letters texts 

were inherently shorter and the Information texts inherently longer (although there was 

considerable variation in the Information texts). Type repetition was inherently more likely in 

the longer Information texts and less likely in the Letters. Therefore, although type/token 

variation was initially included as part of quantitative analysis, it was not subsequently pursued. 

It was, however, noted where significant as part of the qualitative analysis.  

Qualitative analysis looked at those characteristics of the phrasal constructions which 

could not be captured numerically, including the ways in which particular phrasal constructions 

evoked Attitude (Judgement, Appreciation and Affect), Graduation (Force and Focus), and 
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Engagement. Although the analysis was able to identify patterns, systematic and detailed 

Appraisal analysis was not possible within the timeframe for the present work, and these 

observations represent initial observations which would have to be confirmed by additional 

work.  

This section of the analysis also looked for genre markers, register markers and register 

features (as defined by Biber and Conrad 2009) that were not apparent from quantitative 

analysis. Finally, it looked at qualitative differences in datasets which exhibited no quantitative 

differences. In the case of non-initial prepositional phrases, for example, there were no 

statistically significant differences between the datasets: however, in several cases – such as 

prepositional phrases referencing Place – there were qualitative differences which could be 

pursued in further research.  

3.8 PHASE 8: PHRASAL CONSTRUCTIONAL PROFILES 

Phase 8 is described in Chapter 6 (Synthesis of results and discussion), which drew together the 

data from Phase 7 and used the figures from the analysis to produce two diagrams showing the 

phrasal constructional profiles of the three datasets, one reflecting comparative figures at the 

Group level (Chapter 6, Section 6.3, see Figure 6) and the other giving comparative figures at 

the level of Type (indicated by numbers in the bottom row of the diagram) (see Chapter 6, 

Section 6.4, see Figure 7). Chapter 7 discusses the effects of individual variation within those 

datasets. These are related back to the comments from Moon (1994, p. 129) in regard to 

"controlled" and "marked" texts and Smith (2003, p. 33) in regard to the existence of argument 

and commentary poles in Argument mode first cited in Chapter 1 (Introduction).  

3.9 SUMMARY 

This chapter has explained how the various phases in the research process were addressed in 

practical terms, based on approaches reviewed in Chapter 2 (Literature Review). The chapter 

described the methodology for the eight phases of the work, stressing that although these are 

discussed in what appears to be chronological order, there were in fact numerous iterations, 

which Figure 1 reflected. Although the classification presented in Figure 2 did not in reality 

coalesce until towards the end of the study, it was presented as part of the Methods chapter, and 

the results in Chapter 5 (Results) follow the order of the diagram. It was stressed in Section 3.6 

that the classification was designed to be used for comparative text analysis and is not a 

typology for phrasal expressions. 

Chapter 4 (Datasets) begins with a more detailed description of the texts used for 

analysis. It also details the situational analysis for the three text types based on Biber and 

Conrad's framework (Biber & Conrad 2009), and the situational characteristics of the more 

abstract discourse or dialogic spaces associated with each of the text types, addressing the 

communicative needs, wants and expectations of the writer in regard to the presence (or 

absence) of the writer- and the reader-in-the-text (Thompson & Thetela 1995, Thompson 2001), 
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bonding and affiliation (Bednarek 2010; Knight 2010; Martin 2010), and types of reading 

(Martin & Rose 2007).  

Chapter 5 (Results) gives the results of the quantitative and qualitative analyses of the 

three datasets. Chapter 6 (Synthesis of findings: comparative profiles) presents the phrasal 

constructional profiles of the three text types. Chapter 7 (Implications of the findings) discusses 

the significance of the findings and discusses how the profiles contribute to the analysis of 

individual texts. Chapter 8 (Conclusions) reviews the significance of the study, its limitations, 

and the potential for further work.  
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4 DATASETS 

Section 4.1 provides background information regarding the three datasets selected for analysis, 

including details of the topics covered in individual texts. Section 4.2 details the situational 

characteristics of the three text types following Biber and Conrad's (2009) framework, and the 

situational characteristics of the discourse space in regard to the wants, needs and expectations 

of the writers at the point of entry to the discourse space, synthesising work by Thompson and 

Thetela (1995) and Thompson (2001), Bednarek (2010), Martin (2010) and Knight (2010), and 

Martin and Rose (2007) in relation to reading types. Chapter 5 gives detailed results for each of 

the groups and types identified in Figure 2, which is repeated at the opening of Chapter 5 for 

easier reference.  

4.1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR DATASETS 

The first dataset consisted of 100 letters (20,818 words) written to The West Australian 

newspaper between 27 September and 8 October 2010. The West Australian is the only daily 

hard copy newspaper published in the state of Western Australia (WA). Although WA is the 

largest state in Australia by area, figures available from the Australian Bureau of Statistics for 

2011 show the state accounts for only around 11% of the total population of the country. In 

addition, while the overall population of the state is 2.35 million, most of those people live in 

the capital city, Perth, which had a population of 1.83 million (78% of the total population of 

the state) in 201136. Although it has grown over the last 20 years as a result of mining activity, 

Perth remains a small and isolated city, and many of the concerns voiced in what is effectively 

the local paper reflect that size and isolation. 

The second dataset came from The Weekend Australian Review, a glossy magazine insert 

which comes with The Weekend Australian, the Saturday edition of The Australian, sold 

nationally. Representing Narrative Mode, this dataset consisted of 50 personal narratives 

(25,045 words) written by members of the public as contributions to a series entitled 'This … 

Life', where the slot is filled with a reference to the theme of the narrative (e.g. 'This (outlaw) 

life', 'This (twitchy) life'). The series appeared between September 25/26 2010 and September 

24/25 2011, but has now been discontinued.  

The third dataset, representing Information Mode, consisted of 31 texts (23,820 words) 

taken from the Internet during January 2012. Selection was topic-based, the goal being to use 

the text from a range of websites providing information on topics that would be relevant to 

different groups of people living in Australia in 2013. At the time the texts were being collected 

bushfires were raging over the country, and a text about bushfires was therefore included. 

Similarly, Western Australia was in the grip of a huge labour shortage due to the mining boom 

                                                        
36 Figures available from the Australian Bureau of Statistics website: 
www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@nsf.Latestproducts, accessed 17 April 2012 
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and young people were being encouraged to apply for apprenticeships to help to fill these gaps – 

hence the ApprenticiCentre text. Media reports showed people who had moved to Western 

Australia from other countries attending citizenship ceremonies around Australia Day (26 

January), and a text on citizenship ceremonies was therefore selected. Children were getting 

ready to start school, and a pre-primary text was therefore added. While topics were identified 

on an arbitrary basis, the content of texts that were chosen was not screened further to avoid 

'cherry-picking' texts with or without non-predictable multiword expressions.  

Information was the most topic-focused of the three datasets. These texts did not react to 

an eventuality or a combination of eventualities, but discussed topics of interest to the general 

public. Narratives was the most eventuality focused dataset, presenting a review of things that 

had happened to the writers, their friends and families and setting those eventualities in the 

context of a broader topic, such as organ donation, Alzheimer's disease, moving house, the 

nature of nationality. The Letters were triggered by an eventuality, but were interested in the 

significance of the eventuality to a topic (often a topic of ongoing discussion).  

General data relating to the three datasets is given below. As noted earlier (Chapter 3, 

Methodology), figures for average number of clauses include finite and non-finite clauses with 

or without subjects, but not attributive verb phrases in noun phrase structures, following 

Huddleston & Pullum (2002, p. 1175). 

Initial figures, all datasets 

 LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Number of texts 100 50 31 
Overall word lengths 20818 25045 23820 
Average word length 
per text 

208 501 768 

Total number of 
clauses  

2879 3850 2739 

Average words / clause 7.2 6.5 8.7 
Clauses / 100 words 13.8 15.4 11.5 
Total sentences  963 1553 1173 
Clauses / sentence 3.0 2.5 2.3 

 

Figures for clauses/100 words gave an initial insight into the predicate density of the 

three texts: Information had the lowest number of clauses per 100 words (11.5), followed by 

Letters (13.8), and Narratives had the highest number (15.4). Narratives, the most eventuality-

focused of the three text types, was also the most 'verby' of the three datasets.  

The Narrative and Information texts had the lowest number of clauses per sentence (2.5 

and 2.3 respectively). Letters had the highest number of clauses in each sentence (3.0), 

suggesting a greater structural complexity overall in the dataset with the most complex task of 

the three text types.  

With regard to authorship, 79% of the Letters provided at least some element of 

identifying information. In the remaining cases writers provided initials instead of full names, or 

the name was withheld altogether. Authorship details were provided for all the Narratives 
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except one, where the name was withheld in order to protect the identity of an organ donor. In 

contrast, only two of the Information texts were attributed: the first text (I1 – ‘ADHD’), and the 

nineteenth text (I19 – ‘Stocks and the stockmarket’). This meant that in the Letters and 

Narrative datasets, writer identity was largely overtly associated with the written work, while in 

29 of the 31 Information texts writer identity was absent from the discourse space. The absence 

of the writer in the by-line does not necessarily imply the textual absence of the writer-in-the-

text, however; and equally, texts could have fully attributed authorship but have very little 

authorial presence in the discourse space. 

In regard to gender, 61 of the letters were written by adult males and 17 by adult 

females. Twenty-one letters were signed with an initial in place of a full first name, and gender 

was therefore not apparent. One letter was purportedly written by a child named Corey (most 

likely a little boy), but the letter put his age at six years old, and it was therefore almost 

certainly written by one or other of the parents. Of the total of 50 Narratives, 30 were written by 

women and 20 by men. The dominance of male writers on the Letters pages and the dominance 

of female writers in the Narratives may have been a factor in phrasal constructional usage, and 

future work could usefully investigate this further: however the majority of the Information 

texts gave no details regarding authorship and gender could therefore not be compared across 

the three datasets. The two Information texts that were attributed were both written by men.  

The majority of letters-to-the-editor related to events/situations that were topical at the 

time of publication, and many topics attracted more than one letter. The topics covered are 

described below, with the Letter numbers addressing them following in brackets. 

LETTERS TEXTS 

1. Health and health funding (Letters 1, 2, 18, 19, 28). 
2. Refugees seeking asylum (Letters 3, 6, 7, 8, 16, 17, 30, 52). 
3. Alcohol issues (and especially binge-drinking amongst young people) (Letters 5, 14, 15, 

23, 39, 40, 41, 42, 48, 73, 74, 75, 76, 94). 
4. Euthanasia (Letters 22, 33, 34, 35, 50, 71, 88, 95). 
5. Soldiers charged after shooting civilian women and children in Afghanistan (Letters 24,      

25, 26, 36, 37, 38, 45, 51, 55, 60). 
6. Australian Football (Letters 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 43). 
7. Trading hours (debate about opening hours for shops in Perth, the subject of a referendum 

in 2005) (Letters 46, 47, 54, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 83, 84, 85, 86). 
8. Baby formula (a move by the Government to make powdered baby milk available on       

prescription only) (Letters 20, 21, 53). 
9. Water (shortage of water in WA) (Letters 29, 32, 57, 58, 61). 
10. Climate change (Letters 91, 92, 93, 100). 
11. Tasers (following release of a video showing repeated use of tasers on a man in police 

custody in Perth) (Letters 79, 80). 
12. Booster seats (reaction to a change in the law requiring special seats for older children) 

(Letters 81, 82). 
13. Farming (including GM (genetic modification) issues) (Letters 89, 90). 
14. Teenage pregnancy (reaction to a front-page story about a young man's response to his 

young partner's pregnancy) (Letters 68, 69). 
15. Energy, energy prices (Letters 27, 49, 59, 70). 
16. Bushfires (Letters 56, 77). 
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17. Other: pay (Letter 4); a particular rendition of the National Anthem (31); poverty in 
India 44); daylight saving (72); druidry (78); alcohol/rape (87); the media (96); rape 
(97); women ageing (98); tourism in WA (99). 

 
 The Narrative texts reflected on eventualities that had affected the writers, their friends 

and family, and in keeping with the title of the series ("This *** Life"), writers considered these 

events in terms of the broader life issues the eventualities suggested. The titles are evocative of 

the content of the stories and are listed below in italics, with a gloss of the topic following. 

NARRATIVE TEXTS 

1. This (outlaw) life: the writer describes his experience of the funeral of his cousin, a 
 bikie37, and reflects on the nature of friendship. 

2. This (gig-going) life: a man's reflections on the experience of going to rock concerts. 
3. This (colour-blind) life: a woman looks back on the experience of growing up with 

Aboriginal half-brothers. 
4. This (rugby) life: a man considers the qualities of mateship and being a good sport 

through the prism of a rugby match. 
5. This (teamwork) life: a women recounts her memories of playing tunnel ball at school,  

and the feeling of self-worth it engendered. 
6. This (bullying) life: a woman looks back on her failure to respond to the bullying of a 

fellow student in high school in Japan. 
7. This (furnished) life: a woman reflects on her mother's slow decline and ultimate death, 

 and on the legacy of some antique chairs which came to represent that process. 
8. This (caring) life: a professional carer writes about the experience of being responsible 

for the care and wellbeing of disabled clients.  
9. This (salty) life: a daughter considers her father's long relationship with and love for the 

 ocean. 
10. This (surfing) life: a woman sees the experience of going back to surfing as a cathartic 

moment in her recovery from an unsuccessful relationship. 
11. This (lapping) life: a man describes the experience of early-morning lap swimming. 
12. This (handwriting) life: the legacy of handwriting lessons at school. 
13. This (rehab) life: a woman describes her experience of a rehabilitation hospital where 

she is sent following a knee-replacement operation, and reflects on the much greater 
challenges faced by other patients. 

14. This (1950s) life: a story about immigration, and the stress of competing with Aussie 
 blokes to secure a first date. 

15. This (reconnected) life: the challenge of discovering that your ancestors are not who or 
what you thought they were. 

16. This (complicated) life: reflections on migrant status, our understandings of nationality, 
and responding to the question "Where are you from"? 

17. This (caring) life: a grand-daughter's view of her grandmother's Alzheimer's 
experience, and her grandfather's response to it. 

18. This (forgiving) life: looking back on the Vietnam war through the prism of a visit to 
Long Tan, and a subsequent meeting between a Vietnam veteran and a former Viet 
Cong officer. 

19. This (traffic-controlling) life: working on the roads – a female perspective. 
20. This (stuff-free) life: the perspective of a person who cannot understand why we need to 

acquire more and more "stuff".   
21. This (thankful) life: a boat person's thanks to new friends in a new country. 
22. This (intersecting) life: a chance meeting on a bus and subsequent encounters leads the 

writer to appreciate the value of such incidental contacts. 

                                                        
37 A member of a motorbike club. The term evokes illegal activities, including drug dealing and violence: the text 
evokes a positive image of a person involved in an otherwise negatively construed group and was unusual in the 
dataset for that reason. It is discussed further in Chapter 6. 
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23. This (speechless) life: a woman's experience of a type of motor neurone disease that has 
left her unable to speak. 

24. This (blank tape) life: a son tries to bridge the communicative gap between himself and 
his father by preparing a tape of music the father likes and sharing it with him. 

25. This (Rwandan) life: a personal experience of one of the legacies of the Rwandan war 
in peacetime. 

26. This (burned out) life: a general practitioner's personal response to the stresses of  
 working in the Northern Territory. 

27. This (typewritten) life: the experience of writing with a typewriter, and the sentimental 
attachment to the "ping" marking arrival at the end of a line of type. 

28. This (twitchy) life: one woman's experience of and response to Tourette Syndrome. 
29. This (Canberra) life: an impression of what it is like to live in Canberra, and the idea of 

moving on. 
30. This (fathering) life: one father's experience of a court battle to get custody of his child. 
31. This (together) life: the story of a lifelong love which had a slow and unusual start. 
32. This (poignant) life: the story of a man's missed opportunity for love and marriage. 
33. This (baking) life: a young man's approach to apologising for his bad (alcohol-driven) 

behaviour. 
34. This (20-something) life: a young woman's perspective on old age. 
35. This (remembering) life: one man's response to a series of stories of war experiences 

related on Anzac Day. 
36. This (gleaning) life: a portrait of an old lady who the writer saw over a period of time 

 brushing the pavement outside her flats. 
37. This (voting) life: a writer's personal experiences of voting in elections in America and 

Australia. 
38. This (behatted) life: the story of a terry-towelling hat which has a special status in the 

heart and mind of its owner. 
39. This (ordinary) life: one family's experience of organ donation. 
40. This (wedded) life: advice on how to stay married, based on the writer's successful 

experience. 
41. This (volunteer) life: a man's experience of losing his job and doing volunteer work. 
42. This (shameful) life: the story of an Australian girl with German ancestors who would 

have been involved in WW2, and the issue of historical guilt. 
43. This (theatrical) life: the writer sees life as a series of performances. 
44. This (culinary) life: a daughter's reflections on her mother's recipe box. 
45. This (working) life: a farming couple's interaction with a fence-maker. 
46. This (25 words or less) life: one man's love of 25 words-or-less competitions. 
47. This (bloody) life: the author's experience of being a blood donor, and then suffering 

from leukaemia and becoming a recipient of donations. 
48. This (crocheting) life: a daughter's reflections on her mother's needle skills, which 

defined her to the end of her life. 
49. This (abandoned) life: a worker in a dog's home's observations on an abandoned dog 

who looks unlikely to find another home, and the woman who subsequently takes him 
away. 

50. This (parking) life: a mother struggles to find money for a meter while her daughter 
 runs off to submit an assignment at university38. 

 
The Information texts were more tightly topic-focused than either the Letters or the 

Narratives. The topics are given first, followed by a short explanation. 

 

 

                                                        
38 Students who attend university in Australia tend not to leave home to do so, and parental involvement is therefore 
more common here than in some other countries. Parking at the universities is a major problem, with more and more 
young people owning their own cars and taking them on to campus every day. This experience would be shared and 
understood across Australia. 
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INFORMATION TEXTS 

1. Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) – symptoms and treatment. 
2. The Bibbulmun Track – information about a walking track running from the Perth hills to 

the south-west of Western Australia). 
3. Public art in Perth – giving information about a range of artworks – primarily sculptures – 

that are displayed throughout the City of Perth for the benefit of members of the public. 
4. Kings Park – a description of the large public park in the centre of Perth, including details 

about its history. 
5. Citizenship Ceremonies in the City of South Perth – gives information regarding the 

official ceremonies at which citizenship certificates are presented to Permanent 
Residents who are becoming naturalised Australians. 

6. Bushfires in Australia – a Wikipedia article including details of plants' response to fire in 
Australia, the role of fire in plant reproduction in Australia, causes and threats to life, 
and the system of warnings implemented throughout Australia . 

7. Apprenticentre – a centralised site offering information about apprenticeships in WA, the 
primary source of information for everyone wanting to start an apprenticeship. 

8. What is a rip current  – information about potentially deadly rip currents which regularly 
cause drownings in WA.  

9. Kangaroos – an article about the animal generally, including sections on the ways in 
which numbers are controlled. 

10. Guide to government Family Payment Benefits – an article giving information about the 
social benefits available to families.  

11. The HBF Rottnest Channel Swim 2012 – information about the annual swim from Perth 
to Rottnest Island, the largest open-water race in the world. 

12. Blogs – an entry in a site explaining marketing terms. 
13. Rossmoyne Pre-Primary School information – information for parents about pre-

primary, which was pre-compulsory at the time of the present study. 
14. The Dalai Lama: teachings – information about opportunities to attend teachings. 
15. 20/20 cricket – rules of the game. 
16. The Australian Nurses' Federation (ANF) – information about the history, purpose and 

constitution of the ANF. 
17. Facts about the Northern Territory – general information about the state. 
18. Meningitis – signs and symptoms, what to do. 
19. Stocks and shares – explains what a share of a stock is. 
20. Black Holes – an article from NASA.  
21. St John Ambulance Fact Sheets – Information about how St John Ambulance's Fact 

Sheets can be used, with details regarding the permissions required for their use. 
22. Western Australia – general information about climate. 
23. Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital (SCGH) – information about one of the large teaching 

hospitals in Perth. 
24. Redback spiders – information about a poisonous spider found throughout Australia and 

common in Perth. 
25. Society of Editors Australia – information about the Institute of Professional Editors 

(IPEd) accreditation scheme. 
26. Australian Rules Football  – a Wikipedia piece explaining the history and rules of the 

game, and the structure of the annual competition. 
27. Stomach cancer – symptoms, treatment and advice. 
28. AusTalk – describing a project which aims to record contemporary Australian English. 
29. Total Fire Bans – the official site explaining exactly what cannot be done when a Total 

Fire Ban is in place.  
30. Recreational Skipper's Ticket – details of what it is, who needs it, and how to get one. 
31. Defamation – information from the University of New South Wales about what 

constitutes defamation, and possible defences. 
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4.2 SITUATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The situational characteristics of the three text types were compared following the procedure 

described by Biber and Conrad (2009), which covers both conversation and writing. Table 1 

shows this analysis applied to the three datasets. Column 1 is taken from Biber and Conrad 

(ibid., p. 40) and the remaining three columns relate the criteria to the datasets under analysis in 

this work. The analysis is summarised in Table 2. Table 3 deals with the more fluid situational 

characteristics of the discourse space, considering the potential needs, wants and expectations of 

writers in regard to potential readers, and the potential reading positions of the readers 

themselves. Tables 1 and 2 deal with the situational characteristics of the text types writers take 

into account at the outset of the writing process, and Table 3 with the situational characteristics 

of the discourse space writers create through the process of writing.  



 

 

Table 1: Analysis of the three datasets in relation to Biber and Conrad's situational characteristics (Biber & Conrad 2009, p. 40, Table 2.1) 

From Biber and Conrad 2009, p. 40 
(Table 2.1) 

LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 

I. Participants 
A. Addressor(s) (i.e. speaker or author) 
1. Single/plural/institutional/ unidentified 
 
2. Social characteristics: age, education, 
profession etc 
 
 
B. Addressees 
1. Single/plural/unenumerated 
2. Self/other 
 
 
3. Are there onlookers? 

 
 
1. Single, occasionally representing an 
institution or business 
2. Social characteristics – gender 
identified in some but not all cases; 
home suburb identified 
 
 
1. Unenumerated 
2. Readers of the West Australian daily 
newspaper plus family, friends, 
colleagues 
3. Not relevant to written texts, although 
friends/family might read letters before 
submission? 

 
 
1. Single  
 
2. Social characteristics – gender 
identified, some personal background 
such as age, marital status apparent from 
text even when not explicitly stated 
  
1. Unenumerated 
2. Readers of the Australian weekend 
edition plus family, friends, colleagues 
 
3. Not relevant to written texts, although 
friends/family might read letters before 
submission? 

 
 
1. Single or institutional – usually 
anonymous 
2. Social characteristics unknown 
 
 
 
 
1. Unenumerated  
2. People looking for information on the 
Internet 
 
3. Not relevant to written texts, although 
colleagues might read letters before 
submission? 

II. Relations Among Participants 
A. Interactiveness 
B. Social roles: relative status or power 
C. Personal relationship: e.g. friends, 
colleagues, strangers 
 
 
D. Shared knowledge: personal and 
specialist 

 
A. N/A 
B. Not known 
C. Generally no external personal 
relationship, although the writers of 
Letters 1 and 28 probably knew each 
other 
D. Expectation of shared sociocultural 
knowledge – all correspondents live in 
the same city/state, hear/see the same 
news stories: but there would be an 
expectation that views might differ. 

 
A. N/A 
B. Not known 
C. Probably no external personal 
relationship 
 
 
D. Expectation of shared sociocultural 
knowledge, but unequal knowledge 
levels at a personal level. Writer would 
be adding to reader's stock of 
information at the level of exemplar. 

 
A. N/A 
B. Not known 
C. Probably no external personal 
relationship 
 
 
D. Expectation that knowledge levels 
would be unequal, and that text would 
add to reader's stock of information at 
the level of topic. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
III Channel 
A. Mode: speech / writing / signing 
B. Specific Medium: 
Permanent: taped/transcribed/ 
printed/handwritten/email/etc 
Transient speech: face-to-face / 
telephone / radio / TV / etc 

 
A. Writing, paper-based. 
B. Permanent but ephemeral 

 
A. Writing, paper-based. 
B. Permanent but ephemeral, although 
the stories are also available 
electronically after publication 

 
A. Writing, digital 
B. Between radio/TV and print in terms 
of permanence: printouts permanent but 
ephemeral 

IV Production circumstances:  
Real time / planned / scripted / revised 
and edited 

 
Planned and written by writers and 
edited by newspaper staff 

 
Planned and written by writers and 
edited by magazine staff 

 
Planned and written by writer and 
potentially others, and possibly 
additionally edited by in-house editor 

V Setting 
A. Is the time and place of 
communication shared by participants? 
B. Place of communication 
Private / public 
Specific setting 
C. Time: contemporary, historical time 
period 

 
A. Time not shared but will vary by only 
a few days at the most 
 
B. Place of communication is wherever 
the newspaper is read 
 
C. Contemporary 

 
A. Time not shared. May vary by some 
weeks/months 
 
B. Place of communication is wherever 
the magazine is read 
 
C. Contemporary 

 
A. Time not shared. May vary by 
weeks/months, years 
 
B. Place of communication is wherever 
the Internet is accessed 
 
C. Contemporary 
 

VI Communicative purposes 
A.General purposes: narrate / report, 
describe, exposit / inform / explain, 
persuade, how-to / procedural, entertain, 
edify, reveal self 
 
B. Specific purposes: eg summarise 
information from numerous sources, 
describe methods, present new research 
findings, teach moral through personal 
story 

 
A. Report, exposit, persuade, address 
others, convey point of view 
 
 
 
B. Respond to local, world and personal 
events 
 
 
  

 
A. Narrate, share, entertain, edify, reveal 
self  
 
 
 
B. Relate a personal story to elaborate on 
a life issue  
 
 
  

 
A. Inform, explain, how-to 
 
 
 
 
B. Specific purposes: summarise 
information to reflect position of 
organisation or individual 
 
  

 

 



 

 

 LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
C. Factuality: factual, opinion, 
speculative, imaginative 
D. Expression of stance: epistemic, 
attitudinal, no overt stance 

C. Mixture of fact, opinion, speculation 
 
 
D. Epistemic, attitudinal 

C. Factual, based on personal experience 
 
 
D. Attitudinal 

C. Factual, based on external information 
 
 
D. No overt stance 

VII Topic 
A.General topic "domain": e.g. domestic, 
daily activities, business / workplace, 
science, education / academic, 
government / legal / politics / religion, 
sports, art / entertainment, etc.  
B.Specific topic 
C.Social status of person being referred 
to 

 
A. Socioculturally and temporally 
significant topics understood by the 
social discourse community 
 
 
B. See lists above 
C. Where other people are referenced, 
their social status is less important than 
their status in the ongoing colloquy 

 
A. Specific topics relating to life 
experiences, commonly understood 
issues 
 
 
B. See lists above 
C. Where other people are referenced, 
they are usually known to the writer 
(friends, family, acquaintances) 

 
A. Specific topics of broad general 
relevance 
 
 
 
B. See lists above 
C. Where other people are referenced, 
the context is usually professional 
(references are to job titles rather than 
people) 
 

 

The comparison of situational characteristics revealed key differences in regard to: 

Shared knowledge: an expectation in Letters and Narratives that knowledge would be shared, contrasted with Information where there would be an 

expectation that knowledge would be transmitted from a verifiable source via the writer to the reader (i.e. there would be a knowledge imbalance). 

Communicative purpose: Letters intended to report, exposit, persuade, address others, convey point of view in the context of a response to world, local and 

personal events; Narratives intended to narrate, share, entertain, edify, reveal self in response to personal events; Information intended to inform, explain, 

how-to in response to perceived need.  

Expression of stance: Letters epistemic, attitudinal; Narratives attitudinal; Information no overt stance. 
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The communicative purposes and expression of stance in the three text types were 

different, suggesting that there might be different uptake of at least some types of non-

predictable multiword expressions.  

Key differences in the situational characteristics of the text type are summarised in Table 

2. Descriptors in Column 1 (Parameter), and Row 5 (Communicative purpose) are taken from 

Biber and Conrad (2009) as above. 

Table 2: Situational characteristics of text types, summary 

PARAMETER LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Writers One person, 

occasionally 
representing an 
institution/business 

One person One person, or a group 
of people  

Intended audience Readers of The West 
Australian newspaper 
plus family, friends, 
colleagues 

Readers of the 
Australian weekend 
edition plus family, 
friends, colleagues 

People looking for 
information on the 
Internet 

Personal (external) 
relationship 

None/limited None/limited None 

Shared knowledge Expectation of shared 
sociocultural context 

Expectation of shared 
sociocultural context 

Expectation of 
mismatch in knowledge 
levels, with unknown 
shared sociocultural 
context 

Communicative 
purpose 

Report, exposit, 
persuade, address 
others, convey point of 
view  

Narrate, share, 
entertain, edify, reveal 
self 

Inform, explain, how to 

Factuality Mixture of fact, 
opinion and speculation 

Factual, based on 
personal experience 

Factual, based on 
external information 

Expression of stance: 
epistemic, attitudinal, 
no overt stance 

Epistemic, attitudinal Attitudinal No overt stance 

Topic Current events related 
to topics of current 
public interest 

Everyday experiences 
in relation to topics 
concerned with the 
human condition 

Public activities, topics 
of public interest  

 

The situational characteristics described above relate to the text type. They predispose 

writers to approach the task ahead in a particular way, just as we take decisions about what to 

wear or what to take to a party based on prior understandings of its situational characteristics. 

What happens at the party is a different matter, played out, in written texts, in the discourse 

space.  

The situational characteristics of the text type and the discourse space as construed in the 

present work are inter-related. For example, the communicative purpose in Information was 

"inform, explain, how to". Once in the discourse space, this would translate into an expectation 

that the writer would act as an information wholesaler, and would be unlikely to have a personal 

presence in the informational supply chain. 

In the discourse space, however, things can change as the writing unfolds. Writers 

themselves respond to what they have written, and their responses affect subsequent decisions. 
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They may reference their own presence in one part of a text and not in another, or may check 

back over their text and decide to balance references to their own presence with references to 

the presence of others, perhaps more authoritative others. They may use bonding devices in one 

part and not in another, and some writers may choose to use them more overall than others. A 

writer who starts by using non-predictable multiword expressions which have a low risk of 

putting bonding at risk may switch to using more high risk constructions: or writers may intrude 

heavily in the text at the beginning, and remove themselves from the text later. They may 

interact with the reader-in-the-text in the final stages of the text but not initially, or vice versa. 

They may imagine a resistant reader at the outset and consider the reader to be more compliant 

towards the end, or vice versa.  

Table 3 below aimed to capture the types of situational characteristics that were most 

likely to affect the discourse spaces of the three datasets given the situational characteristics of 

the text types, keeping in mind that variation would be expected throughout the text and 

between individual writers. Explanations and rationales for inclusion are provided after the 

table. 

Table 3: Situational characteristics of the discourse or dialogic space 

 ARGUMENT 
(LETTERS) 

NARRATIVE INFORMATION 

Writer's expectation in 
relation to reading 
position 

Could be resistant, 
compliant or tactical 

Anticipate compliant Anticipate tactical 

Writer-in-the-text Direct or indirect 
presence equally likely 

Direct presence more 
likely 

Direct and indirect 
presence both less 
likely 

Others-in-the-text Likely to be drawn 
from ongoing colloquy 
(colloquy-based) 

Likely to be drawn 
from family, friends, 
key characters (self-
based) 

Likely to be related to 
role rather than 
individual (topic-
based) 

Reader-in-the-text Could be presumptive 
ally, combatant, or 
onlooker 

Companion, fellow-
traveller 

Customer, knowledge-
receiver 

Reader position Some resistant, some 
compliant, some 
tactical 

Mostly predisposed to 
be compliant 

Mostly predisposed to 
be tactical  

Bonding Needed, wanted, but at 
issue and at risk 

Anticipated, not 
expected to be at issue, 
but needs to be 
maintained 

Not at issue, but should 
neither be assumed nor 
put at risk 

Affiliation Needs to develop 
through text 

Anticipated, not 
expected to be at issue 

Not at issue, not 
required 

 

The terms compliant, resistant and tactical in the first row were taken from Martin & 

Rose (2007, p. 310), but were used in a less technical sense. For the purposes of the present 

study, a compliant reading was considered to be one that was in general predisposed to be non-

critical. People who buy Women's Day, an Australian weekly women's magazine, do not 

generally buy it in order to engage in a critical reading of the magazine – their reading position 

or approach to the text is, generally, compliant. A resistant reading was considered to be one 
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which would be at odds or potentially at odds with the dominant writing position: anti-abortion 

articles trigger resistant readings in pro-abortion readers. Some texts and text types are 

inherently more likely to trigger resistant readings than others. A tactical reading was 

considered to be one that is motivated by a need or want to extract something from the text 

without engagement in the form and/or content of the text as whole, or without the intention at 

the outset necessarily to engage with the entire text. Scanning a newspaper for interesting 

articles, looking up a word in a dictionary, checking inclusions and exclusions in an insurance 

policy, scanning IELTS (International English Language Testing System) readings for key 

words which will enable students to locate the answer to a specific question would be 

considered tactical readings in the context of this analysis. Table 3 suggests that writers might 

expect all three readings when they write Letters, would probably anticipate compliance in the 

Narratives, and would probably anticipate tactical readings in the Information texts.  

The next three categories (writer-in-the-text, others-in-the-text and reader-in-the-text) 

draw on Thompson and Thetela's (1995) and Thompson's (2001) work and also relate to 

Engagement from appraisal theory (Martin & White 2007), and to the extent to which the 

discourse space is peopled. In a monoglossic discourse space, no voices at all are apparent – 

Martin and White comment, "the speaker/writer presents the current proposition as one which 

has no dialogistic alternatives which need to be recognised", so that utterances do not reference 

other voices, or other opinions. A heteroglossic discourse space, on the other hand, references 

other voices and alternative positions (Martin & White 2007, p. 99).  

In terms of phrasal constructions, writers reference their presence in the discourse space 

through expressions such as it seems to me, in which the writer's voice is evident, and it seems, 

which evokes writer presence, but the writer's voice (or presence) is less evident. Hunston 

(2000, p. 90) uses the terms averred and emphasised to capture this differentiation in relation to 

a discussion of self and other as source. Emphasised writer presence is perhaps more likely in 

the Narrative discourse space than in either the Letters or the Information texts, but overall is 

less likely in the more anonymous Information texts.  

The category "others-in-the-text" accounts for texts that position other people in the 

discourse space. This may take the form of direct or indirect attribution to others (Hunston 

2000, p. 191), but may also involve the creation of in-groups and out-groups in the discourse 

space. Letter 11 for example instructed Andrew Demetriou and the AFL (Australian Football 

League) to "hang your heads in shame", creating a (shamed) group, separate to others (writer 

and readers) in the discourse space. Letter 3 positioned "we" as "sick and tired, and wary, of 

queue jumpers and spongers, whose only wish, it seems, is to live among the 'infidels'", 

positioning "we" on one side and "queue jumpers and spongers" on the other. Some positioning 

may be inadvertent. For example, by using technical terms such as "the drought pilot", "drought 

preparedness strategies" and "a risk-management crop scheme", Letter 89 identified a group 

within the discourse space that would understand the terms (members of the ongoing colloquy), 
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but also set a group of discourse space onlookers – people unfamiliar with these technical terms 

– outside the ongoing colloquy.  

The reader-in-the-text is not the same as the reader, but is a presence introduced into the 

discourse space by the writer (Thompson & Thetela 1995; Thompson 2001). Interaction with 

the reader-in-the-text can be initiated through commands or questions, by pre-empting potential 

objections through expressions such as It might be argued that …, or by the use of expressions 

like of course (Thompson 2001, pp. 61-8). The mechanisms can be quite subtle: of course 

conveys an expectation that affiliation exists: Thompson (2001, p. 63), citing Thompson and 

Zhou (2000), observes that it "signals that the writer assumes that the conceded proposition is 

one which the reader might want to express". Thompson shows how writers can improve the 

clarity of their arguments by systematically addressing the potential qualms of the reader-in-the-

text, but that interaction is not an inherent requirement of any text, supporting the validity of the 

separation in the present work between the situational characteristics of the text type and those 

applying to the discourse space.  

Reader position is not necessarily the same as writers' expectations in regard to reading 

position. Reader position is only realised when the text is read: until then, there is no reader 

position. This reflects the reality that texts exist over time periods and in locations that cannot 

possibly be anticipated by their writers. The writer may expect compliance, proceed as a result 

to put bonding and affiliation at risk, and then trigger a resistant reader position. Even if there is 

no temporal or geographical dislocation, reader position may be wildly adrift in any number of 

other ways (political, religious, cultural) from writers' expectations.  

The next two categories, bonding and affiliation, are drawn from work in this area in 

systemic functional linguistics (Bednarek & Martin 2010). Knight (2010, p. 46) defines a bond 

as "the cultural pattern by which we discursively construe our communal identities" and follows 

Stenglin (2004) in describing a bonding icon or bondicon as "a symbol of solidarity that 

functions as a rallying device" (Knight op. cit., p. 46). The shared understandings layered up in 

many contentful phrasal constructions position them to be used as "symbols of solidarity", and 

to function as "rallying devices" which in Moon's (1994, p. 132) words "invoke cultural 

schemata, values and interpretations" and "express an ideological perspective, institutionalised 

in the culture". The present study viewed non-predictability as primarily a shared resource, and 

a representation of solidarity in the discourse community. However as the analysis proceeded it 

became clear that solidarity comes in different strengths. Some multiword expressions identified 

represented lightweight bonds marking shared native speaker status, while some were more 

significant because they packaged shared encyclopaedic understandings, and/or shared or 

presumed evaluation. A final group were the products of an official or organising discourse 

community: their presence in the discourse space related to the situational characteristics of the 

text type but had the potential to change the nature of the discourse space. This position was 
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outlined in Chapter 1 (Introduction) and is discussed further in Chapter 7 (Implications of the 

findings). 

Bednarek (2010, p. 253) discusses a range of situations in which bonding can be put at 

risk. These include references to emotion, beliefs, personal experience and "linguistic 

repertoires (e.g. intertextual references/allusions, use of phrases like as you know, of course, 

showing off vs. being an expert; use of foreign language…)". There is an additional risk when 

the terms selected to tag ongoing colloquys reference polarisation in that ongoing colloquy.  For 

example, over the period of this analysis, debate raged regarding Australia's response to 

refugees arriving in Australia by boat without official papers. Some Australians believed the 

boats should be turned around and sent away, and questioned the motives of the people 

travelling in them: the term economic migrant created a bonding icon (Stenglin 2004) for this 

group. Other members of the community attempted to support the arrivals' legal right to seek 

asylum, and did not question their motives. The term economic migrant threatened or precluded 

bonding with the latter group. On a more parochial note, saying that WA residents pay through 

the nose for their water (Letter 32) may threaten bonding with members of the community who 

believe water is underpriced in WA (a very dry state) and wasted as a result – even though, as 

Drew and Holt's (1988) work in regard to the use of idioms such as pay through the nose in 

complaint sequences notes, bonding may be less threatened when a non-predictable multiword 

expression such as pay through the nose is used (since we can all chuckle at the expression and 

retain some bond as a result) than if the writer had said "pay too much".  

Affiliation, described as "a theory of communal identity as discursively negotiated in 

text" (Knight 2010, p. 42), is a progression of bonding. In some texts bonding will not be at 

issue, and the writer can assume affiliation. In others, a series of successful bonds will 

contribute to affiliation, but affiliation will only be achieved by ensuring that the reader arrives 

at the writer's preferred endpoint having been persuaded or convinced by a coherent argument. 

Procedural phrasal constructions which enable writers to organise their arguments so that one 

alternative is positioned favourably over others may contribute to the achievement of affiliation 

over the course of a text, gradually persuading the reader to go this way rather than that, to drop 

all thoughts of one argument and instead to follow the writer's path.   

Unless their position is monoglossic, in which case writers make no provision for other 

voices, opinions, views, letter-writers work to engender or trigger affiliation. They want people 

to agree with them, to be persuaded by their argument – to switch teams, if necessary – but they 

may also realise that there will be readers who will not affiliate, and may be prepared for that. 

Narrative-writers, however, generally anticipate affiliation39: they have an expectation of shared 

empathy, and although they need to maintain bonding, they can do so with lightweight 

                                                        
39 However see Section 6.3 for a discussion of Narrative 1, in which the writer writes about the death of his uncle, 
and more particularly his funeral. The normally compliant discourse space is complicated by the fact that the uncle 
was a bikie (a member of an illegal motorbike gang, associated in Australia with violent crime and drug-dealing). 
The writer deals strategically with the potentially resistant discourse space by using non-predictable complex nouns.  
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resources, and will not put affiliation at risk. In Information texts, bonding and affiliation are 

not at issue and not required. However, while they do not need to affiliate with their readers, 

disaffiliation would represent a failure of communicative purpose, and bonding should not, 

therefore, be either assumed or put at risk. 

The two sets of situational characteristics outlined above relate to the three text types 

used in the present analysis, and to the types of discourse or dialogic space writers enter as they 

begin to write in each of those different spaces. The work next identified the types of non-

predictable multiword expressions used in the three text types, and then considered the 

functional relationships between them and the two types of situational characteristics.  

This concludes the description of the three datasets used for the analysis. Chapter 5 

(Results) gives the quantitative and qualitative analyses of the non-predictable multiword 

expressions found in the three datasets, and considers them in relation to the two types of 

situational characteristics outlined above. Chapter 6 synthesises the findings and produces 

phrasal constructional profiles at the level of Group and Type (see Figure 2, Chapter 3, repeated 

as Figure 4, Chapter 5). Chapter 7 discusses the implications of the findings, and Chapter 8 

presents conclusions, and discusses the significance of the work, its limitations, and the 

possibilities for further work.  
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5 RESULTS 

Figure 4 on the next page repeats the classification system developed as an outcome of the 

present work. The classification emerged from the data and reflected the groupings that became 

apparent as the phrasal expressions identified in the data were sorted and resorted multiple 

times, so that the final configuration did not emerge until close to the end of the project. It was 

informed by theories and taxonomies reviewed in the literature, but its primary purpose was to 

facilitate the comparison of difference across the three text types in regard to the situational 

characteristics of the three text types analysed for the present work, and the potential discourse 

spaces. It is provisional, but provides a model which can be fine-tuned and improved in future 

work, and refined for different comparative combinations.  

Because of the way the data was structured it was possible to compare usage in the three 

datasets at different degrees of specificity. This chapter focuses on the analysis of the 25 Types 

in Figure 4. Categories are explained in detail, issues/dilemmas are discussed within individual 

sections using examples drawn from the data, and quantitative and qualitative analysis is set out 

and discussed. Examples from the three datasets are given in every case: although 

comprehensive, these are not full listings, which are provided in Excel spreadsheets in 

Appendix 2. Counts given in the chapter are based on the full listings in these spreadsheets, not 

on the lists in the body of the chapter.   

The reasons for considering individual expressions or types of expressions to be non-

predictable are discussed throughout Section 5.2. Full details of COCA searches and other 

evidence supporting non-predictable status are not included in the body of the thesis but are 

contained in three Excel spreadsheets (one for each text type) in Appendix 2.  

Appendices are available in electronic form. As noted elsewhere, they support the Results 

chapter, as follows: 

• Appendix 1 contains the three datasets. Expressions considered for non-predictable multiword 
status based on the three key features are underlined: a considerable number of expressions 
underlined were not ultimately included in the analysis. This is indicated and explained in the 
Excel spreadsheets containing analysis contained in Appendix 2. 

• Appendix 2 contains (a) three Excel spreadsheets (one each for Letters, Narratives and 
Information) with the complete data organised in chronological order (i.e. text by text) within 
each dataset, and (b) three spreadsheets (one each for Letters, Narratives and Information) sorted 
by Type. These spreadsheets show the results of COCA analyses and Google searches carried 
out in order to confirm non-predictable status, discussion of results, and notes. Column G in each 
case specifies which local characteristic/s applied to the expression in question.  

• Appendix 3 contains the Excel spreadsheet with records of counts for all types across all text types 
and in all texts. The per 100 counts were used as input for univariate analysis in SPSS. Appendix 
3 also contains the output of univariate analysis in SPSS. 

.



 

 
 

Figure 4: Classification used for grouping and comparison (repeated) 
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5.1 COMPARISONS AT THE LEVEL OF TYPE 

Results are presented in chronological order to follow Figure 4. The section begins with Type 1 

constructions  – predicate phrases and subject/predicate combinations.  

5.1.1 TYPE 1: PREDICATE PHRASES AND SUBJECT/PREDICATE COMBINATIONS 

Analyses of predicate phrases and phrasal verbs were kept separate in the present work, and 

Type 1 was restricted to predicate phrases. The term predicate phrase was used in preference to 

verb phrase, which Biber et al. (1999, p. 99) limit to "a lexical verb…or primary verb…as head 

or main verb, either alone or accompanied by one or more auxiliaries". The non-predictable 

multiword expressions referencing eventualities in the present work extended beyond this 

definition. Biber et al. (ibid.) use the term predicate to refer to "the main verb plus 

accompanying elements, including objects and predicatives", and the term predicate phrase was 

therefore used here to describe phrases which started at the verb and included "accompanying 

elements". A small group of subject/predicate constructions was also included in the Type. 

Phrasal verbs were counted separately for analysis even where they too included 

"accompanying elements".  

Biber et al. (ibid., p. 1028) comment on the productivity of [MAKE], [TAKE] and 

[HAVE] in verbal idioms, noting: 

Although earlier studies have claimed that formulaic language is dominant in conversation, idiomatic 
phrases with the verbs have, make, and take are by far more common in the written registers. In fact, 
several of these phrases are notably common only in news reportage and/or academic prose. 

It was considered possible that the common use of some predicate phrases based on 

[HAVE], [MAKE] and [TAKE] in news reportage and/or academic prose referred to by Biber et 

al. would be reflected in the study text types, shifting the locus of the action from the world to 

the more metaphorical discourse or dialogic space. Predicate phrases based on [HAVE], 

[MAKE] and [TAKE] evoke metaphorical possession, manufacture, and transfer respectively. 

Where make a decision metaphorically evokes manufacture, decide does not. With this in mind, 

and mindful also of Cameron's (2011) observations in regard to the discoursal use of metaphor, 

predicate phrases based on [HAVE], [MAKE] and [TAKE] were analysed as a discrete group: 

however univariate analysis did not support a separate analysis (p-value .194, >.05 and therefore 

not statistically significant) and these predicate phrases were therefore added back in to the 

broader group.  

Predicate phrases based on other bleached verbs such as [ADDRESS], [SPEND], 

[FACE], [FIND] and [GET] were also counted providing they had been confirmed by meeting 

one local requirement40. Examples of constructions based on these verbs are given below:  

LETTERS: [Gavin Mooney allows little] to get in the way [of what comes across as…] L1; make sure 
L24; had the {temerity} to ask L26; take for granted L28; get {our} priorities right L29; take (the 
necessary) steps L33; take time L36; made the decision L37; take a look L41;  [I] find it {ridiculous} that 
L56; make a profit L70; spending time L85; getting the blame for L97.  
 

                                                        
40 Local requirements met are listed in Appendix 2, column G.  
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NARRATIVES: {I} found {myself} N5; gets underway N4; had trouble N9; took it for granted N17; 
took turns (at) N36; took a holiday N42; take the [final] journey [to the furnace] N42; have done well in 
life N43; took no notice of N49. 
 
INFORMATION: take a [detailed developmental] history (from) I1;  [all hunters] face {penalties} I9; 
spend time I7; have (one thing) in common I9; Having a baby I10; make payment I11; Diagnosis [of 
meningococcal disease] is made by I18. 
 
In the subject/predicate constructions included in the group, the choice of subjects was  

constrained in some way. There were relatively few of these constructions overall. Examples 

are given below: 

LETTERS 
[if] all is lost L6; …[fighting in Afghanistan with] hands tied behind {their} back{s} L24; …the rest will 
follow L29;  [This] debate is raging [because…] L30; [All soldiers' lives are precious and] history shows 
[Australians perform magnificently against an enemy when …] L38; […nature determines where] 
responsibility lies L55; [That] {dream} came true [on January 24, 1903…] L58; a(n) {accident} waiting 
to happen L59; {my} heart filled with {happiness} L68; price … soaring L85; {disaster} visited on L87. 
 
NARRATIVES 
[the] tears (that) {ran} down {their} {face}(s) N1; [so little] time to go N4; {my} {mind} wandered N5; 
heart pounded N5; {my} moment had {arrived} N5; a {fairytale} began to unfold L10; wounds would 
fester N10; beacon shone N12; the {smoke} cleared N18; tears {streaming} down {their} {face}(s) N18;  
fog [took longer to] lift N19; dreams come true N21; the costs can be high N26; {conversation…} turns 
to N27; {my} life has come to a crossroads N29; {I1} catch {myself1} N30; tears {running} down {his} 
{face} N35; silence descended N35; honesty paid N50; [her] {parking} days {have} just begun N50. 
 
INFORMATION 
studies [with twins] have shown I5; the {number} reaches … I5; {time} passes I13; [if the] {cancer} has 
spread I27; {cancer} may have spread I27. 
 

Expressions such as tears {running} down {his} face (N35) exhausted the rhematic 

information packaging potential of the clause. This meant that almost all the propositional 

content of the clause – excluding any interpersonal or textual theme, or circumstance, and slots 

allowing for personalisation (here via possessive pronouns) – was expression-old even though 

the contentful information was reader- and text-new. 

The writer of text N5 was alone in using three different argument/predicate combinations 

(my mind wandered, my heart pounded, my moment had arrived) plus one subject/phrasal verb 

construction counted with phrasal verbs (a roar went up) – each one, coincidentally, referencing 

indirect Affect, which is discussed in more detail in the Commentary below.  

Examples of the broader group are given below. Full lists are in Appendix 2. 

LETTERS 
[but it is indefensible and] defies {belief} L2 
 [in a never-ending attempt] to keep pace with 
{the cost of living} L4 
[the public would not be] held to ransom L4 
join the club L6 
held captive L7 
played to conclusion L9 
break a deadlock L10 
ride roughshod over  L11 
{go} the way of {the dinosaurs} L11 
hang {your} heads in shame L11 
comes to {its} senses L11 
drink in moderation L15 

won hands down L51 
given the green light to L52 
{offering} {the} welcome mat (to) L52 
spare a thought for [the real Australians] L52 
go ({straight}) to the head of the queue L52 
bend over backwards L52 
seeking justice L52 
{I1 will not} hold {my1} breath ({waiting}) L52 
never ceases to {amaze} {those of us…} L54 
slip through {your} fingers L55 
 [Of course, politicians] won't go there  
followed the {instructions} L48 
see for {myself} L48 
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seeking asylum L16 
carry {the analogy} further L22 
speak for {themselves} L22 
has seen fit to L24 
lay charges (against) L24 
[What] message [are we] sending [to] L24 
risking life and limb L24 
go to war L25 
charge ({the soldiers}) with manslaughter L25 
laugh {themselves} to death L25 
return fire L25 
gives {me} the impression L26 
held {this man} in {considerable} esteem L26 
come to {this} realisation L26 
[either send them support or] bring {our} {boys} 
home L26 
[nuclear power] comes at a cost L27 
come on line L27 
drowning in [the] despair [of insufficient funding] 
L28 
copping flak (over) L29 
put {their1} hands in {their1} pockets L30* 
pay through the nose L32 
 [wilfully] ending {their} life L34 
break the law L34 
{dragged} through {dirty political} mud L36 
ask the (same) question of L36 
 [that she could never in her worst nightmares] 
begin to {imagine} [or understand] L37 
send {our young men} to war L37 
[Have] the lessons of {the Vietnam War} 
(already) been {forgotten}? L38 
[the community has to] pay the price for L39 
holding back {a laugh} L39 
look within yourself L39 
brought to mind L41 
lift {their} game L41 
strikes at the heart of L42 
played a draw L43 
hop, skip and jump L44 
no expense {has been} spared L44 
{does not} bode well L45 
fired a shot in anger L45 
shuffle off this mortal coil L50 
cost ({the State}) a fortune L50 
know better L50 
 

gave {me} an insight into L48 
paying through the nose L49 
{go} the way the wind blows L59 
charges … laid against L60 
charges … dropped L60 
[better employment figures also help] to fill the 
coffers L62 
count…the cost L62 
win the day L62 
bursting at the seams L63 
{tug} at {the} heartstrings L68 
forge a {lifetime} career L68 
bring {children} into the world L68 
posing a … question L70 
raise {the} issue L70 
keeping {them} alive L71 
raise the spectre of L72 
spare a thought for L70 
gives the impression L72 
give {it} a miss L72 
don't raise the {spectre} of L72 
spare a thought L72 
shift … the blame L74 
to go (a worthwhile) charity L77 
handle situations L80 
never ceases to {amaze} L83 
go the other way L85 
{staggering} along the street L87 
looking for trouble L87 
dread the thought L88 
kick … into action L88 
entering into a partnership L89 
 inaction} will cost nothing L92 
{choking} to death L95 
set {things} in motion L95 
sexually abusing L96 
remanded on bail L96 
give evidence L96 
tut tutting L97 
put {football players} on (such) a pedestal L97 
lays an {uninvited} hand on L97 
looking over {his} shoulder L97 
put the effort and money into L99 
hits the nail on the head L100 
defies logic L100 

 

NARRATIVES 
brought an end to N1 
kicked into {life} N1 
bring tears to {my} eyes N1 
bring {another} {child} into the world N3 
 [who was mainly] confined to bed N3 
{jumped} out of bed 
rolled {our} eyes N3 
broke {my} heart N3 
cry {himself} to sleep N3 
accepted {his dark-skinned uncle} for who {he} 
{is} N3 
runs the sideline N4 
breaks {his} leg N4 

held court N22 
lay beneath the surface of {her sadness} 
haven't (really) spoken a word N23 
fill the gaps N24 
held my {eye} N24 
join forces with N25 
builds to a crescendo N25 
{jigging} from {leg} to {leg} N25 
[he was beaten and] buried alive N25 
carry a {(heavy)} burden N25 
goes some way to N25 
numbing the pain N25 
{my} heart strings are tugged N26 
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blows full-time N4 
go {wild} N4 
shaking {his} hand N4 
comes to fruition N5 
hold {your} head(s) high N5 
keep {her} head down 
smash {it} to smithereens N7 
shed a tear N7 
cursing {the unpackers} under {my} breath N7 
cracking a {cheeky} smile N7 
[I] breathed a ({long}) sigh of relief N7 
[accidentally] stumbled into {disability} N8 
came to {his} rescue N8 
wished {me} well N8 
[what I] was put on this {earth} to do N8 
think [as much] for themselves [as possible] N8 
leaving {his} work behind N9 
held {our} breath N9 
spat the dummy N9 
came on the scene N9 
duck dive N10 
[the] wave {I} catch N10 
drawn the short straw N11 
{I'm} huffing and puffing N11 
wipe sweat from {my} brow N11 
show the world N11 
[I] keep at it N11 
building the foundations (of) N12 
meant the world to {me} N12 
[the miserable days seemed] to last a lifetime N12 
closed {its} doors N12 
give {it} a thought N13 
came into play N14 
kept to a minimum N14 
[have] come and gone N15 
muddied the waters N15 
arriving {at someone's house} empty-handed N16 
called {this land} home N16 
{spoke} at length N17 
wait and see N18 
shake {my} head in {amazement} N19 
paying attention N19 
{screech} to a halt N19 
shake {my} head N19 
painting {my} nails N19 
[I have] come to {understand} N20 
leave {me} cold N20 
working away from home N20 
came to {love} {it} N21 
[I] was admitted to (the) hospital N21 
flooded into my {memory} N21 
come to the conclusion N22 
 

kept a secret N26 
tie {themselves} in knots N26 
burst into ({delighted}) {laughter} N27 
{churning} away ({in my head}) N29 
knocked on the door N30 
[How] close did {we} come to N30 
going to court N30 
supporting {myself} through university N31 
a living to earn N31 
to give {me} a good time N31 
{laughed} out loud N31 
couldn't help {myself} N31 
lost {her}{husband} N32 
proposed marriage N32 (two tokens) 
top {yourself }N34 
[it just] keeps getting better N34 
never seen again N35 
cleared {his} throat N35 
silence…broken N35 
shaking {her} head N36 
breathed ({a collective)} sigh of relief N36 
breathed a (collective) sight of relief N36 
kept {them} all shipshape N36 
avoided eye contact N36 
{he} went too far N37 
raise {one} eyebrow (in {disapproval}) N38  
 [As I] rounded {each} corner N38 
let it go N38 
raise {an} eyebrow (at {her}) (in {disapproval}) 
N38 
{reads the paper} over {my} shoulder N39 
give thanks to N39 (2 tokens) 
let {them} know N40 (2 tokens) 
lick {my} wounds N41 
walk the streets N41 
going about {their} {duties} N41 
pay more than lip service [to it] N41 
gave {us} strict instructions N42 
trod the boards N43 
played {my} part N43 
rose through the ranks [of] N44 
setting the table N44 
 [It may] come as no surprise N46 
mine data N46 
odds ({heavily stacked}) against N46 
giving blood N47 
donating blood N47 [two tokens] 
to wish {me} well N47 
to pull {their} weight N48 
packed {her} bags N48 
 [had to] go into care N48 
[visitors] came and went N49 
offer {my} excuses N50 

INFORMATION 
arouse (more) controversy I1 
lead {normal} lives I1 
fidget and squirm in {their} seats I1 
wait {their} turn I1 
runs in families I1 
diagnosis is given I1 
work wonders I1 
falling asleep I1 
 [the consequences of not] following the rules I1 

{tickets} go on sale I14 
run (successful) campaigns I16 (3 tokens) 
raise (political) awareness I16 
sets the priorities I16 
boost {natural} immunity I18 
seek (urgent) medical attention I18 (7 tokens)  
contracting the disease I18 
consult {your} doctor I18 
lost {their} shirts I19 
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[if the] rule is broken I1 (two tokens) 
{passes} through the heart of I2 
refreshments are provided I5 
lost {their} lives I6 
pose a threat I6 
pose (less of) a threat I6 
setting fires I6 
tell {their} story I7 
give {you} the edge I7 
job hunting I7 
boost {your} confidence I7 
enter into a contract I7 
learn on the job I7 
starting fresh I7 
to put {you} in contact with N7 
Quotas are set I9 
raising children I10 
lodge {your} (income) tax return I10 
turned {2} years of age I10 
cover the cost I10 
block the emails I11 
to cross the finish line I11 
the term was coined I12 
{the trend} gained momentum I12 
turn {five} years old I13 
following ({simple}) rules I13 
 

manage {your} money I19 
raise money I19 
to cover [start-up] costs 
issuing […] stock I19 (2 tokens) 
come alive I22 
[sheets of] lightning flash I22 
retire to the {balcony} I22 
cement {its} reputation I22 
 (first) opened {its} doors I23 
comes in ({direct}) contact with I24 
fall victim I24 
seek medical attention I24 
a draw is declared I26 
a free kick is paid I26 
return the ball into play I26 
pressing an advantage I26 
scores a behind I26 
consulting {your} doctor I27 
meet the (changing) needs I28 
stretching (firefighting) resources I29 
gas cutting I29 
[when a] {TFB}has been declared I29 
hold {a Recreational Skipper's Ticket} I31 
holding {someone} up to {hatred} I31 
[can] sue in tort I31 

 Predicate phrases dominated the rheme, the part of the clause typically allocated to 

discourse-new and hearer-new information, and therefore significantly ameliorated the newness 

of the information they conveyed. Some allowed for personalisation (and therefore moments of 

newness) in pronoun slots in the rheme. Predicate phrases therefore had the capacity to pulse 

familiar and new through the rheme via phrasal constructions whose skeleton would be reader-

old: this is discussed further in the Commentary section, after quantitative comparisons. 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures for predicate phrases and subject/predicate combinations are given below41. The 

final row shows the percentage of the total number of clauses which were taken up by phrasal 

predicates and subject/predicate combinations. 

TYPE 1 LETTERS  NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Raw total 312 343 172 
Per 23,228 words 348 318 168 
Per 100 words 1.5 1.37 0.72 
% of total clauses 312/2879=10.8% 343/3850=9.0% 172/2739=6.3% 

 

The two datasets identified from analysis of situational characteristics of the text type (Section 

4.2, Table 6) as more eventuality-focused datasets (Narratives and Letters) used higher numbers 

of Type 1 phrasal constructions referencing eventualities overall, although Letters used slightly 

more as a percentage of the total number of clauses than Narratives. Situational analysis of the 

discourse space suggested that bonding and affiliation would be of greater concern in both 

                                                        
41 Here and throughout the thesis, counts relate to Excel spreadsheets in Appendix 2 (recorded in Appendix 3) and 
not to lists of examples. 
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Narratives and Letters than in Information, which used lower numbers of predicate phrases 

overall. 

Univariate tests of between-subjects effects gave a p-value of .002, confirming that the 

differences were statistically significant. Pairwise comparisons are given below: 

Dependent Variable:   Type 1s predicate phrases and sub pred combinations 100 word   
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 

(I) Type (J) Type Mean 
Difference (I-J) 

Std. Error Sig.b 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Letter -.633* .178 .000 -.984 -.282 Information 
Narrative -.520* .198 .009 -.910 -.130 
Information .633* .178 .000 .282 .984 Letter Narrative .113 .150 .452 -.183 .408 
Information .520* .198 .009 .130 .910 

Narrative 
Letter -.113 .150 .452 -.408 .183 

 

There were statistically significant differences between Information and Letters (p-value .000), 

and between Information and Narrative (p-value .009), but not between Letters and Narratives 

(p-value .452), making Information the focus of difference in regard to predicate phrases and 

subject/predicate combinations.  

 
Means and standard errors which provide insights into the nature of the differences are given 

below: 

Dependent Variable:   Type 1s predicate phrases and sub pred combinations 100 word   
95% Confidence Interval Type Mean Std. Error 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information .845 .155 .539 1.152 
Letter 1.478 .086 1.307 1.649 
Narrative 1.365 .122 1.124 1.607 

 

Letters, the dataset in which there was the greatest potential for disaffiliation, and in which 

bonding devices might represent one way to deal with potential disaffiliation, had the highest 

mean (1.478) and the lowest standard error (.086), using non-predictable predicate phrases more 

often, and more consistently, than writers in the other two datasets. Information, in which 

bonding and affiliation were not wanted, needed or expected, not only had the lowest mean 

(.845), but also the highest standard error (.155). Information writers used non-predictable 

predicate phrases less often, and more inconsistently, than writers in the other two datasets.  

The commentary that follows gives a qualitative perspective on the non-predictable 

phrasal predicates and subject/predicate combinations identified in the data.  
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COMMENTARY 

Constrained variation and evoked appraisal were significant features of a number of the 

predicate phrases identified in the datasets.  

Constrained variation is so common in non-predictable multiword expressions that 

Stubbs (2007, p. 163) includes it as one of the typical characteristics of the group. This is one of 

the reasons manual, bottom-up analysis remains relevant to the analysis of non-predictable 

multiword expressions despite the difficulties it presents: it is a crucial partner to automated 

extraction, providing a different perspective on the nature and form of constrained variation in 

phrasal constructions.  

The slots for tears {ran} down {their} {faces} (used in N1, with variations in N18 and 

N35) demonstrate how options for constrained variation manifest in predicate phrases:   

SLOT 1 SLOT 2 SLOT 3 SLOT 4 SLOT 5  
tears ran down their  faces 

 

COCA checks indicated that of the five slots, the first is barely variable (tears can be singular). 

Slot 2 can be filled by members of a constrained semantic set expressing movement ([RUN], 

[COURSE], [STREAM]). [D]own is fixed. Slot 4 must have a possessive pronoun or a name. 

Slot 5 is tightly constrained: COCA suggests the only alternatives would be face, cheek/s. This 

expression demonstrates the propensity for non-predictable multiword expressions to allow for 

constrained variation, and also to allow users to personalise the expression (in this case via Slot 

4), a characteristic noted by Fernando (1996). 

Another example, cursing the unpackers under my breath (N7) has five slots: 

 

1  2 3  4  5 
cursing the unpackers under my breath 

 

Slot 1 can be cursing, or swearing at, or mentally berating, or other variants in the same 

semantic set. Slot 2 can be empty (when the verb is used intransitively) or reference the object 

of slot (1): it is Open Choice. Slot 3 is fixed, and Slot 5 is fixed, but Slot 4 can be replaced by 

any personal pronoun, so that Slots 2 and 4 both enable users to embed the expression in the 

context of a particular story. Again, familiar and new pulse through the rheme. 

Another example from the data was the go the way of construction, shown in example 

below from Letter 11.  

However, if we continue to allow the game's administrators to ride roughshod over the opinions of 
those who matter most, the sport will go the way of the dinosaurs. L11 [italics added] 

[GO] the way of generated 5 types and 418 tokens in COCA: complements included suntan 

lotion and flip-flops; some Western European countries; the horse and buggy; the cathode-ray 

television; the dodo; the glow puck in hockey; Europe; the Hanging Gardens of Babylon. 

Complements present as endangered, extinct, or superseded whether or not that is actually the 

case, or whether the hearer/reader has knowledge of that status: in "Protesters want the Bongos 
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to go the way of the Mubaraks and Ben Alis"42, it does not matter whether the reader knows 

anything about Mubarak or Ben Ali – they are automatically positioned as endangered, extinct, 

or superseded. The only fixed elements43 are [GO] the way of.  The interpretation of the 

complement of the prepositional phrase is constrained, but its content is not; the subject is Open 

Choice. The form of the expression is expression-old, but its variable content is discourse- and 

hearer-new.  

Non-predictable multiword expressions such as these enable writers to lead readers by 

familiar routes to new information. This is the pulse of familiar and new through the rheme 

referred to throughout this thesis. Through phrasal constructions the writer metaphorically 

walks with the reader for a period – in the case of go the way of extending through the rheme to 

the complement of of, and even there leaving the reader primed to interpret the writer's Open 

Choice selections in a particular way.  

A number of the predicate phrases identified in the data conveyed Attitude. Attitude was 

evident in all its dimensions: Judgement (evaluation in respect to behaviour), Appreciation 

(evaluation in relation to entities), and Affect (emotional response). In the present work 

inscribed Attitude was considered to be fully predictable, but evoked Attitude was a significant 

local indicator of non-predictability, because these  phrasal constructions effectively meant 

more than the words that made them up. The term Indirect Affect was used for the present study 

to reflect the two-step process involved in such expressions, and Indirect Affect was considered 

to be a marker of non-predictability since the words conveyed more than their literal meanings. 

Examples from the data included My eyes fill (N26), evoking tears, the result of a strong 

emotional reaction; tie {themselves} in knots [trying to provide the best care for their charges] 

(N26), evoking emotions related to internal conflict; and even [I watched her] shaking {her} 

head [at the fresh pile of leaves] (N36), evoking the movement associated with the emotions of 

disappointment, annoyance, despair.  

The layering up of meaning is a feature of some multiword expressions, and it was not 

surprising to find examples which evoked two aspects of Attitude simultaneously in the 

datasets. For example, in "my daughter told me I was a dork, and my son said nothing, but 

raised an eyebrow in disapproval" (N38, italics added), the italicised expression expressed the 

son's negative Judgement of the father's behaviour, but also evoked an understanding of the 

son's emotional response (feeling annoyed, embarrassed, and wanting others to recognise those 

emotions). The expression {laugh} {themselves} to {death} in "This must be the latest weapon 

in the Australian Army's arsenal to make the Taliban laugh themselves to death" (L25, italics 

added), evoked Judgement (in regard to the behaviour of the people of the Australian Army as a 

source of ridicule), but also indirect Affect (the Taliban will feel scornful, an emotional 

response), and it could also be argued that the expression codes Force, or intensity: the Taliban 

                                                        
42 COCA 2011, MAG, Newsweek. 
43 Here and elsewhere, verbs are considered fixed in relation to lexical content: inflection may vary, and there may be 
constraints on verb forms that were not identified in this analysis. 
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didn't just laugh, they laughed themselves to death – it would be hard to get more intense than 

that.  

Similarly, the expression will not hold {my} breath [waiting], in "I hope to hear a fresh 

and meaningful comment from the Archbishop seeking justice and a fair go for genuine 

Australians. However, I will not hold my breath waiting" (L52, italics added), evoked 

Judgement (in regard to the behaviour of the Archbishop, whose behaviour was judged as not 

responsive) and also Indirect Affect (holding your breath implies expectation, in this case 

thwarted, and therefore disappointment and frustration).  

Looking over {your} shoulder, in "If any football player lays an uninvited hand on my 

daughter, drunk or not, he'd better be looking over his shoulder for her Glenn Close-possessed 

mother" (L97, italics added) evoked Indirect Affect (looking over his shoulder because he is 

nervous about what's behind him) and also Judgement (the footballer should be fearful because 

what he has done is wrong).  

In the sentence "However, if we continue to allow the game's administrators to ride 

roughshod over the opinions of those who matter most, the sport will go the way of the 

dinosaurs" (L11, italics added) there was Appreciation in regard to "sport" (sport is positioned 

as endangered) and also Judgement in regard to the behaviour of "the game's administrators" – 

mediated via both ride roughshod over, and indirectly via the fact that it was their actions that 

would lead to the sport going the way of the dinosaurs, which was not an outcome the game's 

administrators should be proud of.  

Examples of expressions referencing Judgement in the three datasets are given below. As 

elsewhere, COCA searches supporting inclusion are listed and discussed in Appendix 2. 

Bracketing follows the conventions adopted for the present work set out in Chapter 1 

(Introduction). 

LETTERS 
 [Once again we have people from (this time) health and transport] locked in {battle} [with the 
Government over wages and conditions…] L4 
[and the public would not be] held to ransom [every time a dispute arises] L4 
[migrants have more to do than just] join the club L6 
[where he is still] held captive [after almost a year] L7 
ride roughshod over L11 
hang {your} head(s) in shame L11 
speak for {themselves} L22 
play a ({prominent}) role L23 
has seen fit to L24 
risking life and limb L24 
{laugh} {themselves} to {death} L25 (also Affect, see below) 
put {their1} hand(s) in {their1} pockets(s) L30 
pay through the nose L32 
break the law L34 
{dragged} through ({dirty political}) mud L36 
pay the price for L39 
holding back {a laugh} L39 (also Affect) 
lift {their} game L41 
stand tall L45 
paying through the nose L49 
won hands down L51 
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given the green light to L52 
offering the welcome mat to [all those "economic refugees"] L52 
go ({straight}) to the {head} of the queue L52 
bend over backwards L52 
{I} [will not] hold {my} breath ({waiting}) L52 
slip through {your} fingers L55 
go the way the wind blows L59 
looking for trouble L87 
tut tutting L97 (also Affect) 
put {football players} on [such] a pedestal L97 
hits the nail on the head L100 
 
NARRATIVES 
thought it better N3 
keep {her} head down N6 
came to {his} rescue N8 
wished {me} well N8 
think [as much] for {themselves} [as possible] N8 
drawn the short straw N11 
carry a {heavy} burden N25 
kept {them all} shipshape L36 
avoided eye contact N36 (also Affect) 
{he} went too far N37 
pay more than lip service [to it] N41 
to pull {their} weight N48 
 
INFORMATION 
{fidget} [and] {squirm} in {their} seats I1 
wait {their} turn I1 
[the consequences of not] following the rules I1 
lost {their} shirts I19 
manage {your} money I19 
 
Examples of constructions expressing Appreciation are given below: 

 
LETTERS 
[the sport will] go the way of the {dinosaurs} L11 
[Nuclear power] comes at a cost L27 
[Although his euthanasia Bill has failed, he is right in thinking that it will] surface again L33 
[The latest proposal by Police Minister Rob Johnson…] strikes at the heart of [the whole judicial process] 
L42 
[my demise is going] to cost{(the State)} a fortune L50 
[Chernobyl was] an accident waiting to happen L59 
[the good sense emanating from Christian teachings might still] win the day L62 
[but no shops] bursting at the seams L63 
 
NARRATIVES 
[Kitchen gadgets] leave {me} cold N20 (also Indirect Affect) 
{my} life has come to a crossroads N29 
 
INFORMATION 
 [ADHD often] runs in {families} I1 
 [bushfires can] pose a threat I6 
 [A bit of planning and investigation will] give {you} the edge I7 
 [ticket sales are used to] cover the costs I14 
{cancer} may have spread I27 
 
Constructions expressing Indirect Affect were more evident in the Narratives dataset than in the 

other two. Examples are given below:  

LETTERS 
{laugh} {themselves} to {death} L25 (also Judgement) 
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holding back {a laugh} L39 (also in this context Judgement) 
{I1} [will not] hold {my1} breath ({waiting}) L52 (also Judgement) 
never ceases to {amaze} [those of us…] L54 
{tug} at the heartstrings N68 (also Judgement) 
Tears of {joy} welled up L68 (NB used sarcastically) 
{my} {heart} filled with {happiness} L68 (sarcasm, again) 
never ceases to {amaze} L83 (requoting L54) 
dread the thought L88 
looking over {his} shoulder L97 (also Judgement) 
 
NARRATIVES 
hiding {their} emotions N1 
bring tears to {my} eyes N1 
{scare} the {crap} out of {me} N1 
[the] tears [that] {ran} down {their} {face(s)} N1 
rolled {our} eyes N3 
broke {my} heart N3 
cry {himself} to sleep N3 
hold {your} heads high N5 (also Judgement) 
heart pounded N5 
a {roar} went up N5 
{smash} {it} to {smithereens} N7 
shed a tear N7 
{cursing} [the unpackers] under {my} breath N7 
cracking a ({cheeky}) smile N7 
breathed a [long] sigh of relief N7 
held {our} breath N9 
spat the dummy N9 
tears {running} down {his} face N15 
[with] tears {streaming} down {their} {face(s)} N18 
shake {my} head in {amazement} N19 
leave {me} cold N20 (also Appreciation) 
{my} heartstrings are tugged N26  
tie {themselves} in knots N26 
burst into [(delighted)] {laughter} N27 
cleared {his} throat N35 
[I watched her] shaking {her} head [at the…] N36 
breathed a ([collective sigh]) of relief N36 
raise {one} eyebrow in {disapproval} N38 (three tokens) 
lick {my} wounds N47 
 [my mother famously shouted "bloody rabbits",] packed {her} bags [and caught the train to Melbourne] 
N48 
 
INFORMATION 
None identified 
 

Non-predictable multiword expressions such as those found in the Narratives provided 

socially-endorsed indirect ways of expressing emotions. [S]hed a tear evokes crying, which 

implies sadness; shaking her head [at the …] evokes the convention of turning one's head to 

convey impatience, and thence impatience on the part of the emoter; tie themselves in knots 

conveys difficulty, and then emotional conflict and confusion; dread the thought (L88) evokes a 

state of being uneasy and fearful in anticipation of an event; cleared his throat in the following 

extract evokes the physical processes involved in preparing to give a speech, but also the 

nervousness that triggers people to clear their throats:   

The exception was Michael, a 40-something with tattoos, who rarely spoke to anyone except John. 
When everyone else had spoken, Michael cleared his throat and told how, in Vietnam, his mate had 
stood on a landmine and had been 'sprayed over all of us'. (N35) (italics added)  
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[H]iding their emotions (N1) was included on the basis that saying emotions were hidden 

presupposes that there were emotions, and therefore indirectly evokes Affect. [C]ursing the 

unpackers under my breath (N7) implies anger on the part of the speaker; lick my wounds (N47) 

implies that the person speaking was feeling hurt. The phrasal predicate leaves me cold (N20) 

implies a lack of emotional reaction or commitment, which is an emotional response in itself. 

This expression, used in the context "Kitchen gadgets leave me cold" also referenced 

Appreciation (in regard to "kitchen gadgets"). While packed her bags does literally refer to the 

procedure of packing one's belongings, it also evokes the anger and frustration that leads up to 

someone packing their bags and leaving. In this context, packing one's bags is what one does 

when one has (emotionally) had enough of a difficult situation and is not prepared to stay in it 

any more.  

Expression of emotional response suggests a vulnerability on the part of the writer, the 

presence of the writer, and an invitation to empathise. This matched the needs, wants and 

expectations of the writers in Narratives. No non-predictable multiword expressions expressing 

Affect were identified in the Information dataset, the dataset in which writer presence was 

expected to be lowest, a writer-reader relationship was neither wanted, needed nor expected, 

and where the writer's primary role was as disseminator rather than source.  

A detailed Appraisal analysis was not possible in the time available for this study, and 

these are representative examples only. Nonetheless it appeared that the Information texts, 

which had least to gain (least at stake) in terms of establishing bonds and affiliating through 

phrasal constructions, and in which writers needed to remain aloof from interpersonal 

interaction in the discourse space, avoided the use of predicate phrases which evoked bonds 

relating to Attitude. Shared Attitude was outside the needs, wants and expectations of the 

Information discourse space. 

The next section looks at the local example of [FIND] predicate phrases, which were 

used in different ways across the three datasets.  

THE EXAMPLE OF "FIND" ACROSS DATASETS 

Predicate phrases based on [FIND] were singled out for special analysis in the present work as 

it became apparent that there were striking differences in usage between the datasets. Predicate 

phrases based on [FIND] were counted where the verb was used figuratively (meeting local 

characteristic 1, meaning shift). Examples where [FIND] was used in its literal meaning were 

not included in the counts, being fully predictable.  

Instances of non-predictable [FIND] constructions from each dataset are given below:  

LETTERS: found comments {offensive} L16; to find {the strength of character} L39); [you would] find 
{respect}L39; find {her} (own) way home L48; I find it {ridiculous} that L56; I find it {incredible} that 
L56; I found it {amazing} that L66. 
 
NARRATIVES: [I1] found {myself1} N5; [I1] found {myself1} N7; [I still] find {the written word} 
{electrifying} N12; [I1] find {myself1} {thinking} N16; [Dad] found {such} strength within {himself} 
N17; [I1] found {myself1}  N22; at finding {myself1}  N23; I have found this to be {deeply true in my 
speechless life} N23; {half a lifetime later} finds {me} N27; {Sundays} found {us} N31; [My aunts1] 
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found {themselves1} [of marriageable age] N32; [Uncle Eric1] found {himself1} [with a secure job] N32; 
[I1]'m finding {myself1} at an age N34; [we1] find {ourselves1} N34; [I1] found {myself1} [swimming in 
the vortex] N41; I found {sewing} {difficult} N48; [I1] found {myself1} N50 
 
INFORMATION: find {this} {challenging} I22;{you}{may} find {it} {helpful} I27. 
 

The figurative 'finding' in Letters 16, 56 and 66 related to the ongoing colloquy (Martin & 

White 2007, p. 109) and tagged that with a reaction that evoked covert or indirect Affect (I 

found the comments offensive = I was offended). These constructions were strong register 

features. [FIND] in Letters 39 and 48 could be glossed as discover or locate, but the 

complements are things that cannot in reality be found (find the strength of character, respect, 

the way home), and the expressions were included for that reason.  

Three [FIND] patterns were identified in Narratives. In the first, writers found 

themselves (I found myself N1, Uncle Eric found himself N32, I'm finding myself at an age 

N34): nine separate texts had 11 instances of this pattern. In the second, time references found 

them (half a lifetime later finds me N27, italics added; Sundays found us… N31, italics added). 

These two expressions were strong candidates for the status of register features – prevalent in 

the Narratives but not necessarily exclusive to them (Biber & Conrad 2009, p. 53). The third 

pattern referenced a personal response to a topic (I found sewing difficult (L48, italics added)). 

This echoed the tagging structure used in Letters, but in Letters the first slot tagged an ongoing 

colloquy or response to an ongoing colloquy – found comments offensive (L16, italics added), 

find it incredible that (L56, italics added), found it amazing that (L66, italics added) – where in 

Narratives it tagged topic ("sewing") instead. 

There were only two [FIND] phrasal predicates in the Information dataset: the two tokens 

that occurred evoked Appreciation rather than indirect or covert affect (found in the Letters), 

and did not describe narrators finding themselves (found in the Narratives).  

[FIND] was therefore used differentially across the three datasets, and to different 

effect. Further investigation would be required to make definitive claims, but [FIND] predicate 

phrases would be worth investigating further, and English language students could usefully be 

advised that the [FIND] oneself construction would be a useful one to use in narratives, either 

personal or fictional.  

As noted elsewhere, phrasal verbs were counted and analysed separately in the present 

work. Results in regard to phrasal verbs follow.  

5.1.2  TYPE 2: PHRASAL VERBS 

This analysis focused on verb + adverb particle constructions and did not include verb + 

preposition combinations. Tests and principles for differentiating between the two for this study 

were discussed in Chapter 3 (Methods). As well as COCA, the Collins Cobuild dictionary of 

phrasal verbs (1989) was used to confirm initial identification. As for predicate phrases, the 

figures include a small number of phrasal verbs with constrained subjects, including tears of 
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{joy} well up in {my} eyes (L68), [have] the {paperwork} drawn up (L95), a {roar} went up 

(N5), and the {words} come {spilling} out (N26).  

Phrasal verbs are notoriously difficult to decode and encode and present considerable 

challenges to people learning English as a second or foreign language. Biber et al. (1999, pp. 

408, 409) find them to be "used most commonly in fiction and conversation" and "relatively 

rare in academic prose", while noting that "rather than being a marked feature of conversation, 

phrasal verbs are notably rare in academic prose", and there was therefore an initial expectation 

that they might be used less often in the Information dataset, probably the closest to the 

impersonal formality of academic writing: however it was not clear at the outset of the work 

whether Letters and Narratives would differ, and if so how.  

Examples of phrasal verbs identified in the three datasets are given below:  

LETTERS 
[allows little to get in the way of what] comes across as [a dogmatic belief system developed in his ivory 
tower remote from reality] L1  
shoot up [an army base] L3  
 [inadvertently get] caught up [and killed] L25 
[The reason you find it so hard, and I'm] holding back [a laugh is…] L39  
look after [each other] L48  
Get over {it} [or get out of the way] L54 
 [I cannot seem to] figure out [why all the fuss about…] L64 
[The only person to come out of this fiasco with his integrity intact is the leader of the Nationals, Brendon 
Grylls, who] has stood by [the results of the original referendum] L66  
[They peddle the completely evidence-lacking assertion that somehow kiddies are going to be magically] 
turned into [raving bourbon-soaked alcoholics] L75 
 [the word obesity is also ritually] trotted out L75  
[I certainly am not free] to opt out [of subsidising theistic institutions] L78 
[Can you] pick up [the twins from kindy] L82  
 [Rape crisis centres are annoyed at Peter Everitt for] speaking out L87;  
 [a doubling of the carbon dioxide concentrations] brings about [an increase in the temperature by…] L91 
[developed severe headaches,] was coughing up [blood] L95  
[she can set things in motion for her to be able to] pass away [peacefully] L95 
 
NARRATIVES 
"Lay off [them drugs]" N2  
 [The bus] pulls up [and as we get on] N4 
[Sid, ever the gourmand,] tops {it} up with [a very attractive hot dog] N4 
Singled out, [Audrey became isolated] N6  
[and] look after [three other disabled people] N8  
 [photos] thrown out N10  
[and nearly fall over as I] head down [to the water] N10  
[People} turn up in droves N11 
 [to watch helplessly as she slowly] slipped away N17 
 [We were totally] caught up in [the story of the battle] N18  
 [I can tell you] to back off [and leave me alone] N23 
 [about his grapples with fatherhood when I] came along N25  
 [As a general practitioner I can] patch {them} up N26 
[dry heat and low humidity] make for [frequent good hair days] N29  
 [I accidentally] had 'messed up' [my friends' hotel room] N33 
[and has recently] taken up [photography] N34  
 [glimpses of sky-blue terry towelling] peek out N38 
[watching my husband] fade away N39 
Figure out [what is worth hassling about] N40 
["This is Sam," the man said,] handing over [the lead] N49  
[turning and] driving off [in his white pick-up] N49 
[Sam looked long and hard at the empty road and] settled down [to wait] N49 
[Then a student appeared, quickly] sized up [the situation] N50 
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INFORMATION 
to log in [and enter…] (I11) 
pick up (I13)  
turn off [the television] (I22)  
turn up [in new places] (I24)  
set up [the Accreditation Working Group} (I25)  
check out [the Marine Education Boatshed] (I30)  
sets out [a detailed framework] (I31)  
try out [the RST course quizzes] (I30)  
seek out {complementary or alternative treatments] (I27)  
show up [abnormalities] (I27) 
made up [of] (I4) 
taking in [the cattle stations] (I17)  
get through [their 20 overs] (I15)   
put [your name] down (I13)  

 

In a small number of cases phrasal verb constructions extended beyond the particle into the 

rheme: examples included turn up in droves (N11), to make up for lost time (N28), talking up a 

storm (N29), and to take up the reins (N35): however on the whole, phrasal verbs did not extend 

into the rheme as often as predicate phrases in the datasets analysed for this work. 

As with predicate phrases, a number of phrasal verbs conveyed Attitude. Judgement was 

evident in a number of the phrasal verbs in the Letters dataset, such as turn on {us} (l3), go 

without (L32), stood by [the results of the original referendum] (L66), [ritually] trotted out 

(L75). The phrasal verbs identified in the Narratives did not, however, appear to reference 

Judgement or Appreciation to the same degree, and neither dataset appeared to use phrasal 

verbs to evoke Indirect Affect, as was the case with predicate phrases. As with predicate 

phrases, Information used fewer of these resources overall than the other two datasets, as the 

quantitative analysis that follows will show, and phrasal verbs used in the Information dataset 

also did not appear to reference Attitude.  

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures are given below:   

PHRASAL VERBS LETTERS  NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figure 109 225 69 
Per 23,228 words 122 209 67 
Per 100 words 0.52 0.90 0.29 

 

A per clause figure was also calculated, as for predicate phrases/subject/predicate 

combinations: 

PHRASAL VERBS LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Per clause 109/2879=3.8% 225/3850=5.8% 68/2739=2.5% 

 

These initial figures indicated greater use in Narratives than in Letters, and greater use in 

Letters than in Information. Univariate analysis confirmed a statistically significant difference 

between the datasets (p-value .000), and pairwise comparisons are given below:  
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Dependent Variable:   Type 2s phrasal verbs 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 

(I) Type (J) Type Mean 
Difference (I-J) 

Std. Error Sig.b 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Letter -.183 .111 .101 -.402 .036 Information 
Narrative -.549* .124 .000 -.792 -.305 
Information .183 .111 .101 -.036 .402 Letter Narrative -.366* .094 .000 -.550 -.181 
Information .549* .124 .000 .305 .792 

Narrative 
Letter .366* .094 .000 .181 .550 

 

The pairwise comparisons indicated statistically significant differences between Information 

and Narratives (p-value .000), and Narratives and Letters (p-value .000), but not between 

Letters and Information (p-value .101, >.05). Narratives was confirmed as a comparative focus 

of difference in regard to phrasal verb usage. 

 

Means and standard errors which provide insights into the nature of the differences are given 

below:  

Dependent Variable:   Type 2s phrasal verbs 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval Type Mean Std. Error 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information .344 .097 .152 .535 
Letter .527 .054 .420 .633 
Narrative .892 .076 .742 1.043 

 

Narratives, the dataset which situational analysis of the discourse space suggested was premised 

on an expectation of empathy but nonetheless needed to support and confirm that empathy 

throughout the text, had the highest mean (.892) but not, interestingly, the lowest standard error. 

Usage was lower in both of the other datasets, but Information, the dataset in which there was 

no want or need to bond, and no want, need or expectation for affiliation would follow, had the 

lowest mean (.344) and the highest standard error (.097), indicating that Information writers 

used them less, and were less consistent in that usage. Narratives used the highest number of 

phrasal verbs per 100 words and as a percentage of total clauses.  

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the number of predicate phrases and the number of 

phrasal verbs as a percentage of all clauses:  
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Figure 5: Predicate phrases and phrasal verbs across datasets 

 
The figure for phrasal verbs in Narratives was 5.8%, followed by Letters (3.8%) and 

Information (2.5%). The equivalent figures for predicate phrases were Letters 10.8%, Narratives 

9.0%, and Information 6.3%. Figure 5 shows how different the balance between Letters and 

Narratives was across the datasets, comparative orders being:  

Predicate phrases:  Letters 1  Narratives 2  Information 3. 

Phrasal verbs:   Letters 2  Narratives 1  Information 3.  

Letters had the highest percentage of predicate phrases, Narratives the highest percentage of 

phrasal verbs, and Information the lowest percentage of both.  

When the percentages of clauses using predicate phrases/subject-predicate combinations 

were added to the percentages of clauses using phrasal verbs, the overall totals for Letters and 

Narratives were similar, as the totals below show:  

 LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
% of clauses containing 
pred phrases and 
sub/pred phrases  

312/2879=10.8% 343/3850=9.0% 172/2739=6.3% 

% of clauses containing 
phrasal verbs 

109/2879=3.8% 225/3850=5.8% 69/2739=2.5% 

TOTAL 14.6% 14.8% 8.8% 
 

Overall, very similar percentages of clauses in Letters and Narratives used non-predictable 

multiword expressions to reference eventualities, while Information lagged well behind. 

However, in regard to predicate phrases, Information was the focus of difference, and there 

were no statistically significant differences between Narratives and Letters, whereas in regard to 

phrasal verbs, the focus of difference was Narratives, and there were no statistically significant 

differences between Letters and Information. Narratives used more phrasal verbs than predicate 

phrases overall, and Letters used more predicate phrases than phrasal verbs overall. Letters and 

Information were significantly different in regard to phrasal predicates, but they were not 
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significantly different in regard to phrasal verbs. Possible reasons for this are discussed in the 

commentary section which follows. 

COMMENTARY 

 Overall, Narratives and Letters used very similar numbers of non-predictable multiword 

expressions referencing eventualities, but Narratives favoured phrasal verbs, and Letters 

favoured predicate phrases.  

As noted above, Biber et al. (1999, p. 408) find phrasal verbs to be "used most commonly 

in fiction and conversation". The Narratives used in this analysis were non-fiction, but they told 

stories, and those stories were written in an informal, conversational style: the higher usage in 

Narratives was in line with Biber et al.'s findings. But Narratives was also the dataset in which 

situational analysis of the discourse space indicated that bonding and affiliation were less at 

risk, and in which readings were expected to be most compliant – the dataset in which 

expectations of shared empathy were high, but in which they nonetheless needed to be 

supported and confirmed. How did the preference for predicate phrases in Letters, and the 

preference for phrasal verbs in Narratives, relate to the situational characteristics of the two 

discourse spaces? 

Phrasal verbs identified in the data tended to be confined to the verb and the adverbial 

particle. In other words, phrasal verbs identified in the data tended to be surrounded by Open 

Choice selections. Non-predictability facilitates the layering up of meanings, involving what 

Moon (1994, p. 121) describes as:  

...the encouragement or even presumption of shared values by the careful setting up of cultural icons 
that extend the connotations of the evaluation expressed.  

However in general, where predicate phrases spread this "presumption of shared values" over 

more than two words, phrasal verbs provided a bonding pulse through the texts – particularly in 

the Narratives, where they were most prevalent. They created short, sharp reminders that shared 

values were in the discourse space.  

In contrast, phrasal predicates extended the "encouragement or even presumption of 

shared values" syntagmatically across the utterance, and therefore across the reader's interaction 

with the text. Writers in the more complex dataset in terms of expectations regarding bonding 

and affiliation, with the greatest expectation of resistant readings, ribboned bonding icons 

through their texts and used these more often than the bonding pulse represented by phrasal 

verbs. 

 Non-predictable multiword expressions can evoke solidarity at a range of levels, from 

the basic solidarity of knowing the same native-speaker preferred forms, to the solidarity of 

sharing complex understandings in encyclopaedic constructions, and then sharing evaluative 

positions. Bednarek (2010, p. 253) discusses threats to bonding: from the perspective of 

multiwordedness, as the solidarity stakes rise, so do the threats to bonding and affiliation. In the 

context of this study, it appeared possible that phrasal verbs represented a bonding opportunity 
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above the level of native-speaker preference (because they packaged sociocultural 

understandings not evident from the words), but below the complex layered understandings and 

shared evaluative positions that could be conveyed by the more extensive predicate phrases. 

Phrasal verbs created a bonding pulse in the Narratives, where bonding and affiliation was not 

at issue, but nonetheless needed to be supported and confirmed and not put at risk. They were 

used less in the Information texts where bonding was not needed, wanted or expected, although 

they still appeared on occasion. They provided for a relatively low-risk, fleeting bonding 

opportunity in the text. Phrasal predicates asserted their presence in the Letters texts, where 

bonding and affiliation were needed and at risk. Many of the predicate phrases extended 

syntagmatically further into the rheme, and so the bonding mechanism was prolonged, and they 

conveyed Judgement or Appreciation, additionally contributing to the process by which writers 

tried to steer readers towards an affiliative position.  

Analysis now turns to Type 3, the first Type in Group B, which gathered together 

constructions referencing entities.  

5.1.3 TYPE 3: COMPLEX COMMON NOUNS 

This group contained all expressions referencing entities that presented orthographically as two 

or more words, with or without hyphens, as discussed in Chapter 3 (Methods). A small number 

of pronouns such as each other were also included in the type. More significantly, the group 

included encyclopaedically non-compositional compounds involving dense information 

packaging discussed by Svensson (2008) and Arnaud et al. (2008).  

Encyclopaedically non-compositional expressions are significant to a social discourse 

community because although they are overtly transparent, they package complex 

understandings that are part of the common ground of that community, and they are shared 

resources. Some also reference continuing debates or ongoing colloquys, as noted earlier in 

relation to weapons of mass destruction (see Section 2.4.1), and particular factions within the 

ongoing colloquy, as in pro-choice (representing a pro-abortion position) and pro-life 

(representing an anti-abortion position). For their deployment to be effective, the knowledge 

packaged in these encyclopaedic nouns must be shared by the hearer/reader.  

In some cases, non-predictable multiword expressions have the capacity to (accidentally 

or deliberately) create onlookers in the discourse space, as mentioned earlier. Letter 89, for 

example, used drought pilot, drought preparedness strategies, risk-management crop schemes, 

broadacre cropping, and farm-gate prices, specialist terms that would be familiar to the farming 

community but unfamiliar to the West Australian's general readership, and no explanations of 

the terms were provided by writers within the texts. Texts such as these affiliate with an in-

group but simultaneously create the potential for an out-group that does not know what the 

letter is talking about. In the context of the discourse space, the latter become part of a group of 

onlookers in the discourse space. More specialised, technical terms such as these are bonding 

icons (Stenglin 2004) created and maintained by an official or organising discourse community 
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to which other members of the social discourse community may or may not have access/be 

given entry. This is discussed in more detail below in regard to proper nouns, abbreviations, job 

titles and publications.  

A number of the encyclopaedic complex nouns identified in the data are listed below. 

Understanding the meaning of the expressions – such as people smuggling or teaching hospital 

– involves sharing the (sometimes extensive) encyclopaedic information they tag even though 

the individual components of the expression appear on the surface to be transparent.    

 

LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
bed occupancy L2 
teaching hospitals L2 
social services L3 
detention centre L7 
boat people L8 
third-generation {Australian} 
L16 
freedom of speech L16 
baby formula L20 
Vietnam veteran L38 
binge drinking L40 
hoon laws L42 
raw sewage L44 
small businesses L46 
people smuggling L52 
world wars L60 
day of rest L62 
Sunday trading L66 
daylight saving L66 
public servants L67 
booster seat L81 
the consumer culture L83 
fixed costs L85 
goods and services L85 
shopping centres L86 
major supermarkets L86 
age-care facilities L88 
voluntary euthanasia L88 
climate change L91 
carbon cycle feedback L91 
carbon emissions L92 
accident and emergency L94 
the electronic media L96 
customer service L99 
 

form guides N4 
sectional times N4 
power politics N6 
shipping containers N7 
body surfing N9 
respite centre N10 
leisure centre N11 
bench press N11 
civil engineer N15 
dead languages N15 
maternal family N16 
[Australian] country town N17 
nursing home I17 
armoured personnel carriers 
N18 
main road N19 
rice cooker N20 
scrambled eggs N20 
rent-a-crowd N20 
boat person I21 
lunch break N25 
core values N26 
internet banking N29 
two-way mirror N30 
long weekends N31 

central business district I4 
citizenship ceremony I5 
early humans I6 
fire danger rating I6 
growth corridors I6 
registered training provider I7 
kangaroo harvesting I9 
Australian resident I10 
care provider I10 
multiple birth I10 
buddy classes I13 
special interest groups I16 
occupational health and safety 
I16 
enterprise bargaining 
agreements I16 
nursing awards I16 
information management I16 
learning difficulties I18 
the stock market I19 
black hole I20 
teaching hospital I23 
free kick I26 
a throw-in I26 
the wooden spoon I26 
hearing aids I28 
name change I30 
primary distributor I31 
 

Although the category overall was dominated by two- or three-word adjective/noun 

combinations, a number of complex nouns incorporated prepositional complements or 

prepositional phrases. Examples are given below: 

LETTERS 
more of the same L2 
cost per capita L2 
{better} bang for buck L2 
the cost of living L4 
the ({fateful}) knock on the 
door L14 
way of life L16 
{high} standard of living L20 

NARRATIVES 
pride in {one}self N1 
a slow descent into {servitude} 
N15 
({not enough}) food on the table 
N20 
a shrug of {my} shoulders N23 
a line of questions N23 
quality of life N34 

INFORMATION 
cause for {concern} I1 
something for everyone I3 
loss of life I6 
out of pocket {costs} I10 
push in the back I26 
the end of play I26  
loss of appetite I27 
quality of life I27 
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the ({first real}) nails in the 
coffin L36 
the {government} of the day 
L38 
the {youth} of today L39 
the comfort of {our} homes L44 
the big end of town L49 
[some] measure of {success} 
L54 
[tragic] loss of life L56 
the man in the street L59 
{the} fear of the unknown L59 
the elephant in the room L73 
freedom of {choice} L86 
a recipe for {disaster} L87 
court of law L96 
business as usual L52 
 

({have}) time on {their} hands 
N41 
the lump in {my throat} N42 
proof of purchase N46 
 
 

 
 

 

The extended complex nouns listed above tended to evoke either Judgement or Appreciation, 

but Indirect Affect was referenced in two expressions, both of them in the Narratives: a shrug of 

{my} shoulders (N23), and the lump in {my} throat (N42), both using physical responses to 

evoke emotional reaction. Where Indirect Affect was referenced in these datasets, it tended to 

be referenced through predicate phrases rather than complex nouns. Overall, Indirect Affect was 

more evident in the Narratives dataset. 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures for complex common nouns identified in the datasets are given below:    

COMPLEX NOUNS LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figure 477 393 561 
Per 23,228 words 532 365 547 
Per 100 words 2.29 1.57 2.36 

 

On a per 100 words basis, Letters and Information had more complex nouns than Narratives. 

Univariate analysis of between-subjects effects gave a p-value of .001, confirming that the 

differences between the datasets were statistically significant.  

Pairwise comparisons are given below: 

Dependent Variable:   Type 3s common nouns 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 

(I) Type (J) Type Mean 
Difference (I-J) 

Std. Error Sig.b 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Letter .419 .249 .093 -.071 .910 Information 
Narrative 1.031* .276 .000 .485 1.576 
Information -.419 .249 .093 -.910 .071 Letter Narrative .611* .209 .004 .198 1.024 
Information -1.031* .276 .000 -1.576 -.485 

Narrative 
Letter -.611* .209 .004 -1.024 -.198 

 

There were statistically significant differences between Information and Narrative (p-value 

.000), and Letters and Narrative (p-value .004), but not between Letters and Information (p-
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value .093), making Narratives the focus of difference in the phrasal construction profile of the 

three datasets.  

 
Figures for means and standard errors which provided insights into the nature of the 

differences are given below:  

Dependent Variable:   Type 3s common nouns 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval Type Mean Std. Error 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 2.608 .217 2.179 3.036 
Letter 2.189 .121 1.950 2.427 
Narrative 1.577 .171 1.240 1.915 

 

Narratives, the least topic-focused text, had the lowest mean (1.577) and was the focus of 

difference for that reason. Information had the highest mean (2.608) but also the highest 

standard error (.217), and these figures do not take account of type/token repetition. Type/token 

analysis was initially done for every type: however the average lengths of individual texts in the 

three datasets were different (Letters 208, Narratives 505, Information 768), with considerable 

variation underlying the average for Information. Repetition of types was inherently less likely 

in the shorter Letters texts, and comparisons of type/token repetition were ultimately considered 

unreliable and not used. Nonetheless, around 65% of the Information texts contained at least 

one type which was repeated, compared to 40% of the texts in both Letters and Narratives. The 

Information texts also often repeated several types: for example Information Text 26, on 

Australian football, repeated 9 types at least twice. Information text 20 had 36 tokens of black 

hole(s), the topic of the text; I21, about St John Ambulance Fact Sheets, had 10 tokens of fact 

sheet(s), and unsurprisingly I8, which explains the potentially deadly rip currents that exist on 

Australian beaches, had 26 references to rip current(s). Repeated use of tokens of topic-related 

types was a register feature of the Information texts. It also made the higher mean in the figures 

above less significant than it might otherwise have been.  

The repeated type in L73, the elephant in the room, is noteworthy because of all the 

repeated types noted, it was the only extended complex noun, and also the only one that was 

wholly outside the topic scope of the text in which it appeared: reading the elephant in the room 

would give no clue as to the text's focus.  

COMMENTARY 

Dense information packaging (meaning more than the words would suggest), and complex 

information management (doing more than the words suggest), were considered to be 

significant indicators of non-predictability in the present work. Complex nouns such as child 
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care44 packaged complex understandings regarding sociocultural practices and attitudes, and 

examples such as climate change additionally tagged an ongoing colloquy. Differences in the 

level and manner of use were in line with the analysis of Topic in the situational characteristics 

of the text type (see Tables 1 and 2, Section 4.2). In terms of the situational characteristics of 

the discourse space (Table 3, Section 4.1), both represented mid-level bonding opportunities, 

above native-speaker choice or preference but below shared evaluative understandings. 

Examples such as climate change additionally evoked affiliation through the recognition of the 

existence of a colloquy.  

Arnaud et al. (2008), citing Biber and Clark (2002), Biber (2003), Quirk et al. (1985, p. 

1330) and Biber et al. (1999, p. 588), discuss the rapid increase in dense information packaging 

in newspapers in the twentieth century. Dense information packaging  reflects the complexity of 

the age we live in and perhaps the increased noise in the discourse space in a culture that now 

offers 24/7 news coverage, and in which social media offer multiple arenas for the creation of 

ongoing colloquys. These densely packaged expressions provide opportunities to bond around 

shared sociocultural understandings, and to mark affiliations in densely populated discourse 

spaces.  

This concludes the discussion of complex nouns at the level of Type. More detailed sub-

analysis could be pursued in further work, but the results at this broad level of specificity 

convey the power of non-predictability to enable writers to cope with complexity at the level of 

topic in the text type, and to mark allegiance and hence affiliation in the discourse space.  

Section 3.4.3 noted that while Sag et al. (2002), working from the perspective of natural 

language processing, include proper nouns, Fernando (1996) does not. The present study 

excluded place names on the basis that there was no communicative difference between single 

word place names (Victoria) and multiword place names (New South Wales), and also did not 

count people's names (Sid, Andrew Demetriou). However, many proper nouns (defined as 

legally identifiable entities) started life as common nouns and capitalisation marks their elevated 

status. It is difficult to know why teaching hospital would be included in a study if Family 

Benefits were not.  

Similarly, I have not seen abbreviations discussed in the phraseology literature, and yet 

abbreviations are conventionally used in texts where repetition of multiword common terms 

(either proper nouns or common nouns) would be cumbersome. In phraseology, multiword 

expressions are recast as MWEs, morpheme equivalent units as MEUs, meaning shift units as 

MSUs, and so on. Editorial practice encourages professional editors to identify commonly used 

terms in text and to consider giving an abbreviation in brackets after the first full reference, and 

thereafter to use only the abbreviation.  

In the present work abbreviations, proper nouns, job titles, and publication names were 

not initially counted, and it was not until their high numbers in Information became glaringly 

                                                        
44 Two words in Australian concise Oxford dictionary and therefore included. 
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apparent – to the extent that it appeared that omitting them would have undermined the 

descriptive thoroughness of the work – that they were included. The position ultimately taken 

was that abbreviations, proper nouns, job titles and publication names are created and 

maintained by an official or organising discourse community to which members of the social 

discourse community may or may not be given entry. The goal of information texts is to give 

readers access to the discourse space created by the official or organising discourse community 

– although the latter are strategic about the level of access. A text that uses a greater number of 

proper nouns or job titles more strongly evokes the official/organising discourse community. 

The section that follows considers the proper nouns. abbreviations, job titles, and a small 

number of publication titles (book titles and the names of songs) used in the texts, and develops 

this position. Figures were calculated for each Type separately, and Type-specific figures are 

included in the opening paragraph for each Type, but figures for all Types were combined for 

overall quantitative analysis at the end of the section.  

5.1.4 TYPES 4–7: PROPER NOUNS, ABBREVIATIONS, JOB TITLES, PUBLICATIONS 

Individual types are briefly introduced below and a summary of quantitative analysis is given. 

The combined quantitative analysis of Types 4, 5, 6 and 7 follows the four individual sections, 

and figures are given at that point rather than in the individual sections that follow here.   

PROPER NOUNS 

Tests of between-subjects effects gave a p-value of .000, confirming that differences were 

statistically significant. Pairwise comparisons indicated statistically significant differences 

between Information and Letters (p-value .000) , and Information and Narratives (p-value .000), 

but not between Narratives and Letters (p-value .502), making Information the focus of 

difference. Information had the highest mean (1.231) but also the highest standard error (.120), 

indicating greatest use, but also inconsistency within that – consistent with topic-related 

variation, and reflecting the topic focus of the text type.  

Capitalisation is not an accurate guide to proper noun status and in general there is a 

move to minimise capitalisation in edited documents (see Snooks & Co. 2002). There is 

considerable variation from text to text, and even within individual texts – especially texts 

published in the electronic media, including the internet. Nouns were counted as proper nouns if 

they referenced an entity with some kind of legal identity, such as  Paid Parental Leave Scheme 

(a scheme intended to provide parents with paid leave after the birth of a baby), or Baby Bonus 

(a government scheme, now abandoned, which paid couples a lump sum, non-means-tested, on 

the birth of each child). In some cases terms were used generically, and in these cases they were 

counted as ordinary nouns/noun phrases. An example is pre-primary. Pre-primary is a 

compulsory year of education before primary school in Australia and is legally identifiable, but 

the term is used generically to refer to a level of education in the same way primary, secondary 

and tertiary refer to levels of education.  

A small number of examples is given below: 
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LETTERS: Department of Health L2; House of Representatives L6; the Anglican Synod L3; Voluntary 
Euthanasia Bill L22; the Third World L27; royalties for regions [funding] L28; Junior Bourbon Burger 
L76; Saturday Sabbath L84; the Dry Seasons Advisory Committee L89; Tourism WA L99. 
 
NARRATIVES: Simple Minds N2; 1942 Pix Miss Queensland N5; the Pride of Erin N14; the Reject 
shop N24; Tourette syndrome N28; the Family Law Act N30; World War I N32; Last Post N35; bird flu 
N47; blue heeler border collie [cross] N49. 
 
INFORMATION: Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder I1; the Bibbulmun Track Foundation I2; the 
City of Perth I3; the Kings Park and Botanic Garden Management Plan I4; Ash Wednesday I6; Black 
Saturday I6; Fire Danger Rating I6; Metropolitan Fire Brigade I6; Aboriginal school-based training I7; 
Family Tax Benefit I10; Baby Bonus I10; Multiple Birth Allowance I10; Lavan Legal Charity Challenge 
I11; Federal Executive I16; The Meningitis Centre I18; Canberra Connect I24; Australian Football 
League I26; Helicobacter pylori I27; Australian English I28; AusTalk I28; Recreational Skipper's Ticket 
I30; Statutory Declaration I30; the UNSW Legal Office I31. 
 

The discourse function of proper nouns in Narratives differed from their discourse function in 

Letters and Information. When proper nouns were used in the Narratives, they introduced into 

the discourse space entities named by an organising or official discourse community, but often 

an organising or official discourse community that operated at a local, domestic level, such as 

the June Dally-Watkins deportment class, or the Jaycees Club. Readers would almost certainly 

not have personal knowledge of the June Dally-Watkins deportment class, but many could 

access domestic-level shared understandings of what such a class would be like. In Letters, 

proper nouns referenced entities named by the official or organising discourse community 

which were significant to the ongoing colloquy – the Anglican Synod, the Voluntary Euthanasia 

Bill, the Upper House, the Water Corporation, Western Power. In Information, proper nouns 

referenced entities named by the official or organising discourse community which were 

significant to the topic-focused communicative purpose of the text type and added authority. 

Thus the piece on the Rottnest Channel Swim referenced the Rottnest Channel Swim 

Association Committee. Proper nouns used in Information were not pitched at a domestic or 

local level and did not evoke or populate an ongoing colloquy.  

TYPE 5: ABBREVIATIONS 

Tests of between-subjects effects gave a p-value of .002, confirming that differences were 

statistically significant. Pairwise comparisons indicated statistically significant differences 

between Information and Narratives (p-value .001), and Letters and Narratives (p-value .006), 

but not Letters and Information (p-value .175), making Narratives the focus of difference. Once 

again Information had the highest mean (.767) but also the highest standard error (.144) – 

consistent with topic-related variation, and reflecting the topic focus of the text type. 

Writers and editors are encouraged to use abbreviations where multiword terms are used 

frequently in a text. The recommended procedure is citation in full for first reference with the 

abbreviation in brackets after it, and then use of the abbreviation in subsequent uses (Snooks 

2002). In some cases – such as PDF, the RAC, NASA – the full expression is very rarely or 
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never used. In other cases, acronyms that are familiar to experts are expanded for the benefit of 

a non-technical audience. UWA News45 provided this example in a front page article: 

The Iraq Salinity Project brings together agricultural researchers and policy makers from Australia, 
Iraq and international research centres under the expertise of project leader ICARDA, the 
International Centre for Agricultural Research in Dry Areas, to improve growing conditions on the 
Mesopatamian plan (UWA News vol. 31, no. 9, p. 1).  

The text reformats an abbreviation that would be familiar to the official or organising 

discourse community for the benefit of the out-group – the broader discourse community – 

simultaneously referencing the existence of both. The formulation used by the newsletter begins 

with in-group and proceeds to out-group. The original could be recast, as below:  

…under the expertise of the project leader, the International Centre for Agricultural Research in Dry 
Areas (ICARDA) 

This version begins from the full, more accessible official/organising term, and would position 

the less accessible abbreviation as the disjunct, recoding writer expectations about the reader's 

point of entry to the text. The point here is that even abbreviations can play a role in the 

orchestration of in-groups and out-groups, reflecting and managing affiliation.  

In Narratives, the dataset in which the situational characteristics of the discourse space 

suggested compliant readings and bonding was not at issue, the companionable and domestic 

nature of the discourse space was not disrupted by abbreviated references to official entities. 

Information, the dataset premised on tactical expectations, and on information-based inequality 

between writers and readers, used abbreviated forms to handle repeated references to official 

external topic-related entities. In Letters, the abbreviations referenced entities significant to the 

ongoing colloquy. 

TYPE 6: JOB TITLES 

Tests of between-subjects effects gave a p-value of .001, confirming that differences were 

statistically significant. Pairwise comparisons indicated statistically significant differences 

between Information and Letters (p-value .006), and Information and Narratives (p-value .000), 

but not Letters and Narratives (p-value .085), making Information the focus of difference. Once 

again Information had the highest mean (.293) and the highest standard error (.058): once again 

this was consistent with topic-related variation, reflecting the topic focus of the text type. 

Job titles introduced other individuals into the discourse space, but the individuals were 

generally faceless – a notable exception being His Holiness the Dalai Lama in I14, which was 

included as a job title but could equally be considered as a name, in which case it would not be 

counted. Other examples are given below: 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
45 Published by the University of Western Australia. 
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LETTERS: the Perth Anglican Archbishop L3; the parliamentary secretary L6; Health Minister L21; the 
area cancer coordinator nurse L28; Police Minister L42; Minister for Water L57; Climate Change 
Minister L92. 
 
NARRATIVES: US Surgeon General N47; parking inspector N50 (two tokens). 
 
INFORMATION: Arts & Cultural Development Coordinator I3; Civic Function and Ceremonies Officer 
I5; His Holiness the Dalai Lama I14; Assistant Federal Secretary I16; Industrial Officers I16; Accredited 
Editors I25; goal umpire I26; Minister for Emergency Services I29. 

 

Narratives generally avoided introducing an official (and faceless) presence into what 

was otherwise an intimate discourse space. Letters used job titles to introduce people who were 

involved in the ongoing colloquy into the discourse space. In the Information texts, job titles 

referenced sources of information, or formed part of the topic-related knowledge base being 

transferred from origin, through writer, to readers, in line with the situational characteristics of 

the text type.  

TYPE 7: PUBLICATIONS 

Tests of between-subjects effects gave a p-value of .020, confirming that differences were 

statistically significant. Pairwise comparisons indicated statistically significant differences 

between Information and Letters (p-value .009), but not otherwise. The mean was highest in 

Information (.112) and lowest in Letters (.020). 

References clustered in Narratives: N24 referenced several song/album titles. Although 

numbers were small overall, they referred to familiar books, song titles and movies, and 

referenced and reinforced the sense of a domestic, familiar discourse space. The writers 

expected the titles to be reader-old even though they were discourse-new. The same was true of 

the very few references in the Letters dataset. In the Information texts publication titles were 

introduced that would in all probability not represent shared sociocultural knowledge: the titles 

would be reader-new and discourse-new and were topic-related. There was topic-related 

clustering in Information, too: two references to Australian Standards for editing practice in 

I25, and two references to Complementary and alternative cancer therapies in I27.  

In the three datasets analysed, references to songs, book titles and other publications in 

the public domain were used for two distinct discourse purposes: either to establish common 

ground (as in Narratives, using song titles, especially from popular music, which are part of the 

social fabric of a culture), or to transfer topic-related knowledge such as relevant book titles (in 

Information) from a merchant who has the knowledge, to a customer who does not. The 

clustering observed in Narrative and Information therefore produced different effects: in 

Narratives increasing the number of bonding opportunities, reflecting the situational 

characteristics of the discourse space, in Information repeatedly tagging topic, reflecting the 

situational characteristics of the text type. 
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Examples are given below: 

LETTERS: the Greenpeace true food guide L21; Romeo and Juliet L68; The West Australian 
(newspaper) L72. 
 
NARRATIVES: The Pan book of sailing N9; "You don't know what you've got till it's gone" (song lyric) 
N23; too sexy for one's shirt (song reference) N24; Born to Run (song reference) N24; Born in the USA 
(song reference) N24; Devils and Dust (album) N24; Devils and Dust (album) (2nd) N24; [Nick Drake's] 
Pink Moon (music ref) N24; The one day of the year (play title) N35; Snow White and the seven dwarfs 
N43; The pirates of Penzance N43. 
 
INFORMATION: Public art study: review report I3; Australian first aid (4th edition) I21; Australian 
Standards for editing practice I25 (twice); Complementary and alternative cancer therapies I27 (twice); 
the RST workbook I30 (three times).  

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS, TYPES 4, 5, 6, 7 

Overall figures for Types 4, 5, 6 and 7 are given below:  

TYPES 4,5,6,7 LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figure 189 124 559 
Per 23,228 words 211 115 545 
Per 100 words 0.89 0.50 2.35 

 

Initial numbers appeared to be significantly higher in the Information dataset. Tests of between-

subjects effects gave a p-value of .000, confirming that the differences were statistically 

significant. Pairwise comparisons are given below:  

Dependent Variable:   Type4s 5s 6s and 7s proper nouns abbreviations job titles, pubs   
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 

(I) Type (J) Type Mean 
Difference (I-J) 

Std. Error Sig.b 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Letter 1.386* .267 .000 .859 1.913 Information 
Narrative 1.897* .297 .000 1.311 2.482 
Information -1.386* .267 .000 -1.913 -.859 Letter Narrative .511* .225 .024 .067 .954 
Information -1.897* .297 .000 -2.482 -1.311 

Narrative 
Letter -.511* .225 .024 -.954 -.067 

 

Univariate analysis indicated that there were statistically significant differences between 

all the datasets (all p-values <.05). 

 
Means and standard errors which provide insights into the nature of these differences are 

given below:  

Dependent Variable: Type 4s 5s 6s and 7s proper nouns abbreviations job titles, pubs   
95% Confidence Interval Type Mean Std. Error 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 2.403 .233 1.942 2.863 
Letter 1.016 .130 .760 1.273 
Narrative .506 .184 .143 .868 
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Information had the highest mean (2.403), but also the highest standard error (.233) – consistent 

with topic-related variation, and reflecting the topic focus of the text type.  

COMMENTARY 

Proper nouns, abbreviations, job titles and publication names are not generally included in 

analyses of non-predictable multiword expressions, and there was no initial expectation that 

they would be included in this analysis. However, their prevalence in the Information texts 

appeared to be a point of significant difference, and the comparative phrasal constructional 

profile of the three datasets would not have been complete without them. The two main 

outcomes were (1) to identify the strategic use of these resources in Narratives and Letters, 

where they contributed to the discourse space, in comparison to the usage in Information, where 

they were used in line with the situational characteristics of the text type; and (2) to identify a 

layer of non-predictability which is generated by an official or organising discourse community, 

as distinct from the social discourse community (premised on shared understanding and/or 

evaluation), and the linguistic community (premised on shared knowledge of native speaker 

preferences), and to observe that these structures, too, can play a role in the management of 

bonding and affiliation. Narratives, the most eventuality-focused dataset, used the fewest of 

these resources, avoiding reference to the official/organising discourse community, and where 

they were used they referenced a relatively localised official/organising discourse community – 

more community-based than authority-based. Letters used proper nouns, job titles and 

abbreviations to reference the ongoing colloquy more than topic.  

5.1.5 TYPE 8: NON-SENTENCE INITIAL PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES 

This Type included prepositional phrases, both adjectival and adverbial, which were used in 

non-sentence/clause initial positions in the datasets. Prepositional phrases that appeared in 

sentence/clause initial position were not listed or counted here, but were included with other 

constructions used in sentence/clause initial position (see Section 5.1.10). Complex adverbs that 

were not prepositional phrases were also listed and counted separately (see Section 5.1.7).  

The non-initial prepositional phrases identified in this group conveyed information 

regarding: 

• place, e.g. on the sideline N4; 
• time, e.g. at the moment L21; 
• manner, e.g. [die] in peace L34; 
• status, e.g. [the already heavily taxed nurses] on duty N8; 
• reason/purpose/beneficiary–– [to justify their empire building] at {our} expense L49.  

A number of these prepositional phrasal constructions carried layers of meaning. For example 

before the courts in "[T]he case now] before the courts" (L3) conveyed the fact that the case 

was at a particular stage in the legal process, but also connected it to a specific place (the court 

house) which represents a whole institution (the legal system) and volume of encyclopaedic 

knowledge (the understanding of the processes involved in taking a case to the courts). 

Similarly, on the ground in "soldiers currently on the ground" (L24) evoked both the location of 
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the soldiers (on the battle field) and their status (performing their duty). In the case of on the 

statute books (L50), the prepositional phrase referenced generalised place – when a law is on 

the statute books it can be found in legal publications containing statutes – and also its status as 

a legally enforceable requirement. The prepositional phrase in police custody (L80) evoked both 

place (generally indicating someone is being held in a police cell) and status (not free, suspected 

of a crime). This capacity of non-predictable prepositional phrases to layer up meaning made 

them particularly dense in terms of the shared understandings they were expected and intended 

to convey, and intensified the bonds that they created in the datasets.  

The analysis of preposition-noun-preposition (PNP) constructions in the present work 

proved to be challenging. Hoffmann (2004, 2005) has conducted the only extensive study of the 

type, analysing thirty core examples taken from the British National Corpus (Hoffmann 2005, p. 

23). They are also discussed by Huddleston and Pullum (2005, pp. 618-9), who note that the 

constructions differ from "free expressions" in two ways:  

In the first place, they are in varying degrees idiomatic, so that the meaning of the whole is not 
derivable in a fully systematic way from the meanings of the components. Secondly, they do not 
permit the full range of syntactic manipulation that applies with free expressions – manipulations 
involving additions, omissions, and replacements. Those where no manipulation at all of the pre-X 
sequence is permitted are said to be fully fossilised. 

Both Hoffman (2004, 2005) and Granger & Paquot (2008) include such constructions in 

the broader category of  "complex prepositions", in which Granger & Paquot also include two-

word constructions such as apart from and irrespective of. Martin and Rose (2007, p. 153) 

include apart from and also instead of and other than and PNP structures such as in place of as 

conjunctions. Ultimately, and on the basis of the diversity of PNP-types found in the data 

(which included every combination of the restrictions described by Huddleston and Pullum 

above), the present analysis took an alternative position, reflecting the focus on communicative 

function.  

In the present study, classification at the topmost level was divided into Contentful and 

Procedural constructions. In that context, constructions were counted as Procedural PNPs only 

where the core lexical meaning of the noun had bleached or shifted to the extent that it no 

longer contributed contentfully to the proposition, irrespective of whether there was a 

determiner before the noun or not. Where the final preposition could be removed without 

recasting of the first part of the expression or triggering a change of meaning and the noun was 

contentful, the construction was counted as a prepositional phrase (PP) and included with 

(Contentful) non-initial prepositional phrases. Examples of PNPs identified in the data included 

in parallel with (which conveyed nothing about spatial relationships), in the face of (not a body 

part), in relation to, in line with, with respect to, in view of  (used internally, not relating to 

vision) and in accordance with. On the other hand, in response to was considered contentful, 

and the second preposition could be dropped without a change of meaning: in response to was 

counted as a PP.  
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Constructions were also counted as procedural PNPs when any residual contentful 

meaning in the noun conveyed the writer's commentary on the relationship between the entities 

and eventualities it connected, rather than an actual (world-based) relationship, as in at the 

expense of, and for the good of. [E]xpense was taken as the expression of the writer's opinion 

(or commentary) that the complement of of was disadvantaged by the eventuality, rather than a 

description of financial expense. Similarly, good was considered to express the writer's 

commentary to the effect that the complement benefited, rather than a fact. The relatively small 

number of constructions ultimately classified as PNPs on this basis is discussed in Section 

5.1.17.  

Examples of non-sentence initial prepositional phrases from the three datasets are given 

below: further examples are given as part of the subsequent analysis. Examples such as in 

{glowing} terms, on a {regular} basis, in {political} quarters were included on the basis that the 

expression could not appear without an epithet (more common in Letters and Narratives) or a 

classifier (more common in the Information texts), and that there was therefore a restriction on 

form with provision for constrained variation, one of the local characteristics of non-predictable 

multiword expressions in the approach taken for this work. 

LETTERS 
in {his} ivory tower L1; [and offers a pittance] at every turn L4; in close confinement L7; [arriving] on 
{our} shores L8; on the front page L9; [not] in good hands L11; [sit] at home L14; for some time L26; in 
{political} quarters L36; [with things] on one's mind L45; [I can still function] up to a point L50; under 
orders L60; on the go L62; at all hours L63; behind the eight ball L63; in {glowing} terms L69; on a 
{regular} basis L74; in modern parlance L84; over the {years} L87; at the checkout L89; in the past 
L100. 

 

NARRATIVES: in full regalia N1; at breakneck speed N1; out the front [of…] N4; up the back N4; 
[marching] in time N5; after a while N8; from time to time N8; on board N9; in {my} mind's eye N10; of 
little {moment} N11; from place to place N13; at {my} disposal N14; in denial N17; to the full N21; at 
first N25; in the distance N29; in {his} honour N32; [the neighbourhood had grown] over time N36; at 
any minute N39; in the first place N40; [those] in need N41; in the spotlight N43; [cut] on the bias N48; 
[knitting] by ear N48; at the last moment N49; [counted out 85c] in coins N50. 
 
INFORMATION: in {tablet} form I1; in comfort I2; along the way I2; for {hunting} purposes I6; on a 
{part-time} basis I7; on the shore I8; [to get to people] in trouble I8; for {tens} of {thousands} of years 
I9; on a {quota} basis I9; in {booklet} form I10; on or before I10; at the time of I11; [To cross the finish 
line] on the day I11; in force I11. 
 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS  

Overall figures are given below:  

NON-INITIAL PPs LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
base figure 148 130 142 
per 23,228 words 165 121 139 
per 100 words 0.71 0.52 0.60 

 

Initial figures were similar and univariate texts of between subjects means generated a p-value 

of .145, indicating that there were indeed no statistically significant differences between the 

three datasets in regards to non-sentence initial prepositional phrases. Quantitative analysis 

therefore proceeded no further.  
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COMMENTARY 

Although quantitative analysis could not go any further, there were some qualitative differences 

between the three datasets. This section looks at the sub-types (place, time, manner, status,  

reason/purpose/ beneficiary, and combinations) in turn from a qualitative perspective.  

PLACE 

Dreyfus and Jones (2011) propose a cline running from Concrete to Abstract Place, but they 

note:  

While the classification of concrete places is relatively unproblematic, many of the entities are 
abstract and metaphorical and cannot be easily placed on a cline of more or less abstraction in a 
principled way. (ibid., p. 7)  

Dreyfus and Jones allow for four different kinds of mental place – cognitive, perceptive, 

emotive and desiderative. Not unexpectedly, given the propensity of non-predictable multiword 

expressions to layer-up meaning, the prepositional phrases in the datasets analysed for the 

present work sometimes presented combinations of these mental places: in her worst 

nightmares (L37), for example, referenced an internal, cognitive space via the container 

metaphor (Lakoff & Johnson 1980) as well as an emotive mental place.  

Because of the low number of tokens overall, cognitive place in the present work was 

used as a broad term, and was defined as an abstract mental location. Prepositional phrases 

referencing Place then fell into five categories: cognitive place (as above), dialogic place, 

abstract and/or non-specific external place, specific external place, and extended place (to and 

fro, all around the world). Examples are given below: 

 

Cognitive place LETTERS: in {her} worst nightmares L37; in the back of {their} mind L45; in 
{some people's} eyes L75. 
NARRATIVES: in {my} mind's eye N10; in {our} worst nightmares N25. 
INFORMATION: in the estimation of {others} 31 

Dialogic place LETTERS: in {his} ivory tower L1; at every turn L4; just around the corner L35. 
NARRATIVES: none. 
INFORMATION: none. 

Abstract/non-
specific external 
place 

LETTERS: [arriving] on our shores L8; on {the} front page L9; [who sit] at home 
L14; [beg] on the streets L20; at home L26; in political quarters L36; in the streets 
L44; out there L53; over the counter L74; at the checkout L89; at home L99.  
NARRATIVES: behind ({the}) closed doors (of) N1; [smoking] in public N5  
[time] away from it all N26 . 
INFORMATION: at school I1; at school I7; at school (2) I7; on the shore I8; out 
to sea I8; above ground I9; in the wild I9; in the air I26; at the bottom of the ladder 
I26; under a microscope I27; on the water I30; on board I30; at the wheel I30. 

Specific external 
place 

LETTERS: [inebriated young people] on the street L48; on {your} front page 
L68; in town L74. 
NARRATIVES: on the dance floor N2; out the front [of his place] N4; up the 
back N4; out of sight N4; on the sideline N4; [stand] in their way N4; on board 
N9; back to shore N9; [looked after mum] at home N17; [sitting] around a 
campfire N21; in the background N25; [some time] away from it all N26; at home 
[in Perth] N27; [Canberrans flock] out of town N29; [a light fog still hovers] in the 
distance N29;  [sitting] at home N41; at the rear of N48. 
INFORMATION: on the outskirts [of Perth] I2; at the front of [the presentation 
stage] I11. 

Extended place LETTERS: to and fro L10; up and down L44; in and around L74; around the 
world L93. 
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NARRATIVES: [move unaided] from place to place N13; on the way to 
[somewhere else] N41. 
INFORMATION: along the way I2; along the way I17; on its way back down I26; 
[must not have been touched,] on the way I26; from all around the country I28.  

 

Dialogic place referenced a metaphorical, internal (argument space, non-world) place 

rather than an external (world) place. The three expressions listed were the only expressions 

identified in the data, but they contributed to movement around and position in the metaphorical 

discourse space, in which things come across (L1), pay needs to keep pace with (L4), people 

blindly follow (L11), or ride roughshod over (L11), things go the way of (L11), the AFL comes 

to its senses (L11) and never stopped to think (L13), we carry the analogy further (L22), an MP 

is bringing to our attention (L33), soldiers are dragged through dirty political mud (L36), 

"rights" and "wishes" are behind the decision (L71), the time has come to (L61) ... and so on.  

Prepositional phrases referencing abstract or non-specific places evoked Halliday and 

Hasan's (1976) discussion of homophoric the, which can arise either because the referent is 

unique and therefore identifiable (e.g. the sun), or references an entire class, or because it 

references "the individual considered as a representative of the whole class, like the child in As 

the child grows […]" (ibid., p. 71). Prepositional phrases referencing abstract or non-specific 

external places in the present work similarly represented an entire class.  

Prepositional phrases referencing specific external places represented locatable places in 

the context of the texts in which they were used: at home was specific in some Narrative 

contexts, abstract/non-specific in Letters/Information contexts. Prepositional phrases 

referencing locative extent referenced an area or a span rather than a point.  

TIME 

Prepositional phrases in the datasets referenced time in a number of ways. They: 

• positioned an eventuality as taking place at or during a past, present or future time – in 
recent weeks L88, in the {1960s} L71, up to {2005} (14, in these {tough economic} 
times L56; at some point in the future L34; 

• related occurrences to parts of the day – at all hours L63, by day I22, in the {cool} of the 
{night}46 I22, in the {early} {morning} I9;  

• located the onset of an eventuality, the boundary of an eventuality, or the time at which 
an eventuality would have an impact – in the long run L29, in the first place L37 (used 
to refer to activity onset – non-procedural), from the start L75, before it's too late N24; 

• expressed the duration of an eventuality – for a long time to come L45, in no time at all 
L50, over the {years} L60, [living] on and on L71; 

• expressed discontinuous time – from time to time N32. 
 

The only marked difference between the three datasets lay in the Narratives' lower use of 

non-sentence initial prepositional phrases referencing parts of the day: however, Section 5.1.10 

(Sentence/clause lead-ins) identified a greater number of clause initial constructions referencing 

time in the Narratives, so although numbers were lower in non-initial terms, Narratives 

compensated by putting temporal expressions in sentence/clause initial position. Narratives was 

                                                        
46 in the heat of the day 
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the single dataset representing a temporal mode. Writers tended to position conventionalised 

time references at outset of the clause or sentence, presenting it as given information, and 

setting the scene for what followed.  

 MANNER 

Manner prepositional phrases in the datasets qualified verbs in constructions such as "as he 

approaches me at breakneck speed" (N1); "we all shared the occasion to the full" (N21); "not to 

behave in a civilised manner" (L39); and "do it in comfort" (I2). Numbers overall were once 

again not high, although the more eventuality-focused Narratives used more non-predictable 

multiword expressions to describe the manner in which eventualities were carried out than the 

two more topic-focused datasets. 

STATUS 

This category encompassed prepositional phrases used in copular constructions ("these stupid 

generals and brigadiers were not in command in the war against Hitler" (L51) and prepositional 

phrases used adjectivally ("the already heavily-taxed nurses on duty" (N8)) which described 

status. Examples are given below: 

 

LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
[not] in good hands L11  
[not always] for the better L13  
[comments ...] out of line L16  
under the guise of L16  
[... of our soul is] at stake L17  
on {his} part L19  
in danger L26  
in practice L33  
[die] in peace L34  
in power L36  
a {disgrace} beyond belief L37  
[suppliers of the cards] in 
question L41  
[things] on {one's} mind L45  
[governments] of all persuasions 
L49 
in command L51 
on prescription [only] L51 
(by definition) L54 
 [with IQ] above average L54 
[that is always] on the go L62 
behind the eight ball L63  
against their wills L71 
[are] behind the decision L71  
on a {legal} basis L73  
at a ({big}) profit L74  
for want of a better word L75  
in the public interest L78  
in {reasonable} ({health and}) 
condition L88  
for {my} age L88  
[media thuggery] at its worst 
L96  

[Big, tough bikers] in full 
regalia N1 
at age {three} N3 
in this genre N3 
out of the question N6 
[the already heavily-taxed 
nurses] on duty N8 
in a {good} mood N8 
 [Everything else is] of little 
{moment} N11 
 [had only a few seconds] at 
{my} disposal N14 
[been] in denial N17 
in {deep} conversation N18  
[drivers are] on auto-pilot N18  
in {her} {80s} N22 
in pain N28  
[with accommodation] in limbo 
N29  
[very much] in love N31  
in retirement N32   
in {her} {late} {70s} N36  
in the offing N46  
[I'll soon be well] in deficit N47  
 

 [is usually] in place I2  
of all ages I7  
[to get to people] in trouble I8  
[is a minimum of 6 metres] in 
length I11  
 [approved to be] in force I11  
 under pressure I18  
at [an increased] risk I18  
in close contact I18  
at ({an increased}) risk I18  
 [not] at ({any significant}) risk 
I18  
[gets money] with {fewer} 
strings attached I19  
{elliptical} in shape I26  
under any circumstances I26  
 [when the ball is] out of play 
I26  
[Possession of the ball is] in 
dispute [at all times] I26  
by a margin of I26  
of all ages I28  
[demonstrating] in practice I30  
[must establish that the material] 
in question (2) I31  
I31 
[prove the material] in question 
I31  
in the circumstance I31  
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Inscribed and evoked Attitude was apparent in Letters and Narratives (in power L36, on the go 

L62, at its worst L96), but was predictably less evident in the neutral discourse space of the 

Information texts.  

REASON, PURPOSE, BENEFICIARY 

This category catered for prepositional phrases that referenced motivation (reasons, purposes, or 

goals) but also beneficiaries – people or things that stood to benefit. Examples are given below: 

LETTERS: for all L2; for {us} all L16; [killing other humans] out of compassion L22; for whatever 
reason L25; in the spirit of (fair play) L36; against {the} wishes (of) L37; for {peaceful} purposes L59; as 
a result L64; for {its} own sake L75; [will deliver stability] on the issue of [deregulated shopping] L85; 
for reasons known only to {themselves} L88; [but she panics] at the thought {(of)} L95. 
 
NARRATIVES: in {his} quest ({for}) N9; in {the} quest to N10;  [I have lived in] by choice N16; 
{typed} for a living N27; [put on a function] in {his} honour N32; for {cleaning} purposes N43; for 
future reference N44. 
 
INFORMATION: for {navigational} purposes I2; as a means of I6; for {hunting} purposes I6; as {(a)} 
result of I8; for {safety} reasons I11; at the request of I14; in the pursuit ({of}) I16; in the hope of I26.  
 

Overall numbers were again low, but Letters used more constructions referencing reasons, 

benefits and beneficiaries (both negative and positive) than Narratives and Information. This 

reflected the situational characteristics of the Letters text type, in which the communicative 

purposes was "report, exposit, persuade, address others, convey point of view" (see Tables 1 

and 2, Section 4.2). 

COMBINATIONS 

Combinational prepositional phrases were mentioned earlier in this section. These prepositional 

phrases involved at least two factors – most commonly Place and Status. [O]n the bench (I26), 

for example, referenced place (sitting to one side of the playing field) and status (not playing). 

[U]nder cover of darkness (N18) evoked both time and manner, things done during the night 

being associated with subterfuge.  

LETTERS: before the courts L3  (place, status); on {their} watch L18  (place, status); [our frontline 
soldiers] in battle L24  (place, status); [soldiers currently] on the ground L24  (place, status); in the heat 
of battle L24  (time, location); [placing themselves in danger] on patrol L26  (place, status); on the 
ground L36  (place, status); in combat L45  (place, status); on patrol L45  (place, status); [going out] on 
patrol L45  (place, status); on the statute books L50  (place, status); in some people's eyes L75  (place, 
status); in police custody L80  (place, status); [would not be] before them L94  (place, status); [she was 
more relaxed] on the phone L95  (place, status); "on the ground" L99  (place, status, quote marks used in 
text). 
 
NARRATIVES: in {biker} circles N1 (place, status); in {some} circles N1 (place, status); under cover of 
darkness N18  (time, manner); [women] in his circle N32  (place, status); in closer proximity N42;  
(place, status); in the spotlight N43 (place, status). 
 
INFORMATION: in child care I10  (place, status);  [wait for substitution] on the bench I26  (place, 
status); out of bounds I26  (place, status). 
 

The example in the dark of night (L24) was noted but not counted. It combined in the dark and 

in the dead of night and was an example of a novel combination based on an existing phrasal 

construction – in this case two phrasal constructions spliced together. These represent examples 
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of category I in Wray's list of diagnostic criteria – see Section 2.3 and Wray (2008). Other 

examples that were noted for discussion but not counted are discussed in Section 5.1.23.  

These combinational expressions were used more often in the Letters than the 

Narratives and Information texts. The most dialogically complex of the three datasets, in which 

bonding could be at risk and affiliation was a central concern, made more use of these complex 

devices than the dialogically simpler Narratives and Information texts. Although the dense 

packaging in the constructions could be viewed as reminiscent of the dense packaging in 

encyclopaedic complex nouns, it did not relate to content density (as in the case of context 

nouns), but to conceptual density, shifting the focus to the abstract and metaphorical discourse 

space more typical of Letters than Narratives and Information.  

The next type to be discussed, complex adjectives, gathered another set of expressions 

which contributed to the texts by adding additional contentful information. 

5.1.6 TYPE 9: COMPLEX ADJECTIVES 

This type included multiword expressions acting as epithets and classifiers, following Martin & 

Rose (2007). Classifiers included examples such as child care, collocated with nouns such as 

{bills}, {provider}, and {fees}, where Martin and Rose (ibid., p. 96) note that "Classifier and 

Thing together form a unified lexical element". Examples of classifying complex adjectives are 

given below, with head nouns provided in square brackets for context: 

LETTERS: asylum seeker [protests] L7; health service [spend] L19; fossil-fuel [extraction] L27; peak 
load [problems] L27; palliative-care [practitioners] L33; human rights [crusade] L39; binge-drinking 
{epidemic} L40; shopping centre [newsagent] L41; post-mortem {examination} L79; climate-change 
[debate] L92; public health [strategies] L94; palliative-care [practitioners] L33. 
 
NARRATIVES: middle-class [suburb] N6; middle-class [Scottish] N15; middle-age {man} N21; father-
son {relationship} N30; terry-towelling [hat] N38; community theatre [production] N43. 
  

INFORMATION: child care [fees] L10; open water [swimming] L11; emergency contact [name] I11; 
pre-primary [program] I13; {the} one day {game} I1547; social justice [issues] I16; world-heritage-listed 
{Uluru-Kata} I17; first aid [protocols] I21; common law {definition} I31. 
 

Some of these classifiers, for example open water in open water swimming, were 

themselves complex nouns. Where complex nouns were used as classifiers, they were counted 

here on the basis that their communicative function was, in this particular context, to provide for 

the expansion or classification of the head noun. Communicative function was prioritised over 

form, reflecting the overriding aim in the work – which was to examine the communicative 

function of non-predictable multiword expressions in the three text types. 

Epithets such as crystal-clear, warts-and-all can be qualified by degree adverbs such as 

very, extremely etc., and they are not as central as classifiers (Martin & Rose 2007, pp. 96-97). 

Examples of epithet-type complex adjectives found in the data are given below: 

LETTERS: {remote} from reality L1; under-resourced L1; sick and tired L3; [a] never-ending {attempt} 
L4; long-term {detainee} L7; long-standing L9; state-of-the-art L10; [was] all smiles L13; life-and-death 

                                                        
47 "one day" referring to one day cricket, a recently established reworking of the traditional game of cricket. 
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{situations} L26; well-intentioned L33; limp-wristed L39; [they were] past it L71; so-called [bargains] 
L73; out-of-control L87; long-term {trend} L91; heavy-handed {attempts} L100. 
 
NARRATIVES: well-sauced [neighbour] N2; [He was] three weeks old N3; freckle-faced N5;  [a] self-
confessed [Captain Bligh]; pot-bellied N11; hot and humid N18; mind-numbing N20; nine-to-five {job} 
N21; hard-won {job} N31; fair skinned N31; picture-perfect [health] N34; slip-on {shoes} N36; mind-
boggling N37; thin on top N38; guilty as charged N41; self-serving [end]; racked with {guilt} N42; many 
and varied N47; good with {my} hands N4. 
 
INFORMATION: emotionally distant I1; well-informed I1; long-acting I1; [the] long-term [effect] I1; 
non-negotiable {rules} I1; long distance [walk trails] I2; [an epic] {eight}-week [adventure] N2; densely 
forested I6; fire-resistant I6; hands on {training programs} I7; switched on {employers}; hands-on 
{skills} I7; long-term {climate} N9; cut-off {times} I11; day-to-day {management} l16; life-threatening 
{disease} I18; ground-breaking {work} I23; three-dimensional I27; state-of-the-art I28; present-day 
[speech] I28. 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures are given below:  

COMPLEX ADJ LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figure 84 95 121 
Per 23,228 words 94 88 118 
Per 100 words 0.40 0.38 0.51 

 

These initial figures suggested greater numbers of complex adjectives in the Information texts. 

Univariate analysis of between-subjects effects, however, gave a p-value of .365 (>.05) 

indicating that there were in reality no statistically significant differences between the datasets, 

and quantitative analysis could not be pursued further.  

COMMENTARY 

It was surprising to find no statistically significant differences between the three datasets since 

initial numbers appeared to be so much larger in the Information texts. However, univariate 

analysis was used in this work to differentiate between apparently significant figures and 

statistically significant differences, and this is a case in which looking only at raw figures, or 

even raw figures per 100 words, would have suggested a difference that univariate analysis 

indicated did not exist. No qualitative differences were observed, and no functional relationship 

was observed between complex adjectives and the situational analysis of either the text type or 

the discourse space. Future work could consider counting non-initial prepositional phrases 

together with complex adverbs.  

5.1.7 TYPE 10: COMPLEX ADVERBS 

This category was limited to non-prepositional adverb phrases that did not appear in 

sentence/clause initial position and were not parenthetical. Complex adverbs in the data 

principally referenced time, duration, frequency, or manner. Examples are given below:  

LETTERS: no longer L2; [what did he think seniors did] years ago [when] L15; rarely, if ever L18; 
[speak for them] soon enough L22; [will] by then L36; all {year} L43; these days L53; {think} long and 
hard L56; [paying] "cost plus" [for water} L57; year by year L58; [win-win] all round L62; every {day} 
of the {week} L63; {every} {day} of the {week} L73; all {year} L81; long since L88; late at night L97. 
 
NARRATIVES: only {loud}er N2; [soothed our throats…] right there [on the dance floor] N2; as best 
{he} can N4; {looks skyward} as if in prayer N4; [lined up] one {behind} the other N5; {five} {days} a 
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{week} N8; all the way [to] N10; no longer N10; happily ever after N10; {three} times a {week} N11; [I 
swim] non-stop N11; soon enough N12; soon afterwards N12; [with meetings held] all across [Sydney] 
N14; miles in front N14; so far N15; years ago N18; [working away from home] this past {year} N20; all 
the time N20; the {day} before N21; day in and day out N23; matter-of-factly N25; time and again N26; 
as always N26; every {second} {weekend} N30 (three tokens); late in life N32; all the time N33; no 
longer N34; once again N35; day after day N36; here or there N37; no longer N38; not so long ago N40; 
about the time [I lost it] N40; [I] once more [took to…] N43; a while ago N45; [is placed] just so N45; no 
longer N45; last year N46; [looked] long and hard N49; [stay] close by ({me}) N49; day and night N49. 
 
INFORMATION: {once} a {day} I1; throughout the {year} I4; every few {months} I5; all year round I6; 
[36 months] full time I7 (3 tokens); [available] part time I7 (3 tokens); all the time I8; all year round I9; 
all over the world I9; no longer I10; as per [above] I11; [attend] half days I13; [attend…] full days I13; 
[attend] full time I13; all year round I13; if necessary I16; some {weeks} afterwards I18; every {one} 
{to} {two} {years} I25; [is] no longer [possible] I27. 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures are given below: 

 LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures 16 54 26 
per 23,228 words 18 50 25 
per 100 words 0.08 0.22 0.11 

 

Univariate tests of between-subjects means at low numbers were inevitably sensitive to small 

changes, less reliable, and of less value than tests on groups with larger numbers. Nonetheless 

there appeared to be more complex adverbs in Narratives than in the other datasets, possibly due 

to the significance of time expressions in the only primarily temporal dataset. Univariate tests of 

between-subjects effects on these limited numbers confirmed that the differences were 

statistically significant (p-value .001). Pairwise comparisons are given below:   

Dependent Variable:   Type10complexadverbs100words   
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 

(I) Type (J) Type Mean 
Difference (I-J) 

Std. Error Sig.b 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Letter .032 .041 .438 -.049 .113 Information 
Narrative -.103* .046 .026 -.193 -.013 
Information -.032 .041 .438 -.113 .049 Letter Narrative -.135* .035 .000 -.203 -.067 
Information .103* .046 .026 .013 .193 

Narrative 
Letter .135* .035 .000 .067 .203 

 

Pairwise comparisons indicated the existence of statistically significant differences between 

Information and Narratives (p-value .026), and Letters and Narratives (p-value .000), but not 

otherwise (Information/Letters p-value .438, >.05), making Narratives the comparative focus of 

difference in regard to complex adverbs. 

 
Means and standard errors which provide insights into the nature of the differences are 

given below:  
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Dependent Variable:   Type 10 complex adverbs 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval Type Mean Std. Error 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information .113 .036 .042 .184 
Letter .081 .020 .041 .120 
Narrative .216 .028 .160 .272 

 

Letters had the lowest mean (.081), and Narratives the highest (.216). Narratives used more 

complex adverbs than the other two datasets and was the comparative focus of difference as a 

result.  

COMMENTARY 

Many of the complex adverbs identified referenced time in some way – particularly in terms of 

duration and frequency. Of the three datasets, Narratives was the single one representing a 

temporal mode under Smith's (2003) schema. It was therefore not overly surprising that the 

Narrative mode would use more complex adverbs referencing time, and in a culture and 

language obsessed by time, duration, length of actions, and habituality, it makes sense that the 

discourse community would find it useful to establish and maintain shared expressions such as 

these.  

A number of the constructions in this category evoked Force from the Appraisal 

framework. Force is described as covering "assessments as to degree of intensity and as to 

amount" (Martin & White 2007, p. 140). It was interesting to see these meanings conveyed in 

the Information texts as well as Letters and Narratives, in expressions such as all year round 

(I6, I9, I13), and all over the world (I9). This reflected the findings in regard to intensifying 

collocations, which are detailed next, which were used across the three datasets and for which 

no statistically significant differences were identified. Intensifying collocations are discussed 

next. 

5.1.8 TYPE 11: INTENSIFYING COLLOCATIONS 

This category included collocations which added Force (i.e. "assessments as to degree of 

intensity and as to amount" (Martin & White, 2007, p. 140) – such as dramatic increase (L1), 

strongly opposed (L18), a golden opportunity (L10), often combining this with Attitude (either 

Judgement or Appreciation) – as in a golden opportunity (L10), strong leadership (L89), strong 

endorsement (L91).  Some, such as a brief outline (I2) were tautologous. The defining 

characteristic was that the collocate in some way intensified the collocant.  

Intensifying collocations such as these have been analysed and organised through 

Mel'!uk's (1996; 1998) framework of lexical functions. The category was included in the 

present work as non-predictable because they would create issues for encoding and/or decoding 

(a key criteria) and because they conveyed inscribed or evoked Appraisal (local criteria) in 

regard to Force (intensity). They were counted in Group C, contentful additions, because they 
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added additional contentful information to the words they qualified. They were considered to 

represent relatively low-level, native-speaker preference bonding opportunities. 

Examples from the three datasets are given below: 

LETTERS: major increases L1; dramatically decreased L1; long overdue L2; long before L6; one good 
reason L10; a golden opportunity L10; direct access L18; high prices L20; high opinion L26; big stories 
L27; stark reminder L28; major towns L28; grossly underfunded L28; basic necessity L32; once again 
L33; studiously avoids L35; grave concern L36; well before L36; fully appreciate L38; far easier L39; the 
bare essentials L52; fully {insured} L56; heavily subsidised L57; primary concern L69; minor incidents 
L74; heavily drunk L74; strong evidence L92; yet another L93. 
 
NARRATIVES: great number N1; true friendship N1; deep respect N1; a powerful emotion N5; fully 
understand N5; sweltering heat N7; yet another N7; the bitter end N7; a desperate attempt N10; closest 
friends N16; key focus N17; listened intently N18; deep faith N21; high standards N26; close friends 
N33; torrential rain N36; fully comprehend N39; clearly recall N46. 
 
INFORMATION: brief outline I2; wide range I2; major review I3; high winds I6; vast majority I6; highly 
populated I6; number one hazard I8; long before I12; strong relationships I13; straight back I18; close 
family I18; small fraction I19; dramatically drop I22; high humidity I22; major universities I23; extreme 
weather conditions I29. 
 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures are given below: 

Intensifying colls LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures 51 26 49 
Per 23,228 words 57 24 48 
Per 500 words 0.24 0.10 0.21 
 

Univariate tests of between-subjects means at numbers as low as these were inevitably sensitive 

to small changes and were of less value than tests on groups with larger numbers. Overall tests 

of between-subjects effects in any event gave a p-value of .062, and quantitative comparisons 

were therefore pursued no further.  

COMMENTARY 

In the majority of cases listed above, the collocate is optional but upscales the noun in some 

regard rather than downscales. Intensifying collocations added intensity to the lexical item they 

qualified, and represented low-level bonding opportunities – solidarity at the level of shared 

native speaker preference. The fact that there were no statistically significant differences 

between the datasets meant that the use of these resources could not be related to the situational 

characteristics of either the text type or the related discourse space.   

5.1.9 TYPE 12: QUANTIFYING CONSTRUCTIONS 

This category was restricted to expressions which constituted, modified or complemented 

numerical expressions. Examples are given below:  

LETTERS: {$49} per {person} L2; little or none L2; at least {one} good reason L10; Each and every one 
of {us} L30; half a billion {dollars} L32; {the 20} or so {per cent} [of the wider population] L34; any 
and every L36; at least {one} L36; {two} or {three} L50; {some} small measure of L67; more than a hint 
of L72; not {one} but {two} L73; anywhere from {$12} to {$15} L73; anywhere from {10,000 to 
30,000} L74; up to {nine} [fully-trained policemen] L80. 
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NARRATIVES: {Thirty} {years} worth (of) N2; All {776} of {us} [jammed…] N2; All {four} of {us} 
N3; for the {million}th time N3; not one of {us} N5; the {12} of {us} N5; {a year} or so N14; N14; at 
least {one} [dance] N14; a touch of [make-up] N22; up to {a million} [Rwandans] N25; [it doesn't bother 
me] that much N28; {60}-odd {years} N32; a good deal of [coverage] N32; a couple of {years} ago N33; 
a {decade} or so ago N35; one by one N35; only so much N40; no [recollection] at all N43; {one} per 
[person] N46; no fewer than {nine} [compartments] N50; [spat out] every single [5c piece] N50. 
 
INFORMATION: per capita I1; a good deal of I6; [imprisonment of] up to {ten} {years} I9; equal to or 
less than {$75,000} I10; no less than I10; up to {18} [weeks] I10; a {minute} or {two} I18; [can be] up 
to {20} times more than ...I20; little or no I26; all or part I27; at least {one} [other person] I31. 
 

[A]t least was  included when used in its quantifier role (as in I31, at least one other 

person).  

Initial figures are given below: 

 LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures 29 30 23 
Per 23,228 words 32 28 22 
Per 100 words 0.14 0.12 0.10 

 

Figures were low, but suggested similar distributions across the datasets. This was confirmed in 

univariate tests of between-subjects effects (p-value .510, >.05). Quantitative analysis was not 

pursued further.  

COMMENTARY 

In relation to countable nouns, quantifier expressions conveyed: 

• exactitude and intensity (Force), e.g. all {776} of {us} (N3), the {12} of {us} N5, every 
single [5c piece] (N50);  

• intensity (Force) without exactitude, e.g. each and every one of {us} L30, any and every 
(L36); 

• approximation, e.g. {a year} or so (N14), {one} or {two} [votes] (N37); 
• approximation with a minimum, e.g. at least {one} good reason (L10); 
• approximation with a maximum, e.g. up to {nine} [fully-trained policeman] (L80). 

 

In relation to uncountable nouns, quantifier expressions conveyed: 

• approximation, e.g. a {good} deal of [coverage] (N32) 

The expression at all conveyed intensity in relation to both countable (no {moves} at all 

N43) and uncountable (no {recollection} at all N43) nouns.  

Numbers for this type were small and neither quantitative nor qualitative differences were 

observed between the datasets. However, although the group was small, it demonstrated the way 

the discourse community adopts conventionalised forms that perform specific functions in 

recognisable ways, once again recalling the benefits to both speakers and hearers outlined in 

Wray's (2002) diagram (see Chapter 1, Introduction).  

Type 12 is the last of the contentful non-predictable MWEs identified in the present 

work, and the analysis now turns to procedural types. 
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5.1.10 TYPE 13: SENTENCE/CLAUSE LEAD-INS 

This was a heterogeneous group similar to frames in Altenberg's (1998) analysis. It included 

constructions as varied as:  

• at a time when (L76), a non-time-specifying adverbial restrictive relative clause (Declerck 1997, 
pp. 256–7);  

• when it comes to (L73), a focalising wh-clause (Declerck 1997, p. 35);  
• Since when (L80) and other question stems;  
• clauses such as I will be the first to admit (L74);  
• grammaticalised Let's (L1); 
• prepositional phrases appearing in sentence or clause-initial position, often used as sentence 

adverbials, such as In fact (L1).  

The unifying characteristic was that the constructions established the platform from which 

readers were to interpret any text that followed, or signalled the conditions applying to that text. 

Their thematic status varied, some only taking up the topical theme, others extending into the 

rheme. However without exception, because they appeared in the portion of the text 

conventionally reserved for given information, and because they themselves were expression-

old, they contributed additional givenness to the portion of the clause or sentence in which they 

appeared, setting up point of entry conditions which appeared natural and normal (good for 

Narratives), or alternatively, harder to dispute (good for Letters).  

Some of the constructions counted here had the potential to appear elsewhere in the 

sentence or clause, and where they did so, they were counted in other categories. [I]n fact, for 

example, was used in the three text types analysed as a sentence/clause lead-in, an interpolation, 

and an end (in N-rheme position), and was counted separately in these three groups based on 

distribution. The decision to adopt this approach drew on Altenberg's (1998) work, previously 

discussed in Section 2.7. Keeping in mind the tendency for phrasal expressions to extend over 

traditional boundaries (as noted by Partington and Morley 2004 and Hoey 2007), Altenberg's 

categories – stems, onsets, frames and transitions – evoke position as well as function. Building 

on this, the present work took the position that In fact used as a sentence/clause lead-in was 

functionally different to , in fact, used as an interpolation, and took the decision to differentiate 

between tokens used in different positions.   

Expressions immediately following and, but, or and that were included in the group. 

Examples of sentence/clause lead-ins identified in the first half of the Letters dataset 

(Letters 1 to 50), the second half of the Narratives (Narratives 25 to 50), and the middle of the 

Information dataset (Information texts 10 to 20) are given below to avoid overly lengthy lists. 

As elsewhere, complete lists are in Appendix 2: 

LETTERS: In fact (the reality is that) L1; In fact (it's a miracle) L1; Of course L1; In the end L1; let's [at 
least] L1; [and that] first and foremost [our own people] L3; Once again [we have] L4; This begs the 
question L4; Why not L4; As an aside, L4; What a L5; On {both} occasions L5; Please understand that 
L5; all {multiculturalism} does is … L6; It is {wrong} to {say} …L6; There is nothing {pleasant or nice} 
about L7; Let's {not pretend there's anything 'pleasant' or 'nice' about it} L7; The {good} news is L8; On 
this basis L8; In the modern era L9; if need be L9; In recent {years} L9; It's time L9; may I also be so 
{naïve} as to {suggest} L10; In recent {years} L13; It's {hard} to {believe}, but I14; [but]let's [assume] 
I14; In which case L14; [but] for the sake of [the people who…] L14; I {read} with {interest} L15; May I 
{suggest} I15; Excuse me, L16; [by claiming that] first and foremost L16; despite the fact that L18; For 
the first time ever L18; [and] it is said L18; It is time [for] L18; I can only {wonder} L19; The key thing, 
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however L19; [But] let's L19; Critics said L20; Here in {Australia}, L20; the fact that [GM crops…] L21; 
For too long L23; I am {aghast and disappointed} that L26; I know, L25; To think that L26; It {disgusts} 
me that L26; Here's hoping L26; On average L27; [and] {we} would be {fools} to … L27; There is much 
{talk} about…L29; [but] let's face it L29; [So] let's L29; Let's L29; After that L30; I wonder [how] L31; 
Is it not {ironic} L32; Would it not be {good management} L32; What is needed is L33; [that] no matter 
{how} L34; At some point L34; Better still, L34; The question is L35; why not L37; shame on [the top 
echelons of…] L38; In response to L39; how {ironic} that L39; Somewhere along the way L39; Since the 
beginning of time L39; In fact L39; the {difference} is that L39; In {do}ing so, L39; Shame on [Mr P] 
L40; I was {delighted and saddened} to {read} {your} {report} L41; Even {worse}, L41; With all the 
{recent railings about individual responsibility…} what of […] L41; Looking back, L43; In view of L43; 
[So] what about {you}? L46; Since when did L46; How about L46; how {precious} [she is] L48; Of 
course L48; I would just like to {say} L48; The {reality} is (that) L49; I have no doubt that L50; I am 
sure [some form of euthanasia would be] L50.  
 
NARRATIVES: As the {morning} wears on N25; Next day N25; [if] there will come a day when N25; 
At the same time N26; After all [this is the Northern Territory] N26; At least N26; This being the case 
N28; The day is coming when N28; [It was a worry] when it came to [attracting a decent man] N28; the 
{Canberra} I know {is not this place} N29; If nothing else {Canberra's dry heat and low humidity make 
for good hair days} N29; [and] once or twice a {…} N29; [and] {little} by {little} N30; For the moment, 
[though]; What if N30; What if N30; As it is N30; As it happens N30; from time to time N32; They say 
N33; The ({simple fact}) was N33; From the time … N33; All of a sudden N33; In that moment N33; 
[But,] in reality, [mistakes are made] N33; Nothing that can't be [fixed in three cakes] N33; In fact N34; 
One ({quiet}) night N34; the fact that N34; After a minute or two N35; From across the street N36; One 
({sunny}) morning N36;  [became a disgrace], at least [by the standard…] N36; One morning N36; what 
if N37; [But] I have to wonder N37; what a {difference} N37; To {my} {surprise} N37; What a {mess} 
N37; To this end N38; Next morning N38; One morning N39; at any minute N39; if the worst happened 
N39;  [And] of course, my husband N40; In due course N41; At least N41; Of course, [its profound 
effect] N41; The first time N42; {Years} later N42; {I} often wonder N42; Some years later N43; As 
time went on N43; These days N43; In many ways N44; More so perhaps N46; I {often} wonder N46; 
There's no point N46; On average N46; It's likely {a means to} N46; It matters not N46; Such is {the 
nature of friends} N46; For some time N47; Then came N47; Up to the present N47; [and] at the {rate} 
{I'm} going N47; By this stage N48; One day N49; Then one day N49; Next came N50. 
 
INFORMATION: Please note I10; [that] in order to I10; Further details [regarding] I10; In addition to 
I10; In the case of {adoption} I10; For example, [if you are..] I11; In addition to I11; No matter {how} 
I13; During the last few {years} I14; In fact, I17; In fact, I18; How can you tell if I18; In some cases I18; 
How can you tell if (2) I18; Further information I18; Let's [start with] I19. 
 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures for Type 13, sentence/clause lead-ins, are given below:  

S/CLAUSE LEAD-INS LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figure 178 140 59 
Per 23,228 words 199 130 58 
Per 100 words 0.86 0.56 0.25 

 

Tests of between-subjects effects confirmed that there were statistically significant differences 

between the datasets (p-value .000).  

Pairwise comparisons are given below:  
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Dependent Variable:   Type 13 sentence clause lead ins 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 

(I) Type (J) Type Mean 
Difference (I-J) 

Std. Error Sig.b 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Letter -.642* .112 .000 -.864 -.420 Information 
Narrative -.320* .125 .011 -.566 -.073 
Information .642* .112 .000 .420 .864 Letter Narrative .322* .095 .001 .135 .509 
Information .320* .125 .011 .073 .566 

Narrative 
Letter -.322* .095 .001 -.509 -.135 

 
This confirmed that there were statistically significant differences (p-value in Sig. column <.05) 

between all the datasets (Information/Letters p-value .000, Information/Narratives p-value .011, 

Letters/Narratives p-value .001). 

 
Means and standard errors which provide insights into the nature of the differences are 

given below:  

Dependent Variable:   Type 13 sentence clause lead ins 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval Type Mean Std. Error 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information .239 .098 .045 .432 
Letter .881 .055 .773 .988 
Narrative .559 .077 .406 .711 
 
Letters, the dataset with the most complex task in regard to the management of bonding and 

affiliation, had the highest mean (.881) and the lowest standard error (.055) of the three datasets, 

reflecting highest and most consistent usage. Information, the dataset in which writers had no 

inherent need to bond, and in which affiliation was not at issue, had the lowest mean (.239), and 

also the highest standard error (.098), reflecting their lower and more inconsistent usage.  

COMMENTARY 

All the datasets used phrasal constructions to expand the dialogic space by referencing other 

sources, the dialogic expansion that is one dimension of Engagement (Martin & White 2007, p. 

117). These constructions referenced other voices in the discourse space through familiar 

expressions such as There is much talk about (L29), Some say (N3) and It's been estimated (I1). 

In Information, devices referencing other voices in familiar ways reflected the Information-text 

writers' position as wholesalers in the information distribution process – agents who collected 

from a source ("it's been estimated"), repackaged, and distributed: in Letters, the expressions 

served to identify other voices in the ongoing colloquy, sometimes with subtle evaluation 

associated with the expression. The sentence/clause lead-in There is much talk about (L29) 

exemplified this use and is discussed below.  
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There is much talk about (L29) echoed there is all this noise about climate change …all 

this rubbish about a carbon tax…[L100]. In COCA searches for there is/there’s all this * about, 

the variable slot was occupied by talk, weirdness, stuff, information, hoopla, debate, concern, 

rhetoric, confusion as slot-fillers. In searches for  there is/there's much * about, the variable slot 

was filled by talk, uncertainty, discussion, speculation, debate, concern, scepticism confusion, 

tut-tutting, said, rhetoric, publicity, muttering, misunderstanding, hand-wringing, gossip, 

exaggeration, dispute, disagreement, criticism, controversy, chatter, boasting, anxiety, doubt, 

concern, talk, speculation, question, excitement, debate. The vast majority of the nouns had 

negative connotations, and the phrasal construction enabled writers to neatly bundle Attitude in 

regard to an ongoing colloquy, which they were then able to identify as the complement of the 

preposition about.  

The construction used non-phoric this (Halliday & Hasan, 1976, p. 61): there is no 

anaphoric, cataphoric or exophoric referent. Halliday and Hasan observe in regard to non-phoric 

this, "The context is one of highly-coded, in-group speech, and the effect is to emphasise 

common experience and a common interest" (ibid.). Strauss (2002, p. 141) observes in relation 

to spoken American English that non-phoric this tends "to be associated with new, non-shared 

information". Lakoff (1974 p. 347) refers to the non-phoric use of this as "emotional deixis", 

noting, "This seems to give greater vividness to the narrative, to involve the addressee in it more 

fully". Critically, in the case of both this and that, "the subject-matter of the sentence must 

imply the attribute that the speaker and addressee are to react emotionally to" and If "what is 

being attributed … is emotionally colourless", this or that cannot be used (ibid., pp. 352-3).  

The expressions there is much talk about and there is all this noise about pass almost 

unnoticed in the run of text, and yet layer up meanings in ways typical of non-predictable 

multiword expressions, negotiating complex organisational tasks (tagging the ongoing colloquy) 

at the same time as subtly referencing personal attitude and, furthermore, organising affiliation 

through the primed use of this, noted above as involving the addressee "more fully". Other 

constructions in this type similarly enabled the writer to register attitude and tag an ongoing 

colloquy. For example, L15 began, "I read with interest Jed Shepherd's letter saying that teens 

drink to 'escape' ". Slots are shown below: 

SLOT 1 SLOT 
2 

SLOT 3 SLOT 4 SLOT 5 

I read with interest Jed Shepherd's letter saying that teens drink 
'to escape' (L15) 

I read with interest  the letter from Dave Luckett. (L59) 
I read with growing admiration that the young father had the courage to… 

L68 
 

Slot 1 is first person singular or plural. Although all the Slot 2s here use read, broader 

COCA checks suggested this slot can contain other verbs describing receptive communication – 

i.e. originating in a source other than self. ('I thought with interest' is not possible.) Slot 3 is 

fixed. Slot 4 must reference Attitude. Slot 5 contains the reference to the ongoing colloquy.  
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An alternative rendering of this pattern identified in the Letters dataset is shown next: 

SLOT 1 SLOT 2 SLOT 3 SLOT 4 SLOT 5 
I  was delighted and 

saddened 
to read your report (Thrice the fun as triplet 

trio turning 18) L41 
I am outraged at the suggestion to provide baby formula on 

prescription L53 
I 'm saddened  to see and hear the views of those who welcomed 

the extended shopping hours L54 
I was shocked to see members of the electronic media 

chasing … L96 
 

Slots 2 and 4 swap function: Attitude (here always Affect) is in slot 2, and reference to 

communicative source other than self (here voiced as a noun or a verb) is in slot 4. These 

constructions are potential register markers (Biber & Conrad 2009, p. 53), used only in the 

dataset in which the communicative purpose was to "report, exposit, persuade, address others, 

convey point of view in the context of a response to world, local and personal events" (ibid., p. 

40), and in which there was either an existing colloquy, or where the writer intended to initiate a 

colloquy in the discourse space, addressing the requirements of both the text type and the 

discourse space in one construction.   

All the datasets also used non-predictable multiword expressions to establish authorial 

position in regard to the propositional content to follow, as in The good news is (L8), There's no 

point (N46), and There is no such thing as (I8), but as would be expected these types were more 

prevalent in the Letters dataset, in which authors needed to more concertedly direct readers 

towards a desired endpoint and away from dispreferred options.  

A number of phrasal expressions such as In fact, The fact is, It is time and It's time were 

acted as conversational 'stops'. In the Letters, they signalled an end to debate in the discourse 

space and the writer's reassertion of control. In Narratives and also Information, the expression 

marked a topical transition rather than an argument shut down. Examples from each dataset are 

given below48: italics have been added. 

LETTERS 
Contrary to his opinions, West Australians have not seen increases in bed numbers to explain the 
major increases in health costs. In fact the reality is that there has been no increase in WA hospital bed 
numbers for 15 years! L1 
 
This is in the fact of a dramatic increase in demand because of population growth, ageing population 
and increasing numbers of interventions of proved benefit. In fact, it's a miracle that we manage 
now… L1 
 
The youth of today have no more "identity issues" or "stresses" than any generation before them. In 
fact, your "journey" is far easier than generations before you. L39 
 
RJ Wood twice refers to "young men sent to fight old men's wars". The fact is at the moment you 
voluntarily join the army and agree to fight. L55 
 
I cannot seem to figure out why all the fuss about changing the trading hours in WA (…) If you travel 
to Queensland you are able to buy almost anything you want at any time of the day or night (…) It is 
time for the traders' associations, the WA Government and the unions to get together… L64 

                                                        
48 The first example doubles up, using two stops – in fact and the reality is… 
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Colin Barnett continues to say "most people in WA understand you cannot continue to have massive 
subsidies of water…" (…). "Massive subsidies" would indicate that the Water corporation is either 
making a loss or being heavily subsidised through consolidated revenue. Neither is true. // In fact, the 
Water Corporation has recorded operating profits since 1996- … L57 
 
The point is that Murray has highlighted the third category where there is still significant doubt to then 
suggest the entire report by The Royal Society somehow gives validity to the climate-change sceptics. 
In fact, the opposite is true and… L91 
 
NARRATIVES 
I'm finding myself at an age where all my peers are convinced this is as good as it gets. We're 20-
somethings, and it's all downhill from here. In fact, it's so downhill you might as well top yourself 
when you get to 60. N34 
 
INFORMATION 
The Northern Territory is home to World Heritage-listed Uluru-Kata Tjuta and Kakadu National 
Parks, which preserve and perpetuate both natural and cultural treasures. In fact, the Red Centre is 
home to the world's oldest living culture. I17 
 
People of any age can carry the bacteria for days, weeks or months without becoming ill. In fact, 
being a carrier helps to boost natural immunity. I18 

In addition to quantitative differences between the three datasets, therefore, there were 

functional differences which reflected their different interactions with the ongoing colloquy. 

The differences also reflected Letters' need to introduce and tag the ongoing colloquy and 

establish personal response, expand discussion, and then rein in the threads of the debate with a 

marker indicating debate was over, followed by the writer's resolution, presented as fact, truth, 

reality.  

As expected, Narratives (the single temporal mode) used a range of  sentence/clause lead-

ins for temporal reference, in examples such as Before I knew it (N5), It wasn't long before 

(N9), One day (N9), Then came a day {that} (N21), As the {morning} wears on (N25), Next day 

(N25), [if] there will come a day when (N25), The day is coming when (N28), it was some time 

before (N35), One morning (N39), The first time (N42), These days (N43), Then came the day 

(N43), As time went on (N43), Then came (N49, and Next came (N50). These expressions 

aligned the reader temporally with the writer in the discourse space and additionally provided 

relatively low-level bonding opportunities relating to the discourse space more than the world. 

Temporal references in Letters were pseudo temporal and hence more complex bonding 

opportunities: since when [did] (L46) was not a request for a time or date but a challenge: the 

point of entry to this part of the text was combative. The expressions The time has come {to} 

(L61), when it comes to (L67), and At a time when (L76) (discussed by Declerck 1997) 

signalled "pay attention, look this way, this is the focus" rather than temporality.  

Information texts used fewer sentence/clause lead-ins overall, and – unsurprisingly in an 

atemporal mode – temporal references were not used as sentence/clause lead-ins. 

Sentence/clause usage in the Information texts differed markedly from the usage in the other 

two datasets, not only in regard to frequency of use but also qualitatively. Where prior discourse 

was referenced, attribution was impersonal (It's been estimated (I1), These are thought to (I1), 
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Some people believe (I1)) as noted above – referencing authoritative sources without naming 

them, using the passive voice. There was no affiliation with these sources. Very few provided 

an attitudinal tag intended to guide readers' interpretation of what follows, and temporal 

references were absent.  

This was a disparate group, structurally and functionally. There were significant 

numerical differences between the datasets, but also significant differences in the selections the 

text types made from the available resources. The commentary above does no more than scratch 

the surface of qualitative differences, and more could be said were these findings compared 

with the findings for texts from the other two discourse modes identified by Smith (2003) – 

Description and Report. Nonetheless, the results pointed to the value of allowing analysis to 

cross-cut structural categories in some cases, and identified differences in the communicative 

significance of sentence/clause lead-ins across the three datasets which correlated with 

differences in the situational characteristics of the text type and the discourse space, pointing to 

their usefulness as diagnostics of the nature of the discourse space created by texts.  

5.1.11 TYPE 14:  INTERPOLATIONS 

Constructions collected in this group had to be parenthetical (disjunctive). The term 

interpolation was used specifically to reflect the fact that they interrupted argument flow and 

added writer commentary. The group included constructions such as of course that may be 

marked as being in parenthesis through the use of commas in written texts, but need not 

necessarily be so marked: in some cases, of course was a sentence/clause lead-in, and some of 

the other expressions used parenthetically in the datasets could be used at the end of a sentence 

or clause. They were only counted here if they were parenthetical. Examples are given below: 

LETTERS 
[If we are going to have real debates about demand, let's] at least [have an honest account of the 
situation.] L2 
[hospitals such as Northam,] for instance, [should be…] L2 
[illegally] mind you–-[by their "elders"] L3 
 [not always for the better], I might add, [yet they…] L13 
 [The decision by Brig. Lyn McDade, or] whatever her name is, [absolutely disgusts me] L45 
[and] , believe me, [going out on patrol is…] L45 
[when,] let's face it, [I'm…] L46 
[and governments], no doubt, [have an interest because…]L62 
[Presumably], as far as {your newspaper} is concerned, [this is a good thing…] L69 
[If], as {he} says, [the hidden cause of these problems is drugs…] L74 
[But hey, it's guaranteed], it seems, [to get your name in the paper]L75 
[it's about money or], to be more precise, [gaining tax minimisation] L78 
 will not reverse as situation that] ,in part, [reflects a failure of the churches in modern societies] L83 
[is], after all, [very Christian] L84 
 
NARRATIVES 
[then Sid], ever the {gourmand}, N4 
[at a co-ed school nearby], for instance, [a girl with both…] N6 
[or], wait for it, [3200 freestyle arm strokes] N11 
[who], from {their} perspective, [were defending their homeland] N18 
, let me tell you, N29 
[He never again], by his own account, [proposed marriage] N32 
[But] , in reality, [mistakes are made] N33 
, much to {Dad's} {disgust}, N38 
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 [our parents] no doubt [had their reservations], N40 
[He was] in fact [ an experienced fencing contractor] N45 
[Harry], of course, [now features] N46 
[or], in my case, [limited opportunity to write nano-pieces] N46 
 
INFORMATION 
[if] for any reason [you cannot access the DEC webpage ...] I2 
[in some eucalypt and banksia species], for example [fire causes…] I6 
[See] for example [the following glossary] I6 
[Potoroids], for example, [make nests] I9 
[and] of course, [fruit is part of…] I13 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures are given below:  

 LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures 28 19 5 
Per 23,228 words 31 18 5 
Per 100 words 0.13 0.08 0.02 

 

Numbers overall were low, and univariate tests therefore less reliable. Nonetheless. tests of 

between-subjects effects confirmed the existence of statistically significant differences between 

the datasets (p-value .016). Pairwise comparisons are given below:  

 

There were statistically significant differences between Information and Letters (p-value .006) 

but not between Information and Narratives (p-value .226), or Narratives and Letters (p-value 

.096). 

 

Means and standard errors which provide insights into the nature of the differences are given 

below:   

Dependent Variable:   Type 14 Interpolations 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval Type Mean Std. Error 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information .016 .038 -.059 .090 
Letter .135 .021 .094 .177 
Narrative .074 .030 .016 .133 

 

Dependent Variable:   Type 14 Interpolations 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 

(I) Type (J) Type Mean 
Difference (I-J) 

Std. Error Sig.b 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Letter -.119* .043 .006 -.204 -.034 Information 
Narrative -.058 .048 .226 -.153 .036 
Information .119* .043 .006 .034 .204 Letter Narrative .061 .036 .096 -.011 .133 
Information .058 .048 .226 -.036 .153 

Narrative 
Letter -.061 .036 .096 -.133 .011 
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Letters, in which bonding was required and affiliation was most at stake, had the highest mean 

(.135) and the lowest standard error (.021), indicating the highest and most consistent usage of 

this type of resource. Information, in which bonding was not required and affiliation was not an 

issue, had the lowest mean (.016) and the highest standard error (.038), indicating the lowest 

and most inconsistent usage.  

COMMENTARY 

The existence of this group was premised on the assumption that a non-predictable multiword 

expression used as an interpolation was functionally different to one that is used in 

sentence/clause initial position, or at the end of the clause. They mark a clear interruption in the 

information flow of a sentence or clause and were counted separately in the present work on the 

basis that their interpolation marked the author's decision to reassert his/her voice or presence in 

the discourse space.  

No quantitative or qualitative differences were identified between Narratives and 

Letters. The primary contrast was between Letters and Information, reflecting the contrast 

between a dataset in which writers' presence was required to continuously recalibrate the 

readers' position through the discourse space, and Information, in which writer presence was not 

needed, wanted, or expected.  

5.1.12 TYPE 15: FOCUSING MODIFIERS 

The term focusing modifier was adopted to describe a small group of expressions that modified 

the nouns or adjectives with which they were associated in ways that simultaneously drew 

attention to them. The writer's voice as commentator was evident, although that voice was 

averred rather than attributed (see Hunston 2000). In general, they could be removed from the 

sentence without affecting propositional status – exceptions being the all but construction, and 

the no one's business but construction, neither of which could be removed. These expressions 

were gathered together in numerous different combinations before being counted separately in 

this group, in which negative expressions were notably common.  

The examples identified in the texts were:   

LETTERS 
[Mr Grylls offers] nothing more than {platitudes} L28 
[ [will be fully supported by their superiors and] not least of all {the government of the day} L38 
[Furthermore, Jed, your identity crisis is] nothing more than {character weakness} L39 
[The whole idea of competition is] nothing but {a complete lie on behalf of governments} L49 
[it] is no one's business but {their own} L53  
Everyone but {the soldier} L55 
 [and the behaviour of…was] nothing short of {disgusting} L87 

 

NARRATIVES 
[she was] far from being {Audrey Hepburn} N6 
[she] was no {athlete} 
[I hacked ruthlessly into my memories with] what amounted to {a rusty, blunt-edged saw{ N10 
[I am] only too {aware of..} N13 
not much more than {an oversized country town then} N17 
[wanted to fill those gaps with] something other than {Melbourne Bitter} 
[It's] not the most [{sensitive} response] N28 
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little more than N30 
[It's] not the most {sensitive response} N28 
[would be] little more than [a babysitter] N30 
somewhat of a [novelty at work] N40 
[to become] nothing but a [pile of ashes] N43 
 [where he had been] less than [articulate] N45 
 
INFORMATION  
[ignore] all but [the important misbehaviours] I1 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures are given below:  

FOCUSING MODS LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figure 7 11 1 
Per 23,228 words 8 10 1 
Per 100 words 0.03 0.04 0.00 

 

Numbers were extremely low, and as a result although the group appeared to be qualitatively 

interesting and contributed to counts at the higher level of Group, univariate analysis at Type 

level was not undertaken. This group warrants further investigation in larger datasets. 

COMMENTARY 

In "Mr Grylls offers nothing more than platitudes", the use of nothing more than provided the 

writer with a way of emphasising for the benefit of the reader that "platitudes" were a very poor 

minimum offering. The but constructions – Everyone but (L55), nothing but a (N43), and all but 

I1 intensified the isolation of what followed. [E]veryone but in L55 emphasised the exclusion of 

"the soldier". In L53, "is no one's business but their own" would carry less force were it recast 

"is their own business". In every case these resources enabled writers to highlight the 

significance of what followed for the benefit of the reader. This is a group which demonstrates 

the ways in which non-predictable multiword expressions enable people to do complex things 

with relative ease, reflected by the fact that it is hard to provide glosses for the expressions. 

Information, the most impersonal of the three texts and the text type in which writer voice 

was neither wanted, needed or expected, avoided these focusing modifiers almost completely.  

5.1.13 TYPE 16: ENTIRES 

This group was made up of non-predictable multiword expressions that could stand on their 

own, and the majority were well-known sayings or turns of phrase which effectively constituted 

authorial comments on the text. Examples identified in the texts are given below:  

LETTERS: Little else. L6; nothing could be further from the truth L7; Please do not let it happen again. 
L13; Not a problem. L21; I think not. L22; how long is a piece of string N30; …that's it. L30; been there 
and done that L38; well done L41; I think not. L44; happy mum, happy baby L53; It's your decision. L55; 
do it now. L58 (two tokens); Good on you. L58; Think about it. L61; It would seem like it. L62; Now 
hear this. L67; Let {me} get this straight. L69; What's that? L71; And what {are} we going to do about 
[it]? L98; Not a lot, [if anything] L99. 
 
NARRATIVES: {ride} hard or go home. N1; They don't make 'em like that any more. N4; {The crowd1} 
would've {clapped} but {they1} were too busy {laugh}ing N4; for (a) reason that can be known only to 
{the rugby gods} N4*; It's not that {hard} N8; Hang ten! N9; man overboard N9; give {us} a sec N11; 
she'll be right N11; I wonder N13; More than that I don't know N15; It's a long story N16; Oh no N26; 
here we go again N26; "she'll be right, mate" N26; Is the Pope really Catholic N31; Any wonder? N31; 
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the story does not end there N32; [Very] long story short N3349; it's all downhill from here N34; it's all 
over N34; And then you die. N34; God help {him} N35; Lest we forget N35; Where did the time go? 
N40; What's in store N40; Don't sweat the small stuff N40; I can live with that N41; "Really good 
weather for it" N45; {This was} more like it N46; bless them N46; "that's it" N48; What to do? N50. 
 
INFORMATION: where to from here I7; Not exactly I9.  
 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures are given below:  

ENTIRES LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Raw figure 22 33 2 
Per 23,228 words 25 31 2 
Per 100 words 0.11 0.13 0.01 

 

Numbers here too were low overall and quantitative analysis was therefore less reliable, but it 

appeared as if Information texts avoided Entires, which were used most often by Narrative 

writers. Univariate analysis confirmed that the differences observed in the raw figures were 

statistically significant (p-value .032). Pairwise comparisons are given below: 

Dependent Variable:   Type 16 entires 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 

(I) Type (J) Type Mean 
Difference (I-J) 

Std. Error Sig.b 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Letter -.102* .043 .019 -.188 -.017 Information 
Narrative -.120* .048 .014 -.215 -.025 
Information .102* .043 .019 .017 .188 Letter Narrative -.018 .037 .629 -.090 .054 
Information .120* .048 .014 .025 .215 

Narrative 
Letter .018 .037 .629 -.054 .090 

 

There were statistically significant differences between Information and Letters (p-value 

.019), and Information and Narratives (p-value .014), but not between Letters and Narratives (p-

value .629). This made Information the comparative focus of difference in regard to entires, as 

the original figures suggested. 

 
Means and standard errors which provide insights into the nature of the differences are given 

below:  

Dependent Variable:   Type 16 entires 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval Type Mean Std. Error 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information .011 .038 -.064 .085 
Letter .113 .021 .071 .154 
Narrative .130 .030 .072 .189 

                                                        
49 The full expression is 'to cut a long story short' but in contemporary Australian English it is 
frequently clipped and 'very long story short' presents as an entire expression. 
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The dataset with the least interest in bonding with readers, Information, had the lowest mean 

(.011), and the highest standard error (.038) in regard to these well known sayings or turns of 

phrase which took up all the information potential of the clause.  

COMMENTARY 

The majority of the examples in the Letters projected the writer's voice directly into the 

discourse space and often represented a direct address to an addressee-in-the-text (not 

necessarily the reader – see for example Good on you (L58), and well done (L41), which 

referred to other participants in the colloquy rather than a putative reader). They created a 

connection from the writer, across the discourse space, to an addressee-in-the-text. The 

examples in the Narratives represented clear bonding opportunities in which writers capitalised 

on the expectation of shared understanding above the level of native speaker preference, 

acknowledging an expectation of affiliation. Writers entering the more tactical Information 

discourse space, in which there was no expectation, need or desire for a relationship with the 

reader, did not use entires, avoiding expressions of solidarity in a discourse space expected to be 

characterised by a business-like relationship between writer and reader.  

5.1.14 TYPE 17: PRAGMATIC FORMULAE 

This category consisted of phrasal constructions associated with social situations, such as Can 

you do me a favour (L82), What do you do? (N16), for better or for worse, in sickness and in 

health (N13), Where is the ladies' room? (N23). The examples identified in the texts are listed 

below:  

LETTERS: {can} you do me a favour L82; Thank you L98. 
 
NARRATIVES: Thank you N12; for better or for worse, in sickness and in health N13; Where are you 
from? N16; where were you born N16; where {am I} from N16 (2 tokens); where {I'm} from N16; 
Where {are you} from N16; What {do you} do? N16; where I'm from N16; Where {are you} from N16; 
thank you N21; Can {I} have {$50} cash out? N23; Where is the ladies' room? N23; I'd like a ticket to 
{Sydney} N23; I love you N23; Half a {kilo} of {sausages}, please N23; Hello, this is {Rhonda} 
speaking N23; Sure {I'd} love to come N23; Thank you N39; {You don't} look it N40; The judge's 
decision is final N46; no correspondence will be entered into N46. 
 
INFORMATION: Ladies and gentlemen, place your bets I19; {St Kilda 15.11 (1010)} defeated {Sydney 
8.10 (58)} I26; St Kilda, {fifteen-eleven, one-hundred and one,} defeated {Sydney, eight-ten, fifty-
eight}I26; {St Kilda} defeated {Sydney} by {forty-three} points I26. 
 

The examples from I26 (and particularly "St Kilda defeated Sydney by forty-three 

points") were included with reservations on the basis that they were formulaic ways of giving 

scores in Australian Rules football and in that context acted as pragmatic frames.   

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures are given below: 

PRAGMATIC F'LAE LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures 2 23 4 
Per 23,228 words 2 21 4 
Per 100 words .01 .09 .02 
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Once again initial numbers were low overall. The figures nonetheless suggested a preference for 

the use of pragmatic formulae in the Narratives, and dispreferences in Letters and Information. 

There was a clustering of pragmatic formulae in individual texts in Narratives. Nine of the 23 

tokens were in N16, and a further seven in N23, so that 16 of the total of 23 tokens appeared in 

only two texts. Reflecting this, univariate tests of between-subjects effects showed no 

statistically significant differences between the datasets (p-value .145,  >.05), and further 

quantitative comparisons were not pursued.  

COMMENTARY 

As well as the clustering in individual texts mentioned above, repetition of types was also 

significant in this group. Variations on where are you from were repeated throughout N16, 

whose core theme was exploring national identity and the problems this standard question poses 

for people who become naturalised citizens of another country and often feel though they are 

'from' two or more places – place of birth and place of subsequent citizenship. The author used 

the expression in both reported and direct speech, and the repetition enabled her to capitalise on 

the familiarity of the pragmatic formula while at the same time referencing the complexity of 

the immigrant experience in Australia, a land of immigrants. Most people who were not born in 

Australia would have been asked Where are you from? on a repeated basis, and for many of the 

text's readers, the question would be equally unanswerable. All readers would be familiar with 

the expression, and many would connect with the discomfort experienced when asked Where 

are you from? The expression has a particular resonance in contemporary Australian culture.  

The pragmatic formulae identified were used to reference high level solidarity in 

Narratives, the only dataset which could safely assume that solidarity. In the examples given 

(with some reservations) for I26, by contrast, the goal was to teach shared knowledge of the 

social conventions associated with scoring in AFL, rather than to share existing understandings.  

5.1.15 TYPE 18: DIRECTING 

This category was reserved for a small number of expressions which directed readers around the 

text as a physical object. All came from the internet-derived Information texts, and the majority 

of these directed users from the page they would be on at the time of reading to other, 

hyperlinked destinations that might be relevant. Invariably, the words themselves formed the 

hyperlink (e.g. More information, Back to Top in I30). These hyperlinking devices could not be 

used in print text types and were classic register markers (Biber & Conrad 2009, p. 112). 

Examples are given below:  

INFORMATION: Click … on this page I2; See also [the frequently asked questions] I2; [For more 
information] go to https:// I3; Read more about I4; All of the above I7; …click on [the sector name that 
you're interested in from the menu on the left] I7; follow this link I7; more details on [Family Tax Benefit 
B]; …please visit the following link I11; [the categories are] as follows I11; as follows I11; Click here 
I29; More information/back to top I30; Back to Top I30; by clicking on the image below I30. 
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COMMENTARY 

Although commentary in nature (reflecting the presence of both writer- and reader-in-the-text), 

these expressions provided physical rather than cognitive direction, and provided it for the text 

space rather than the discourse space. The group nonetheless stood as a reminder that 

Information is not an impersonal mode, but one in which the relationship between writer and 

reader is of provider/consumer, with no expectation that a personal relationship will develop in 

the discourse space beyond providing information or, in this case, directions to further 

information.  

5.1.16 TYPE 19: ENDS 

The final non-predictable multiword expressions identified and positioned in the "commentary 

more obvious" group was a group that were used in what Fries (1994) terms "N-rhematic" 

position – right at the end of the sentence, positioning reader-old expressions in the position 

typically reserved for new information. Examples are given below:  

LETTERS: as well. L5; is it not? L22; will it not? L22; in doing so. L39; to do so. L42; to do so. L87; to 
do so. L100.  
 
NARRATIVES: but I wonder. N3; , thank God. N9; and so on. N11; but who's counting. N11; and so on 
N11; and I don't know what else. N13; [the front of the tram] that is. N22; before it's too late. N24; or so I 
thought. N31; and so on N31; you see? N36; for good N36; but to no avail N38; [I experience the odd 
hiatus,] of course N46;  [There's no point dwelling on this,] of course N46; and all that N46.  
 
INFORMATION: [makes life difficult…for parents, siblings and teachers, and often for the child] as 
well. I1; [not required] to do so. I10; at all. I19; [because it needs this money,] of course. I19; and so on 
I30; [the name] says it all. I30. 
 

The expressions and so on (N11, N31, I30), and I don't know what else (N13), and all that 

(N46) bring to mind work by Overstreet and Yule which discusses and everything as a 

metapragmatic device––"an intensifier related to intersubjectivity" (2002, p. 785), reinforcing 

the fact that although these devices carry the voice of the writer less obviously, they are 

nonetheless potentially interactional.  

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Numbers overall were low, as shown below:  

ENDS LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures 7 16 6 
Per 23,228 words 8 15 6 
Per 100 words 0.03 0.06 0.03 

 

Because numbers were so low univariate analysis was unlikely to be reliable, but in any event 

the p-value was .438 (>.05). Subsequent work could usefully explore whether the apparently 

higher use in Narratives was evident in a larger dataset. 

COMMENTARY 

… [t]o do so, used three times in three different letters, is an anaphoric device directing 

attention back to a previous clause. Of all the ends, it sits least comfortably in the group, 
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warranting inclusion in the "voice more evident" group only because of the way it presupposes 

shared understanding of a previous eventuality. The entire group was placed at the boundary of 

"voice more evident" and "voice less evident" on the grounds that there was this level of 

indeterminacy. In other cases, the writer commentary function was more evident. [A]t all, used 

in N43 (twice) and I19, provided emphasis. [B]ut I wonder (N3) and or so I thought (N31) were 

both devices which herald or evoke the alternative perspective which follows, introduced 

specifically by the writer. [But] who's counting (N11) and and I don't know what else (N13), 

and all that (N46), and and so on (N31) conveyed a relinquishment of responsibility on the part 

of the writer, a characteristic that fits with the non-controlling nature of the Narratives: as noted 

above, they are similar to "and everything"  (Overstreet & Yule, 2002). The devices appeared in 

a position typically containing discourse new information, and yet would be reader-old.  

5.1.17 TYPE 20: PREPOSITION NOUN PREPOSITIONS (PNPS) 

This group was first mentioned in the introduction to Type 8 (non-initial prepositional phrases, 

Section 5.1.5). As noted in Section 5.1.5, for the purposes of the present work, classification at 

the topmost level differentiated between contentful and procedural constructions. In that 

context, constructions were counted as procedural PNPs only where the core lexical meaning of 

the noun had bleached or shifted to the extent that it no longer contributed contentfully to the 

proposition, irrespective of whether there was a determiner before the noun or not. Where the 

final preposition could be removed without recasting of the first part of the expression or 

triggering a change of meaning and the noun was contentful, the construction was counted as a 

prepositional phrase (PP). This is not to say that expressions counted as procedural PNPs were 

devoid of lexical content, but rather that the lexical content was deployed to meet a procedural, 

rather than a contentful, purpose. Some tended more towards the commentary end of the 

procedural category, while others were more organisational. They were all counted as 

procedural/organisation/voice less evident on the basis that even where commentary was 

present, it was not immediately apparent that its source was the writer.  However, the category 

as a whole was placed on the periphery of the "voice less evident" group, closest to the "voice 

more evident" group in the classification for the work. 

Examples of PNP constructions identified in the texts are given below. [A]s opposed to is 

something of a cuckoo in the nest, having a participle rather than a noun in the central slot. It 

was included here with reservations, but would not have made a significant difference to 

findings. As noted above, PNPs with definite articles were included where they met the primary 

requirement that their role should be procedural rather than contentful. Examples are given 

below: 

LETTERS: in the face of L1; in relation to L3; at the expense of L16; under the guise of L16; at the 
expense of L17; in keeping with L31; at a time of {plenty} L32; for the want of L32; for the sake of 
L34; in the spirit of L36; at the expense of L39; on behalf of L49; on the part of L60; in line with L62; 
with respect to L62; in accordance with L62; for the good of L64; in parallel with L73; on a par with 
L75; in relation to L75; without reference to L84; on the issue of L85; at the expense of L86; in 
connection with L88; in favour of L88; on the basis of L93; as a consequence of L94. 
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NARRATIVES: in the face of N13. 
 
INFORMATION: as opposed to [your map] I2; in accordance with I4; in accordance with I9 (two 
tokens); in accordance with I11 (two tokens); by way of I26 (three tokens); in relation to I31 (two 
tokens). 

The repetition in the Information dataset is discussed in the Commentary section which follows 

quantitative comparisons. 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures are given below: 

PNPs LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figure 27 1 11 
Per 23,228 words 30 1 11 
Per 100 words .13 .00 .05 

 

Numbers overall were very low and quantitative analysis therefore less reliable. However the 

figures suggested non-use might be characteristic of Narratives, and univariate analysis with 

gave a p-value of .004, indicating that the differences observed in the initial figures could 

potentially be statistically significant. Pairwise comparisons are given below:  

 

There were statistically significant differences between Information and Letters (p-value .038) 

and Letters and Narrative (p-value .002), but not between Information and Narratives (p-value 

.616). Contrary to initial expectations that Narratives would be the focus of difference, 

univariate analysis showed Letters to be the comparative focus of difference in regard to 

preposition-noun-preposition constructions performing a procedural (organisational) function in 

the datasets.  

 
Means and standard errors which provide insights into the nature of the differences are 

given below:  

 

 

 

Dependent Variable:   Type 20 PNPs 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 

(I) Type (J) Type Mean 
Difference (I-J) 

Std. Error Sig.b 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Letter -.098* .047 .038 -.191 -.005 Information 
Narrative .026 .052 .616 -.077 .129 
Information .098* .047 .038 .005 .191 Letter Narrative .124* .040 .002 .046 .203 
Information -.026 .052 .616 -.129 .077 

Narrative 
Letter -.124* .040 .002 -.203 -.046 
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Dependent Variable:   Type 20 PNPs 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval Type Mean Std. Error 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information .030 .041 -.051 .111 
Letter .128 .023 .083 .174 
Narrative .004 .032 -.060 .068 
 

Letters, the most complex of the three discourse spaces from the perspective of the negotiation 

of bonds and affiliation, had the highest mean (.128) and the lowest standard error (.023), 

indicating highest use, and consistency within that. Narratives had the lowest mean (.004). 

PNPs as defined for the present work were a register feature for the Letters dataset.  

COMMENTARY 

Letters represented the text type in which the writers had the most negotiating to do. They were 

required to tag an initial discourse space, and then make their way through the ongoing colloquy 

of that discourse space, steering readers to their preferred argument end-point and rebutting 

possibly contrary views along the way. They needed to use the full range of organisational 

resources to achieve this complex task, including bonding devices, and devices designed to 

facilitate affiliation even in the face of resistance. This was reflected in their higher use of 

preposition-noun-preposition resources, which enabled writers to associate elements and 

simultaneously evoke the nature of that association.  

The Information texts were more likely than any other text to repeat an individual 

construction. The most commonly used PNP in Information was in accordance with, which was 

used once in text I4 (about Kings Park), twice in I9 (about kangaroos, two tokens) and twice in 

I11 (about the Rottnest Channel Swim). The examples were: 

The Botanic Gardens and Parks Authority manages Kings Park and Botanic Garden in accordance 
with the Kings Park and Botanic Garden Management Plan (I4, Clausal segment 22) 
 
Only the four most abundant species of kangaroo and small numbers of two common wallaby species 
can be commercially harvested for export, and then only by licensed hunters in accordance with an 
approved management plan. (I9, Clausal segment 48) 
 
In addition, all kangaroo meat processing plants must have a certificate of registration and are 
examined and certified in accordance with the strict requirements of importing countries. (I9, Clausal 
segments 110-112) 
 
The age requirement for the 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel Swim is a minimum of 14 years of age on 
the day of the swim in accordance with the FINA rules for open water swimming (OWS 1.2). (I11, 
Clausal segment 6) 
 
These times have been set in accordance with the Authorities governing the event. (I11, Clause 161) 

[I]n accordance with was used to convey the fact that the requirement was mediated by 

the writer but came from an official, legal source. The single usage in Letters, relating to 

Sunday trading, was: 

I would plead that in the laws that are enacted there will always be room for people to act in 
accordance with their consciences and their priorities on Sundays. (L62, Clauses 43-6) 
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The initial reference evoking the legal system ("in the laws that are enacted") combined 

with the PNP in accordance with gave individual conscience the status of a legally empowered 

entity.  

Although these devices were used organisationally, and although the writers' voice was 

not apparent, writers used them to organise readers' perceptions of the connection between two 

elements in distinctive ways.  

5.1.18 TYPE 21: PREDICATE PHRASE STEMS 

This was another very small group containing fossilised combinations of modals and other 

elements in constructions such as might as well which conveyed the writer's attitude towards the 

eventuality that followed. The writer's voice was not evident, but they were at the commentary 

end of the 'voice less evident' group. [H]ad better be (L97) was included with reservations, and 

as a pseudo modal would probably not be included in future comparisons: the single token 

would not have made a significant to calculations.  

The few examples identified in the texts are listed below: 

LETTERS: may well be L26; [I] couldn't help [recalling] L43; [what we] can and cannot [do] L53; may 
well L62; could and should L85; can and should L92; had better be L97. 
NARRATIVES: never did [take off] N5; [you] might as well [top yourself] N34. 
INFORMATION: None. 
 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures are given below: 

PRED PHR STEMS LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures 7 2 0 
Per 23,228 words 8 1.85 0 
Per 100 words 0.03 0.01 0 
 

Numbers were extremely low and quantitative analysis of this type was not pursued.  

COMMENTARY 

Numbers were too low to allow any conclusions to be drawn. Although non-predictable 

predicate phrase stems were absent from the Information dataset, further research in larger 

datasets would be needed to confirm that non-use was a feature of Information texts. 

5.1.19 TYPE 22: COORDINATORS 

In the strictest sense, coordinators relate two elements with the same syntactic status, as in the 

case of and linking two nominals in They found [her son and younger daughter] (Huddleston & 

Pullum 2002, p. 1290). The term was used in a broader sense in the present work, so that the 

category was viewed as consisting of constructions that linked two elements which did not 

necessarily have the same syntactic status. The key characteristic was taken to be that they 

signalled the author's intention that the elements the construction connected should be presented 

to the reader as existing in a particular, non-random relationship.  
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The group included expressions such as let alone, if not, much less, not to mention and 

never mind, which Fillmore et al. (1988, p. 533) note belong to "a family of phrasal 

conjunctions with somewhat similar functions". They say: 

While constructions built around these conjunctions differ from each other in a number of ways, what 
is common to them all is the presupposition that the two propositions which they confront identify 
distinct points on a scale. If we see two points F'<X A Y> and F' <X B Y> as points on a scale of 
certainty, the intent of the construction can be described as claiming that since some quantity has 
reached the point represented by F' <X A Y>, then it has, ipso facto and a fortiori, reached the point 
represented by F' <X B Y>.  

Huddleston & Pullum (2002, p. 594) also note the "common form of argument, where 

one negative proposition is presented as following from a second stronger one" represented by 

let alone, never mind, not to mention and still less, and they suggest that let alone and not to say 

"might be regarded as marginal coordinators" (ibid., p. 1319).  

[A]s well as was a less clear-cut case. Huddleston and Pullum (ibid., p. 1316-7) identify a 

comparative use of as well as, a coordinating usage, and a subordinating usage. The 

comparative use of as well as (as in I can't play chess as well as my daughter can) would have 

been classified in the present work in the comparative correlative group had it occurred, but it 

was not found in the data. In examples found in the datasets, as well as constrained the 

relationship between the initial Open Choice material and the complement of the coordinator, 

signalling the existence of a relationship between the two. In some cases the two elements 

referenced opposites, as in [has] {advantages} as well as {risks}, or [There are] {other lives} 

[to consider] as well as {our own} (L54). Some uses however evoked a relationship where one 

might otherwise not exist, as in [labour...] as well as {money} (L58), [efficiency of production] 

as well as {aesthetic beauty} (N45), [the vibrant years] as well as {the bitter end} (N7).  

 Similarly, while as much as can be used as a comparative adverbial (as in 'I haven't got 

as much money as you'), in non-comparative adverbial forms found in these datasets, the 

construction positioned two elements at different points on a scale. An example from the 

research data was: 

words are spoken to ourselves as much as to each other. (N23) 

which in context did not mean that the people spoke in equal quantities to themselves and other 

people, but that the words that were spoken benefited themselves as much as the "others" to 

whom they were ostensibly addressed, with "ourselves" and "each other" positioned in 

opposition. This usage appears to be moving away from the straightforwardly comparative 

usage and to be tending towards the as well as pattern: or, in line with the process of 

grammaticalisation as defined by Hopper and Traugott (2003), to be changing to serve a 

grammatical function. On the other hand, the following example of as much as was classified 

with comparatives:   

I need the sound of my own voice as much as I need my skin. (N23) 

Here the intention seemed to be less to coordinate the reader's perception of the connection 

between the two elements than to convey that the level of need was quantifiably equal.  
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[S]uch as was also difficult to classify. Two different usages were apparent, connected to 

the external/internal dichotomy described by Martin and Rose (2007) in relation to conjunction, 

and also to the external / internal discourse space conceptualisation that runs through the present 

work. In its external use, such as connected superordinate and subordinate types of things in the 

external world. In this usage such as was a classifying device which drew on taxonomic 

relationships (examples 1, 2, 3), or contextual relationships (examples 4-7):  

1. small vertebrates such as lizards and even mice (I24); 
2. made of porous textile material such as nylon or lycra (I11); 
3. team sports such as hockey (L12); 
 
4. close contacts such as school friends (I18); 
5. after effects from the disease, such as brain damage (I18); 
6. a basic necessity such as water (L32); 
7. a miniscule mark such as an apostrophe (N12). 

 
In its internal use, the taxonomic or contextual relationship was imposed by the writer, as 

in examples 8 and 9: 

8. delusional health economists such as Gavin Mooney (L1) 
9.  a fanatical enemy such as the Taliban (L38) 

 

Texts with primarily external foci referenced external, verifiable relationships. Texts with 

primarily internal foci (and therefore a more developed, dimensioned discourse space) 

referenced internal relationships that existed in the mind of the writer and were projected into 

the discourse space. The discourse space that resulted was more outward looking in the case of 

predominantly external usage, and more inward looking in the case of predominantly internal 

usage.  

This difference is significant in regard to accurately describing the discourse or dialogic 

space created in a text. Primarily internal usages lead to a discourse-space-focused text, and 

primarily external usages move readers out of the discourse space and into the external world. 

However, differentiating between external and internal uses is difficult at the boundaries, and as 

in many other areas in this analysis, such judgements are often beyond the capacity of an 

individual analyst to make reliably. Both internal and external uses were counted in the present 

study, but there is scope for further work in this regard. 

Two constructions were borderline inclusions. [BE] the answer to is a problematicising 

construction which coordinates a solution with something that is positioned as a problem. The 

example in the data was "building more beds is not the answer to our sick health system" (L2), 

where it is used to deny the effectiveness of a proposed solution (building more beds), in 

relation to a presupposed problem (our sick health system – noting the use of the presumptive 

“our”).  The writer of letter L2 used is not the answer to to make sure that in the dialogic space, 

"our sick health system" was positioned as the problem to which "building more beds" was not 

the answer. Likewise in "and their cost is measured in miners' blood and bone" (L27),  is 

measured in forced or coordinated a relationship between two elements that readers may not 
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have ordinarily related. These two constructions were included as coordinators rather than [BE] 

predicate phrases to reflect their role in coordinating subject and complement.   

The key characteristic of this group for the purposes of the present work was that 

writers used these constructions to evoke a coordinated relationship between two elements, 

whether this relationship existed in the world (externally), or in the argument (internally). These 

constructions acted as pivots, constraining relationship between but not the form of elements 

that preceded and followed them, as in the case of the let alone construction.  

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures are given below: 

COORDINATORS LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures 26 13 22 
Per 23,228 words 29 12 22 
Per 100 words 0.12 0.05 0.09 

 

Univariate tests of between-subjects effects gave a p-value of .209 (>.05) indicating that the 

differences between the three datasets were not in fact statistically significant, and quantitative 

analysis was not pursued. 

COMMENTARY 

The 22 tokens in Information were spread over only 13 texts: the clustering observed in regard 

to other types in the Information texts was apparent also in regard to coordinators. The over-

riding qualitative difference lay in the non-use in Information of the more strategic devices such 

as let alone, and the different applications of such as. The  type was not significant in its own 

right, but contributed to the statistically significant different usages in organisational 

procedurals as a whole.  

5.1.20 TYPE 23: COMPARATIVE CORRELATIVES AND COMPARATIVE EMPHASISERS 

This group correlated elements through comparison, and a requirement for counting was the 

presence of Attitude, evoked or inscribed, in at least one slot, representing a constraint on 

substitution, and the association of that Attitude with complements. The group contained a 

diverse collection of constructions, including fully fixed forms such as as quickly as ... and as 

soon as .... The group also included the the –est NP1 in the NP2 pattern, a broader variant noted 

in Stubbs' (2007, pp. 164-77) exploration of the core word world. Examples are given in the 

Commentary below.  

A small number of additional constructions were subsequently added to the group. 

These constructions added force through comparison, often building on presupposition. They 

were defined as correlative for the purposes of this work on the basis that they either correlated 

elements in the text (as in the case of the the –er, the –er or covariational conditional (Goldberg 

2006, p. 5)), or correlated a presupposed group or entity with a projected group or entity (as in 

the case of the wider x constructions), or correlated a presupposed situation with a projected 

situation (the even –er constructions). Because the type as a whole appeared to use comparison 
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for emphasis (adding Force), they were labelled comparative emphasisers for the present study. 

Examples are given below: 

LETTERS: even {fewer} [beds] L1; [stay at work] even {longer} L46; will only get {worse} L92;  
 [spending] more and more L2; the wider [AFL community] L10; the wider [population] L34; the wider 
[veteran community] L36; the wider [problem] L39. 
 
NARRATIVES: [I seem to need] less and less N20; more and more [often] N31; more and more [time 
together] N31; worse and worse N39; the more [you look], the more [you find]  N15; even more [grey 
hairs] N40. 
 
INFORMATION: 
more and more [games are played] I15; the more [you learn…] and the more [you understand], the 
{better} and {smarter} [you'll…] I19. 
 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures for comparative correlators and comparative emphasisers are given below: 

COMP EMPHs LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures 45 45 25 
Per 23,228 words 50 42 24 
Per 100 words 0.22 0.18 0.10 

 

Univariate tests of between-subjects effects generated a p-value of .880 (>.05), indicating that 

the apparent differences between the datasets were not in fact statistically significant. The only 

differences between the three datasets were qualitative, and these are discussed with reference 

to individual groups below.  

COMMENTARY 

The first sub-group included in this category included all as … as constructions which required 

an Attitude (Judgement or Appreciation) adjective in Slot 2 below, but were Open Choice in the 

fourth slot. 

SLOT 1 - 
FIXED 

SLOT 2 – 
ATTITUDE 

SLOT 3 - 
FIXED 

SLOT 3 – OPEN CHOICE 

as boring as watching someone who is boring (N11) 
as resolute as the pinkish-grey curls of her brittle perm (N12) 

 

Fixed versions of this construction such as as soon as (N26), as good as it gets (N34), as 

quickly as possible (N31) were also counted here: in all cases there was Attitude (Judgement or 

Appreciation) in the first variable slot.  

Narrative writers exploited the potential for variation in these constructions more than the 

Letter or Information writers. However, clustering at the level of individual text suggested the 

higher numbers in Narratives (three in N12, five in N34 including three tokens of one type) 

related to style effects (Biber & Conrad 2009) within the constraints of text type and discourse 

space. 

A second group was made up of variations on the the –est in/of the NP, where the first 

variable slot required Attitude – either Judgement (evaluation in regard to people) or 

Appreciation (evaluation in regard to entities) and the prepositional phrase specified the scope 
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of the set. Stubbs notes that the pattern extends so that "we find further expressions which also 

seem intuitively to be related, but where the formal similarity is now becoming rather stretched" 

(Stubbs 2007, p. 173). The preposition almost invariably evoked a container metaphor (Lakoff 

& Johnson 1980), so that the complement conveyed the contained limits of the claim. Available 

slots are shown below: 

SLOT 1 SLOT 2 SLOT 3 SLOT 4 SLOT 5 
definite 
article 

superlative adj 
+ Attitude 

N prep – in, of container noun 

the most important game of the season (L10) 
the most 

welcoming 
[ellipsed] in the world (L17) 

the plumpest girl in the June Dally-Watkins 
class (N5) 

the highest 
attented 

club 
championship 
event 

in the world (I26) 

[one of] 
the 

ten most 
common 

cancers in  Victoria (I27) 

 

A noticeable qualitative difference between the datasets in regard to this Type once again 

lay in the external/internal dichotomy – largely articulated through the difference between fact-

based and opinion-based constructions. In fact-based constructions, all elements of the 

construction could be validated. In opinion-based constructions, at least one part could not be 

factually validated. Information had the highest number of fact-based, external, constructions, 

including the third highest consumer in the world (I1), the sparsest population of any state or 

territory in Australia (I17), the most common in Australia (I18), the largest cancer treatment 

centre in the State (I23), the highest attended club championship event in the world (I26), one of 

the most common cancers in Victoria (I27). The same constructions used in Letters, in 

particular, were opinion-based or internal: that is, at least one part of them could not be 

validated. Examples included the most important game of the season (L10), the most effective 

and affordable members of the dental workforce (L18), among the best in the world (L45). This 

again suggested that the internal discourse or dialogic space was dominant in the Letters text 

type, and potentially in Argument mode more broadly, whereas in Information the metaphorical 

discourse space was much smaller, and the reader was directed to an external, world space.  

The final sub-group in this category mainly consisted of more/less … than structures. In 

this case the first slot contained appraisal (Attitude) resources, as in: 

SLOT 1 SLOT 2 – 
ATTITUDE 

SLOT 3 – NP SLOT 4 – than SLOT 5 – NP 

(far) less trivial matters than the grand final 
draw 

 

The group divided between usages that compared relative quantities, and usages that 

compared relative qualities. Usages comparing relative quantities were external; usages that 

compared relative qualities were internal. External (quantitative) usages were more prevalent in 

the Information datasets.  
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As noted above, quantitative differences between the datasets were not significant in this 

type, although the internal/external dichotomy continued to be apparent.  

5.1.21 TYPE 24: NON-COMPARATIVE CORRELATING CONSTRUCTIONS 

Crystal (2008, p. 118) defines correlatives as constructions which use "a pair of connecting 

words", as in either … or, not only … but also and if … when, all examples in which the 

comparison identified in Type 23 constructions described in Section 5.1.20 is not present.  

In some of the examples identified in the datasets the second element was optional, but it 

could not be used unless the first had previously been used. For example in the case of the  and 

… to boot construction found in the datasets (and its more formal alternative, and … at that), the 

appearance of the and did not require the to boot: however to boot could not appear without a 

prior and. COCA checks of  to boot identified 411 tokens, the majority in Magazines (168), 

followed by Fiction (111), Newspaper (78), Spoken (38) and Academic (16). The addition of to 

boot added emphasis.  

The external/internal dichotomy was also an issue in this category, and once again it 

was not always clear cut. As a broad marker, external usages were once more taken to include 

cases where facts could be externally verified, and internal usages were taken to include cases 

which could not be externally validated.  

The group was diverse. Individual types included:  

• between ... and; 
• from ... to; 
• if ... then; 
• only when ... will;  
• not ... but ...; 
• not only ... but also; 
• either ... or; 
• neither ... nor; 
• so {Appraisal Adj} that; such {Appraisal NP} that; too {Appraisal Adj} to; how {Attitude Adj} 

{NP] {is}; any {NP} {Appraisal Adj} enough to; {Appraisal Adj} as the {NP} {were};  
• one ... two ... three; first ... second ... third; on the one hand ... on the other hand; the first step is ... 

the second step is; one {they} [VP] or two {they} [VP]; one minute ... the next;  
• some ... while others; 
• just as ... so too does ... ; 
• it is because ... that; 
• of all the [NP], the {Adj} ...; 
• there {is} enough ... without {VP} 
• a/n {NP} away from {NP} 
• {NP} and a {NP} to boot 
• all {clause} {is} 
 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures for all non-comparative correlating resources are given below: 

 LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures 61 36 56 
Per 23,228 words 69 33 55 
Per 100 words 0.29 0.14 0.24 
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Univariate tests of between-subjects effects gave a p-value of .041, <.05, indicating that there 

were statistically significant differences between the datasets. Pairwise comparisons are given 

below: 

 

Pairwise comparisons indicated that there were statistically significant differences between 

Letters and Narratives (p-value .012), but not between Letters and Information, or Narratives 

and Information.  

 
Means and standard errors which provide insights into the nature of the differences are given 

below:  

Dependent Variable:   Type 24 non comparative correlators 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval Type Mean Std. Error 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information .215 .053 .110 .321 
Letter .273 .030 .215 .332 
Narrative .142 .042 .060 .225 
 
Letters, the most complex of the three dialogic spaces, in which the negotiation of affiliation 

was ongoing throughout the text space, had the highest mean (.273), and the lowest standard 

error (.030), indicating more consistent overall usage.  

COMMENTARY  

Non-comparative correlators were approaching the limits of procedural elements organising the 

argument. In these devices, the writer's presence was evident, but his/her voice was not. They 

enabled writers to present two separate elements in a relationship existing in the context of the 

discourse or dialogic space. In every case, the non-comparative correlatives presented two 

separate elements, but drew a connection between them.  

Letters, the most dialogically complex of the three datasets, had the highest mean and the 

lowest standard error. Narratives, the most inherently affiliated of the three datasets, used the 

lowest number of correlating devices facilitating separated connection.  

Dependent Variable:   Type 24 non comparative correlators 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 

(I) Type (J) Type Mean 
Difference (I-J) 

Std. Error Sig.b 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Letter -.058 .061 .346 -.178 .063 Information 
Narrative .073 .068 .283 -.061 .207 
Information .058 .061 .346 -.063 .178 Letter Narrative .131* .051 .012 .029 .232 
Information -.073 .068 .283 -.207 .061 

Narrative 
Letter -.131* .051 .012 -.232 -.029 
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5.1.22 TYPE 25: COMPLEX CONJUNCTIONS 

This group included established constructions such as rather than, along with, even though, 

other than, instead of, in that. As noted in the discussion for Type 20, Preposition-Noun-

Prepositions, Granger and Paquot (2008) classify apart from and rather than as complex 

prepositions. However both apart from and rather than fall easily into the straightforward 

conjunctive relations of addition, comparison, time, cause, means, condition and purpose listed 

by Martin and Rose (2007, p. 153). In the present framework apart from was taken to reference 

comparison, excepting; rather than as comparison, replacing. Using Martin and Rose's criteria, 

[T]o this end, in 

…my problem was much less keeping my balding head warm as protecting it from the sun and rain. 
To this end I had a few hats of my own…(N38) 

could be classified as a conjunction of cause (expectant).  

Complex conjunctions identified in the datasets included rather than, instead of, even if, 

whether or not, or else, as if, in that, other than, even though, along with, whether or not, as to, 

as in, so as to, in case, depending on, in order to, and/or, as long as, apart from, so long as, if 

only. As elsewhere in this area of the analysis, some of these complex conjunctions organised 

the external world while others organised the internal argument. 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 

Initial figures are given below: 

 LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures 26 13 30 
Per 23,228 words 29 12 29 
Per 100 words 0.12 0.05 0.13 

 

Although these figures suggested there might be a statistically significant difference between 

the three datasets, with Narratives as the focus of difference, univariate tests of between-

subjects effects generated a p-value of .155 (>.05), indicating that the differences were not in 

reality statistically significant.  

COMMENTARY 

Complex conjunctions were at the periphery of the classification established in this work, and 

were moreover at the outer edge of the organisational (voice less evident) group. There were no 

statistically significant differences between the text types.  

5.1.23 NOT COUNTED, BUT NOTED FOR DISCUSSION 

This category gathered together phrasal constructions which had identifiable origins in an 

existing non-predictable multiword construction (or a combination of existing multiword 

expressions): however corpus support could not be established because the combinations were, 

in effect, novel. The category is recognised in Wray's (2008) rubrics as I, which states, 

By my judgement, although this word string is novel, it is a clear derivation, deliberate or otherwise, 
of something that can be demonstrated to be formulaic in its own right.  
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COCA analyses for these expressions were marked for discussion, but the expressions were not 

included in counts. Examples are given below: 

 CITED FORM EVOKES 
Letters life must move on L6 

 
returned to {government} 
 
see logic L11 
 
"Keep digging, Andrew, the hole just 
keeps getting deeper" L11 
 
the sheep you are following L14 
 
in the dark of night L24 
 
before the plans are even dry 
 
put their own "feel" to it L31 
 
 
keep them in the manner to which they 
think they should enjoy L49 
 
[must] have the day L62 
 
one aspect is for certain L62 
 
placed herself in a {highly vulnerable} 
position L48 
 
quality of living L88 
 
wide consensus L91 
 

{life} must go on 
 
returned to power 
 
see reason 
 
dig a hole for {yourself} 
 
 
following like sheep 
 
in the dead of night 
 
before the ink is even dry  
 
put {their own} stamp on it/has its own feel 
 
keep {them} in the manner to which {they} 
are accustomed 
 
win the day? 
 
one thing is for certain  
 
put {non reflexive pronoun} in a difficult 
position 
 
quality of life 
 
broad consensus 

Narratives showed {their} respects to N1 
 
 
ride hard N1 (two tokens) N1 
 
with the [mixture of scorn and incredulity] 
that only [16-year-olds] can master <sic> 
N2 
 
giant hair N2 
 
{My} girlhood dreams N5 
 
gave her the [unwanted] spotlight N6 
 
 
proper calling N8 
 
plunked down N12 
 
sick certificate N26 
 
had ({their}) reservations about N40 
 
Then came the day N43 
 

paid {their} respects to/showed their 
respect for 
 
play hard 
 
as much {good humour} as {they} {can} 
muster  
 
 
big hair  
 
{My} childhood dreams 
 
gave {it} {her} attention/put {her} in the 
spotlight 
 
true calling 
 
plonked down/plucked from 
 
sick note/medical certificate 
 
had ({their} doubts about  
 
The day came 
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Hope burns eternal N46 
 
[literally] brought roses to my cheeks N47 

Hope springs eternal 
 
brought tears to {my} eyes/put (had) roses 
in{my} cheeks or had rosy cheeks 

 

No examples were identified in the Information texts.  

In each of the cases above the expression represented a variation on a theme, sometimes 

combining two individual expressions. These types of phrasal construction were not examined 

in any greater detail, but warrant attention in regard to the storage of non-predictable multiword 

expressions, and the capacity of strong primings (Hoey 2007) for source forms to lessen the 

impact of variations at the level of individual usage. In many cases the fact that these were 

splices only became apparent during COCA checks which are included in Appendix 2 (marked 

"xdiscuss but do not count"). The fact that approximations and splices only became apparent 

through COCA checks emphasises the need for such checks, and highlights the ability of native-

speaker primings to smooth over variations from a norm.  

The ability to recognise variations on a theme lies at the core of our amusement at 

recurrent jokes (such as variations on is the Pope Catholic?) which evoke a shared source form. 

It is also central to readers' ability to decode allusions in newspaper headlines (see Caple 2010), 

and underlies the success of collocational frameworks, lexicogrammatical frames, semi-

prepackaged phrases and idiom schemas, all similarly allowing for variation (Philip 2008, pp. 

97–9). The contrast between cases in which variation is intentional and needs to be noticed and 

others in which it is unintentional and usually overlooked may warrant further investigation. 

This concludes the review of results at the level of Type.  

5.2 CONCLUSION 

This chapter compared the use of the 25 types identified in the data, explaining categories, 

giving individual examples, and providing a qualitative commentary on each type. The chapter 

identified the following overall differences: 

Statistically significant differences between all datasets: 

• Sentence/clause lead-ins. 

Focus of difference: 

• Predicate phrases and subject/predicate combinations; phrasal verbs; complex (common) 

nouns; proper nouns; abbreviations; job titles; complex adverbs; entires; preposition-

noun-prepositions. 

Two-way difference: 

• Interpolations (Letters and Information); non-comparative correlators (Letters and 

Narratives) and publications. 
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No statistically significant differences, but qualitative differences: 

• Non-sentence initial prepositional phrases; directing expressions; coordinators; 

comparative correlatives and comparative emphasisers; complex conjunctions.  

No quantitative or qualitative differences between datasets; 

• Complex adjectives; intensifying collocations; quantifier expressions. 

Numbers too small/too much clustering for univariate analysis: 

• Numbers too small: focusing modifiers; ends; predicate phrase stems. 

Too much clustering for univariate analysis:  

• Pragmatic formulae. 

Chapter 6 synthesises the quantitative results and brings them together in the form of two 

comparative phrasal constructional profiles – one for Types 1 to 25, and one for Groups A to E 

– across the three datasets. The chapter goes on to discuss the significance and potential uses of 

these phrasal constructional profiles.  

The analysis shows the contribution different phrasal constructions make to the 

positioning of texts between the three polar positions represented by the datasets studied for this 

work.  

The phrasal constructional profiles demonstrate, across the spectrum of non-predictability 

and in relation to the three text types analysed for the present work, how writers can use non-

predictability to position texts closer or further away from discourse spaces that are friendly 

(compliant - Ns), combative (resistant - Ls), or informative (tactical - Is).  
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6 SYNTHESIS OF FINDINGS AND COMPARATIVE PROFILES 

Section 6.1 gathers together quantitative results at Type level presented in Chapter 5. Section 

6.2 compares usage in the three datasets at the level of Group, based on the quantitative findings 

in Chapter 5. Section 6.3 uses the input from Section 6.2 to create a Group-level comparative 

phrasal constructional profile for the three datasets, and Section 6.4 uses the input from Section 

6.1 to create a Type-level comparative phrasal constructional profile for the three datasets.  

Chapter 7 discusses the implications of the analyses presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 8 

presents the conclusions of the study, and discusses its limitations, potential improvements, and 

future work. 

6.1 TYPE-LEVEL COMPARISONS 

The table below summarises quantitative results for the 25 types, grouped as follows: 

1. Cases in which there were statistically significant differences across all datasets; 

2. Cases in which there was a focus of difference; 

3. Cases in which there was a statistically significant difference between two datasets, but 

not otherwise. 

Types for which no statistically significant differences were established, or where 

numbers were too low for univariate analysis, are not included in the list.  

Greyed out cells show where a dataset had the highest mean and lowest standard error, 

indicating most frequent and most consistent usage. Bolded figures indicate cases where a 

dataset had the lowest mean and the highest standard error, indicating infrequent and 

inconsistent usage. All greyed out cells, indicating highest means and lowest standard errors, 

occurred in the Letters dataset. All bolding, indicating lowest means and highest standard errors, 

occurred in the Information dataset.  

 

TYPE NATURE OF 
DIFFERENCE 

MEANS AND STANDARD ERRORS 

  LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
13. 
Sentence/clause 
lead-ins 

 

Mean .881 
SE .055 

Mean .559 
SE .077 

Mean .239 
SE .098 

1. Predicate 
phrases and 
sub/predicate 
combinations 

 

Mean 1.478 
SE .086 

Mean 1.365 
SE .122 

Mean .845 
SE .155 

2. Phrasal verbs 

 

Mean .527 
SE .054 

Mean .892 
SE .076 

Mean .344 
SE .097 
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TYPE NATURE OF 
DIFFERENCE 

MEANS AND STANDARD ERRORS 

  LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
3. Complex 
common nouns 

 

Mean 2.189 
SE .121 

Mean 1.577 
SE .171 

Mean 2.608 
SE .217 

4. Proper nouns 

 

Mean .345 
SE .067 

Mean .267 
SE .095 

Mean 1.231 
SE .120 

5. Abbreviations 

 

Mean .543 
SE .080 

Mean .157 
SE .114 

Mean .767 
SE .144 

6. Job titles 

 

Mean .110 
SE .032 

Mean .013 
SE .046 

Mean .293 
SE .058 

10. Complex 
adverbs 

 

Mean .081 
SE .020 

Mean .216 
SE .028 

Mean .113 
SE .036 

16. Entires 

 

Mean .113 
SE .021 

Mean .130 
SE .030 

Mean .011 
SE .038 

20. PNPs 

 

Mean .128 
SE .023 

Mean .004 
SE .032 

Mean .030 
SE .041 

7. Publications 

 

Mean .020 
SE .017 

Mean .070 
SE .024 

Mean .112 
SE .030 

14. Interpolations 

 

Mean .135 
SE .021 

Mean .074 
SE .030 

Mean .016 
SE .038 

24. Non 
comparative 
correlators 

 

Mean .273 
SE .030 

Mean .142 
SE .042 

Mean .215 
SE .053 

 

Over all the types analysed for this research, Letters used the following most often, and most 

consistently:  

• sentence/clause lead-ins  

• predicate phrases and subject/predicate combinations 

• PNPs 
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• interpolations 

• non-comparative correlatives. 

Information had the lowest mean and highest standard error, reflecting low and 

inconsistent usage, in regard to: 

• sentence/clause lead-ins 

• predicate phrases and subject/predicate combinations 

• phrasal verbs 

• entires 

• interpolations. 

Information, the dataset in which situational analysis of the text type indicated there 

would be no personal relationship, and no overt stance, and in which situational analysis of the 

discourse space further indicated readings would be expected to be tactical, writer presence 

would be low (writer as wholesaler), and bonding and affiliation were not at risk, used low 

numbers of these types of non-predictable multiword expressions, and used them inconsistently.  

Narratives, in which situational analysis of the discourse space pointed to an expectation 

that readings would be compliant, and in which while bonding and affiliation could be 

anticipated and were not expected to be at risk, there was also a requirement to maintain them, 

did not have the highest mean/lowest standard error or lowest mean/highest standard error in 

regard to any individual Type.  

The quantitative analysis in the present work pointed to a functional relationship between 

reading type (resistant, tactical, compliant) and the use of non-predictable multiword 

expressions in the datasets studied, and suggested that non-predictable sentence/clause lead-ins, 

predicate phrases, PNPs, interpolations and non-comparative correlatives, in particular, 

managed bonding and affiliation in relation to those reading positions.  

At this point, Section 6.2 moves to look at Group level comparisons to provide a macro 

view of differences between the datasets. 

6.2  GROUP LEVEL COMPARISONS 

This section compares usage at the level of Group, looking at each of the five groups identified 

in Figure 4 in turn. Group level figures incorporate figures for all Types, including those which 

displayed no statistically significant differences. These Types were nonetheless considered to be 

significant in terms of the overall profiles of the datasets, and were included for that reason. 

Cases in which numbers were too small for analysis at the level of Type also contributed to 

numbers at this broader level.  

6.2.1 GROUP A: INVOLVING EVENTUALITIES 

Overall figures for all the phrasal expression types included in Group A, consisting of 

contentful expressions involving eventualities (Types 1 and 2), are given below:   
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GROUP A LETTERS  NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Raw total 421 568 241 
Per 23,228 words 470 527 235 
Per 100 words 2.02 2.27 1.01 

 

Based on these initial figures, Narratives used more constructions involving eventualities per 

100 words (2.27) than Letters (2.02) and more than double the number in Information (1.01).  

Because the presence of both finite and non-finite verb phrases was incorporated in 

clause counts, it was also possible in this case to calculate the distribution of non-predictable 

expressions involving eventualities across the total number of clausal segments: 

FIGURES PER 
CLAUSE 

LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 

MWEs referencing 
eventualities: 
percentage of clauses 

421/2879=14.6% 568/3850=14.8% 241/2739=8.8% 

 

The figures for Letters and Narrative were similar, while the figure for Information was almost 

6% lower. This pattern was first noted at the level of Type and was used in the analysis of 

differences between the use of phrasal predicates/ subject-predicate combinations and phrasal 

verbs.  

Univariate tests of between-subjects effects gave a p-value of .000, indicating that there 

were statistically significant difference between the three datasets. Pairwise comparisons are 

given below: 

Dependent Variable:   Group A per 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 

(I) Type (J) Type Mean 
Difference (I-J) 

Std. Error Sig.b 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Letter -.816* .206 .000 -1.222 -.410 Information 
Narrative -1.069* .229 .000 -1.520 -.618 
Information .816* .206 .000 .410 1.222 Letter Narrative -.253 .173 .146 -.595 .089 
Information 1.069* .229 .000 .618 1.520 

Narrative 
Letter .253 .173 .146 -.089 .595 

 

In regard to overall figures for Group A Contentfuls (involving eventualities), there were 

statistically significant differences between Information and Letters (p-value .000) and 

Information and Narrative (p-value .000), but not between Letters and Narrative (p-value .146), 

making Information the comparative focus of difference in regard to Group A Contentfuls 

(involving eventualities). 

 
Means and standard errors which provide additional insights into the nature of the 

differences are given below: 
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Dependent Variable:   Group A per 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval Type Mean Std. Error 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 1.189 .180 .835 1.543 
Letter 2.005 .100 1.807 2.202 
Narrative 2.258 .141 1.978 2.537 

 

Information had the lowest mean (1.189), and also the highest standard error of the three 

datasets (.180), indicating lowest and least consistent usage. Situational analysis of the text 

types indicated that Information was the least eventuality-based of the three datasets (see 

Chapter 4, Datasets, Tables 1 and 2), dealing mainly with topics of public interest rather than 

current events (as in Letters) or everyday experiences (as in Narratives). Situational analysis of 

the discourse space suggested bonding was not at issue, but should be neither assumed nor put 

at risk, and affiliation was not at issue and not required (see Chapter 4, Datasets, Table 3). The 

lower number of non-predictable multiword expressions relating to eventualities in Information 

reflected both the more topic-based nature of the register, and the lower need to bond and 

affiliate in regard to those eventualities.  

At group level, patterns of use for Narratives and Letters were not significantly different. 

6.2.2 GROUP B: INVOLVING ENTITIES 

Overall figures for Group B, involving entities, are given below. These figures include 

abbreviations, proper nouns, job titles and publication names. 

INCLUDING ABBREVIATIONS, PROPER NOUNS, JOB TITLES, PUBLICATIONS 

GROUP B ALL LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures (all 
Group Bs) 

666 517 1120 

Per 23,228 words 743 480 1092 
Per 100 words 3.20 2.06 4.70 

 

Initial figures indicated a greater number overall, per 23,228 words and per 100 words, in the 

Information dataset.  

Univariate tests of between-subjects effects agave a p-value of .000, indicating that there 

were statistically significant differences between the datasets. Pairwise comparisons are given 

below: 

Dependent Variable:   Group B per 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 

(I) Type (J) Type Mean 
Difference (I-
J) 

Std. Error Sig.b 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Letter 1.805* .367 .000 1.082 2.529 Information 
Narrative 2.927* .408 .000 2.123 3.732 
Information -1.805* .367 .000 -2.529 -1.082 Letter Narrative 1.122* .309 .000 .512 1.732 
Information -2.927* .408 .000 -3.732 -2.123 

Narrative 
Letter -1.122* .309 .000 -1.732 -.512 
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There were statistically significant differences (p-value .000) between all the datasets.  

 
Means and standard errors to explain these differences further are given below. 

Dependent Variable:   Group B per 100words   
95% Confidence Interval Type Mean Std. Error 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 5.011 .320 4.378 5.643 
Letter 3.205 .178 2.853 3.557 
Narrative 2.083 .252 1.585 2.581 

 

Information, the most topic-focused of the datasets (text type) with the least pressure on 

bonding and affiliation (discourse space), had the highest mean (5.011), but also the highest 

standard error (.320), indicating variability from text to text. Narratives, the most eventuality-

focused of the datasets (text type) with the greatest expectations of compliance and a need to 

maintain bonding even though affiliation was not considered to be at issue (discourse space), 

had the lowest mean (2.083). Letters, the most hybrid of the three datasets, fell between the two 

in terms of mean (3.205) but had the lowest standard error (.178) indicating relatively lower text 

to text variability.  

EXCLUDING PROPER NOUNS, ABBREVIATIONS, JOB TITLES AND PUBLICATIONS 

Analysis at Type level reviewed in Chapter 5 showed that differences in regard to proper nouns, 

abbreviations, job titles and to an extent publications were connected largely to text type even 

though there were peripheral functional relationships with the situational characteristics of the 

discourse space. The figures for Group B were therefore calculated a second time to exclude 

proper nouns, abbreviations job titles and publication titles. Initial figures for this combination 

are given below: 

GROUP B no abbs etc LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures 477 393 561 
Per 23,228 words 532 365 547 
Per 100 words 2.29 1.57 2.36 

 

Initial figures were still highest in Information and lowest in Narratives, but the gap 

between Information and Letters had narrowed. Univariate comparisons of means produced a p-

value of .001, <.05, confirming that the differences were statistically significant. Pairwise 

comparisons are given below:  
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Dependent Variable:   Group B1 minus abbs etc per 100words   
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 

(I) Type (J) Type Mean 
Difference (I-J) 

Std. Error Sig.b 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Letter .419 .249 .093 -.071 .910 Information 
Narrative 1.031* .276 .000 .485 1.576 
Information -.419 .249 .093 -.910 .071 Letter Narrative .611* .209 .004 .198 1.024 
Information -1.031* .276 .000 -1.576 -.485 

Narrative 
Letter -.611* .209 .004 -1.024 -.198 

 

There were statistically significant differences between Information and Narrative (p-

value .000), and Letters and Narrative (p-value .004), but not between Letters and Information 

(p-value .093, >.05), making Narratives the comparative focus of difference in this case. 

 
Means and standard errors which provide insights into the nature of these differences are 

given below:  

Dependent Variable:   Group B1 minus abbs etc per 100words   
95% Confidence Interval Type Mean Std. Error 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 2.608 .217 2.179 3.036 
Letter 2.189 .121 1.950 2.427 
Narrative 1.577 .171 1.240 1.915 

 

As before, Information had the highest mean (2.608) but also the highest standard error (.217). 

Once again Narrative had the lowest mean (1.577), and once again Letters had the lowest 

standard error (.121). However in this case, i.e. when abbreviations, proper nouns, job titles and 

publications were removed from the calculation, the differences between Letters and 

Information were not statistically significant. The non-use of abbreviations, proper nouns, job 

titles and publications marked Narratives as different from both Letters and Information.  

Register features are described by Biber and Conrad (2009, p. 53) as frequent and 

pervasive. This analysis suggested that non-frequent and non-pervasive use of a specific group 

could also be a register feature. Non-use of abbreviations, proper nouns, job titles and 

publication titles, which are established by an official or organising discourse community rather 

than the social discourse community, was a register feature of the Narratives dataset. This partly 

reflected topic choice (Narrative writers did not choose topics such as Family Benefits A and B) 

but also reflected a more intimate discourse space which would be undermined by the use of 

expressions evoking an official/organising discourse community.  

6.2.3 GROUP C: CONTENTFUL ADDITIONS 

Initial figures for comparison are given below:  
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GROUP C LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures 328 335 361 
Per 23,228 words 367 311 352 
Per 100 words 1.58 1.34 1.52 

 

Initial calculations indicated a higher use of non-predictable multiword expressions providing 

additional contentful information in Letters (1.58 per 100 words) and Information (1.52 per 100 

words), with Narratives – counter to expectation – using fewer than both the other datasets (1.34 

per 100 words). However, univariate tests of between-subjects effects gave a p-value of 0.414, 

indicating that the differences observed in the initial figures were not statistically significant. 

This suggested that non-predictable multiword expressions providing additional contentful 

information did not have the potential to be register markers or register features in the context of 

the present study, and that their usage did not contribute to a differentiation between topic-

focused and eventuality-focused texts at the level of text type, or between texts that needed, 

wanted or expected bonding and affiliation and texts where it was not at issue at the level of 

discourse space. The overall figures masked some differences at the level of Type noted in 

Type-level analysis in Chapter 5 (Results), but at Group level differences were not statistically 

significant.   

6.2.4 GROUP D: PROCEDURALS, COMMENTARY (VOICE MORE EVIDENT) 

This group gathered together devices through which writers added commentary to their texts, 

and specifically expressions in which it was relatively clear that the writer's voice was behind 

that commentary. Initial figures are given below:  

GROUP D LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures 225 210 93 
Per 23,228 words 251 195 91 
Per 100 words 1.08 0.84 0.39 

 

Initial figures indicated that Letters used more of these devices (1.08 per 100 words) than 

Information (0.39), with Narrative in the middle (0.84). Univariate tests of between-subjects 

effects generated a p-value of .000, confirming that these apparent differences were statistically 

significant. Pairwise comparisons are given below: 

Dependent Variable:   Group D per 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 

(I) Type (J) Type Mean 
Difference (I-J) 

Std. Error Sig.b 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Letter -.740* .132 .000 -1.000 -.480 Information 
Narrative -.463* .147 .002 -.753 -.174 
Information .740* .132 .000 .480 1.000 Letter Narrative .277* .111 .014 .057 .496 
Information .463* .147 .002 .174 .753 

Narrative 
Letter -.277* .111 .014 -.496 -.057 
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There were statistically significant differences (p-value <.05) across the board: between 

Information and Letters (p-value .000), Information and Narratives (p-value .002), and Letters 

and Narratives (p-value .014).  

 
Means and standard errors which throw additional light on the nature of these difference 

are given below:  

Dependent Variable:   Group D per 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval Type Mean Std. Error 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information .372 .115 .144 .599 
Letter 1.112 .064 .985 1.238 
Narrative .835 .091 .656 1.014 

 

Letters, the dataset in which there was the greatest potential for writers to be partisan, and in 

which bonding was therefore at stake and affiliation a goal, had the highest mean (1.112) and 

the lowest standard error (.064) reflecting highest and most consistent usage. Information, the 

dataset in which bonding and affiliation were not required, had both the lowest mean (.372) and 

the highest standard error (.115) indicating less frequent and less consistent usage. Narratives, 

which were premised on an expectation of shared empathy which would nonetheless need to be 

supported and confirmed throughout the text, fell in the middle in regard to commentary/voice 

more evident constructions. Commentary constructions were a potential register feature for 

Letters (by virtue of usage) and a potential register feature for Information (by virtue of non-

use). Commentary constructions patterned in line with the situational analysis of the three 

discourse spaces. 

6.2.5 GROUP E: PROCEDURALS, ORGANISATION (VOICE LESS EVIDENT) 

Group E generally was made up of devices that handled organisational complexity, helping 

writers to organise their argument in ways that ensured readers travelled the path most wanted. 

Initial figures are given below:  

PROCEDURALS LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
Initial figures 192 110 144 
Per 23,228 words 214 102 140 
Per 100 words 0.92 0.44 0.60 
 

These initial figures suggested that non-predictable organisational constructions were used most 

heavily in Letters (0.92 per 100 words), followed by Information (0.60 per 100 words), and then 

Narratives (0.44 per 100 words). Univariate tests of between-subjects effects gave a p-value of 

.000, confirming that these apparent differences were statistically significant. Pairwise 

comparisons are shown below:  
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The figures showed statistically significant differences between Letters and Narratives (p-value 

000), but not otherwise.  

 
Means and standard errors which explain these differences further are given below:   

Dependent Variable:   Group E per 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval Type Mean Std. Error 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information .653 .111 .433 .872 
Letter .897 .062 .774 1.019 
Narrative .435 .088 .262 .608 

 

Letters, the dataset which needed to orchestrate affiliation over the course of individual texts, 

used more non-predictable organisational devices overall (mean .897) and used them more 

consistently (having the lowest standard error at .062) than the two datasets that were less 

challenging from the writer's perspective. Narratives – the most compliant dataset from the 

perspective of both writer and reader – had the lowest mean (.435). Group E expressions, which 

were used to organise the text but where the author's voice was less evident, were used more in 

Letters than in Narratives, but were not used significantly differently in Letters and Information. 

This masked the qualitative differences observed above at the more delicate level of Type in 

regard to the internal/external dichotomy discussed by Martin and Rose (2007, pp. 122-41) in 

relation to conjunction. Where procedurals organised external relations, as was predominantly 

the case in the Information dataset, they moved readers through the discourse space to external 

world. Where procedurals organised internal relations, as was predominantly the case in the 

Letters, they kept readers in the abstract, dynamic, metaphorical discourse space to which many 

other types of multiword expressions also contribute (see discussion in Section 5.1.5). In 

Letters, which potentially had to deal with resistant readings, other voices, and the risk of 

disaffiliation, the focus was more likely to be internal. Everything that the Information writers 

did – from the use of proper nouns and abbreviations identifying external entities to the use of 

Dependent Variable:   Group E per 100 words   
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 

(I) Type (J) Type Mean 
Difference (I-J) 

Std. Error Sig.b 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Letter -.244 .127 .057 -.496 .007 Information 
Narrative .218 .142 .127 -.062 .497 
Information .244 .127 .057 -.007 .496 Letter Narrative .462* .107 .000 .250 .674 
Information -.218 .142 .127 -.497 .062 

Narrative 
Letter -.462* .107 .000 -.674 -.250 
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non-comparative coordinators organising external entities – avoided the development of the 

kind of internal discourse space associated with the negotiation of bonding and affiliation.  

Quantitative results at Group level are summarised in Section 6.2.6 below. 

6.2.6 GROUP LEVEL COMPARISONS – SUMMARY 

As before, cases where text types had the highest mean and lowest standard error combinations 

(indicating highest and most consistent use) are greyed out: lowest means and highest standard 

error combinations are bold. 

Group level comparisons: summary 

  MEANS, STANDARD ERRORS 
  LETTERS NARRATIVES INFORMATION 
GROUP A: 
involving 
Eventualities 
(Types 1 & 2)  

Mean 2.005 
Standard error .100 

Mean 2.258 
Standard error .141 

Mean 1.189 
Standard error 
.180 

GROUP B: 
involving Entities 
(Types 3 to 7) 

 

Mean 3.205 
Standard error .l78 
 

Mean 2.068 
Standard error .252 

Mean 5.011 
Standard error 
.320 

GROUP B1: no 
abbreviations, 
proper nouns, job 
titles, 
publications 
(Type 3 only)  

 

Mean 2.189 
Standard error .121 

Mean 1.577 
Standard error .171 

Mean 2.608 
Standard error 
.217 

GROUP C: 
contentful add-
ons  

p-value .414 
 

No statistically 
significant 
differences 

No statistically 
significant 
differences 

No statistically 
significant 
differences 

GROUP D: 
commentary –
voice more 
evident (Types 13 
to 19)   

Mean 1.112 
Standard error .064 

Mean .835 
Standard error .091 

Mean .372 
Standard error 
.115 

GROUP E: 
organisation – 
voice less 
evident (Types 
20 to 25)  

 

Mean .897 
Standard error 
.062 

Mean .435 
Standard error 
.088 

Mean .653 
Standard error 
.111 

 

Letters had the highest mean and the lowest standard error, indicating highest and most 

consistent usage, for Group D, commentary (voice more evident) and also Group E 

(organisation, voice less evident) – both the Procedural categories. Information had the lowest 

mean and the highest standard error, indicating lowest and least consistent usage, for Group A, 

involving eventualities, and also for Group D, commentary (voice more evident). Once again, 

Narratives, the most compliant of the three discourse spaces, had neither the highest 

mean/lowest standard error or lowest mean/highest standard error combination for any Group.  

Section 6.3 presents the Group-level results above in the form of a phrasal constructional 

profile of the three datasets.  
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6.3 PHRASAL CONSTRUCTIONAL PROFILE, GROUP LEVEL 

Figure 6 shows the comparative profiles of the three datasets in regard to the five main Groups, 

A to E, based on the patterns of usage established in Section 6.2.6 above. The groups inside the 

triangle are those for which there were statistically significant differences between all datasets. 

Where there was a focus of difference, the group was listed outside the triangle on a continuum 

between the datasets concerned. L is Letters (Argument), N Narratives, I Information.  

Narratives, for example, was a focus of difference for Group B1 (see key at left of 

diagram). B1 is therefore included on the Narrative/Letters axis and the Narrative/Information 

axis, but not on the Letters/Information axis. B1 was lower (L) in Narratives and higher in 

Letters (L), and this is indicated on the diagram: L, M and H are comparative. There was no 

statistically significant difference between Letters and Information, and Group B1 therefore 

does not appear on that axis.  

Since there were no statistically significant differences identified at Group level in regard 

to Group C (Contentful additions), Group C is not included in this diagram.  

Figure 6: Group level comparative phrasal constructional profiles 

 
The double-ended arrows are a reminder that there is room for manoeuvre: providing 

genre and register requirements of the text type are met, writers can (and will) vary usage 

according to their needs, wants and expectations in the discourse space. The proposal is that the 

situational characteristics of the text type do not shift, but that the requirements of the discourse 

space can and do shift through the course of the text. For example, the writer of Narrative 1 

entered a potentially more complex discourse space than other writers in the Narrative text type. 

His piece was a narrative eulogy for his cousin, Big John. Big John's death at 53 from "an 
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asthma-induced heart attack" would normally evoke empathy from readers, but any initial 

affiliation was put at risk by the information that Big John had been a member of an outlaw 

(illegal) motorcycle gang. Illegal motorbike gangs in Australia are associated with criminal 

activities including drug-dealing. The writer therefore had to work hard to ensure bonding was 

not compromised, and affiliation could not be taken for granted. He used three consecutive 

complex nouns  – a mountain of a man (evoking Judgement, positive), a generous smile 

(evoking Judgement in regard to Big John, and Appreciation in regard to the smile) and 

a…booming laugh (Judgement in regard to Big John, Appreciation in regard to the laugh – a 

good laugh – and also Indirect Affect (he was a happy person, he felt happy, happiness being a 

positive quality)). These relatively high level bonds – above the level of native speaker choice, 

evoking Judgement, Appreciation and Affect – were used to get the writer past a difficult 

moment in the discourse space during which bonding, and hence affiliation, was under threat.  

6.4 PHRASAL CONSTRUCTIONAL PROFILES, TYPE LEVEL 

Figure 7 shows the comparative phrasal constructional profiles of the three datasets at type 

level. The diagram follows the pattern established for Figure 6. 

The only case in which there were statistically significant differences in all regards is 

once again positioned inside the triangle. H = Highest, M = Middle, L = Low. Where one 

dataset was a comparative focus of difference for a type, the type appears on two axes. So 

complex adverbs, for which Narratives were a focus of difference, are on the 

Narratives/Information axis, and on the Narratives/Letters axis; predicate phrases, for which 

Information was a focus of difference, are on the Information/Narratives axis, and on the 

Information/Letters axis. Where there were only statistically significant differences between 

two datasets, the type only appears on one axis. So non-comparative correlators only appear on 

the Letters/Narratives axis, because the only statistically significant differences were between 

those two datasets.  
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Figure 7: Type level comparative phrasal constructional profiles 

 
Once again the profiles only show what these types of text generally did in comparison 

with the other texts studied in this work. The double-ended arrows are intended to indicate the 

possibility of variation within datasets, and the way such variation may push the discourse space 

towards a different node.  

The analysis indicated that proper nouns, abbreviations, job titles and publications were 

functionally related to text type more strongly than to discourse space, and they could 

potentially be removed from the diagram.  

A passage that used a number of phrasal verbs, predicate phrases, entires and complex 

adverbs would seem more Narrative-like than Information-like, and a text that used more 

complex adverbs and phrasal verbs would seem more Narrative-like than Letter-like. Using 

high numbers of predicate phrases would not make the discourse space in a Letter seem more 

Narrative-like, but it would make it seem less Information-like.  

The implications of the phrasal constructional profiles are discussed further in Chapter 7 

(Implications of the findings), which follows.  
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7 IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS 

In systemic functional linguistics, the instantiation cline connects system, genre/register, text 

type, text, and reading (Martin 2010, p. 18). Instantiation "relates the systems of meanings as a 

whole to their specialisation as registers and genres; at the same time, it generalises recurring 

patterns of meaning across instances as text types" (ibid., pp. 17-18). The present work looked 

at non-predictability from the perspective of text type, text, and reading on the instantiation 

cline.  

Where instantiation runs from system to reading, individuation runs from system to 

individual, as shown in Figure 8, reproduced from Bednarek (2010, p. 243).  

 
Figure 8:  The cline of individuation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bednarek (ibid.) observes: 

Simplifying the matter greatly we can say that instantiation relates to how a text is different from the 
system, and individuation relates to how an individual is different from the community.  

Where genre/register, text type and text stand between system and reading in the cline of 

instantiation, coding orientation, personality type and individual stand between system and 

repertoire on the cline of individuation. The flipside of individuation is affiliation. Martin (op. 

cit., p. 24) presents this as an alternative trajectory, running from persona to sub-culture, master 

identity and culture. Knight (2010 p. 42), citing Stenglin (2004), Martin (2004) and Caple 

(2010), sees affiliation as a development of bonding.  

Evaluation is central to the individuation/affiliation cline. Martin (2010, p. 26), for 

example, refers to: 

...the coupling of experience with evaluation, when shared by interlocutors, creates a bond […]. It is 
these bonds which form the basic building blocks of the individuation hierarchy, clustering into the 
sub-cultures and master identities to which community members subscribe.  

'reservoir' 

'repertoire' 

 

 system 

 

coding orientation 

personality type 

individual 

(Reproduced from Bednarek 2010, 

p. 243) 
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In this conceptualisation, bonding articulates the transition from persona to an affiliated 

sub-culture, master identity and culture. Non-predictable multiword constructions which 

reference shared native speaker preferences, or carry dense information packaging, or evoke 

appraisal, or carry the subtle semantic and discourse prosodies described in phraseology, create 

bonds, and contribute to the clustering of "sub-cultures and master identities" in the community, 

and thereby affiliation. This is not a new observation: Martin (2010, p. 25) refers to "negotiating 

community", and remarks, 

Language is of course full of resources for negotiating community – both across metafunctions 
(ideational resources such as technical and specialised lexis, interpersonal resources such as naming 
and vocatives) and across strata (accents in phonology, grammatical variation and discourse semantic 
style).  

Coupling, described as "the way in which meanings combine – across strata, 

metafunctions, ranks, and simultaneous systems (and across modalities)" (Martin 2010, p. 19), 

is at the heart of individuation, and is also at the heart of non-predictability: expressions do or 

mean more than the words suggest, or do something other than the words suggest, and can 

additionally do more than one thing at a time. The examples identified in the present work 

showed how they can reference shared encyclopaedic knowledge and an ongoing colloquy 

(climate change), place and status (on the statute books), attitude and a colloquy (I read with 

interest…, there is much talk about…). The work identified how writers can use 

multiwordedness to help them manage potential threats to bonding by using expressions which 

evoke positive Judgement in situations where resistance would be expected (a mountain of a 

man used in reference to a bikie). These couplings represent bonding opportunities which can 

be used to tie community members together, contributing in different ways to the building 

blocks of the individuation hierarchy.   

Irujo (1986) observes that native speakers avoid idioms when talking to non-native 

speakers: Strässler (1982) notes that people do not use idioms in conversations where their 

status is lower. We are certainly sensitive to both the opportunities and risks offered by using 

non-predictable multiword expressions in regard to the negotiation of bonding and affiliation.  

Pawley and Syder's (1983) insight was to recognise the ubiquity of native-speaker 

preference in everyday language. Wray (2002; 2008) sets out the advantages that accrue to 

speakers and writers through the use of formulaic expressions of all kinds – and by implication, 

the costs of not using them. The present work demonstrated the ways in which non-predictable 

multiword expressions can create bonds at different levels in different texts. At the level of 

native-speaker choice, the effective use of non-predictable multiword expressions creates a 

myriad of low-level bonds which contribute to affiliation by marking membership of the 

linguistic community. International students who battle with even low-level bonding 

constructions such as collocations and light verb constructions know how effectively incorrect 

usage excludes them from that linguistic community. Non-predictability can contribute to 

bonding and therefore affiliation through the native speaker choice which selects strong tea and 
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heavy rains, make a decision and take/have a shower, and references shared cognitive 

metaphors such as LIFE IS A JOURNEY or GOOD IS UP. It contributes at a higher level of social 

solidarity through the shared understanding of the choices of the social discourse community 

which package layers of information in encyclopaedically non-compositional expressions such 

as aircraft carrier, climate change, or teaching hospital. The ranking of bonding opportunities 

increases again when non-predictable expressions carry evoked evaluation, or present 

combinations of figurative and encyclopaedic meanings, figurative and evaluative meanings, 

evaluative and encyclopaedic meanings.  

This analysis showed how contentful non-predictable expressions referencing 

eventualities such as catch up, take over, end up provide syntagmatically limited bonding pulses 

with relatively low risk attached – above the native-speaker choice that picks strong tea over 

powerful tea, or fact sheet over information printout, but below the social discourse community 

choice that makes economic migrant and asylum seeker simultaneously available. From this 

perspective, phrasal verbs are suited to compliant, friendly discourse spaces not so much 

because they are colloquialisms, or because they are informal, but because they support 

discourse spaces in which bonding and affiliation are confirmed throughout the text with 

relatively low-level bonding pulses: and they are avoided in discourse spaces where writers do 

not want, need or expect to bond, irrespective of formality, because a bonding pulse would be 

out of place.   

Phrasal predicates identified in the datasets such as shuffle off this mortal coil, pay 

through the nose, go the way of the dinosaurs, and hang your head in shame represent more 

complex bonding opportunities that reference understandings shared by the linguistic 

community and the social discourse community, and also extend syntagmatically across more of 

the text. They involve shared understanding of the experiential meaning evoked by the 

metaphor, the evaluative meaning evoked by the expression, and its significance in the 

discourse. Drew and Holt's (1988) work on idioms in complaint sequences shows how it is 

possible to use non-predictability to maintain a bond in the face of conflict: the multi-bond 

effect can keep affiliation going and avoid a breakdown in the discourse space even when the 

text type or reading creates a risk of disaffiliation.   

The present work showed how non-predictable multiword expressions contributed to the 

management of the discourse space by orchestrating bonding at the level of native-speaker 

preference, the social discourse community, and the official/organising discourse community. 

Non-predictable multiword expressions also contributed metaphorical input to support the 

creation and maintenance of an internal dynamic, peopled, and dimensioned discourse space.  

The work showed that the use of procedural devices facilitating commentary which 

makes the writer's voice more evident, and also procedural devices organising the argument in 

which the writer's presence is evident but his/her voice is not, rose in the more complex 

discourse space of the Letters, and decreased in the simpler discourse space of the Information 
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texts. Affiliation is not always required, but where it is, it may need some orchestration to 

manage other voices and other presences in the ongoing colloquy, both externally in the real 

world, and (perhaps more significantly) internally in the writer's imagined discourse space. 

Non-predictable multiword expressions identified in the datsaets helped people to manage 

themselves and others in the discourse space.  

Procedural non-predictable expressions, which include non-predictable multiword 

metadiscoursal devices (Hyland 2005), are relatively complex constructions which help writers 

to second guess readers' doubts, prevarications, and protestations regarding alternative views, 

and enable writers to guide readers towards a preferred viewpoint via routes that are cohesive 

and coherent. The use of a non-predictable procedural construction creates a low-level bonding 

opportunity at the level of native-speaker preference, but it simultaneously manages affiliation. 

The use of the let alone construction tags membership of the linguistic community while 

simultaneously organising affiliation in the social discourse community.  

The use of non-predictable multiword expressions in the three text types analysed in the 

present work was related to the characteristics of the text type, a matter of instantiation, but also 

to the perception of the nature of the discourse space, a matter for individuation. Therefore, 

although there was a group tendency to use the expressions in particular ways related to text 

type, writers were not tied to that prescription. A writer working in the Information discourse 

space could choose to use non-predictable expressions to create opportunistic bonds more 

typical of the situational characteristics of the discourse space in Narratives, or Letters. The 

following extract from the Information dataset, for example, used Ladies and gentlemen, place 

your bets!, a Group D pragmatic formula (coincidentally an entire, both pragmatic formulae and 

entires being typical of the compliant Narratives) plus lost their shirts, a Group A predicate 

phrase typical of the potentially resistant Letters (Argument), and not to mention, a Group E 

coordinator, also typical of Letters: 

For a new investor, the stock market can feel a lot like legalized gambling. "Ladies and gentlemen, 
place your bets! Randomly choose a stock based on gut instinct and water cooler chatter! If the price 
of your stock goes up – and who knows why? – you win! If it drops, you lose!" Isn't that why so many 
people got rich during the dot-com boom – and why so many people lost their shirts (not to mention 
their retirement savings) in the recent recession? (Information text 19) 

Ladies and gentlemen, place your bets! and lost their shirts provided bonding 

opportunities above the level of native-speaker choice or linguistic community, and at the level 

of the social discourse community. Gut instinct was a layer above native-speaker choice, and so 

too was water cooler chatter. The dot-com boom was encyclopaedic and evoked negative 

Appreciation, again above the level of native-speaker choice. Retirement savings was also 

above native-speaker choice, referring not to savings made in retirement, but money saved to 

provide a living when people are no longer in paid work. Through the use of non-predictable 

multiword expressions, this writer created an Information discourse space that was more Letter 

or Argument-like in orientation, shifting orientation away from the Information node in the 

phrasal constructional profile, and towards the Letter (Argument) node. 
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In Letter 48, the writer conveyed his point of view regarding a topic of current interest 

(relating to binge drinking50) to convey his point of view. The author met the requirements set 

up by the situational characteristics of the text type with regard to communicative purpose, 

factuality, expression of stance, and topic. However, the discourse space was atypical. Having 

first followed register requirements by tagging the ongoing colloquy ("I have followed the 

debate on the letters pages on teen drinking"), the writer explicitly neutralised (or shut off) the 

potentially resistant discourse space more typical of Letters – "I would like to add this brief 

<sic> which neither agrees nor disagrees with your readers". Multiword combinations at the 

level of native speaker preference (followed the debate, got a phone call, find her own way 

home, followed the instructions, gave me an insight ...) subsequently provided a low-level 

bonding pulse through the text. Where multiwordedness moved above native speaker choice to 

involve shared sociocultural understandings, it did so at a domestic level, with having drinks, 

ID, high heels, little black dress. The police officers had their work cut out for them, a higher 

level bond at the level of the social discourse community referencing Judgement, but positive 

Judgement – more typical of Narratives than Letters. The use of non-predictable multiword 

expressions in this Letter pushed it closer to the Narrative node of the comparative triangle.  

Selections in the datasets analysed for this work reflected the situational characteristics of 

text types (instantiation), but also writers' needs, wants and expectations in regard to their 

perceptions of the more fluid discourse or dialogic space (individuation).  

The organisation of bonding and affiliation is not an easy task, and it is unsurprising that 

resources above the word which are developed by the linguistic community, the social discourse 

community, and the official/organising discourse community are used in regard to both. These 

selections are not based on individual choices of style or aesthetics, but on the individual's 

wants, needs and expectations in regard to the type of interaction they see themselves involved 

in.  

Morley and Partington (2009, p. 143) say in their discussion of semantic prosody: 

Normal people start off with a topic and, since we are evaluating beings and not just conduits for 
information, also an attitude to the topic.  

People who are about to write something also start off with an understanding of the 

requirements of the text type they are creating, and a perception of the discourse space they are 

entering.  They may misdirect their efforts in either or both regards: they may write an 

assignment for a teacher as an assignment, and the teacher may get it republished in a school 

magazine. They may write a private email with high expectations of compliance and 

inadvertently send it to their entire mailing list, evoking both tactical and resistant readings. 

They may write thinking they need to be extremely persuasive when they are preaching to the 

converted. They may start off expecting resistance and convince themselves – possibly 

                                                        
50 The binge drinking culture in Western Australia manifests in young people who may not drink alcohol at all during 
the week, but then meet and get extremely drunk (usually in someone's home so they can drink relatively cheaply) 
before they go out clubbing at the weekend.  
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incorrectly – that by the end of their text their readers – even those who might initially have 

been resistant – will be compliant. Writers expecting resistance may use high-level bonding 

devices to compensate at the outset, and ease off towards the end of the text when they consider 

the job is done. 

The present work cast a very broad net over a relatively small (in corpus terms) dataset. 

The disadvantage of the bottom-up approach taken in the work is that it turns up everything: 

large numbers of some types which require further analysis, but also small numbers of other 

types for which quantitative comparisons cannot reliably be pursued. The advantage of such 

work is that it identifies groups and types within groups whose influence on the discourse space 

might otherwise go unnoticed. These groups can be selectively analysed in larger corpora. It 

also identifies groups and types within groups that are less significant in terms of the discourse 

space: these groups are less likely to warrant further focused analysis with regard to discourse 

space development as a result.  

The analysis of non-predictable multiword expressions in this work showed a connection 

between a range of features affecting the situational characteristics of the discourse space and 

patterns of use of non-predictable multiword expression. The work suggested that at the level of 

individual text, analysis of non-predictable multiword expressions can diagnose the discourse 

space, reflecting the writer's response to their needs/wants/expectations in that discourse space.  

The analysis gathered together various strands from elsewhere in the literature and 

applied them in the context of a comparative study of as wide a range as possible of non-

predictable multiword expressions identified in three contrasting text types. Although the work 

had a number of undeniable limitations, it pointed to the value in considering non-predictability 

in the context of the situational characteristics of an abstract metaphorical space referenced 

throughout the literature. Within this discourse space, the work highlighted the significance of 

bonding and affiliation as construed in Systemic Functional Linguistics (Bednarek & Martin 

2010), and the ways in which non-predictable multiword expressions have the capacity to foster 

bonding and affiliation at three levels: at the level of native speaker preference; the social 

discourse community; and the official or organising community.  

The limitations of the work and possibilities for future work are considered in Chapter 8, 

which concludes the thesis.  
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

This work set out with the aim of contributing to the gap identified by Stubbs (2007, p. 182) and 

Wray (2012, p. 244) relating to the communicative purpose or discourse function of multiword 

expressions, focusing on non-predictable multiword expressions. The work asked whether the 

strategic uses of traditional idioms observed by Strässler (1982) and Drew and Holt (1988; 

1998) in conversational exchanges extended to other types of non-predictable multiword 

expressions in written contexts, and what motivated writers to use different types of non-

predictable multiword expressions in written texts. 

The work looked for answers to these questions by examining patterns of use for different 

types of phrasal construction in three datasets selected for their potentially contrasting 

characteristics, and looked for functional relationships between patterns of use and the 

situational characteristics of the text type and the discourse space. The situational characteristics 

of the text type drew on Biber and Conrad's (2009) approach to register analysis and identified 

macro expectations that were relatively fixed. Situational analysis of the discourse space drew 

on work by Thompson and Thetela (1995) and Thompson (2001), Martin and White (2007) in 

regard to Appraisal Theory, a Bakhtinian conceptualisation of an abstract, diachronic discourse 

space (Bakhtin, trans. Emerson, 1986), and theories of bonding and affiliation developed within 

Systemic Functional Linguistics (Bednarek 2010; Knight 2010; Martin 2010). This identified 

more fluid and negotiable micro factors. The work then hypothesised that non-predictable 

multiword expressions helped writers in the three text types to manage a fluid discourse space 

which was responsive to perceptions of reading position (compliant, resistant, tactical), and the 

extent to which writers wanted to be present in the discourse space, and wanted others to be 

present in it, and wanted, needed or expected to forge a relationship and/or affiliate with people 

in the discourse space and beyond.  

The work identified non-predictable multiword expressions used in three text types in a 

bottom-up, manual process. This process used four key features for initial identification, 

followed by confirmation through the use of a suite of features, with corpus support. A 

classification developed from the list of constructions identified, and this was subsequently used 

to facilitate comparisons at the level of group and type between the three datasets 

The classification differentiated at the topmost level between contentful and procedural 

expressions, and identified five groups within that: Group A involving eventualities, Group B 

involving entities, Group C providing additional contentful information in relation to entities 

and eventualities, Group D facilitating commentary (voice more evident), and Group E 

facilitating organisation (voice less evident). Twenty-five types were identified within the five 

groups. 
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Univariate analysis was used to identify statistically significant variations in usage 

between the three datasets, and qualitiative analysis considered differences not apparent from 

quantitative analysis. 

The work identified a number of significant quantitative and qualitative differences in 

usage across the three datasets, and linked these differences to the situational characteristics of 

the text type and the discourse space. Comparative phrasal constructional profiles were 

constructed showing patterns typical for text types, and identifying how variation at the level of 

individual could be accommodated in a discourse space approach.  

Non-predictable multiword expressions were shown to contribute to the creation of a 

different discourse space, with the potential to make it metaphorically dimensioned or spatial, 

populate it, and create metaphorical movement within it. This internal space was characteristic 

of the Letters and uncharacteristic of the Information dataset. Non-predictable multiword 

expressions were also shown to contribute to bonding and affiliation within the discourse space, 

and three levels of bonding were identified. Phrasal verbs were presented as offering potential 

for a bonding pulse through Narrative texts, and predicate phrases as providing more 

syntagmatically extensive ribbons of bonds, with opportunities for personalisation built in.  

This approach indicated ways in which non-predictable multiword expressions in texts 

could be used as diagnostics in regard to individuation (Bednarek & Martin 2010).  

Wray (2012, p. 238) sees the "complex discussion space of current research into 

formulaic language" as a matrix with 11 interconnected topic nodes. A screenshot of her 

diagram is shown below: 

 
Screenshot from Wray 2012 (p. 238).  

 

This "ongoing colloquy" represented by this diagram incorporates three topic zones. The 

first (on the left of the diagram) relates to characteristics of formulaicity (multiwordedness in 

the context of the present work) and highlights the colloquy relating to semantic prosody and 

compositionality; the second (in the middle of the diagram) relates to characteristics of 
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form/type and highlights the colloquy relating to collocation, concgrams, meaning shift units, 

constructions and continuum; the third (on the bottom right) relates to the forces underlying 

formulaicity, and highlights the colloquy relating to frequency, processing, context and salience. 

Returning to Wray's elephant in the room analogy discussed in Chapter 1 (Introduction), the 

present work suggests that management of the discourse space, and in particular of binding and 

affiliation in that discourse space might be a rodent or an elephant in the third topic zone. 

Section 8.1 discusses the limitations of the present work, possible improvements, and 

possibilities for further work. 

8.1 LIMITATIONS, IMPROVEMENTS, FURTHER WORK 

This work restricted analysis to non-predictable multiword expressions: it made no claim 

regarding formulaicity more generally and its relationship to the situational characteristics of 

text type and discourse space. 

The scope of the present work and the findings reflected the use of non-predictable 

multiword expressions in three very specific text types. Comparison of other datasets 

representing the Argument, Narrative and Information Modes and the other discourse modes, 

Report and Description (Smith 2003) was not possible within the timeframe for the work and 

would add to reliability.  

The classification was designed to facilitate comparison. It was a provisional 

classification reflecting the types of non-predictable multiword expressions identified in the 

texts, and was not proposed as a taxonomy of phrasal constructions.  

The text types were selected so that they contained the work of a number of writers, and 

also so that they were relatively similar in terms of formality, and relevant to a range of 

contemporary Australians. The texts varied by topic, and this affected the usage of non-

predictable multiword expressions. In addition, the analysis did not control for age or gender. 

Interesting further work would involve recruiting writers grouped by age and gender, keeping 

topic stable, varying the potential discourse spaces by providing writers with profiles of 

different readerships (compliant, tactical, resistant), and reanalysing.  

The absence of co-rater/s to test and confirm selections from the datasets was a 

significant challenge and limitation. Every effort was made to counteract this limitation, 

including extensive and time-consuming checking and rechecking through multiple iterations 

and against the evidence of the reference corpus, but it remains a limitation in the work. In an 

ideal world, a similar analysis would be undertaken with at least two and preferably more raters 

working together. The list of constructions ultimately selected for inclusion would have been 

renegotiated had other researchers been involved. However, multiple checks and re-checks were 

undertaken, and selections across the datasets were stable. That is, if something was excluded 

from one dataset, it was excluded across the datasets: the work drew on these comparative 

similarities and differences. Automated univariate analysis improved the reliability of 

quantitative comparisons. In a number of cases this ensured that distributional issues not readily 
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apparent in the raw counts did not result in differences in initial counts being considered to be 

significant when they were not.  

The work looked took a bottom-up approach to analysis and as a result captured a very 

wide range of different types of non-predictable multiword expression. Some types were large 

and would benefit from further analysis of the data identified, and other types were small and 

would benefit from further analysis beyond the data identified, in reference corpora.  

The primary contribution of the work overall lay in the synthesis of a number of pre-

existing strands of theory, the application of that synthesis in the context of a broad range of 

non-predictable multiword expressions, and the conceptualisation of two types of discourse 

space with related but different types of situational characteristics rather than the quantitative 

analyses, although those analyses provided the data from which possible functional 

relationships could be considered.     

The analysis consistently referred to three types of bonding opportunities: in regard to the 

discourse community generally through native speaker preference; in regard to the social 

discourse community through shared knowledge and understanding of dense information 

packaging and evaluative meanings; and in regard to the official or organising discourse 

community that manages access to specialist areas of knowledge at domestic and non-domestic 

levels. It also referred to the difference between short bonding pulses and expressions that 

extended syntagmatically across the discourse space while providing opportunities for 

constrained paradigmatic variation. There was not enough time for this project to return to the 

data and look again at each Type to see how the three levels were represented within them: this 

would be a useful undertaking in the future. The analysis of the contribution of non-predictable 

multiword expressions to the management and negotiation of bonding and affiliation has the 

potential to add to the theoretical understanding of individuation, and theoretical approaches to 

individuation have the potential to add to the understanding of non-predictable multiwordedness 

and why it is so pervasive and durable.  

Time and space also did not allow for a rigorous and theoretically sound application of 

Appraisal Theory, which offers a broader classification for discourse/semantic prosody, and this 

would have benefited the present work. 

The conceptualisation of a dynamic, dimensioned discourse space which is inflated or 

deflated according to the requirements of both text type and discourse space, and the role of 

metaphorical multiword expressions, in particular, in the creation and maintenance of that space 

would appear, from observations made during the course of the present work, to be worth 

pursuing.  

Non-predictable multiword expressions enable speakers and writers to do complex things 

with relative ease. They emerge from the language system but coalesce and are maintained in 

the discourse community. This work showed that discrete analysis of non-predictable 
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constructions above the word in individual texts and text types has the potential to add further to 

our understanding of the ties that bind us.   
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10 APPENDICES 

 



APPENDIX 1 

Texts making up the three datasets are subject to normal copyright legislation and have been 

removed from this version of the thesis as a result.  



1 1 TEXT 1 ADHD COCA search results and discussion. Please see column F for reasons for 
inclusion, which are not always recorded in this column.  Reasons for inclusion: 
1=shift/specialization/bleaching, 2=encyclopaedic, 3=preference, 4=constraints 
on internal slots, 5=constraints to elements either side - see Methodology

OCCASIONAL 
NOTES

Reasons for 
inclusion: see 
Column D for 
key

CLASSIFICATIO
N

1 1 Attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder, [or ADHD]

attention deficity hyperactivity disorder COCA 147. S23, F2, M31, N20, Ac71 3 PROPER NOUN

1 2 [or] ADHD COCA 1966: S146, F5, M171, N125, Ac1519 High Ac - Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder

3 ABBREVIATION

1 3 one of the most {controversial} 
[topics] in [kid's <sic>health 
today]

one of the -est in : ATTITUDE (here Appreciation) in the first slot External / internal 345 Comparative 
correlative

1 4 [topics] to do with [kid's <sic> 
health]

to do with COCA 29477. S9630, F7101, M4766, N4675, Ac3305 - meaning 
'connected with': fully fixed: meaning not evident from words. Equivalent to 
"related to" 

13 Non-initial PP

1 5 [arouse] more [controversy] 
than

more… than - INTERNAL. Discuss. (Arouse controversy is in predicate phrases) Internal 345 Comparative 
correlative

1 6 arouse [more] controversy 
[than]

[AROUSE] collocated with controversy: COCA 31: S1, F1, M11, N5, Ac13: MI 
6.84: specialisation/shift in arouse. Figurative.  [arouse] * collocates suspicion, 
interest, feelings, controversy, interest, concern - NB more…than counted with 
comp correlatives

13 Predicate phrase

1 7 Attention deficit/hyperactivity 
disorder [- or ADHD]

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder COCA 147. S23, F2, M31, N20, Ac71 3 PROPER NOUN

1 7.1 [or] ADHD COCA 1966: S146, F5, M171, N125, Ac1519 High Ac: Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder

3 ABBREVIATION

1 8 [used to be known as] Attention 
Deficit Disorder, [or ADD]

Attention Deficit Disorder COCA 313: S95, F12, M71, N56, Ac79 3 PROPER NOUN

1 8.1 [or] ADD Attention Deficit Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 9 ongoing debate on-going debate COCA 2. ongoing debate COCA 220. S38, F5, M43, N34, Ac100. 
continuing debate 93. Open choice, not included: ongoing one word in Australian 
Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009) - not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

1 10 diagnostic criteria diagnostic criteria COCA 183. S8, F1, M18, N3, Ac153. diagnostic * * : criteria, 
procedures, test, options, tools, decisions, challenges, purposes, accuracy. 
diagnostic collocated with criteria at R4 189. S8, F1, M18, N3, Ac159, MI 9.93" * 
criteria top collocate is diagnostic : formulaic in medical context? Allow

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

1 11 for ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 12 lifelong condition COCA 5. Not supported: lifelong one word, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

1 13 primary school-aged [children] Form preference 13 Complex Adj

1 14 age group(s) age groups COCA 1111. S49, F4, M151, N111, S796 - use of "group" 13 N/NP

1 15 [age groups] such as 
{adolescents and children}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

1 16 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 17 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION



1 18 lead {normal} lives [LEAD] normal lives 3 types, 35 tokens. S9, F3, M9, N11, Ac3. [LEAD] a normal 
life COCA 4 types, 86 tokens. S40, F9, M18, N17, Ac2: [LEAD] * lives top is 
normal (26), then productive, separate, busy, normal, better, meaningful ; 
[LEAD] collocated with life 3 types, 787 tokens: NB very often APPRECIATION in 
the slot between [LEAD] and lives, as here. lead = meaning shift

1 Predicate phrase

1 19 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 20 at home at home COCA 31924. S6848, F5592, M7922, N7386, Ac4176: at home, in a 
home, in hospital…encoding

3 Non-initial PP

1 21 [in] social settings social settings COCA 144. S8, F2, M30, N13, Ac91 in social settings COCA 36. S4, 
F1, M15, N5, Ac11: * settings collocates school, other, urban, educational, social, 
classroom rural…social * collocates security, workers, work, studies, services, 
support, skills : no specialization/shift/bleaching on either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

1 21.1 to a degree [that] to a degree that COCA 115. S23, F6, M24, N20, Ac42: to the degree that COCA 
486. Some specialization/shift/bleaching in "degree"? Allow with reservations - 
classifying as sentence/clause lead in 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 22 {fidget and squirm} in {their} 
seats

[v*] in * seat* COCA for 100 types, 689 tokens. Common verbs in this pattern 
shift, turn, twist, squirm: [SQUIRM] in * seat 19 types, 66 tokens. S6, F45, M7, 
N4, Ac4: [movement verb from restricted semantic set] in [possessive pronoun] 
[seat, chair] EUM - conveys indirect Affect (they are unsettled, impatient) and 
also Judgement (can't sit still, negatively valued in this culture)

Indirect Affect, 
Judgement

134 Predicate phrase

1 23 have trouble [concentrat]ing [HAVE] trouble [v?g*] COCA for 100 types, 2254 tokens. S458, F501, M602, 
N542, Ac151: specialization/shift/bleaching in "have"

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

1 24 run about Searching [RUN] about . to access this meaning COCA 2 types, 14 tokens. Entry 
in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary - Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs 
(1989) says "see run around" 

13 PV

1 25 be [always] on the go [BE] on the go COCA 9 types, 74 tokens. S25, F9, M32, N8, Ac0 Ac Zero - 
different meanings for [BE] predicate phrase (as here) and (for example) 'eating 
on the go' - included as BE Predicate phrase for that reason

13 BE Predicate 
phrase

1 26 wait {their} turn [WAIT] * turn COCA 34 types, 360 tokens. S42, F169, M62, N66, F21 - form 
preference + possessive pronoun in gap

34 Predicate phrase

1 27 blurt out {answers} [blurt] out COCA 4 types, 882 tokens. S56, F506, M183, N107, Ac30 13 PV

1 28 makes life {difficult} [MAKE] life * collocates easier, better, a, more, difficult, easier, worth….[MAKE] 
life difficult COCA 4 types 77 tokens. S12, F3, M33, N21, Ac8 bleaching in "make" 

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 29 [makes life difficult … for 
parents, sibilings and teachers, 
and often for the child] as well

as well COCA 126448. S24119, F13818, M27579, N19849, Ac41083: meaning not 
clear from words, N-Rheme (see Fries 1994)

13 END

1 30 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 31 between {genetic risk} and 
{environmental factors}

between … and : two uses, internal and external. External between one (place) 
and another (place): internal sets up connection (causal?)

Internal 35 CORRELATING

1 32 environmental factors medical factors, health factors, financial factors : no specialization/shift/bleaching 
on either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

1 33 [environmental fators] such as 
{family interactions…}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External / Internal 135 COORDINATING

1 34 pre-frontal cortex COCA 2. S0, F1, M1, N0, Ac0: count as proper noun 23 PROPER NOUN

1 35 the limbic system limbic system COCA 125: S9, F21, M49, N9, Ac37: respiratory system, vascular 
system : no specialization/shift/bleaching on either side, not including

N/A NOT INCLUDED 

1 36 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION



1 37 runs in {families} [RUN] in families: 4 types, 100 tokens. S23, F8, M52, N14, Ac3: figurative "runs", 
also encoding "in" - may be singular "the family"

13 Predicate phrase

1 38 studies [with twins] have 
shown…..

studies [SHOW] COCA 5 types, 2296 tokens: S320, F21, M1031, N443, Ac481 - 
specialization of "show": vague (non-specific 'studies') … allow - references other 
voices

Engagement 13 Sub/pred 
combination

1 39 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 40 In {some} cases in some cases 7040. S1520, F108, M1551, N1507, Ac2354: encoding "in" - part 
of group that require slot filler to identify noun 

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 41 In the case of {boys} in the case of COCA 9026. S1789, F239, M1538, N1117, Ac4343 Pointer 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 42 emotionally distant emotionally distant COCA 34. S1, F3, M13, N12, Ac5 - figurative "distance" 1 Complex Adj

1 43 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 44 impulse control impulse control COCA 145. S14, F14, M43, N8, Ac66 - restricted use of 'impulse' 123 N/NP

1 45 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 46 {three} times more {common} 
in [boys] than in [girls]

[number] times [-er] in [N1] than [N2] - ATTITUDE (here Appreciation) in second 
variable slot

External 345 Comparative 
correlative

1 47 It's been estimated It's been estimated COCA 162. S6, F1, M33, N13, Ac109: the words not only say 
what they say, but evoke other people in the discourse space

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 47.1 between {3} and {5} per cent] Lower number must come first 15 CORRELATING

1 48 primary school [children] primary school COCA 599. S24, F38, M60, N100, Ac377 - used as adjective here 3 Complex Adj

1 49 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 49.1 diagnosis [is usually] made [MAKE] a diagnosis COCA for 4 types, 92 tokens. S24, F6, M18, N5, Ac39 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 50 child psychiatrist child psychiatrist COCA 115. S39, F7, M36, N19, Ac14: cf child doctor 
0…paediatrician: plus preference for singular (and obviously not a psychiatrist 
who is a child…)

123 N/NP

1 51 take a {detailed} 
{developmental} history (from)

[TAKE] a history COCA 4 types, 17 tokens. S0, F1, M5, N4, Ac7 but some noise 
(taking a history class). [TAKE] a * * history gives taking a full medical history, 
taking a detailed sexual history, taking a detailed behavioral history, taken a 
complete medical history, take a very careful history... Significant noise, but 
definite context-defined pattern.  specialization/shift/bleaching in "take" - allow. 
Must have epithet and classifier to qualify.

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 52 child psychiatrist child psychiatrist COCA 115. S39, F7, M36, N19, Ac14: cf child doctor 
0…(paediatrician…no equivalent for psychiatrist - gap in the lexicon) - plus 
preference for singular 

123 N/NP

1 53 developmental skills developmental skills COCA 19. writing skills, mathematical skills: no 
specialization/shift/bleaching on either side, not including

N/A NOT INCLUDED 

1 54 fill in {a questionnaire} [FILL] in a questionnaire COCA 1. [FILL] in COCA 4 types, 3984 tokens. S652, 
F758, M1174, N789, Ac611: range of usages including fill in the earth, filling in 
the gaps, filling in for Ginny: frequencies indicative only

13 PV

1 54.1 If [the child…] then … At the boundaries of internal and external Internal/external 15 CORRELATING

1 55 [enough symptoms] of ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 56 diagnosis (of) {ADHD} will be 
made

[MAKE] a diagnosis COCA 4 types, 87 tokens. S24, F6, M18, N5, Ac34 - bleaching 
in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 57 [diagnosis of] ADHD [will be 
made]

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 58 {two}- to {three}-year olds 
[(and many four- and five-year-
olds)]

Formulaic for age - 2 counted separately, see 59 3 N/NP



1 59 {four}-and-{five}-year old(s) Formulaic for age 3 N/NP

1 60 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 61 diagnosis is given [GIVE] a diagnosis 3 types 18 tokens : Google 299,000 8 March 2012 : in all 
cases, doctors give diagnoses to patients - this is used in the context of the 
diagnosis being passed on to the patient: allow despite low frequencies : 
bleaching of give

13 Predicate phrase

1 62 child psychiatrists child psychiatrist COCA 115. S39, F7, M36, N19, Ac14: cf child doctor 
0…(paediatrician…no equivalent for psychiatrist - gap in the lexicon) - plus 
preference for singular

123 N/NP

1 63 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 64 [it will] come down to [come] down to 13 PV

1 65 child psychiatrist child psychiatrist COCA 115. S39, F7, M36, N19, Ac14: cf child doctor 
0…(paediatrician…no equivalent for psychiatrist - gap in the lexicon) - plus 
preference for singular

123 N/NP

1 66 as to {whether} as to COCA 24785: S6261, F3323, M3669, N2732, Ac8800 : NB Huddleston and 
Pullum classify as PREP PREP - (Huddleston & Pullum 2002, p. 625). Classifying 
here as complex conjunct: meaning not clear from words

13 Complex conj

1 67 the diagnosis (of) {ADHD} is 
made

[MAKE] a diagnosis COCA 4 types, 87 tokens. S24, F6, M18, N5, Ac34: bleaching 
of "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 68 [the diagnosis] of ADHD [is 
made]

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 69 take a [careful] history [TAKE] a history COCA 4 types, 17 tokens. S0, F1, M5, N4, Ac7 but some noise 
(taking a history class). Allow despite low frequency - specialist medical term - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 70 a diagnosis (of) {ADHD} is 
made

[MAKE] a diagnosis COCA 4 types, 87 tokens. S24, F6, M18, N5, Ac34: bleaching 
of "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 71 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 72 It {=diagnosis] shouldn't be 
made

[MAKE] collocated with diagnosis at L4, R4: COCA 519. S85, F27, M112, N46, 
Ac249 ….bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 73 well-informed Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 1645) hyphenated Judgement / 
Appreciation

13 Complex Adj

1 74 [researching] ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 75 [diagnosed with] ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 76 a management plan management plan COCA 484. S19, F0, M125, N101, Ac239: management and 
maintenance plan: road plan, treatment plan : no specialization/shift/bleaching 
on either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

1 77 [the effects of] ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 78 [the most common treatment 
for] ADHD

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 79 psychostimulant medication Technical term - meaning of "psychostimulant"? 23 N/NP

1 80 [psychostimulant medication] 
such as {dexamphetamine or..} 

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

1 81 These are thought to [BE] thought to COCA 11 types, 2988 tokens. S307, F108, M730, N503, Ac1340: 
the words not only say what they say, but evoke other people in the discourse 
space

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 82 In general, Searching , in general to access this meaning: COCA 1961. S79, F50, M496, 
N124, Ac1212: encoding "in", and means more/other than the words

Precision down 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



1 83 in {tablet} form in tablet form COCA 19. as a tablet 3. in tablet form Google 9.05 million 31 
January 2012. as a tablet Google 70.5 million: in liquid form, in written form, in 
spoken form, in three-dimensional form; in {type} form

13 Non-initial PP

1 84 long-acting COCA 47. S4, F1, M11, N6, Ac25 - meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Adj

1 85 long-acting COCA 47. S4, F1, M11, N6, Ac25 - meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Adj

1 86 Ritalin LA PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

1 87 [capsules…only need] to be 
taken

take…capsules/medicine … [TAKE] tablets - specialization/shift/bleaching in "take" 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 88 once a day once a day COCA 525: S71, F111, M195, N76, Ac72 (part of pattern, indicative 
only): once/twice a/n hour/day/month…NB after twice, a different pattern begins 
(three times…)

3 Complex Adv

1 89 In {many} cases [(about three-
quarters of…)]

in many cases COCA 3506. S799, F41, M742, N742, Ac1192: for many cases 
COCA 11: in a lot of cases COCA 118. Preference

Precision down 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 90 work wonders [WORK] wonders : 4 types, 230 tokens. S14, F33, M115, N53, Ac15: 
figurative/specialized use of "work"

13 Predicate phrase

1 91 [have] side effects side effects COCA 3517. S739, F133, M1658, N449, Ac538 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "side"

13 N/NP

1 92 loss of appetite loss of appetite COCA 127: S8, F8, M63, N14, Ac34: appetite loss COCA 11 - 
preference cf weight loss/loss of weight

13 N/NP

1 93 falling asleep [FALL] asleep : COCA 5 types, 4832 tokens: S445, F2992, M867, N364, Ac164: 
figurative "fall"

13 Predicate phrase

1 94 In general, Searching , in general to access this meaning: COCA 1961. S79, F50, M496, 
N124, Ac1212: encoding "in", and means more/other than the words

Precision down 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 95 [have] side effects side effects COCA 3517. S739, F133, M1658, N449, Ac538 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "side"

13 N/NP

1 96 less common [with 
methylphenidate (Ritalin)] than 
with [desamphetamine]

External 35 Comparative 
correlative

1 97 In the long term in the long term COCA 840. S236, F11, M161, N188, Ac244 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 97.1 have a small effect "have" could be "produce" - not including NOT INCLUDING NOT 
INCLUDING

NOT INCLUDING

1 98 [the] long-term [effect] the long-term outcome, the long-term illness, the long-term figures OPEN 
CHOICE: including for long-term : COCA 23918, S3410, F398, M5888, N5417, 
Ac8805 (see Arnaud et al 2008)

13 Complex Adj

1 99 cause for {concern} cause for concern COCA 448. S76, Fiction 19, M147, N83, Ac123 : cause for * . 
top collocate concern, then (with large gap) celebration, alarm, optimism, hope, 
worry… INDIRECT AFFECT

Indirect Affect 134 N/NP

1 100 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 101 per capita per capita COCA 3259. S239, F32, M717, N621, Ac1650 13 QUANT

1 102 the third {highest} [consumer] 
in the world

the [est] in/of the world - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative

1 103 To put it another way, [PUT] it another way COCA 3 types, 293 tokens. S42, F39, M89, N47, Ac76: 
meaning not clear from words - writer's voice apparent

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 103.1 between {1} and {2} per cent] Lower number must come first 135 CORRELATING

1 104 Some people believe . Some people believe COCA 45. S13, F6, M13, N2, Ac11 Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 105 [there should be] more effort 
made

[MAKE] collocated with effort  at L4, R4: 5524. S1109, F966, M1132, N1041, 
Ac1276  - bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase



1 105.1 If [there are problems…] then 
[these…]

Hypothetical situation, consequence - on the borders of internal and external Internal/external 135 CORRELATING

1 106 at school at school, at home, at church, in hospital, in/at the office, on the bus, in a car: 
COCA at school 5548. S853, F1858, M901, N834, Ac1102 - encoding

3 Non-initial PP

1 107 {problems}… need to be 
addressed

[ADDRESS] collocated with problems at L4, R4: 1724, S274, F17, M262, N329, 
Ac842

4 ADDRESS 
Predicate phrase

1 108 rather than COCA 6264. S6045, F4239, M14824, N10561, Ac26955 35 Complex conj

1 109 [rather than having the child] 
put on [stimulants]

Searching [PUT] on medication to access this meaning: COCA 9: [PUT] on drugs 
4…? [PUT] * on medication COCA 8 types, 18 tokens. (Huddleston & Pullum test 
for V-Particle-NP: p. 281: "only a transitive preposition can be followed by an 
unstressed personal pronoun": example given is "it": 'rather than having the child 
put on it' :V + prep not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

1 110 non-stimulant [medication] No matches in COCA, not included NOT INCLUDED N/A NOT INCLUDED

1 111 [to treat] ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 112 [kids with] ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 113 [some people turn to] 
alternative therapies

alternative therapies: COCA 174. S42, F0, M73, N27, Ac32 - encyclopaedic - 
things like naturopathy - meaning not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

1 114 [a diverse range of] 
complementary [and 
alternative] therapies [are used]

complementary therapies COCA 50: S0, F0, M23, N1, Ac26: things like 
naturopathy

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

1 115 [complementary and] 
alternative therapies

alternative therapies: COCA 174. S42, F0, M73, N27, Ac32 - encyclopaedic - 
things like naturopathy - meaning not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

1 116 research trials COCA 19. Google 2.05 million 26 March 2012: specific stage in scientific 
methodology - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

1 117 offer … hopes [offer] collocated with hope* at L4, R4, 14 types 946 tokens. S140, F85, M285, 
N232, Ac204" figurative "offer"

13 Predicate phrase

1 118 ADHD [require medication] … Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 119 [diagnosed with] ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 120 non-negotiable [rules] 3 Complex Adj

1 120 set [non-negotiable] rules [SET].[v*] rules COCA 97. S19, F1, M17, N35, Ac25: no bleaching/specialisation 
on either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

1 121 [the consequences of not] 
following the rules

[FOLLOW] the rules COCA 4 types, 435 tokens. S116, F81, M78, N81, Ac79 - NB 
opposite is break - discontinuity. Also figurative "following"

13 Predicate phrase

1 122 [if the] rule is broken [BREAK] collocated with rules COCA 5 types, 96 tokens. S12, F14, M25, N21, 
Ac24: figurative "break"

13 Predicate phrase

1 123 If [the rule is broken, warn], 
then

Then here is temporal, not internal consequence (cf Halliday and Hasan 1976) - 
not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

1 124 [ignore] all but [the important 
misbehaviours]

Searching all but the|a to access this usage: 2 types, 1522 meanings. S82, F296, 
M524, N327, Ac293 (Literal/idiomatic split: cf he was all but dead): LDCE has an 
entry for all but meaning "almost completely" p. 37 - different meaning here - 
"everything except" - so in effect it means 'pay attention to the important 
misbehaviours, ignore others': NB is a "scaling modifier" in the category of 
"peripheral modifiers" (see Huddleston and Pullum p. 436-437):  means ignore 
misbehaviours except for the important ones...V all but [point to exact set] - 
downplays ignore...classifying as Modifier with others like nothing more than, 
what amounts to - see text

15 Focusing 
modifier



1 125

2 126 2 BIBBULMUN TRACK
2 128 the Bibbulmun Track PROPER NOUN - place, not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLUDED
NOT INCLUDED

2 128.1 one of the world's great long 
distance walk trails

builds on the -est [N] in/of pattern, but no superlative here - not including in 
counts

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 129 long distance [walk trails] long-distance COCA 2634. S135, F271, M962, N961 cf ?short-distance walk-
trails?

13 Complex Adj

2 130 [long distance] walk trails walk trail* COCA 5. Google 181,000 22 October 2012: no 
specialization/shift/bleaching on either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 131 [stretching...] from 
[Kalamunda…] to [the historic 
town of…] 

External - counting with reservations (on the border) External 35 CORRELATING

2 132 on the outskirts [of Perth] on the outskirts : COCA 1258. S233, F274, M270, N343, Ac138: encoding. Must 
have determiner, adjective insertion possible, final prep not needed. Not PNP, PP

13 Non-initial PP

2 133 {passes} through the heart of [PASS] through the heart of COCA 2 types, 3 tokens. through the heart of COCA 
178. S22, F32, M55, N55, Ac14: many (as here) involving movement verb before 
and spatial location afterwards - eg "Rivers flow through  the heart of American 
and Americans" COCA 20, 2008, MAC, NatlParks: "The Divide winds 40 miles 
through the heart of the park" COCA 12, 2009, MAG, Backpacker. Movement may 
not be verbal - may be nominalized "After a mile of stop-and-go movement 
through the heart of downtown St. Paul" COCA 15, 20008, FIC, Bk:BlindRage: the 
PP is the core item but the construction is a VP - heart meaning "centre"

13 Predicate phrase

2 134 [the 'Waugal' (rainbow serpent 
[of the aboriginal Dreaming)]

rainbow serpent - proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

2 135 the aboriginal Dreaming the Dreaming is the proper noun - single word, not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 136 coastal heathlands coastal heathlands COCA 0. Google 19.4 million 31 January 2012: technical term, 
allow

23 N/NP

2 137 national parks specific meaning in Australian context, with particular restrictions: COCA 2711. 
S199, F30, M1713, N443, Ac326

23 N/NP

2 138 The Bibbulumun Track Place name - not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 139 a wide range a wide range: COCA 3864: S216, F68, M1057, N584, Ac1939: a big range 14. 
PREFERENCE - use of "wide"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

2 140 from [a gentle stroll…] to [an 
epic eight week adventure]

Internal - meaning not clear from words Internal 35 CORRELATING

2 141 a gentle stroll a gentle stroll : COCA 2. a gentle walk COCA 1. Not supported. N/A NOT INCLUDED 

2 142 the natural environment the natural environment, the built environment ,the university environment - no 
specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not including

N/A NOT INCLUDED 

2 143 [an epic] {eight}-week 
[adventure]

Conventionalised form for numbering (NB singular "week") 3 Complex Adj

2 145 a wilderness experience "wilderness experience" Google 1.81 million March 8 2012: refers to a specific 
tourism strategy in Australia

23 N/NP

2 146 camping out Searching [CAMP] out to avoid prepositional use of out: COCA 3 types, 33 tokens. 
S8, F7, M12, N6, Ac0

13 PV

2 147 [do it] in comfort in comfort COCA 231. S15, F73, M97, N23, Ac23 - container metaphor 13 Non-initial PP

2 148 campsites Also single word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary, not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



2 149 pit toilet localized term referring to specific type of toilet : COCA 8, but Google 2.6 million 
29 March 2013. 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

2 150 rainwater tank rainwater tank, water tank, septic tank, fish tank: no 
specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 151 tent areas They don't use the more common "campsite" or "camping areas". Tent areas are 
designated areas where tents can be erected for overnight stays….possibly 
avoiding "camp" to avoid any suggestion that the stay might be lengthy...? 
However one occurrence only, no specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 152 picnic tables card tables, kitchen tables, (coffee tables) : no specialization/shift/bleaching 
either side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 153 water-resistant water-resistant In Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary - "resist, but not entirely 
prevent" p. 1636. Usually comes with depth provisos - part of general knowledge 
re water-resistant watches to know that they will probably be OK in a shower of 
rain or if you inadvertently put them under the tap ... but prob not for swimming 
and certainly not scuba-diving

23 Complex Adj

2 154 rip-proof *-proof COCA for 100 types, 1169 tokens. S238, F114, M402, N309, Ac106. 
[problem-proof meaning not clear from words…first slot-filler either inscribed 
problem, or problem by association

34 Complex Adj

2 155 full-colour [maps] full-colour In Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary : specialization/shift/bleaching 
in full - print media term (full colour photos, full colour proofs) 

134 Complex Adj

2 156 guide books guide books : COCA 40. S5, F11, M6, N11, Ac7 PC because they need not actually 
guide you at all: they give information about places, routes etc. 
Specialisation/shift in "guide"

23 N/NP

2 157 DEC Department of Environment and Conservation 3 ABBREVIATION

2 158 campsites One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 159 websites One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 160 DEC Department of Environment and Conservation 3 ABBREVIATION

2 161 visitor information centres visitor information centres : no specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not 
included

N/A NOT INCLUDED 

2 162 A wide variety a wide variety COCA 2414. S146, F51, M729, N308, Ac1180: a * variety : top is 
wide 2414. Next great 163. PREFERENCE: use of "wide"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

2 163 interpretive tours interpretive tour* COCA 2 types, 6 tokens. Google 24,000. PC in Bibbulmun Track 
context - not enough occurrences to include

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 164 the Bibbulmun Track Foundation PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

2 165 Please note Please note . COCA 70. S4, F8, M24, N6, Ac28 Engagement 3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

2 166 Bibbulmum Track maps PROPER NOUN used adjectivally here - count with proper nouns 3 PROPER NOUN

2 167 Bibbulmun Track Foundation PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

2 168 for {navigational} purposes for * purposes COCA for 100 types, 4415 tokens: for a|the purpose 2 types, 2421 
tokens. Cannot be used without type in slot - including with broader group

34 Non-initial PP

2 169 [the] Bibbulmun Track Place name not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



2 170 for various reasons for various reasons COCA 324. S61, F21, M53, N64, Ac125: for * reasons: slot-
fillers two, several, these, political, other, different 341, many, obvious, 
various 324, the, security, three, economic, whatever, health, personal, 
similar, those, religious, safety, financial, good, unknown, medical, practical, 
envirnomental, huminatarian, social, legal, competitive, disciplinary, technical, 
what, sentimental, aesthetic, ethical, historical, academic, idiological, 
understandable, family, more, budgetary, strategic, numerous, business, selfish, 
certain, cosmetic, professional, such... rest below 20 : four choices for this 'vague 
quantity' usage: several, various, different, many: for many reasons was included 
because there is a preference over for a lot of reasons: however there is no 
apparent preference between several and various, and this expression is 
therefore not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 171 come across [COME] across 4 types, 4825 tokens. S1455, F979, M1122, N838, Ac431 - 
meaning not clear from the words

13 PV

2 172 trail markers trail markers COCA 16. Not supported: no specialization/shift/bleaching either 
side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 173 as opposed to as opposed to COCA 7034, S2259, F251, M1064, N918, Ac2542: 
bleaching/shift/specialisation in opposed, inability to drop final prep - organising 
procedural, PNP

13 PNP

2 174 [Waugal] trail markers trail markers COCA 16. Not supported: no specialization/shift/bleaching either 
side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 175 hand written signs One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 175.1 if [a campsite is closed] then [a 
temporary campsite will be 
provided] 

Background, consequence -  internal (see Halliday & Hasan 1976) … but also 
external (temporal…)

Internal/external 35 CORRELATING

2 177 campsite One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 178 water tank water tank : rainwater tank, septic tank, fish tank : no 
specialization/bleaching/shift on either side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 178.1 campsite Also single word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 179 the Water Corporation PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

2 180 a full report full report 292: S100, F42, M70, N40, Ac40: complete report 55: S19, F7, M7, 
N8, Ac14: preference, meaning of "full" in the context of "report"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

2 181 Bibbulmun Track conditions PROPER NOUN used adjectivally here - count with proper nouns 3 PROPER NOUN

2 182 Department of Environment and 
Conservation (DEC) Bibbulmun 
Track webpage

Department of Environment and Conservation 3 PROPER NOUN

2 182.1 […and Conservation] DEC 
[Bibbulmun Track…]

Department of Environment and Conservation 3 ABBREVIATION

2 183 Bibbulmun Track [webpage] PROPER NOUN used adjectivally, place name, not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 185 [IF] for any reason for any reason COCA 500: S93, F122, M102, N97, Ac86: for any reasons COCA 6: 
for some reason COCA 3492. for some reasons 15 Pragmatically loaded - don't 
hesitate - widens scope - means more/other than the words 

13 Interpolation

2 184 webpage One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 186 [the] DEC [webpage] Department of Environment and Conservation 3 ABBREVIATION



2 186.1 [the DEC] webpage Also one word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 187 DEC [district office] Department of Environment and Conservation 3 ABBREVIATION

2 188 [for] a brief outline outline collocated with brief at L2 COCA 30: MI 7.43 : S3, F2, M2, N2, Ac20: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "brief" (temporal to content) - and at least 
partially tautologous

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

2 189 click … on this page [above 
right]

not a page - web site (could also be a 1/3) Engagement 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

2 190 the Bibbulmun Track PLACE NAME not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 191 dieback Disease affecting trees in WA. Hyphenated in Australian Concise English 
Dictionary (2009) - therefore included in counts

23 N/NP

2 191.1 If [there is no red or green car 
on the road shown on the 
Bibbulmun Track Map,] then 

Background, consequence -  internal (see Halliday & Hasan 1976) … but also 
external (temporal…)

Internal/external 35 CORRELATING

2 192 Bibbulmun Track Map Considering the Bibbulmun Track Map as a proper noun in its own right and 
counting

3 PROPER NOUN

2 194 Disease Risk Areas Classifying as proper noun in this context (official designation) Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

2 195 access road access road : 212. S19, F71, M51, N54, Ac17 : entry road COCA 7 PREFERENCE 23 N/NP

2 196 DRA Disease Risk Areas 3 ABBREVIATION

2 197 total fire ban COCA 0. Google 106,000 31 January 2012. ALLOW: encyclopaedic PC in West 
Australian/Australian context - covers a specific range of activities not limited to 
things that would traditionally be associated with fire, including welding etc.

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

2 198 [A total fire ban is usually] in 
place [on the northern half] 
(53)

in place COCA 17151. S3708, F2484, M4442, N3117, Ac3400 - encoding 13 Non-initial PP

2 199 from [the start of summer] to Temporal correlative External, temporal 35 CORRELATING

2 199.1 from [the Northern Terminus…] 
to [the Brockman Highway…]

Locational correlative External, 
locational

35 CORRELATING

2 200 fuel stoves fuel stoves: Google 6.03 million. Query sent to Bibbulmun organisation asking for 
clarification: email received 31 January 2012: these are small portable stoves 
that have their own fuel source ... so people do not have to use twigs etc from 
the bush  

123 N/NP

2 201 the fire ban season fire ban season COCA 0, Google 28,000 31 January 2012. Not supported, not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 202 Bibbulmun Track Foundation PROPER NOUN (not building, structure, place) 3 PROPER NOUN

2 202 [48] campsites One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 203 [In the northern section] 
between [Kalamunda] and 
[Brookton Hwy]

Locative correlative External. locative 35 CORRELATING

2 204 high usage high usage 8: heavy usage 7: not supported, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 205 Further on . Further on , COCA 15. . Farther on , COCA 25. S0, F15, M7, N1, Ac2. Encoding 
in combination.

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

2 206 . As well as COCA 79511. S8018, F4962, M18628, N14001, Ac33902: meaning not clear from 
words, fixed form, constraints on elements before and after

135 Sentence/clause 
lead in

2 206.1 campsite One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



2 207 a sit-down (pit) toilet sit-down toilet COCA 2. Not supported, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 208 [a sit-down] pit toilet pit toilet Google 131,000 31 January 2012: PC in Australian context. Wikipedia 
def at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pit_toilet

23 N/NP

2 209 rainwater tank, picnic table No specialization/bleaching/shift on either side, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 211 In addition in addition 40149. S2939, F1057, M7937, N6699, Ac21517: rhetorical structure 
marker:means more/other htan words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

2 211.1 campsites x 5 One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 212 fuel stoves fuel stoves: Google 6.03 million. Query sent to Bibbulmun Track organisation 
(WA) asking for clarification: email reply received 31 January 2012: these are 
stoves that have their own fuel source so people do not have to use twigs etc 
from the bush  

Encyclopaedic, 
restricted

123 N/NP

2 213 fuel stoves fuel stoves: Google 6.03 million. Query sent to Bibbulmun Track organisation 
(WA) asking for clarification: email reply received 31 January 2012: these are 
stoves that have their own fuel source so people do not have to use twigs etc 
from the bush  

Encyclopaedic, 
restricted

123 N/NP

2 214 boot-cleaning stations boot-cleaning stations Not supported in COCA, Google: not included N/A NOT INCLUDED 

2 215 die-back {disease} Disease affecting trees in WA. Hyphenated in Australian Concise English 
Dictionary (2009) - therefore included in counts. Can stand as NP in its own right

23 Complex Adj

2 216 Phytophthora cinnamomi PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

2 217 [and offered on a] first come, 
first served [basis] (78)

first-come , first-served : COCA 127. S2, F1, M42, N69, Ac13: on a [variable slot] 
basis counted with PPs : preferred form, also specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"served"

13 Complex Adv

2 218 on a [first-come, first served] 
basis

Has to have an adjective: can't say on a basis. Including for that reason - first-
come, first-served counted as Complex Adj

Adv 34 Non-initial PP

2 219 Code of the Campsite PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

2 220 if [you are travelling in a group 
of 8 or more] then [please also 
see the Notice of Intent page]

Background, consequence -  internal (see Halliday & Hasan 1976) … Internal 35 CORRELATING

2 221 Notice of Intent (page) PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

2 221.1 In case in case COCA 8764. S1736, F3137, M1730, N1392, Ac769 135 Sentence/clause 
lead in

2 222 bivvy bag bivvy bag = "bivouac sack": Google 97,000 31 January 2012 - cross between a 
sleeping bag and a small tent. 

123 N/NP

2 223 camp out Searching [CAMP] out . to access this meaning. COCA 3 types, 33 tokens. S8, F7, 
M12, N6, Ac0

13 PV

2 224 [there are nine towns] along the 
way

along the way COCA 4918. S1023, F743, M1487, N1205, Ac460: literal and 
idiomatic meaning, here literal: along the route COCA 268: preference

3 Non-initial PP

2 225 a wide range [of 
accommodation]

wide range : COCA 4399. S261, F79, M1176, N649, Ac2234: large range COCA 
69: big range COCA 18: use of "wide"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

2 226 Bibbulmun Walking Breaks PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

2 227 See also [the frequently asked 
questions]

Engagement 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

2 228 frequently asked questions COCA 111. S4, F4, M40, N35, Ac28: formulaic - often FAQs 3 N/NP

3 229 In addition, In addition , COCA 16697. S523, F217, M2932, N1459, Ac11566 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 230 TEXT 3 PUBLIC ART



3 231 The City of Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN

3 232 public art [initiatives] public art COCA 508. S17, F2, M109, N172, Ac208: means art made available for 
the public to look at, not art done by the public

Encyclopaedic 13 Complex Adj

3 233 civic squares civic square COCA 1. civic squares COCA 1: no definitions in Google, dictionaries. 
Not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

3 234 civic statuary COCA 0: however, included in Google Wikipedia definition of public art - counting 
with reservations

2 N/NP

3 235 monumental sculpture monumental sculpture COCA 20:s0, F1, M9, N3, Ac7.  Google 818,000 31 
January 2012, with Wikipedia def at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monumental_sculpture - 
shifting/bleach/specialization in "monumental"

23 N/NP

3 236 street art street art COCA 59: S8, F4, M8, N29, Ac10: Google 34 million 31 January 2012, 
with Wikipedia def at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Street_art - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "shift"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

3 237 temporary installations temporary installations COCA 6. Conventionalization centres on installation rather 
than collocation, installation having a specific meaning in an art context: people 
would also talk about installations. excellent installations, novel installations, 
avant garde installations, expensive installations NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

3 238 public art [collection] public art.[nn*] Google 507. S17, F2, M108, N172, Ac208. Art for the public, not 
by the public

Encyclopaedic 13 Complex Adj

3 239 [offers] something for everyone something for everyone COCA 289. S73, F4, M105, N88, Ac19: something for 
everybody COCA 81. S38, F2, M17, N18, Ac6: something for someone COCA 29; 
something for all COCA 29 but all in this case usually quantifying. Form 
preference

3 N/NP

3 240 Public Art Study PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

3 241 the City of Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN

3 242 Public Art Study: Review Report BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

3 243 the first step in [a process] the first step COCA 3148. S574, F237, M925, N485, Ac927: figurative step Movement 13 N/NP

3 244 a clear direction clear direction COCA 82. S8, F4, M11, N23, Ac36 - figurative direction: 
bleaching/shift/specialization in "clear"

13 N/NP

3 245 public art public art COCA 508. S17, F2, M109, N172, Ac208: included because the 
meaning is not clear from the parts - public art is art that is displayed around the 
city, generally outside: it has been bought by the City of Perth (encyclopaedic) - 
art for the public, not by the public

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

3 246 Western Australia's Place name - not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

3 247 capital city capital city COCA 1021. S242, F111, M189, N268, Ac211 - means more/other 
than the words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

3 248 a major review COCA 24. S6, F0, M4, N2, Ac12 - NB no fiction. Use of "major" conveying 
significance, importance - not necessarily size

Appreciation/ 
Force

134 Intensifying 
collocation

3 249 public art [operations] public art.[nn*] COCA  507. S17, F2, M108, N172, Ac208: art for the public, not 
by the public

Encyclopaedic 13 Complex Adj

3 250 City of Perth Here refering to place, therefore not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

3 251 local government authorities local government authorities COCA 7: Google 11.5 million 31 January 2012 
(encyclopaedic)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

3 252 a clear vision a clear vision COCA 114. S21, F4, M25, N33, Ac31: a * vision collocates are new, 
clear, shared, common, different, low, positive, long-term, compelling : figurative 
vision , bleaching/shift/specialization in "clear"

1 N/NP



3 253 public art [initiatives] public art.[nn*] COCA  507. S17, F2, M108, N172, Ac208: art for the public, not 
by the public

Encyclopaedic 13 Complex Adj

3 254 City of Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN

3 255 Public Art Policy and Strategy PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

3 256 For more information {contact} Searching . For more information , COCA 1957. S7, F3, M782, N935, Ac230 - 
means to get more information, if you need more information - has ended up as 
an abbreviation which everyone understands - followed by imperative

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 257 Arts & Cultural Development 
Coordinator

JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

3 258 Public Art Report public art.[nn*] Google 507. S17, F2, M108, N172, Ac208. 3 PUBLICATION

3 259 a State Government initiative "state government initiative" Google 5.23 million 31 January 2012. Australian. No 
bleaching, specialisation on either side. DO NOT INCLUDE

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

3 260 the City of Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN

3 261 [major] civic space civic space COCA 17. S0, F0, M0, N4, Ac13. Google "civic space" 529,000 31 
January 2012 not supported, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

3 263 major redevelopment major redevelopment COCA 7. important redevelopment, significant 
redevelopment 1, big redevelopment 0 not supported, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

3 264 Without doubt Searching . Without doubt COCA 58. S1, F9, M12, N4, Ac32  - means more/other 
than words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 265 focal point focal point 1481: S122, F54, M574, N318, Ac413: focus point COCA 25 - 
preferred form

3 N/NP

3 266 City of Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN

3 267 For more information {go to} Searching . For more information , COCA 1957. S7, F3, M782, N935, Ac230 - 
means to get more information, if you need more information - has ended up as 
an abbreviation which everyone understands - followed by imperative

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 269 City of Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN

3 270 [in] public places public places COCA 645. S117, F57, M132, N177, Ac162: public * : public health, 
public schools, opinion, policy, relations, radio, education, interest normal 
selection, no obvious issues on either side (transparent both ways) NOT 
INCLUDED (but cf public art)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

3 271 the inner city inner city COCA 720. S268, F21, M142, N190, Ac99: specialisation of "inner" - 
means more/other than the words

13 N/NP

3 272 the City of Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN

3 273 For more information {contact} Searching . For more information , COCA 1957. S7, F3, M782, N935, Ac230 - 
means to get more information, if you need more information - has ended up as 
an abbreviation which everyone understands - followed by imperative

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 274 the Arts and Cultural 
Development Coordinator

Job title 3 Job title

3 275

4 276 TEXT 4 KINGS PARK
4 277 botanic garden COCA 184. S8, F6, M71, N71, Ac28 - means more than the words Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP
4 278 the most {popular} [visitor 

destination] in [Western 
Australia]

the -est in NP - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative



4 279 the Central Business District Often abbreviated CBD. In full, COCA 128: S16, F1, M15, N61, Ac35 - Low F - 
means more than the words suggest (encyclopaedic)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

4 280 throughout the {year} throughout the year - COCA 921: S96, F23, M306, N223, Ac273. NB as in other 
cases, less frequent as inscribed length of time word decreases - e.g. throughout 
the hour COCA 42

34 Complex Adv

4 281 two thirds Not including fractions NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

4 282 made up of made up of COCA 3662. S423, F344, M928, N739 : passive preference 13 PV

4 284 interstate [and international] 
visitors

interstate visitors 86,900 Google 31 January 2012: interstate travel, interestate 
investment, interstate relationships … transparent both sides, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

4 285 the Botanic Gardens and Parks 
Authority

Proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

4 287 in accordance with in accordance with COCA 2538: S197, F130, M230, N218, Ac1763…meaning 
bleach/specialisation/shift in accordance: consistent omission of determiner 
before noun: adjective insertion allowed (COCA in strict accordance with, full, 
perfect, total, rough, general, exact, entire…): inability to drop final prep: 
organising procedural, PNP

13 PNP

4 288 the Kings Park and Botanic 
Garden Management Plan

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

4 289 biological diversity cultural diversity, geographic diversity, ethnic diversity : transparent on both 
sides, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

4 290 cultural heritage [icons] cultural heritage COCA 833. S39, F18, M110, N116, Ac550: 21.1 million Google 
31 January 2012 with definitions: encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

4 293 the Commissioner for Lands JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

4 296 in honour of in honour of COCA 28. S0, F8, M7, N0, Ac13: in * honour of COCA 0: no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift, but consistent omission of determiner, COCA 0 for 
in * honour of, final prep can only be dropped if possessive pronoun inserted 
between in and honour : contentful - gives reason with content

13 Non-initial PP

4 297 Read more about … Live link - interpersonal text organiser Engagement 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

4 299 gathering point meeting point, meeting place, gathering place : transparent on both sides - COCA 
15. Not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

4 300 a focal point [of] focal point : COCA 1481. S122, F54, M574, N318, Ac413: Australian concise 
Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 545): cf focus point COCA 25 - preference

3 N/NP

4 301 The State War Memorial PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

4 302 the Honour Avenues PROPER NOUN (considering as entity, not place) 3 PROPER NOUN

4 303

5 304 TEXT 5 CITIZENSHIP
5 305 citizenship ceremonies formulaic in Australian context - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

5 306 Australian citizen Means more than the words in Australian context - encyclopaedic - brings with it 
specific rights in regard to working for the Government, voting, ability to put 
university fees on HECS (permanent residents have to pay upfront) etc - including 
for that reason

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

5 307 citizenship ceremony formulaic in Australian context - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

5 308 make the Pledge [of 
Commitment…]

[MAKE] collocated with pledge COCA 0. Approximation/Extension of [MAKE] 
collocated with promise? Not supported, not included. (TAKE a pledge?)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

5 309 the Pledge of Commitment PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

5 310 the City of South Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (as for the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN



5 311 citizenship ceremonies formulaic in Australian context - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

5 312 every few {months} every few months *every many months: COCA 224. S34, F66, M70, N39, Ac15 
NB every expressions not usually included - included here only because of 
juxtaposition with few - meaning not clear from combination

3 Complex Adv

5 313 depending on NB classifying as complex conjunct along with apart from, along with, other than, 
rather than…

35 Complex conj

5 314 citizenship certificates formulaic in Australian context - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

5 315 [Once] the number reaches [REACH] collocated with number COCA 388. S86, F46, M99, N76, Ac81: lots of 
noise: this usage is number with [reach] with [target/achieved number] : 
figurative "reach"

Movement 13 Sub/pred 
combination

5 316 [Once the number reaches] 
between {40}-{50} [people]

between [number] and [number] (counting internal "and", see Methodology) - 
facilitates quantification. Lower number conventionally first

QUANT 3 CORRELATING

5 317 sends out [invitations] [SEND] out COCA 4 types, 3782 tokens. S1011, F635, M901, N878, Ac357 13 PV

5 318 citizenship ceremonies formulaic in Australian context - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

5 319 [attendees receive] [a small 
gift] such as {a native flower or 
plant}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

5 321 [and] refreshments are provided [PROVIDE] collocated with refreshments at L4, R4: MI 5.50. COCA 36, S0, F6, 
M3, N25, Ac2. [GIVE] collocated with refreshments at L4, R4, COCA 0: provide a 
map, provide a tour guide : "refreshments will be provided" Google 12 million 30 
March 2012. VP base is formulaic in the context of event details/invitations -  
usually passive, form preference

3 Predicate phrase

5 322 For more information Searching . For more information , COCA 1957. S7, F3, M782, N935, Ac230 - 
means to get more information, if you need more information - has ended up as a 
formula which everyone understands - followed by imperative

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

5 323 citizenship ceremonies Formulaic in Australian context - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

5 324 Civic Function and Ceremonies 
Officer

Job title 3 JOB TITLE

5 325 application forms application forms COCA 113. S13, F7, M20, N23, Ac50: NB subtle difference 
between "application" and "registration", "application" implying possibility of 
refusal, "registration" implying certainty - means more than the words

23 N/NP

5 326 the City of South Perth PROPER NOUN - legal entity rather than place reference 3 PROPER NOUN

5 327

6 328 TEXT 6 BUSHFIRES 
6 329 [and] loss of life loss of life COCA 688. S316, F36, M81, N147, Ac108 (means death) - figurative 

"loss"
13 N/NP

6 330 as a means of as a means of COCA 2106. S111, F74, M303, N206, Ac1412: encoding: 
determiner needed, adjective insertion possible, no bleaching/specialisation/shift 
in means, "means" adds content, PP not PNP (reason PP)

13 Non-initial PP

6 331 [in some eucalypt and banksia 
species,] for example [fire 
causes]

for example COCA 84149. S11949, F1710, M19175, N11293, Ac40022 - form 13 Interpolation

6 332 seed pods seed pod COCA 17, seed pods COCA 69: S1, F10, M39, N8, Ac11: tautology (pod 
defined as "a long narrow seed container that grows on various plants" in LDCE, 
p. 1259 - so you could just say "pods"...but common tautology? Form preference

3 N/NP

6 333 For many {thousands} of years slotfillers millions, thousands, hundreds : COCA 3 types, 23 tokens 34 Sentence/clause 
lead in



6 334 a variety of purposes a * of purposes COCA 13 types, 87 tokens: but top is variety at 63. S3, F0, M12, 
N8, Ac40: a variety of reasons, a variety of animals, a variety of 
programmes…open choice not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 335 for {hunting} purposes for * purposes COCA for 100 types, 4415 tokens: S646, F253, M797, N509, 
Ac2210 - like on a * basis, has to be qualified, included for that reason

34 Non-initial PP

6 336 dense vegetation dense vegetation COCA 61. S2, F6, M27, N7, Ac19: thick vegetation COCA 24: * 
vegetation : native, natural, dense, aquatic, lush, thick, woody, forest, tropical : 
dense * collocates forest, foliage, fog, vegetation, forests, woods, jungle, 
urban, smoke, network, clouds, cover, stands, cloud, undergrowth...two 
patterns, one connected with air quality and the other with vegetation of all 
sorts: transparent on both sides, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 337 [severe] loss of life loss of life COCA 688. S316, F36, M81, N147, Ac108 (death): figurative "loss" 13 N/NP

6 337.1 [the day on which they occur] 
such as [Ash Wednesday…]

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

6 338 Ash Wednesday Proper noun - major bushfire event 3 PROPER NOUN

6 338.1 Black Saturday Proper noun - major bushfire event 3 PROPER NOUN

6 339 heat waves heat wave COCA COCA 345. S74, F90, M81, N77, Ac23: heat waves COCA 183. 
S16, F63, M60, N19, Ac25: cf (from LDCE cold spell): but one word in Australian 
Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009) therefore not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 340 [heat waves] such as {the 
2009…}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

6 341 heat wave heat wave COCA COCA 345. S74, F90, M81, N77, Ac23: heat waves COCA 183. 
S16, F63, M60, N19, Ac25: cf (from LDCE cold spell): but one word in Australian 
Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009) therefore cannot be included 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 342 [the 2009] Black Saturday 
bushfires

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 343 lost their lives [LOSE] * life|lives: 67 types, 1083 tokens: S546, F103, M146, N214, Ac74: 
figurative "lost"

13 Predicate phrase

6 343.1 depending on Complex conjunction, see elsewhere (prep changing meaning of head) 14 Complex conj

6 344 densely forested densely forested COCA 38. S1, F1, M21, N6, Ac9: dense forest COCA S5, F34, 
M35, N9, Ac20: densely wooded COCA 37 (very similar). Heavily forested COCA 
84: heavily wooded COCA 100. Counting for intensifier rather than as complex 
adj (cf densely populated)

13 Intensifying 
collocation

6 345 densely forested densely forested COCA 38. S1, F1, M21, N6, Ac9: dense forest COCA S5, F34, 
M35, N9, Ac20: heavily forested is preferred in COCA texts (79). Some 
shift/specialization/bleaching in "densely", including for that reason

13 Intensifying 
collocation

6 346 pose a threat a threat collocated with [POSE] at L3, COCA 4 types, 614 tokens. S153, F21, 
M93, N147, Ac200: [POSE] * * * collcoates threat, danger, problem, risk, the 
question, a challenge, a health risk, for a picture, a challenge, a problem…at least 
2 patterns - one posing for a photo, the other related to difficult situations, as 
here. Often includes some evaluation of the threat (a strong threat, less of a 
threat etc): specialization of "pose" as problematicizer

34 Predicate phrase

6 347 [pose a threat to both] life and 
property

life and property : Google 282 million 8 March 2012: COCA 71. "property and life" 
Google 28.4 million.  Commonly bundled together in Australian context in 
reference to extreme weather events (fire, flood, hurricanes) … no bleaching, 
specialisation … not including (correlative included with CORRELATING) 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 347.1 [a threat to] both [life] and 
[property]

Encoding - specialization/shift/bleaching in "both" FORCE 135 CORRELATING



6 348 high winds high winds COCA 458. S162, F28, M149, N70, Ac49. high wind COCA 118. strong 
winds COCA 261. S80, F19, M111, N25, Ac26 - use of "high" cf high seas

134 Intensifying 
collocation

6 349 pose [less of] a threat a threat collocated with [POSE] at L3, COCA 4 types, 614 tokens. S153, F21, 
M93, N147, Ac200: [POSE] * * * collcoates threat, danger, problem, risk, the 
question, a challenge, a health risk, for a picture, a challenge, a problem…at least 
2 patterns - one posing for a photo, the other related to difficult situations, as 
here. Often includes some evaluation of the threat (a strong threat, less of a 
threat etc): specialization of "pose" as problematicizer

34 Predicate phrase

6 350 [reducing the] fuel loads fuel load COCA 30. S5, F4, M10, N8, Ac3: fuel loads 10: PC in bush fire context - 
refers to the amount of leaf litter in the bush - specialization of "load" and also 
"fuel" - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

6 351 controlled burn [escapes] Formulaic in Australian context - encyclopaedic -  the practice of burning off in the 
bush to try to reduce the fuel load: Google 612,000 29 March 2013 - defined at 
www.sciencedaily.com/articles/c/controlled_burn.htm "a technique sometimes 
used in forest management"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 352 a good deal of a good deal of COCA 1401: S311, F227, M323, N171, Ac369: can have a good 
deal or a great deal : a big deal has a different meaning/use

13 QUANT

6 353 came about Searching [COME] about . to access intransitive PV. 4 types, 292 tokens. S124, 
F46, M33, N47, Ac42

13 PV

6 354 as the result of as the result of COCA 747. as a result of COCA 11330. S2437, F282, M1718, 
N1538, Ac5355. This form (with the), no encoding/decoding issues…not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 355 early humans early humans COCA 74. S5, F1, M33, N9, Ac26 (preferred to ancient humans 
(19), prehistoric humans (10)…specialization/shift/bleaching in "early"

3 N/NP

6 356 setting fires [SET] fires COCA 3 types, 121 tokens. S41, F19, M14, N33, Ac14: ACOD gives set 
it on fire … specializaton of "set" (refers to careful setting of sticks and paper in 
such a way that fire will be able to start…)

13 Predicate phrase

6 357 epicormic shoots epicormic shoots COCA 0. Google 26,800 1 Feb 2012: Technical, included despite 
low frequency - encyclopaedic 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 358 fire-resistant COCA 27 : Google 6.82 million 23 October: include -  same principle as water 
resistant - not the same as fire-proof

23 Complex Adj

6 359 Fire Danger Rating [(FDR)] PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 359.1 FDR Fire Danger Rating 3 ABBREVIATION

6 360 fire season fire season COCA 84. S49, F2, M16, N13, Ac4. doesn't mean that fires necessarily 
happen (as rainy/dry): means that the risk is high: specialisation of "season"

23 N/NP

6 361 the Bureau of Meteorology 
[(BOM)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 361.1 BOM Bureau of Meterology 3 ABBREVIATION

6 362 weather forecasts weather forecasts COCA 89. S11, F8, M43, N21, Ac6. economic forecasts, 
earnings forecasts, climate forecasts, profit forecasts: weather and economic 
forecasts? Two weather and one economic forecast? Odd, but odd by virtue of 
oddness of putting weather and economic forecasts together. Including only 
because it is understood that these are official forecasts - i.e. underpinned by 
formal analysis

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 363 [including temperature,] relative 
humidity

relative humidity COCA 205. S14, F1, M59, N8, Ac123 encyclopaedic - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "relative"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

6 364 wind speed wind speed 264: S20, F13, M19, N27, Ac85 transparent on both sides,  no 
specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

6 365 Fire Danger Rating COCA 0. Google 284,000 29 March 2013: low frequencies, however formulaic in 
Australian context - count as ordinary N/NP

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



6 366 bush fire danger ratings COCA 0. Formulaic in Australian context - Google 128,000 29 March 2013: NB 
bushfire is one word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 186)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 367 trigger points Formulaic in this context - a trigger point is not what starts a fire, but the 
markers that indicate a shift from one bush fire danger rating to another, and 
which therefore trigger different responses for people in the area. 
Specialization/bleaching/shift in "trigger", and encyclopaedic - see "Prepare, Act, 
Survive" 
http://www.abc.net.au/emergency/bushfire/warnings/documents/national_warnin
gs_framework.pdf

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 368 [See] for example for example COCA 84149. S11949, F1710, M19175, N11293, Ac40022 - form 13 Interpolation

6 369 Fire Danger Ratings COCA 0. Google 284,000 29 March 2013: low frequencies, however formulaic in 
Australian context - count as ordinary N/NP

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 370 weather forecasts weather forecasts COCA 89. S11, F8, M43, N21, Ac6. economic forecasts, 
earnings forecasts, climate forecasts, profit forecasts: No bleaching, 
specialisation, figurative meaning…not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 371 the actions they should take [TAKE] collocated with action|actions at L4, R4: 2 types, 8906 tokens. S2834, 
F429, M1454, N1890, Ac2299 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

6 372 TV Television 3 ABBREVIATION

6 372.1 [and on] websites One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 373 The Australasian Fire Authorities 
Council [(AFAC)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 373.1 AFAC Australasian Fire Authorities 3 ABBREVIATION

6 374 peak body peak body COCA 1: Google 612,000 1 February 2012 not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

6 375 emergency services emergency services COCA 356. F25, M42, N154, Ac32: refers specifically to 
ambulance, fire, police - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 376 land management [agencies] land management COCA 675. S43, F10, M287, N179, Ac156: land management 
is a specific field of practice and study in Australia - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

6 377 New South Wales Rural Fire 
Service [(RFS)] 

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 377.1 RFS Rural Fire Service 3 ABBREVIATION

6 378 statutory body statutory body COCA 5. 2.26 million Google 1 February 2012. 
www.atns.net.au/subcategory.asp?subcategoryID=139 - specific technical 
meaning

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 379 Government of New South 
Wales

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 380 the Country Fire Service PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 380.1 the Fire Service Proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

6 381 the Country Fire Authority 
[(CFA)]

Proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

6 381.1 CFA Country Fire Authority 3 ABBREVIATION

6 382 emergency services emergency services COCA 356. F25, M42, N154, Ac32 - encyclopaedic: police, 
fire, ambulance

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

6 383 [within the state,] as well as 
{large portions of outer 
suburban areas}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

135 COORDINATING



6 384 outer suburban {areas} outer suburban COCA 4. outer suburbs 35. S3, F0, M6, N20, Ac6 - evokes specific 
understandings in the context of Australian cities - specialization/shift/bleaching 
in "outer": "outer suburban" 6.180 million Google 14 May 2013

23 Complex Adj

6 385 growth corridors growth corridors COCA 3. Google 169,000: appears to be a technical term - see 
def at acnu.org/data/acnu-congress-2010/WEDNESDAY/Jones.pdf. ALLOW - 

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

6 386 Metropolitan Fire Brigade PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 387 The Fire and Emergency 
Services Authority of Western 
Australia [(FESA)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 387.1 FESA Fire and Emergency Services Authority of Western Australia 3 ABBREVIATION

6 388 prime organisation COCA 0: not supported N/A NOT INCLUDED 

6 389 EIGHT: Bush Fire Service, 
Emergency Services Cadets, Fire 
and Rescue Service, State 
Emergency Service, Volunteer 
Emergency Service, Volunteer 
Fire Service, Volunteer Fire and 
Rescue Service, Volunteer 
Marine Rescue Service

PROPER NOUNS X8 3 PROPER NOUN

6 390 all year round COCA S40, F31, M54, N23, Ac11: meaning not clear from words - adds temporal 
force - NB *all week round, all month round?

Force 13 Complex Adv

6 391 [grouped into years] such as 
{2006-7 Australian bushfire 
season} 

 COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, constraints on elements before and after

External 135 COORDINATING

6 392 bushfire season related to fire season. fire season COCA 84. S49, F2, M16, N13, Ac4. rainy 
season, dry season; hot season COCA 23: doesn't mean that fires necessarily 
happen (as rainy/dry): means that the risk is high: specialization/shift in "season" 
- cf bushfire period

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

6 393 run from [June one year] until 
[May the next year.]

Temporal correlative 35 CORRELATING

6 393.1 the next year COCA 3320. S697, F231, M956, N1038, Ac398. cf next year - definite article - the 
next year relative to a given year - transparent on both sides, no unusual 
restrictions/ patterns, not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 393.1 El Nino [years] Proper noun - weather pattern - here used adjectivally 3 Complex Adj

6 394 [Southeast Australia is] fire 
prone

fire prone COCA 0. Google "fire prone" 860,000 26 March 2012.  drought prone 2. 
risk prone, debt prone, disease prone, genetically prone: similar pattern to rip-
proof, more difficult to extract from COCA (need to exclude prone to examples). 
Examples in this pattern from COCA (low to high) fire prone, conflict prone, 
exposure prone, disaster prone, coup prone, boredom prone, genetically prone, 
depression prone, violence prone, flood prone, injury prone, error prone, lie prone 
: including with reservations - restrictions on slot-filler (negative) - commens as 
per rip-proof (if you said "love prone", "love" would be positioned negatively)

34 Complex Adj

6 395 dry season searching the dry season to capture this usage. COCA 340. S9, F31, M80, N23, 
Ac197: specialization of "dry" 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 396 dry season searching the dry season to capture this usage. COCA 340. S9, F31, M80, N23, 
Ac197: specialization of "dry" 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



6 397 the vast majority vast majority COCA 4176. S915, F68, M977, N938, Ac1278: intensifier - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "vast" - NB the vast minority COCA 2

134 Intensifying 
collocation

6 398 lightning strikes lightning strikes.[nn*] COCA 92. S12, F21, M26, N20, Ac12 - specialization of 
"strike", preferred form

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

6 399 as {common} a {cause} as {appraisal} a [object of appraisal] - as [j*] a [nn*] as - for 100 types, 648 
tokens

35 CORRELATING

6 400 In terms of in terms of COCA 33570. S13344, F562, M3520, N3270, Ac12874 PNP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

6 400.1 monetary cost COCA 18. S0, F2, M3, N7, Ac6. Interesting because shift in "cost" (emotional 
cost, cultural cost, political cost) has led to a situation in which the classifier 
"monetary" may be needed: but transparent on both sides and below 20, not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 401 highly populated highly populated COCA 47: S12, F2, M6, N11, Ac16. densely populated COCA 
483: S54, F27, M116, N118, Ac168. heavily populated COCA 164. S21, F12, M38, 
N54, Ac39: with reservations, but use of "highly"

134 Intensifying 
collocation

7 402 TEXT 7 
APPRENTICESHIPS

7 403 a host of information a host of information COCA 2. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

7 404 more than {80 apprenticeships} Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

7 405 tell {their} story [TELL] their story COCA 123: S64, F7, M17, N19, Ac16 - not a fictional story, but 
their personal story - where there is a possessive pronoun in the middle, this 
meaning dominates. 

13 Predicate phrase

7 406 [what they] have to {say} have to offer, have to contribute, have to say... specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"have", and means more than the words

134 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

7 407 Jobs Board PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

7 407.1 Jobs Board PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

7 408 SMS [alerts] Short Message System - never used in full form 3 ABBREVIATION

7 409 [with] more than {480…} Not including more than when uninterrupted N/A NOT INCLUDED

7 410 [you have amazing options to 
start] a rewarding career

a rewarding * collocates are experience (3), career (20), job, process, time, life, 
day…no specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

7 411 All of the above All of the above COCA 589. S128, F54, M171, N115, Ac121 Engagement 2 TEXT 
ORGANISER

7 412 hands on {training programs} hands-on hyphenated in Longman and ACOD - figurative - classifying as N/NP - if 
slotfiller relates to anything other than training/education, flips out of idiomatic 
meaning

14 Complex Adj

7 412.1 all sorts of COCA 4567. S1635, F881, M963, N643, Ac445: means more than the individual 
component parts suggest - cf all the sorts of COCA 12: S5, F4, M1, N2, Ac0. 

13 N/NP

7 413 a smart decision smart decision COCA 29. S15, F3, M5, N5, Ac1: smart choice, smart girl, smart 
company - intelligent decision, wise decision, bright decision, good decision : no 
specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

7 414 Take the time [to] [TAKE] the time to COCA 5 types, 1518 tokens: S374, F254, M417, N273, Ac200 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

7 415 switched on {employers} switched-on plus human - hyphenated - figurative - if not human in slot, literal 
meaning reasserts 

14 Complex Adj

7 416 switched on {apprentices} switched-on plus human - hyphenated - figurative 14 Complex Adj



7 417 [A bit of planning and 
investigation will] give you the 
edge

[GIVE] * the edge 37 types, 62 tokens. S13, F8, M17, N24, Ac0: figurative "edge" 13 Predicate phrase

7 418 All you need to know about Open Choice (All you need to do about…) N/A NOT INCLUDED 

7 419 [if you] put in [the preparation 
upfront] 

put in (effort, preparation, work) : [PUT] in the preparation COCA 0. [PUT] in the 
effort COCA 15.[PUT] in an effort COCA 0. [PUT] the effort [in] COCA 7. Variable 
positions … Cited in Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989), p. 280: 
allow

13 PV

7 419.1 [if you put in the preparation] 
upfront

Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) lists upfront as usually two words 
when used adverbially: therefore counting here. up front COCA 2505. S537, 
F573, M629, N624, Ac142

13 Complex Adv

7 420 job hunting Normally hyphenated: figurative "hunting" COCA 84, S17, F12, M16, N25, Ac14 13 Predicate phrase

7 421 [a bit of effort will] boost your 
confidence

[BOOST] * confidence: 34 types, 106 tokens: S15, F13, M38, N28, Ac12: 
figurative boost 

13 Predicate phrase

7 422 you've made it Searching [MAKE] it . to access this usage: 4 types 3510 tokens. S1183, F1066, 
M549, N595, Ac117: still mixture of meanings - (1) survive (not die), (2) 
succeed/arrive… - meaning is not clear from the words, allow

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

7 423 where to from here where to from here COCA 3. Google 4.3 million 1 February 2012: not referring to 
literal movement, but to conceptual progress - starting at the point in the 
discourse space that is agreed ground…

Space 13 ENTIRE

7 424 getting ahead Searching [GET] ahead . to access this usage: COCA 5 types, 214 tokens. S69, 
F34, M54, N45, Ac12

13 PV

7 425 enter into a contract [ENTER] into a contract 4 types, 39 tokens: S8, F2, M4, N8, Ac17.  other 
collocates drawing, computer, contract, partnership, database…in this meaning, 
limited semantic set (contract, parternship etc): idiomatic entering: MOVEMENT

13 Predicate phrase

7 426 learn on the job [LEARN] on the job COCA 37. S8, F3, M7, N10, Ac9. Other slot fillers [BE], 
[STAY], [REMAIN], [SLEEP] … particular meaning for on the job in the context of 
these verbs: encoding "on" and meaning of "on the job" (cf learn at work - not 
the same)

123 Predicate phrase

7 427 off the job [training]  Normally associated with a movement verb - eg "walked off the job", "stormed 
off the job". Not supported in this context (COCA 3), not inluding

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

7 428 State Training Provider PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

7 429 TAFE Trades and Further Education 3 ABBREVIATION

7 430 registered training provider COCA 0. Formulaic in the context of apprenticeships - allow - used generically 
here

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 431 from which to choose Open Choice NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

7 431.1 To make it {easier} [to see…] [MAKE] it [Adj - attitude] - see notes on MAKE predicate phrases 13 MAKE predicate 
phrase

7 432 industry sectors No specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

7 432.1 on the left on the left, on the right, in the middle …conventionalised position indicators 3 Non-initial PP

7 433 [Trainees] enter into a contract 
[to gain…]

[ENTER] into a contract 4 types, 39 tokens: S8, F2, M4, N8, Ac17.  other 
collocates drawing, computer, contract, partnership, database…in this meaning, 
limited semantic set (contract, parternship etc): figurative entering: movement

movement 13 Predicate phrase

7 434 [to gain] hands-on {skills} hands-on hyphenated in Longman and ACOD - figurative - classifying as N/NP - if 
slotfiller relates to anything other than training/education, flips out of idiomatic 
meaning

14 Complex Adj



7 435 [Trainees enter into a contract 
with an employer to gain hands-
on skills and] work experience 
[while earning a wage (64) 

work experience COCA 532, S32, F6, M67, N92, Ac335: usually unpaid - use is 
different here but draws on the core meaning - reflects the fact that apprentices 
are paid, but their wages are low - but you get work experience, without which 
employers will not take you on: not employment experience, or practical 
experience - preferrred

Encyclopaedic 3 N/NP

7 436 from which to choose Open Choice NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

7 437 industry sectors No specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

7 439 [Cadets] enter into a 
({training}) contract

[ENTER] into a contract 4 types, 39 tokens: S8, F2, M4, N8, Ac17.  other 
collocates drawing, computer, contract, partnership, database…in this meaning, 
limited semantic set (contract, parternship etc): idiomatic entering

movement 134 Predicate phrase

7 440 [to gain] hands-on {skills} hands-on hyphenated in Longman and ACOD - figurative - classifying as N/NP - if 
slotfiller relates to anything other than training/education, flips out of idiomatic 
meaning

14 Complex Adj

7 441 [and] work experience [while 
earning a wage (64) 

Encyclopaedic - evokes process of acquiring skills through work experience which 
then make you more employable…may or may not be paid

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

7 442 Assistant Building Surveyor 
(Level 5)

JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

7 443 nominal term nominal term COCA 1. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

7 444 [36 months] full time COCA full time with no hyphen 1753: S269, F120, M309, N710, Ac345 use of 
"full"

1 Complex Adv

7 444.1 [it is also available] part time COCA part time 726. S81, F38, M114, N359, Ac134: cf full time, use of "part" and 
"full"

13 Complex Adv

7 445 There has never been a better 
time to…

. There has never been a better time COCA 1 : Google 30 million 1 February 2012 
- sales pitch - common on Australian commercial TV…allow

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

7 446 to take up {an apprenticeship} [TAKE] up [nn*] COCA for 100 types, 1338 tokens. S174, F267, M360, N313, 
F224

13 PV

7 447 [recent] school leavers school leavers 18. Google 8.32 million. PC in Australian/West Australian context - 
not school graduates, or education leavers…meaning people who leave full-time 
education (not leave school on a daily basis)

Encyclopaedic 3 N/NP

7 448 of all ages COCA 1290. S115, F76, M396, N336, Ac367: of every age COCA 62. Preference. 3 Non-initial PP

7 449 at school at school, at work, at the shops, at the garage: COCA 5548. S853, F1958, M901, 
N834, Ac1102: 

3 Non-initial PP

7 450 mature age {people} mature age people COCA 0. mature age students COCA 0. Google 50 million for 
"mature age *" 14 May 2013. Meaning not clear from words

13 Complex Adj

7 451 choose between [part-time] and 
[full-time training]

35 CORRELATING

7 452 part-time Preferred form - use of "part", cf "part" 13 Complex Adv

7 453 full-time Preferred form - use of "full", cf "part" 13 Complex Adv

7 454 Starting fresh [START] fresh COCA 4 types, 117 tokens. S21, F32, M34, N25, Ac5: also start 
afresh: bleaching, specialization of "fresh"

13 Predicate phrase

7 455 the first step [is] …[ the second 
step is] …

the first step COCA 3148. S574, F237, M925, N485, Ac927 : the second step 
COCA 317. S34, F18, M43, N16, Ac206 - figurative "step" - NB see notes re 
analysis as correlating and not text organiser

35 CORRELATING

7 455.1 do {your} research [DO] research - not counting [DO] combinations where [DO] can be paraphrased 
by carry out - no bleaching

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

7 457 follow this link Formulaic in web/internet context - figurative "follow" Engagement 13 TEXT 
ORGANISER



7 458 an Australian Apprenticeships 
Centre

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

7 459 training contract legal contract, sales contract, loan contract : no specialization/shift/bleaching 
either side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

7 460 Pre-apprenticeship courses Google 72,600 1 February 2012: specific courses run at TAFEs that give people a 
better chance of getting an apprenticeship - encyclopaedic in context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 461 Pre-apprenticeship courses Google 72,600 1 February 2012: specific courses run at TAFEs that give people a 
better chance of getting an apprenticeship - encyclopaedic in context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 462 State Training Providers State Training Providers Google 121,000 1 February 2012: new name for TAFE 
colleges

Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

7 463 TAFE Trades and Further Education 3 ABBREVIATION

7 464 training providers State Training Providers Google 121,000 1 February 2012: wide usage in 
community, formal term (special status) encyclopaedic , used generically here

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 465 at the same time as… Literal/idiomatic divide: literal in this context, not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

7 466 West Australian Certificate of 
Education [(WACE)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

7 466.1 WACE West Australian Certificate of Education 3 ABBREVIATION

7 467 school-based apprenticeships www.australianapprenticeships.gov.au/info_aus.../schoolbased.asp "For more 
information on Australian School-based Apprentices, please download Fact Sheet 
11 - About Australian School-based Apprenticeships on the …" - term used 
throughout Australia, encyclopaedic: classifying as proper noun - refers to specific 
government program - counting as proper noun despite initial lower case 

Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

7 468 school-based traineeship Classifying as proper noun (see 7/467) (traineeships are not the same as 
apprenticeships)

Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

7 469 registered training organisation Encyclopaedic - conveys legal status, used generically here Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

7 470 on a {part time} basis on a * basis: for 100 types, 7003 tokens. S1784, F393, M1361, N1388, Ac2077: 
including with group of nouns that have to be qualified

34 Non-initial PP

7 471 at school at school, at work, at the shops, at the garage: COCA 5548. S853, F1958, M901, 
N834, Ac1102: 

3 Non-initial PP

7 472 [and then] continue on [full time 
or part time]

Searching [CONTINUE] on . to access this usage: COCA 4 types, 213 tokens. S57, 
F121, M11, N21, Ac3

13 PV

7 473 [and then continue on] full time 
[or part time]

COCA full-time COCA 8088. S1020, F481, M2101, N2437, Ac2049 - use of "full" 1 Complex Adv

7 474 [or] part time COCA part-time 5409. S636, F540, M1069, N1507, Ac1657 1 Complex Adv

7 476 to put {you} in contact with [PUT] * in contact with: 21 types, 46 tokens. S7, F7, M14, N6, Ac12: in contact 
with COCA 1655. S464, F174, M383, N242, Ac392: figurative "put", encoding "in"

134 Predicate phrase

7 477 [your school's] Vocational 
Education and Training 
coordinator

JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

7 478 full time 
[apprenticeship/training]

6,520 million Google 14 May 2013 - choice of "full" with "time" 13 Complex Adj

7 479 [before reaching] the school 
leaving age

school leaving age 637,000 Google 1 February. formulaic/encyclopaedic in 
educational/Australian context: the minimum age at which students are allowed 
to leave school

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 480 Aboriginal school-based training Counting as Proper Noun (formal, official term, government program) Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

7 481 Aboriginal school-based training Counting as Proper Noun (formal, official term, government program) Encyclopedic 2 PROPER NOUN



7 482 group training organisation Formulaic in broad apprenticeship context - formal term, special status, used 
generically here

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 483 a host employer Formulaic in apprenticeship context - formal term, special status, 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "host"

Encyclopaedic 1 N/NP

7 484 spend time spend/waste/save time - TIME METAPHOR: valuable time COCA 156. S22, F36, 
M38, N34, Ac26: [WASTE] valuable time COCA 4 types, 27 tokens. S1, F7, M9, 
N7, Ac3. [WASTE] time COCA 4 types, 873 tokens. S89, F363, M219, N130, Ac72

13 SPEND 
Predicate phrase

7 485 host employer Formulaic in apprenticeship context - formal term, special status, 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "host"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 486 training provider State Training Providers Google 121,000 1 February 2012: new name for TAFE 
(Trades and Further Education) colleges

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 487 [get real skills for] the real 
world

the real world COCA 3171. S553, F479, M835, N583, Ac721: the true world COCA 
6 : specialization/bleaching/shift in "real" and preference

13 N/NP

8 488 TEXT 8: RIP 
CURRENTS

8 489 rip currents rip current/s COCA 36: S7, F4, M11, N13, Ac1: currents that run at right angles 
to the beach and carry swimmers rapidly out to sea: a danger on some types of 
beaches - meaning not clear from words, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 490 number one hazard number one * collocates priority, issue, thing, reason, killer, cause, concern, 
problem: COCA for 100 types, 5975 tokens: S4184, F529, M809, N228, Ac225 - 
means most important, most significant

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

8 491 dragging {swimmers} away [DRAG] * away COCA 77 types, 217 tokens: S13, F168, M17, N12, Ac7 13 PV

8 492 Rip currents rip current/s COCA 36: S7, F4, M11, N13, Ac1: currents that run at right angles 
to the beach and carry swimmers rapidly out to sea: a danger on some types of 
beaches - meaning not clear from words, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 492.1 Rip currents See 492 Encyclopaedic 124 N/NP

8 494 non-swimmers People who cannot swim, or people who are not swimming, depending on 
context: here it is people who cannot swim

3 N/NP

8 495 waist-deep water COCA 1: Google 9.73 million 1 February: waist-deep usually hyphenated: waist 
deep water, waist deep mud, waste deep sewage, waist deep tomatoes : waist or 
thigh deep water … looks transparent both sides, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

8 496 dragged out [DRAG] out COCA 4 types, 519 tokens. S123, F166, M103, N88, Ac39 13 PV

8 497 a flotation device flotation device Google 3.56 million 1 February, with Wikipedia definition. COCA 
47: S7, F8, M27, N3, Ac2: no bleaching or specialisation, but encyclopaedic - 
referring to something you wear to stop you from drowning

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

8 498 rip currents rip current/s COCA 36: S7, F4, M11, N13, Ac1: currents that run at right angles 
to the beach and carry swimmers rapidly out to sea: a danger on some types of 
beaches - meaning not clear from words, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 499 low tide low tide COCA 271. S23, F81, M90, N24, Ac53: the water is low, not the tide - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "low"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 500 low tide low tide COCA 271. S23, F81, M90, N24, Ac53: the water is low, not the tide - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "low"

123 N/NP

8 501 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

8 502 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

8 503 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

8 504 [swim outside] the red and 
yellow flags

Homophoric reference: encyclopaedic. Surf Lifesaving Australia put out two flags, 
with red and yellow stripes: if you swim between the flags, surf lifesavers will 
watch you : if you swim outside the flags, they will not: core is the red and yellow 
flags.

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP



8 505 [swim between] the red and 
yellow flags

Homophoric reference: encyclopaedic. Surf Lifesaving Australia put out two flags, 
with red and yellow stripes: if you swim between the flags, surf lifesavers will 
watch you : if you swim outside the flags, they will not: core is the red and yellow 
flags.

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

8 506 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 507 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 508 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 508.1 makes {rip identification} {a 
challenge}

[MAKE] predicate phrase with NP or it and ATTITUDE (here Appreciation) - see 
notes

13 MAKE predicate 
phrase

8 509 surf zones surf zone COCA 16. S0, F0, M9, N2, Ac5.  Google 1.57 million 1 February 2012. 
Wiki definition at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surf_zone: others also available

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

8 510 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

8 511 rip current See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

8 512 [many swimmers continue not 
to swim between] the red and 
yellow flags

See 8/504 2 N/NP

8 513 peer influence peer influence COCA 91. S1, F0, M0, N1, Ac89. peer pressure COCA  638: S143, 
F18, M145, N157, Ac175:the process by which people are influenced or pressured 
by those around them: peer influence is less preferred than peer pressure : peer 
influence is less subversive than peer pressure ; in the case of this particular 
collocation, no bleaching or specialisation, no figurative meaning...not counting 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

8 514 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 515 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 516 the wave zone wave zone COCA 0: NOT SUPPORTED (although it could well be formulaic in this 
context, referring to the band of waves that you have to get through before you 
get out into deeper water: however Google 105,000, not included 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

8 517 rip current See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 518 rip current See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 519 a patrolled beach "patrolled beach" Google 425,000 1 February 2012. COCA 0. PC in Australian 
beach context - a beach with Surf Lifesavers present

2 N/NP

8 520 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 521 all the time all the time COCA 17,400: S6681, F4574, M2871, N2548, Ac726 - form, and 
meaning

Force 13 Complex Adv

8 522 rip current See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 523 when the surf is not large surf collocated with large at L3, R3: COCA 2. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

8 524 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 525 end up Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 97) 13 PV

8 526 rip current See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 527 as a result of as a result of COCA 11330. S2437, F282, M1718, N1538, Ac5355: Preferred over 
as the result of COCA 747 : determiner required, adjective insertion possible, no 
meaning shift/specialisation in result, final prep can be dropped - adds content 
through "result" , counting as PP

3 Non-initial PP

8 528 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 529 [where rip currents start] on the 
shore

on the shore COCA 621. S35, F312, M151, N59, Ac64: refers to the area where 
beach turns into ocean: at the shore  119: to the shore 377: on a shore 12 - 
homophoric "the"

13 Non-initial PP



8 530 out to sea out to sea COCA 849. S154, F384, M150, N112, Ac49 (cf out at sea) - encoding - 
cf out at sea 

13 Non-initial PP

8 531 [The best area to swim is 
between] the red and yellow 
flags

See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

8 532 watched over Searching watched over by to access this usage: COCA 71. S15, F19, M19, N13, 
Ac5

13 PV

8 533 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 533.1 depending on NB classifying as complex conjunct along with apart from, along with, other than, 
rather than…

35 Complex conj

8 534 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 535 [to get to people] in trouble in trouble COCA 6467. S2625, F1373, M955, N122, Ac287 - container metaphor 13 Non-initial PP

8 536 rip current See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 537 the wave zone wave zone COCA 0: NOT SUPPORTED: Google 105,000 (cf surf zone above) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

8 538 in order to in order to COCA 37327: S7037, F3116, M6401, N3481, Ac17292 : meaning not 
clear from words

35 Complex conj

8 539 it takes {years} of [TAKE] collocated with years : COCA 7406. S1708, F770, M2055, N2000, Ac873 - 
can also have decades, months, weeks where time is seen as extendable - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

8 540 caution should always be taken caution collocated with [TAKE] at L3, R3: 5 types, 71 tokens: S0, F0, M4, N2, 
Ac31. MI 3.53. Often modal between caution and taken - eg caution should be 
taken, caution must be taken  - specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

8 541 [There is] no such thing [as] there is no such thing as COCA 546. S89, F56, M144, N112, Ac145: no such thing 
COCA 1841: S408, F408, M436, N316, Ac273. Counting as N/NP rather than 
sentence/clause lead-in, see notes

13 N/NP

8 542 "rip tide" ww2010.atmos.uiuc.edu/(Gh)/guides/mtr/hurr/damg/rip.rxml"Another almost 
overlooked aspect of hurricanes and tropical storms are rip tides ( or rip 
currents). Rip tides are strong sea currents which push away from the …"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 543 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 544 "rip tides" See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 545 water level changes No specialization/shift/bleaching on either side, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

8 546 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

9 547 TEXT 9: KANGAROOS
9 548 [The kangaroo is] one of 

{Australia}'s most {iconic} 
[animals]

the -est in NP - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot External / internal 345 Comparative 
correlative

9 549 close {relatives} close relatives : COCA 234. S13, F18, M81, N28, Ac94 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "close" - also close family, close friend

134 Intensifying 
collocation

9 550 the super family 
[Macropodoidea]

COCA 3, none of them this usage. Google mostly meaning "great family".  
"family" falls between "genus" and "order", but "super family" is not common? 
Google Scholar 55,200 21 March 2012: superfamily one word in Australian 
concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

9 551 super family COCA 3, none of them this usage. Google mostly meaning "great family".  
"family" falls between "genus" and "order", but "super family" is not common? 
Google Scholar 55,200 21 March 2012: superfamily one word in Australian 
concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 



9 552 size and weight size and weight COCA 175. S7, F17, M87, N33, Ac31. weight and size 35. 
PREFERENCE

3 N/NP

9 553 from [0.5 kilograms] to [90 
kilograms]

Correlates quantities - lower conventionally first QUANT 35 CORRELATING

9 554  from [cold-climate areas…] to 
[tropical rainforests

Internal Internal 35 CORRELATING

9 555 cold-climate areas Open Choice NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 556 desert plains desert plains COCA 12. 1.78 million Google - but references are to songs etc with 
no definitions: * plains other collocates great, white, northern, flood, eastern, 
open, coastal, central - not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

9 557 tropical rainforests tropical rainforests COCA 67. S0, F0, M23, N3, Ac41 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

9 558 in some cases in some cases COCA 7040. S1520, F108, M1551, N1507, Ac2354: in some * top 
collocate is cases - next is in some ways COCA 4101. in some instances 937. 
PREFERENCE

Downplay 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 559 in the early morning [and late 
afternoon]

in the early morning COCA 694. S94, F209, M196, N118, Ac77 (early morning, 
late morning, *early night, late night, *early day, *late day…) - discontinuous 
pattern, include 

3 Non-initial PP

9 559.1 in the [early morning and] late 
afternoon

in the late afternoon COCA 450: S26, F202, M115, N66, Ac41: as for 559 3 Non-initial PP

9 560 [Potoroids,] for example, [make 
nests]

for example COCA 84149. S11949, F1710, M19175, N11293, Ac40022 - form 13 Interpolation

9 561 tree-kangaroos Type of kangaroo,  count as proper noun 2 PROPER NOUN

9 562 [live] above ground Searching above ground . to avoid above ground level . COCA 81. S6, F14, M25, 
N15, Ac21: NB omission of def article

3 Non-initial PP

9 563 rock clefts rock cleft COCA 1. rock clefts 2 No support, no specialization either side, not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

9 564 of all sizes of all * COCA time, this, that, ages, things, those, kinds, these, people, three, 
students … Open Choice, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

9 565 have [one thing] in common [HAVE] one thing in common: COCA 3 types, 202 tokens. S44, F20, M61, N53, 
Ac24: [have] two things in common COCA 3 types, 21 tokens: have three things 
in common 2 types, 6 tokens : one thing, something, nothing - pattern. Derived 
from in common: in common : 5640. S1002, F943, M1326, N940, Ac1429: 
[HAVE] in common COCA 4 types, 1430 tokens. S345, F220, M345, N227, Ac293

134 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

9 566 on the ground literal here, not included - cf on the ground used in reference to soldiers in battle 
situations, which was included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 567 [no set] breeding cycle breeding cycle COCA 23. life cycle, election cycle, vicious cycle, business cycle, 
menstrual cycle : breeding * collocates grounds, season, program, ppopulation, 
sites, stock : no specialization/bleaching/shift either side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

9 568 [are able to breed] all year 
round

all year round COCA 146. S37, F29, M48, N22, Ac10. *all month round, *all 
season round, *all week round…form preference, specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"round"

Force 13 Complex Adv

9 569 can increase {four}fold [INCREASE] *fold : COCA 85 types, 286 tokens: most common is tenfold. * 
tenfold collocates increased, grown, multiplied, jumped, sets/comes/jumps 
back…but not decreased [x]fold: S20, F14, M99, N62, Ac91

134 Predicate phrase

9 570 [plentiful] food and water food and water COCA 797. S268, F142, M175, N115, Ac97: water and food COCA 
175, S40, F20, M43, N40, Ac32. Google also higher for food and water : 8.84 
million vs 3.12 million 11 Feb 2013…but hard to claim coordination from this. Not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



9 571 for {tens} of {thousands} of 
[years]

tens of thousands of years COCA 102. S11, F15, M36, N16, Ac24: tens of 
thousands of COCA 3790; millions 1132; billions 285; hundreds 3 - restricted 
pattern

Force 134 Non-initial PP

9 572 [in] the late {eighteenth} 
century

the late eighteenth century COCA 181. S0, F6, M46, N0, Ac129: use of "late", and 
pattern - the [late/early] [ordinal number] century 

134 Non-initial PP

9 573 under {strict government} 
controls

under strict government controls COCA 0. Derived from  under control COCA 
2713: S850, F595, M553, N439, Ac276 - but plural here, not singular. under strict 
controls : COCA 3. under strict control COCA 9: strict control COCA 66: S8, F9, 
M7, N10, Ac32: strict controls 55. S8, F3, M17, N13, Ac14

134 Non-initial PP

9 574 states and territories No specialization/bleaching/shift, no form restriction, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

9 575 in accordance with in accordance with COCA 2538: S197, F130, M230, N218, Ac1763: meaning 
bleach/specialisation/shift in accordance: consistent omission of determiner 
before noun: adjective insertion allowed (COCA in strict accordance with, full, 
perfect, total, rough, general, exact, entire…): inability to drop final prep: 
organising procedural, PNP

13 PNP

9 576 SIX: Red Kangaroo, Eastern 
grey kangaroo, Western grey 
kangaroo, Common Wallaroo 
(Euro), Bennetts wallaby and 
Pademelon

Species of kangaroo - proper nouns x 6 3 PROPER NOUN

9 577 increased dramatically Specialization/shift/bleaching in "dramatically" - ACOD says "sudden and exciting 
or unexpected" - (p. 426) - but it can be a big increase…doesn't have to be 
sudden, or exciting, or unexpected - can just need to emphasize that it's a large 
increase

134 Intensifying 
collocation

9 578 European settlement European settlement COCA 77. S1, F0, M17, N4, Ac55: in Australian context, 
reference to specific stage of Australian history - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

9 579 for this reason scope of 'this' 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 580 Kangaroo harvesting kangaroo harvesting COCA 6. Google 17,900 2 February 2012: killing kangaroos 
to reduce numbers (primary purpose is number reduction, not gathering food 
which would be normal use of the word): specialization of "harvesting"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

9 581 carried out Searching [CARRY] out . to avoid carried out of the room etc: COCA 4 types, 552 
tokens: S133, F48, M71, N111, Ac189

13 PV

9 582 the Australian Government's 
Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

9 583 THREE: the Red Kangaroo, 
Eastern grey kangaroo, Western 
grey kangaroo

3 PROPER NOUNS 3 PROPER NOUN

9 584 make up [over 90 per cent] Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 214) 13 PV

9 585 [fluctuated] between {15} and 
{50} [million] 

Lower number conventionally first QUANT 35 CORRELATING

9 585.1 over the past {25} years Meaning the 25 years immediately preceding this date: COCA for 100 types, 5678 
tokens. S850, F139, M1757, N1555, Ac1377

3 Non-initial PP

9 586 depending on NB classifying as complex conjunct along with apart from, along with, other than, 
rather than…

35 Complex conj

9 587 on a {quota} basis on a quota basis COCA 5. on a * basis: for 100 types, 6626 tokens. S1697, F361, 
M1308, N1304, Ac1956. on a regular basis, on a daily basis, on a weekly basis - 
on a {…} basis as above

134 Non-initial PP



9 588 [is reviewed annually and 
independent of] market demand

market demand COCA 190: [nn*] demand COCA 0. consumer demand, employer 
demand; encyclopaedic - apparently transparent…but what IS market demand? 
Meaning not clear from words - specialization/shift/bleaching in "market" 
(meaning consumers?)

12 N/NP

9 589 Quotas are set [SET].[v*] quota* 3 types, 30 tokens. S8, F0, M5, N9, Ac8: set quotas, rules, 
regulations…including as semantic set

34 Predicate phrase

9 590 on the basis of [population size] on the basis of COCA 7272. S975, F110, M994, N711, Ac4482 - stored and 
retrieved as a whole

13 Non-initial PP

9 591 long-term [climate] See Arnaud et al (2008) on long-term 13 Complex Adj

9 592 [in an] ecologically sustainable 
[way]

ecologically sustainable COCA 43. S0, F0, M11, N1, Ac31: evokes a whole field of 
study/swathe of principles relating to ecological sustainabilitly - encyclopaedic 
(and NB preference for "sustainable")

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

9 593 in the wild in the wild COCA 1569. S328, F186, M568, N214, Ac273 - encoding 13 Non-initial PP

9 594 in response to in response to COCA 8482. S854, F402, M1463, N1762, Ac4001: no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift: determiner can be added: adjective can be 
inserted: final prep can be dropped without change of form/meaning: "response" 
is contentful - PP

13 Non-initial PP

9 595 all over the world all over the world COCA 3748. S1497, F369, M819, N640, Ac423: all over the * :  
world, country, place, city, state, floor, house, globe…use of "over" and "all"

Force 134 Complex Adv

9 596 live export live export COCA 0. Google 997,000. 2 February 2012. Australian formulaic - 
refers to the practice of shipping animals while still alive for slaughter overseas - 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

9 597 the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act

Treating as publication (Act) 3 PUBLICATION

9 597.1 [There are a few 
exceptions…where the purpose 
is non-commercial,] such as 
{inter-zoo exchanges}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

35 COORDINATING

9 598 fully-trained [hunter] Use of "fully" (cf completely) 134 Intensifying 
collocation

9 599 An Australian Senate Select 
committee

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

9 600 animal welfare animal welfare, child welfare, migrant welfare, social welfare : each has a slightly 
different meaning and usage. Encyclopaedic, socio-culturally defined - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "welfare"

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

9 601 There is no doubt [that] there is no doubt that COCA 749. S133, F13, M138, N140, Ac325: there is no 
doubt COCA 1229. S325, F37, M203, N272, Ac392: not including "There is"/"It is" 
sentence/clause lead ins unless there are other factors: in this case, there is 
doubt that  gives COCA 6 only, so there is a preference for negative over positive: 
in addition, There is no doubt (that) does not mean no one has any doubts, but 
that the author is certain - meaning shift. Allow for that reason.

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 602 animal welfare [considerations] animal welfare, child welfare, migrant welfare, social welfare : each has a slightly 
different meaning and usage. Encyclopaedic, socio-cultural 

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

9 603 the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act

Counting as publication (Act) 3 PUBLICATION

9 604 is subject to OUTSIDE SCOPE (adjective + prep) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 605 [all hunters] face {penalties} FACE group: 4 types, 22 tokens. S3, F0, M3, N13, Ac3 Problematicizer 14 FACE Predicate 
phrase



9 606 National Code of Practice for the 
Humane Killing of Kangaroos

Counting as publication 3 PUBLICATION

9 607 Australian Quarantine and 
Inspection Service [(AQIS)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

9 607.1 AQIS Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service 3 ABBREVIATION

9 608 A breach of government 
regulations

breach of *  COCA 292: S57, F51, M36, N56, Ac92: the 59, contract 38, trust 17, 
faith 13, security 12, a 8…: a contract breach 0. No bleaching, specialization, 
shift: not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 609 [imprisonment of] up to [ten 
years]

Australian concise Oxford dictionary 2009, p. 1593. 13 QUANT

9 610 more than [55 countries] Not including more than when uninterrupted N/A NOT INCLUDED

9 612 game meats game meats 1.17 million en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Game_(food) Game is any animal 
hunted for food or not normally domesticated…specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"meats" (it's the animal that's hunted, not the meat?)

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

9 613 well-flavoured Means more than flavoured in a good way - also refers to quantity of 
flavouring…use of well for quantity : Google 107,000 14 May 2013 - COCA 0. Not 
counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 613.1 the European Union Legal entity, not place - count as proper noun 23 PROPER NOUN

9 615 USA United States of America 3 ABBREVIATION

9 616 the Australian Quarantine and 
Inspection Service

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

9 617 fit for (human) consumption fit for * consumption COCA 12. Google 3.38 million 2 February 2012: also fit for 
consumption COCA 1: Google 1.18 million 9 March 2012. fit for * eating COCA 0. 
Preference

3 Complex Adj

9 618 In addition . In addition , COCA 15832. S502, F206, M2893, N1410, Ac10821: means 
more/other than words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 619 a certificate of registration COCA 3. Not proper noun, not supported as N/NP, no 
specialization/shift/bleaching. Not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 620 in accordance with in accordance with COCA 2538: S197, F130, M230, N218, Ac1763: meaning 
bleach/specialisation/shift in accordance: consistent omission of determiner 
before noun: adjective insertion allowed (COCA in strict accordance with, full, 
perfect, total, rough, general, exact, entire…): inability to drop final prep: 
organising procedural, PNP

13 PNP

9 621 USA United States of America 3 ABBREVIATION

9 621.1 semi-processed Not listed in Australian concise Oxford dictionary, not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 622 Some…while others while others collocated with some at L4, R4: COCA 73. S6, F10, M21, N13, Ac23 35 CORRELATING

9 623 export earnings export earnings COCA 144. S5, F1, M11, N14, Ac113: use of plural "earnings" 
(why "earnings"?)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

9 624 export trade export trade COCA 47. S7, F0, M12, N4, Ac24: import trade 11: no bleaching, 
specialization, figurative meaning on either side…no encyclopaedic knowledge 
needed to understand implications…not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 625 {light} in {weight} light in weight COCA 17.  "light in weight" Google 35.3 million 14 May 2013. 
heavy in weight  COCA 4, 1.37 million Google 14 May 2013 short in length COCA 
1, 786 million in Google 14 May 2013.

3 Complex Adj

9 626 high quality Use of "high" : COCA 1440. S157, F30, M251, N256, Ac746 134 Intensifying 
collocation



9 627 [high] tensile strength high tensile strength COCA 5: tensile strength COCA 103. S1, F13, M28, N6, Ac55 
: defined in ACOD as "resistance to breaking under tension" … include as N/NP

N/NP

9 628 a full range a full range COCA 318: S24, F4, M117, N64, Ac109. a complete range COCA 19. 
NB a wide range COCA 3864 means something slightly different: cf a narrow 
range, a big range COCA 14 - use of "full"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

9 629 high {quality} Use of "high" : COCA 1440. S157, F30, M251, N256, Ac746 Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

9 630 [for] international markets international markets trade with other countries: market in broad sense…looks 
transparent on both sides, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

10 631 TEXT 10: FAMILY 
BENEFITS

10 632 Having a baby [HAVE] a baby : 4 types, 2082 tokens. S699, F597, M475, N264, Ac47 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "have" - means 'give birth to'

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

10 633 family benefit {payments} Google 46,400 2 February 2012 - Family Benefit is a proper noun - counting with 
proper nouns

Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

10 634 Family Assistance [PDF] Google 1.06 million 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 635 PDF Always used as abbreviation (Portable Document Format) 3 ABBREVIATION

10 636 in {booklet} form in booklet form COCA 3. in * form collocates human, book, human, written, 
whatever …reframes 'in the form of a booklet'. in * form top collocate excluding 
determiners is in book form COCA 106: many others below 

134 Non-initial PP

10 637 Family Assistance Office Google 79,800 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 638 Please note . Please note COCA 70: S4, F8, M24, N6, Ac28 12 Sentence/clause 
lead in

10 639 in order to [claim] in order to (indicative) COCA 37327. S7037, F3116, M6401, N3481, Ac17292: 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

10 640 Family Tax Benefit Part A Google 248,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 641 Family Tax Benefit Part B Google 36,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 642 the Baby Bonus Google 616,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 643 Paid Parental Leave Google 36,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 644 Maternity Immunisation 
Allowance

Google 12,200 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 645 Australian resident Google 920,000 2 February 2012 - encyclopaedic - legal status, not just living 
here - having achieved particular immigration status, but not the same status as 
a citizen

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

10 646 [listed] visa holder COCA 1. [HOLD] a visa COCA 0. Google 1.91 2 February 2012: a person who has 
a visa of some kind…used in preference to 'visa owner' or 'visa possessor' or 'visa 
grantee' etc: figurative "holder"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

10 647 family benefit [payment 
scheme]

Family benefit used as classifier here Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

10 648 Family Tax Benefit Part A PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 649 raising {children} [RAISE] children COCA 0. [RAISE] a child COCA 0: [RAISE] children for 4 
types, 767 tokens. S175, F71, M193, N159, Ac169. Figurative "raise" - can raaise 
chickens etc too

134 Predicate phrase

10 650 more details {on Family Tax 
Benefit A}

with live link - i.e. live link stands in place of an imperative 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

10 650.1 Family Tax Benefit A PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 651 Family Tax Benefit Part B PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN



10 652 single-income families single-income COCA 10. single income 17. "single income" Google 631,000 24 
October 2012. No support, and therefore not counting, but with reservations.

N/A NOT INCLUDED

10 653 more details on {Family Tax 
Benefit B}

with live link - i.e. live link stands in place of an imperative 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

10 654 Family Tax Benefit B PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 654 Child Care Benefit Google 389,000 2 February 2012: child care two words in Australian concise 
Oxford dictionary (2009): nb child even when you have multiple children; 
Counting as Proper Noun (refers to legal/official Government Benefit)

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 654.1 child care [costs] child care COCA 3796. S728, F36, M1312, N873, Ac847: child care costs COCA 
27. 

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

10 654.2 more details on {Child Care 
Benefit}

with live link - i.e. live link stands in place of an imperative 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

10 654.3 Child Care Benefit PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 657 Family TAx Benefit Parts A and B PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 658 [Family Tax Benefit Parts A & B 
are] income tested

Google 148,000 2 February 2012: interesting example - would previously have 
been "means tested"? PC deliberately shifted???? means tested Google 2.37 
million 2 February 2012. Not counting, but mark for possible discussion

Xdiscuss but do 
not count

Xdiscuss but 
do not count

Xdiscuss but do 
not count

10 658.1 claim benefits COCA [CLAIM] benefits 3 types, 18 tokens. Allowing - bleaching/specialisation in 
claim, preferred to register for, apply for

13 Predicate phrase

10 659 lump sum lump sum COCA 372. S55, F12, M115, N156, Ac34: figurative "lump": NB lump 
amount 0 - also preference

13 N/NP

10 660 [at the end of] the financial year the Financial Year COCA 2. 80.2 million 2 February 2012. Different in different 
countries. Not usually considered as a proper noun - classify as N/NP - 
encyclopaedic: different to calendar year

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

10 661 no longer [be] no longer [jj*] for 100 types, 1823 tokens. S179, F328, M427, N315, Ac574 - 
temporal meaning not obvious from the words

13 Complex Adv

10 662 Family Tax Benefit Google 161,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 663 on a {fortnightly} basis on a * basis COCA for 100 types, 6626 tokens. S1697, F361, M1308, N1304, 
Ac1956 as above

134 Non-initial PP

10 664 and/or Not or/and - preferred form, constraints either way 35 Complex conj

10 665 lodge {your} income tax return tax return collocated with [LODGE] at L4, R4 COCA 0. Google 626,000 2 February 
2012: see lodge claims below: claim* collocated with [LODGE] at L4, R4 3 types, 
13 tokens: [LODGE] * * a complaint…LDCE says "lodge a 
complaint/protest/appeal etc" p. 952. PC within this context?????? Used in 
preference to submit...Including with reservations

23 Predicate phrase

10 666 tax return tax return COCA 480. S100, F19, M148 N189, Ac24 - encyclopaedic - doesn't 
mean you're returning tax - specialization of "tax", encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

10 667 Family Assistance Office Google 79,600 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

10 668 [not required] to do so Meaning not clear from words, N-Rheme (see Fries 1994) 13 END

10 669 Family Tax Benefit Google 161,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 670 a lump sum lump sum COCA 372. S55, F12, M115, N156, Ac34: figurative "lump": NB lump 
amount 0 - also preference

13 N/NP

10 671 Family Assistance Office Google 79,600 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

10 672 and/or Not or/and - preferred form, constraints either way 35 Complex conj

10 673 annual income annual income COCA 558. S43, F11, M174, N184, Ac146: yearly income COCA 
44. PREFERENCE  

3 N/NP



10 674 [outstanding] income tax 
returns

COCA income tax return* 3 types, 162 tokens. S38, F5, M34, N67, Ac18: 
encyclopaedic - you're not returning tax, you're returning details of earnings – 
and shift/specialization/bleaching in "returns"

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

10 675 tax returns [you have failed to 
lodge]

tax return COCA 480. S100, F19, M148, N189, Ac24 encyclopaedic – 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "returns"

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

10 676 tax returns … lodge tax return collocated with [LODGE] at L4, R4 COCA 0. Google 626,000 2 February 
2012: Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 836) defines "lodge" as 
"deposit in court or with an official a formal statement of (complaint or 
information): encoding

3 Predicate Phrase

10 677 [you were] in receipt of [Family 
Tax Benefit] 

COCA in receipt of 32. S3, F5, M2, N5, Ac17: bleach/specialisation/shift in 
receipt: resistance to adjective insertion: can't be used without final prep - but 
"receipt" is contentful - status PP

13 Non-initial PP

10 678 Family Tax Benefit Google 161,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 679 Family Assistance Office Google 79,600 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 680 application form application forms COCA 113. S13, F7, M20, N23, Ac50: application and 
registration forms : four application and one registration form. NB difference 
between application and registration - significant in terms of power referenced. 
The former implies discretion on the part of the person granting; the second does 
not. Odd that Family Assistance has an application form - indicates attitude of 
authority - should be a right, and should therefore be "registration".

3 N/NP

10 681 Family TAx Benefit Parts A & B PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 682 at the time of birth at the time of *, first entry with a substantive is writing, then death, diagnosis, 
data, surgery, publication, testing, purchase, admission, birth, independence: for 
100 types, 4701 tokens. S782, F280, M751, N783, Ac2105

3 Non-initial PP

10 683 benefit claims benefit claims Google 623,000 2 February 2012 encyclopaedic: specialization of 
"benefit" and also "claims"

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

10 684 Child Care Benefit Google 389,000 2 February 2012: proper noun Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 685 [Child Care Benefit is] income 
tested

income tested Google 148,000 2 February 2012: interesting example - would 
previously have been "means tested"? PC deliberately shifted???? means tested 
Google 2.37 million 2 February 2012. Not counting, but mark for possible 
discussion

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

10 686 care provider Conventionalised in this context: specialization of "care" – specific legal 
requirements , paid care

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

10 687 Family Assistance Office[/Tax 
Office]

Proper noun Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 687.1 [Family Assistance Office/]Tax 
Office

Proper noun Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 688 Further details [regarding…] further details COCA 214. S18, F18, M36, N66, Ac76. more details 991. more 
details COCA 1060. additional details 100: extra details 2: Some evidence of 
preferencing … allow with reservations

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

10 689 approved care approved care Google 243,000 2 February 2012 encyclopaedic: officially 
approved

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

10 690 registered care registered care Google 1.55 million 2 February 2012 encyclopaedic: formally, 
legally registered. Specialization of "care"

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

10 691 Child Care Access Hotline Proper noun Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 692 In addition to in addition to COCA 19050. S2078, F750, M4391, N3821, Ac8010: in * addition 
to gives in an addition to, in which-in addition to, in its addition to, in further 
addition to…

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



10 693 one-off [payments] one-off payment COCA 3. one-off payments COCA 1: "one-off payment" Google 
5.83 2 February 2012: one-off decision, one-off ruling, one-off bonus, one-off gift 
Cound one-off only

13 Complex Adj

10 694 Baby Bonus Proper noun - this is the term used by the Government Encyclopaedic 12 PROPER NOUN

10 695 the baby bonus Classing as proper noun even though lower case here - this is the term used by 
the Government

Encyclopaedic 12 PROPER NOUN

10 696 upfront costs COCA 40. S5, F0, M10, N15, Ac10. Upfront prices COCA 1 - preference, meaning 
of "upfront"

13 N/NP

10 696.1 [of] having a new child "have" in the context of this text equivalent to "possess" - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

10 696.2 payments are made [MAKE] payment* COCA 307. S45, F18, M63, N143, Ac38. Strong preference for 
plural

13 MAKE predicate 
phrase

10 697 stillborn children stillborn children COCA 2. stillborn babies COCA 7. stillborn child COCA 7, 
stillborn baby COCA 11. Stillborn has no other meaning, connotations, one word - 
not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

10 697.1 Payments are made [for each 
child in a multiple birth]

[MAKE] payment* COCA 307. S45, F18, M63, N143, Ac38. Strong preference for 
plural

13 MAKE predicate 
phrase

10 698 a multiple birth multiple birth COCA 32. S12, F1, M10, N0, Ac9 - more than one baby - preferred 
form, meaning not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 3 N/NP

10 699 [the family's] combined taxable 
income

taxable income encyclopaedic - the portion of your income on which tax has to be 
paid,some being tax free. Combined taxable income is the sum of both parters' 
taxable income 

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

10 700 equal to or less than [$75,000] COCA 23. "equal to or less than" Google 69.2 million 24 October 2012: less than 
or equal to COCA 225: Google 6.36 trillion (6,360,000,000). Signs of 
coordination/preferencing of order. Counting for form preferences.

3 QUANT

10 700.1 Payment is made [in 13 
fortnightly instalments]

[MAKE] payment* COCA 307. S45, F18, M63, N143, Ac38. Strong preference for 
plural

13 MAKE predicate 
phrase

10 701 a newborn child OPEN CHOICE (newborn child, foal, chicken) no specialization/bleaching/shift  - 
newborn has no other meaning, connotations  - not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

10 702 no less than no less than COCA 1084. S90, F169, M300, N165: not less than 150. Must be 
preferred in some contexts. Force?

3 QUANT

10 703 In the case of {adoption}, Searching . In the case of  to access this usage: COCA 2162. S289, F63, M470, 
N190, Ac1150: including as part of identifying group (at a time when…) with 
reservations

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

10 704 {16} years of age years of age 2283. S298, F178, M300, N154, Ac1353 - preferred form 3 Complex Adj

10 705 claims [for the Baby Bonus] 
must be lodged…

claim* collocated with [LODGE] at L4, R4 3 types, 13 tokens: [LODGE] * * a 
complaint…LDCE says "lodge a complaint/protest/appeal etc" p. 952. 
Shift/specialization in "lodge"

13 Predicate phrase

10 706 Baby Bonus PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 707 claims can be lodged [online] claim* collocated with [LODGE] at L4, R4 3 types, 13 tokens: [LODGE] * * a 
complaint…LDCE says "lodge a complaint/protest/appeal etc" p. 952. 
Shift/specialization in "lodge"

13 Predicate phrase

10 708 Family Assistance Office Google 79,600 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 709 the Baby Bonus Google 522,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 710 FAO FAO in Google brings up all sorts of noise - the Food and Agriculture 
Organization…in this context it is Family Assistance Office

3 ABBREVIATION

10 711 Paid Parental Leave Scheme Google 707,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 712 Paid Parental Leave scheme Google 707,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN



10 713 Paid Parental Leave scheme Google 707,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 714 government funded privately funded, independently funded, fully funded, partially funded but not 
*governmentally funded: preferred form  government funded COCA 52. S15, F1, 
M11, N7, Ac18

3 Complex Adj

10 715 the National Minimum Wage Google 1.04 million 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 716 [The scheme is for] up to [18 
weeks]

up to FRAME up to {number, date, time, month}: ACOD (5th ed.), p. 1593. 13 QUANT

10 717 Paid Parental Leave Scheme Google 707,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 718 Paid Parental Leave 
[hypothetical case studies]

Google 3.72 million 29 March 2013. Encyclopaedic 123 PROPER NOUN

10 719 Paid Parental Leave [worked 
examples]

Google 3.72 million 29 March 2013. Encyclopaedic 123 PROPER NOUN

10 720 [you will be] better off better off COCA 4352. S1272, F705, M1013, N929, Ac433: well off, worse off - 
meaning not clear from words

13 Complex Adj

10 721 Paid Parental Leave Google 3.72 million 29 March 2013. Encyclopaedic 123 PROPER NOUN

10 722 FAO Family Assistance Office 3 ABBREVIATION

10 722.1 Maternity Immunisation 
Allowance

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 723 [Maternity Immunisation 
Allowance] (MIA)

Maternity Immunisation Allowance Encyclopaedic 3 ABBREVIATION

10 723.1 Maternity Immunisation 
Allowance

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 724 [Maternity Immunisation 
Allowance] (MIA)

Maternity Immunisation Allowance Encyclopaedic 3 ABBREVIATION

10 725 non-income tested benefit Low Google (3,070) - replacement for 'means tested' … Open Choice, not 
including - mark for discussion

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

10 726 on schedule on schedule COCA 786. S146, F202, M193, N180, Ac65 NB opposite is behind 
schedule (unbalanced pair indicating preferred form)

13 Non-initial PP

10 727 between [the age of] {18} and 
{24} [months]

Lower number conventionally first 35 CORRELATING

10 728 between [the age of] {4} to {5} 
[years]

Pairs are conventionally between … and, or from …to - this is a splice (using "to") - 
discuss but do not count

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

10 729 MIA Maternity Immunisation Allowance 3 ABBREVIATION

10 730 turned {2} years of age [TURN] * * of age COCA 5 types, 5 tokens.  Entry in LDCE for "turn" with 
age/time : combination - 2 years of age with TURN - would normally be turn 2, or 
be 2 years of age: shift in "turn"

13 Predicate phrase

10 731 MIA Maternity Immunisation Allowance 3 ABBREVIATION

10 732 before the age of … COCA 272. S46, F22, M71, N44, Ac86. Can also use before age {number} COCA 
330. Determiner required, adjective insertion possible, no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift - adds content, PP not PNP

3 Non-initial PP

10 733 [your] claim is lodged claim* collocated with [LODGE] at L4, R4 3 types, 13 tokens: [LODGE] * * a 
complaint…LDCE says "lodge a complaint/protest/appeal etc" p. 952. Shift in 
"lodge"

13 Predicate phrase

10 734 on or before coordinated on or before COCA 81. S11, F0, M10, N41, Ac19: before or on COCA 
8 - out of order (before or on would reflect temporal ordering better, but is 
unpredictably not used)

3 Non-initial PP

10 735 Baby Bonus Google 522,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN



10 736 Family Assistance Office Google 79,600 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 737 MIA Maternity Immunisation Allowance 3 ABBREVIATION

10 738 Baby Bonus Google 522,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 739 MIA Maternity Immunisation Allowance 3 ABBREVIATION

10 740 Family Assistance Office [(FAO)] Google 79,600 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

10 741 FAO Family Assistance Office 3 ABBREVIATION

10 742 FAO Family Assistance Office 3 ABBREVIATION

10 743 Maternity Immunisation 
Allowance

Maternity Immunisaiton Allowance Google 12,200 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 744 [the] FAO [website] Family Assistance Office 3 ABBREVIATION

10 745 Tax offsets tax offsets COCA 0. Google 346,000. Def at 
www.ato.gov.au/content.aspx?doc=/content/48104.htm: encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

10 746 the Child Care Tax Benefit 
[(CCTB)]

Used as proper noun. Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN 

10 747 CCTB Child Care Tax Benefit 3 ABBREVIATION

10 749 working families http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.asp?article=7060 accessed 9 March 2012 
"Who are these working families? And why are we hearing so much about them? Even before the Rudd 
ascendancy, then Labor leader Kim Beazley was talking of the “fairer, more prosperous future” that “working 
Australian families deserve”. Similarly the ACTU’S successful anti-Workchoices campaign focused on 
“working families” rather than merely “workers”. Rudd Labor’s election campaign was awash with references 
to them. Labor made much of then PM John Howard’s confident declaration that under his government 
“working families had never been better off”. In the October 2007 leaders’ debate with Howard, Rudd 

mentioned these families an astonishing 21 times." : refers to couples with children where 
both partners are working - means more/other than the words

23 N/NP

10 750 [help] cover the cost [COVER] the cost : COCA 4 types, 353 tokens. S39, F19, M110, N126, Ac59 - 
figurative "cover"

13 Predicate phrase

10 751 [the cost of] child care child care COCA 3796. S728, F36, M1312, N873, Ac847 - child care two words in 
Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), therefore counting - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "care", preferred form (child not children)

13 N/NP

10 752 the Child Care Tax Rebate Counting as proper noun - government-defined Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 752.1 [50] per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression 3 QUANT

10 753 out of pocket {costs} out of pocket cost* 2 types, 6 tokens. Google out of pocket cost* 3.95 million 2 
February 2012, including Wiki def for out of pocket expenses at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Out-of-pocket_expenses: COCA out of pocket * collocates 
expenditures, expenses, costs: classifying as N/NP variable (rather than complex 
adj) because of limited semantic set 

14 N/NP

10 754 approved child care child care COCA 3796. S728, F36, M1312, N873, Ac847: never children care … 
preference, and also specialization of "care"

13 N/NP

10 755 out of pocket {costs} out of pocket cost* 2 types, 6 tokens. Google out of pocket cost* 3.95 million 2 
February 2012, including Wiki def for out of pocket expenses at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Out-of-pocket_expenses: COCA out of pocket * collocates 
expenditures, expenses, costs: classifying as N/NP variable (rather than complex 
adj) because of limited semantic set 

14 N/NP

10 756 approved child care "approved child care" Google 378,000 2 February 2012: refers to Government 
accreditation scheme - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

10 757 Child Care Benefit [(CCB)] Counting as proper noun - government-defined Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 758 (CCB) Child Care Benefit 3 ABBREVIATION



10 759 Out of pocket {costs} out of pocket cost* 2 types, 6 tokens. Google out of pocket cost* 3.95 million 2 
February 2012, including Wiki def for out of pocket expenses at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Out-of-pocket_expenses: COCA out of pocket * collocates 
expenditures, expenses, costs: classifying as N/NP variable (rather than complex 
adj) because of limited semantic set 

14 N/NP

10 760 child care [fees] child care COCA 3796. S728, F36, M1312, N873, Ac847: Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

10 761 CCB [received] Child Care Benefit 3 ABBREVIATION

10 762 CCB Child Care Benefit 3 ABBREVIATION

10 763 CCB [Work/Training/Study Test] Child Care Benefit 3 ABBREVIATION

10 764 Child Care Benefit Counting as proper noun - government-defined Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 765 a zero rate entitlement Very low in Google (2,200 for zero rate entitlement) however all relate to the 
particular situation where parents are not entitled to child care benefit: preferred 
form, and also encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

10 766 high {income} high income COCA 183. S41, F0, M36, N23, Ac83: big income COCA 21: low 
income, moderate income : use of "high"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

10 770 Child Care Tax Rebate Counting as proper noun - government-defined Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 772 [the end of] the financial year the financial year COCA 2. Google 80.2 million 2 February: does not match 
calendar, encyclopaedic - runs 1 July to 30 June in Australia (different in UK)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

10 773 Child Care Rebate Counting as proper noun - government-defined Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 774 Child Care Provider Counting as proper noun - legally defined Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 775 child care [bills] child care COCA 3796. S728, F36, M1312, N873, Ac847 (two words Australian 
concise Oxford dictonary (2009))

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

10 776 the tax system * system collocates solar, school, immune, political, justice, care, legal, nervous : 
no specialization/bleaching/shift, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

10 777 the Australian Taxation Office 
[(ATO)]

Google 978,000 2 February 2012: proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

10 777.1 ATO Australian Taxation Office 3 ABBREVIATION

10 778 retain [their child care] receipts retain…receipts OPEN CHOICE NOT INCLUDED - child care counted at 10/779 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

10 779 child care [receipts] child care COCA 3796. S728, F36, M1312, N873, Ac847: Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

10 780 in child care in child care COCA 146. S27, F1, M51, N23, Ac44 - container metaphor, and 
meaning of "child care" densely packaged

Encyclopaedic 23 Non-initial PP

10 780.1 read more … about Hyperlink - command Bleaching/specialisation 13 Text organiser

10 781 Child Care Tax Rebate Counting as proper noun - legally defined Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 783 Large Family Supplement Google 8,320 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 784 Multiple Birth Allowance Google 9,650 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 785 Rent Assistance Google 455,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 786 Health Care Cards Health Care Card Google 220,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 787 Double Orphan Pension 23,300 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 788 Jobs, Education and Training 
[(JET)] Child Care fee assistance

Google 6540, 2 February 2012: Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 788.1 JET Jobs, Education and Training 3 ABBREVIATION

10 789 Family Assistance Office Google 79,600 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

11 790 TEXT 11: THE 
ROTTNEST SWIM



11 791 the 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim

Google 69,600 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

11 794 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 795 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim

PROPER NOUN: counting HBF as noun (never called Health Benefit Fund which is 
what the letters stand for)

3 PROPER NOUN

11 796 years of age years of age 2283. S298, F178, M300, N154, Ac1353 - preferred form 3 Complex Adj

11 797 in accordance with in accordance with COCA 2538: S197, F130, M230, N218, Ac1763: meaning 
bleach/specialisation/shift in accordance: consistent omission of determiner 
before noun: adjective insertion allowed (COCA in strict accordance with, full, 
perfect, total, rough, general, exact, entire…): inability to drop final prep: 
organising procedural, PNP

13 PNP

11 798 FINA Federation Internationale de Natation/International Swimming Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

11 799 open water [swimming] open water swimming COCA 1. open water COCA 540. S40, F92, M235, N93, 
Ac80: specialization/shift/bleaching with "open" and also "water" (means ocean)

13 Complex Adj

11 800 OWS Open Water Swimming 3 ABBREVIATION

11 801 online entry system Online * system COCA 42 types, 53 tokens. No bleaching, specialization, shift 
(also "online registration system") - 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 802 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 803 WST Western Standard Time 3 ABBREVIATION

11 804 WST Western Standard Time 3 ABBREVIATION

11 805 ballots are run [RUN] collocated with ballots, COCA 13 with noise - not included N/A NOT INCLUDED 

11 806 solo entries The site and the race organizers use "solo" consistently: they could use 
"individual" as opposed to "team". However d solo swimmers is the only one used 
more than 4 times in the document. It is a text-level formulaic expression but not 
discourse-level: solo entries COCA 0

N/A NOT INCLUDED 

11 807 WST Western Standard Time 3 ABBREVIATION

11 808 solo swimmers solo swimmer* COCA 0 - Open Choice, not included - but NB mark for discussion 
of expressions that are 'formulaic' within individual texts/in specific contexts

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 809 between the {1st} and {14th} 
{November}

Conventional format for dates…lowest number conventionally first 35 CORRELATING

11 810 gain automatic entry [GAIN] collocated with entry COCA 196. S19, F25, M34, N55, Ac63 (normally 
associated with break-ins - not included)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 811 in gaining entry (into) [GAIN] collocated with entry COCA 196. S19, F25, M34, N55, Ac63 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 812 [When the] ballot has been run [RUN] collocated with ballots, 13 but NOISE - would normally be [HOLD] a ballot NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 813 [successful] in gaining entry [GAIN] collocated with entry COCA 196. S19, F25, M34, N55, Ac63 - comments 
as above (normally associated with burglaries)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 814 [check your] entry status COCA 4. Not supported, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 815 [once the] ballot has run [RUN] collocated with ballots, 13 but NOISE. Not supported, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 816 internet providers COCA 3 types, 158 tokens. S32, F1, M38, N62, Ac25 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "providers"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

11 817 block the emails [BLOCK] collocated with emails COCA 0. [BLOCK] collocated with mail COCA 12. 
Google 345,000 9 March 2012: ALLOW

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

11 818 send out [to you] [SEND] out 4 types, 3782 tokens. S1011, F635, M901, N878, Ac357 13 PV



11 819 to log in [LOG] in COCA 4 types, 601 tokens: S55, F112, M281, N86, Ac67 13 PV

11 820 make payment [MAKE] payment COCA 4 types, 22 tokens. MAKE group: S1, F4, M5, N5, Ac7 - 
bleaching of "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

11 821 the next round the * round no specialization/shift/bleaching - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 822 RCSA [Committee Members] Rottnest Channel Swim Association 3 ABBREVIATION

11 823 Life Members [of the 
ASsociation]

COCA 4 types, 79 tokens: specialization/shift "life" 123 N/NP

11 824 set aside [SET] aside COCA 3 types, 7047 tokens. S615, F395, M2989, N2320, Ac728 13 PV

11 825 set aside [SET] aside COCA 3 types, 7047 tokens. S615, F395, M2989, N2320, Ac728 13 PV

11 826 set aside [SET] aside COCA 3 types, 7047 tokens. S615, F395, M2989, N2320, Ac728 13 PV

11 827 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 828 Payment Options payment options COCA 28: S1, F0, M9, N11, Ac7. Both sides transparent … but 
payment alternatives COCA 1. PREFERENCE

3 N/NP

11 828.1 Payment must be made [MAKE] payment no intervening article, 4 types, 24 tokens. S2, F4, M6, N5, Ac7. 3 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

11 829 [Payment must be made] at the 
time of [accepting your entry]

at the time of COCA 5857. S920, F343, M935, N922, Ac2737. NB high Ac: 
stronger than "when"? Determiner required, no bleach/specialisation/shift, 
adjective insertion possible, final prep can be left out without meaning change/ 
recasting: PP - adds content (identifies time)

13 Non-initial PP

11 830 t-shirts COCA 40 types, 9725 tokens. "t" references shape? 13 N/NP

11 831 the online registration system No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 832 On entry Searching . On entry to access this usage: COCA 4, NOT SUPPORTED NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 833 first name also known as given name, christian name … NB Note Style Manual : "…it is 
important to use the terms given name and family name, not 'Christian name', 
'first name', 'forename' and 'surname', all of which presume the standard 
European naming conventions and order of names" Style manual for authors 
editors and printers / revised by Snooks & Co (2002) p. 58 

3 N/NP

11 834 date of birth date of birth COCA 224. S41, F50, M33, N41, Ac59 - preference 3 N/NP

11 835 telephone number telephone number COCA 864. S216, F157, M182, N217, Ac92: 'Give me your 
telephone and student numbers' - including 

3 N/NP

11 836 mobile number mobile number COCA 6: 59.4 million Google 3 February 2012: 'Give me your 
mobile and student numbers'??? (NB mobile number is also a telephone number, 
but telephone number understood to be a landline)

3 N/NP

11 837 email address email address COCA 195. S73, F17, M7, N2, Ac96: specialization of "address" 13 N/NP

11 837.1 T-shirt [size] t-shirt COCA 6307. S700, F2871, M1302, N1271 13 Complex Adj

11 838 emergency contact [name] emergency contact 32: S2, F7, M7, N8, Ac8: Formulaic reference to the telephone 
number of someone close to you who should be contacted in the event of an 
emergency

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

11 839 emergency contact [telephone 
number]

emergency contact 32: S2, F7, M7, N8, Ac8: Formulaic reference to the telephone 
number of someone close to you who should be contacted in the event of an 
emergency - formulaicity lies in the nature of the emergency (ie not if you have 
run out of money - if someone else judges it to be an emergency) 

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

11 840 Emergency contact [mobile 
number]

emergency contact 32: S2, F7, M7, N8, Ac8: Formulaic reference to the telephone 
number of someone close to you who should be contacted in the event of an 
emergency

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj



11 841 medical conditions medical condition* COCA 6 types, 1024 tokens. S221, F36, M249, N174, Ac344: 
refers to a medical abnormality or problem, meaning shift/specialization in 
"conditions"

13 N/NP

11 842 gain entry [GAIN] collocated with entry COCA 196. S19, F25, M34, N55, Ac63 - normally 
used in the context of breaking and entering, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 843 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 844 between the {lst} and {14th} 
{November}

Conventional format for dates…lowest number conventionally first 35 CORRELATING

11 845 gain [automatic] entry into the 
event

[GAIN] collocated with entry COCA 196. S19, F25, M34, N55, Ac63 - but mostly 
in the context of burglaries, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 846 solo swimmers solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included but mark for discussion XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 847 WST Western Standard Time 3 ABBREVIATION

11 848 entry fee entry fee: COCA 248. S4, F10, M32, N115, Ac87: entry charge COCA 1: 
Preference. Specialization of "entry". NB entry charge COCA 1.

13 N/NP

11 849 solo swimmers solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 850 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 851 first time [solo swimmers] Used adjectivally - including. 3 Complex Adj

11 851.1 solo swimmers solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 852 [and previous] solo swimmers Formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not generally NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 853 solo swimmers [who do not…] solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 854 …please visit the following link use of 'visit' - bleaching/specialisation (web link) 13 TEXT 
ORGANISER

11 855 solo swimmers [who are 
successful]

solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 856 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim

Google 6,430 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

11 858 application form As 10/680: application forms COCA 113. S13, F7, M20, N23, Ac50: cf registration 
form - rights and privileges associated with both - significant in terms of power 
referenced. The former implies discretion on the part of the person granting; the 
second does not. Odd that Family Assistance has an application form - indicates 
attitude of authority - should be a right, and should therefore be "registration".

3 N/NP

11 859 customised number plates customized number plates COCA 0. Google 35,300 3 February 2012. number 
plate(s) COCA 15. Google 8.97 million 11 February 2013. Pieces of metal that 
carry car's registration number

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

11 860 race day race day COCA 137. S8, F8, M51, N66, Ac4 - day of the race: no bleaching, 
specialization either side…not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 861 as of {1st July 2010} as of COCA 6361. S1345, F492, M1286, N1569, Ac1669: always followed by time 
reference - as of now, as of yesterday, as of today, as of right now, as of show 
time, as of today, as of early this morning….Frame is as of [temporal reference]: 
meaning not clear from the words

13 Non-initial PP



11 862 entry fees entry fee: COCA 248. S4, F10, M32, N115, Ac87: entry charge COCA 1: 
Preference. Specialization of "entry". NB entry charge COCA 1 - preference

13 N/NP

11 863 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim [merchandise]

Google 6,430 2 February 2012 3 Complex Adj

11 864 for {safety} reasons for safety reasons COCA 87: S10, F6, M30, N28, Ac13: for * reasons COCA 100 
types, 7134 tokens. S1465, F473, M1353, N1420, Ac2423 - can't have for 
reasons.

34 Non-initial PP

11 865 [the categories are] as follows as follows: COCA 3262. S101, F84, M256, N107, Ac2714 13 TEXT 
ORGANISER

11 866 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 867 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 868 Starlight Children's Foundation PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 869 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 870 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 871 [complimentary] light breakfast light breakfast COCA 39. S0, F12, M13, N14, Ac0: NB heavy meal, light meal - 
specialization/figurative "light"

13 N/NP

11 872 at Lavan Legal PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 873 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 874 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim

Google 6,430 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

11 875 VIP Very Important Person 3 ABBREVIATION

11 876 [held] from {2}{pm} - 
{5}{pm}

NB editing practices - editors would normally correct to from … to… allowing with 
reservations (only because - conventionally taken to mean "to")

35 CORRELATING

11 878 A donation made [on your 
behalf]

donation collocated with [MAKE] COCA 140. S36, F19, M43, N33, Ac9 - bleaching 
of "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

11 879 [A donation made] on {your} 
behalf

on * behalf COCA 19 types, 1497 tokens: S370, F295, M267, N255,  Ac 310 - 
encoding (prep)

134 Non-initial PP

11 880 Starlight Children's Foundation PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 881 [at] the finish line finish line COCA 992. S171, F174, M322, N300, Ac25: finishing line COCA 9: 
PREFERENCE

3 N/NP

11 882 The Bondi Vet ['s…] TV programme - counting as publication 3 PUBLICATION

11 883 Channel Ten ['s…] PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 884 Bondi Rescue TV programme - counting as publication 3 PUBLICATION

11 885 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge 
Cup

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 886 Stat<sic>wide Oil Slammers PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 887 to cross [the finish line] [CROSS] collocated with line at L4, R4 COCA 2028. S684, F326, M383, N439, 
Ac196. Mix idiomatic/literal; [CROSS] the finish line 4 types, 199 tokens: S24, 
F35, M67, N67, Ac6:  [REACH] the finish line COCA 4 types, 22 tokens. 
PREFERENCE: finish line COCA 992. S171, F174, M322, N300, Ac25: finishing line 
COCA 9: PREFERENCE

3 Predicate phrase

11 888 [To cross the finish line] on the 
day

on the day COCA 3550. S830, F758, M775, N753, Ac434 - means when the race 
is run - encoding - maybe decoding?

13 Non-initial PP

11 889 entry fee entry fee: COCA 248. S4, F10, M32, N115, Ac87: entry charge COCA 1: 
Preference. Specialization of "entry". NB entry charge COCA 1 - preference

13 N/NP

11 890 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 891 Rottnest Channel Swim 
[Briefing]

Google 69,600 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN



11 892 highly recommended highly recommended COCA  248. S17, F37, M65, N67, Ac62: Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

11 893 Support boat Like solo swimmer - formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not 
otherwise - not including

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 893.1 solo swimmers solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 894 support boat Like solo swimmer - formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not 
otherwise - not including

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 896 support boat Like solo swimmer - formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not 
otherwise - not including

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 897 [is a minimum of 5 metres] in 
length

in length COCA 1127. S56, F114, M350, N129, Ac478 - alternative would be long - 
encoding prep

13 Non-initial PP

11 898 support boat Like solo swimmer - formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not 
otherwise - not including

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 899 [is a minimum of 6 metres] in 
length

in length COCA 1127. S56, F114, M350, N129, Ac478 - alternative would be log - 
encoding prep

13 Non-initial PP

11 900 highly recommended highly recommended COCA  248. S17, F37, M65, N67, Ac62 Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

11 901 paddle craft Like solo swimmer - formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not 
otherwise - not including

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 902 [to cross the finish line] on the 
day

on the day COCA 3550. S830, F758, M775, N753, Ac434 - means on the day the 
race is run (NB cf meaning of on the hour)

13 Non-initial PP

11 903 Call signs call sign COCA 53. S14, F7, M15, N16, Ac1 - meaning unclear from words, 
specialization of "call"

123 N/NP

11 904 solo swimmers solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

NOT INCLUDED

11 905 For example, [if you are…] For example COCA 84149: S11949, F1710, M19175, N11293, Ac40022 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

11 906 if [you are solo swimmer 100] 
then 

Cause, consequence, internal Internal 35 CORRELATING

11 907 solo swimmer solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 908 call sign call sign COCA 53. S14, F7, M15, N16, Ac1 - meaning unclear from words, 
specialization of "call"

123 N/NP

11 909 if [you are team 450] then [your 
call sign]

Cause, consequence, internal 35 CORRELATING

11 910 call sign call sign COCA 53. S14, F7, M15, N16, Ac1 - meaning unclear from words, 
specialization of "call"

123 N/NP

11 911 support boat [information] Like solo swimmer - formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not 
otherwise - not including

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT



11 912 make payment [MAKE] payment COCA 4 types, 22 tokens. MAKE group: S1, F4, M5, N5, Ac7 - 
bleaching of "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

11 913 boat registration number boat registration number Google 657,000 3 February 2012: formulaic in Western 
Australia (Australia?): formal process of registration - count, but borderline

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

11 914 make of boat make of car, make of hairdryer NB make versus brand - preference, and 
shift/specialization/bleaching in "make"

13 N/NP

11 915 boat make As 11/914 13 N/NP

11 916 mobile number As 11/836 23 N/NP

11 917 email address As 11/837 23 N/NP

11 918 Recreational Skipper's Ticket 
number

Recreational Skipper's Ticket Google 73,700 Google 3 February 2012. Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

11 919 swim suit regulations SWIMSUIT one word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 920 Rottnest Channel Swim 
Association Committee

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 921 by-law Hyphenated in Austrlalian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), include - 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

11 922 took place [TAKE] place 5 types, 24039 tokens. S6337, F1765, M4094, N3983, Ac7860 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

11 923 wishes to inform [WISH] to inform 3 types, 11 tokens NOT SUPPORTED NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 924 by-law Hyphenated in Austrlalian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), include - 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

11 925 swim wear swim wear COCA 5. One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 926 [artificial] swimming aids COCA 0. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 927 [and approved to be] in force 
[with immediate effect]

in force COCA 922: dominant usage relates to number - eg "the fashion police 
were out in force" and not this meaning, but force here has undergone meaning 
shift, therefore included

13 Non-initial PP

11 928 [and approved to be in force] 
with {immediate} effect

with immediate effect COCA 6: Google 22.9 million 3 February 2012: with [jj*] 
effect COCA 55 types, 115 tokens: another one where there has to be a 
premodifying adj - noun can't be used without (without change of meaning)

34 Non-initial PP

11 929 for ease of [reference] for ease of * COCA 194: S1, F13, M60, N13, Ac 107. collocates - no 
bleaching/shift/specialisation: can have determiner (24 cases), can have adjective 
(4 cases) - could lose final prep without recasting of first prep and noun ... "ease" 
adds content - PP

13 Non-initial PP

11 929.1 by-law Hyphenated in Austrlalian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), include - 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

11 930 as follows as follows: COCA 3262. S101, F84, M256, N107, Ac2714 13 TEXT 
ORGANISER

11 931 Rottnest Channel [swim 
attempts]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 932 nose clip Particular type of clip you put over your nose to stop the water going up it : COCA 
3. Google 846,000 (wikipedia - "a small bent piece of wire covered in rubber worn 
by some swimmers (primarily synchronized swimmers)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

11 933 bathing suit bathing suit COCA 844. S182, F389, M156, N79, Ac38: specialization of "suit" 13 N/NP

11 934 FINA['s rules] Federation Internationale de Natation/International Swimming Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

11 935 Open Water [Swimming] open water swimming COCA 1. open water COCA 540. S40, F92, M235, N93, 
Ac80: shift with "open" and also "water" (means ocean)

Encyclopaedic 1 Complex Adj



11 936 with the exception that with the exception COCA 2835, S314, F216, M526, N458, Ac1321 : with the 
exception of COCA 2742. S288, F210, M514, N454, Ac1276. with the exception 
that COCA 52. S5, F4, M5, N2, Ac36

13 Non-initial PP

11 937 the bathing suit bathing suit COCA 844. S182, F389, M156, N79, Ac38: specialization of "suit" 13 N/NP

11 938 swim skin Formulaic in swimming context - like a rashy/wetsuit - specialization/shift/bleach 
in "skin"

123 N/NP

11 939 the pointzero3 [or nero swim 
suit made by Blueseventy]

PROPER NOUNS 3 PROPER NOUN

11 939.1 [or] nero swim suit PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 940 In addition to in addition to COCA 19050. S2078, F750, M4391, N3821, Ac8010 (Not PNP 
because second prep not integral)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

11 941 bathing suit bathing suit COCA 844. S182, F389, M156, N79, Ac38: specialization of "suit" 13 N/NP

11 942 complies with this rule [COMPLY] collocated with rule at L4, R4: 26. S3, F0, M4, N6, Ac13: [COMPLY] 
with health care regulations, with the UN resolution, with the evidence, with the 
US law, had no choice but to comply, with her wishes, with the ruling, with state 
and federal law, with local laws: normal selection rules, no bleaching, 
specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 943 rash vest  (rashie colloquially) - put on underneath a wet suit … but also, in WA at least, 
rashie is used to describe the sunsafe tops children wear…nothing to do with 
rashes (although they do coincidentally stop you getting stung by jellyfish)

123 N/NP

11 944 stinger suit Stops jelly fish getting you - Google "stinger suit" - allow despite low frequencies 12 N/NP

11 945 [porous textile material] such as 
{nylon or lycra}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

11 946 solo swimmers Formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not generally XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 947 team swimmers Formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not generally XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 948 solo wave Formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not generally XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 949 top seeded COCA 2 - Google 2.43 28 March 2013. Allow - bleaching/specialization/shift in 
"seeded", preferred form, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 Complex Adj

11 950 to a maximum of to a maximum of COCA 193. S8, F2, M55, N46, Ac82 : cf to the maximum of 
COCA 19: no meaning shift/bleach/specialisation: determiner required: adjective 
can be inserted, contributes contentfully ("maximum") - PP

13 Non-initial PP

11 950.1 {the second} solo waves COCA 0. Not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 951 the start waves COCA 1. Not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 952 start times x 10 COCA 1. Not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 953 cut-off {times} cut-off times COCA 1: cut-off - collocates date, time - entry in Australian concise 
Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 346) - collocates in COCA date, points, shorts, treaty, 
criteria, denim, switch, age, frequency, levels, values - two distinct groups, 
recognisable sets but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore counting 
as complex adj with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

13 Complex Adj



11 954 [by the set] cut-off {times} cut-off times COCA 1: cut-off - collocates date, time - entry in Australian concise 
Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 346) - collocates in COCA date, points, shorts, treaty, 
criteria, denim, switch, age, frequency, levels, values - two distinct groups, 
recognisable sets but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore counting 
as complex adj with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

13 Complex Adj

11 955 [After these] cut-off {times} cut-off times COCA 1: cut-off - collocates date, time - entry in Australian concise 
Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 346) - collocates in COCA date, points, shorts, treaty, 
criteria, denim, switch, age, frequency, levels, values - two distinct groups, 
recognisable sets but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore counting 
as complex adj with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

13 Complex Adj

11 956 DNF Did Not Finish 3 ABBREVIATION

11 957 in accordance with in accordance with COCA 2538: S197, F130, M230, N218, Ac1763: meaning 
bleach/specialisation/shift in accordance: consistent omission of determiner 
before noun: adjective insertion allowed (COCA in strict accordance with, full, 
perfect, total, rough, general, exact, entire…): inability to drop final prep: 
organising procedural, PNP

13 PNP

11 958 face {disqualification} FACE list - problematicizer Prob lematicizer 14 FACE Predicate 
phrase

11 959 DSQ Disqualification 3 ABBREVIATION

11 960 finish line COCA 1044. S178, F180, M346, N312, Ac28. LOW ACADEMIC: finishing line COCA 
10. Preference and specialization in "line"

3 N/NP

11 961 Applications…made [MAKE] collocated with application : COCA 244. S27, F9, M75, N31, Ac102 - 
bleaching of "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

11 961.1 {50} per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression (counted throughout three datasets) 3 QUANT

11 962 applications for 
withdrawals/refunds' must be] 
made [in writing]

[MAKE] collocated with application : COCA 244. S27, F9, M75, N31, Ac102: in 
writing classified separately (see PP), bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

11 963 [made] in writing in writing COCA 416. S86, F41, M92, N78, Ac119: no support for [MAKE] in 
writing - NB "in" encoding

13 Non-initial PP

11 964 [inform the] RCSA [in writing] Rottnest Channel Swim Association 3 ABBREVIATION

11 965 in writing in writing COCA 416. S86, F41, M92, N78, Ac119: NB "in" encoding 1 Non-initial PP

11 966 [or posting to the] RCSA [as per 
above]

Rottnest Channel Swim Association 3 ABBREVIATION

11 967 as per [above] as per COCA 270: S24, F81, M40, N15, Ac110 - form preference 3 Complex Adv

11 968 in front of [Hotel Rottnest] in front of COCA 40679. S6269, F19903, M6959, N5151, Ac2397: NB difference 
in meaning between in front of and in the front of and also at the front of: 
counting this meaning as consistent omission of determiner, resistance to 
insertion of adjective, adds content - PP

13 Non-initial PP

11 969 [on] race day race day 137: COCA S8, F8, M51, N66, Ac4: the day of the race 17 - Open Choice 
both sides, not including 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 970 [second and third] place getters 
[in the Solo, Duo and Team 
categories]

place getters COCA 1: place getter 0. One word in Australian concise Oxford 
dictionary (2009, p. 1086), not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 971 place getters [and category 
winners]

place getters COCA 1: place getter 0. One word in Australian concise Oxford 
dictionary (2009, p. 1086), not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 972 at the front of [the presentation 
stage]

at the front of COCA 972. S68, F501, M174, N145, Ac84 (at the front, at the back 
etc all acceptable: definite article required for this meaning: adjective insertion 
possible: no shift/bleaching/specialisation: can be used without final prep with no 
change of meaning/recasting required - contributes contentfully, PP

13 Non-initial PP



11 973 at least {20 minutes} Quantifying usage 13 QUANT

11 974 A photograph [of all solo 
swimmers] will be taken

[TAKE] photographs  - specialization/shift/bleaching in "take" 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

11 975 solo swimmers solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 976

12 977 TEXT 12: BLOGS
12 978 [there are] as many [unique 

types of blogs] as there are 
[people]

there are as many * * as there are COCA 12 types, 13 tokens: elements are 
either opposites, or are related but different within the field. Google search on 
"there are as many * as there are *" 25,270 million hits 14 May 2013

External / internal 345 Comparative 
correlative

12 979 long before Searching . Long before to access this meaning COCA 6292. S1020, F1622, 
M1623, N1242, Ac785

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

12 980 the term was coined [COIN] collocated with term at L4, R4: COCA 551. S36, F15, M188, N103, Ac209: 
the * was coined COCA collocates term, phrase, word, suit, saying, disorder, area

134 Predicate phrase

12 981 [the trend] gained momentum [gain] momentum COCA 4 types, 440 tokens. S49, F25, M93, N140, Ac133: not 
literal momentum 

13 Predicate phrase

12 982 most notably most notably COCA 1747: S109, F46, M424, N402, Ac766 - very like such as, but 
with emphasis

Internal 135 COORDINATING

12 983 [services] such as {Blogger} COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External / 
Internal?

135 COORDINATING

12 984 web logs web log* COCA 6 types, 127 tokens. S20, F2, M60, N33, Ac12 - meaning opaque: 
one word in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009), therefore not counted

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

12 985 log files log files COCA 13: 16.1 million 3 February 2012 - meaning not clear from the 
words - Wikipedia "in computer data logging, the file to which a computer system 
writes a record of its activities"

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

12 986

12 987

13 988 TEXT 13: pre-primary
13 989 Pre-primary Formulaic: level of education below primary school in Australia - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
13 990 [a] pre-compulsory [year of 

education]
References the compulsory strate of education but not in itself conventionalized NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLUDED
NOT INCLUDED

13 991 pre-primary [program] Literally before primary school, but encyclopaedic in Aus context - specific 
educational stage with specific outcomes

Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

13 992 turn {five} years old [TURN] * years old for 95 types, 126 tokens. S61, F17, M20, N24, Ac4 34 Predicate phrase

13 993 pre-primaries Formulaic: level of education below primary school in Australia - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

13 994 whole school [P-7] learning 
environment

Educational buzz-phrase? Google 529,000 so below million threshold…but entries 
support technical term ("The Whole School Approach" )

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

13 995 buddy classes buddy class* COCA 0. Looks like educational buzz-word (and used in local 
primary schools): see Google Buddy Classes - Mindarie Primary School - Western 
Australia. Allow

12 N/NP

13 996 strong relationships strong relationship* COCA 2 types, 364 tokens. S44, F2, M60, N47, Ac211: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "strong" - cf strong emotions, strong feelings

134 Intensifying 
collocation

13 996.1 between [our school families] 
and [caregivers]

External? 35 CORRELATING

13 997 have {much} to offer have {much, a lot, a great deal} to offer 34 HAVE predicate 
phrase



13 998 pre-primary [programs] Literally before primary school, but encyclopaedic in Aus context - specific 
educational stage with specific outcomes

Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

13 999 [become more complex and 
involved] as time passes

time collocated with [PASS] COCA 4 types, 2231 tokens. S312, F956, M410, 
N300, Ac253: figurative "passes"

13 Sub/pred 
combination

13 1000 [your] Pre-Primary [Teachers] Literally before primary school, but encyclopaedic in Aus context - specific 
educational stage with specific outcomes

Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

13 1001 half day [sessions] half-day; full time, part time, half day, full day: COCA 457. S11, F40, M152, 
N169. Prepositively, never half a day: postpositively, 'come for half a day'

3 Complex Adj

13 1002 [attend] half days NB half day opposite is full day not whole day: can't use part day in this context - 
and strictly speaking half days would be 12 hours…

13 Complex Adv

13 1003 [attend…] full days full day COCA 859. S148, F143, M248, N246, Ac74 - NB opposite is half day. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "full"

3 Complex Adv

13 1004 [attend] full time COCA full-time COCA 8088. S1020, F481, M2101, N2437, Ac2049 - use of "full" 3 Complex Adv

13 1004 from {8.45} {am} to {3.05} 
{pm} [daily]

from … too correlator 35 CORRELATING

13 1005 [at] Pre-Primary Formulaic: level of education below primary school in Australia - encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

13 1006 [this may] take me some time [TAKE] collocated with time at L4, R4 COCA 21406. S5377, F4740, M4848, 
N3855, Ac2586 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

13 1007 following ({simple}) rules [FOLLOW] collocated with rules at L4, R4: S259, F172, M337, N263, Ac308 
(opposite is break - unbalanced pair)

13 Predicate phrase

13 1008 [but] not afraid to [ask for help] [BE] not afraid to COCA 10 types, 688 tokens. S185, F74, M189, N187, Ac53: if 
you're not afraid to do something, you've usually done it - doesn't mean you're 
not frightened, means you do it regularly in spite of possible repercussions - eg 
"They are not afraid to be their own poets" "is not afraid to speak out 
consistently", "are not afraid to share their opinions":it can mean "do it with 
gusto": Include with reservations: not [BE] afraid to COCA 3 types 120 tokens...It 
can't be literal - why would a child be afraid of asking for help? Must allude to 
'just do it' meaning? ALLOW

1 BE Predicate 
phrase

13 1009 Pre-primary [environment] Literally before primary school, but encyclopaedic in Aus context - specific 
educational stage with specific outcomes

Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

13 1010 bare feet bare feet COCA 1158. S39, F884, M138, N76, Ac21. bare foot, bare feet, bare 
hands : naked feet COCA 24 - preference

3 N/NP

13 1011 [Shoes that children can easily 
remove and] put back on…

Searching [PUT] back on . in order to exclude prepositional usage. COCA 10. S7, 
F1, M2, N0, Ac0: with comma 4: allow despite low frequenices

13 PV

13 1012 the colder months ie winter: in Australian context not really cold, just colder than summer - no 
bleaching, specializaiton, shift - Open Choice, not including

NOT INCLUDING NOT 
INCLUDING

NOT INCLUDING

13 1013 all year round all year round . COCA 76. S20, F11, M28, N11, Ac6: *all month round - 
restrictions on slot fillers, use of "all" and "round"

Force 134 Complex Adv

13 1014 between [September] and 
[April]

Use of "and" - treats months like locations 35 CORRELATING

13 1015 [Drop off and] pick up Derived from PVs, but here used as nouns 13 N/NP

13 1016 Drop off [and pick up] Derived from PVs, but here used as nouns 13 N/NP

13 1017 [ensure prompt] pick up [PICK] up . with full stop to access this usage: 4 types, 1083 tokens. S247, F428, 
M189, N176, Ac43 - used as noun here

13 N/NP

13 1018 make use of [their 
understanding of colours]

[MAKE] use of COCA 4 types, 1781 tokens. S93, F196, M373, N172, Ac947 - 
bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

13 1019 one to one counting http://www2.nzmaths.co.nz/frames/ONPD/images/module6.pdf"The One to One 
Counting stage is characterised by students who can count and form a set of 
objects up to ten, but cannot solve simple problems that involve joining and 
separating sets, like 4 + 3".

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



13 1019 at this time Does not refer to time of speaking time. at this time COCA 5716. S2434, F709, 
M689, N759, Ac1125

123 Non-initial PP

13 1020 [and] of course [fruit is part 
of…]

of course COCA 104551. S37445, F27828, M17013, N10049, Ac12216 13 Interpolation

13 1021 balanced diet balanced diet : encyclopaedic - specialization of "balanced" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

13 1022 send along [with your child] [SEND] along COCA 4 types, 150 tokens. S31, F42, M33, N27, Ac17. 13 PV

13 1022 [roster] notices will be posted [POST] collocated with notices span 4/4: COCA 56. S4, F13, M15, N18, Ac 6. 
Some noise, but enough to allow.

13 Predicate phrase

13 1023 put [your name] down [PUT] * name down 6 types, 19 tokens: S5, F6, M4, N4, Ac0 13 PV

13 1024 No matter [how] no matter [rrq*] 6 types, 2712 tokens. S633, F566, M780, N486, Ac247: stem of 
exhaustive conditional, see Huddleston and Pullum p. 761

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

13 1025 [for safety and] duty of care 
[reasons]

duty of care COCA 39. S0, F0, M2, N4, Ac33 encyclopaedic - legal implications - 
preferred form

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

13 1026

14 1027 TEXT 14: DALAI LAMA
14 1028 His Holiness the Dalai Lama Count as job title 3 JOB TITLE

14 1029 gives teachings COCA [GIVE] teachings COCA 0. No support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 1029 throughout the year meaning 'throughout every year' : throughout the year COCA 921. S96, F23, 
M306, N223, Ac273

3 Non-initial PP

14 1030 His Holiness Count as job title 3 JOB TITLE

14 1031 public talks COCA public talk* COCA 3 types, 36 tokens. S5, F0, M7, N15, Ac9 - talks given 
for the benefit of the public, not by the public or in public

123 N/NP

14 1032 public talks COCA public talk* COCA 3 types, 36 tokens. S5, F0, M7, N15, Ac9 - talks given 
for the benefit of the public, not by the public or in public

123 N/NP

14 1033 public talks COCA public talk* COCA 3 types, 36 tokens. S5, F0, M7, N15, Ac9 - talks given 
for the benefit of the public, not by the public or in public

123 N/NP

14 1034 cover the costs [COVER] * costs COCA for 100 types, 385 tokens : S39, F7, M90, N166, Ac83: 
figurative "cover"

13 Predicate phrase

14 1035 His Holiness's visit Count as job title 3 JOB TITLE

14 1036 His Holiness Count as job title 3 JOB TITLE

14 1037 annual spring teachings COCA 0. Google "annual spring teachings" 7,540 all relating to the Dalai Lama, 6 
February 2012. No bleaching, specialisation: not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 1038 Monlam teachings COCA 0. Google 601, all the Dalai Lama. 6 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

14 1039 FM [channel] Frequency Modulation 3 ABBREVIATION

14 1039 His Holiness Count as job title 3 JOB TITLE

14 1040 gives [other shorter] teachings COCA [GIVE] teachings COCA 0. No support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 1041 throughout the year throughout the year COCA 848: S93, F20, M284, N207, Ac244 : month 54, week 
231, day 1311, hour 40, minute 0. Unpredictable biases. NB alternative would 
be all year not all the year

Force 13 Non-initial PP

14 1042 During the last few {years} during the last few years COCA 73. S2, F5, M18, N20, Ac28: during the last few 
years 73, months 22, days 19, weeks 15, minutes 15, decades 13, hours 5, 
seconds 3

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 1043 His Holiness Count as job title 3 JOB TITLE

14 1044 giving teachings COCA [GIVE] teachings COCA 0. No support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



14 1045 at the request of at the request of COCA 707. S138, F32, M97, N256, Ac184: encoding "at": no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift, determiner required, adjective insertion allowed - 
contributes contentfully, PP

13 Non-initial PP

14 1046 public address system public address system COCA 123. S23, F26, M7, N53, Ac14: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "address", and "public"

23 N/NP

14 1047 FM [channel] Frequency Modulation 3 ABBREVIATION

14 1048 [during] the winter months the winter months (why not winter?) during winter 310: during the winter months 
185: S11, F17, M88, N24, Ac45: during the autumn months 3: during the spring 
months 5: during the summer months: 208. Unpredictable biases -  including for 
that reason, but with reservations

3 N/NP

14 1049 gives teachings COCA [GIVE] teachings COCA 0. No support N/A NOT INCLUDED

14 1050 throughout the year throughout the year COCA 848: S93, F20, M284, N207, Ac244 : month 54, week 
231, day 1311, hour 40, minute 0. Unpredictable biases. NB alternative would 
be all year not all the year

Force 13 Non-initial PP

14 1051 The Kalachakra Initiation PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

14 1052 [which his Holiness has given 29 
times] up to [2005]

 frame is up to [number, date, time, month] - different from quantifier use? 
Encoding and decoding.

13 Non-initial PP

14 1053 [attending the teachings] rather 
than [the initiations]

COCA 6264. S6045, F4239, M14824, N10561, Ac26955 35 Complex conj

14 1054 in order to in order to COCA 37327: S7037, F3116, M6401, N3481, Ac17292 : meaning not 
clear from words

35 Complex conj

14 1055 to better understand to better [v*] top collocate is understand at 775. Then serve 84. to better 
understand 775: S56, F15, M125, N71, Ac508: to understand better COCA 94. 
Preference (NB *to worse understand - COCA 0)

3 Predicate phrase

14 1056 [also] gives [a number of 
public] talks

[GIVE] talks 5 types, 85 tokens. S7, F6, M29, N23, Ac20: bleaching of "give" 13 Predicate phrase

14 1057 public talks COCA public talk* COCA 3 types, 36 tokens. S5, F0, M7, N15, Ac9 - talks given 
for the benefit of the public, not by the public or in public

123 N/NP

14 1058 [gives a number of public talks 
on topics that are] close to 
{his} heart

close to * heart COCA 10 types, 220 tokens. S55, F48, M53, N45, Ac19: classified 
as AdjPhr - describing what the subject is (Carter & McCarthy p.312) rather than 
where the subject it is (PPAdv) - idiom suggests location, but meaning is 
'important to him' - figurative "heart"

Position 14 Complex Adj

14 1059 a question and answer session question and answer session COCA 34. S18, F2, M3, N2, Ac9: question and 
answer COCA 148. Coordinated, but only because questions come temporally 
before answers: included only because it is understood that this means audience 
members will ask, and the speaker will answer (i.e. from many to one or a small 
number, and answerers not ordinary people) - included for encyclopaedic 
understanding associated with expression

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

14 1060 [are popular on his foreign trips 
and are usually] sold out

[BE] sold out (to avoid idiomatic usage) COCA 9 types, 407 tokens. S89, F44, 
M59, N205, Ac10. COCA 161 million 6 February 2012

13 PV

14 1061 [soon after tickets] go on sale tickets [go] on sale COCA 3 types, 64 tokens. S2, F0, M9, N53, Ac0: * [go] on 
sale 5 types, 544 tokens. S65, F10, M120, N343, Ac6: shift in go and encoding on 
sale 

13 Predicate phrase

15 1062 TEXT 15 20/20 
CRICKET

15 1063 has taken [some of the 
cricketing world] by storm

[TAKE] collocated with by storm at L4, R4 COCA 5 types, 173 tokens. S51, F20, 
M55, N38, Ac9 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "take" and "storm"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase



15 1064 a whole new ball game a whole new ball game COCA 39. S9, F8, M11, N10, Ac1. If you take out "whole", 
the gestalt is broken (see Moon, Lit Review) - plays on idiomatic meaning of 
expression (relies on understanding of same), here used both literally and 
idiomatically

13 N/NP

15 1065 {the} one day {game} the one day game COCA 0. Google 11.8 million 6 February 2012. Type of cricket - 
one day cricket. Encylcopaedic 

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

15 1066 fast, furious [and instant] fast collocated with furious at L4, R4, COCA 281. S68, F40, M88, N77, Ac8: MI 
7.42: coordinated - furious at R4, 278 - furious not meaning angry - 
specialization/shift/bleaching - normally fast and furious - allow

1 Complex Adj

15 1067 had the effect of [have] the effect COCA 946. S133, F74, M162, N147, Ac430: HIGH AC: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "have"

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

15 1068 full of action COCA 14, no support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

15 1069 cricket grounds COCA 11 (not played in USA) - cricket ground, soccer pitch, tennis court…"cricket 
ground" Google 6.34 million 29 March 2013

3 N/NP

15 1070 one-day [rules] the one day game COCA 0. Google 11.8 million 6 February 2012. Type of cricket - 
one day cricket. Encyclopaedic 

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

15 1071 20/20 Specific code - 20/20 cricket, 20 overs each side - meaning not clear from 
components, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 1072 between [Australia A] and 
[Pakistan]

Sets up opposition 35 CORRELATING

15 1073 more and more [games are 
played] 

er and er FRAME 13 Comparative 
emphasiser

15 1073 20-twenty cricket Specific code - 20/20 cricket, 20 overs each side - meaning not clear from 
components, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 1074 [are being modified] over time (meaning as time passes) over time . Searching . Over time , to access this 
meaning and avoid others: COCA 874. S57, F61, M338, N93, Ac325: encoding 
"over"

13 Non-initial PP

15 1075 no-ball Cricket term - see Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), p. 962 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 1076 free hit free hit COCA 2 : not in dictionary, not supported, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

15 1077 no-ball Cricket term - see Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), p. 962 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 1078 [each side has just 80 minutes 
to] get through [their 20 overs]

[get] through COCA 6 types, 6684 tokens. S2693, F1550, M1143, N1045, Ac253 13 PV

15 1079 [there are] run penalties run penalties COCA 0. Cricket term - Google 2,640 2 Sept 2013 - other side gets 
given runs to compensate. Very low numbers but established cricket 
term…including

23 N/NP

15 1080 the fall of a wicket [FALL] collocated with wicket at L4, R4 COCA 2. Figurative/specialized use of 
"fall"

123 Sub/pred 
combination

15 1081 to get to the crease [GET] to the crease COCA 0. Would normally be reach the crease: Google 58,300 
6 February 2012: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

15 1082

15 1083

16 1084 TEXT 16. THE 
Australian Nurses 
Federation (ANF)

16 1085 Australian Nursing Federation 
(ANF)

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1085 ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION



16 1086 The ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1087 [in each] state and territory state and territory COCA 24. territory and state COCA 4. Counting state and 
territory but not territory and state.

3 N/NP

16 1088 The ANF's [over 200,000…] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1089 health care health care COCA 30557: S11449, F124, M5500, N7151, Ac6333: means more 
than the words - references entire medical system including doctors, hospitals …

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1090 remote locations No bleaching, specialisation, figurative add-ons…not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

16 1091 public and private sectors private sector COCA 4567. S1159, F40, M696, N832, Ac1840: public sector 1279 
but usage is different. This combination  refers to private sector hospitals and 
public sector hospitals: hospitals funded by the Federal Government and hospitals 
run by private organisations e.g. the Catholic church: specialization of "public", 
"private" and "sectors"

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

16 1092 ANF [members work…] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1093 community services community services COCA 398. S14, F5, M82, N137, Ac160:  - specialization of 
"services"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1094 the armed forces the armed forces COCA 2664. S401, F41, M249, N384, Ac1589: specific meaning 
in this context (NB ?the unarmed forces?)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1095 statutory authorities statutory authorities COCA 3. 2.37 million Google 6 February 2012 - legal term - 
specialization in "statutory" and "authorities"

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

16 1096 local government local government COCA1784. S236, F24, M264, N594, Ac666 - meaning of "local" 
specialised in terms of governance - meaning not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1097 ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1098 ANF [special interest groups] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1099 special interest groups special interest groups COCA 325. S109, F1, M41, N72, Ac102 - meaning groups 
who are all interested in particular things - specialization of "special" and 
"interest"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1100 ANF [has a range of…] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1101 position statements position statements COCA 91. S2, F0, M6, N4, Ac79: specialisation of "position" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1102 [How does the] ANF [help 
nurses]

Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1103 ANF [Branches] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1104 [join the] ANF [branch] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1105 state or territory COCA state or territory 23. territory or state 1. Include state or territory but not 
territory or state.

3 N/NP

16 1106 ANF [Branches] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1107 resolution of [workplace] 
disputes

resolution collocated with disputes COCA 95. S10, F0, M7, N5, Ac73: MI 6.92: 
derived from resolve disputes: family of associated PCs - eg dispute resolution: 
resolve collocated with disputes COCA 409. S40, F4, M57, N92, Ac216. dispute 
resolution COCA 499. S11, F3, M22, N39, Ac424: this has become preferred form 
- not dispute solution (COCA 1)

3 N/NP

16 1108 enterprise bargaining 
agreements

COCA 0. "enterprise bargaining agreements" Google 38,800 with definition 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enterprise_Bargaining_Agreement: allow despite low 
frequency - encyclopaedic in Australian context

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1109 [wages and] conditions of 
employment

conditions of employment does not refer to the conditions placed pre-employment 
(eg you must have such and such a qualification), but on the characteristics of a 
job - amount of paid holiday, sick leave, hourly rate etc - encyclopaedic 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



16 1110 [workplace issues] such as 
{occupational health and 
safety}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External / 
Internal?

135 COORDINATING

16 1111 occupational health and safety occupational health and safety COCA 57. S4, F0, M9, N13, Ac31 - encyclopaedic  - 
NB occupational safety and health COCA 404: Google "occupational health and 
safety" 2 September 2013 7.87 million: "occupational safety and health" 6.6 
million. Act is Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984: more often Health and 
Safety in practice. Including for encyclopaedic understanding associated with 
expression

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

16 1112 education and training 
[services]

education and training COCA 758. training and education 199: transparent on 
both sides, not including 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

16 1113 library and information services library and information services COCA 7. Google 4.47 million 6 February 2012 - 
deliberate extension of term beyond libraries to account for electronic access to 
information…preferred form - "information" in a specific sense - broadly used 
(preferred term) in libraries in Australia - specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"information"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1114 [All] ANF branches Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1115 first point of contact first point of contact COCA 9. Google 48.5 million 6 February 2012: second point 
of contact 961,000 9 March 2012 - preference. Bleaching/shift in "point"

13 N/NP

16 1116 ANF [in the workplace] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1117 the vital link COCA 83. S7, F5, M28, N17, Ac26: NB the very important link COCA 0. 
Preference

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

16 1118 [the vital link] between [the 
ANF] and [its members]

35 CORRELATING

16 1119 the ANF [and its members] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1120 ANF branches Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1121 state and territory state and territory COCA 24. territory and state COCA 4. Counting state and 
territory but not territory and state.

3 N/NP

16 1122 health care health care COCA 30557. S11449, F124, M5500, N7151, Ac6333 - references 
entire medical system - doctors, hospitals, maternity 

23 N/NP

16 1123 the ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1124 run [successful] campaigns [RUN] collocated with campaign COCA 1397, MI 3.34. S846, F18, M187, N310, 
Ac36: shift in "run"

13 Predicate phrase

16 1125 working conditions working conditions COCA 1031. S91, F36, M170, N234, Ac500: work conditions 
78. preference: encyclopaedic understanding of the scope of the expression 

Encyclopaedic 3 N/NP

16 1126 nursing awards relates to pay, not prizes. nursing award 185,000 Google 6 February 2012: 
specialization of "award" - means rate of pay agreed between Government and 
union

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

16 1127 enterprise bargaining 
agreements

COCA 0. "enterprise bargaining agreements" Google 38,800 with definition 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enterprise_Bargaining_Agreement: allow despite low 
frequency - encyclopaedic in this context

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1128 nurse to patient ratios nurse to patient ratio* COCA 0. healthcarehacks.com › Patient Insider › Patient 
Care Google 367,000 6 February 2012 (NB not 'patient to nurse ratio') - the 
number of patients each nurse is expected to take care of 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1129 professional development professional development COCA 2037. S27, F4, M50, N66, Ac1890: encyclopaedic 
in this context. Refers not just to ad hoc individual attempts to develop yourself 
professionally, but to training undertaken in relation to your work - often required 
to maintain registration/accreditation. 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1130 paid leave paid leave COCA 113. S15, F5, M24, N44, Ac25. Transparent on both sides, not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



16 1131 trade union [training] trade union COCA 387. S33, F15, M60, N73, Ac206 - means more than the words Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

16 1133 ANF [Federal Office] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1133 [ANF] Federal Office Proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1134 ANF [Federal Office] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1134 [ANF] Federal Office Proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1135 ANF [branches] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1136 in response to [national issues 
of importance to nurses]

in response to COCA 8482. S854, F402, M1463, N1762, Ac4001: no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift: determiner can be added: adjective can be 
inserted: final prep can be dropped without change of form/meaning: adds 
content, PP not PNP

13 Non-initial PP

16 1136 of importance to [nurses] of importance to COCA 199: S31, F14, M26, N21 - no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift: can have determiner between first prep and noun: 
can have adjective between first prep and noun: can drop second prep without 
change of meaning/requirement for determiner. Adds content, PP not PNP

3 Non-initial PP

16 1137 community services community services COCA 398. S14, F5, M82, N137, Ac160: services provided for 
the benefit of the community, not services that the community carries out

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1138 veterans' affairs Formulaic status in Australian context - veterans are former members of the 
defence forces

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1139 occupational health and safety occupational health and safety COCA 57. S4, F0, M9, N13, Ac31 - encyclopaedic 
in this context NB occupational safety and health COCA 405 - see note above

23 N/NP

16 1140 social justice [issues] social justice - encyclopaedic: COCA 1720. S136, F18, M423, N237, N237, Ac916 Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

16 1141 law reform law reform COCA 52. S11, F2, M8, N8, Ac23 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_reform 
definition

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1142 the ANF [Federal Office] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1142 Federal Office Proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1143 runs campaigns [RUN] * campaign COCA 17 types, 354 tokens. S235, F3, M38, N69, Ac9: shift in 
"run"

13 Predicate phrase

16 1144 raise [political] awareness [RAISE] awareness COCA 912. S140, F9, M256, N210, Ac297: figurative "raise" 13 Predicate phrase

16 1145 [to raise political awareness, 
and political action] if necessary

if necessary COCA 3240. S499, F318, M977, N868, Ac578: form preference (cf if 
it is necessary COCA 47)

3 Complex Adv

16 1146 the general public the general public COCA 2236. S338, F69, M445, N425, Ac959 - unclear why we 
have the general public and the public … 

23 N/NP

16 1147 in the pursuit of in the pursuit of COCA 379. S41, F19, M69, N49, Ac201 in * pursuit of - slot 
fillers hot, his etc…: figurative "pursuit": determiner frequent, adjective insertion 
possible, final preposition can't be left out without change of meaning (pursuit 
turns into "chase", or "past-time") - conveys contentfully (the ANF actively aims 
for...) - count as PP

13 Non-initial PP

16 1148 public policy public policy COCA 4171. S739, F15, M689, N872, Ac1856: not the policy of the 
public, but government policy in regard to the public

23 N/NP

16 1149 social justice social justice COCA 1730. S136, F18, M423, N237, Ac916: specialisation on both 
sides - what is social justice?

123 N/NP

16 1150 [the] ANF [Federal Office] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1150 the [ANF] Federal Office PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1151 International Labour 
Organisations

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1152 the ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION



16 1153 Commonwealth Nurses 
Federation

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1154 South Pacific Nurses Forum PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1155 Australian Council of Trade 
Unions [(ACTU)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1155 ACTU Australian Council of Trade Unions 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1156 International Centre for Trade 
Union Rights

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1157 Union Aid Abroad - PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1158 [APHEDA (]Australian People for 
Health, Education and 
Development Abroad[)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1158 APHEDA Australian People for Health, Education and Development Abroad 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1159 [overseas] aid agency aid agency COCA 66. S16, F1, M7, N23, Ac19: preference for aid and 
specialization of "agency"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1160 trade union movement COCA trade union movement 48. S1, F0, M12, N5, Ac30. Google  1.45 million 6 
February 2012 - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1161 the ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1162 the ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1163 Federal Council PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1164 Federal Council PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1165 at least {once each year} at least - here quantifier 13 QUANT

16 1166 once each year once each year COCA 26. S2, F8, M8, N7, Ac1: once every year COCA 21. Not 
including

N/A NOT INCLUDED 

16 1167 Federal President PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1168 Vice President PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1169 Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1170 Assistant Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1171 Branch Secretaries PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1172 Branch Presidents PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1173 governing body governing body COCA 435. S43, F5, M69, N206, Ac112 - specialization in "body" 
and "governing"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1174 Federal Executive PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1175 Federal Executive PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1176 Federal President PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1177 Vice President PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1178 Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1179 Assistant Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1180 Branch Secretaries PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1181 Federal Executive PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1182 [meets] at least [four times 
each year]

COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323 quantifier here 13 QUANT

16 1183 Biennial Delegates Conference PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1184  ANF [job representatives] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1185 sets the priorities [SET] collocated with priorities at R4, COCA 481. S114, F6, M91, N105, Ac165: 
encoding "set", and preference

13 Predicate phrase



16 1186 the ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1187 office-bearing COCA no records, but office bearer in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009, 
p. 985) - specialization/shift/bleaching on both sides

13 Complex Adj

16 1188 Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1189 Assistant Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1190 Federal President PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1191 Vice President PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1192 Branch Secretaries PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1193 Branch Presidents PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1194 Vice Presidents PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1195 ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1196 ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1197 ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1198 ANJ [subscriptions] Australian Nurses Journal 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1199 project grants COCA 8. No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

16 1200 policy-making COCA 965. S125, F3, M123, N176, Ac538 - bleaching of "makers" 13 N/NP

16 1201 the ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1202 position statements position statement* 2 types, 131 tokens. S3, F0, M9, N6, Ac113 - meaning not 
clear from the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1203 social justice [issues] social justice [issues] COCA 1730. S136, F18, M423, N237, Ac916 - 
encyclopaedic (meaning not clear from words)

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

16 1204 policy-making COCA 965. S125, F3, M123, N176, Ac538 - bleaching of "makers" Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

16 1205 Federal Office PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1206 ANF [branches] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1207 Federal Council PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1208 sub-committees One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

16 1209 occupational health and safety occupational health and safety COCA 57. S4, F0, M9, N13, Ac31 - encyclopaedic 
in this context NB occupational safety and health COCA 405 - see note above

23 N/NP

16 1210 aged care aged care COCA 8. Google 6.07 million 6 February 2012: encyclopaedic - looking 
after older people in institutions

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1211 rural and remote nursing Google 480,000 specific areas of nursing expertise in Australia - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1212 information management information management COCA 169. S8, F0, M39, N41, Ac81: specific area of 
expertise  - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1213 Day-to-day {Running} day to day COCA 2128. S1600, F106, M132, N123, Ac167: normally hyphenated: 
year-to-year COCA 197 - meaning not clear from words, preferred form - 
collocates with issues, running, life, management, existence, living, practice, 
running, control, affaris, problems, tasks, reality, administration, expenses, 
struggle, behaviour, contact, level, worries...recognisable set but very broad 
range of possible collocates, therefore counting as complex adj with constraints 
on N/NP, rather than N/NP

134 Complex Adj

16 1214 Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE



16 1215 day-to-day {management} day to day COCA 2128. S1600, F106, M132, N123, Ac167: normally hyphenated: 
year-to-year COCA 197 - meaning not clear from words, preferred form - 
collocates with issues, running, life, management, existence, living, practice, 
running, control, affaris, problems, tasks, reality, administration, expenses, 
struggle, behaviour, contact, level, worries...recognisable set but very broad 
range of possible collocates, therefore counting as complex adj with constraints 
on N/NP, rather than N/NP

13 Complex Adj

16 1216 ANF [Federal Office] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1217 Assistant Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1218 Branch Secretaries PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1219 day to day {activities} day to day COCA 2128. S1600, F106, M132, N123, Ac167: normally hyphenated: 
year-to-year COCA 197 - meaning not clear from words, preferred form - 
collocates with issues, running, life, management, existence, living, practice, 
running, control, affaris, problems, tasks, reality, administration, expenses, 
struggle, behaviour, contact, level, worries...recognisable set but very broad 
range of possible collocates, therefore counting as complex adj with constraints 
on N/NP, rather than N/NP

13 Complex Adj

16 1220 ANF [state and territory 
branches]

Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1221 [ANF] state and territory 
[branches]

state and territory COCA 24. territory and state COCA 4. Counting state and 
territory but not territory and state.

3 N/NP

16 1222 key roles key role* COCA 2 types, 1340 tokens. S139, F14, M289, N304, Ac594 - use of 
"key"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

16 1223 Federal Office PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1224 Professional Officers PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1225 the federal professional program No bleaching, specialization, shift (1 reference in Google, to this document) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

16 1226 [They write] ANF's [policies and 
submissions]

Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1227 federal government Aus - local, State, Federal layers of Government Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

16 1228 ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1229 national committees No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

16 1230 a wide range of [nursing and 
medical organizations]

a wide range [of ] 3864. S216, F68, M1057, N584, Ac1939 Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

16 1231 the Professional Advisory 
Committee

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1232 [which] is made up of made up of COCA 3487. S409, F315, M885, N699, Ac1179 13 PV

16 1233 Industrial Officers PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1234 federal industrial program Google 7 - not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

16 1235 make amendments amendments collocated with [MAKE] COCA 4 types, 76 tokens. S18, F2, M8, N9, 
Ac39: collocated with [DO] 5 types, 66 tokens: not Do amendments - bleaching 
in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

16 1236 enterprise bargaining 
agreements

COCA 0. "enterprise bargaining agreements" Google 38,800 with definition 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enterprise_Bargaining_Agreement: allow despite low 
frequency

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1237 ANF [branches] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1238 Federal Council PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN



16 1239 Industrial Advisory Committee PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1240 [which] is made up of made up of COCA 3487. S409, F315, M885, N699, Ac1179 13 PV

16 1241 state industrial officers 3 JOB TITLE

16 1242 Nurses Paycheck PUBLICATION 3 PUBLICATION

16 1243 The ANJ Editor JOB TITLE (not counting abbreviation here) 3 JOB TITLE

16 1244 [and publishing] the ANJ Australian Nurses Journal 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1245 the Education Officer PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1246 the ANF [education and training 
program]

Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1247 the Communications Officer JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

16 1248 ANF's Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1249 public profile COCA 80. S14, F1, M10, N31, Ac24. Only well-known people have a 'public 
profile'…means more/other than the words

13 N/NP

16 1250 running campaigns [RUN] collocated with campaign* at L4, R4, 8 types, 1631 tokens. S948, F20, 
M233, N381, Ac49: shift in "run"

13 Predicate phrase

16 1251 federal government (US reference) COCA 13453. S4650, F154, M2492, N3427: encyclopaedic in 
Australian context - three tiers of Government, local, State, Federal

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

16 1252 the [ANF] Federal Office PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1252 ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1253 The Australian Nursing Journal 
[(ANJ)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1253 ANJ Australian Nurses Journal 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1254 The Australian Journal of 
Advanced Nursing (AJAN)

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1254 AJAN Australian Journal of Advanced Nursing 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1255 peer-reviewed (research) 
journal

peer-reviewed journal COCA 38. S0, F1, M13, N6, Ac18 encyclopaedic: core is 
adjective - encyclopaedic/technical/restricted - collocants in COCA journals, 
publications, studies, research, scientific, articles, papers, medical…, literature, 
science, study, information, clinical..., work, venues, specialist...recognisable set 
but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore counting as complex adj 
with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

16 1256 research journal COCA 141: means more than the component words (encyclopaedic) S1, F2, M3, 
N7, Ac128

Encyclopaedic N/NP

17 1257 TEXT 17: THE 
NORTHERN 
TERRITORY

17 1258 the Red Centre PROPER NOUN - counting as place, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 1260 taking in [the cattle stations] taking in the COCA 538. Many refer to vision (ie a sweep of vision which takes in 
…). S39, F320, M79, N73, Ac27

13 PV

17 1261 cattle stations cattle stations Australian term en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cattle_station: encyclopaedic 
- huge farms - specialization of "station" 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

17 1263 along the way along the way COCA 4918. S1023, F743, M1487, N1205, Ac460: figurative 
movement/spatiality

13 Non-initial PP

17 1265 is home to [BE] home to COCA 11 types, 2345 tokens. S260, F136, M781, N857, Ac311: 
could also have became home to …

3 BE Predicate 
phrase

17 1266 World Heritage-listed [Uluru-
Kata]

Encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj



17 1268 In fact, . In fact , COCA 27955 types. S8221, F3165, M7554, N2994, F6021 - NB may not 
be factual

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

17 1269 the Red Centre PROPER NOUN - counting as place, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 1270 is home to [BE] home to COCA 11 types, 2345 tokens. S260, F136, M781, N857, Ac311 3 BE Predicate 
phrase

17 1273 is home to [BE] home to COCA 11 types, 2345 tokens. S260, F136, M781, N857, Ac311 3 BE Predicate 
phrase

17 1274 [oldest] living culture 539,000 Google hits 24 October 2012…no definitions - not including, with 
reservations

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 1276  made up of made up of COCA 3487. S409, F315, M885, N699, Ac1179 13 PV

17 1278 capital city capital city COCA 1021. S242, F111, M189, N268, Ac211: def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_city

23 N/NP

17 1279 [is] {closer to Asia} than any 
other [capital city] in [Australia]

Adjective here neutral, but in this construction is primed to invoke evaluation External 345 Comparative 
correlative

17 1280 capital city capital city COCA 1021. S242, F111, M189, N268, Ac211: def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_city

23 N/NP

17 1282 capital cities capital city COCA 1021. S242, F111, M189, N268, Ac211: def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_city

23 N/NP

17 1284 [has] the {sparsest} 
[population] of any [state or 
territory] in [Australia]

the -est in NP - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative

17 1285 [of any] state or territory [in 
Australia] 

COCA state or territory 23. territory or state 1. Include state or territory but not 
territory or state.

3 N/NP

17 1285 {two} per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression, counted throughout 3 QUANT

17 1285 {30} per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression, counted throughout 4 QUANT

17 1286 is home to [BE] home to COCA 11 types, 2345 tokens. S260, F136, M781, N857, Ac311 3 BE Predicate 
phrase

17 1287 more than {60} Not including more than when uninterrupted N/A NOT INCLUDED

17 1287 more than {70} Not counting uninterrupted more than NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 1288 a large proportion a large proportion : COCA 311. S16, F3, M44, N23, Ac225: a big proportion COCA 
2. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "large"

134 Intensifying 
collocation

17 1289 remote communities "remote communities" Google 2.3 million 6 February 2012 encyclopaedic PC in 
Australian context (understanding of what "remote" entails, and "communities")

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

17 1289 the NT Abbreviation 3 Abbreviation

17 1291 the Red Centre PROPER NOUN - counting as place, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 1294 the Pitjantjatjara, Arrernte, 
Luritja and Warlpiri

Peoples, single words, not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 1295 the Red Centre PROPER NOUN - counting as place, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 1297 [The average age of Northern 
Territory residents is 32 years, 
compared with] the national 
average [of 37 years]

the national average …1144. S196, F5, M276, N463, Ac204 (the average age of 
Australian residents is 37 years, compared with the Northern Territory average of 
32 years) cf the average nationally COCA 0

3 N/NP

17 1299

18 1300 TEXT 18: MENINGITIS



18 1301 meningococcal disease Throughout Text 18: not counting meningococcal with generic words such as 
disease, bacteria, infection: counting Latin and Proper Nouns e.g. "Meningococcal 
A, B" and "meningococcal meningitis" 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1302 meningococcal disease Not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1303 life threatening {infection} life-threatening : COCA 1541. S310, F87, M504, N342, Ac298: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "threatening"  collocates illness, disease, 
situation, complications, health, problems, behavior, risks, danger, injury, 
allergies, event, adventure…as for day-to-day  and peer-reviewed, recognisable 
set but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore counting as complex adj 
with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

34 Complex Adj

18 1304 meningococcal bacteria 
(Neisseria meningitidis)

Counting for Latin term only 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1305 young adults young adults COCA 1929. S134, F46, M443, N373, Ac933 : transparent both 
sides not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1306 [medical] risk factors risk factors COCA 2372. S170, F7, M605, N126, Ac1464. * factors : top is other, 
then risk, then several… later environmental, protective, social, cultural  : risk * : 
factors, factor, assessment, management, behaviors, behaviour : what is a risk 
factor? coloncancer.about.com/od/faqs/f/Risk_Factor.htm12 Sep 2006 – A risk 
factor is something that is likely to increase the chances that a particular event 
will occur. risk triggers COCA 0 - counting as preferred form. (NB hazard factors 
COCA 0)

3 N/NP

18 1307 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1308 spinal cord spinal cord 1144. S331, F78, M259, N172, Ac304: specialization of "cord" 23 N/NP

18 1309 blood poisoning blood poisoning COCA 50. S1, F15, M20, N9, Ac5. cf food poisoning: food 
poisoning, food is poison, poisoning is caused by food: blood poisoning, blood is 
poisoned, poisoning is not caused by blood

123 N/NP

18 1310 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 N/A NOT INCLUDED 

18 1311 Meningococcal Groups B, C, 
W135, A, Y [and others]

Counting as Proper Noun (see note at 1301) 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1312 the most {common} in 
[Australia] [being]

the -est in NP - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative

18 1313 meningococcal group B and C Count as proper noun, see note at 1301 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1314 meningococcal meningitis Counted - see note at 1301 23 PROPER NOUN

18 1315 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 N/A NOT INCLUDED 

18 1316 at any age COCA 294. S52, F20, M142, N36, Ac44. NB Magazines dominate. cf of any age 
below - encoding "at"

13 Non-initial PP

18 1317 meningococcal meningitis Count as proper noun, see note at 1301 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1318 young children [less than 5 
years]

young children COCA 4461. S682, F167, M968, N772, Ac1872: transparent both 
sides not included

N/A NOT INCLUDED

18 1318 less than [5 years] Not counting less than, more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1319 young adults [15 to 24 years] young adults COCA 1929. S134, F46, M443, N373, Ac933 : transparent both 
sides not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1320 at risk at risk 7223. S1633, F260, M1559, N1251, Ac2520: encoding "at" 13 Non-initial PP

18 1321 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 



18 1322 smoking (both active and 
passive)

active smoking COCA 15, Google 399,000 Not supported (passive smoking 
counted separately)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1323 passive smoking passive smoking COCA 160. S16, F0, M21, N21, Ac102: specialization of 
"passive" - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

18 1324 meningococcal infection Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1325 …as is [a recent viral infection] as is 3039. S322, F216, M762, N591, Ac1148: movement of is - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1326 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1327 meningococcal meningitis Count as proper noun, see note at 1301 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1328 nose and throat nose and throat COCA 100. S15, F17, M32, N27, Ac9. throat and nose COCA 4. 
Coordinated

3 N/NP

18 1328 {ten} per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression, counted throughout 3 QUANT

18 1329 high[er] rates higher rates COCA 1088: bigger rates 0, greater rates 27 - preference for "high", 
specialization/shift/bleaching 

134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1330 young adults young adults COCA 1929. S134, F46, M443, N373, Ac933 : transparent both 
sides (although unclear what it actually means…) not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1331 the vast majority vast majority COCA 4176. S915, F68, M977, N938, Ac1278: intensifier - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "vast" - NB the vast minority COCA 2

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1332 nose and throat nose and throat COCA 100. S15, F17, M32, N27, Ac9. throat and nose COCA 4. 
Coordinated

3 N/NP

18 1333 of any age of any age: COCA 224. S29, F13, M74, N46, Ac62. cf at any age. cf at any age 13 Non-initial PP

18 1334 In fact, . In fact , COCA 27955 types. S8221, F3165, M7554, N2994, F6021 - NB may not 
be factual

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 1335 boost [natural] immunity [BOOST] collocated with immunity at L4, R4 COCA 51. S3, F0, M44, N2, Ac2. MI 
7.34: [INCREASE] immunity COCA 3 PREFERENCE

3 Predicate phrase

18 1336 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1337 [spread] from {person1} to 
{person1}

from [N1] to [N1] where collocates either exactly the same, or opposites (place 
to place, foot to foot, top to bottom or start to finish, left to right, head to toe)

35 CORRELATING

18 1338 airborne droplets No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1339 the breathing cycle Google 197,000 24 October 2012: technical medical term - allow with 
reservations

23 N/NP

18 1339 more than [a minute or two] Not counting more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1340 a {minute} or two a * or two COCA for 100 types, 6850 tokens: S1184, F2182, M1907, N1161, 
Ac416 - means different things to different people (how long is a minute or two?)

13 QUANT

18 1341 [can't be] picked up [PICK] up . COCA 4 types, 1083 tokens. S247, F428, M189, N176, Ac43 13 PV

18 1342 food and water No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1343 Close [prolonged] contact close contact COCA 350. S58, F24, M75, N72, Ac121: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "close"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1343 [close prolonged contact] such 
as {living in the same…}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

35 CORRELATING

18 1344 from one [person] to another from one * to another COCA 1642. S268, F232, M367, N219, Ac556 - pronoun 
references first variable slot filler

35 CORRELATING

18 1345 [Only] on rare occasions [do] only on rare occasions COCA 13. on rare occasions COCA 163. S15, F30, M54, 
N33, Ac31: on infrequent occasions COCA 2. Preference

3 Non-initial PP



18 1346 life-threatening {disease} life-threatening : COCA 1541. S310, F87, M504, N342, Ac298: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "threatening"  collocates illness, disease, 
situation, complications, health, problems, behavior, risks, danger, injury, 
allergies, event, adventure…as for day-to-day  and peer-reviewed, recognisable 
set but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore counting as complex adj 
with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

34 Complex Adj

18 1347 meningococcal meningitis Count as proper noun, see note at 1301 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1348 soon after COCA 5327. S598, F928, M1548, N1244, Ac1006. Intensifies "after" Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1349 picking up {the bacteria} [PICK] up . COCA 4 types, 1083 tokens. S247, F428, M189, N176, Ac43 13 PV

18 1350 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1351 nose and throat nose and throat COCA 100. S15, F17, M32, N27, Ac9. throat and nose COCA 4. 
Coordinated

3 N/NP

18 1352 immune system immune system COCA 2739. S388, F101, M1665, N358, Ac227: encyclopaedic 
(medical) reference

23 N/NP

18 1353 blood stream bloodstream one word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1354 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1355 bloodstream bloodstream one word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1356 immune system immune system COCA 2739. S388, F101, M1665, N358, Ac227: encyclopaedic 
(medical) reference

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

18 1357 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1358 How can you tell if how can you tell if COCA 45. S13, F4, M19, N9, Ac0 whether 6. Scope of "you" 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 1359 in a matter of {hours} in a matter of * COCA 73 types, 1386 tokens. S397, F265, M357, N222, Ac145 - 
all TIME - meaning shift/specialisation/bleach in matter, but determiner (a) 
required (others have change of meaning): no adjective in COCA in this meaning: 
quantifying construction, count there

134 QUANT

18 1360 high fever high fever COCA 189. S31, F43, M68, N26, Ac21 - specialization/shift/bleaching 
of "high"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1361 severe headache severe headache : 50, S10, F1, M23, N6, Ac10: no specialization/shift/bleaching 
on either side, not including 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1362 young children young children COCA 4461. S682, F167, M968, N772, Ac1872: transparent both 
sides not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

18 1363 bright lights bright lights COCA 556. flashing lights, fluorescent lights, traffic lights, christmas 
lights, city lights, northern lights, street lights - open choice, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1364 young children young children COCA 4461. S682, F167, M968, N772, Ac1872: transparent both 
sides not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

18 1365 In some cases in some cases COCA 7040. S1520, F108, M1551, N1507, Ac2354: in some * top 
collocate is cases - next is in some ways COCA 4101. in some instances 937. 
PREFERENCE

Downplay 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 1366 seek [urgent] medical advice [SEEK] medical advice COCA 3 types, 16 tokens. Google 12.9 million 7 February 
2012: [SEEK] * advice 66 types, 256 tokens. S40, F18, M65, N80, Ac53. 
Collocates limited, personal, outside, investment, instant, informal, 
career…means go and see a doctor, don't just ask your aunty for medical advice: 
means more than the words suggest

13 Predicate phrase



18 1367 signs and symptoms signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205: symptoms and signs 
COCA 29. S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 - coordinated. NB will not count dispreferred form 
… 

3 N/NP

18 1368 older children and adults older children COCA 1034. S101, F90, M238, N132, Ac473:preferred to old 
children COCA 70, S6, F7, M4, Ac48 NB AC - but always end of e.g. 3- to 4-year-
old children. Borderline, but including

3 N/NP

18 1369 and/or Not or/and - preferred form, constraints either way 35 Complex conj

18 1370 bright lights bright lights COCA 556. flashing lights, fluorescent lights, traffic lights, christmas 
lights, city lights, northern lights, street lights - open choice, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1371 light sensitivity * sensitivity - heightened, high, environmental…No bleaching, specialization, shift 
- not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1372 under pressure under pressure COCA 2145. S405, F127, M517, N685, Ac411: figurative "under" 13 Non-initial PP

18 1373 blood poisoning blood poisoning COCA 50. S1, F15, M20, N9, Ac5. cf food poisoning: food is the 
cause, blood is the location

13 N/NP

18 1374 signs and symptoms signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205: symptoms and signs 
COCA 29. S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 - coordinated. NB will not count dispreferred form 
… 

3 N/NP

18 1374 and/or Preferred to or/and 3 Complex Conj

18 1375 High-pitched {moaning} high-pitched COCA 1075. S35, F677, M193, N105, Ac65 11/2/2013 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "high" - preference - COCA collocates voice, 
whine, sound, scream, squeal, voices, wail, giggle, shriek, laugh, tone, whistle, 
laughter, buzzing, buzz, beep, keening, ringing : as for day-to-day and peer-
reviewed and life-threatening, recognisable set but very broad range of possible 
collocates, therefore counting as complex adj with constraints on N/NP, rather 
than N/NP

13 Complex Adj

18 1376 blotchy complexion No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1377 neck retraction neck retraction COCA 0. Google 14,100 7 February 2012. Technical physiotherapy 
term - encyclopaedic in that context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

18 1378 arching of back Low Google frequency (21 March 2012) but appears to be the term used to 
describe the particular movement of the back so that it is concave…specialization 
of "arching"

13 N/NP

18 1379 blank [staring] expression blank expression  COCA 64. S1, F53, M4, N3, Ac3. empty expression COCA 5. 
PREFERENCE: specialization of "blank"

3 N/NP

18 1379 {bruise}-like [appearance] NP-like - no restrictions on NP, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1380 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1381 and/or Not or/and - preferred form, constraints either way 35 Complex conj

18 1382 seek [urgent] medical attention [SEEK] medical attention COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S14, F5, M33, N13, Ac30. 
[GET] medical attention : COCA 4 types, 38 tokens. S10, F6, M15, N7, Ac0. 
[seek] urgent medical attention COCA 0: means go and see a doctor, don't ask 
your neighbour who is a nurse to give you some attention

13 Predicate phrase

18 1383 GP General Practitioner 3 ABBREVIATION

18 1385 do not hesitate No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1386 [to return to the] GP [or 
hospital..]

General Practitioner 3 ABBREVIATION



18 1387 signs and symptoms signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205: symptoms and signs 
COCA 29. S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 - coordinated. NB will not count dispreferred form 
… 

3 N/NP

18 1388 signs and symptoms signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205: symptoms and signs 
COCA 29. S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 - coordinated. NB will not count dispreferred form 
… 

3 N/NP

18 1389 How can you tell if how can you tell if COCA 45. S13, F4, M19, N9, Ac0 whether 6. 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 1390 blood poisoning blood poisoning COCA 50. S1, F15, M20, N9, Ac5. cf food poisoning: food 
poisoning, food is poison, poisoning is caused by food: blood poisoning, blood is 
poisoned, poisoning is not caused by blood

13 N/NP

18 1391 at the same time Idiomatic and literal, here literal, not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1392 symptoms and signs [of 
septicaemia]

signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205. symptoms and signs 
COCA 29: S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25: NOT COUNTING DISPREFERED ORDER

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1393 pin prick [spots] One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009). Not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1394 seek [urgent] medical attention [SEEK] medical attention COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S14, F5, M33, N13, Ac30. 
[GET] medical attention : COCA 4 types, 38 tokens. S10, F6, M15, N7, Ac0. 
[seek] urgent medical attention COCA 0: means go and see a doctor, don't ask 
your neighbour who is a nurse to give you some attention

13 Predicate phrase

18 1395 symptoms and signs signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205. symptoms and signs 
COCA 29: S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 : not counting this (dispreferred) order

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1396 blood poisoning blood poisoning COCA 50. S1, F15, M20, N9, Ac5. cf food poisoning: food 
poisoning, food is poison, poisoning is caused by food: blood poisoning, blood is 
poisoned, poisoning is not caused by blood

13 N/NP

18 1397 high pitched {moaning cry} high-pitched COCA 1075. S35, F677, M193, N105, Ac65 11/2/2013 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "high" - preference - COCA collocates voice, 
whine, sound, scream, squeal, voices, wail, giggle, shriek, laugh, tone, whistle, 
laughter, buzzing, buzz, beep, keening, ringing : as for day-to-day and peer-
reviewed and life-threatening, recognisable set but very broad range of possible 
collocates, therefore counting as complex adj with constraints on N/NP, rather 
than N/NP

13 Complex Adj

18 1398 blank [staring] expression blank expression  COCA 64. S1, F53, M4, N3, Ac3 - specialization of "blank" 13 N/NP

18 1399 pale [blotchy] complexion Pale complexion: COCA 30. S2, F22, M3, N1, Ac2: specialization of "pale" 3 N/NP

18 1400 seek [urgent] medical attention [SEEK] medical attention COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S14, F5, M33, N13, Ac30. 
[GET] medical attention : COCA 4 types, 38 tokens. S10, F6, M15, N7, Ac0. 
[seek] urgent medical attention COCA 0: means go and see a doctor, don't ask 
your neighbour who is a nurse to give you some attention

13 Predicate phrase

18 1401 meningococcal disease No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1402 signs and symptoms signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205. symptoms and signs 
COCA 29: S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 : preference

3 N/NP

18 1403 signs and symptoms signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205. symptoms and signs 
COCA 29: S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 : preference

3 N/NP

18 1403 and/or Preferred order 3 Complex Conj

18 1404 seek medical attention [and 
advice urgently]

[SEEK] medical attention COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S14, F5, M33, N13, Ac30. 
[GET] medical attention : COCA 4 types, 38 tokens. S10, F6, M15, N7, Ac0. 
[SEEK] urgent medical attention COCA 0

13 Predicate phrase



18 1404 seek medical [attention and] 
advice [urgently]

[SEEK] medical advice COCA 3 types, 16 tokens. Google 12.9 million 7 February 
2012: [SEEK] * advice 66 types, 256 tokens. S40, F18, M65, N80, Ac53. 
Collocates limited, personal, outside, investment, instant, informal, 
career…means go and see a doctor, don't just ask your aunty for medical advice. 
Decoding

13 Predicate phrase

18 1405 don't be afraid to do n't be afraid to COCA 437. S47, F19, Mag273, N71, Ac27 (fear really isn't the 
issue: meaning is don't be reluctant… - see I13/1008)

1 BE Predicate 
phrase

18 1406 [go] straight back [to] straight back number of usages: literally a straight back, "hair combed straight 
back", and then motion verb with straight back, as here: for indicative figures, 
came|went|walked|ran straight back COCA 4 types, 36 tokens: S6, F19, M4, N6, 
Ac1: however could also be up, down, out ... : but the straight acts as an 
intensifier - straight back - specialization/shift/bleaching in "straight"

13 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1407 [or both] at the same time Idiomatic and literal, here literal, not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1408 [occur] at the same time Idiomatic and literal, here literal, not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1409 [those who have been] in 
contact with [someone]

in contact with COCA 1655. S464, F174, M383, N242, Ac392: encoding "in": no 
bleaching/specialisation/meaning shift. Can have determiner between first prep 
and noun, can have a range of adjectives (close, direct, constant, regular, daily, 
radio…), can drop final prep without meaning change or requirement for other 
alteration: adds content, PP not PNP

13 Non-initial PP

18 1410 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1411 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1412 close contact close contact COCA 350. S58, F24, M75, N72, Ac121 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "close"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1413 close family close family COCA 295. S81, F25, M69, N65, Ac55 - specialization/shift/bleaching 
in "close" - close family can live in different hemispheres 

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1414 at ({an increased}) risk at risk COCA 7223. S1633, F260, M1559, N1251, Ac2520: encoding "at" - PP 
here, could be PNP (at risk of) in others

134 Non-initial PP

18 1415 contracting {the disease} [CONTRACT] collocated with disease COCA 279. S45, F34, M89, N58, Ac53: 
preference - must collocate with a disease

34 Predicate phrase

18 1416 in ({close}) contact in close contact COCA 158. S31, F12, M35, N34, Ac46 (in contact, in close 
contact, in very close contact) - encoding "in", and use of "close" - NB contrast 
"close" here with "close family" in 1413 - PP here

Force 134 Non-initial PP

18 1417 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 N/A NOT INCLUDED 

18 1418 [or people who have been] in 
({very close}) contact with [a 
person]

in contact with COCA 1655. S464, F174, M383, N242, Ac392: encoding "in": 
determiner, adjective insertion allowed: can be used without final prep with no 
meaning change/recasting required: adds content, PP

134 Non-initial PP

18 1419 at ({an increased}) risk at risk COCA 7223. S1633, F260, M1559, N1251, Ac2520 - encoding "at": PP in 
this context, could be PNP (at risk with no adjective) in others

134 Non-initial PP

18 1420 meningococcal infection Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1421 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1422 nose and throat nose and throat COCA 100. S15, F17, M32, N27, Ac9. throat and nose COCA 4. 
Coordinated

3 N/NP

18 1423 picked up [PICK] up . COCA 4 types, 1083 tokens. S247, F428, M189, N176, Ac43 13 PV

18 1424 family members family members COCA : 8108. S1702, F282, M1589, N1964, Ac2571 3 N/NP



18 1425 [or other] high-risk [contacts] high-risk: COCA 2297. S278, F28 (NB), M486, N401, Ac1104 (NB): use of "high" - 
specialization/shift/bleaching, and preference

13 Complex Adj

18 1426 seek [urgent] medical attention [SEEK] medical attention COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S14, F5, M33, N13, Ac30. 
[GET] medical attention : COCA 4 types, 38 tokens. S10, F6, M15, N7, Ac0. 
[seek] urgent medical attention COCA 0: means go and see a doctor, don't ask 
your neighbour who is a nurse to give you some attention

13 Predicate phrase

18 1427 [who has been] in ({close}) 
contact with

in contact with COCA 1655. S464, F174, M383, N242, Ac392: encoding "in": 
determiner, adjective insertion allowed: can be used without final prep with no 
meaning change/recasting required: adds content, PP

13 Non-initial PP

18 1428 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1429 public health doctors public health doctors COCA 2. Open choice, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1430 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1431 [conduct a] 'contact trace' 'contact trace' en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contact_tracing "in epidemiology..." - 
encyclopaedic in context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

18 1432 contact trace' [is conducted] 'contact trace' en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contact_tracing "in epidemiology..." - 
encyclopaedic in context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

18 1433 high risk [contact] high-risk: COCA 2297. S278, F28 (NB), M486, N401, Ac1104 (NB): use of "high" - 
specialization/shift/bleaching, and preference

13 Complex Adj

18 1434 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1435 high-risk [contacts] high-risk: COCA 2297. S278, F28 (NB), M486, N401, Ac1104 (NB): use of "high" - 
specialization/shift/bleaching, and preference

13 Complex Adj

18 1436 close contact close contact COCA 350. S58, F24, M75, N72, Ac121 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "close"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1437 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1438 [attends a] childcare [group] child care two words in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary - include Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

18 1439 in-depth {assessments} in-depth usually hyphenated: meaning not clear from words Collocates 
interviews, study, look, analysis, understanding, knowledge, coverage, research, 
discussion, studies, investigation, review, exploration. As for day-to-day, peer-
reviewed and life-threatening, recognisable set but very broad range of possible 
collocates, therefore counting as complex adj with constraints on N/NP, rather 
than N/NP

134 Complex Adj

18 1440 [other contacts] such as {school 
friends}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

18 1441 [not] at ({any significant}) risk at risk COCA 7223. S1633, F260, M1559, N1251, Ac2520P PP 13 Non-initial PP

18 1442 the Department of Health PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1443 high-risk [contacts] high-risk: COCA 2297. S278, F28 (NB), M486, N401, Ac1104 (NB): use of "high" - 
specialization/shift/bleaching, and preference

13 Complex Adj

18 1444 signs and symptoms signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205. symptoms and signs 
COCA 29: S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 : preference

3 N/NP

18 1445 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 



18 1446 some {weeks} afterwards equivalent to some weeks later. some * afterwards COCA 16 types, 21 tokens. As 
before: equal stress on each individual word, meaning is "a significant number of 
weeks later": S8, F5, M2, N2, Ac4

134 Complex Adv

18 1447 seek [immediate] medical 
attention

[SEEK] medical attention COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S14, F5, M33, N13, Ac30. 
[GET] medical attention : COCA 4 types, 38 tokens. S10, F6, M15, N7, Ac0. 
[seek] urgent medical attention COCA 0: means go and see a doctor, don't ask 
your neighbour whose a nurse to give you some attention

13 Predicate phrase

18 1448 [and say they have been] in 
contact with [meningococcal 
disease]

in contact with COCA 1655. S464, F174, M383, N242, Ac392: no 
bleaching/specialisation/meaning shift. Can have determiner between first prep 
and noun, can have a range of adjectives (close, direct, constant, regular, daily, 
radio…), can drop final prep without meaning change or requirement for other 
alteration: adds content, PP not PNP

13 Non-initial PP

18 1449 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1450 incubation period incubation period COCA 125. S24, F9, M29, N16, Ac47: specialization of 
"incubation" in the context of disease management

13 N/NP

18 1450 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1450 incubation period incubation period COCA 125. S24, F9, M29, N16, Ac47: specialization of 
"incubation" in the context of disease management

13 N/NP

18 1451 the time it takes [TAKE] collocated with time at L4, R4: 21406: S5377, F4740, M4848, N3855, 
Ac2586

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

18 1452 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1453 between {two} and {ten} 
[days]

between … and - lowest number conventionally first QUANT 35 CORRELATING

18 1453 Diagnosis … is made [MAKE] a diagnosis COCA for 4 types, 92 tokens. S24, F6, M18, N5, Ac39 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

18 1454 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1455 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1456 undertaking [certain] medical 
tests

[UNDERTAKE] collocated with tests at L4, R4 COCA 0 - not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1457 taking [samples of] blood [TAKE] blood sample* 5 types, 38 tokens. S5, F8, M15, N6, Ac4 (take blood - 
used to be draw blood in previous times? specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

18 1458 samples of blood No bleaching, specialisation - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1459 cerebrospinal fluid [the fluid that 
circulates around the brain and 
spinal cord]

cerebrospinal fluid COCA 93. S2, F8, M23, N3, Ac57 - no specialization or 
bleaching…not including 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1460 spinal cord spinal cord COCA 1144. S331, F78, M259, N172, Ac304: specialization of "cord" 23 N/NP

18 1461 meningococcal infections Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1462 Close contacts close contact COCA 350. S58, F24, M75, N72, Ac121: close contacts COCA 41. 
S6, F1, M8, N12, Ac14 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "close"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1463 and/or Not or/and - preferred form, constraints either way 35 Complex conj

18 1464 intravenous antiobiotics COCA 0. No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 



18 1465 medical intervention medical intervention COCA 100. S8, F4, M32, N12, Ac44: military intervention, 
government intervention, state intervention, divine intervention, human 
intervention No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1466 Alternative [medical] therapies alternative medical therapies COCA 4. alternative therapies COCA 174. S42, F0, 
M73, N27, Ac32 - encyclopaedic in medical context (acupuncture, chiropracty, 
naturopathy etc.) - specialization in "alternative"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

18 1467 herbal or naturopathic 
treatments

herbal treatment COCA 9. naturopathic treatement COCA 0 No bleaching, 
specialization, shift - not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1468 life-threatening life-threatening : COCA 1541. S310, F87, M504, N342, Ac298: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "threatening"  collocates ilness, disease, situation, 
complications, health, problems . As for day-to-day, peer-reviewed, high-pitched, 
in-depth, recognisable set but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore 
counting as complex adj with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

3 Complex Adj

18 1469 meningococcal infection Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1470 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1471 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1472 after affects <sic> COCA 87. S12, F10, M11, N13, Ac41 Usually hyphenated: after-effects - 
specialization, preferred form (NB misspelt here)

13 N/NP

18 1473 meningococcal meningitis Counting as proper noun, see note at 1301 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1474 make a [good] recovery a recovery collocated with [MAKE] at L4, R4 COCA 3 types, 8 tokens: Google hits 
for "make a recovery disk" etc. Not suported, not included - although, like "make 
a full recovery" this expression means more than the words that make it up…from 
personal experience, "make a full recovery" means return to an acceptable level 
of functioning - not 'be the same as you were before'...nonetheless, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1475 after effects COCA 87. S12, F10, M11, N13, Ac41 Usually hyphenated: after-effects - 
specialization, preferred form

13 N/NP

18 1476 [after effects] such as {brain 
damage…}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

18 1477 brain damage brain damage COCA 784. S195, F131, M233, N157, Ac68: means more than the 
words suggest - brain is damaged, but focus is on effects in other areas, not on 
the brain itself - means more/other than the words

13 N/NP

18 1478 long-term [disabilities] See Arnaud et al (2008) 13 Complex Adj

18 1479 [long term disabilities] such as 
{deafness}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

18 1480 visual impairment visual impairment COCA 1237. S4, F1, M6, N4, Ac1222: preference for 
impairment  - impaired vision

3 N/NP

18 1481 learning difficulties learning difficulties COCA 126. S5, F2, M13, N8, Ac98 encyclopaedic - 
specialization of "difficulties" - not just local problems (eg someone having trouble 
understanting differential equations), but systemic issues

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

18 1482 Further information… Searching . Further information to access this meaning: COCA 160. S125, F1, M7, 
N6, Ac21: also . More information COCA 182. S12, F2, M28, N73, Ac67. 
Difference in distribution is likely significant: included (Further information 
possibly preferred when directing people to alternative sources?)

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 1483 after effects COCA 87. S12, F10, M11, N13, Ac41 Usually hyphenated: after-effects - 
specialization, preferred form

13 N/NP



18 1484 after effects COCA 87. S12, F10, M11, N13, Ac41 Usually hyphenated: after-effects - 
specialization, preferred form

13 N/NP

18 1484 website Also one word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary 2009: not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1485 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1486 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1487 Communicable Diseases 
Australia - National Notifiable 
Diseases Surveillance System 
2004

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1488 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1489 state and territory state and territory COCA 24. territory and state  COCA 4. Counting as preferred 
order

3 N/NP

18 1490 Communicable Diseases 
Australia site

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1491 The Meningitis Centre PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1492 [The Meningitis Centre is a] not 
for profit [support] 
{organization} (247)

not for profit COCA 33. S16, F1, M5, N6, Ac5. Not-for-profit COCA 498, S36, F4, 
M76, N122, Ac 260 NB low fiction. Conventionalized in business context. 
Collocates hospitals, organisations, group, sector, agencies, research, company, 
theater … as for day-to-day, peer-reviewed, high-pitched, in-depth, recognisable 
set but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore counting as complex adj 
with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

2 Complex Adj

18 1493 website One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary 2009: not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1494 medical advice medical advice COCA 203. S35, F17, M65, N43, Ac43. Doesn't mean 'advice of a 
medical nature' - means medical advice from a qualified person

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

18 1495 [Please] consult {your} doctor [CONSULT] collocated with doctor COCA 180. S17, F10, M120, N20, Ac13: 
consult here means go and make an appointment and pay (it doesn't mean 
consult with him)

34 Predicate phrase

18 1496

18 1497

19 1498 TEXT 19: THE STOCK 
MARKET

19 1499 the stock market the stock market COCA 3755. S1298, F128, M923, N1206, Ac200: encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 1500 Ladies and gentlemen, place 
your bets

COCA 3585. S2800, F537, M99, N116, Ac33:  place your bets COCA 35. S12, 
F11, M5, N7, Ac0: preferred form

3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

19 1501 gut instinct gut instinct COCA 95. S34, F12, M32, N15, Ac2 - figurative on both  sides 13 N/NP

19 1502 water cooler chatter COCA 0. www.tnj.com/archives/2006/september/water-cooler-chatterWater 
Cooler Chatter: Is it discussion or distraction? By: Maggie Reed. Posted in: 
Career. Magazine Edition. : September 2006. It seems that employees value … 
Encyclopaedic/sociocultural - means more/other than the words

Appreciation 13 N/NP

19 1503 price [of your stock] goes up COCA [PRICE] go up COCA 4 types 87 tokens. S42, F4, M22, N19, Ac0 - NP/PV 
(price…go up) - figurative "goes up"

13 Sub/pred 
combination

19 1504 the dot-com boom the dot-com boom COCA 66. 6, F1, M17, N42, Ac0 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

19 1505 lost {their} shirts [LOSE] * shirt COCA 22 types, 68 tokens. S8, F18, M28, N11, Ac3. Mix of literal 
and idiomatic, here idiomatic

13 Predicate phrase



19 1506 not to mention not to mention 4973. S488, F1349, M1410, N1102, Ac624: means more/other 
than words, form preference

135 COORDINATING

19 1507 retirement savings retirement savings COCA 461. S51, F3, M185, N203, Ac19 - saving for when you 
are retired, not saving in retirement 

13 N/NP

19 1508 Not exactly. Searching . Not exactly . for this meaning: COCA 33. S2, F21, M6, N3, Ac1. 
Means more than the words

13 ENTIRE

19 1509 stock market the stock market COCA 3755. S1298, F128, M923, N1206, Ac200: encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 1510 short-term COCA 7019. S1152, F130, M1736, N1607, Ac2394 13 Complex Adj

19 1511 investment vehicle investment vehicle COCA 36. S1, F0, M13, N17, Ac5 (not a car) - figurative 
"vehicle"

13 N/NP

19 1512 either [brings huge monetary 
gain] or [devastating losses]

either collocated with or at R up to 9, COCA 50769: S9279, F5895, M10298, 
N7632, Ac17665

35 CORRELATING

19 1513 [huge] monetary gains monetary gains COCA 7. financial gains 36. No bleaching, specialization, shift - 
not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

19 1514 stock market the stock market COCA 3755. S1298, F128, M923, N1206, Ac200: encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 1515 as {reliable} a [form of 
investment] as a [game of 
roulette]

as ADJ a/n NP… as a/n NP FRAME (APPRAISAL - JUDGEMENT/APPRECIATION in 
first slot]

Internal 345 Comparative 
correlative

19 1516 the more [you learn…] and the 
more [you understand], the 
{better} and {smarter} 
[you'll…]

the -er, the -er construction, compound Internal 134 Comparative 
emphasiser

19 1517 the true nature  the true nature COCA 266. S17, F44, M52, N36, Ac117. HIGH AC - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "true"

134 Intensifying 
collocation

19 1518 [of] stock market [investment] the stock market COCA 3755. S1298, F128, M923, N1206, Ac200: encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

19 1519 manage your money manage * money COCA 12 types, 124 tokens. S20, F3, M41, N55, Ac5 (NB low 
Ac) - specialization/shift/bleaching in "manage"

3 Predicate phrase

19 1520 stock market the stock market COCA 3755. S1298, F128, M923, N1206, Ac200: encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 1521 ease your fears [EASE] * fears 29 types, 42 tokens. S8, F5, N14, M8, Ac7: [EASE] * fear 10 
types, 19 tokens. S0, F9, M3, N6, AC1: [EASE] * * top collocate is the pain (201), 
then the transition (98), the burden (88), the strain (42). [EASE] collocated with 
fear* at L4, R4 COCA 5 tokens, 152 types. S27, F29, M29, N52, Ac15 MIs 3.39 to 
3.96: not convincingly formulaic: No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

19 1522 Let's [start with…] Grammaticalization: marks Engagement (acknowledges / presumes existence of 
others in the discourse space)

Engagement 1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

19 1523 basic definitions basic definition* COCA 3 types, 44 tokens. S6, F0, M6, N4, Ac28 (meaning of 
"basic")

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

19 1524 a small fraction small fraction COCA 595. S80, F29, M167, N121, Ac198 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "fraction" (which would normally be considered 
small)

134 Intensifying 
collocation

19 1525 [the money the company] 
brings in

[BRING] in collocated with money COCA 252. S66, F42, M41, N87, Ac16: MI 
3.71: NP/PV COLLOCATION

13 PV

19 1526 the general public the general public COCA 2236. S338, F69, M445, N424, Ac959 (what is the 
difference between "the public") and "the general public"?

23 N/NP

19 1527 [Because it needs this money,] 
of course.

of course COCA 104551. S37445, F27828, M17013, N10049, Ac12216 13 End

19 1528 raise money [RAISE] money COCA 4 types, 3104 tokens. S1056, F89, M582, N1183, Ac194: 
figurative "raise"

13 Predicate phrase



19 1529 to cover [start-up] costs [COVER] costs COCA 4 types, 96 tokens. S6, F2, M22, N49, Ac17: figurative 
"cover"

13 Predicate phrase

19 1530 [can] either [borrow money…] 
or [sell stock]

either collocated with or at R up to 9, COCA 50769: S9279, F5895, M10298, 
N7632, Ac17665

35 CORRELATING

19 1531 debt financing debt financing COCA 40. S0, F0, M9, N17, Ac14 - encyclopaedic in financial 
context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 1532 [a process known as debt 
financing or sell stock] also 
known as [equity financing]

also known as means 'people also call this': specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"known": Coca 2289, S249, F116, M843, N521, Ac560 - references other voices 
in discourse space

Engagement 5 Complex Adj

19 1533 equity financing equity financing COCA 24. S1, F0, M7, N11, Ac5 - encyclopaedic in financial 
context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 1534 pay back [pay] back COCA 4 types, 1030 tokens. S336, F99, M195, N319, Ac81 13 PV

19 1535 [the loan] with interest with interest - no bleaching, specialisation (this sense of interest established 
Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 738) - not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

19 1536 [gets money] with {fewer} 
strings attached

strings attached COCA 309. S95, F41, M74, N60, Ac39 derived from no strings 
attached - figurative "strings"

1 Non-initial PP

19 1537 pay {the money} back [pay] back COCA 4 types, 1030 tokens. S336, F99, M195, N319, Ac81 13 PV

19 1538 at all at all . COCA 23953. S8332, F7291, M3106, N2615, Ac1909: meaning not clear 
from words, N-Rheme (see Fries 1994)

13 END

19 1539 equity financing equity financing COCA 24. S1, F0, M7, N11, Ac5 - encyclopaedic in financial 
context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 1540 doing business [DO] business 5 types, 4280 tokens. S1134, F363, M917, N1407, Ac459 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "do"

1 DO Predicate 
phrase

19 1541 stock market the stock market COCA 3755. S1298, F128, M923, N1206, Ac200: encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 1542 issuing and buying stock [ISSUE] stock COCA 4 types, 35 tokens. S2, F1, M12, N16, Ac4 (BUY STOCK IS 
OPEN CHOICE - NOT INCLUDED): specialization in "issue" - different to "sell"? 
Encclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

19 1543 issue stock {to the public} [ISSUE] stock COCA 4 types, 35 tokens. S2, F1, M12, N16, Ac4 (BUY STOCK IS 
OPEN CHOICE - NOT INCLUDED): specialization in "issue" - different to "sell"? 
Encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

19 1544

20 1545 TEXT 20: BLACK 
HOLES (for children?)

20 1546 black hole COCA 2203: some noise (not much) - literal and figurative uses: encyclopaedic in 
literal usage. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "black" and "hole". 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1547 [gravity pulls] so {much} that 
[even light cannot get out]

Situation, consequence 35 CORRELATING

20 1548 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1549 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1550 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1551 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1552 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1553 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1554 as {small} as [just one atom] as APPRAISAL as External 345 Comparative 
correlative

20 1555 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1556 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



20 1557 [can be] up to {20 times more 
than…}

Australian concise Oxford dictionary 2009,  p. 1593. 13 QUANT

20 1557 [twenty times] more than [the 
mass of…]

Not counting uninterrupted more than, less than NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 1558 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1559 the Milky Way the Milky Way COCA 1733: S17, F148, M1035, N37, Ac496 - counting as thing 
rather than place

3 PROPER NOUN

20 1560 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1561 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1562 more than [1 million suns] Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 1563 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1564 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1566 the Milky Way galaxy PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

20 1567 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1568 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1569 stellar black holes stellar black holes COCA 2. Google 437,000 but Wiki def 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stellar_black_hole

12 N/NP

20 1570 falls in upon {it}self Equivalent to "implodes"? [FALL] in on [ppx*] 7 types, 17 tokens. [FALL] in upon 
[ppx*] 2 types, 2 tokens. Based on [FALL] in with PPAdv following. Classify as 
such. 

13 PV

20 1571 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1572 at the same time Literal - not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 1573 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1574 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1575 strong gravity strong gravity. COCA 12. there is a Wiki def 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strong_gravitybut it doesn't relate to this usage (strong 
gravitational pull would be OK?) Not supported, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

20 1576 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1577 strong gravity strong gravity. COCA 12. there is a Wiki def 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strong_gravitybut it doesn't relate to this usage. Not 
supported, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

20 1578 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1579 to find out [FIND] out COCA 5 types, 33325 tokens. S13708, F7816, M5755, N4110, Ac1936 13 PV

20 1580 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1580 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1581 [When a black hole and a star 
are] close together

close together COCA 911. S121, F371, M206, N108, Ac105: near together COCA 
2

3 Complex Adj

20 1582 high energy [light] high energy COCA for 100 types, 401 tokens: use of "high" 3 Complex Adj

20 1583 high energy [light] high energy COCA for 100 types, 401 tokens: use of "high" 3 Complex Adj

20 1584 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1585 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1586 [black holes do not] go around 
[in space eating stars…]

[GO] around : 6 types, 5495 tokens. s2156, F1675, M746, N694, Ac224 13 PV

20 1587 fall into [a black hole] verb plus preposition, not included N/A NOT INCLUDED 



20 1588 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1589 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1590 the solar system the solar system COCA 1941. S138, F333, M935, N133, Ac402 12 N/NP

20 1591 [this] artist's drawing artist 's drawing COCA 10. Not supported. Looks like there is some specialization, 
but cannot verify: possible variation on artist's impression COCA 19.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

20 1592 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1593 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1594 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1595 take the place of [TAKE] the place of COCA 5 types, 638 tokens. S70, F106, M170, N114, Ac178 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

20 1596 [would not] fall in. Searching [FALL] in .  to get this usage. 5 types, 164 tokens. S21, F95, M29, 
N14, Ac5

13 PV

20 1597 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1598 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1599 [the sun will never] turn into [a 
black hole]

[turn] into a to get this usage. 4 types, 4656 tokens. S 865, F1275, M1024, Ac 
408

13 PV

20 1600 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1601 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1602 NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 3 ABBREVIATION
20 1603 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1604 NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 3 ABBREVIATION
20 1605 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

21 1606 TEXT 21: ST JOHN 
FACT SHEETS

21 1607 St John [Fact Sheets] PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

21 1608 fact sheets fact sheet* COCA 2 types, 281 tokens. S18, F11, M74, N32, Ac146 - information 
sheet COCA 77: preference

3 N/NP

21 1609 [basic] first aid [procedures] basic first aid procedures COCA 1. first aid COCA 654. S106, F127, M187, N129, 
Ac105: specialization/shift/bleaching in "first" and "aid" - meaning not clear from 
words

13 Complex Adj

21 1610 Australian First Aid (4th Edition, 
7/2011)

BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

21 1611 fact sheets fact sheet* COCA 2 types, 281 tokens. S18, F11, M74, N32, Ac146 - information 
sheet COCA 77: preference

3 N/NP

21 1612 St John Ambulance Australia PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

21 1613 Australian Copyright Act 1968 PROPER NOUN - legal document, counting as publication 3 PUBLICATION

21 1614 Fact Sheets fact sheet* COCA 2 types, 281 tokens. S18, F11, M74, N32, Ac146 - information 
sheet COCA 77: preference - used generically and therefore counting as N/NP not 
proper noun despite capitalisation

3 N/NP

21 1615 by any process for any purpose Not encoding or decoding…not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

21 1616 written permission written permission COCA 79. S19, F7, M10, N21, Ac22 - form preference 3 N/NP

21 1617 St John PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

21 1618 [Using the] Fact Sheets See 21/1608 and l614 3 N/NP

21 1619 [a single copy of each] Fact 
Sheet

See 21/1608 and l614 3 N/NP

21 1620 [may be] printed out [PRINT] out COCA 4 types, 545 tokens. S65, F139, M193, N75, Ac73 13 PV



21 1621 a brief email brief email COCA no matching records. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

21 1622 [send a brief email to] the 
National Publications Manager

JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

21 1623 [detailing how the] Fact Sheets 
[will be used]

See 21/1608 and l614 3 N/NP

21 1624 [to use the] Fact sheets See 21/1608 and l614 3 N/NP

21 1625 [if you intend to] print out [PRINT] out COCA 4 types, 545 tokens. S65, F139, M193, N75, Ac73 13 PV

21 1626 more than one copy Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

21 1627 Fact Sheet See 21/1608 and l614 3 N/NP

21 1628 print out [PRINT] out COCA 4 types, 545 tokens. S65, F139, M193, N75, Ac73 13 PV

21 1629 the Request for Permission form PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

21 1630 the National Publications 
Manager

JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

21 1631 A Copyright Agreement Formal, legal document. More than an "agreement" 2 N/NP

21 1632 St John [first aid protocols] PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

21 1633 first aid [protocols] irst aid COCA 654. S106, F127, M187, N129, Ac105: specialization/shift/bleaching 
in "first" and "aid" - meaning not clear from words

13 Complex Adj

21 1634 [All] care has been taken [TAKE] collocated with care at L4, R4: 23191: S7167, F6649, M3996, N3609, 
Ac1770 specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

21 1635 [but] St John [takes no 
responsibility]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

21 1636 takes no responsibility for [TAKE] responsibility COCA 3875. S1276, F296, M713, N801, Ac789 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

21 1637 St John PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

21 1638 first aid [training] first aid COCA 654. S106, F127, M187, N129, Ac105: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "first" and "aid" - meaning not clear from words

13 Complex Adj

21 1639 [as these] Fact Sheets [are 
not…]

See 21/1608 and l614 3 N/NP

21 1640 first aid [training] first aid COCA 654. S106, F127, M187, N129, Ac105: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "first" and "aid" - meaning not clear from words

13 Complex Adj

21 1641 The Fact Sheets [are for use…] See 21/1608 and l614 3 N/NP

21 1642 over a {12 month} period [only] over a {number, time period name} period - figurative "over" 13 Non-initial PP

21 1643

21 1644

22 1645 TEXT 22 WA WEATHER 
AND CLIMATE

22 1646 [is] one of the most {diverse} in 
[Australia]

one of the -est in NP - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in the first variable slot Internal / external 345 Comparative 
correlative

22 1646 [range] from [24 degrees 
overnight] to [around 34 
degrees during the day]

from … too  correlator - external External 5 CORRELATING



22 1647 [Coastal temperatures vary 
little] throughout the {day}

throughout the day COCA 1311. S400, F80, M462, N237, Ac132. Refers to no 
specific individual day. throughout the year, month, day, *hour?, *minute…: all 
through the day COCA 0. 

Force 13 Non-initial PP

22 1648 [may top 40 degrees] by day [exclude day] by day COCA for 100 types, 698 tokens: S1332, F172, M188, 
N170, Ac36: -night by night for 100 types, 392 tokens - preferred form

13 Non-initial PP

22 1649 dramatically drop Specialization/shift/bleaching in "dramatically" - ACOD says "sudden and exciting 
or unexpected" - (p. 426) - but it can be a big increase…doesn't have to be 
sudden, or exciting, or unexpected - can just need to emphasize that it's a large 
increase

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

22 1650 in the cool of the night in the cool of the * COCA 26 types, 59 tokens: S0, F29, M19, N7, Ac4. Collocates 
evening 18, morning 7, day 6, night 4, dawn 2, early 2, locker 1, granary 1…in 
the * of the * top is in the middle of the night…NB frames such as these (where 
there is no appraisal) are only included if they are filled, as here. in the cold of 
the night COCA 0 - preference

13 Non-initial PP

22 1651 The northern summer COCA 16. Google 332,000: not supported, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 1652 wet' season COCA 130. S3, F10, M22, N5, Ac90. HIGH AC: NB specialization of "wet" - means 
rain…

13 N/NP

22 1653 in the mid (to high) {30s} preference for form - mid not middle, use of "in", and 20s, 30s, 40s 13 Non-initial PP

22 1654 high humidity high humidity COCA 117. S8, F9, M65, N14, Ac21 - use of "high" 134 Intensifying 
collocation

22 1655 find {this} {challenging} challenging collocated with [FIND] at R4 COCA 36. S3, F2, M14, N7, Ac10 - 
second variable slot Indirect Affect

Indirect Affect 14 FIND Predicate 
phrase

22 1656 long days [of sunshine] long days COCA 443. S81, F108, M144, N82, Ac28: lengthy days COCA 2 - use of 
"long"

13 N/NP

22 1657 tropical rainstorm tropical rainstorm COCA 3. Google 413,000 8 February 2012. No specialisation or 
bleaching on either side - don't count

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 1658 natural wonder natural wonder COCA 52. S6, F9, M21, N13, Ac3: not man-made: specialization 
of "wonder"  

13 N/NP

22 1659 It's not unusual it 's not unusual COCA 437. S146, F21, M105, N152, Ac13: it is n't unusual COCA 
28 PREFERENCE - NB SPOKEN : cf it's usual COCA 3 - allowing because of 
preference for negative ("It is" sentence/clause lead ins requiring other factors in 
order to be counted)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

22 1660 more than… Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 1661 electrical storms electrical storms COCA 12. electric storms COCA 2. Google 292,000 8 February 
2012. electrical storms, rain storms, wind storms, sand storms…lightning storm 
COCA 90, preferred but avoided here probably to avoid repetition (lightning 
mentioned in the next line). Defined in Wikipedia 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thunderstorm "A thunderstorm, also known as an electrical 
storm, a lightning storm, thundershower or simply a storm is a form of weather 
characterized by the presence of ..."

13 N/NP

22 1662 come alive [COME] alive COCA 4 types, 1075 tokens. S129, F290, M285, N211, Ac160 (cf 
come to life) - specialized use of "come"

13 Predicate phrase

22 1663 [sheets of] lightning flash lightning collocated with [FLASH]  at L4, R4 COCA 4 types, 585 tokens. S14, 
F437, M65, N28, Ac41. sheets of lightning COCA 4. sheet lightning 13. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "flash"

13 Predicate phrase

22 1664 turn off [TURN] off COCA 4 types, 5730 tokens. S692, F2488, M1404, N839, Ac307 13 PV



22 1665 retire to the balcony [retire] to the * 4 types, 226 tokens. Complements guest bedroom, vast 
chamber, tent, little cement patio, International Space Station, lobby, interior, 
manor, recreation hall, pied-terre, corner caf, living-room couch…there is 
something about the expectation created by "retire" that is either met or not met 
(deliberately) in the complement...including, with some reservations

13 Predicate phrase

22 1666 the Tropic of Capricorn PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

22 1667 more [sunny days per year] 
than [any other Australian 
capital city]

External 345 Comparative 
correlative

22 1668 capital city capital city : 1021. S2442, F111, M189, N268, Ac211 - significant in an Australian 
context which has one capital city per state

23 N/NP

22 1669 the standard order standard order COCA 8 not supported: "so sunshine is usually the standard order" NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

22 1670 cement {its} reputation [CEMENT] * reputation Google 36.3 million hits 23 October 2012. COCA 11 types, 
27 tokens: S0, F2, M9, N14, Ac2: shift/specialization in "cement"

13 Predicate phrase

22 1671 food and wine region food and wine COCA 290. S9, F49, M60, N161, Ac11. wine and food COCA 86. 
wine region COCA 52. S4, F0, M24, N23, Ac1.food region COCA 0. There are 
some preferences involved - food region is not established (COCA 0), but food 
and wine is (COCA 290), and it is somewhat preferred to wine and food (COCA 
86): wine region describes a region where grapes are grown for wine ... including 
with some reservations 

3 N/NP

22 1672 [relaxed] outdoor lifestyle outdoor lifestyle COCA 6. Google 1.81 million 22 March 2012. Australian totem - 
"outdoor lifestyle" is core to the Australian ethos even though most of us rarely 
leave the metropolitan region in which we live - sociocultural totem

23 N/NP

22 1673

22 1674

23 1675 TEXT 23: Sir Charles 
Gairdner

23 1676 Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital 
[(SCGH)]

Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital 3 PROPER NOUN

23 1676 SCGH Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital 3 ABBREVIATION

23 1677 is one of [Australia's leading 
teaching tertiary hospitals]

Related to the Comparative Correlative construction, but presented differently, 
and not included in count

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

23 1678 teaching [tertiary] hospitals teaching hospital* 3 types, 297 tokens. S32, F8, M68, N95, Ac94: encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

23 1679 Queen Elizabeth II Medical 
Centre

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

23 1680 [Perth] city centre city center COCA 571. S75, F61, M112, N239, Ac84 : may not be geographically 
the centre of the city: refers to…what? Where there is most public interaction? 
May not be the geometric "centre". Difficult to define

23 N/NP

23 1681 SCGH Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital 3 ABBREVIATION

23 1682 a comprehensive range comprehensive range COCA 6.  Google 12.8 million 29 March 2013. Allow. 
Specialization/shift/bleacing in "comprehensive"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

23 1683 clinical services clinical services COCA 79. S4, F0, M7, N14, Ac54: medical services, train 
services, teaching services … not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

23 1684 critical care critical care COCA 305. S57, F26, M31, N25, Ac166: specialization of "critical" Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



23 1685 general medicine general medicine COCA 35. S2, F3, M13, N8, Ac9. Google: def at 
http://www.rah.sa.gov.au/internal/gen_med.php "General Medicine involves the 
assessment and management of patients with complex or undifferentiated 
medical problems. Often diagnosis and management occur in collaboration with 
one or more sub-specialty teams." Specialization of "general"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

23 1686 general surgery general surgery COCA 50. S4, F3, M11, N15, Ac17: specialisation of "general" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

23 1687 cardiac care cardiac care COCA 52. S5, F8, M15, N14, Ac10: preference for cardiac over heart. 3 N/NP

23 1688 is home to [BE] home to COCA for 100 types, 134 tokens: S10, F5, M48, N58, Ac13 3 BE Predicate 
phrase

23 1689 WA['s only…] Western Australia 3 ABBREVIATION

23 1690 the {largest} [cancer treatment 
centre] in the [State] 

the -est in NP - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative

23 1691 SCGH Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital 3 ABBREVIATION

23 1692 ground-breaking [medical 
research]

ground-breaking COCA for 100 types, 189 tokens. Collocates work, ceremony, 
research, experiments, essays, program… - specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"breaking", figurative "ground"

Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

23 1693 is home to [BE] home to COCA for 100 types, 134 tokens: S10, F5, M48, N58, Ac13 3 BE Predicate 
phrase

23 1694 Nobel Laureate PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

23 1695 Nobel Prize for Medicine PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

23 1696 ground-breaking [work] ground-breaking COCA for 100 types, 189 tokens. Collocates work, ceremony, 
research, experiments, essays, program… - specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"breaking", figurative "ground"

Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

23 1697 stomach ulcers mouth ulcers, leg ulcers : no specialization, bleaching, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

23 1698 strong links strong links COCA 78. S3, F1, M14, N13, Ac47 - use of "strong" Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

23 1699 major universities major universities COCA 122. S11, F8, M24, N26, Ac53. major schools 25. major 
businesses 43. Meaning beyond the words - the most prestigious universities... 
those with the most impressive research profiles... Related or not related to size?

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

23 1700 WA Western Australia 3 ABBREVIATION

23 1701 teaching hospital teaching hospital COCA 156. S14, F6, M34, N39, Ac63 - encyclopaedic. Able to 
provide post-tertiary training for doctors, nurses and other helalth professionals 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

23 1702 medical graduates arts graduates, science graduates, dentistry graduates : No bleaching, 
specialization, shift, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

23 1703 University of Western Australia PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

23 1704 University of Notre Dame 
Australia

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

23 1705 {employer} of choice * of choice COCA for 100 types, 2292 tokens: S468, F126, M587, N403, Ac708. A 
lot of noise: top is freedom of choice (not this pattern): but next is drug of choice 
201, weapon of choice 149, and later treatment of choice 99, method of choice 
etc: preferred form - 

13 Non-initial PP

23 1706 nursing graduates arts graduates, science graduates, dentistry graduates : No bleaching, 
specialization, shift, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

23 1707 SCGH Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital 3 ABBREVIATION



23 1708 [first] opened {its} doors [OPEN] its doors COCA 4 types, 387 tokens: S50, F21, M107, N150, Ac59: 
figurative opening of doors

13 Predicate phrase

23 1709 Western Australia Place - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

23 1710 the Australian Council on 
Healthcare Standards

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

23 1711

23 1712

24 1713 TEXT 24
24 1714 redback spider COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP
23 N/NP

24 1715 is one of [Australia]'s most 
{recognisable} species

one of {NP}'s most APPRAISAL NPs Internal / external 345 Comparative 
correlative

24 1716 ranging from [bushland] to 
{urban areas}

Locative here but need not be - second slot filled by superordinate 35 CORRELATING

24 1717 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1718 Latrodectus hasselti PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

24 1719 [almost] too {familiar} to [need 
description]

too {ATTITUDE} to 35 CORRELATING

24 1720 jet black [spiders] Two words in ACOD: included : jet-black COCA 243. S6, F139, M47, N45, Ac6 - 
"jet" intensifies "black"

Force 13 Complex Adj

24 1721 tucked in a corner tucked in a corner COCA 15. [TUCK] in a corner COCA 15 (all tucked in a corner). 
[TUCK] it in a corner COCA 0 : [TUCK] in COCA : cf I was planning to tuck in my 
shirt (I was planning to tuck my shirt in ). This is v + pp

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

24 1722 egg sacs egg sac* COCA 4 types, 45 tokens. S0, F7, M22, N8, Ac8. * sac COCA for 100 
types, 645 tokens. endolymphatic, lacrimal, yolk, amniotic, egg…no bleaching 
,specialisation - not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1723 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1724 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1725 built-up areas built-up areas COCA 28. S4, F4, M4, N2, Ac14 - specialization of "built-up" - 
means developed, densely populated, with infrastructure typical of cities

123 N/NP

24 1726 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1727 There is {some} evidence to 
suggest

there is some evidence to suggest COCA 18. there is evidence to suggest COCA 
51. S5, F1, M9, N4, Ac32: evidence to suggest COCA 413. S84, F4, M73, N44, 
Ac208. Counting as Sentence/clause lead-in

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

24 1728 not native to Australia Not encoding or decoding, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

24 1729 redback spider [bites] COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1730 comes in ({direct}) contact with [COME] in* contact with COCA 8 types (in and into)  954 tokens: S185, F80, 
M273, N160, Ac256: direct contact COCA 548. S79, F47, M94, N75, Ac253. 
Bleaching/specialization of "comes", encoding "into" 

13 Predicate phrase

24 1731 [comes] in direct contact with 
[the spider or its web]

[COME] in direct contact with COCA 3 types, 13 tokens: in direct contact with 
COCA 90: S18, F4, M19, N10, Ac39 NB high Ac: determiner, adjective insertion 
allowed: can be used without final prep with no meaning change/recasting 
required: adds content, PP

Force 13 Non-initial PP



24 1732 Life History life history COCA 433. S10, F24, M41, N21, Ac337: specialization of "history" 13 N/NP

24 1733 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1734 [small vertebrates] such as 
{lizards}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

24 1735 fall victim [FALL] victim COCA 5 types, 657 tokens. S77, F59, M191, N167, Ac163: 
figurative "fall"

13 Predicate phrase

24 1736 redback spider COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1737 [for] up to {2 years} up to FRAME up to {number, date, time, month}: Australian concise Oxford 
dictionary 2009,  p. 1593. 

13 QUANT

24 1738 egg sacs egg sac* COCA 4 types, 45 tokens. S0, F7, M22, N8, Ac8. * sac COCA for 100 
types, 645 tokens. endolymphatic, lacrimal, yolk, amniotic, egg…

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1739 [suspended in] the retreat of 
the web

the retreat of the web COCA 0. Google 7 results, all the line from this article. No 
bleaching, specialization, shift.

N/A NOT INCLUDED 

24 1740 [disperse] on the wind on the wind: COCA 362, S27, F215, M66, N29, Ac25. Some noise ("depending on 
the wind") but mainly this usage: cf by the wind- encoding "on"

13 Non-initial PP

24 1741 as soon as [conditions are right] as soon as  COCA 17561. S3516, F6894, M3283, N2406, Ac1462 Internal / external 35 Comparative 
correlative

24 1742 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1743 turn up [in new places] [TURN] up COCA 4 types, 6167 tokens. S1076, F1940, M1616, N1189, Ac446 13 PV

24 1744 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1745 caution is advised [ADVISE] caution COCA 62. S4, F12, M19, N11, Ac16. caution is advised COCA 
10, S1, F1, M1, N1, Ac6. [RECOMMEND] caution COCA for 3 types, 10 tokens: "be 
cautious" - preferred to "advise people to be cautious" - form preference

3 Predicate phrase

24 1746 the elderly Group: the elderly, the deaf, the poor, the rich - sociocultural stereotype groups. 
Don't get the academic, the frugal, the fit…APPRAISAL

Judgement 3 N/NP

24 1747 the onset of pain the onset of the study, the disease, Alzheimer's, the cold, World War, sexual 
activity…no bleaching, specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

24 1748 muscle spasm muscle spasm 33. S2, F8, M10, N3, Ac10. What other kinds of spasm are there? 
* spasm Top is muscle spasm, then artery spasm, coronary spasm, back spasm, 
coughing spasm, involuntary spasm…no bleaching, specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

24 1749 seek medical attention [SEEK] medical attention COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S14, F5, M33, N13, Ac30. 
[GET] medical attention : COCA 4 types, 38 tokens. S10, F6, M15, N7, Ac0. 
[seek] urgent medical attention COCA 0: means go and see a doctor, don't ask 
your neighbour who is a nurse to give you some attention

3 Predicate phrase

24 1749 Do not [bandage the bite] but 
[apply iced water]

[DO] not … but Redirect 35 CORRELATING

24 1751 iced water iced tea, iced drink : no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

24 1752 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1753 [Always] take care [when 
gardening or…]

[TAKE] care COCA 6 types, 20390 tokens. S6604, F5964, M3416, N3215, Ac1191 
- specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

24 1754 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1755 redback spider [numbers] COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as comp adj here

23 Complex Adj



24 1756 CSIRO [Entomology] The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation 3 ABBREVIATION

24 1757 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1758 [this] fact sheet fact sheet* COCA 2 types, 281 tokens. S18, F11, M74, N32, Ac146 - 
specialization of "sheet" - use of singular "fact" (probably lots of facts on it)

13 N/NP

24 1759 Canberra Connect PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

24 1760 the ACT Australian Capital Territory 3 ABBREVIATION

24 1761 the general public COCA 2338. S352, F69, M462, N452, Ac1003. HIGH AC: specialization of 
"general" (what is the difference between "the public" and "the general public"? - 
is this actually an intensifier? Classifying as N/NP but possible Intensifier)

123 N/NP

24 1762 fact sheets fact sheet* COCA 2 types, 281 tokens. S18, F11, M74, N32, Ac146 - 
specialization of "sheet" - use of singular "fact" (probably lots of facts on it)

13 N/NP

24 172 [in] Factsheets [and 
Publications]

factsheets counted as two words as above 13 N/NP

25 1763 TEXT 25 
ACCREDITATION

25 1764 Accredited editors Count with Job Titles 23 JOB TITLE

25 1765 the IPEd [accreditation exam] Institute of Professional Editors 3 ABBREVIATION

25 1766 IPEd's [Accreditation Board] Institute of Professional Editors 3 ABBREVIATION

25 1767 Australian Standards for Editing 
Practice

BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

25 1768 Accredited editors Count as job title 23 JOB TITLE

25 1769 [may use the postnominal] AE Accredited Editors 3 ABBREVIATION

25 1770 [requires] AEs [to] Accredited Editors 3 ABBREVIATION

25 1771 professional development professional development COCA 2037. S27, F4, M50, N66, Ac1890 - 
encyclopaedic - courses undertaken to demonstrate (formal) ongoing learning

123 N/NP

25 1772 Australian Standards for Editing 
Practice

BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

25 1773 the … exam is open to anyone Often get "courses" being open to anyone, but exams? exams collocated with 
open COCA 1: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

25 1773 full-time [editing experience] full-time COCA 8088. S1020, F481, M2101, N2437, Ac2049 Complex Adj

25 1774 Exams are held… [HOLD] collocated with exams (COCA 4) - and [HOLD] collocated with 
examinations COCA 0. Not supported

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

25 1774 …every {one} to {two} {years} every one to two years COCA 28. S7, F0, M15, N5, Ac1 - numbers can vary, 
lowest first (every ten to twenty years) - unlike other cases in which numbers fall 
as timespans get smaller, in this case numbers fall as timespans get bigger - eg 
every one to two decades COCA 0

3 Complex Adv

25 1775 The accreditation scheme Open choice - no specialization/shift/bleaching on either side, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

25 1776 IPED's Institute of Professional Editors 3 ABBREVIATION

25 1777 the Council of Australian 
Societies of Editors

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

25 1778 set up [SET] up 3 types, 25581 tokens. S5123, F3755, M6811, N6276, Ac3616 13 PV

25 1779 Accreditation Working Group PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

25 1780 IPEd Institute of Professional Editors 3 ABBREVIATION

25 1781 Accreditation Board PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

25 1782 Working Group PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN



25 1783 held responsibility [HOLD] responsibility 4 types, 11 tokens. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

25 1784 Distinguished Editors Group with job titles 23 JOB TITLE

25 1785 Societies of editors PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

25 1786 distinguished editors Group with job titles 23 JOB TITLE

25 1787 career editors career athletes, career nurses, career artists…career * - defined in Australian 
concise Oxford dictionary as "working permanently in a specified profession" - 
including with reservations - too much noise in COCA for number, but over 20

13 N/NP

25 1788 Assessors Forum PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

25 1789 distinguished editor, [or DE] Group with Job titles 23 JOB TITLE

25 1790 or DE Distinguished Editor 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1791 TEXT 26. AUSSIE 
RULES

26 1792 Australian Rules PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1793 Australian Rules PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1794 Australian Rules football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1795 Australian football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1796 Aussie rules PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1797 AFL Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1798 Australian Football League PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1799 Australian rules football league PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN
26 1800 [Australian Rules] football 

ground
COCA 4. Google 2.55 million 9 February 2012: unpredictable choice - ground, 
pitch, court 

3 N/NP

26 1801 cricket field Open choice - ground, pitch, court, field…would never normally get cricket field - 
not included for that reason (cricket pitch would be included)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

26 1802 sports venue sports venue COCA 13. Google 7.94 million 9 February 2012:  "sport venue" 
Google 449,000 22 March 2012. theatre venue Google 1.15 million 22 March 
2012 (not 'play venue). cinema venue Google 61,100 22 March 2012 ('movie 
venue' 48,600 but not 'movies venue'). Preference for singular, borderline 
inclusion

3 N/NP

26 1803 goalposts Also one word in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009) - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1804 at the end of also by the end of, in the end of, from the end of : not encoding/decoding NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

26 1805 a draw is declared [DECLARE] collocated with draw at L4, R4 COCA 7. PC for cricket, AFL? Allow 3 Predicate phrase

26 1806 tie-break 1 word in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009) - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1807 : for example, [players running 
with the ball must]

COCA 88202. for an example COCA 196 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

26 1808 [Possession of the ball is] in 
dispute [at all times] 

in dispute  COCA 421. S120, F15, M56, N119, Ac111 (often but not always [BE]) - 
encoding "in"

13 Non-initial PP

26 1809 at all times at all times COCA 1854. S291, F332, M508, N300, Ac423 - encoding "at" cf at 
every time COCA 7 - preference

Force 3 Non-initial PP

26 1810 a free kick is paid Google 72,700 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_kick_(Australian_rules_football) - 
specialization/shift/bleaching "paid"

Encyclopaedic 13 Predicate phrase

26 1811 a free kick free kick COCA 30. S3, F3, M4, N17, Ac3" specialization/figurative "free" Encyclopaedic 
sport

13 N/NP



26 1812 Australian Rules PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1813 a contact sport contact sport : COCA 119. S31, F5, M22, N16, Ac44: specialization of "contact" Encyclopaedic 
sport

13 N/NP

26 1814 [physical contact] such as 
{pushing an opponent in the 
back}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

26 1815 free kicks free kick COCA 30. S3, F3, M4, N17, Ac3: specialization/figurative "free" Encyclopaedic 
sport

13 N/NP

26 1816 distance penalties COCA 0. Google 31,300 9 February 2012. Encyclopaedic in AFL context. Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1816 depending on NB classifying as complex conjunct along with apart from, along with, other than, 
rather than…

35 Complex conj

26 1817 [fast movement of both players 
and the ball and] high scoring 
[are the game's main attributes]

high scor* COCA 9 types, 593 tokens. S21, F23, M81, N82, Ac386. big scor* 
COCA 6 types, 88 tokens - listing only as intensifier (high)

13 Intensifying 
collocation

26 1818 main attributes principle attributes, major attributes, biggest attributes, primary attributes  COCA 
4: no bleaching, specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

26 1819 the subject of much debate Not encoding or decoding, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

26 1820 Australian rules football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1821 Melbourne Football Club PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1822 Australian football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1823 spectator sport COCA 113. S30, F10, M24, N32, Ac17: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spectator_sport - a 
sport that people like/are able to watch but may not play themselves - Wikipedia 
"a sport that is characterised by the presence of spectators, or watchers, at its 
matches"

23 N/NP

26 1824 the Australian Football League PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1825 AFL Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1826 the AFL [Grand Final] Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1827 Grand Final Australian Football League - treating as generic term not proper noun… Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1828 the {highest} [attended club 
championship event] in the 
world

the [est] in/of the world - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot Internal / external 345 Comparative 
correlative

26 1829 Australian football Not soccer, not rugby - encyclopaedic in Australian context Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1830 the AFL [Commission] Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1831 the AFL [competition] Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1832 the AFL's Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1833 Laws of the Game Committee PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1834 the field of play field of play COCA 41. S10, F7, M9, N9, Ac6 - specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"field"

3 N/NP

26 1835 {ellptical} in shape Collocates in COCA for this meaning pentagonal, octagonal, oblong, normal, linear 
… encoding "in", preferred form

134 Non-initial PP

26 1836 at any time at any time COCA 3090. S729, F384, M693, N623, Ac661: cf at any times COCA 
0. Preference

Force 13 Non-initial PP

26 1837 Up to {four} up to FRAME up to {number, date, time, month}: Australian concise Oxford 
dictionary 2009,  p. 1593. 

13 QUANT



26 1838 at any time at any time COCA 3090. S729, F384, M693, N623, Ac661: cf at any times COCA 
0. Preference

Force 13 Non-initial PP

26 1839 [in] Australian rules 
[terminology]

Used as "proper adjective" - classifier 23 Complex Adj

26 1840 [these players wait for 
substitution] "on the bench"

Google 270 million 9 February 212. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bench. Coca on the 
bench 1829 but lots of noise - on the (legal) bench, on the (furniture) bench, etc

Encyclopaedic 123 Non-initial PP

26 1841 offside rule offside rule COCA 0. Google 395,000. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Offside_(association_football). 

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1842 on-field [structure] on-field COCA 193. S3, F4, M41, N139, Ac6 Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 Complex Adj

26 1843 ruck-rover 2 words in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009) - encyclopaedic - meaning 
not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1844 centre square Specific spot on football field Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1845 centre bounce Google 109,000 10 February 2012 all AFL. Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1846 set plays Google 2.36 million 10 February 2012. Not restricted to AFL: soccer, 
basketball…set plays COCA 12. Specialization of "set"

23 N/NP

26 1847 free kick free kick COCA 30. S3, F3, M4, N17, Ac3 - figurative use of "free" 13 N/NP

26 1848 kick-ins "the new kick-in rule" … but no entry in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary 
(2009), and Google entries a mix of kick-in and kick (the ball) in

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1849 the scoring of a behind the scoring of a behind Google 67,500 10 February 2012, all AFL: derived from 
VP? score a behind 104,000 Google 10 February 2012 - lower. Point of interest is 
NP a behind, not combination.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1850 four quarters Notr counting: see en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laws_of_Australian_rules_football  - a 
quarter can be 15 to 25 mins: length of game divided into 4 - no specialisation

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1851 Australian football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN
26 1852 [plus] time on plus time on GOOGLE 2.64 million 10 February 2012. Lots of noise, however 

COCA 1. PC is time on ? Encyclopaedic/specialist
Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1853 Time on plus time on GOOGLE 2.64 million 10 February 2012. Lots of noise, however 
COCA 1. PC is time on ? Encyclopaedic/specialist

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1854 [when the ball is] out of play out of play 51. S5, F5, M21, N14, Ac6 - more generally applicable than "time on" 
etc

123 Non-initial PP

26 1855 At the end of [each quarter] At the end of, before the end of, by the end of, after the end of not encoding or 
decoding, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

26 1856 Australian football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1857 in the air Encoding "in" (possibly decoding?) - container metaphor 13 Non-initial PP

26 1858 on {its} way {back down} on * way down|up|across|over  COCA 34 types, 1267 tokens. S262, F559, M271, 
N137, Ac38

3 Non-initial PP

26 1859 {This} is known as is known as  COCA 1877. S293, F87, M544, N440, Ac513 - Engagement Engagement 13 COORDINATING

26 1860 the ball-up Google AFL "ball up" 597,000 10 February 2012, specialist - it's the big bounce 
the referee does - everyone jumps to get the ball

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1861 the ball-up Google AFL "ball up" 597,000 10 February 2012, specialist Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1862 out of bounds out of bounds COCA  535. S111, F46, M118, N225, Ac35 - encoding "out of", and 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 12 Non-initial PP

26 1863 boundary line boundary line COCA 76. S3, F9, M25, N13, Ac26, specialist Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP



26 1864 a boundary umpire COCA 0. Google 62,000 10 February 2012. PC in AFL context Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1865 return the ball into play COCA 0. Google 102,000 10 February 2012. Encyclopaedic in AFL context - 
requires particular process

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

26 1866 a throw-in Specialist in AFL context Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1867 [with a throw-in, a high 
backwards toss back into] the 
field of play

Google 10.8 million 9 March 2012 - specialist use of "play" Encyclopaedic 
sport

3 N/NP

26 1868 [takes possession…] by way of 
[a catch] 

by way of  COCA 2557. S273, F567, M537, N265, Ac915: meaning 
bleach/shift/specialisation in way: consistent omission of determiner, last 
preposition required: no inherent content, count as PNP

13 PNP

26 1869 clenched fist clenched fist COCA 117. S4, F63, M24, N20, Ac6 - can indicate indirect Affect, but 
here is physical description only - does not evoke Affect. No bleaching, 
specialization either side - not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1870 open-hand tap open-hand tap COCA 0. Specialist in AFL context Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1871 under {any} circumstances under any circumstances COCA 451. S164, F84, M65, N80, Ac58: under any 
circumstanc COCA 49. in any circumstances COCA. in any circumstances COCA 
21. under a circumstance COCA 1. Preference. Encoding "under" - under all 
circumstances COCA 46.

13 Non-initial PP

26 1872 takes possession AFL "takes possession" Google 135,000 10 February 2012. Difficult to verify in 
COCA because there are so many usages. This one is sport-specific - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

26 1873 a free kick free kick COCA 30. S3, F3, M4, N17, Ac3: figurative "free" Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1874 "incorrect disposal" incorrect disposal COCA 7, all Ac, none this usage. Google AFL "incorrect 
disposal"  20,000 10 February 2012 - specialist in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1875 "dropping the ball" Google AFL "dropping the ball" 366,000 encyclopaedic in AFL context Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

26 1876 [If the ball is not] in the 
possession of [one player] 

COCA 118. S27, F14, M20, N9, Ac48: in the * possession of can use unlawful, 
proud, immediate, full - encoding "in" - can appear without determiner, but no 
bleaching/shift/specialisation, adjective insertion allowed, final preposition can't 
be left out without recasting… adding content, PP not PNP

13 Non-initial PP

26 1877 moved on Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs 1989, p. 225 13 PV

26 1878 at least {once every 15 metres} at least COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323: different 
usages not split

13 QUANT

26 1879 holding the ball AFL "holding the ball" Google 994,000 10 February 2012. PC in AFL context - 
doesn't mean simply holding the ball - encyclopaedic in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

26 1880 between [the shoulders] and 
[the knees] 

External, locative External 35 CORRELATING

26 1881 push in the back Google AFL "push in the back" 1.27 million 10 February 2012 with defs eg 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Push_in_the_backIn 2007, the AFL introduced an 
interpretation of the push in the back in marking contests, referred to as hands in 
the back. Specialist term in AFL context - more than an ordinary push in the back

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1882 a low tackle en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glossary_of_Australian_rules_footballLow tackle: a tackle 
resulting in contact made to a player below his knees. Results in a free kick 
against the tackling player. Encyclopaedic/specialist in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP



26 1883 high tackle en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tackle_(football_move) "The initial contact in the tackle 
must be made below the ball carrier's neck or it will be deemed a high tackle and 
penalised" accessed 22 March 2012. Encylcopaedic/specialist in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1884 free kick free kick COCA 30. S3, F3, M4, N17, Ac3: figurative "free" Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1885 takes possession AFL "takes possession" Google 135,000 10 February 2012. Difficult to verify in 
COCA because there are so many usages. This one is sport-specific- 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

26 1886 more than [15 metres] Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1887 [from another player's kick] by 
way of [a catch]

by way of COCA 2557. S273, F567, M537, N265, Ac915: meaning 
bleach/shift/specialisation in way: consistent omission of determiner, last 
preposition required: no inherent content, count as PNP

13 PNP

26 1888 free kick free kick COCA 30. S3, F3, M4, N17, Ac3: figurative "free" Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1889 [he may choose to] "play on" [PLAY] on . sentence final to avoid transitive usages: COCA 4 types, 113 tokens. 
S21, F31, M30, N29, Ac2

13 PV

26 1890 [forfeiting] the set shot AFL "the set shot" Google 145,000 10 February 2012: encyclopaedic/specialist in 
AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1891 in the hope of [pressing an 
advantage]

in the hope of  COCA 1368. S148, F259, M326, N235, Ac400 (Prep N (Prep) - can 
be "in the hope that"): consistently uses def article: adjective insertion allowed: 
no bleaching/specialisation/shift = 3: adding content (reason) PP 

13 Non-initial PP

26 1892 [of] pressing an advantage [PRESS] an advantage COCA 1: Google "press* an advantage" 184 million 10 
February 2012. Collocation/selection - specialization of "pressing"

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

26 1893 rather than [allowing] COCA 6264. S6045, F4239, M14824, N10561, Ac26955 35 Complex conj

26 1894 [has chosen] to play on [PLAY] on . to access this usage. 4 types, 113 tokens. S21, F31, M30, N29, Ac2 13 PV

26 1895 [the player who] took the mark [TAKE] the mark - specialization/shift/bleaching in "take" 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

26 1895 depending on NB classifying as conjunct along with apart from, along with, other than, rather 
than…

135 Complex conj

26 1896 drop punt drop punt COCA 0. Google AFL "drop punt" 48,100 10 February 2012. PC in AFL 
context: encyclopaedic/specialist in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1897 end over end {motion} end over end COCA 139. S4, F107, M18, N10, Ac0. Usually used adverbially (eg 
"tumbled end over end", "flipped end over end"): count as Comp Adj here to 
reflect usage in datasets 

13 Complex Adj

26 1898 torpedo punt Google AFL "torpedo punt" 35,000 10 February 2012 including You Tube videos. 
Encyclopaedic/specialist in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1899 screw punt Google AFL "screw punt" 14,300 10 February 2012. Encyclopaedic/specialist in 
AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1900 at an angle at an angle COCA 574. S28, F264, M190, N38, Ac54 cited in Longman dictionary 
of contempoary English p. 49 - meaning not clear from the words

13 Non-initial PP

26 1901 checkside punt Google AFL "checkside punt" 15,600 10 February 2012: encyclopaedic/specialist 
in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1902 on an angle on an angle COCA 59. S13, F11, M25, N9, Ac1 - cf "at an angle - encoding "on" - 
difference between "at" and "on"?

13 Non-initial PP

26 1903 checkside punt Google AFL "checkside punt" 15,600 10 February 2012: encyclopaedic/specialist 
in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1904 in a straight line Not encoding or decoding, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 



26 1905 Apart from apart from COCA 5896. S714, F1039, M1244, N795. 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

26 1906 free kicks free kick COCA 30. S3, F3, M4, N17, Ac3: figurative "free" Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1907 in the possession of in the possession of COCA 123. S27, F18, M20, N9, Ac49: encoding "in" - can 
appear without determiner, but no bleaching/shift/specialisation, adjective 
insertion allowed, final preposition can't be left out without recasting…adding 
contentfully, PP not PNP

13 Non-initial PP

26 1908 a ball up Google AFL "ball up" 597,000 10 February 2012, Australian Concise Oxford 
Dictionary ball up Aust. Rules p. 101: encyclopaedic/specialist in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1909 [a] throw in Google AFL "throw in" 3.43 million, entry in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary 
p. 1501: encyclopaedic/specialist in AFL context 

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1910 [the ball is always] in dispute in dispute COCA 421. S120, F15, M56, N119, Ac111" encoding "in" and 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 Non-initial PP

26 1911 take possession AFL "takes possession" Google 135,000 10 February 2012. Difficult to verify in 
COCA because there are so many usages. This one is sport-specific - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

26 1912 [The ball can be propelled in any 
direction] by way of [a foot, 
clenched fist…]

by way of COCA 2557. S273, F567, M537, N265, Ac915: meaning 
bleach/shift/specialisation in way: consistent omission of determiner, last 
preposition required: no inherent content, count as PNP

13 PNP

26 1913 fly through PV in AFL context 13 PV

26 1914 [It may fly through] "on the full" Google AFL "on the full" 223 million 10 February 2012. Formulaic in AFL discourse 
context, encoding "on"

Encyclopaedic 12 Non-initial PP

26 1915 bounce through PV in AFL context 13 PV

26 1916 on the way on the way COCA 9223. S1787, F3268, M1849, N1639, Ac680 - encoding "on" 13 Non-initial PP

26 1917 [A goal cannot be scored] from 
the foot of [an opposition 
(defending) player]

PPAdv within AFL context - including with reservations. PP not PNP because no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift (although "foot" for person), need def article, 
adjective insertion possible, adding contenfully, PP

23 Non-initial PP

26 1918 between [a goalpost] and [a 
behind post] 

External, locative 35 CORRELATING

26 1919 goal post Also one word Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1920 [and a] behind post [at any 
height]

behind post COCA 1. Encyclopaedic/specialist in AFL context. Google 29,200 10 
February 2012: 2 words ACOD

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1921 goalpost Also one word Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1922 goalposts Also one word Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1923 [part  of the body] other than [a 
foot]

NB classifying as complex conjunct along with apart from, along with,  rather 
than…

35 Complex conj

26 1924 goalposts Also one word Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1925 scores a behind the scoring of a behind Google 67,500 10 February 2012, all AFL: derived from 
VP? score a behind 104,000 Google 10 February 2012 - lower. Point of interest is 
NP a behind, not combination.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1926 [as] a last resort last resort COCA 13590. S337, F137, M317, N277, Ac282: final resort COCA 3 - 
preference, and more indirect affect than words suggest (when you're desperate)

Affect Indirect 13 N/NP

26 1927 a rushed behind rushed behind Google  207,000 10 February 2012. Wiki definition 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rushed_behind: specialist/encyclopaedic in AFL context 

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP



26 1928 for rushing a behind rushing a behind Google 62,200 10 February 2012 - specialization in "rushing" Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

26 1929 awarding a free kick [AWARD] a free kick COCA 0. Google 50.7 million 10 February 2012 -soccer, 
rugby, AFL: specialization of "award", shift in "free"

123 Predicate phrase

26 1930 who…rushes a behind [RUSH] a behind - see 1928 Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

26 1931 goal umpire goal umpire Google 157,000 PC in AFL context 10 February 2010 - job title 3 JOB TITLE

26 1932 goal umpire goal umpire Google 157,000 PC in AFL context 10 February 2010 - job title 3 JOB TITLE

26 1933 the end of play Refers to set moment in the game - not just the time after the game is finished Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1934 [If the scores are] level on 
points [at the end of…]

level on points COCA 0. Google 3.15 million 10 February 2012 - preferred form, 
AFL context

3 Complex Adj

26 1935 If [the scores are level on points 
at the end of play] then [the 
game is a draw]

Situation, consequence - but also temporal here Internal/external 35 CORRELATING

26 1936 the end of play Refers to set moment in the game - not just the time after the game is finished Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1937 extra time Calculated to take into account time out for injury etc Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1938 between [St Kilda] and 
[Sydney]

Sets up opposition here - not locative Opposition 35 CORRELATING

26 1939 by a margin of equivalent to x beat y by 10 points…by a margin of 10 points. No 
bleaching/shift/specialisation in margin, determiner required, adjective insertion 
possible, can't use without final prep: adding contentfully, PP

3 Non-initial PP

26 1940 {St Kilda} {15.11 (1010)} 
defeated {Sydney} {8.10 (58)}

St Kilda 15.11 (1010) defeated Sydney 8.10 (58): preferred form, constraints on 
substitutions

34 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

26 1941 {St Kilda}, {fifteen-eleven, one-
hundred and one}, defeated 
{Sydney}, {eight-ten, fifty-
eight}

St Kilda, fifteen-eleven, one-hundred and one, defeated Sydney, eight-ten, fifty-
eight: preferred form, constraints on substitutions

34 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

26 1941 [Additionally,] it can be said that it can be said that COCA 126. S4, F5, M11, N5, Ac101 Engagement 3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

26 1942 {St Kilda} defeated {Sydney} 
by {forty-three} points

St Kilda defeated Sydney by forty-three points: preferred form, constraints on 
substitutions

34 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

26 1943 [is] from [March] to [August] from … to - earliest month convetionally first External 35 CORRELATING

26 1944 the wet season the wet season : COCA 96. S3, F7, M15, N3, Ac68" NB specialization of "wet" 
(rain)

23 N/NP

26 1945 the AFL Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1946 the Australian Sports 
Commission

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1947 the National Sporting 
Organization

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1948 Australian rules football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1949 either [owned] or [affiliated] either … or - 35 CORRELATING

26 1950 the AFL Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1951 semi-professional [club…] No bleaching either side, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1952 more than one league Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



26 1953 semi-professional [or amateur…] No bleaching either side, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1954 [is the] de facto [world 
governing body]

de facto COCA 1681. S211, F49, M356, N305, Ac760 123 Complex Adj

26 1955 Australian rules football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1956 Australian rules club 
competitions

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1957 a finals series finals series Google 2.27 million 10 February 2012. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AFL_finals_system: specialized/encyclopaedic in AFL 
context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1958 [The teams…] play off PV 13 PV

26 1959 finals series finals series Google 2.27 million 10 February 2012. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AFL_finals_system: specialized/encyclopaedic in AFL 
context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1960 finals series finals series Google 2.27 million 10 February 2012. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AFL_finals_system: specialized/encyclopaedic in AFL 
context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1961 semi-final Hyphenated in Australian Concise Oxf Dictionary: references particular stage of 
competition - specialzation of "semi"

Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1962 semi-final Hyphenated in Australian Concise Oxf Dictionary: references particular stage of 
competition - specialzation of "semi"

Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1963 [the] AFL [finals system] Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1964 [finishing] {first} on the ladder on the ladder COCA 167, but different usages. Google AFL "on the ladder" 1.23 
million 10 February 2012  Figurative ladder - top of, first on, second on…must 
have ordinal number

12 Complex Adv

26 1965 minor premier minor premier Google 44,800 10 February 2012 
www.fullpointsfooty.net/glossary.htm - specialized/encyclopaedic in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1966 bears [little or no] significance [BEAR] collocated with significance. At R8 there is noise. At R6 still noise. At R4 
still noise. R3 no noise, but frequency down to 14. S0, F2, M1, N2, Ac9. Not 
included: but NB little or no counted with QUANTIFIERS

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

26 1967 little or no little or no COCA 2583: S174, F70, M681, N521, Ac1137. little or no collocated 
with significance COCA 1. NB preferred to no or little

3 QUANT

26 1968 the AFL Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1969 the McClelland Trophy PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1970 a consolation prize consolation prize COCA 111. S16, F23, M30, N35, Ac7: def in ACOD "a prize given 
to a competitor who fails to win a main prize" - means more than the words

123 N/NP

26 1971 [that finishes] at the bottom of 
the ladder

at the bottom of the ladder Google 40.1 million 10 February 2012: literal and 
idiomatic mix - here figurative: adding contentfully, PP

12 Non-initial PP

26 1972 the wooden spoon wooden spoon in COCA not relevant (cooking references). wooden spoon Google 
4.68 million en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wooden_spoon_(award) - figurative wooden 
spoon

123 N/NP

26 1973 Australian football Encyclopaedic - specific rules, ball… Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 PROPER NOUN

26 1974 the Eastern Football League PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1975 Victorian Amateur Football 
Association

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1976



27 1977 TEXT 27 STOMACH 
CANCER

.

27 1978 stomach cancer Not encoding or decoding, no bleaching, specialization, shift: not counting 
throughout this article - similar position to meningococcal disease/bacteria etc: 
counting Latin names 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 1979 falling rates  falling rate* COCA 30: dropping rate* COCA 1. Why peference for falling over 
dropping? increasing rate" COCA 114 Figurative "falling"

13 N/NP

27 1980 medical conditions medical conditions COCA 527…means diseases, not like weather conditions, for 
example

13 N/NP

27 1981 Helicobacter pylori PROPER NOUN helicobacter pylori COCA 58. S3, F0, M38, N2, Ac15 3 PROPER NOUN

27 1982 digestive system digestive system COCA 245. blood system COCA 25. renal system 1. endocrine 
system COCA 49. road system, river system, central heating system : no 
bleaching, specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 1983 one of the most {common} 
[cancers] in [Victoria]

one of the [-est] [N] in/on [location] - APPRAISAL in the first variable slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative

27 1984 under {50} years of age years of age COCA 2283. S298, F178, M300, N154, Ac1353: expression is 
{number} years of age

3 Complex Adj

27 1985 [affects] more [men] than 
[women] 

Quantifying correlative - no appraisal - verifiable - external External 345 Comparative 
correlative

27 1986 risk factors risk factors COCA 2372. S170, F7, M605, N126, Ac1464. * factors : top is other, 
then risk, then several… later environmental, protective, social, cultural  : risk * : 
factors, factor, assessment, management, behaviors, behaviour : what is a risk 
factor? coloncancer.about.com/od/faqs/f/Risk_Factor.htm12 Sep 2006 – A risk 
factor is something that is likely to increase the chances that a particular event 
will occur. risk triggers COCA 0 - counting as preferred form. (NB hazard factors 
COCA 0)

3 N/NP

27 1987 risk factors See 27/1986 3 N/NP

27 1988 {twice} as {likely} in [men] 
than [women]

[twice] as [ADV] in [N1] than/as [N2] … APPRAISAL in second variable slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative

27 1989 Helicobacter pylori PROPER NOUN helicobacter pylori COCA 58. S3, F0, M38, N2, Ac15 3 PROPER NOUN

27 1990 family history [of stomach 
cancer]

family history COCA 1507. S255, F134, M597, N187, Ac334 - means that 
someone before you in the family has had stomach cancer: specialization of 
"history"

13 N/NP

27 1991 Partial gastrectomy Technical term, allow Encyclopaedic 
medical

23 N/NP

27 1992 familial adenomatous polyposis 
[(FAP)]

COCA 11. Formal name, allow 3 PROPER NOUN

27 1992 FAP Familial Adenomatous Polyposis 3 ABBREVIATION

27 1993 hereditary non-polyposis 
colorectal cancer [(HNPCC)]

Formal name, allow 3 PROPER NOUN

27 1993 HNPCC Heretidary Non-polyposis Colorectal Cancer 3 ABBREVIATION

27 1994 medical conditions medical conditions COCA 527…means diseases, not like weather conditions, for 
example

13 N/NP

27 1995 advanced stages [of the 
disease]

advanced stages COCA 97. S13, F4, M28, N11, Ac41. Most commonly relates to 
illness - included for that reason. In other contexts, 'advanced' has positive 
connotations ('advanced student', 'advanced standing'). 

13 N/NP

27 1996 [Indigestion] such as 
{heartburn, bloating or burping}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING



27 1997 weight loss weight loss  COCA 2222. S378, F53, M1236, N269: loss of weight COCA 12 - 
unbalanced pair. NB appetite loss 11, loss of appetite COCA 127 - unbalanced in 
the opposite direction

13 N/NP

27 1998 loss of appetite loss of appetite : COCA 127: S8, F8, M63, N14, Ac34  appetite loss 11: 
unbalanced pair

13 N/NP

27 1999 advanced cancer advanced cancer COCA 51. S13, F0, M21, N10, Ac7: see note re 'advanced' at 
27/1995

13 N/NP

27 2000 under a microscope under a microscope: COCA 295: S53, F49, M86, N69, Ac38 - means viewed with 
the aid of a microscope - NB meaning of "under"

13 Non-initial PP

27 2001 liquid barium liquid barium 1. No support, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 2002 shows up Seaching [SHOW] up . to access this meaning. Coca 5 types, 2040 tokens. S647, 
F612, M336, N402, Ac43

13 PV

27 2003 x-ray [screen] x-ray - COCA 3662. S335, F459, M1184, N381, Ac1303 - specialized, 
encyclopaedic medical - means more/other than component parts

Encyclopaedic 
medical

23 Complex Adj

27 2004 digestive system digestive system COCA 245. blood system COCA 25. renal system 1. endocrine 
system COCA 49. road system, river system, central heating system : no 
bleaching, specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2005 show up Seaching [SHOW] up . to access this meaning. Coca 5 types, 2040 tokens. S647, 
F612, M336, N402, Ac43

13 PV

27 2006 sound waves sound waves COCA 328. S19, F36, M174, N28, Ac71: specialized use of "waves" 13 N/NP

27 2007 blood tests blood test COCA 725. S224, F61, M290, N111, Ac39 (NB). Specialization of 
"blood"

Encyclopaedic 
medical

23 N/NP

27 2008 carcinoembryonic antigen 
[(CEA)]

carcinoembryonic antigen 9 formal medical term - allow 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2008 CEA Carcinoembryonic Antigen 3 ABBREVIATION

27 2009 CEA [is produced in…] Carcinoembryonic Antigen 3 ABBREVIATION

27 2010 cancer cells cancer cells, blood cells, plant cells : no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2011 [if] {the cancer} has spread [SPREAD] collocated with cancer at L4, R4 COCA 375. S96, F27, M145, N87, 
Ac20 - refers to metastisized cancer

13 Sub/pred 
combination

27 2012 computed tomography [(CT)] 
scan

Formal medical term 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2012 CT [scan] Computed Tomography [scan] 3 ABBREVIATION

27 2013 x-ray x-ray - COCA 3662. S335, F459, M1184, N381, Ac1303 - specialized, 
encyclopaedic medical - means more/other than component parts

23 N/NP

27 2014 three-dimensional COCA 2053. S95, F173, M724, N251, Ac810 - preferred form 3 Complex Adj

27 2015 internal organs internal organs COCA 287. S26, F79, M105, N30, Ac47: heart, liver, lungs: no 
bleaching, specialisation, figurative meaning…not including

NOT INCLUDING NOT 
INCLUDING

NOT INCLUDED

27 2016 Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
[(MRI)] scan

Formal medical term 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2016 MRI [scan] Magnetic Resonance Imaging 3 ABBREVIATION

27 2017 a CT [scan] Computed Tomography [scan] 3 ABBREVIATION

27 2018 instead of COCA 44081. S6871, F8327, M12828, N9435, Ac6620. Internal 35 Complex conj

27 2019 x-rays x-ray - COCA 3662. S335, F459, M1184, N381, Ac1303 - specialized, 
encyclopaedic medical - means more/other than component parts

Encyclopaedic 
medical

23 N/NP

27 2020 three-dimensional COCA 2053. S95, F173, M724, N251, Ac810 - preferred form (three-dimension) 3 Complex Adj

27 2021 Positron emission tomography 
[(PET)] scan

Formal medical term 3 PROPER NOUN



27 2021 PET Positron Emmission Tomography 3 ABBREVIATION

27 2022 glucose solution salt solution, metal solution : no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2023 radioactive material no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2024 radioactive substance no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2025 show up Seaching [SHOW] up to access this meaning. Coca 5 types, 2040 tokens. S647, 
F612, M336, N402, Ac43

13 PV

27 2026 [as] 'hot spots' hot spots COCA 951. S165, F33, M343, N228, Ac182: mixed uses, not this, but 
formulaic in this context: specialization of "hot" and "spot"

Encyclopaedic 
medical

23 N/NP

27 2027 [where glucose is being ] taken 
up

Searching [TAKE] up . to access this meaning: 5 types, 10706 tokens. S1479, 
F2792, M2552, N1933, Ac1950

13 PV

27 2028 in the {early} stages in the early stages COCA 699: S106, F30, M186, N158, Ac219. In relation to a 
disease - PREFERENCE - see it temporally - but could see it spatially (in the small 
stages: in the localized stages: in the preliminary stages): the early stages are 
the stages at which intervention is most successful

134 Non-initial PP

27 2029 all or part COCA 242. S21, F4, M77, N73, Ac67: part or all 87 3 QUANT

27 2030 lymph nodes lymph nodes COCA 556. S65, F28, M179, N78, Ac207 - specialization/technical 
term

Encyclopaedic 
medical

23 N/NP

27 2031 major surgery major surgery COCA 170. S40, F14, M42, N56, Ac18 (understanding of what 
constitutes "major" in the context of surgery)

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

27 2032 to be {fit} enough to ATTITUDE in first slot: situation and result - allow 13 CORRELATING

27 2032 anti-cancer [drugs] Bleaching/specialisation in prefix - allowing. 13 Complex Adj

27 2033 cancer cells cancer cells, blood cells, plant cells : no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2034 cancer cells no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2034 cancer cells no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2035 [Complementary and] 
alternative therapies

alternative therapies COCA 174. S42, F0, M73, N27, Ac32 - NB difference 
between complementary and alternative…

Encyclopaedic 
health

2 N/NP

27 2035 Complementary [and 
alternative] therapies

COCA 52. S0, F0, M24, N1, Ac27 - encyclopaedic (difference between 
"complementary" and "alternative")

Encyclopaedic 
health

23 N/NP

27 2036 seek out [SEEK] out COCA 5 types 3517 tokens. S329, F487, M1142, N692, Ac867 13 PV

27 2037 complementary [or alternative] 
treatments

complementary treatments COCA 0 - not supported.  NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 2037 alternative treatments alternative treatments COCA 137 BUT citations aren't references to "alternative" 
as in not mainstream treatments…not including this. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 2038 quality of life quality of life COCA 3493. S464, F36, M665, N870, Ac1458: refers to ability to 
move around, be independent…quality of living COCA 22. Preference, and means 
more than the words.

13 N/NP

27 2039 health care professionals health care professional*: 2 types, 435 tokens. S42, F3, M88, N64, Ac238: refers 
to nurses, doctors, physios, ambos…

123 N/NP

27 2040 complementary medicines [you 
are taking]

complementary medicines  COCA 1 : not included - TAKE plus medicine counted 
separately

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2041 medicines you are taking [TAKE] medicine* 8 types, 119 tokens. S32, F19, M38, N18, Ac12 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

27 2042 [and never stop] taking your 
conventional treatment

[TAKE] treatment : COCA 2 types, 14 tokens. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 



27 2043 [without] consulting {your} 
doctor [first]

[CONSULT] collocated with doctor at L4, R4: COCA 180: S17, F10, M120, N20, 
Ac13 - doesn't mean chat to him, means go, make an appointment, tell the 
doctor your symptoms, pay

Encyclopaedic 34 Predicate phrase

27 2044 Cancer Council Victoria PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2045 Complementary and alternative 
cancer therapies

BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

27 2046 side effects side effects COCA 3517. S739, F133, M1658, N449 : specialization/figurative 
"side"

13 N/NP

27 2046 depending on Classifying as complex conjunct along with apart from, along with, other than, 
rather than…

Internal 135 Complex conj

27 2047 side effects side effects COCA 3517. S739, F133, M1658, N449 : specialization/figurative 
"side"

13 N/NP

27 2048 side effects side effects COCA 3517. S739, F133, M1658, N449 : specialization/figurative 
"side"

13 N/NP

27 2049 [in its] later stages later stages COCA 193. S12, F5, M40, N16, Ac120 - late stage disease - common 
in relation to cancer. Do not, for example, use 'phase' - preference? Also NB 
alternative "advanced"

3 N/NP

27 2050 {cancer} may have spread [SPREAD] collocated with cancer at L4, R4 COCA 375. S96, F27, M145, N87, 
Ac20

13 Sub/pred 
combination

27 2051 to the point where to the point where 2829. S1018, F257, M613, N626, Ac315: encoding "to" and 
figurative "point"

13 Non-initial PP

27 2052 [is] no longer [possible] [be] no longer [jj*] for 100 types, 1823 tokens. S179, F328, M427, N315, Ac574 - 
temporal meaning not obvious from the words

13 Complex Adv

27 2053 [improving] quality of life quality of life COCA 3493. S464, F36, M665, N870, Ac1458: refers to ability to 
move around, be independent…quality of living COCA 22. Preference, and more to 
meaning than words.

13 N/NP

27 2054 [they may] find {it} {helpful} [FIND] it helpful COCA 4 types, 97 tokens. S5, F9, M35, N6, Ac42: [FIND] it [jj*] 
collocates difficult, easier, necessary, interesting, impossible, harder, helpful: 
second variable slot Indirect Affect

Judgement 
indirect

14 FIND Predicate 
phrase

27 2055 Cancer Council Victoria PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2056 Cancer Council Helpline PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2057 Multilingual Cancer Information 
Line

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2058 Cancer Council Victoria's 
[booklet]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2059 Complementary and alternative 
cancer therapies

BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

27 2060 one of the {ten} most 
{common} [cancers] in 
[Victoria]

the [est] in/of the world - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative

27 2060 drop in numbers drop in numbers COCA 5: Google 946,000 12 April 2013…borderline inclusion - 
fall in numbers COCA 1 - ?

13 N/NP

27 2061 Symptoms…[are usually] vague symptom* collocated with vague MI 5.60: COCA 43. S11, F3, M15, N8, Ac6 - all 
seem to be in texts discussing cancer. Bleaching/shift/specialization of "vague"

13 N/NP

27 2062

27 2063

28 2064 TEXT 28 AUS TALK
28 2065 Australian English PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

28 2066 AusTalk PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN



28 2067 [a large] state-of-the-art 
[database]

state-of-the-art COCA 1890. S223, F155, M656, N483, F373 - means more/other 
than the words

13 Complex Adj

28 2068 Australian English Australian English COCA 0. Google 1.3 million 12 February 2012. Definition at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_English - count as proper noun

3 PROPER NOUN

28 2069 from all around the {country} all around the country COCA 272. S191, F8, M34, N28, Ac11. from all around the 
country COCA 36. S22, F2, M6, N3, AC3: encoding/figurative "around"

Force 134 Non-initial PP

28 2070 of all ages of all ages COCA 1233. S110, F73, M384, N324, Ac342 : of every age 57 - 
preference

Force 3 Non-initial PP

28 2071 [in all] states and territories states and territories COCA 55, territories and states COCA 1 - including as 
preference

3 N/NP

28 2072 regional and social diversity social diversity COCA 44. S0, F0, M6, N3, Ac35: regional diversity COCA 31. S0, 
F1, M4, N5, Ac21 - cultural diversity, biological, genetic, ethnic…no encoding, 
decoding issues

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2073 linguistic variation linguistic variation COCA 4. Not supported. No bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2074 Australian English Australian English COCA 0. Google 1.3 million 12 February 2012. Definition at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_English

2 N/NP

28 2075 Australian Aboriginal English Google 442,000 12 February 2012 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_Aboriginal_English

2 N/NP

28 2076 on {three separate} occasions on collocated with occasions COCA 4605. S909, F771, M759, N793, Ac1373. Slot-
fillers several high-profile; several; similar; a number of; three different; those 
few; at least two; numerous... on occasions COCA 115: S25, F23, M12, N15, 
Ac40. on occasion COCA 1682. S249, F345, M398, N284, Ac406. Plural prefers 
detail between prep and noun; singular prefers no intervention. 

34 Non-initial PP

28 2077 in a range of in a range of, with a range of, over a range of : initial prep is variable without 
meaning change: second prep is N Prep collocation, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2078 spontaneous speech situations spontaneous speech situations COCA 0. Google 5,040 12 February 2012. Not 
encoding or decoding, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2079 at {various} times at various times COCA 508. S75, F22, M122, N131, Ac158: at different times 
COCA 798. NB: adjective is required: if it is not there, the meaning is completely 
different: at times (occasionally)

34 Non-initial PP

28 2080 age groups age groups COCA 111. S49, F4, M151, N111, Ac796: specialization of "groups", 
preferred form

3 N/NP

28 2081 [our] sense of self sense of self COCA 731. S70, F54, M214, N44, Ac349: figurative "sense" 13 N/NP

28 2082 national identity national identity COCA 1177. S54, F10, M109, N82: what IS national identity? 
What people think the national characteristics of a country are??? Include - 
encyclopaedic/specialist use of "identity"

123 N/NP

28 2083 electronic media electronic media COCA 346. S24, F4, M43, N66, Ac209 - online news etc Encyclopedic 23 N/NP

28 2084 cultural icons cultural icons COCA 80. S27, F0, M11, N19, Ac23: * icons COCA cultural is top 
content collocate @ 80; religious is next at 53 - use of "icon"

13 N/NP

28 2085 [However,] just as [society 
changes], so too does 
[language]

just as … so : eg COCA 2011, MAG, Cosmopolitan: "Just as a dark shade can 
backfire, so can an overly bright…"; COCA 200 FIC Analog "And just as he has 
found anomalies, so have they"; COCA 2010 MAG ChristCentury "…just as Elijah 
is followed by Elisha, so John is followed by…" - 3.56 million in Google, 14 May 
2013

35 CORRELATING

28 2086 [so too does language as it 
constantly evolves] to meet the 
({changing}) needs

[MEET] collocated with needs COCA 5163. S311, F79, M1063, N656, Ac3054: MI 
5.68: figurative "meet"

13 Predicate phrase

28 2087 Australian English Australian English COCA 0. Google 1.3 million 12 February 2012. Definition at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_English - count as proper noun

3 PROPER NOUN



28 2088 [it's] in the national interest [to 
carefully document…]

in the national interest: COCA 141. S62, F2, M17, N24, Ac36: in the * interest 
top collocate best 474, then public 419, then national 141: meaning not clear 
from words

123 Non-initial PP

28 2089 linguistic heritage linguistic heritage COCA 8. Google 12 February 2012 657,000: not included. No 
bleaching, specialization, shift. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2090 collective identity collective identity COCA 327. S3, F6, M16, N4, Ac298 " specialization of "identity" 23 N/NP

28 2091 AusTalk PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

28 2092 digital repository digital repository COCA 2. Google 16.6 million 12 February 2012 
www.jiscinfonet.ac.uk › infoKits. Encyclopaedic. Use of "repository"

23 N/NP

28 2093 present day [speech] present day [nn*] COCA 92 types, 103 tokens. S14, F8, M5, N9, Ac67: collocates 
life, events, conditions, discrimination - all only a handful of tokens each - form 
preference

13 Complex Adj

28 2094 close link [between] close link COCA 37. S4, F1, M8, N2, Ac22: close link between COCA 26. S3, F0, 
M4, N1, Ac18 - use of "close"

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

28 2094 [close link] between [national 
self-perception] and […]

35 CORRELATING

28 2095 national self-perception No bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2096 AusTalk PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

28 2097 [profound] cultural resource profound cultural resource COCA 0. cultural resource COCA 99. S1, F1, M17, N3, 
Ac77: what is a cultural resource? Preferred form.

Encyclopaedic 
fuzzy

123 N/NP

28 2098 AustTalk PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

28 2099 national treasure national treasure COCA 246. S55, F12, M82, N72, AC25: means a treasure for 
the whole of the nation, not a treasure unique to the country - figurative 
"treasure"

13 N/NP

28 2100 permanent record permanent record COCA 82. S12, F14, M25, N14, Ac17: no 
bleaching/specialisation either side, not figurative: permanent and temporary 
records

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 2101 Australian English PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

28 2102 Australian English PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

28 2103 speech science [research and 
development]

speech science COCA 1. Google 812,000 12 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speech_science - allow. Means more than the words - "the 
study of production, transmission and percpetion of speech"

23 Complex Adj

28 2104 research and development research and development COCA 2247. S258, F34, M503, N461, Ac991" 
development and research 48 - order preference

3 N/NP

28 2105 speech technology [applications] speech technology COCA 9. Google 1.37 million 12 February 2012. Wiki Def 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speech_technology - means more/other than the words - 
"relates to the technologies designed to duplicate and respond to the human 
voice"

23 Complex Adj

28 2106 [telephone-based] speech 
recognition [systems]

speech recognition COCA 214. S4, F5, M77, N11, Ac 117: mans more/other than 
words - wiki def en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speech_recognition - "In computer 
science, speech recognition (SR) is the translation of spoken words into texts"

23 Complex Adj

28 2107 taxi bookings taxi bookings COCA 0. restaurant bookings, theatre bookings No bleaching, 
specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2108 computer avatars computer avatars COCA 0.No bleaching, specialization, shift. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2109 hearing aids hearing aids COCA 483. S34, F29, M120, N57, Ac243 - refers to specific pieces of 
equipment - preference for "aids"

23 N/NP



28 2110 Cochlear Implants cochlear implants: COCA 75. S6, F3, M24, N11, Ac31: counting as if used 
generically, which it usually is, although it is in truth a proprietory name - used 
generically (like hoover)

23 N/NP

28 2111 computer aids computer aids COCA 3. No bleaching, specialization, shift. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2112 learning-impaired [children] learning-impaired Google 46,100 March 28, 2013. COCA 4 with no hyphen, 5 with 
hyphen. learning difficulty cited in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), 
but no support for this combination - not counting, with reservations

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 2113

29 2114 TEXT 29 TOTAL FIRE 
BANS

29 2114 Total Fire Ban total fire ban COCA 0. Google 116,000. Allow - proper noun in Australian context - 
has legal implications not evident from the word, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

29 2115 Total Fire Ban [(TFB)] total fire ban COCA 0. Google 116,000. Allow - proper noun in Australian context Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

29 2115 TFB Total Fire Ban 3 ABBREVIATION

29 2116 extreme weather conditions extreme weather conditions COCA 17. S2, F0, M4, N3, Ac8. Google 8.16 million 
12 February 2012 - use of "extreme"

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

29 2117 stretching [firefighting] 
resources

[STRETCH]  collocated with resources at L4, R4 COCA 75. S15, F6, M13, N17, 
Ac24: can also have [STRAIN] - figurative "stretch"

13 Predicate phrase

29 2118 Minister for Emergency Services Job title 3 JOB TITLE

29 2119 on advice from on advice from COCA 33. S4, F2, M8, N11, Ac8: no meaning 
shift/bleaching/specialisation. Determiner possible, adjective insertion possible, 
final preposition can be dropped: "advice" adds contentfully, count as PP not PNP  

13 Non-initial PP

29 2120 FESA Fire and Emergency Services Authority 3 ABBREVIATION

29 2121 after consultation with after consultation with 53. S11, F3, M3, N13, Ac23: after consulting with COCA 
102. after * consultation with slot fillers extensive, widespread, some, much, 
genuine … No bleaching/specialisation/shift: often with article after the first prep, 
allows for adjective insertion, last prep can be omitted without meaning shift. PP 
not PNP

Engagement 13 Non-initial PP

29 2122 local shire councils Encyclopaedic in Australian context Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

29 2123 TFB Total Fire Ban 3 ABBREVIATION

29 2124 [in] open air open air : 430. S37, F200, M79, N54, Ac60 (usually the open air): 
specialization/shift in "open"

13 N/NP

29 2125 [includes all] open fires open fires COCA 49. S3, F3, M14, N18, Ac11. open fire.[nn*] to exclude verbs 
COCA 382. S61, F144, M79, N71, Ac27: specialization/shift in "open"

13 N/NP

29 2126 [includes incinerators, welding, 
grinding, soldering or] gas 
cutting 

Conventionalized in specialist context? What is gas cutting? Google 918,000 29 
March 2013 - appears to be oxy-fuel gas cutting - allow

Encyclopaedic 
specialist

13 Predicate phrase

29 2127 make sure [MAKE] sure COCA 4 types, 33873 tokens. S11847, F6030, M8354, N5788, 
Ac1854 - meaning not clear from words

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

29 2128 TFB Total Fire Ban 3 ABBREVIATION

29 2129 Click here click here COCA 94. S14, F11, M48, N17, Ac4 - PC in the context of web pages 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

29 2130 to find out [FIND] out 5 types, 33325 tokens. S13708, F7816, M5755, N4110, Ac1936 13 PV

29 2131 TFB Total Fire Ban 3 ABBREVIATION



29 2132 [when] a {TFB} has been 
declared

Declare a TFB (total fire ban) - encyclopaedic in this context: very specific 
inclusions (e.g. you cannnot use tools that cause metal sparks) - use of "declare". 
Counting as predicate phrase, not counting TFB additionally as abbreviation in 
this case

23 Predicate phrase

29 2133

29 2134

30 2135 TEXT 30 
RECREATIONAL 
SKIPPER'S TICKET

30 2136 Recreational Skipper's Ticket Google 41,200 12 February 2012. Legal document therefore counting as Proper 
Noun

23 Proper Noun

30 2137 RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2138 on the water Searching on the water . to access this usage: COCA 492. S66, F180, M160, N74, 
Ac12 - encoding "on" and specialization/shift/bleaching in "water"

13 Non-initial PP

30 2139 marine safety competencies COCA 0. Google 1,780 12 February 2012: not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

30 2139 depending on Classifying as complex conjunct along with apart from, along with, other than, 
rather than…

Internal 135 Complex conj

30 2140 prior qualification prior qualification COCA 1. Google 87,600. Approximation for 'prior learning'? 
Difficult to verify. No bleaching, specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

30 2141 on board on board 5165: S1818, F961, M1080, N890, Ac416: encoding "on" and preferred 
form

13 Non-initial PP

30 2141 hold the RST [HOLD] a passport, a licence…figurative "hold" - allow 13 Predicate phrase

30 2142 RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2143 [In the same way that a captain 
is] in charge of

in charge of COCA 6701: S2059, F945, M1144, N1718, Ac835: can have adjective 
insertion, but insertion of definite article (alone) changes meaning: can appear 
without final preposition with no change to meaning: borderline on meaning 
shift/change/specialisation..."consultation" adds content, count as PP not PNP 

13 Non-initial PP

30 2144 at the wheel at the wheel COCA 805. S107, F382, M143, N157, Ac16: means driving - 
meaning not clear from the words

13 Non-initial PP

30 2145 the whole time the whole time COCA 1622. S510, F695, M220, N160, Ac37: the entire time 460, 
the total time 79 - preference

13 N/NP

30 2146 [the] RST [regulations] Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2147 Why not . Why not COCA 2153. S701, F555, M444, N320, Ac133 Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

30 2148 try out [TRY] out COCA 4 types, 1889 tokens. S263, F375, M581, N454, Ac216 13 PV

30 2149 the RST [course quizzes] Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2150 RST [course videos] Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2151 Check out [CHECK] out COCA 4 types, 7736 tokens: S1559, F1506, M2819, N1553, Ac199 13 PV

30 2152 Marine Education Boatshed PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

30 2153 as of {1 April} similar to up to, but for dates not quantities : COCA as of 6699: S1412, F532, 
M1338, N1658, Ac1759. Meaning not clear from words, must collocate with 
temporal expression/something that evokes time

134 Complex Adv

30 2154 recreational vessel recreational vessel COCA 6. Google 146,000 12 February 2012 definition at 
law.freeadvice.com/admiralty_maritime/.../recreational-vessel.htm

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



30 2155 RST [vessel] Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2156 hold [a Recreational Skipper's] 
Ticket

[HOLD] a passport, a licence…figurative "hold" 13 Predicate phrase

30 2157 [hold a] Recreational Skipper's 
ticket

Google 41,200 12 February 2012. Legal document therefore counting as Proper 
Noun

23 Proper Noun

30 2158 Recreational Skipper's Ticket Google 41,200 12 February 2012. Legal document therefore counting as Proper 
Noun

23 Proper Noun

30 2159 recreational vessel recreational vessel COCA 6. Google 146,000 12 February 2012 definition at 
law.freeadvice.com/admiralty_maritime/.../recreational-vessel.htm

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

30 2160 ['to operate' an] RST [vessel] Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2161 a Recreational Skipper's Ticket 
[is required]

Google 41,200 12 February 2012. Legal document therefore counting as Proper 
Noun

23 Proper Noun

30 2162 [Must obtain an] RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2163 [during] daylight hours daylight hours 260. S27, F59, M99, N40, Ac35 cf night-time hours 13 N/NP

30 2164 less than {8 knots} Uninterrupted therefore not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

30 2165 RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2166 aged between {14} and {16} Lowest age conventionally first 35 CORRELATING

30 2167 [A person aged between 14 and 
16 cannot be] in charge of [an 
RST vessel]

in charge of COCA 6701: S2059, F945, M1144, N1718, Ac835: "consultation", 
count as PP not PNP

13 Non-initial PP

30 2168 an RST [vessel] Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2169 [To obtain an] RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2170 an RST [authorised assessor] Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2171 Depending on (As distinct from depend on V+prep - prep changing meaning). Def in ACOD (5th 
Ed) p. 375 - Sentence/clause lead-in position trumps others

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

30 2172 prior skill [or qualifications] prior skill COCA 0. Google 87,600 formulaic in educational context? (Australia 
only?): not supported, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

30 2173 prior [skill or] qualifications prior qualification COCA 1. Google 87,600 transparent both sides, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

30 2174 Depending on (As distinct from depend on V+prep) - prep changing meaning.  Def in ACOD (5th 
Ed) p. 375 - counting here as Sentence/clause lead-in

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

30 2174 prior qualifications prior qualification COCA 1. Google 87,600 transparent both sides, not including N/A NOT INCLUDED

30 2174 RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2175 Skills Recognition Scheme PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

30 2176 More Information [ / Back to 
Top]

DISCUSS TEXT ORGANIZATION IN WEB PAGES - live links Live link 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

30 2177 Back to Top Live link Live link 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

30 2178 [foreign] skipper's ticket skipper's ticket formulaic in this context - specialization of "ticket" - low in Google 
(7,990 29 March 2013) but established in community - allowing

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

30 2179 skills recognition section relates to Skills Recognition Scheme but no encoding or decoding NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

30 2180 Western Australia PROPER NOUN - place name, not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

30 2181 recreational skipper's ticket Google 41,200 12 February 2012. Legal document therefore counting as Proper 
Noun (even though no capitalisation here)

23 Proper Noun

30 2182 RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION



30 2183 Skills Recognition scheme PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

30 2184 RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2185 Please note please note COCA 189. S16, F18, M49, N37, Ac69 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

30 2186 TWO: Application to Change 
Personal Details [and/or] 
Request for a Replacement Card 
Form

Count as proper nouns (legal documents) 3 PROPER NOUN

30 2187 and/or Not or/and - preferred form, constraints either way 35 Complex conj

30 2188 Statutory Declaration statutory declaration COCA 1. Google 1.2 million 12 February 2012 - proper noun 
here

3 PROPER NOUN

30 2189 Marriage Certificate PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

30 2189 name change Referring to changes through marriage etc. - official process, not random decision 
to change name

Encyclopaedic 3 N/NP

30 2190 in person Encoding "in", preferred form, meaning not clear: COCA 2915. S614, F694, M610, 
N659, Ac338

13 Non-initial PP

30 2191 by post Encoding "by", preferred form: COCA 59 (US would prefer by mail) 13 Non-initial PP

30 2192 RST Officer Job title 3 JOB TITLE

30 2193 Please refer to {the Contact us 
section}

(Contact us is hyperlinked) - shift in refer for internet usage 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

30 2194 The RST Workbook BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

30 2195 The RST Workbook BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

30 2196 and so on and so on : equivalent to et cetera : searching and so on . to capture: 4302. 
S1206, F504, M1001, N368, Ac1223 - N-Rheme (see Fries 1994)

13 END

30 2197 at the end of also by the end of, in the end of, from the end of : no encoding, decoding NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

30 2198 well on {your} way to well on * way to 8 types, 468 tokens. S89, F71, M119, N128, Ac61 - figurative 
space/time ("way") and use of "well"

134 Complex Adj

30 2199 pace notes pace notes COCA 0. This might be a novel use, extended from rally driving - but 
not included.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

30 2200 [on how to] carry them out. searching [CARRY] * out to access this usage: S1206, F504, M1001, N368, 
Ac1223

13 PV

30 2201 [the name] says it all says it all COCA 145. S48, F20, M38, N35, Ac4 - N-rheme (see Fries 1994): 
means more/other than the words

13 END

30 2202 in practice in practice COCA 3762. S173, F149, M658, N705, Ac2077: encoding "in" 13 Non-initial PP

30 2203 the RST Workbook BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

30 2203 PDF Never used in full form (portable document format) 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2204 by clicking on the image below Image is hyerlinked 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

30 2205

30 2206

31 2207 TEXT 31 DEFAMATION
31 2208 [capable of lowering a person] 

in the estimation of [others]
in the estimation of COCA 47. S4, F3, M11, N6, Ac23 (cannot appear as in the 
estimation): could be in his estimation: no bleaching/shift/specialisation: needs 
determiner: adjective insertion possible: can't use without final prep without 
recasting (in {his} estimation): adding contentfully, PP

13 Non-initial PP

31 2209 statutory definition statutory definition COCA 31. S3, F2, M0, N5, Ac21: legal status Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



31 2210 Defamation Act 2005 (NSW) Counting Act as publication 3 PUBLICATION

31 2211 common law [definition] COCA 0. common law COCA 956. S56, F21, M82, N45, Ac752: means more/other 
than words - far more common as N than as Adj - very strong classifier

23 Complex Adj

31 2212 built up [BUILD] up COCA 5 types, 5911 tokens. S1422, F683, M1869, N985, Ac952 13 PV

31 2213 over the {years} over the years COCA 11174. S2711, F1612, M2659, N2647, Ac1545: over the 
months COCA 124. Preference for longer time periods, meaning not clear from 
words

134 Non-initial PP

31 2214 common law [definition] COCA 0. common law COCA 956. S56, F21, M82, N45, Ac752: means more/other 
than words - far more common as N than as Adj - very strong classifier

23 Complex Adj

31 2215 holding someone up to {hatred} [HOLD] * up to [nn*] COCA 11 types, 11 tokens. Google "hold * up to *" 4.85 
million 13 February 2012, lots of noise, but definition for "to hold someone up to 
ridicule": figurative, encoding and decoding

13 Predicate phrase

31 2216 by any means by any means COCA 849. S320, F125, M136, N164, Ac104 - NB cf by all means 
meaning "please do"

13 Non-initial PP

31 2217 public meetings public meetings COCA 274. S21, F5, M33, N133, Ac82 - meetings held for the 
public not by the public

13 N/NP

31 2219 as long as as long as 21910. S5219, F4649, M4927, N4268, Ac2847 - meaning not clear 
from the words

Internal 135 Complex conj

31 2220 at least {one other person} Searching at least one to capture quantifier usage only: COCA 9390: S1338, 
F756, M2298, N2384, Ac2614

13 QUANT

31 2221 apart from apart from COCA 5648. S679, F990, M1199, Ac2026: classifying as complex 
conjunct along with  along with, other than, rather than…- NB 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "apart"

Internal 135 Complex conj

31 2222 making the statement [MAKE] collocated with statement at L4, R4, COCA 3665. S1708, F259, M545, 
N676, Ac477. MI 3.81: bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

31 2223 [the plaintiff must establish that 
the material] in question

in question COCA 3663. S421, F523, M602, N526, Ac1591 small group of 
postpositive adjectives: decoding

13 Non-initial PP

31 2224 [by] one [person] to another  one * to another : COCA 100 types, 1727 tokens. S291, F242, M386, N232, 
Ac576: by/from one * to another - no restrictions on slot-filler either APPRAISAL 
or semantic… The "by" here is part of the passive - usually "from" - discuss but do 
not count

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

31 2225 small business (employing fewer 
than 10 people)

Used as an uncountable noun: difficult to differentiate this usage from (eg) a 
small business. Searching . Small business to access this usage gives 40 
ocurrences: S11, F0, M19, N2, Ac8: technical definition see www.abs.gov.au › 
ABS Home › Statistics › By Catalogue Number3 Apr 2009 – "For the purposes of 
this publication a small business is defined as a business employing less than 20 
people" Accessed 22 March 2012; ie may not relate to turnover but does relate to 
staff numbers - specialization/shift/bleaching in "small"

123 N/NP

31 2225 fewer than Not counting uninterrupted fewer than, more than etc. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

31 2226 non-profit corporations non-profit corporations COCA 10. Google 1.58 million 13 February 2012 - legal 
definition

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2227 so long as so long as COCA 2649. S299, F637, M572, N344, Ac797: classifying as complex 
conjunct along with  along with, other than, rather than, apart from…NB 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "long"

Internal 135 Complex conj

31 2228 [can] sue in tort [SUE] in tort COCA 1. Google 86,400 with definitions eg 
forum.wordreference.com/showthread.php?t=1586227

Encyclopaedic 2 Predicate phrase



31 2229 misleading conduct misleading conduct COCA 2. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Misleading_or_deceptive_conductMisleading or deceptive 
conduct (often referred to as just misleading conduct) is a doctrine of Australian 
law. Section 18 of the Australian Consumer Law (ACL), ...

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2230 under the {Trade Practices} Act the act collocated with under at L4, 192. S12, F0, M15, N27, Ac138: encoding 
"under", encyclopaedic

123 Non-initial PP

31 2230 Trade Practices Act Legal document 2 PUBLICATION

31 2231 For example, [the infamous…] for example, COCA 76177. S10114, F1315, M17067, N10047, Ac37634 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

31 2232 The Daily Telegraph Publication 3 PUBLICATION

31 2232 HSC Abbreviation 23 ABBREVIATION

31 2232 sue for defamation [SUE] for * COCA for 100 types, 557 tokens: wide range of things you can sue for 
- no bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

31 2233 as long as as long as COCA 21910. S5219, F4649, M4927, N4268, Ac2847: classifying as 
complex conjunct along with  along with, other than, rather than, apart from…NB 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "long"

Internal 135 Complex conj

31 2234 if only  COCA 6185. S470, F2658, M1223, N883, Ac951: meaning not clear from words Internal 135 Complex conj

31 2234 if [you can show…] then […] If/then see Halliday and Hasan 135 CORRELATING

31 2235 cause of action [will fail] Google 41.8 13 FEbruary 2012, with definition 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cause_of_action

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2236 Contextual truth "contextual truth" Google 36,200 13 February 2012 - legal specialization Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2237 Contextual truth "contextual truth" Google 36,200 13 February 2012 - legal specialization Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2238 [if you prove the material] in 
question [contained one or more 
other imputations]

in question COCA 3663. S421, F523, M602, N526, Ac1591 small group of 
postpositive adjectives: decoding

13 Non-initial PP

31 2239 in addition to in addition to COCA 19050, S2087, F750, M4391, N3821, Ac8010: 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

31 2240 For example, [if you allege] for example 84149. S11949, F1710, M19175, N11293, A40022 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

31 2241 when in fact when in fact COCA 550, S154, F61, M116, N86, Ac133: NB classifying separately 
from in fact on its own - meaning is different (contrast)

Disclaim 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

31 2242 relates to fair summary fair summary COCA 13 - not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

31 2243 parliamentary material No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

31 2244 court documents No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

31 2245 public-authority [records] Who/what are public-authorities? Non-transparent. Google "public authority 
records" 19,800, definitions provided: means more/other than words

12 Complex Adj

31 2246 fair reporting of proceedings of 
public concern

Google 7 results: but they are all this particular usage - formuliac in this 
restricted) context

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2247 "learned societies" learned societies COCA 65. S1, F0, M6, N3, Ac55 - specialization of "learned" 123 N/NP

31 2248 trade associations trade associations COCA 201. S11, F1, M84, N37, Ac68 - specialist, and legal 
term

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2249 AGMs Annual General Meeting 3 ABBREVIATION



31 2250 public companies public companies COCA 310. S15, F0, M86, N186, Ac23: 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_company "A public company or publicly traded 
company is a limited liability company that offers its securities (stock/shares, 
bonds/loans, etc.) for sale to the general public" Accessed 22 March 2012 - 
specialist, and legal term - specialization in "public"

123 N/NP

31 2251 public meeting public meeting COCA 208. S20, F8, M27, N113, Ac40 - means a meeting that is 
open to members of the public, not a meeting that is held in public

23 N/NP

31 2252 qualified privilege qualified privilege COCA 6. Google 679,0000 13 February 2012. Definition at  
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qualified_privilege - legal, specialist term

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2253 in the course of in the course of : COCA 3460. S752, F396, M684, N367, Ac1261 :in the * course 
of slotfillers normal, ordinary, natural, long… definite article required: adjective 
possible: no bleach/shift/specialisation - count as PP not PNP (cf in course of, 
different meaning - see Australian concise Oxford dictionary p. 321). Adding 
content - PP not PNP

13 Non-initial PP

31 2254 [the conduct of the defence in 
publishing that matter is 
reasonable] in the circumstance

reasonable in the circumstance COCA 0. Google 209,000, looks as though it may 
be formulaic a legal context - presented in this article as reasonable in the 
circumstance and reasonable in the circumstances:  in the circumstance . COCA 
0. With no full stop COCA 16: Google in the circumstance 57.4 million 29 March 
2013 - include as PP

3 Non-initial PP

31 2255 Defamation Act PROPER NOUN - Act, counting as publication 3 PUBLICATION

31 2256 sets out Searching sets out to avoid "he set out on his journey". COCA 647. S62, F75, 
M127, N134, Ac249, 

13 PV

31 2257 [for the court to decide whether 
a publication was] "reasonable" 
in the circumstances

As 31/2254 3 Non-initial PP

31 2258 UNSW University of New South Wales 3 ABBREVIATION

31 2258 the UNSW Legal Office PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

31 2259 in relation to in relation to COCA 5214. S187, F174, M501, N265 : bleaching/meaning 
shift/specialisation in relation: no determiner: adjective insertion possible: final 
prep cannot be left out PNP not PP

13 PNP

31 2260 Defence of Honest Opinion Conventionalized in legal context - legal, specialist term Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2261 [was an expression of the 
University or controlled entity or 
the defendant's employee] such 
as {academic commentary or 
opinion}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

31 2262 rather than [a statement of fact] COCA 6264. S6045, F4239, M14824, N10561, Ac26955 Internal 35 Complex conj

31 2263 a statement of fact statement of fact COCA 89. S24, F30, M15, N5, Ac15: statement of facts COCA 
15. Preference for singular, statement of the facts COCA 5. Preference

3 N/NP

31 2264 a matter of public interest matter of public interest COCA 8. Google 5.03 million 13 February 2012 formulaic 
in restricted context - specialization of "interest"

13 N/NP

31 2265 absolute [or qualified] privilege Google 650,000 13 February 2012. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absolute_privilege_in_English_law, specialized, legal term

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2266 qualified privilege Google 679,000 13 February 2012 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qualified_privilege, 
specialized, legal term

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2267 public-report defenses Google 2. Can't find support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 



31 2268 at the time [the defamatory 
matter was published]

at the time the COCA 662. S122, F48, M117, N120, Ac255: NB not at the time 
when the … classifying as encoding, include (NB cf at the same time, literal form, 
not included)

13 Non-initial PP

31 2269 Defenses of innocent 
dissemination

Google 2. Cannot find  any support. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

31 2270 subordinate distributor subordinate distributor Google 24,800 specialist legal term - specialization in 
"subordinate"

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2271 subordinate distributor subordinate distributor Google 24,800 specialist legal term - specialization in 
"subordinate"

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2272 primary distributor primary distributor Google 859,000 specialist legal term 13 February 2012 Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2273 editorial control editorial control COCA 50. S13, F0, M9, N18, Ac10: particular type of editor and 
control…allow

23 N/NP

31 2274 Defamation Act Publication 23 PUBLICATION

31 2275 Defamation Law Reference to laws surrounding defamation Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2276 Fact Sheet fact sheet COCA 191. S14, F10, M36, N17, Ac114 - preference for singular fact 
when sheet may contain many facts

13 N/NP

31 2277 in relation to in relation to COCA 5214. S187, F174, M501, N265: bleaching/meaning 
shift/specialisation in relation: no determiner: adjective insertion possible: final 
prep cannot be left out: "relation" does not add content: organising procedural, 
PNP

13 PNP

31 2278 please contact COCA 230. S17, F24, M57, N40, Ac92 3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

31 2279 [UNSW] Legal Office PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

31 2280 UNSW University of New South Wales 3 ABBREVIATION



1 2 [or] ADHD COCA 1966: S146, F5, M171, N125, Ac1519 High Ac - Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder

3 ABBREVIATION

1 7.1 [or] ADHD COCA 1966: S146, F5, M171, N125, Ac1519 High Ac: Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder

3 ABBREVIATION

1 8.1 [or] ADD Attention Deficit Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 11 for ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 16 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 17 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 19 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 30 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 36 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 39 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 43 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 45 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 49 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 55 [enough symptoms] of ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 57 [diagnosis of] ADHD [will be 
made]

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 60 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 63 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 68 [the diagnosis] of ADHD [is 
made]

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 71 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 74 [researching] ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 75 [diagnosed with] ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 77 [the effects of] ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 78 [the most common treatment 
for] ADHD

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 100 ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 111 [to treat] ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 112 [kids with] ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 118 ADHD [require medication] … Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

1 119 [diagnosed with] ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 3 ABBREVIATION

2 157 DEC Department of Environment and Conservation 3 ABBREVIATION

2 160 DEC Department of Environment and Conservation 3 ABBREVIATION

2 182.1 […and Conservation] DEC 
[Bibbulmun Track…]

Department of Environment and Conservation 3 ABBREVIATION

2 186 [the] DEC [webpage] Department of Environment and Conservation 3 ABBREVIATION

2 187 DEC [district office] Department of Environment and Conservation 3 ABBREVIATION

2 196 DRA Disease Risk Areas 3 ABBREVIATION

6 359.1 FDR Fire Danger Rating 3 ABBREVIATION

6 361.1 BOM Bureau of Meterology 3 ABBREVIATION

6 372 TV Television 3 ABBREVIATION

6 373.1 AFAC Australasian Fire Authorities 3 ABBREVIATION



6 377.1 RFS Rural Fire Service 3 ABBREVIATION

6 381.1 CFA Country Fire Authority 3 ABBREVIATION

6 387.1 FESA Fire and Emergency Services Authority of Western Australia 3 ABBREVIATION

7 408 SMS [alerts] Short Message System - never written in full 3 ABBREVIATION

7 429 TAFE Trades and Further Education 3 ABBREVIATION

7 463 TAFE Trades and Further Education 3 ABBREVIATION

7 466.1 WACE West Australian Certificate of Education 3 ABBREVIATION

9 607.1 AQIS Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service 3 ABBREVIATION

9 615 USA United States of America 3 ABBREVIATION

9 621 USA United States of America 3 ABBREVIATION

10 635 PDF Portable Document Format - never used in non-abbreviated form 3 ABBREVIATION

10 710 FAO FAO in Google brings up all sorts of noise - the Food and Agriculture 
Organization…in this context it is Family Assistance Office

3 ABBREVIATION

10 722 FAO Family Assistance Office 3 ABBREVIATION

10 723 [Maternity Immunisation 
Allowance] (MIA)

Maternity Immunisation Allowance Encyclopaedic 3 ABBREVIATION

10 724 [Maternity Immunisation 
Allowance] (MIA)

Maternity Immunisation Allowance Encyclopaedic 3 ABBREVIATION

10 729 MIA Maternity Immunisation Allowance 3 ABBREVIATION

10 731 MIA Maternity Immunisation Allowance 3 ABBREVIATION

10 737 MIA Maternity Immunisation Allowance 3 ABBREVIATION

10 739 MIA Maternity Immunisation Allowance 3 ABBREVIATION

10 741 FAO Family Assistance Office 3 ABBREVIATION

10 742 FAO Family Assistance Office 3 ABBREVIATION

10 744 [the] FAO [website] Family Assistance Office 3 ABBREVIATION

10 747 CCTB Child Care Tax Benefit 3 ABBREVIATION

10 758 (CCB) Child Care Benefit 3 ABBREVIATION

10 761 CCB [received] Child Care Benefit 3 ABBREVIATION

10 762 CCB Child Care Benefit 3 ABBREVIATION

10 763 CCB [Work/Training/Study Test] Child Care Benefit 3 ABBREVIATION

10 777.1 ATO Australian Taxation Office 3 ABBREVIATION

10 788.1 JET Jobs, Education and Training 3 ABBREVIATION

11 798 FINA Federation Internationale de Natation/International Swimming Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

11 800 OWS Open Water Swimming 3 ABBREVIATION

11 803 WST Western Standard Time 3 ABBREVIATION

11 804 WST Western Standard Time 3 ABBREVIATION

11 807 WST Western Standard Time 3 ABBREVIATION

11 822 RCSA [Committee Members] Rottnest Channel Swim Association 3 ABBREVIATION

11 847 WST Western Standard Time 3 ABBREVIATION

11 875 VIP Very Important Person 3 ABBREVIATION

11 934 FINA['s rules] Federation Internationale de Natation/International Swimming Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

11 956 DNF Did Not Finish 3 ABBREVIATION

11 959 DSQ Disqualification 3 ABBREVIATION

11 964 [inform the] RCSA [in writing] Rottnest Channel Swim Association 3 ABBREVIATION



11 966 [or posting to the] RCSA [as per 
above]

Rottnest Channel Swim Association 3 ABBREVIATION

14 1039 FM [channel] Frequency Modulation 3 ABBREVIATION

14 1047 FM [channel] Frequency Modulation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1085 ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1086 The ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1088 The ANF's [over 200,000…] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1092 ANF [members work…] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1097 ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1098 ANF [special interest groups] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1100 ANF [has a range of…] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1102 [How does the] ANF [help 
nurses]

Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1103 ANF [Branches] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1104 [join the] ANF [branch] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1106 ANF [Branches] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1114 [All] ANF branches Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1116 ANF [in the workplace] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1119 the ANF [and its members] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1120 ANF branches Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1123 the ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1133 ANF [Federal Office] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1134 ANF [Federal Office] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1135 ANF [branches] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1142 the ANF [Federal Office] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1150 [the] ANF [Federal Office] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1152 the ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1155 ACTU Australian Council of Trade Unions 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1158 APHEDA Australian People for Health, Education and Development Abroad 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1161 the ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1162 the ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1184  ANF [job representatives] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1186 the ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1195 ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1196 ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1197 ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1198 ANJ [subscriptions] Australian Nurses Journal 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1201 the ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1206 ANF [branches] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1216 ANF [Federal Office] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1220 ANF [state and territory 
branches]

Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1226 [They write] ANF's [policies and 
submissions]

Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION



16 1228 ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1237 ANF [branches] Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1244 [and publishing] the ANJ Australian Nurses Journal 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1246 the ANF [education and training 
program]

Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1248 ANF's Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1252 ANF Australian Nurses Federation 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1253 ANJ Australian Nurses Journal 3 ABBREVIATION

16 1254 AJAN Australian Journal of Advanced Nursing 3 ABBREVIATION

17 1289 the NT Abbreviation 3 Abbreviation

18 1383 GP General Practitioner 3 ABBREVIATION

18 1386 [to return to the] GP [or 
hospital..]

General Practitioner 3 ABBREVIATION

20 1602 NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 3 ABBREVIATION
20 1604 NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 3 ABBREVIATION
23 1676 SCGH Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital 3 ABBREVIATION

23 1681 SCGH Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital 3 ABBREVIATION

23 1689 WA['s only…] Western Australia 3 ABBREVIATION

23 1691 SCGH Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital 3 ABBREVIATION

23 1700 WA Western Australia 3 ABBREVIATION

23 1707 SCGH Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital 3 ABBREVIATION

24 1756 CSIRO [Entomology] The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation 3 ABBREVIATION

24 1760 the ACT Australian Capital Territory 3 ABBREVIATION

25 1765 the IPEd [accreditation exam] Institute of Professional Editors 3 ABBREVIATION

25 1766 IPEd's [Accreditation Board] Institute of Professional Editors 3 ABBREVIATION

25 1769 [may use the postnominal] AE Accredited Editors 3 ABBREVIATION

25 1770 [requires] AEs [to] Accredited Editors 3 ABBREVIATION

25 1776 IPED's Institute of Professional Editors 3 ABBREVIATION

25 1780 IPEd Institute of Professional Editors 3 ABBREVIATION

25 1790 or DE Distinguished Editor 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1797 AFL Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION
26 1825 AFL Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1826 the AFL [Grand Final] Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1830 the AFL [Commission] Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1831 the AFL [competition] Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1832 the AFL's Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1945 the AFL Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1950 the AFL Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1963 [the] AFL [finals system] Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

26 1968 the AFL Australian Football League 3 ABBREVIATION

27 1992 FAP Familial Adenomatous Polyposis 3 ABBREVIATION

27 1993 HNPCC Heretidary Non-polyposis Colorectal Cancer 3 ABBREVIATION

27 2008 CEA Carcinoembryonic Antigen 3 ABBREVIATION

27 2009 CEA [is produced in…] Carcinoembryonic Antigen 3 ABBREVIATION



27 2012 CT [scan] Computed Tomography [scan] 3 ABBREVIATION

27 2016 MRI [scan] Magnetic Resonance Imaging 3 ABBREVIATION

27 2017 a CT [scan] Computed Tomography [scan] 3 ABBREVIATION

27 2021 PET Positron Emmission Tomography 3 ABBREVIATION

29 2115 TFB Total Fire Ban 3 ABBREVIATION

29 2120 FESA Fire and Emergency Services Authority 3 ABBREVIATION

29 2123 TFB Total Fire Ban 3 ABBREVIATION

29 2128 TFB Total Fire Ban 3 ABBREVIATION

29 2131 TFB Total Fire Ban 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2137 RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2142 RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2146 [the] RST [regulations] Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2149 the RST [course quizzes] Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2150 RST [course videos] Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2155 RST [vessel] Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2160 ['to operate' an] RST [vessel] Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2162 [Must obtain an] RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2165 RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2168 an RST [vessel] Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2169 [To obtain an] RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2170 an RST [authorised assessor] Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2174 RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2182 RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2184 RST Recreational Skipper's Ticket 3 ABBREVIATION

30 2203 PDF Always abbreviated 3 ABBREVIATION

31 2232 HSC Abbreviation 23 ABBREVIATION

31 2249 AGMs Annual General Meeting 3 ABBREVIATION

31 2258 UNSW University of New South Wales 3 ABBREVIATION

31 2280 UNSW University of New South Wales 3 ABBREVIATION
1 107 {problems}… need to be 

addressed
[ADDRESS] collocated with problems at L4, R4: 1724, S274, F17, M262, N329, 
Ac842

4 ADDRESS 
Predicate phrase

1 25 be [always] on the go [BE] on the go COCA 9 types, 74 tokens. S25, F9, M32, N8, Ac0 Ac Zero - 
different meanings for [BE] predicate phrase (as here) and (for example) 'eating 
on the go' - included as BE Predicate phrase for that reason

13 BE Predicate 
phrase

13 1008 [but] not afraid to [ask for help] [BE] not afraid to COCA 10 types, 688 tokens. S185, F74, M189, N187, Ac53: if 
you're not afraid to do something, you've usually done it - doesn't mean you're 
not frightened, means you do it regularly in spite of possible repercussions - eg 
"They are not afraid to be their own poets" "is not afraid to speak out 
consistently", "are not afraid to share their opinions":it can mean "do it with 
gusto": Include with reservations: not [BE] afraid to COCA 3 types 120 tokens...It 
can't be literal - why would a child be afraid of asking for help? Must allude to 
'just do it' meaning? ALLOW

1 BE Predicate 
phrase

17 1265 is home to [BE] home to COCA 11 types, 2345 tokens. S260, F136, M781, N857, Ac311: 
could also have became home to …

3 BE Predicate 
phrase



17 1270 is home to [BE] home to COCA 11 types, 2345 tokens. S260, F136, M781, N857, Ac311 3 BE Predicate 
phrase

17 1273 is home to [BE] home to COCA 11 types, 2345 tokens. S260, F136, M781, N857, Ac311 3 BE Predicate 
phrase

17 1286 is home to [BE] home to COCA 11 types, 2345 tokens. S260, F136, M781, N857, Ac311 3 BE Predicate 
phrase

18 1405 don't be afraid to do n't be afraid to COCA 437. S47, F19, Mag273, N71, Ac27 (fear really isn't the 
issue: meaning is don't be reluctant… - see I13/1008)

1 BE Predicate 
phrase

23 1688 is home to [BE] home to COCA for 100 types, 134 tokens: S10, F5, M48, N58, Ac13 3 BE Predicate 
phrase

23 1693 is home to [BE] home to COCA for 100 types, 134 tokens: S10, F5, M48, N58, Ac13 3 BE Predicate 
phrase

1 1 TEXT 1 ADHD COCA search results and discussion. Please see column F for reasons for 
inclusion, which are not always recorded in this column.  Reasons for inclusion: 
1=shift/specialization/bleaching, 2=encyclopaedic, 3=preference, 4=constraints 
on internal slots, 5=constraints to elements either side - see Methodology

OCCASIONAL 
NOTES

Reasons for 
inclusion: see 
Column D for 
key

CLASSIFICATIO
N

1 3 one of the most {controversial} 
[topics] in [kid's <sic>health 
today]

one of the -est in : ATTITUDE (here Appreciation) in the first slot External / internal 345 Comparative 
correlative

1 5 [arouse] more [controversy] 
than

more… than - INTERNAL. Discuss. (Arouse controversy is in predicate phrases) Internal 345 Comparative 
correlative

1 46 {three} times more {common} 
in [boys] than in [girls]

[number] times [-er] in [N1] than [N2] - ATTITUDE (here Appreciation) in second 
variable slot

External 345 Comparative 
correlative

1 96 less common [with 
methylphenidate (Ritalin)] than 
with [desamphetamine]

External 35 Comparative 
correlative

1 102 the third {highest} [consumer] 
in the world

the [est] in/of the world - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative

4 278 the most {popular} [visitor 
destination] in [Western 
Australia]

the -est in NP - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative

9 548 [The kangaroo is] one of 
{Australia}'s most {iconic} 
[animals]

the -est in NP - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot External / internal 345 Comparative 
correlative

12 978 [there are] as many [unique 
types of blogs] as there are 
[people]

there are as many * * as there are COCA 12 types, 13 tokens: elements are 
either opposites, or are related but different within the field. Google search on 
"there are as many * as there are *" 25,270 million hits 14 May 2013

External / internal 345 Comparative 
correlative

17 1279 [is] {closer to Asia} than any 
other [capital city] in [Australia]

Adjective here neutral, but in this construction is primed to invoke evaluation External 345 Comparative 
correlative

17 1284 [has] the {sparsest} 
[population] of any [state or 
territory] in [Australia]

the -est in NP - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative

18 1312 the most {common} in 
[Australia] [being]

the -est in NP - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative

19 1515 as {reliable} a [form of 
investment] as a [game of 
roulette]

as ADJ a/n NP… as a/n NP FRAME (APPRAISAL - JUDGEMENT/APPRECIATION in 
first slot]

Internal 345 Comparative 
correlative

20 1554 as {small} as [just one atom] as APPRAISAL as External 345 Comparative 
correlative



22 1646 [is] one of the most {diverse} in 
[Australia]

one of the -est in NP - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in the first variable slot Internal / external 345 Comparative 
correlative

22 1667 more [sunny days per year] 
than [any other Australian 
capital city]

External 345 Comparative 
correlative

23 1690 the {largest} [cancer treatment 
centre] in the [State] 

the -est in NP - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative

24 1715 is one of [Australia]'s most 
{recognisable} species

one of {NP}'s most APPRAISAL NPs Internal / external 345 Comparative 
correlative

24 1741 as soon as [conditions are right] as soon as  COCA 17561. S3516, F6894, M3283, N2406, Ac1462 Internal / external 35 Comparative 
correlative

26 1828 the {highest} [attended club 
championship event] in the 
world

the [est] in/of the world - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot Internal / external 345 Comparative 
correlative

27 1983 one of the most {common} 
[cancers] in [Victoria]

one of the [-est] [N] in/on [location] - APPRAISAL in the first variable slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative

27 1985 [affects] more [men] than 
[women] 

Quantifying correlative - no appraisal - verifiable - external External 345 Comparative 
correlative

27 1988 {twice} as {likely} in [men] 
than [women]

[twice] as [ADV] in [N1] than/as [N2] … APPRAISAL in second variable slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative

27 2060 one of the {ten} most 
{common} [cancers] in 
[Victoria]

the [est] in/of the world - APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot External 345 Comparative 
correlative

15 1073 more and more [games are 
played] 

er and er FRAME 13 Comparative 
emphasiser

19 1516 the more [you learn…] and the 
more [you understand], the 
{better} and {smarter} 
[you'll…]

the -er, the -er construction, compound Internal 134 Comparative 
emphasiser

1 13 primary school-aged [children] Form preference 13 Complex Adj

1 42 emotionally distant emotionally distant COCA 34. S1, F3, M13, N12, Ac5 - figurative "distance" 1 Complex Adj

1 48 primary school [children] primary school COCA 599. S24, F38, M60, N100, Ac377 - used as adjective here 3 Complex Adj

1 73 well-informed Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 1645) hyphenated Judgement / 
Appreciation

13 Complex Adj

1 84 long-acting COCA 47. S4, F1, M11, N6, Ac25 - meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Adj

1 85 long-acting COCA 47. S4, F1, M11, N6, Ac25 - meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Adj

1 98 [the] long-term [effect] the long-term outcome, the long-term illness, the long-term figures OPEN 
CHOICE: including for long-term : COCA 23918, S3410, F398, M5888, N5417, 
Ac8805 (see Arnaud et al 2008)

13 Complex Adj

1 120 non-negotiable [rules] 3 Complex Adj

2 129 long distance [walk trails] long-distance COCA 2634. S135, F271, M962, N961 cf ?short-distance walk-
trails?

13 Complex Adj

2 143 [an epic] {eight}-week 
[adventure]

Conventionalised form for numbering (NB singular "week") 3 Complex Adj

2 153 water-resistant water-resistant In Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary - "resist, but not entirely 
prevent" p. 1636. Usually comes with depth provisos - part of general knowledge 
re water-resistant watches to know that they will probably be OK in a shower of 
rain or if you inadvertently put them under the tap ... but prob not for swimming 
and certainly not scuba-diving

23 Complex Adj



2 154 rip-proof *-proof COCA for 100 types, 1169 tokens. S238, F114, M402, N309, Ac106. 
[problem-proof meaning not clear from words…first slot-filler either inscribed 
problem, or problem by association

34 Complex Adj

2 155 full-colour [maps] full-colour In Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary : specialization/shift/bleaching 
in full - print media term (full colour photos, full colour proofs) 

134 Complex Adj

2 215 die-back {disease} Disease affecting trees in WA. Hyphenated in Australian Concise English 
Dictionary (2009) - therefore included in counts. Can stand as NP in its own right

23 Complex Adj

3 232 public art [initiatives] public art COCA 508. S17, F2, M109, N172, Ac208: means art made available for 
the public to look at, not art done by the public

Encyclopaedic 13 Complex Adj

3 238 public art [collection] public art.[nn*] Google 507. S17, F2, M108, N172, Ac208. Art for the public, not 
by the public

Encyclopaedic 13 Complex Adj

3 249 public art [operations] public art.[nn*] COCA  507. S17, F2, M108, N172, Ac208: art for the public, not 
by the public

Encyclopaedic 13 Complex Adj

3 253 public art [initiatives] public art.[nn*] COCA  507. S17, F2, M108, N172, Ac208: art for the public, not 
by the public

Encyclopaedic 13 Complex Adj

6 358 fire-resistant COCA 27 : Google 6.82 million 23 October: include -  same principle as water 
resistant - not the same as fire-proof

23 Complex Adj

6 376 land management [agencies] land management COCA 675. S43, F10, M287, N179, Ac156: land management 
is a specific field of practice and study in Australia - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

6 384 outer suburban {areas} outer suburban COCA 4. outer suburbs 35. S3, F0, M6, N20, Ac6 - evokes specific 
understandings in the context of Australian cities - specialization/shift/bleaching 
in "outer": "outer suburban" 6.180 million Google 14 May 2013

23 Complex Adj

6 393.1 El Nino [years] Proper noun - weather pattern - here used adjectivally 3 Complex Adj

6 394 [Southeast Australia is] fire 
prone

fire prone COCA 0. Google "fire prone" 860,000 26 March 2012.  drought prone 2. 
risk prone, debt prone, disease prone, genetically prone: similar pattern to rip-
proof, more difficult to extract from COCA (need to exclude prone to examples). 
Examples in this pattern from COCA (low to high) fire prone, conflict prone, 
exposure prone, disaster prone, coup prone, boredom prone, genetically prone, 
depression prone, violence prone, flood prone, injury prone, error prone, lie prone 
: including with reservations - restrictions on slot-filler (negative) - commens as 
per rip-proof (if you said "love prone", "love" would be positioned negatively)

34 Complex Adj

7 412 hands on {training programs} hands-on hyphenated in Longman and ACOD - figurative - classifying as N/NP - if 
slotfiller relates to anything other than training/education, flips out of idiomatic 
meaning

14 Complex Adj

7 415 switched on {employers} switched-on plus human - hyphenated - figurative - if not human in slot, literal 
meaning reasserts 

14 Complex Adj

7 416 switched on {apprentices} switched-on plus human - hyphenated - figurative 14 Complex Adj

7 434 [to gain] hands-on {skills} hands-on hyphenated in Longman and ACOD - figurative - classifying as N/NP - if 
slotfiller relates to anything other than training/education, flips out of idiomatic 
meaning

14 Complex Adj

7 440 [to gain] hands-on {skills} hands-on hyphenated in Longman and ACOD - figurative - classifying as N/NP - if 
slotfiller relates to anything other than training/education, flips out of idiomatic 
meaning

14 Complex Adj

7 450 mature age {people} mature age people COCA 0. mature age students COCA 0. Google 50 million for 
"mature age *" 14 May 2013. Meaning not clear from words

13 Complex Adj

7 478 full time 
[apprenticeship/training]

6,520 million Google 14 May 2013 - choice of "full" with "time" 13 Complex Adj

9 591 long-term [climate] See Arnaud et al (2008) on long-term 13 Complex Adj



9 592 [in an] ecologically sustainable 
[way]

ecologically sustainable COCA 43. S0, F0, M11, N1, Ac31: evokes a whole field of 
study/swathe of principles relating to ecological sustainabilitly - encyclopaedic 
(and NB preference for "sustainable")

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

9 602 animal welfare [considerations] animal welfare, child welfare, migrant welfare, social welfare : each has a slightly 
different meaning and usage. Encyclopaedic, socio-cultural 

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

9 617 fit for (human) consumption fit for * consumption COCA 12. Google 3.38 million 2 February 2012: also fit for 
consumption COCA 1: Google 1.18 million 9 March 2012. fit for * eating COCA 0. 
Preference

3 Complex Adj

9 625 {light} in {weight} light in weight COCA 17.  "light in weight" Google 35.3 million 14 May 2013. 
heavy in weight  COCA 4, 1.37 million Google 14 May 2013 short in length COCA 
1, 786 million in Google 14 May 2013.

3 Complex Adj

10 647 family benefit [payment 
scheme]

Family benefit used as classifier here Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

10 654.1 child care [costs] child care COCA 3796. S728, F36, M1312, N873, Ac847: child care costs COCA 
27. 

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

10 693 one-off [payments] one-off payment COCA 3. one-off payments COCA 1: "one-off payment" Google 
5.83 2 February 2012: one-off decision, one-off ruling, one-off bonus, one-off gift 
Cound one-off only

13 Complex Adj

10 704 {16} years of age years of age 2283. S298, F178, M300, N154, Ac1353 - preferred form 3 Complex Adj

10 714 government funded privately funded, independently funded, fully funded, partially funded but not 
*governmentally funded: preferred form  government funded COCA 52. S15, F1, 
M11, N7, Ac18

3 Complex Adj

10 720 [you will be] better off better off COCA 4352. S1272, F705, M1013, N929, Ac433: well off, worse off - 
meaning not clear from words

13 Complex Adj

10 760 child care [fees] child care COCA 3796. S728, F36, M1312, N873, Ac847: Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

10 775 child care [bills] child care COCA 3796. S728, F36, M1312, N873, Ac847 (two words Australian 
concise Oxford dictonary (2009))

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

10 779 child care [receipts] child care COCA 3796. S728, F36, M1312, N873, Ac847: Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

11 796 years of age years of age 2283. S298, F178, M300, N154, Ac1353 - preferred form 3 Complex Adj

11 799 open water [swimming] open water swimming COCA 1. open water COCA 540. S40, F92, M235, N93, 
Ac80: specialization/shift/bleaching with "open" and also "water" (means ocean)

13 Complex Adj

11 837.1 T-shirt [size] t-shirt COCA 6307. S700, F2871, M1302, N1271 13 Complex Adj

11 838 emergency contact [name] emergency contact 32: S2, F7, M7, N8, Ac8: Formulaic reference to the telephone 
number of someone close to you who should be contacted in the event of an 
emergency

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

11 839 emergency contact [telephone 
number]

emergency contact 32: S2, F7, M7, N8, Ac8: Formulaic reference to the telephone 
number of someone close to you who should be contacted in the event of an 
emergency - formulaicity lies in the nature of the emergency (ie not if you have 
run out of money - if someone else judges it to be an emergency) 

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

11 840 Emergency contact [mobile 
number]

emergency contact 32: S2, F7, M7, N8, Ac8: Formulaic reference to the telephone 
number of someone close to you who should be contacted in the event of an 
emergency

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

11 851 first time [solo swimmers] Used adjectivally - including. 3 Complex Adj

11 863 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim [merchandise]

Google 6,430 2 February 2012 3 Complex Adj

11 935 Open Water [Swimming] open water swimming COCA 1. open water COCA 540. S40, F92, M235, N93, 
Ac80: shift with "open" and also "water" (means ocean)

Encyclopaedic 1 Complex Adj

11 949 top seeded COCA 2 - Google 2.43 28 March 2013. Allow - bleaching/specialization/shift in 
"seeded", preferred form, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 Complex Adj



11 953 cut-off {times} cut-off times COCA 1: cut-off - collocates date, time - entry in Australian concise 
Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 346) - collocates in COCA date, points, shorts, treaty, 
criteria, denim, switch, age, frequency, levels, values - two distinct groups, 
recognisable sets but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore counting 
as complex adj with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

13 Complex Adj

11 954 [by the set] cut-off {times} cut-off times COCA 1: cut-off - collocates date, time - entry in Australian concise 
Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 346) - collocates in COCA date, points, shorts, treaty, 
criteria, denim, switch, age, frequency, levels, values - two distinct groups, 
recognisable sets but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore counting 
as complex adj with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

13 Complex Adj

11 955 [After these] cut-off {times} cut-off times COCA 1: cut-off - collocates date, time - entry in Australian concise 
Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 346) - collocates in COCA date, points, shorts, treaty, 
criteria, denim, switch, age, frequency, levels, values - two distinct groups, 
recognisable sets but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore counting 
as complex adj with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

13 Complex Adj

13 991 pre-primary [program] Literally before primary school, but encyclopaedic in Aus context - specific 
educational stage with specific outcomes

Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

13 998 pre-primary [programs] Literally before primary school, but encyclopaedic in Aus context - specific 
educational stage with specific outcomes

Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

13 1000 [your] Pre-Primary [Teachers] Literally before primary school, but encyclopaedic in Aus context - specific 
educational stage with specific outcomes

Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

13 1001 half day [sessions] half-day; full time, part time, half day, full day: COCA 457. S11, F40, M152, 
N169. Prepositively, never half a day: postpositively, 'come for half a day'

3 Complex Adj

13 1009 Pre-primary [environment] Literally before primary school, but encyclopaedic in Aus context - specific 
educational stage with specific outcomes

Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

14 1058 [gives a number of public talks 
on topics that are] close to 
{his} heart

close to * heart COCA 10 types, 220 tokens. S55, F48, M53, N45, Ac19: classified 
as AdjPhr - describing what the subject is (Carter & McCarthy p.312) rather than 
where the subject it is (PPAdv) - idiom suggests location, but meaning is 
'important to him' - figurative "heart"

Position 14 Complex Adj

15 1065 {the} one day {game} the one day game COCA 0. Google 11.8 million 6 February 2012. Type of cricket - 
one day cricket. Encylcopaedic 

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

15 1066 fast, furious [and instant] fast collocated with furious at L4, R4, COCA 281. S68, F40, M88, N77, Ac8: MI 
7.42: coordinated - furious at R4, 278 - furious not meaning angry - 
specialization/shift/bleaching - normally fast and furious - allow

1 Complex Adj

15 1070 one-day [rules] the one day game COCA 0. Google 11.8 million 6 February 2012. Type of cricket - 
one day cricket. Encyclopaedic 

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

16 1131 trade union [training] trade union COCA 387. S33, F15, M60, N73, Ac206 - means more than the words Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

16 1140 social justice [issues] social justice - encyclopaedic: COCA 1720. S136, F18, M423, N237, N237, Ac916 Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

16 1187 office-bearing COCA no records, but office bearer in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009, 
p. 985) - specialization/shift/bleaching on both sides

13 Complex Adj

16 1203 social justice [issues] social justice [issues] COCA 1730. S136, F18, M423, N237, Ac916 - 
encyclopaedic (meaning not clear from words)

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

16 1213 Day-to-day {Running} day to day COCA 2128. S1600, F106, M132, N123, Ac167: normally hyphenated: 
year-to-year COCA 197 - meaning not clear from words, preferred form - 
collocates with issues, running, life, management, existence, living, practice, 
running, control, affaris, problems, tasks, reality, administration, expenses, 
struggle, behaviour, contact, level, worries...recognisable set but very broad 
range of possible collocates, therefore counting as complex adj with constraints 
on N/NP, rather than N/NP

134 Complex Adj



16 1215 day-to-day {management} day to day COCA 2128. S1600, F106, M132, N123, Ac167: normally hyphenated: 
year-to-year COCA 197 - meaning not clear from words, preferred form - 
collocates with issues, running, life, management, existence, living, practice, 
running, control, affaris, problems, tasks, reality, administration, expenses, 
struggle, behaviour, contact, level, worries...recognisable set but very broad 
range of possible collocates, therefore counting as complex adj with constraints 
on N/NP, rather than N/NP

13 Complex Adj

16 1219 day to day {activities} day to day COCA 2128. S1600, F106, M132, N123, Ac167: normally hyphenated: 
year-to-year COCA 197 - meaning not clear from words, preferred form - 
collocates with issues, running, life, management, existence, living, practice, 
running, control, affaris, problems, tasks, reality, administration, expenses, 
struggle, behaviour, contact, level, worries...recognisable set but very broad 
range of possible collocates, therefore counting as complex adj with constraints 
on N/NP, rather than N/NP

13 Complex Adj

16 1255 peer-reviewed (research) 
journal

peer-reviewed journal COCA 38. S0, F1, M13, N6, Ac18 encyclopaedic: core is 
adjective - encyclopaedic/technical/restricted - collocants in COCA journals, 
publications, studies, research, scientific, articles, papers, medical…, literature, 
science, study, information, clinical..., work, venues, specialist...recognisable set 
but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore counting as complex adj 
with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

17 1266 World Heritage-listed [Uluru-
Kata]

Encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

18 1303 life threatening {infection} life-threatening : COCA 1541. S310, F87, M504, N342, Ac298: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "threatening"  collocates illness, disease, 
situation, complications, health, problems, behavior, risks, danger, injury, 
allergies, event, adventure…as for day-to-day  and peer-reviewed, recognisable 
set but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore counting as complex adj 
with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

34 Complex Adj

18 1346 life-threatening {disease} life-threatening : COCA 1541. S310, F87, M504, N342, Ac298: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "threatening"  collocates illness, disease, 
situation, complications, health, problems, behavior, risks, danger, injury, 
allergies, event, adventure…as for day-to-day  and peer-reviewed, recognisable 
set but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore counting as complex adj 
with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

34 Complex Adj

18 1375 High-pitched {moaning} high-pitched COCA 1075. S35, F677, M193, N105, Ac65 11/2/2013 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "high" - preference - COCA collocates voice, 
whine, sound, scream, squeal, voices, wail, giggle, shriek, laugh, tone, whistle, 
laughter, buzzing, buzz, beep, keening, ringing : as for day-to-day and peer-
reviewed and life-threatening, recognisable set but very broad range of possible 
collocates, therefore counting as complex adj with constraints on N/NP, rather 
than N/NP

13 Complex Adj

18 1397 high pitched {moaning cry} high-pitched COCA 1075. S35, F677, M193, N105, Ac65 11/2/2013 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "high" - preference - COCA collocates voice, 
whine, sound, scream, squeal, voices, wail, giggle, shriek, laugh, tone, whistle, 
laughter, buzzing, buzz, beep, keening, ringing : as for day-to-day and peer-
reviewed and life-threatening, recognisable set but very broad range of possible 
collocates, therefore counting as complex adj with constraints on N/NP, rather 
than N/NP

13 Complex Adj

18 1425 [or other] high-risk [contacts] high-risk: COCA 2297. S278, F28 (NB), M486, N401, Ac1104 (NB): use of "high" - 
specialization/shift/bleaching, and preference

13 Complex Adj



18 1433 high risk [contact] high-risk: COCA 2297. S278, F28 (NB), M486, N401, Ac1104 (NB): use of "high" - 
specialization/shift/bleaching, and preference

13 Complex Adj

18 1435 high-risk [contacts] high-risk: COCA 2297. S278, F28 (NB), M486, N401, Ac1104 (NB): use of "high" - 
specialization/shift/bleaching, and preference

13 Complex Adj

18 1438 [attends a] childcare [group] child care two words in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary - include Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

18 1439 in-depth {assessments} in-depth usually hyphenated: meaning not clear from words Collocates 
interviews, study, look, analysis, understanding, knowledge, coverage, research, 
discussion, studies, investigation, review, exploration. As for day-to-day, peer-
reviewed and life-threatening, recognisable set but very broad range of possible 
collocates, therefore counting as complex adj with constraints on N/NP, rather 
than N/NP

134 Complex Adj

18 1443 high-risk [contacts] high-risk: COCA 2297. S278, F28 (NB), M486, N401, Ac1104 (NB): use of "high" - 
specialization/shift/bleaching, and preference

13 Complex Adj

18 1468 life-threatening life-threatening : COCA 1541. S310, F87, M504, N342, Ac298: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "threatening"  collocates ilness, disease, situation, 
complications, health, problems . As for day-to-day, peer-reviewed, high-pitched, 
in-depth, recognisable set but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore 
counting as complex adj with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

3 Complex Adj

18 1478 long-term [disabilities] See Arnaud et al (2008) 13 Complex Adj

18 1492 [The Meningitis Centre is a] not 
for profit [support] 
{organization} (247)

not for profit COCA 33. S16, F1, M5, N6, Ac5. Not-for-profit COCA 498, S36, F4, 
M76, N122, Ac 260 NB low fiction. Conventionalized in business context. 
Collocates hospitals, organisations, group, sector, agencies, research, company, 
theater … as for day-to-day, peer-reviewed, high-pitched, in-depth, recognisable 
set but very broad range of possible collocates, therefore counting as complex adj 
with constraints on N/NP, rather than N/NP

2 Complex Adj

19 1510 short-term COCA 7019. S1152, F130, M1736, N1607, Ac2394 13 Complex Adj

19 1518 [of] stock market [investment] the stock market COCA 3755. S1298, F128, M923, N1206, Ac200: encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

19 1532 [a process known as debt 
financing or sell stock] also 
known as [equity financing]

also known as means 'people also call this': specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"known": Coca 2289, S249, F116, M843, N521, Ac560 - references other voices 
in discourse space

Engagement 5 Complex Adj

20 1581 [When a black hole and a star 
are] close together

close together COCA 911. S121, F371, M206, N108, Ac105: near together COCA 
2

3 Complex Adj

20 1582 high energy [light] high energy COCA for 100 types, 401 tokens: use of "high" 3 Complex Adj

20 1583 high energy [light] high energy COCA for 100 types, 401 tokens: use of "high" 3 Complex Adj

21 1609 [basic] first aid [procedures] basic first aid procedures COCA 1. first aid COCA 654. S106, F127, M187, N129, 
Ac105: specialization/shift/bleaching in "first" and "aid" - meaning not clear from 
words

13 Complex Adj

21 1633 first aid [protocols] irst aid COCA 654. S106, F127, M187, N129, Ac105: specialization/shift/bleaching 
in "first" and "aid" - meaning not clear from words

13 Complex Adj

21 1638 first aid [training] first aid COCA 654. S106, F127, M187, N129, Ac105: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "first" and "aid" - meaning not clear from words

13 Complex Adj

21 1640 first aid [training] first aid COCA 654. S106, F127, M187, N129, Ac105: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "first" and "aid" - meaning not clear from words

13 Complex Adj

23 1692 ground-breaking [medical 
research]

ground-breaking COCA for 100 types, 189 tokens. Collocates work, ceremony, 
research, experiments, essays, program… - specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"breaking", figurative "ground"

Appreciation 13 Complex Adj



23 1696 ground-breaking [work] ground-breaking COCA for 100 types, 189 tokens. Collocates work, ceremony, 
research, experiments, essays, program… - specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"breaking", figurative "ground"

Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

24 1720 jet black [spiders] Two words in ACOD: included : jet-black COCA 243. S6, F139, M47, N45, Ac6 - 
"jet" intensifies "black"

Force 13 Complex Adj

24 1755 redback spider [numbers] COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as comp adj here

23 Complex Adj

25 1773 full-time [editing experience] full-time COCA 8088. S1020, F481, M2101, N2437, Ac2049 Complex Adj

26 1839 [in] Australian rules 
[terminology]

Used as "proper adjective" - classifier 23 Complex Adj

26 1842 on-field [structure] on-field COCA 193. S3, F4, M41, N139, Ac6 Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 Complex Adj

26 1897 end over end {motion} end over end COCA 139. S4, F107, M18, N10, Ac0. Usually used adverbially (eg 
"tumbled end over end", "flipped end over end"): count as Comp Adj here to 
reflect usage in datasets 

13 Complex Adj

26 1934 [If the scores are] level on 
points [at the end of…]

level on points COCA 0. Google 3.15 million 10 February 2012 - preferred form, 
AFL context

3 Complex Adj

26 1954 [is the] de facto [world 
governing body]

de facto COCA 1681. S211, F49, M356, N305, Ac760 123 Complex Adj

27 1984 under {50} years of age years of age COCA 2283. S298, F178, M300, N154, Ac1353: expression is 
{number} years of age

3 Complex Adj

27 2003 x-ray [screen] x-ray - COCA 3662. S335, F459, M1184, N381, Ac1303 - specialized, 
encyclopaedic medical - means more/other than component parts

Encyclopaedic 
medical

23 Complex Adj

27 2014 three-dimensional COCA 2053. S95, F173, M724, N251, Ac810 - preferred form 3 Complex Adj

27 2020 three-dimensional COCA 2053. S95, F173, M724, N251, Ac810 - preferred form (three-dimension) 3 Complex Adj

27 2032 anti-cancer [drugs] Bleaching/specialisation in prefix - allowing. 13 Complex Adj

28 2067 [a large] state-of-the-art 
[database]

state-of-the-art COCA 1890. S223, F155, M656, N483, F373 - means more/other 
than the words

13 Complex Adj

28 2093 present day [speech] present day [nn*] COCA 92 types, 103 tokens. S14, F8, M5, N9, Ac67: collocates 
life, events, conditions, discrimination - all only a handful of tokens each - form 
preference

13 Complex Adj

28 2103 speech science [research and 
development]

speech science COCA 1. Google 812,000 12 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speech_science - allow. Means more than the words - "the 
study of production, transmission and percpetion of speech"

23 Complex Adj

28 2105 speech technology [applications] speech technology COCA 9. Google 1.37 million 12 February 2012. Wiki Def 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speech_technology - means more/other than the words - 
"relates to the technologies designed to duplicate and respond to the human 
voice"

23 Complex Adj

28 2106 [telephone-based] speech 
recognition [systems]

speech recognition COCA 214. S4, F5, M77, N11, Ac 117: mans more/other than 
words - wiki def en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speech_recognition - "In computer 
science, speech recognition (SR) is the translation of spoken words into texts"

23 Complex Adj

30 2198 well on {your} way to well on * way to 8 types, 468 tokens. S89, F71, M119, N128, Ac61 - figurative 
space/time ("way") and use of "well"

134 Complex Adj

31 2211 common law [definition] COCA 0. common law COCA 956. S56, F21, M82, N45, Ac752: means more/other 
than words - far more common as N than as Adj - very strong classifier

23 Complex Adj

31 2214 common law [definition] COCA 0. common law COCA 956. S56, F21, M82, N45, Ac752: means more/other 
than words - far more common as N than as Adj - very strong classifier

23 Complex Adj



31 2245 public-authority [records] Who/what are public-authorities? Non-transparent. Google "public authority 
records" 19,800, definitions provided: means more/other than words

12 Complex Adj

1 88 once a day once a day COCA 525: S71, F111, M195, N76, Ac72 (part of pattern, indicative 
only): once/twice a/n hour/day/month…NB after twice, a different pattern begins 
(three times…)

3 Complex Adv

2 217 [and offered on a] first come, 
first served [basis] (78)

first-come , first-served : COCA 127. S2, F1, M42, N69, Ac13: on a [variable slot] 
basis counted with PPs : preferred form, also specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"served"

13 Complex Adv

4 280 throughout the {year} throughout the year - COCA 921: S96, F23, M306, N223, Ac273. NB as in other 
cases, less frequent as inscribed length of time word decreases - e.g. throughout 
the hour COCA 42

34 Complex Adv

5 312 every few {months} every few months *every many months: COCA 224. S34, F66, M70, N39, Ac15 
NB every expressions not usually included - included here only because of 
juxtaposition with few - meaning not clear from combination

3 Complex Adv

6 390 all year round COCA S40, F31, M54, N23, Ac11: meaning not clear from words - adds temporal 
force - NB *all week round, all month round?

Force 13 Complex Adv

7 444 [36 months] full time COCA full time with no hyphen 1753: S269, F120, M309, N710, Ac345 use of 
"full"

1 Complex Adv

7 444.1 [it is also available] part time COCA part time 726. S81, F38, M114, N359, Ac134: cf full time, use of "part" and 
"full"

13 Complex Adv

7 452 part-time Preferred form - use of "part", cf "part" 13 Complex Adv

7 453 full-time Preferred form - use of "full", cf "part" 13 Complex Adv

7 473 [and then continue on] full time 
[or part time]

COCA full-time COCA 8088. S1020, F481, M2101, N2437, Ac2049 - use of "full" 1 Complex Adv

7 474 [or] part time COCA part-time 5409. S636, F540, M1069, N1507, Ac1657 1 Complex Adv

8 521 all the time all the time COCA 17,400: S6681, F4574, M2871, N2548, Ac726 - form, and 
meaning

Force 13 Complex Adv

9 568 [are able to breed] all year 
round

all year round COCA 146. S37, F29, M48, N22, Ac10. *all month round, *all 
season round, *all week round…form preference, specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"round"

Force 13 Complex Adv

9 595 all over the world all over the world COCA 3748. S1497, F369, M819, N640, Ac423: all over the * :  
world, country, place, city, state, floor, house, globe…use of "over" and "all"

Force 134 Complex Adv

10 661 no longer [be] no longer [jj*] for 100 types, 1823 tokens. S179, F328, M427, N315, Ac574 - 
temporal meaning not obvious from the words

13 Complex Adv

11 967 as per [above] as per COCA 270: S24, F81, M40, N15, Ac110 - form preference 3 Complex Adv

13 1002 [attend] half days NB half day opposite is full day not whole day: can't use part day in this context - 
and strictly speaking half days would be 12 hours…

13 Complex Adv

13 1003 [attend…] full days full day COCA 859. S148, F143, M248, N246, Ac74 - NB opposite is half day. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "full"

3 Complex Adv

13 1004 [attend] full time COCA full-time COCA 8088. S1020, F481, M2101, N2437, Ac2049 - use of "full" 3 Complex Adv

13 1013 all year round all year round . COCA 76. S20, F11, M28, N11, Ac6: *all month round - 
restrictions on slot fillers, use of "all" and "round"

Force 134 Complex Adv

16 1145 [to raise political awareness, 
and political action] if necessary

if necessary COCA 3240. S499, F318, M977, N868, Ac578: form preference (cf if 
it is necessary COCA 47)

3 Complex Adv

18 1446 some {weeks} afterwards equivalent to some weeks later. some * afterwards COCA 16 types, 21 tokens. As 
before: equal stress on each individual word, meaning is "a significant number of 
weeks later": S8, F5, M2, N2, Ac4

134 Complex Adv



25 1774 …every {one} to {two} {years} every one to two years COCA 28. S7, F0, M15, N5, Ac1 - numbers can vary, 
lowest first (every ten to twenty years) - unlike other cases in which numbers fall 
as timespans get smaller, in this case numbers fall as timespans get bigger - eg 
every one to two decades COCA 0

3 Complex Adv

26 1964 [finishing] {first} on the ladder on the ladder COCA 167, but different usages. Google AFL "on the ladder" 1.23 
million 10 February 2012  Figurative ladder - top of, first on, second on…must 
have ordinal number

12 Complex Adv

27 2052 [is] no longer [possible] [be] no longer [jj*] for 100 types, 1823 tokens. S179, F328, M427, N315, Ac574 - 
temporal meaning not obvious from the words

13 Complex Adv

30 2153 as of {1 April} similar to up to, but for dates not quantities : COCA as of 6699: S1412, F532, 
M1338, N1658, Ac1759. Meaning not clear from words, must collocate with 
temporal expression/something that evokes time

134 Complex Adv

1 66 as to {whether} as to COCA 24785: S6261, F3323, M3669, N2732, Ac8800 : NB Huddleston and 
Pullum classify as PREP PREP - (Huddleston & Pullum 2002, p. 625). Classifying 
here as complex conjunct: meaning not clear from words

13 Complex conj

1 108 rather than COCA 6264. S6045, F4239, M14824, N10561, Ac26955 35 Complex conj

5 313 depending on NB classifying as complex conjunct along with apart from, along with, other than, 
rather than…

35 Complex conj

6 343.1 depending on Complex conjunction, see elsewhere (prep changing meaning of head) 14 Complex conj

8 533.1 depending on NB classifying as complex conjunct along with apart from, along with, other than, 
rather than…

35 Complex conj

8 538 in order to in order to COCA 37327: S7037, F3116, M6401, N3481, Ac17292 : meaning not 
clear from words

35 Complex conj

9 586 depending on NB classifying as complex conjunct along with apart from, along with, other than, 
rather than…

35 Complex conj

10 664 and/or Not or/and - preferred form, constraints either way 35 Complex conj

10 672 and/or Not or/and - preferred form, constraints either way 35 Complex conj

14 1053 [attending the teachings] rather 
than [the initiations]

COCA 6264. S6045, F4239, M14824, N10561, Ac26955 35 Complex conj

14 1054 in order to in order to COCA 37327: S7037, F3116, M6401, N3481, Ac17292 : meaning not 
clear from words

35 Complex conj

18 1369 and/or Not or/and - preferred form, constraints either way 35 Complex conj

18 1374 and/or Preferred to or/and 3 Complex Conj

18 1381 and/or Not or/and - preferred form, constraints either way 35 Complex conj

18 1403 and/or Preferred order 3 Complex Conj

18 1463 and/or Not or/and - preferred form, constraints either way 35 Complex conj

26 1816 depending on NB classifying as complex conjunct along with apart from, along with, other than, 
rather than…

35 Complex conj

26 1893 rather than [allowing] COCA 6264. S6045, F4239, M14824, N10561, Ac26955 35 Complex conj

26 1895 depending on NB classifying as conjunct along with apart from, along with, other than, rather 
than…

135 Complex conj

26 1923 [part  of the body] other than [a 
foot]

NB classifying as complex conjunct along with apart from, along with,  rather 
than…

35 Complex conj

27 2018 instead of COCA 44081. S6871, F8327, M12828, N9435, Ac6620. Internal 35 Complex conj

27 2046 depending on Classifying as complex conjunct along with apart from, along with, other than, 
rather than…

Internal 135 Complex conj

30 2139 depending on Classifying as complex conjunct along with apart from, along with, other than, 
rather than…

Internal 135 Complex conj



30 2187 and/or Not or/and - preferred form, constraints either way 35 Complex conj

31 2219 as long as as long as 21910. S5219, F4649, M4927, N4268, Ac2847 - meaning not clear 
from the words

Internal 135 Complex conj

31 2221 apart from apart from COCA 5648. S679, F990, M1199, Ac2026: classifying as complex 
conjunct along with  along with, other than, rather than…- NB 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "apart"

Internal 135 Complex conj

31 2227 so long as so long as COCA 2649. S299, F637, M572, N344, Ac797: classifying as complex 
conjunct along with  along with, other than, rather than, apart from…NB 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "long"

Internal 135 Complex conj

31 2233 as long as as long as COCA 21910. S5219, F4649, M4927, N4268, Ac2847: classifying as 
complex conjunct along with  along with, other than, rather than, apart from…NB 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "long"

Internal 135 Complex conj

31 2234 if only  COCA 6185. S470, F2658, M1223, N883, Ac951: meaning not clear from words Internal 135 Complex conj

31 2262 rather than [a statement of fact] COCA 6264. S6045, F4239, M14824, N10561, Ac26955 Internal 35 Complex conj

1 15 [age groups] such as 
{adolescents and children}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

1 33 [environmental fators] such as 
{family interactions…}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External / Internal 135 COORDINATING

1 80 [psychostimulant medication] 
such as {dexamphetamine or..} 

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

5 319 [attendees receive] [a small 
gift] such as {a native flower or 
plant}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

6 337.1 [the day on which they occur] 
such as [Ash Wednesday…]

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

6 340 [heat waves] such as {the 
2009…}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

6 383 [within the state,] as well as 
{large portions of outer 
suburban areas}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

135 COORDINATING

6 391 [grouped into years] such as 
{2006-7 Australian bushfire 
season} 

 COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, constraints on elements before and after

External 135 COORDINATING

9 597.1 [There are a few 
exceptions…where the purpose 
is non-commercial,] such as 
{inter-zoo exchanges}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

35 COORDINATING

11 945 [porous textile material] such as 
{nylon or lycra}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

12 982 most notably most notably COCA 1747: S109, F46, M424, N402, Ac766 - very like such as, but 
with emphasis

Internal 135 COORDINATING

12 983 [services] such as {Blogger} COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External / 
Internal?

135 COORDINATING

16 1110 [workplace issues] such as 
{occupational health and 
safety}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External / 
Internal?

135 COORDINATING

18 1440 [other contacts] such as {school 
friends}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING



18 1476 [after effects] such as {brain 
damage…}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

18 1479 [long term disabilities] such as 
{deafness}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

19 1506 not to mention not to mention 4973. S488, F1349, M1410, N1102, Ac624: means more/other 
than words, form preference

135 COORDINATING

24 1734 [small vertebrates] such as 
{lizards}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

26 1814 [physical contact] such as 
{pushing an opponent in the 
back}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

26 1859 [This] is known as is known as  COCA 1877. S293, F87, M544, N440, Ac513 - Engagement Engagement 13 COORDINATING

27 1996 [Indigestion] such as 
{heartburn, bloating or burping}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

31 2261 [was an expression of the 
University or controlled entity or 
the defendant's employee] such 
as {academic commentary or 
opinion}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

External 135 COORDINATING

1 31 between {genetic risk} and 
{environmental factors}

between … and : two uses, internal and external. External between one (place) 
and another (place): internal sets up connection (causal?)

Internal 35 CORRELATING

1 47.1 between {3} and {5} per cent] Lower number must come first 15 CORRELATING

1 54.1 If [the child…] then … At the boundaries of internal and external Internal/external 15 CORRELATING

1 103.1 between {1} and {2} per cent] Lower number must come first 135 CORRELATING

1 105.1 If [there are problems…] then 
[these…]

Hypothetical situation, consequence - on the borders of internal and external Internal/external 135 CORRELATING

2 131 [stretching...] from 
[Kalamunda…] to [the historic 
town of…] 

External - counting with reservations (on the border) External 35 CORRELATING

2 140 from [a gentle stroll…] to [an 
epic eight week adventure]

Internal - meaning not clear from words Internal 35 CORRELATING

2 175.1 if [a campsite is closed] then [a 
temporary campsite will be 
provided] 

Background, consequence -  internal (see Halliday & Hasan 1976) … but also 
external (temporal…)

Internal/external 35 CORRELATING

2 191.1 If [there is no red or green car 
on the road shown on the 
Bibbulmun Track Map,] then 

Background, consequence -  internal (see Halliday & Hasan 1976) … but also 
external (temporal…)

Internal/external 35 CORRELATING

2 199 from [the start of summer] to Temporal correlative External, temporal 35 CORRELATING

2 199.1 from [the Northern Terminus…] 
to [the Brockman Highway…]

Locational correlative External, 
locational

35 CORRELATING

2 203 [In the northern section] 
between [Kalamunda] and 
[Brookton Hwy]

Locative correlative External. locative 35 CORRELATING

2 220 if [you are travelling in a group 
of 8 or more] then [please also 
see the Notice of Intent page]

Background, consequence -  internal (see Halliday & Hasan 1976) … Internal 35 CORRELATING



5 316 [Once the number reaches] 
between {40}-{50} [people]

between [number] and [number] (counting internal "and", see Methodology) - 
facilitates quantification. Lower number conventionally first

QUANT 3 CORRELATING

6 347.1 [a threat to] both [life] and 
[property]

Encoding - specialization/shift/bleaching in "both" FORCE 135 CORRELATING

6 393 run from [June one year] until 
[May the next year.]

Temporal correlative 35 CORRELATING

6 399 as {common} a {cause} as {appraisal} a [object of appraisal] - as [j*] a [nn*] as - for 100 types, 648 
tokens

35 CORRELATING

7 451 choose between [part-time] and 
[full-time training]

35 CORRELATING

7 455 the first step [is] …[ the second 
step is] …

the first step COCA 3148. S574, F237, M925, N485, Ac927 : the second step 
COCA 317. S34, F18, M43, N16, Ac206 - figurative "step" - NB see notes re 
analysis as correlating and not text organiser

35 CORRELATING

9 553 from [0.5 kilograms] to [90 
kilograms]

Correlates quantities - lower conventionally first QUANT 35 CORRELATING

9 554  from [cold-climate areas…] to 
[tropical rainforests

Internal Internal 35 CORRELATING

9 585 [fluctuated] between {15} and 
{50} [million] 

Lower number conventionally first QUANT 35 CORRELATING

9 622 Some…while others while others collocated with some at L4, R4: COCA 73. S6, F10, M21, N13, Ac23 35 CORRELATING

10 727 between [the age of] {18} and 
{24} [months]

Lower number conventionally first 35 CORRELATING

11 809 between the {1st} and {14th} 
{November}

Conventional format for dates…lowest number conventionally first 35 CORRELATING

11 844 between the {lst} and {14th} 
{November}

Conventional format for dates…lowest number conventionally first 35 CORRELATING

11 876 [held] from {2}{pm} - 
{5}{pm}

NB editing practices - editors would normally correct to from … to… allowing with 
reservations (only because - conventionally taken to mean "to")

35 CORRELATING

11 906 if [you are solo swimmer 100] 
then 

Cause, consequence, internal Internal 35 CORRELATING

11 909 if [you are team 450] then [your 
call sign]

Cause, consequence, internal 35 CORRELATING

13 996.1 between [our school families] 
and [caregivers]

External? 35 CORRELATING

13 1004 from {8.45} {am} to {3.05} 
{pm} [daily]

from … too correlator 35 CORRELATING

13 1014 between [September] and 
[April]

Use of "and" - treats months like locations 35 CORRELATING

15 1072 between [Australia A] and 
[Pakistan]

Sets up opposition 35 CORRELATING

16 1118 [the vital link] between [the 
ANF] and [its members]

35 CORRELATING

18 1337 [spread] from {person1} to 
{person1}

from [N1] to [N1] where collocates either exactly the same, or opposites (place 
to place, foot to foot, top to bottom or start to finish, left to right, head to toe)

35 CORRELATING

18 1343 [close prolonged contact] such 
as {living in the same…}

COCA 137296. S4918, F2941, M39195, N29392, Ac60850: meaning not clear 
from words, first variable slot open choice, second constrained by first

35 CORRELATING

18 1344 from one [person] to another from one * to another COCA 1642. S268, F232, M367, N219, Ac556 - pronoun 
references first variable slot filler

35 CORRELATING

18 1453 between {two} and {ten} 
[days]

between … and - lowest number conventionally first QUANT 35 CORRELATING



19 1512 either [brings huge monetary 
gain] or [devastating losses]

either collocated with or at R up to 9, COCA 50769: S9279, F5895, M10298, 
N7632, Ac17665

35 CORRELATING

19 1530 [can] either [borrow money…] 
or [sell stock]

either collocated with or at R up to 9, COCA 50769: S9279, F5895, M10298, 
N7632, Ac17665

35 CORRELATING

20 1547 [gravity pulls] so {much} that 
[even light cannot get out]

Situation, consequence 35 CORRELATING

22 1646 [range] from [24 degrees 
overnight] to [around 34 
degrees during the day]

from … too  correlator - external External 5 CORRELATING

24 1716 ranging from [bushland] to 
{urban areas}

Locative here but need not be - second slot filled by superordinate 35 CORRELATING

24 1719 [almost] too {familiar} to [need 
description]

too {ATTITUDE} to 35 CORRELATING

24 1749 Do not [bandage the bite] but 
[apply iced water]

[DO] not … but Redirect 35 CORRELATING

26 1880 between [the shoulders] and 
[the knees] 

External, locative External 35 CORRELATING

26 1918 between [a goalpost] and [a 
behind post] 

External, locative 35 CORRELATING

26 1935 If [the scores are level on points 
at the end of play] then [the 
game is a draw]

Situation, consequence - but also temporal here Internal/external 35 CORRELATING

26 1938 between [St Kilda] and 
[Sydney]

Sets up opposition here - not locative Opposition 35 CORRELATING

26 1943 [is] from [March] to [August] from … to - earliest month convetionally first External 35 CORRELATING

26 1949 either [owned] or [affiliated] either … or - 35 CORRELATING

27 2032 to be {fit} enough to ATTITUDE in first slot: situation and result - allow 13 CORRELATING

28 2085 [However,] just as [society 
changes], so too does 
[language]

just as … so : eg COCA 2011, MAG, Cosmopolitan: "Just as a dark shade can 
backfire, so can an overly bright…"; COCA 200 FIC Analog "And just as he has 
found anomalies, so have they"; COCA 2010 MAG ChristCentury "…just as Elijah 
is followed by Elisha, so John is followed by…" - 3.56 million in Google, 14 May 
2013

35 CORRELATING

28 2094 [close link] between [national 
self-perception] and […]

35 CORRELATING

30 2166 aged between {14} and {16} Lowest age conventionally first 35 CORRELATING

31 2234 if [you can show…] then […] If/then see Halliday and Hasan 135 CORRELATING

19 1540 doing business [DO] business 5 types, 4280 tokens. S1134, F363, M917, N1407, Ac459 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "do"

1 DO Predicate 
phrase

1 29 [makes life difficult … for 
parents, sibilings and teachers, 
and often for the child] as well

as well COCA 126448. S24119, F13818, M27579, N19849, Ac41083: meaning not 
clear from words, N-Rheme (see Fries 1994)

13 END

10 668 [not required] to do so Meaning not clear from words, N-Rheme (see Fries 1994) 13 END

19 1527 [Because it needs this money,] 
of course.

of course COCA 104551. S37445, F27828, M17013, N10049, Ac12216 13 End

19 1538 at all at all . COCA 23953. S8332, F7291, M3106, N2615, Ac1909: meaning not clear 
from words, N-Rheme (see Fries 1994)

13 END

30 2196 and so on and so on : equivalent to et cetera : searching and so on . to capture: 4302. 
S1206, F504, M1001, N368, Ac1223 - N-Rheme (see Fries 1994)

13 END



30 2201 [the name] says it all says it all COCA 145. S48, F20, M38, N35, Ac4 - N-rheme (see Fries 1994): 
means more/other than the words

13 END

7 423 where to from here where to from here COCA 3. Google 4.3 million 1 February 2012: not referring to 
literal movement, but to conceptual progress - starting at the point in the 
discourse space that is agreed ground…

Space 13 ENTIRE

19 1508 Not exactly. Searching . Not exactly . for this meaning: COCA 33. S2, F21, M6, N3, Ac1. 
Means more than the words

13 ENTIRE

9 605 [all hunters] face {penalties} FACE group: 4 types, 22 tokens. S3, F0, M3, N13, Ac3 Problematicizer 14 FACE Predicate 
phrase

11 958 face {disqualification} FACE list - problematicizer Prob lematicizer 14 FACE Predicate 
phrase

22 1655 find {this} {challenging} challenging collocated with [FIND] at R4 COCA 36. S3, F2, M14, N7, Ac10 - 
second variable slot Indirect Affect

Indirect Affect 14 FIND Predicate 
phrase

27 2054 [they may] find {it} {helpful} [FIND] it helpful COCA 4 types, 97 tokens. S5, F9, M35, N6, Ac42: [FIND] it [jj*] 
collocates difficult, easier, necessary, interesting, impossible, harder, helpful: 
second variable slot Indirect Affect

Judgement 
indirect

14 FIND Predicate 
phrase

1 124 [ignore] all but [the important 
misbehaviours]

Searching all but the|a to access this usage: 2 types, 1522 meanings. S82, F296, 
M524, N327, Ac293 (Literal/idiomatic split: cf he was all but dead): LDCE has an 
entry for all but meaning "almost completely" p. 37 - different meaning here - 
"everything except" - so in effect it means 'pay attention to the important 
misbehaviours, ignore others': NB is a "scaling modifier" in the category of 
"peripheral modifiers" (see Huddleston and Pullum p. 436-437):  means ignore 
misbehaviours except for the important ones...V all but [point to exact set] - 
downplays ignore...classifying as Modifier with others like nothing more than, 
what amounts to - see text

15 Focusing 
modifier

1 23 have trouble [concentrat]ing [HAVE] trouble [v?g*] COCA for 100 types, 2254 tokens. S458, F501, M602, 
N542, Ac151: specialization/shift/bleaching in "have"

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

7 406 [what they] have to {say} have to offer, have to contribute, have to say... specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"have", and means more than the words

134 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

9 565 have [one thing] in common [HAVE] one thing in common: COCA 3 types, 202 tokens. S44, F20, M61, N53, 
Ac24: [have] two things in common COCA 3 types, 21 tokens: have three things 
in common 2 types, 6 tokens : one thing, something, nothing - pattern. Derived 
from in common: in common : 5640. S1002, F943, M1326, N940, Ac1429: 
[HAVE] in common COCA 4 types, 1430 tokens. S345, F220, M345, N227, Ac293

134 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

10 632 Having a baby [HAVE] a baby : 4 types, 2082 tokens. S699, F597, M475, N264, Ac47 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "have" - means 'give birth to'

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

13 997 have {much} to offer have {much, a lot, a great deal} to offer 34 HAVE predicate 
phrase

15 1067 had the effect of [have] the effect COCA 946. S133, F74, M162, N147, Ac430: HIGH AC: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "have"

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

2 139 a wide range a wide range: COCA 3864: S216, F68, M1057, N584, Ac1939: a big range 14. 
PREFERENCE - use of "wide"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

2 162 A wide variety a wide variety COCA 2414. S146, F51, M729, N308, Ac1180: a * variety : top is 
wide 2414. Next great 163. PREFERENCE: use of "wide"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

2 180 a full report full report 292: S100, F42, M70, N40, Ac40: complete report 55: S19, F7, M7, 
N8, Ac14: preference, meaning of "full" in the context of "report"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

2 188 [for] a brief outline outline collocated with brief at L2 COCA 30: MI 7.43 : S3, F2, M2, N2, Ac20: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "brief" (temporal to content) - and at least 
partially tautologous

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

2 225 a wide range [of 
accommodation]

wide range : COCA 4399. S261, F79, M1176, N649, Ac2234: large range COCA 
69: big range COCA 18: use of "wide"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation



3 248 a major review COCA 24. S6, F0, M4, N2, Ac12 - NB no fiction. Use of "major" conveying 
significance, importance - not necessarily size

Appreciation/ 
Force

134 Intensifying 
collocation

6 344 densely forested densely forested COCA 38. S1, F1, M21, N6, Ac9: dense forest COCA S5, F34, 
M35, N9, Ac20: densely wooded COCA 37 (very similar). Heavily forested COCA 
84: heavily wooded COCA 100. Counting for intensifier rather than as complex 
adj (cf densely populated)

13 Intensifying 
collocation

6 345 densely forested densely forested COCA 38. S1, F1, M21, N6, Ac9: dense forest COCA S5, F34, 
M35, N9, Ac20: heavily forested is preferred in COCA texts (79). Some 
shift/specialization/bleaching in "densely", including for that reason

13 Intensifying 
collocation

6 348 high winds high winds COCA 458. S162, F28, M149, N70, Ac49. high wind COCA 118. strong 
winds COCA 261. S80, F19, M111, N25, Ac26 - use of "high" cf high seas

134 Intensifying 
collocation

6 397 the vast majority vast majority COCA 4176. S915, F68, M977, N938, Ac1278: intensifier - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "vast" - NB the vast minority COCA 2

134 Intensifying 
collocation

6 401 highly populated highly populated COCA 47: S12, F2, M6, N11, Ac16. densely populated COCA 
483: S54, F27, M116, N118, Ac168. heavily populated COCA 164. S21, F12, M38, 
N54, Ac39: with reservations, but use of "highly"

134 Intensifying 
collocation

8 490 number one hazard number one * collocates priority, issue, thing, reason, killer, cause, concern, 
problem: COCA for 100 types, 5975 tokens: S4184, F529, M809, N228, Ac225 - 
means most important, most significant

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

9 549 close {relatives} close relatives : COCA 234. S13, F18, M81, N28, Ac94 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "close" - also close family, close friend

134 Intensifying 
collocation

9 577 increased dramatically Specialization/shift/bleaching in "dramatically" - ACOD says "sudden and exciting 
or unexpected" - (p. 426) - but it can be a big increase…doesn't have to be 
sudden, or exciting, or unexpected - can just need to emphasize that it's a large 
increase

134 Intensifying 
collocation

9 598 fully-trained [hunter] Use of "fully" (cf completely) 134 Intensifying 
collocation

9 626 high quality Use of "high" : COCA 1440. S157, F30, M251, N256, Ac746 134 Intensifying 
collocation

9 628 a full range a full range COCA 318: S24, F4, M117, N64, Ac109. a complete range COCA 19. 
NB a wide range COCA 3864 means something slightly different: cf a narrow 
range, a big range COCA 14 - use of "full"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

9 629 high {quality} Use of "high" : COCA 1440. S157, F30, M251, N256, Ac746 Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

10 766 high {income} high income COCA 183. S41, F0, M36, N23, Ac83: big income COCA 21: low 
income, moderate income : use of "high"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

11 892 highly recommended highly recommended COCA  248. S17, F37, M65, N67, Ac62: Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

11 900 highly recommended highly recommended COCA  248. S17, F37, M65, N67, Ac62 Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

12 979 long before Searching . Long before to access this meaning COCA 6292. S1020, F1622, 
M1623, N1242, Ac785

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

13 996 strong relationships strong relationship* COCA 2 types, 364 tokens. S44, F2, M60, N47, Ac211: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "strong" - cf strong emotions, strong feelings

134 Intensifying 
collocation

16 1117 the vital link COCA 83. S7, F5, M28, N17, Ac26: NB the very important link COCA 0. 
Preference

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

16 1222 key roles key role* COCA 2 types, 1340 tokens. S139, F14, M289, N304, Ac594 - use of 
"key"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

16 1230 a wide range of [nursing and 
medical organizations]

a wide range [of ] 3864. S216, F68, M1057, N584, Ac1939 Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation



17 1288 a large proportion a large proportion : COCA 311. S16, F3, M44, N23, Ac225: a big proportion COCA 
2. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "large"

134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1329 high[er] rates higher rates COCA 1088: bigger rates 0, greater rates 27 - preference for "high", 
specialization/shift/bleaching 

134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1331 the vast majority vast majority COCA 4176. S915, F68, M977, N938, Ac1278: intensifier - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "vast" - NB the vast minority COCA 2

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1343 Close [prolonged] contact close contact COCA 350. S58, F24, M75, N72, Ac121: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "close"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1348 soon after COCA 5327. S598, F928, M1548, N1244, Ac1006. Intensifies "after" Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1360 high fever high fever COCA 189. S31, F43, M68, N26, Ac21 - specialization/shift/bleaching 
of "high"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1406 [go] straight back [to] straight back number of usages: literally a straight back, "hair combed straight 
back", and then motion verb with straight back, as here: for indicative figures, 
came|went|walked|ran straight back COCA 4 types, 36 tokens: S6, F19, M4, N6, 
Ac1: however could also be up, down, out ... : but the straight acts as an 
intensifier - straight back - specialization/shift/bleaching in "straight"

13 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1412 close contact close contact COCA 350. S58, F24, M75, N72, Ac121 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "close"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1413 close family close family COCA 295. S81, F25, M69, N65, Ac55 - specialization/shift/bleaching 
in "close" - close family can live in different hemispheres 

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1436 close contact close contact COCA 350. S58, F24, M75, N72, Ac121 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "close"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

18 1462 Close contacts close contact COCA 350. S58, F24, M75, N72, Ac121: close contacts COCA 41. 
S6, F1, M8, N12, Ac14 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "close"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

19 1517 the true nature  the true nature COCA 266. S17, F44, M52, N36, Ac117. HIGH AC - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "true"

134 Intensifying 
collocation

19 1523 basic definitions basic definition* COCA 3 types, 44 tokens. S6, F0, M6, N4, Ac28 (meaning of 
"basic")

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

19 1524 a small fraction small fraction COCA 595. S80, F29, M167, N121, Ac198 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "fraction" (which would normally be considered 
small)

134 Intensifying 
collocation

22 1649 dramatically drop Specialization/shift/bleaching in "dramatically" - ACOD says "sudden and exciting 
or unexpected" - (p. 426) - but it can be a big increase…doesn't have to be 
sudden, or exciting, or unexpected - can just need to emphasize that it's a large 
increase

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

22 1654 high humidity high humidity COCA 117. S8, F9, M65, N14, Ac21 - use of "high" 134 Intensifying 
collocation

23 1682 a comprehensive range comprehensive range COCA 6.  Google 12.8 million 29 March 2013. Allow. 
Specialization/shift/bleacing in "comprehensive"

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

23 1698 strong links strong links COCA 78. S3, F1, M14, N13, Ac47 - use of "strong" Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

23 1699 major universities major universities COCA 122. S11, F8, M24, N26, Ac53. major schools 25. major 
businesses 43. Meaning beyond the words - the most prestigious universities... 
those with the most impressive research profiles... Related or not related to size?

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

26 1817 [fast movement of both players 
and the ball and] high scoring 
[are the game's main attributes]

high scor* COCA 9 types, 593 tokens. S21, F23, M81, N82, Ac386. big scor* 
COCA 6 types, 88 tokens - listing only as intensifier (high)

13 Intensifying 
collocation

27 2031 major surgery major surgery COCA 170. S40, F14, M42, N56, Ac18 (understanding of what 
constitutes "major" in the context of surgery)

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation



28 2094 close link [between] close link COCA 37. S4, F1, M8, N2, Ac22: close link between COCA 26. S3, F0, 
M4, N1, Ac18 - use of "close"

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

29 2116 extreme weather conditions extreme weather conditions COCA 17. S2, F0, M4, N3, Ac8. Google 8.16 million 
12 February 2012 - use of "extreme"

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

2 185 [IF] for any reason for any reason COCA 500: S93, F122, M102, N97, Ac86: for any reasons COCA 6: 
for some reason COCA 3492. for some reasons 15 Pragmatically loaded - don't 
hesitate - widens scope - means more/other than the words 

13 Interpolation

6 331 [in some eucalypt and banksia 
species,] for example [fire 
causes]

for example COCA 84149. S11949, F1710, M19175, N11293, Ac40022 - form 13 Interpolation

6 368 [See] for example for example COCA 84149. S11949, F1710, M19175, N11293, Ac40022 - form 13 Interpolation

9 560 [Potoroids,] for example, [make 
nests]

for example COCA 84149. S11949, F1710, M19175, N11293, Ac40022 - form 13 Interpolation

13 1020 [and] of course [fruit is part 
of…]

of course COCA 104551. S37445, F27828, M17013, N10049, Ac12216 13 Interpolation

3 257 Arts & Cultural Development 
Coordinator

JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

3 274 the Arts and Cultural 
Development Coordinator

Job title 3 Job title

4 293 the Commissioner for Lands JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

5 324 Civic Function and Ceremonies 
Officer

Job title 3 JOB TITLE

7 442 Assistant Building Surveyor 
(Level 5)

JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

7 477 [your school's] Vocational 
Education and Training 
coordinator

JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

14 1028 His Holiness the Dalai Lama Count as job title 3 JOB TITLE

14 1030 His Holiness Count as job title 3 JOB TITLE

14 1035 His Holiness's visit Count as job title 3 JOB TITLE

14 1036 His Holiness Count as job title 3 JOB TITLE

14 1039 His Holiness Count as job title 3 JOB TITLE

14 1043 His Holiness Count as job title 3 JOB TITLE

16 1167 Federal President PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1168 Vice President PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1169 Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1170 Assistant Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1171 Branch Secretaries PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1172 Branch Presidents PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1176 Federal President PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1177 Vice President PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1178 Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1179 Assistant Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1180 Branch Secretaries PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1188 Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1189 Assistant Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE



16 1190 Federal President PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1191 Vice President PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1192 Branch Secretaries PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1193 Branch Presidents PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1194 Vice Presidents PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1214 Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1217 Assistant Federal Secretary PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1218 Branch Secretaries PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1224 Professional Officers PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1233 Industrial Officers PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1241 state industrial officers 3 JOB TITLE

16 1243 The ANJ Editor JOB TITLE (not counting abbreviation here) 3 JOB TITLE

16 1245 the Education Officer PROPER NOUN 3 JOB TITLE

16 1247 the Communications Officer JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

21 1622 [send a brief email to] the 
National Publications Manager

JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

21 1630 the National Publications 
Manager

JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

25 1764 Accredited editors Count with Job Titles 23 JOB TITLE

25 1768 Accredited editors Count as job title 23 JOB TITLE

25 1784 Distinguished Editors Group with job titles 23 JOB TITLE

25 1786 distinguished editors Group with job titles 23 JOB TITLE

25 1789 distinguished editor, [or DE] Group with Job titles 23 JOB TITLE

26 1931 goal umpire goal umpire Google 157,000 PC in AFL context 10 February 2010 - job title 3 JOB TITLE

26 1932 goal umpire goal umpire Google 157,000 PC in AFL context 10 February 2010 - job title 3 JOB TITLE

29 2118 Minister for Emergency Services Job title 3 JOB TITLE

30 2192 RST Officer Job title 3 JOB TITLE

1 28 makes life {difficult} [MAKE] life * collocates easier, better, a, more, difficult, easier, worth….[MAKE] 
life difficult COCA 4 types 77 tokens. S12, F3, M33, N21, Ac8 bleaching in "make" 

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 49.1 diagnosis [is usually] made [MAKE] a diagnosis COCA for 4 types, 92 tokens. S24, F6, M18, N5, Ac39 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 56 diagnosis (of) {ADHD} will be 
made

[MAKE] a diagnosis COCA 4 types, 87 tokens. S24, F6, M18, N5, Ac34 - bleaching 
in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 67 the diagnosis (of) {ADHD} is 
made

[MAKE] a diagnosis COCA 4 types, 87 tokens. S24, F6, M18, N5, Ac34: bleaching 
of "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 70 a diagnosis (of) {ADHD} is 
made

[MAKE] a diagnosis COCA 4 types, 87 tokens. S24, F6, M18, N5, Ac34: bleaching 
of "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 72 It {=diagnosis] shouldn't be 
made

[MAKE] collocated with diagnosis at L4, R4: COCA 519. S85, F27, M112, N46, 
Ac249 ….bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 105 [there should be] more effort 
made

[MAKE] collocated with effort  at L4, R4: 5524. S1109, F966, M1132, N1041, 
Ac1276  - bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

7 422 you've made it Searching [MAKE] it . to access this usage: 4 types 3510 tokens. S1183, F1066, 
M549, N595, Ac117: still mixture of meanings - (1) survive (not die), (2) 
succeed/arrive… - meaning is not clear from the words, allow

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase



7 431.1 To make it {easier} [to see…] [MAKE] it [Adj - attitude] - see notes on MAKE predicate phrases 13 MAKE predicate 
phrase

8 508.1 makes {rip identification} {a 
challenge}

[MAKE] predicate phrase with NP or it and ATTITUDE (here Appreciation) - see 
notes

13 MAKE predicate 
phrase

10 696.2 payments are made [MAKE] payment* COCA 307. S45, F18, M63, N143, Ac38. Strong preference for 
plural

13 MAKE predicate 
phrase

10 697.1 Payments are made [for each 
child in a multiple birth]

[MAKE] payment* COCA 307. S45, F18, M63, N143, Ac38. Strong preference for 
plural

13 MAKE predicate 
phrase

10 700.1 Payment is made [in 13 
fortnightly instalments]

[MAKE] payment* COCA 307. S45, F18, M63, N143, Ac38. Strong preference for 
plural

13 MAKE predicate 
phrase

11 820 make payment [MAKE] payment COCA 4 types, 22 tokens. MAKE group: S1, F4, M5, N5, Ac7 - 
bleaching of "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

11 828.1 Payment must be made [MAKE] payment no intervening article, 4 types, 24 tokens. S2, F4, M6, N5, Ac7. 3 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

11 878 A donation made [on your 
behalf]

donation collocated with [MAKE] COCA 140. S36, F19, M43, N33, Ac9 - bleaching 
of "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

11 912 make payment [MAKE] payment COCA 4 types, 22 tokens. MAKE group: S1, F4, M5, N5, Ac7 - 
bleaching of "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

11 961 Applications…made [MAKE] collocated with application : COCA 244. S27, F9, M75, N31, Ac102 - 
bleaching of "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

11 962 applications for 
withdrawals/refunds' must be] 
made [in writing]

[MAKE] collocated with application : COCA 244. S27, F9, M75, N31, Ac102: in 
writing classified separately (see PP), bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

13 1018 make use of [their 
understanding of colours]

[MAKE] use of COCA 4 types, 1781 tokens. S93, F196, M373, N172, Ac947 - 
bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

16 1235 make amendments amendments collocated with [MAKE] COCA 4 types, 76 tokens. S18, F2, M8, N9, 
Ac39: collocated with [DO] 5 types, 66 tokens: not Do amendments - bleaching 
in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

18 1453 Diagnosis … is made [MAKE] a diagnosis COCA for 4 types, 92 tokens. S24, F6, M18, N5, Ac39 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

29 2127 make sure [MAKE] sure COCA 4 types, 33873 tokens. S11847, F6030, M8354, N5788, 
Ac1854 - meaning not clear from words

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

31 2222 making the statement [MAKE] collocated with statement at L4, R4, COCA 3665. S1708, F259, M545, 
N676, Ac477. MI 3.81: bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 10 diagnostic criteria diagnostic criteria COCA 183. S8, F1, M18, N3, Ac153. diagnostic * * : criteria, 
procedures, test, options, tools, decisions, challenges, purposes, accuracy. 
diagnostic collocated with criteria at R4 189. S8, F1, M18, N3, Ac159, MI 9.93" * 
criteria top collocate is diagnostic : formulaic in medical context? Allow

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

1 14 age group(s) age groups COCA 1111. S49, F4, M151, N111, S796 - use of "group" 13 N/NP

1 44 impulse control impulse control COCA 145. S14, F14, M43, N8, Ac66 - restricted use of 'impulse' 123 N/NP

1 50 child psychiatrist child psychiatrist COCA 115. S39, F7, M36, N19, Ac14: cf child doctor 
0…paediatrician: plus preference for singular (and obviously not a psychiatrist 
who is a child…)

123 N/NP

1 52 child psychiatrist child psychiatrist COCA 115. S39, F7, M36, N19, Ac14: cf child doctor 
0…(paediatrician…no equivalent for psychiatrist - gap in the lexicon) - plus 
preference for singular 

123 N/NP

1 58 {two}- to {three}-year olds 
[(and many four- and five-year-
olds)]

Formulaic for age - 2 counted separately, see 59 3 N/NP

1 59 {four}-and-{five}-year old(s) Formulaic for age 3 N/NP



1 62 child psychiatrists child psychiatrist COCA 115. S39, F7, M36, N19, Ac14: cf child doctor 
0…(paediatrician…no equivalent for psychiatrist - gap in the lexicon) - plus 
preference for singular

123 N/NP

1 65 child psychiatrist child psychiatrist COCA 115. S39, F7, M36, N19, Ac14: cf child doctor 
0…(paediatrician…no equivalent for psychiatrist - gap in the lexicon) - plus 
preference for singular

123 N/NP

1 79 psychostimulant medication Technical term - meaning of "psychostimulant"? 23 N/NP

1 91 [have] side effects side effects COCA 3517. S739, F133, M1658, N449, Ac538 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "side"

13 N/NP

1 92 loss of appetite loss of appetite COCA 127: S8, F8, M63, N14, Ac34: appetite loss COCA 11 - 
preference cf weight loss/loss of weight

13 N/NP

1 95 [have] side effects side effects COCA 3517. S739, F133, M1658, N449, Ac538 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "side"

13 N/NP

1 99 cause for {concern} cause for concern COCA 448. S76, Fiction 19, M147, N83, Ac123 : cause for * . 
top collocate concern, then (with large gap) celebration, alarm, optimism, hope, 
worry… INDIRECT AFFECT

Indirect Affect 134 N/NP

1 113 [some people turn to] 
alternative therapies

alternative therapies: COCA 174. S42, F0, M73, N27, Ac32 - encyclopaedic - 
things like naturopathy - meaning not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

1 114 [a diverse range of] 
complementary [and 
alternative] therapies [are used]

complementary therapies COCA 50: S0, F0, M23, N1, Ac26: things like 
naturopathy

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

1 115 [complementary and] 
alternative therapies

alternative therapies: COCA 174. S42, F0, M73, N27, Ac32 - encyclopaedic - 
things like naturopathy - meaning not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

1 116 research trials COCA 19. Google 2.05 million 26 March 2012: specific stage in scientific 
methodology - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

2 136 coastal heathlands coastal heathlands COCA 0. Google 19.4 million 31 January 2012: technical term, 
allow

23 N/NP

2 137 national parks specific meaning in Australian context, with particular restrictions: COCA 2711. 
S199, F30, M1713, N443, Ac326

23 N/NP

2 145 a wilderness experience "wilderness experience" Google 1.81 million March 8 2012: refers to a specific 
tourism strategy in Australia

23 N/NP

2 149 pit toilet localized term referring to specific type of toilet : COCA 8, but Google 2.6 million 
29 March 2013. 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

2 156 guide books guide books : COCA 40. S5, F11, M6, N11, Ac7 PC because they need not actually 
guide you at all: they give information about places, routes etc. 
Specialisation/shift in "guide"

23 N/NP

2 191 dieback Disease affecting trees in WA. Hyphenated in Australian Concise English 
Dictionary (2009) - therefore included in counts

23 N/NP

2 195 access road access road : 212. S19, F71, M51, N54, Ac17 : entry road COCA 7 PREFERENCE 23 N/NP

2 197 total fire ban COCA 0. Google 106,000 31 January 2012. ALLOW: encyclopaedic PC in West 
Australian/Australian context - covers a specific range of activities not limited to 
things that would traditionally be associated with fire, including welding etc.

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

2 200 fuel stoves fuel stoves: Google 6.03 million. Query sent to Bibbulmun organisation asking for 
clarification: email received 31 January 2012: these are small portable stoves 
that have their own fuel source ... so people do not have to use twigs etc from 
the bush  

123 N/NP

2 208 [a sit-down] pit toilet pit toilet Google 131,000 31 January 2012: PC in Australian context. Wikipedia 
def at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pit_toilet

23 N/NP



2 212 fuel stoves fuel stoves: Google 6.03 million. Query sent to Bibbulmun Track organisation 
(WA) asking for clarification: email reply received 31 January 2012: these are 
stoves that have their own fuel source so people do not have to use twigs etc 
from the bush  

Encyclopaedic, 
restricted

123 N/NP

2 213 fuel stoves fuel stoves: Google 6.03 million. Query sent to Bibbulmun Track organisation 
(WA) asking for clarification: email reply received 31 January 2012: these are 
stoves that have their own fuel source so people do not have to use twigs etc 
from the bush  

Encyclopaedic, 
restricted

123 N/NP

2 222 bivvy bag bivvy bag = "bivouac sack": Google 97,000 31 January 2012 - cross between a 
sleeping bag and a small tent. 

123 N/NP

2 228 frequently asked questions COCA 111. S4, F4, M40, N35, Ac28: formulaic - often FAQs 3 N/NP

3 234 civic statuary COCA 0: however, included in Google Wikipedia definition of public art - counting 
with reservations

2 N/NP

3 235 monumental sculpture monumental sculpture COCA 20:s0, F1, M9, N3, Ac7.  Google 818,000 31 
January 2012, with Wikipedia def at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monumental_sculpture - 
shifting/bleach/specialization in "monumental"

23 N/NP

3 236 street art street art COCA 59: S8, F4, M8, N29, Ac10: Google 34 million 31 January 2012, 
with Wikipedia def at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Street_art - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "shift"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

3 239 [offers] something for everyone something for everyone COCA 289. S73, F4, M105, N88, Ac19: something for 
everybody COCA 81. S38, F2, M17, N18, Ac6: something for someone COCA 29; 
something for all COCA 29 but all in this case usually quantifying. Form 
preference

3 N/NP

3 243 the first step in [a process] the first step COCA 3148. S574, F237, M925, N485, Ac927: figurative step Movement 13 N/NP

3 244 a clear direction clear direction COCA 82. S8, F4, M11, N23, Ac36 - figurative direction: 
bleaching/shift/specialization in "clear"

13 N/NP

3 245 public art public art COCA 508. S17, F2, M109, N172, Ac208: included because the 
meaning is not clear from the parts - public art is art that is displayed around the 
city, generally outside: it has been bought by the City of Perth (encyclopaedic) - 
art for the public, not by the public

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

3 247 capital city capital city COCA 1021. S242, F111, M189, N268, Ac211 - means more/other 
than the words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

3 251 local government authorities local government authorities COCA 7: Google 11.5 million 31 January 2012 
(encyclopaedic)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

3 252 a clear vision a clear vision COCA 114. S21, F4, M25, N33, Ac31: a * vision collocates are new, 
clear, shared, common, different, low, positive, long-term, compelling : figurative 
vision , bleaching/shift/specialization in "clear"

1 N/NP

3 265 focal point focal point 1481: S122, F54, M574, N318, Ac413: focus point COCA 25 - 
preferred form

3 N/NP

3 271 the inner city inner city COCA 720. S268, F21, M142, N190, Ac99: specialisation of "inner" - 
means more/other than the words

13 N/NP

4 277 botanic garden COCA 184. S8, F6, M71, N71, Ac28 - means more than the words Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP
4 279 the Central Business District Often abbreviated CBD. In full, COCA 128: S16, F1, M15, N61, Ac35 - Low F - 

means more than the words suggest (encyclopaedic)
Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

4 290 cultural heritage [icons] cultural heritage COCA 833. S39, F18, M110, N116, Ac550: 21.1 million Google 
31 January 2012 with definitions: encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

4 300 a focal point [of] focal point : COCA 1481. S122, F54, M574, N318, Ac413: Australian concise 
Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 545): cf focus point COCA 25 - preference

3 N/NP

5 305 citizenship ceremonies formulaic in Australian context - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP



5 306 Australian citizen Means more than the words in Australian context - encyclopaedic - brings with it 
specific rights in regard to working for the Government, voting, ability to put 
university fees on HECS (permanent residents have to pay upfront) etc - including 
for that reason

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

5 307 citizenship ceremony formulaic in Australian context - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

5 311 citizenship ceremonies formulaic in Australian context - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

5 314 citizenship certificates formulaic in Australian context - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

5 318 citizenship ceremonies formulaic in Australian context - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

5 323 citizenship ceremonies Formulaic in Australian context - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

5 325 application forms application forms COCA 113. S13, F7, M20, N23, Ac50: NB subtle difference 
between "application" and "registration", "application" implying possibility of 
refusal, "registration" implying certainty - means more than the words

23 N/NP

6 329 [and] loss of life loss of life COCA 688. S316, F36, M81, N147, Ac108 (means death) - figurative 
"loss"

13 N/NP

6 332 seed pods seed pod COCA 17, seed pods COCA 69: S1, F10, M39, N8, Ac11: tautology (pod 
defined as "a long narrow seed container that grows on various plants" in LDCE, 
p. 1259 - so you could just say "pods"...but common tautology? Form preference

3 N/NP

6 337 [severe] loss of life loss of life COCA 688. S316, F36, M81, N147, Ac108 (death): figurative "loss" 13 N/NP

6 350 [reducing the] fuel loads fuel load COCA 30. S5, F4, M10, N8, Ac3: fuel loads 10: PC in bush fire context - 
refers to the amount of leaf litter in the bush - specialization of "load" and also 
"fuel" - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

6 351 controlled burn [escapes] Formulaic in Australian context - encyclopaedic -  the practice of burning off in the 
bush to try to reduce the fuel load: Google 612,000 29 March 2013 - defined at 
www.sciencedaily.com/articles/c/controlled_burn.htm "a technique sometimes 
used in forest management"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 355 early humans early humans COCA 74. S5, F1, M33, N9, Ac26 (preferred to ancient humans 
(19), prehistoric humans (10)…specialization/shift/bleaching in "early"

3 N/NP

6 357 epicormic shoots epicormic shoots COCA 0. Google 26,800 1 Feb 2012: Technical, included despite 
low frequency - encyclopaedic 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 360 fire season fire season COCA 84. S49, F2, M16, N13, Ac4. doesn't mean that fires necessarily 
happen (as rainy/dry): means that the risk is high: specialisation of "season"

23 N/NP

6 362 weather forecasts weather forecasts COCA 89. S11, F8, M43, N21, Ac6. economic forecasts, 
earnings forecasts, climate forecasts, profit forecasts: weather and economic 
forecasts? Two weather and one economic forecast? Odd, but odd by virtue of 
oddness of putting weather and economic forecasts together. Including only 
because it is understood that these are official forecasts - i.e. underpinned by 
formal analysis

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 363 [including temperature,] relative 
humidity

relative humidity COCA 205. S14, F1, M59, N8, Ac123 encyclopaedic - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "relative"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

6 365 Fire Danger Rating COCA 0. Google 284,000 29 March 2013: low frequencies, however formulaic in 
Australian context - count as ordinary N/NP

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 366 bush fire danger ratings COCA 0. Formulaic in Australian context - Google 128,000 29 March 2013: NB 
bushfire is one word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 186)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



6 367 trigger points Formulaic in this context - a trigger point is not what starts a fire, but the 
markers that indicate a shift from one bush fire danger rating to another, and 
which therefore trigger different responses for people in the area. 
Specialization/bleaching/shift in "trigger", and encyclopaedic - see "Prepare, Act, 
Survive" 
http://www.abc.net.au/emergency/bushfire/warnings/documents/national_warnin
gs_framework.pdf

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 369 Fire Danger Ratings COCA 0. Google 284,000 29 March 2013: low frequencies, however formulaic in 
Australian context - count as ordinary N/NP

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 375 emergency services emergency services COCA 356. F25, M42, N154, Ac32: refers specifically to 
ambulance, fire, police - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 378 statutory body statutory body COCA 5. 2.26 million Google 1 February 2012. 
www.atns.net.au/subcategory.asp?subcategoryID=139 - specific technical 
meaning

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 382 emergency services emergency services COCA 356. F25, M42, N154, Ac32 - encyclopaedic: police, 
fire, ambulance

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

6 385 growth corridors growth corridors COCA 3. Google 169,000: appears to be a technical term - see 
def at acnu.org/data/acnu-congress-2010/WEDNESDAY/Jones.pdf. ALLOW - 

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

6 392 bushfire season related to fire season. fire season COCA 84. S49, F2, M16, N13, Ac4. rainy 
season, dry season; hot season COCA 23: doesn't mean that fires necessarily 
happen (as rainy/dry): means that the risk is high: specialization/shift in "season" 
- cf bushfire period

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

6 395 dry season searching the dry season to capture this usage. COCA 340. S9, F31, M80, N23, 
Ac197: specialization of "dry" 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 396 dry season searching the dry season to capture this usage. COCA 340. S9, F31, M80, N23, 
Ac197: specialization of "dry" 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

6 398 lightning strikes lightning strikes.[nn*] COCA 92. S12, F21, M26, N20, Ac12 - specialization of 
"strike", preferred form

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

7 412.1 all sorts of COCA 4567. S1635, F881, M963, N643, Ac445: means more than the individual 
component parts suggest - cf all the sorts of COCA 12: S5, F4, M1, N2, Ac0. 

13 N/NP

7 430 registered training provider COCA 0. Formulaic in the context of apprenticeships - allow - used generically 
here

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 435 [Trainees enter into a contract 
with an employer to gain hands-
on skills and] work experience 
[while earning a wage (64) 

work experience COCA 532, S32, F6, M67, N92, Ac335: usually unpaid - use is 
different here but draws on the core meaning - reflects the fact that apprentices 
are paid, but their wages are low - but you get work experience, without which 
employers will not take you on: not employment experience, or practical 
experience - preferrred

Encyclopaedic 3 N/NP

7 441 [and] work experience [while 
earning a wage (64) 

Encyclopaedic - evokes process of acquiring skills through work experience which 
then make you more employable…may or may not be paid

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

7 447 [recent] school leavers school leavers 18. Google 8.32 million. PC in Australian/West Australian context - 
not school graduates, or education leavers…meaning people who leave full-time 
education (not leave school on a daily basis)

Encyclopaedic 3 N/NP

7 460 Pre-apprenticeship courses Google 72,600 1 February 2012: specific courses run at TAFEs that give people a 
better chance of getting an apprenticeship - encyclopaedic in context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 461 Pre-apprenticeship courses Google 72,600 1 February 2012: specific courses run at TAFEs that give people a 
better chance of getting an apprenticeship - encyclopaedic in context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 464 training providers State Training Providers Google 121,000 1 February 2012: wide usage in 
community, formal term (special status) encyclopaedic , used generically here

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 469 registered training organisation Encyclopaedic - conveys legal status, used generically here Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP



7 479 [before reaching] the school 
leaving age

school leaving age 637,000 Google 1 February. formulaic/encyclopaedic in 
educational/Australian context: the minimum age at which students are allowed 
to leave school

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 482 group training organisation Formulaic in broad apprenticeship context - formal term, special status, used 
generically here

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 483 a host employer Formulaic in apprenticeship context - formal term, special status, 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "host"

Encyclopaedic 1 N/NP

7 485 host employer Formulaic in apprenticeship context - formal term, special status, 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "host"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 486 training provider State Training Providers Google 121,000 1 February 2012: new name for TAFE 
(Trades and Further Education) colleges

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

7 487 [get real skills for] the real 
world

the real world COCA 3171. S553, F479, M835, N583, Ac721: the true world COCA 
6 : specialization/bleaching/shift in "real" and preference

13 N/NP

8 489 rip currents rip current/s COCA 36: S7, F4, M11, N13, Ac1: currents that run at right angles 
to the beach and carry swimmers rapidly out to sea: a danger on some types of 
beaches - meaning not clear from words, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 492 Rip currents rip current/s COCA 36: S7, F4, M11, N13, Ac1: currents that run at right angles 
to the beach and carry swimmers rapidly out to sea: a danger on some types of 
beaches - meaning not clear from words, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 492.1 Rip currents See 492 Encyclopaedic 124 N/NP

8 494 non-swimmers People who cannot swim, or people who are not swimming, depending on 
context: here it is people who cannot swim

3 N/NP

8 497 a flotation device flotation device Google 3.56 million 1 February, with Wikipedia definition. COCA 
47: S7, F8, M27, N3, Ac2: no bleaching or specialisation, but encyclopaedic - 
referring to something you wear to stop you from drowning

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

8 498 rip currents rip current/s COCA 36: S7, F4, M11, N13, Ac1: currents that run at right angles 
to the beach and carry swimmers rapidly out to sea: a danger on some types of 
beaches - meaning not clear from words, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 499 low tide low tide COCA 271. S23, F81, M90, N24, Ac53: the water is low, not the tide - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "low"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 500 low tide low tide COCA 271. S23, F81, M90, N24, Ac53: the water is low, not the tide - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "low"

123 N/NP

8 501 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

8 502 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

8 503 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

8 504 [swim outside] the red and 
yellow flags

Homophoric reference: encyclopaedic. Surf Lifesaving Australia put out two flags, 
with red and yellow stripes: if you swim between the flags, surf lifesavers will 
watch you : if you swim outside the flags, they will not: core is the red and yellow 
flags.

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

8 505 [swim between] the red and 
yellow flags

Homophoric reference: encyclopaedic. Surf Lifesaving Australia put out two flags, 
with red and yellow stripes: if you swim between the flags, surf lifesavers will 
watch you : if you swim outside the flags, they will not: core is the red and yellow 
flags.

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

8 506 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 507 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 508 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 509 surf zones surf zone COCA 16. S0, F0, M9, N2, Ac5.  Google 1.57 million 1 February 2012. 
Wiki definition at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surf_zone: others also available

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

8 510 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP



8 511 rip current See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

8 512 [many swimmers continue not 
to swim between] the red and 
yellow flags

See 8/504 2 N/NP

8 514 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 515 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 517 rip current See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 518 rip current See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 519 a patrolled beach "patrolled beach" Google 425,000 1 February 2012. COCA 0. PC in Australian 
beach context - a beach with Surf Lifesavers present

2 N/NP

8 520 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 522 rip current See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 524 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 526 rip current See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 528 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 531 [The best area to swim is 
between] the red and yellow 
flags

See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

8 533 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 534 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 536 rip current See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 541 [There is] no such thing [as] there is no such thing as COCA 546. S89, F56, M144, N112, Ac145: no such thing 
COCA 1841: S408, F408, M436, N316, Ac273. Counting as N/NP rather than 
sentence/clause lead-in, see notes

13 N/NP

8 542 "rip tide" ww2010.atmos.uiuc.edu/(Gh)/guides/mtr/hurr/damg/rip.rxml"Another almost 
overlooked aspect of hurricanes and tropical storms are rip tides ( or rip 
currents). Rip tides are strong sea currents which push away from the …"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 543 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 544 "rip tides" See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 546 rip currents See 8/489 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

9 552 size and weight size and weight COCA 175. S7, F17, M87, N33, Ac31. weight and size 35. 
PREFERENCE

3 N/NP

9 557 tropical rainforests tropical rainforests COCA 67. S0, F0, M23, N3, Ac41 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

9 578 European settlement European settlement COCA 77. S1, F0, M17, N4, Ac55: in Australian context, 
reference to specific stage of Australian history - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

9 580 Kangaroo harvesting kangaroo harvesting COCA 6. Google 17,900 2 February 2012: killing kangaroos 
to reduce numbers (primary purpose is number reduction, not gathering food 
which would be normal use of the word): specialization of "harvesting"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

9 588 [is reviewed annually and 
independent of] market demand

market demand COCA 190: [nn*] demand COCA 0. consumer demand, employer 
demand; encyclopaedic - apparently transparent…but what IS market demand? 
Meaning not clear from words - specialization/shift/bleaching in "market" 
(meaning consumers?)

12 N/NP

9 596 live export live export COCA 0. Google 997,000. 2 February 2012. Australian formulaic - 
refers to the practice of shipping animals while still alive for slaughter overseas - 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



9 600 animal welfare animal welfare, child welfare, migrant welfare, social welfare : each has a slightly 
different meaning and usage. Encyclopaedic, socio-culturally defined - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "welfare"

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

9 612 game meats game meats 1.17 million en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Game_(food) Game is any animal 
hunted for food or not normally domesticated…specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"meats" (it's the animal that's hunted, not the meat?)

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

9 623 export earnings export earnings COCA 144. S5, F1, M11, N14, Ac113: use of plural "earnings" 
(why "earnings"?)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

9 627 [high] tensile strength high tensile strength COCA 5: tensile strength COCA 103. S1, F13, M28, N6, Ac55 
: defined in ACOD as "resistance to breaking under tension" … include as N/NP

N/NP

10 645 Australian resident Google 920,000 2 February 2012 - encyclopaedic - legal status, not just living 
here - having achieved particular immigration status, but not the same status as 
a citizen

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

10 646 [listed] visa holder COCA 1. [HOLD] a visa COCA 0. Google 1.91 2 February 2012: a person who has 
a visa of some kind…used in preference to 'visa owner' or 'visa possessor' or 'visa 
grantee' etc: figurative "holder"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

10 659 lump sum lump sum COCA 372. S55, F12, M115, N156, Ac34: figurative "lump": NB lump 
amount 0 - also preference

13 N/NP

10 660 [at the end of] the financial year the Financial Year COCA 2. 80.2 million 2 February 2012. Different in different 
countries. Not usually considered as a proper noun - classify as N/NP - 
encyclopaedic: different to calendar year

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

10 666 tax return tax return COCA 480. S100, F19, M148 N189, Ac24 - encyclopaedic - doesn't 
mean you're returning tax - specialization of "tax", encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

10 670 a lump sum lump sum COCA 372. S55, F12, M115, N156, Ac34: figurative "lump": NB lump 
amount 0 - also preference

13 N/NP

10 673 annual income annual income COCA 558. S43, F11, M174, N184, Ac146: yearly income COCA 
44. PREFERENCE  

3 N/NP

10 674 [outstanding] income tax 
returns

COCA income tax return* 3 types, 162 tokens. S38, F5, M34, N67, Ac18: 
encyclopaedic - you're not returning tax, you're returning details of earnings – 
and shift/specialization/bleaching in "returns"

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

10 675 tax returns [you have failed to 
lodge]

tax return COCA 480. S100, F19, M148, N189, Ac24 encyclopaedic – 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "returns"

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

10 680 application form application forms COCA 113. S13, F7, M20, N23, Ac50: application and 
registration forms : four application and one registration form. NB difference 
between application and registration - significant in terms of power referenced. 
The former implies discretion on the part of the person granting; the second does 
not. Odd that Family Assistance has an application form - indicates attitude of 
authority - should be a right, and should therefore be "registration".

3 N/NP

10 683 benefit claims benefit claims Google 623,000 2 February 2012 encyclopaedic: specialization of 
"benefit" and also "claims"

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

10 686 care provider Conventionalised in this context: specialization of "care" – specific legal 
requirements , paid care

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

10 689 approved care approved care Google 243,000 2 February 2012 encyclopaedic: officially 
approved

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

10 690 registered care registered care Google 1.55 million 2 February 2012 encyclopaedic: formally, 
legally registered. Specialization of "care"

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

10 696 upfront costs COCA 40. S5, F0, M10, N15, Ac10. Upfront prices COCA 1 - preference, meaning 
of "upfront"

13 N/NP

10 698 a multiple birth multiple birth COCA 32. S12, F1, M10, N0, Ac9 - more than one baby - preferred 
form, meaning not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 3 N/NP



10 699 [the family's] combined taxable 
income

taxable income encyclopaedic - the portion of your income on which tax has to be 
paid,some being tax free. Combined taxable income is the sum of both parters' 
taxable income 

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

10 745 Tax offsets tax offsets COCA 0. Google 346,000. Def at 
www.ato.gov.au/content.aspx?doc=/content/48104.htm: encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

10 749 working families http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.asp?article=7060 accessed 9 March 2012 
"Who are these working families? And why are we hearing so much about them? Even before the Rudd 
ascendancy, then Labor leader Kim Beazley was talking of the “fairer, more prosperous future” that “working 
Australian families deserve”. Similarly the ACTU’S successful anti-Workchoices campaign focused on 
“working families” rather than merely “workers”. Rudd Labor’s election campaign was awash with references 
to them. Labor made much of then PM John Howard’s confident declaration that under his government 
“working families had never been better off”. In the October 2007 leaders’ debate with Howard, Rudd 

mentioned these families an astonishing 21 times." : refers to couples with children where 
both partners are working - means more/other than the words

23 N/NP

10 751 [the cost of] child care child care COCA 3796. S728, F36, M1312, N873, Ac847 - child care two words in 
Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), therefore counting - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "care", preferred form (child not children)

13 N/NP

10 753 out of pocket {costs} out of pocket cost* 2 types, 6 tokens. Google out of pocket cost* 3.95 million 2 
February 2012, including Wiki def for out of pocket expenses at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Out-of-pocket_expenses: COCA out of pocket * collocates 
expenditures, expenses, costs: classifying as N/NP variable (rather than complex 
adj) because of limited semantic set 

14 N/NP

10 754 approved child care child care COCA 3796. S728, F36, M1312, N873, Ac847: never children care … 
preference, and also specialization of "care"

13 N/NP

10 755 out of pocket {costs} out of pocket cost* 2 types, 6 tokens. Google out of pocket cost* 3.95 million 2 
February 2012, including Wiki def for out of pocket expenses at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Out-of-pocket_expenses: COCA out of pocket * collocates 
expenditures, expenses, costs: classifying as N/NP variable (rather than complex 
adj) because of limited semantic set 

14 N/NP

10 756 approved child care "approved child care" Google 378,000 2 February 2012: refers to Government 
accreditation scheme - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

10 759 Out of pocket {costs} out of pocket cost* 2 types, 6 tokens. Google out of pocket cost* 3.95 million 2 
February 2012, including Wiki def for out of pocket expenses at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Out-of-pocket_expenses: COCA out of pocket * collocates 
expenditures, expenses, costs: classifying as N/NP variable (rather than complex 
adj) because of limited semantic set 

14 N/NP

10 765 a zero rate entitlement Very low in Google (2,200 for zero rate entitlement) however all relate to the 
particular situation where parents are not entitled to child care benefit: preferred 
form, and also encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

10 772 [the end of] the financial year the financial year COCA 2. Google 80.2 million 2 February: does not match 
calendar, encyclopaedic - runs 1 July to 30 June in Australia (different in UK)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

11 816 internet providers COCA 3 types, 158 tokens. S32, F1, M38, N62, Ac25 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "providers"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

11 823 Life Members [of the 
ASsociation]

COCA 4 types, 79 tokens: specialization/shift "life" 123 N/NP

11 828 Payment Options payment options COCA 28: S1, F0, M9, N11, Ac7. Both sides transparent … but 
payment alternatives COCA 1. PREFERENCE

3 N/NP

11 830 t-shirts COCA 40 types, 9725 tokens. "t" references shape? 13 N/NP



11 833 first name also known as given name, christian name … NB Note Style Manual : "…it is 
important to use the terms given name and family name, not 'Christian name', 
'first name', 'forename' and 'surname', all of which presume the standard 
European naming conventions and order of names" Style manual for authors 
editors and printers / revised by Snooks & Co (2002) p. 58 

3 N/NP

11 834 date of birth date of birth COCA 224. S41, F50, M33, N41, Ac59 - preference 3 N/NP

11 835 telephone number telephone number COCA 864. S216, F157, M182, N217, Ac92: 'Give me your 
telephone and student numbers' - including 

3 N/NP

11 836 mobile number mobile number COCA 6: 59.4 million Google 3 February 2012: 'Give me your 
mobile and student numbers'??? (NB mobile number is also a telephone number, 
but telephone number understood to be a landline)

3 N/NP

11 837 email address email address COCA 195. S73, F17, M7, N2, Ac96: specialization of "address" 13 N/NP

11 841 medical conditions medical condition* COCA 6 types, 1024 tokens. S221, F36, M249, N174, Ac344: 
refers to a medical abnormality or problem, meaning shift/specialization in 
"conditions"

13 N/NP

11 848 entry fee entry fee: COCA 248. S4, F10, M32, N115, Ac87: entry charge COCA 1: 
Preference. Specialization of "entry". NB entry charge COCA 1.

13 N/NP

11 858 application form As 10/680: application forms COCA 113. S13, F7, M20, N23, Ac50: cf registration 
form - rights and privileges associated with both - significant in terms of power 
referenced. The former implies discretion on the part of the person granting; the 
second does not. Odd that Family Assistance has an application form - indicates 
attitude of authority - should be a right, and should therefore be "registration".

3 N/NP

11 859 customised number plates customized number plates COCA 0. Google 35,300 3 February 2012. number 
plate(s) COCA 15. Google 8.97 million 11 February 2013. Pieces of metal that 
carry car's registration number

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

11 862 entry fees entry fee: COCA 248. S4, F10, M32, N115, Ac87: entry charge COCA 1: 
Preference. Specialization of "entry". NB entry charge COCA 1 - preference

13 N/NP

11 871 [complimentary] light breakfast light breakfast COCA 39. S0, F12, M13, N14, Ac0: NB heavy meal, light meal - 
specialization/figurative "light"

13 N/NP

11 881 [at] the finish line finish line COCA 992. S171, F174, M322, N300, Ac25: finishing line COCA 9: 
PREFERENCE

3 N/NP

11 889 entry fee entry fee: COCA 248. S4, F10, M32, N115, Ac87: entry charge COCA 1: 
Preference. Specialization of "entry". NB entry charge COCA 1 - preference

13 N/NP

11 903 Call signs call sign COCA 53. S14, F7, M15, N16, Ac1 - meaning unclear from words, 
specialization of "call"

123 N/NP

11 908 call sign call sign COCA 53. S14, F7, M15, N16, Ac1 - meaning unclear from words, 
specialization of "call"

123 N/NP

11 910 call sign call sign COCA 53. S14, F7, M15, N16, Ac1 - meaning unclear from words, 
specialization of "call"

123 N/NP

11 913 boat registration number boat registration number Google 657,000 3 February 2012: formulaic in Western 
Australia (Australia?): formal process of registration - count, but borderline

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

11 914 make of boat make of car, make of hairdryer NB make versus brand - preference, and 
shift/specialization/bleaching in "make"

13 N/NP

11 915 boat make As 11/914 13 N/NP

11 916 mobile number As 11/836 23 N/NP

11 917 email address As 11/837 23 N/NP

11 921 by-law Hyphenated in Austrlalian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), include - 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP



11 924 by-law Hyphenated in Austrlalian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), include - 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

11 929.1 by-law Hyphenated in Austrlalian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), include - 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

11 932 nose clip Particular type of clip you put over your nose to stop the water going up it : COCA 
3. Google 846,000 (wikipedia - "a small bent piece of wire covered in rubber worn 
by some swimmers (primarily synchronized swimmers)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

11 933 bathing suit bathing suit COCA 844. S182, F389, M156, N79, Ac38: specialization of "suit" 13 N/NP

11 937 the bathing suit bathing suit COCA 844. S182, F389, M156, N79, Ac38: specialization of "suit" 13 N/NP

11 938 swim skin Formulaic in swimming context - like a rashy/wetsuit - specialization/shift/bleach 
in "skin"

123 N/NP

11 941 bathing suit bathing suit COCA 844. S182, F389, M156, N79, Ac38: specialization of "suit" 13 N/NP

11 943 rash vest  (rashie colloquially) - put on underneath a wet suit … but also, in WA at least, 
rashie is used to describe the sunsafe tops children wear…nothing to do with 
rashes (although they do coincidentally stop you getting stung by jellyfish)

123 N/NP

11 944 stinger suit Stops jelly fish getting you - Google "stinger suit" - allow despite low frequencies 12 N/NP

11 960 finish line COCA 1044. S178, F180, M346, N312, Ac28. LOW ACADEMIC: finishing line COCA 
10. Preference and specialization in "line"

3 N/NP

12 985 log files log files COCA 13: 16.1 million 3 February 2012 - meaning not clear from the 
words - Wikipedia "in computer data logging, the file to which a computer system 
writes a record of its activities"

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

13 989 Pre-primary Formulaic: level of education below primary school in Australia - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
13 993 pre-primaries Formulaic: level of education below primary school in Australia - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

13 994 whole school [P-7] learning 
environment

Educational buzz-phrase? Google 529,000 so below million threshold…but entries 
support technical term ("The Whole School Approach" )

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

13 995 buddy classes buddy class* COCA 0. Looks like educational buzz-word (and used in local 
primary schools): see Google Buddy Classes - Mindarie Primary School - Western 
Australia. Allow

12 N/NP

13 1005 [at] Pre-Primary Formulaic: level of education below primary school in Australia - encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

13 1010 bare feet bare feet COCA 1158. S39, F884, M138, N76, Ac21. bare foot, bare feet, bare 
hands : naked feet COCA 24 - preference

3 N/NP

13 1015 [Drop off and] pick up Derived from PVs, but here used as nouns 13 N/NP

13 1016 Drop off [and pick up] Derived from PVs, but here used as nouns 13 N/NP

13 1017 [ensure prompt] pick up [PICK] up . with full stop to access this usage: 4 types, 1083 tokens. S247, F428, 
M189, N176, Ac43 - used as noun here

13 N/NP

13 1019 one to one counting http://www2.nzmaths.co.nz/frames/ONPD/images/module6.pdf"The One to One 
Counting stage is characterised by students who can count and form a set of 
objects up to ten, but cannot solve simple problems that involve joining and 
separating sets, like 4 + 3".

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

13 1021 balanced diet balanced diet : encyclopaedic - specialization of "balanced" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

13 1025 [for safety and] duty of care 
[reasons]

duty of care COCA 39. S0, F0, M2, N4, Ac33 encyclopaedic - legal implications - 
preferred form

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

14 1031 public talks COCA public talk* COCA 3 types, 36 tokens. S5, F0, M7, N15, Ac9 - talks given 
for the benefit of the public, not by the public or in public

123 N/NP

14 1032 public talks COCA public talk* COCA 3 types, 36 tokens. S5, F0, M7, N15, Ac9 - talks given 
for the benefit of the public, not by the public or in public

123 N/NP

14 1033 public talks COCA public talk* COCA 3 types, 36 tokens. S5, F0, M7, N15, Ac9 - talks given 
for the benefit of the public, not by the public or in public

123 N/NP



14 1046 public address system public address system COCA 123. S23, F26, M7, N53, Ac14: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "address", and "public"

23 N/NP

14 1048 [during] the winter months the winter months (why not winter?) during winter 310: during the winter months 
185: S11, F17, M88, N24, Ac45: during the autumn months 3: during the spring 
months 5: during the summer months: 208. Unpredictable biases -  including for 
that reason, but with reservations

3 N/NP

14 1057 public talks COCA public talk* COCA 3 types, 36 tokens. S5, F0, M7, N15, Ac9 - talks given 
for the benefit of the public, not by the public or in public

123 N/NP

14 1059 a question and answer session question and answer session COCA 34. S18, F2, M3, N2, Ac9: question and 
answer COCA 148. Coordinated, but only because questions come temporally 
before answers: included only because it is understood that this means audience 
members will ask, and the speaker will answer (i.e. from many to one or a small 
number, and answerers not ordinary people) - included for encyclopaedic 
understanding associated with expression

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

15 1064 a whole new ball game a whole new ball game COCA 39. S9, F8, M11, N10, Ac1. If you take out "whole", 
the gestalt is broken (see Moon, Lit Review) - plays on idiomatic meaning of 
expression (relies on understanding of same), here used both literally and 
idiomatically

13 N/NP

15 1069 cricket grounds COCA 11 (not played in USA) - cricket ground, soccer pitch, tennis court…"cricket 
ground" Google 6.34 million 29 March 2013

3 N/NP

15 1071 20/20 Specific code - 20/20 cricket, 20 overs each side - meaning not clear from 
components, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 1073 20-twenty cricket Specific code - 20/20 cricket, 20 overs each side - meaning not clear from 
components, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 1075 no-ball Cricket term - see Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), p. 962 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 1077 no-ball Cricket term - see Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), p. 962 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 1079 [there are] run penalties run penalties COCA 0. Cricket term - Google 2,640 2 Sept 2013 - other side gets 
given runs to compensate. Very low numbers but established cricket 
term…including

23 N/NP

16 1087 [in each] state and territory state and territory COCA 24. territory and state COCA 4. Counting state and 
territory but not territory and state.

3 N/NP

16 1089 health care health care COCA 30557: S11449, F124, M5500, N7151, Ac6333: means more 
than the words - references entire medical system including doctors, hospitals …

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1091 public and private sectors private sector COCA 4567. S1159, F40, M696, N832, Ac1840: public sector 1279 
but usage is different. This combination  refers to private sector hospitals and 
public sector hospitals: hospitals funded by the Federal Government and hospitals 
run by private organisations e.g. the Catholic church: specialization of "public", 
"private" and "sectors"

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

16 1093 community services community services COCA 398. S14, F5, M82, N137, Ac160:  - specialization of 
"services"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1094 the armed forces the armed forces COCA 2664. S401, F41, M249, N384, Ac1589: specific meaning 
in this context (NB ?the unarmed forces?)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1095 statutory authorities statutory authorities COCA 3. 2.37 million Google 6 February 2012 - legal term - 
specialization in "statutory" and "authorities"

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

16 1096 local government local government COCA1784. S236, F24, M264, N594, Ac666 - meaning of "local" 
specialised in terms of governance - meaning not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1099 special interest groups special interest groups COCA 325. S109, F1, M41, N72, Ac102 - meaning groups 
who are all interested in particular things - specialization of "special" and 
"interest"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1101 position statements position statements COCA 91. S2, F0, M6, N4, Ac79: specialisation of "position" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



16 1105 state or territory COCA state or territory 23. territory or state 1. Include state or territory but not 
territory or state.

3 N/NP

16 1107 resolution of [workplace] 
disputes

resolution collocated with disputes COCA 95. S10, F0, M7, N5, Ac73: MI 6.92: 
derived from resolve disputes: family of associated PCs - eg dispute resolution: 
resolve collocated with disputes COCA 409. S40, F4, M57, N92, Ac216. dispute 
resolution COCA 499. S11, F3, M22, N39, Ac424: this has become preferred form 
- not dispute solution (COCA 1)

3 N/NP

16 1108 enterprise bargaining 
agreements

COCA 0. "enterprise bargaining agreements" Google 38,800 with definition 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enterprise_Bargaining_Agreement: allow despite low 
frequency - encyclopaedic in Australian context

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1109 [wages and] conditions of 
employment

conditions of employment does not refer to the conditions placed pre-employment 
(eg you must have such and such a qualification), but on the characteristics of a 
job - amount of paid holiday, sick leave, hourly rate etc - encyclopaedic 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1111 occupational health and safety occupational health and safety COCA 57. S4, F0, M9, N13, Ac31 - encyclopaedic  - 
NB occupational safety and health COCA 404: Google "occupational health and 
safety" 2 September 2013 7.87 million: "occupational safety and health" 6.6 
million. Act is Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984: more often Health and 
Safety in practice. Including for encyclopaedic understanding associated with 
expression

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

16 1113 library and information services library and information services COCA 7. Google 4.47 million 6 February 2012 - 
deliberate extension of term beyond libraries to account for electronic access to 
information…preferred form - "information" in a specific sense - broadly used 
(preferred term) in libraries in Australia - specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"information"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1115 first point of contact first point of contact COCA 9. Google 48.5 million 6 February 2012: second point 
of contact 961,000 9 March 2012 - preference. Bleaching/shift in "point"

13 N/NP

16 1121 state and territory state and territory COCA 24. territory and state COCA 4. Counting state and 
territory but not territory and state.

3 N/NP

16 1122 health care health care COCA 30557. S11449, F124, M5500, N7151, Ac6333 - references 
entire medical system - doctors, hospitals, maternity 

23 N/NP

16 1125 working conditions working conditions COCA 1031. S91, F36, M170, N234, Ac500: work conditions 
78. preference: encyclopaedic understanding of the scope of the expression 

Encyclopaedic 3 N/NP

16 1126 nursing awards relates to pay, not prizes. nursing award 185,000 Google 6 February 2012: 
specialization of "award" - means rate of pay agreed between Government and 
union

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

16 1127 enterprise bargaining 
agreements

COCA 0. "enterprise bargaining agreements" Google 38,800 with definition 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enterprise_Bargaining_Agreement: allow despite low 
frequency - encyclopaedic in this context

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1128 nurse to patient ratios nurse to patient ratio* COCA 0. healthcarehacks.com › Patient Insider › Patient 
Care Google 367,000 6 February 2012 (NB not 'patient to nurse ratio') - the 
number of patients each nurse is expected to take care of 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1129 professional development professional development COCA 2037. S27, F4, M50, N66, Ac1890: encyclopaedic 
in this context. Refers not just to ad hoc individual attempts to develop yourself 
professionally, but to training undertaken in relation to your work - often required 
to maintain registration/accreditation. 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1137 community services community services COCA 398. S14, F5, M82, N137, Ac160: services provided for 
the benefit of the community, not services that the community carries out

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1138 veterans' affairs Formulaic status in Australian context - veterans are former members of the 
defence forces

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



16 1139 occupational health and safety occupational health and safety COCA 57. S4, F0, M9, N13, Ac31 - encyclopaedic 
in this context NB occupational safety and health COCA 405 - see note above

23 N/NP

16 1141 law reform law reform COCA 52. S11, F2, M8, N8, Ac23 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_reform 
definition

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1146 the general public the general public COCA 2236. S338, F69, M445, N425, Ac959 - unclear why we 
have the general public and the public … 

23 N/NP

16 1148 public policy public policy COCA 4171. S739, F15, M689, N872, Ac1856: not the policy of the 
public, but government policy in regard to the public

23 N/NP

16 1149 social justice social justice COCA 1730. S136, F18, M423, N237, Ac916: specialisation on both 
sides - what is social justice?

123 N/NP

16 1159 [overseas] aid agency aid agency COCA 66. S16, F1, M7, N23, Ac19: preference for aid and 
specialization of "agency"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1160 trade union movement COCA trade union movement 48. S1, F0, M12, N5, Ac30. Google  1.45 million 6 
February 2012 - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1173 governing body governing body COCA 435. S43, F5, M69, N206, Ac112 - specialization in "body" 
and "governing"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1200 policy-making COCA 965. S125, F3, M123, N176, Ac538 - bleaching of "makers" 13 N/NP

16 1202 position statements position statement* 2 types, 131 tokens. S3, F0, M9, N6, Ac113 - meaning not 
clear from the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1204 policy-making COCA 965. S125, F3, M123, N176, Ac538 - bleaching of "makers" Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

16 1209 occupational health and safety occupational health and safety COCA 57. S4, F0, M9, N13, Ac31 - encyclopaedic 
in this context NB occupational safety and health COCA 405 - see note above

23 N/NP

16 1210 aged care aged care COCA 8. Google 6.07 million 6 February 2012: encyclopaedic - looking 
after older people in institutions

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 1211 rural and remote nursing Google 480,000 specific areas of nursing expertise in Australia - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1212 information management information management COCA 169. S8, F0, M39, N41, Ac81: specific area of 
expertise  - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1221 [ANF] state and territory 
[branches]

state and territory COCA 24. territory and state COCA 4. Counting state and 
territory but not territory and state.

3 N/NP

16 1227 federal government Aus - local, State, Federal layers of Government Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

16 1236 enterprise bargaining 
agreements

COCA 0. "enterprise bargaining agreements" Google 38,800 with definition 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enterprise_Bargaining_Agreement: allow despite low 
frequency

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 1249 public profile COCA 80. S14, F1, M10, N31, Ac24. Only well-known people have a 'public 
profile'…means more/other than the words

13 N/NP

16 1251 federal government (US reference) COCA 13453. S4650, F154, M2492, N3427: encyclopaedic in 
Australian context - three tiers of Government, local, State, Federal

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

16 1256 research journal COCA 141: means more than the component words (encyclopaedic) S1, F2, M3, 
N7, Ac128

Encyclopaedic N/NP

17 1261 cattle stations cattle stations Australian term en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cattle_station: encyclopaedic 
- huge farms - specialization of "station" 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

17 1278 capital city capital city COCA 1021. S242, F111, M189, N268, Ac211: def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_city

23 N/NP

17 1280 capital city capital city COCA 1021. S242, F111, M189, N268, Ac211: def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_city

23 N/NP

17 1282 capital cities capital city COCA 1021. S242, F111, M189, N268, Ac211: def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_city

23 N/NP

17 1285 [of any] state or territory [in 
Australia] 

COCA state or territory 23. territory or state 1. Include state or territory but not 
territory or state.

3 N/NP



17 1289 remote communities "remote communities" Google 2.3 million 6 February 2012 encyclopaedic PC in 
Australian context (understanding of what "remote" entails, and "communities")

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

17 1297 [The average age of Northern 
Territory residents is 32 years, 
compared with] the national 
average [of 37 years]

the national average …1144. S196, F5, M276, N463, Ac204 (the average age of 
Australian residents is 37 years, compared with the Northern Territory average of 
32 years) cf the average nationally COCA 0

3 N/NP

18 1306 [medical] risk factors risk factors COCA 2372. S170, F7, M605, N126, Ac1464. * factors : top is other, 
then risk, then several… later environmental, protective, social, cultural  : risk * : 
factors, factor, assessment, management, behaviors, behaviour : what is a risk 
factor? coloncancer.about.com/od/faqs/f/Risk_Factor.htm12 Sep 2006 – A risk 
factor is something that is likely to increase the chances that a particular event 
will occur. risk triggers COCA 0 - counting as preferred form. (NB hazard factors 
COCA 0)

3 N/NP

18 1308 spinal cord spinal cord 1144. S331, F78, M259, N172, Ac304: specialization of "cord" 23 N/NP

18 1309 blood poisoning blood poisoning COCA 50. S1, F15, M20, N9, Ac5. cf food poisoning: food 
poisoning, food is poison, poisoning is caused by food: blood poisoning, blood is 
poisoned, poisoning is not caused by blood

123 N/NP

18 1323 passive smoking passive smoking COCA 160. S16, F0, M21, N21, Ac102: specialization of 
"passive" - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

18 1328 nose and throat nose and throat COCA 100. S15, F17, M32, N27, Ac9. throat and nose COCA 4. 
Coordinated

3 N/NP

18 1332 nose and throat nose and throat COCA 100. S15, F17, M32, N27, Ac9. throat and nose COCA 4. 
Coordinated

3 N/NP

18 1339 the breathing cycle Google 197,000 24 October 2012: technical medical term - allow with 
reservations

23 N/NP

18 1351 nose and throat nose and throat COCA 100. S15, F17, M32, N27, Ac9. throat and nose COCA 4. 
Coordinated

3 N/NP

18 1352 immune system immune system COCA 2739. S388, F101, M1665, N358, Ac227: encyclopaedic 
(medical) reference

23 N/NP

18 1356 immune system immune system COCA 2739. S388, F101, M1665, N358, Ac227: encyclopaedic 
(medical) reference

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

18 1367 signs and symptoms signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205: symptoms and signs 
COCA 29. S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 - coordinated. NB will not count dispreferred form 
… 

3 N/NP

18 1368 older children and adults older children COCA 1034. S101, F90, M238, N132, Ac473:preferred to old 
children COCA 70, S6, F7, M4, Ac48 NB AC - but always end of e.g. 3- to 4-year-
old children. Borderline, but including

3 N/NP

18 1373 blood poisoning blood poisoning COCA 50. S1, F15, M20, N9, Ac5. cf food poisoning: food is the 
cause, blood is the location

13 N/NP

18 1374 signs and symptoms signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205: symptoms and signs 
COCA 29. S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 - coordinated. NB will not count dispreferred form 
… 

3 N/NP

18 1377 neck retraction neck retraction COCA 0. Google 14,100 7 February 2012. Technical physiotherapy 
term - encyclopaedic in that context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

18 1378 arching of back Low Google frequency (21 March 2012) but appears to be the term used to 
describe the particular movement of the back so that it is concave…specialization 
of "arching"

13 N/NP

18 1379 blank [staring] expression blank expression  COCA 64. S1, F53, M4, N3, Ac3. empty expression COCA 5. 
PREFERENCE: specialization of "blank"

3 N/NP



18 1387 signs and symptoms signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205: symptoms and signs 
COCA 29. S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 - coordinated. NB will not count dispreferred form 
… 

3 N/NP

18 1388 signs and symptoms signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205: symptoms and signs 
COCA 29. S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 - coordinated. NB will not count dispreferred form 
… 

3 N/NP

18 1390 blood poisoning blood poisoning COCA 50. S1, F15, M20, N9, Ac5. cf food poisoning: food 
poisoning, food is poison, poisoning is caused by food: blood poisoning, blood is 
poisoned, poisoning is not caused by blood

13 N/NP

18 1396 blood poisoning blood poisoning COCA 50. S1, F15, M20, N9, Ac5. cf food poisoning: food 
poisoning, food is poison, poisoning is caused by food: blood poisoning, blood is 
poisoned, poisoning is not caused by blood

13 N/NP

18 1398 blank [staring] expression blank expression  COCA 64. S1, F53, M4, N3, Ac3 - specialization of "blank" 13 N/NP

18 1399 pale [blotchy] complexion Pale complexion: COCA 30. S2, F22, M3, N1, Ac2: specialization of "pale" 3 N/NP

18 1402 signs and symptoms signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205. symptoms and signs 
COCA 29: S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 : preference

3 N/NP

18 1403 signs and symptoms signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205. symptoms and signs 
COCA 29: S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 : preference

3 N/NP

18 1422 nose and throat nose and throat COCA 100. S15, F17, M32, N27, Ac9. throat and nose COCA 4. 
Coordinated

3 N/NP

18 1424 family members family members COCA : 8108. S1702, F282, M1589, N1964, Ac2571 3 N/NP

18 1431 [conduct a] 'contact trace' 'contact trace' en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contact_tracing "in epidemiology..." - 
encyclopaedic in context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

18 1432 contact trace' [is conducted] 'contact trace' en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contact_tracing "in epidemiology..." - 
encyclopaedic in context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

18 1444 signs and symptoms signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205. symptoms and signs 
COCA 29: S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 : preference

3 N/NP

18 1450 incubation period incubation period COCA 125. S24, F9, M29, N16, Ac47: specialization of 
"incubation" in the context of disease management

13 N/NP

18 1450 incubation period incubation period COCA 125. S24, F9, M29, N16, Ac47: specialization of 
"incubation" in the context of disease management

13 N/NP

18 1460 spinal cord spinal cord COCA 1144. S331, F78, M259, N172, Ac304: specialization of "cord" 23 N/NP

18 1466 Alternative [medical] therapies alternative medical therapies COCA 4. alternative therapies COCA 174. S42, F0, 
M73, N27, Ac32 - encyclopaedic in medical context (acupuncture, chiropracty, 
naturopathy etc.) - specialization in "alternative"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

18 1472 after affects <sic> COCA 87. S12, F10, M11, N13, Ac41 Usually hyphenated: after-effects - 
specialization, preferred form (NB misspelt here)

13 N/NP

18 1475 after effects COCA 87. S12, F10, M11, N13, Ac41 Usually hyphenated: after-effects - 
specialization, preferred form

13 N/NP

18 1477 brain damage brain damage COCA 784. S195, F131, M233, N157, Ac68: means more than the 
words suggest - brain is damaged, but focus is on effects in other areas, not on 
the brain itself - means more/other than the words

13 N/NP

18 1480 visual impairment visual impairment COCA 1237. S4, F1, M6, N4, Ac1222: preference for 
impairment  - impaired vision

3 N/NP

18 1481 learning difficulties learning difficulties COCA 126. S5, F2, M13, N8, Ac98 encyclopaedic - 
specialization of "difficulties" - not just local problems (eg someone having trouble 
understanting differential equations), but systemic issues

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



18 1483 after effects COCA 87. S12, F10, M11, N13, Ac41 Usually hyphenated: after-effects - 
specialization, preferred form

13 N/NP

18 1484 after effects COCA 87. S12, F10, M11, N13, Ac41 Usually hyphenated: after-effects - 
specialization, preferred form

13 N/NP

18 1489 state and territory state and territory COCA 24. territory and state  COCA 4. Counting as preferred 
order

3 N/NP

18 1494 medical advice medical advice COCA 203. S35, F17, M65, N43, Ac43. Doesn't mean 'advice of a 
medical nature' - means medical advice from a qualified person

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

19 1499 the stock market the stock market COCA 3755. S1298, F128, M923, N1206, Ac200: encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 1501 gut instinct gut instinct COCA 95. S34, F12, M32, N15, Ac2 - figurative on both  sides 13 N/NP

19 1502 water cooler chatter COCA 0. www.tnj.com/archives/2006/september/water-cooler-chatterWater 
Cooler Chatter: Is it discussion or distraction? By: Maggie Reed. Posted in: 
Career. Magazine Edition. : September 2006. It seems that employees value … 
Encyclopaedic/sociocultural - means more/other than the words

Appreciation 13 N/NP

19 1504 the dot-com boom the dot-com boom COCA 66. 6, F1, M17, N42, Ac0 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

19 1507 retirement savings retirement savings COCA 461. S51, F3, M185, N203, Ac19 - saving for when you 
are retired, not saving in retirement 

13 N/NP

19 1509 stock market the stock market COCA 3755. S1298, F128, M923, N1206, Ac200: encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 1511 investment vehicle investment vehicle COCA 36. S1, F0, M13, N17, Ac5 (not a car) - figurative 
"vehicle"

13 N/NP

19 1514 stock market the stock market COCA 3755. S1298, F128, M923, N1206, Ac200: encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 1520 stock market the stock market COCA 3755. S1298, F128, M923, N1206, Ac200: encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 1526 the general public the general public COCA 2236. S338, F69, M445, N424, Ac959 (what is the 
difference between "the public") and "the general public"?

23 N/NP

19 1531 debt financing debt financing COCA 40. S0, F0, M9, N17, Ac14 - encyclopaedic in financial 
context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 1533 equity financing equity financing COCA 24. S1, F0, M7, N11, Ac5 - encyclopaedic in financial 
context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 1539 equity financing equity financing COCA 24. S1, F0, M7, N11, Ac5 - encyclopaedic in financial 
context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 1541 stock market the stock market COCA 3755. S1298, F128, M923, N1206, Ac200: encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

20 1546 black hole COCA 2203: some noise (not much) - literal and figurative uses: encyclopaedic in 
literal usage. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "black" and "hole". 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1548 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1549 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1550 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1551 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1552 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1553 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1555 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1556 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1558 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1560 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1561 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1563 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1564 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1567 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



20 1568 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1569 stellar black holes stellar black holes COCA 2. Google 437,000 but Wiki def 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stellar_black_hole

12 N/NP

20 1571 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1573 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1574 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1576 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1578 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1580 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1580 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1584 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1585 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1588 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1589 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1590 the solar system the solar system COCA 1941. S138, F333, M935, N133, Ac402 12 N/NP

20 1592 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1593 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1594 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1597 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1598 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1600 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1601 black hole See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1603 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 1605 black holes See 20/1546 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

21 1608 fact sheets fact sheet* COCA 2 types, 281 tokens. S18, F11, M74, N32, Ac146 - information 
sheet COCA 77: preference

3 N/NP

21 1611 fact sheets fact sheet* COCA 2 types, 281 tokens. S18, F11, M74, N32, Ac146 - information 
sheet COCA 77: preference

3 N/NP

21 1614 Fact Sheets fact sheet* COCA 2 types, 281 tokens. S18, F11, M74, N32, Ac146 - information 
sheet COCA 77: preference - used generically and therefore counting as N/NP not 
proper noun despite capitalisation

3 N/NP

21 1616 written permission written permission COCA 79. S19, F7, M10, N21, Ac22 - form preference 3 N/NP

21 1618 [Using the] Fact Sheets See 21/1608 and l614 3 N/NP

21 1619 [a single copy of each] Fact 
Sheet

See 21/1608 and l614 3 N/NP

21 1623 [detailing how the] Fact Sheets 
[will be used]

See 21/1608 and l614 3 N/NP

21 1624 [to use the] Fact sheets See 21/1608 and l614 3 N/NP

21 1627 Fact Sheet See 21/1608 and l614 3 N/NP

21 1631 A Copyright Agreement Formal, legal document. More than an "agreement" 2 N/NP

21 1639 [as these] Fact Sheets [are 
not…]

See 21/1608 and l614 3 N/NP

21 1641 The Fact Sheets [are for use…] See 21/1608 and l614 3 N/NP

22 1652 wet' season COCA 130. S3, F10, M22, N5, Ac90. HIGH AC: NB specialization of "wet" - means 
rain…

13 N/NP



22 1656 long days [of sunshine] long days COCA 443. S81, F108, M144, N82, Ac28: lengthy days COCA 2 - use of 
"long"

13 N/NP

22 1658 natural wonder natural wonder COCA 52. S6, F9, M21, N13, Ac3: not man-made: specialization 
of "wonder"  

13 N/NP

22 1661 electrical storms electrical storms COCA 12. electric storms COCA 2. Google 292,000 8 February 
2012. electrical storms, rain storms, wind storms, sand storms…lightning storm 
COCA 90, preferred but avoided here probably to avoid repetition (lightning 
mentioned in the next line). Defined in Wikipedia 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thunderstorm "A thunderstorm, also known as an electrical 
storm, a lightning storm, thundershower or simply a storm is a form of weather 
characterized by the presence of ..."

13 N/NP

22 1668 capital city capital city : 1021. S2442, F111, M189, N268, Ac211 - significant in an Australian 
context which has one capital city per state

23 N/NP

22 1671 food and wine region food and wine COCA 290. S9, F49, M60, N161, Ac11. wine and food COCA 86. 
wine region COCA 52. S4, F0, M24, N23, Ac1.food region COCA 0. There are 
some preferences involved - food region is not established (COCA 0), but food 
and wine is (COCA 290), and it is somewhat preferred to wine and food (COCA 
86): wine region describes a region where grapes are grown for wine ... including 
with some reservations 

3 N/NP

22 1672 [relaxed] outdoor lifestyle outdoor lifestyle COCA 6. Google 1.81 million 22 March 2012. Australian totem - 
"outdoor lifestyle" is core to the Australian ethos even though most of us rarely 
leave the metropolitan region in which we live - sociocultural totem

23 N/NP

23 1678 teaching [tertiary] hospitals teaching hospital* 3 types, 297 tokens. S32, F8, M68, N95, Ac94: encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

23 1680 [Perth] city centre city center COCA 571. S75, F61, M112, N239, Ac84 : may not be geographically 
the centre of the city: refers to…what? Where there is most public interaction? 
May not be the geometric "centre". Difficult to define

23 N/NP

23 1684 critical care critical care COCA 305. S57, F26, M31, N25, Ac166: specialization of "critical" Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

23 1685 general medicine general medicine COCA 35. S2, F3, M13, N8, Ac9. Google: def at 
http://www.rah.sa.gov.au/internal/gen_med.php "General Medicine involves the 
assessment and management of patients with complex or undifferentiated 
medical problems. Often diagnosis and management occur in collaboration with 
one or more sub-specialty teams." Specialization of "general"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

23 1686 general surgery general surgery COCA 50. S4, F3, M11, N15, Ac17: specialisation of "general" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

23 1687 cardiac care cardiac care COCA 52. S5, F8, M15, N14, Ac10: preference for cardiac over heart. 3 N/NP

23 1701 teaching hospital teaching hospital COCA 156. S14, F6, M34, N39, Ac63 - encyclopaedic. Able to 
provide post-tertiary training for doctors, nurses and other helalth professionals 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

24 172 [in] Factsheets [and 
Publications]

factsheets counted as two words as above 13 N/NP

24 1714 redback spider COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1717 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1723 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1724 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1725 built-up areas built-up areas COCA 28. S4, F4, M4, N2, Ac14 - specialization of "built-up" - 
means developed, densely populated, with infrastructure typical of cities

123 N/NP



24 1726 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1729 redback spider [bites] COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1732 Life History life history COCA 433. S10, F24, M41, N21, Ac337: specialization of "history" 13 N/NP

24 1733 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1736 redback spider COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1742 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1744 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1746 the elderly Group: the elderly, the deaf, the poor, the rich - sociocultural stereotype groups. 
Don't get the academic, the frugal, the fit…APPRAISAL

Judgement 3 N/NP

24 1752 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1754 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1757 redback spiders COCA 1. Google 130,000 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redback_spider. Counting as N/NP

23 N/NP

24 1758 [this] fact sheet fact sheet* COCA 2 types, 281 tokens. S18, F11, M74, N32, Ac146 - 
specialization of "sheet" - use of singular "fact" (probably lots of facts on it)

13 N/NP

24 1761 the general public COCA 2338. S352, F69, M462, N452, Ac1003. HIGH AC: specialization of 
"general" (what is the difference between "the public" and "the general public"? - 
is this actually an intensifier? Classifying as N/NP but possible Intensifier)

123 N/NP

24 1762 fact sheets fact sheet* COCA 2 types, 281 tokens. S18, F11, M74, N32, Ac146 - 
specialization of "sheet" - use of singular "fact" (probably lots of facts on it)

13 N/NP

25 1771 professional development professional development COCA 2037. S27, F4, M50, N66, Ac1890 - 
encyclopaedic - courses undertaken to demonstrate (formal) ongoing learning

123 N/NP

25 1787 career editors career athletes, career nurses, career artists…career * - defined in Australian 
concise Oxford dictionary as "working permanently in a specified profession" - 
including with reservations - too much noise in COCA for number, but over 20

13 N/NP

26 1800 [Australian Rules] football 
ground

COCA 4. Google 2.55 million 9 February 2012: unpredictable choice - ground, 
pitch, court 

3 N/NP

26 1802 sports venue sports venue COCA 13. Google 7.94 million 9 February 2012:  "sport venue" 
Google 449,000 22 March 2012. theatre venue Google 1.15 million 22 March 
2012 (not 'play venue). cinema venue Google 61,100 22 March 2012 ('movie 
venue' 48,600 but not 'movies venue'). Preference for singular, borderline 
inclusion

3 N/NP

26 1811 a free kick free kick COCA 30. S3, F3, M4, N17, Ac3" specialization/figurative "free" Encyclopaedic 
sport

13 N/NP

26 1813 a contact sport contact sport : COCA 119. S31, F5, M22, N16, Ac44: specialization of "contact" Encyclopaedic 
sport

13 N/NP

26 1815 free kicks free kick COCA 30. S3, F3, M4, N17, Ac3: specialization/figurative "free" Encyclopaedic 
sport

13 N/NP

26 1816 distance penalties COCA 0. Google 31,300 9 February 2012. Encyclopaedic in AFL context. Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP



26 1823 spectator sport COCA 113. S30, F10, M24, N32, Ac17: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spectator_sport - a 
sport that people like/are able to watch but may not play themselves - Wikipedia 
"a sport that is characterised by the presence of spectators, or watchers, at its 
matches"

23 N/NP

26 1827 Grand Final Australian Football League - treating as generic term not proper noun… Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1829 Australian football Not soccer, not rugby - encyclopaedic in Australian context Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1834 the field of play field of play COCA 41. S10, F7, M9, N9, Ac6 - specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"field"

3 N/NP

26 1841 offside rule offside rule COCA 0. Google 395,000. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Offside_(association_football). 

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1843 ruck-rover 2 words in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009) - encyclopaedic - meaning 
not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1844 centre square Specific spot on football field Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1845 centre bounce Google 109,000 10 February 2012 all AFL. Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1846 set plays Google 2.36 million 10 February 2012. Not restricted to AFL: soccer, 
basketball…set plays COCA 12. Specialization of "set"

23 N/NP

26 1847 free kick free kick COCA 30. S3, F3, M4, N17, Ac3 - figurative use of "free" 13 N/NP

26 1852 [plus] time on plus time on GOOGLE 2.64 million 10 February 2012. Lots of noise, however 
COCA 1. PC is time on ? Encyclopaedic/specialist

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1853 Time on plus time on GOOGLE 2.64 million 10 February 2012. Lots of noise, however 
COCA 1. PC is time on ? Encyclopaedic/specialist

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1860 the ball-up Google AFL "ball up" 597,000 10 February 2012, specialist - it's the big bounce 
the referee does - everyone jumps to get the ball

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1861 the ball-up Google AFL "ball up" 597,000 10 February 2012, specialist Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1863 boundary line boundary line COCA 76. S3, F9, M25, N13, Ac26, specialist Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1864 a boundary umpire COCA 0. Google 62,000 10 February 2012. PC in AFL context Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1866 a throw-in Specialist in AFL context Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1867 [with a throw-in, a high 
backwards toss back into] the 
field of play

Google 10.8 million 9 March 2012 - specialist use of "play" Encyclopaedic 
sport

3 N/NP

26 1870 open-hand tap open-hand tap COCA 0. Specialist in AFL context Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1873 a free kick free kick COCA 30. S3, F3, M4, N17, Ac3: figurative "free" Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1874 "incorrect disposal" incorrect disposal COCA 7, all Ac, none this usage. Google AFL "incorrect 
disposal"  20,000 10 February 2012 - specialist in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1881 push in the back Google AFL "push in the back" 1.27 million 10 February 2012 with defs eg 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Push_in_the_backIn 2007, the AFL introduced an 
interpretation of the push in the back in marking contests, referred to as hands in 
the back. Specialist term in AFL context - more than an ordinary push in the back

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP



26 1882 a low tackle en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glossary_of_Australian_rules_footballLow tackle: a tackle 
resulting in contact made to a player below his knees. Results in a free kick 
against the tackling player. Encyclopaedic/specialist in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1883 high tackle en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tackle_(football_move) "The initial contact in the tackle 
must be made below the ball carrier's neck or it will be deemed a high tackle and 
penalised" accessed 22 March 2012. Encylcopaedic/specialist in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1884 free kick free kick COCA 30. S3, F3, M4, N17, Ac3: figurative "free" Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1888 free kick free kick COCA 30. S3, F3, M4, N17, Ac3: figurative "free" Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1890 [forfeiting] the set shot AFL "the set shot" Google 145,000 10 February 2012: encyclopaedic/specialist in 
AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1896 drop punt drop punt COCA 0. Google AFL "drop punt" 48,100 10 February 2012. PC in AFL 
context: encyclopaedic/specialist in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1898 torpedo punt Google AFL "torpedo punt" 35,000 10 February 2012 including You Tube videos. 
Encyclopaedic/specialist in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1899 screw punt Google AFL "screw punt" 14,300 10 February 2012. Encyclopaedic/specialist in 
AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1901 checkside punt Google AFL "checkside punt" 15,600 10 February 2012: encyclopaedic/specialist 
in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1903 checkside punt Google AFL "checkside punt" 15,600 10 February 2012: encyclopaedic/specialist 
in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1906 free kicks free kick COCA 30. S3, F3, M4, N17, Ac3: figurative "free" Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1908 a ball up Google AFL "ball up" 597,000 10 February 2012, Australian Concise Oxford 
Dictionary ball up Aust. Rules p. 101: encyclopaedic/specialist in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1909 [a] throw in Google AFL "throw in" 3.43 million, entry in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary 
p. 1501: encyclopaedic/specialist in AFL context 

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1920 [and a] behind post [at any 
height]

behind post COCA 1. Encyclopaedic/specialist in AFL context. Google 29,200 10 
February 2012: 2 words ACOD

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1926 [as] a last resort last resort COCA 13590. S337, F137, M317, N277, Ac282: final resort COCA 3 - 
preference, and more indirect affect than words suggest (when you're desperate)

Affect Indirect 13 N/NP

26 1927 a rushed behind rushed behind Google  207,000 10 February 2012. Wiki definition 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rushed_behind: specialist/encyclopaedic in AFL context 

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1933 the end of play Refers to set moment in the game - not just the time after the game is finished Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1936 the end of play Refers to set moment in the game - not just the time after the game is finished Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1937 extra time Calculated to take into account time out for injury etc Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1944 the wet season the wet season : COCA 96. S3, F7, M15, N3, Ac68" NB specialization of "wet" 
(rain)

23 N/NP

26 1957 a finals series finals series Google 2.27 million 10 February 2012. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AFL_finals_system: specialized/encyclopaedic in AFL 
context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1959 finals series finals series Google 2.27 million 10 February 2012. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AFL_finals_system: specialized/encyclopaedic in AFL 
context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP

26 1960 finals series finals series Google 2.27 million 10 February 2012. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AFL_finals_system: specialized/encyclopaedic in AFL 
context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 N/NP



26 1961 semi-final Hyphenated in Australian Concise Oxf Dictionary: references particular stage of 
competition - specialzation of "semi"

Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1962 semi-final Hyphenated in Australian Concise Oxf Dictionary: references particular stage of 
competition - specialzation of "semi"

Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1965 minor premier minor premier Google 44,800 10 February 2012 
www.fullpointsfooty.net/glossary.htm - specialized/encyclopaedic in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 
sport

123 N/NP

26 1970 a consolation prize consolation prize COCA 111. S16, F23, M30, N35, Ac7: def in ACOD "a prize given 
to a competitor who fails to win a main prize" - means more than the words

123 N/NP

26 1972 the wooden spoon wooden spoon in COCA not relevant (cooking references). wooden spoon Google 
4.68 million en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wooden_spoon_(award) - figurative wooden 
spoon

123 N/NP

27 1979 falling rates  falling rate* COCA 30: dropping rate* COCA 1. Why peference for falling over 
dropping? increasing rate" COCA 114 Figurative "falling"

13 N/NP

27 1980 medical conditions medical conditions COCA 527…means diseases, not like weather conditions, for 
example

13 N/NP

27 1986 risk factors risk factors COCA 2372. S170, F7, M605, N126, Ac1464. * factors : top is other, 
then risk, then several… later environmental, protective, social, cultural  : risk * : 
factors, factor, assessment, management, behaviors, behaviour : what is a risk 
factor? coloncancer.about.com/od/faqs/f/Risk_Factor.htm12 Sep 2006 – A risk 
factor is something that is likely to increase the chances that a particular event 
will occur. risk triggers COCA 0 - counting as preferred form. (NB hazard factors 
COCA 0)

3 N/NP

27 1987 risk factors See 27/1986 3 N/NP

27 1990 family history [of stomach 
cancer]

family history COCA 1507. S255, F134, M597, N187, Ac334 - means that 
someone before you in the family has had stomach cancer: specialization of 
"history"

13 N/NP

27 1991 Partial gastrectomy Technical term, allow Encyclopaedic 
medical

23 N/NP

27 1994 medical conditions medical conditions COCA 527…means diseases, not like weather conditions, for 
example

13 N/NP

27 1995 advanced stages [of the 
disease]

advanced stages COCA 97. S13, F4, M28, N11, Ac41. Most commonly relates to 
illness - included for that reason. In other contexts, 'advanced' has positive 
connotations ('advanced student', 'advanced standing'). 

13 N/NP

27 1997 weight loss weight loss  COCA 2222. S378, F53, M1236, N269: loss of weight COCA 12 - 
unbalanced pair. NB appetite loss 11, loss of appetite COCA 127 - unbalanced in 
the opposite direction

13 N/NP

27 1998 loss of appetite loss of appetite : COCA 127: S8, F8, M63, N14, Ac34  appetite loss 11: 
unbalanced pair

13 N/NP

27 1999 advanced cancer advanced cancer COCA 51. S13, F0, M21, N10, Ac7: see note re 'advanced' at 
27/1995

13 N/NP

27 2006 sound waves sound waves COCA 328. S19, F36, M174, N28, Ac71: specialized use of "waves" 13 N/NP

27 2007 blood tests blood test COCA 725. S224, F61, M290, N111, Ac39 (NB). Specialization of 
"blood"

Encyclopaedic 
medical

23 N/NP

27 2013 x-ray x-ray - COCA 3662. S335, F459, M1184, N381, Ac1303 - specialized, 
encyclopaedic medical - means more/other than component parts

23 N/NP

27 2019 x-rays x-ray - COCA 3662. S335, F459, M1184, N381, Ac1303 - specialized, 
encyclopaedic medical - means more/other than component parts

Encyclopaedic 
medical

23 N/NP

27 2026 [as] 'hot spots' hot spots COCA 951. S165, F33, M343, N228, Ac182: mixed uses, not this, but 
formulaic in this context: specialization of "hot" and "spot"

Encyclopaedic 
medical

23 N/NP



27 2030 lymph nodes lymph nodes COCA 556. S65, F28, M179, N78, Ac207 - specialization/technical 
term

Encyclopaedic 
medical

23 N/NP

27 2035 [Complementary and] 
alternative therapies

alternative therapies COCA 174. S42, F0, M73, N27, Ac32 - NB difference 
between complementary and alternative…

Encyclopaedic 
health

2 N/NP

27 2035 Complementary [and 
alternative] therapies

COCA 52. S0, F0, M24, N1, Ac27 - encyclopaedic (difference between 
"complementary" and "alternative")

Encyclopaedic 
health

23 N/NP

27 2038 quality of life quality of life COCA 3493. S464, F36, M665, N870, Ac1458: refers to ability to 
move around, be independent…quality of living COCA 22. Preference, and means 
more than the words.

13 N/NP

27 2039 health care professionals health care professional*: 2 types, 435 tokens. S42, F3, M88, N64, Ac238: refers 
to nurses, doctors, physios, ambos…

123 N/NP

27 2046 side effects side effects COCA 3517. S739, F133, M1658, N449 : specialization/figurative 
"side"

13 N/NP

27 2047 side effects side effects COCA 3517. S739, F133, M1658, N449 : specialization/figurative 
"side"

13 N/NP

27 2048 side effects side effects COCA 3517. S739, F133, M1658, N449 : specialization/figurative 
"side"

13 N/NP

27 2049 [in its] later stages later stages COCA 193. S12, F5, M40, N16, Ac120 - late stage disease - common 
in relation to cancer. Do not, for example, use 'phase' - preference? Also NB 
alternative "advanced"

3 N/NP

27 2053 [improving] quality of life quality of life COCA 3493. S464, F36, M665, N870, Ac1458: refers to ability to 
move around, be independent…quality of living COCA 22. Preference, and more to 
meaning than words.

13 N/NP

27 2060 drop in numbers drop in numbers COCA 5: Google 946,000 12 April 2013…borderline inclusion - 
fall in numbers COCA 1 - ?

13 N/NP

27 2061 Symptoms…[are usually] vague symptom* collocated with vague MI 5.60: COCA 43. S11, F3, M15, N8, Ac6 - all 
seem to be in texts discussing cancer. Bleaching/shift/specialization of "vague"

13 N/NP

28 2071 [in all] states and territories states and territories COCA 55, territories and states COCA 1 - including as 
preference

3 N/NP

28 2074 Australian English Australian English COCA 0. Google 1.3 million 12 February 2012. Definition at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_English

2 N/NP

28 2075 Australian Aboriginal English Google 442,000 12 February 2012 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_Aboriginal_English

2 N/NP

28 2080 age groups age groups COCA 111. S49, F4, M151, N111, Ac796: specialization of "groups", 
preferred form

3 N/NP

28 2081 [our] sense of self sense of self COCA 731. S70, F54, M214, N44, Ac349: figurative "sense" 13 N/NP

28 2082 national identity national identity COCA 1177. S54, F10, M109, N82: what IS national identity? 
What people think the national characteristics of a country are??? Include - 
encyclopaedic/specialist use of "identity"

123 N/NP

28 2083 electronic media electronic media COCA 346. S24, F4, M43, N66, Ac209 - online news etc Encyclopedic 23 N/NP

28 2084 cultural icons cultural icons COCA 80. S27, F0, M11, N19, Ac23: * icons COCA cultural is top 
content collocate @ 80; religious is next at 53 - use of "icon"

13 N/NP

28 2090 collective identity collective identity COCA 327. S3, F6, M16, N4, Ac298 " specialization of "identity" 23 N/NP

28 2092 digital repository digital repository COCA 2. Google 16.6 million 12 February 2012 
www.jiscinfonet.ac.uk › infoKits. Encyclopaedic. Use of "repository"

23 N/NP

28 2097 [profound] cultural resource profound cultural resource COCA 0. cultural resource COCA 99. S1, F1, M17, N3, 
Ac77: what is a cultural resource? Preferred form.

Encyclopaedic 
fuzzy

123 N/NP

28 2099 national treasure national treasure COCA 246. S55, F12, M82, N72, AC25: means a treasure for 
the whole of the nation, not a treasure unique to the country - figurative 
"treasure"

13 N/NP



28 2104 research and development research and development COCA 2247. S258, F34, M503, N461, Ac991" 
development and research 48 - order preference

3 N/NP

28 2109 hearing aids hearing aids COCA 483. S34, F29, M120, N57, Ac243 - refers to specific pieces of 
equipment - preference for "aids"

23 N/NP

28 2110 Cochlear Implants cochlear implants: COCA 75. S6, F3, M24, N11, Ac31: counting as if used 
generically, which it usually is, although it is in truth a proprietory name - used 
generically (like hoover)

23 N/NP

29 2122 local shire councils Encyclopaedic in Australian context Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

29 2124 [in] open air open air : 430. S37, F200, M79, N54, Ac60 (usually the open air): 
specialization/shift in "open"

13 N/NP

29 2125 [includes all] open fires open fires COCA 49. S3, F3, M14, N18, Ac11. open fire.[nn*] to exclude verbs 
COCA 382. S61, F144, M79, N71, Ac27: specialization/shift in "open"

13 N/NP

30 2145 the whole time the whole time COCA 1622. S510, F695, M220, N160, Ac37: the entire time 460, 
the total time 79 - preference

13 N/NP

30 2154 recreational vessel recreational vessel COCA 6. Google 146,000 12 February 2012 definition at 
law.freeadvice.com/admiralty_maritime/.../recreational-vessel.htm

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

30 2159 recreational vessel recreational vessel COCA 6. Google 146,000 12 February 2012 definition at 
law.freeadvice.com/admiralty_maritime/.../recreational-vessel.htm

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

30 2163 [during] daylight hours daylight hours 260. S27, F59, M99, N40, Ac35 cf night-time hours 13 N/NP

30 2178 [foreign] skipper's ticket skipper's ticket formulaic in this context - specialization of "ticket" - low in Google 
(7,990 29 March 2013) but established in community - allowing

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

30 2189 name change Referring to changes through marriage etc. - official process, not random decision 
to change name

Encyclopaedic 3 N/NP

31 2209 statutory definition statutory definition COCA 31. S3, F2, M0, N5, Ac21: legal status Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

31 2217 public meetings public meetings COCA 274. S21, F5, M33, N133, Ac82 - meetings held for the 
public not by the public

13 N/NP

31 2225 small business (employing fewer 
than 10 people)

Used as an uncountable noun: difficult to differentiate this usage from (eg) a 
small business. Searching . Small business to access this usage gives 40 
ocurrences: S11, F0, M19, N2, Ac8: technical definition see www.abs.gov.au › 
ABS Home › Statistics › By Catalogue Number3 Apr 2009 – "For the purposes of 
this publication a small business is defined as a business employing less than 20 
people" Accessed 22 March 2012; ie may not relate to turnover but does relate to 
staff numbers - specialization/shift/bleaching in "small"

123 N/NP

31 2226 non-profit corporations non-profit corporations COCA 10. Google 1.58 million 13 February 2012 - legal 
definition

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2229 misleading conduct misleading conduct COCA 2. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Misleading_or_deceptive_conductMisleading or deceptive 
conduct (often referred to as just misleading conduct) is a doctrine of Australian 
law. Section 18 of the Australian Consumer Law (ACL), ...

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2235 cause of action [will fail] Google 41.8 13 FEbruary 2012, with definition 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cause_of_action

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2236 Contextual truth "contextual truth" Google 36,200 13 February 2012 - legal specialization Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2237 Contextual truth "contextual truth" Google 36,200 13 February 2012 - legal specialization Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2246 fair reporting of proceedings of 
public concern

Google 7 results: but they are all this particular usage - formuliac in this 
restricted) context

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2247 "learned societies" learned societies COCA 65. S1, F0, M6, N3, Ac55 - specialization of "learned" 123 N/NP



31 2248 trade associations trade associations COCA 201. S11, F1, M84, N37, Ac68 - specialist, and legal 
term

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2250 public companies public companies COCA 310. S15, F0, M86, N186, Ac23: 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_company "A public company or publicly traded 
company is a limited liability company that offers its securities (stock/shares, 
bonds/loans, etc.) for sale to the general public" Accessed 22 March 2012 - 
specialist, and legal term - specialization in "public"

123 N/NP

31 2251 public meeting public meeting COCA 208. S20, F8, M27, N113, Ac40 - means a meeting that is 
open to members of the public, not a meeting that is held in public

23 N/NP

31 2252 qualified privilege qualified privilege COCA 6. Google 679,0000 13 February 2012. Definition at  
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qualified_privilege - legal, specialist term

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2260 Defence of Honest Opinion Conventionalized in legal context - legal, specialist term Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2263 a statement of fact statement of fact COCA 89. S24, F30, M15, N5, Ac15: statement of facts COCA 
15. Preference for singular, statement of the facts COCA 5. Preference

3 N/NP

31 2264 a matter of public interest matter of public interest COCA 8. Google 5.03 million 13 February 2012 formulaic 
in restricted context - specialization of "interest"

13 N/NP

31 2265 absolute [or qualified] privilege Google 650,000 13 February 2012. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absolute_privilege_in_English_law, specialized, legal term

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2266 qualified privilege Google 679,000 13 February 2012 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qualified_privilege, 
specialized, legal term

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2270 subordinate distributor subordinate distributor Google 24,800 specialist legal term - specialization in 
"subordinate"

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2271 subordinate distributor subordinate distributor Google 24,800 specialist legal term - specialization in 
"subordinate"

Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2272 primary distributor primary distributor Google 859,000 specialist legal term 13 February 2012 Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2273 editorial control editorial control COCA 50. S13, F0, M9, N18, Ac10: particular type of editor and 
control…allow

23 N/NP

31 2275 Defamation Law Reference to laws surrounding defamation Encylopaedic legal 23 N/NP

31 2276 Fact Sheet fact sheet COCA 191. S14, F10, M36, N17, Ac114 - preference for singular fact 
when sheet may contain many facts

13 N/NP

1 4 [topics] to do with [kid's <sic> 
health]

to do with COCA 29477. S9630, F7101, M4766, N4675, Ac3305 - meaning 
'connected with': fully fixed: meaning not evident from words. Equivalent to 
"related to" 

13 Non-initial PP

1 20 at home at home COCA 31924. S6848, F5592, M7922, N7386, Ac4176: at home, in a 
home, in hospital…encoding

3 Non-initial PP

1 83 in {tablet} form in tablet form COCA 19. as a tablet 3. in tablet form Google 9.05 million 31 
January 2012. as a tablet Google 70.5 million: in liquid form, in written form, in 
spoken form, in three-dimensional form; in {type} form

13 Non-initial PP

1 106 at school at school, at home, at church, in hospital, in/at the office, on the bus, in a car: 
COCA at school 5548. S853, F1858, M901, N834, Ac1102 - encoding

3 Non-initial PP

2 132 on the outskirts [of Perth] on the outskirts : COCA 1258. S233, F274, M270, N343, Ac138: encoding. Must 
have determiner, adjective insertion possible, final prep not needed. Not PNP, PP

13 Non-initial PP

2 147 [do it] in comfort in comfort COCA 231. S15, F73, M97, N23, Ac23 - container metaphor 13 Non-initial PP

2 168 for {navigational} purposes for * purposes COCA for 100 types, 4415 tokens: for a|the purpose 2 types, 2421 
tokens. Cannot be used without type in slot - including with broader group

34 Non-initial PP



2 198 [A total fire ban is usually] in 
place [on the northern half] 
(53)

in place COCA 17151. S3708, F2484, M4442, N3117, Ac3400 - encoding 13 Non-initial PP

2 218 on a [first-come, first served] 
basis

Has to have an adjective: can't say on a basis. Including for that reason - first-
come, first-served counted as Complex Adj

Adv 34 Non-initial PP

2 224 [there are nine towns] along the 
way

along the way COCA 4918. S1023, F743, M1487, N1205, Ac460: literal and 
idiomatic meaning, here literal: along the route COCA 268: preference

3 Non-initial PP

4 296 in honour of in honour of COCA 28. S0, F8, M7, N0, Ac13: in * honour of COCA 0: no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift, but consistent omission of determiner, COCA 0 for 
in * honour of, final prep can only be dropped if possessive pronoun inserted 
between in and honour : contentful - gives reason with content

13 Non-initial PP

6 330 as a means of as a means of COCA 2106. S111, F74, M303, N206, Ac1412: encoding: 
determiner needed, adjective insertion possible, no bleaching/specialisation/shift 
in means, "means" adds content, PP not PNP (reason PP)

13 Non-initial PP

6 335 for {hunting} purposes for * purposes COCA for 100 types, 4415 tokens: S646, F253, M797, N509, 
Ac2210 - like on a * basis, has to be qualified, included for that reason

34 Non-initial PP

7 432.1 on the left on the left, on the right, in the middle …conventionalised position indicators 3 Non-initial PP

7 448 of all ages COCA 1290. S115, F76, M396, N336, Ac367: of every age COCA 62. Preference. 3 Non-initial PP

7 449 at school at school, at work, at the shops, at the garage: COCA 5548. S853, F1958, M901, 
N834, Ac1102: 

3 Non-initial PP

7 470 on a {part time} basis on a * basis: for 100 types, 7003 tokens. S1784, F393, M1361, N1388, Ac2077: 
including with group of nouns that have to be qualified

34 Non-initial PP

7 471 at school at school, at work, at the shops, at the garage: COCA 5548. S853, F1958, M901, 
N834, Ac1102: 

3 Non-initial PP

8 527 as a result of as a result of COCA 11330. S2437, F282, M1718, N1538, Ac5355: Preferred over 
as the result of COCA 747 : determiner required, adjective insertion possible, no 
meaning shift/specialisation in result, final prep can be dropped - adds content 
through "result" , counting as PP

3 Non-initial PP

8 529 [where rip currents start] on the 
shore

on the shore COCA 621. S35, F312, M151, N59, Ac64: refers to the area where 
beach turns into ocean: at the shore  119: to the shore 377: on a shore 12 - 
homophoric "the"

13 Non-initial PP

8 530 out to sea out to sea COCA 849. S154, F384, M150, N112, Ac49 (cf out at sea) - encoding - 
cf out at sea 

13 Non-initial PP

8 535 [to get to people] in trouble in trouble COCA 6467. S2625, F1373, M955, N122, Ac287 - container metaphor 13 Non-initial PP

9 559 in the early morning [and late 
afternoon]

in the early morning COCA 694. S94, F209, M196, N118, Ac77 (early morning, 
late morning, *early night, late night, *early day, *late day…) - discontinuous 
pattern, include 

3 Non-initial PP

9 559.1 in the [early morning and] late 
afternoon

in the late afternoon COCA 450: S26, F202, M115, N66, Ac41: as for 559 3 Non-initial PP

9 562 [live] above ground Searching above ground . to avoid above ground level . COCA 81. S6, F14, M25, 
N15, Ac21: NB omission of def article

3 Non-initial PP

9 571 for {tens} of {thousands} of 
[years]

tens of thousands of years COCA 102. S11, F15, M36, N16, Ac24: tens of 
thousands of COCA 3790; millions 1132; billions 285; hundreds 3 - restricted 
pattern

Force 134 Non-initial PP

9 572 [in] the late {eighteenth} 
century

the late eighteenth century COCA 181. S0, F6, M46, N0, Ac129: use of "late", and 
pattern - the [late/early] [ordinal number] century 

134 Non-initial PP

9 573 under {strict government} 
controls

under strict government controls COCA 0. Derived from  under control COCA 
2713: S850, F595, M553, N439, Ac276 - but plural here, not singular. under strict 
controls : COCA 3. under strict control COCA 9: strict control COCA 66: S8, F9, 
M7, N10, Ac32: strict controls 55. S8, F3, M17, N13, Ac14

134 Non-initial PP



9 585.1 over the past {25} years Meaning the 25 years immediately preceding this date: COCA for 100 types, 5678 
tokens. S850, F139, M1757, N1555, Ac1377

3 Non-initial PP

9 587 on a {quota} basis on a quota basis COCA 5. on a * basis: for 100 types, 6626 tokens. S1697, F361, 
M1308, N1304, Ac1956. on a regular basis, on a daily basis, on a weekly basis - 
on a {…} basis as above

134 Non-initial PP

9 590 on the basis of [population size] on the basis of COCA 7272. S975, F110, M994, N711, Ac4482 - stored and 
retrieved as a whole

13 Non-initial PP

9 593 in the wild in the wild COCA 1569. S328, F186, M568, N214, Ac273 - encoding 13 Non-initial PP

9 594 in response to in response to COCA 8482. S854, F402, M1463, N1762, Ac4001: no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift: determiner can be added: adjective can be 
inserted: final prep can be dropped without change of form/meaning: "response" 
is contentful - PP

13 Non-initial PP

10 636 in {booklet} form in booklet form COCA 3. in * form collocates human, book, human, written, 
whatever …reframes 'in the form of a booklet'. in * form top collocate excluding 
determiners is in book form COCA 106: many others below 

134 Non-initial PP

10 663 on a {fortnightly} basis on a * basis COCA for 100 types, 6626 tokens. S1697, F361, M1308, N1304, 
Ac1956 as above

134 Non-initial PP

10 677 [you were] in receipt of [Family 
Tax Benefit] 

COCA in receipt of 32. S3, F5, M2, N5, Ac17: bleach/specialisation/shift in 
receipt: resistance to adjective insertion: can't be used without final prep - but 
"receipt" is contentful - status PP

13 Non-initial PP

10 682 at the time of birth at the time of *, first entry with a substantive is writing, then death, diagnosis, 
data, surgery, publication, testing, purchase, admission, birth, independence: for 
100 types, 4701 tokens. S782, F280, M751, N783, Ac2105

3 Non-initial PP

10 726 on schedule on schedule COCA 786. S146, F202, M193, N180, Ac65 NB opposite is behind 
schedule (unbalanced pair indicating preferred form)

13 Non-initial PP

10 732 before the age of … COCA 272. S46, F22, M71, N44, Ac86. Can also use before age {number} COCA 
330. Determiner required, adjective insertion possible, no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift - adds content, PP not PNP

3 Non-initial PP

10 734 on or before coordinated on or before COCA 81. S11, F0, M10, N41, Ac19: before or on COCA 
8 - out of order (before or on would reflect temporal ordering better, but is 
unpredictably not used)

3 Non-initial PP

10 780 in child care in child care COCA 146. S27, F1, M51, N23, Ac44 - container metaphor, and 
meaning of "child care" densely packaged

Encyclopaedic 23 Non-initial PP

11 829 [Payment must be made] at the 
time of [accepting your entry]

at the time of COCA 5857. S920, F343, M935, N922, Ac2737. NB high Ac: 
stronger than "when"? Determiner required, no bleach/specialisation/shift, 
adjective insertion possible, final prep can be left out without meaning change/ 
recasting: PP - adds content (identifies time)

13 Non-initial PP

11 861 as of {1st July 2010} as of COCA 6361. S1345, F492, M1286, N1569, Ac1669: always followed by time 
reference - as of now, as of yesterday, as of today, as of right now, as of show 
time, as of today, as of early this morning….Frame is as of [temporal reference]: 
meaning not clear from the words

13 Non-initial PP

11 864 for {safety} reasons for safety reasons COCA 87: S10, F6, M30, N28, Ac13: for * reasons COCA 100 
types, 7134 tokens. S1465, F473, M1353, N1420, Ac2423 - can't have for 
reasons.

34 Non-initial PP

11 879 [A donation made] on {your} 
behalf

on * behalf COCA 19 types, 1497 tokens: S370, F295, M267, N255,  Ac 310 - 
encoding (prep)

134 Non-initial PP

11 888 [To cross the finish line] on the 
day

on the day COCA 3550. S830, F758, M775, N753, Ac434 - means when the race 
is run - encoding - maybe decoding?

13 Non-initial PP

11 897 [is a minimum of 5 metres] in 
length

in length COCA 1127. S56, F114, M350, N129, Ac478 - alternative would be long - 
encoding prep

13 Non-initial PP



11 899 [is a minimum of 6 metres] in 
length

in length COCA 1127. S56, F114, M350, N129, Ac478 - alternative would be log - 
encoding prep

13 Non-initial PP

11 902 [to cross the finish line] on the 
day

on the day COCA 3550. S830, F758, M775, N753, Ac434 - means on the day the 
race is run (NB cf meaning of on the hour)

13 Non-initial PP

11 927 [and approved to be] in force 
[with immediate effect]

in force COCA 922: dominant usage relates to number - eg "the fashion police 
were out in force" and not this meaning, but force here has undergone meaning 
shift, therefore included

13 Non-initial PP

11 928 [and approved to be in force] 
with {immediate} effect

with immediate effect COCA 6: Google 22.9 million 3 February 2012: with [jj*] 
effect COCA 55 types, 115 tokens: another one where there has to be a 
premodifying adj - noun can't be used without (without change of meaning)

34 Non-initial PP

11 929 for ease of [reference] for ease of * COCA 194: S1, F13, M60, N13, Ac 107. collocates - no 
bleaching/shift/specialisation: can have determiner (24 cases), can have adjective 
(4 cases) - could lose final prep without recasting of first prep and noun ... "ease" 
adds content - PP

13 Non-initial PP

11 936 with the exception that with the exception COCA 2835, S314, F216, M526, N458, Ac1321 : with the 
exception of COCA 2742. S288, F210, M514, N454, Ac1276. with the exception 
that COCA 52. S5, F4, M5, N2, Ac36

13 Non-initial PP

11 950 to a maximum of to a maximum of COCA 193. S8, F2, M55, N46, Ac82 : cf to the maximum of 
COCA 19: no meaning shift/bleach/specialisation: determiner required: adjective 
can be inserted, contributes contentfully ("maximum") - PP

13 Non-initial PP

11 963 [made] in writing in writing COCA 416. S86, F41, M92, N78, Ac119: no support for [MAKE] in 
writing - NB "in" encoding

13 Non-initial PP

11 965 in writing in writing COCA 416. S86, F41, M92, N78, Ac119: NB "in" encoding 1 Non-initial PP

11 968 in front of [Hotel Rottnest] in front of COCA 40679. S6269, F19903, M6959, N5151, Ac2397: NB difference 
in meaning between in front of and in the front of and also at the front of: 
counting this meaning as consistent omission of determiner, resistance to 
insertion of adjective, adds content - PP

13 Non-initial PP

11 972 at the front of [the presentation 
stage]

at the front of COCA 972. S68, F501, M174, N145, Ac84 (at the front, at the back 
etc all acceptable: definite article required for this meaning: adjective insertion 
possible: no shift/bleaching/specialisation: can be used without final prep with no 
change of meaning/recasting required - contributes contentfully, PP

13 Non-initial PP

13 1019 at this time Does not refer to time of speaking time. at this time COCA 5716. S2434, F709, 
M689, N759, Ac1125

123 Non-initial PP

14 1029 throughout the year meaning 'throughout every year' : throughout the year COCA 921. S96, F23, 
M306, N223, Ac273

3 Non-initial PP

14 1041 throughout the year throughout the year COCA 848: S93, F20, M284, N207, Ac244 : month 54, week 
231, day 1311, hour 40, minute 0. Unpredictable biases. NB alternative would 
be all year not all the year

Force 13 Non-initial PP

14 1045 at the request of at the request of COCA 707. S138, F32, M97, N256, Ac184: encoding "at": no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift, determiner required, adjective insertion allowed - 
contributes contentfully, PP

13 Non-initial PP

14 1050 throughout the year throughout the year COCA 848: S93, F20, M284, N207, Ac244 : month 54, week 
231, day 1311, hour 40, minute 0. Unpredictable biases. NB alternative would 
be all year not all the year

Force 13 Non-initial PP

14 1052 [which his Holiness has given 29 
times] up to [2005]

 frame is up to [number, date, time, month] - different from quantifier use? 
Encoding and decoding.

13 Non-initial PP

15 1074 [are being modified] over time (meaning as time passes) over time . Searching . Over time , to access this 
meaning and avoid others: COCA 874. S57, F61, M338, N93, Ac325: encoding 
"over"

13 Non-initial PP



16 1136 in response to [national issues 
of importance to nurses]

in response to COCA 8482. S854, F402, M1463, N1762, Ac4001: no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift: determiner can be added: adjective can be 
inserted: final prep can be dropped without change of form/meaning: adds 
content, PP not PNP

13 Non-initial PP

16 1136 of importance to [nurses] of importance to COCA 199: S31, F14, M26, N21 - no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift: can have determiner between first prep and noun: 
can have adjective between first prep and noun: can drop second prep without 
change of meaning/requirement for determiner. Adds content, PP not PNP

3 Non-initial PP

16 1147 in the pursuit of in the pursuit of COCA 379. S41, F19, M69, N49, Ac201 in * pursuit of - slot 
fillers hot, his etc…: figurative "pursuit": determiner frequent, adjective insertion 
possible, final preposition can't be left out without change of meaning (pursuit 
turns into "chase", or "past-time") - conveys contentfully (the ANF actively aims 
for...) - count as PP

13 Non-initial PP

17 1263 along the way along the way COCA 4918. S1023, F743, M1487, N1205, Ac460: figurative 
movement/spatiality

13 Non-initial PP

18 1316 at any age COCA 294. S52, F20, M142, N36, Ac44. NB Magazines dominate. cf of any age 
below - encoding "at"

13 Non-initial PP

18 1320 at risk at risk 7223. S1633, F260, M1559, N1251, Ac2520: encoding "at" 13 Non-initial PP

18 1333 of any age of any age: COCA 224. S29, F13, M74, N46, Ac62. cf at any age. cf at any age 13 Non-initial PP

18 1345 [Only] on rare occasions [do] only on rare occasions COCA 13. on rare occasions COCA 163. S15, F30, M54, 
N33, Ac31: on infrequent occasions COCA 2. Preference

3 Non-initial PP

18 1372 under pressure under pressure COCA 2145. S405, F127, M517, N685, Ac411: figurative "under" 13 Non-initial PP

18 1409 [those who have been] in 
contact with [someone]

in contact with COCA 1655. S464, F174, M383, N242, Ac392: encoding "in": no 
bleaching/specialisation/meaning shift. Can have determiner between first prep 
and noun, can have a range of adjectives (close, direct, constant, regular, daily, 
radio…), can drop final prep without meaning change or requirement for other 
alteration: adds content, PP not PNP

13 Non-initial PP

18 1414 at ({an increased}) risk at risk COCA 7223. S1633, F260, M1559, N1251, Ac2520: encoding "at" - PP 
here, could be PNP (at risk of) in others

134 Non-initial PP

18 1416 in ({close}) contact in close contact COCA 158. S31, F12, M35, N34, Ac46 (in contact, in close 
contact, in very close contact) - encoding "in", and use of "close" - NB contrast 
"close" here with "close family" in 1413 - PP here

Force 134 Non-initial PP

18 1418 [or people who have been] in 
({very close}) contact with [a 
person]

in contact with COCA 1655. S464, F174, M383, N242, Ac392: encoding "in": 
determiner, adjective insertion allowed: can be used without final prep with no 
meaning change/recasting required: adds content, PP

134 Non-initial PP

18 1419 at ({an increased}) risk at risk COCA 7223. S1633, F260, M1559, N1251, Ac2520 - encoding "at": PP in 
this context, could be PNP (at risk with no adjective) in others

134 Non-initial PP

18 1427 [who has been] in ({close}) 
contact with

in contact with COCA 1655. S464, F174, M383, N242, Ac392: encoding "in": 
determiner, adjective insertion allowed: can be used without final prep with no 
meaning change/recasting required: adds content, PP

13 Non-initial PP

18 1441 [not] at ({any significant}) risk at risk COCA 7223. S1633, F260, M1559, N1251, Ac2520P PP 13 Non-initial PP

18 1448 [and say they have been] in 
contact with [meningococcal 
disease]

in contact with COCA 1655. S464, F174, M383, N242, Ac392: no 
bleaching/specialisation/meaning shift. Can have determiner between first prep 
and noun, can have a range of adjectives (close, direct, constant, regular, daily, 
radio…), can drop final prep without meaning change or requirement for other 
alteration: adds content, PP not PNP

13 Non-initial PP

19 1536 [gets money] with {fewer} 
strings attached

strings attached COCA 309. S95, F41, M74, N60, Ac39 derived from no strings 
attached - figurative "strings"

1 Non-initial PP

21 1642 over a {12 month} period [only] over a {number, time period name} period - figurative "over" 13 Non-initial PP



22 1647 [Coastal temperatures vary 
little] throughout the {day}

throughout the day COCA 1311. S400, F80, M462, N237, Ac132. Refers to no 
specific individual day. throughout the year, month, day, *hour?, *minute…: all 
through the day COCA 0. 

Force 13 Non-initial PP

22 1648 [may top 40 degrees] by day [exclude day] by day COCA for 100 types, 698 tokens: S1332, F172, M188, 
N170, Ac36: -night by night for 100 types, 392 tokens - preferred form

13 Non-initial PP

22 1650 in the cool of the night in the cool of the * COCA 26 types, 59 tokens: S0, F29, M19, N7, Ac4. Collocates 
evening 18, morning 7, day 6, night 4, dawn 2, early 2, locker 1, granary 1…in 
the * of the * top is in the middle of the night…NB frames such as these (where 
there is no appraisal) are only included if they are filled, as here. in the cold of 
the night COCA 0 - preference

13 Non-initial PP

22 1653 in the mid (to high) {30s} preference for form - mid not middle, use of "in", and 20s, 30s, 40s 13 Non-initial PP

23 1705 {employer} of choice * of choice COCA for 100 types, 2292 tokens: S468, F126, M587, N403, Ac708. A 
lot of noise: top is freedom of choice (not this pattern): but next is drug of choice 
201, weapon of choice 149, and later treatment of choice 99, method of choice 
etc: preferred form - 

13 Non-initial PP

24 1731 [comes] in direct contact with 
[the spider or its web]

[COME] in direct contact with COCA 3 types, 13 tokens: in direct contact with 
COCA 90: S18, F4, M19, N10, Ac39 NB high Ac: determiner, adjective insertion 
allowed: can be used without final prep with no meaning change/recasting 
required: adds content, PP

Force 13 Non-initial PP

24 1740 [disperse] on the wind on the wind: COCA 362, S27, F215, M66, N29, Ac25. Some noise ("depending on 
the wind") but mainly this usage: cf by the wind- encoding "on"

13 Non-initial PP

26 1808 [Possession of the ball is] in 
dispute [at all times] 

in dispute  COCA 421. S120, F15, M56, N119, Ac111 (often but not always [BE]) - 
encoding "in"

13 Non-initial PP

26 1809 at all times at all times COCA 1854. S291, F332, M508, N300, Ac423 - encoding "at" cf at 
every time COCA 7 - preference

Force 3 Non-initial PP

26 1835 {ellptical} in shape Collocates in COCA for this meaning pentagonal, octagonal, oblong, normal, linear 
… encoding "in", preferred form

134 Non-initial PP

26 1836 at any time at any time COCA 3090. S729, F384, M693, N623, Ac661: cf at any times COCA 
0. Preference

Force 13 Non-initial PP

26 1838 at any time at any time COCA 3090. S729, F384, M693, N623, Ac661: cf at any times COCA 
0. Preference

Force 13 Non-initial PP

26 1840 [these players wait for 
substitution] "on the bench"

Google 270 million 9 February 212. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bench. Coca on the 
bench 1829 but lots of noise - on the (legal) bench, on the (furniture) bench, etc

Encyclopaedic 123 Non-initial PP

26 1854 [when the ball is] out of play out of play 51. S5, F5, M21, N14, Ac6 - more generally applicable than "time on" 
etc

123 Non-initial PP

26 1857 in the air Encoding "in" (possibly decoding?) - container metaphor 13 Non-initial PP

26 1858 on {its} way {back down} on * way down|up|across|over  COCA 34 types, 1267 tokens. S262, F559, M271, 
N137, Ac38

3 Non-initial PP

26 1862 out of bounds out of bounds COCA  535. S111, F46, M118, N225, Ac35 - encoding "out of", and 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 12 Non-initial PP

26 1871 under {any} circumstances under any circumstances COCA 451. S164, F84, M65, N80, Ac58: under any 
circumstanc COCA 49. in any circumstances COCA. in any circumstances COCA 
21. under a circumstance COCA 1. Preference. Encoding "under" - under all 
circumstances COCA 46.

13 Non-initial PP

26 1876 [If the ball is not] in the 
possession of [one player] 

COCA 118. S27, F14, M20, N9, Ac48: in the * possession of can use unlawful, 
proud, immediate, full - encoding "in" - can appear without determiner, but no 
bleaching/shift/specialisation, adjective insertion allowed, final preposition can't 
be left out without recasting… adding content, PP not PNP

13 Non-initial PP



26 1891 in the hope of [pressing an 
advantage]

in the hope of  COCA 1368. S148, F259, M326, N235, Ac400 (Prep N (Prep) - can 
be "in the hope that"): consistently uses def article: adjective insertion allowed: 
no bleaching/specialisation/shift = 3: adding content (reason) PP 

13 Non-initial PP

26 1900 at an angle at an angle COCA 574. S28, F264, M190, N38, Ac54 cited in Longman dictionary 
of contempoary English p. 49 - meaning not clear from the words

13 Non-initial PP

26 1902 on an angle on an angle COCA 59. S13, F11, M25, N9, Ac1 - cf "at an angle - encoding "on" - 
difference between "at" and "on"?

13 Non-initial PP

26 1907 in the possession of in the possession of COCA 123. S27, F18, M20, N9, Ac49: encoding "in" - can 
appear without determiner, but no bleaching/shift/specialisation, adjective 
insertion allowed, final preposition can't be left out without recasting…adding 
contentfully, PP not PNP

13 Non-initial PP

26 1910 [the ball is always] in dispute in dispute COCA 421. S120, F15, M56, N119, Ac111" encoding "in" and 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 Non-initial PP

26 1914 [It may fly through] "on the full" Google AFL "on the full" 223 million 10 February 2012. Formulaic in AFL discourse 
context, encoding "on"

Encyclopaedic 12 Non-initial PP

26 1916 on the way on the way COCA 9223. S1787, F3268, M1849, N1639, Ac680 - encoding "on" 13 Non-initial PP

26 1917 [A goal cannot be scored] from 
the foot of [an opposition 
(defending) player]

PPAdv within AFL context - including with reservations. PP not PNP because no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift (although "foot" for person), need def article, 
adjective insertion possible, adding contenfully, PP

23 Non-initial PP

26 1939 by a margin of equivalent to x beat y by 10 points…by a margin of 10 points. No 
bleaching/shift/specialisation in margin, determiner required, adjective insertion 
possible, can't use without final prep: adding contentfully, PP

3 Non-initial PP

26 1971 [that finishes] at the bottom of 
the ladder

at the bottom of the ladder Google 40.1 million 10 February 2012: literal and 
idiomatic mix - here figurative: adding contentfully, PP

12 Non-initial PP

27 2000 under a microscope under a microscope: COCA 295: S53, F49, M86, N69, Ac38 - means viewed with 
the aid of a microscope - NB meaning of "under"

13 Non-initial PP

27 2028 in the {early} stages in the early stages COCA 699: S106, F30, M186, N158, Ac219. In relation to a 
disease - PREFERENCE - see it temporally - but could see it spatially (in the small 
stages: in the localized stages: in the preliminary stages): the early stages are 
the stages at which intervention is most successful

134 Non-initial PP

27 2051 to the point where to the point where 2829. S1018, F257, M613, N626, Ac315: encoding "to" and 
figurative "point"

13 Non-initial PP

28 2069 from all around the {country} all around the country COCA 272. S191, F8, M34, N28, Ac11. from all around the 
country COCA 36. S22, F2, M6, N3, AC3: encoding/figurative "around"

Force 134 Non-initial PP

28 2070 of all ages of all ages COCA 1233. S110, F73, M384, N324, Ac342 : of every age 57 - 
preference

Force 3 Non-initial PP

28 2076 on {three separate} occasions on collocated with occasions COCA 4605. S909, F771, M759, N793, Ac1373. Slot-
fillers several high-profile; several; similar; a number of; three different; those 
few; at least two; numerous... on occasions COCA 115: S25, F23, M12, N15, 
Ac40. on occasion COCA 1682. S249, F345, M398, N284, Ac406. Plural prefers 
detail between prep and noun; singular prefers no intervention. 

34 Non-initial PP

28 2079 at {various} times at various times COCA 508. S75, F22, M122, N131, Ac158: at different times 
COCA 798. NB: adjective is required: if it is not there, the meaning is completely 
different: at times (occasionally)

34 Non-initial PP

28 2088 [it's] in the national interest [to 
carefully document…]

in the national interest: COCA 141. S62, F2, M17, N24, Ac36: in the * interest 
top collocate best 474, then public 419, then national 141: meaning not clear 
from words

123 Non-initial PP

29 2119 on advice from on advice from COCA 33. S4, F2, M8, N11, Ac8: no meaning 
shift/bleaching/specialisation. Determiner possible, adjective insertion possible, 
final preposition can be dropped: "advice" adds contentfully, count as PP not PNP  

13 Non-initial PP



29 2121 after consultation with after consultation with 53. S11, F3, M3, N13, Ac23: after consulting with COCA 
102. after * consultation with slot fillers extensive, widespread, some, much, 
genuine … No bleaching/specialisation/shift: often with article after the first prep, 
allows for adjective insertion, last prep can be omitted without meaning shift. PP 
not PNP

Engagement 13 Non-initial PP

30 2138 on the water Searching on the water . to access this usage: COCA 492. S66, F180, M160, N74, 
Ac12 - encoding "on" and specialization/shift/bleaching in "water"

13 Non-initial PP

30 2141 on board on board 5165: S1818, F961, M1080, N890, Ac416: encoding "on" and preferred 
form

13 Non-initial PP

30 2143 [In the same way that a captain 
is] in charge of

in charge of COCA 6701: S2059, F945, M1144, N1718, Ac835: can have adjective 
insertion, but insertion of definite article (alone) changes meaning: can appear 
without final preposition with no change to meaning: borderline on meaning 
shift/change/specialisation..."consultation" adds content, count as PP not PNP 

13 Non-initial PP

30 2144 at the wheel at the wheel COCA 805. S107, F382, M143, N157, Ac16: means driving - 
meaning not clear from the words

13 Non-initial PP

30 2167 [A person aged between 14 and 
16 cannot be] in charge of [an 
RST vessel]

in charge of COCA 6701: S2059, F945, M1144, N1718, Ac835: "consultation", 
count as PP not PNP

13 Non-initial PP

30 2190 in person Encoding "in", preferred form, meaning not clear: COCA 2915. S614, F694, M610, 
N659, Ac338

13 Non-initial PP

30 2191 by post Encoding "by", preferred form: COCA 59 (US would prefer by mail) 13 Non-initial PP

30 2202 in practice in practice COCA 3762. S173, F149, M658, N705, Ac2077: encoding "in" 13 Non-initial PP

31 2208 [capable of lowering a person] 
in the estimation of [others]

in the estimation of COCA 47. S4, F3, M11, N6, Ac23 (cannot appear as in the 
estimation): could be in his estimation: no bleaching/shift/specialisation: needs 
determiner: adjective insertion possible: can't use without final prep without 
recasting (in {his} estimation): adding contentfully, PP

13 Non-initial PP

31 2213 over the {years} over the years COCA 11174. S2711, F1612, M2659, N2647, Ac1545: over the 
months COCA 124. Preference for longer time periods, meaning not clear from 
words

134 Non-initial PP

31 2216 by any means by any means COCA 849. S320, F125, M136, N164, Ac104 - NB cf by all means 
meaning "please do"

13 Non-initial PP

31 2223 [the plaintiff must establish that 
the material] in question

in question COCA 3663. S421, F523, M602, N526, Ac1591 small group of 
postpositive adjectives: decoding

13 Non-initial PP

31 2230 under the {Trade Practices} Act the act collocated with under at L4, 192. S12, F0, M15, N27, Ac138: encoding 
"under", encyclopaedic

123 Non-initial PP

31 2238 [if you prove the material] in 
question [contained one or more 
other imputations]

in question COCA 3663. S421, F523, M602, N526, Ac1591 small group of 
postpositive adjectives: decoding

13 Non-initial PP

31 2253 in the course of in the course of : COCA 3460. S752, F396, M684, N367, Ac1261 :in the * course 
of slotfillers normal, ordinary, natural, long… definite article required: adjective 
possible: no bleach/shift/specialisation - count as PP not PNP (cf in course of, 
different meaning - see Australian concise Oxford dictionary p. 321). Adding 
content - PP not PNP

13 Non-initial PP

31 2254 [the conduct of the defence in 
publishing that matter is 
reasonable] in the circumstance

reasonable in the circumstance COCA 0. Google 209,000, looks as though it may 
be formulaic a legal context - presented in this article as reasonable in the 
circumstance and reasonable in the circumstances:  in the circumstance . COCA 
0. With no full stop COCA 16: Google in the circumstance 57.4 million 29 March 
2013 - include as PP

3 Non-initial PP



31 2257 [for the court to decide whether 
a publication was] "reasonable" 
in the circumstances

As 31/2254 3 Non-initial PP

31 2268 at the time [the defamatory 
matter was published]

at the time the COCA 662. S122, F48, M117, N120, Ac255: NB not at the time 
when the … classifying as encoding, include (NB cf at the same time, literal form, 
not included)

13 Non-initial PP

7 419.1 [if you put in the preparation] 
upfront

Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) lists upfront as usually two words 
when used adverbially: therefore counting here. up front COCA 2505. S537, 
F573, M629, N624, Ac142

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

1 110 non-stimulant [medication] No matches in COCA, not included NOT INCLUDED N/A NOT INCLUDED

1 120 set [non-negotiable] rules [SET].[v*] rules COCA 97. S19, F1, M17, N35, Ac25: no bleaching/specialisation 
on either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

1 123 If [the rule is broken, warn], 
then

Then here is temporal, not internal consequence (cf Halliday and Hasan 1976) - 
not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 128 the Bibbulmun Track PROPER NOUN - place, not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 128.1 one of the world's great long 
distance walk trails

builds on the -est [N] in/of pattern, but no superlative here - not including in 
counts

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 135 the aboriginal Dreaming the Dreaming is the proper noun - single word, not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 138 The Bibbulumun Track Place name - not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 148 campsites Also single word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary, not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 158 campsites One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 159 websites One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 169 [the] Bibbulmun Track Place name not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 175 hand written signs One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 177 campsite One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 178.1 campsite Also single word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 183 Bibbulmun Track [webpage] PROPER NOUN used adjectivally, place name, not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 184 webpage One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 186.1 [the DEC] webpage Also one word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 190 the Bibbulmun Track PLACE NAME not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 202 [48] campsites One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 206.1 campsite One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 207 a sit-down (pit) toilet sit-down toilet COCA 2. Not supported, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



2 211.1 campsites x 5 One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

3 246 Western Australia's Place name - not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

3 250 City of Perth Here refering to place, therefore not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

3 259 a State Government initiative "state government initiative" Google 5.23 million 31 January 2012. Australian. No 
bleaching, specialisation on either side. DO NOT INCLUDE

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

4 281 two thirds Not including fractions NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

4 284 interstate [and international] 
visitors

interstate visitors 86,900 Google 31 January 2012: interstate travel, interestate 
investment, interstate relationships … transparent both sides, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 334 a variety of purposes a * of purposes COCA 13 types, 87 tokens: but top is variety at 63. S3, F0, M12, 
N8, Ac40: a variety of reasons, a variety of animals, a variety of 
programmes…open choice not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 336 dense vegetation dense vegetation COCA 61. S2, F6, M27, N7, Ac19: thick vegetation COCA 24: * 
vegetation : native, natural, dense, aquatic, lush, thick, woody, forest, tropical : 
dense * collocates forest, foliage, fog, vegetation, forests, woods, jungle, 
urban, smoke, network, clouds, cover, stands, cloud, undergrowth...two 
patterns, one connected with air quality and the other with vegetation of all 
sorts: transparent on both sides, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 339 heat waves heat wave COCA COCA 345. S74, F90, M81, N77, Ac23: heat waves COCA 183. 
S16, F63, M60, N19, Ac25: cf (from LDCE cold spell): but one word in Australian 
Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009) therefore not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 341 heat wave heat wave COCA COCA 345. S74, F90, M81, N77, Ac23: heat waves COCA 183. 
S16, F63, M60, N19, Ac25: cf (from LDCE cold spell): but one word in Australian 
Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009) therefore cannot be included 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 347 [pose a threat to both] life and 
property

life and property : Google 282 million 8 March 2012: COCA 71. "property and life" 
Google 28.4 million.  Commonly bundled together in Australian context in 
reference to extreme weather events (fire, flood, hurricanes) … no bleaching, 
specialisation … not including (correlative included with CORRELATING) 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 354 as the result of as the result of COCA 747. as a result of COCA 11330. S2437, F282, M1718, 
N1538, Ac5355. This form (with the), no encoding/decoding issues…not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 370 weather forecasts weather forecasts COCA 89. S11, F8, M43, N21, Ac6. economic forecasts, 
earnings forecasts, climate forecasts, profit forecasts: No bleaching, 
specialisation, figurative meaning…not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 372.1 [and on] websites One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 393.1 the next year COCA 3320. S697, F231, M956, N1038, Ac398. cf next year - definite article - the 
next year relative to a given year - transparent on both sides, no unusual 
restrictions/ patterns, not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 400.1 monetary cost COCA 18. S0, F2, M3, N7, Ac6. Interesting because shift in "cost" (emotional 
cost, cultural cost, political cost) has led to a situation in which the classifier 
"monetary" may be needed: but transparent on both sides and below 20, not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

7 404 more than {80 apprenticeships} Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

7 409 [with] more than {480…} Not including more than when uninterrupted N/A NOT INCLUDED

7 427 off the job [training]  Normally associated with a movement verb - eg "walked off the job", "stormed 
off the job". Not supported in this context (COCA 3), not inluding

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



7 455.1 do {your} research [DO] research - not counting [DO] combinations where [DO] can be paraphrased 
by carry out - no bleaching

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

7 465 at the same time as… Literal/idiomatic divide: literal in this context, not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

8 495 waist-deep water COCA 1: Google 9.73 million 1 February: waist-deep usually hyphenated: waist 
deep water, waist deep mud, waste deep sewage, waist deep tomatoes : waist or 
thigh deep water … looks transparent both sides, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

8 513 peer influence peer influence COCA 91. S1, F0, M0, N1, Ac89. peer pressure COCA  638: S143, 
F18, M145, N157, Ac175:the process by which people are influenced or pressured 
by those around them: peer influence is less preferred than peer pressure : peer 
influence is less subversive than peer pressure ; in the case of this particular 
collocation, no bleaching or specialisation, no figurative meaning...not counting 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 555 cold-climate areas Open Choice NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 566 on the ground literal here, not included - cf on the ground used in reference to soldiers in battle 
situations, which was included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 570 [plentiful] food and water food and water COCA 797. S268, F142, M175, N115, Ac97: water and food COCA 
175, S40, F20, M43, N40, Ac32. Google also higher for food and water : 8.84 
million vs 3.12 million 11 Feb 2013…but hard to claim coordination from this. Not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 604 is subject to OUTSIDE SCOPE (adjective + prep) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 608 A breach of government 
regulations

breach of *  COCA 292: S57, F51, M36, N56, Ac92: the 59, contract 38, trust 17, 
faith 13, security 12, a 8…: a contract breach 0. No bleaching, specialization, 
shift: not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 610 more than [55 countries] Not including more than when uninterrupted N/A NOT INCLUDED

9 613 well-flavoured Means more than flavoured in a good way - also refers to quantity of 
flavouring…use of well for quantity : Google 107,000 14 May 2013 - COCA 0. Not 
counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 619 a certificate of registration COCA 3. Not proper noun, not supported as N/NP, no 
specialization/shift/bleaching. Not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 621.1 semi-processed Not listed in Australian concise Oxford dictionary, not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 624 export trade export trade COCA 47. S7, F0, M12, N4, Ac24: import trade 11: no bleaching, 
specialization, figurative meaning on either side…no encyclopaedic knowledge 
needed to understand implications…not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 630 [for] international markets international markets trade with other countries: market in broad sense…looks 
transparent on both sides, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

10 652 single-income families single-income COCA 10. single income 17. "single income" Google 631,000 24 
October 2012. No support, and therefore not counting, but with reservations.

N/A NOT INCLUDED

10 696.1 [of] having a new child "have" in the context of this text equivalent to "possess" - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

10 697 stillborn children stillborn children COCA 2. stillborn babies COCA 7. stillborn child COCA 7, 
stillborn baby COCA 11. Stillborn has no other meaning, connotations, one word - 
not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 845 gain [automatic] entry into the 
event

[GAIN] collocated with entry COCA 196. S19, F25, M34, N55, Ac63 - but mostly 
in the context of burglaries, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 849 solo swimmers solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



11 851.1 solo swimmers solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 852 [and previous] solo swimmers Formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not generally NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 853 solo swimmers [who do not…] solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 855 solo swimmers [who are 
successful]

solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 860 race day race day COCA 137. S8, F8, M51, N66, Ac4 - day of the race: no bleaching, 
specialization either side…not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 904 solo swimmers solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

NOT INCLUDED

11 950.1 {the second} solo waves COCA 0. Not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 951 the start waves COCA 1. Not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 952 start times x 10 COCA 1. Not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 969 [on] race day race day 137: COCA S8, F8, M51, N66, Ac4: the day of the race 17 - Open Choice 
both sides, not including 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 975 solo swimmers solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

12 984 web logs web log* COCA 6 types, 127 tokens. S20, F2, M60, N33, Ac12 - meaning opaque: 
one word in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009), therefore not counted

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

13 990 [a] pre-compulsory [year of 
education]

References the compulsory strate of education but not in itself conventionalized NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 1029 gives teachings COCA [GIVE] teachings COCA 0. No support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 1037 annual spring teachings COCA 0. Google "annual spring teachings" 7,540 all relating to the Dalai Lama, 6 
February 2012. No bleaching, specialisation: not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 1040 gives [other shorter] teachings COCA [GIVE] teachings COCA 0. No support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 1044 giving teachings COCA [GIVE] teachings COCA 0. No support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 1049 gives teachings COCA [GIVE] teachings COCA 0. No support N/A NOT INCLUDED

15 1068 full of action COCA 14, no support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

16 1090 remote locations No bleaching, specialisation, figurative add-ons…not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

16 1112 education and training 
[services]

education and training COCA 758. training and education 199: transparent on 
both sides, not including 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

16 1130 paid leave paid leave COCA 113. S15, F5, M24, N44, Ac25. Transparent on both sides, not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

16 1208 sub-committees One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

16 1234 federal industrial program Google 7 - not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED



17 1258 the Red Centre PROPER NOUN - counting as place, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 1269 the Red Centre PROPER NOUN - counting as place, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 1274 [oldest] living culture 539,000 Google hits 24 October 2012…no definitions - not including, with 
reservations

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 1287 more than {60} Not including more than when uninterrupted N/A NOT INCLUDED

17 1287 more than {70} Not counting uninterrupted more than NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 1291 the Red Centre PROPER NOUN - counting as place, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 1294 the Pitjantjatjara, Arrernte, 
Luritja and Warlpiri

Peoples, single words, not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 1295 the Red Centre PROPER NOUN - counting as place, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1305 young adults young adults COCA 1929. S134, F46, M443, N373, Ac933 : transparent both 
sides not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1318 young children [less than 5 
years]

young children COCA 4461. S682, F167, M968, N772, Ac1872: transparent both 
sides not included

N/A NOT INCLUDED

18 1318 less than [5 years] Not counting less than, more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1319 young adults [15 to 24 years] young adults COCA 1929. S134, F46, M443, N373, Ac933 : transparent both 
sides not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1324 meningococcal infection Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1326 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1330 young adults young adults COCA 1929. S134, F46, M443, N373, Ac933 : transparent both 
sides (although unclear what it actually means…) not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1339 more than [a minute or two] Not counting more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1361 severe headache severe headache : 50, S10, F1, M23, N6, Ac10: no specialization/shift/bleaching 
on either side, not including 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1362 young children young children COCA 4461. S682, F167, M968, N772, Ac1872: transparent both 
sides not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

18 1364 young children young children COCA 4461. S682, F167, M968, N772, Ac1872: transparent both 
sides not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

18 1379 {bruise}-like [appearance] NP-like - no restrictions on NP, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1391 at the same time Idiomatic and literal, here literal, not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1407 [or both] at the same time Idiomatic and literal, here literal, not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1408 [occur] at the same time Idiomatic and literal, here literal, not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1458 samples of blood No bleaching, specialisation - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1459 cerebrospinal fluid [the fluid that 
circulates around the brain and 
spinal cord]

cerebrospinal fluid COCA 93. S2, F8, M23, N3, Ac57 - no specialization or 
bleaching…not including 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



18 1484 website Also one word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary 2009: not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 1493 website One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary 2009: not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

19 1535 [the loan] with interest with interest - no bleaching, specialisation (this sense of interest established 
Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 738) - not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 1557 [twenty times] more than [the 
mass of…]

Not counting uninterrupted more than, less than NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 1562 more than [1 million suns] Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 1572 at the same time Literal - not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

21 1626 more than one copy Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

22 1651 The northern summer COCA 16. Google 332,000: not supported, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 1657 tropical rainstorm tropical rainstorm COCA 3. Google 413,000 8 February 2012. No specialisation or 
bleaching on either side - don't count

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 1660 more than… Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

23 1683 clinical services clinical services COCA 79. S4, F0, M7, N14, Ac54: medical services, train 
services, teaching services … not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

23 1709 Western Australia Place - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1722 egg sacs egg sac* COCA 4 types, 45 tokens. S0, F7, M22, N8, Ac8. * sac COCA for 100 
types, 645 tokens. endolymphatic, lacrimal, yolk, amniotic, egg…no bleaching 
,specialisation - not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1738 egg sacs egg sac* COCA 4 types, 45 tokens. S0, F7, M22, N8, Ac8. * sac COCA for 100 
types, 645 tokens. endolymphatic, lacrimal, yolk, amniotic, egg…

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

25 1775 The accreditation scheme Open choice - no specialization/shift/bleaching on either side, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1803 goalposts Also one word in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009) - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1806 tie-break 1 word in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009) - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1848 kick-ins "the new kick-in rule" … but no entry in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary 
(2009), and Google entries a mix of kick-in and kick (the ball) in

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1849 the scoring of a behind the scoring of a behind Google 67,500 10 February 2012, all AFL: derived from 
VP? score a behind 104,000 Google 10 February 2012 - lower. Point of interest is 
NP a behind, not combination.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1850 four quarters Notr counting: see en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laws_of_Australian_rules_football  - a 
quarter can be 15 to 25 mins: length of game divided into 4 - no specialisation

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1869 clenched fist clenched fist COCA 117. S4, F63, M24, N20, Ac6 - can indicate indirect Affect, but 
here is physical description only - does not evoke Affect. No bleaching, 
specialization either side - not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1886 more than [15 metres] Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1919 goal post Also one word Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1921 goalpost Also one word Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



26 1922 goalposts Also one word Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1924 goalposts Also one word Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1925 scores a behind the scoring of a behind Google 67,500 10 February 2012, all AFL: derived from 
VP? score a behind 104,000 Google 10 February 2012 - lower. Point of interest is 
NP a behind, not combination.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1951 semi-professional [club…] No bleaching either side, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1952 more than one league Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1953 semi-professional [or amateur…] No bleaching either side, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 2001 liquid barium liquid barium 1. No support, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 2015 internal organs internal organs COCA 287. S26, F79, M105, N30, Ac47: heart, liver, lungs: no 
bleaching, specialisation, figurative meaning…not including

NOT INCLUDING NOT 
INCLUDING

NOT INCLUDED

27 2037 complementary [or alternative] 
treatments

complementary treatments COCA 0 - not supported.  NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 2037 alternative treatments alternative treatments COCA 137 BUT citations aren't references to "alternative" 
as in not mainstream treatments…not including this. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 2100 permanent record permanent record COCA 82. S12, F14, M25, N14, Ac17: no 
bleaching/specialisation either side, not figurative: permanent and temporary 
records

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 2112 learning-impaired [children] learning-impaired Google 46,100 March 28, 2013. COCA 4 with no hyphen, 5 with 
hyphen. learning difficulty cited in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009), 
but no support for this combination - not counting, with reservations

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

30 2139 marine safety competencies COCA 0. Google 1,780 12 February 2012: not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

30 2164 less than {8 knots} Uninterrupted therefore not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

30 2173 prior [skill or] qualifications prior qualification COCA 1. Google 87,600 transparent both sides, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

30 2174 prior qualifications prior qualification COCA 1. Google 87,600 transparent both sides, not including N/A NOT INCLUDED

30 2180 Western Australia PROPER NOUN - place name, not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

31 2225 fewer than Not counting uninterrupted fewer than, more than etc. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

31 2232 sue for defamation [SUE] for * COCA for 100 types, 557 tokens: wide range of things you can sue for 
- no bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

31 2243 parliamentary material No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

31 2244 court documents No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED

1 9 ongoing debate on-going debate COCA 2. ongoing debate COCA 220. S38, F5, M43, N34, Ac100. 
continuing debate 93. Open choice, not included: ongoing one word in Australian 
Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009) - not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

1 12 lifelong condition COCA 5. Not supported: lifelong one word, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 



1 21 [in] social settings social settings COCA 144. S8, F2, M30, N13, Ac91 in social settings COCA 36. S4, 
F1, M15, N5, Ac11: * settings collocates school, other, urban, educational, social, 
classroom rural…social * collocates security, workers, work, studies, services, 
support, skills : no specialization/shift/bleaching on either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

1 32 environmental factors medical factors, health factors, financial factors : no specialization/shift/bleaching 
on either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

1 35 the limbic system limbic system COCA 125: S9, F21, M49, N9, Ac37: respiratory system, vascular 
system : no specialization/shift/bleaching on either side, not including

N/A NOT INCLUDED 

1 53 developmental skills developmental skills COCA 19. writing skills, mathematical skills: no 
specialization/shift/bleaching on either side, not including

N/A NOT INCLUDED 

1 76 a management plan management plan COCA 484. S19, F0, M125, N101, Ac239: management and 
maintenance plan: road plan, treatment plan : no specialization/shift/bleaching 
on either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

1 109 [rather than having the child] 
put on [stimulants]

Searching [PUT] on medication to access this meaning: COCA 9: [PUT] on drugs 
4…? [PUT] * on medication COCA 8 types, 18 tokens. (Huddleston & Pullum test 
for V-Particle-NP: p. 281: "only a transitive preposition can be followed by an 
unstressed personal pronoun": example given is "it": 'rather than having the child 
put on it' :V + prep not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 130 [long distance] walk trails walk trail* COCA 5. Google 181,000 22 October 2012: no 
specialization/shift/bleaching on either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 141 a gentle stroll a gentle stroll : COCA 2. a gentle walk COCA 1. Not supported. N/A NOT INCLUDED 

2 142 the natural environment the natural environment, the built environment ,the university environment - no 
specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not including

N/A NOT INCLUDED 

2 150 rainwater tank rainwater tank, water tank, septic tank, fish tank: no 
specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 151 tent areas They don't use the more common "campsite" or "camping areas". Tent areas are 
designated areas where tents can be erected for overnight stays….possibly 
avoiding "camp" to avoid any suggestion that the stay might be lengthy...? 
However one occurrence only, no specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 152 picnic tables card tables, kitchen tables, (coffee tables) : no specialization/shift/bleaching 
either side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 161 visitor information centres visitor information centres : no specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not 
included

N/A NOT INCLUDED 

2 163 interpretive tours interpretive tour* COCA 2 types, 6 tokens. Google 24,000. PC in Bibbulmun Track 
context - not enough occurrences to include

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 170 for various reasons for various reasons COCA 324. S61, F21, M53, N64, Ac125: for * reasons: slot-
fillers two, several, these, political, other, different 341, many, obvious, 
various 324, the, security, three, economic, whatever, health, personal, 
similar, those, religious, safety, financial, good, unknown, medical, practical, 
envirnomental, huminatarian, social, legal, competitive, disciplinary, technical, 
what, sentimental, aesthetic, ethical, historical, academic, idiological, 
understandable, family, more, budgetary, strategic, numerous, business, selfish, 
certain, cosmetic, professional, such... rest below 20 : four choices for this 'vague 
quantity' usage: several, various, different, many: for many reasons was included 
because there is a preference over for a lot of reasons: however there is no 
apparent preference between several and various, and this expression is 
therefore not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 



2 172 trail markers trail markers COCA 16. Not supported: no specialization/shift/bleaching either 
side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 174 [Waugal] trail markers trail markers COCA 16. Not supported: no specialization/shift/bleaching either 
side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 178 water tank water tank : rainwater tank, septic tank, fish tank : no 
specialization/bleaching/shift on either side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 201 the fire ban season fire ban season COCA 0, Google 28,000 31 January 2012. Not supported, not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 204 high usage high usage 8: heavy usage 7: not supported, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 209 rainwater tank, picnic table No specialization/bleaching/shift on either side, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 214 boot-cleaning stations boot-cleaning stations Not supported in COCA, Google: not included N/A NOT INCLUDED 

3 233 civic squares civic square COCA 1. civic squares COCA 1: no definitions in Google, dictionaries. 
Not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

3 237 temporary installations temporary installations COCA 6. Conventionalization centres on installation rather 
than collocation, installation having a specific meaning in an art context: people 
would also talk about installations. excellent installations, novel installations, 
avant garde installations, expensive installations NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

3 261 [major] civic space civic space COCA 17. S0, F0, M0, N4, Ac13. Google "civic space" 529,000 31 
January 2012 not supported, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

3 263 major redevelopment major redevelopment COCA 7. important redevelopment, significant 
redevelopment 1, big redevelopment 0 not supported, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

3 270 [in] public places public places COCA 645. S117, F57, M132, N177, Ac162: public * : public health, 
public schools, opinion, policy, relations, radio, education, interest normal 
selection, no obvious issues on either side (transparent both ways) NOT 
INCLUDED (but cf public art)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

4 289 biological diversity cultural diversity, geographic diversity, ethnic diversity : transparent on both 
sides, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

4 299 gathering point meeting point, meeting place, gathering place : transparent on both sides - COCA 
15. Not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

5 308 make the Pledge [of 
Commitment…]

[MAKE] collocated with pledge COCA 0. Approximation/Extension of [MAKE] 
collocated with promise? Not supported, not included. (TAKE a pledge?)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

6 364 wind speed wind speed 264: S20, F13, M19, N27, Ac85 transparent on both sides,  no 
specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

6 374 peak body peak body COCA 1: Google 612,000 1 February 2012 not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

6 388 prime organisation COCA 0: not supported N/A NOT INCLUDED 

7 403 a host of information a host of information COCA 2. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

7 410 [you have amazing options to 
start] a rewarding career

a rewarding * collocates are experience (3), career (20), job, process, time, life, 
day…no specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

7 413 a smart decision smart decision COCA 29. S15, F3, M5, N5, Ac1: smart choice, smart girl, smart 
company - intelligent decision, wise decision, bright decision, good decision : no 
specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

7 418 All you need to know about Open Choice (All you need to do about…) N/A NOT INCLUDED 

7 431 from which to choose Open Choice NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

7 432 industry sectors No specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 



7 436 from which to choose Open Choice NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

7 437 industry sectors No specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

7 443 nominal term nominal term COCA 1. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

7 459 training contract legal contract, sales contract, loan contract : no specialization/shift/bleaching 
either side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

8 516 the wave zone wave zone COCA 0: NOT SUPPORTED (although it could well be formulaic in this 
context, referring to the band of waves that you have to get through before you 
get out into deeper water: however Google 105,000, not included 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

8 523 when the surf is not large surf collocated with large at L3, R3: COCA 2. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

8 537 the wave zone wave zone COCA 0: NOT SUPPORTED: Google 105,000 (cf surf zone above) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

8 545 water level changes No specialization/shift/bleaching on either side, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

9 550 the super family 
[Macropodoidea]

COCA 3, none of them this usage. Google mostly meaning "great family".  
"family" falls between "genus" and "order", but "super family" is not common? 
Google Scholar 55,200 21 March 2012: superfamily one word in Australian 
concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

9 551 super family COCA 3, none of them this usage. Google mostly meaning "great family".  
"family" falls between "genus" and "order", but "super family" is not common? 
Google Scholar 55,200 21 March 2012: superfamily one word in Australian 
concise Oxford dictionary (2009), not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

9 556 desert plains desert plains COCA 12. 1.78 million Google - but references are to songs etc with 
no definitions: * plains other collocates great, white, northern, flood, eastern, 
open, coastal, central - not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

9 563 rock clefts rock cleft COCA 1. rock clefts 2 No support, no specialization either side, not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

9 564 of all sizes of all * COCA time, this, that, ages, things, those, kinds, these, people, three, 
students … Open Choice, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

9 567 [no set] breeding cycle breeding cycle COCA 23. life cycle, election cycle, vicious cycle, business cycle, 
menstrual cycle : breeding * collocates grounds, season, program, ppopulation, 
sites, stock : no specialization/bleaching/shift either side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

9 574 states and territories No specialization/bleaching/shift, no form restriction, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

10 701 a newborn child OPEN CHOICE (newborn child, foal, chicken) no specialization/bleaching/shift  - 
newborn has no other meaning, connotations  - not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

10 776 the tax system * system collocates solar, school, immune, political, justice, care, legal, nervous : 
no specialization/bleaching/shift, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

10 778 retain [their child care] receipts retain…receipts OPEN CHOICE NOT INCLUDED - child care counted at 10/779 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 801 online entry system Online * system COCA 42 types, 53 tokens. No bleaching, specialization, shift 
(also "online registration system") - 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 805 ballots are run [RUN] collocated with ballots, COCA 13 with noise - not included N/A NOT INCLUDED 

11 806 solo entries The site and the race organizers use "solo" consistently: they could use 
"individual" as opposed to "team". However d solo swimmers is the only one used 
more than 4 times in the document. It is a text-level formulaic expression but not 
discourse-level: solo entries COCA 0

N/A NOT INCLUDED 



11 810 gain automatic entry [GAIN] collocated with entry COCA 196. S19, F25, M34, N55, Ac63 (normally 
associated with break-ins - not included)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 811 in gaining entry (into) [GAIN] collocated with entry COCA 196. S19, F25, M34, N55, Ac63 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 812 [When the] ballot has been run [RUN] collocated with ballots, 13 but NOISE - would normally be [HOLD] a ballot NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 813 [successful] in gaining entry [GAIN] collocated with entry COCA 196. S19, F25, M34, N55, Ac63 - comments 
as above (normally associated with burglaries)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 814 [check your] entry status COCA 4. Not supported, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 815 [once the] ballot has run [RUN] collocated with ballots, 13 but NOISE. Not supported, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 821 the next round the * round no specialization/shift/bleaching - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 831 the online registration system No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 832 On entry Searching . On entry to access this usage: COCA 4, NOT SUPPORTED NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 842 gain entry [GAIN] collocated with entry COCA 196. S19, F25, M34, N55, Ac63 - normally 
used in the context of breaking and entering, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 919 swim suit regulations SWIMSUIT one word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 923 wishes to inform [WISH] to inform 3 types, 11 tokens NOT SUPPORTED NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 925 swim wear swim wear COCA 5. One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 926 [artificial] swimming aids COCA 0. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 942 complies with this rule [COMPLY] collocated with rule at L4, R4: 26. S3, F0, M4, N6, Ac13: [COMPLY] 
with health care regulations, with the UN resolution, with the evidence, with the 
US law, had no choice but to comply, with her wishes, with the ruling, with state 
and federal law, with local laws: normal selection rules, no bleaching, 
specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 970 [second and third] place getters 
[in the Solo, Duo and Team 
categories]

place getters COCA 1: place getter 0. One word in Australian concise Oxford 
dictionary (2009, p. 1086), not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

11 971 place getters [and category 
winners]

place getters COCA 1: place getter 0. One word in Australian concise Oxford 
dictionary (2009, p. 1086), not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

15 1076 free hit free hit COCA 2 : not in dictionary, not supported, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

15 1081 to get to the crease [GET] to the crease COCA 0. Would normally be reach the crease: Google 58,300 
6 February 2012: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

16 1166 once each year once each year COCA 26. S2, F8, M8, N7, Ac1: once every year COCA 21. Not 
including

N/A NOT INCLUDED 

16 1199 project grants COCA 8. No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

16 1225 the federal professional program No bleaching, specialization, shift (1 reference in Google, to this document) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

16 1229 national committees No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 



18 1301 meningococcal disease Throughout Text 18: not counting meningococcal with generic words such as 
disease, bacteria, infection: counting Latin and Proper Nouns e.g. "Meningococcal 
A, B" and "meningococcal meningitis" 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1302 meningococcal disease Not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1307 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1310 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 N/A NOT INCLUDED 

18 1315 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 N/A NOT INCLUDED 

18 1321 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1322 smoking (both active and 
passive)

active smoking COCA 15, Google 399,000 Not supported (passive smoking 
counted separately)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1325 …as is [a recent viral infection] as is 3039. S322, F216, M762, N591, Ac1148: movement of is - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1336 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1338 airborne droplets No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1342 food and water No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1350 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1353 blood stream bloodstream one word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1354 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1355 bloodstream bloodstream one word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1357 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1363 bright lights bright lights COCA 556. flashing lights, fluorescent lights, traffic lights, christmas 
lights, city lights, northern lights, street lights - open choice, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1370 bright lights bright lights COCA 556. flashing lights, fluorescent lights, traffic lights, christmas 
lights, city lights, northern lights, street lights - open choice, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1371 light sensitivity * sensitivity - heightened, high, environmental…No bleaching, specialization, shift 
- not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1376 blotchy complexion No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1380 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1385 do not hesitate No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1392 symptoms and signs [of 
septicaemia]

signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205. symptoms and signs 
COCA 29: S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25: NOT COUNTING DISPREFERED ORDER

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1393 pin prick [spots] One word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009). Not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1395 symptoms and signs signs and symptoms COCA 263. S21, F1, M29, N7, Ac205. symptoms and signs 
COCA 29: S3, F0, M0, N1, Ac25 : not counting this (dispreferred) order

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 



18 1401 meningococcal disease No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1410 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1411 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1417 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 N/A NOT INCLUDED 

18 1420 meningococcal infection Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1421 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1428 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1429 public health doctors public health doctors COCA 2. Open choice, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1430 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1434 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1437 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1445 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1449 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1450 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1452 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1454 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1455 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1456 undertaking [certain] medical 
tests

[UNDERTAKE] collocated with tests at L4, R4 COCA 0 - not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1461 meningococcal infections Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1464 intravenous antiobiotics COCA 0. No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1465 medical intervention medical intervention COCA 100. S8, F4, M32, N12, Ac44: military intervention, 
government intervention, state intervention, divine intervention, human 
intervention No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1467 herbal or naturopathic 
treatments

herbal treatment COCA 9. naturopathic treatement COCA 0 No bleaching, 
specialization, shift - not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1469 meningococcal infection Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1470 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1471 meningococcal bacteria Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 



18 1474 make a [good] recovery a recovery collocated with [MAKE] at L4, R4 COCA 3 types, 8 tokens: Google hits 
for "make a recovery disk" etc. Not suported, not included - although, like "make 
a full recovery" this expression means more than the words that make it up…from 
personal experience, "make a full recovery" means return to an acceptable level 
of functioning - not 'be the same as you were before'...nonetheless, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1485 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1486 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

18 1488 meningococcal disease Not included see note at 1301 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

19 1513 [huge] monetary gains monetary gains COCA 7. financial gains 36. No bleaching, specialization, shift - 
not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

19 1521 ease your fears [EASE] * fears 29 types, 42 tokens. S8, F5, N14, M8, Ac7: [EASE] * fear 10 
types, 19 tokens. S0, F9, M3, N6, AC1: [EASE] * * top collocate is the pain (201), 
then the transition (98), the burden (88), the strain (42). [EASE] collocated with 
fear* at L4, R4 COCA 5 tokens, 152 types. S27, F29, M29, N52, Ac15 MIs 3.39 to 
3.96: not convincingly formulaic: No bleaching, specialization, shift - not included 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

20 1575 strong gravity strong gravity. COCA 12. there is a Wiki def 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strong_gravitybut it doesn't relate to this usage (strong 
gravitational pull would be OK?) Not supported, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

20 1577 strong gravity strong gravity. COCA 12. there is a Wiki def 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strong_gravitybut it doesn't relate to this usage. Not 
supported, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

20 1587 fall into [a black hole] verb plus preposition, not included N/A NOT INCLUDED 

20 1591 [this] artist's drawing artist 's drawing COCA 10. Not supported. Looks like there is some specialization, 
but cannot verify: possible variation on artist's impression COCA 19.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

21 1615 by any process for any purpose Not encoding or decoding…not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

21 1621 a brief email brief email COCA no matching records. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

22 1669 the standard order standard order COCA 8 not supported: "so sunshine is usually the standard order" NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

23 1677 is one of [Australia's leading 
teaching tertiary hospitals]

Related to the Comparative Correlative construction, but presented differently, 
and not included in count

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

23 1697 stomach ulcers mouth ulcers, leg ulcers : no specialization, bleaching, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

23 1702 medical graduates arts graduates, science graduates, dentistry graduates : No bleaching, 
specialization, shift, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

23 1706 nursing graduates arts graduates, science graduates, dentistry graduates : No bleaching, 
specialization, shift, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

24 1721 tucked in a corner tucked in a corner COCA 15. [TUCK] in a corner COCA 15 (all tucked in a corner). 
[TUCK] it in a corner COCA 0 : [TUCK] in COCA : cf I was planning to tuck in my 
shirt (I was planning to tuck my shirt in ). This is v + pp

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

24 1728 not native to Australia Not encoding or decoding, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

24 1739 [suspended in] the retreat of 
the web

the retreat of the web COCA 0. Google 7 results, all the line from this article. No 
bleaching, specialization, shift.

N/A NOT INCLUDED 



24 1747 the onset of pain the onset of the study, the disease, Alzheimer's, the cold, World War, sexual 
activity…no bleaching, specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

24 1748 muscle spasm muscle spasm 33. S2, F8, M10, N3, Ac10. What other kinds of spasm are there? 
* spasm Top is muscle spasm, then artery spasm, coronary spasm, back spasm, 
coughing spasm, involuntary spasm…no bleaching, specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

24 1751 iced water iced tea, iced drink : no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

25 1773 the … exam is open to anyone Often get "courses" being open to anyone, but exams? exams collocated with 
open COCA 1: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

25 1774 Exams are held… [HOLD] collocated with exams (COCA 4) - and [HOLD] collocated with 
examinations COCA 0. Not supported

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

25 1783 held responsibility [HOLD] responsibility 4 types, 11 tokens. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

26 1801 cricket field Open choice - ground, pitch, court, field…would never normally get cricket field - 
not included for that reason (cricket pitch would be included)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

26 1804 at the end of also by the end of, in the end of, from the end of : not encoding/decoding NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

26 1818 main attributes principle attributes, major attributes, biggest attributes, primary attributes  COCA 
4: no bleaching, specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

26 1819 the subject of much debate Not encoding or decoding, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

26 1855 At the end of [each quarter] At the end of, before the end of, by the end of, after the end of not encoding or 
decoding, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

26 1904 in a straight line Not encoding or decoding, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

26 1966 bears [little or no] significance [BEAR] collocated with significance. At R8 there is noise. At R6 still noise. At R4 
still noise. R3 no noise, but frequency down to 14. S0, F2, M1, N2, Ac9. Not 
included: but NB little or no counted with QUANTIFIERS

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 1978 stomach cancer Not encoding or decoding, no bleaching, specialization, shift: not counting 
throughout this article - similar position to meningococcal disease/bacteria etc: 
counting Latin names 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 1982 digestive system digestive system COCA 245. blood system COCA 25. renal system 1. endocrine 
system COCA 49. road system, river system, central heating system : no 
bleaching, specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2004 digestive system digestive system COCA 245. blood system COCA 25. renal system 1. endocrine 
system COCA 49. road system, river system, central heating system : no 
bleaching, specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2010 cancer cells cancer cells, blood cells, plant cells : no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2022 glucose solution salt solution, metal solution : no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2023 radioactive material no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2024 radioactive substance no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2033 cancer cells cancer cells, blood cells, plant cells : no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2034 cancer cells no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2034 cancer cells no bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 



27 2040 complementary medicines [you 
are taking]

complementary medicines  COCA 1 : not included - TAKE plus medicine counted 
separately

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

27 2042 [and never stop] taking your 
conventional treatment

[TAKE] treatment : COCA 2 types, 14 tokens. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2072 regional and social diversity social diversity COCA 44. S0, F0, M6, N3, Ac35: regional diversity COCA 31. S0, 
F1, M4, N5, Ac21 - cultural diversity, biological, genetic, ethnic…no encoding, 
decoding issues

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2073 linguistic variation linguistic variation COCA 4. Not supported. No bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2077 in a range of in a range of, with a range of, over a range of : initial prep is variable without 
meaning change: second prep is N Prep collocation, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2078 spontaneous speech situations spontaneous speech situations COCA 0. Google 5,040 12 February 2012. Not 
encoding or decoding, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2089 linguistic heritage linguistic heritage COCA 8. Google 12 February 2012 657,000: not included. No 
bleaching, specialization, shift. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2095 national self-perception No bleaching, specialization, shift NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2107 taxi bookings taxi bookings COCA 0. restaurant bookings, theatre bookings No bleaching, 
specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2108 computer avatars computer avatars COCA 0.No bleaching, specialization, shift. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

28 2111 computer aids computer aids COCA 3. No bleaching, specialization, shift. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

30 2140 prior qualification prior qualification COCA 1. Google 87,600. Approximation for 'prior learning'? 
Difficult to verify. No bleaching, specialization, shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

30 2172 prior skill [or qualifications] prior skill COCA 0. Google 87,600 formulaic in educational context? (Australia 
only?): not supported, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

30 2179 skills recognition section relates to Skills Recognition Scheme but no encoding or decoding NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

30 2197 at the end of also by the end of, in the end of, from the end of : no encoding, decoding NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

30 2199 pace notes pace notes COCA 0. This might be a novel use, extended from rally driving - but 
not included.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

31 2242 relates to fair summary fair summary COCA 13 - not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

31 2267 public-report defenses Google 2. Can't find support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

31 2269 Defenses of innocent 
dissemination

Google 2. Cannot find  any support. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED 

NOT INCLUDED 

1 97.1 have a small effect "have" could be "produce" - not including NOT INCLUDING NOT 
INCLUDING

NOT INCLUDING

13 1012 the colder months ie winter: in Australian context not really cold, just colder than summer - no 
bleaching, specializaiton, shift - Open Choice, not including

NOT INCLUDING NOT 
INCLUDING

NOT INCLUDING

1 38 studies [with twins] have 
shown…..

studies [SHOW] COCA 5 types, 2296 tokens: S320, F21, M1031, N443, Ac481 - 
specialization of "show": vague (non-specific 'studies') … allow - references other 
voices

Engagement 13 NP/Predicate 
phrase

2 173 as opposed to as opposed to COCA 7034, S2259, F251, M1064, N918, Ac2542: 
bleaching/shift/specialisation in opposed, inability to drop final prep - organising 
procedural, PNP

13 PNP



4 287 in accordance with in accordance with COCA 2538: S197, F130, M230, N218, Ac1763…meaning 
bleach/specialisation/shift in accordance: consistent omission of determiner 
before noun: adjective insertion allowed (COCA in strict accordance with, full, 
perfect, total, rough, general, exact, entire…): inability to drop final prep: 
organising procedural, PNP

13 PNP

9 575 in accordance with in accordance with COCA 2538: S197, F130, M230, N218, Ac1763: meaning 
bleach/specialisation/shift in accordance: consistent omission of determiner 
before noun: adjective insertion allowed (COCA in strict accordance with, full, 
perfect, total, rough, general, exact, entire…): inability to drop final prep: 
organising procedural, PNP

13 PNP

9 620 in accordance with in accordance with COCA 2538: S197, F130, M230, N218, Ac1763: meaning 
bleach/specialisation/shift in accordance: consistent omission of determiner 
before noun: adjective insertion allowed (COCA in strict accordance with, full, 
perfect, total, rough, general, exact, entire…): inability to drop final prep: 
organising procedural, PNP

13 PNP

11 797 in accordance with in accordance with COCA 2538: S197, F130, M230, N218, Ac1763: meaning 
bleach/specialisation/shift in accordance: consistent omission of determiner 
before noun: adjective insertion allowed (COCA in strict accordance with, full, 
perfect, total, rough, general, exact, entire…): inability to drop final prep: 
organising procedural, PNP

13 PNP

11 957 in accordance with in accordance with COCA 2538: S197, F130, M230, N218, Ac1763: meaning 
bleach/specialisation/shift in accordance: consistent omission of determiner 
before noun: adjective insertion allowed (COCA in strict accordance with, full, 
perfect, total, rough, general, exact, entire…): inability to drop final prep: 
organising procedural, PNP

13 PNP

26 1868 [takes possession…] by way of 
[a catch] 

by way of  COCA 2557. S273, F567, M537, N265, Ac915: meaning 
bleach/shift/specialisation in way: consistent omission of determiner, last 
preposition required: no inherent content, count as PNP

13 PNP

26 1887 [from another player's kick] by 
way of [a catch]

by way of COCA 2557. S273, F567, M537, N265, Ac915: meaning 
bleach/shift/specialisation in way: consistent omission of determiner, last 
preposition required: no inherent content, count as PNP

13 PNP

26 1912 [The ball can be propelled in any 
direction] by way of [a foot, 
clenched fist…]

by way of COCA 2557. S273, F567, M537, N265, Ac915: meaning 
bleach/shift/specialisation in way: consistent omission of determiner, last 
preposition required: no inherent content, count as PNP

13 PNP

31 2259 in relation to in relation to COCA 5214. S187, F174, M501, N265 : bleaching/meaning 
shift/specialisation in relation: no determiner: adjective insertion possible: final 
prep cannot be left out PNP not PP

13 PNP

31 2277 in relation to in relation to COCA 5214. S187, F174, M501, N265: bleaching/meaning 
shift/specialisation in relation: no determiner: adjective insertion possible: final 
prep cannot be left out: "relation" does not add content: organising procedural, 
PNP

13 PNP

19 1500 Ladies and gentlemen, place 
your bets

COCA 3585. S2800, F537, M99, N116, Ac33:  place your bets COCA 35. S12, 
F11, M5, N7, Ac0: preferred form

3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

26 1940 {St Kilda} {15.11 (1010)} 
defeated {Sydney} {8.10 (58)}

St Kilda 15.11 (1010) defeated Sydney 8.10 (58): preferred form, constraints on 
substitutions

34 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

26 1941 {St Kilda}, {fifteen-eleven, one-
hundred and one}, defeated 
{Sydney}, {eight-ten, fifty-
eight}

St Kilda, fifteen-eleven, one-hundred and one, defeated Sydney, eight-ten, fifty-
eight: preferred form, constraints on substitutions

34 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

26 1942 {St Kilda} defeated {Sydney} 
by {forty-three} points

St Kilda defeated Sydney by forty-three points: preferred form, constraints on 
substitutions

34 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA



1 6 arouse [more] controversy 
[than]

[AROUSE] collocated with controversy: COCA 31: S1, F1, M11, N5, Ac13: MI 
6.84: specialisation/shift in arouse. Figurative.  [arouse] * collocates suspicion, 
interest, feelings, controversy, interest, concern - NB more…than counted with 
comp correlatives

13 Predicate phrase

1 18 lead {normal} lives [LEAD] normal lives 3 types, 35 tokens. S9, F3, M9, N11, Ac3. [LEAD] a normal 
life COCA 4 types, 86 tokens. S40, F9, M18, N17, Ac2: [LEAD] * lives top is 
normal (26), then productive, separate, busy, normal, better, meaningful ; 
[LEAD] collocated with life 3 types, 787 tokens: NB very often APPRECIATION in 
the slot between [LEAD] and lives, as here. lead = meaning shift

1 Predicate phrase

1 22 {fidget and squirm} in {their} 
seats

[v*] in * seat* COCA for 100 types, 689 tokens. Common verbs in this pattern 
shift, turn, twist, squirm: [SQUIRM] in * seat 19 types, 66 tokens. S6, F45, M7, 
N4, Ac4: [movement verb from restricted semantic set] in [possessive pronoun] 
[seat, chair] EUM - conveys indirect Affect (they are unsettled, impatient) and 
also Judgement (can't sit still, negatively valued in this culture)

Indirect Affect, 
Judgement

134 Predicate phrase

1 26 wait {their} turn [WAIT] * turn COCA 34 types, 360 tokens. S42, F169, M62, N66, F21 - form 
preference + possessive pronoun in gap

34 Predicate phrase

1 37 runs in {families} [RUN] in families: 4 types, 100 tokens. S23, F8, M52, N14, Ac3: figurative "runs", 
also encoding "in" - may be singular "the family"

13 Predicate phrase

1 61 diagnosis is given [GIVE] a diagnosis 3 types 18 tokens : Google 299,000 8 March 2012 : in all 
cases, doctors give diagnoses to patients - this is used in the context of the 
diagnosis being passed on to the patient: allow despite low frequencies : 
bleaching of give

13 Predicate phrase

1 90 work wonders [WORK] wonders : 4 types, 230 tokens. S14, F33, M115, N53, Ac15: 
figurative/specialized use of "work"

13 Predicate phrase

1 93 falling asleep [FALL] asleep : COCA 5 types, 4832 tokens: S445, F2992, M867, N364, Ac164: 
figurative "fall"

13 Predicate phrase

1 117 offer … hopes [offer] collocated with hope* at L4, R4, 14 types 946 tokens. S140, F85, M285, 
N232, Ac204" figurative "offer"

13 Predicate phrase

1 121 [the consequences of not] 
following the rules

[FOLLOW] the rules COCA 4 types, 435 tokens. S116, F81, M78, N81, Ac79 - NB 
opposite is break - discontinuity. Also figurative "following"

13 Predicate phrase

1 122 [if the] rule is broken [BREAK] collocated with rules COCA 5 types, 96 tokens. S12, F14, M25, N21, 
Ac24: figurative "break"

13 Predicate phrase

2 133 {passes} through the heart of [PASS] through the heart of COCA 2 types, 3 tokens. through the heart of COCA 
178. S22, F32, M55, N55, Ac14: many (as here) involving movement verb before 
and spatial location afterwards - eg "Rivers flow through  the heart of American 
and Americans" COCA 20, 2008, MAC, NatlParks: "The Divide winds 40 miles 
through the heart of the park" COCA 12, 2009, MAG, Backpacker. Movement may 
not be verbal - may be nominalized "After a mile of stop-and-go movement 
through the heart of downtown St. Paul" COCA 15, 20008, FIC, Bk:BlindRage: the 
PP is the core item but the construction is a VP - heart meaning "centre"

13 Predicate phrase

5 321 [and] refreshments are provided [PROVIDE] collocated with refreshments at L4, R4: MI 5.50. COCA 36, S0, F6, 
M3, N25, Ac2. [GIVE] collocated with refreshments at L4, R4, COCA 0: provide a 
map, provide a tour guide : "refreshments will be provided" Google 12 million 30 
March 2012. VP base is formulaic in the context of event details/invitations -  
usually passive, form preference

3 Predicate phrase

6 343 lost their lives [LOSE] * life|lives: 67 types, 1083 tokens: S546, F103, M146, N214, Ac74: 
figurative "lost"

13 Predicate phrase



6 346 pose a threat a threat collocated with [POSE] at L3, COCA 4 types, 614 tokens. S153, F21, 
M93, N147, Ac200: [POSE] * * * collcoates threat, danger, problem, risk, the 
question, a challenge, a health risk, for a picture, a challenge, a problem…at least 
2 patterns - one posing for a photo, the other related to difficult situations, as 
here. Often includes some evaluation of the threat (a strong threat, less of a 
threat etc): specialization of "pose" as problematicizer

34 Predicate phrase

6 349 pose [less of] a threat a threat collocated with [POSE] at L3, COCA 4 types, 614 tokens. S153, F21, 
M93, N147, Ac200: [POSE] * * * collcoates threat, danger, problem, risk, the 
question, a challenge, a health risk, for a picture, a challenge, a problem…at least 
2 patterns - one posing for a photo, the other related to difficult situations, as 
here. Often includes some evaluation of the threat (a strong threat, less of a 
threat etc): specialization of "pose" as problematicizer

34 Predicate phrase

6 356 setting fires [SET] fires COCA 3 types, 121 tokens. S41, F19, M14, N33, Ac14: ACOD gives set 
it on fire … specializaton of "set" (refers to careful setting of sticks and paper in 
such a way that fire will be able to start…)

13 Predicate phrase

7 405 tell {their} story [TELL] their story COCA 123: S64, F7, M17, N19, Ac16 - not a fictional story, but 
their personal story - where there is a possessive pronoun in the middle, this 
meaning dominates. 

13 Predicate phrase

7 417 [A bit of planning and 
investigation will] give you the 
edge

[GIVE] * the edge 37 types, 62 tokens. S13, F8, M17, N24, Ac0: figurative "edge" 13 Predicate phrase

7 420 job hunting Normally hyphenated: figurative "hunting" COCA 84, S17, F12, M16, N25, Ac14 13 Predicate phrase

7 421 [a bit of effort will] boost your 
confidence

[BOOST] * confidence: 34 types, 106 tokens: S15, F13, M38, N28, Ac12: 
figurative boost 

13 Predicate phrase

7 425 enter into a contract [ENTER] into a contract 4 types, 39 tokens: S8, F2, M4, N8, Ac17.  other 
collocates drawing, computer, contract, partnership, database…in this meaning, 
limited semantic set (contract, parternship etc): idiomatic entering: MOVEMENT

13 Predicate phrase

7 426 learn on the job [LEARN] on the job COCA 37. S8, F3, M7, N10, Ac9. Other slot fillers [BE], 
[STAY], [REMAIN], [SLEEP] … particular meaning for on the job in the context of 
these verbs: encoding "on" and meaning of "on the job" (cf learn at work - not 
the same)

123 Predicate phrase

7 433 [Trainees] enter into a contract 
[to gain…]

[ENTER] into a contract 4 types, 39 tokens: S8, F2, M4, N8, Ac17.  other 
collocates drawing, computer, contract, partnership, database…in this meaning, 
limited semantic set (contract, parternship etc): figurative entering: movement

movement 13 Predicate phrase

7 439 [Cadets] enter into a 
({training}) contract

[ENTER] into a contract 4 types, 39 tokens: S8, F2, M4, N8, Ac17.  other 
collocates drawing, computer, contract, partnership, database…in this meaning, 
limited semantic set (contract, parternship etc): idiomatic entering

movement 134 Predicate phrase

7 454 Starting fresh [START] fresh COCA 4 types, 117 tokens. S21, F32, M34, N25, Ac5: also start 
afresh: bleaching, specialization of "fresh"

13 Predicate phrase

7 476 to put {you} in contact with [PUT] * in contact with: 21 types, 46 tokens. S7, F7, M14, N6, Ac12: in contact 
with COCA 1655. S464, F174, M383, N242, Ac392: figurative "put", encoding "in"

134 Predicate phrase

9 569 can increase {four}fold [INCREASE] *fold : COCA 85 types, 286 tokens: most common is tenfold. * 
tenfold collocates increased, grown, multiplied, jumped, sets/comes/jumps 
back…but not decreased [x]fold: S20, F14, M99, N62, Ac91

134 Predicate phrase

9 589 Quotas are set [SET].[v*] quota* 3 types, 30 tokens. S8, F0, M5, N9, Ac8: set quotas, rules, 
regulations…including as semantic set

34 Predicate phrase



10 649 raising {children} [RAISE] children COCA 0. [RAISE] a child COCA 0: [RAISE] children for 4 
types, 767 tokens. S175, F71, M193, N159, Ac169. Figurative "raise" - can raaise 
chickens etc too

134 Predicate phrase

10 658.1 claim benefits COCA [CLAIM] benefits 3 types, 18 tokens. Allowing - bleaching/specialisation in 
claim, preferred to register for, apply for

13 Predicate phrase

10 665 lodge {your} income tax return tax return collocated with [LODGE] at L4, R4 COCA 0. Google 626,000 2 February 
2012: see lodge claims below: claim* collocated with [LODGE] at L4, R4 3 types, 
13 tokens: [LODGE] * * a complaint…LDCE says "lodge a 
complaint/protest/appeal etc" p. 952. PC within this context?????? Used in 
preference to submit...Including with reservations

23 Predicate phrase

10 676 tax returns … lodge tax return collocated with [LODGE] at L4, R4 COCA 0. Google 626,000 2 February 
2012: Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 836) defines "lodge" as 
"deposit in court or with an official a formal statement of (complaint or 
information): encoding

3 Predicate Phrase

10 705 claims [for the Baby Bonus] 
must be lodged…

claim* collocated with [LODGE] at L4, R4 3 types, 13 tokens: [LODGE] * * a 
complaint…LDCE says "lodge a complaint/protest/appeal etc" p. 952. 
Shift/specialization in "lodge"

13 Predicate phrase

10 707 claims can be lodged [online] claim* collocated with [LODGE] at L4, R4 3 types, 13 tokens: [LODGE] * * a 
complaint…LDCE says "lodge a complaint/protest/appeal etc" p. 952. 
Shift/specialization in "lodge"

13 Predicate phrase

10 730 turned {2} years of age [TURN] * * of age COCA 5 types, 5 tokens.  Entry in LDCE for "turn" with 
age/time : combination - 2 years of age with TURN - would normally be turn 2, or 
be 2 years of age: shift in "turn"

13 Predicate phrase

10 733 [your] claim is lodged claim* collocated with [LODGE] at L4, R4 3 types, 13 tokens: [LODGE] * * a 
complaint…LDCE says "lodge a complaint/protest/appeal etc" p. 952. Shift in 
"lodge"

13 Predicate phrase

10 750 [help] cover the cost [COVER] the cost : COCA 4 types, 353 tokens. S39, F19, M110, N126, Ac59 - 
figurative "cover"

13 Predicate phrase

11 817 block the emails [BLOCK] collocated with emails COCA 0. [BLOCK] collocated with mail COCA 12. 
Google 345,000 9 March 2012: ALLOW

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

11 887 to cross [the finish line] [CROSS] collocated with line at L4, R4 COCA 2028. S684, F326, M383, N439, 
Ac196. Mix idiomatic/literal; [CROSS] the finish line 4 types, 199 tokens: S24, 
F35, M67, N67, Ac6:  [REACH] the finish line COCA 4 types, 22 tokens. 
PREFERENCE: finish line COCA 992. S171, F174, M322, N300, Ac25: finishing line 
COCA 9: PREFERENCE

3 Predicate phrase

12 980 the term was coined [COIN] collocated with term at L4, R4: COCA 551. S36, F15, M188, N103, Ac209: 
the * was coined COCA collocates term, phrase, word, suit, saying, disorder, area

134 Predicate phrase

12 981 [the trend] gained momentum [gain] momentum COCA 4 types, 440 tokens. S49, F25, M93, N140, Ac133: not 
literal momentum 

13 Predicate phrase

13 992 turn {five} years old [TURN] * years old for 95 types, 126 tokens. S61, F17, M20, N24, Ac4 34 Predicate phrase

13 1007 following ({simple}) rules [FOLLOW] collocated with rules at L4, R4: S259, F172, M337, N263, Ac308 
(opposite is break - unbalanced pair)

13 Predicate phrase

13 1022 [roster] notices will be posted [POST] collocated with notices span 4/4: COCA 56. S4, F13, M15, N18, Ac 6. 
Some noise, but enough to allow.

13 Predicate phrase

14 1034 cover the costs [COVER] * costs COCA for 100 types, 385 tokens : S39, F7, M90, N166, Ac83: 
figurative "cover"

13 Predicate phrase

14 1055 to better understand to better [v*] top collocate is understand at 775. Then serve 84. to better 
understand 775: S56, F15, M125, N71, Ac508: to understand better COCA 94. 
Preference (NB *to worse understand - COCA 0)

3 Predicate phrase



14 1056 [also] gives [a number of 
public] talks

[GIVE] talks 5 types, 85 tokens. S7, F6, M29, N23, Ac20: bleaching of "give" 13 Predicate phrase

14 1061 [soon after tickets] go on sale tickets [go] on sale COCA 3 types, 64 tokens. S2, F0, M9, N53, Ac0: * [go] on 
sale 5 types, 544 tokens. S65, F10, M120, N343, Ac6: shift in go and encoding on 
sale 

13 Predicate phrase

16 1124 run [successful] campaigns [RUN] collocated with campaign COCA 1397, MI 3.34. S846, F18, M187, N310, 
Ac36: shift in "run"

13 Predicate phrase

16 1143 runs campaigns [RUN] * campaign COCA 17 types, 354 tokens. S235, F3, M38, N69, Ac9: shift in 
"run"

13 Predicate phrase

16 1144 raise [political] awareness [RAISE] awareness COCA 912. S140, F9, M256, N210, Ac297: figurative "raise" 13 Predicate phrase

16 1185 sets the priorities [SET] collocated with priorities at R4, COCA 481. S114, F6, M91, N105, Ac165: 
encoding "set", and preference

13 Predicate phrase

16 1250 running campaigns [RUN] collocated with campaign* at L4, R4, 8 types, 1631 tokens. S948, F20, 
M233, N381, Ac49: shift in "run"

13 Predicate phrase

18 1335 boost [natural] immunity [BOOST] collocated with immunity at L4, R4 COCA 51. S3, F0, M44, N2, Ac2. MI 
7.34: [INCREASE] immunity COCA 3 PREFERENCE

3 Predicate phrase

18 1366 seek [urgent] medical advice [SEEK] medical advice COCA 3 types, 16 tokens. Google 12.9 million 7 February 
2012: [SEEK] * advice 66 types, 256 tokens. S40, F18, M65, N80, Ac53. 
Collocates limited, personal, outside, investment, instant, informal, 
career…means go and see a doctor, don't just ask your aunty for medical advice: 
means more than the words suggest

13 Predicate phrase

18 1382 seek [urgent] medical attention [SEEK] medical attention COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S14, F5, M33, N13, Ac30. 
[GET] medical attention : COCA 4 types, 38 tokens. S10, F6, M15, N7, Ac0. 
[seek] urgent medical attention COCA 0: means go and see a doctor, don't ask 
your neighbour who is a nurse to give you some attention

13 Predicate phrase

18 1394 seek [urgent] medical attention [SEEK] medical attention COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S14, F5, M33, N13, Ac30. 
[GET] medical attention : COCA 4 types, 38 tokens. S10, F6, M15, N7, Ac0. 
[seek] urgent medical attention COCA 0: means go and see a doctor, don't ask 
your neighbour who is a nurse to give you some attention

13 Predicate phrase

18 1400 seek [urgent] medical attention [SEEK] medical attention COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S14, F5, M33, N13, Ac30. 
[GET] medical attention : COCA 4 types, 38 tokens. S10, F6, M15, N7, Ac0. 
[seek] urgent medical attention COCA 0: means go and see a doctor, don't ask 
your neighbour who is a nurse to give you some attention

13 Predicate phrase

18 1404 seek medical attention [and 
advice urgently]

[SEEK] medical attention COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S14, F5, M33, N13, Ac30. 
[GET] medical attention : COCA 4 types, 38 tokens. S10, F6, M15, N7, Ac0. 
[SEEK] urgent medical attention COCA 0

13 Predicate phrase

18 1404 seek medical [attention and] 
advice [urgently]

[SEEK] medical advice COCA 3 types, 16 tokens. Google 12.9 million 7 February 
2012: [SEEK] * advice 66 types, 256 tokens. S40, F18, M65, N80, Ac53. 
Collocates limited, personal, outside, investment, instant, informal, 
career…means go and see a doctor, don't just ask your aunty for medical advice. 
Decoding

13 Predicate phrase

18 1415 contracting {the disease} [CONTRACT] collocated with disease COCA 279. S45, F34, M89, N58, Ac53: 
preference - must collocate with a disease

34 Predicate phrase

18 1426 seek [urgent] medical attention [SEEK] medical attention COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S14, F5, M33, N13, Ac30. 
[GET] medical attention : COCA 4 types, 38 tokens. S10, F6, M15, N7, Ac0. 
[seek] urgent medical attention COCA 0: means go and see a doctor, don't ask 
your neighbour who is a nurse to give you some attention

13 Predicate phrase



18 1447 seek [immediate] medical 
attention

[SEEK] medical attention COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S14, F5, M33, N13, Ac30. 
[GET] medical attention : COCA 4 types, 38 tokens. S10, F6, M15, N7, Ac0. 
[seek] urgent medical attention COCA 0: means go and see a doctor, don't ask 
your neighbour whose a nurse to give you some attention

13 Predicate phrase

18 1495 [Please] consult {your} doctor [CONSULT] collocated with doctor COCA 180. S17, F10, M120, N20, Ac13: 
consult here means go and make an appointment and pay (it doesn't mean 
consult with him)

34 Predicate phrase

19 1505 lost {their} shirts [LOSE] * shirt COCA 22 types, 68 tokens. S8, F18, M28, N11, Ac3. Mix of literal 
and idiomatic, here idiomatic

13 Predicate phrase

19 1519 manage your money manage * money COCA 12 types, 124 tokens. S20, F3, M41, N55, Ac5 (NB low 
Ac) - specialization/shift/bleaching in "manage"

3 Predicate phrase

19 1528 raise money [RAISE] money COCA 4 types, 3104 tokens. S1056, F89, M582, N1183, Ac194: 
figurative "raise"

13 Predicate phrase

19 1529 to cover [start-up] costs [COVER] costs COCA 4 types, 96 tokens. S6, F2, M22, N49, Ac17: figurative 
"cover"

13 Predicate phrase

19 1542 issuing and buying stock [ISSUE] stock COCA 4 types, 35 tokens. S2, F1, M12, N16, Ac4 (BUY STOCK IS 
OPEN CHOICE - NOT INCLUDED): specialization in "issue" - different to "sell"? 
Encclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

19 1543 issue stock {to the public} [ISSUE] stock COCA 4 types, 35 tokens. S2, F1, M12, N16, Ac4 (BUY STOCK IS 
OPEN CHOICE - NOT INCLUDED): specialization in "issue" - different to "sell"? 
Encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

22 1662 come alive [COME] alive COCA 4 types, 1075 tokens. S129, F290, M285, N211, Ac160 (cf 
come to life) - specialized use of "come"

13 Predicate phrase

22 1663 [sheets of] lightning flash lightning collocated with [FLASH]  at L4, R4 COCA 4 types, 585 tokens. S14, 
F437, M65, N28, Ac41. sheets of lightning COCA 4. sheet lightning 13. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "flash"

13 Predicate phrase

22 1665 retire to the balcony [retire] to the * 4 types, 226 tokens. Complements guest bedroom, vast 
chamber, tent, little cement patio, International Space Station, lobby, interior, 
manor, recreation hall, pied-terre, corner caf, living-room couch…there is 
something about the expectation created by "retire" that is either met or not met 
(deliberately) in the complement...including, with some reservations

13 Predicate phrase

22 1670 cement {its} reputation [CEMENT] * reputation Google 36.3 million hits 23 October 2012. COCA 11 types, 
27 tokens: S0, F2, M9, N14, Ac2: shift/specialization in "cement"

13 Predicate phrase

23 1708 [first] opened {its} doors [OPEN] its doors COCA 4 types, 387 tokens: S50, F21, M107, N150, Ac59: 
figurative opening of doors

13 Predicate phrase

24 1730 comes in ({direct}) contact with [COME] in* contact with COCA 8 types (in and into)  954 tokens: S185, F80, 
M273, N160, Ac256: direct contact COCA 548. S79, F47, M94, N75, Ac253. 
Bleaching/specialization of "comes", encoding "into" 

13 Predicate phrase

24 1735 fall victim [FALL] victim COCA 5 types, 657 tokens. S77, F59, M191, N167, Ac163: 
figurative "fall"

13 Predicate phrase

24 1745 caution is advised [ADVISE] caution COCA 62. S4, F12, M19, N11, Ac16. caution is advised COCA 
10, S1, F1, M1, N1, Ac6. [RECOMMEND] caution COCA for 3 types, 10 tokens: "be 
cautious" - preferred to "advise people to be cautious" - form preference

3 Predicate phrase

24 1749 seek medical attention [SEEK] medical attention COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S14, F5, M33, N13, Ac30. 
[GET] medical attention : COCA 4 types, 38 tokens. S10, F6, M15, N7, Ac0. 
[seek] urgent medical attention COCA 0: means go and see a doctor, don't ask 
your neighbour who is a nurse to give you some attention

3 Predicate phrase

26 1805 a draw is declared [DECLARE] collocated with draw at L4, R4 COCA 7. PC for cricket, AFL? Allow 3 Predicate phrase



26 1810 a free kick is paid Google 72,700 9 February 2012. Def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_kick_(Australian_rules_football) - 
specialization/shift/bleaching "paid"

Encyclopaedic 13 Predicate phrase

26 1865 return the ball into play COCA 0. Google 102,000 10 February 2012. Encyclopaedic in AFL context - 
requires particular process

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

26 1875 "dropping the ball" Google AFL "dropping the ball" 366,000 encyclopaedic in AFL context Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

26 1879 holding the ball AFL "holding the ball" Google 994,000 10 February 2012. PC in AFL context - 
doesn't mean simply holding the ball - encyclopaedic in AFL context

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

26 1892 [of] pressing an advantage [PRESS] an advantage COCA 1: Google "press* an advantage" 184 million 10 
February 2012. Collocation/selection - specialization of "pressing"

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

26 1928 for rushing a behind rushing a behind Google 62,200 10 February 2012 - specialization in "rushing" Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

26 1929 awarding a free kick [AWARD] a free kick COCA 0. Google 50.7 million 10 February 2012 -soccer, 
rugby, AFL: specialization of "award", shift in "free"

123 Predicate phrase

26 1930 who…rushes a behind [RUSH] a behind - see 1928 Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

27 2043 [without] consulting {your} 
doctor [first]

[CONSULT] collocated with doctor at L4, R4: COCA 180: S17, F10, M120, N20, 
Ac13 - doesn't mean chat to him, means go, make an appointment, tell the 
doctor your symptoms, pay

Encyclopaedic 34 Predicate phrase

28 2086 [so too does language as it 
constantly evolves] to meet the 
({changing}) needs

[MEET] collocated with needs COCA 5163. S311, F79, M1063, N656, Ac3054: MI 
5.68: figurative "meet"

13 Predicate phrase

29 2117 stretching [firefighting] 
resources

[STRETCH]  collocated with resources at L4, R4 COCA 75. S15, F6, M13, N17, 
Ac24: can also have [STRAIN] - figurative "stretch"

13 Predicate phrase

29 2126 [includes incinerators, welding, 
grinding, soldering or] gas 
cutting 

Conventionalized in specialist context? What is gas cutting? Google 918,000 29 
March 2013 - appears to be oxy-fuel gas cutting - allow

Encyclopaedic 
specialist

13 Predicate phrase

29 2132 [when] a {TFB} has been 
declared

Declare a TFB (total fire ban) - encyclopaedic in this context: very specific 
inclusions (e.g. you cannnot use tools that cause metal sparks) - use of "declare". 
Counting as predicate phrase, not counting TFB additionally as abbreviation in 
this case

23 Predicate phrase

30 2141 hold the RST [HOLD] a passport, a licence…figurative "hold" - allow 13 Predicate phrase

30 2156 hold [a Recreational Skipper's] 
Ticket

[HOLD] a passport, a licence…figurative "hold" 13 Predicate phrase

31 2215 holding someone up to {hatred} [HOLD] * up to [nn*] COCA 11 types, 11 tokens. Google "hold * up to *" 4.85 
million 13 February 2012, lots of noise, but definition for "to hold someone up to 
ridicule": figurative, encoding and decoding

13 Predicate phrase

31 2228 [can] sue in tort [SUE] in tort COCA 1. Google 86,400 with definitions eg 
forum.wordreference.com/showthread.php?t=1586227

Encyclopaedic 2 Predicate phrase

1 1 Attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder, [or ADHD]

attention deficity hyperactivity disorder COCA 147. S23, F2, M31, N20, Ac71 3 PROPER NOUN

1 7 Attention deficit/hyperactivity 
disorder [- or ADHD]

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder COCA 147. S23, F2, M31, N20, Ac71 3 PROPER NOUN

1 8 [used to be known as] Attention 
Deficit Disorder, [or ADD]

Attention Deficit Disorder COCA 313: S95, F12, M71, N56, Ac79 3 PROPER NOUN

1 34 pre-frontal cortex COCA 2. S0, F1, M1, N0, Ac0: count as proper noun 23 PROPER NOUN



1 86 Ritalin LA PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

2 134 [the 'Waugal' (rainbow serpent 
[of the aboriginal Dreaming)]

rainbow serpent - proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

2 164 the Bibbulmun Track Foundation PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

2 166 Bibbulmum Track maps PROPER NOUN used adjectivally here - count with proper nouns 3 PROPER NOUN

2 167 Bibbulmun Track Foundation PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

2 179 the Water Corporation PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

2 181 Bibbulmun Track conditions PROPER NOUN used adjectivally here - count with proper nouns 3 PROPER NOUN

2 182 Department of Environment and 
Conservation (DEC) Bibbulmun 
Track webpage

Department of Environment and Conservation 3 PROPER NOUN

2 192 Bibbulmun Track Map Considering the Bibbulmun Track Map as a proper noun in its own right and 
counting

3 PROPER NOUN

2 194 Disease Risk Areas Classifying as proper noun in this context (official designation) Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

2 202 Bibbulmun Track Foundation PROPER NOUN (not building, structure, place) 3 PROPER NOUN

2 216 Phytophthora cinnamomi PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

2 219 Code of the Campsite PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

2 221 Notice of Intent (page) PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

2 226 Bibbulmun Walking Breaks PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

3 231 The City of Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN

3 240 Public Art Study PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

3 241 the City of Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN

3 254 City of Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN

3 255 Public Art Policy and Strategy PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

3 260 the City of Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN

3 266 City of Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN

3 269 City of Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN

3 272 the City of Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN

4 285 the Botanic Gardens and Parks 
Authority

Proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

4 288 the Kings Park and Botanic 
Garden Management Plan

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

4 301 The State War Memorial PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

4 302 the Honour Avenues PROPER NOUN (considering as entity, not place) 3 PROPER NOUN

5 309 the Pledge of Commitment PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

5 310 the City of South Perth PROPER NOUN - including because it does not refer to a place, but to a legal 
entity (as for the council of the City of Perth)

3 PROPER NOUN

5 326 the City of South Perth PROPER NOUN - legal entity rather than place reference 3 PROPER NOUN

6 338 Ash Wednesday Proper noun - major bushfire event 3 PROPER NOUN



6 338.1 Black Saturday Proper noun - major bushfire event 3 PROPER NOUN

6 342 [the 2009] Black Saturday 
bushfires

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 359 Fire Danger Rating [(FDR)] PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 361 the Bureau of Meteorology 
[(BOM)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 373 The Australasian Fire Authorities 
Council [(AFAC)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 377 New South Wales Rural Fire 
Service [(RFS)] 

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 379 Government of New South 
Wales

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 380 the Country Fire Service PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 380.1 the Fire Service Proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

6 381 the Country Fire Authority 
[(CFA)]

Proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

6 386 Metropolitan Fire Brigade PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 387 The Fire and Emergency 
Services Authority of Western 
Australia [(FESA)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

6 389 EIGHT: Bush Fire Service, 
Emergency Services Cadets, Fire 
and Rescue Service, State 
Emergency Service, Volunteer 
Emergency Service, Volunteer 
Fire Service, Volunteer Fire and 
Rescue Service, Volunteer 
Marine Rescue Service

PROPER NOUNS X8 3 PROPER NOUN

7 407 Jobs Board PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

7 407.1 Jobs Board PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

7 428 State Training Provider PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

7 458 an Australian Apprenticeships 
Centre

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

7 462 State Training Providers State Training Providers Google 121,000 1 February 2012: new name for TAFE 
colleges

Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

7 466 West Australian Certificate of 
Education [(WACE)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

7 467 school-based apprenticeships www.australianapprenticeships.gov.au/info_aus.../schoolbased.asp "For more 
information on Australian School-based Apprentices, please download Fact Sheet 
11 - About Australian School-based Apprenticeships on the …" - term used 
throughout Australia, encyclopaedic: classifying as proper noun - refers to specific 
government program - counting as proper noun despite initial lower case 

Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

7 468 school-based traineeship Classifying as proper noun (see 7/467) (traineeships are not the same as 
apprenticeships)

Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

7 480 Aboriginal school-based training Counting as Proper Noun (formal, official term, government program) Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

7 481 Aboriginal school-based training Counting as Proper Noun (formal, official term, government program) Encyclopedic 2 PROPER NOUN

9 561 tree-kangaroos Type of kangaroo,  count as proper noun 2 PROPER NOUN



9 576 SIX: Red Kangaroo, Eastern 
grey kangaroo, Western grey 
kangaroo, Common Wallaroo 
(Euro), Bennetts wallaby and 
Pademelon

Species of kangaroo - proper nouns x 6 3 PROPER NOUN

9 582 the Australian Government's 
Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

9 583 THREE: the Red Kangaroo, 
Eastern grey kangaroo, Western 
grey kangaroo

3 PROPER NOUNS 3 PROPER NOUN

9 599 An Australian Senate Select 
committee

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

9 607 Australian Quarantine and 
Inspection Service [(AQIS)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

9 613.1 the European Union Legal entity, not place - count as proper noun 23 PROPER NOUN

9 616 the Australian Quarantine and 
Inspection Service

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

10 633 family benefit {payments} Google 46,400 2 February 2012 - Family Benefit is a proper noun - counting with 
proper nouns

Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

10 634 Family Assistance [PDF] Google 1.06 million 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 637 Family Assistance Office Google 79,800 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 640 Family Tax Benefit Part A Google 248,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 641 Family Tax Benefit Part B Google 36,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 642 the Baby Bonus Google 616,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 643 Paid Parental Leave Google 36,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 644 Maternity Immunisation 
Allowance

Google 12,200 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 648 Family Tax Benefit Part A PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 650.1 Family Tax Benefit A PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 651 Family Tax Benefit Part B PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 654 Family Tax Benefit B PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 654 Child Care Benefit Google 389,000 2 February 2012: child care two words in Australian concise 
Oxford dictionary (2009): nb child even when you have multiple children; 
Counting as Proper Noun (refers to legal/official Government Benefit)

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 654.3 Child Care Benefit PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 657 Family TAx Benefit Parts A and B PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 662 Family Tax Benefit Google 161,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 667 Family Assistance Office Google 79,600 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

10 669 Family Tax Benefit Google 161,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 671 Family Assistance Office Google 79,600 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

10 678 Family Tax Benefit Google 161,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 679 Family Assistance Office Google 79,600 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 681 Family TAx Benefit Parts A & B PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 684 Child Care Benefit Google 389,000 2 February 2012: proper noun Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN



10 687 Family Assistance Office[/Tax 
Office]

Proper noun Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 687.1 [Family Assistance Office/]Tax 
Office

Proper noun Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 691 Child Care Access Hotline Proper noun Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 694 Baby Bonus Proper noun - this is the term used by the Government Encyclopaedic 12 PROPER NOUN

10 695 the baby bonus Classing as proper noun even though lower case here - this is the term used by 
the Government

Encyclopaedic 12 PROPER NOUN

10 706 Baby Bonus PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 708 Family Assistance Office Google 79,600 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 709 the Baby Bonus Google 522,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 711 Paid Parental Leave Scheme Google 707,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 712 Paid Parental Leave scheme Google 707,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 713 Paid Parental Leave scheme Google 707,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 715 the National Minimum Wage Google 1.04 million 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 717 Paid Parental Leave Scheme Google 707,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 718 Paid Parental Leave 
[hypothetical case studies]

Google 3.72 million 29 March 2013. Encyclopaedic 123 PROPER NOUN

10 719 Paid Parental Leave [worked 
examples]

Google 3.72 million 29 March 2013. Encyclopaedic 123 PROPER NOUN

10 721 Paid Parental Leave Google 3.72 million 29 March 2013. Encyclopaedic 123 PROPER NOUN

10 722.1 Maternity Immunisation 
Allowance

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 723.1 Maternity Immunisation 
Allowance

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 735 Baby Bonus Google 522,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 736 Family Assistance Office Google 79,600 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 738 Baby Bonus Google 522,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 740 Family Assistance Office [(FAO)] Google 79,600 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

10 743 Maternity Immunisation 
Allowance

Maternity Immunisaiton Allowance Google 12,200 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 752 the Child Care Tax Rebate Counting as proper noun - government-defined Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 757 Child Care Benefit [(CCB)] Counting as proper noun - government-defined Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 764 Child Care Benefit Counting as proper noun - government-defined Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 770 Child Care Tax Rebate Counting as proper noun - government-defined Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 773 Child Care Rebate Counting as proper noun - government-defined Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 774 Child Care Provider Counting as proper noun - legally defined Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 777 the Australian Taxation Office 
[(ATO)]

Google 978,000 2 February 2012: proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

10 781 Child Care Tax Rebate Counting as proper noun - legally defined Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

10 783 Large Family Supplement Google 8,320 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 784 Multiple Birth Allowance Google 9,650 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 785 Rent Assistance Google 455,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 786 Health Care Cards Health Care Card Google 220,000 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 787 Double Orphan Pension 23,300 2 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN



10 788 Jobs, Education and Training 
[(JET)] Child Care fee assistance

Google 6540, 2 February 2012: Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

10 789 Family Assistance Office Google 79,600 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

11 791 the 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim

Google 69,600 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

11 794 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 795 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim

PROPER NOUN: counting HBF as noun (never called Health Benefit Fund which is 
what the letters stand for)

3 PROPER NOUN

11 802 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 827 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 843 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 850 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 856 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim

Google 6,430 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

11 866 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 867 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 868 Starlight Children's Foundation PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 869 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 870 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 872 at Lavan Legal PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 873 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 874 2012 HBF Rottnest Channel 
Swim

Google 6,430 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

11 880 Starlight Children's Foundation PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 883 Channel Ten ['s…] PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 885 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge 
Cup

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 886 Stat<sic>wide Oil Slammers PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 890 Lavan Legal Charity Challenge PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 891 Rottnest Channel Swim 
[Briefing]

Google 69,600 2 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

11 918 Recreational Skipper's Ticket 
number

Recreational Skipper's Ticket Google 73,700 Google 3 February 2012. Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

11 920 Rottnest Channel Swim 
Association Committee

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 931 Rottnest Channel [swim 
attempts]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

11 939 the pointzero3 [or nero swim 
suit made by Blueseventy]

PROPER NOUNS 3 PROPER NOUN

11 939.1 [or] nero swim suit PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

14 1038 Monlam teachings COCA 0. Google 601, all the Dalai Lama. 6 February 2012 3 PROPER NOUN

14 1051 The Kalachakra Initiation PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN



16 1085 Australian Nursing Federation 
(ANF)

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1133 [ANF] Federal Office Proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1134 [ANF] Federal Office Proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1142 Federal Office Proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1150 the [ANF] Federal Office PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1151 International Labour 
Organisations

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1153 Commonwealth Nurses 
Federation

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1154 South Pacific Nurses Forum PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1155 Australian Council of Trade 
Unions [(ACTU)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1156 International Centre for Trade 
Union Rights

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1157 Union Aid Abroad - PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1158 [APHEDA (]Australian People for 
Health, Education and 
Development Abroad[)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1163 Federal Council PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1164 Federal Council PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1174 Federal Executive PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1175 Federal Executive PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1181 Federal Executive PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1183 Biennial Delegates Conference PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1205 Federal Office PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1207 Federal Council PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1223 Federal Office PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1231 the Professional Advisory 
Committee

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1238 Federal Council PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1239 Industrial Advisory Committee PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1252 the [ANF] Federal Office PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1253 The Australian Nursing Journal 
[(ANJ)]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

16 1254 The Australian Journal of 
Advanced Nursing (AJAN)

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1304 meningococcal bacteria 
(Neisseria meningitidis)

Counting for Latin term only 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1311 Meningococcal Groups B, C, 
W135, A, Y [and others]

Counting as Proper Noun (see note at 1301) 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1313 meningococcal group B and C Count as proper noun, see note at 1301 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1314 meningococcal meningitis Counted - see note at 1301 23 PROPER NOUN

18 1317 meningococcal meningitis Count as proper noun, see note at 1301 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1327 meningococcal meningitis Count as proper noun, see note at 1301 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1347 meningococcal meningitis Count as proper noun, see note at 1301 3 PROPER NOUN



18 1442 the Department of Health PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1473 meningococcal meningitis Counting as proper noun, see note at 1301 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1487 Communicable Diseases 
Australia - National Notifiable 
Diseases Surveillance System 
2004

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1490 Communicable Diseases 
Australia site

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

18 1491 The Meningitis Centre PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

20 1559 the Milky Way the Milky Way COCA 1733: S17, F148, M1035, N37, Ac496 - counting as thing 
rather than place

3 PROPER NOUN

20 1566 the Milky Way galaxy PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

21 1607 St John [Fact Sheets] PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

21 1612 St John Ambulance Australia PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

21 1617 St John PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

21 1629 the Request for Permission form PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

21 1632 St John [first aid protocols] PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

21 1635 [but] St John [takes no 
responsibility]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

21 1637 St John PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

22 1666 the Tropic of Capricorn PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

23 1676 Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital 
[(SCGH)]

Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital 3 PROPER NOUN

23 1679 Queen Elizabeth II Medical 
Centre

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

23 1694 Nobel Laureate PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

23 1695 Nobel Prize for Medicine PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

23 1703 University of Western Australia PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

23 1704 University of Notre Dame 
Australia

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

23 1710 the Australian Council on 
Healthcare Standards

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

24 1718 Latrodectus hasselti PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

24 1759 Canberra Connect PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

25 1777 the Council of Australian 
Societies of Editors

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

25 1779 Accreditation Working Group PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

25 1781 Accreditation Board PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

25 1782 Working Group PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

25 1785 Societies of editors PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

25 1788 Assessors Forum PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1792 Australian Rules PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1793 Australian Rules PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1794 Australian Rules football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1795 Australian football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN



26 1796 Aussie rules PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1798 Australian Football League PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1799 Australian rules football league PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN
26 1812 Australian Rules PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1820 Australian rules football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1821 Melbourne Football Club PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1822 Australian football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1824 the Australian Football League PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1833 Laws of the Game Committee PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1851 Australian football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN
26 1856 Australian football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1946 the Australian Sports 
Commission

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1947 the National Sporting 
Organization

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1948 Australian rules football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1955 Australian rules football PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1956 Australian rules club 
competitions

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1969 the McClelland Trophy PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1973 Australian football Encyclopaedic - specific rules, ball… Encyclopaedic 
sport

23 PROPER NOUN

26 1974 the Eastern Football League PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

26 1975 Victorian Amateur Football 
Association

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

27 1981 Helicobacter pylori PROPER NOUN helicobacter pylori COCA 58. S3, F0, M38, N2, Ac15 3 PROPER NOUN

27 1989 Helicobacter pylori PROPER NOUN helicobacter pylori COCA 58. S3, F0, M38, N2, Ac15 3 PROPER NOUN

27 1992 familial adenomatous polyposis 
[(FAP)]

COCA 11. Formal name, allow 3 PROPER NOUN

27 1993 hereditary non-polyposis 
colorectal cancer [(HNPCC)]

Formal name, allow 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2008 carcinoembryonic antigen 
[(CEA)]

carcinoembryonic antigen 9 formal medical term - allow 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2012 computed tomography [(CT)] 
scan

Formal medical term 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2016 Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
[(MRI)] scan

Formal medical term 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2021 Positron emission tomography 
[(PET)] scan

Formal medical term 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2044 Cancer Council Victoria PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2055 Cancer Council Victoria PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2056 Cancer Council Helpline PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2057 Multilingual Cancer Information 
Line

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

27 2058 Cancer Council Victoria's 
[booklet]

PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

28 2065 Australian English PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN



28 2066 AusTalk PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

28 2068 Australian English Australian English COCA 0. Google 1.3 million 12 February 2012. Definition at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_English - count as proper noun

3 PROPER NOUN

28 2087 Australian English Australian English COCA 0. Google 1.3 million 12 February 2012. Definition at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_English - count as proper noun

3 PROPER NOUN

28 2091 AusTalk PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

28 2096 AusTalk PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

28 2098 AustTalk PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

28 2101 Australian English PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

28 2102 Australian English PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

29 2114 Total Fire Ban total fire ban COCA 0. Google 116,000. Allow - proper noun in Australian context - 
has legal implications not evident from the word, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

29 2115 Total Fire Ban [(TFB)] total fire ban COCA 0. Google 116,000. Allow - proper noun in Australian context Encyclopaedic 3 PROPER NOUN

30 2136 Recreational Skipper's Ticket Google 41,200 12 February 2012. Legal document therefore counting as Proper 
Noun

23 Proper Noun

30 2152 Marine Education Boatshed PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

30 2157 [hold a] Recreational Skipper's 
ticket

Google 41,200 12 February 2012. Legal document therefore counting as Proper 
Noun

23 Proper Noun

30 2158 Recreational Skipper's Ticket Google 41,200 12 February 2012. Legal document therefore counting as Proper 
Noun

23 Proper Noun

30 2161 a Recreational Skipper's Ticket 
[is required]

Google 41,200 12 February 2012. Legal document therefore counting as Proper 
Noun

23 Proper Noun

30 2175 Skills Recognition Scheme PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

30 2181 recreational skipper's ticket Google 41,200 12 February 2012. Legal document therefore counting as Proper 
Noun (even though no capitalisation here)

23 Proper Noun

30 2183 Skills Recognition scheme PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

30 2186 TWO: Application to Change 
Personal Details [and/or] 
Request for a Replacement Card 
Form

Count as proper nouns (legal documents) 3 PROPER NOUN

30 2188 Statutory Declaration statutory declaration COCA 1. Google 1.2 million 12 February 2012 - proper noun 
here

3 PROPER NOUN

30 2189 Marriage Certificate PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

31 2258 the UNSW Legal Office PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

31 2279 [UNSW] Legal Office PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN

10 746 the Child Care Tax Benefit 
[(CCTB)]

Used as proper noun. Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN 

3 242 Public Art Study: Review Report BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

3 258 Public Art Report public art.[nn*] Google 507. S17, F2, M108, N172, Ac208. 3 PUBLICATION

9 597 the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act

Treating as publication (Act) 3 PUBLICATION

9 603 the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act

Counting as publication (Act) 3 PUBLICATION

9 606 National Code of Practice for the 
Humane Killing of Kangaroos

Counting as publication 3 PUBLICATION

11 882 The Bondi Vet ['s…] TV programme - counting as publication 3 PUBLICATION



11 884 Bondi Rescue TV programme - counting as publication 3 PUBLICATION

16 1242 Nurses Paycheck PUBLICATION 3 PUBLICATION

21 1610 Australian First Aid (4th Edition, 
7/2011)

BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

21 1613 Australian Copyright Act 1968 PROPER NOUN - legal document, counting as publication 3 PUBLICATION

25 1767 Australian Standards for Editing 
Practice

BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

25 1772 Australian Standards for Editing 
Practice

BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

27 2045 Complementary and alternative 
cancer therapies

BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

27 2059 Complementary and alternative 
cancer therapies

BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

30 2194 The RST Workbook BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

30 2195 The RST Workbook BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

30 2203 the RST Workbook BOOK TITLE 3 PUBLICATION

31 2210 Defamation Act 2005 (NSW) Counting Act as publication 3 PUBLICATION

31 2230 Trade Practices Act Legal document 2 PUBLICATION

31 2232 The Daily Telegraph Publication 3 PUBLICATION

31 2255 Defamation Act PROPER NOUN - Act, counting as publication 3 PUBLICATION

31 2274 Defamation Act Publication 23 PUBLICATION

1 24 run about Searching [RUN] about . to access this meaning COCA 2 types, 14 tokens. Entry 
in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary - Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs 
(1989) says "see run around" 

13 PV

1 27 blurt out {answers} [blurt] out COCA 4 types, 882 tokens. S56, F506, M183, N107, Ac30 13 PV

1 54 fill in {a questionnaire} [FILL] in a questionnaire COCA 1. [FILL] in COCA 4 types, 3984 tokens. S652, 
F758, M1174, N789, Ac611: range of usages including fill in the earth, filling in 
the gaps, filling in for Ginny: frequencies indicative only

13 PV

1 64 [it will] come down to [come] down to 13 PV

2 146 camping out Searching [CAMP] out to avoid prepositional use of out: COCA 3 types, 33 tokens. 
S8, F7, M12, N6, Ac0

13 PV

2 171 come across [COME] across 4 types, 4825 tokens. S1455, F979, M1122, N838, Ac431 - 
meaning not clear from the words

13 PV

2 223 camp out Searching [CAMP] out . to access this meaning. COCA 3 types, 33 tokens. S8, F7, 
M12, N6, Ac0

13 PV

4 282 made up of made up of COCA 3662. S423, F344, M928, N739 : passive preference 13 PV

5 317 sends out [invitations] [SEND] out COCA 4 types, 3782 tokens. S1011, F635, M901, N878, Ac357 13 PV

6 353 came about Searching [COME] about . to access intransitive PV. 4 types, 292 tokens. S124, 
F46, M33, N47, Ac42

13 PV

7 419 [if you] put in [the preparation 
upfront] 

put in (effort, preparation, work) : [PUT] in the preparation COCA 0. [PUT] in the 
effort COCA 15.[PUT] in an effort COCA 0. [PUT] the effort [in] COCA 7. Variable 
positions … Cited in Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989), p. 280: 
allow

13 PV

7 424 getting ahead Searching [GET] ahead . to access this usage: COCA 5 types, 214 tokens. S69, 
F34, M54, N45, Ac12

13 PV

7 446 to take up {an apprenticeship} [TAKE] up [nn*] COCA for 100 types, 1338 tokens. S174, F267, M360, N313, 
F224

13 PV



7 472 [and then] continue on [full time 
or part time]

Searching [CONTINUE] on . to access this usage: COCA 4 types, 213 tokens. S57, 
F121, M11, N21, Ac3

13 PV

8 491 dragging {swimmers} away [DRAG] * away COCA 77 types, 217 tokens: S13, F168, M17, N12, Ac7 13 PV

8 496 dragged out [DRAG] out COCA 4 types, 519 tokens. S123, F166, M103, N88, Ac39 13 PV

8 525 end up Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 97) 13 PV

8 532 watched over Searching watched over by to access this usage: COCA 71. S15, F19, M19, N13, 
Ac5

13 PV

9 581 carried out Searching [CARRY] out . to avoid carried out of the room etc: COCA 4 types, 552 
tokens: S133, F48, M71, N111, Ac189

13 PV

9 584 make up [over 90 per cent] Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 214) 13 PV

11 818 send out [to you] [SEND] out 4 types, 3782 tokens. S1011, F635, M901, N878, Ac357 13 PV

11 819 to log in [LOG] in COCA 4 types, 601 tokens: S55, F112, M281, N86, Ac67 13 PV

11 824 set aside [SET] aside COCA 3 types, 7047 tokens. S615, F395, M2989, N2320, Ac728 13 PV

11 825 set aside [SET] aside COCA 3 types, 7047 tokens. S615, F395, M2989, N2320, Ac728 13 PV

11 826 set aside [SET] aside COCA 3 types, 7047 tokens. S615, F395, M2989, N2320, Ac728 13 PV

13 1011 [Shoes that children can easily 
remove and] put back on…

Searching [PUT] back on . in order to exclude prepositional usage. COCA 10. S7, 
F1, M2, N0, Ac0: with comma 4: allow despite low frequenices

13 PV

13 1022 send along [with your child] [SEND] along COCA 4 types, 150 tokens. S31, F42, M33, N27, Ac17. 13 PV

13 1023 put [your name] down [PUT] * name down 6 types, 19 tokens: S5, F6, M4, N4, Ac0 13 PV

14 1060 [are popular on his foreign trips 
and are usually] sold out

[BE] sold out (to avoid idiomatic usage) COCA 9 types, 407 tokens. S89, F44, 
M59, N205, Ac10. COCA 161 million 6 February 2012

13 PV

15 1078 [each side has just 80 minutes 
to] get through [their 20 overs]

[get] through COCA 6 types, 6684 tokens. S2693, F1550, M1143, N1045, Ac253 13 PV

16 1232 [which] is made up of made up of COCA 3487. S409, F315, M885, N699, Ac1179 13 PV

16 1240 [which] is made up of made up of COCA 3487. S409, F315, M885, N699, Ac1179 13 PV

17 1260 taking in [the cattle stations] taking in the COCA 538. Many refer to vision (ie a sweep of vision which takes in 
…). S39, F320, M79, N73, Ac27

13 PV

17 1276  made up of made up of COCA 3487. S409, F315, M885, N699, Ac1179 13 PV

18 1341 [can't be] picked up [PICK] up . COCA 4 types, 1083 tokens. S247, F428, M189, N176, Ac43 13 PV

18 1349 picking up {the bacteria} [PICK] up . COCA 4 types, 1083 tokens. S247, F428, M189, N176, Ac43 13 PV

18 1423 picked up [PICK] up . COCA 4 types, 1083 tokens. S247, F428, M189, N176, Ac43 13 PV

19 1525 [the money the company] 
brings in

[BRING] in collocated with money COCA 252. S66, F42, M41, N87, Ac16: MI 
3.71: NP/PV COLLOCATION

13 PV

19 1534 pay back [pay] back COCA 4 types, 1030 tokens. S336, F99, M195, N319, Ac81 13 PV

19 1537 pay {the money} back [pay] back COCA 4 types, 1030 tokens. S336, F99, M195, N319, Ac81 13 PV

20 1570 falls in upon {it}self Equivalent to "implodes"? [FALL] in on [ppx*] 7 types, 17 tokens. [FALL] in upon 
[ppx*] 2 types, 2 tokens. Based on [FALL] in with PPAdv following. Classify as 
such. 

13 PV

20 1579 to find out [FIND] out COCA 5 types, 33325 tokens. S13708, F7816, M5755, N4110, Ac1936 13 PV

20 1586 [black holes do not] go around 
[in space eating stars…]

[GO] around : 6 types, 5495 tokens. s2156, F1675, M746, N694, Ac224 13 PV

20 1596 [would not] fall in. Searching [FALL] in .  to get this usage. 5 types, 164 tokens. S21, F95, M29, 
N14, Ac5

13 PV

20 1599 [the sun will never] turn into [a 
black hole]

[turn] into a to get this usage. 4 types, 4656 tokens. S 865, F1275, M1024, Ac 
408

13 PV

21 1620 [may be] printed out [PRINT] out COCA 4 types, 545 tokens. S65, F139, M193, N75, Ac73 13 PV



21 1625 [if you intend to] print out [PRINT] out COCA 4 types, 545 tokens. S65, F139, M193, N75, Ac73 13 PV

21 1628 print out [PRINT] out COCA 4 types, 545 tokens. S65, F139, M193, N75, Ac73 13 PV

22 1664 turn off [TURN] off COCA 4 types, 5730 tokens. S692, F2488, M1404, N839, Ac307 13 PV

24 1743 turn up [in new places] [TURN] up COCA 4 types, 6167 tokens. S1076, F1940, M1616, N1189, Ac446 13 PV

25 1778 set up [SET] up 3 types, 25581 tokens. S5123, F3755, M6811, N6276, Ac3616 13 PV

26 1877 moved on Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs 1989, p. 225 13 PV

26 1889 [he may choose to] "play on" [PLAY] on . sentence final to avoid transitive usages: COCA 4 types, 113 tokens. 
S21, F31, M30, N29, Ac2

13 PV

26 1894 [has chosen] to play on [PLAY] on . to access this usage. 4 types, 113 tokens. S21, F31, M30, N29, Ac2 13 PV

26 1913 fly through PV in AFL context 13 PV

26 1915 bounce through PV in AFL context 13 PV

26 1958 [The teams…] play off PV 13 PV

27 2002 shows up Seaching [SHOW] up . to access this meaning. Coca 5 types, 2040 tokens. S647, 
F612, M336, N402, Ac43

13 PV

27 2005 show up Seaching [SHOW] up . to access this meaning. Coca 5 types, 2040 tokens. S647, 
F612, M336, N402, Ac43

13 PV

27 2025 show up Seaching [SHOW] up to access this meaning. Coca 5 types, 2040 tokens. S647, 
F612, M336, N402, Ac43

13 PV

27 2027 [where glucose is being ] taken 
up

Searching [TAKE] up . to access this meaning: 5 types, 10706 tokens. S1479, 
F2792, M2552, N1933, Ac1950

13 PV

27 2036 seek out [SEEK] out COCA 5 types 3517 tokens. S329, F487, M1142, N692, Ac867 13 PV

29 2130 to find out [FIND] out 5 types, 33325 tokens. S13708, F7816, M5755, N4110, Ac1936 13 PV

30 2148 try out [TRY] out COCA 4 types, 1889 tokens. S263, F375, M581, N454, Ac216 13 PV

30 2151 Check out [CHECK] out COCA 4 types, 7736 tokens: S1559, F1506, M2819, N1553, Ac199 13 PV

30 2200 [on how to] carry them out. searching [CARRY] * out to access this usage: S1206, F504, M1001, N368, 
Ac1223

13 PV

31 2212 built up [BUILD] up COCA 5 types, 5911 tokens. S1422, F683, M1869, N985, Ac952 13 PV

31 2256 sets out Searching sets out to avoid "he set out on his journey". COCA 647. S62, F75, 
M127, N134, Ac249, 

13 PV

1 101 per capita per capita COCA 3259. S239, F32, M717, N621, Ac1650 13 QUANT

6 352 a good deal of a good deal of COCA 1401: S311, F227, M323, N171, Ac369: can have a good 
deal or a great deal : a big deal has a different meaning/use

13 QUANT

9 609 [imprisonment of] up to [ten 
years]

Australian concise Oxford dictionary 2009, p. 1593. 13 QUANT

10 700 equal to or less than [$75,000] COCA 23. "equal to or less than" Google 69.2 million 24 October 2012: less than 
or equal to COCA 225: Google 6.36 trillion (6,360,000,000). Signs of 
coordination/preferencing of order. Counting for form preferences.

3 QUANT

10 702 no less than no less than COCA 1084. S90, F169, M300, N165: not less than 150. Must be 
preferred in some contexts. Force?

3 QUANT

10 716 [The scheme is for] up to [18 
weeks]

up to FRAME up to {number, date, time, month}: ACOD (5th ed.), p. 1593. 13 QUANT

10 752.1 [50] per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression 3 QUANT

11 961.1 {50} per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression (counted throughout three datasets) 3 QUANT

11 973 at least {20 minutes} Quantifying usage 13 QUANT

16 1165 at least {once each year} at least - here quantifier 13 QUANT

16 1182 [meets] at least [four times 
each year]

COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323 quantifier here 13 QUANT



17 1285 {two} per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression, counted throughout 3 QUANT

17 1285 {30} per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression, counted throughout 4 QUANT

18 1328 {ten} per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression, counted throughout 3 QUANT

18 1340 a {minute} or two a * or two COCA for 100 types, 6850 tokens: S1184, F2182, M1907, N1161, 
Ac416 - means different things to different people (how long is a minute or two?)

13 QUANT

18 1359 in a matter of {hours} in a matter of * COCA 73 types, 1386 tokens. S397, F265, M357, N222, Ac145 - 
all TIME - meaning shift/specialisation/bleach in matter, but determiner (a) 
required (others have change of meaning): no adjective in COCA in this meaning: 
quantifying construction, count there

134 QUANT

20 1557 [can be] up to {20 times more 
than…}

Australian concise Oxford dictionary 2009,  p. 1593. 13 QUANT

24 1737 [for] up to {2 years} up to FRAME up to {number, date, time, month}: Australian concise Oxford 
dictionary 2009,  p. 1593. 

13 QUANT

26 1837 Up to {four} up to FRAME up to {number, date, time, month}: Australian concise Oxford 
dictionary 2009,  p. 1593. 

13 QUANT

26 1878 at least {once every 15 metres} at least COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323: different 
usages not split

13 QUANT

26 1967 little or no little or no COCA 2583: S174, F70, M681, N521, Ac1137. little or no collocated 
with significance COCA 1. NB preferred to no or little

3 QUANT

27 2029 all or part COCA 242. S21, F4, M77, N73, Ac67: part or all 87 3 QUANT

31 2220 at least {one other person} Searching at least one to capture quantifier usage only: COCA 9390: S1338, 
F756, M2298, N2384, Ac2614

13 QUANT

1 21.1 to a degree [that] to a degree that COCA 115. S23, F6, M24, N20, Ac42: to the degree that COCA 
486. Some specialization/shift/bleaching in "degree"? Allow with reservations - 
classifying as sentence/clause lead in 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 40 In {some} cases in some cases 7040. S1520, F108, M1551, N1507, Ac2354: encoding "in" - part 
of group that require slot filler to identify noun 

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 41 In the case of {boys} in the case of COCA 9026. S1789, F239, M1538, N1117, Ac4343 Pointer 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 47 It's been estimated It's been estimated COCA 162. S6, F1, M33, N13, Ac109: the words not only say 
what they say, but evoke other people in the discourse space

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 81 These are thought to [BE] thought to COCA 11 types, 2988 tokens. S307, F108, M730, N503, Ac1340: 
the words not only say what they say, but evoke other people in the discourse 
space

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 82 In general, Searching , in general to access this meaning: COCA 1961. S79, F50, M496, 
N124, Ac1212: encoding "in", and means more/other than the words

Precision down 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 89 In {many} cases [(about three-
quarters of…)]

in many cases COCA 3506. S799, F41, M742, N742, Ac1192: for many cases 
COCA 11: in a lot of cases COCA 118. Preference

Precision down 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 94 In general, Searching , in general to access this meaning: COCA 1961. S79, F50, M496, 
N124, Ac1212: encoding "in", and means more/other than the words

Precision down 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 97 In the long term in the long term COCA 840. S236, F11, M161, N188, Ac244 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 103 To put it another way, [PUT] it another way COCA 3 types, 293 tokens. S42, F39, M89, N47, Ac76: 
meaning not clear from words - writer's voice apparent

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 104 Some people believe . Some people believe COCA 45. S13, F6, M13, N2, Ac11 Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

2 165 Please note Please note . COCA 70. S4, F8, M24, N6, Ac28 Engagement 3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

2 205 Further on . Further on , COCA 15. . Farther on , COCA 25. S0, F15, M7, N1, Ac2. Encoding 
in combination.

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



2 206 . As well as COCA 79511. S8018, F4962, M18628, N14001, Ac33902: meaning not clear from 
words, fixed form, constraints on elements before and after

135 Sentence/clause 
lead in

2 211 In addition in addition 40149. S2939, F1057, M7937, N6699, Ac21517: rhetorical structure 
marker:means more/other htan words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

2 221.1 In case in case COCA 8764. S1736, F3137, M1730, N1392, Ac769 135 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 229 In addition, In addition , COCA 16697. S523, F217, M2932, N1459, Ac11566 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 256 For more information {contact} Searching . For more information , COCA 1957. S7, F3, M782, N935, Ac230 - 
means to get more information, if you need more information - has ended up as 
an abbreviation which everyone understands - followed by imperative

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 264 Without doubt Searching . Without doubt COCA 58. S1, F9, M12, N4, Ac32  - means more/other 
than words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 267 For more information {go to} Searching . For more information , COCA 1957. S7, F3, M782, N935, Ac230 - 
means to get more information, if you need more information - has ended up as 
an abbreviation which everyone understands - followed by imperative

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 273 For more information {contact} Searching . For more information , COCA 1957. S7, F3, M782, N935, Ac230 - 
means to get more information, if you need more information - has ended up as 
an abbreviation which everyone understands - followed by imperative

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

5 322 For more information Searching . For more information , COCA 1957. S7, F3, M782, N935, Ac230 - 
means to get more information, if you need more information - has ended up as a 
formula which everyone understands - followed by imperative

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

6 333 For many {thousands} of years slotfillers millions, thousands, hundreds : COCA 3 types, 23 tokens 34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

6 400 In terms of in terms of COCA 33570. S13344, F562, M3520, N3270, Ac12874 PNP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

7 445 There has never been a better 
time to…

. There has never been a better time COCA 1 : Google 30 million 1 February 2012 
- sales pitch - common on Australian commercial TV…allow

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 558 in some cases in some cases COCA 7040. S1520, F108, M1551, N1507, Ac2354: in some * top 
collocate is cases - next is in some ways COCA 4101. in some instances 937. 
PREFERENCE

Downplay 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 579 for this reason scope of 'this' 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 601 There is no doubt [that] there is no doubt that COCA 749. S133, F13, M138, N140, Ac325: there is no 
doubt COCA 1229. S325, F37, M203, N272, Ac392: not including "There is"/"It is" 
sentence/clause lead ins unless there are other factors: in this case, there is 
doubt that  gives COCA 6 only, so there is a preference for negative over positive: 
in addition, There is no doubt (that) does not mean no one has any doubts, but 
that the author is certain - meaning shift. Allow for that reason.

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 618 In addition . In addition , COCA 15832. S502, F206, M2893, N1410, Ac10821: means 
more/other than words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

10 638 Please note . Please note COCA 70: S4, F8, M24, N6, Ac28 12 Sentence/clause 
lead in

10 639 in order to [claim] in order to (indicative) COCA 37327. S7037, F3116, M6401, N3481, Ac17292: 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

10 688 Further details [regarding…] further details COCA 214. S18, F18, M36, N66, Ac76. more details 991. more 
details COCA 1060. additional details 100: extra details 2: Some evidence of 
preferencing … allow with reservations

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

10 692 In addition to in addition to COCA 19050. S2078, F750, M4391, N3821, Ac8010: in * addition 
to gives in an addition to, in which-in addition to, in its addition to, in further 
addition to…

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



10 703 In the case of {adoption}, Searching . In the case of  to access this usage: COCA 2162. S289, F63, M470, 
N190, Ac1150: including as part of identifying group (at a time when…) with 
reservations

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

11 905 For example, [if you are…] For example COCA 84149: S11949, F1710, M19175, N11293, Ac40022 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

11 940 In addition to in addition to COCA 19050. S2078, F750, M4391, N3821, Ac8010 (Not PNP 
because second prep not integral)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

13 1024 No matter [how] no matter [rrq*] 6 types, 2712 tokens. S633, F566, M780, N486, Ac247: stem of 
exhaustive conditional, see Huddleston and Pullum p. 761

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 1042 During the last few {years} during the last few years COCA 73. S2, F5, M18, N20, Ac28: during the last few 
years 73, months 22, days 19, weeks 15, minutes 15, decades 13, hours 5, 
seconds 3

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

17 1268 In fact, . In fact , COCA 27955 types. S8221, F3165, M7554, N2994, F6021 - NB may not 
be factual

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 1334 In fact, . In fact , COCA 27955 types. S8221, F3165, M7554, N2994, F6021 - NB may not 
be factual

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 1358 How can you tell if how can you tell if COCA 45. S13, F4, M19, N9, Ac0 whether 6. Scope of "you" 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 1365 In some cases in some cases COCA 7040. S1520, F108, M1551, N1507, Ac2354: in some * top 
collocate is cases - next is in some ways COCA 4101. in some instances 937. 
PREFERENCE

Downplay 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 1389 How can you tell if how can you tell if COCA 45. S13, F4, M19, N9, Ac0 whether 6. 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 1482 Further information… Searching . Further information to access this meaning: COCA 160. S125, F1, M7, 
N6, Ac21: also . More information COCA 182. S12, F2, M28, N73, Ac67. 
Difference in distribution is likely significant: included (Further information 
possibly preferred when directing people to alternative sources?)

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

19 1522 Let's [start with…] Grammaticalization: marks Engagement (acknowledges / presumes existence of 
others in the discourse space)

Engagement 1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

22 1659 It's not unusual it 's not unusual COCA 437. S146, F21, M105, N152, Ac13: it is n't unusual COCA 
28 PREFERENCE - NB SPOKEN : cf it's usual COCA 3 - allowing because of 
preference for negative ("It is" sentence/clause lead ins requiring other factors in 
order to be counted)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

24 1727 There is {some} evidence to 
suggest

there is some evidence to suggest COCA 18. there is evidence to suggest COCA 
51. S5, F1, M9, N4, Ac32: evidence to suggest COCA 413. S84, F4, M73, N44, 
Ac208. Counting as Sentence/clause lead-in

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

26 1807 : for example, [players running 
with the ball must]

COCA 88202. for an example COCA 196 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

26 1905 Apart from apart from COCA 5896. S714, F1039, M1244, N795. 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

26 1941 [Additionally,] it can be said that it can be said that COCA 126. S4, F5, M11, N5, Ac101 Engagement 3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

30 2147 Why not . Why not COCA 2153. S701, F555, M444, N320, Ac133 Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

30 2171 Depending on (As distinct from depend on V+prep - prep changing meaning). Def in ACOD (5th 
Ed) p. 375 - Sentence/clause lead-in position trumps others

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

30 2174 Depending on (As distinct from depend on V+prep) - prep changing meaning.  Def in ACOD (5th 
Ed) p. 375 - counting here as Sentence/clause lead-in

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

30 2185 Please note please note COCA 189. S16, F18, M49, N37, Ac69 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



31 2231 For example, [the infamous…] for example, COCA 76177. S10114, F1315, M17067, N10047, Ac37634 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

31 2239 in addition to in addition to COCA 19050, S2087, F750, M4391, N3821, Ac8010: 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

31 2240 For example, [if you allege] for example 84149. S11949, F1710, M19175, N11293, A40022 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

31 2241 when in fact when in fact COCA 550, S154, F61, M116, N86, Ac133: NB classifying separately 
from in fact on its own - meaning is different (contrast)

Disclaim 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

31 2278 please contact COCA 230. S17, F24, M57, N40, Ac92 3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

7 484 spend time spend/waste/save time - TIME METAPHOR: valuable time COCA 156. S22, F36, 
M38, N34, Ac26: [WASTE] valuable time COCA 4 types, 27 tokens. S1, F7, M9, 
N7, Ac3. [WASTE] time COCA 4 types, 873 tokens. S89, F363, M219, N130, Ac72

13 SPEND 
Predicate phrase

5 315 [Once] the number reaches [REACH] collocated with number COCA 388. S86, F46, M99, N76, Ac81: lots of 
noise: this usage is number with [reach] with [target/achieved number] : 
figurative "reach"

Movement 13 Sub/pred 
combinations

13 999 [become more complex and 
involved] as time passes

time collocated with [PASS] COCA 4 types, 2231 tokens. S312, F956, M410, 
N300, Ac253: figurative "passes"

13 Sub/pred 
combinations

15 1080 the fall of a wicket [FALL] collocated with wicket at L4, R4 COCA 2. Figurative/specialized use of 
"fall"

123 Sub/PV

19 1503 price [of your stock] goes up COCA [PRICE] go up COCA 4 types 87 tokens. S42, F4, M22, N19, Ac0 - NP/PV 
(price…go up) - figurative "goes up"

13 Sub/pred 
combinations

27 2011 [if] {the cancer} has spread [SPREAD] collocated with cancer at L4, R4 COCA 375. S96, F27, M145, N87, 
Ac20 - refers to metastisized cancer

13 Sub/pred 
combinations

27 2050 {cancer} may have spread [SPREAD] collocated with cancer at L4, R4 COCA 375. S96, F27, M145, N87, 
Ac20

13 Sub/pred 
combinations

1 51 take a {detailed} 
{developmental} history (from)

[TAKE] a history COCA 4 types, 17 tokens. S0, F1, M5, N4, Ac7 but some noise 
(taking a history class). [TAKE] a * * history gives taking a full medical history, 
taking a detailed sexual history, taking a detailed behavioral history, taken a 
complete medical history, take a very careful history... Significant noise, but 
definite context-defined pattern.  specialization/shift/bleaching in "take" - allow. 
Must have epithet and classifier to qualify.

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 69 take a [careful] history [TAKE] a history COCA 4 types, 17 tokens. S0, F1, M5, N4, Ac7 but some noise 
(taking a history class). Allow despite low frequency - specialist medical term - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 87 [capsules…only need] to be 
taken

take…capsules/medicine … [TAKE] tablets - specialization/shift/bleaching in "take" 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

6 371 the actions they should take [TAKE] collocated with action|actions at L4, R4: 2 types, 8906 tokens. S2834, 
F429, M1454, N1890, Ac2299 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

7 414 Take the time [to] [TAKE] the time to COCA 5 types, 1518 tokens: S374, F254, M417, N273, Ac200 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

8 539 it takes {years} of [TAKE] collocated with years : COCA 7406. S1708, F770, M2055, N2000, Ac873 - 
can also have decades, months, weeks where time is seen as extendable - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

8 540 caution should always be taken caution collocated with [TAKE] at L3, R3: 5 types, 71 tokens: S0, F0, M4, N2, 
Ac31. MI 3.53. Often modal between caution and taken - eg caution should be 
taken, caution must be taken  - specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

11 922 took place [TAKE] place 5 types, 24039 tokens. S6337, F1765, M4094, N3983, Ac7860 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

11 974 A photograph [of all solo 
swimmers] will be taken

[TAKE] photographs  - specialization/shift/bleaching in "take" 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase



13 1006 [this may] take me some time [TAKE] collocated with time at L4, R4 COCA 21406. S5377, F4740, M4848, 
N3855, Ac2586 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

15 1063 has taken [some of the 
cricketing world] by storm

[TAKE] collocated with by storm at L4, R4 COCA 5 types, 173 tokens. S51, F20, 
M55, N38, Ac9 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "take" and "storm"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

18 1451 the time it takes [TAKE] collocated with time at L4, R4: 21406: S5377, F4740, M4848, N3855, 
Ac2586

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

18 1457 taking [samples of] blood [TAKE] blood sample* 5 types, 38 tokens. S5, F8, M15, N6, Ac4 (take blood - 
used to be draw blood in previous times? specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

20 1595 take the place of [TAKE] the place of COCA 5 types, 638 tokens. S70, F106, M170, N114, Ac178 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

21 1634 [All] care has been taken [TAKE] collocated with care at L4, R4: 23191: S7167, F6649, M3996, N3609, 
Ac1770 specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

21 1636 takes no responsibility for [TAKE] responsibility COCA 3875. S1276, F296, M713, N801, Ac789 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

24 1753 [Always] take care [when 
gardening or…]

[TAKE] care COCA 6 types, 20390 tokens. S6604, F5964, M3416, N3215, Ac1191 
- specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

26 1872 takes possession AFL "takes possession" Google 135,000 10 February 2012. Difficult to verify in 
COCA because there are so many usages. This one is sport-specific - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

26 1885 takes possession AFL "takes possession" Google 135,000 10 February 2012. Difficult to verify in 
COCA because there are so many usages. This one is sport-specific- 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

26 1895 [the player who] took the mark [TAKE] the mark - specialization/shift/bleaching in "take" 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

26 1911 take possession AFL "takes possession" Google 135,000 10 February 2012. Difficult to verify in 
COCA because there are so many usages. This one is sport-specific - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

27 2041 medicines you are taking [TAKE] medicine* 8 types, 119 tokens. S32, F19, M38, N18, Ac12 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

2 189 click … on this page [above 
right]

not a page - web site (could also be a 1/3) Engagement 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

2 227 See also [the frequently asked 
questions]

Engagement 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

4 297 Read more about … Live link - interpersonal text organiser Engagement 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

7 411 All of the above All of the above COCA 589. S128, F54, M171, N115, Ac121 Engagement 2 TEXT 
ORGANISER

7 457 follow this link Formulaic in web/internet context - figurative "follow" Engagement 13 TEXT 
ORGANISER

10 650 more details {on Family Tax 
Benefit A}

with live link - i.e. live link stands in place of an imperative 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

10 653 more details on {Family Tax 
Benefit B}

with live link - i.e. live link stands in place of an imperative 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

10 654.2 more details on {Child Care 
Benefit}

with live link - i.e. live link stands in place of an imperative 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

10 780.1 read more … about Hyperlink - command Bleaching/specialisation 13 Text organiser

11 854 …please visit the following link use of 'visit' - bleaching/specialisation (web link) 13 TEXT 
ORGANISER

11 865 [the categories are] as follows as follows: COCA 3262. S101, F84, M256, N107, Ac2714 13 TEXT 
ORGANISER



11 930 as follows as follows: COCA 3262. S101, F84, M256, N107, Ac2714 13 TEXT 
ORGANISER

29 2129 Click here click here COCA 94. S14, F11, M48, N17, Ac4 - PC in the context of web pages 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

30 2176 More Information [ / Back to 
Top]

DISCUSS TEXT ORGANIZATION IN WEB PAGES - live links Live link 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

30 2177 Back to Top Live link Live link 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

30 2193 Please refer to {the Contact us 
section}

(Contact us is hyperlinked) - shift in refer for internet usage 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

30 2204 by clicking on the image below Image is hyerlinked 3 TEXT 
ORGANISER

10 658 [Family Tax Benefit Parts A & B 
are] income tested

Google 148,000 2 February 2012: interesting example - would previously have 
been "means tested"? PC deliberately shifted???? means tested Google 2.37 
million 2 February 2012. Not counting, but mark for possible discussion

Xdiscuss but do 
not count

Xdiscuss but 
do not count

Xdiscuss but do 
not count

10 685 [Child Care Benefit is] income 
tested

income tested Google 148,000 2 February 2012: interesting example - would 
previously have been "means tested"? PC deliberately shifted???? means tested 
Google 2.37 million 2 February 2012. Not counting, but mark for possible 
discussion

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

10 725 non-income tested benefit Low Google (3,070) - replacement for 'means tested' … Open Choice, not 
including - mark for discussion

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

10 728 between [the age of] {4} to {5} 
[years]

Pairs are conventionally between … and, or from …to - this is a splice (using "to") - 
discuss but do not count

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 808 solo swimmers solo swimmer* COCA 0 - Open Choice, not included - but NB mark for discussion 
of expressions that are 'formulaic' within individual texts/in specific contexts

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 846 solo swimmers solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included but mark for discussion XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 893 Support boat Like solo swimmer - formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not 
otherwise - not including

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 893.1 solo swimmers solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 894 support boat Like solo swimmer - formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not 
otherwise - not including

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 896 support boat Like solo swimmer - formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not 
otherwise - not including

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 898 support boat Like solo swimmer - formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not 
otherwise - not including

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 901 paddle craft Like solo swimmer - formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not 
otherwise - not including

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT



11 907 solo swimmer solo swimmer* COCA 0 - not included XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 911 support boat [information] Like solo swimmer - formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not 
otherwise - not including

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 946 solo swimmers Formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not generally XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 947 team swimmers Formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not generally XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

11 948 solo wave Formulaic in the context of the Rottnest Swim, but not generally XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

31 2224 [by] one [person] to another  one * to another : COCA 100 types, 1727 tokens. S291, F242, M386, N232, 
Ac576: by/from one * to another - no restrictions on slot-filler either APPRAISAL 
or semantic… The "by" here is part of the passive - usually "from" - discuss but do 
not count

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

1 125

2 126 2 BIBBULMUN TRACK

3 230 TEXT 3 PUBLIC ART
3 275

4 276 TEXT 4 KINGS PARK
4 303

5 304 TEXT 5 CITIZENSHIP
5 327

6 328 TEXT 6 BUSHFIRES 
7 402 TEXT 7 

APPRENTICESHIPS
8 488 TEXT 8: RIP 

CURRENTS
9 547 TEXT 9: KANGAROOS

10 631 TEXT 10: FAMILY 
BENEFITS

11 790 TEXT 11: THE 
ROTTNEST SWIM

11 976

12 977 TEXT 12: BLOGS
12 986

12 987

13 988 TEXT 13: pre-primary
13 1026

14 1027 TEXT 14: DALAI LAMA
15 1062 TEXT 15 20/20 

CRICKET



15 1082

15 1083

16 1084 TEXT 16. THE 
Australian Nurses 
Federation (ANF)

17 1257 TEXT 17: THE 
NORTHERN 
TERRITORY

17 1299

18 1300 TEXT 18: MENINGITIS
18 1496

18 1497

19 1498 TEXT 19: THE STOCK 
MARKET

19 1544

20 1545 TEXT 20: BLACK 
HOLES (for children?)

21 1606 TEXT 21: ST JOHN 
FACT SHEETS

21 1643

21 1644

22 1645 TEXT 22 WA WEATHER 
AND CLIMATE

22 1673

22 1674

23 1675 TEXT 23: Sir Charles 
Gairdner

23 1711

23 1712

24 1713 TEXT 24
25 1763 TEXT 25 

ACCREDITATION
26 1791 TEXT 26. AUSSIE 

RULES
26 1976

27 1977 TEXT 27 STOMACH 
CANCER

.

27 2062

27 2063

28 2064 TEXT 28 AUS TALK
28 2113



29 2114 TEXT 29 TOTAL FIRE 
BANS

29 2133

29 2134

30 2135 TEXT 30 
RECREATIONAL 
SKIPPER'S TICKET

30 2205

30 2206

31 2207 TEXT 31 DEFAMATION



1 1 LETTER 1 COCA search results and discussion. Please see column F for reasons for inclusion, which 
are not always recorded in this column.  Reasons for inclusion: 
1=shift/specialization/bleaching, 2=encyclopaedic, 3=preference, 4=constraints on 
internal slots, 5=constraints to elements either side - see Methodology

OCCASIONAL 
NOTES

Reason
s for 
inclusi
on: 
see 
Colum
n D for 
key

CLASSIFICATION

1 2 [Gaving Mooney allows 
little to] get in the way [of 
what comes across as...]

 COCA [GET] in the way of = 5 types, 885 tokens. 494 are get in the way of. Spoken 
(141), Fiction (72), Magazine (129), Narrative (99), Academic (53). Normally what follows 
[get] in the way of is perceived by the writer to be good, and what precedes obstructive: 
this case does not follow that pattern. Defined 
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/way#get-in-the-way-of-something. 
Figurative movement/obstruction.

Movement 13 GET Predicate 
phrase

1 3 come across (as) Searching [COME] across as to exclude 'meeting/finding by chance' meaning (eg "I came 
across the book by chance") . COCA 807 tokens, 4 types. Spoken (205), Fiction (56), 
Magazines (253), Newspapers (230), Academic (63): decoding, figurative movement

Movement 13 PV

1 4 belief system belief system COCA 460. Spoken (61), Fiction (34), Magazine (66), Newspaper (43), 
Academic (256). Wiki def en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belief_system: means more than/other 
the words

13 N/NP

1 5 in {his} ivory tower ivory tower COCA 252. Spoken (29), Fiction (36), Magazine (54), Newspaper (58), 
Academic (75): in * ivory tower COCA 7 types, 51 tokens. Figurative. Include as PP. 

Location 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

1 6 {remote} from reality Alternatives to remote - pattern of slot word conveying change of direction away from 
reality or adjective conveying distance or disconnection: divorced, diverting us from, 
disconnected, far, divorce, disassociated, detached, further from, dislocation, abstraction, 
removed, draws attention away from...Ambiguous in this context between AdvPhr 
(relating to "developed") or AdjPhr (relating to "ivory tower"):AdjPhr more likely (relating 
to "ivory tower")  from reality COCA 399. Spoken (61), Fiction (66), Magazines (83), 
Newspaper (84), Academic (105): Predominently Academic, then News, Mag, Fiction. [j*] 
from reality COCA 22:S3, F3, M4, N6, Ac6. NB reality is the good centrepoint. Being away 
from it is bad. Figurative "remote"

134 Complex Adj

1 7 Contrary to [his opinions] Organizing Argument: COCA = 4372. Spoken (505), Fiction (243), Magazines (868), 
Newspapers (741), Academic (2015). Outside scope: Adjective plus Preposition 
collocation, NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

1 8 bed numbers bed numbers COCA 1. Google 71,900 22 February 2012. Encyclopaedic in hospital 
context. A measure of capacity:  NB recent debate in WA newspapers regarding what "bed 
number" actually refers to (in some cases it is not a bed)

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

1 9 major increases Up-toner collocation COCA 39. S5, F0, M6, N10, Ac18 increases collocated with major at 
L1 = MI 4.28. large increases 92, significant increases 195, big increases 34. Not 'high' 
increases.

3 Intensifying 
Collocation

1 10 health costs health costs COCA 292: S63, F1, M90, N89, Ac49. Two meanings: the cost of paying for 
health care for individuals, and the cost of running the health service for government. BNC 
10(10) - US context of COCA makes a difference to frequency. In study text, cost to 
government. COCA 314. health costs, defence costs, education costs, administration 
costs, transport costs...No shift/specialization/bleaching either side...not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



1 11 In fact the reality is that in fact COCA 75824: S28495, F8634, M15147, N8456, Ac15092 the reality is that COCA 
918. S407, F8, M164, N203, Ac136. …Counting as one sentence/clause lead-in NB 
significance of "reality" rather than "truth". May not be a fact at all - platform for what 
follows.

Stop 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 13 WA Western Australia - count as abbreviation 3 Abbreviation
1 14 bed numbers bed numbers COCA 1. Google 71,900 22 February 2012. beds doesn't necessarily mean 

beds in hospital context. As 8 above.
2 N/NP

1 15 At the same time at the same time Literal/idiomatic split. Here literal and therefore not included. COCA 
28702. S6612, F3705, M5481, N4721, Ac8183 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

1 16 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
1 16.1 {40 to 50} per cent per cent - count as quantifying expression 1 QUANT
1 17 dramatically decreased dramatically [DECREASE] COCA 4 types, 37 tokens. S9, F1, M10, N3, Ac14 - uptoner, shift 

in "dramatically" 
3 Intensifying 

Collocation
1 18 one of the {low}est {rates 

of bed…} in the 
{developed world}

one of the -est {…} in the {…}  one of the [jjt*] * in the world = COCA for 100 types, 
223 tokens (and see Stubbs 2007). Top = richest men (20), poorest countries (16), best 
players (9), biggest stars (7). S78, F21, M49, N48, Ac27

345 Comparative 
correlative

1 19 the developed world the developed world COCA 521. Spoken (59), Fiction (6), Magazine (168), Academic 
(217): first world countr* COCA 32. developed world more common: means more 
than/other than the words - meaning of "developed" understood to refer to what used to 
be called "first world countries" - economically powerful countries - 
bleaching/shift/specialization, also encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 
Appreciation 

12 N/NP

1 20 in the face of in the face of COCA 6293 Spoken (821), Fiction (531), Magazine (1414), Newspaper 
(1183), Academic (2344): PROBLEMATICIZER. Preposition essential (meaning change 
otherwise): bleaching/meaning shift in face, no adjective (triggers meaning change): 
procedural not contentful, PNP

Problematicizer 13 PNP

1 21 {a} dramatic increase dramatic increase Up-toner collocation. COCA 398. S64, F5, M76, N67, Ac186. 3 Intensifying 
Collocation

1 22 population growth population growth COCA 2260. Spoken (103), Fiction (19), Magazines (558), Newspapers 
(438), Academic (1142): population expansion COCA 28. population increase COCA 143. 
Preference. Recognized to refer to growth in the number of people on the planet, not the 
growth of individuals wtihin the planet - encylcopaedic

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

1 23 ageing population COCA aging population 246: S(34), Fiction (4), Magazine (64), Newspaper (63), Academic 
(81): specific meaning - refers to a shift in the balance between younger and older 
generations, with the number of people in the older generation increasing. Does not 
straightforwardly refer to a population that is getting older, but refers to average 
population age - specialization in ageing

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

1 24 intervention(s) of proved 
benefit

intervention* of prove* benefit COCA 0. "interventions of proven benefit" Google 4360, 1 
August 2011. Specialist medical term, means more than the words, encyclopaedic 

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

12 N/NP

1 25 In fact [it's a miracle] in fact COCA 75824. Spoken (28495), Fiction (8634), Magazines (5147), Newspapers 
(8456), Academic (15092): it's a miracle COCA 293: S100, F115, M44, N31, Ac 3 (NB): 
it's miraculous COCA 11: S5, F2, M2, N1, Ac0. Form preference, 
bleaching/shift/specialization in fact 

Stop 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 26 it's a {miracle} COCA 293: S100, F115, M44, N31, Ac 3 (NB): it's miraculous COCA 11: S5, F2, M2, N1, 
Ac0. Not counting It's stems.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

1 27 under-resourced COCA 28. S5, F0, M3, N2, Ac18: plus Wiki entry - allow: bleaching/shift/specialization in 
"under", specialization in resourced

Encyclopaedic 123 Complex Adj



1 28 even {fewer} [beds] even -er - there were x, now there are x-er : initial Appraisal presupposed and 
intensified…comparative emphasiser

Presupposition 
marker

Comparative 
emphasiser

1 29 Of course of course COCA 104551. Spoken (37445), Fiction (27828), Magazines (17013), Narrative 
(10049), Academic (12216).

Stop 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 30 {he wouldn't} have the 
{nerve} to [actually do this 
himself]

[HAVE] the nerve to COCA 4 types, 361 tokens. Spoken (60), Fiction (188), Mag (59), 
Newspaper (42), Academic (12). Most common form is had the nerve to (Fiction - 101). 
Set - have the gall to, have the temerity to … means more than the words (Judgement 
neg), preference, constraints on slots

Judgement neg 134 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

1 31 In the end Searching . In the end to get this usage. COCA 12502. S3158, F2370, M2584, N2449, 
Ac1941. Def at http://www.thefreedictionary.com/in+the+end - meaning not clear from 
words

Stop 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 32 [a major] blow-out COCA 53: S16, F4, M20, N11, Ac2: highest in M, S: mixture of adjectival and nominal 
usage - classifying as N/NP here to follow usage: hyphenated in Australian Concise Oxford 
Dictionary. Means more/other than words

1 N/NP

1 33 pencil pushers COCA pencil pushers 7 (3 spoken, rest written news): pencil pusher 3. Cited in LDCE 
"someone who has a boring, unimportant job in an office" p. 1215: not cited in Australian 
Concise Oxford Dictionary or Macquarie Dictionary - may be a UK expression? Means more 
than/other than the words

Judgement, 
Encyclopaedic

12 N/NP

1 34 health economists health economist* COCA 2 types, 79 tokens. S17, F0, M20, N32, Ac10: 
www.medicine.ox.ac.uk/bandolier/painres/.../What_is_health_econ.p.

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

1 35 [delusional health 
economists] such as 
{Gavin Mooney}

such as COCA 137719. S4925, F2975, M39384, N29486, Ac60949: Internal: see notes in 
thesis - first element Open Choice, second (following such as) constrained

135 COORDINATING

1 36 spurious [data] reliable data, good data, lying data OPEN CHOICE - no shift/bleaching/specialization either 
side…not counting

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

1 37 false accounting  false accounting COCA 7, S3, F0, M2, N2, Ac0. MI 5.21. Google 758,000 18 January 
2012: truthful accounting, bad accounting, good accounting, dishonest accounting:  no 
shift/bleaching/specialization either side…not counting

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

1 38 [does not] do justice to [DO] justice to/5 = BNC 176(144). [DO] justice to = COCA 5 types, 422 tokens. S30, 
F52, M89, N71, Ac180 - bleached do

Appreciation 13 DO Predicate phrase

1 39 public health [measures] public health [adj] COCA 48: S3, F0, M2, N2, Ac41. NB HIGH AC: encyclopaedic - public 
health is quantifiable - an economic and policy entity

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj 

1 40 address the challenges 
[facing]

Address, like face, is usually collocated with problems, issues etc. This positions "the 
challenges" as a problem/issue: since challenges has difficulty inscribed, this adds force

Problematicizer 13 ADDRESS Predicate 
phrase

1 41 {challenges} facing [FACE] collocated with challenge at L4, R4: COCA 2722: S484, F25, M507, N640, Ac1066: 
problematicizer

Problematicizing 134 FACE Predicate 
phrase

1 42 [the] health system BNC 51(28). Headword "system" collocate "health" @ L1 BNC MI = 33.3. the medical 
system, the hospital system, the education system: no shift/bleaching/specialization 
either side…not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

1 43 have {real} debates [HAVE] debates indicative search only COCA 3 types, 43 tokens. S33, F0, M5, N3, Ac2 - 
bleaching in have

13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

1 44 let's let's at least COCA 45: S24, F9, M2, N7, Ac3: [MODAL] at least (they should at least…, he 
must at least…): let's COCA 74718. S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223: 
grammaticalization/meaning shift - see Martin (talk @ Free Conference, Sydney, 2011) - 
presumptive let's

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



1 45 [If we are going to have 
real debates about 
demand, let's] at least 
[have an honest account…]

at least (2 usages - quantifier and comment adverbial, split in results) COCA 120158. 
S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323 : let's at least COCA 45: S24, F9, M2, N7, 
Ac3: [MODAL] at least (they should at least…, he must at least…):INTERNAL

Force 13 Interpolation

1 46 an honest account COCA honest account 22: no shift/bleaching/specialization either side…not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

2 46.1 LETTER 2
2 47 lone voice lone voice COCA 59. Spoken (10), Fiction (11), Magazine (12), Newspapers (19), 

Academic (7). 1.02 million Google 26 September 2011: lone dissenter, lone assassin, lone 
survivor, lone woman, lone exception, lone parent…: LDCE gives "he was by no means a 
lone voice criticizing the government" p.953. Google count had increased by 23 February 
2012 (1.65 million)... "voice" representing 'person' - shift/specialization/bleaching, 
Appreciation?

Appreciation 13 N/NP

2 48 spruiking the [same] 
message

[SPRUIK] collocated with message at L4, R4: no records. No records for [spruik]. Entry 
for spruik in Australian concise Oxford dictionary, but no examples of typical phrases. No 
support

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

2 49 no longer no longer COCA 39945. S5247, F9193, M8772, N7633, Ac9100" implies it has been 
happening before. Means more than it appears to mean – presupposition marker.

Presupposition 
marker

13 Complex Adv

2 50 [do] more of the same Searching more of the same . to capture this usage (ie exclude noun complements): 
COCA 241, S66, F51, M55, N54, Ac15: 'more of the equivalent' COCA 0, 'more of the 
similar' COCA 0: "the same" - no complement, and may have no anaphoric referent.  

Presupposition 
marker

13 N/NP

2 51 {building more beds} is 
not the answer to {our sick 
health system}

 Dictionary defs cite use in relation to problems (question/answer, problem/solution or 
answer): the answer to [x] is [y] positions [x] as the (common ground) problem. [x] is 
not the answer to [y] positions [y] as the problem: reverse would be [y] is not answered 
by [x] - not possible. Could say 'building more beds is not the solution to our sick health 
system' - using 'answer' evokes question and answer, engagement.   [BE] not the answer 
to...PROBLEMATICIZER

Problematicizer 135 COORDINATING

2 52 health system education system, dental system, road system, sewage system, administration system : 
no shift/bleaching/specialization either side…not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

2 53 fresh approach COCA fresh collocated with approach at R1, MI = 31.1. COCA 75. Spoken (10), Fiction 
(3), Magazine (15), Newspaper (28), Academic (19): fresh approach COCA 75 (same). 
new approach COCA 1049. S176, F26, M249, N242, Ac356: different approach, new 
approach, novel approach, imaginative approach...no shift/bleaching/specialization either 
side…not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

2 54 not just [the evidence of…] 
but also [on effective 
demand reduction….]

not just *** but also indicative search COCA for 100 types, 103 tokens. S18, F7, M34, 
N20, Ac24: doesn't necessarily have to include the also : not just collocated with but @ 
R5 = COCA 7618. Spoken (2399), Fiction (731), Magazines (1614), Newspapers (1240), 
Academic (1086). MI 4.33. Adds force?

Force? 135 CORRELATING

2 55 bed occupancy bed occupancy COCA 2 - both hospitals. Google 393,000 18 January 2012. Technical in-
term: Defined "A measure of inpatient health facility use based upon the average number 
or proportion of beds occupied for a given period of time.
Year introduced: 1978" 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=mesh&term=%22bed%20occupancy%22 

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

23 N/NP



2 56 [on effective] demand 
reduction strategies

demand reduction strategies = BNC 0. Singular also BNC 0. COCA (both searches) 0. 
Google 193,000 18 January 2012: two usages, one relating to power use etc in office 
buildings: the other, as here, appears to be a non-predictable MWE in the context of drug 
abuse: see www.un.org/ga/20special/demand.htm... "geographical considerations and 
using similar definitions, indicators and procedures to assess the drug situation. Demand 
reduction strategies should be built ...": www.nationaldrugstrategy.gov.au/.../mono69-
l~mono69-l-ch1~mon...... "1.2 Defining amphetamine-type stimulants · 1.3 History of 
amphetamine-type ... demand reduction strategies to prevent the uptake of harmful drug 
use," ...toolboxes.flexiblelearning.net.au/demosites/series2/205/.../discuss.ht...Demand 
reduction strategies (preventing the uptake of harmful drug use) ... This definition blurs 
the line separating 'harm minimisation' from its predecessor" ... Accessed 22 March 2012

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

23 N/NP

2 57 [when we look at 
…spending on] demand 
reduction strategies

demand reduction strategies = BNC 0. Singular also BNC 0. COCA (both searches) 0. 
Google 193,000 18 January 2012: two usages, one relating to power use etc in office 
buildings: the other, as here, appears to be a non-predictable MWE in the context of drug 
abuse: see www.un.org/ga/20special/demand.htm... "geographical considerations and 
using similar definitions, indicators and procedures to assess the drug situation. Demand 
reduction strategies should be built ...": www.nationaldrugstrategy.gov.au/.../mono69-
l~mono69-l-ch1~mon...... "1.2 Defining amphetamine-type stimulants · 1.3 History of 
amphetamine-type ... demand reduction strategies to prevent the uptake of harmful drug 
use," ...toolboxes.flexiblelearning.net.au/demosites/series2/205/.../discuss.ht...Demand 
reduction strategies (preventing the uptake of harmful drug use) ... This definition blurs 
the line separating 'harm minimisation' from its predecessor" ... Accessed 22 March 2012

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

23 N/NP

2 58 [in] WA Abbreviation 3 Abbreviation
2 59 Department of Health, PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
2 60 annual report annual report COCA 836. Spoken (64), Fiction (17), Magazines (184), Newspapers (217), 

Academic (354): means more than a report thant comes out annually - specific legal 
requirements

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

23 N/NP

2 61 cost per capita cost per capita COCA 4. Google 18.7 million 14 February 2012: expense per capita COCA 
0: price per capita COCA 0 - preference

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

23 N/NP

2 62 preventive interventions preventive interventions COCA 65. S1, F0, M3, N0, Ac61, Google 691,000 14 February 
2012. Formulaic in restricted medical context

Technical 23 N/NP

2 63 health promotion … health promotion [adj] COCA 559: S5, F0, M54, N13, Ac487 Adj from NP: encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj 
2 64 health protection 

[activities]
Encyclopaedic: COCA 120. S4, f), M16, N10, Ac90 - open choice both sides, no 
encyclopaedic layers…not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED 

2 65 {63.41} per {West 
Australian}

Formulaic for quantities - must be number per single countable noun - COCA for 100 
types, 18729 tokens. S1109, F371, M7819, N5550, Ac3880

3 QUANT

2 66 {17c} per {day} Formulaic for quantities - must be number per single countable noun - COCA for 100 
types, 18729 tokens. S1109, F371, M7819, N5550, Ac3880

3 QUANT

2 67 It is {clear} [from the 
Health Department's own 
expenditure data] that

It is clear that = COCA 2186. Spoken (191), Fiction (49), Magazines (290), Newspapers 
(242), Academic (1414): it is obvious that COCA 416. S17, F32, M47, N77, Ac243: It is 
{APPRAISAL} that: may be neither of these - not counting "It is" stems unless other 
factors are present

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

2 68 the Health Department Proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN
2 69 not just [inadequate] but 

[it is indefensible]
not just collocated with but @ R5 = COCA 7618. Spoken (2399), Fiction (731), Magazines 
(1614), Newspapers (1240), Academic (1086). MI 4.33. Adds force?

Force? 135 CORRELATING



2 70 defies {belief} Headword [DEFY] collocate belief @ R1, MI = 26.6. collocate credibility @ R1, MI = 28.5. 
COCA [DEFY] belief = 3 types, 32 tokens. Spoken (8), Fiction (4), Magazines (5), 
Newspapers (11), Academic (4). [DEFY] nn* = for 100 types, 899 tokens. Top is gravity 
(131), then logic (80), then description, then expectations, then death....Two usages: one 
Open Choice (defied his grandma, defied the rules): this usage means "cannot be 
believed": means more/other than the words, encoding, decoding, constraints on slots

Engagement? 14 Predicate phrase

2 71 {$49} per {person} Formulaic for quantities - must be number per single countable noun - COCA for 100 
types, 18729 tokens. S1109, F371, M7819, N5550, Ac3880

3 QUANT

2 72 {13c} per {person} per 
{day}

Formulaic for quantities - must be number per single countable noun - COCA for 100 
types, 18729 tokens. S1109, F371, M7819, N5550, Ac3880

3 QUANT

2 73 [some]thing to be [proud 
of]

Searching COCA something|nothing|anything to be proud of . to get string final position 
and allow for alteratives: COCA 3 types 47 tokens. S13, F13, M9, N8, Ac4: an 
achievement to be proud of, a result to be proud of : to be meaning here "that you should 
be..." - meaning shift, form preference (to be), include. 

13 BE PREDICATE 
PHRASE

2 74 health services health services COCA 2604. Spoken (144), Fiction (13), Magazine (257), Newspaper 
(397), Academic (1793): refers to hospitals, dental, GP clinics - not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

2 75 {better} bang for buck COCA bang for buck 13, bang for your buck 76. NB preceded generally by a comparative, 
a superlative or a quantifier. COCA bang for * buck most common are bang for the buck 
(total 176, Spoken (33), Fiction (3), Magazines (61),  Newspapers (63), Academic (16)) 
and bang for your buck (total 76, Spoken (23), Fiction (0), Magazines (41), Newspaper 
(11), Academic (1)). Decoding and encoding.

Appreciation 13 N/NP

2 76 Evidence-based [resource 
distribution]

Evidence-based resource distribution Google 2 12 March 2012. evatt.org.au/papers/last-
chance-australias-health.html "A sophisticated evidence based Resource Distribution 
Formula would be developed": evidence-based [adj] COCA 1270. S20, F2, M50, N24, 
Ac1124 - looks like a technical N/NP but very low support: include as Complex Adj and 
comment

12 Complex Adj 

2 77 little or none little or none COCA 33: S5, F1, M8, N5, Ac14: none or little COCA 1 - preference Force 3 QUANT
2 78 [hospitals such as 

Northam,] for instance, 
[should be…]

for instance COCA 26,616. Spoken (4116), Fiction (1587), Magazines (8363), Newspapers 
(4408), Academic (8146). For example COCA 84149: Spoken (11949), Fiction (1710), 
Magazine (19175), Newspaper (11293), Academic (40022): preference, shift

Engagement 13 Interpolation

2 79 [hospitals] such as 
{Northam}

See 1/35 for figures and notes 135 COORDINATING

2 80 24 7 [medical cover] 24 /7 COCA 14. Google 383 million, with Wiki def en.wikipedia.org/wiki/24/7 Force 123 Complex Adj
2 81 medical cover medical cover COCA 2: Google 2.62 million 14 FEbruary 2012. Phrasal construction in 

Australian context? Refers to insurance - shift in meaning of "cover"
Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

2 82 [major] teaching hospitals teaching hospitals = BNC 59(31). Collocate major @ L1, MI = 19.7. teaching hospital* 
COCA 297 (3 types): Spoken (32), Fiction (8), Magazine (68), Newspaper (95), Academic 
(94). Understood as places where medical students and nurses continue their training.

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

2 83 long overdue [need] long overdue 559. S146, F48, M105, N201, Ac59: * overdue 100 types, 1252 tokens: top 
collocate is long (559 tokens, next "is" with 81 tokens)

3 Intensifying 
Collocation

2 84 [spending] more and more 
[and…]

more and more BNC 2486(1258). Part of "-er and -er" construction. COCA 12199: S3639, 
F1798, M2778, N2110, Ac1874: conveys intensification

Force 13 Comparative 
emphasiser

2 85 make ({little}) headway 
[in]

[MAKE] headway = COCA 218. Spoken (38), Fiction (27), Magazines (61), Newspapers 
(51), Academic (41): bleaching in "make"

Manufacture 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

2 86 health services health services COCA 2604. Spoken (144), Fiction (13), Magazine (257), Newspaper 
(397), Academic (1793) - refers to hospitals, ambulances, GP clinics etc - not clear from 
meaning.

23 N/NP



2 87 for all. for all Searching COCA -[and] for all . to exclude and and get string final position. For 100 
types, 496 tokens: S80, F30, M111, N129, Ac146: no complement - this usage N-RHEME.

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

3 87.1 LETTER 3
3 87.2 the Perth Anglican 

Archbishop
Counting as Job Title Local 23 JOB TITLE

3 88 Anglican General Synod PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
3 89 in relation to in relation to COCA 5214. Spoken (187), Fiction (174), Magazines (501), Newspapers 

(265), Academic (4087): in * relation to slot-fillers direct, inverse, close, specific: Final 
preposition required; bleaching, shift, specialisation in relation; no definite articl; 
procedural not contentful, PNP

13 PNP

3 90 [illegal] boat people illegal boat people = COCA 0 (boat people by definition 'illegal'?): illegal boat people 
Google 143,000 20 March 2013.  boat people = BNC 178(55). boat people = COCA 197: 
S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27. (NB between first analysis and 20 March 2013, number 
increased to 199 in COCA ... indicative of topicality). Meaning not clear from words - 
encyclopaedic.

Judgement 
Encyclopaedic

123 N/NP

3 91 [illegally,] mind you, ,mind you, COCA 245. Spoken (49), Fiction (104), Magazines (51), Newspapers (30), 
Academic (11): meaning not clear from words, preference

Engagement 13 Interpolation

3 92 the {proper} channels the proper channels. COCA 23. S5, F8, M4, N3, Ac3.  the appropriate channels COCA 3. 
the right channels COCA 4, the correct channels COCA 2. the * channels slot fillers are 
proper (23), normal (17), usual (16), other (13), telepathic (12), narrow (8), main (8), 
local (6), new (6) …cannot be used without an adjective in the slot (*the channels)...

Appreciation 134 N/NP

3 93 [and that] first and 
foremost [our people]

first and foremost COCA 1654. Spoken (481), Fiction (70), Magazines (325), Newspapers 
(282), Academic (496): foremost and first COCA 0. Coordinated binomial - preference

Force 3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 94 turn on [us] At least 3 usages ("must turn on what sort of centre the city wants"…etc )). [TURN] on us 
COCA 4 types, 39 tokens. [TURN] on [p*] COCA 66 types, 705 tokens. S160, F331, M101, 
N83, Ac30: Biber et al "Overall, phrasal verbs are used most commonly in fiction and 
conversation; they are relatively rare in academic prose" p.408: shift in turn. 

13 PV

3 95 shoot up COCA Multiple usages, including this one : "He's not going to shoot up the whole school" 
9, 2010, MAC American Spectator and other examples: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

3 96 [to "shoot up" an] army 
base

army base COCA 249. S56, F36, M38, N96, Ac23 - owned by the military, associated with 
battle…means more than the words, include - encyclopaedic (specialization in "base")

23 N/NP

3 97 [- the case now] before the 
courts

case* now before the court* COCA 1. before the courts COCA 66. S29, F3, M2, N15, 
Ac17. Singular is more common. Bleach/shift in "before"

Locative/Status 
mix

12 Non-sentence initial 
PP

3 98 State housing State housing COCA 36: S6, F1, M7, N13, Ac9. Google 4 million October 12 2011 - 
housing built by the state and rented out to people who cannot afford to rent in the 
private sector or buy. Means-tested.

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

3 99 waiting lists COCA waiting lists 355. S40, F13, M114, N125, Ac63. Encyclopaedic: lists of people who 
have applied for something that there is not enough of, hence "waiting". Name on a list 
somewhere.

Appreciation 23 N/NP

3 100 [these] boat people boat people COCA 197: S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27: meaning not clear from words Judgement 
Encyclopaedic

123 N/NP

3 101 social services social services COCA 2560. S274, F101, M333, N644, Ac1208: services aimed at people in 
community who are under economic or health pressure: means more than the words

Appreciation 23 N/NP

3 102 sick and tired sick and tired COCA 567. Spoken (274), Fiction (82), Magazine (79), Newspaper (126), 
Academic (6) [ not tired and sick - COCA 8) Coordinated binomial - meaning shift in "sick"

Affect indirect 13 Complex Adj



3 103 queue jumpers queue jumpers and queue jumper = BNC 0. queue jumper* = COCA 1. [JUMP] collocated 
with queue COCA 11.Entry in Australian concise Oxford Dictionary p. 1168. Allow. 
Figurative "jumpers"

Judgement 123 N/NP

3 104 [whose only wish,] it 
seems

Searching , it seems , to access this meaning. S395, F233, M553, N422, Ac309 - 
preferred way to hedge position of writer-in-the-text

Engagement 13 Interpolation

4 105 LETTER 4
4 106 Once again [we have...] once again COCA 16471. Spoken (5515), Fiction (3456), Magazine (2505), Newspaper 

(2259), Academic (2736): adds Force
Intensifier 13 Sentence/clause 

lead in
4 107 (this time) Searching this time . to access this meaning. COCA 5475. S1858, F2048, M5334, N642, 

Ac393 (NB low numbers in atemporal genres) - presupposes other times, carries 
additional weight

13 Interpolation

4 108 health and transport health and transport COCA 0, Google 177 million 14 February: two major sources of 
government expenditure, often mentioned together. Rechecked 21 March 2013 - health 
and transport Google 159 million, transport and health Google 104,000. Preference

3 N/NP

4 109 locked in {battle} locked in battle COCA 18: S5, F5, M2, N5, Ac1. Google 1.69 million 18 August 2012. 
ALLOW despite low COCA frequency. [LOCK] in * collocates place, combat, battle, 
mortal…, competition, conflict…LDCE "be locked in battle/combat/dispute etc…: p. 951 : cf 
locked in the room which would not be included: frequencies for locked in COCA S378, 
F647, M392, N461, Ac181: shift in "locked" and "battle"

14 Predicate phrase

4 110 wages and conditions wages and conditions COCA (6). Google 895,000 18 January 2012. conditions and wages 
preferred -  12.1 million Google 22 March 2012. COCA 12. Specialization of "conditions" - 
refers to holidays, number of hours to be worked, sick leave, superannuation etc: 
including for that reason. (Not classifying as 3 because  this is in fact the dispreferred 
form...but "conditions" means more than the word.)

1 N/NP

4 111 [a] never-ending 
{attempt}

COCA never-ending * collocates quest, process, cycle, battle, stream, series, war, search, 
story…collocates must have temporal aspect to meaning - i.e. not 'never-ending flower' 
(everlasting flow, everlasting love): something that takes time.  COCA 852. S102, F173, 
M233, N212, Ac132.

34 Complex Adj

4 112 keep pace with [KEEP] pace with COCA 4 types, 902 tokens. S61, F115, M232, N256, Ac238: 
metaphorical pace, meaning shift

Movement 13 Predicate phrase

4 113 the cost of living cost of living COCA 278. Spoken (56), Fiction (11), Magazine (70), Newspaper (102) - an 
abstraction : amount needed for daily life. Calculated according to a basic basket of items.

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

4 114 [and offers a pittance] at 
every turn

at every turn COCA 577. Spoken (90), Fiction (103), Magazine (136), Newspaper (151), 
Academic (97): figurative

Movement 
INTERNAL

1 Non-sentence initial 
PP

4 115 pay rises pay rise/rises COCA 5 (British English, not surprising - pay raise COCA 328). pay increase 
COCA 111. "pay rise" Google 3.32 million 18 January 2012, "pay increase" Google 6.79 
million 12 March 2012. pay increase is preferred over pay rise but both are acceptable. 
pay fall not the opposite (pay cut). Specialization in "rise", allow.

13 N/NP

4 116 This begs the question [BEG] the question COCA 4 types, 386 tokens. S106, F22, M64, N69, Ac125 - 
bleaching/shift in "beg"

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

4 117 every year every year, day, month, second, minute and also every person, every battle etc:  No 
apparent restriction.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

4 118 Why not Searching string initial . Why not COCA 2153. Spoken (701), Fiction (555), Magazine 
(444), Newspaper (320), Academic (133) - direct address. Meaning not clear from words.

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

4 119 every time every year, day, month, and also every person, every battle etc: No apparent restriction. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED



4 120 get a rise [GET] a rise: 4 types, 86 tokens. S11, F45, M21, N9, Ac0 - but majority are 'get a rise out 
of' (as in make someone respond) rather than get a pay rise: re-searching with out 
excluded ([get] a rise -out) gives COCA 14: "get" meaning "receive"…including as GET VP 
only 

1 GET Predicate 
phrase

4 121 get [the same] rise GET VP 1 GET Predicate 
phrase

4 122 pay rise pay rise/rises COCA 5 (British English, not surprising - pay raise COCA 328). pay increase 
COCA 111. "pay rise" Google 3.32 million 18 January 2012, "pay increase" Google 6.79 
million 12 March 2012. pay increase is preferred over pay rise but both are acceptable. 
pay fall not the opposite (pay cut). Specialization in "rise", allow.

13 N/NP

4 123 fair and reasonable fair and reasonable COCA 67: S21, F6, M11, N11, Ac18.  reasonable and fair COCA 14: 
Google 7.02 million 23 February 2012. reasonable and fair Google 41.5 million same date. 
Appears not to be preferred form: not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

4 124 X, second, and third ORGANIZING FRAME - classifying as CORRELATIVE because "First" implies more, and we 
wait for either an "and" or a last number to know that the sequence is finished: in this 
case "first" is missing but is implied by reader retrospectively once you get to "second": 
points must accumulate. If cardinal numbers are used, they are spelled out

Interactive 35 CORRELATING

4 125 pay rises pay rise/rises COCA 5 (British English, not surprising - pay raise COCA 328). pay increase 
COCA 111. "pay rise" Google 3.32 million 18 January 2012, "pay increase" Google 6.79 
million 12 March 2012. pay increase is preferred over pay rise but both are acceptable. 
pay fall not the opposite (pay cut). Specialization in "rise", allow.

13 N/NP

4 126 the flow on In Australian Concise Oxford p. 540 (colloq Aus): figurative 13 N/NP
4 127 pay rise pay rise/rises COCA 5 (British English, not surprising - pay raise COCA 328). pay increase 

COCA 111. "pay rise" Google 3.32 million 18 January 2012, "pay increase" Google 6.79 
million 12 March 2012. pay increase is preferred over pay rise but both are acceptable. 
pay fall not the opposite (pay cut). Specialization in "rise", allow.

13 N/NP

4 128 held to ransom [HOLD] to ransom COCA 2. [HOLD] * to ransom COCA 1. Listed in Cobuild Essential Dic 
1988, also LDCE, and Australian concise Oxford dictionary p. 1180. Allow despite low 
COCA frequency. Meaning shift/bleaching in "held" and "ransom" 

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

4 129 [as is the case] at the 
moment

at the moment COCA 6954. S2951, F1645, M895, N827, Ac636 - at the minute COCA 20. 
Preference.

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

4 130 As an aside… Searching . As an aside , COCA 25. S1, F3, M9, N4, Ac8 - shift in "aside", metaphorical 
position

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

4 131 The Tribunal PROPER NOUN: single word noted not counted NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
4 132 pay rises pay rise/rises COCA 5 (British English, not surprising - pay raise COCA 328). pay increase 

COCA 111. "pay rise" Google 3.32 million 18 January 2012, "pay increase" Google 6.79 
million 12 March 2012. pay increase is preferred over pay rise but both are acceptable. 
pay fall not the opposite (pay cut). Specialization in "rise", allow.

13 N/NP

4 133 [an automatic] flow on In Australian Concise Oxford p. 540 (colloq Aus): figurative 13 N/NP
5 133.1 LETTER 5
5 134 the McCusker Centre for 

Action on Alcohol and 
Youth

PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN

5 135 What a… What a specifying case = BNC 1841(788): emphasizes element immediately following. Eg 
"What a filthy thing to do" emphasizes "filthy": "What a man" emphasizes "man". Here 
"What a wonderful way to…" . What a Total COCA 3069. Spoken (698), Fiction (1359), 
Magazine (521), Newspaper (347), Academic (144): not a question - expression of 
indirect Affect

Affect indirect 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



5 136 make a difference… [MAKE] a difference COCA 4 types, 5414 tokens. S1884, F459, M1128, N1194, Ac749: 
MAKE LIST (NB when you "make a difference", the difference is positive)…bleaching in 
"make"

Manufacture 
met

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

5 137 as well. Searching as well . to get this usage. COCA 27837: S9592, F3819, M5675, N3753, 
Ac4998: ref Huddleston & Pullum p.593 : cf as well as, considered as coordinator 

Force 13 END

5 138 charity fundraiser events The MWE is charity event: fundraiser has been inserted. charity events = BNC 23(16). 
charity event 20(17). charitable event, school event, company event : no specialization, 
shift, bleaching - not counting.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

5 138.1 the ticket price the ticket price COCA 36. S5, F2, M6, N20, Ac3. Not the ticket's price … including for form 
preference: multiple slotflllers, but not (for example) concert price (COCA 0) - that would 
also be ticket. So where a ticket is involved, substitute "ticket" for event...

3 N/NP

5 139 On {both} occasions on * occasions: slot-fillers several (733), many (270), numerous (209), two (199), other 
(174), rare (163), special (152), those (96), some (94), three (89) … on {quantify} 
occasions: on occasions 115 - different meaning: included because numerator is required 
or meaning changes

Force 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

5 140 the ticket price the ticket price COCA 36. S5, F2, M6, N20, Ac3. Not the ticket's price … including for form 
preference: multiple slotflllers, but not (for example) concert price (COCA 0) - that would 
also be ticket. So where a ticket is involved, substitute "ticket" for event...

3 N/NP

5 141 non-alcoholic COCA 69. S6, F8, M15, N36, Ac4. High Newspapers. unalcoholic and un-alcoholic not used 
- allow with others as preference

3 Complex Adj

5 142 Please understand [that...] Please understand COCA 31: S12, F13, M2, N1, Ac3. "Please understand" says 'I'm 
reasonable, I want you to understand this…' - means more/other than the words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

5 143 per se per se COCA  Total 2023 Spoken (439), Fiction (87), Magazine (259), Newspaper (186), 
Academic (1052) (equivalent to as such)

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

5 144 [this is] not [a criticism 
of…] but [an observation…]

not … but : invoked Engagement marker - disclaim, proclaim. Directing 15 CORRELATING

5 145 so {ingrained} [into our 
culture] that

so {APPRAISAL - invoked or inscribed} that {consequence} Appreciation 145 CORRELATING

6 146 LETTER 6
6 147 the parliamentary 

secretary
Google 3.71 million 14 February 2012. Wiki def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parliamentary_Secretary

Australian 23 JOB TITLE

6 148 pet word COCA 2. No support. (from pet hate?) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

6 149 government papers government papers COCA 3, Google 593,000 14 February 2012.  Specialization/shift in 
"papers", but not sure of support - not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

6 149.1 to make [the bold but 
incorrect] statement [that]

[MAKE] collocated with statement at L4, R4: COCA 3843. S1797, F268, M567, N718, 
Ac493 - bleached make

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

6 150 House of Representatives Layer of Australian Government Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
6 151 did so Anaphoric VP Huddleston & Pullum p. 1592 [DO] so COCA 6452. S1130, F1098, M1279, 

N1199, Ac1746
13 DO Predicate phrase

6 152 because of [what they 
represented], not for [the 
reasons of 
multiculturalism]

because of collocated with not at R9 (maximum span allowed in COCA), 1780: S465, 
F240, M275, N391, Ac408. 

Proclaim, 
disclaim

3 CORRELATING



6 153 {Migrants} have a mind of 
{their} own

a mind of * own COCA 6 tokens, 171 types. Most common = mind of its own. [HAVE] a 
mind of * own = 14 tokens, 111 types: S10, F55, M25, N16, Ac5: means more/other than 
the words: classifying as HAVE predicate phrase - citations include have got and one or 
two [develop] - NB co-referential group - means more than the words

Judgement 13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

6 154 all [multiculturalism] does 
is…

all * [DO] is COCA 59 types, 814 tokens. Top is all you do is 230 - mixed usage: 
complaint, "All you do is play that stupid guitar" 4 2010 FIC Commentary: but also "All 
you do is retitle the account. Simply call the brokerage firm" 9, 2010, NEWS, SFC: COCA 
S309, F215, M140, N115, Ac35: all is reinterpreted if the complement registers 
APPRAISAL (JUDGEMENT, APPRECIATION). NB [DO] slot is variable - do, pay, say, see ...: 
meaning not clear from the words 

Appreciation 
(here) 
Judgement with 
people 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

6 155 Little else. . Little else . COCA 0. little else . COCA 225. Spoken (20), Fiction (58), Magazine (48), 
Newspaper (61), Academic (38). Often preceded by "and" (71): form

Force 13 ENTIRE

6 156 has moved on. [move] on . COCA 4 types, 2950 tokens. S924, F850, M529, N561, Ac86: figurative 
"moved"

Movement - met 13 PV

6 157 It is {wrong} to {say} 
[multiculturalism can take 
the credit] 

COCA . it is [jj*] to say 37 types, 166 tokens: S22, F11, M48, N14, Ac71. Divided 
between those that respond and those that presage: eg it is fair to say (presage) and it is 
incorrect to say (respond). It is [jj*] to [=SAY] gives 72 types, 246 tokens: formulaic way 
of shifting JUDGEMENT towards the less personal APPRECIATION " frame is it [be] 
[JUDGEMENT/APPRECIATION] to [say, claim, assert, argue...] : putting this down for form 
as well as meaning: including as "It is" stem because of pattern with communication verb 
in second slot

Engagement, 
Appreciation 

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

6 158 [multiculturalism can] take 
the credit

take the credit COCA 5 types, 93 tokens: S25, F25, M18, N17, Ac8. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching

Transfer met 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

6 159 [were established by 
Australians and 
immigrants] long before

. Long before to avoid not long before COCA 565. Spoken (103), Fiction (147), Magazine 
(124), Newspaper (108), Academic (83) - means more than the words - emphasis, Force

Force 3 Intensifying 
Collocation

6 160 [and] long before [the 
word was made...]

. Long before to avoid not long before COCA 565. Spoken (103), Fiction (147), Magazine 
(124), Newspaper (108), Academic (83) - as [59]

Force 3 Intensifying 
Collocation

6 161 [a society] such as {ours} See 1/35 for figures 135 COORDINATING
6 162 [loyalty to] a common 

cause
loyalty to a common cause COCA 0. Searching a common cause . string final (to avoid a 
common cause of … ) COCA 29. S3, F4, M9, N9, Ac4. One noticeable group is preceded by 
an expression of unity or unification - "coming together", "shared", "teamed up for", 
"working together for…""unit" etc - possible extension. Sense of "common" - held in 
common, shared. 

Appreciation 13 N/NP

6 163 [if] all is lost all is lost COCA 49: S5, F23, M13, N4, Ac4. All is not lost COCA 65. S2, F7, M32, N17, 
Ac7: similar to 'if the battle is lost' but intensified: can also use everything is lost. 
Specialisation of 'lost'

13 NP/predicate  
phrase

6 164 more to {do} than {just 
join the club}

more to … than internal Internal 35 Comparative 
correlative

6 165 join the club [JOIN] the club literal/idiomatic split with literal meaning dominating in COCA but 
idiomatic here. COCA 4 types, 170 tokens. Most common is join the club T115, Spoken 
(15), Fiction (26), Magazine (31), Newspaper (33), Academic (10). Figurative "club"

Engagement, 
Judgement

13 Predicate phrase



6 166 [life must] move on Approximation - PC would be life must go on or life goes on: life must go on COCA 13: life 
goes on 338. S99, F81, M46, N90, Ac22 - but also the show must go on etc: people move 
on

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

7 167 LETTER 7
7 168 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
7 169 {immigration} detention 

centre
detention centre* COCA 6, 5 Academic. Google 4.99 million 19 January 2012. References 
places where asylum seekers are kept while their cases are considered. Choice of words is 
significant - shift in "detention"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 170 [while] raising fears [RAISE]  fears COCA 4 types, 119 tokens: S26, F2, M16, N59, Ac16 (can also raise 
hopes): figurative "raising"

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

7 171 asylum seeker {protests} asylum seeker COCA 7. asylum seekers COCA 147. S26, F2, M31, N45, Ac48: here 
adjectival – classifier

Judgement 123 Complex Adj

7 172 WA's [remote Curtin 
detention centre]

Western Australia 3 Abbreviation

7 173 [Curtin] detention centre detention centre* COCA 6, 5 Academic. Google 4.99 million 19 January 2012. References 
places where asylum seekers are kept while their cases are considered. Choice of words is 
significant - shift in "detention"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 174 long-term {detainee} NB See Arnaud et al (2008). Searching POS adj: COCA 1417: S2809, F9, M256, N249, 
Ac623: NB long-term collocates with care, effects, health, rates, growth, interest, goals, 
consequences, relationship, problems, strategy: long-time collocates with non-aspirational 
- existing - not complex, not difficult  friend, member, residents, president, supporter, 
activist, editor) 

134 Complex Adj

7 175 maximum security 
{facility}

maximum security  COCA 241. Spoken (125), Fiction (33), Magazine (27), Newspaper 
(42), Academic (14) - associated with jails - encyclopaedic (conveys level of 
safety/requirement for incarceration) - classifying as N/NP (rather than complex 
adj/classifier) because range of slot-fillers constrained to jails/prisons and associated 
entities

Appreciation 
Encyclopaedic 

1234 N/NP

7 176 nothing could be further 
from the truth

nothing could be further from the truth: COCA 152. Spoken (31), Fiction (8), Magazine 
(44), Newspaper (45), Academic (24) : NB metaphorical position of the TRUTH - truth 
nearby, rest far away - figurative space

Spatial 13 ENTIRE

7 177 {prison}-like [compound] Focus device (from Appraisal Theory): first half Open Choice, second half meaning not this 
but like it. 

FOCUS Complex Adj

7 178 high-spiked [walls] COCA 0. Novel NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

7 179 electric fencing electric fencing COCA 23, S1, F1, M19, N1, Ac1. wire fencing, picket fencing, barbed wire 
fence. electric fence COCA 85. electrified Fence  COCA 22. Appears to be straightforward 
combination (a fence that is electric/electrified). Transparent on both sides, not 
encyclopaedic NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

7 180 security cameras security cameras COCA 238. Spoken (95), Fiction (62), Magazine (26), Newspaper (51), 
Academic (4): whose security? cf security cameras used in banks etc to be used in case of 
crime - association with potential criminal activity.

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



7 181 [a remote] industrial estate industrial estate COCA 10. BNC 199(103). Google 130 million 19 January 2012 - and a 
Wikipedia entry: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industrial_parkAn industrial park (also known as 
industrial estate, trading estate) is an area zoned and planned for the purpose of 
industrial development.Accessed 22 March 2012

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 182 There is nothing {pleasant 
or nice} about …

 COCA there is nothing * about for 100 types, 261 tokens. S56, F19, M69, N51, Ac66. 
Constraints on fillers

Force, 
Appreciation 

14 Sentence/clause 
lead in

7 183 [relentless] social 
deprivation

social deprivation COCA 12. Most common collocation is  sleep deprivation - COCA 333. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

7 184 asylum seekers asylum seeker COCA 7. asylum seekers COCA 147. S26, F2, M31, N45, Ac48: 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 185 in close confinement in close confinement COCA 8. close confinement COCA 14. Google 444,000 12 October 
2011. confinement collocated with close at L1, COCA 14 MI 6.49: ALLOW DESPITE LOW 
FREQUENCY: close confinement listed under "close" in Longman dictionary of 
contemporary English along with close fit and close print: count as PPAdv as it appears 
here: NB shift in "close"

Container 
metaphor - 
location

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

7 186 learn their fate [LEARN] * fate COCA 7 (relevant) types, 35 tokens. S14, F4, M7, N9, Ac1: meet your 
fate, discover * fate COCA 7 types, 9 tokens.…figurative "learn", meaning unclear

13 Predicate phrase

7 187 held [mostly] in [maximum 
security] detention

[HOLD] in detention COCA 24 (all held): S11, F1, M3, N4, Ac5 - shift in "hold" 13 Predicate phrase

7 188 maximum security 
{detention}

As above:  COCA 241. Spoken (125), Fiction (33), Magazine (27), Newspaper (42), 
Academic (14).maximum security as headword with detention at R1, no matching 
records: with prison as collocate at R1, MI = 22.6. Total 241. Spoken (125), Fiction (33), 
Magazine (27), Newspaper (42), Academic (14) - as for 174 above, counting as N/NP 

Appreciation 
Encyclopaedic 

1234 N/NP

7 189 refugee status refugee status COCA 123. Spoken (25), Fiction (4), Magazine (9), Newspaper (39), 
Academic (46): encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 190 ASIO Australian Security and Intelligence Office 3 Abbreviation
7 191 security clearance security clearance COCA 195 (of more relevance recently?) Spoken (7), Fiction (29), 

Magazine (35), Newspaper (43) Academic (18): encyclopaedic
Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 192 dragged on dragged on . to access this usage only: COCA 44. S5, F11, M10, N13, Ac5. dragged on 
with no full stop COCA 472: S85, F118, M102, N124, Ac43: means more/other than the 
words

Appreciation 13 PV

7 193 convicted criminal convicted criminal COCA 53. Spoken (25), Fiction (6), Magazine (6), Newspaper (13), 
Academic (3): Dense info packaging (has been through courts, has been convicted 'by due 
process' etc)

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 194 {immigration} detention 
centre

detention centre* COCA 6, 5 Academic. Google 4.99 million 19 January 2012: 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 195 held captive COCA [HOLD] captive 3 types, 309 tokens. S118, F51, M54, N57, Ac29: shift in "hold" Judgement 13 Predicate phrase
7 196 cause trouble [CAUSE] trouble COCA 4 types, 413 tokens. Spoken (88), Fiction (120), Magazine (81), 

Newspaper (92), Academic (32): cause a fire, *cause good luck, cause misfortune *cause 
fortune, cause problems. NB cause trouble has extra layers of meaning regarding the type 
of trouble...(social, interpersonal...). 

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

7 197 Let's Stem grammaticalized Let's COCA 74718: S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223: 
meaning specialization/shift/bleach. 

Engagement 1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

7 198 [Let's] [not pretend] 
there's anything 
{"pleasant" or "nice"} 
about {it}

FRAME there 's something/anything/nothing/ [JUDGEMENT/APPRECIATION] about {it}: 
COCA for 100 tokens, 136 types: slots illegal, mysterious, funny, sinister, simple, magic, 
unusual …  Construction signals evaluative stance is being taken even when the word is 
neutral?  e.g. 'There's nothing yellow about it' ... 

14 CORRELATING



8 199 LETTER 8
8 200 Now that [the Australian 

people have returned the 
Labor party to government 
it means]

. Now that = COCA 4384. S1358, F1199, M977, N560, Ac290: mixed results -  the "now" 
is bleached in this usage but the "that" is optional - not counting.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

8 201 returned to {government} [RETURN] to government COCA 15. More common would be [RETURN] to power - COCA 
201. S50, F5, M27, N50, Ac69. Note but do not count

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

8 202 [very] slight majority slight majority COCA 56. S9, F0, M7, N12, Ac28 : small majority COCA 22 : very little 
difference in Google. No specialisation, shift, bleaching … not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

8 203 boat people boat people COCA 197. S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
8 204 [arriving] on {our} shores on our shores COCA 66: S8, F8, M21, N19, Ac10. on * shores slot fillers these, our, 

American, its, US, foreign, their, rocky, those…Figurative "shores"
Engagement 134 Non-sentence initial 

PP
8 205 The {good} news is . The good news is COCA 594. S135, F27, M303, N80, Ac49: . The happy news is 0. . The 

excellent news is 0. NB in same class as the fact is, is that … the good news is, is that … 
CLASSIFYING as Adverbial NP/V (commentS) (may not be 'good news' and the writer may 
be aware it's not 'good news' for everyone - used as platforming device)

Engagement: 
STOP

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

8 206 detention centres detention centre* COCA 6, 5 Academic. Google 4.99 million 19 January 2012. MWE in the 
context of processing refugees

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 207 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
8 208 the local economy the local economy COCA 539. Spoken (70), Fiction (19), Magazine (95), Newspaper 

(203), Academic (152)…meaning the shops, the things people spend money on in their 
neighbourhood

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 209 On this basis on this basis Slightly different meaning depending on whether it is used as a sentence 
adverbial or appears at the end of the clause. Sentence adverbial (as here) dominates. 
COCA 183. Spoken (14), Fiction (6), Magazine (25), Newspaper (11), Academic (127) - 
"this" is anaphoric

Engagement: 
STOP 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

8 210 the Federal Government PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
8 211 economic windfall economic windfall BNC 0. COCA 16. financial windfall  BNC 2(2), COCA 37. COCA 

[=financial] windfall 53. Spoken 4, Fiction 1, Magazine 11, Newspaper 26, Academic (11). 
2 types (financial, economic), 53 tokens. COCA windfall collocated with economic at L1, 
COCA 16, MI 5.13: windfall collocated with financial at L1: 38, MI 7.21: [j*] Include on 
basis of MI scores and frequencies in COCA: shift in meaning of "windfall"

13 N/NP

8 212 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
8 213 rust bucket States rust bucket states COCA 0. "rust bucket" Google 829,000 19 January 2012. rust bucket 

states in Australia are the states that used to get their wealth from manufacturing 
industry - boats, cars - but are now in decline. Encyclopaedic in Australian context: 
meaning shift "rust bucket"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 214 Federal Government PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN



8 215 detention centres detention centre* COCA 6, 5 Academic. Google 4.99 million 19 January 2012. 
Encyclopaedic in asylum seeker debate - processing refugees

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 216 NSW New South Wales 3 Abbreviation
9 217 LETTER 9
9 218 grand final grand final BNC 40(31): COCA 4. Google 14.4 million 19 January 2012 - meaning shift 

"grand"
Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

9 219 played to conclusion [PLAY] to conclusion COCA 1. Google "played to conclusion" 38,200 appears to be phrasal 
construction in sporting context - allow for that reason. No article before conclusion.

13 Predicate phrase

9 220 on the front page BNC 180(140) - COCA 1556. S550, F314, M217, N388, Ac87: although  the front page 
could in theory refer to every paper-based object (the front page of an exercise book, the 
front page of a pamphlet, the front page of a diary), in COCA the front page is invariably a 
newspaper reference, and that is the case here. The phrase evokes newspapers: saying 
that something gets on the front page conveys the evaluation that it is considered 
important/significant by the newspaper editors.  Carries additional contextual weight - 
encyclopaedic understanding of what it means to be on the front page.

Encyclopaedic 23 Non-sentence initial 
PP

9 221 WA [supporters] Western Australian 3 Abbreviation
9 222 [the intransigence and] 

short-sightedness [of the 
game's administrators] 

COCA 28: S2, F1, M8, N7, Ac10: derives from short sighted: hyphenated in ACOD, include 
- meaning shift. Figurative "shortsightedness"

1 N/NP

9 223 In {the modern} era in the modern era COCA 168. S22, F5, M36, N43, Ac62: in the * era top in the modern 
era, then postwar, new, colonial, progressive, post-cold-war era, vietnam, victorian… slot 
has to be filled with a broadly socioculturally recognized phase of history. You would not 
find "In the Helen era" - you would say "In Helen's lifetime" or "during Helen's life" etc. 
Included for that reason

container 
metaphor

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 224 neither…nor neither collocated with nor at R4, COCA 14135. S914, F3008, M2988, N2296, Ac4929. MI 
11.20

135 CORRELATING

9 225 hold a replay hold a concert, hold a meeting, hold a conference, hold a party…in this collocation, 
meaning of 'hold' is more than the word, and what is 'held' must involve organization

13 Predicate phrase

9 226 developed,] extra time [in 
the grand final…]

Strategic search, indicative only, to avoid homonymous uses (eg 'if you put in extra time 
you are certain to succeed': 'the examiner allowed me extra time'. Meaning here is not 
straightforwardly extra time: refers to a specific period of time after the match to make up 
for injury time etc. ALLOW: encyclopaedic in sporting context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

9 227 grand final grand final BNC 40(31): COCA 4. Google 14.4 million 19 January 2012 - meaning shift 
"grand"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

9 228 MCG Melbourne Cricket Ground 3 Abbreviation
9 229 in place COCA 18286: S3965, F2618, M4712, N3332, Ac3659: meaning shift 13 Non-sentence initial 

PP
9 230 extra time See L9/226 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
9 231 if need be if need be COCA 465. Spoken (86), Fiction (128), Magazines (104), Newspapers (53), 

Academic (65): if needs be COCA 9 - form preference, meaning not clear from words
Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 

lead in
9 232 [The] AFL [is not the only] Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
9 233 long-standing In Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary : COCA 2285. S207, F78, M481, N541, Ac978: 

bleaching/shift in "standing"
13 Complex Adj

9 234 the AFL's … Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
9 235 lack of foresight COCA 30: S2, F11, M4, N5, Ac8: lack of money, lack of wisdom, lack of insight…lack of 

with anything that you are without/deficient in - no bleaching/specialization/shift
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

9 236 interstate supporters interstate supporters, interstate holidays, interstate rivalry  no 
bleaching/specialization/shift

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED



9 237 In recent {years} Searching . In recent years COCA 1292: S89, F37, M460, N262, Ac444: in recent months 
1464, weeks 1269, days 739, hours 14, minutes 1: preference for collocation with longer 
time periods. 

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 238 more [rule changes] than 
at any other time in [the 
league's] history

. in history 6973: dominant pattern has a superlative preceding: "…the longest running TV 
series in history" COCA 5 2011, SPOK, Fox_Susteren: "one of the most famous families in 
history" 4 2011 SPOK CNN-Morgan: "the 1986 nuclear disaster at Chernobyl, the worst in 
history": than at any other time in history COCA 17: 2 2010 NEWS Denver: "Thanks to 
medical advances, people today live longer than at any other time in history". 2004 MAG 
ConsumResrch: "more choice, greater flexibility, and more control than at any other time 
in history". "than at any other time in history" Google 1.4 million. Favoured way of 
stressing the significance of an event. Not [necessarily] backed by verifiable evidence. 
RELATES TO FRAME - {comparative/superlative} in/of {container}. Invoked FORCE, 
preferred from.

35 Comparative 
correlative

9 239 [for] (far) less {trivial} 
[matters] than [the grand 
final draw]

Must have ATTITUDE in the first slot: second slot is juxtaposed with attitudinal stance. Appreciation 345 Comparative 
correlative

9 240 grand final draw grand final BNC 40(31): COCA 4. Google 14.4 million 19 January 2012 formulaic for AFL 
football (generally used) - counting as N/NP here because the grand final draw is in itself a 
recognised entity, even though grand final can be used as a classifying adjective in other 
contexts also

Appreciation 123 N/NP

9 241 It's time it 's time COCA 9003. S3117, F1666, M2155, N1874, Ac191. Marks call for agreement in 
'ongoing colloquy' (Martin & White 2007) - not entirely time-related - meaning not clear 
from the words

Engagement: 
STOP

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 242 the AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
9 243 [used] common sense two words in Australian concise Oxford dictionary: as two words COCA 3731. S969, F441, 

M790, N796, Ac735: meaning shift of "common" and "sense": [use] common sense COCA 
4 types, 143 tokens: S39, F6, M42, N40, Ac16. NB low F. Counting as N/NP

Appreciation 123 N/NP

9 244 rather than rather than COCA 62611. S6040, F4238, M14829, N10560, Ac26953 11 March 2013 - NB 
high Ac

135 Complex Conj

9 245 hide behind the [paper-
thin] argument

[HIDE] behind collocated with argument at R4, COCA 2. MI 3.12. Figurative hiding, but 
can't support. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

9 246 paper-thin paper-thin - two word compound, hyphenated: COCA 268. S5, F64, M94, N99, Ac6: HIGH 
N, M. Encoding not decoding. Not paper-thick

3 Complex Adj

9 247 it has always been so BNC 6(5). COCA 7. NOT SUPPORTED NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

10 245 Letter 10
10 246 grand final grand final BNC 40(31): COCA 4. Google 14.4 million 19 January 2012 - meaning shift 

"grand"
Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

10 247 [should be] played out Sporting term -  peculiar to Australia? Meaning not clear from words Encyclopaedic? 123 PV
10 248 [no] time on time on formulaic/encyclopaedic in sporting context Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
10 249 break a deadlock [BREAK] * deadlock COCA 11 types, 85 tokens. S30, F3, M11, N22, Ac19. Only two 

tokens "a" - usually "the" - figurative "break"
13 Predicate phrase

10 250 drawn finals Novel combination NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED



10 251 It is too much of a 
{disadvantage} [to 
interstate teams]…to [be 
travelling to and fro across 
Australia]

It is too much of a {...} …COCA 5: It [BE] too much of a COCA for 39 types, 44 tokens. 
Complements negative: strain, burden, (family?), risk, set-up, responsibility, mess, 
headache, hassle: even if the word is not negative, as in 'It's too much of a good thing' , 
the 'good thing' is negatively appraised...?

Attitude 1345 CORRELATING

10 252 interstate teams As 9/236 NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
10 253 [to be travelling] to and fro 

[across Australia]
to and fro COCA 372: S17, F223, M69, N30, Ac33 - fro and to COCA 0. Preference 13 Non-sentence initial 

PP
10 254 grand final COCA 4, Google 14.4 million 19 January 2012 . Shift in "grand" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
10 255 at least [one good reason] COCA 126864 - ambiguous between quantifier and non-literal usage, classifying as 

quantifier usage because of following one: fixed, form
Internal 13 QUANT

10 256 [at least] (one) good 
reason

In other contexts construction would be one good reason: here the "one" is numeric (at 
least one). the Intensifying collocation is "good reason". COCA 3367: S785, F663, M898, 
N550, Ac471 

Engagement / 
Force

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

10 257 [one good reason] to do 
away with [the folly of…]

[DO] away with COCA 5 typesl, 1389 tokens: S491, F112, M286, Ac218. First meaning as 
here, alternative meaning "kill"

13 DO Predicate phrase

10 258 the most {important} 
[game] of the [season]

the -est [N] of/in the [group N] - first slot must have ATTITUDE, second slot juxtaposed Appreciation, 
Force

345 Comparative 
correlative

10 259 [the] grand final replay grand final COCA 4, Google 14.4 million 19 January 2012 - shift in "grand" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
10 260 may {I} (also) be so 

{naïve} as to suggest
be so * as to COCA for 100 types, 330 tokens. S38, F166, M44, N25, AC57. Top 2 are 
kind and good. Exends to the left, generally having some kind of modal, or expression of 
uncertainty - what follows is not taken for granted, at least on the surface: {modal} 
{personal pronoun} [BE] so {JUDGEMENT} as to {communication verb} - form (register 
specific?)

Engagement: 
Judgement

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

10 261 a golden opportunity a golden opportunity COCA 173. S41, F23, M42, N39, Ac28 (NB see Lewis 2002): 
figurative "golden"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

10 262 the AFL's… Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
10 263 show some good faith Would normally expect 'show some faith' or 'good faith' - or 'have some faith': however all 

combinations seem to be common. [SHOW] collocated with faith at L4, R4 COCA 181. 
S36, F29, M45, N45, Ac26: (2) good faith collocated with [SHOW] COCA 53: S15, F14, 
M5, N14, Ac5: NB note difference in distribution. Preference

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

10 264 state-of-the-art state-of-the-art COCA 1890. S223, F155, M656, N483, Ac373 - meaning not clear, form 
preference

Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

10 265 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
10 266 the wider ([AFL]) 

[community]
the wider community COCA 84. S4, F1, M20, N5, Ac54: the broader community COCA 85. 
the general community COCA 37: spatial adjectives: the wider * COCA for 100 types, 966 
tokens. S98, F42, M199, N81, Ac546. Collocates are world (154), community (84), society 
(75), context (44), public (39), culture (27), political ...(18) … abstract entities: cf *the 
wider club, *the wider classroom, *the wider university - included for that reason - 
specialization/shift/figurative "wider"

Engagement 13 Comparative 
emphasiser

10 267 AFL [Victoria] Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
10 268 instead of instead of COCA 44073. S6869, F8326, M12825, N9435, Ac6620. NB CF L9/241 135 Complex Conj
10 269 AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
10 270 not to mention Searching , not to mention to capture this usage: COCA 2692. S301, F660, M763, N576, 

Ac392 - carries on to mention (meaning not clear)
Engagement, 
conversation

135 COORDINATING

10 271 the MCG Melbourne Cricket Ground 3 Abbreviation
10 272 give […] a facelift [GIVE] * a facelift COCA 4 types, 4 tokens. Given as example in LDCE page 560: "The 

new owner had given the pub a facelift" - allow despite low COCA because of LDCE entry: 
figurative "facelift"

13 Predicate phrase



11 273 Letter 11
11 274 AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
11 275 blindly follow [FOLLOW] collocated with blindly at L4, R4: COCA 88. S7, F23, M15, N17, Ac26. MI 6.08. 

Pattern for complements: the rules, directives, the teachings of…, the anti-authority track, 
local traditions…figuratively "blind"

Judgement 
movement met

13 Predicate phrase

11 276 ride roughshod over [RIDE] roughshod over 5 types, 39 tokens. S3, F8, M5, N11, Ac12. Complements are 
things that are considered important or significant or worthy of defence by the 
writer…Subjects are negatively positioned: figurative "ride", archaic "roughshod", means 
more/other than the words

Judgement 
movement met

13 Predicate phrase

11 277 go the way of {the 
dinosaurs}

[GO] the way of [something that is extinct, in disgrace, no longer used]. May or may not 
be relevant to the topic. COCA 404. S66, F53, M128, N120, AC37: it's an equation - the 
fate of the subject is judged likely to be the same as the fate of the object - hence go the 
way of Joaquin Phoenix/Europe/the dodo bird/Chrysler: figurative movement, means 
more/other than the words

Appreciation  
movement met

134 Predicate phrase

11 278 AFL Australian Football League 13 Abbreviation
11 279 hang {your} head(s) in 

shame
[hang] * head* in shame COCA 14 types, 28 tokens: S7, F7, M2, N12, Ac0: refers back 
(perhaps?) to children's physical reaction to shame, embarrassment (looking down at 
feet). First part means more/other than words

Judgement, 
Affect indirect, 
movement met

134 Predicate phrase

11 280 grand final draw As elsewhere Aussie rules Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
11 281 the most {important} 

[people] in [our great 
game]

the -est [N] of/in the [group N] - first slot must have ATTITUDE Judgement 345 Comparative 
correlative

11 282 extra time Strategic search, indicative only, to avoid homonymous uses (eg 'if you put in extra time 
you are certain to succeed': 'the examiner allowed me extra time'. Meaning here is not 
straightforwardly extra time: refers to a specific period of time after the match to make up 
for injury time etc. 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

11 283 AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
11 284 see [logic] derived from see reason. [SEE] reason COCA 55. S7, F22, M10, N8, Ac8. [SEE] logic 

COCA 2. Discuss but do not count - no support for see logic but clearly connected to see 
reason.

X DISCUSS 
DON'T COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
DON'T 
COUNT

X DISCUSS DON'T 
COUNT

11 285 on this matter on this matter COCA 319. S109, F36, M38, N39, Ac97. Raises the significance of whatever 
the "matter" is: on this subject, on this topic … use of matter? Not encoding/decoding, no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, means what the words say…

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

11 286 AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
11 287 CEO Chief Executive Officer 3 Abbreviation
11 288 media commentators COCA 23. S4, F1, M4, N5, Ac9. Can have political commentators, conservative 

commentators … no bleaching or specialisation on either side… not included
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

11 289 [not] in good hands in good hands COCA 186 - S47, F58, M32, N41, Ac8 - NB use of negative is EXTREMELY 
unusual. Figurative "hands"

Appreciation/Jud
gement

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

11 290 extra time Aussie rules see L9/282 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
11 291 OK Okay 3 Abbreviation
11 292 grand final replay Aussie rules see L10/254 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
11 293 grand final Aussie rules see L10/254 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



11 294 Keep digging, Andrew, the 
hole just keeps getting 
deeper

ADAPTATION - refers to the expression [DIG] a hole for [reflexive pronoun]: COCA 5 
types, 5 tokens. Google "dug a hole for yourself" 65,900 19 January 2012. dig yourself 
into a hole or dig a hole for yourself cited in Oxford Dictionary of English Idioms, p. 84 
DISCUSS DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISC
USS, 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

11 295 our great game Novel (our great country, our great beaches, our great leader) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

11 296 the AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
11 297 comes to {its} senses [COME] to * senses COCA 23 types, 346 tokens. S45, F193, M58, N32, Ac18" encoding. 

NB movement in "comes"
Movement met 134 Predicate phrase

12 298 Letter 12
12 299 [the drawn] grand final Aussie rules see L10/254 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
12 300 goes on to [win] [GO] on to [v*] COCA for 100 types, 4714 tokens, S1104, F367, M1121, N1173, Ac949: 

specialization/shift/bleaching in "goes" (figurative)
Movement met 13 PV

12 301 AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
12 302 get to {swim} get to swim, get to win, get to go, get to see, get to eat…get to not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

12 303 gains a place [GAIN] a place = COCA 14. get a place, win a place: gain weight, gain a child, gain a car, 
gain a medal  - not supported, no indicators

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

12 304 [team sports] such as 
{hockey}

See previous such as entries: first slot open choice, second slot constrained 135 COORDINATING

12 305 grand final Aussie rules see L254 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
12 306 [they were] {good} 

enough to [be]
{Adj} enough to : situation, consequence 34 CORRELATING

12 307 AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
12 308 either…or either collocated with or at R4 COCA 31289. S5425, F3625, M6455, N4554, Ac11230 135 CORRELATING
13 309 Letter 13
13 310 [Just] how {naïve} can 

[the AFL][get]
Searching . Just how [adj*] to access this usage: COCA 94 types, 161 tokens. Appraisal in 
the slot: attaches inscribed appraisal to second slot filler

Appreciation 145 Sentence/clause 
lead in

13 311 the AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
13 312 the West Coast Eagles PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
13 313 grand final Aussie rules see L10/254 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
13 314 a drawn game drawn game, drawn grand final, drawn competition, drawn match : 'a game that is drawn' 

'a game in which  the scores are equal' … no indicators
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

13 315 In recent {years} Searching . In recent years COCA 1292: S89, F37, M460, N262, Ac444: in recent months 
1464, weeks 1269, days 739, hours 14, minutes 1: preference for collocation with longer 
time periods. 

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

13 316 changes have been made [MAKE] changes COCA 4 types, 1162 tokens. S194, F36, M283, N323, Ac306: bleaching 
in "make"

Manufacture 
met

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

13 317 [not always] for the better for the better COCA 1411. S296, F229, M366, N298, Ac222 - gets for the better part. 
Searching for the better . to get string final COCA 477. S111, F71, M127, N103, Ac65…use 
of "the" 

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

13 318 I might add Searching , I might add . to get this usage. COCA 141. S57, F67, M6, N9, Ac2: you might 
add .  COCA 1 Means more/other than the words (I might add…might not modal of 
possibility because the writer has added)

Engagement 13 Interpolation



13 319 never stopped to {think} never|ever stop to think COCA 47: S9, F19, M13, N3, Ac3: without stopping to think, ever 
stopped to think, didn't stop to think … often followed by about - figurative "stopped"

Movement met 134 Predicate phrase

13 320 [drawn] grand final Aussie rules see L10/254 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
13 321 Wake up [WAKE] up COCA 6 types, 13921 tokens. S3290, F5754, M2623, N1991, Ac373: meaning 

not clear from words
13 PV

13 322 [was] all smiles all smiles COCA 8 types, 136 tokens. S21, F47, M44, N23, Ac1: all smiles COCA 242: S28, 
F119, M62, N30, Ac3: be all smiles entry in LCDE: [BE] all frowns 0: [BE] all tears COCA 
6: [BE] all grins 5 - preferred form/imbalance. Doesn't have to be used with [BE] - eg 
"Fawzi bounded up to him, all smiles, shiny lke he'd just come from...", "There were days 
when she sang like a lark, all smiles and kisses" - form preference, meaning not 
immediately clear

Indirect Affect 13 Complex Adj

13 323 looking forward to [LOOK] forward to COCA 7563. S2581, F1584, M1446, N1506, Ac446" encoding, 
figurative "forward"

Met direction 13 PV

13 324 [Two] five-minute 
[quarters]

x-minute not x-minutes: COCA *-minute gets last-minute but also 30-minute, 15-minute, 
five-minute … For 100 types, 10259 types: preferred form

3 Complex Adj

13 325 [with] time on See L10/248 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
13 325.1 More than {100,000 

people} [have now been]
Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

13 326 Please do not let it happen 
again

do not let * happen again : do n't let * happen again COCA 3 types, 15 tokens. Carries 
additional pragmatic weight - power balance in favour of the speaker/writer…warning. Two 
with "please".  Two meanings: (1) don't allow it to happen it again and (2) don't do it 
again. It's a warning - extra pragmatic force 

Judgement, 
Engagement

13 ENTIRE

14 327 Letter 14
14 328 It's {hard} to {believe}, 

[but] …
. It's hard to believe. COCA 627. S218, F93, M157, N146, Ac13: cf it's difficult to believe, 
COCA 18 Meaning is bleached. It's {APPRAISAL} to {cognitive verb} - form preference, 
including "It is" stem because of constraints on second verb

Appreciation, 
Engagement, 
Indirect Affect

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 329 let's Stem grammaticalized Let's COCA 74718: S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223: 
meaning specialization/shift/bleach. 

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 330 In which case Searching , in which case to access this usage. COCA 645. S118, F112, M167, N63, Ac185 
- form preference

Directs 
(interactive 
presupposition)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 331 [must] temper my words [TEMPER] * words COCA 2. Not supported. Possibly novel? NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

14 331.1 letters editor COCA 25: S7, F0, M9, N8, Ac1. Encyclopaedic. 2 N/NP
14 332 has done nothing to 

[justify the pride your 
parents have in you]

[DO] nothing to: COCA 5 types, 1721 tokens. S350, F424, M337, N365, Ac245. not [do] 
anything to COCA 3 types, 114 tokens. Scope of nothing significant, not apparent from 
surface structure. Looks like infinitive of purpose but is equivalent to relative clause (has 
done nothing which would deter the binge drinking).  Similar to scaling intensifiers but 
doesn't scale the verb at all: classifying with Do VPs

Force 13 DO Predicate phrase

14 333 the pride […] have [HAVE] pride in: 4 types 25 tokens. NB  - also [TAKE] pride in, [SHOW] pride in but [BE] 
proud of : NB [HAVE] respect for... Include with reservations

34 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

14 334 [and who sit] at home at home COCA 31924. S6848, F5592, M7922, N7386, Ac4176: in * house COCA 18683. 
S6686, F5300, M2883, N2815, Ac999 - form preference

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP



14 335 in fear (of) in Fear of COCA 358: S89, F70, M81, N69, Ac49 . in Fear 1391. S305, F507, M237, N209, 
Ac133 - no determiner before first noun, adjective insertion OK, no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift, final prep can be left out with no change in 
meaning/recasting required: count as PP not PNP

Affed indirect 3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

14 336 the ({fateful}) knock on 
the door

the knock on the door COCA 36. Spoken (3), Fiction (21), Magazines (5), Narrative (5), 
Academic (2): A knock on the door 307: S31, F210, M29, N32, Ac5: means more than the 
words - the knock on the door alludes to the practice of police visiting homes in person to 
deliver bad news. May be no literal "knock on the door"

ALLUSION 12 N/NP

14 337 [which could come] at any 
time

at any time COCA 3090. S729, F384, M693, N623, AC661. Could come... *at any year *at 
any month at any minute (OK) at any second (OK) - unpredictable discontinuity - form

Force 3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

14 338 such {weak character} 
that

such {inscribed APPRAISAL} that - appraisal, consequence Appreciation 145 CORRELATING

14 339 weak character character collocated with weak COCA 13. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
14 339.1 making a ([logical and 

sane]) decision
[MAKE] collocated with decision at L4, R4 COCA 17473. S6697, F1533, M2131, N3040, 
Ac4072

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

14 340 sheep you are following headword [FOLLOW] collocated with sheep @ L3, R3: MI = 30 HOWEVER surprisingly, in 
COCA search (same parameters) majority are literal. Only 4 figuratives as here, all related 
to government, business … 

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

14 341 self-indulgent COCA 359. S44, F66, M96, N81, Ac72 HIGH M: prone to indulging yourself, weak, not 
admirable…form, meaning

Judgement 13 Complex Adj

14 342 "letting loose" [LET] loose COCA 3 types, 718 tokens. S72, F326, M189, N96, Ac35 - meaning not clear 
from the words

13 Predicate phrase

14 343 handle the pressure [HANDLE] the pressure COCA 4 types, 80 tokens, S11, F7, M20, N40, Ac2 - bleaching of 
"handle"

Problematicizer 13 Predicate phrase

14 344 [but] for the sake of [the 
people who care about 
you]

for the sake of COCA 3412. S513, F677, M742, N479, Ac1001: for *'s sake for 100 types, 
2894 tokens S201, F1955, M372, N225, F141: they are not always interchangeable: for 
God's sake is not equivalent to for the sake of God: for pity's sake is not equivalent to for 
the sake of pity: for the sake of listed as phrase in COBUILD Essential Dictionary 1988. 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 345 [that] fantasy world [you 
are living in]

fantasy world COCA 210. S47, F32, M46, N62, Ac23, fantasy earth 0, fantasy planet 1: 
imaginary world COCA 64: * world COCA new, third, real, whole, outside, natural, 
developing, business… : fantasy *  top (noun) collocate is world. Include for preference. 

NB Appreciation 
and Locative

3 N/NP

14 346 the real world the real world COCA 3171: S553, F479, M835, Ac721: NB need "the" - also can't 
substitute "earth" or "planet", see above - preference.

Appreciation and 
Locative

3 N/NP

15 347 Letter 15
15 348 I {read} with {interest} *read with interest COCA 115. Top 98 are "I". I read with interest S0, F1, M30, N65, Ac2. 

I read with * top collocate interest, next great [interest], then a, dismay, amusement, 
much...[3 x interest, 1 x compassion]., sadness...Highly register specific. I read with **: I 
read with great interest 34, I read with interest the 33, I read with interest your 29, I 
read with interest and 5, I read with sadness 4, I read with much interest 4...interest 
dominates: Genre marker. Can have I read or we read but not you read. Alternatives to 
read: noticed, saw ... [cognitive perception] but not thought, believed : [I or we] 
{perception verb} with {APPRAISAL} - facilitates tagging of dialogic space

Appreciation 
Affect indirect

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

15 349 OK Okay 3 Abbreviation
15 350 a tough time headword time collocated with tough COCA 944, MI 4.08: meaning shift/specialization in 

"tough"
1 N/NP

15 351 growing up Searching [GROW] up . To avoid 'growing up the wall' etc. COCA 6 types, 2726 tokens. 
S729, F672, M581, N603, Ac141" - meaning not clear from words

13 PV



15 352 [what does he think 
seniors did] years ago 
[when…]

 - months ago, weeks ago, days ago, hours ago, minutes ago, seconds ago : means more 
than the words - evokes temporal Force - difference between this usage and [number] 
years ago which does not evoke force (if there is force it is inscribed)

13 Complex Adv

15 353 [their] teenage years Looking for {DET} teenage years : COCA 4 types, 13 tokens. their * years COCA 100 
types, 988 tokens. S128, F100, M236, N212, Ac312. their graduate years, their peak 
years, their pre-service years, their early years, their golden years, their formative 
years...meaning the years during which they were...

134 N/NP

15 354 It was no [different] when  It was no * when COCA 2 types, 6 tokens - 1 different - not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

15 355 went on to [GO] on to [v*] COCA for 100 types, 4714 tokens - but some noise. Indicative only, 
S2338, F1119, M2269, N2216, Ac1996: bleaching/shift in "went on"

Movement 13 PV

15 356 nursing certificate first-aid certificate, typing certificate, degree certificate - no specialization either side, not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

15 357 at the same time [as shift 
work on hospital wards]

at the same time Literal/idiomatic split. Here literal. COCA 28702. S6612, F3705, M5481, 
N4721, Ac8183: not including literal

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

15 358 shift work shift work COCA 53. S11, F5, M6, N7, Ac24: cf '9 to 5 work', 'regular work', 'part-time 
work', 'full-time work'…: evokes lifestyle: test - infix: he did full-time shift work: he did 
*shift full-time work - shift job COCA 3. Preference

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 359 hospital wards COCA 43. S5, F8, M13, N8, Ac9: if they were in a prison they'd have to be prison hospital 
wards…Australian concise Oxford dictionary cites men's surgical ward…straightforward 
collocation, not encoding or decoding…not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

15 360 [I still enjoy a glass of 
wine] each day

each day less frequent than every day (6238 vs 25958): nonetheless; no unexpected 
constraints, no bleaching/specialization/shift: each day/month/hour/minute/second…each 
person, each apple

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

15 361 [if you are] as {intelligent} 
as {I think you are}

as … as frame with ATTITUDE (here Judgement) in first slot and second connected. Judgement/Appr
eciation

345 Comparative 
correlative

15 362 the medical profession definite article required (495 with definite article, 531 for medical profession) nb cf the 
architectural profession COCA 2: the architecture profession COCA 1: the medical 
profession COCA 495. S134, F25, M130, N75, Ac131

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

15 363 [with results] as {bad} as 
[the drug scene]

as … as FRAME with APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot and second connected. Judgement/Appr
eciation

345 Comparative 
correlative

15 364 the drug scene the drug scene COCA 54: S15, F1, M4, N7, Ac27 the party scene, the holiday scene, the 
clubbing scene…but this specifically refers to the sale and consumption of illegal drugs - 
nothing to do with legal drugs. Figurative "scene", dense info packaging around "drugs"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 365 May I {suggest} may I suggest COCA 73: S14, F29, M8, N17, Ac5; might I suggest COCA 28. S3, F14, M2, 
N8, Ac0. could I suggest' COCA 7. S3, F2, M1, N1, Ac0. 'can I suggest' COCA 10. S9, F0, 
M0, N1, Ac0: may I say 194, may I propose 2, may I note 1: additional pragmatic force - 
no request involved (goes on to do it regardless)

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

15 366 [show a little] common 
sense

[SHOW] collocated with common sense COCA 6 types, 24 tokens: show pity 6 types, 23 
tokens, show pride 7 types, 116 tokens, show courage i]7 types, 276 tokens. [SHOW] 
greed COCA 6 types, 15 tokens: stupidity 5 types 9 tokens... See show great respect in 
L16: common sense collocated with [HAVE] COCA 361. [show] is not the default.... NOT 
INCLUDING predicate phrase, include only for N/NP: two words in Australian concise 
Oxford dictionary: as two words COCA 3731. S969, F441, M790, N796, Ac735: meaning 
shift of "common" and "sense"

Judgement/Appr
eciation

13 N/NP



15 368 drink in moderation [drink] in moderation = COCA 5 types, 17 tokens. Google 1.97 million. ALLOW [Slim 
Dusty song lyrics…formulaic status in Australian context - song referenced in expression]

Judgement/ 
Appreciation and 
Encyclopaedic

123 Predicate phrase

16 369 Letter 16
16 370 Excuse me . Excuse me , but COCA 18. Excuse me COCA 6653. S3511, F2676, M235, N193, Ac38 - 

classifying here as sentence/clause in rather than pragmatic formula - inserts writer's self 
with additional force

Engagement 
Force

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

16 371 third-generation 
([Australian]) [senior 
citizen]

Expression is [ordinal number] plus generation plus [Nationality]: Google "*-generation 
Australian" 17.2 million 24 February 2012. Carries additional weight in Australian context 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 372 senior citizen senior citizen COCA 441: S100, F45, M80, N169, Ac47 - doesn't relate to deference, 
respect…refers to age - specialization of "senior"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 373 found {comments} 
{offensive}

[FIND] collocated with comments at R4 COCA 33. S9, F1, M8, N9, Ac6. APPRECIATION 
adjectives in second slot - deplorable, very shallow-minded, useful, critical, very needed, 
helpful, applicable, of interest, repulsive: NB although the adjectives in the open slot are 
strictly APPRECIATION (because they relate to comments, not a person), they could also 
be used in a JUDGEMENT context - hedges personal criticism - also indirect affect (found 
the comments offending, I felt offended). Figurative "find"

Appreciation/ 
Judgement and 
indirect Affect

14 FIND Predicate 
phrase

16 374 the Anglican Archbishop of 
Perth …  the Tasmanian 
registrar

JOB TITLES x 2 Local 3 JOB TITLE

16 375 {the} boat people the boat people NB definite article (Halliday, homophoric reference). Encyclopaedic. Boat 
people COCA 197. S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27 - means more than the words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 376 [comments to be….] out of 
line

out of line COCA 668: S189, F161, M116, N166, Ac56. Often preceded by a quantifier: 
totally, very, vastly, too, a little, anything…Figurative "line" and "out of"

Appreciation 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

16 377 take umbrage (at) [TAKE] umbrage COCA 118. S29, F30, M19, N27, Ac13.NB often followed by a 
prepositional phrase ("I took umbrage at the Hunter thesis") - the pattern followed here. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching

Affect (indirect) 
and Appreciation

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

16 378 [the Australian] way of life way of life COCA 3697. S654, F300, M874, N750, Ac1119 opaque, form preferences 13 N/NP
16 379 at the expense of at the expense of COCA 2937. S308, F113, M600, N673, Ac1243. Sets up expectation 

that complement is disadvantaged. Final preposition can be dropped if def article changed 
to poss pron: bleaching/shift in expense, procedural not contentful, PNP

13 PNP

16 380 [These disparaging 
comments] follow on from 
[his claim that…]

[follow] on from COCA 4 types, 17 tokens. S3, F0, M2, N1, Ac11. [FOLLOW] on 4 types 
413 tokens. S100, F72, M70, N75, Ac96: encoding

13 PV

16 381 the boat people Encyclopaedic. Boat people COCA 197. S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
16 382 dignity and respect dignity and respect COCA 112. respect and dignity COCA 86. No apparent preference NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

16 383 physical and mental 
wellbeing

COCA 2. mental wellbeing 3. physical wellbeing 10, plant wellbeing…Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

16 384 {he has} shown ({great}) 
disrespect

[SHOW] collocated with respect at L4, R4 COCA 859: S144, F186, M147, N177, Ac205: 
[SHOW] collocated with common sense COCA 6 types, 24 tokens: show pity 6 types, 23 
tokens, show pride 7 types, 116 tokens, show courage i]7 types, 276 tokens. [SHOW] 
greed COCA 6 types, 15 tokens: stupidity 5 types 9 tokens... VARIABLE. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "shown"

Judgement/ 
Appreciation

13 Predicate phrase



16 385 sacrifices [and... efforts] 
made [by others]

[MAKE] sacrifices : [MAKE] (an) effort : [MAKE] collocated with sacrifice* COCA 5  types, 
1611 tokens. S375, F228, M377, N348, Ac283: [MAKE] collocated with effort COCA 5811. 
S1150, F1039, M1189, N1089, Ac1344: bleaching in "make"

Judgement 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

16 386 [sacrifices and] efforts 
made [by others]

[MAKE] sacrifices : [MAKE] (an) effort : [MAKE] collocated with sacrifice* COCA 5  types, 
1611 tokens. S375, F228, M377, N348, Ac283: [MAKE] collocated with effort COCA 5811. 
S1150, F1039, M1189, N1089, Ac1344: bleaching in "make"

Judgement 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

16 387 way of life way of life COCA 3697. S654, F300, M874, N750, Ac1119: form preference, meaning not 
clear

13 N/NP

16 388 this {beautiful country} of 
{ours}

of ours collocated with this at L4, R4, COCA 260: S91, F82, M45, N23, Ac19: this puny 
species of ours, this country of ours, this AV setup of ours, this wonderful land of ours, 
this great nation of ours, this culture of ours, this particular exchange of ours, this sad 
world of ours, this need of ours, this throwaway society of ours: use of "this" (see Lakoff, 
notes): presumptive "ours"

134 CORRELATING

16 389 the rest of us the rest of us COCA 4043. S1010, F1168, M1017, N640, Ac208: the remainder of us 
COCA 0 - deixis, presumptive us, identify 'others'

Engagement 13 N/NP

16 390 freedom of speech [and 
expression]

freedom of speech and expression COCA 10. freedom of speech COCA 1064: S358, F11, 
M105, N211, Ac379. What is "freedom of speech" - legally enshrined, excludes 
slander….meaning not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 391 freedom of [speech and] 
expression

freedom of expression 519: S90, F8, M61, Ac216. Both individually more common than 
freedom of speech and expression, use of composite draws on both. Legally enshrined - 
difference between "speech" and "expression"????

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 392 take for granted [take] for granted COCA 5 types, 1884 tokens. S295, F171, M428, N335, Ac655. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "take", meaning not clear from individual words

Judgement 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

16 393 for ({us}) all for [p*] all COCA. for us all 402. S79, F113, M109, N76, Ac25: "us all" 3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

16 394 safe haven safe haven COCA 889: S338, F73, M147, N173, Ac158 (havens should by definition be 
safe  - use of safe is tautologous)

13 N/NP

16 395 [thousands of people 
hiding] under the guise of

under the guise of: COCA 436. S69, F44, M99, N83, Ac141. In the guise of COCA 338. 
S23, 52, M79, N59, Ac125: final preposition can't be dropped, bleaching/shift in guise - 
procedural rather than contentful, PNP

Judgement 13 PNP

16 396 seeking asylum [SEEK] asylum COCA 129: S34, F5, M15, N52, Ac23: [LOOK] for asylum COCA 0. 
[SEARCH] for asylum COCA 1: [ASK] for asylum COCA 13. PREFERRED TERM IN THIS  
CONTEXT. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "seeking". Encyclopaedic

Appreciation/ 
Jugdement 
Encyclopaedic

123 Predicate phrase

16 397 people smugglers people smuggler* COCA 12. S2, F1, M5, N4, Ac0. Google 860,000 19 January 2012. 
Wikipedia definition available. ALLOW despite low frequencies - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic, 
Judgement

12 N/NP

16 398 make a counter challenge [MAKE] a challenge 2 types, 8 tokens: [MAKE] a * challenge 10 types, 10 tokens: counter 
challenge COCA 0. Not supported.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

16 399 [I make a counter 
challenge by claimining 
that] first and foremost…

first and foremost COCA 1654: S481, F70, M325, N282, Ac496 - preferred form, 
prioritizing: foremost and first COCA 0 

STOP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

16 400 to strongly protect strongly [PROTECT] COCA 7. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

16 401 way of life way of life COCA 3697. S654, F300, M874, N750, Ac1119 - see above 13 N/NP
16 402 safe haven safe haven COCA 889: S338, F73, M147, N173, Ac158 - comment as a above 13 N/NP
16 403 to take it from us eg "to take it from a baby" - the baby from whom she took it, from which baby did she 

take it, it was the baby from whom she took it, she took it quickly from the baby… VP + 
prep - not included.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED



16 404
17 405 Letter 17
17 406 take issue with [TAKE] issue with COCA 668: S222, F17, M127, N198, AC124. 

Specialization/shift/bleaching in "take", meaning not clear from individual words
Engagement: 
transfer met

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

17 407 the Anglican Synod PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
17 408 the {refugee} issue the {refugee} issue COCA 28: S10, F0, M0, N0, Ac18. the {insert what you want to be 

seen as a problem} issue: HOMOPHORIC REFERENCE (Halliday): encyclopaedic in 
2011/2012 - construction enables writer to tag ongoing colloquy and mark it as 
problematic simultaneously 

Problematicizer: 
Engagement

134 N/NP

17 409 these refugees NB use of "these" - outside scope. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

17 410 at the expense of at the expense of COCA 2937. S308, F113, M600, N673, Ac1243: Final preposition can be 
dropped if first definite article recast as possessive pronoun: bleaching/shift in expense: 
conveys writer's view - procedural not contentful, PNP

Judgement/ 
Appreciation 

13 PNP

17 411 less-fortunate COCA 19: less fortunate COCA 473. less lucky COCA 16. Preference - include for that 
reason.

3 Complex Adj

17 412 [the fibre of our soul is] at 
stake

[BE] at stake 8 types, 2417 tokens. S805, F195, M370, N513, Ac534: * at stake, slot-
filler can be verb or noun: classifying as [BE] VP rather than PPAdj because "at stake" 
does not identify or describe "the fibre of our soul" but describes the state of being of the 
fibre of our soul: bad things are not generally "at stake" (his untimely death is at stake? 
our moral bankruptcy is at stake?) - restriction

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

17 413 among the most 
{welcoming} in the world

among the * in the world COCA 28 types, 133 tokens: all slot-fillers are superlatives. 
Among the * * in the world COCA 82 types, 92 tokens: the -est [N] of/in the [group N] - 
first slot must have ATTITUDE, second slot connected

Judgement/App 345 Comparative 
correlative

17 414 This is not [xenophobia] 
but [the realisation of what 
is actually happening]

This is not * but  COCA total 11. . This is not collocated with but at R9 COCA 398. S98, 
F30, M86, N57, Ac118: adds 'argument' Force … not this but this - close down, direct

Disclaim/Proclai
m

15 CORRELATING

17 415 a shortage of [homes for 
the elderly]

COCA collocates primary care 8, funds 7, food 6, people who 6, doctors 5, food 5…no 
restrictions, bleaching/shift/specialization, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

17 416 a flood of [refugees] COCA various collocates - calls to 5, cheap imports 5, light 5, refugees 5, relief 5, 
emotions 4, phone calls 4. Refugees (as here) is a representative collocate - 28 hits.  MI 
9.58. Figurative "flood", but no apparent restrictions on what you can have a "flood" of 
...single word, not including

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

18 417 Letter 18
18 418 Congratulations to [Gavin 

Mooney] for
N + prep. cf congratulations on, congratulations for, congratulations about … no shift on 
either side.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

18 419 [our] health system health system COCA 936. S152, F1, M156, N287, Ac340 - transport system, hospital 
system, education system, transport system…no apparent restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift…means what it says. Some reservations, but not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

18 420 personal attack personal attack COCA 142. S67, F4, M20, N34, Ac17: never physical, always verbal: even 
a "brutally personal attack" is verbal attack, not physical: for it to be physical, you must 
leave out "personal". Means more than/other than the words

13 N/NP

18 421 AMA [(WA)] Australian Medical Association 3 Abbreviation
18 422 (WA) Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
18 423 just how {difficult} [it is 

to]
just how * it is to = COCA 63. Slot = adjective.   Top three options easy 18, difficult 14, 
hard 12. *how * it is to slot fillers hard 293, important, 258, easy 241, difficult 230 

Appreciation/ 
Judgement

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in



18 424 bring about [change] [BRING] about change: COCA 4 types, 177 tokens. S34, F6, M32, N28, Ac77. [BRING] 
about * complement always something that is deemed positive by the writer/speaker, 
even if it is not of itself positive. Eg from 2011, Spoken, PBC_Newshour "...if we don't get 
our fiscal house in order and bring about dramatic spending cuts, our future is very much 
in question". "dramatic spending cuts" are construed as positive, beneficial: encoding, 
decoding

Appreciation, 
movement met

13 PV

18 425 {threaten} the status quo [THREATEN] the status quo COCA 3 types, 10 tokens. [v*] the status quo - possible verbs 
maintain, change, challenge, accept, protect, defend, keep, upset, change, reinforce, 
restore, perpetuate, question, want, support, alter, disrupt, protect. the status quo COCA 
2450. S505, F70, M469, N471, Ac935: a status quo COCA 75. S21, F1, M8, N11, Ac34: 
expression is status quo with a preference for the, semantic preferences in verb. 
Bleaching/specialization/shift in "threaten"

Appreciation 134 Predicate phrase

18 426 professional body professional body COCA 20. S3, F0, M6, N0, Ac11 - meaning shift (body) encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
18 427 the most {tightly protected 

monopoly} of [all the 
professions]

the -est {N} of the {group N} : ATTITUDE in first slot, second slot = container Judgement/App 345 Comparative 
correlative

18 428 [may lessen their] position 
of {power}

position of power COCA 165. Spoken (48), Fiction (11), Magazine (27), Newspapers (23), 
Academic (56): powerful position COCA 95: S28, F5, M19, N21, Ac22. position of * COCA 
collocates power (top) then strength (82), authority (81), then (different pattern) women 
(54)... : position of weakness 16. Unbalanced pair, limited set

34 N/NP

18 429 despite the fact that [on 
their watch]

despite the fact that COCA 2503: S391, F297, M560, N317, Ac938: in spite of the fact 
that COCA 347. despite somewhat preferred…could equally say despite the weather, 
despite the lie he had told, despite the confession that…what follows is not necessarily a 
fact - can be an opinion: additional pragmatic weight

Engagement 
STOP

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 430 on {their} watch on [app*] watch COCA 451: S162, F100, M81, N93, Ac15. Figurative "watch", form pref 
(possessive pron)

Place and time 
met

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

18 431 dental disease COCA 8. Not supported. Also  bone disease, skin disease, parasitic disease, fungal 
disease.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED 

NOT INCLUDED

18 432 the most {prevalent health 
problem} in {Australia} 
[today] 

the -est {NP} in - APPRAISAL with -est: first slot ATTITUDE, second slot container Appreciation 345 Comparative 
correlative

18 432.1 {90} per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression 3 QUANT
18 433 dental hygienists dental hygienist COCA 89. S11, F14, M14, N30, Ac2 encyclopaedic - trained practitioners 

who remove plaque etc 
Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

18 434 the most {effective and 
affordable members} of 
{the dental workforce} 

the -est {NP} of the - first slot ATTITUDE, second slot container Appreciation 345 Comparative 
correlative

18 435 are doing {everything} 
possible

[DO] everything possible COCA 414: [DO] * possible top slot fillers everything, whatever, 
anything: 5 types, 414 tokens. S150, F37, M88, N94, Ac45: [DO] everything that is 
possible COCA 0: reduction is fossilized

Force 13 DO Predicate phrase

18 436 primary dental health 
practitioners

complex collocation - health practitioners, dental health, primary health Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

18 437 direct access direct access COCA 303. S25, F12, M70, N61, Ac135: extra pragmatic weight (NB indirect 
access 8, difference in meaning)

Force 3 Intensifying 
Collocation

18 438 first, [preferred] port of 
call

first port of call COCA 26. [PREFER] port of call 0. port of call COCA 114: S14, F22, M32, 
N27, Ac19: figurative "port of call" (and meaning not clear from words in port of call)

13 N/NP

18 439 For the first time ever COCA 461. S198, F75, M80, N76, Ac32. Preference: for the * time ever gives first 461, 
second 2, last 2, fist <sic> 1, fifth 1 - preference

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in



18 440 non-threatening COCA 155. S30, F12, M20, N19, Ac74 HIGH AC. cf unthreatening? 3 Complex Adj
18 441 cost-effective COCA 1723. S83, F17, M404, N316, Ac903. HIGH AC: means the benefits are greater 

than the costs
13 Complex Adj

18 442 over-servicing COCA zero - not supported. NA NOT INCLUDED
18 443 follow-on COCA 168. S50, F6, M40, N21, Ac51: HIGHEST AC AND S 13 N/NP
18 444 school dental service BNC 0, COCA 0, Google 7.42 million 19 January 2012. Australian institution, 

encyclopaedic. ALLOW
Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

18 445 look forward to [LOOK] forward to COCA 4 types, 7563 tokens. S2581, F1584, M1446, N1506, Ac446: 
encoding, figurative "forward"

Movement met 13 PV

18 446 trouble-free COCA 157: S10, F4, M91, N32, Ac20. HIGHEST M: preferred to non-troubling 3 Complex Adj
18 447 rarely, if ever rarely , if ever COCA 231. S24, F13, M63, N41, Ac90: infrequently, if ever COCA 0: 

preferred form
Force 3 Complex Adv

18 448 cost benefits cost benefits COCA 24: S4, F0, M3, N6, Ac11 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
18 449 much {low}er [income 

expectations]} than a 
{dentist}

much -er {NP} than - ATTITUDE with -er: second slot connected Judgement/ 
Appreciation 

345 Comparative 
correlative

18 450 [and] it is said it is said COCA 882: S171, F167, M166, N112, Ac266: classic Engagement marker 
(intersubjectivity) - including "It is" stem for that reason

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 451 one [dollar] spent on 
prevention] is worth [10] 
spent on 

one * spent on * is worth COCA 0. one dollar spent on COCA 1. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

18 451.1 less than {one third} of 
the {time}

Not counting more than or less than when not interrupted, or the open choice of the 
construction

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

18 452 for every [hygienist 
working at least] one [less 
dentist…]

one [nn*] for every COCA 200 - eg "one care for every three people" : for 100 types, 200 
tokens. S14, F10, M75, N56, Ac45…allow with reservations: classify as correlative because 
for every requires completion

5 CORRELATING

18 453 at least {one} [less 
dentist]

COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323: split between quantifier at 
least and meaning LDCE defines as "even if something better is not true or not done" plus 
others LDCE says based on at the least (although "the" not used in this data): here 
quantifier - fixed, form

External, Force 13 QUANT

18 453.1 many more [hygienists] 
than [dentists]

more … than - including as correlative 3 CORRELATING

18 454 It is time [for] Searching sentence initial to get this usage . It is time : COCA 632. S127, F68, M126, 
N159, Ac152 - call for action - meaning not clear from the words, hence "it is" stem 
included

Engagement: 
Stop

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 455 strongly opposed opposed collocated with strongly at L1: 262 MI  8.69: COCA 261. S53, F3, M39, N68, 
Ac99. heavily opposed COCA 6; bitterly opposed COCA 73. Preference for figurative 
"strongly"

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

19 456 Letter 19
19 457 AMA [(WA)] Australian Medical Association 3 Abbreviation
19 458 (WA) Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
19 459 I can only {wonder} I can only wonder COCA 13. * can only wonder 16 types, 73 tokens - most frequent slot-

filler is 'one' (38). Next is 'I' (13), followed by 'we'. S10, F7, M21, N22, Ac13: I can only 
[v*] collocates are imagine 156, say 151, hope 113, tell 101, speak 63, assume 56, 
describe 50, guess 41, do 38 ; engagement frame : means more/other than the words

Engagement/ 
Indirect Affect/ 
Judgement

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

19 460 on {his} part on [app*] part COCA 2145. on his part COCA 533. S239, F138, M47, N51, Ac58: 
encoding, decoding. Meaning not clear from words.

14 Non-sentence initial 
PP



19 461 First…Second…Third ORGANIZING FRAME - classifying as CORRELATIVE because "First" implies more, and we 
wait for either an "and" or a last number to know that the sequence is finished. Points are 
accumulating. 

Interactive 5 CORRELATING

19 462 health service [spend] COCA health service 849. S124, F25, M126, N127, Ac447 - allowing health service but not 
allowing health system

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

19 463 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
19 464 [major] teaching hospitals teaching hospitals - hospitals where doctors and nurses receive in-service training Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
19 465 just that little bit more just that little bit * COCA 10 types, 14 tokens. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

19 465.1 The key thing [however] the key thing COCA 319: S240, F7, M33, N27, Ac12 High S - figurative "key" 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

19 466 have this debate [HAVE] collocated with debate at R4: COCA 4 types, 4131 tokens. S2013, F101, M475, 
N783, Ac759: bleaching "have"

13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

19 466.1 [But let's] have it where "it" = debate. As above: [HAVE] collocated with debate at R4: COCA 4 types, 4131 
tokens. S2013, F101, M475, N783, Ac759: bleaching "have"

13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

19 467 [But] let's Stem grammaticalized Let's COCA 74718: S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223: 
meaning specialization/shift/bleach. 

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

20 468 Letter 20
20 469 key omission COCA 0. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

20 470 baby formula baby formula COCA 110: S34, F6, M31, N37, Ac2 (refers to baby milk, breast milk 
substitution)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

20 471 stringent guidelines stringent guidelines COCA 18. * guidelines - collocates ethical, safety, national, clear, 
strict : stringent * collocates requirements, standards, regulations, environmental, rules, 
criteria, controls. Low frequency, transparent on both sides, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

20 472 [stringent guidelines were] 
brought in [by]

[BRING] in COCA 11,750: noise from literal 'bring in'. S3876, F1693, M2122, N3010, 
Ac1040: meaning not clear from the words

Movement met 13 PV

20 473 the World Health 
Organisation

PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

20 474 in response to in response to COCA 8482: S854, F402, M1463, N1762, Ac4001: in direct/partial/rapid 
response to COCA 36: adds contentful information (the WHO brought the regs in because 
of the activities of the food companies) - meaning of response maintained…PP not PNP

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

20 474.1 [the] ill-advised [marketing 
activity] 

ill-advised COCA 352. S47, F44, M85, N121 - meaning not clear from individual parts 3 Complex Adj

20 475 multinational food 
companies

by far the most common collocation of multinational is corporation. Multinational steel 
companies, multinational sheep exporting companies…no apparent restrictions.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

20 475.1 Critics said critics said COCA 251. S54, F7, M32, N148, Ac10 - may have been written - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "said"

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

20 476 baby milk COCA 16: S10, F2, M1, N2, Ac1. Google 2.20 million 20 January 2012: same as baby 
formula - ie non-breast milk, manufactured

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

20 477 poor countries  COCA 645. cf rich countries 242. No bleaching,specialization,shift on either side, means 
what it says - not including

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED



20 478 Here in {Australia} Here in [np*] = COCA 17463 - Here in [place name] - locates speaker, identifies location: 
'here in Australia', 'here in Perth', 'here in Rossmoyne', 'here in IGA' : for 100 types, 
10024 tokens. S8383, F472, M333, N744, F92: use even when a reader's location will 
probably not be "here": but in this case includes all readers-in-the-text in the writer's 
"here" space even if they don't want to be included

14 Sentence/clause 
lead in

20 479 [to] make up {babies' 
bottles}

[MAKE] up COCA 21643. S3798, F4058, M5072, N4775, Ac3940. A number of usages 
therefore this result indicative only: meaning not clear from the words, encoding - refers 
to process of mixing powder with water to "make up" a bottle

13 PV

20 480 high standard of living high standard of living COCA 52; standard of living COCA 1259. S239, F14, M311, N276, 
Ac419 (*high quality of living): good standard of living COCA 6: low standard of living 
COCA 8 - preference - refers to range of things that contribute to whatever the country 
defines as a "good" life

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

20 481 baby formula baby formula COCA 110: S34, F6, M31, N37, Ac2 (refers to baby milk, breast milk 
substitution)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

20 482 [the guidelines were] 
brought in

[BRING] in COCA 11,750: noise from literal 'bring in'. S3876, F1693, M2122, N3010, 
Ac1040" bleaching/specialization/shift in "bring"

Movement - met 13 PV

20 483 making up {bottles with 
polluted water}

[MAKE] up COCA 21643. S3798, F4058, M5072, N4775, Ac3940. A number of usages 
therefore this result indicative only: meaning not clear from parts

13 PV

20 484 [had to beg] on the streets on the streets COCA 4234: S1916, F513, M480, N1091, Ac334: plural carries additional 
meaning - cf roam the streets. Never on the roads - for some reason streets is 
preferenced - restriction.

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

20 485 high prices high prices COCA 634. S119, F15, M180, N191: large prices COCA 3, big prices COCA 11: 
preference, and figurative "high"

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

20 486 free samples free fish, free milk, free CDs. No bleaching, specialization, shift on either side, means 
what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

20 487 run out Searching [RUN] out . to avoid 'ran out of the room'. COCA 4 types, 1195 tokens, S320, 
F406, M179, N233, Ac57: meaning not clear from parts

13 PV

20 488 shortly after shortly after COCA 6311:S1133, F806, M1541, N1910, Ac1021. soon after: COCA 5043 - 
no apparent preference. Top collocates for 'shortly' are after, before, thereafter..then 
afterward, afterwards : definition in ACOD (p. 1329) - doesn't seem to be any bleaching 
or specialisation (definition of shortly in ACOD straightforward). Not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

20 489 breast milk COCA 16: S10, F2, M1, N2, Ac1. Google 2.20 million 20 January 2012 Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP
20 490 dried up Searching [DRY] up . To get this usage, COCA 4 types, 422 tokens. S69, F85, M81, N138, 

Ac49: meaning not clear from parts
13 PV

20 491 over-diluted COCA 2 - not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

20 492 [make it] go further [GO] further . Very Few examples of this usage - one is 97 2002 MAG Forbes "will move to 
New Jersey, where, they believe, their money will go further": means 'last longer' include 
despite low frequency - figurative "go" and "further"

13 PV

20 493 the mid-{l970s} Also get mid-Atlantic, but predominantly decades. For 100 types, 8397 tokens. S672, 
F205, M2241, N2328, Ac2951 - HIGH AC, M, N: preferred to 'middle nineties'

3 N/NP

20 494 UNICEF United Nations Children's Fund 3 Abbreviation
20 495 every year every year, day, month, and also every person, every battle etc:  no apparent 

restrictions, means what it says, not included.
NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

20 496 child beggar child beggar COCA 0. Google 37,000. No apparent restrictions: 'local beggar', 'poor 
beggar', 'impoverished beggar', 'young beggar'. No bleaching, specialization, shift on 
either side, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED



20 497 Rather than [simply hand 
over cash…]

rather than: COCA 59573. S5777, F3947, M14284, N9982, Ac25583 'I will buy fish rather 
than eggs', 'I will rather buy eggs than fish'…: here "Rather than simply hand over cash" - 
conjunction

135 Complex Conj

20 498 hand over {cash} Searching [HAND] it over to access this meaning: COCA 4 types, 435 tokens. S76, F256, 
M54, N35, Ac14: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

20 499 baby formula baby formula COCA 110: S34, F6, M31, N37, Ac2 (refers to baby milk, breast milk 
substitution)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

21 500 Letter 21
21 501 baby formula baby formula COCA 110: S34, F6, M31, N37, Ac2 (refers to baby milk, breast milk 

substitution)
Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

21 502 GM {soy} Genetically Modified 3 Abbreviation
21 503 GM {corn} Genetically Modified 3 Abbreviation
21 504 Not a problem. Searching . Not a problem . To access this usage. COCA 23. S11, F9, M2, N1, Ac0: means 

more/other the words suggest -  'don't worry about it', or 'I'll do it' - context important. 
'Can you pick up the kids this afternoon?' 'Not a problem'

13 ENTIRE

21 505 GM {foods} GM food COCA 39. S0, F0, M22, N1, Ac16 included for GM abbreviation - Genetically 
Modified

3 Abbreviation

21 506 let alone let alone COCA 3844. S488, F995, M863, N675, Ac823 - see Fillmore, Kay, O'Connor 
(1988)

135 COORDINATING

21 506.1 [the] {0.9} per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression, as above 1 QUANT
21 507 has nothing to do with […] 

and everything to do with 
[…]

nothing to do with COCA 6834: [HAVE] nothing to do with COCA 4 types, 5783 tokens. 
S2004, F1323, M846, N1087, Ac523. [HAVE] everything to do with COCA 445. S111, F89, 
M99, N86, Ac60: nothing to do with collocated with everything at R6, COCA 31, all this 
pattern. S6, F5, M8, N8, Ac4. 1, 2011, News, Denver: "Abortion has nothing to do with 
religion and everything to do with human rights": 2, 2010, FIC, Bk:PossessionPaavo: "a 
lot of little niceties that had nothing to do with practicality and everything to do with 
ostentatious displays...." CLASSIFYING AS CORRELATIVE: NB Parts can appear 
independently. everything to do with COCA 445. S111, F89, M99, N86, Ac60 [HAVE] 
everything to do with 4 types, 242 tokens. S85, F42, M47, N36, Ac32

Disclaim/Proclai
m. Force

135 CORRELATING

21 507.1 health and safety COCA 1064. S119, F16, M189, N256. safety and health COCA 584. health and safety tags 
particular social discourse and sociocultural understandings

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

21 508 the fact that [GM crops 
cannot be segregated from 
non-GM]

the fact that COCA 47357. S16124, F4861, M7658, N6438, Ac12276: …subordinator often 
omitted leaving only the fact Never "a fact" with this meaning. What follows is not 
necessarily a fact but is an assertion on the part of the speaker: pragmatically opaque. 
Classifying this and others as STEM: NP plus that - where that could be analysed as a 
relative pronoun, or as a subordinate clause marker - NB doesn't have to be a fact

Stop 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

21 509 GM {crops} GM crops COCA 121. S4, F0, M25, N29, Ac63: included for GM abbreviation - Genetically 
modified

3 Abbreviation

21 510 non-GM Genetically Modified 3 Abbreviation
21 511 Health Minister JOB TITLES Local 3 JOB TITLE
21 512 GM food GM food COCA 39. S0, F0, M22, N1, Ac16: included for abbreviation - Genetically Modified 3 Abbreviation

21 513 the Greenpeace True Food 
Guide

BOOK TITLE Encyclopaedic 23 PUBLICATION

21 514 GM-free [foods] "GM-free" Google 1.45 million 14 February 2012: included for abbreviation - Genetically 
Modified

3 Abbreviation

21 515 letting {us} down [LET] * down COCA 100 types, 1198 tokens. S325, F451, M202, N176, Ac44: meaning 
not clear from words

Engagment (us) 13 PV

22 516 Letter 22



22 517 The {euthanasia} debate Halliday - Homophoric Ref: COCA 1. 39,900 Google 20 Jan 2012. Allow. Engagement 1. 
Encyclopaedic: similar to the {…} issue, but in this case places it within the "ongoing 
colloquy"

Local 
encyclopaedic 
Engagement

134 N/NP

22 518 Voluntary Euthanasia Bill PROPER NOUN Local 
encyclopaedic

23 PROPER NOUN

22 519 State Parliament PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
22 520 [killing other humans] out 

of {compassion}
out of compassion = COCA 43: S5, F18, M11, N5, Ac 4. out of mercy 13. out of honesty 1. 
??? Out of pity 53. Semantic set = compassion, mercy, pity? Look for synonyms using 
COCA: Fear 589, respect 332, curiosity 229, concern 219; compassion 43; consideration 
42; sympathy 35; kindness 27; care 9; empathy 3; benevolence 2 = 380 NB see 
Huddleston & Pullum: meaning not clear from parts - "out of"

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

22 521 actions and words actions and words COCA 32. words and actions 145. Less preferred half of non-
consolidated coordinated binomial: not including dispreferred halves.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

22 522 actions and words actions and words COCA 32. words and actions 145. Less preferred half of non-
consolidated coordinated binomial: not including dispreferred halves.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

22 523 well-funded COCA 214. S29, F6, M57, N78, Ac44: transparent, no encoding/decoding restrictions: well-
written, well sung, well played. A number of non-transparent options listed in Australian 
concise Oxford dictionary and Macquarie dictionary online, but not this

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

22 524 palliative care palliative care COCA 311: S21, F3, M11, N57, Ac219 - means more than/other than the 
words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

22 525 ageing population aging population (use US spelling for COCA): COCA 246. S34, F4, M64, N63, Ac81: NB 
does not refer to a homogenously ageing population, but to the fact that the average age 
is increasing (due to the Baby Boomers living longer). Encyclopaedic. 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

22 526 , as some have, , as some have , COCA 3. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

22 527 putting down {suffering 
animals}

Very difficult to isolate this meaning from others ("Dead eyes are a burden that a person 
can never put down", "perhaps talk about a tax credit for the amount that they would put 
down", "The Thugge were a murderous sect who had to be put down") recognized MWE: 
need to understand system within which it is considered unacceptable to let animals 
suffer: meaning not clear from words

123 PV

22 528 put down See 22/527 123 PV
22 529 [This is the inevitable] next 

step
the next step COCA 2296. S611. F183, M589, N380, Ac533 - figurative "step" Movement 13 N/NP

22 530 carry {the analogy} further Different usages. This one [CARRY] ** further slot-fillers are the argument, this idea, the 
thought, the theme, the task, the message, the idea, the argument, this concept, the 
point: could also use 'take' - but then there's no movement. VARIABLE 
Bleaching/specialization/shift in "carry"

Movement 134 Predicate phrase

22 531 is it not? COCA 327 with question mark: S199, F101, M11, N6, Ac10. Challenge listener/reader to 
agree. More pragmatic force than words suggest.

Engagement 13 END

22 531.1 If [extreme suffering is our 
concern] then [we should] 

If … then situation/consequence, internal Internal 34 CORRELATING

22 532 many of whom COCA 2086. Normal rules apply. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



22 533 speak for {themselves} [SPEAK] for [ppx*] COCA 32 types, 1400 tokens. S548, F174, M218, N288, Ac172: NB cf 
"speak themselves" - means more/other than the words

Engagement 134 Predicate phrase

22 534 [will speak for them] soon 
enough

soon enough COCA 446. S47, F278, M52, N55, Ac14 - two usages - "I won't be there soon 
enough" (in enough time) and "the end will come soon enough" (soon) - this one is the 
latter: requires contextual disambiguation. Not N-rhematic - can also appear clause initial: 
Meaning not clear from the words.

Temporal 13 Complex Adv

22 535 the next step the next step COCA 2296: S611, F183, M589, N380, Ac533 - not a literal step Movement 1 N/NP
22 536 will it not? will it not ? COCA 7. Less common than "is it not", but usage is the same. Engagement 13 END
22 537 palliative care palliative care COCA 311: S21, F3, M11, N57, Ac219 - encyclopaedic, care for terminally 

ill people that does not treat but minimises pain
Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

22 538 I think not. Cf I do not think so, or I don't think so. Used to position 'not' in New (final) position. 
Emphasises personal position. Nothing to do with not thinking. 

Engagement 
(author)

13 ENTIRE

23 539 Letter 23
23 540 It's {great} that Searching . It's * that COCA for 100 types, 4584 tokens: S1710, M1104, N641, Ac158. 

It's [APPRAISAL] that . Top slot fillers true 277, possible 176, important, estimated, 
interesting, like, obvious, amazing, unlikely, unfortunate, ironic: It's {APPRAISAL} that - 
not including "it is" stems unless other factors present - not including It's {APPRAISAL} 
that

NOT INCLUDING NOT 
INCLU
DING

NOT INCLUDING

23 541 young people COCA 12808. young people, young adults, young children, young birds, young dinosaurs : 
transparent, albeit vague (what is young?) - no specialization, bleaching, shift.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

23 541.1 public discussion COCA 358. S46, F4, M66, N77, Ac165. Discussion that takes place in and among the 
community…means more than the words

13 N/NP

23 542 even if even though 38106. S8494, F7982, M7243, N7183, Ac7204: even if, even though, even 
when, even where, even why 27, even what 343….

135 Complex Conj

23 543 young people COCA 12808. young people, young adults, young children, young birds, young dinosaurs : 
transparent, albeit vague (what is young?) - no specialization, bleaching, shift.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

23 544 is not the {impossible 
task} {Jed}  {suggests} it 
{may} be

Normal rules apply. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

23 545 what {we} [are willing to 
accept as a society] is what 
{we} will get

what you see is what you get; what you think is what you … may (perhaps) be a pattern 
there, but difficult to verify/support. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

23 546 For too long  Searching sentence initial . For too long : COCA 90. S13, F8, M22, N21, Ac26 (for not long 
enough COCA 0) - NP presupposition marker

Temporal - 
Judgement 
(presupposition 
marker)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

23 547 risk-taking COCA 923. S50, F13, M164, N140, Ac556: HIGH AC 1 N/NP
23 548 [our] young people old people, middle-aged people - no specialization, bleaching, shift. NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

23 549 in the community No specialization, bleaching, shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

23 550 [With] comprehensive 
action

COCA 10. BNC 1. Google 429,000. Novel combination? NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



23 551 young people old people, middle-aged people - no specialization, bleaching, shift. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

23 552 play a ({prominent}) role [PLAY] collocated with role at L4, R4: 20077. MI 6.77. S2972, F488, M3922, N3396, 
Ac9299: figurative "role", shift in "play"

13 Predicate phrase

24 554 Letter 24
24 555 I am {aghast and 

disappointed} that
. I am * that COCA for 100 types, 749 tokens. …Genre marker? S219, F136, M134, N128, 
Ac132: Affect in the slot

Affect 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

24 556 has seen fit to [see] fit to COCA 5 types,  344. S41, F127, M71, N60, Ac45: [see] fit COCA 5 types, 965 
tokens: S166, F233, M171, N179, Ac216 NB note difference in frequences between [see] 
fit to and [see] fit - encoding and decoding - bleaching/specialization/shift in "seen" and 
"fit"

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

24 557 lay charges (against) [lay] charges against COCA 1. BNC 0. [LAY] charges COCA 2, BNC 9(8). [LAY] charges 
COCA 2 types, 2 tokens. Google 630,000 20 January 2012. ALLOW DESPITE LOW 
FREQUENCIES: 'bring' charges or 'lay' charges: police lay charges - 
www.victimsofcrime.wa.gov.au/I/if_police_lay_charges.aspx?uid...'Generally the police will 
lay charges dependant on the wishes of the victim and whether or not they have has 
sufficient evidence, following established' 23 March 2012 ... limited agency? Encyclopaedic 
at least in part, reflected in restricted agency. Also bleaching/specialization/shift in "lay" 
and "against"

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

24 558 [What] message [are we] 
sending [to]

[send] collocated with [message] @ R3, L3 = 4238. Bleaching/specialization/shift in 
"sending"

13 Predicate phrase

24 559 frontline soldiers COCA 10. frontline worker, states, troops, social... singular COCA 4, Google 124, 000: no 
apparent restriction, no bleaching/specialization/shift. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

24 560 [our frontline soldiers] in 
battle

in battle COCA 1098: S161, F284, M272, N154, Ac227: paraphrase 'who are currently 
fighting in this war'. Not in war. Restriction. 

Location 
External

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

24 561 charged with manslaughter [CHARGE] with manslaughter COCA 2 types, 36 tokens. S21, F0, M4, N11, Ac0: 
[CHARGE] with murder, theft, burglary - in this usage, has to be something recognized as 
a crime in the culture/law of the land. You can't be charged with giving away money on 
the street. Encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

24 562 women and children women and children COCA 2547: S741, F335, M464, N533, Ac474: children and women 
89. Coordinated binomial. Also means more than the words - reference is to people who 
are vulnerable, not fighting  

3 N/NP

24 563 [soldiers currently] on the 
ground

Difficult to extract this meaning from the literal meaning. Searching on the ground 
collocated with soldiers at L4, R4 for indicative results: COCA 63. S41, F4, M6, N10, Ac2. 
Figurative "ground"

Locative / Status 
External

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

24 564 make sure [MAKE] sure 4 types 33873 tokens. S11847, F6030, M8354, N5788, Ac1854: bleaching in 
"make"

Activity Internal 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

24 565 women and children COCA 2547: S741, F335, M464, N533, Ac474: children and women 89. Coordinated 
binomial. Also means more than the words - reference is to people who are vulnerable, 
not fighting  

3 N/NP

24 566 in the dark in the dark COCA 7342: S644, F4399, M1212, N697, Ac390. Specialization - the dark. 13 Complex Adv
24 567 Had she Meaning "if she had". had he, had the company, had the ocean…no apparent restrictions. NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

24 568 the scene of the {battle} COCA 1. the scene of the crime 283.the scene of the * slot-fillers crime 296, accident 45, 
shooting 17, action 16, murder 15 - the scene of the + bad thing: prosody/priming

34 N/NP



24 569 [Before] making {any} 
judgement

[MAKE] judgement COCA 59 types, 651 tokens. S422, F27, M59, N63, Ac80: bleaching in 
"make"

Activity Internal 
Judgement

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

24 570 the ADF Australian Defence Force 3 Abbreviation
24 571 set up [SET] up COCA 3 types, 25581 tokens. S5123, F3755, M6811, N6276, Ac3616: meaning 

not clear from words
13 PV

24 572 SAS Special Air Services 3 Abbreviation
24 573 in the heat of battle in the heat of battle COCA 64: S10, F16, M16, N16, Ac6: figurative "heat" Locative 

metaphorical 
External

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

24 574 in the dark of night COCA 79. S27, F27, M10, N12, Ac3. in the dead of night 186. Use of "dark": DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISC
USS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

24 575 risking life and limb life and limb COCA 118: S20, F23, M31, N29, Ac15, various collocates (gamble, risk, peril 
of, saving, protect...) [v*] life and limb COCA 13 types, 70 tokens: verbs are risk, protect, 
save, sacrifice, put [at risk], protect, preserve, lose, jeopardize, gamble: limb and life 0: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "life and limb", and preference for order

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

24 576 the ADF Australian Defence Force 3 Abbreviation
24 577 [with] hands tied behind 

{their} back(s)
hands tied behind * back COCA 7 types, 31 tokens. Literal/idiomatic mix. Literals 
dominate in COCA. S7, F14, M2, N5, Ac3: Searching hands are tied . to get this meaning 
COCA 35. S12, F13, M4, N6, Ac0L : phrasal construction would be {my} hands {are} tied 
without the behind {their} back(s) ... counting as sub/pred combination - discuss

13 NP/predicate phrase

24 578 Should [this issue] not be 
[raised and investigated…]

Position of "not" - issue of grammatical scope rather than social convention… NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

24 579 the ADF Australian Defence Force 3 Abbreviation
24 580 special forces personnel special forces personnel COCA 3. Google 1.2 million. Company personnel. Special forces 

COCA 1361. S500, F107, M260, N407, Ac87
Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

24 581 rather than [and investigated only in the ADF…] rather than [broadcasting to the public and…] : 135 Complex Conj
24 582 [I hope] common sense 

{prevails}
common sense collocated with [PREVAIL]: COCA 3 types, 36 tokens. S8, F4, M8, N13, 
Ac3 Common sense COCA 3731. S969, F441, M790, N796, Ac735 - count for N/NP: 
means more/other than the words

13 N/NP

24 583 Chief of Defence Force JOB TITLES Australian 3 JOB TITLE
24 584
25 585 Letter 25
25 586
25 587 [the idea of] a fair go a fair go: COCA 1 (not surprisingly). BNC 0 (ditto). Australian totem with significant 

pragmatic weight. Google 2.74 million 20 January 2012 - the idea of everyone having an 
equal chance at economic success 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

25 588 go to war [GO] to war COCA 5 types, 2926 tokens. S1661, F215, M335, N431, Ac284: fight a war, 
engage in a war - NB movement. No article. Shift/specialization/bleaching in "go", form 
preference

13 Predicate phrase

25 589 [get] caught up caught up (has to be passive for this usage): COCA 5008: S1204, F1396, M1004, N963, 
Ac441. [GET] caught up COCA 5 types, 1019 tokens. S316, F126, M247, N270, Ac60: 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV



25 590 charge ({the soldiers}) 
with manslaughter

[CHARGE] with manslaughter COCA 2 types, 36 tokens. S21, F0, M4, N11, Ac0: 
[CHARGE] with murder, theft, burglary - in this usage, has to be something recognized as 
a crime in the culture/law of the land. You can't be charged with giving away money on 
the street. Encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

25 591 [this must be] the {lat}est 
[weapon] in [the Australian 
Army's arsenal]

the {-est} in the {SCOPE} APPRAISAL in slot - container in second slot (NB in this case, 
figurative "weapon")

Judgement/Appr
eciation 

345 Comparative 
correlative

25 592 the Australian Army's PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
25 593 {laugh} {themselves} to 

{death}
see Goldberg. [LAUGH] * to death COCA 2 types, 2 tokens. FRAME: [V*] [pp/ppx*] 
to/into [N] cried themselves to sleep, talked herself into a corner, wound himself into 
knots, bored her to tears, talked him to death, thrilled her to bits…means more/other than 
the words

Indirect Affect, 
Force

13 Predicate phrase

25 594 [being] fired on [FIRE] on . COCA 2 types, 25 tokens. S13, F5, M1, N3, Ac3 - passive, 'they fired on x', V 
+ Prep, not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

25 595 women and children COCA 2547: S741, F335, M464, N533, Ac474: children and women 89. Coordinated 
binomial. Also means more than the words - reference is to people who are vulnerable, 
not fighting  

3 N/NP

25 596 I know, [What should…have done?] I know, [they could have…]...Sentence initial - this meaning is 
in the intonation. include for this reason - pragmatic meaning carried in intonation 
imagined in the discourse space. Strong ENGAGEMENT 1 marker - strong writer-in-the-
text presence

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

25 597 formed a committee [FORM] a committee 3 types, 90 tokens. S14, F5, M15, N40, Ac16. [MAKE] a committee 
COCA 2. [v*] a committee COCA for 100 types, 492 tokens. Top is [FORM], then 
[APPOINT], [ESTABLISH], [CHAIR], [CONVENE], [CREATE], [HEAD], [ORGANIZE] Open 
choice, no apparent bleaching/specialization/shift, plenty of alternatives. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

25 598 whether or not whether or not COCA 12097. S6273, F924, M1447, N882, Ac2571 (*not or whether …) Proclaim 
disclaim

135 Complex Conj

25 599 return fire [RETURN] fire COCA 4 types, 317 tokens. S67, F108, M59, N67, Ac16: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "return"

13 Predicate phrase

25 600 for whatever reason for whatever reason COCA 985: S388, F159, M151, N179, Ac108: for a reason, for some 
reason, for any reason, for *every reason, for *all reasons…form

Force, 
Engagement 

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

25 601 [should] at least at least COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323 - this count includes 
both quantifier and PPAdv usage so indicative only

Force 13 Interpolation

25 602 be able to System. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
25 603 count on [the support of…] [COUNT] on COCA 4 types, 6118 tokens. S1236, F1438, M1381, N1555, Ac508. Alt. V + 

prep. 
NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

25 604 the army hierarchy No records in COCA - no support, not included NA NOT INCLUDED
25 605 army brass army brass: COCA 27. S2, F7, M7, N9, Ac2: adapted from top brass? - defined in ACOD 

as "colloq. persons in authority or of high (esp. military) rank" (2009, p. 166) - allow with 
reservations, possible shift in "brass" (detaching from "top")

13 N/NP

25 606 just not {fair} just not fair COCA 84. S46, F16, M6, N14, Ac2: just not appropriate, just not relevant, 
just not lucky, just not honest, just not ready, just not black, just not white : cf just 
appropriate, just relevant …completely different meaning -  including for that reason - use 
of "just" adds force

Force 13 Complex Adj

26 607 Letter 26
26 608 high opinion high opinion COCA 94: S20, F33, M14, N8, Ac20: figurative "high" Force 13 Intensifying 

Collocation



26 609 Defence Mininster 
{Stephen Smith}

Job title 3 Job title

26 610 gives {me} the impression [GIVE] the impression COCA 5 types, 928 tokens. S130, F226, M201, N155, Ac216: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "gives"

134 Predicate phrase

26 611 falling into [his 
department's long-held 
belief]

[FALL] into collocated with belief COCA 3. No support. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

26 611.1 long-held [belief] long-held COCA 465. S32, F31, M125, N152, Ac123. 13 Complex Adj
26 612 more {important} than [that the procedures are] more important than...more {APPRAISAL} than - Appreciation / 

Judgement / 
345 Comparative 

correlative
26 613 frontline troops COCA 10. frontline worker, states, troops, social... singular COCA 4, Google 124, 000. No 

apparent restrictions, bleaching/specialisation/shift. 
NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

26 614 [It] has been ({fairly}) 
common knowledge

[BE] common knowledge COCA 8 types, 249 tokens: S31, F85, M41, N38, Ac54. common 
knowledge COCA 472: S51, F134, M83, N63, Ac141. fairly common knowledge 2 types, 4 
tokens - count as Be Predicate phrase - preferred form (*fairly shared knowledge)

Judgement 13 BE Predicate phrase

26 615 [It has been fairly common 
knowledge] for some time

for some time COCA 3464: S942, F857, M535, N523, Ac607: NB pronunciation - equal 
stress - included for that reason - some in this stress pattern meaning 'considerable' - 
form/pronuciation preference

Temporal 
External

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

26 616 ever since ever since COCA 8548: S1755, F2399, M2080, N1592, Ac722: intensifier here as in other 
ever combinations

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

26 617 the {Dutch} forces No apparent restrictions, bleaching/specialisation/shift. the local forces, the rebel forces, 
the government forces 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

26 618 Australian forces No apparent restrictions, bleaching/specialisation/shift. the local forces, the rebel forces, 
the government forces 

NOT INLCUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

26 619 fill the [resultant] gap [FILL] the gap COCA 4 types, 273 tokens. S31, F19, M61, N82, Ac80: figurative "gap" 13 Predicate phrase
26 620 had the {temerity} to 

{ask}
have the nerve to say; have the guts to jump; have the gall to imply; cf have the money 
to pay; have the ability to learn : this is a subset - first slot personal characteristic, 
second communication verb

Judgement 134 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

26 621 … ,only to Single word, effectively - outside scope. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

26 622 an [Oakeshott]-type Conventional way of evoking FOCUS. Similar to prison-like Focus 13 Complex Adj
26 623 parliamentary debate parliamentary debate COCA 36: S8, F3, M6, N4, Ac15 encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
26 624 To think that Searching . To think that to access this usage. COCA 78. S24, F25, M11, N10, Ac8: 

paraphrases 'It's [negative APPRECIATON] to think that'…meaning not clear from words 
(indignant)

Affect Indirect 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

26 625 held {this man} in 
{considerable} esteem

[HOLD] in * esteem: COCA 19 types, 93 tokens: S16, F7, M23, N16, Ac31. Preference for 
'high' as slot filler. [HOLD] in esteem with no adjective, COCA 2 types 5 tokens. Strong 
pattern for inclusion of grading adjective: figurative "hold"

Judgement 134 Predicate phrase

26 626 prime minister prime minister COCA 14111. S6126, F314, M1583, N4012, Ac2076 Australian 3 JOB TITLE
26 627 It {disgusts} me that Appraisal in slot: including because there is indirect affect in the first slot Affect (indirect) 14 Sentence/clause 

lead in
26 628 frontline troops COCA 10. frontline worker, states, troops, social... singular COCA 4, Google 124, 000. No 

apparent restrictions, bleaching/specialisation/shift. 
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



26 629 {placing themselves} in 
danger

[PLACE] [ppx*] in danger COCA 5 types, 5 tokens. APPROXIMATION FOR [put] [ppx*] in 
danger = COCA 38 …in danger COCA 3415. S959, F729, M617, N671, Ac439 (CONTAINER 
MET): in safety? in peril…*in risk [PUT] * at risk for 100 types, 432 tokens: [PUT] * in 
danger COCA 53 types, 125 tokens: S37, F39, M16, N26, Ac7: count prepositional phrase, 
comment on predicate phrase - encoding ("in") - shift/bleaching in "placing"

14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

26 630 [placing themselves in 
danger] on patrol

on patrol COCA 408: S119, F79, M70, N124, Ac16 (encoding "on") Location 
External

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

26 631 every day every year, day, month, and also every person, every battle etc:  no 
specialization/bleaching/shift either side, no restrictions, means what it says - not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

26 632 Foreign Minister job title: COCA 3920. S1843, F70, M348, N1067, Ac592 Encyclopaedic 3 JOB TITLE
26 633 the international cocktail 

set
cocktail set COCA 4: Google 1.06 million but mostly noise (cocktail sets as in glasses etc) - 
can have the tennis set, the disco set … no apparent restriction, no 
specialization/bleaching/shift…

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

26 634 Defence Minister Job title. COCA 17. Google 6.02 million 14 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 JOB TITLE
26 635 life-and-death [situations] life and death COCA 1585. S388, F299, M350, N216, Ac332 - means more than the words Appreciation 134 Complex Adj

26 636 at home at work, at the office, at the shops, at church, at school - at home encoding issues: 
31924. S6848, F5592, M7922, N7386, Ac4176. 

Locative 
External

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

26 637 Here's hoping Searching . Here's hoping sentence initial to capture this usage: COCA 61. S4, F2, M24, 
N31, Ac0. Here is hoping is impossible: meaning not clear from the words - NB use of 
"here"

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

26 638 come to {this} realization [come] to [det*] realization COCA 21 types, 206 tokens: S63, F22, M40, N37, Ac44: NB 
changes achievement to accomplishment (realize to come to the realization) - and NB 
nominalization. Bleaching/shift/specialization in "come"

134 Predicate phrase

26 639 [who was] sent home [to 
be buried by his family]

sent home to get passive: COCA 723: S145, F119, M123, N215, Ac121: Highest N. 
ALWAYS PEOPLE. Things are never "sent home" - and there's an invoked prosody there - 
either a loss/lack of control on the part of the person sent (so therefore they're 
disempowered by the use of the phrasal construction), or some disgrace: means 
more/other than the words

13 Predicate phrase

26 640 may well be may well find, might well find, could well say : predicate phrase stem, meaning not clear 
from words

Force up? 13 Predicate phrase 
Stem

26 641 either…. Or either collocated with or at R4: COCA 312889. S5425, F3625, M6455, N4554, Ac11230 135 CORRELATING
26 642 [either send them support 

or] bring {our} {boys} 
home

COCA [bring] ** home top is bring the troops home COCA 63: S37, F0, M9, N13, Ac4 (NB 
Fiction): second is bring our troops home COCA 38. S20, F0, M9, N7, Ac2

Appreciation, 
Engagement

12 Predicate phrase

26 643
27 644 Letter 27
27 645 pit-face pit-face COCA 0, ACOD no entry, Google 29,100 20 March 2013, Wikipedia definition 

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Face_(mining) "In surface mining it is commonly called pit face, in 
underground mining a common term is mine face. Accordingly, face equipment is the 
mining equipment used ...": pit face COCA 1. Allow despite low frequencies - 
encyclopaedic technical.

Encylcopaedic 
technical. 

23 N/NP

27 646 slag heap slag heap COCA 15 - idiomatic/literal split, idiomatic dominating. Google 774,000 20 
January 2012. Defined in LDCE p. 1550. ALLOW despite low frequency: preference for 
"heap" (not slag mountain, or slag pile): combination means more than a heap of slag

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



27 647 coal-mine [disaster] gold mine, diamond mine, uranium mine : coalmine is one word in ACOD NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 648 [killed] more [people] than more … than: killed more people than, ate more doughnuts than, did more homework 
than… External, COMMENT 

EXTERNAL 5 Comparative 
correlative

27 649 nuclear power [generation] Nuclear power used adjectivally here, comes from NP. COCA 3223. S829, F62, M719, 
N687, Ac926. Def. in Wikipedia "Nuclear power is the use of sustained nuclear fission to 
generate heat and electricity" http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_power accessed 5 
February 2013. encyclopaedic

23 Complex Adj

27 650 {earl}ier than otherwise 
(1)

er than otherwise -X 2 Low in COCA - 4 types, 6 tokens (higher, taller, earlier, cheaper). 
Google "earlier than otherwise" 17 May 2012 1.65 million - often with  comparative, 
modal, verbs like expected, anticipated, necessary…sooner than otherwise COCA 1: 3.5 
million in Google 11 March 2013. 

EXTERNAL 34 Comparative 
correlative

27 651 {earl}ier than otherwise 
(2)

er than otherwise -X 2 Low in COCA - 4 types, 6 tokens (higher, taller, earlier, cheaper). 
Google "earlier than otherwise" 17 May 2012 1.65 million - often with  comparative, 
modal, verbs like expected, anticipated, necessary…sooner than otherwise COCA 1: 3.5 
million in Google 11 March 2013. 

EXTERNAL 34 Comparative 
correlative

27 652 fossil-fuel [extraction] fossil-fuel extraction COCA 4. Google 349,000. fossil fuel [adj] COCA 681. S54, F25, 
M243, N72, Ac287. fossil fuels is the more common N/NP: significance of (shift in) "fossil" 

Encyclopaedic 123 Complex Adj

27 653 On average on average COCA 4561. S552, F54, M1434, N930, Ac1681 - form preference 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

27 654 coal-mine [accidents] coalmine one word in ACOD NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 655 Most of these are System NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 656 the Third World the Third World COCA 1682. S226, F52, M339, N215, Ac850 Appreciation + 
Encyclopaedic

23 PROPER NOUN

27 657 a Three Mile Island PROPER NOUN - reference to nuclear accident, evokes Appreciation: but not including 
references to place names used in any capacity

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 658 a Sellafield event a {notorious event} event: a Fukishima event, a Chernobyl event, a Snowtown 
event…referencing encyclopaedic event accessible to community consciousness: not 
counting references to place names, however used

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 659 big stories big stories COCA 164: S124, F8, M16, N15, Ac1 - very much a TV CE: large stories 3 - 
doesn't refer to size but to perceived significance - shift in "big"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

27 660 nuclear power nuclear power COCA 2956. S749, F58, M677, N646, Ac826 encyclopaedic, loaded Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
27 661 nuclear power nuclear power COCA 2956. S749, F58, M677, N646, Ac826 encyclopaedic, loaded Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
27 662 [nuclear power] comes at a 

cost
[COME] at a cost COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S12, F6, M26, N29, Ac22: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "comes"

Movement 
Internal

13 Predicate phrase

27 663 so do {coal and oil} so do, so have, so will, so ought - system NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 664 [their cost] is measured in 
[miners' blood and bone]

[nn*] [vb*] measured in COCA 170. Top entries for [nn*] slot success, time, progress, 
activity, age, benefits, greatness, power, support, value. Possessive pronoun is not part of 
construction. First slot is abstraction, second is concrete way of measuring...Counted here 
rather than as BE VP for that reason. For 100 types, 170 tokens. S10, F8, M47, N28, Ac77

Appreciation 135 COORDINATING



27 665 [their cost is measured in 
miners'] blood and bone

blood and bone COCA 49. Bone and blood 12. Part-coordinated binomial however 
references are to garden fertilizer, not (as here) to literal body parts. Novel production 
here.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 666 blasted landscapes blasted landscapes COCA 5 not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 667 greenhouse gases greenhouse gases COCA 1189: S150, F7, M367, N236, Ac429 encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
27 668 acid rain acid rain COCA 885. S48, F36, M299, N138, Ac429 encyclopaedic - specialization of "acid" Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
27 669 come on line [COME] on line COCA 4 types, 149 tokens. Capturing different usages, however, S30, F16, 

M21, N42, Ac40: encoding, decoding? Means more/other than the words
Movement 
Internal

13 Predicate phrase

27 670 energy storage 
technologies

energy storage technologies COCA 2. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 671 peak load [problems] peak load COCA 23: S0, F0, M5, N3, Ac15: AdjPhr from N/NP encyclopaedic - from N/NP - 
meaning not clear from words - encyclopaedic?

Encyclopaedic 123 Complex Adj

27 672 but not yet COCA 223, system. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 673 energy source food source, light source, water source : no apparent restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift. Means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 674 spread the risks [SPREAD*] the risk* COCA 36. spread the risk, share the risk, minimize the risk, take the 
risk: spread the job, share the joy…no apparent restriction, no 
bleaching/speclialization/shift.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 675 [economize] as much as 
possible

as much as possible COCA 1604. S282, F180, M438, N287, Ac417. (*as much as likely, 
*as much as available, *as much as impossible) - filled version of the as … as FRAME

Filled 3 Comparative 
correlative

27 676 total reliance COCA 17. Not supported. Open choice? NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 677 nuclear power nuclear power COCA 2956. S749, F58, M677, N646, Ac826 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
27 678 [has] {advantages} as well 

as {risks}
as well as First 100 hits - every single one, both nouns (preceding and following) belong 
to the same semantic field but are in opposition: women, men 59, republicans, democrats 
27; similarities, differences 8; students, teachers 7; no exceptions: S66, F32, M133, N91, 
Ac237

Presupposition 135 COORDINATING

27 679 we would be {fools} to would be fools to 9: S1, F2, M1, N2, Ac3. COCA would be a fool to COCA 14: S2, F4, M4, 
N4, Ac0. we would be * to 100 types, 483 tokens. Where there is an inscribed negative, it 
is the speaker's assessment of their status (JUDGEMENT) should the hypothetical situation 
eventuate: where there's an inscribed positive, it's the speaker's AFFECTIVE 
reaction...including with reservations - but meaning not clear from the words?  

14 Sentence/clause 
lead in

27 680 rule {it} out [completely] [rule] [pp*] out COCA 24 types, 297. S162, F32, M40, N50, Ac13. Very heavily weighted 
towards rule it out (149) and ruled it out (43): next rule them out (24), rule him out (15), 
ruled him out (14). Again, heavy weighting towards present tense (as would be 
expected). Meaning not clear from the words

13 PV

27 681
28 682 Letters 28
28 683 the Budget windfall Homophoric reference - used in relation to a specific one-off event in Western Australia 

related to the mining boom. 
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



28 684 royalties for regions 
[funding]

Australian Government policy - not represented in COCA: Google 452,000 23 January 
2012: ALLOW EVEN THOUGH FREQUENCIES LOW - Government scheme to support 
regional Australia with mining royalites

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

28 685 yet again yet again COCA 1270, S262, F431, M230, N174, AC 173: meaning not clear from 
individual parts

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

28 686 drowning in [the] despair 
[of insufficient funding]

Literal/idiomatic split. Drown in flood, lake, sea, river, pool, bathtup, water, ocean…OR a 
negative space which is either inherently emotional, or which could be construed as 
evoking a negative emotional condition - debt, tears, red ink, grief, darkness, sorrow, 
noise, silence, despair, passions…: but usually only drown in + uncountable noun - 
borderline, but including. Figurative drowning, constraints on slot-fillers

13 Predicate phrase

28 687 regional hospitals regional hospitals Combination with special significance in an Australian context - 
encyclopaedic in that context ALLOW

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

28 688 stark reminder stark reminder COCA 55. S17, F2, M12, N18, Ac6: shift from dictionary def ("sharply 
evident - in stark contrast" ACOD p. 1407). 

Force/Appp 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

28 689 Perth GPO General Post Office 3 Abbreviation
28 690 health care health care COCA 30557: S11449, F124, M5500, N7151, Ac6333 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
28 691 devastating consequences consequences with devastating @ L1 = 122 hits. MI 9.95. COCA 122. S35, F1, M27, N18, 

Ac41: [jj*] consequences collocates are negative, unintended, serious, economic, political, 
long-term, dire, social : both sides transparent, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

28 692 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
28 693 has the ({unmitigated}) 

{gall} to {announce}
the unmitigated gall to COCA 13. S4, F5, M2, N2, Ac0: Google 266,000 … [HAVE] the gall 
to 4 types, 97 tokens. S7, F41, M16, N31, Ac2: [HAVE] the * gall to top is unmitigated, 
then colossal, further, considerable, infuraiting. Unmitigated is the only one with more 
than a single token - See L26/620 - same pattern

Judgement 134 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

28 694 the new children's hospital Refers to a particular new hospital, temporarily encyclopaedic. Not including. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

28 695 fully funded fully funded 135. S28, F3, M35, N55, Ac14: meaning all the money has been obtained 
already: specialization in "fully"

3 Intensifying 
Collocation

28 696 before the {plans} are 
(even) dry

MWE would involve ink and dry (eg "before the ink was even dry…"). Approximation. 
DISCUSS BUT DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISC
USS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

28 697 regional WA regional WA: encyclopaedic in context - regional is most of WA that is not metro: 
significant contrasts exist in terms of infrastructure support and cost of living. Included for 
encyclopaedic understanding packaged in term - counting as N/NP rather than 
abbreviation

Encyclopaedic 
for Aus

23 N/NP

28 698 [Mr Grylls offers] nothing 
more than [platitudes]

"Mr Grylls offers nothing more than platitudes" nothing more than COCA 3652: S508, 
F1092, M809, N675, Ac568 - mixture of Appreciation (platitudes negatively appraised) 
and Judgement (of Mr Grylls): 

Force 13 Focusing modifier

28 699 lack of [community] 
support

lack of collocated with support @R2 = COCA 366 MI 5.29. Mostly Academic. N plus Prep 
collocation, not included.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

28 700 the area cancer co-
ordinator nurse

Job title Local 3 JOB TITLE



28 701 major towns In the US COCA context, small towns at 4529 far more common than major towns at 33: 
S6, F0, M7, N4, Ac16. Australian context likely to be different. Either way, major is more 
common than big or large: meaning is more like "important", while using big focusses on 
size. NB important towns COCA 2 large towns COCA 24: preference, encyclopaedic. Shift 
in "major", and preference

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

28 702 Aboriginal communities Formulaic  in Australian context: Google 2.83 million 23 January 2012 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 
for Aus

23 N/NP

28 703 health services health services COCA 2604: S144, F13, M257, N397, Ac1793 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
28 704 Budget surpluses budget surplus* COCA 361: S128, F4, M52, N143, Ac34 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
28 705 address the ({real}) needs [address] collocated with needs @ L4 R4 = COCA 1627. Dominated by Academic. MI 5.13. 

[ADDRESS] the needs COCA 4 types, 399 tokens: S22, F3, M50, N45, Ac279. Address, 
like face is usually collocated with problems, issues etc. This positions "needs" as a 
problem/issue: shift in "address"

Problematicizer 13 ADDRESS Predicate 
phrase

28 706 grossly underfunded COCA 7. Other possible FORCE collocates are chronically 21, grossly 7, severely 7, 
seriously 5, woefully 5, badly 4…[r*] underfunded :  most common adverb is chronically 
at 21: next is grossly. MI for grossly is 15.23. INCLUDE because also inscribes negative 
Appreciation/Indirect Judgement (compare grossly and extremely)

Appreciation, 
Indirect 
Judgement , 
Force

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

28 707 regional health system Conventionalized in Australian context - NB significance of urban/regional split in Australia 
is possibly not replicated elsewhere - regional health recognised as a problem area

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

28 708 due standard of care due standard of care 0 - duty of care mixed with due diligence, maybe standard of 
living??? Almost certainly an approximation, but too uncertain/unclear to count

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

28 709 city dwellers city dwellers COCA 265: S19, F17, M79, N92, Ac58. Looks as though it's open choice; 
collocates urban, valley, slum, apartment, rural, cliff, cave, forest, hostel, bottom, town, 
camp, desert…No restrictions, bleaching/speclalization/shift, means what it says. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

28 710 take for granted [TAKE] for granted: COCA 5 types, 1884 tokens. S295, F171, M428, N335, Ac655. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

Transfer, internal 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

28 711 [must address…] or else 
[the bush will retaliate]

or else COCA 2409: S395, F1015, M385, N271, Ac343 - NB personalisation of "the bush" Engagement 135 Complex Conj

28 712
29 713 Letters 29
29 714 There is much {talk} 

about…
There is * talk about COCA much 10, some 5. NB use of the word "talk" … ? Goes with 
"There is all this talk about…" - strong ENGAGEMENT marker with APPRAISAL (talk, guff, 
rubbish) and included for that reason 

Engagement, 
Appreciation

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

29 715 new-found [wealth] new-found * for 100 types, 228 tokens. Figurative "found" 134 Complex Adj
29 716 let's face it let's face it COCA 1262: S522, F166, M304, N240, Ac30: bleaching/specialization/shift in 

"let's", and use of face problematicizer, always with "it"
Engagement, 
problematicizer

1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

29 717 copping flak [over] COCA 0. Very Australian.Definition in Merriam-Webster Dictionary for caught heavy flak, 
took a lot of flak: questions regarding definition of "cop flak". Definition under "flak" in 
ACOD (2009, p. 532) - ALLOW DESPITE LOW FREQUENCIES  - figurative "flak"

13 Predicate phrase

29 718 [what an excellent idea 
that] proved to be

Searching [PROVE] to be . to access this meaning: COCA 5 types, 63 tokens. S5, F15, 
M15, N12, Ac16 - could equally have turned out to be…could also have proved to 
represent, proved to hold (the secret to…) …open choice.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

29 719 [So] let's let's COCA 74,718: S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223: Grammaticalization: 
specialization/shift/bleach

Engagement 1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

29 720 [or even a new hospital] at 
this stage

at this stage COCA 1795: S684, F117, M336, N210, Ac448: has to be at this stage or at 
that stage: not at the stage: if it's at a stage it's followed by when, or where or some 
other locative device eg "at a stage of evolution through which western societies had 
passed" 2012ACAD JournalAmerican. 

Temporal, 
External

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP



29 721 get {our} priorities right [get] * priorities right = COCA 5, one each for his, your, their, our, my. [Lemma GET] + 
"priorities right" = BNC 0. "Get * priorities right" Google 20.6 million 23 January 2012. 
ALLOW - bleaching of "get" and juxtaposition with inscribed appraisal, limited set

Judgement 134 GET Predicate 
phrase

29 722 [we must get our priorities 
right and] the rest will 
follow

COCA 24: S1, F6, M8, N4, Ac5. "the rest" is an abstraction - the "following" generally 
figurative. e.g. ""Change your own heart first, and the rest will follow", "Use that money 
to give us decent jobs and the rest will follow". In some cases the "following" is less 
figurative (is external rather than internal) - "part of the tortilla will land on the griddle 
first and then the rest will follow", but this usage is figurative. 

13 NP/predicate  
phrase

29 723 Let's COCA 74,718: S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223: Grammaticalization: 
specialization/shift/bleach

Engagement 1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

29 724 put the money towards [put] * towards = COCA 8 types, 18 tokens: put money towards COCA 3. In Collins 
Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 289). Specialization/bleach/shift in "put" and 
"towards"

3 PV

29 724.1 [a pipeline] bringing 
{water} down from {the 
Ord River}

Figurative "down" and "bring" 13 PV

29 725 [would] open up {new 
land}

MWE in Australian context, where land is "opened up" (re-zoned/allocated to a different 
legally-defined usage) by the Government for building/residential purposes: means 
more/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 13 PV

29 726 take [congestion] out of…. The ever-growing suburbia out of which they took congestion; out of which ever-growing 
suburbia did they take suburbia; to take congestion out and shops in to 
suburbia…specialization/shift/bleaching "take"

Transfer, 
External

13 PV

29 727 ever-{grow}ing ever-{ing} : has to be used with atelic processes to get this meaning - ever-growing 
COCA 355: S20, F33, M112, N90, Ac100. Strong pref for M,A,N. Encoding only

134 Complex Adj

29 728 [stop the] urban sprawl urban sprawl COCA 282: S19, F12, M93, N111, Ac47 - figurative "sprawl" Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP
29 729 new-found [economy] new-found COCA 228: collocants from identifiable semantic set - freedom  (17), wealth 

(11), fame (11), power (9), knowledge (8), confidence (7), interest (5), popularity (5)… 
etc. Desirable attributes: two-word hyphenation, figurative "found"

134 Complex Adj

29 730 mining royalties MWE in WA context at this time - specific reference, encyclopaedic in Australia in 
2011/2012/2013

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

29 731 spends this money wisely [nn*] wisely COCA (48). BNC wisely collocated with money @ L1, MI = 23.3. Other 
collocates are predictably time, resources, dollars, power, credit, energy…No bleaching, 
specialisation in this case - do not count.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

29 732 [we will all benefit] in the 
long run

in the long run COCA 3152: S875, F204, M716, N629, Ac728: specialization of "long run" 
(figurative?) - meaning not clear from the words (encoding and decoding?)

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

29 733
30 734 Letters 30
30 735 Each and every one of 

{us}
each and every one of COCA 343: S137, F106, M33, N40, Ac27. with us 82. each and 
every one COCA 420. S154, F132, M48, N48, Ac38: every and each one COCA 0 - 
preference, Force

Engagement, 
Force

13 QUANT

30 736 how long is a piece of 
string

How long is a piece of string Good example of classic idiom not represented (or with low 
frequency) in a corpus. COCA 0. 3.4 million in Google. BNC 8(8). Figurative.

13 ENTIRE

30 737 It is {human nature} to it is human nature to COCA 14. It's human nature to 91. Mostly spoken, newspaper: 
human nature COCA 2432. S301, F199, M496, N271, Ac1165: animal nature COCA 38 - 
means it's normal, strong JUDGEMENT STEM: It's {JUDGEMENT} to…platforming - but not 
including "It is" stems unless there are other factors present

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

30 738 way of life way of life COCA 3697: S654, F300, M874, N750, Ac1119 13 N/NP
30 739 [This] debate is raging 

[because]
debate [RAGE] COCA 4 types, 126 tokens. S26, F4, M42, N37, Ac17. Meaning shift in 
"rage". 

13 NP/predicate  
phrase



30 740 hidden agenda hidden agenda COCA 170: S30, F26, M32, N45, Ac37: preference - figurative "hidden" 
and "agenda"

13 N/NP

30 741 The average {taxpayer} The average ... COCA 7569. Typical collocates person (764), age (661), number (451), 
American (355), cost (283), price 241, citizen (237): 2 usages here, one referring to the 
mathematically "central" number, the other referring to typicality.  the average taxpayer 
COCA 39. S18, F0, M8, N12, Ac1: the average nurse, the average teacher, the average 
dog, the average pizza : no apparent specialization/bleaching/shift, no obvious 
restrictions, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

30 742 the average {pensioner} See 30/741. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

30 743 does not […] any more 
than […]

COCA search for any more than 1869. S313, F722, M302, N266, Ac266. Needs negative in 
previous clause to generate this meaning: example of cross-clause phrasal construction 

35 Comparative 
correlative

30 744 [Once the money is gone,] 
that's it.

COCA 3377. Can be an end (second clause completing pair, as here), but is effectively an 
ENTIRE. Meaning not clear from words

END 13 ENTIRE

30 744.1 After that Checking . After that sentence initial: COCA 3188: S418, F1246, M791, N508, Ac225. 
Here borderline internal/external

Internal/externa
l

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

30 745 open-door policy open-door policy COCA 101: S9, F3, M24, N28, Ac37; encyclopaedic - figurative "door" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
30 746 put {their1} hands in 

{their1} pockets
There has to be some evokation of obligation or request preceding to get the idiomatic 
reading of this (as here) - otherwise the literal reading dominates. Here there is "ask" to 
put their hands in their pockets. May also be "have to": COCA 16 types, 83 tokens: S6, 
F70, M2, N4, Ac1: figurative pockets

Judgement 134 Predicate phrase

30 747
31 748 Letters 31
31 749 national anthem national anthem COCA 768: S219, F74, M142, N209, Ac124 - means more than the words Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

31 750 the grand final Meaning shift in "grand" - formulaic in Aussie Rules football Local 123 N/NP
31 751 last weekend last weekend (without def article) COCA 1816: S525, F106, M143, N1035, Ac7 (last year, 

last month, last week, *last day, *last hour, last minute (different meaning), *last second 
- niched meanings

13 N/NP

31 752 an act of {mockery} an act of * for 100 types, 1899 tokens: two groups - one is just the group that performed 
the act (congress) but the other is either Affect or Appreciation (an act of war, god, 
congress, terrorism, faith, love, violence, courage, cowardice). Include.

4 N/NP

31 753 our national song national song COCA 14, but used generically ("Polish national song") NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

31 754 the harmony line harmony line COCA 8. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
31 755 in keeping with in keeping with COCA 1737: S148, F127, M409, N317, Ac736: in perfect keeping with … 

final prep can be dropped. Meaning shift in keeping: conveys writer's opinion in regard to 
relationship between eventuality (using the harmony line) and entity (the tune) - PNP

1 PNP

31 756 I wonder [how he would…] . I wonder COCA 2038. S553, F936, M257, N195, Ac97 (bleached) Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

31 757 in some way in some way COCA 3037: in any way, in no way: open choice. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
31 758 put their own "feel" to it put * own feel to it COCA 0. Looks novel – drawn from "put their own stamp on it" and 

"has a definite Feel to it" ???? Discuss but do not count (NB use of inverted commas)
X Discuss but do 
not count

X 
Discus
s but 
do not 
count

X Discuss but do not 
count



31 759 did a good job of [do] a good job of = COCA 5 types 586 tokens: S157, F58, M128, N192, Ac51 Judgement 13 DO Predicate phrase

31 760 [there] is always room for 
[interpretation in music]

[BE] always room for * COCA 48 types, 97 tokens. Mix of literal and idiomatic: 31 "always 
room for children" (literal): idiomatic "always room for compromise". In the idiomatic 
usage, the slot-filler must be positive APPRECIATION. Taking (quant) room for 
improvement as indicative, total 28, S5, F1, M6, N13, Ac3: NB could also have 'find room 
for' etc so not a BE VP. A small number of words trigger the idiomatic meaning - find, be, 
no (as in "no room for maneuver" COCA. NB many different patterns around "room" - 
make room for, leave room for, no room for - significance of SPATIAL in 
argument...Figurative "room" 

Spatial, 
Metaphorical

13 BE Predicate phrase

31 761 make it a mockery make it a mockery Approximation: [MAKE] a mockery of 4 types, 222 tokens: S50, F27, 
M47, N71, Ac27: bleaching in "make"

Manufacture, 
Metaphorical

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

31 762 national anthems national anthem COCA 768: S219, F74, M142, N209, Ac124 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
31 763 sacred music rock music, pop music – could also use religious music. No obvious restrictions, 

specialization/bleaching/shift. 
NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

31 764
32 765 Letters 32
32 766 Is it not {ironic} Is it not {APPRAISAL} : conveys indignation - means more/other than the words Engagement, 

Appreciation
134 Sentence/clause 

lead in
32 766.1 resource-rich {state} Encyclopaedic in Australian/West Australian context - referring to geological deposits: 

COCA 103. S2, F1, M15, N24, Ac61 (high Ac)
2 Complex Adj

32 766.2 half-a-billion {dollars} CF a half billion dollars - formulaic for quantities - half a billion COCA 411. S179, F24, 
M98, N82, Ac28 -  form

3 QUANT

32 767 Would it not be {good 
management}

Would it not be {APPRAISAL} - means more/other than the words Engagement, 
Appreciation

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

32 768 Why is it…that Open Choice. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
32 769 go without [GO] without COCA 5 types, 1681 tokens. S330, F463, M379, N301, Ac208: meaning not 

clear from words
Judgement 13 PV

32 770 at a time of {plenty} a time of * COCA for 100 types, 1708 tokens. Two patterns: either at a time of [year, life] 
or, as here, time of {APPRAISAL} - anxiety and ... momentous change .... rising 
unemployment: never at the time of plenty etc - at a time of - see Declerck 1997: indef 
article always present, adjective insertion possible (given, specific, wonderful...), final 
preposition can only be left off if there is an adjective (otherwise triggers change of 
meaning)...followed by appraisal..."time" not literal "time" but focusing device...classifying 
as organising procedural 

134 PNP

32 771 pay through the nose [PAY] through the nose COCA 3 types, 38 tokens. S6, F11, M8, N11, Ac2: means 
more/other than the words

Appreciation/ 
Jugement

13 Predicate phrase

32 772 basic necessity basic necessity COCA 17, S3, F1, M1, N5, Ac5: basic necessities COCA 190: S40, F10, 
M37, N40, Ac63…tautology (like safe haven) - bleaching/shift. 

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

32 773 [a basic necessity] such as 
{water}

See 1/35 135 COORDINATING

32 774 for the want of for the want of COCA 7: Google 18.3 million 23 January 2012. Phrasal construction is 
probably for want of (i.e. a PNP - COCA 367: S122, F88, M61, N30, Ac66) : 
bleaching/shift/specalisation in want, adjective insertion not possible (COCA for the * 
want of 0), final preposition cannot be left off. Conveys writer's opinion in regard to the 
relationship between the eventuality (our gardens are reduced to deserts) and entity 
(proper water infrastructure management) - equivalent to "because of a lack of"

13 PNP

32 775 [our] mining industry "mining industry" formulaic/encyclopaedic in WA context Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
32 776



33 777 Letters 33
33 778 [Greens] MP Member of Parliament 3 Abbreviation
33 779 done {our} community a 

service
[Lemma DO] + "a service"/5 = BNC 31(25): [DO] * a service COCA 27 types, 35 tokens. 
S11, F15, M3, N6, Ac0: pattern holds for [DO] * * a service: figurative "service"

Judgement 13 DO Predicate phrase

33 780 [in] bringing to {our} 
attention 

[BRING] to * attention COCA 33 types, 329 tokens. S100, F30, M49, N52, Ac98: 
bleaching/speclalization/shift in "bring"

Movement, met 134 Predicate phrase

33 781 [in bringing to our 
attention] once again

once again COCA 16471: S5515, F3456, M2505, N2259, Ac2736: force - means more 
than/other than the words 

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

33 782 chronically [and terminally] 
ill

Double-up. COCA 1. chronically ill COCA 207: S21, F5, M54, N28, Ac99: chronically sick 
COCA 8 – preferred form, encyclopaedic

Appreciation 123 Complex Adj

33 783 [chronically and] terminally 
ill

terminally ill COCA 641: S168, F29, M110, N165, Ac169. Encyclopaedic.  Terminally sick 
COCA 1 - preferred form

Appreciation 123 Complex Adj

33 784 [his] Euthanasia Bill PROPER NOUN Engagement, 
Local (WA)

23 PROPER NOUN

33 785 is {right} in thinking that is * in thinking that = COCA 4. correct (2), right (1), mistaken (1). is [jj*] in [v?g*] that 
COCA 73 types, 130 tokens: S26, F4, M17, N23, Ac60. Top "is correct in saying that" 20, 
then right/saying, correct/suggesting, correct/stating … JUDGEMENT FRAME [BE] 
{JUDGEMENT} IN {COMMUNICATION VERB} : encoding "in"

Judgement 134 BE Predicate phrase

33 785.1 [it will] surface again COCA for 4 types, 139 tokens - mixture of literal and idiomatic. Where idiomatic, as here, 
references problems or troublesome things (either inscribed or evoked problems) that 
"surface" again - including as predicate phrase. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "surface", 
use of "again"

13 Predicate phrase

33 786 [he] is {misguided} … in 
thinking 

is * in thinking that = COCA 4. correct (2), right (1), mistaken (1). is [jj*] in [v?g*] that 
COCA 73 types, 130 tokens: S26, F4, M17, N23, Ac60. Top "is correct in saying that" 20, 
then right/saying, correct/suggesting, correct/stating … JUDGEMENT in first slot, encoding 
"in"

Judgement 134 BE Predicate phrase

33 787 well-intentioned COCA 616. S59, F37, M191, N161, Ac178: LOW F AND S. Meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Adj
33 788 the answer to [human 

suffering] is [euthanasia]
 Dictionary defs cite use in relation to problems (question/answer, problem/solution or 
answer): so this usage positions 'human suffering' as the problem (question) and 
euthanasia as the answer (solution): the answer to [x] is [y] positions [x] as the problem. 
PROBLEMATICIZER

Problematicizer 15 CORRELATING

33 789 What is {needed} is What is needed is COCA 84. S6, F0, M23, N10, Ac45: What is * is slot fillers needed 84, 
important 90, clear 75, certain 44, new 44, surprising 28, interesting 24, required 24 all 
APPRAISAL (positive) in the slot - included for that reason

Engagement 
marker

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

33 790 palliative care palliative care COCA 311: S21, F3, M11, N57, Academic 219: means more than/other 
than the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

33 791 palliative care-
{practitioners}

Entire NP is open choice, but palliative care is not . NP used as ADJ - from N/NP - 
collocates organisation, services, research, needs, team, experts,nurse, service, physician, 
units … recognisable (topic-based) group but large number of possible collocates within 
that, counting as complex adj rather than N/NP

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj 

33 792 Not even "Not even our average GP understands the principles of palliative care, let alone the 
public" - part of let alone construction in this context - counting with let alone 
construction it is part of

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

33 793 GP General Practitioner 3 Abbreviation
33 794 palliative care palliative care COCA 311: S21, F3, M11, N57, Academic 219: means more than/other 

than the words
Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

33 795 let alone let alone COCA 3844. S488, F995, M863, N675, Ac823 - (see Fillmore, Kay, O'Connor) - 
meaning not clear from words, coordinates

Force 135 COORDINATING



33 796 the public Def article + adjective. Searching the public to access this usage: COCA 3545. S881, 
F136, M677, N1087, Ac764: in the same family as the deaf, the rich etc: the + [ADJ] for 
group : including as FRAME: the + [socially sanctioned generalization described with an 
adjective] - *the pleasant ; *the cooperative

13 N/NP

33 797 The {current euthanasia} 
debate

Halliday exophoric reference as elsewhere - reinforced by temporal adverbial: the * 
debate COCA for 100 types, 2926 tokens. S1072, F17, M4426, N586, Ac725: 
encyclopaedic: references "ongoing colloquy"

Engagement 
marker

124 N/NP

33 798 the {medical and nursing} 
professions

Double-up. The medical profession (495): S134, F25, M130, N75, Ac131; the nursing 
profession (65): S7, F0, M3, N7, Ac48: the medical profession, the dental profession 4, 
the engineering profession, the teaching profession : the architecture profession 
1:NP/MWE is the * profession with restrictions on slot-fillers - preferred choices

3 N/NP

33 798.1 hear our concerns COCA [HEAR] * concerns 53: S22, F3, M7, N13, Ac8. NB [HEAR] * worries COCA 4 - 
preference cf listen to our concerns doesn't have same meaning/force in imperative

3 Predicate phrase

33 799 take the necessary steps [take] collocated with steps @ R4 = COCA 5484: S1073, F1095, M1037, N1255, Ac1024. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "take" and "steps"

Movement, 
metaphorical

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

33 800 palliative care palliative care COCA 311: S21, F3, M11, N57, Academic 219: means more than/other 
than the words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

33 800.1 basic training COCA 450. S117, F74, M101, N94, Ac64. Shift/bleaching in "basic" - meaning core, 
fundamental rather than rudimentary

13 N/NP

33 801 medical and nursing 
students

*doctoring and nursing students *doctoring students…*architectural students…engineering 
students … not clear what is going on here, but there is a preference of some kind

3 N/NP

33 802 [doctors and nurses 
currently] in practice

[and that doctors and nurses currently] in practice [be taught the principles…]...meaning 
here "in medical practice" rather than the opposite to "in theory" - meaning not clear from 
parts

Locative, 
metaphorical - 
status

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

33 803 palliative care palliative care COCA 311: S21, F3, M11, N57, Academic 219: means more than/other 
than the words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

33 804 as part of Open choice. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
33 805 [as part of their regular] in-

service.
In COCA this is adjectival. In Australian English nursing environment (and possibly 
elsewhere) the noun (training) has been dropped and the adjective has been nominalised. 
See Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 732)

23 N/NP

33 806 take time [TAKE] time COCA 5 types, 4620 tokens. S1120, F667, M1180, N1034, Ac619. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching

Transfer, 
metaphorical

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

33 807 Only when [good palliative 
care has become…] will

in this singular situation. Only when collocated with will @ R9 = COCA 77, with some 
noise: S10, F17, M17, N13, Ac20. Examples eg "Only when pressed, firmly, will he 
acknowledge that doubling…", "Only when something interesting comes into view will…", 
"Only when this case is solved will people believe him". Established conditional 
construction, included with reservations: however positions content of "only when" clause 
as desired, preferred - invokes APPRECIATION: included for that reason

5 CORRELATING

33 808 palliative care palliative care COCA 311: S21, F3, M11, N57, Academic 219: means more than/other 
than the words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

33 809 the norm Searching . the norm to access this usage. S64, F53, M202, N135, Ac181: a norm COCA 
127 - no apparent preference.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

33 810 frail aged frail aged COCA 0. BNC 0. Google 238,000. But this is an established compound in aged 
care - referring to dementia/Alzheimer's patients. Emerging? Restricted? Specialist? Shift 
in meaning of "frail" (covers mental issues)

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

33 811 the chronically [and 
terminally] ill

chronically ill COCA 207: S21, F5, M54, N28, Ac99: meaning of "chronically" in medical 
context 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



33 812 [the] ...terminally ill terminally ill COCA 641: S168, F29, M110, N165, Ac169. preferred to the dying. 3 N/NP
33 813
34 814 Letters 34
34 815 private member's Bill Conventionalized in Australian context: used generically Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
34 816 legalize Euthanasia legalize marijuana, legalize same-sex marriage No obvious restrictions, 

specialization/shift/bleaching. Means what it says.
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

34 817 [wilfully] ending their life [end] [pp*] life: only one example from COCA - will go into remission, but just in case, 
she has made plans to end her life… Euphemism, conventionalized. End _ life BNC 48(37) 
with noise - excluding noise, 21 clear examples, all with possessive pronoun (no examples 
of your in this pattern). Means more/other than the words

13 Predicate phrase

34 818 [guilty of a] criminal act act (n) collocated with criminal (adj) @ L1 = BNC MI 35.1. criminal act COCA 243, S99, 
F10, M23, N62, Ac49: cf criminal activity.  illegal act COCA 68. S30, F3, M7, N9, Ac19: 
criminal act vs illegal act? But NB  generous act, religious act, stupid act, dangerous act, 
amazing act : criminal and dangerous act; an act that was criminal. No apparant 
bleaching, specialisation of either part. Not including.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

34 819 mitigating circumstances mitigating circumstances COCA 83: S21, F11, M12, N12, Ac27: mitigating factor/s 132, 
circumstance* 89, evidence 17, measure* 8….preference for factor/s, circumstances

23 N/NP

34 820 voluntary euthanasia voluntary euthanasia COCA 20. Google 242,000. Wikipedia definitions and others. ALLOW 
DESPITE LOW FREQUENCY: formulaic, encyclopaedic in Australian context at least 
2011/2012

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

34 821 [the] {20} or so [per cent 
of the wider population] 

Searching or so. to access this usage: COCA 2528. S780, F649, M610, N334, Ac155 - 
meaning not clear from the words

Focus 13 QUANT

34 821.1 [the 20 or so] per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression 3 QUANT
34 822 the wider [population] the wider * COCA for 100 types, 966 tokens. S98, F42, M199, N81, Ac546. Collocates are 

world (154), community (84), society (75), context (44), public (39), culture (27), 
political ...(18) … ie semantic set denoting grouping or environment with 
spread/significance (*the wider club, *the wider classroom - *the wider park - must be 
unbounded/abstract. Specialization/shift/figurative "wider".

13 Comparative 
emphasiser

34 823 [beliefs] not born of 
[reasoning]

born of = COCA 1311. Some literals, but not many. "Confidence is born of faith". This 
negative is very unusual (COCA 18 for not born of). born of is outside scope (verb + 
prep), and not born of is not supported NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

34 824 rational debate rational debate COCA 18. debate collocated with rational @ L1 = BNC MI 30.1. Collocants 
describe the nature (forum, topic) of the debate (public (786), national  (525), political 
(514), presidential (399), policy (240), care (207), abortion (164)….or provide slot for 
JUDGEMENT heated (327), great (207), ongoing (206), current (181), big (161), open 
(149), real (132); transparent on both sides, doesn't appear to require APPRAISAL in 
collocate - no obvious restrictions, no obvious specialization/bleaching/shift, means what 
it says. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

34 825 vote {the Bill} down [VOTE] * * down COCA mixed results, but this usage examples "vote the package down", 
"vote * package down", "voted this measure down" allow. Use of "down"

Encyclopaedic 123 PV

34 826 is a measure of [see right] "[That politicians would support a view of a minority and vote the bill down] is a measure 
of [their collective inadequacy]" is a measure of COCA 378. S31, F10, M107, N43, Ac187: 
eg COCA 1 2011 FIC Analog "It is a measure of the Confederate's concern that he she 
turned her back on Donovan to...": 19 2011 ACAD Humanist "That this argument always 
has to be used is a measure of how horrible wars actually are": "It is a measure of how 
much things have changed that Mr Obama, who clashed...":  similar in meaning to 'an 
indication of' or 'reflects' but the use of the word 'measure' gives it the appearance of 
quantifiability

135 COORDINATING



34 827 [that] no matter {how} no matter * COCA for 100 types, 21074 tokens. collocates who (727), whom (15), 
whoever (1) - wh-forms (so how is consistent). no matter how 9014: S1370, F2430, 
M2526, N1567, Ac1121: stem of "exhaustive conditional" see Huddleston and Pullum p. 
761: leads in - means "discount this" - meaning not clear from the words (now)

Force 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

34 828 [should I] at some point in 
the future [need]

at some point in the future COCA 124: S42, F6, M26, N19, Ac31: use of point - at some 
time in the future COCA 40. Preferred.

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

34 829 break the law [break] the law = COCA 1187: S610, F100, M144, N279, Ac54: figurative "break" Activity, met 12 Predicate phrase
34 830 At some point [legislators 

will realize]
at some point COCA 5797: S2403, F751, M1015, N981, Ac647 - and see above (at some 
point in the future) - here "in the future" is assumed

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

34 831 for the sake of COCA 3412: S512, F677, M742, N479, Ac1001: encoding. for the * sake of COCA 7. 
Resistant to adjective insertion, can't drop final prep unless poss pronoun used in 
determiner slot, bleaching/shift in "sake", writer's opinion in regadr to relationship 
between eventuality and entity - PNP

13 PNP

34 832 [those who will] live on Searching [LIVE] on . to access this usage - still includes at least two patterns (including 
the money he was living on…) : frequencies indicative only: 385: S102, F83, M83, N82, 
Ac35: encoding ("on")

13 PV

34 833 legalized euthansia COCA 5. legalized drug-taking, legalized drunk-driving, legalized brothels : No obvious 
restrictions, no obvious specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says. 

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

34 834 [die] in peace [die] in peace COCA 61. Related to rest in peace? in peace COCA 1939. S451, F588, 
M293, N340, Ac267 - means die peacefully  - meaning not clear from parts, include

(container met) 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

34 835 . Better still , Searching . Better still COCA 112. S4, F19, M71, N10, Ac8 - form, meaning not clear from 
the words - shift in "still"

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

34 836
35 837 Letters 35
35 838 the {voluntary euthanasia} 

debate
MWE in this context at this time: tags "ongoing colloquy" - Engagement marker Engagement 124 N/NP

35 839 the most [disengenuous 
piece of nastiness I can 
remember reading here]

the -est [N] [category] - APPRAISAL in first slot but no PP - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

35 840 [He] writes of [attributed author] writes of [summary of content pertinent to this particular text]: V + 
prep OUTSIDE SCOPE

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

35 841 as if COCA 77431 13 March 2013. S4785, F50017, M10531, N6570, Ac5528. NB high FIC. 135 Complex Conj
35 842 state-sanctioned COCA 99. S5, F1, M15, N27, Ac51. HIGH ACADEMIC. Other collocates: government, state, 

un, nations, city, church, official, ANC, UN, UCI, US, Yalta, WTO…: can split ('state and 
government sanctioned'): no specialisation, no bleaching (although state standing for 
government?) - not in ACOD, no online definitions. Is set of collocates limited? Has to be 
someone/something that is in a position to sanction, but can have parent-sanctioned, 
hospital-sanctioned. Could you have prisoner-sanctioned? No apparent bleaching, 
specialization, meaning shift on either side: not including 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

35 843 voluntary euthanasia voluntary euthanasia COCA 20. Google 242,000. Wikipedia definitions and others. ALLOW 
DESPITE LOW FREQUENCY: formulaic, encyclopaedic in Australian context at least 
2011/2012

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

35 844 studiously avoids studiously collocated with [avoid] @ L1 = COCA 74. BNC MI 38.2: S7, F22, M17, N20, 
Ac17. Things you can do studiously: [AVOID] 4 types 74 tokens: [IGNORE] 4 types, 39 
tokens: [REFRAIN] 2 types, 4 tokens.  LDCE defines "studiously" from "studious": 
spending a lot of time studying and reading" p.1650. Meaning shift here - included for that 
reason. 

Judgement: 
Force

13 Intensifying 
Collocation



35 845 compulsory euthanasia NOVEL COINAGE? COCA 1: Google 17,600 12 March 2012 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

35 846 just around the corner Searching just around the corner . COCA 216, S40, F46, M69, N40, Ac21.  Around the 
corner COCA 2934, possibly more literals in this group: S547, F1363, M456, N467, Ac101 
: Figurative "corner"

Locative, 
metaphorical, 
argument space

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

35 847 voluntary euthanasia voluntary euthanasia COCA 20. Google 242,000. Wikipedia definitions and others. ALLOW 
DESPITE LOW FREQUENCY: formulaic, encyclopaedic in Australian context at least 
2011/2012

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

35 847.1 The question […] is 
[whether or not]

. The question is COCA 2361. S1411, F88, M323, Ac286 Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

35 848 whether or not whether or not don't get not or whether COCA 12097. S6273, F924, M1447, N882, 
Ac2571

135 Complex Conj

35 849 has the {right} to [have] the right to = COCA 3917: S1539, F343, M494, N800, Ac741 Part of Frame [HAVE] 
the [n*] to with Judgement in the slot … [have] a right to COCA 5 types, 3148 tokens. No 
apparent preference, no bleaching/specialization/shift…not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

35 850 end {their} suffering very specific meaning - equivalent to "die" : [END] * suffering COCA 22 types, 93 tokens - 
although this meaning only applies when the possessive pronoun refers to a person (or 
here, two people) - not to a group. If you want to "end Armenian suffering" it means you 
want to end hardship suffered by the Armenians...it does not mean you want them to die 
in order to end their suffering: specialization/bleach/shift

13 Predicate phrase

35 851
36 852 Letters 36
36 853 [I am] but a [small part] [be] but a = COCA 825…however "I am but a" as here is not the dominant pattern. Top of 

the list is "is but a" predominantly used in Academic, followed by "was but a" (Fiction 
dominates) and then back to the present ("are but a"), again dominated by Academic.  
COCA 8 hits for [be] but a small part: but means the same as only here: [BE] is not part 
of the MWE (I ate but a few of the cakes, I saw but a few castles...) - simply substitutes 
"but" for "only".

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 854 grave concern grave concern COCA 140. S36, F7, M26, N25, Ac46: serious concern, great concern, 
major concern, primary concern…COCA grave * top is grave danger, then grave concern, 
grave mistakes, grave threat, grave consequences. COCA grave worry no tokens. 
Preference, allow.

Force, 
Appreciation

3 Intensifying 
Collocation

36 855 ADF Australian Defence Force 3 Abbreviation
36 856 the wider [veteran] 

[community]
the wider community COCA 84. S4, F1, M20, N5, Ac54 - as above: complement must be 
an abstraction (the wider veteran would invoke size). Specialization/shift/figurative 
"wider".

Engagement 13 Comparative 
emphasiser

36 857 not just…but COCA 6020. S2026, F663, M1411, N1061, Ac859 Force: proclaim 
plus proclaim

5 CORRELATING

36 858 the Australian electorate Open choice. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 859 [we are seeing] ({the first 
real}) nails in the coffin

nail* in * coffin COCA 11 types, 99 tokens: S31, F7, M23, N32, Ac6. Verbs be, put, drive, 
would be : see is unusual: then  the final, could be another, the last, a final, the last, just 
another… the use of an ordinal is very typical - first, last, another...Core is nail* in the 
coffin (usually singular - this is atypical). Figurative

13 N/NP



36 860 [Anzac] military forces military forces COCA 1137. S330, F17, M129, N196, Ac465: other collocates armed, 
special, military, american, iraqi, allied, political, israeli, social… always plural: OED online 
shows plural evident from 1942 ("the Forces programme"). Difficult one - could argue that 
the entire construction is figurative, so that it passes Cowie's entry test ...Perhaps 
significant that we say police force but armed forces? Allow, but borderline.

13 N/NP

36 861 [the Anzac military forces] 
as {we} knew them

as we [know] them 2 types, 94 tokens. S32, F4, M26, N11, Ac21 (we do not know the 
Anzac military forces - idiomatic expression - eg 'The world as we know it is changing') - 
shift (bleaching?) in "know" …NB cf Narratives - "the Canberra I know…"

134 Complex Adj

36 862 in {political} quarters political quarters COCA 2: in * quarters - always plural: for 100 types, 976 tokens. 
Collocates some, close, many, his, certain, tight, cramped…Two usages (at least). in 
quarters without the adjective/determiner always refers to literal quarters: for 100 types, 
976 tokens. S151, F206, M207, N255, Ac157: bleaching/shift in "quarters"

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

36 863 mid-level COCA 478. S51, F37, M81, N132, Ac177: including prefixes but here with reservations 
(but there is a break in pattern: high level, mid-level, low level. Middle level focusses 
more on position ("bake in the middle level") or in schooling "Classes at the middle level") 
- the middle level being a specific point. Mid-level references status more?  

13 Complex Adj

36 864 military careerists military careerist* COCA 0, not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 865 less-than-{cost-effective} less-than-[j*] : COCA 0. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 866 less than a decade System. (And not including more than, less than with nothing inbetween.) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 867 service personnel service personnel CCOA 239. S80, F11, M45, N40, Ac63: military reference - means more 
than/other than the words

23 N/NP

36 868 on the ground Searching on the ground . to access this usage: COCA 3519: S1154, F1167, M521, N442, 
Ac235: mix of literal and idiomatic. Idiomatic usage relates to battle, where the fighting is 
taking place: figurative "ground"

Location, 
metaphorical 

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

36 869 in power in power COCA 3682 S1176, F128, M560, N744, Ac1074: "in" Container Met 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

36 870 [Those in power] at this 
time

at this time being a reference to a future time…meaning not clear form words - how would 
you know "this" meant in the future?)

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

36 871 [will] by then by then COCA 5928. S623, F2298, M1437, N1066, Ac504. Needs context to establish 
whether "then" is past or future…including

3 Complex Adv

36 871.1 but we will remember them Evokes words of Remembrance service … note for comment, but do not count X Discuss but do 
not count

X 
Discus
s but 
do not 
count

X Discuss but do not 
count

36 872 [So,] speaking of Searching . Speaking of to try to access this usage: COCA 691. S263, F122, M173, N74, 
Ac59 : outside scope V + Prep

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 873 Remembrance Day Remembrance Day COCA 42. S1, F2, M8, N4, Ac27 Appreciation 
Encyclopaedic

23 PROPER NOUN



36 874 {dragged} through ({dirty 
political}) mud

 [drag] through the mud COCA 25: S13, F3, M4, N9, Ac0. [DRAG] through the dirt COCA 
4: almost all elements of this can change, except for "through". Only function words fixed:  
paradigmatic restrictions on other slots, and overall evaluative function. JUDGEMENT.  
Rhematic idiom (Moon 1994): EUM / Ext: figurative "drag" and "mud"

Judgement: 
metaphorical 
movement, 
location 

134 Predicate phrase

36 875 [have their] lives changed 
forever

[life] [change] forever = COCA 61. life changed forever most common, no apparent 
restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 876 [may I] in the spirit of [fair 
play gently ask]

in the spirit of COCA 853: S187, F80, M203, N154, Ac229 : bleaching/shift in spirit: 
determiner present: adjective insertion possible (true, best): cannot be used without final 
preposition without meaning change/recasting, shift in "spirit", writer-originated 
connection between eventuality and entity, PNP

13 PNP

36 877 ADF Australian Defence Force 3 Abbreviation
36 878 any and every any and every COCA 74. S10, F13, M13, N15, Ac23 - every and any COCA 5. 

Coordinated.
Force 3 QUANT

36 879 RAAF Royal Australian Air Force 3 Abbreviation
36 880 took part [in] [TAKE] part COCA 5 types, 4333 tokens. S905, S321, M764, N1127, Ac1216. 

Specialization/shift/bleaching
13 TAKE Predicate 

phrase
36 881 World War II PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
36 882 I sincerely {trust} * sincerely trust COCA 0. Not including, although sincerely hope COCA 9 types, 118 

tokens. S32, F27, M18, N28, Ac13. 
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 883 ask the same question of  [ask] the same question of COCA 4 types, 18 tokens: [ASK] the question of COCA 4 
types 62 tokens: S33, F6, M5, N7, Ac11. eg COCA 2, 2011, FIC Analog: "Kristine Louvrier 
asked it of me…": 15, 2011, MAG Esquire: "But the same could be asked of THE 
PRESIDENT", 29, 2011, MAG MotorBoating: "The crew should do what is asked of them": 
46, 2011, MAG HarpersBazaar: "She, in turn, asked the world of you": noted by 
Huddleston and Pullum (p. 311) as one of a handful of "isolated cases" where the "non-
core complement corresponding to the indirect object of the ditransitive has some other 
preposition than to or for". Also no literal "question"

13 Predicate phrase

36 884 at least {one} COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323: split between quantifier at 
least and meaning LDCE defines as "even if something better is not true or not done" plus 
others LDCE says based on at the least (although "the" not used in this data): here 
quantifier but internal/external bridge - fixed, form

Force External 13 QUANT

36 885 well before well before COCA 1440. S191, F199, M401, N318, Ac331: mean more than/other than the 
words

Force (temporal) 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

36 886 Remembrance Day PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 
(Western)

23 PROPER NOUN

36 887
37 888 Letters 37
37 889 military lawyer military lawyer COCA 29: medical lawyer, corporate lawyer - no apparent restrictions, no 

specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

37 890 against the wishes (of) against the wishes of COCA 86 - plural only (singular 4): S21, F7, M15, N18, Ac25: 
against the desires of  COCA 5: hopes 0. against * desire COCA 13 types, 27 tokens. NB 
against x's wishes - use of "against" :no bleaching/specialisation in wishes, determiner 
required, can insert adjective, preposition can be dropped if determiner is possessive 
pronoun: "wishes" contributes contentfully (tells us the Chief of the Defence Force did not 
want to do this) - contentful, PP

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

37 891 Chief of the Defence Force JOB TITLE Australian 3 JOB TITLE



37 892 to court martial Entry in ACOD (2009, p. 321). Encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 12 Predicate phrase
37 893 [made a] split-second 

{decision}
split-second * COCA decisions (34), decision (27), timing (18), reaction (4), glimpse (3): 
split-second decision* 4 types, 64 tokens. S23, F5, M12, N20, Ac4: decision is the most 
common collocate - counting as two (split second decision and also make a decision, see 
893.1)

Force (temporal) 134 Intensifying 
collocation

37 893.1 made a [split-second] 
decision

[MAKE] collocated with decision : COCA 17473. S6697, F1533, M2131, N3040, Ac4072 - 
shift/specialization/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

37 894 {tragic} as the 
[consequences] were

[j*] as the [nn*] [be] COCA = 119, however first type (honest as the day is), with 6 
tokens, is noise (as honest as the day is long). Very quickly get down to v. low frequencies 
for individual types: next is bad as the situation is (5), noble as the cause is (3), 
desperate as the governor is (3)...then a Few 2s, but mostly 1s. Variation on as ... as 
frame with one slot APPRAISAL - reason, result.

Appreciation 15 CORRELATING

37 895 to return fire [RETURN] fire COCA 317: S67, F108, M59, N67, Ac16. Specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"return"

13 Predicate phrase

37 896 [in a] combat situation combat situation COCA 54: S30, F11, M3, N5, Ac5. a battle situation COCA 5 - preference 3 N/NP

37 897 [It was a] situation [which 
the lawyer has never or 
will never have to] face 
[and a situation so 
dreadful…]

face + negatives…positions "situation" as undesirable Problematicizer 134 FACE Predicate 
phrase

37 898 so {dreadful} that so [inscribed JUDGEMENT/APPRECIATION] that - cause, consequence Appreciation 345 CORRELATING
37 899 in {her} worst nightmares in * worst nightmares 5 types, 9 tokens. in * worst nightmare 3 types, 4 tokens : "in * 

worst nightmare" Google 56.9 milion 23 January 2012, plural 6.18 million same day: 
Figurative "nightmares"

Metaphorical 
location 

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

37 899.1 begin to imagine [or 
understand]

[begin] to imagine COCA 5 types, 199 tokens: S19, F108, M45, N13, Ac14: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "begin" - means more/other than the words

13 Predicate phrase

37 899.2 begin to [imagine or] 
understand

[begin] to understand COCA 5 types, 1183 tokens: S175, F312, M292, N141, Ac263: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "begin" - means more/other than the words

13 Predicate phrase

37 900 Combat soldiers combat soldier* 2 types, 95 tokens. S72, F8, M16, N17, Ac27: battle soldier COCA 0 - 
preference

3 N/NP

37 901 the Vietnam war the Vietnam War COCA 2558. S687, F135, M481, N766, Ac489 Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
37 902 lieutenant platoon 

commander
JOB TITLE Technical 3 JOB TITLE

37 903 at least {one} [situation] COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323: split between quantifier at 
least and meaning LDCE defines as "even if something better is not true or not done" plus 
others LDCE says based on at the least (although "the" not used in this data): here 
quantifier but internal/external fuzziness - fixed, form

Force External? 13 QUANT

37 904 send {our young men} to 
war

to war collocated with [send] @ L4 = 82: S30, F11, M17, N19, Ac5:  slot fillers  
kids/children/young people, people, soldiers, a country, active service members, troops, 
men: specialization/bleach/shift in "send"

Judgement 134 Predicate phrase

37 905 {a [tragedy} such as 
{this}

a * such as this COCA for 100 types, 189 tokens. However there appears to be no 
restrictions on slot fillers (situation, case, time, day, group, project, woman, scenario, 
program), no appraisal, no impact on information structure: include for such as only - see 
1/35

135 COORDINATING

37 906 [That these young men 
now have to] face {further 
tragedy in their lives…}

That {clause outlining situation} [BE] {APPRECIATION} : INFORMATION STRUCTURE : 
APPRAISAL. - Similar to "The fact that {xxxx} is {appraisal}" … but included for FACE 

Problematicizer 134 FACE Predicate 
phrase



37 907 courts martial courts martial COCA 25. S16, F2, M2, N3, Ac2: court martials 7: court martial COCA 155 - 
encyclopaedic. Special court

23 N/NP

37 908 [a disgrace] beyond belief beyond belief COCA 349. S103, F87, M62, N77, Ac20" figurative "beyond" Force 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

37 909 ,why not COCA 2601. S951, F547, M511, N421, Ac171 - means more than the words - indignation, 
challenge

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

37 910 made the decision [MAKE] collocated with decision at L4, R4 COCA 16440. S6338, F1452, M2029, N2890, 
Ac3731: bleaching in "make"

Metaphorical 
activity

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

37 911 [to send them] in the first 
place

in the first place COCA 7564. S2144, F1643, M1608, N1043, Ac1126: meaning not clear 
from the words

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

37 912 make that decision [MAKE] collocated with decision at L4, R4 COCA 16440. S6338, F1452, M2029, N2890, 
Ac3731: bleaching in "make"

Metaphorical 
activity

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

37 913 the military hierarchy military hierarchy COCA 43, S3, F1, M8, N1, Ac30: medical hierarchy, government 
hierarchy : no apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

37 914 just another just another COCA 4085. Common in all registers/genres except Academic. Included along 
with yet another - invokes belittling of thing/person that follows

Appreciation / 
Judgement

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

37 915
38 916 Letters 38
38 917 Vietnam veteran Vietnam veteran COCA 427: S175, F18 M67, N141, Ac26: specifically refers to someone 

who fought in the Vietnam war…different to political veteran, for example  
Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

38 918 face {a court martial} FACE VP plus court martial COCA 155. S69, F34, M14, N20, Ac18 Problematicizer 134 FACE Predicate 
phrase

38 919 [Have] the lessons of [the 
Vietnam War] [already] 
been forgotten?

lesson* collocated with [forget] @ L4 COCA 4 types, 83 tokens. S4, F16, M27, N23, Ac13: 
literal/idiomatic split, but where idiomatic ?relative clause/other specification of what the 
lesson was/where it came from: MIs between 3 and 4: figurative "lessons" and 
specialization/bleach/shift in "forgotten"

13 Predicate phrase

38 920 the Vietnam War PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
38 920.1 [may not have proceeded] 

as planned
as planned COCA 857. S159, F173, M186, N248, Ac91. as [v?d*] (ie with -ed form): 
COCA for 100 types, 9431 tokens: difficult to identify this intuitive set (as planned, as 
expected, as anticipated) and differentiate it from the broader set: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

38 921 "been there and done that" NB use of scare quotes. Been there and done that COCA 34: S5, F4, M15, N9, Ac1. Been 
there, done that COCA 157: S33, F33, M45, N44, Ac2. In spoken Aus Eng usually 'been 
there, done that' : NB reversal (done that, been there no records in COCA): figurative.

Slogan 13 ENTIRE

38 922 [can] fully appreciate fully [appreciate] COCA 389. S43, F40, M104, N75, Ac127: shift in "fully" Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

38 923 at the time at the time COCA 27919: S7760, F3209, M5370, N5714, Ac5866 (ie at this particular time 
in the past)

Temporal 
external

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

38 923.1 It is also {inevitable} that it is inevitable COCA 167. S25, F12, M26, N42. Attitude in the slot (Appreciation): not 
counting "It is" stems unless other factors present

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

38 924 [a fanatical enemy] such 
as {the Taliban}

See 1/35 - Internal 135 COORDINATING

38 925 [such as the Taliban] 
engages our troops

[ENGAGE] collocated with troops at L4, R4 COCA 74. S22, F1, M21, N17, Ac13. 
Specialization/shift in "engage"

13 Predicate phrase

38 926 women and chlldren women and children COCA 2547. S741, F335, M464, N533, Ac474: children and women 
COCA 89

3 N/NP

38 927 an old tactic an old tactic: COCA 3.  Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



38 928 history shows history [SHOW] COCA 5 types, 281 tokens. S57, F6, M82, N71, Ac65 - can also have tells, 
suggests, says, provides… history personified, included for that reason - but also shows a 
preference for present tense, and for some kind of appraisal eg "History shows that the 
greater threat to propserity is not too little government invovlement, but ...." 2009 SPOK 
ABC_ThisWeek - suggesting Extension also

13 NP/predicate  
phrase

38 929 smacks of [questionable 
leadership]

[smack] of = no collocates in COCA. Google "smacks of" = 2.38 million. Verb / preposition 
collocation NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

38 930 in that Searching , in that to access this usage COCA 3406. S1264, F653, M338, N259, Ac892, 
but also captures "in that moment", "in that case", "in that region". This meaning has to 
be followed by a clause that explains the first part of the sentence - eg "But they are also 
divided in the same way the Egyptian military was, in that there's a generational divide" 
COCA 2011 SPOK PBS_NewsHour

135 Complex Conj

38 931 dealt with [DEAL] with COCA 31039: S11717, F2974, M5262, N6386, Ac4700 (included because this 
meaning of "deal" is created by its occurrence with "with")

13 PV

38 931.1 months ago years ago, weeks ago, minutes ago? seconds ago? Means "a long time within the 'months' 
frame" - adds Force COCA 8754. S3202, F1640, M1065, N2676, Ac171. Means more than 
the words, preference for form.

Force 13 Complex Adv

38 932 drag on [DRAG] on . to access this usage. COCA 4 types, 110 tokens. S39, F18, M17, N29, Ac7 - 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

38 933 theatre of war theatre of war COCA 2. Google 2.51 million. Figurative "theatre" 13 N/NP
38 934 [will be] fully supported 

[by their superiors]
fully supported COCA 101: S17, F2, M17, N19, Ac46. totally supported COCA 9. S5, F0, 
M2, N1, Ac1 PREFERENCE and shift in "fully"

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

38 935 [will be fully supported by 
their superiors and] not 
least of all [the 
government of the day]

not least of all COCA 58. S8, F12, M19, N6, Ac13 - preceded by and. Can't be used as 
sentence/clause lead-in - can be taken out, increase or decrease what follows - counting 
as focusing modifier, see notes

Force 13 Focusing modifier

38 936 [the] {government} of the 
day

government of the day COCA 28. S5, F0, M3, N2, Ac18 - meaning the government at that 
time. of the day brings up 100 types and 6343 tokens, but this use is very specific and 
limited to a Few types only: possibly the issues of the day, the politics of the day, the 
fashion of the day, the language of the day, the style of the day, the uniform of the day, 
music of the day, the newspapers of the day...but not the emotion of the day, the rest of 
the day, the events of the day, the heat of the day...difference in usage patterns 

134 N/NP

38 937 shame on [the top 
echelons of]

shame on [pp*] = COCA 380. you (240), us (41), me (34), them (33), him (20), her (7), 
it (2), ye (1). Only 2 hits Academic. Mostly Spoken/Fiction:  shame on * for 100 types, 
613 tokens. S177, F103, M69, N254, Ac10: means "you should be ashamed" - meaning 
not apparent from the words - allow. 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

38 938 the top echelons top echelon* COCA 100. S25, F1, M18, N33, Ac23: the echelons (without adj) COCA 8. 
Adj preferred

13 N/NP

38 939 the ADF Australian Defence Force 3 Abbreviation
38 940 the Australian Government PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN

38 941
39 942 Letters 39
39 943 In response to . In response to COCA 786. S53, F41, M182, N79, A431: . In reply to COCA 6: not 

possible to put an adjective before the noun without inserting the article ('he spoke in 
rapid response to…')…in direct response to, in her response to, in apparent response to - 
classifying as S/Clause lead-in (1), PNP (2) in this context

Engagement, PP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



39 944 how {ironic} that how [j*] that COCA 68 tokens, 192 types. Top slot-filler is ironic, as here - 34 tokens. 
COCA 192 types, S15, F95, M32, N41, Ac9: inscribed APPRAISAL IN SLOT

Appreciation? 
Indirect Affect?

345 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 945 [sound sympathetic to] 
each other 

each other COCA 58007. S10536, F19625, M11301, N8345, Ac8200: meaning not clear 
from words. Counting pronouns with common nouns

PRON 13 N/NP

39 946 On one hand…on the other 
hand

on the one hand : COCA 4451. S1084, F171, M470, N311, Ac2415 Engagement: 
direct

15 CORRELATING

39 947 how {tough}[life is] how [j*] [nn*] [be] : [j*] is inscribed APPRAISAL: frame for that reason Appreciation 345 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 948 tough life tough life COCA 79. S37, F11, M14, N15, Ac2: hard life COCA 210, happy life, easy life, 
normal life. No apparent restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift. Means what it says. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

39 949 [how] acting like a lout No restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift - not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

39 950 law-abiding citizens law-abiding citizen* COCA 304, S89, F19, M29, N142, Ac25 law-abiding people COCA 47: 
law-abiding individuals 5 preference for citizen

Indirect 
Judgement

3 N/NP

39 951 [normal] everyday life everyday life COCA 2050:  S216, F111, M482, N268, Ac973. everyday living COCA 80. 
every day to everyday, associated meaning shift…? everyday * top collocate by a long 
way is life: next one is lives (405). Test by splitting: everyday and special lives - 
borderline. lives that are everyday - also borderline. Include.

13 N/NP

39 952 "rite of passage" rite* of passage = COCA 2 types,  688 tokens: S69, F51, M179, N149, Ac240 - figurative 
"passage"

Appreciation 123 N/NP

39 953 [for all of their] hard work 
[and identity-crisis 
problems]

hard work COCA 4763. S1014, F699, M1265, N1105, Ac680. Hard meaning effortful 
rather than difficult?  cf difficult work COCA 101 - preference.

13 N/NP

39 954 identity-crisis identity crisis COCA 309. S40, F8, M75, N72, Ac114 - meaning shift in "crisis" 13 N/NP
39 955 the wider [problem] the wider problem : COCA 3 the wider * COCA for 100 types, 966 tokens. S98, F42, 

M199, N81, Ac546. Collocates are world (154), community (84), society (75), context 
(44), public (39), culture (27), political ...(18) … ie semantic set denoting grouping or 
environment with spread/significance (*the wider club, *the wider classroom - not a 
location - abstract locus). Specialization/shift/figurative "wider".

13 Comparative 
emphasiser

39 955.1 [in] dealing with 
{antisocial issues} 

[DEAL] with COCA 57438. S20092, F5012, M9538, N11400, Ac11396: meaning not clear 
from words - also problematicizer

13 PV

39 956 It is because {…} that [we 
are facing the anarchy of 
today] 

It is because [our society has allowed the fundamental rights of the innocent to be lost 
and has made the rights of criminals and louts more important] that [we are facing the 
anarchy of today] Puts preferred presupposition at the front It is because collocated with 
that at R9: COCA 2 types, 57 tokens. S10, F7, M12, N0, Ac28: ALSO FACE GROUP - SEE 
ENTRY 911: situation, consequence

Fronting 
preferred 
presupposition

35 CORRELATING

39 957 we are facing {the anarchy 
of today}

FACE (anarchy) - problematiciser Problematicizer 134 FACE Predicate 
phrase

39 958 moral integrity moral integrity COCA 64: S7, F2, M13, N7, Ac35: structural integrity, personal integrity, 
treatment integrity, ecologicial integrity, my integrity, bodily integrity : integrity in ACOD 
is "moral uprightness" which makes this a tautology…maybe because integrity has 
broadened? Part of group - see also financial cost L94/2139. 

3 N/NP

39 959 at the expense of at the expense of COCA 2937. S308, F113, M600, N673, Ac1243. Sets up author-
assessed disadvantaged element in complement: at the undoubted expense of 
…bleaching/shift/specialisation in expense, definite article required, adjective insertion OK, 
final preposition cannot be dropped without recasting (possessive pronoun) - "expense" is 
writer's opinion, PNP

13 PNP



39 960 human rights [crusade] human rights COCA 13702. S3052, F111, M1493, N3162, Ac5884 - encyclopaedic: human 
rights crusade COCA 1. Very specific meaning.

Appreciation 123 Complex Adj

39 961 Somewhere along the way Searching . Somewhere along the way to access this usage: COCA 61. S3, F26, M22, N7, 
Ac3: figurative "way"

Locative 
metaphorical

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 962 [the community has to] 
pay the price (for)

[pay] the price COCA 4 types, 1049 tokens. S400, F118, M183, N251, Ac97: [PAY] the 
cost COCA 4 types 130 tokens: figurative, preference

13 Predicate phrase

39 963 limp-wristed [decisions] limp-wristed + *collocate @ R1 = 14: but entry in Australian concise Oxford dictionary p. 
826 - colloquialism: figurative limp wrists

13 Complex Adj

39 964 decisions which are made [MAKE] collocated with decision at L4, R4 COCA 16440. S6338, F1452, M2029, N2890, 
Ac3731: bleaching in "make"

Manufacurre 
met

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

39 965 [behave] in a {civilized} 
manner

[behave] in a * manner = COCA 47.S6, F4, M7, N4, Ac26.  2 civilized. Slot carries 
APPRAISAL - JUDGEMENT SHIFTED TO APPRECIATION (from person to manner)

14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

39 965.1 If […] then "If the fundamental core of our society does not recognize the difference 
between…then…anarchy and social degradation are our future" Internal

Internal 35 CORRELATING

39 966 the difference between 
right and wrong

the difference between right and wrong COCA 90. S53, F10, M7, N15, Ac5. the difference 
between wrong and right COCA 0 PREFERENCE

3 N/NP

39 967 [punishments] handed 
down

Three main groups for collocants - legal, across generations (eg handing down wisdom), 
and clothes: [HAND] down COCA 4 types, 2141 tokens. S373, F765, M431, N349, Ac223: 
figurative "hand"

Transmission, 
movement 
Metaphorical

13 PV

39 968 Since the beginning of time Since the beginning of time COCA 96: S34, F19, M22, N10, Ac11: since the dawn of time 
COCA 39: since the start of time 0 - preference, force

Temporal Force 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 969 maintain order [MAINTAIN] order 4 types, 258 tokens. S46, F26, M31, N56, Ac99: [KEEP] order 3 types, 
189 tokens. S49, F36, M31, N42, Ac31 meaning above literal words - meaning to maintain 
the order prescribed by the prevailing power… 

Appreciation 
(social order)

13 Predicate phrase

39 970 If … then If the fundamental core of our society does not recognise the difference between right and 
wrong and … then, as we see today … Situation, Consequence: NB then is often not 
needed - but here it marks the transition which would be confused if it wasn't there, 
because 'as we see today' would look as though it was the end of the 'if' clause: included 
for this reason INTERNAL

Direct 35 CORRELATING

39 971 My point is simple My point is [j*] = COCA 7 different (3), simple (2), valid (1), clear (1) not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

39 972 do-gooders do-gooder* COCA 6 types, 248 tokens. S29, F58, M71, N76, Ac14 - meaning not clear 
from words

13 N/NP

39 973 [if you are not] breaking 
the law

[BREAK] the law: COCA 5 types, 1187 tokens. S610, F100, M144, N279, Ac54: 
[CONTRAVENE] the law 

Judgement: Met 
Activity

13 Predicate phrase

39 974 send a message [SEND] a message COCA 4 types, 1525 tokens. S671, F165, M210, N372, Ac107: 
literal/idiomatic split

Transfer, 
movement, 
metaphorical

13 Predicate phrase

39 975 The {youth} of today the youth of today COCA 16, most in Spoken (6): Google 7.41 million 24 January 2012. 
"The young of today" 193,000 24 January 2012. Also the parents of today, the kids of 
today, the students of today, the city of today, the issues of today - locates viewpoint as 
contemporary

14 N/NP

39 976 no more [….] than [...] no more [identity issues or stresses] than [any generation before them]: no more * than 
COCA for 100 types, 654 tokens. S60, F188, M189, N101, Ac116: means the same as 
fewer… than which would be the simpler construction: used to intensify?

35 Comparative 
correlative

39 977 "identity issues" identity issues COCA 74. Singular 18, plural 56, Academic dominates: health issues, focus 
issues, education issues : no apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, 
means what it says

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



39 978 In fact In fact COCA 75824. S28495, F8634, M15147, N8456, Ac15092 Engagement 
STOP

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 978.1 far {easi}er COCA far [jjr*] for comparative adjectives: for 100 types, 5917 tokens. S720, F795, 
M1751, N1419, Ac1232. Intensifying: specialization/shift/bleaching in "far"

13 Intensifying 
collocation

39 979 holding back {a laugh} Approximation - [HOLD] back [nn*]: for 100 types, 203 tokens: S40, F70, M26, N47, 
Ac20: top is tears (79): others information, laughter 4, progress…: this meaning holding 
back + indirect affect. Figurative "holding back"

Indirect Affect 134 Predicate phrase

39 980 so {easy} [for you] that so [ADJ] … that construction with inscribed APPRAISAL in slot: taken to be Judgement or 
Appreciation even if it's overtly neutral - 'so yellow that…'

Appreciation 45 CORRELATING

39 981 [easier] in every {respect} [jjr*] in every respect COCA 1:  in every respect COCA 170: S30, F27, M36, N24, Ac53: 
in every regard COCA 21. in all respects 129. in?

Force 14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

39 982 [we have] in fact in fact COCA 75824. S28495, F8634, M15147, N8456, Ac15092 Stop 13 Interpolation
39 983 [But] the {difference} is 

that
Tends to be sentence initial. COCA 379, Magazines and Spoken dominate : could have the 
problem is that, the advantage is that, the issue is that, the benefit is that : the 
{APPRECIATION} is that - platforming

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 984 law-abiding citizens law-abiding citizen* COCA 304, S89, F19, M29, N142, Ac25 law-abiding people COCA 47: 
law-abiding individuals 5 - preference

Judgement 13 N/NP

39 985 commit crimes [COMMIT] crimes COCA 4 types, 551 tokens. S225, F30, M64, N150, Ac82: [DO] crimes 
COCA 1 type, 5 tokens: commit always used with crimes, no bleaching or specialisation on 
either side, so not including …

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

39 986 anyone else anyone else COCA 6764: S1315, F2416, M1329, N1222, Ac482: everyone else, no one 
else, someone else …*them else, *all else…meaning not clear from words - counting prons 
with common nouns

Force PRON 13 N/NP

39 987 in doing so. (in) doing so (also by, through, from) COCA 1646: S170, F132, M306, N229, 
Ac809…anaphoric VP

13 END

39 988 identity crisis identity crisis COCA 309. Predominantly Academic (114). Least Fiction (8) health crisis, 
economic crisis : identity crisis COCA 309. S40, F8, M75, N72, Ac114 - meaning not clear 
from the words

13 N/NP

39 989 nothing more than 
[character weakness]

"your identity crisis is nothing more than character weakness" nothing more than COCA 
3652, Spoken (508), Fiction (1092), Magazine (809), Newspaper (675), Academic (568) : 
undesirable attribute(negative Judgement) in second slot

Force: 
Judgement

13 Focusing modifier

39 990 character weakness character weakness COCA 0. Google 133,000: not supported (but NB use of weakness)  NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

39 991 [you have to be] 
responsible for

outside scope - adjective plus prep NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

39 992 rather than [You have to be responsible for your actions, and] rather than [blame society for all your 
misgivings, look within yourself] rather than: COCA 59573. S5777, F3947, M14284, 
N9982, Ac25583 'I will buy fish rather than eggs', cf 'I will rather buy eggs than fish'…: 
here "rather than blame society" 

Internal 135 Complex Conj

39 993 look within yourself look within [ppx*] COCA 24. S8, F3, M4, N6, Ac3:specialization/bleach/shift in "look" 13 Predicate phrase
39 993.1 to find [the strength of 

character] 
Metaphoric find - add to [FIND] group 13 FIND predicate 

phrase
39 994 [the] strength of character strength of character COCA 123, S28, F21, M25, N30, Ac19: strength of personality COCA 

6: figurative "strength"
Judgement 13 N/NP

39 995 a valued member a valued member COCA 19 (Academic 8). Dominated by Academic (815): a valued 
possession, a valued employee, a valued bank. No apparent restrictions, no 
specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



39 996 In {do}ing so, in doing so COCA 1646: S170, F132, M306, N229, Ac809:prep can be by, through, from, 
as a result of... anaphoric VP - sentence initial - form preference, constraints on slot-fillers

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 997 [you would] find {respect} 
…. [for other people … for 
other people's possessions 
… and … for yourself]

COCA 4: not supported - although possible pattern of [FIND] with abstract nouns such as 
peace, salvation - [FIND] peace|respect|salvation COCA for 11 types, 304 tokens. S71 
F70, M70, N57, Ac36. Allow - add note - counting as one token only

134 FIND predicate 
phrase

40 998 Letters 40
40 999 [teenagers who drink will] 

do nothing to [deter the 
binge drinking…]

[DO] nothing to: COCA 5 types, 1721 tokens. S350, F424, M337, N365, Ac245.  not [do] 
anything to COCA 3 types, 114 tokens. Preference. Scope of nothing significant, not 
apparent from surface structure. Looks like infinitive of purpose but is equivalent to 
relative clause (has done nothing which would deter the binge drinking).  Similar to 
scaling intensifiers but doesn't scale the verb at all: classifying with Do VPs

Force, 
Judgement

13 DO Predicate phrase

40 1000 binge drinking binge drinking COCA 309: S38, F5, M35, N50, Ac181 - major social issue in WA/Aus: 
specialization of "binge"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

40 1001 binge drinking binge drinking COCA 309: S38, F5, M35, N50, Ac181 - major social issue in WA/Aus: 
specialization of "binge"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

40 1002 have done nothing to 
[reduce it].

[DO] nothing to COCA 5 types, 1721 tokens. S350, F424, M337, N365, Ac245: stands in 
place of "will not deter" - FORCE :infinitive of meaning is blocked -  *"will do nothing in 
order to deter" NOTHING

Force 13 DO Predicate phrase

40 1003 has done nothing to 
[justify....]

has done nothing to [justify the pride your parents may have]: [DO] nothing to: COCA 5 
types, 1721 tokens. S350, F424, M337, N365, Ac245.  not [do] anything to COCA 3 types, 
114 tokens. Preference.  Looks like infinitive of purpose but is equivalent to relative clause 
(has done nothing which would deter the binge drinking).  Similar to scaling intensifiers 
but doesn't scale the verb at all: classifying with Do VPs

Force 13 DO Predicate phrase

40 1004 [justify] the pride {your 
parents may} have in 
{you}

[HAVE] pride in COCA 4 types, 25 tokens. S3, F1, M4, N9, Ac8: [BE] proud of: have faith 
in 380: have confidence in 357; have trust in … specialization/bleach/shift in "have"

Judgement pos 13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

40 1005 alcohol-induced alcohol-induced COCA 30. S3, F6, M8, N8, Ac5: drug induced, speed-induced, noise-
induced : No apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

40 1006 Shame on [Mr P] shame on [pp*] = COCA 380. you (240), us (41), me (34), them (33), him (20), her (7), 
it (2), ye (1). Only 2 hits Academic. Mostly Spoken/Fiction: Pragmatic meaning extends 
beyond the words - shame on * for 100 types, 613 tokens. S177, F103, M69, N254, Ac10: 
meaning not clear from the words, means more/other than the words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

40 1007 pointing out [the 
symptoms]

[POINT] out COCA 4 types, 28484 tokens. S6610, F3000, M6648, N4840, Ac7386: 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

40 1008 has done nothing to [treat 
the cause of…]

[DO] nothing to COCA 5 types, 1721 tokens. S350, F424, M337, N365, Ac245: stands in 
place of "will not deter" - FORCE :infinitive of meaning is blocked -  *"will do nothing in 
order to deter" NB PART OF NOTHING GROUP - see above

Force, 
Judgement

13 DO Predicate phrase

40 1009 [the cause of] the binge-
drinking [epidemic].

binge-drinking COCA 31, S1, F2, M16, N9, Ac3: specialization of "binge": encyclopaedic in 
Australian context

Encyclopaedic, 
local knowledge, 
Appreciation

123 Complex Adj

40 1010
41 1011 Letters 41



41 1012 I was {delighted and 
saddened} to {read} {your 
report}

I was [j*] to [read|see|hear|learn] = COCA 847 tokens for 100 types. Most common I 
was surprised to see (147), glad to see (117), pleased to see (80): I was [j*] to read 
COCA 23 types, 119 tokens: S20, F6, M35, N55, Ac3. Top collocate surprised 25, pleased 
16, disappointed 12, delighted 12, interested 10... APPRAISAL: AFFECT  - register 
specific?

Judgement, 
Appreciation, 
Affect indirect

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

41 1013 well done Searching well done . to access this usage. COCA 453. S198, F89, M81, N64, Ac21. Entire 
here, but in other contexts can be sentence/clause initial. Meaning shift - means 
congratulations.

Judgement 13 ENTIRE

41 1014 brought to mind [BRING] to mind  COCA 642: S70, F131, M192, N127, Ac122. Predominantly present 
tense (which is predominantly Magazine). Past tense (173) bias towards Fiction. 
Specialization/bleach/shift in "brought" and "mind"

Movement, 
metaphorical

13 Predicate phrase

41 1015 shopping centre 
[newsagent]

shopping centre COCA 17: Google 61.7 million 24 January 2012: leisure centre…? Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

41 1016 birthday card birthday card* COCA 179. S19, F85, M35, N35, Ac5: wedding card, sympathy card, 
anniversary card, get well soon card : transparent on both sides, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

41 1017 {18}-year-old Age - preferred form 3 N/NP
41 1018 {18}-year-old(s) Age - preferred form 3 N/NP
41 1019 Even {worse}, Here sentence initial. . Even worse , COCA 227. S8, F45, M97, N39, Ac38. Even better, 

Even more luckily - presupposes evaluation of what has gone before and what is coming 
e.g. 'that was bad…this is worse'

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

41 1020 binge drinking binge drinking COCA 309: S38, F5, M35, N50, Ac181 - major social issue in WA/Aus: 
specialization of "binge"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

41 1021 [With all the recent railings 
about individual 
responsibility…] what of 
[…]

Searching What of to access this meaning: COCA 97 tokens. S9, F38, M23, N6, Ac21. 
Always followed by question that challenges addressee's awareness/acknowledgement of 
an argument/situation that is considered to be presupposed by the writer. Included 
(group),. 

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

41 1022 Cottesloe Beach PROPER NOUN, but also homophoric reference to previous event: not including place 
names, however used

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

41 1023 young folk young folk COCA 25: S6, F11, M3, N4, Ac1: old folk, middle-aged folk, random folk. No 
apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says. Use of "folk" 
is outside scope.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

41 1024 take a look [TAKE] a look COCA 9255. S6712, F1108, M685, N564, Ac186: [HAVE] a look COCA 
1049. S252, F605, M113, N41, Ac38 (reflects US bias, most likely). 
Specialization/shift/bleaching

Transfer, met 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

41 1025 birthday cards birthday card* COCA 179. S19, F85, M35, N35, Ac5: wedding card, sympathy card, 
anniversary card, get well soon card : transparent on both sides, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

41 1026 {18}-year-old(s) Age - preferred form 3 N/NP
41 1027 take the matter up [take] the matter up = 8 [TAKE] up : 5 types, 10706 tokens. S1479, F2792, M2552, 

N1933, Ac1950: meaning not clear from words
Transfer, met 13 PV

41 1028 the [suppliers of the cards] 
in question

in question collocated with the @ L7 COCA 1289. S122, F149, M200, N186, Ac632. Some 
noise but not a great deal. Question is generally within 2 words of the. Dominated by 
Academic. Meaning not clear from component parts

14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

41 1029 lift {their} game. [lift] * game = COCA 7 types, 15 tokens: S1, F1, M6, N7, Ac0: semantically opaque: 
figurative "game", specialization/bleach/shift in "lift"

Movement, 
metahporical

134 Predicate phrase

41 1030
42 1031 Letters 42



42 1032 Police Minister JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE
42 1033 drink drivers COCA 0: drunk driver* COCA 392. Google 419,000 24 January 2012: Australian term 

ALLOW DESPITE LOW FREQUENCY - encyclopaedic - a drink driver is someone who drinks 
more than the legal limit of alcohol who then may or may not get breathalyzed

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

42 1034 rather than [disqualify drink drivers immediately they are apprehended] rather than [when they are 
convicted]: COCA 59573. S5777, F3947, M14284, N9982, Ac25583 

Internal/Externa
l

135 Complex Conj

42 1035 strikes at the heart of [STRIKE] at the heart of COCA 4 types, 72 tokens. S18, F2, M18, N15, Ac19.  
Complements have to be something significant (eg the nation): figurative "strikes" and 
"heart"

Action, 
metaphorical

13 Predicate phrase

42 1036 judicial process judicial process COCA 223: S63, F3, M15, N55, Ac87 : legal process 266: education 
process 134 : No apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it 
says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

42 1037 serve your penalty now [SERVE] * penalty COCA 0. No support (possibly derived from [SERVE] plus sentence. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

42 1038 work out [WORK] out 5 types, 14838 tokens. S3835, F2505, M3827, N3437, Ac1234: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

42 1039 hoon laws COCA 0. Conventionalized in Australia (Western Australia only?) ALLOW for that reason. 
Encyclopaedic in WA

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

42 1040 blood-testing [instruments] blood-testing COCA 8 types, 9 tokens. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

42 1041 have {their} day in court [HAVE] * day in court COCA 103: S62, F6, M7, N23, Ac5: means more than the words - 
get justice. Specialization/shift in figurative "day": encyclopaedic (referencing court/justic 
system)

Judgement pos 1234 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

42 1042 to do so to do so . COCA 3884. S748, F486, M747, N779, Ac1124: form 13 END
42 1042 guiltly until proved 

innocent
Play on innocent until proved/proven guilty - note but do not count XDISCUSS BUT 

DO NOT COUNT
XDISC
USS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

43 1043 Letters 43
43 1044 In view of Searching . In view of 279, S12, F11, M36, N15, Ac205: if adjective is inserted before 

view, reverts to literal meaning. Specialisation/shift/bleaching in view, no determiner, no 
adjective - writer's opinion in regard to relationship

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in 

43 1045 the grand final Aussie Rules: meaning shift/specialization in "grand" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
43 1046 [I] couldn't help 

{recalling}
could n't help [v*g] COCA for 100 types, 752 tokens: S19, F581, M91, N48, Ac13: 
significant collocates are wondering (113), noticing (85), Feeling (79), thinking (75), 
laughing (43), being (37), looking (16), overhearing (13), smiling (12), imagining (11) - 
cognition, senses

134 Predicate phrase 
Stem

43 1047 The West Australian PROPER NOUN - newspaper, not place Local 23 PROPER NOUN
43 1048 {15}-year-old [student] Preferred form for age. 3 Complex Adj
43 1049 Junior Technical School in 

Newcastle Street, West 
Perth

Not counting buildings, structures, places, locations NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1050 7th Standard weekly 
Monday competition

PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN



43 1051 [In] the grand final Aussie Rules: meaning shift/specialization in "grand" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
43 1052 played a draw [PLAY] a draw COCA 0, Google 360,000 14 February 2012: seems to be a non-predictable 

MWE in the context of soccer, AFL etc
123 Predicate phrase

43 1053 Midland Junction Technical 
School

Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1053 Subiaco Oval Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1054 National Football League of 
WA

PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN

43 1055 on the third attempt on the [md*] attempt COCA 8 types, 49 tokens. S5, F13, M11, N3, Ac17: could equally be 
at the third attempt - No apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means 
what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1056 Junior Technical School Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1057 all {year} cf all the time, all week, all month, all day, *all hour *all minute COCA 1560: S316, F182, 
M420, N559, Ac83: include pattern break as 3, constraints on colls 4, meaning of "all"

Force 134 Complex Adv

43 1058 Looking back, Sentence/clause initial, . Looking back ,  COCA 1003. S32, F97, M126, N41, Ac29 - 
figurative "looking" and "back"

Activity, 
direction, 
metaphorical

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

43 1059 went on to [GO] on to [v*] COCA for 100 types, 4714 tokens: S1104, F367, M1121, N1173, Ac949: 
NB metaphorical movement

Movement, 
metaphorical

13 PV

43 1060
44 1061 Letters 44
44 1062 up and down Here literal (up and down lanes in the swimming pool). Coordinated binomial: up and 

down COCA 8532 tokens: S1298, F3941, M1750, N1132, Ac411: down and up COCA 97 
tokens. Counted for form preference.

Movement, non 
met

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

44 1063 crystal-clear [water] crystal-clear water COCA 16: S0, F1, M7, N6, Ac2: crystal clear water COCA 13. S1, F3, 
M5, N1, Ac3: crystal-clear COCA 210. S12, F35, M97, N49, Ac17: figurative crystal 

Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

44 1064 raw sewage raw sewage COCA 244, S26, F20, M51, N78, Ac69 - means untreated, specialized Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
44 1065 hop, skip and jump COCA 7 - coordinated trinomial: Google 7.27 million 24 January 2012 - something 

children do - evokes carefree, childlike attitude. Means more/other than the words, fixed 
form

Movement, non 
met: Judgement

13 Predicate phrase

44 1066 in the streets in the streets COCA = 2694, S1156, F456, M412, N593 - plural has connotations that 
singular does not have. NB never in the roads and on the roads has a different meaning.

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

44 1067 not far from not far from COCA 2265. S364, F707, M500, N504, Ac190: near to 660. Not encoding or 
decoding. Do not count

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1068 [to] the comfort of our 
homes

in the comfort of with collocate home @ R3 = COCA 12, none in Fiction. Usually 
possessive pronoun, one definite article: "the comfort of your own home" Google 192 
million 24 January 2012:classified as N/NP: absolutely straightforward, but not used with 
definite/indef article (always poss pronoun), not used with house ... form preferences, and 
means more than the words...

Appreciation 3 N/NP

44 1069 [are taken form their] 
cardboard boxes

cardboard box* COCA 8 types, 1037 tokens. S74, F577, M192, N154, Ac40: wooden box, 
papier mache box, silver box - No apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, 
means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



44 1070 [and placed proudly in our 
display cases] display 
cases

display case* COCA 3 types, 455 tokens. S19, F191, M104, N95, Ac46; shift in "case"? 13 N/NP

44 1071 [who live in] cardboard 
boxes

cardboard box* COCA 8 types, 1037 tokens. S74, F577, M192, N154, Ac40: wooden box, 
papier mache box, silver box - No apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, 
means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1072 [have never seen a] 
display case

display case* COCA 3 types, 455 tokens. S19, F191, M104, N95, Ac46; shift in "case"? 13 N/NP

44 1073 no expense has been 
spared

no expense [be] spared = COCA 16. expense collocated with [SPARE] COCA 4 types, 157 
tokens. S24, F42, M41, N37, Ac13: MIs 9.13 for spared, 6.02 spare, 8.51 sparing, 7.79 
spares (spare no expense): specialization/shift/bleaching in "spared"

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

44 1074 I think not. Marks a contradiction - emphatic 'no'. Searching . I think not . to access this usage, COCA 
16. 130 million in Google 24 January 2012, including (an inaccurate)  definition at 
idioms.thefreedictionary.com/I+Think+Not. Doesn't mean I am not in the habit of 
thinking...

Engagement 13 ENTIRE

44 1075
45 1076 Letters 45
45 1077 ,[or] whatever her name 

is,
or whatever * name is 4 types, 12 tokens, Spoken (5) and Fiction (7): "or whatever * 
name is" Google 456 million 24 January 2012: classifying as "entire" because the only 
choice is between pronouns - expression takes up the entire clause. Means more 
than/other than the words - derogatory, dismissive

Judgement??? 13 Interpolation

45 1077 ex-serving officers ex people who used to be serving officers: not supported. serving officers COCA 9, not 
supported. Not included 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

45 1078 in combat in combat: COCA 1571. S556, F146, M275, N351, Ac 243: during combat COCA 45: 
encoding "in"

Container met 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

45 1079 in the contact Using "contact" instead of battle or fight. No clear pattern in COCA. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

45 1080 so {quickly} that so [ADJ] … that construction with inscribed APPRAISAL in slot: taken to be Judgement or 
Appreciation even if it's overtly neutral - 'so yellow that…' - situation, consequence

Appreciation 45 CORRELATING

45 1081 decisions are made [MAKE] collocated with decision at L4, R4 COCA 16440. S6338, F1452, M2029, N2890, 
Ac3731: bleaching in "make"

Manufacture 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

45 1082 [in] split seconds split second* = COCA 737: S121, F417, M91, N75, Ac33: figurative "split" Force 13 N/NP
45 1083 after the event after the event COCA 255: S56, F25, M56, N44, Ac74 - two meanings, one literal (she 

saw him after the (horseriding) event) and the other (this usage) which implies regret, 
benefit of hindsight - means more than the words.

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

45 1084 a rippling effect rippl* effect COCA 7 types, 352 tokens. Most common is ripple effect (336), followed by 
rippling effect (11). ripple effect 336: S81, F13, M78, N122, Ac42

13 N/NP

45 1085 for {a long time} to come. for a long time to come COCA 173. Spoken (59), Fiction (10), Magazine (40), Newsapers 
(34), Academic (3) - can also have "for many years to come" etc. Figurative "come"

Force 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

45 1086 for a long time. for a long time 9519: S3231, F2928, M1301, N1338, Ac720: never for the long time Force 3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

45 1087 in the back of {their} mind in the back of * mind* = COCA 655: S213, F175, M108, N140, Ac19 : figurative location Locative, met 
(cog)

14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

45 1088 on patrol on patrol COCA 408: S119, F79, M70, N124, Ac16: use of "on" Locative 
container met - 
also stative

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP



45 1089 , believe me, , believe me , COCA 456. S211, F146, M41, N51, Ac7. Predominantly Spoken (211) and 
Fiction (146): means more/other than the words

Engagement 13 Interpolation

45 1090 [going out] on patrol [GO] out on patrol = COCA 12: out on patrol 41. S11, F11, M7, N11. Ac1 - on patrol 
COCA 408: S119, F79, M70, N124, Ac16" use of "on"

Locative, status: 
NB ON

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

45 1091 [with things] on {one's} 
mind

with * on * mind: COCA 41 types, 46 tokens. S9, F15, M13, N7, Ac2: * on * mind COCA 
for 100 types, 1719 tokens: on * mind : use of "on" - meaning not apparent from words

Affect (indirect): 
STATUS (on) 
met

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

45 1092 [does not] bode well [BODE] well S99, F65, M103, N159, Ac103 : often but not necessarily negative: [BODE] 
badly COCA 2: preference, fixed

13 Predicate phrase

45 1093 [when a man] steps 
outside the wire

outside the wire = COCA 17, 0 Academic - looks like a novel combination NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

45 1094 stand tall stand tall COCA 184: S35, F25, M92, N26, Ac6 - meaning beyond words. Means 'be proud' 
- means more/other than the words

Affect (indirect) 13 Predicate phrase

45 1095 among the {b}est in the 
{world}

the -est in the [grouping] : first slot APPRAISAL, second slot CONTAINER Appreciation 345 Comparative 
correlative

45 1096 fired a shot in anger [FIRE] a shot in anger COCA 11: a shot in anger COCA 13. in anger COCA 736: S96, 
F339, M118, N111, Ac72: in grief, in agony, in pleasure…Google "fire in anger" 102,000 
24 January 2012. However there's a Wiki entry, and a definition at 
http://historywarsweapons.com/fire-in-anger/ you can't fire in fury or fire in rage  

Judgement and 
Affect (indirect)

13 Predicate phrase

45 1097 proud regiments  proud regiment* COCA 1 (proud regimental) OPEN CHOICE proud soldier, proud army… :  
No apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

45 1098 faced {danger} FACE - problematiciser Problematicizer 134 FACE Predicate 
phrase

45 1099
46 1100 Letters 46
46 1101 extended trading hours extended trading hours COCA 0.  Major debate in WA relating to Sunday/late-night 

shopping (not generally available as at 2011). Google 310,000 24 January 2012. ALLOW 
despite low frequencies - encyclopaedic in West Australian context at this time

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

46 1102 waste {my} valuable time spend/waste/save time - TIME METAPHOR: valuable time COCA 156. S22, F36, M38, N34, 
Ac26: [WASTE] valuable time COCA 4 types, 27 tokens. S1, F7, M9, N7, Ac3. [WASTE] 
time COCA 4 types, 873 tokens. S89, F363, M219, N130, Ac72: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "waste?

Appreciation/ 
Judgement

13 Predicate phrase

46 1103 [when,] let's face it[, I'm…] let's face it COCA 1262: S522, F166, M304, N240, Ac30: NB use of FACE presages 
something unpleasant - combination of "let's" evoking camaraderie and "face" marking 
presuppositon of problem…

Engagement, 
Problematicizer

13 Interpolation

46 1104 the big supermarkets In WA, Coles, Woolworths…don't use large….more than just big - powerful, with a 
stranglehold on the market in WA - encyclopaedic, socio-cultural ref … but NB cf major 
cities, big cities 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

46 1105 [stay at work] even 
{long}er

even collocated with [jjr*] = COCA 15250 (in 100 types). Most common is worse. 
Predominantly Spoken, Fiction, Magazines. Even worse, 693 (fairly evenly spread). Even 
longer 609: Spoken (128), Ficton (146), Magazine (151), Newspapers (121), Academic 
(63): even happier, even higher, even more, 

13 Comparative 
emphasiser

46 1106 a long day cf a big day: COCA long day 1041. S189, F346, M266, N198 - Appraisal - Figurative "long" 13 N/NP



46 1107 small businesses Not a description of size as much as a category: small business 2673. S931, F53, M690, 
N681, Ac318: definition relates to staff numbers: in Australia defined as less than 15 
people

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

46 1108 the two big [multinational] 
supermarkets

Don't use large - as above (941) - if  large, reference is concerned with size. If big, 
reference is concerned with power

123 N/NP

46 1109 [So] what about [you]? . What about COCA 2876. S1465, F652, M482, N170, Ac107 - meaning not clear from the 
words

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

46 1110 Since when [did] . Since when COCA 86. S11, F35, M12, N27, Ac1 - form preference, and means 
more/other than the words (indignation)

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

46 1111 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
46 1112 How about . How about COCA 1902. S867, F591, M255, N165, Ac24: form preference, and means 

more/other than the words (suggestion with assumption of rightness???)
Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 

lead in
46 1113 instead of instead of COCA 44073. S6869, F8326, M12825, N9435, Ac6620. NB CF L9/241 135 Complex Conj
46 1114 [How about instead of 

….about pleasing] big 
business

big business 1565. S475, F48, M354, N450, Ac238 (cf 'big business doesn't like the 
mining tax' - means more than the words. Not just about turnover or staff numbers - 
about power. A charity would not be "big business" even if it employed a lot of people and 
had a big turnover 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

46 1115
47 1116 Letters 47
47 1117 is an act of {pure political 

bastardry}
an act of * for 100 types, 1899 tokens: two groups - one is just the group that performed 
the act (congress) but the other is either Affect or Appreciation (an act of war, god, 
congress, terrorism, faith, love, violence, courage, cowardice). Include.

34 N/NP

47 1118 [he] went on to say [that] [go] on to say that COCA 484. went on to say that is the most common (270). Spoken 
(93), Fiction (27), Magazines (47), Newspapers (41), Academic (62). [go] on to [v*] top 
collocates: say, become, win, explain, describe, make, play, write, tell, earn, have, study, 
found...: 609 tokens went on to say: 402 tokens goes on to say - 1011 total out of 4714 
grand total - NB difference between went on to say and went on saying

Movement 
metaphorical

13 PV

47 1119 [most] WA [people] Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
47 1120 extended trading hours extended trading hours COCA 0.  Major debate in WA relating to Sunday/late-night 

shopping (not generally available as at 2011). Google 310,000 24 January 2012. ALLOW 
despite low frequencies

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

47 1121
48 1122 Letters 48
48 1123 [I have] followed the 

{debate}
[FOLLOW] the debate COCA 3 types, 32 tokens. S9, F0, M5, N10, Ac8 - ARGUMENT IS A 
JOURNEY - figurative "follow"

Engagement: 
Movement, 
metaphorical

13 Predicate phrase

48 1124 letters pages COCA 7, Google 410,000. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

48 1125 teen drinking COCA 24: S3, F0, M3, N18, Ac0. Google 23.7 million - major issue in Australia (and 
probably elsewhere) in 2011/2012…but more commonly binge drinking.  teen drug-taking, 
teen parties, teen shopping… No apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, 
means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

48 1126 [which] neither {agrees} 
nor {disagrees} with [your 
readers]

neither … nor Force 35 CORRELATING

48 1126 [after] having drinks having drinks - means drinking alcohol together in a group - means more/other than the 
words suggest, include as HAVE predicate phrase

13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

48 1127 ID Identification 3 Abbreviation



48 1128 high heels high heels COCA 1018. Spoken 142, Fiction 473, Magazines 222, Newspapers 162, 
Academic 19. SOCIOCULTURAL MARKER: not big heels - choose height. Opposite is flat. 
Preference, and unpredictable discontinuity.

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

48 1129 [I got a] phone call [from] phone call COCA 4902. S2238, F1041, M694, N763, Ac166 - bleaching/specialization of 
"call"

13 N/NP

48 1130 too {drunk} to [find her 
own way home]

too {adj} to {v} construction with {APPRAISAL} in the {ADJ} slot - belongs to 
construction not to word ('too white to …') - appraisal can be inscribed or evoked - here 
inscribed. Cause / effect. 

Judgement 345 CORRELATING

48 1131 find {her} (own) way 
home

[FIND] collocated with way home MI find 4.98, finding 4.57, finds 4.26. 3 types, 163 
tokens: S16, F83, M34, N23, Ac7.  [FIND] * route home  - means get home on her own, 
figurative "find"

? 13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

48 1132 [getting a] phone call 
[from the police]

phone call COCA 4902. S2238, F1041, M694, N763, Ac166 - bleaching/specialization of 
"call"

13 N/NP

48 1132 followed the {instructions} [FOLLOW] collocated with instructions up to L4, R4, COCA 901: S83, F187, M318, N135, 
Ac178: specialization/shift/bleaching in "follow" 

13 Predicate phrase

48 1133 had {their1} work cut out 
for {them1}

[HAVE] * work cut out for * COCA 21 types, 219 tokens: Spoken (74), Fiction (27), 
Magazines (45), Newspapers (59), Academic (14): work cut out COCA 290. S103, F36, 
M50, N82, Ac19: meaning not clear from the words - figurative "cut out"

Judgement 134 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

48 1134 young people COCA 12808. young people, young cows, young children : No apparent restrictions, no 
specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

48 1135 on the street on the street COCA 7021. S2161, F2169, M936, N1366, Ac389: Locational (cf on the 
streets): has a different connotation to in the street?  NB if you use on the road kicks 
back into literal reading.

Locative - 
Appreciation/ 
Judgement

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

48 1136 placed herself in a [highly 
vulnerable] position

placed vs put. [place] * in a * position = COCA 25 types/tokens. [put] * in a * position = 
COCA for 100 types, 128 tokens: S37, F11, M34, N28, Ac18: APPRECIATION in slot - More 
commonly [put] - Approximation, discuss but do not count

X Discuss but do 
not count 
Predicate phrase

X 
Discus
s but 
do not 
count 
Predic
ate 
phrase

X Discuss but do not 
count Predicate 
phrase

48 1137 little black dress little black dress COCA 123. Spoken (29), Fiction (21), Magazines (52), Newspapers (21), 
Academic 0. Means more than/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

48 1138 high heels high heels COCA 1018. Spoken 142, Fiction 473, Magazines 222, Newspapers 162, 
Academic 19. SOCIOCULTURAL MARKER: not big heels - choose height. Opposite is flat. 
Preference, and unpredictable discontinuity.

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

48 1139 [could] have been taken 
advantage of

[TAKE] advantage of : 6 types, 8591 tokens. S1491, F848, M2306, N2075, Ac1871. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching

Transfer met 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

48 1140 Of course of course COCA 104551. S37445, F27828, M17013, N10049, Ac12216 Stop. 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

48 1141 [how she] got {herself} 
into {this situation}

[GET] [ppx*] into * * COCA for 100 types, 175 tokens: into trouble, into scrapes, into 
crisis, into a situation/this situation…negative connotations: S33, F56, M44, N34, Ac8: 
bleaching of "get"

Judgement 134 GET Predicate 
phrase

48 1142 at night At night but in the morning. *at day. at night COCA 15847. S2802, F5767, M3716, 
N2554, Ac1008: unpredictable discontinuity

Temporal 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP



48 1143 see for {myself} [SEE] for [ppx*] COCA 825. Most common = see for yourself: Spoken (44), Fiction (150), 
Magazines (50), Newspapers (28), Academic (15). See for myself total (98), Spoken (15), 
Fiction (56), Magazines (16), Newspapers (7), Academic (4): means more/other than the 
words

SENSE 134 Predicate phrase

48 1144 go out [GO] out very difficult to isolate this usage (ie go out for entertainment, not just go out of 
the house) - means more/other than the words

13 PV

48 1145 how {precious} [she is] [how] [j*] * is : inscribed APPRAISAL. Judgement 34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

48 1146 make ({good}) choices MAKE LIST: choice* collocated with [MAKE] L4, R4 COCA 6 types, 8299 tokens. S2218, 
F808, M1996, N1432, Ac1845: [choose] COCA 69419. S10767, F9752, M18895, N12917, 
Ac17088: NB choose is much highest in M and Ac, S slightly lower…? bleaching in "make"

Manufacture 
(Met)

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

48 1147 look after [each other] [LOOK] after each other COCA 3 types, 16 tokens. [LOOK] after COCA 5 types, 2789 
tokens: S394, F1326, M446, N322, Ac301: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

48 1148 each other each other COCA 58007. S10536, F19625, M11301, N8345, Ac8200..counting prons with 
common nouns

PRON 13 N/NP

48 1149 Finally, NOT included because outside scope, but listed to demonstrate superficiality of multi-
word/single word division

X Discuss but do 
not count 
Predicate phrase

X 
Discus
s but 
do not 
count 
Predic
ate 
phrase

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT NOT 
INCLUDED

48 1150 I would just like to {say} I would just like to say COCA 49:Spoken (43), Fiction (1), Magazines (4), Newspapers 
(0), Academic (1): would just like to (and not only would like to but do) COCA 208: S156, 
F13, M12, N21, Ac6. Usually I. Also predominantly Spoken. In this group can have know, 
comment, say, note, thank everyone, clarify, point out, ask, remind...and then do

Engagement, 
interrupt 
argument

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

48 1151 a big thank you [to] big thank you COCA 29: S18, F0. M2, N6, Ac3. large thank you COCA 0. a * thank you:  
slot fillers big, special, heartfelt, simple, little, personal, sincere : 48 types, 149 tokens - 
most frequent is big (29), then " (26), then _special (20) … after that frequences drop to 
6. Don't get large thank you (COCA 0) Preference, and specialization of "big"

13 N/NP

48 1152 police officers COCA police officer* 10229. S4423, F831, M809, N3540, Ac626 123 N/NP
48 1153 gave {me} an insight into [give] * an insight into = COCA 20. [give] an insight into = COCA 15. an insight into 

collocated with [GIVE] at L4, R4 COCA 5 types, 36 tokens. S11, F3, M4, N8, Ac10 : 
specialization/shift/bleaching of "gave": preference

Transfer, met 134 Predicate phrase

48 1154 at night At night but in the morning. *at day. at night COCA 15847. S2802, F5767, M3716, 
N2554, Ac1008: unpredictable discontinuity

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

48 1155
49 1156 Letters 49
49 1157 If I {read} one more […] I 

will {scream}
If I read|see|hear one more COCA 3 types (hear, see, read), 29 tokens: S11, F7, M6, N5, 
Ac0… with I will scream: If I {communication/perception verb} on more {NP} I will 
{COVERT AFFECT} (see Bednarek 2009 for covert affect discussion)

Indirect Affect 1345 CORRELATING

49 1158 keeping {prices} down Figurative "keep" and "down" 13 PV
49 1159 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
49 1160 [...] other than [big 

business]
[anywhere in Australia,] other than [big business] 135 Complex Conj



49 1161 big business Negative connotations. COCA 1565. S475, F48, M354, N450, Ac238 - specialization/shift 
in "big"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

49 1162 has any choice [in] [HAVE] a choice COCA 1804. S655, F409, M310, N317, Ac113 3 HAVE predicate 
phrase

49 1163 the long-suffering [public] long-suffering = COCA 364. S42, F89, M88, N110, Ac35: bleaching in "suffering" - "long" 
for time

13 Complex Adj

49 1164 competitive market competitive market COCA 293. Spoken (28), Fiction (2), Magazines (44), Newspaper (85), 
Academic (134): active market, boring market, stagnant market, bear market : No 
apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

49 1165 The {reality} is [that] The reality is that COCA 918. Spoken (407), Fiction (8), Magazine (164), Newspapers 
(203), Academic (136) (FE is the reality is : often hear "The reality is, is that …" ] - may 
not be a reality: marks STOP to ongoing discussion - end colloquy, I'm the stopping point - 
cf the fact is that

STOP: NB 
REALITY  

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

49 1166 all it [created] {BE} [a] all it [v?*d] was COCA 23 types, 229 tokens: S 43, F107, M35, N40, Ac4. slot-fillers took 
111, did 45, said 14, was 14, needed 12. Correlative elements all and [BE]: issue for 
decoding/encoding lies in "all"

Force 13 CORRELATING

49 1167 a doubling up derived from PV [DOUBLE] up COCA 4 types, 252 tokens. S15, F82, M75, N63, Ac17 13 N/NP
49 1168 paying through the nose [PAY] through the nose COCA 3 types, 38 tokens. S6, F11, M8, N11, Ac2: high social 

ownership, low frequency. Force?
Appreciation/ 
Judgement  and 
Force?

13 Predicate phrase

49 1169 [anyone] other than "how anyone other than the big end of town" COCA 17021. S3828, F2825, M2976, N3037, 
Ac4355.

135 Complex Conj

49 1170 the big end of town the big end of town COCA = 0. Google 713,000 24 January 2012. ALLOW despite low 
frequencies - means the rich/powerful end of town - in the context of WA, mining, oil and 
gas…meaning not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

49 1171 utility provider utility provider COCA = 4. "Utility" defined as public service (gas, electricity, water) in 
Macquarie - no bleaching, specialization, figurative meaning on either side, not supported, 
not including

NOT COUNTED NOT 
COUNT
ED

NOT INCLUDED

49 1172 [is] nothing but [a 
complete lie]

nothing but COCA 8481. Spoken (1292), Fiction (3887), Magazines (1435), Newspapers 
(1142), Academic (725): negative in slot

Force 13 Focusing modifier

49 1173 on behalf of COCA 6511. S1583, F374, M1086, N1609, Ac1759: no determiner: no adjective insertion: 
cannot drop final preposition without recasting: "is nothing but a lie on behalf of 
governments" - organising procedural not contentful, PNP

13 PNP

49 1174 public relations 
[departments]

public relations COCA 3583. Spoken (656), Fiction (160), Magazines (636), Newspapers 
(1396), Academic (735). NB dates: 1990-94 (1151), 1995-1999 (867), 2000-2004 (817), 
2005-2009 (622), 2010-2011 (126): meaning not clear from the words

123 N/NP

49 1175 [to justify their] empire 
building [at our expense]

empire building COCA 54. Spoken (3), Fiction (3), Magazines (16), Newspapers (6), 
Academic (26)  : specific connotations - can't use 'their building an empire at our expense' 
- get literal meaning

Judgement/ 
Appreciation

123 N/NP

49 1176 at {our} expense at * expense COCA 99 hits, 3755: S428, F302, M779, N882, Ac1364. at our expense = 
Number 8 - 58 hits. Encoding - meaning not clear from words.

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

49 1177 under the ({mistaken}) 
belief that

under the * belief (all that) = COCA 8. mistaken (5), also false, naïve NOT SUPPORTED: in 
the * belief that COCA 30 types, 67 tokens: S5, F7, M20, N10, Ac25 - top is mistaken 
with 28 hits: in the belief that COCA 336: S27, F27, M90, N66, Ac126: also APPRAISAL: 
JUDGEMENT. NB "under" - looks as though when you use "under" there has to be 
inscribed ATTITUDE, but when you use "in" there doesn't. (Would need more work to 
confirm.)

Judgement 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP



49 1178 [all the other 
infrastructure] such as 
{roads}

See 1/35 - Here external 135 COORDINATING

49 1179 [governments] of all 
persuasions

of all persuasions COCA = 35. Spoken (5), Fiction (1), Magazines (14), Newspapers (6), 
Academic (9): meaning not clear from the words

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

49 1180 keep them in the manner 
to which they think they 
should enjoy

Approximation. Sarching in the manner to which * [have] become accustomed: 2 types, 2 
tokens: in the manner to which * [be] accustomed: in the manner to which * [BE] 
accustomed : Google "in the manner to which" 7.29 million 24 January 2012. Completed 
by variations on [aux] accustomed: 2 2009 FIC Bk:PatriotWitch A B C , he said, " Do you 
think a farmer could keep her in the manner to which she has been raised? " Proctor 
leaned forward in response. " 3 2005 FIC Bk:I,Wabenzi A B C , "of a hardcover book-and 
that consequently I would be unable to travel in the manner to which I had become 
accustomed, heaving a suitcase on and off trains and..."

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

49 1181
50 1182 Letters 50
50 1183 [the] WA [Parliament] Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
50 1184 [that] august body august body COCA 17. Google 533,000 - not supported. Not including, although there 

may be decoding issues - see answers.yahoo.com: answers.yahoo.com › ... › Words & 
Wordplay
2 answers - 11 Jan 2008
Top answer: August means esteemed or respected. Thus, august body is a phrase meant 
to flatter the members of the body. The members of most legislative ..." - but issues may 
just be related to level/stage of language learning. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

50 1185 [be] better left {alone}. better left alone COCA 17: better left * alone; unsaid; untold, at rest, at home, buried, to 
someone…, to social …, out, undone, unsaid, unspoken, unwritten, untried, untranslated, 
unsaid… dominance of "un" or negative  COCA 17: S1, F5, M3, N6, Ac2. Form preference

Appreciation/ 
Judgement

13 Predicate phrase

50 1186 has yet to [have] yet to 6 types, 6405 tokens. NB has yet to predominates in Newspaper: haven't x 
yet, have yet to alternative constructions. System.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

50 1187 either [the brain] or [the 
liver]

"has yet to reach either the brain … or the liver" 5 CORRELATING

50 1188 [I can still function] up to a 
point.

up to a point COCA 323. Spoken (85), Fiction (49), Magazines (77), Newspapers (48), 
Academic (64) - "up to" meaning not clear from words

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

50 1189 as a matter of interest. as a matter of interest COCA 8. Spoken (2), Fiction (6), Magazines (0), Newspapers (0), 
Academic (0): Google 6.09 million 25 January 2012 means more than/other the words. 
Whose interest? 

Engagement 13 Interpolation

50 1190 {I} have no doubt that [if] I have no doubt followed by explicit subordinator that COCA 316.Spoken (130), Fiction 
(33), Magazine (53), Newspapers (60), Academic (40): you have no doubt that COCA 9. 
Skewed, included for that reason

Affect indirect, 
Judgement

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

50 1191 Upper House PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
50 1192 [the] WA [Parliament] Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
50 1193 a pair of bathers COCA 0. Australian expression - Google 42,600 12 March 2012. Also just "bathers", but 

"pair of bathers" appears (like "pair of trunks") - origin of 'pair' can be identified 
historically but is lost to contemporary speakers

123 N/NP

50 1194 medical assistance COCA 186. help 271: legal assistance, financial assistance: No obvious restrictions, no 
specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



50 1195 shuffle off this mortal coil mortal coil COCA 29. S3, F15, M7, N1, Ac3: [SHUFFLE] off this mortal coil COCA 3 types, 
12 tokens. S3, F7, M1, N0, Ac1: lots of online defs - see for example www.phrases.org.uk 
› Phrase Dictionary - Meanings and Origins ALLOW AS VP DESPITE LOW FREQUENCY: 
means more/other than the words

Movement, 
metaphorical. 
Appreciation (in 
relation to act of 
dying) 

13 Predicate phrase

50 1196 rather than [to shuffle off this mortal coil] rather than [wait for the real torture to begin] 135 Complex Conj
50 1197 medical and nursing [care] medical and nursing COCA 28. nursing and medical COCA 9 : No obvious restrictions, no 

specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

50 1198 taking this [horrendous] 
journey

Literal/idiomatic split: here metaphorical journey (Life is a Journey): TAKE. [TAKE] 
collocated with journey at L4, R4 S117, F95, M138, N103, Ac85: [MAKE] collocated with 
journey : 721 - S122, F188, M177, N126, Ac108. Difference in distribution - make more 
common in Fiction. Specialization/shift/bleaching

Transfer, met 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

50 1199 [a] warts-and-all [video] warts and all COCA no hyphens 91: S20, F3, M31, N22, Ac15 - also listed with hyphens, 
16 citations. Collocants photo, human beings, biography, self-satire, live album…: 
figurative "warts", plus "and all"

Force 13 Complex Adj

50 1200 two or three always goes up - never three or two? Could equally have said one or two, or three or four - 
numbers always continguous, one apart: COCA 8567: S2259, F1506, M2141, N1716, 
Ac945

3 QUANT

50 1201 free-to-air TV free to air COCA 2. Google 8.48 million 25 January 2012. Refers to non-subscription TV 
channels 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

50 1202 [if….] I am sure [some 
form of euthanasia would 
be…]

I am sure COCA 1467. Spoken (355), Fiction (458), Magazines (207), Narrative (262), 
Academic (185). Equiv to there is no doubt that, but with speaker presence : he is sure 
COCA 99: skewed selection and included for that reason.

Engagement, 
Affect (indirect), 
Judgement

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

50 1203 on the statute books on the statute books COCA 5. Google 2.38 million 25 January 2012 - encyclopaedic - use 
of "on" - status and location

Encyclopaedic 12 Non-sentence initial 
PP

50 1204 in no time at all. no time at all COCA 2509. S35, F125, M61, N13, Ac16: in no time at all COCA 141: S19, 
F65, M39, N9, Ac9  - combination, with at all at the end - but one construction. Meaning 
not clear from the words

Force 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

50 1205 [the] water police Australian term? COCA 4. Google 1.05 million 25 January 2012 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
50 1206 between…and (see right) so between the water police and the coroner's office, my demise is going to cost the State 

a fortune - non-literal between and and INTERNAL
Internal 15 CORRELATING

50 1207 the coroner's office the premier's office, the lawyer's office : but here does not refer to one person's office, 
but to a department - classified as a Proper Noun even though it is not capitalized in this 
text

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

50 1207 the water police the water police COCA 1: 2.09 million 3 April 2013 - Australian term, allow - meaning not 
clear from the words

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

50 1208 cost ([the State]) a fortune [cost] * a fortune  COCA 66 tokens, 19 types. Spoken (14), Fiction (26), Magazines (17), 
Narrative (6), Academic (3). Preodominantly personal pronoun in the slot…cost a lot of 
money, cost a thousand pounds : specialization/shift/bleaching in "fortune", form

Appreciation 13 Predicate phrase

50 1209 won't be much fun [for] not much fun COCA 54. S6, F14, M18, N14, Ac2. not fun 277. not a lot of fun COCA 12. 
Looks like normal selection.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



50 1210 {those} fools on the hill Beatles song ("The fool on the hill" from "Magical Mystery Tour") and reference to 
parliamentarians (the WA Parliament building is on a hill)…Discuss but do not count

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISC
USS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

50 1211 know better [know] better . to access this meaning: COCA 5 types, 1019 tokens. S147, F516, M159, 
N155, Ac42. APPRAISAL, JUDGEMENT, INVOKED - criticism. NB 4 tokens of known worse - 
form preference, means more/other than the words

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

50 1212
51 1213 Letters 51
51 1214 the British Army PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN
51 1215 court-martialled COCA court-martial 6 types, 585 tokens - military court Encyclopaedic 12 Predicate phrase
51 1216 in command in command COCA 916. S220, F224, M202, N161, Ac109 - "in" 13 Non-sentence initial 

PP
51 1217 I would bet [Adolf would 

have said]
I would bet COCA 125. S64, F11, M16, N30, Ac4: he would bet COCA 14 - unpredictable 
preference

Engagement, 
Affect indirect

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

51 1218 in charge in charge COCA 10069. S3147, F1751, M1742, N2341, Ac1088 - "in" 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

51 1219 won hands down [WIN] hands down COCA 3 types, 59 tokens. S10, F4, M26, N12, Ac7: [BEAT] * hands 
down COCA 6 types, 7 tokens - meaning not clear from the words

Force 13 Predicate phrase

51 1220 Defence Minister Job title Local 3 JOB TITLE
51 1221 back-up COCA 464. S109, F123, M77, N86, Ac69: one word Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary, 

not included.
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

51 1222 air support air support COCA 245. S103, F21, M45, N57, Ac19: specialization of both components Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
51 1223
51 1224
52 1225 Letters 52
52 1226 letting him off ({very}) 

[lightly]
[LET] * off lightly 2 types, 2 tokens. ˆ[LET] off lightly COCA 0. [LET] * off COCA for 100 
types, 523 tokens. S141, F216, M76, N71, Ac19. Meaning not clear from words

Judgement 13 PV

52 1227 queue-jumping [boat 
people]

queue jumping: derived from 'jumping the queue' [JUMP] the queue COCA 2 types, 9  
tokens : Google 1.2 million 25 Janaury 2012, including definitions ALLOW; figurative 
queue

Judgement 123 Complex Adj

52 1228 boat people boat people COCA 197. S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
52 1229 [the Government] hands 

out
COCA [HAND].[v*] out 4 types, 2156 tokens. S483, F394, M429, N685, Ac165: meaning 
not clear from words

Judgement 13 PV

52 1230 left-leaning COCA 304. S36, F10, M60, N133, Ac65. All political: figurative "left" and "leaning" 123 Complex Adj
52 1231 given the green light to [GIVE] the green light COCA 5 types, 110 tokens. S34, F3, M23, N42, Ac8: figurative 

"green light", specialization/shift/bleaching in "given"
Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

52 1231 the {Gillard} 
administration

the * administration for 100 types, 24130 tokens: S9387, F113, M3768, N6012, Ac4850: 
2 clear sets of slotfillers, one using the name of the leader of the government and the 
other a temporal reference - Bush, Clinton, Obama, Reagan, new, Carter, Nixon, current, 
previous, veterans, Kennedy, US, Eisenhower ...: in this context referencing the 
government of Julia Gillard, Australian PM at the time

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

52 1232 offering the welcome mat 
to [all those] ["economic 
refugees"]

* * the welcome mat COCA 63 types,  92 tokens. Common collocations = roll out, put out, 
pull in, lay out,  - others yank away - caused movement: S21, F27, M17, N24, Ac3 : 
figurative "welcome mat" ("economic refugees classified under N/NP)

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase



52 1233 "economic refugees" economic refugees COCA 44. S18, F1, M8, N11, Ac6 - APPRAISAL, JUDGEMENT, INVOKED - 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

52 1234 joy and delight COCA 8. delight and joy (5). Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

52 1235 People smuggling [is 
"business as usual"]

people smuggl* 6 Types, 19 tokens. Most commom Type = people smugglers (19). 
"people smuggling" Google 1.38 million 25 January 2012. APPRAISAL INVOKED ; 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

52 1236 "business as usual' business as usual COCA 990. S320, F86, M193, N287, Ac104. Connotative. Appreciation 13 N/NP
52 1237 home seekers COCA 5 - not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

52 1238 many of whom COCA 2086. Spoken (286), Fiction (79), Magazines (487), Narrative (715), Academic 
(519). System.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

52 1239 if and when [the housing is 
made available to genuine 
Australians]

if and when COCA 715. Spoken (227), Fiction (92), Magazines (128), Newspapers (137), 
Academic (131): when and if COCA 205…if or when COCA 38…form 

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

52 1240 made available to [MAKE] available to COCA 4 types, 795 tokens. S166, F28, M137, N124, Ac340. bleaching 
in "make"

Manufacture Met 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

52 1241 playing fields playing field* = COCA 4 types, 1897 tokens. S476, F108, M408, N523, Ac382 - 
bleaching/shift of "field"

123 N/NP

52 1242 government housing government housing COCA 39: S7, F5, M9, N11, Ac8. Google 1.69 million 25 January 
2012 (rental properties built and run by the government; sometimes referred to as state 
housing) - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

52 1243 [the] bare essentials bare essentials COCA 67. S7, F14, M28, N10, Ac8: tautology, use of "bare" - shift, 
specialization

Appreciation, 
Force 

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

52 1244 sorry situation sorry situation COCA 7. Google 155,000 "sorry state" defined in COBUILD (p. 1487). sorry 
state COCA 135: S20, F23, M39, N34, Ac19: sorry [nn*] … sorry mess, sorry 
outcome…including because of specialization/shift/bleaching in sorr, abstract N must 
follow, looks likely to be constrained…

14 N/NP

52 1245 public hospitals public hospitals COCA 214. S34, F2, M21, N75, Ac82 (run by the Government) Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
52 1246 Waiting lists [will continue 

to grow]
waiting lists COCA 355. S40, F13, M114, N125, Ac63: encyclopaedic - semi-figurative 
"lists" - used in reference to areas where there is not enough supply, and people have to 
wait

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

52 1247 spare a thought [for the 
real Australians]

[SPARE] a thought COCA 4 types, 15 tokens. Usually imperative. Google 7.54 million with 
definitions. ALLOW - preference, meaning not clear from the words, figurative "a thought"

Metaphor 
(spare)

13 Predicate phrase

52 1248 [treated as] second class second class COCA 316. S53, F61, M72, N68, Ac62: very difficult to extract this usage. 
Take associated pattern: second class citizens COCA 23: S12, F0, M3, N1, Ac7: meaning 
not clear from the words

Judgement 123 Complex Adj

52 1249 economic refugees economic refugees COCA 44 S18, F1, M8, N11, Ac6: APPRAISAL: JUDGEMENT invoked : Judgement 23 N/NP
52 1250 go ({straight}) to the head 

of the queue
[GO] to the head of the queue COCA 1. the head of the queue COCA 6. 24.2 million 25 
January 2012: JUDGEMENT invoked (ie are given an unfair advantage): figurative "queue"

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

52 1251 look after [the best 
interests of]

[LOOK] after COCA 5 types, 2789 tokens. S394, F1326, M446, N322, Ac301: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

52 1252 the best interests [of] best interests : 1327: S359, F128, M194, N337, Ac309. Meaning not clear from the words Appreciation 13 N/NP
52 1253 the {Australian} people the * people = COCA 32094: S17871, F2487, M3452, N4632, Ac3652. Top is the 

American people - NB use of definite article: cf the Australian people and Australian 
people 

3 N/NP



52 1254 bend over backwards [BEND] over backwards COCA 148. Spoken (73), Fiction (12), Magazines (21), 
Newspapers (38), Academic (4): figurative "bending over" and "backwards" means 
more/other than the words (difficulty)

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

52 1255 Christmas Island Place name - not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

52 1256 seeking justice [SEEK] justice COCA 4 types 133 tokens: S49, F7, M31, N28, Ac18: preference for 
"seeking", meaning specialization/shift/bleaching

13 Predicate phrase

52 1257 a fair go Australian totem. Google 2.64 million 25 January 2012 - means something like an equal 
chance, a fair opportunity, the chance to make good (if you work hard) no matter what 
the circumstances of your family of origin are. 

Encyclopaedic 
Appreciation

12 N/NP

52 1258 {I1} [will not] hold {my1} 
breath ({waiting})

[HOLD] * breath COCA = 2092. Spoken (207), Fiction (1331), Magazines (307), 
Newspapers (208), Academic (39). Top = hold your breath (249): S59, F61, M84, N42, 
Ac3 .  Of that, do n*t hold your breath (106). NB fiction dominates for past tenses.

Affect Indirect 134 Predicate phrase

52 1259
53 1260 Letters 53
53 1261 I am {outraged} at {the 

suggestion to}
[BE] {AFFECT} at {nominalization of speech act - the suggestion that, the implication 
that} as before : tags colloquy and enters writer

Engagement, 
Affect

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

53 1262 baby formula baby formula COCA 110. S34, F6, M31, N37, Ac2 non-breast milk - not clear from the 
words

123 N/NP

53 1263 on prescription [only] on prescription COCA 143: S44, F2, M39, N35, Ac23 - encyclopaedic (means you have to 
have been to the doctor and got a prescription…)

Encyclopaedic 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

53 1264 [prove to a] GP Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
53 1265 be able to Not counting going to, be able to  - considering as system NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

53 1265 {I have} had ({three}) 
{children}

Meaning have given birth to…include as HAVE Predicate phrase 13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

53 1266 out there COCA 36443: S19380, F5958, M4313, N6000, Ac792 - "there" being a vague location 
related to both writer- and reader-in-the-text - figurative "there"

Locative - 
"there"

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

53 1267 go through [GO] through COCA 6 types, 31109 tokens. S13711, F5458, M4689, N5423, Ac1928: 
meaning not clear from words

Movement 13 PV

53 1268 [get a] GP [appointment] [GET] an appointment: 5 types, 116 tokens. S23, F39, M22, N27, Ac5 - get a dog, get a 
house, get a bar of chocolate OPEN CHOICE NOT INCLUDED: count ABBREVIATION ONLY - 
General Practitioner

3 Abbreviation

53 1269 get a prescription [GET] a prescription COCA 5 types, 86 tokens. S44, F9, M22, N8, Ac3 - get a dog, get a 
house, get a bar of chocolate : No obvious restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, 
means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

53 1270 get food for [GET] food 5 types, 492 tokens -  get a dog, get a house, get a bar of chocolate : No 
obvious restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

53 1271 in the long run in the long run COCA 3152. Spoken (875), Fiction (204), Magazines (716), Newspapers 
(629), Academic (728) - meaning not clear from the words

Container, 
movement Met

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

53 1272 [so much] pressure applied 
[to…]

[apply] collocated with pressure at L2, R2 = COCA 592. Spoken (98), Fiction (55), 
Magazines (203), Newspapers (103), Academic (133): apply is usually literal: would 
expect to see "so much pressure put on …" Figurative "pressure"

13 Predicate phrase

53 1273 these days these days COCA 15586. Spoken (3954), Fiction (3094), Magazines (3878), Newspapers 
(3973), Academic (687): specialization of "these" and bleaching of "days" - means "now"

13 Complex Adv



53 1274 [it] is no one's business 
but [their own]

no one's business but * own COCA = 2 (both my). Nobody's business but * own COCA = 
6 (my = 4, his = 2): "no one's business but" Google 2.12 million 25 January 2012. [BE] 
nobody's business but 4 types, 23 tokens. S10, F5, M3, N3, Ac2 - usually followed by 
possessive pronoun rather than full noun, can be no one or nobody ... may include 'else' 
... may be a full NP after but ... COCA 0 for concern

Force 13 Focusing modifier

53 1275 what [we] can and cannot 
do

Verb stem - always can and cannot, not cannot and can – preference 3 Predicate phrase 
Stem

53 1276 let's Grammaticalization. Let's 74718. S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223 - meaning 
specialization/shift/bleaching

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

53 1277 leave [the decision of how 
a mum feeds her baby] up 
to her

[LEAVE] the decision up to = COCA 11. Spoken (1), Fiction (1), Magazines (2), 
Newspapers (5), Academic (2). [LEAVE] collocated with up to at L4: 4 types, 756 tokens. 
S245, F112, M130, N188, Ac81: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

53 1278 at the time at the time COCA 27919: S7760, F3209, M5370, N5714, Ac5866 (ie in the past) - 
meaning not clear from words, use of "the"

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

53 1279 As the saying goes, as the saying goes COCA 187. Spoken (28), Fiction (48), Magazines (64), Newspapers 
(28), Academic (19) (particularly interesting because the saying isn't supported in 
COCA…Google 33,500 11 April 2012). See Huddleston and Pullum p. 1147

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

53 1280 happy mum, happy baby COCA 0, Google 33,500 11 April 2012 - slogan - Happy X, Happy Y (if you have a Happy 
mum, you will have a happy baby) - often Happy wife, happy life…

Judgement 13 Entire

53 1281 make ([our own]} 
decisions

[MAKE] collocated with decision at L4, R4 COCA 16440. S6338, F1452, M2029, N2890, 
Ac3731: bleaching in "make"

Manufacture, 
Metaphorical

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

53 1282 health and wellbeing COCA 34. S2, F0, M6, N1, Ac25: wellbeing and health 1 - preference on form 3 N/NP
53 1283
54 1284 Letters 54
54 1285 I'm {saddened} to {see 

and hear}
[BE] {AFFECT} to {perception verb} Affect 134 Sentence/clause 

lead in
54 1286 see and hear COCA 450. Spoken (137), Fiction (89), Magazines (89), Newspapers (59), Academic (86). 

Hear and see COCA 102. Spoken (49), Fiction (19), Magazines (9), Newspapers (6), 
Academic (19). Perhaps partially coordinated? hear and see COCA 102…Looks OK either 
way.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

54 1287 extended shopping hours Google 541,000 25 January 2012. Particular to Western Australia. Include despite low 
frequency - ongoing debate in WA , means allowing shops to open on Sunday and so on.

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

54 1288 [Life] is not ({quite}) that 
{simple}

not quite that [j*]: for 27 types, 75 tokens. S33, F5, M14, N17, Ac6. not that [j*] COCA 
for 100 types, 2482 tokens.not that bad 243, not that big 229, not that simple 208, not 
that easy 158. not that simple: COCA 208. S46, F62,  M34, N45, Ac21: referent of THAT. 
Appraisal vehicle - Judgement/Appreciation. Comment and tag.

34 BE Predicate Phrase

54 1289 , as well as , as well as = COCA 31623. Spoken (3321), Fiction (1472), Magazines (7919), 
Newspapers (5851), Academic (13060). NB CF as well as with no punctuation: see 
previous comments about as well as (same set either side, but opposites black as well as 
white, hot as well as cold or different members of same group - politicians as well as 
teachers: protein as well as carbohydrate)

Presupposition 135 COORDINATING

54 1290 [made it] a lifestyle choice lifestyle choice COCA 68. Spoken (22), Fiction (2), Magazines (16), Academic (6) 123 N/NP
54 1291 problem gamblers problem gambler* COCA problem gamblers 35: S 11, F0, M6, N15, Ac3: problem gambler 

3: S0, F0, M0, N2, Ac1: encyclopaedic: means more than the words - may be addicted, 
gambling impacting other areas of life … specialization of "problem"

Judgement 
Australian?

123 N/NP

54 1292 at least {half} [of any 
population] 

COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323: mixed function, here quant Force 13 QUANT

54 1293 below average 
{intelligence}

below average COCA 378. S28, F20, M106, N48, Ac176: under average 5. PREFERENCE - 
use of "below" 

Judgement 13 Complex Adj



54 1294 (by definition) by definition COCA 1707. Spoken (262), Fiction (110), Magazines (358), Newspapers 
(200), Academic (777) - encoding, maybe decoding

Engagement 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

54 1295 {You}'d hope You'd hope COCA 26: S8, F3, M7, N8, Aco: presumptive "you" - meaning 'one'; bleaching 
of pronoun and means "surely"

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

54 1296 at least at least COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323 - two uses, quant 
and comment, here comment.

Force - Internal 13 Interpolation

54 1297 know better [know] better . to access this meaning: COCA 5 types, 1019 tokens. S147, F516, M159, 
N155, Ac42. APPRAISAL: JUDGEMENT: full meaning not evident in words

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

54 1298 CEO Chief Executive Officer 3 Abbreviation
54 1299 Chamber of Commerce Proper Noun Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
54 1300 no wonder [he's all about 

shopping…]
no wonder COCA 3694. Spoken (411), Fiction (1145), Magazines (1134), Newspapers 
(671), Academic (333)[pp*] ; meaning not clear from the words, means more/other than 
the words (self-righteous)

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

54 1301 [he]'s all about [shopping]  [BE] all about = COCA 3362. Need to remove it's all about (900), it was all about (172) 
and it is all about (76). Leaves 2214. Typical usage COCA 16 2007: CBS_Early "because 
you know, we're all about local…". Substitution: he's keen on shopping: he likes shopping: 
he prioritises shopping. Meaning not clear from words

Judgement 13 BE Predicate phrase

54 1302 [some] measure of 
{success}

measure of success 188: S31, F3, M47, N37, Ac70: relates "success" (uncountable) with 
(abstract) measurable outcomes: cf measure of failure COCA 2 - include because of 
imbalance

134 N/NP

54 1303 Get over it [or get out of 
the way]

[GET] over it COCA 5 types, 1026 tokens. S341, F352, M161, N153, Ac19 LOW AC: get 
over it COCA 815. Used either as an  imperative, or with second person pronoun: 
figurative "get over"

Movement and 
obstacle 
metaphors

13 GET Predicate 
phrase

54 1304 [or] get out of the way get out of the way COCA 508, Spoken (185), Fiction (158), Magazines (76), Newspapers 
(76), Academic (13) (Figurative - out of the way in the discourse space, not reality)

Movement 
metaphor

13 GET Predicate 
phrase

54 1305 long[er] hours COCA 184 - derived from long hours : COCA 1530: S225, F338, M400, N365, Ac202 
(often preceded by work) - the hours aren't longer: the length of time that you work 
overall is longer. longer days, on the other hand, refers to the time between sunrise and 
sunset 

13 N/NP

54 1306 free enterprise free enterprise COCA 691: S177: F23, M154, N120, Ac217: specialization of "free", 
preference for "enterprise"

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

54 1307 too {blind} to too [ADJ] to - adj negatively evaluated: non-literal blind here: situation, consequence Judgement 145 CORRELATING
54 1308 never ceases to {amaze} 

{those of us...}
never [CEASE] to = 100 types, 262 tokens. Never [CEASE] to amaze = 3 types, 96 
tokens. S[poken (8), Fiction (34), Magazines (22), Newspapers (27), Academic (5): other 
complements surprise, recognize, think, love, wonder, remind, appall, hurt: but amaze is 
the most common. Never [CEASE] to amaze * 22 types, 96 tokens - 46 are "me": 
preference for "cease", constraints on slotfillers (must be indirect affect)

Affect Indirect 
and Force

134 Predicate phrase

54 1309 IQ Intelligence Quotient 3 Abbreviation
54 1310 [with IQ] above average above average COCA 568. Spoken (47), Fiction (28), Magazines (120), Newspapers 

(123), Academic (250): higher than average 114: S13, F4, M30, N18, Ac49: over average 
3. PREFERENCE - use of "above"

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

54 1311
55 1312 Letters 55
55 1313 war deaths war deaths COCA 11: Google 418,000 25 January 2012. No obvious restrictions, no 

specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

55 1314 Every{one} but {the 
soldier}

everyone but COCA 43. Spoken (0), Fiction (34), Magazines (7), Newspapers (1), 
Academic (1) - could also be anything but, everything but… 

Force 14 Focusing modifier



55 1315 The fact is the fact is COCA 5026, Spoken (3222), Fiction (306), Magazines (622), Newspapers 
(584), Academic (292): becoming (?) grammaticalized in Australian/British contexts and 
probably elsewhere ("The fact is is that …)

Engagement 
STOP 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

55 1316 wage {their} wars. war* collocated with [WAGE] at L4, R4 4 types, 1692 tokens. S404, F119, M352, N397, 
Ac420: listed as "phrase" in Macquarie Dictionary online:wage  defined in ACOD *(2009, 
p. 1627) as "carry on (a war, conflict, or contest)" 

134 Predicate phrase

55 1317 [the money you get may 
eventually] slip through 
{your} fingers

[SLIP] through * fingers = COCA 100 types, 107 tokens. Spoken (14), Fiction (60), 
Magazines (19), Academic (3): figurative "fingers" - means more/other than the words

Judgement 134 Predicate phrase

55 1318 blood will never wash off Mixes literal and idiomatic meanings, with literal dominating. In the same group as "blood 
on your hands" etc. - but looks like novel usage, not including.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

55 1319 everyone else everyone else COCA 6634. Spoken (1164), Fiction (2257), Magazines (1423), Newspapers 
(1309), Academic (481). cf meaning of "or else"… counting all prons with N/NPs

Force - PRON 13 N/NP

55 1320 for the rest of {their} lives for the rest of their lives COCA 349. S123, F49, M62, N72, Ac43  - NB cf for their lives 
taps in to different pattern/meaning (running for their lives, afraid for their lives, feared 
for their lives, fight for their lives…) - preference - add to examples of niching

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

55 1321 deal with [who has to] deal with [your personal damage] - [DEAL] with COCA 57438. S20092, 
F5012, M9538, N11400, Ac11396: meaning not clear from words - also problematicizer

13 PV

55 1322 [and] most likely [your 
family will too]

searching and most likely to access this pattern: COCA  2011 SPOK CNN-Grace: "They 
absolutely can be called as witnesses, and most likely will be called as witnesses". COCA 
224: S43, F39, M42, N32, Ac68 - form preference

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

55 1323 returned serviceman['s 
counselling services]

returned serviceman and returned servicemen COCA 0. Google 233,000. Australian term - 
allow despite low frequency. Used to refer to people who have served in the armed forces 
overseas who have been repatriated at the end of their service (or because they were 
wounded) 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

55 1324 as much [of their time and 
resources] as [they do 
for…] 

[spend] as much [of their time and resources trying to heal the children of vets] as [they 
do for...] SPEND construction counted separately. Including the as much … as construction 
with reservations - will need to discuss in chapter

EXTERNAL/ 
INTERNAL

345 Comparative 
correlative

55 1325 spend … time [and 
resources]

spend/waste/save time : 4 types, 4370 tokens. S934, F514, M1286, N1034, Ac602. TIME 
METAPHOR: valuable time COCA 156. S22, F36, M38, N34, Ac26: [WASTE] valuable time 
COCA 4 types, 27 tokens. S1, F7, M9, N7, Ac3. [WASTE] time COCA 4 types, 873 tokens. 
S89, F363, M219, N130, Ac72

Time is money 
met

13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

55 1326 top brass top brass COCA 209. Spoken (45), Fiction (21), Magazines (61), Newspapers (56), 
Academic (26): specialization of "top" and "brass"

123 N/NP

55 1327 financial support financial support COCA 1464. Spoken (117), Fiction (28), Magazines (232), Newspapers 
(232), Academic (773): study support, emotional support, moral support…transparent on 
both sides, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

55 1328 for the rest of {their} 
li{ves}

for the rest of their lives COCA 349. S123, F49, M62, N72, Ac43  - NB cf for their lives 
taps in to different pattern/meaning (running for their lives, afraid for their lives, feared 
for their lives, fight for their lives…) - preference - add to examples of niching

Force - temporal 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

55 1329 That's because That's because COCA 4092. Spoken (1260), Fiction (472), Magazines (1277), Newspapers 
(961), Academic (122) - use of that's - allow as form preference

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

55 1330 [where] responsibility lies [LIE] collocated with responsibility at L2 - 71. Spoken (32), Fiction (7), Magazines (2), 
Newspapers (15), Academic (15) - figurative "lies"

13 NP/predicate  
phrase

55 1331 It's your decision. it's your decision COCA 22. S4, F13, M2, N3, Ac0. Including because pragmatic meaning is 
"you're making the wrong decision but go ahead anyway" . Means more/other than the 
words.

Engagement 13 ENTIRE



55 1332 [when you] pull {your} 
boots [on]

Difficult to access this usage and avoid [PULL] {the plug, a gun, the trigger} on - means 
when you undertake to do the job in this context, but more generally is just putting on 
footwear that requires a tug …. 

13 PV

55 1333
56 1334 Letters 56
56 1335 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
56 1336 [As a fully insured WA 

taxpayer] I find it 
{ridiculous} that

[FIND] it * that = COCA Types 100, Tokens 640: S193, F86, M104, N176, Ac81. Top = 
find it interesting that (75). Spoken (47), Fiction (1), Magazines (4), Newspaper (17), 
Academic (6) - inscribed appraisal in the slot. Figurative "find"

Indirect 
Appreciation/ 
Judgement and 
Affect?

14 FIND Predicate 
phrase

56 1337 [the] WA [Government] Western Australian 3 Abbreviation
56 1338 under-insured COCA 8. Google 581,000 25 October 2012. underinsured entry in Australian concise 

Oxford dictionary - include: figurative "under" 
123 Complex Adj

56 1339 [tragic] loss of life [j*] loss of life COCA 82 types, 252 tokens. S114, F12, M28, N53, Ac45: Top is tragic 
(17), then heavy, massive, significant, further, great, minimum, terrible, large, 
major…core is loss of life : iNB loss of lives 40. S16, F1, M9, N10, Ac4: figurative "loss" 

13 N/NP

56 1340 …I find it {incredible} 
that…

[With the tragic loss of life and proper of the previous Toodyay fires in 2007] I find it 
[incredible] that: [FIND] it * that = COCA Types 100, Tokens 640: S193, F86, M104, 
N176, Ac81. Top = find it interesting that (75). Spoken (47), Fiction (1), Magazines (4), 
Newspaper (17), Academic (6): figurative "find", indirect Appreciation / Judgement ... and 
Affect too?

Indirect 
Appreciation/ 
Judgement and 
Affect?

14 FIND Predicate 
phrase

56 1341 country councils No obvious restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED 

NOT INCLUDED

56 1342 [of] WA Western Australian 3 Abbreviation
56 1343 bushfire warning notices COCA 0. Specific to Australia? Very low numbers in Google but well-known term in WA - 

include, locally encyclopaedic NB specialization of "notices" (usually radio announcements)
Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

56 1344 rural residents No obvious restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED 

NOT INCLUDED

56 1345 non-compliance COCA 196. S34, F2, M12, N23, Ac125. HIGH ACADEMIC. 3 N/NP
56 1346 property insurance property insurance COCA 36. S2, F0, M14, N15, Ac5 - … usual distinction in Australian 

context is between home and contents insurance - home being the fabric of the building, 
contents what's in it. Tests: car and property insurance, property and car insurance, one 
car and two property insurance quotes. Looks like no bleaching, specialisation, figurative 
meaning on either side. Not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

56 1346 [must be] made 
compulsory

[MAKE] collocated with compulsory at L4, R4 COCA 46. S7, F2, M8, N4, Ac25 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

56 1347 fully insured fully insured COCA 37: S1, F4, M10, N13, Ac9: completely insured 0. totally insured 1 NB 
opposite underinsured? Use of "fully"

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

56 1348 bushfire-prone [areas] *-prone COCA for 100 types, 902 tokens. See also -ridden (see L71/1364): (Macquarie 
dic gives "having a natural inclination or tendency to something" p.1328 but ACOD says 
"disposed of or liable, exp. to a bad action, condition, etc" (p. 1139). Noun therefore 
negative (COCA flood-prone, injury-prone, error-prone, violence-prone....). 2 tokens of 
miracle-prone in COCA so does have potential for invoking meaning.  ACOD says "usu. 
folll. by to, or to + infin". Looks Open Choice...not including (with reservations - add to 
DISCUSS list)

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT



56 1349 [think] long and hard [THINK] long and hard COCA 187. 4 types. Spoken (53), Fiction (43), Magazines (39), 
Newpapers (42), Academic (10): also get look long and hard … * long and hard collocates 
are think, work, fight, look… Classify as AdvPhr - NB preference for this order - [think] 
hard and long COCA 1: shift in think long - and figurative "hard"? (How do you think 
hard???)

Force 13 Complex Adv

56 1350 in [these] tough economic 
times

tough economic times COCA 130. Spoken (46), Fiction (1), Magazines (23), Newspapers 
(50), Academic (10): hard economic times 51: difficult economic times 52. tough social 
times 0. tough political times O.  Divides into two groups: first in {name of newspaper} 
Times. Second in {APPRAISAL} times - as here. Top slot-filler is tough - NB in 
{APPRAISAL} times but at times

14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

56 1351
57 1352 Letters 57
57 1353 WA Western Australian 3 Abbreviation
57 1354 the Water Corporation PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
57 1354 making a loss [MAKE] collocated with loss at R4, L4, COCA 323. S45, F51, M90, N95 - 

shift/bleaching/specliazation in "make"
13 MAKE Predicate 

Phrase
57 1355 either [making a loss] or 

[being heavily subsidized] 
[the Water corporation] is either [making a loss] or [being heavily subsidized]: either 
collocated with or at R9 COCA 48388: S8774, F5603, M9953, N7234, Ac16824

Internal 5 CORRELATING

57 1356 heavily subsidized heavily subsidized MI COCA 11.48 (subsidized with heavily @ L1): COCA 95. S11, F1, 
M25, N22, Ac36: figurative "heavily"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

57 1357 consolidated revenue consolidated revenue COCA 0. Google 1.22 million 6 September 2011 encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic, 
technical

23 N/NP

57 1358 In fact in fact COCA 75824: S28495, F8634, M15147, N8456, Ac15092 STOP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

57 1359 the Water Corporation PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
57 1360 operating profits operating profits COCA 112. Google 1.13 million 6 September 2011 encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic, 

technical
23 N/NP

57 1360 totalling more than {$7 
billion} 

totalling more than COCA 9: not supported, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

57 1361 [So] it seems to {me} it seems to me COCA 4859. Spoken (3272), Fiction (354), Magazines (334), Newspapers 
(345), Academic (554)

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

57 1362 WA Western Australian 13 Abbreviation
57 1363 [paying] "cost plus" [for 

water]
cost plus COCA - too much noise ('the cost plus the inconvenience'). Google 13.2 million 6 
September 2011 = technical accounting term, allowed despite low frequencies - 
classifying as Comp Adv (identifies way of paying)

Encyclopaedic, 
technical

23 Complex Adv

57 1363 the Water Corporation's… PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN
57 1364 Annual Report annual report COCA 836. S64, F17, M184, N217, Ac354 encyclopaedic - more than a 

"report" published "annually" - specific legal requirements entailed
Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

57 1365 Minister for Water Job title Australian 3 JOB TITLE
57 1366 wastewater services wastewater services COCA 4. Google 810,000. Splice? "wastewater management" = 

Google 1.69 million 6 September 2011 : specialization of "wastewater" 
Encyclopaedic, 
technical

123 N/NP

57 1367 WA Western Australian 3 Abbreviation
57 1368 exorbitant … charges/water 

charges
exorbitant charges COCA 2: exorbitant charge 0.  exorbitant * = price/s, Fees, amount, 
costs, rates, salaries, interest, taxes, freight…No obvious restrictions, no 
specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

57 1369
58 1370 Letters 58



58 1371 engineering feat engineering Feat COCA 43. MI 7.7:historic Feat, athletic Feat, astonishing Feat, unusual 
Feat…No obvious restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

58 1372 dream came true dream* [COME] true = COCA 8 types, 929 tokens. Spoken (325), Fiction (143), 
Magazines (224), Newspapers (207), Academic (30). Use of "come"

13 NP/predicate  
phrase

58 1373 Mundaring Weir Not counting buildings, structures, locations NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

58 1374 the Mt Charlotte Reservoir 
at Kalgoorlie

Not counting buildings, structures, locations NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

58 1375 Here we are {107 years 
later} 

Here we are COCA 1628. Spoken (796), Fiction (427), Magazines (143), Newspapers 
(171), Academic (91). Mix of literal (locational) and idiomatic (unexpected, mark as 
foregrounded, as here) - NB use of here, as in here in Australia…also scope of 'we' - who 
is 'we'? Place and time substitutions

Engagement, 
Locative 
Metaphor

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

58 1376 year by year year by year 168. S36, F29, M40, N37, Ac26 [TIME PERIOD] BY [SAME TIME PERIOD] - 
APPRAISAL, FORCE (invoked, therefore 1)

Force, temporal 13 Complex Adv

58 1377 short of [water] prep combination NOT INCLUDED NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

58 1378 took on [the challenge] [TAKE] on COCA 6 types, 18310 tokens. S4223, F2284, M4539, N4137, Ac3127: means 
more/other than the words

Transfer, met 13 PV

58 1379 huge amounts large amounts 1391, big amounts 12, massive amounts 298 : huge amounts COCA 530: 
S169, F21, M137, N145, Ac58: include for intensifier - NB high cost but huge amounts - 
preference, figurative "huge"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

58 1380 [in the north of] WA Western Australian 3 Abbreviation
58 1381 do it now Has become a mantra - including as Entire. Google 18.1 million 21 March 2013. 3 ENTIRE
58 1382 {labour…} as well as 

{money}
as well as COCA 75459: S7636, F4710, M17948, N13196, Ac31969 - see notes above 135 COORDINATING

58 1383 asylum seeker asylum seeker COCA 7. asylum seekers COCA 147. S26, F2, M31, N45, Ac48 - 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

58 1384 put…to work [PUT] * to work COCA 98 types, 403 tokens. S113, F67, M83, N93, Ac47 Judgement 13 Predicate phrase
58 1385 To quote . To quote COCA 128. S13, F7, M30, N10, Ac68: . To cite COCA 78. Form preference, 

encoding.
Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 

lead in
58 1386 Opposition immigration 

spokesman
JOB TITLE Australian 3 JOB TITLE

58 1387 freeze being lifted [FREEZE] collocated with [LIFT] at L4, R4 COCA 4 types, 41 tokens. S9, F10, M1, N20, 
Ac1. Figurative "freeze", figurative "lift"

13 NP/predicate  
phrase

58 1388 asylum claims asylum claims COCA 42. S6, F1, M7, N20, Ac8 - asylum application COCA 32. 
Specialization of "asylum" - including for that reason.

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

58 1389 [these] boat people boat people COCA 197: S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27 - means more than/other than the 
words

Judgement 
Encyclopaedic

123 N/NP

58 1390 at the moment at the moment COCA 6954. S2951, F1645, M895, N827, Ac636: at the second 565, 
"second" used as number

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

58 1391 a lot of Predictable NA NOT INCLUDED
58 1392 age range age range COCA total 426. Spoken (33), Fiction (6), Magazines (38), Newspapers (33), 

Academic (316)  HIGH ACADEMIC cf age span COCA 29. 
13 N/NP

58 1392 instead of COCA 44073. S6867, F8326, M12825, N9435 3 Complex Conj



58 1393 detention centres detention centre* COCA 6, 5 Academic. Google 4.99 million 19 January 2012. Meaning of 
"detention" in the context of refugees

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

58 1394 Good on you good on you COCA 74 S25, F30, M17, N1, Ac1: high F is misleading - can be part of a 
clause like "that hat looks good on you". Searching . Good on you to access this usage: 
COCA 1. Google 35.7 million 25 January 2012: Australianism?

Engagement, 
Judgement

13 ENTIRE

58 1395 the water problem Homophoric reference - Engagement 1? assumes common knowledge - relates to the 
shortage of water in WA…but not a general term, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

58 1396 Come on [COME] on , COCA 1233. S524, F617, M46, N36, Ac10: command - meaning not clear 
from words

Engagement, 
Movement (met)

13 PV

58 1397 do it now Has become a mantra - including as Entire. Google 18.1 million 21 March 2013. 13 ENTIRE
58 1398
59 1399 Letters 59
59 1400 I {read} with {interest} *read with interest COCA 115. Top 98 are "I". I read with interest S0, F1, M30, N65, Ac2. 

I read with * top collocate interest, next great [interest], then a, dismay, amusement, 
much...[3 x interest, 1 x compassion]., sadness...Highly register specific (genre marker?). 
I read with **: I read with great intrest 34, I read with interest the 33, I read with 
interest your 29, I read with interest and 5, I read with sadness 4, I read with much 
interest 4...interest dominates: PC for this genre: {perceptual cognition verb} with 
{COVERT AFFECT} 

Affect indirect 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

59 1401 [should be] looking to 
[nuclear power]

[LOOK] to [nn*] COCA for 100 types, 319 tokens: S64, F51, M83, N61, Ac60: meaning 
not clear from words

Percepetion with 
direction 
metaphor

13 PV

59 1402 nuclear power nuclear power COCA 2956. S749, F58, M677, N646, Ac826 encyclopaedic, loaded Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
59 1403 aircraft carriers aircraft carriers 303: S87, F6, M77, N85, Ac48: aircraft carriers are actually 

boats…meaning not clear from the words
Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

59 1404 nuclear power nuclear power COCA 2956. S749, F58, M677, N646, Ac826 encyclopaedic, loaded Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
59 1405 It stands to reason it stands to reason COCA 197. S20, F32, M62, N24, Ac59. group with "the fact is", "it is 

clear that": MWE includes it. Meaning not clear from the words
Engagement, 
Appreciation NB 
STOP: STAND + 
REASON 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

59 1406 get in on the ground floor [GET] in on the ground floor = 4 types, 39 tokens: S7, F11, M13, N7, Ac1. In on the 
ground floor = 60 (Academic 2). Verbs usually get (separated) or some variant: figurative 
"ground floor" 

Judgement pos 13 GET Predicate 
phrase

59 1407 head towards [HEAD] towards COCA 5 types, 524 tokens. S194, F271, M23, N12, Ac24. No literal 
movement, specialization/shift/bleaching in "head"

13 Predicate phrase

59 1409 moved on (from) Searching [MOVE] on . to access this usage: 4 types, 2950 tokens. S924, F850, M529, 
N561, Ac86: figurative "moved"

Movement met 13 PV

59 1410 the general feeling is the general feeling [BE] COCA two types (is, was), 35 tokens: S8, F7, M3, N12, Ac5 - 
presupposition vehicle (a bit like Tony Abbott, Shadow PM of Australia, saying "what the 
public wants"

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

59 1411 an accident waiting to 
happen

an accident waiting to happen COCA 69: S30, F9, M14, N14, Ac2 can also be disaster 
(33), but catastrophe only 2 in COCA: often but not exclusively [BE]. Preceded by 
description of whatever situation was an accident waiting to happen….eg "Livestock on the 
road at this hour was an accident waiting to happen..." "Is your warm-weather oasis an 
accident waiting to happen?" 

Appreciation 13 NP/predicate  
phrase

59 1412 poor maintenance bad maintenance COCA 0. poor maintenance COCA 43: S4, F0, M13, N13, Ac13, MI = 
6.04. inadequate maintenance COCA 7: why "poor" not "bad" - preference

3 N/NP



59 1413 As {Mr Luckett} says as * says COCA for 100 types, 1204 tokens. S387, F239, M270, N158, Ac150 - may not 
be said - may be written

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

59 1414 coal mines uranium mines, opal mines : coalmine one word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary, 
not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

59 1415 more [deaths] than [any 
nuclear accident ever has]

more … than - including where interrupted 35 Comparative 
correlative

59 1416 nuclear accident nuclear accident COCA 89. Spoken (25), Fiction (3), Magazines (13), Newspapers (30), 
Academic (18): petrol accident? coal accident? coal-mine accident? cf traffic accident? 
road accident, motorbike accident…? Refers to an accident within a nuclear plant, not to 
any other kind of nuclear accident (a spill wouldn't be a nuclear accident)...include for 
encyclopaedic knowledge needed to understand it (beyond face value of words)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

59 1417 death toll death toll COCA 1081. S544, F29, M152, N301, Ac55 13 N/NP
59 1418 for {peaceful} purposes for [ATTITUDE] purposes - 2 patterns: purpose (eg scientific) or Appreciation, Neg 

(nefarious) : purpose singular 76 types, 225 tokens. purposes for 100 types, 4625 tokens - 
preference for plural

Judgement 14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

59 1419 to take back Specialization/shift/bleaching in "take" 13 PV
59 1420 fuel rods fuel rods COCA 264: S118, F3, M28, N85, Ac30 - specialization of "fuel" and "rods" Encyclopaedic 

technical
123 N/NP

59 1421 to set up [an underground 
waste facility]

[SET] up COCA 3 types, 25581 tokens. S5123, F3755, M6811, N6276, Ac3616: meaning 
not clear from words

13 PV

59 1422 [underground] waste 
facility

underground waste facility COCA 0. waste facility COCA 61, but not nuclear. S4, F0, M12, 
N8, AC37: *facility collocates new, correctional, research, composting, care, training, 
treatment…: No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it 
says. 

NA NOT INCLUDED

59 1423 nuclear experiments COCA 2 types, 6 tokens : not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

59 1424 underground facility *facility collocates new, correctional, research, composting, care, training, treatment…: 
No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

59 1425 went ahead [GO] ahead = 13251.Spoken (9877), Fiction (1943), Magazines (725), Newspapers (558), 
Academic (148) [GO] ahead and = COCA 3456. Predominantly go ahead and 2938. 
Spoken (1807), Fiction (525), Magazines (345), Newspapers (229), Academic (32): 
meaning not clear from words (figurative "go" and "ahead")

Movement met 13 PV

59 1426 get around to [get] around to COCA 5 types, 1093 tokens. S188, F468, M226, N161, Ac50: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

59 1427 [health] budget blowouts COCA 0. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

59 1428 Law and order law and order COCA 1113. S435, F63, M147, N195, Ac273 (coordinated binomial) - 
specialization/bleaching/shift in "order" : order and law COCA 3

Appreciation 
Encyclopaedic

13 N/NP

59 1429 nuclear energy [plant] nuclear energy COCA 707. S173, F6, M157, N140, Ac231: wind energy, electrical energy, 
petrol energy? oil energy? wind power, electrical power? oil power, petrol power? Allow

23 Complex Adj

59 1430 waste facility waste facility COCA 61, *facility collocates new, correctional, research, composting, care, 
training, treatment…No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what 
it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

59 1431 [ignorance by] the man in 
the street

the man in the street COCA 32. S9, F3, M11, N4, Ac5 - figurative man (person) and street Judgement 13 N/NP



59 1432 nuclear power nuclear power COCA 2956. S749, F58, M677, N646, Ac826 encyclopaedic, loaded Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
59 1433 [the] fear of the unknown with the COCA 27, without the COCA 128: the words evoke a fear shared by most people 

in western cultures - pragmatically loaded: terror of the unknown COCA 5 allow because 
of preference: fear of the unknown 40 140: S33, F25, M25, N31, Ac26.

13 N/NP

59 1434 Of course  COCA 104551. Spoken (37445), Fiction (27828), Magazines (17013), Narrative (10049), 
Academic (12216)

STOP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

59 1435 [Of course, politicians] 
won't go there [because it 
takes guts to make such a 
decision]

NB IDIOMATIC MOVEMENT: won't go there, don't go there, can't go there…specifically 
referring to places that can't be explored in the argument, not in the world: 
idiomatic/literal split makes this difficult to search properly: there is not close to author. 
Figurative movement and "there"

Movement 
metaphorical

13 Predicate phrase

59 1436 it takes {guts} to it takes [n*] to  COCA for 100 types, 523 hits. Time 203, courage 35, years 33, money 
21, months 18, effort 15, work 14, guts 11. it takes courage to COCA 35: S13, F3, M9, 
N9, Ac1. Specialization/shift/bleaching

Judgement 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

59 1437 make [such] a decision [MAKE] collocated with decision at L4, R4 COCA 16440. S6338, F1452, M2029, N2890, 
Ac3731: bleaching in "make"

Manufacture 
met

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

59 1438 I don't know much about 
[this source of power], but 

[DO]n't know much about […], but : COCA 59. S25, F17, M6, N8, Ac3: NB neg clause + 
"but"

Hedge, assert 15 Sentence/clause 
lead in

59 1439 put {my} trust in [PUT] * trust in COCA 151. S36, F37, M30, N27, Ac21: [PUT] * [=trust] in COCA 97 
types, 445 tokens. S115, F86, M94, N93, Ac57 - can also be place: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "put" and "in"

134 Predicate phrase

59 1440 {men} of vision men of vision COCA 4: Google 1.27 million 26 January 2012 "women of vision" Google 
484,000 26 February 2012: [NN*] of vision COCA field, line,…man of vision 21: clarity, 
sense, breadth…there is a group clustering around the PP - allow (man + men = 25)

Judgement 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

59 1441 take up {this challenge} [TAKE] up * challenge  COCA 16 types, 97 tokens:S13, F11, M24, N16, Ac33. [TAKE] up 
the * * residence in, arms against, the issue, the cause, the question, a position, the 
challenge, residence in : meaning not clear from words

Transfer met 13 PV

59 1442 go the way the wind blows way the wind blows COCA 35: S16, F5, M10, N4, Ac 0: preceded by any way, which, 
whichever, may be a verb of movement or perception see, sway, go: figurative "go" and 
"wind" - means more/other than the words

JUDGEMENT: 
Movement, met

13 Predicate phrase

59 1443
60 1444 Letters 60
60 1445 [I have] serious concerns 

[about] 
serious concerns COCA 238: S62, F6, M30, N71, Ac69. cf I am seriously concerned : 
serious worries COCA 5. Unbalanced pair, include for preference.

Affect, indirect: 
Appreciation

34 Intensifying 
Collocation

60 1446 detrimental … effect detrimental + effect @ R4, L4 = MI 7.25: S9, F3, M22, N13, Ac74: detrimental * top 
collocate to, then effects 160 and effect 121, then in this pattern next is detrimental 
impact, detrimental consequences, detrimental impacts (13) no preference, no apparent 
bleaching/specialization/shift on either side...not including.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

60 1446 will have a ({marked 
detrimental}) effect on

[HAVE] collocated with effect at L4, R4: COCA 7682. S1743, F375, M1547, N1227, 
Ac2790

13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

60 1447 defence forces defence forces unusual in plural (7): in singular, Spoken (0), Fiction (0), Magazines (3), 
Newspapers (2), Academic (28) - defence forces often attack

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

60 1448 If … then Here Internal Internal 35 CORRELATING
60 1449 the ADF Australian Defence Force 13 Abbreviation
60 1450 pragmatic warfare COCA 0: Google 264. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

60 1451 For the sake of for the sake of COCA 3412. S513, F677, M742, N479, Ac1001 Appreciation 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



60 1452 charges…laid against [LAY] charges against COCA 1: [LAY] charges COCA 2. Google 964,000 26 January 2012, 
"lay a charge" defined in ACOD (2009, p. 805) as "make an accusation", but it has an 
encyclopaedic meaning (official, legal process) 

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

60 1453 charges…dropped [DROP] collocated with charges at L4, R4: COCA 649. S224, F58, M98, N248, Ac21. Could 
also be drop the charge….Figurative "dropped"

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

60 1454 serving…generals general* collocated with serving at L1: COCA 5 not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

60 1455 world wars world war 19283, S3652, F935, M4557, N4989, Ac5150. world wars COCA 559. S56, F36, 
M149, N118, Ac200: specialization of "world"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

60 1456 more recently more recently COCA 3270. S276. F110, M713, N659, Ac1512: more lately 39: S9, F14, 
M2, N6, Ac8 - include for preference

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

60 1457 under orders under orders COCA 205. S43, F34, M37, N70, Ac21 - figurative "under" Position met - 
status

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

60 1458 senior NCOs Job title Australian 3 JOB TITLE
60 1459 There is enough [post 

traumatic stress] without 
[y]

 There is enough sentence initial, presupposed: followed predominantly by a negative 
(danger in war, voter apathy, pressure, sadness in the world, on the agenda) [invoked 
APPRAISAL/APPRECIATION] and then without, complement being some sense of not 
wanting to continue, further etc - making more, furthering the situation, someone 
counting the seconds, our contributing to it, adding that to it...

135 CORRELATING

60 1460 post traumatic stress post traumatic stress COCA 80. S38, F11, M3, N14, Ac14 - references particular illness Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
60 1460 [without] adding to the list [ADD] to the list COCA 4 types, 195 tokens: S24, F20, M42, N43, Ac66: figurative "list" 13 Predicate phrase

60 1461 on the part of on the part of 5847. S1965, F192, M656, N630, Ac2404: bleaching/specialisation/shift in 
part, no consistent omission of determiner, insertion of adjective triggers literal meaning 
of "part", final prep cannot be left out without recasting in det slot (possessive pron) - 
organising procedural

13 PNP

60 1462 over the {years} over the years COCA 11174. S2711, F1612, M2659, N2647, Ac1545: over the months, 
over the weeks, over the days? over the hours? over the minutes? Plus use of "over"

Force temporal 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

60 1463 [resistant] PTSD PTSD COCA 821. F16, M155, N110, Ac428 - Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 3 Abbreviation
60 1464 veterans of wars veterans of wars COCA 1. From "war veterans" - specialization/bleaching/shift in 

"veterans"
123 N/NP

60 1465
61 1466 Letters 61
61 1467 just don't get it just don't get it COCA 171. S54, F36, M23, N50, Ac8: do n't get it COCA 598. S220, F228, 

M54, N82, Ac14: meaning other/more than the words - just don’t understand, but more 
negative (implies despair on part of the speaker)

Judgement neg - 
indirect Affect?

13 GET Predicate 
phrase

61 1468 The time has come [to] the time has come COCA 672. S199, F66, M125, N152, Ac130: meaning not clear from 
the words – means we should act now

STOP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

61 1469 [community-use grass] 
such as {parks and 
sporting arenas}

See 1/35 135 COORDINATING

61 1470 . For ({many}) {years} for many years: 4645. S995, F490, M1081, N935, Ac1144: means for a long time but 
quantifies it with a time word - for many days, hours… preferred to for a lot of years 
COCA 72 - variable 

Force temporal 34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

61 1471 indigenous plants No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
61 1472 get over [this paranoia] [GET] over [n*] for 93 types, 118 tokens - most "get over" with a sum of money. Top 

entry is get over it). ALLOW. meaning not clear from words
Obstacle 
metaphor

13 PV



61 1472 water-wise COCA 9. Australianism? Google 6.620 13 August 2013. Allow. Refers to plants that do not 
need lots of water to grow successfully

2 Complex Adj

61 1473 finite resource COCA 40. S9, F2, M9, N6, Ac14. Almost always used in relation to oil Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
61 1474 Think about it. . Think about it . COCA 186. S64, F74, M21, N20, Ac7: in this context it's an admonition. 

Implies you are wrong, think about it. Means more/other than the words.
Engagement 13 ENTIRE

61 1475
62 1476 LETTER 62
62 1477 No doubt Searching . No doubt to access this usage: COCA 1273. S143, F494, M285, N121, Ac230 - 

form preference, means more/other than the words
Engagement: 
Affect indirect 
(external)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

62 1478 lifting the restrictions [LIFT] collocated with restrictions at L4, R4: COCA 175. S52, F2, M13, N78, Ac30. 
[REMOVE] the restrictions COCA 2 types, 3 tokens: preference. Figurative "lifting" 

Activity 13 Predicate phrase

62 1479 in the workplace in the road, in the house, in the office: No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

62 1480 [seek] to get into [it] ("it" is the workplace): de-stressed pronoun possible after "into" (see Huddleston & 
Pullum) therefore classifying as PV: meaning not clear from words

Movement met 13 PV

62 1481 ,no doubt, Searching . No doubt to access this usage: COCA 1273. S143, F494, M285, N121, Ac230 - 
preferred form.

13 Interpolation

62 1482 [better employment figures 
also help] to fill the coffers

[FILL] the coffers COCA 3 types, 9 tokens. Google 744,000 26 January 2012 - allow.  
Metaphorical coffers. Range of verbs collocates with the coffers - but coffers is always 
plural…verbs relate to possession, filling, emptying, refilling, stealing from…figurative 
"coffers" and "fill"

Activity 13 Predicate phrase

62 1483 win-win COCA 580. S113, F31, M130, N146, Ac160 - high ac interesting - meaning not clear from 
the words

Force 13 N/NP

62 1484 [win-win] all round x all round COCA 18. S0, F11, M5, N1, Ac1. drinks all round…all round COCA 18. S0, F11, 
M5, N1, Ac1: encoding, and  decoding (all round what?) - means "for everyone" 

13 Complex Adv

62 1485 it would seem. it would seem COCA 1688. S408, F232, M251, N208, Ac589 - means more than/other 
than the words. 

Engagement 13 Interpolation

62 1486 count the … cost [COUNT] the cost COCA 56. S8, F7, M23, N12, Ac6: figurative "count" Money met 13 Predicate phrase
62 1487 long[er] hours long hours COCA 1530. S225, F338, M400, N365, AC202: a number of usages, but work-

related significant: specialization/shift in figurative "long" 
13 N/NP

62 1488 take priority [TAKE] priority COCA 5 types, 165 tokens. S15, F9, M43, N35, Ac63 - also have priority 4 
types 117 tokens. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

Transfer 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

62 1489 It would seem like it it would seem like it COCA 2. it would seem COCA 1688. S408, F232, M251, N208, Ac589. 
NB different usage to above, where it's a comment. Means more/other than the words.

Engagement, 
Appreciation

13 ENTIRE

62 1490 What about what about = COCA 20351. Spoken (10096), Fiction (5846), Magazines (2110), 
Newspapers 1525, Academic (774): what about how about *when about…icf "what of" - 
means more/other than the words (indignation)

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



62 1491 mental health mental illness, physical illness, infectious illness? but not mental disease (cf heart disease) 
: reflects sociocultural attitude to mental issues - not a disease and therefore, 
interestingly, not supported by the health system in the way physical illnesses are - cf 
private funding required for dementia/alzheimer's care: 
http://www.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/content/B7B7F4865637BF8ECA25
72ED001C4CB4/$File/whatmen.pdf" Mental illness is a general term that refers to a group 
of illnesses, in the same way that heart disease refers to a group of illnesses and 
disorders affecting the heart.
A mental illness is a health problem that significantly affects how a person Feels, thinks, 
behaves, and interacts with other people. It is diagnosed according to standardised 
criteria. The term mental disorder is also used to refer to these health problems.
A mental health problem also interferes with how a person thinks, Feels, and behaves, but 
to a lesser extent than a mental illness." mental illness COCA 2327. S429, F80, M523, 
N513, Ac782:encyclopaedic, sociocultural

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

62 1492 [that is always] on the go on the go COCA 394. Spoken (71), Fiction (34), Magazines (214), Newspapers (62), 
Academic (13) - meaning not clear from the words

Judgement 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

62 1493 in line with in line with COCA 2319. S269, F135, M565, N474, Ac876: determiner needed: adjective 
insertion changes meaning, ditto removing final preposition: bleaching/shift/specialisation 
in line: organising procedural

Metaphorical 
position 

13 PNP

62 1494 day of rest day of rest COCA 134. S12, F33, M43, N25, Ac21 - not the same as rest day - means 
more than/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

62 1495 with respect to with respect to COCA 6941. S1465, F87, M405, N270, Ac4714: no determiner: adding 
adjective shifts to literal meaning to (eg) with great respect to you…meaning 
shift/specialisation/bleaching in respect, can't leave final prep out without change of 
meaning, organising procedural

13 PNP

62 1496 day of rest day of rest COCA 134. S12, F33, M43, N25, Ac21 - not the same as rest day - means 
more than/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

62 1497 may well may well find, might well find, could well say : predicate phrase stem, meaning not clear 
from words

Force up? 13 Predicate phrase 
Stem

62 1498 at the same time BNC 6923(2227). Literal/idiomatic split. Here idiomatic.  COCA 28702. S6612, F3705, 
M5481, N4721, Ac8183

INTERNAL 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

62 1499 good sense good sense COCA 1227. S250, F308, M287, N202, Ac180 - no bad sense (COCA 21) - 
means more/other than the words

Appreciation 13 N/NP

62 1500 win the day. [WIN] the day COCA 4 types, 150 tokens. S30, F10, M46, N41, Ac23: means more/other 
than the words

Competition met 13 Predicate phrase

62 1501 must have the day Approximation from "win the day"? [WIN] the day COCA 4 types, 150 tokens. S30, F10, 
M46, N41, Ac23 DISCUSS BUT DO NOT COUNT

NOT COUNTED X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

62 1502 [there will always] be room 
for [people to act in 
accordance with]

always room for * COCA 39 types, 114 tokens. Top is always room for improvement 31 
tokens: there [be] always room for * COCA 3 types, 102 tokens. Non-predic MWE is the 
latter. Figurative "room"

Dimensioning 
the dialogic 
space - room for

13 BE Predicate phrase

62 1503 [act] in accordance with in accordance with COCA 2538. S197, F130, M230, N218, Ac1763: no determiner: 
adjectives strict, full, perfect: but bleaching, specialisation, shift in accordance, final prep 
can't be left out, organising procedural

13 PNP

62 1504
63 1505 Letters 63
63 1506 Nowhere did {I}… cf at no time did I : nowhere [DO] COCA 3 types, 62 tokens. S7, F3, M18, N12, Ac22 - 

adds force
Force 13 Sentence/clause 

lead in



63 1507 at all hours at all hours COCA 305 Spoken (36), Fiction (113), Magazines (73), Newspapers (58), 
Academic (23) (*at all minutes, *at all weeks, *all the hours) : meaning not clear from 
the words, form preference

Force, temporal 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

63 1508 every day of the week every day of the week COCA 146. S34, F42, M37, N28, Ac5. NB low Academic. NB every 
day of the month COCA 6. Unpredictable preference.

Force 3 Complex Adv

63 1509 [Austria and Switzerland] 
in particular

in particular 15226. S2716, F1210, M2343, N1792, Ac7162: meaning not clear from 
components

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

63 1510 the proverbial cannon… the proverbial cannon fired down the entired city centres would hurt no one: the 
proverbial COCA 675, S81, F130, M179, N123, Ac162 : marks onset of shared figurative 
schema

Engagement 
marker

13 N/NP

63 1511 city centre(s) city centre COCA 41. S0, F5, M5, N13, Ac18 - specialization of "centre" (may not be at the 
"centre" at all) 

123 N/NP

63 1512 [the streets were] so 
{deserted} I had to 

so {Appreciation} + result 345 CORRELATING

63 1513 [no shops] bursting at the 
seams

[BURST] at the seams 3 types, 78 tokens. S14, F11, M16, N35, Ac2: figurative Force 13 Predicate phrase

63 1514 late-night shopping COCA 5. Google 178,000 26 January 2012. ALLOW DESPITE LOW FREQUENCIES - 
encyclopaedic in Western Australian context - late-night meaning after 5.30pm

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

63 1515 shuts down [SHUT] down. COCA 3 types, 964 tokens: S337, F182, M176, N219, Ac50. Encoding 
"down"

13 PV

63 1516 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
63 1517 behind the eight ball behind the eight ball COCA 38. Spoken (11), Fiction (7), Magazines (5), Newspapers (15), 

Academic (0): meaning not clear from the words
Judgement 13 Non-sentence initial 

PP
63 1518 lost in the Neanderthal age Novel coinage? NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

63 1519
64 1520 Letters 64
64 1521 figure out [FIGURE] out COCA 4 types, 18631 tokens. S5499, F4307, M4469, N3357, Ac999" 

meaning not clear from words
13 PV

64 1522 all the {fuss} about For 100 types, 882 tokens. Words in gap = talk 186, time (= noise) 144, fuss (53), 
questions (32), stories (29), information (27), hoopla (15), publicity (15), rhetoric (15), 
hype (13), details (13), facts (13) : always references the ongoing colloquy, include for 
that reason

14 N/NP

64 1523 trading hours trading hours encyclopaedic - refers to the hours shops are legally allowed to open in WA Encylopaedic 123 N/NP
64 1524 [in] WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
64 1524 one aspect is for certain Derived from one thing is for certain/surei? one * is for certain COCA 35, all thing. one * 

is for sure COCA 57, also all thing. Approximation - discuss but do not count
X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

64 1525 the Dark Ages the Dark Ages COCA 248. S32, F57, M73, N65, Ac21 Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN



64 1526 at any time of the day or 
night

any time of the day or night COCA 39. S6, F8, M11, N9, Ac5. any time of the night or day 
COCA O. Preference. day or night COCA 394. S51, F106, M127, N75, Ac35. night or day 
58. Preference for day or night  : at any time of the year, at any time of the month, at 
any time of the day, *at any time of the hour - NB at any time would be enough - extra 
adds force

Force 3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

64 1527 as if COCA 77431 13 March 2013. S4785, F50017, M10531, N6570, Ac5528. NB high FIC. 135 Complex Conj
64 1528 as a result as a result 24215. S3725, F744, M5126, N3865, Ac10755: there are many other patterns 

starting with "as a", but as a result is by far the most frequent. Could often use "because 
of" instead, but "because of"  doesn't work as N-Rheme (see Fries 1994). Fixed and 
frequent. Don't use as the result in this context - preference.

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

64 1529 It is time for Searching sentence initial to get this usage . It is time : COCA 632. S127, F68, M126, 
N159, Ac152: meaning not clear from the words – means we should do this now (see 
Declerck 1997)

STOP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

64 1530 [the] WA [Government] Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
64 1531 get together [GET] together 6 types, 4061 tokens. S1731, F717, M681, N732, Ac200: meaning not 

clear from words (meet)
13 GET Predicate 

phrase
64 1532 sort {things} out [SORT] * out COCA 72 types, 865 tokens. S305, F274, M131, N104, Ac51: meaning not 

clear from words
13 PV

64 1533 for the good of [the 
people]

for the good of COCA 695. S155, F94, M111, N151, Ac184: for the bad of COCA 0 - 
bleaching/specialisaton/shift in "good", definite article required, adjective insertion OK, 
loss of prep triggers change of meaning - commentary procedural

13 PNP

64 1534 After all, . After all , COCA 7574. S1071, F1864, M2302, N1124, Ac1213: see also 1614, different 
punctuation and different count. Meaning not clear from the words

STOP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

64 1535
65 1536 Letters 65
65 1537 The Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry
PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN

65 1538 WA [chief James Pearson] Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
65 1539 [a complete] dog's 

breakfast
dog's breakfast COCA 4. dog's dinner 5. 1.34 million Google 26 January 2012, with 
definitions www.phrases.org.uk › Phrase Dictionary - Meanings and Origins: figurative 
"dog" and "breakfast"

Appreciation 13 N/NP

65 1540 given up [GIVE] up 5 types, 22167 tokens. S5092, F5240, M4329, N5513, Ac1993: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

65 1541 overseas holiday overseas holiday COCA 0 1.17 million Google 27 February 2012. No apparent 
bleaching/specialization/shift - not counted.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

65 1542 shop freely drink freely, sing freely, write freely : No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

65 1543 Minister for Commerce JOB TITLE Local 3 JOB TITLE
65 1544 fly direct [FLY] direct 4 types, 21 tokens. S0, F1, M10, N10, Ac0 ('fly straight' doesn't have the 

same meaning) - preference
13 Predicate phrase

65 1545
66 1546 Letters 66
66 1547 I found it {amazing} that [FIND] it * that = COCA Types 100, Tokens 640: S193, F86, M104, N176, Ac81. Top = 

find it interesting that (75). Spoken (47), Fiction (1), Magazines (4), Newspaper (17), 
Academic (6): Inscribed appraisal in slot: figurative "find", indirect Appreciation / 
Judgement ... and Affect too?

Affect indirect 14 FIND Predicate 
phrase

66 1548 Sunday trading Refers to shops being allowed to open on a Sunday (not business generally) Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



66 1549 [retail] trading hours Phrasal construction in the context of the debate on extended shopping hours - 
specialization/shift in "trading"

Encyclopaedic 3 N/NP

66 1550 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
66 1551 take offence [TAKE] offence COCA 3 types, 9 tokens. Google 3.63 million 26 January 2012 with 

definitions. Specialization/shift/bleaching
Transfer 13 TAKE Predicate 

phrase
66 1552 daylight saving daylight saving COCA 66. Spoken (6), Fiction (7), Magazines (39), Newspapers (14), 

Academic 0 (refers to the practice of taking an hour off/putting an hour on. WA does not 
have daylight saving, Eastern States do) Encyclopaedic: means more/other the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

66 1553 [extended] trading hours Phrasal construction in the context of the debate on extended shopping hours - 
specialization/shift in "trading"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

66 1554 have a[nother] referendum [HAVE] a referendum COCA 4 types, 37 tokens: hold a referendum, run a referendum, 
call for a referendum: No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means 
what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

66 1555 [But] we all know that NB presumptive 'we': total (709), Spoken (417), Fiction (59), Magazines (97), 
Newspapers (87), Academic (49) Pragmatically presumptive "we", but outside scope 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

66 1556 has been around often followed by time expression such as since (plus date), or for (plus time span): has 
been around for COCA 372: S108, F4, M127, N94, Ac39: has been around since COCA 
139: S22, F0, M49, N58, Ac10: use of "around"

13 BE Predicate phrase

66 1557 too {long} to [risk that] too [adj] to - inscribed APPRAISAL in slot: situation, result Appreciation 345 CORRELATING
66 1558 No wonder no wonder COCA 3694. Spoken (411), Fiction (1145), Magazines (1134), Newspapers 

(671), Academic (333): means more/other than the words (and not entirely clear from 
the words) – indignation

STOP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

66 1559 to come out of [this fiasco] NB MOVEMENT: difficult to access this usage - ALLOW. meaning not clear from words, 
figurative "come"

Movement met 13 PV

66 1560 with [his integrity] intact with * * intact For 100 tokens, 114 types: S22, F25, M31, N26, Ac10 - APPRAISAL 
(APPRECIATION) in slot

Judgement 14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

66 1561 stood by [the results of the 
original referendum]

[STAND] by COCA 4 types, 6770 tokens. S2813, F2250, M680, N748, Ac279: meaning not 
clear from words, figurative "stood"

Activity Met 13 PV

66 1562
67 1563 Letters 67
67 1564 Enough of this 

{bureaucratic nonsense}
. Enough of this COCA 22. S3, F14, M2, N1, Ac2. This particular use is always sentence 
initial, preceeded only by but or by a discourse marker such as well: this doesn't need to 
have a complement - but if it does, it's Judgement/Appreciation negative NB non-phoric 
this

Engagement 
(shut down)

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

67 1565 leave it up to [LEAVE] it up to COCA 4 types, 273 tokens. S94, F31, M46, N80, Ac22: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

67 1566 Market forces market forces COCA 820. S91, F8, M166, N168, Ac387: means more/other than the 
words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

67 1567 make a profit [MAKE] a profit 4 types, 798 tokens. S223, F43, M177, N279, Ac76. cf use of verb alone - 
comments as earlier (detaches action from person): bleaching in "make"

Manufacture 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

67 1568 [in] the nanny state nanny state COCA 49. S20, F0, M12, N11, Ac6. Google 4.17 million 6 September 2011: 
figurative "nanny"

123 N/NP

67 1569 Now hear this. . Now hear this COCA 8. S0, F1, M7, N0, Ac0. 48.8 million Google 26 January 2012: 
means more/other than the words - pay attention, listen up

Engagement 13 ENTIRE

67 1570 public servants public servants COCA 332. S98, F17, M61, N81, Ac75 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
67 1571 stay out of {our} lives [stay] out of * life|lives COCA 6 types, 23 tokens. S10, F10, M2, N1, Ac0 – container 

metaphor
13 Predicate phrase



67 1572 as much as possible as much as possible COCA 1604: S282, F180, M438, N287, Ac417: as much as feasible 
COCA 1. Preferred (fixed) form.

Filled 3 Comparative 
correlative

67 1573 when it comes to Focusing adverbial - see Declerck 1997: COCA 11180. S3581, F581, M3404, N2530, 
Ac1084: meaning not clear from the words

Direct 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

67 1574 more {important} [issues] 
than [shopping hours]

more important {NP} than - meaning shopping is less important than other things - scope 
of more, positioning of topic 

345 Comparative 
correlative

67 1575 shopping hours shopping hours COCA 15 - locally conventionalized? 1.51 million hits in Google 8 
September 2011 - means the times at which shops are open

123 N/NP

67 1576 {some} small measure of some small measure of COCA 21. S2, F13, M3, N1, Ac2: complements satisfaction 4, 
revenge 4, justice 3, control 3, hope 3, fame 3…down the list wine/powder: a small 
measure of COCA 41. S3, F16, M6, N9, Ac7

Force 13 QUANT

67 1577 common sense…[prevail] common sense collocated with [PREVAIL]: COCA 3 types, 36 tokens. S8, F4, M8, N13, 
Ac3 Common sense COCA 3731. S969, F441, M790, N796, Ac735. 

13 NP/predicate  
phrase

67 1578 too {difficult} a [concept] too [inscribed APPRAISAL] a [NP] Appreciation 345 CORRELATING
67 1579 public servants public servants COCA 332. S98, F17, M61, N81, Ac75 Appreciation 

Encyclopaedic
123 N/NP

67 1580 whenever they like No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says (whenever 
they want to, whenever they thought they would, whenever it took their fancy)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

67 1581
68 1582 Letters 68
68 1583 Tears of {joy} welled up… tears of joy COCA 149. S28, F52, M33, N 31, Ac5: tears of * frustration, rage, relief, 

laughter, happiness, grief, anger, pain, sorry, gratitude, sadness …Searching welled up to 
avoid adverbial well : COCA 91. S6, F71, M10, N3, Ac1. EUM (cf eke out) -  figurative

Indirectish 
Affect

14 NP/PV

68 1584 my heart filled with 
{happiness}

COCA heart [fill] with * COCA 29 types, 35 tokens. S2, F24, M3, N4, Ac3 - figurative Indirectish 
Affect

14 NP/predicate  
phrase

68 1585 {tug} at the heartstrings at the heartstrings COCA 15. Google 4.77 million 26 January 2012. tug included in online 
dictionary definitions. * at * heartstrings COCA 24 types, 42 tokens. Verbs tug, pull, 
pluck, lurch, tear, pull: S15, F5, M10, N8, Ac4: figurative "tug" and "heartstrings"

Affect indirect - 
activity met

134 Predicate phrase

68 1586 on {your} front page on * front page COCA 10 types, 984 tokens. S372, F158, M131, N261, Ac6 - refers back 
to on the front page discussed previously. Significance of "front page" - big news. 

Encyclopaedic 2 Non-sentence initial 
PP

68 1587 I {read} with {growing 
admiration}

I {perception verb} with {***} as above: AFFECT to APPRECIATION Affect indirect 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

68 1588 had the {courage} to have the * to right 2437 (predominantly Spoken), opportunity 1341, ability 1119, power 
910, potential 743, money 442, courage 436, chance 406 : inscribed APPRAISAL 
(JUDGEMENT) in slot: [HAVE] the courage to COCA 5 types, 980 tokens. S313, F196, 
M186, N199, Ac86

Judgement pos 14 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

68 1589 give up [GIVE] up 5 types, 22167 tokens. S5092, F5240, M4329, N5513, Ac1993: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

68 1590 on-off {relationship} COCA 50 types, 131 tokens. Ac6, F13, M40, N33, Ac39: off-on COCA 8 (i.e. preference for 
off-on): at least two patterns, one relating to power on/off, the other relating to 
relationship on/off

134 Complex Adj

68 1590 Romeo and Juliet Book title 2 PUBLICATION
68 1591 undying love undying love COCA 63: S6, F28, M13, N13, Ac3: undying * collocates love (62), devotion 

(14), loyalty (13), gratitude (10), support, affection, hatred (6) brotherly, never-ending, 
true, passionate - figurative use of undying passes Cowie's first test.

Appreciation 13 N/NP



68 1592 from the pen of from the pen of COCA 24: S2, F1, M8, N3, Ac10 … need determiner, can add adjective, 
but probably nowadays from a keyboard…consider as shift/bleaching/specialisation in pen, 
determiner, adjective insertion possible (sharp, prolific, malicious, honeyed), no need for 
final prep if possessive pronoun used - adds content, PP

Engagement 1 Non-sentence initial 
PP

68 1593 the late {Barbara 
Cartland}

The old Barbara Cartland, the dead Barbara Cartland, the wonderful Barbara Cartland…can 
use 'my late aunty' but 'the late' must be used with someone of significance… 
Bleaching/shift/specialization for late: use of def article.

Engagement 
Encyclopaedic

134 Complex Adj

68 1594 forge a {lifetime} career [FORGE] collocated with career at L4, R4 COCA 28. S4, F2, M7, N12, Ac3: preference for 
"forge"

Manufacture 134 Predicate phrase

68 1595 bring {children} into the 
world

[BRING] children into the world COCA 4 types, 16 tokens. [BRING] a child into the world 
COCA 2 types (bring, bringing), 35 tokens. S16, F4, M10, N3, Ac2: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "bring"

Movement 134 Predicate phrase

68 1596
69 1597 Letters 69
69 1598 Let {me} get this straight Let me get this straight COCA 174. Spoken (52), Fiction (84), Magazines (16), 

Newspapers (21), Academic (1): figurative "straight"
Engagement 
STOP NB 
straight

13 ENTIRE

69 1599 unprotected sex unprotected sex COCA 294. Spoken (66), Fiction (11), Magazines (83), Newspapers (38), 
Academic (96) - ie using no birth control - specialization/shift/ in "unprotected", 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

69 1600 To {his}{surprise} to * surprise = COCA for 100 types, 1665 tokens. Biggest category = fiction: Spoken 
(160), Fiction (689), Magazines (391), Newspapers (225), Academic (200). (to his 
amazement, to his horror, to his astonishment): to [pp*] [AFFECT]

Affect indirect 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

69 1601 ,as far as [your 
newspaper] is concerned,

 Interested here in the pattern as far as {attribution} is concerned ... COCA for 100 types, 
2100 tokens 

Engagement 13 Interpolation

69 1602 in {glowing} terms in glowing terms COCA 34. glowing terms COCA 44. Spoken (7), Fiction (8), Magazines 
(10), Newspapers (12), Academic (7). MI 7.13 - in glowing terms 34: S3, F8, M9, N9, 
Ac5: lower frequency due to the fact that in can be separated from glowing terms: in * 
terms COCA for 100 types, 4020 tokens: top in real terms, in general terms, in practical 
terms...

Engagement/ 
Appreciation 

14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

69 1603 complete with complete with COCA 3567. S297, F632, M1280, N990, Ac368: ADJ + PP not included NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
69 1604 front-page [picture] front-page * COCA: for 100 types, 1065 tokens: social significance of pictures that appear 

on the front page of a newspaper - implied but not expressed in words. Encyclopaedic
23 Complex Adj

69 1605 It is indeed  It is indeed COCA 368. Spoken (82), Fiction (44), Magazines (67), Newspapers (49), 
Academic (126): form preference

Engagement, 
STOP

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

69 1606 young couple COCA 651. Spoken (110), Fiction (252), Magazines (105), Newspapers (119), Academic 
(65) old couple 135. middle-aged couple. No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NA NOT INCLUDED

69 1607 primary {concern} concern collocated with primary @ L1 COCA 494. Spoken (69), Fiction (24), Magazines 
(71), Newpapers (73), Academic (257). MI 8.40: first concern COCA 154. main concern 
510. Primary collocates with care, school, goal, source, focus, purpose, concern, reason... 
Primary worry is COCA 2 only. concern preferred for primary (question of formality?)  
Included because of preference for primary + concern rather than primary + worry, and 
because the set of is limited (purpose, concern, reason) (NB other collocations with 
primary not included, see individual cases)

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

69 1608 Let us hope . Let us hope sentence initial COCA 46. S7, F6, M17, N5, Ac11 - presumptive "us". *let 
you hope. let them hope…(different meaning)

Engagement 
STOP

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

69 1609 grows up [GROW] up 6 types, 30431 tokens. S7805, F5238, M7090, N8314, Ac1984: encoding 13 PV



69 1610 happy, healthy No bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says: healthy, happy COCA 102, happy, 
healthy COCA 66 - indicating possible preference for order used in this text. Google 
"happy, healthy" 3.24 million. "healthy, happy" 2.19 million - similar suggestion of 
potential preference for happy, healthy...but no clear evidence of encoding, decoding 
issues...not including, with reservations. 

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

69 1611 It occurs to {me} 
[however]

. It occurs to me COCA 81. S10, F45, M20, N0, Ac6 – meaning not clear from the words Engagement 
STOP

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

69 1611 have children of {their} 
own

[HAVE] children in the sense of give birth to children (emphasized by "of their own") - 
allow as HAVE Predicate phrase

13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

69 1612 hit movie COCA 194. S65, F9, M68, N47, Ac5: hit record, hit book? No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

69 1613
70 1614 Letters 70
70 1615 posing a … question pose/ask/answer/ [POSE] a * collocates threat, problem, danger, risk, challenge, threat : 

posing a question problematicizes it: you wouldn't say "He posed the question 'where is 
the milk' ": also you can "ask a question" or "ask"…: [POSE] a question COCA 4 types, 97 
tokens. S25, F13, M18, N14, Ac27: specialization/shift/bleaching in "posing"

Movement met 13 Predicate phrase

70 1616 full price full price COCA 205. S39, F23, M61, N74, Ac8 (not reduced) - figurative "full" 13 N/NP
70 1617 make a profit? [MAKE] a profit : 4 types, 798 tokens. S223, F43, M177, N279, Ac76: bleaching in "make" Manufacture 13 MAKE Predicate 

phrase
70 1618 if … then If these charges have been instituted by a brigadier in the legal branch of the ADF then I 

believe it shows a marked lack of experience …Internal - possible situation, consequence
15 CORRELATING

70 1619 gross profits gross profit 96. S7, F0, M30, N54, Ac5: profit before tax is paid Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP
70 1620 energy providers COCA 19. 578,000 Google 26 January 2012. Below 20, but only just. However no obvious 

restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says….
NA NOT INCLUDED

70 1621 CEOs Chief Executive Officer 3 Abbreviation
70 1622 questions … pose pose/ask/answer/ [POSE] a * collocates threat, problem, danger, risk, challenge, threat : 

posing a question problematicizes it: you wouldn't say "He posed the question 'where is 
the milk' ": also you can "ask a question" or "ask"…: [POSE] a question COCA 4 types, 97 
tokens. S25, F13, M18, N14, Ac27: specialization/shift/bleaching in "pose"

Movement met 13 Predicate phrase

70 1623 given that Searching , given that to access this meaning: COCA 1654. S328, F127, M284, N265, 
Ac650 - meaning not clear from the words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

70 1623 WA Western Australia 3 ABBREVIATION
70 1624 it falls on [the electorate to 

raise the issue]
it falls on COCA 4917 but captures too many different usages. This is probably an 
approximation for it falls to  COCA 22: S3, F6, M4, N4, Ac5, but not included (close to 
V+Prep in any event)

NOT  INCLUDED NOT  
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

70 1625 raise the issue. [RAISE] the issue = COCA 619. Spoken (194), Fiction (15), Magazines (93), Newspapers 
(117), Academic (200) (not lift the issue) : figurative "raise"

Movement met 13 Predicate phrase

70 1626
70 1627
71 1628 Letters 71
71 1629 Well done [D J Jewell for 

pointing out…]
COCA 1005. Spoken (336), Fiction (283), Magazines (169), Newspapers (143), Academic 
(74) - means more than the words 

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

71 1630 more…than (see right for 
full context)

It would cost more [to fish him out of a watery grave] than [to allow him to have access 
to euthanasia]: Including these more .. than constructions with reservations, discuss in 
chapter

345 Comparative 
correlative

71 1631 pointing out [point] out 4 types, 28484 tokens. S6610, F3000, M6648, N4840, Ac7386: figurative 
"pointing"

Action met 13 PV



71 1632 fish {him} out of [FISH] * out of 60 types, 80 tokens. S4, F40, M24, N7, Ac5: literal/idiomatic split, some 
noise. Means more/other than the words

? 13 PV

71 1633 a watery grave watery grave COCA 43, Spoken (5), Fiction (19), Magazines (5), Newspapers (6), 
Academic (8) - figurative

13 N/NP

71 1634 {cancer}-ridden *-ridden COCA for 100 types, 1031 tokens (NB bed-ridden 23 tokens, not part of set): 
noun always something bad - crime, guilt, debt, angst, conflict or (as in bushfire-prone 
see 56/1348) positioned to be bad (convention-ridden, conscience-ridden) by context of 
ridden. Including with reservations - form preference, ability to problematicise. 

34 Complex Adj

71 1635 stick around [STICK] around COCA 4 types, 1478 tokens. S588, F325, M281, N253, Ac31: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

71 1636 [they were] past it. [BE] past it . 9 types, 24 tokens: S4, F10, M7, N0, Ac3: could also use 'seemed past it', 
'appeared past it' but in each case [BE] is ellipsed: meaning not clear from words: past it 
defined by ACOD as "incompetent or unusable through age" (p. 1040)

Judgement 13 Complex Adj

71 1637 before too long before too long COCA 145: S23, F59, M26, N24, Ac13 – preference, meaning not clear 
from the words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

71 1638 boll weevils boll weevils COCA 91. S8, F6, M23, N16, Ac38 - counting as proper noun - it’s a small 
Amerian or Mexical weevil (ACOD)

12 PROPER NOUN

71 1639 cotton field cotton field COCA 73. S10, F23, M18, N11, Ac11: wheat field, barley field, corn field … : … 
playing field, football field, medical field, visual field, baseball field…SPORT, AREA, CROPS 
1.96 million for cotton field Google 12 March 2012. In Australia the alternative paddock is 
available but  paddock appears not to be used for cotton? No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

71 1640 it was thanks to {the 
medics}

[BE] thanks to 8 types 126 tokens. S25, F18, M37, N20, Ac 26 (can also be 'thanks to…', 
also clause initial) - allow as sentence/clause lead-in

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

71 1641 OK Okay 3 Abbreviation
71 1642 on and on. on and on COCA 2972. S1124, F971, M396, N331, Ac150: up and up : *down and down? 

*along and along? Preference and Force. 
Force 13 Non-sentence initial 

PP
71 1643 the balance of nature balance of nature COCA 33. S8, F3, M8, N2, Ac12: figurative "balance" 123 N/NP
71 1644 look after [LOOK] after COCA 5 types, 2789 tokens. S394, F1326, M446, N322, Ac301: meaning not 

clear from words
Perception met 13 PV

71 1644 what's that? . What 's that ? COCA 107: S38, F44, M11, N11, Ac3. Stands alone - references other 
voices in the dialogic space

Engagement 3 ENTIRE

71 1644 [the Government] is 
against [Euthanasia]

[BE] against [nn*] - COCA for 100 types, 345 tokens: S157, F29, M36, N99, Ac24 BE Predicate phrase

71 1645 keeping them alive [KEEP] * alive COCA : 100 types, 1221 tokens. S349, F368, M208, N204, Ac92: has 
connotations of intervention in this context - means stopping them from dying : means 
more/other than the words

13 Predicate phrase

71 1646 [keep them alive,]in 
misery, [against their wills]

in misery COCA 105. Spoken (10), Fiction (40), Magazines (27), Newspapers (16), 
Academic (12). (*keep them alive, in happiness, against their wills) - meaning of "will" in 
this context

Judgement 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

71 1647 against {their} will(s). against their will COCA 326, Spoken (150), Fiction (22), Magazines (36), Newspapers 
(63), Academic (55): against [ppx*] will - "against" - meaning of "will"

Judgement 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

71 1648 [are] behind the decision behind the decision COCA 30. S10, F1, M4, N6, Ac9: behind the statement, behind the 
announcement, behind the idea - NB DECISION IS BETWEEN WRITER AND "THEM" - 
figurative "behind"

Engagement, 
Position MET

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

71 1649 West Australians Not counting place names, however used NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



71 1650 well-regulated COCA 96. S21, F5, M10, N17, Ac43: badly-regulated COCA 0, poorly regulated COCA 1 - 
but both parts transparent, not in ACOD, no online defs specifically relating to "well 
regulated", not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

71 1651 the Legislative Assembly PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
71 1652
72 1653 Letters 72
72 1654 [a bit of an] eyebrow-raiser a bit of a* = COCA 2543. Spoken (982), Fiction (550), Magazines (469), Newspapers 

(449), Academic (93). Eyebrow-raiser COCA 4. Derives from "raise your eyebrows - to 
move your eyebrows upwards in order to show surprise or disapproval" LDCE p. 557 - 
include as N/NP: cf use in Narrative (terry-towelling hat): figurative raising of eyebrow

Indirect Affect 1 N/NP

72 1655 daylight saving daylight saving COCA 66. Spoken (6), Fiction (7), Magazines (39), Newspapers (14), 
Academic 0 - specialization/shift in "saving"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

72 1656 café-goers COCA 0: not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

72 1657 sun…setting [SET].[v*] collocated with sun at L4, R4, COCA 1114: S88, F534, M271, N138, Ac83 sun 
comes up, sun goes down : sun rises, sun sets. bread rises, jelly sets…: world-based 
association - the sun sets, there is a sunset: this is the only thing you would have to learn 
- not encoding or decoding, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says...not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

72 1658 at that time at that time COCA 8408. S3795, F743, M1188, N1062, Ac1620 - meaning time in the past 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

72 1659 more than a hint of more than a hint of = COCA 45. Spoken (2), Fiction (23), Magazines (8), Newspapers (8), 
Academic (4): ironic. more than a * of COCA for 100 types, 2557 tokens.: S408, F369, 
M707, N646, Ac427: more than a cup of, more than a bowl of, more than a cluster of, 
more than a celebration of, more than a modicum of, more than a tinge of, more 
than a decade of, more than a bit of...2 distinct patterns

13 QUANT

72 1660 a hidden agenda hidden agenda: COCA 170, Spoken (30), Fiction (26), Magazine (32), Newspapers (45), 
Academic (37) APPRAISAL. Figurative "hidden" and "agenda"

Attitude 123 N/NP

72 1661 gives the impression [GIVE] the impression = 5 types, 928 tokens. Give the impression Total 361. Spoken 
(54), Fiction (63), Magazines (79), Newspapers (65), Academic (100): 
specialization/shift/bleach in "gives"

13 Predicate phrase

72 1662 The West Australian Newspaper title Local 23 PUBLICATION
72 1663 daylight saving daylight saving COCA 66. Spoken (6), Fiction (7), Magazines (39), Newspapers (14), 

Academic 0 - specialization/shift in "saving"
Local 123 N/NP

72 1664 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
72 1665 give it a miss [give] it a miss COCA 3 types, 11 tokens. COCA 35.7 million 27 January 2012, with 

discussions regarding meaning and definitions: meaning not clear from the words, 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "give" and "a miss"

13 Predicate phrase

72 1666 don't raise the spectre of [RAISE] the spectre of = 4 types, 9 tokens: defined at 
idioms.thefreedictionary.com/raise+the+spectre+of: ALLOW: figurative "raise"

13 Predicate phrase

72 1667 yet another yet another COCA 6562: S1052, F1126, M1596, N1380, Ac1408: yet more, *yet Fewer, 
*yet less - Force, meaning of "yet" in this combination

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

72 1668 worthy causes worthy causes COCA 86: S7, F13, M30, N27, Ac9:  worthy cause = COCA 90: 
socioculturally encyclopaedic - a worthy cause is a cause that benefits people/animals in 
need? Specialization of "worthy" and "cause" (alternative would be "good cause")

Appreciation 123 N/NP

72 1669 spend money on [SPEND] money normal selection restrictions, transparent on both sides, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



72 1670 Rather than See 39/992 135 Complex Conj
72 1671 café-goers COCA 0: not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

72 1672 let us [spare a thought] let us COCA 8594. S2390, F2113, M1234, N976, Ac1881 – specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"let us"

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

72 1673 spare a thought spare a thought COCA 4 types, 15 tokens. Low frequency high social ownership: 7.49 
million Google 27 January 2012 with definitions ALLOW: means more/other the words. 
Figurative "thought"

NB spare 13 Predicate phrase

72 1674 the poor sods poor sod* COCA 3 types, 15 tokens. Google 393,000 11 April 2012. All definitions for 
"sod" feature "poor sod" - www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/sod "Everyone 
was laughing at the poor sod." also lucky sod (Australian concise Oxford dictionary). No 
obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

72 1675 [when] the [broiling 6pm] 
[sun will still be] sitting 
[high in the] sky

high in the sky collocated with sun COCA 5. Not supported. [sit] collocated with [sky] at 
L0, R5: 26. S0, F16, M9, N1, Ac0. NB high fiction, but not enough this pattern to support. 
Not including.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

72 1676
73 1677 Letters 73
73 1678 WA [chief executive] West Australian 3 Abbreviation
73 1679 chief executive chief executive COCA 6753. S496, F78, M1013, N4717, Ac449. Encyclopaedic 3 JOB TITLE
73 1680 Australian Hotels 

Association
PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN

73 1681 when it comes to when it comes to : COCA 11180. S3581, F581, M3404, N2530, Ac1084 - stem focusing. 
Meaning not clear from the words: see Declerck 1997

Directing 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

73 1682 the sale and consumption 
of alcohol

 alcohol consumption … COCA 609. S26, F8, M80, N50, Ac445. alcohol drinking COCA 6: 
consumption of alcohol COCA 85: S11, F3, M14, N17, Ac40 - looks like no 
bleaching/specialization/shift on either side…not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

73 1683 the elephant in the room the elephant in the room COCA 50: Spoken (19), Fiction (6), Magazines (9), Newspapers 
(11), Academic (5): figurative "elephant" and "room"

Appreciation 13 N/NP

73 1684 it's (not) {their} fault not * fault = COCA 1193. 24 types, 1192 tokens: No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

73 1685 left out Searching [LEAVE] out . to access PV. COCA 4 types, 419 tokens. S103, F91, M89, N75, 
Ac61: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

73 1686 sale and consumption of 
liquor

Approximation based on alcohol consumption - not counting. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

73 1687 on a {legal} basis on a * basis = COCA of 100 types, 6626 tokens. Regular is top: 1614, Spoken (388), 
Fiction (136), Magazines (424), Newspapers (250), Academic (416). Other substitutions = 
daily 1537, case-by-case 337, day-to-day 287, weekly 218, voluntary 125, first-name 
119, consistent 103, monthly 107 and so on: specifies criteria

Appreciation 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

73 1688 bottle shops COCA 1 - not American? Google "bottle shop" 1.61 million 7 September 2011, but bottle 
shops 347,000 same date - specialization/shift in "bottle" (bottles with alcohol in them)

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

73 1689 in parallel with in parallel with COCA 133, Spoken (7), Fiction (7), Magazine (13), Newspaper (12), 
Academic (94): no determiner, meaning shift/specialisation/bleach in parallel, 
commentary procedural .

13 PNP

73 1690 cartons of beer carton* of beer COCA 1. Google 186,000 11 April 2012. Australianism - allow: 
specialization of "carton" 

123 N/NP



73 1691 binge drinking binge drinking COCA 309. Spoken (38), Fiction (5), Magazines (35), Newspapers (50), 
Academic (181) - encyclopaedic. Specialization/shift in "binge"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

73 1692 not one but two not * but * , this PC third on the list appears to be fixed - not one but two COCA 166 S21, 
F35, M59, N36, Ac15: different usage to "not blonde but brunette". Also get not once but 
twice COCA 73. classifying with correlatives (similar to not only … but also): adds FORCE

Force. 13 QUANT

73 1693 anywhere from {$12} to 
{$15}

anywhere from collocated with to at R4: 3 types, 1451 tokens. (last two typs 3 tokens 
each). S414, F59, M544, N293, Ac141: NB shift in "anywhere from" - FORCE? Note 
meaning shift in "anywhere from". Lowest number must come first - counting as correlator 
rather than QUANT because used in contexts other than numeric

Force? External 15 CORRELATING

73 1694 well-known COCA 6348. S1137, F440, M1495, N1330, Ac1946: not known well, but known widely: 
meaning shift in  well and also known

13 Complex Adj

73 1695 either…or either collocated with or at R4 COCA 31289. S5425, F3625, M6455, N4554, Ac11230 15 CORRELATING
73 1696 licensed premises licensed premises COCA 4. Google 1.25 million 7 September 2011 - licensed to sell 

alcohol - encyclopaedic. Specialization in combination
Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

73 1696 [after] having drinks having drinks - means drinking alcohol together in a group - means more/other than the 
words suggest, include as HAVE predicate phrase

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

73 1697 elephant…in the room the elephant in the room COCA 50: Spoken (19), Fiction (6), Magazines (9), Newspapers 
(11), Academic (5): figurative "elephant" and "room"

Appreciation 13 N/NP

73 1698 illegal drugs illegal drugs COCA 657. S147, F28, M121, N179, Ac182 - difficulty in the language system 
with drugs/medicine/medication - hence need for illegal. legal drugs 41 - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

73 1699 over-indulgence COCA 4. Over-indulge COCA 2. not supported. ACOD overindulge one word in ACOD, not 
counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

73 1700 [advertising standards] 
such as {with cigarettes}

See 1/35 and discussion of such as 135 COORDINATING

73 1701 full-page ads full-page * top collocate is ad, then ads, then newspaper advertisements/ads etc, then 
advertisement, advertisements, and way down with only 7, story, photo…: full-page ad 
120: S34, F6, M35, N35, Ac10. full-page ads 83. S17, F1, M30, N28, Ac7: full-page ads 
are expensive - understood as such. Means more/other than the words - allow.

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

73 1702 so-called [bargains] COCA 15733. S4429, F926, M3304, N3124, Ac3950 -  Engagement. Meaning not clear 
from words. Also Appreciation - "so-called bargains" meaning possibly not bargains at all. 

Engagement 13 Complex Adj

73 1703 any day of the week any day of the week COCA 89. S20, F23, M21, N22, Ac3. any day of the month COCA 0, 
any day of the year COCA 14…preference.  the used homophorically (see Halliday & Hasan 
1976: 71-2) despite the fact it's any day of any week

Force 13 Complex Adv

73 1704 each other each other COCA 58007. S10536, F19625, M11301, N8345, Ac8200…encoding" counting 
PRONs with N/NPs

PRON 13 N/NP

73 1705 the elephant in the room the elephant in the room COCA 50: Spoken (19), Fiction (6), Magazines (9), Newspapers 
(11), Academic (5): figurative "elephant" and "room"

Appreciation 1 N/NP

73 1706 alcohol sale and 
consumption

 alcohol consumption … COCA 609. S26, F8, M80, N50, Ac445. No apparent 
bleaching,specialization,shift on either side…not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

73 1707 doing something about it do something about it COCA 1118. Spoken (549), Fiction (183), Magazines (178), 
Newspapers (159), Academic (49): additional pragmatic force and included for that reason 
(very well-known TV advertisement for treatment for 'cankles' has intoned 'Doooo 
something about it!'with unusual stress/intonation for years on WA commercial TV)

Judgement 13 DO Predicate phrase

73 1708 alcohol-affected mind No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NA NOT INCLUDED
73 1709



74 1710 Letters 74
74 1711 shift … the blame [SHIFT] the blame = 4 types, 71 tokens: S15, F7, M16, N18, Ac15: move the blame 

COCA 0: shift the * = focus, balance, blame, burden, emphasis, weight - not house, dog, 
chair…????: [MOVE] the blame COCA 0: specialization/shift/bleaching in "shift"

Movement - Met 13 Predicate phrase

74 1712 at least {some} [of the 
blame]

See 36/884 - but here internal (not quantity) Internal 13 QUANT

74 1713 in and around in and around COCA 1637: S363, F119, M394, N420, Ac341 around and in COCA 25 - 
preference

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

74 1714 pubs and clubs pubs and clubs COCA 7. Google 5.87 million 7 September 2011. Australianism? Clubs and 
pubs =917,000 = partly coordinated

3 N/NP

74 1715 in town in town meaning is different to in the town: 7652. S1205, F2735, M1383, N1933, Ac396: 
don't have in city - preference, form

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

74 1716 on a {regular} basis on a regular basis COCA 1614: S388, M424, N250, Ac416. on a * basis = COCA of 100 
types, 6626 tokens. Regular is top: 1614, Spoken (388), Fiction (136), Magazines (424), 
Newspapers (250), Academic (416). Other substitutions = daily 1537, case-by-case 337, 
day-to-day 287, weekly 218, voluntary 125, first-name 119, consistent 103, monthly 107 
and so on: gap specifies criteria – can't be used otherwise

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

74 1717 recreational drug recreational drugs COCA 75. S8, F14, M20, N13, Ac20 - illegal drugs taken for fun - 
meaning specialization/shift in "recreational"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

74 1718 [If], as {he} says, [the 
hidden cause of …]

, as he says , COCA 151. S48, F10, M49, N27, Ac17 - may be followed by an inaccurate 
paraphrase: attribution indicator, or paraphrase lead-in. Preferred form.

Engagement 13 Interpolation

74 1719 all-out {brawls} all-out * COCA war, effort, assault, attack, battle, campaign, spring, offensive…for 100 
types, 861 tokens. S210, F49, M241, N245, Ac116: included because meaning of all-out is 
not clear from the words, and the collocation is limited: you can't have all-out peace

Force 134 Intensifying 
Collocation

74 1720 music festival(s) COCA 4 types, 607 tokens. S61, F20, M123, N348, Ac55: specialization in "music" (evokes 
particular type of music - not Bach)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

74 1721 anywhere from {10,000} 
to {30,000}

anywhere from [LOWER QUANT] to [HIGHER QUANT]: Note shift in "anywhere from" Force? 15 QUANT

74 1722 minor incidents incident* collocated with minor @ L1 = COCA 57. MI =7.28: minor incident* COCA 57: 
S13, F7, M13, N14, Ac10. small incident COCA 19. incidents are major or minor? * 
incident collocates of relevance are isolated, critical, particular, international, recent, 
unfortunate...minor/major...in first 100 types, if you are talking about size, you always 
use major/minor (not big)

Downturner 3 Intensifying 
Collocation

74 1723 heavily drunk COCA 0. Google 88,100 11 April 2012 - small number, but does seem to be existing 
intensifier collocation - allow - adapted from drink heavily? Shift in "heavily"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

74 1724 I {wil}l be the first to 
admit

be the first to admit = COCA 99. Spoken (21), Fiction (20), Magazines (21), Newspapers 
(28), Academic (9) - why admit, why the first … rhetorical function – "will" or "would"

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

74 1725 [I will be the first to 
admit,) of course, [there is 
a percentage…]

of course COCA 104551. Spoken (37445), Fiction (27828), Magazines (17013), Narrative 
(10049), Academic (12216). 

Engagement 
Stop

13 Interpolation

74 1726 illicit drugs illicit drugs COCA 348. S23, F0, M36, N43, Ac246 (same pattern for singular). cf illegal 
drugs. drug* plus illicit at L1 = 720. Spoken (38), Fiction (1), Magazines (58), 
Newspapers (76), Academic (547) MI 11.45: cf drug* plus illegal at L1 = COCA 1038. 
Spoken (208), Fiction (36), Magazines (165), Newspapers (265), Academic (364). MI 
8.91. NB iillegal frequency is higher...but Academic rating is lower. Significance of 
Register...allow

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

74 1727 is [adj] when you compare 
it

No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



74 1728 legal drug legal drug* COCA plural 41: S13, F6, M10, N7, Ac5, singular 15, S6, F0, M1, N6, Ac2 - 
encyclopaedic - does this refer to medicine? Or to something else?

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

74 1729 over the counter over the counter COCA 461. Spoken (109), Fiction (135), Magazines (146), Newspapers 
(47), Academic (24): means more than/other than the words

Locative - met 123 Non-sentence initial 
PP

74 1730 at a ({big}) profit at a * profit = COCA 26 types, 52 tokens: at a profit COCA 134. S20, F13, M36, N51, 
Ac14 for a * profit 38 types, 78 tokens - equivalent at a loss COCA 1034, for a loss COCA 
84: use of "at" 

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

74 1731
75 1732 Letters 75
75 1733 Commissioner for Children 

and Young People
Job title Local 3 JOB TITLE

75 1734 a {hard} gig COCA hard gig 1: tough gig 9: "hard gig" Google 150,000 27 January 2012: "tough gig" 
559,000 27 January 2012 "difficult gig" Google 12,200 27 January 2012, "easy gig" 
67,400 Google 27 January 2012. Not in Cobuild dictionary, can't find defititions/requests 
for definitions on the web: definitely in use in Australia. Can also have easy gig, and no 
easy gig ... derived from 'gig' as a musical performance (see LDCE p.679): in this usage 
the noun is bleached - means anything you do, things in general - teaching's a tough gig, 
presenting the news is a tough/hard gig. If you have no adjective, the "gig" becomes 
literal.

34 N/NP

75 1735 on a par with on a par with COCA 362. Spoken (22), Fiction (27), Magazines (131), Newspapers (82), 
Academic (100): shift/bleach/specliasation in par, determiner allowed but always indef, 
adjective insertion allowed (COCA moral, similar, scientific, psychological, legal, 
diplomatic), final preposition can be left out but recasting needed so that comparison still 
exists..."par" doesn't contribute content in this usage: commenting procedural PNP

13 PNP

75 1736 in {some people's} eyes in some people's eyes COCA 8: in * eyes COCA for 100 types, 9459 tokens: for 100 
types, 9459 tokens. S1152, F5179, M1224, N966, Ac938. Figurative "eyes"

Engagement 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

75 1737 from the {start} from the start COCA 2765. S436, F489, M738, N708, Ac394: from the beginning COCA 
4354 S1408, F570, M739, N707, Ac930 NB this is highest S, then Ac: from the start is 
Lowest Ac - start less formal than beginning? 

Met position 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

75 1738 for {its} own sake for its own sake COCA 454. Spoken (19), Fiction (34), Magazines (106), Newspapers (44), 
Academic (251): for * own sake NB own not necessary - adds some kind of force?

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

75 1739 as a means to [try to 
justify…]

as a means to COCA 834. Spoken (29), Fiction (23), Magazines (105), Newspapers (83), 
Academic (594) cf as a way of 1908 Spoken (302), Fiction (144), Magazines (378), 
Newspapers (301), Academic (783). No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

75 1740 pointless existence COCA 5 No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says - 
useful existence, pointless task…

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

75 1740 ill-considered [entry] COCA 127. S12, F25, M38, N18, Ac34: ill-advised given as synonym in Australian concise 
Oxford dictionary 2009, p. 704. Meaning not clear from component parts, allow

13 Complex Adj

75 1741 in relation to in relation to 5214. S187, F174, M501, N265, Ac 4087: no determiner (without change of 
meaning): bleaching, specialisation, shift in relation: final preposition needed - organising 
procedural

13 PNP

75 1742 Hungry Jack's Junior 
Bourbon Burger

PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN

75 1743 publicity seekers COCA 6. thrill seeker, job seeker, truth seeker. Not supported. No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



75 1744 turned into [TURN] into COCA 4 types, 10880 tokens. S1932, F3153, M2470, N2227, Ac1098: 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

75 1745 for want of a better word for want of a better word COCA 42. Spoken (28), Fiction (4), Magazines (2), Newspapers 
(5), Academic (3) - fixed form, meaning not clear (encoding and decoding)

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

75 1746 Of course, [the word 
obesity…]

BNC 29651(3044). COCA 104551. Spoken (37445), Fiction (27828), Magazines (17013), 
Narrative (10049), Academic (12216) - meaning not clear from the words

Engagment 
STOP 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

75 1747 trotted out [TROT] out COCA 4 types, 467 tokens. S64, F113, M118, N140, Ac32: very Few (no?) 
horse references, occasional actions, mostly related to mode of verbal delivery: meaning 
not clear from words

Judgement 13 PV

75 1748 childhood obesity childhood obesity COCA 210. Spoken (47), Fiction (0), Magazines (84), Newspapers (41), 
Academic (38): adult obesity COCA 15: child obesity 12

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

75 1748 for a {decade} now for a * now top collocates all time words - while, year, week, month, decade, moment, 
generation, century, [living], [fact]

34 Non-sentence initial 
PP

75 1748 but hey COCA 351: S71, F129, M78, N72, Ac 1 - means more/other than words 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

75 1749 ,it seems, , it seems , COCA 1912. S395, F233, M553, N422, Ac309 - hedging Engagement 13 Interpolation
75 1750 get {your} name in the 

paper
get * name in the paper COCA 5 types 14 tokens: but Google 10.7 million 7 September 
2011 - pragmatic meaning is greater than the words - it refers to getting notoriety, 
fame…means more than the words

Judgement neg / 
pos?

13 GET Predicate 
phrase

75 1751
76 1752 Letters 76
76 1753 {the task} we face FACE LIST - problematiciser Problematicizer 134 FACE Predicate 

phrase
76 1754 alcohol culture COCA 7 - not supported. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
76 1755 deeply embedded deeply embedded COCA 222. Spoken (15), Fiction (11), Magazines (51), Newspapers 

(24), Academic (121). MI = 11.26. deeply is the most frequent content collocate. Followed 
by firmly, culturally, chips (noise), socially, values, information etc  very embedded COCA 
1: preference, figurative on both sides

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

76 1756 Government guidelines Government guidelines COCA 30. S3, F0, M7, N10, Ac10: company guidelines, education 
guidelines…No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

76 1757 under {18} Formulaic for age - NB use of under, shared understanding of significance of 18 Encyclopaedic 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

76 1758 [Products] such as {the 
Junior Bourbon Burger} 

See 1/35 135 COORDINATING

76 1759 Junior Bourbon Burger PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
76 1760 alcohol consumption COCA 681. S27, F8, M89, N54, Ac503. Food consumption 119. Water consumption 138. 

No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

76 1761 at a{n early} age at an early age COCA 744. Spoken (114), Fiction (65), Magazines (227), Newspapers 
(142), Academic (196). At a young age 406. Spoken (97), Fiction (34), Magazines (109), 
Newspapers (100), Academic (66): more frequent than at a young age, (COCA 439) 
which is more transparent. NB at a late age COCA (2): imbalance.

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

76 1762 At a time when At a time when COCA 5148. Spoken (1224), Fiction (163), Magazines (1056), Newspapers 
(1702), Academic (1003) - means more than/other than the words. See Declerck 1997

Direct 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

76 1763 Australian State and 
Territory

PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN



76 1764 child-sized [burger] child-sized meaning a good size for a child, not the same size as a child: COCA 48. S1, 
F20, M14, N6, Ac7

13 Complex Adj

76 1765 Let's [save future 
generations]

let's Grammaticalization. Let's 74718. S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "let's"

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

76 1766 future generations COCA 1622. S180, F73, M489, N321, Ac559 - refers to people not yet born. cf past 
generations COCA 93. No specalisation or bleaching. Can be singular future generation 
COCA 80. Not including.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

76 1767 binge-drinking [culture] binge drinking COCA 309. Spoken (38), Fiction (5), Magazines (35), Newspapers (50), 
Academic (181): refers to excessive drinking of alcohol in one sitting (over a relatively 
short period of time) - meaning not clear from words, socioculturally significant 
(encyclopaedic)

Appreciation 
Encyclopaedic

123 Complex Adj

76 1768 Junior Bourbon Burger PROPER NOUN HOMOPHORIC Local 23 PROPER NOUN
77 1769 Letters 77
77 1770 I would (also) like to {ask} I would like to ask COCA 302, S240, F17, M2, N27, Ac16. with "also", COCA 2 (additional 

pragmatic weight - I would also like to ask…and will ask)
Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 

lead in
77 1771 Western Power PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
77 1772 give back [GIVE] it back to access this usage: 5 types, 594 tokens. S213, F245, M55, N65, Ac16: 

encoding only
13 PV

77 1773 public donations public donations COCA 5. Not supported in Google: No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

77 1774 worthwhile charity worthwhile charity COCA 1. Not supported. No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

77 1775 go to [a worthwhile] 
charity

meaning be given to charity COCA 5 types, 117 tokens. S54, F3, M28, N31, Ac1: 
encoding, meaning not clear from the words, specialization/shift/bleaching in "go"

Appreciation, 
movement met

13 Predicate phrase

78 1776 Letters 78
78 1777 [and] no doubt [there will 

soon be]
Searching . No doubt to access this usage: COCA 1273. S143, F494, M285, N121, Ac230 - 
meaning not clear from the words

Engagement - 
Affect indirect 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

78 1778 neither … nor Force 5 CORRELATING
78 1779 I cannot but {wonder} Cannot but * no results. "cannot help but wonder" Google 981,000 7 September 2011. 

"cannot help but" = 20.4 million Google 7 September 2011 - form preference, shift in 
"but"

Engagement, 
Affect indirect

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

78 1780 Then again Searching . Then again , to access this usage: COCA 832. S47, F256, M278, N208, Ac43 - 
bleaching of again: meaning not clear from the words

Stop 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

78 1781 not so much about…rather not so much collocated with rather at R9, COCA 66: S7, F5, M11, N12, Ac31: MI 3.61: Direct 15 CORRELATING
78 1782 to be more precise to be more precise: COCA 120, S17, F28, M29, N8, Ac38 : in parentheses as here, COCA 

41: S4, F10, M11, N4, Ac12: to be more accurate COCA 73, but meaning is not the same
Engagement 13 Interpolation

78 1783 registered as a charity registered as a charity COCA 1: 6.99 million Google 12 March 2012 - encyclopaedic - 
refers to a specific process which legitimises charitable status for tax purposes. 

Apppreciation 
Australian

23 Complex Adj

78 1784 tax concessions tax concession* COCA 2 types, 18 tokens. S0, F0, M2, N6, Ac10: tax allowance COCA 11. 
Google 432,000 12 March 2012. encyclopaedic 

23 N/NP

78 1785 charitable status honorary status, magical status, neutral status, health status : but charitable status has 
additional (tax) implications…encyclopaedic, COCA 3: Google 1.52 million : allow

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

78 1786 subsidized by the taxpayer subsidized by the company, the government : No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



78 1787 freedom of [religious] 
expression

freedom of expression COCA 516. Spoken (90), Fiction (8), Magazines (61), Newspapers 
(144), Academic (216): freedom of * expression  slot fillers are artistic, religious, 
individual, political, student, written, public, personal, critical, creative COCA 10 types, 30 
tokens: socioculturally delimited - means more/other than the words

23 N/NP

78 1788 opt out [OPT] out COCA 4 types, 834 tokens. S197, F30, M203, N249, Ac155: meaning not clear 
from words

Movement met 13 PV

78 1789 According to According to COCA 91261: S9692, F3819, M23298, N28047, Ac26404: ENGAGEMENT 
STEM: limited options 

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

78 1790 registered charity registered charity COCA 7. Google 5.58 million 7 September 2011 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
78 1791 have the {gall} to {say} [HAVE] the gall to = COCA 4 types, 97 tokens: S7, F41, M16, N31, Ac2. say, ask, call, 

stand, tell, accuse, try, charge, think, send, make, go…Inscribed Judgement in first slot, 
restricted set in second slot. Part of the [HAVE] the * to frame - see other entries

Judgement neg, 14 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

78 1792 in the public interest in the public interest COCA 419. Spoken (93), Fiction (3), Magazines (103), Newspapers 
(116), Academic (104) - in the private interest COCA 0 - preference and NB not 'in the 
public's interest'

Appreciation 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

78 1793 It's {hard} to … COCA 8675. Spoken (2837), Fiction (1001), Magazines (2228), Newspapers (2355), 
Academic (254). OPEN CHOICE - it's hard, important, easy, good, difficult, nice, 
important, impossible, easier, great, better, possible, best, tough … inscribed Appreciation 
- not including "It is" stems unless there are other factors, so this not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

78 1794 In gods we (still) trust COCA 80 for in god we trust: S35, F4, M12, N20, Ac9: play on words….ALLUSION Engagement - 
EXPLOITATION

X DISCUSS DO NOT 
COUNT

79 1795 Letters 79
79 1795 the growing number of growing number of 2623. S330, F22, M747, N912, Ac612.  Low Fic. Figurative "growing" 13 N/NP
79 1796 mental illness mental illness, physical illness, infectious illness? but not mental disease (cf heart disease) 

http://www.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/content/B7B7F4865637BF8ECA25
72ED001C4CB4/$File/whatmen.pdf" Mental illness is a general term that refers to a group 
of illnesses, in the same way that heart disease refers to a group of illnesses and 
disorders affecting the heart.
A mental illness is a health problem that significantly affects how a person Feels, thinks, 
behaves, and interacts with other people. It is diagnosed according to standardised 
criteria. The term mental disorder is also used to refer to these health problems.
A mental health problem also interferes with how a person thinks, Feels, and 
behaves, but to a lesser extent than a mental illness." mental illness COCA 2327. 
S429, F80, M523, N513, Ac782

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

79 1797 Apart from apart from COCA 5648. S679, F990, M1199, N754, Ac2026. Adv + prep  (cf other than) - 
meaning not clear from the words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

79 1798 a … body of … evidence a body of work (119), water (103), knowledge (79), literature (31), law (25), 
research (23), evidence (22) : S10, F1, M3, N2, Ac6: a significant amount of … meaning 
specialization/shift in "body"

13 N/NP

79 1799 anecdotal evidence anecdotal evidence COCA 512. Spoken (43), Fiction (7), Magazines (118), Newspapers 
(116), Academic (228). MI 12.02: other collocates reports, information, accounts, data, 
stories, records, observations, material…: means more than /other than the words - 
anecdotal evidence is not reliable...

13 N/NP



79 1800 the mentally ill. the mentally ill: COCA 471. S93, F14, M106, N187, Ac71 (the deaf, the rich, the poor…On 
the surface outside scope but NB definite article. Searching . the public to access this 
usage: COCA 3545. S881, F136, M677, N1087, Ac764: in the same family as the deaf, the 
rich etc: the + [ADJ] for group : including as FRAME: the + {socially defined group 
described with an adjective}

13 N/NP

79 1800 The research shows . The research [SHOW] COCA 27 (mostly shows): 14 in Ac - specialization/shift/bleaching 
in "shows" - means more/other than the words (gives impression (true or not) of scientific 
support)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

79 1801 [exhibit] aroused 
behaviour

Nothing in COCA and very, very low in Google (371 hits on 7 September 2011). Could this 
be a restricted Type 2: References in medical journals etc: however unable to support 
therefore NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

79 1802 reported deaths Google 788,000 7 September 2011:  meaning specialization/shift in "reported" - reported 
in specific (official) ways

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

79 1803 [exhibit] aroused 
behaviour

See 79/1801 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

79 1804 post-mortem 
{examination}

Google 1.63 million 7 September 2011. COCA 2: post mortem 36: S5, F7, M5, N3, Ac16 : 
post-mortem COCA 127. S32, F23, M20, N26, Ac26. Even distribution. Exists 
independently as N. Latin retained - preferred form. 

Encyclopaedic 3 Complex Adj

79 1805 substance abuse substance abuse COCA 3021. Spoken (232), Fiction (20), Magazines (400), Newspapers 
(408), Academic (1961) - substance being drugs - meaning specialization/shifty in 
"substance"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

79 1806 medical condition medical condition ; 493: S156, F27, M116, N76, Ac118 - specialization/shift in "condition" 13 N/NP
79 1807 the research literature the research literature 181. S1, F0, M4, N1, Ac175: specialization 23 N/NP
79 1808 as far back as {2008} as far back as COCA 776. S106, F111, M241, N168, Ac150 - usually followed by a date, or 

by a datable incident, figure etc…derived from as … as FRAME, but filled and no appraisal. 
Preferred form, encoding only. Orientational metaphor.

Filled 13 Comparative 
correlative

79 1809 more than [150 deaths] Not including straightforward more than constructions where quantities invovled, as here NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

79 1810 preferred option No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

79 1811 lethal weapons lethal weapons COCA 56. S16, F2, M9, N19, Ac10: lethal * collocates injection, weapon, 
dose, force, weapons, combination, doses, violence, drugs, gas… * weapons collocates are 
nuclear, chemical, biological, assault, automatic (376), heavy, concealed, conventional ... 
deadly weapons COCA 63. S12, F8, M11, N22, Ac10. No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

79 1812 it is {clear} [that Tasers 
are now being used…]

, it is clear , to access this usage - although it's a STEM in this text: COCA 29. S6, F0, 
M10, N4, Ac9 … clear, evident, apparent…it may not be clear at all - writer presupposition - 
but not counting "it is" stems like this as MWEs unless there are other factors...see 
discussion

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

79 1813 pepper sprays pepper spray COCA 292. S83, F52, M45, N97, Ac15 - not sure what's in it, but it's not 
used on food. 

23 N/NP

79 1814 [a form of] social control. a form of social control COCA 7. social control, parental control, financial control. No 
obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



79 1815 [If we are,] there is no 
argument

there is no argument . COCA 0 for clause end as here. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

80 1816 Letters 80
80 1817 unarmed man unarmed man COCA 46: S16, F13, M1, N13, Ac3: can have an unarmed hydrogen bomb, 

an unarmed civilian plane : No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, 
means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

80 1818 in police custody police custody COCA 133. S50, F14, M8, N53, Ac8. There is always a preposition 
preceding - either in or into. Formal term with specific implications - encyclopaedic.

Encyclopaedic 123 Non-sentence initial 
PP

80 1819 up to {nine} [fully-trained 
policemen]

Difficult to check accurately in COCA, but established combination - meaning not clear 
from the words

13 QUANT

80 1819 fully-trained COCA 1. With no hyphen, 69: S14, F5, M15, N19, Ac16. CF totally trained COCA 2. 
Preference, intensifying collocation

3 Intensifying 
collocation

80 1820 such a {threat} that [he 
had to be tasered]

COCA 100. Spoken (38), Fiction (9), Magazines (3), Newspapers (43), Academic (7) : 
APPRAISAL: JUDGEMENT/APPRECIATION in first slot - evoked even if not inscribed in 
lexical item eg "such a tree that I had to …"

Judgement 145 CORRELATING

80 1821 police force police force COCA 1590. S542, F129, M221, N438, Ac260 - specialization of "force"? 123 N/NP
80 1822 handle situations [HANDLE] situations COCA 35. S7, F3, M5, N10, Ac10. handle the situation COCA 114: 

S41, F20, M27, N11, Ac15. Specialiaztion/shift/bleaching in "handle"
Problematicizer 13 Predicate phrase

80 1823 [And,] of course, [the WA 
Police Union says that this 
is all right]

of course COCA 104551. Spoken (37445), Fiction (27828), Magazines (17013), Narrative 
(10049), Academic (12216). Mid-position here

Engagement. 
STOP 

13 Interpolation

80 1824 WA [Police Union] West Australian 3 Abbreviation
80 1824 WA Police Union Count as abbreviation and proper noun Local 13 Proper noun
80 1825 [say that this] {is} all right all right COCA 61894. S44763, F14169, M1535, N1130, Ac297" meaning not clear from 

words (two words specified in ACOD): NB outside BE VP construction, meaning shifts - eg 
'he came to the door all right' means 'yes, you're right, he did come to the door but...', 
whereas [BE] all right means [BE] OK

Appreciation 1 BE Predicate phrase

80 1826 Since when did Since when did = COCA 103. Spoken (14), Fiction (62), Magazines (8), Newspapers (17), 
Academic (2). Since when do = COCA 92. Spoken (11), Fiction (65), Magazines (6), 
Newspapers (8), Academic (2). Since when does = COCA 40. Spoken (5), Fiction (23), 
Magazines (2), Newspapers (10), Academic (0) - means more/other than the words

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

81 1827 Letters 81
81 1828 [I] {am} {six} years old. Preferred form for age. I am * years old COCA 283. My age is * years COCA zero 3 BE Predicate phrase
81 1829 booster seat booster seat COCA 52. S7, F9, M21, N15, Ac0 - specific kind of seat used in a car (for 

children) - specialization/shift of "booster"
Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

81 1830 all {year} all year COCA 1560. S316, F182, M420, N559, Ac83: all meaning for the whole year; all 
month, all week, all day, *all hour *all minute: invokes FORCE therefore 1: also break in 
pattern, 3, and restrictions on collocations. 

Force 134 Complex Adv

81 1831 booster seat booster seat COCA 52. S7, F9, M21, N15, Ac0 - specific kind of seat used in a car (for 
children) - specialization/shift of "booster"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

81 1832 don't think it's fair don 't think it 's fair COCA 0. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
81 1833 booster seat booster seat COCA 52. S7, F9, M21, N15, Ac0 - specific kind of seat used in a car (for 

children) - specialization/shift of "booster"
Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

81 1834 big and tall big and tall COCA 37. S8, F12, M10, N7, Ac0. (baby speak?). tall and big 10 - preferred 
form.

Judgement 3 BE Predicate phrase

82 1835 Letters 82
82 1836 [can you] do me a favour can you do me a favor COCA 17: do me a favor COCA 387: S91, F266, M21, N7, Ac2 - 

form preference, formula
Engagement 3 PRAGMATIC 

FORMULA



82 1837 pick up [PICK] up 4 types, 40502 tokens. S7595, F16795, M7381, N6816, Ac1915: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

82 1838 can't afford can*t afford = COCA 81, Spoken (71), Fiction (3), Magazines (1), Newspapers (3), 
Academic (3) - can afford equally possible: Open Choice

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

82 1839 it's no good Searching . It 's no good  to get this usage. COCA 44: S11, F21, M8, N3, Ac1: cf *it's no 
bad cf it's no use COCA 144: S7, F112, M16, N7, Ac2: it's no bad 1 (and looks Scottish) - 
preference, form - allow it's stem for that reason

Appreciation 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

83 1840 Letters 83
83 1841 Whatever else {we} may 

{be1}, {we} {are1}
whatever else * may be COCA 9 types, 24 tokens: S5, F6, M5, N1, Ac7: whatever else * 
[BE], * [BE] … Googling "Whatever else * may be, * is" gives 78.4 million hits 2 February 
2012, all this pattern" classifying as sentence/clause lead-in

Engagement, 
proclaim, shut 
down

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

83 1842 [we are material beings in] a 
material world

material world COCA 293. S7, F33, M69, N20, Ac164: references cultures that value 
possessions highly - means more than/other than the words - also evokes old Madonna 
song

13 N/NP

83 1843 no matter what […] says no matter wh* COCA 22 types, 10158 tokens: S2985, F2091, M2465, N1815, AC802: no 
matter classified by Huddleston & Pullum as "an idiom with the form of an NP which might 
be regarded as having been reanalyzed as a preposition" (Huddleston & Pullum 2002, p. 
761):IN MY ANALYSIS it is equivalent here to whatever (whatever ... says) : it shuts down 
dialogic space : it relates to "what he says" -

DISCLAIM 
Martin & White 
118

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

83 1844 shopping hours shopping hours COCA 15 - locally conventionalized? 1.51 million hits in Google 8 
September 2011 - refers to the times shops are open - the subject of debate in WA in 
2011 and 2012 - restricted by the State Government - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

83 1845 the consumer culture consumer culture COCA 246: S11, F6, M65, N36, Ac128 (not consuming culture ) 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consumerism 'A culture that is permeated by consumerism can be 
referred to as a consumer culture or a market culture.' Accessed 12 March 2012 - NB CF 
"the alcohol culture" above which was not included - comment 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

83 1846 shopping hours shopping hours COCA 15 - locally conventionalized? 1.51 million hits in Google 8 
September 2011 - refers to the times shops are open - the subject of debate in WA in 
2011 and 2012 - restricted by the State Government - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

83 1847 in part in part COCA 15356. Low in Fiction: S2257, F430, M3221, N3696, Ac5752 - meaning not 
clear from words

13 Interpolation

83 1848 on {spiritual} grounds on * grounds = for 100 types, 3297 tokens: S427, F230, M719, N634, Ac1287. On 
[=spiritual] grounds = religious 69 (mostly Newspapers, Academic), spiritual (3), sacred 
(1). Religious is mostly Newspapers/Academic: collocates moral, school, religious, what, 
other, these, humanitarian, constitutional....goes with on * basis

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

83 1849 {below} average 
intelligence

average intelligence = COCA 54. Spoken (3), Fiction (8), Magazines (13), Newspapers 
(6), Academic (24) average height, below average height, average price, below average 
price : normal intelligence COCA 31: less than average intelligence COCA 1: as above, 
included for preference: below average used in preference to under average

Judgement 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

83 1850 goes on to {say} [GO] on to * COCA for 100 types, 5648 tokens…say, become, win, explain, describe, 
become, say, make, play, write…S1482, F570, M1254, N1350, Ac992: figurative "go on"

Movement met 13 PV

83 1851 too {blind} to too [APPRAISAL] to : Judgement/Appreciation in first slot - evoked even if not inscribed 
eg "too yellow to…" : situation, consequence

Judgement 145 CORRELATING

83 1852 never ceases to {amaze} never [CEASE] to amaze COCA 22 types, 96 tokens: S8, F34, M22, N27, Ac5: most 
common is me : 57 tokens. Other slot-fillers: never ceases to *  amaze is top, followed by 
surprise (4 tokens): strong perference for amaze - indirect Affect. Preference for "ceases"

Affect indirect 134 Predicate phrase

83 1853 IQ Intelligence Quotient 3 Abbreviation



83 1853 {above} (the) average above the average COCA 115: S8, F1, M33, N28, Ac45: use of "above" 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

83 1854 shop owners No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

83 1855 [Finally,] I have no 
argument with

have no argument with = COCA 16, had no argument with COCA 3. "I have no argument 
with" Google 1.86 million 28 January 2012. Strongly biased towards first person 
sing/plural, strong ENGAGEMENT marker - including despite low frequencies - NB form 
preference for this context (I'm not arguning with doesn't have quite the same 
implication)

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

83 1856 [the way I] run my own life [RUN] collocated with [life] at L4, R4 COCA 821 - some noise, but not enough to 
disqualify. [RUN] a business would be more transparent? Life as a business? Include.

13 Predicate phrase

84 1857 Letters 84
84 1858 [time] … set aside [SET] aside collocated with time @ R1 = 73. Spoken (6), Fiction (3), Magazines (36), 

Newspapers (12). But low MI 3.71: [SET] aside COCA 3 types, 7047 tokens. S615, F395, 
M2989, N2320, Ac728: meaning not clear from words

Movement met 13 PV

84 1859 fully applaud fully [APPLAUD] COCA 0 - not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

84 1860 feel the need to [FEEL] the need to COCA 4 types, 948 tokens. S163, F221, M216, N178, Ac170: [FEEL] 
the * to COCA 97 types, 1303 tokens. S216, F345, M302, N216, Ac224. need, urge, 
pressure, urge, desire, call, impulse…TWO SETS, semantic preference for personal volition 
in this set

Judgement 134 Predicate phrase

84 1861 point out [POINT] out 4 types, 28484 tokens. S6610, F3000, M6648, N4840, Ac7386: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

84 1862 {not biblically accurate}, 
not to say {misleading}

Searching , not to say COCA 184, S39, F49, M30, N9, Ac57 - see Huddleston and Pullum 
for discussion. Coordinating - requires upscale. Invokes FORCE?

Force? 135 COORDINATING

84 1863 day of rest day of rest COCA 134. S12, F33, M43, N25, Ac21 - religious reference - means more than 
/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

84 1864 down through the 
{centuries}

down through the centuries COCA 22. S8, F3, M6, N2, Ac3. down through the years COCA 
58. S21, F12, M16, N5, Ac4. down through the decades COCA 4. down through the 
months COCA 0: down through the ages COCA 46. S7, F5, M17, N4, Ac13: down through 
the [time period greater than 'months' and not including 'decades'?]

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

84 1865 day of rest day of rest COCA 134. S12, F33, M43, N25, Ac21 - religious reference - means more than 
/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

84 1866 in modern parlance in modern parlance COCA 11. Google 890,000 28 January 2012 with definitions. in 
common parlance (see LDCE 1196): in * parlance COCA for 100 types, 261 tokens: S16, 
F18, M92, N65, Ac70 – top collocate top, then common, modern, military, popular, 
industry, local, current, army...locater

Engagement 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

84 1867 the Fourth Commandment PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
84 1868 [throughout history] to this 

day
throughout * to this day COCA 0, not supported. to this day COCA 3481. S964, F457, 
M875, N668, Ac517: encoding

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

84 1869 {is evidence,} if not 
{proof}

Searching , if not to access this usage: COCA 8058. S1430, F1086, M1646, N1487, 
Ac2409… [BE] [xxxx], if not [yyyy] where x and y are in the same semantic set, but y is a 
stronger form…hedges upscaler in second position

Force 135 COORDINATING

84 1870 Saturday Sabbath PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
84 1871 [is] , after all, , after all , COCA 5904. S996, F1581, M1454, N842, Ac1031 Engagement 

STOP
13 Interpolation



84 1872 without reference to without reference to COCA 254: S13, F3, M46, N16, Ac176: with no reference to COCA 
28. Can have determiner (any, a?), adjective: but specialisation/shift/bleaching in 
reference: need final prep - commentary procedural

3 PNP

84 1873 cultural roots cultural roots COCA 87. S3, F3, M20, N11, Ac50: trees, or cultural, historical etc - 
figurative "roots"

13 N/NP

85 1874 Letters 85
85 1875 so {important} that so {APPRAISAL} that - evoked even if not inscribed: situation, consequence 145 CORRELATING
85 1876 free time free time COCA 1294. S150, F207, M374, N319, Ac244 - time not committed to paid work 

- means more than/other than the words
123 N/NP

85 1877 could and should could and should COCA 165. should and could COCA 14. Coordinated. Spoken (31), 
Fiction (8), Magazines (35), Newspapers (30), Academic (61): preference

Force 3 Predicate phrase 
Stem

85 1878 on a {regular} basis on a regular basis COCA 1614: S388, F136, M424, N250, Ac416: on a * basis COCA for 
100 types, 6626 tokens: top collocate is regular, then daily, then case-by-case, then day-
to-day, then weekly, then voluntary … 

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

85 1879 Spending time spend/waste/save time : 4 types, 4370 tokens. S934, F514, M1286, N1034, Ac602. TIME 
METAPHOR: valuable time COCA 156. S22, F36, M38, N34, Ac26: [WASTE] valuable time 
COCA 4 types, 27 tokens. S1, F7, M9, N7, Ac3. [WASTE] time COCA 4 types, 873 tokens. 
S89, F363, M219, N130, Ac72

Time is money 
met

13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

85 1880 community bush-care 
group

No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

85 1881 local sporting group No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

85 1882 [and] spending more time 
[with partners…]

spend/waste/save time : 4 types, 4370 tokens. S934, F514, M1286, N1034, Ac602. TIME 
METAPHOR: valuable time COCA 156. S22, F36, M38, N34, Ac26: [WASTE] valuable time 
COCA 4 types, 27 tokens. S1, F7, M9, N7, Ac3. [WASTE] time COCA 4 types, 873 tokens. 
S89, F363, M219, N130, Ac72

Time is money 
met

13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

85 1883 partners and children COCA 1. No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

85 1884 [and] not just [for shoping 
and entertainment

not just COCA 33388: S11743, F3656, M6944, N6214, Ac4831: does this evoke the 
second part of what would be a correlative - but also ? … but but also is missing. Not 
counting.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

85 1885 {our happiness} as well as 
{individual and collective 
wellbeing}  

First 100 citations, both nouns (preceding and following) belong to the same semantic 
field and are in opposition: women, men 59, republicans, democrats 27; similarities, 
differences 8; students, teachers 7; no exceptions: S66, F32, M133, N91, Ac237

Force 135 COORDINATING

85 1886 individual and collective COCA 244. S4, F7, M20, N12, Ac201 HIGH AC: collective and individual 36 - preference 3 Complex Adj
85 1887 It is {doubtful} whether it is * whether = COCA 36 types, 581 tokens. S37, F9, M68, N140, Ac327. Most common 

is unclear: total 323, Spoken (10), Fiction (3), Magazines (31), Newspapers (100), 
Academic (179). Questionable 46, uncertain 44, unknown 40, doubtful 33, debatable 18: 
it is {APPRECIATION} whether - but not including "It is" stems like this unless there are 
additional factors - see discussion

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

85 1888 Sunday trading Encyclopaedic in West Australian context - ability of shops to open on Sunday Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
85 1889 on the issue of on the issue of COCA 1463: S661, F16, M146, N229, Ac411:  no shift in issue, must have 

determiner but can be a variety, adjective insertion possible, can be used without final 
prep with no change of meaning, recasting - count as PNP procedural, comment - use of 
"issue" problematicizes what follows

13 PNP



85 1890 go the other way Literal/idiomatic split, with idiomatic dominating. [GO] the other way COCA 5 types, 394 
tokens. S151, F91, M50, N81, Ac21 - figurative "go" and "the other way"

Movement met 13 Predicate phrase

85 1891 shopping hours shopping hours COCA 15 - locally conventionalized? 1.51 million hits in Google 8 
September 2011 - governed by West Australian Government legislation

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

85 1892 retail therapy retail therapy COCA 29. 3.92 million Google 8 September 2011: S3, F3, M15, N7, Ac1: 
specialization/bleaching/shift in "therapy" - means going shopping in an attempt to feel 
better

123 N/NP

85 1893 In any event Searching . In any event to access this usage: COCA 645. S101, F122, M146, N46, Ac230. 
Exclude/ignore all the previous: ignore all other circumstances: it's a contractor. 
Acknowledges other parameters/factors, but excludes: meaning not clear from the words

Engagement 
proclaim

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

85 1894 price…soaring price* collocated with [SOAR] @ R2, L2. soared 143 (90 = News), MI 6.84. soaring 96 
(52 = News) MI 6.08. soar 70 (35 = News) - intensification, meaning shift

Force 13 NP/predicate  
phrase

85 1895 fixed costs fixed costs COCA 123. S8, F1, M44, N30, Ac40 encyclopaedic - specialization/shift in 
"fixed" - doesn't mean the costs stay the same, means they can't be avoided 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

85 1896 pass on [to] Searching [PASS] on to to access this usage. COCA 4 types, 1133 tokens. S225, F144, 
M285, N232, Ac247: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

85 1897 {most,} if not {all} Searching , if not to access this usage: COCA 8058. S1430, F1086, M1646, N1487, 
Ac2409…  [xxxx], if not [yyyy] where x and y are in the same semantic set, but y is a 
stronger form? Reduces Force - hedging. Counting as coordinating because it constrains 
relationship between what goes before and what comes after

Force 5 COORDINATING

85 1898 make … money [MAKE] money COCA 4 types, 5119 tokens. S1637, F452, M1172, N1575, Ac282. NB 
effect on Mood structure. Cf make a decision: bleaching in "make"

Manufacture 
met

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

85 1899 goods and services goods and services COCA 1596. Spoken (108), Fiction (26), Magazine (393), Newspapers 
(365), Academic (704): services and goods COCA 16. Coordinated binomial

3 N/NP

85 1900 fixed costs [such as…] fixed costs COCA 123. S8, F1, M44, N30, Ac40 encyclopaedic - specialization/shift in 
"fixed" - may not stay the same, but can't be avoided

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

85 1901 [fixed costs] such as 
{energy, water}

See 1/35 and "such as" discussion 135 COORDINATING

85 1902 Wouldn't it be {nice} to wouldn't it be * to COCA 60 types, 265 tokens: S57, F87, M59, N46, Ac16. Top collocate 
nice 60 tokens: means more than the words – means 'come on, can't you see this?'

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

85 1903 recent past recent past COCA 569. S72, F44, M119, N114, Ac220: near past COCA 12 PREFERENCE 3 N/NP
85 1904 on a weekend cf UK at the weekend - normally on the weekend in Australia -  Google on a weekend 128 

million 12 March 2012 - preference, encoding on.
13 Non-sentence initial 

PP
86 1905 Letters 86
86 1906 [expect … to] open for 

business
[OPEN] for business COCA 303, S80, F41, M77, N91, Ac14: means more/other than the 
words

123 Predicate phrase

86 1907 small businesses small business* COCA 29 types, 5464 tokens. S1776, F99, M1315, N1533, Ac741. 
Encyclopaedic - officially DEFINED by the number of workers  (under 15) - specialization 
in "small"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

86 1908 shopping centres shopping centers COCA 567. S56, F33, M121, N312, Ac45 :  specialization of "centre" 13 N/NP
86 1909 Even though COCA 40242. S9075, F8559, M7549, N7542, Ac7517 135 Complex Conj
86 1910 freedom of {choice} freedom of * COCA speech 1064, the 784, information 572, expression 519, choice 425: 

freedom of choice capitalizes on the pattern freedom of speech/information/expression - 
freedom of choice COCA 425. S107, F11, M98, N87, Ac122 - means more than/other than 
the words

Appreciation 234 N/NP

86 1911 open for business [OPEN] for business COCA 303, S80, F41, M77, N91, Ac14: means trading can take place 
(legal status)

123 Predicate phrase

86 1912 Let's be ({perfectly}) clear Grammaticalization of Let's 74718. S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223 plus 
perfectly/absolutely/crystal clear - there's no "let's" about this 

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in



86 1913 Extended trading hours COCA 0. Google 309,000 28 January 2012. ALLOW despite low frequency - high social 
ownership in WA at this time

Encyclopaedic 
(local)

12 N/NP

86 1914 other than [natural 
growth]

other than COCA 16198: S3621, F2648, M2876, N2907, Ac4146 classifying all as CONJ 
(even when followed by NP -see notes)

Internal 135 Complex Conj

86 1914 the big winners COCA 92. S31, F0 (NB), M30, N27, Ac 4 (NB): may be big in terms of the advantage 
gained rather than the size of a win (as here), or in terms of the size of the win. Include 
for that reason - in this context, big has undergone meaning shift.

3 N/NP

86 1915 major supermarkets major supermarkets: reference to the chain supermarkets, the market dominators - in WA 
Coles, Woolworths. Encyclopaedic

12 N/NP

86 1916 shopping centres shopping centers COCA 567. S56, F33, M121, N312, Ac45 :  specialization of "centre" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
86 1917 at the expense of at the expense of COCA 2937. S308, F113, M600, N673, Ac1243. Sets up author-

assessed disadvantaged element in rheme - problematicizer. Meaning 
shift/specialisation/bleach in expense, definite article required, adjective insertion 
possible, final preposition can't be left off without reasting (def article to possessive 
pronoun) - commentary procedural

COMMENT 
POSITION

13 PNP

86 1918 It is a sad indictment of … sad indictment COCA 2: searing, blanket, [conspiracy], stinging, sweeping, 
[racketeering]…often used with an intensifier (eg searing, stinging, sweeping), but not 
here. Not counting.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

86 1919 major retailers Intensifying "major" 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

86 1920 rather than See 39/992. Internal 135 Complex Conj
86 1921
87 1922 Letters 87
87 1923 speaking out [SPEAK] out : COCA 5 types, 4071 tokens. S1881, F238, M679, N810, Ac463 - meaning 

not clear from the words
Engagement NB 
prep OUT

13 PV

87 1924 young girls COCA 1427.  S441, F315, M257, N223, Ac191 - open choice young girl, young child, 
young boy, young person (but NB interesting choice - avoiding young women - however 
to all intents and purposes no obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, 
means what it says....) (see 86/1924)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

87 1925 in the presence of in the presence of COCA 1968. Spoken (147), Fiction (383), Magazine (395), Newspapers 
(166), Academic (877). No bleaching/specialisation/shift in noun, def article required, 
adjective can be inserted, final prep can't be dropped without change to first determiner - 
adds contentfully, PP

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

87 1926 football players In this context football players is pragmatically loaded because there has been a spate of 
problems relating to football players celebrating victories having sexual relations with 
girls, sometimes allegedly against their will: the stereotype suggests they earn enormous 
amounts of money and party hard - alcohol, drugs, sex  - so referring to "football players" 
evokes all that ongoing colloquy in the context of this letter

Judgement 12 N/NP

87 1927 on Sunday night on * night : collocates the 1896, weekdays - NB note Stubbs (?) comments on nights of 
the week (Teubert?): on Sunday night COCA 323: S122, F25, M47, N121, Ac8

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

87 1928 hotel room hotel room COCA 2734. S576, F912, M564, N602, Ac80: room in a hotel 12: doesn't 
mean any old room in a hotel, means a room for rent on a daily basis with a bed and 
probably an ensuite. Including with some reservations…

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

87 1928 faced {the main street} [FACE] plus building - faced the road, faced the house. Include with FACE predicate 
phrases

13 FACE predicate 
phrase

87 1929 the main street the main street COCA 531. S49, F216, M93, N131, Ac42 - the biggest street, where most 
things happen: completely different meaning to "main road" which would never be used in 
this context: specialization/shift in "main" and in "street"

13 N/NP



87 1930 young girls COCA 1427.  S441, F315, M257, N223, Ac191 - young girl, young child, young boy, young 
person (but NB interesting choice - avoiding young women - uses "young men" below...)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

87 1931 St George Illawarra ['s 
win]

Not counting place names, however used NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

87 1932 [the behaviour of young 
firls…was] nothing short of 
{disgusting}

nothing short of COCA 695. Spoken (112), Fiction (102), Magazines (210), Newspapers 
(187), Academic (84) plus inscribed Attitude (NB also indirect Affect)

Force, 
Judgement, 
Indirect Affect

14 Focusing modifier

87 1932 from {11pm} onwards from * onwards for 62 types, 82 tokens. Slot fillers mostly dates 3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

87 1933 {staggering} along the 
street

COCA along the street 310. S30, F199, M26, N40, Ac15: NB movement verbs typically 
precede: shuffled, make their way, strolled, traveled, walking, racing, passed: but 
staggering evokes drunkenness (Judgement): constrains on slot fillers with along the 
street in this pattern

134 Predicate phrase

87 1933 {in groups (or packs) of} 
{four} or {five}

one or two, three or four, four or five - numbers consecutive, use of "or" 3 QUANT

87 1933 foul-mouthed COCA 113. S19, F23, M23, N42 (NB), Ac 6 (NB) - bleaching/shift/specialization in "foul" 13 Complex Adj
87 1934 looking for trouble [LOOK] for trouble COCA 5 types, 180 tokens. S40, F78, M32, N23, Ac7: figurative 

"looking"
Met activity 134 Predicate phrase

87 1935 picked up [PICK] up COCA 4 types, 40502 tokens: S7595, F16795, M7381, N6816, Ac1915. Mix 
literal/idiomatic

Met/Lit activity 13 PV

87 1936 any {man}{stupid} 
enough to 

any [n*] * enough to COCA 71 types, 73 tokens. ATTITUDE in the adjective slot. EG "Any 
democrat strong enough to", "Any creek large enough to..." 

145 CORRELATING

87 1937 to do so. to do so . COCA 3884. S748, F486, M747, N779, Ac1124: form 13 END
87 1938 take control [TAKE] control 5 types, 2491 tokens: S644, F264, M561, N712, Ac310. 

Specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"
Transfer met 13 TAKE Predicate 

phrase
87 1939 recreational drugs recreational drugs: COCA 75. S8, F14, M20, N13, Ac20: encyclopaedic" specialization/shift 

in "recreational" - opposite would be ?hard drugs? - no non-recreational drugs
Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

87 1940 street walkers street walker* COCA 2 types, 21 tokens. S6, F9, M3, N3, Ac0: prostitute" means more 
than/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 
Judgement 

123 N/NP

87 1941 a recipe for {disaster} a recipe for disaster COC A96. S28, F6, M22, N27, Ac13: a recipe for * COCA for 100 
types, 432 tokens. Top is disaster, then a, then success, failure, trouble…figurative 
"recipe"

Appreciation 134 N/NP

87 1942 {disaster} visited on V + prep not normally included, but prep changes meaning of verb: see rules. Collocants 
violence, devastation, punishment, uglification, tyranny, terror - all bad. Restrictions on 
selection (can't have pleasure visited on?) and shift in "visited"

134 NP/predicate  
phrase

87 1943 young men No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

87 1944 [Rap]e crisis centres Very low frequency Google 808,000 12 March 2012, but  specialized use of 
"crisis"…allowing

Australian 123 N/NP

87 1945 speaking out [SPEAK] out : COCA 5 types, 4071 tokens. S1881, F238, M679, N810, Ac463: use of 
"out"

NB OUT 13 PV

87 1946 the day is going to come, 
[very soon,] when

the day will come = COCA 87, 65 with when. Spoken (15), Fiction (18), Magazines (26), 
Newspapers (20), Academic 8. the day is going to come = 3 followed by where or when - 
form preference, encoding - future reference

Movement 
towards

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



87 1947 treated with "they were treated with respect", "she treated them as children": not normally including v 
+ prep combinations, however to get this meaning the complement MUST be appraisal - 
otherwise the field switches to MEDICAL. Included for that reason. [TREAT] with 
{APPRAISAL}

13 PV

87 1948 over the {years} over the years COCA 11174. S2711, F1612, M2659, N2647, Ac1545: over the months, 
over the weeks, over the days? over the hours? over the minutes? FRAME: over the {time 
period greater than days} – means more than/other than the words.

FORCE 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

87 1949 crisis centres Very low frequency Google 808,000 12 March 2012, but  specialized use of 
"crisis"…allowing

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

87 1950 out-of-control out-of-control teenagers COCA 354. S88, F40, M111, N93, Ac22: figurative "out of" Judgement 13 Complex Adj
87 1951 Football clubs Cricket clubs, soccer clubs, netball clubs. No obvious restrictions, no 

bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

87 1952 alcohol and drugs drugs and alcohol somewhat preferred (449) over alcohol and drugs (200) but either 
acceptable - No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

87 1953 along with [the possible 
consequences]

along with COCA 39514. S6447, F6303, M9555, N9159, Ac8050 135 Complex Conj

87 1954 picking up [PICK] up COCA 4 types, 40502 tokens: S7595, F16795, M7381, N6816, Ac1915. Mix 
literal/idiomatic

13 PV

87 1955 pubs and clubs No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

88 1956 Letters 88 
88 1957 in recent {weeks} in recent weeks COCA 1269. Spoken (342), Fiction (22), Magazines (110), Newspapers 

(778), Academic (17)in recent years, in recent months, in recent weeks, in recent days, 
?in recent hours 14, in recent minutes 1– unpredictable discontinuity

34 Non-sentence initial 
PP

88 1958 in connection with in connection with COCA 2066. S580, F83, M215, N614, Ac574: no determiner without 
change of meaning: adjective insertion OK: final preposition required - "connection" used 
internally, organising procedural, PNP

13 PNP

88 1959 the {euthanasia} debate Halliday - Homophoric Ref: COCA 1. 39,900 Google 20 Jan 2012. encyclopaedic, 
references 'ongoing colloquy' - figurative "debate"

Engagement 123 N/NP

88 1960 quality of life quality of life COCA 3493. S464, F36, M665, N870, Ac1458 NB quality of living 21 - 
means more than/other than the words

Appreciation 13 N/NP

88 1961 well past well past : COCA 525: S50, F193, M146, N98, Ac38 (high Fiction) Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

88 1962 {82}-{year}-old-[man] Preference for age (not 82-years-old…) 3 Complex Adj
88 1963 in {reasonable health and} 

condition
COCA for 100 types, 2502 tokens. Even distribution. Slot-fillers all ATTITUDE. Can't be in 
yellow condition

ATTITUDE 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

88 1964 for {my} age for * age for 100 types, 1281 tokens. for his age is the top occurrence: 248: S33, F123, 
M38, N42, Ac12: encoding

Appreciation 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

88 1965 dread the thought [DREAD] the thought = 4 types, 23 tokens. Surprisingly low. 1.16 million in Google 8 
September 2011 with queries and definitions: [DREAD] the * COCA for 100 types, 226 
tokens. moment, thought, day, prospect, idea, answer, possibility, prospect, 
consequences  (meaning is bizarre if you try to deconstruct it - because you are having 
the thought). Always definite article - dread the thought, dread the day...meaning not 
clear from the words (says you dread the thought, and then vocalizes the thought...???)

Affect, indirect? 134 Predicate phrase

88 1966 being kept alive Included as above - suggests external locus of control, disempowerment - means 
more/other than the words

134 Predicate phrase



88 1967 quality of living Splice. Quality of life / Standard of living. Quality of life 3493. Spoken 464, Fiction 36, 
Magazines 665, Newspapers 870, Academic 1458. DISCUSS BUT DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

88 1968 long since long since 1.67 million Google 8 September 2011. Searching has long since to access this 
usage: COCA 264. S29, F47, M84, N59, Ac45: decoding? encoding certainly - preferred 
form 

FORCE 13 Complex Adv

88 1969 fast becoming fast becoming Total 274. Spoken (35), Fiction (28), Magazines (97), Newspapers (78), 
Academic (36): quickly becoming 159, rapidly becoming 200 : No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

88 1970 a major problem 760: Spoken (218), Fiction (26), Magazines (150), Newspapers (142), Academic (224) a 
big problem 936 (more common) Spoken (514), Fiction (57), Magazines (145), 
Newspapers (170) and Academic (50):  a big problem, a massive problem, a huge 
problem - all OK, no encoding or decoding issues

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

88 1971 For the past few {years} for the past few years COCA 193. S30, F25, M58, N55, Ac25. months 77, weeks 71, days 
47, hours 10, minutes 5,   for the last few years COCA 185, S63, F28, M47, N33, Ac14 
(lower Ac) - last few minutes 20 (cf past)

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

88 1972 age-care facilities aged-care facilities is the expression - 1.24 million Google 8 September 2011. age-care 
facilities 332,000. Allow. Specialization/shift in "age-care" and "facilities"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

88 1973 spent most of the day spend/waste/save time - TIME METAPHOR: valuable time COCA 156. S22, F36, M38, N34, 
Ac26: [WASTE] valuable time COCA 4 types, 27 tokens. S1, F7, M9, N7, Ac3. [WASTE] 
time COCA 4 types, 873 tokens. S89, F363, M219, N130, Ac72: [SPEND] the day COCA 4 
types, 851 tokens. S197, F283, M193, N150, Ac28

13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

88 1974 the quality of life quality of life COCA 3493. S464, F36, M665, N870, Ac1458 NB quality of living 21 - 
means more than/other than the words

Appreciation 13 N/NP

88 1975 anti-euthanasia [people] COCA 9. Current in Australia. You can be anti- anything - no encoding/decoding, no 
shift…not counting.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

88 1976 high cost big cost COCA 29. high cost COCA 963. S150, F15, M238, N283, Ac277: large cost COCA 
12 - preference. Bleach/specialization/figurative "high"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

88 1977 keeping people alive Included as above - suggests external locus of control, disempowerment - means 
more/other than the words

134 Predicate phrase

88 1978 life savings life savings COCA 315. S86, F41, M74, N100, Ac14 - money you have saved over the 
course of your life - all your savings up to now: means more than/other than the words

Appreciation 123 N/NP

88 1979 eaten up Mix of literal/idiomatic meanings (food, non-food): 5 types, 944 tokens. S133, F265, 
M298, N200, Ac48: here figurative eating

Appreciation, 
Met 

13 PV

88 1980 in this way Open Choice NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

88 1981 for reasons known only to 
{themselves}

for reasons known only to COCA 33. S0, F14, M9, N5, Ac5: fixed, encoding Engagement 34 Non-sentence initial 
PP

88 1981 {80} per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression 3 QUANT
88 1982 in favour of in favour of COCA 201. S0, F17, M36, N4, Ac144: bleaching/specialisation/shift in favour: 

consistent omission of determiner: dropping final preposition triggers change in meaning: 
commentary procedural

13 PNP



88 1983 voluntary euthanasia voluntary euthanasia COCA 20. S4, F0, M7, N2, Ac7 - meaning shift/specialization in 
"voluntary"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

88 1984 Let us [have a referendum] Literal, non-grammaticalized meaning here - meaning "Allow us" - directed at our Premier - 
no formulaicity other than systemic conventionalization: not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

88 1984 have a referendum have a referendum COCA 27: S17, F0, M1, N7, Ac2. Low F 13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

88 1985 kick … into action [action verb -ed] into [state of action?]: -ed into life COCA 35 types, 60 tokens: -ed into 
action COCA 38 types, 214 tokens: figurative "kick"

134 Predicate phrase

88 1986
89 1987 Letters 89
89 1988 Congratulations to {…} 

for...
Outside scope, not including. NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 1989 {dire situation} facing [FACE] plus dire situation COCA 67: S19, F9, M14, N11, Ac14: dire * collocates 
consequences, straits, predictions, warnings, financial, situation, circumstances…serious 
situation, terrible situation…dire holiday 0, dire city 0, dire pollution 0 . Problematicizer

Problematicizer 134 FACE Predicate 
phrase

89 1990 on a {daily} basis on a daily basis COCA 1537. Spoken (463), Fiction (93), Magazines (317), Newspapers 
(279), Academic (385): on a yearly basis COCA 45: on a monthly basis COCA 101: on a 
weekly basis COCA 218: on a daily basis 1537: on an hourly basis COCA 42: *on a 
minutely basis: *on a secondly basis: on a [grounds] basis - unpredictable discontinuity

Force 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

89 1991 WAFarmers PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
89 1992 the State Government PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
89 1993 looming problems problem * collocated with looming at L4, R4 = 51. MI = 3.22:  collocates for looming are 

threat, crisis, presence, question, war, disaster, shadow, recession, deadline, overhead, 
budget  looming problem/s COCA 23: S0, F2, M6, N10, Ac5: not included - looming has 
this (negative) sense as an inscribed meaning and selection restrictions are therefore 
straightforward. No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it 
says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 1993 for more than {12 
months}

Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 1994 the Dry Seasons Advisory 
Committee

PROPER NOUN Technical 23 PROPER NOUN

89 1995 entering into a partnership [ENTER] into  partnership 3 types, 21 tokens: S3, F0, M5, N2, Ac11: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "enter" (figurative "enter)

Movement met 134 Predicate phrase

89 1996 Federal Government PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
89 1997 the drought pilot Technical term - restricted audience. Would create "onlookers" in the discourse space - 

specialization in "pilot"
Encyclopaedic 
technical

123 N/NP

89 1998 the longer-term [drought] Related to long-term. COCA 23918. S3410, F398, M5888, N5417, Ac8805. (See Arnaud et 
al. 2008, p. 121)

13 Complex Adj

89 1999 drought preparedness 
strategies

Technical Australian term - very low numbers on Google, but clearly a phrasal construction 
within the water management fraternity

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

123 N/NP

89 2000 extreme climatic and 
economic events

extreme as intensifier of choice for climate/weather: extreme weather COCA 175. Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

89 2001 WAFarmers PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN



89 2002 risk-management crop 
scheme

www.pgaofwa.org.au/.../Letter_from_Minister_for_Agriculture_261...File Format: 
PDF/Adobe Acrobat - Quick View: vi) Met with Marsh Insurance group to discuss their Risk 
Management Crop Scheme proposal and how we might work together to identify a 
suitable product .. Accessed 29 January 2012

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

123 N/NP

89 2003 make progress [MAKE] progress COCA 4 types, 1452 tokens. S607, F94, M193, N328, Ac230: bleaching 
in "make"

Manufacture 
met

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

89 2004 WA [farmers] Western Australian 3 Abbreviation
89 2004 It's not just {broadacre 

cropping being affected by 
the current dry} 

COCA 1217: S624, F91, M262, N211, Ac29: sets up expectation that other 'affectees' will 
be named - but not including "It is" stems unless other factors involved, see discussion

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 2005 broadacre cropping COCA 0. Technical - see www.regional.org.au/au/asa/1998/7/275howden.htm (Accessed 
29 January 2012)

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

23 N/NP

89 2006 the current dry Encyclopaedic: the dry, the big dry…last-year's dry. But it's the "dry" that carries the 
packaging: not included

NA NOT INCLUDED

89 2007 The dairy industry COCA 69. S8, F2, M28, N17, Ac14: the car industry, the mining industry, the steel 
industry : the education industry: generalized shift in "industry" - head definition in 
Australian concise Oxford dictionary is "a branch of manufacture or trade" then "large 
commercial enterprise" - some issues with "dairy" (what is "dairy" - milk, eggs, cheese) - 
NB the dairy business COCA 7. Including as preference, with some reservations

3 N/NP

89 2008  farm-gate prices COCA 1. Google 590,000 29 January 2012. Technical - not what you literally pay at the 
farm gate, but what the farmer is paid

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

123 N/NP

89 2009 problems [will be] 
compounded

problems collocated with [COMPOUND] MI 3.65 COCA 149. S11, F3, M33, N42, Ac60 - 
preference

34 Predicate phrase

89 2010 water shortages water shortages COCA 201. S15, F3, M60, N54, Ac69: *shortages collocates food, water, 
labor, teacher, energy, power…: No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, 
means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 2011 going into summer [GO] into summer 3 types, 3 tokens. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 2011 the meat industry Similar to 89/2007 (the dairy industry) - including as preference, and NB use of "meat" 3 N/NP
89 2012 record numbers record numbers COCA 341. S106, F8, M86, N117, Ac24 (record company 490, record 

companies 448, record label 379, record numbers 341, record high 314, record 
number, record labels, record time, store, books, industry, levels): record and low 
numbers. No bleaching, specialisation either side; inscribed evaluation; not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 2013 Eastern States Counting as place name - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 2014 over the next {tw}o years over the next * years - always has to have a quantifier: over the next * years for 100 
tokens, 4197 types. over the next years 13.

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

89 2014 have ({massive long-
term}) impacts

[HAVE] collocated with impact at L4, R4 COCA 7600, S1914, F116, M1351, N1525 - 
specialization/bleaching/shift in "have"

13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

89 2015 long-term [impacts] COCA 23918. S3410, F398, M5888, N5417, Ac8805. (See Arnaud et al. 2008, p. 121) 13 Complex Adj
89 2016 rural communities rural communities COCA 621. S46, F3, M115, N117, Ac340. Google 6.1 million 29 January 

2012. urban communities, Aboriginal communities, local communities, school communities 
INCLUDING for contrast with remote communities which is not apparent from the words 
but is a clear contrast in an Australian context

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

89 2017 put away [PUT] away COCA 4 types, 1433 tokens. S222, F624, M336, N185, Ac66: use of "away" Met movement, 
direction 

13 PV



89 2018 [put away their] cheque 
books

check book COCA 10. cheque book COCA 5. Google 1.83 million 29 January 2012. Used 
here figuratively - meaning that they stop spending money

12 N/NP

89 2019 regional WA Special significance in Australian, and particularly West Australian context - encyclopaedic 
understanding of what "regional WA" represents economically and socially

Local 
encyclopaedic

23 N/NP

89 2020 The end result [will be] the end result COCA 857. S179, F53, M241, N139 (tautology) Force 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

89 2021 [higher costs] at the 
checkout

at the checkout COCA 105. S16, F26, M37, N21, Ac5 Homophoric - the checkouts in 
supermarket, the point of payment. Means more than/other the words

Locative 123 Non-sentence initial 
PP

89 2022 shower of rain shower of rain COCA 2. 1.69 million Google 29 January 2012. rain shower COCA 32. S6, 
F10, M12, N4, Ac0. "shower" defined in OED online as "A fall of rain" so this is tautologous 
- no specialization, bleaching or shift on either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 2023 take several years from take time collection. Specialization/shift/bleaching TEMPORAL 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

89 2024 seasonal workers seasonal workers COCA 50. S5, F1, M7, N19, Ac18: ie people who are employed only 
when they are needed - eg when fruit is in season. Encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

89 2025 rural communities rural communities COCA 621. S46, F3, M115, N117, Ac340. Google 6.1 million 29 January 
2012. urban communities. Including - "rural communities" means more/other than the 
words in the Australian context

Encyclopaedic 
Australian

23 N/NP

89 2026 agricultural industries agricultural industries COCA 18: agricultural industry COCA 61 book industry, car industry 
: No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. 

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

89 2027 [have proved their 
resilience] over many 
generations

COCA 29. S2, F1, M9, N3, Ac14. Figurative "over" Force 13 Complex Adv

89 2028 strong leadership strong leadership ; COCA 251. S74, F3, M33, N60, Ac81 - specialization/shift/figurative 
"strong"

Force/App 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

89 2029 Now is one of those times. Here used anaphorically: can also be used cataphorically "This is one of those times that 
defines your life". is one of those times COCA 49: S17, F9, M9, N14, Ac0. This is one of 
those times makes up 37 of those hits: S13, F9, M5, N10, Ac0

X DISCUSS DO 
NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS DO NOT 
COUNT

90 2030 Letters 90
90 2031 CBH Cooperative Bulk Handling Limited 3 Abbreviation
90 2032 [donation … to the CBH] 

seed bank
seed bank COCA 39. S4, F0, M12, N13, Ac10: new concept - shift in "bank" Encyclopaedic 

technical
123 N/NP

90 2033 truly inspirational story inspirational story COCA 29. Spoken (15), Fiction (2), Magazines (8), Newspapers (2), 
Academic (2): sad story, happy story, inspiring story, serious story : inspirational woman, 
inspirational history : No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means 
what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

90 2034 life choice life choice COCA 19. S2, F4, M5, N6, Ac2 : Google 1.17 million 11 April 2012: shift in "life" 
- a choice that is significant

13 N/NP

90 2035 [only] a {few millimetres 
of rain} away from {total 
failure}

a [xxx] away from [y] - eg "a heartbeat away from the presidency" COCA 2 2009, SPOK, 
NPR_NewsNotes…"half a breath away from the deep sleep" 1, 2011, FIC 
Bk:LooseEndsSteele: this one is unusual in that it involves a concrete measurement, but 
the construction is the same.

Force? 15 CORRELATING

90 2036 I do wonder, [however] I do wonder, however COCA 1. I do wonder : COCA 62. S19, F22, M11, N9, Ac1. 
Specialisation of 'do' auxiliary.

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



90 2037 GM {seed} GM seed COCA 5. Google 703,000 29 January 2012. Including for abbreviation - 
genetically modified

3 Abbreviation

90 2038 It {has been} {my} 
understanding that

it is my understanding that COCA 55. Spoken (25), Fiction (4), Magazines (5), 
Newspapers (16), Academic (5). It [be] my understanding 3 types, 204 tokens. Most 
frequent = it's my understanding 187, Spoken (165). NB present perfect as here is not 
represented in COCA, but allowing despite this. Strong ENGAGEMENT marker - including 
as "It is" stem on that basis (it is my understanding of what is happening in the ongoing 
colloquy...prevarication (my understanding may not be everyone's understanding))

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

91 2039 Letters 91
91 2040 the Royal Society PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
91 2041 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
91 2042 As {Murray} said As {source} [SAY|WRITE|REPORT] - form, Engagement marker Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 

lead in
91 2043 First, …second,….and 

third…
ORGANIZING FRAME - classifying as CORRELATIVE because "First" implies more, and we 
wait for either an "and" or a last number to know that the sequence is finished. Points are 
accumulating. If cardinal numbers are used, they are written as numbers

Interactive 15 CORRELATING

91 2044 [where the science is] well 
established

With hyphen COCA 1005, without COCA 792. Including - shift in relation to both "well" 
and "established" - in this case meaning the science has been proven for some time.

13 Complex Adj

91 2045 to quote {the report} Meaning 'I am quoting the report' 13 Interpolation
91 2046 [where uncertainties 

remain or … are] not well 
understood 

COCA 526. S37, F24, M112, N47, Ac306. Not including - no apparent shift here - means 
they aren't understood well. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

91 2047 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
91 2048 widespread agreement COCA 80. S9, F0, M14, N24, Ac33: widespread * collocates support, acceptance, belief, 

adoption, public, concern, agreement, corruption, attention, (flooding), reports, 
outbreaks…apart from flooding, all abstract Ns...? COCA wide agreement 38: S4, F0, M3, 
N17, Ac14. widespread apples COCA 0. 

Force/App/Eng 134 Intensifying 
Collocation

91 2049 [a doubling of the] carbon 
dioxide

carbon dioxide COCA 3534. S327, F177, M1351, N499, Ac1180 3 N/NP

91 2050 brings about [an increase 
in the temperature]

Searching [BRING] about * . to access this meaning. 58 types, 148 tokens. S32, F4, M28, 
N27, Ac 57: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

91 2051 carbon dioxide [is caused 
by]

carbon dioxide COCA 3534. S327, F177, M1351, N499, Ac1180 3 N/NP

91 2052 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
91 2053 wide consensus wide consensus COCA 14. broad consensus 143. S15, F0, M22, N17, Ac89. - not 

supported - discuss but do not count 
X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

91 2054 the Royal Society PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
91 2055 carbon dioxide carbon dioxide COCA 3534. S327, F177, M1351, N499, Ac1180 3 N/NP
91 2056 global warming global warming COCA 4893. S1005, F111, M1715, N1086, Ac976 Encyclopaedic 3 N/NP
91 2057 computer models computer models COCA 486. S58, F18, M211, N80, Ac119 - encyclopaedic: modelled 

using computer software - specialization/shift in "models"
13 N/NP

91 2058 long-term [carbon cycle 
feedback]

COCA 23918. S3410, F398, M5888, N5417, Ac8805. (See Arnuad et al. 2008, p. 121) 13 Complex Adj



91 2059 carbon cycle feedback carbon cycle feedback COCA 0. Google 169,000 29 January 2012: see corrosion-
doctors.org/Carbon-Feedback/Introduction.htm (Accessed 29 January 2012): technical

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

91 2060 ice sheet breakup ice sheet breakup COCA 0. Google 5,420 see 
nsidc.org/news/press/larsen_B/2002_seafloor.html (Accessed 29 January 2012)

Encyclopaedic 
technical

2 N/NP

91 2061 sea level rises sea level rises COCA 19. sea level increases COCA 1. sea level rise Google 4.4 million see 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_sea_level_rise (29 January 2012): encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

91 2062 In other words Searching , In other words , COCA 6836. S1643, F268, M1488, N441, Ac2996 - meaning 
not clear from the words

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

91 2063 The point is [that Murray 
has highlighted the third 
category]

, the point is COCA 281. S164, F34, M28, N17, Ac38 - meaning not clear from the words, 
form

ENGAGEMENT 
STOP

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

91 2064 the Royal Society PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
91 2065 climate-change sceptics climate change sceptics with and without hyphen, COCA 0. Google 1.45 million 29 January 

2012 - reference to group of people who do not believe that climate change is caused by 
human activity

Encyclopaedic, 
Engagement

2 N/NP

91 2066 In fact, the opposite is true Double: the opposite is true = 201. Spoken (22), Fiction (9), Magazines (74), Newspapers 
(42), Academic (54). In fact, the opposite is true. Preceded by but, in fact, though, if 
anything, however, actually, in this case, yet, but in fact, but just, when actually, while, 
but in reality just, but clearly...Sentence initial in fact 29381. S8531, F3613, M782, 
N3077, Ac6308: NB the opposite is false 0: less confronting than 'that's not true': 
APPRAISAL: APPRECIATION

Engagement 
stop

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

91 2067 the Royal Society report PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic? 23 PROPER NOUN
91 2068 a strong endorsement strong endorsement COCA 39. S7, F0, M6, N14, Ac12: * * endorsement: constitute an 

endorsement, a ringing endorsement, as an endorsement, not an endorsement…a strong 
endorsement: a big endorsement COCA 4: ppossible preference, and also figurative 
"strong"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

91 2069 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
91 2070 If … is in any doubt of [BE] in doubt of COCA 2: [BE] in any doubt COCA 5 types, 10 tokens. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
91 2071 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
91 2071 hottest and driest hottest and driest COCA 5. driest and hottest COCA 1. No obvious restrictions, no 

bleaching/specialisation/shift, means what it says. 
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

91 2072 the {second} -iest … on 
record

The [-est] [N] on/of/in [NP] : encoding only. NB don't find *the first {…} on record. 
Appraisal in first slot. on record preferred form. Variation on container metaphor in second 
slot. 

Force; 345 Comparative 
correlative

91 2073 the long-term [trend] COCA 23918. S3410, F398, M5888, N5417, Ac8805. (See Arnuad et al. 2008, p. 121) 13 Complex Adj
91 2074 the South-West Reference to area/place - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

91 2075 hotter and drier hotter and drier COCA 10. Drier and hotter COCA 3. No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

91 2076
92 2077 Letters 92
92 2078 [the] climate-change 

[debate]
[Adj] COCA 192. S2, F1, M61, N64, Ac64: means more than words suggest: tags entire 
discourse/ongoing colloquy

Appreciation, 
Encyclopaedic

23 Complex Adj

92 2079 the Royal Society ['s 
report]

PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

92 2079 Climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP



92 2081 [suggesting that,] in {his} 
words,

Attribution marker. In [app*] words: in his words 490. Spoken (209), Fiction (56), 
Magazines (59), Newspapers (77), Academic (89). NB in her words Total 175. Spoken 
(46), Magazines (34), Newspapers (23), Academic (24. 

Engagement 134 Interpolation

92 2082 [statement from] the Royal 
Society

PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

92 2083 strong evidence strong evidence COCA 466. S81, F13, M93, N47, Ac232: weak evidence COCA 23 - 
discontinuous pattern, and figurative "strong"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

92 2084 [The report restates a 
previous] firm position

firm position COCA 24: strong position COCA 245 - shift in "firm" in this combination - but 
other combinations straightforward -  firm decision, firm hand, firm person…Means the 
person/people won't change their minds. 

13 N/NP

92 2085 The Royal Society [release] PROPER NOUN Encylopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

92 2086 the Australian Academy of 
Science

PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN

92 2087 carbon emissions carbon emissions iCOCA 549. S53, F4, M141, N121, Ac230 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
92 2087 [carbon emissions] are 

driving change
[DRIVE] change COCA 5 types, 28 tokens. S0, F1, M6, N6, Ac15: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "drive"

13 Predicate phrase

92 2088 reduce emissions No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

92 2089 society and environment COCA 13. School subject in Australia: 591 million hits 19 October 2012, allowing for that 
reason (why not culture and environment?): NB not environment and society

3 N/NP

92 2090 Climate Change Minister Job title Australian 3 JOB TITLE
92 2091 the climate science climate science COCA 65. S12, F1, M18, N8, Ac26 - the scientific evidence suggesting that 

climate change is a reality, and that it is triggered by human activity
Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

92 2092 can and should can and should COCA 619. Spoken (74), Fiction (5), Magazines (136), Narratives (80), 
Academic (324): should and can COCA 15 - preference

Force 3 Predicate phrase 
Stem

92 2092 [inaction] will cost nothing [COST] nothing COCA 2 types (costs, cost) 95 tokens: S15, F21, M25, N26, Ac8 Low Ac: 
mixture of literal and figurative "cost" - here figurative/literal mix - counting for form (cf 
will not cost anything) and figurative "cost"

3 Predicate phrase

92 2093 Climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
92 2094 will only get {worse} 17 types, 89 tokens. Worse, bigger, better, higher, louder: will only get [-er comparative] - 

APPRAISAL FRAME (APPRECIATION)
Presupposition 
trigger (already 
bad)

13 Comparative 
emphasiser

92 2095 take action [TAKE] action 5 types, 2386 tokens. S727, F119, M511, N516, Ac513. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

92 2096 will cost Australia cf won't cost anything : will cost nothing COCA 1 - No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

93 2097 Letters 93
93 2098 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
93 2099 yet another yet another COCA 6562. S1052, F1126, M1596, N1380, Ac1408: yet more, yet bigger, 

*yet less, *yet fewer
Force 13 Intensifying 

Collocation
93 2100 at least {three} pearlers] See 36/884. Fuzzy internal/external - counting as Quant here Force 13 QUANT
93 2101 The first, The third (the second is missing) 5 CORRELATING
93 2102 the Royal Society PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
93 2103 [This view does not deny 

the existence of] climate 
change

climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP



93 2104 the middle ground the middle ground COCA 238. Spoken (48), Fiction (10), Magazines (73), Newspapers 
(41), Academic (66): bleaching/specialization/shift in "middle" and "ground"

13 N/NP

93 2105 "climate science" climate science COCA 65. S12, F1, M18, N8, Ac26 see 92/2091 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
93 2106 the Royal Society PROPER NOUN Appreciation, 

Encyclopaedic
23 PROPER NOUN

93 2107 the IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 3 Abbreviation
93 2108 eminent scientists eminent * COCA for 100 types, 893 tokens. successful scientists, elite scientists, 

respected scientists working scientists: eminent politicians, eminent authors…No obvious 
restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

93 2109 around the world around the world COCA 14073. S5214, F550, M3189, N2941, Ac2178. around the globe 
COCA 1582. around the earth COCA 151: PREFERENCE

Force 3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

93 2110 a parliamentary committee parliamentary committee COCA 56. S14, F1, M6, N21, Ac14 -encyclopaedic - specific use 
of "committee"

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

93 2111 on the basis of COCA 7272. S975, F110, M994, N711, Ac4482 on the traditional basis of …scientific, 
literary … definite article required in PNP form, adj insertion possible, final prep can't be 
dropped without change to determiner - doesn't add content, organises procedurally PNP

Engagement 13 PNP

93 2112 [agreeing to a] a 
preordained {outcome}.

preordained outcome COCA 2. preordained * collocates destiny, base, belief, game, 
development, decision, course : Cannot collocate preordained with inscribed appreciation: 
eg preordained failure 0, preordained success 0, preordained disaster 0: has to be 
neutral: include as variable (restricted set)

34 N/NP

93 2113 It's called {"scope" …} it's called COCA 4067. S2674, F503, M472, N399, Ac30; this usage has a strong 
interpersonal layer - evokes sarcasm -  included for that reason. 

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

93 2114 look it up [LOOK] it up COCA 4 types, 488 tokens. S141, F201, M77, N55, Ac14: meaning not clear 
from words

Perception, 
direction

13 PV

93 2115 as in [a committee meets 
to…]

Provides gloss/explanation. Not clear from words. Engagement 135 COORDINATING

93 2116 [is a] a preordained 
{outcome}.

preordained outcome COCA 2. preordained * collocates destiny, base, belief, game, 
development, decision, course : Cannot collocate preordained with inscribed appreciation: 
eg preordained failure 0, preordained success 0, preordained disaster 0: has to be 
neutral: include as variable (restricted set)

34 N/NP

93 2117 carbon emissions carbon emissions COCA 549. S53, F4, M141, N121, Ac230: specialization of "carbon" and 
"emissions"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

93 2118 If [as Murray says …] then 
[how can he…]

If … then internal correlative Internal 35 CORRELATING

93 2118 [If,] as {Murray} {says}, Attribution marker - If, as * [SAY], 23 types, 46 tokens. S21, F9, M8, N4, Ac4 … can also 
have claims

Engagement 14 Interpolation

93 2119 The Royal Society PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
93 2120 comment {he} makes [MAKE] collocated with comments at R4, L4: COCA 2077. S803, F149, M202, N383, 

Ac540: bleaching in "make"
Engagement: 
manufacture 
met

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

93 2121
94 2122 Letters 94
94 2123 a trenchant reminder trenchant reminder COCA 1, Google 3251 29 January 2012. Not supported: trenchant * 

collocations analysis, criticism, observations, critiques, questions, discourse - could be 
novel extension of existing pattern, but can't count.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

94 2124 take [appropriate] steps [TAKE] steps 5 types, 1540 tokens. S337, F60, M313, N453, Ac377. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching

Met Transfer, 
movement

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

94 2125 address the problem [ADDRESS] the problem COCA 4 types, 580 tokens. S88, F9, M119, N125, Ac239: shift in 
"address"

Problematicizer 13 ADDRESS Predicate 
phrase



94 2126 growing like a cancer [GROW] like a cancer 2 types, 3 tokens. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

94 2127 [growing like a cancer] 
over the past {25} {years}

over the past * years for 100 types, 5347 tokens: over the past 25 
years/months/weeks/hours/minutes/seconds. Including for over.

13 Complex Adv



1 13 WA Western Australia - count as abbreviation 3 Abbreviation
1 16 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
2 58 [in] WA Abbreviation 3 Abbreviation
7 168 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
7 172 WA's [remote Curtin 

detention centre]
Western Australia 3 Abbreviation

7 190 ASIO Australian Security and Intelligence Office 3 Abbreviation
8 207 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
8 212 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
8 216 NSW New South Wales 3 Abbreviation
9 221 WA [supporters] Western Australian 3 Abbreviation
9 228 MCG Melbourne Cricket Ground 3 Abbreviation
9 232 [The] AFL [is not the only] Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
9 234 the AFL's … Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
9 242 the AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation

10 262 the AFL's… Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
10 265 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
10 267 AFL [Victoria] Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
10 269 AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
10 271 the MCG Melbourne Cricket Ground 3 Abbreviation
11 274 AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
11 278 AFL Australian Football League 13 Abbreviation
11 283 AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
11 286 AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
11 287 CEO Chief Executive Officer 3 Abbreviation
11 291 OK Okay 3 Abbreviation
11 296 the AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
12 301 AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
12 307 AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
13 311 the AFL Australian Football League 3 Abbreviation
15 349 OK Okay 3 Abbreviation
18 421 AMA [(WA)] Australian Medical Association 3 Abbreviation
18 422 (WA) Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
19 457 AMA [(WA)] Australian Medical Association 3 Abbreviation
19 458 (WA) Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
19 463 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
20 494 UNICEF United Nations Children's Fund 3 Abbreviation
21 502 GM {soy} Genetically Modified 3 Abbreviation
21 503 GM {corn} Genetically Modified 3 Abbreviation
21 505 GM {foods} GM food COCA 39. S0, F0, M22, N1, Ac16 included for GM abbreviation - Genetically 

Modified
3 Abbreviation

21 509 GM {crops} GM crops COCA 121. S4, F0, M25, N29, Ac63: included for GM abbreviation - Genetically 
modified

3 Abbreviation

21 510 non-GM Genetically Modified 3 Abbreviation
21 512 GM food GM food COCA 39. S0, F0, M22, N1, Ac16: included for abbreviation - Genetically Modified 3 Abbreviation

21 514 GM-free [foods] "GM-free" Google 1.45 million 14 February 2012: included for abbreviation - Genetically 
Modified

3 Abbreviation

24 570 the ADF Australian Defence Force 3 Abbreviation



24 572 SAS Special Air Services 3 Abbreviation
24 576 the ADF Australian Defence Force 3 Abbreviation
24 579 the ADF Australian Defence Force 3 Abbreviation
28 689 Perth GPO General Post Office 3 Abbreviation
28 692 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
33 778 [Greens] MP Member of Parliament 3 Abbreviation
33 793 GP General Practitioner 3 Abbreviation
36 855 ADF Australian Defence Force 3 Abbreviation
36 877 ADF Australian Defence Force 3 Abbreviation
36 879 RAAF Royal Australian Air Force 3 Abbreviation
38 939 the ADF Australian Defence Force 3 Abbreviation
46 1111 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
47 1119 [most] WA [people] Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
48 1127 ID Identification 3 Abbreviation
49 1159 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
50 1183 [the] WA [Parliament] Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
50 1192 [the] WA [Parliament] Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
53 1264 [prove to a] GP Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
53 1268 [get a] GP [appointment] [GET] an appointment: 5 types, 116 tokens. S23, F39, M22, N27, Ac5 - get a dog, get a 

house, get a bar of chocolate OPEN CHOICE NOT INCLUDED: count ABBREVIATION ONLY - 
General Practitioner

3 Abbreviation

54 1298 CEO Chief Executive Officer 3 Abbreviation
54 1309 IQ Intelligence Quotient 3 Abbreviation
56 1335 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
56 1337 [the] WA [Government] Western Australian 3 Abbreviation
56 1342 [of] WA Western Australian 3 Abbreviation
57 1353 WA Western Australian 3 Abbreviation
57 1362 WA Western Australian 13 Abbreviation
57 1367 WA Western Australian 3 Abbreviation
58 1380 [in the north of] WA Western Australian 3 Abbreviation
60 1449 the ADF Australian Defence Force 13 Abbreviation
60 1463 [resistant] PTSD PTSD COCA 821. F16, M155, N110, Ac428 - Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 3 Abbreviation
63 1516 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
64 1524 [in] WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
64 1530 [the] WA [Government] Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
65 1538 WA [chief James Pearson] Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
66 1550 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
70 1621 CEOs Chief Executive Officer 3 Abbreviation
70 1623 WA Western Australia 3 ABBREVIATION
71 1641 OK Okay 3 Abbreviation
72 1664 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
73 1678 WA [chief executive] West Australian 3 Abbreviation
80 1824 WA [Police Union] West Australian 3 Abbreviation
83 1853 IQ Intelligence Quotient 3 Abbreviation
89 2004 WA [farmers] Western Australian 3 Abbreviation
90 2031 CBH Cooperative Bulk Handling Limited 3 Abbreviation
90 2037 GM {seed} GM seed COCA 5. Google 703,000 29 January 2012. Including for abbreviation - 

genetically modified
3 Abbreviation

93 2107 the IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 3 Abbreviation



95 2171 GP General Practitioner 3 Abbreviation
96 2195 TV [stations] Television 3 Abbreviation
99 2250 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
99 2252 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation
99 2253 WA Western Australia 3 Abbreviation

100 2265 Co2 Carbon dioxide 3 Abbreviation
100 2271 Co2 Carbon dioxide 3 Abbreviation
100 2274 Co2 Carbon dioxide 3 Abbreviation

1 40 address the challenges 
[facing]

Address, like face, is usually collocated with problems, issues etc. This positions "the 
challenges" as a problem/issue: since challenges has difficulty inscribed, this adds force

Problematicizer 13 ADDRESS Predicate 
phrase

28 705 address the ({real}) needs [address] collocated with needs @ L4 R4 = COCA 1627. Dominated by Academic. MI 5.13. 
[ADDRESS] the needs COCA 4 types, 399 tokens: S22, F3, M50, N45, Ac279. Address, 
like face is usually collocated with problems, issues etc. This positions "needs" as a 
problem/issue: shift in "address"

Problematicizer 13 ADDRESS Predicate 
phrase

94 2125 address the problem [ADDRESS] the problem COCA 4 types, 580 tokens. S88, F9, M119, N125, Ac239: shift in 
"address"

Problematicizer 13 ADDRESS Predicate 
phrase

2 73 [some]thing to be [proud 
of]

Searching COCA something|nothing|anything to be proud of . to get string final position 
and allow for alteratives: COCA 3 types 47 tokens. S13, F13, M9, N8, Ac4: an 
achievement to be proud of, a result to be proud of : to be meaning here "that you should 
be..." - meaning shift, form preference (to be), include. 

13 BE PREDICATE 
PHRASE

26 614 [It] has been ({fairly}) 
common knowledge

[BE] common knowledge COCA 8 types, 249 tokens: S31, F85, M41, N38, Ac54. common 
knowledge COCA 472: S51, F134, M83, N63, Ac141. fairly common knowledge 2 types, 4 
tokens - count as Be Predicate phrase - preferred form (*fairly shared knowledge)

Judgement 13 BE Predicate phrase

31 760 [there] is always room for 
[interpretation in music]

[BE] always room for * COCA 48 types, 97 tokens. Mix of literal and idiomatic: 31 "always 
room for children" (literal): idiomatic "always room for compromise". In the idiomatic 
usage, the slot-filler must be positive APPRECIATION. Taking (quant) room for 
improvement as indicative, total 28, S5, F1, M6, N13, Ac3: NB could also have 'find room 
for' etc so not a BE VP. A small number of words trigger the idiomatic meaning - find, be, 
no (as in "no room for maneuver" COCA. NB many different patterns around "room" - 
make room for, leave room for, no room for - significance of SPATIAL in 
argument...Figurative "room" 

Spatial, 
Metaphorical

13 BE Predicate phrase

33 785 is {right} in thinking that is * in thinking that = COCA 4. correct (2), right (1), mistaken (1). is [jj*] in [v?g*] that 
COCA 73 types, 130 tokens: S26, F4, M17, N23, Ac60. Top "is correct in saying that" 20, 
then right/saying, correct/suggesting, correct/stating … JUDGEMENT FRAME [BE] 
{JUDGEMENT} IN {COMMUNICATION VERB} : encoding "in"

Judgement 134 BE Predicate phrase

33 786 [he] is {misguided} … in 
thinking 

is * in thinking that = COCA 4. correct (2), right (1), mistaken (1). is [jj*] in [v?g*] that 
COCA 73 types, 130 tokens: S26, F4, M17, N23, Ac60. Top "is correct in saying that" 20, 
then right/saying, correct/suggesting, correct/stating … JUDGEMENT in first slot, encoding 
"in"

Judgement 134 BE Predicate phrase

54 1288 [Life] is not ({quite}) that 
{simple}

not quite that [j*]: for 27 types, 75 tokens. S33, F5, M14, N17, Ac6. not that [j*] COCA 
for 100 types, 2482 tokens.not that bad 243, not that big 229, not that simple 208, not 
that easy 158. not that simple: COCA 208. S46, F62,  M34, N45, Ac21: referent of THAT. 
Appraisal vehicle - Judgement/Appreciation. Comment and tag.

34 BE Predicate Phrase

54 1301 [he]'s all about [shopping]  [BE] all about = COCA 3362. Need to remove it's all about (900), it was all about (172) 
and it is all about (76). Leaves 2214. Typical usage COCA 16 2007: CBS_Early "because 
you know, we're all about local…". Substitution: he's keen on shopping: he likes shopping: 
he prioritises shopping. Meaning not clear from words

Judgement 13 BE Predicate phrase



62 1502 [there will always] be room 
for [people to act in 
accordance with]

always room for * COCA 39 types, 114 tokens. Top is always room for improvement 31 
tokens: there [be] always room for * COCA 3 types, 102 tokens. Non-predic MWE is the 
latter. Figurative "room"

Dimensioning 
the dialogic 
space - room for

13 BE Predicate phrase

66 1556 has been around often followed by time expression such as since (plus date), or for (plus time span): has 
been around for COCA 372: S108, F4, M127, N94, Ac39: has been around since COCA 
139: S22, F0, M49, N58, Ac10: use of "around"

13 BE Predicate phrase

71 1644 [the Government] is 
against [Euthanasia]

[BE] against [nn*] - COCA for 100 types, 345 tokens: S157, F29, M36, N99, Ac24 BE Predicate phrase

80 1825 [say that this] {is} all right all right COCA 61894. S44763, F14169, M1535, N1130, Ac297" meaning not clear from 
words (two words specified in ACOD): NB outside BE VP construction, meaning shifts - eg 
'he came to the door all right' means 'yes, you're right, he did come to the door but...', 
whereas [BE] all right means [BE] OK

Appreciation 1 BE Predicate phrase

81 1828 [I] {am} {six} years old. Preferred form for age. I am * years old COCA 283. My age is * years COCA zero 3 BE Predicate phrase
81 1834 big and tall big and tall COCA 37. S8, F12, M10, N7, Ac0. (baby speak?). tall and big 10 - preferred 

form.
Judgement 3 BE Predicate phrase

99 2244 be of {benefit} (to [us]). [BE] of benefit 5 types, 78 tokens: S8, F7, M16, N10, Ac37. [BE] of * COCA 100 types, 
3625 tokens: same pattern [BE] of interest to, of concern FRAME: [BE] of [APPRAISAL: 
JUDGEMENT/APPRECIATION, ENGAGEMENT]: encoding

13 BE Predicate phrase

1 1 LETTER 1 COCA search results and discussion. Please see column F for reasons for inclusion, which 
are not always recorded in this column.  Reasons for inclusion: 
1=shift/specialization/bleaching, 2=encyclopaedic, 3=preference, 4=constraints on 
internal slots, 5=constraints to elements either side - see Methodology

OCCASIONAL 
NOTES

Reason
s for 
inclusi
on: 
see 
Colum
n D for 
key

CLASSIFICATION

1 18 one of the {low}est {rates 
of bed…} in the 
{developed world}

one of the -est {…} in the {…}  one of the [jjt*] * in the world = COCA for 100 types, 
223 tokens (and see Stubbs 2007). Top = richest men (20), poorest countries (16), best 
players (9), biggest stars (7). S78, F21, M49, N48, Ac27

345 Comparative 
correlative

6 164 more to {do} than {just 
join the club}

more to … than internal Internal 35 Comparative 
correlative

9 238 more [rule changes] than 
at any other time in [the 
league's] history

. in history 6973: dominant pattern has a superlative preceding: "…the longest running TV 
series in history" COCA 5 2011, SPOK, Fox_Susteren: "one of the most famous families in 
history" 4 2011 SPOK CNN-Morgan: "the 1986 nuclear disaster at Chernobyl, the worst in 
history": than at any other time in history COCA 17: 2 2010 NEWS Denver: "Thanks to 
medical advances, people today live longer than at any other time in history". 2004 MAG 
ConsumResrch: "more choice, greater flexibility, and more control than at any other time 
in history". "than at any other time in history" Google 1.4 million. Favoured way of 
stressing the significance of an event. Not [necessarily] backed by verifiable evidence. 
RELATES TO FRAME - {comparative/superlative} in/of {container}. Invoked FORCE, 
preferred from.

35 Comparative 
correlative

9 239 [for] (far) less {trivial} 
[matters] than [the grand 
final draw]

Must have ATTITUDE in the first slot: second slot is juxtaposed with attitudinal stance. Appreciation 345 Comparative 
correlative

10 258 the most {important} 
[game] of the [season]

the -est [N] of/in the [group N] - first slot must have ATTITUDE, second slot juxtaposed Appreciation, 
Force

345 Comparative 
correlative



11 281 the most {important} 
[people] in [our great 
game]

the -est [N] of/in the [group N] - first slot must have ATTITUDE Judgement 345 Comparative 
correlative

15 361 [if you are] as {intelligent} 
as {I think you are}

as … as frame with ATTITUDE (here Judgement) in first slot and second connected. Judgement/Appr
eciation

345 Comparative 
correlative

15 363 [with results] as {bad} as 
[the drug scene]

as … as FRAME with APPRAISAL (here Appreciation) in first slot and second connected. Judgement/Appr
eciation

345 Comparative 
correlative

17 413 among the most 
{welcoming} in the world

among the * in the world COCA 28 types, 133 tokens: all slot-fillers are superlatives. 
Among the * * in the world COCA 82 types, 92 tokens: the -est [N] of/in the [group N] - 
first slot must have ATTITUDE, second slot connected

Judgement/App 345 Comparative 
correlative

18 427 the most {tightly protected 
monopoly} of [all the 
professions]

the -est {N} of the {group N} : ATTITUDE in first slot, second slot = container Judgement/App 345 Comparative 
correlative

18 432 the most {prevalent health 
problem} in {Australia} 
[today] 

the -est {NP} in - APPRAISAL with -est: first slot ATTITUDE, second slot container Appreciation 345 Comparative 
correlative

18 434 the most {effective and 
affordable members} of 
{the dental workforce} 

the -est {NP} of the - first slot ATTITUDE, second slot container Appreciation 345 Comparative 
correlative

18 449 much {low}er [income 
expectations]} than a 
{dentist}

much -er {NP} than - ATTITUDE with -er: second slot connected Judgement/ 
Appreciation 

345 Comparative 
correlative

25 591 [this must be] the {lat}est 
[weapon] in [the Australian 
Army's arsenal]

the {-est} in the {SCOPE} APPRAISAL in slot - container in second slot (NB in this case, 
figurative "weapon")

Judgement/Appr
eciation 

345 Comparative 
correlative

26 612 more {important} than [that the procedures are] more important than...more {APPRAISAL} than - Appreciation / 
Judgement / 

345 Comparative 
correlative

27 648 [killed] more [people] than more … than: killed more people than, ate more doughnuts than, did more homework 
than… External, COMMENT 

EXTERNAL 5 Comparative 
correlative

27 650 {earl}ier than otherwise 
(1)

er than otherwise -X 2 Low in COCA - 4 types, 6 tokens (higher, taller, earlier, cheaper). 
Google "earlier than otherwise" 17 May 2012 1.65 million - often with  comparative, 
modal, verbs like expected, anticipated, necessary…sooner than otherwise COCA 1: 3.5 
million in Google 11 March 2013. 

EXTERNAL 34 Comparative 
correlative

27 651 {earl}ier than otherwise 
(2)

er than otherwise -X 2 Low in COCA - 4 types, 6 tokens (higher, taller, earlier, cheaper). 
Google "earlier than otherwise" 17 May 2012 1.65 million - often with  comparative, 
modal, verbs like expected, anticipated, necessary…sooner than otherwise COCA 1: 3.5 
million in Google 11 March 2013. 

EXTERNAL 34 Comparative 
correlative

27 675 [economize] as much as 
possible

as much as possible COCA 1604. S282, F180, M438, N287, Ac417. (*as much as likely, 
*as much as available, *as much as impossible) - filled version of the as … as FRAME

Filled 3 Comparative 
correlative

30 743 does not […] any more 
than […]

COCA search for any more than 1869. S313, F722, M302, N266, Ac266. Needs negative in 
previous clause to generate this meaning: example of cross-clause phrasal construction 

35 Comparative 
correlative

39 976 no more [….] than [...] no more [identity issues or stresses] than [any generation before them]: no more * than 
COCA for 100 types, 654 tokens. S60, F188, M189, N101, Ac116: means the same as 
fewer… than which would be the simpler construction: used to intensify?

35 Comparative 
correlative

45 1095 among the {b}est in the 
{world}

the -est in the [grouping] : first slot APPRAISAL, second slot CONTAINER Appreciation 345 Comparative 
correlative



55 1324 as much [of their time and 
resources] as [they do 
for…] 

[spend] as much [of their time and resources trying to heal the children of vets] as [they 
do for...] SPEND construction counted separately. Including the as much … as construction 
with reservations - will need to discuss in chapter

EXTERNAL/ 
INTERNAL

345 Comparative 
correlative

59 1415 more [deaths] than [any 
nuclear accident ever has]

more … than - including where interrupted 35 Comparative 
correlative

67 1572 as much as possible as much as possible COCA 1604: S282, F180, M438, N287, Ac417: as much as feasible 
COCA 1. Preferred (fixed) form.

Filled 3 Comparative 
correlative

67 1574 more {important} [issues] 
than [shopping hours]

more important {NP} than - meaning shopping is less important than other things - scope 
of more, positioning of topic 

345 Comparative 
correlative

71 1630 more…than (see right for 
full context)

It would cost more [to fish him out of a watery grave] than [to allow him to have access 
to euthanasia]: Including these more .. than constructions with reservations, discuss in 
chapter

345 Comparative 
correlative

79 1808 as far back as {2008} as far back as COCA 776. S106, F111, M241, N168, Ac150 - usually followed by a date, or 
by a datable incident, figure etc…derived from as … as FRAME, but filled and no appraisal. 
Preferred form, encoding only. Orientational metaphor.

Filled 13 Comparative 
correlative

91 2072 the {second} -iest … on 
record

The [-est] [N] on/of/in [NP] : encoding only. NB don't find *the first {…} on record. 
Appraisal in first slot. on record preferred form. Variation on container metaphor in second 
slot. 

Force; 345 Comparative 
correlative

94 2158 [will require] much more 
[political courage and 
determination] than

[will require] much more {political courage} than {the present pusillanimous, soft and 
ineffective strategies} ; more {APPRAISAL} than: included with reservations - discuss in 
chapter - internal

345 Comparative 
correlative

95 2169 more [relaxed on the 
phone] than [in previous 
conversations]

Included with reservations - discussed in chapter - internal / external mix 345 Comparative 
correlative

95 2177 not as {bad} as {she 
thought it might be}

not as * as [clause/DEMONSTRATIVE] : it's not as simple as that :" but is not as robust as 
the Kosovo NATO intervention in 1999" COCA 27, 2011 NEWS CSM.  Variation on the as … 
as FRAME (overt APPRAISAL in first slot): comparator in second

INTERNAL 345 Comparative 
correlative

98 2233 more about … rather than 
[see right] 

 {care} more about { the presence of curves} rather than {the practice of compassion} 
more about expect "than":  get rather than - becoming more common in Australia? 

345 Comparative 
correlative

98 2234 more about  … rather than 
[see right]

 {worry} more about {reducing wrinkles} rather than {building healthy relationships}: as 
for 2233

345 Comparative 
correlative

100 2266 more [Co2] than External, quantifying, DISCUSS EXTERNAL 345 Comparative 
correlative

100 2268 the second [-est] on record the [-est] [prep phrase - scope] on record = preferred form. Constrained variation 
(excludes first). Also APPRAISAL in first clot, container in second

External 345 Comparative 
correlative

100 2270 {dri}er [winter] than 
[now]

[in the past we had a] {dri}er {winter} than {now} Very borderline - included, but 
discuss

External 345 Comparative 
correlative

1 28 even {fewer} [beds] even -er - there were x, now there are x-er : initial Appraisal presupposed and 
intensified…comparative emphasiser

Presupposition 
marker

Comparative 
emphasiser

2 84 [spending] more and more 
[and…]

more and more BNC 2486(1258). Part of "-er and -er" construction. COCA 12199: S3639, 
F1798, M2778, N2110, Ac1874: conveys intensification

Force 13 Comparative 
emphasiser

10 266 the wider ([AFL]) 
[community]

the wider community COCA 84. S4, F1, M20, N5, Ac54: the broader community COCA 85. 
the general community COCA 37: spatial adjectives: the wider * COCA for 100 types, 966 
tokens. S98, F42, M199, N81, Ac546. Collocates are world (154), community (84), society 
(75), context (44), public (39), culture (27), political ...(18) … abstract entities: cf *the 
wider club, *the wider classroom, *the wider university - included for that reason - 
specialization/shift/figurative "wider"

Engagement 13 Comparative 
emphasiser



34 822 the wider [population] the wider * COCA for 100 types, 966 tokens. S98, F42, M199, N81, Ac546. Collocates are 
world (154), community (84), society (75), context (44), public (39), culture (27), 
political ...(18) … ie semantic set denoting grouping or environment with 
spread/significance (*the wider club, *the wider classroom - *the wider park - must be 
unbounded/abstract. Specialization/shift/figurative "wider".

13 Comparative 
emphasiser

36 856 the wider [veteran] 
[community]

the wider community COCA 84. S4, F1, M20, N5, Ac54 - as above: complement must be 
an abstraction (the wider veteran would invoke size). Specialization/shift/figurative 
"wider".

Engagement 13 Comparative 
emphasiser

39 955 the wider [problem] the wider problem : COCA 3 the wider * COCA for 100 types, 966 tokens. S98, F42, 
M199, N81, Ac546. Collocates are world (154), community (84), society (75), context 
(44), public (39), culture (27), political ...(18) … ie semantic set denoting grouping or 
environment with spread/significance (*the wider club, *the wider classroom - not a 
location - abstract locus). Specialization/shift/figurative "wider".

13 Comparative 
emphasiser

46 1105 [stay at work] even 
{long}er

even collocated with [jjr*] = COCA 15250 (in 100 types). Most common is worse. 
Predominantly Spoken, Fiction, Magazines. Even worse, 693 (fairly evenly spread). Even 
longer 609: Spoken (128), Ficton (146), Magazine (151), Newspapers (121), Academic 
(63): even happier, even higher, even more, 

13 Comparative 
emphasiser

92 2094 will only get {worse} 17 types, 89 tokens. Worse, bigger, better, higher, louder: will only get [-er comparative] - 
APPRAISAL FRAME (APPRECIATION)

Presupposition 
trigger (already 
bad)

13 Comparative 
emphasiser

1 6 {remote} from reality Alternatives to remote - pattern of slot word conveying change of direction away from 
reality or adjective conveying distance or disconnection: divorced, diverting us from, 
disconnected, far, divorce, disassociated, detached, further from, dislocation, abstraction, 
removed, draws attention away from...Ambiguous in this context between AdvPhr 
(relating to "developed") or AdjPhr (relating to "ivory tower"):AdjPhr more likely (relating 
to "ivory tower")  from reality COCA 399. Spoken (61), Fiction (66), Magazines (83), 
Newspaper (84), Academic (105): Predominently Academic, then News, Mag, Fiction. [j*] 
from reality COCA 22:S3, F3, M4, N6, Ac6. NB reality is the good centrepoint. Being away 
from it is bad. Figurative "remote"

134 Complex Adj

1 27 under-resourced COCA 28. S5, F0, M3, N2, Ac18: plus Wiki entry - allow: bleaching/shift/specialization in 
"under", specialization in resourced

Encyclopaedic 123 Complex Adj

2 80 24 7 [medical cover] 24 /7 COCA 14. Google 383 million, with Wiki def en.wikipedia.org/wiki/24/7 Force 123 Complex Adj
3 102 sick and tired sick and tired COCA 567. Spoken (274), Fiction (82), Magazine (79), Newspaper (126), 

Academic (6) [ not tired and sick - COCA 8) Coordinated binomial - meaning shift in "sick"
Affect indirect 13 Complex Adj

4 111 [a] never-ending 
{attempt}

COCA never-ending * collocates quest, process, cycle, battle, stream, series, war, search, 
story…collocates must have temporal aspect to meaning - i.e. not 'never-ending flower' 
(everlasting flow, everlasting love): something that takes time.  COCA 852. S102, F173, 
M233, N212, Ac132.

34 Complex Adj

5 141 non-alcoholic COCA 69. S6, F8, M15, N36, Ac4. High Newspapers. unalcoholic and un-alcoholic not used 
- allow with others as preference

3 Complex Adj

7 171 asylum seeker {protests} asylum seeker COCA 7. asylum seekers COCA 147. S26, F2, M31, N45, Ac48: here 
adjectival – classifier

Judgement 123 Complex Adj

7 174 long-term {detainee} NB See Arnaud et al (2008). Searching POS adj: COCA 1417: S2809, F9, M256, N249, 
Ac623: NB long-term collocates with care, effects, health, rates, growth, interest, goals, 
consequences, relationship, problems, strategy: long-time collocates with non-aspirational 
- existing - not complex, not difficult  friend, member, residents, president, supporter, 
activist, editor) 

134 Complex Adj



7 177 {prison}-like [compound] Focus device (from Appraisal Theory): first half Open Choice, second half meaning not this 
but like it. 

FOCUS Complex Adj

9 233 long-standing In Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary : COCA 2285. S207, F78, M481, N541, Ac978: 
bleaching/shift in "standing"

13 Complex Adj

9 246 paper-thin paper-thin - two word compound, hyphenated: COCA 268. S5, F64, M94, N99, Ac6: HIGH 
N, M. Encoding not decoding. Not paper-thick

3 Complex Adj

10 264 state-of-the-art state-of-the-art COCA 1890. S223, F155, M656, N483, Ac373 - meaning not clear, form 
preference

Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

13 322 [was] all smiles all smiles COCA 8 types, 136 tokens. S21, F47, M44, N23, Ac1: all smiles COCA 242: S28, 
F119, M62, N30, Ac3: be all smiles entry in LCDE: [BE] all frowns 0: [BE] all tears COCA 
6: [BE] all grins 5 - preferred form/imbalance. Doesn't have to be used with [BE] - eg 
"Fawzi bounded up to him, all smiles, shiny lke he'd just come from...", "There were days 
when she sang like a lark, all smiles and kisses" - form preference, meaning not 
immediately clear

Indirect Affect 13 Complex Adj

13 324 [Two] five-minute 
[quarters]

x-minute not x-minutes: COCA *-minute gets last-minute but also 30-minute, 15-minute, 
five-minute … For 100 types, 10259 types: preferred form

3 Complex Adj

14 341 self-indulgent COCA 359. S44, F66, M96, N81, Ac72 HIGH M: prone to indulging yourself, weak, not 
admirable…form, meaning

Judgement 13 Complex Adj

17 411 less-fortunate COCA 19: less fortunate COCA 473. less lucky COCA 16. Preference - include for that 
reason.

3 Complex Adj

18 440 non-threatening COCA 155. S30, F12, M20, N19, Ac74 HIGH AC. cf unthreatening? 3 Complex Adj
18 441 cost-effective COCA 1723. S83, F17, M404, N316, Ac903. HIGH AC: means the benefits are greater 

than the costs
13 Complex Adj

18 446 trouble-free COCA 157: S10, F4, M91, N32, Ac20. HIGHEST M: preferred to non-troubling 3 Complex Adj
19 462 health service [spend] COCA health service 849. S124, F25, M126, N127, Ac447 - allowing health service but not 

allowing health system
Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

20 474.1 [the] ill-advised [marketing 
activity] 

ill-advised COCA 352. S47, F44, M85, N121 - meaning not clear from individual parts 3 Complex Adj

25 606 just not {fair} just not fair COCA 84. S46, F16, M6, N14, Ac2: just not appropriate, just not relevant, 
just not lucky, just not honest, just not ready, just not black, just not white : cf just 
appropriate, just relevant …completely different meaning -  including for that reason - use 
of "just" adds force

Force 13 Complex Adj

26 611.1 long-held [belief] long-held COCA 465. S32, F31, M125, N152, Ac123. 13 Complex Adj
26 622 an [Oakeshott]-type Conventional way of evoking FOCUS. Similar to prison-like Focus 13 Complex Adj
26 635 life-and-death [situations] life and death COCA 1585. S388, F299, M350, N216, Ac332 - means more than the words Appreciation 134 Complex Adj

27 649 nuclear power [generation] Nuclear power used adjectivally here, comes from NP. COCA 3223. S829, F62, M719, 
N687, Ac926. Def. in Wikipedia "Nuclear power is the use of sustained nuclear fission to 
generate heat and electricity" http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_power accessed 5 
February 2013. encyclopaedic

23 Complex Adj

27 652 fossil-fuel [extraction] fossil-fuel extraction COCA 4. Google 349,000. fossil fuel [adj] COCA 681. S54, F25, 
M243, N72, Ac287. fossil fuels is the more common N/NP: significance of (shift in) "fossil" 

Encyclopaedic 123 Complex Adj

27 671 peak load [problems] peak load COCA 23: S0, F0, M5, N3, Ac15: AdjPhr from N/NP encyclopaedic - from N/NP - 
meaning not clear from words - encyclopaedic?

Encyclopaedic 123 Complex Adj

29 715 new-found [wealth] new-found * for 100 types, 228 tokens. Figurative "found" 134 Complex Adj
29 727 ever-{grow}ing ever-{ing} : has to be used with atelic processes to get this meaning - ever-growing 

COCA 355: S20, F33, M112, N90, Ac100. Strong pref for M,A,N. Encoding only
134 Complex Adj



29 729 new-found [economy] new-found COCA 228: collocants from identifiable semantic set - freedom  (17), wealth 
(11), fame (11), power (9), knowledge (8), confidence (7), interest (5), popularity (5)… 
etc. Desirable attributes: two-word hyphenation, figurative "found"

134 Complex Adj

32 766.1 resource-rich {state} Encyclopaedic in Australian/West Australian context - referring to geological deposits: 
COCA 103. S2, F1, M15, N24, Ac61 (high Ac)

2 Complex Adj

33 782 chronically [and terminally] 
ill

Double-up. COCA 1. chronically ill COCA 207: S21, F5, M54, N28, Ac99: chronically sick 
COCA 8 – preferred form, encyclopaedic

Appreciation 123 Complex Adj

33 783 [chronically and] terminally 
ill

terminally ill COCA 641: S168, F29, M110, N165, Ac169. Encyclopaedic.  Terminally sick 
COCA 1 - preferred form

Appreciation 123 Complex Adj

33 787 well-intentioned COCA 616. S59, F37, M191, N161, Ac178: LOW F AND S. Meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Adj
36 861 [the Anzac military forces] 

as {we} knew them
as we [know] them 2 types, 94 tokens. S32, F4, M26, N11, Ac21 (we do not know the 
Anzac military forces - idiomatic expression - eg 'The world as we know it is changing') - 
shift (bleaching?) in "know" …NB cf Narratives - "the Canberra I know…"

134 Complex Adj

36 863 mid-level COCA 478. S51, F37, M81, N132, Ac177: including prefixes but here with reservations 
(but there is a break in pattern: high level, mid-level, low level. Middle level focusses 
more on position ("bake in the middle level") or in schooling "Classes at the middle level") 
- the middle level being a specific point. Mid-level references status more?  

13 Complex Adj

39 960 human rights [crusade] human rights COCA 13702. S3052, F111, M1493, N3162, Ac5884 - encyclopaedic: human 
rights crusade COCA 1. Very specific meaning.

Appreciation 123 Complex Adj

39 963 limp-wristed [decisions] limp-wristed + *collocate @ R1 = 14: but entry in Australian concise Oxford dictionary p. 
826 - colloquialism: figurative limp wrists

13 Complex Adj

40 1009 [the cause of] the binge-
drinking [epidemic].

binge-drinking COCA 31, S1, F2, M16, N9, Ac3: specialization of "binge": encyclopaedic in 
Australian context

Encyclopaedic, 
local knowledge, 
Appreciation

123 Complex Adj

41 1015 shopping centre 
[newsagent]

shopping centre COCA 17: Google 61.7 million 24 January 2012: leisure centre…? Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

43 1048 {15}-year-old [student] Preferred form for age. 3 Complex Adj
44 1063 crystal-clear [water] crystal-clear water COCA 16: S0, F1, M7, N6, Ac2: crystal clear water COCA 13. S1, F3, 

M5, N1, Ac3: crystal-clear COCA 210. S12, F35, M97, N49, Ac17: figurative crystal 
Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

49 1163 the long-suffering [public] long-suffering = COCA 364. S42, F89, M88, N110, Ac35: bleaching in "suffering" - "long" 
for time

13 Complex Adj

50 1199 [a] warts-and-all [video] warts and all COCA no hyphens 91: S20, F3, M31, N22, Ac15 - also listed with hyphens, 
16 citations. Collocants photo, human beings, biography, self-satire, live album…: 
figurative "warts", plus "and all"

Force 13 Complex Adj

52 1227 queue-jumping [boat 
people]

queue jumping: derived from 'jumping the queue' [JUMP] the queue COCA 2 types, 9  
tokens : Google 1.2 million 25 Janaury 2012, including definitions ALLOW; figurative 
queue

Judgement 123 Complex Adj

52 1230 left-leaning COCA 304. S36, F10, M60, N133, Ac65. All political: figurative "left" and "leaning" 123 Complex Adj
52 1248 [treated as] second class second class COCA 316. S53, F61, M72, N68, Ac62: very difficult to extract this usage. 

Take associated pattern: second class citizens COCA 23: S12, F0, M3, N1, Ac7: meaning 
not clear from the words

Judgement 123 Complex Adj

54 1293 below average 
{intelligence}

below average COCA 378. S28, F20, M106, N48, Ac176: under average 5. PREFERENCE - 
use of "below" 

Judgement 13 Complex Adj

56 1338 under-insured COCA 8. Google 581,000 25 October 2012. underinsured entry in Australian concise 
Oxford dictionary - include: figurative "under" 

123 Complex Adj

59 1429 nuclear energy [plant] nuclear energy COCA 707. S173, F6, M157, N140, Ac231: wind energy, electrical energy, 
petrol energy? oil energy? wind power, electrical power? oil power, petrol power? Allow

23 Complex Adj



61 1472 water-wise COCA 9. Australianism? Google 6.620 13 August 2013. Allow. Refers to plants that do not 
need lots of water to grow successfully

2 Complex Adj

68 1590 on-off {relationship} COCA 50 types, 131 tokens. Ac6, F13, M40, N33, Ac39: off-on COCA 8 (i.e. preference for 
off-on): at least two patterns, one relating to power on/off, the other relating to 
relationship on/off

134 Complex Adj

68 1593 the late {Barbara 
Cartland}

The old Barbara Cartland, the dead Barbara Cartland, the wonderful Barbara Cartland…can 
use 'my late aunty' but 'the late' must be used with someone of significance… 
Bleaching/shift/specialization for late: use of def article.

Engagement 
Encyclopaedic

134 Complex Adj

69 1604 front-page [picture] front-page * COCA: for 100 types, 1065 tokens: social significance of pictures that appear 
on the front page of a newspaper - implied but not expressed in words. Encyclopaedic

23 Complex Adj

71 1634 {cancer}-ridden *-ridden COCA for 100 types, 1031 tokens (NB bed-ridden 23 tokens, not part of set): 
noun always something bad - crime, guilt, debt, angst, conflict or (as in bushfire-prone 
see 56/1348) positioned to be bad (convention-ridden, conscience-ridden) by context of 
ridden. Including with reservations - form preference, ability to problematicise. 

34 Complex Adj

71 1636 [they were] past it. [BE] past it . 9 types, 24 tokens: S4, F10, M7, N0, Ac3: could also use 'seemed past it', 
'appeared past it' but in each case [BE] is ellipsed: meaning not clear from words: past it 
defined by ACOD as "incompetent or unusable through age" (p. 1040)

Judgement 13 Complex Adj

73 1694 well-known COCA 6348. S1137, F440, M1495, N1330, Ac1946: not known well, but known widely: 
meaning shift in  well and also known

13 Complex Adj

73 1702 so-called [bargains] COCA 15733. S4429, F926, M3304, N3124, Ac3950 -  Engagement. Meaning not clear 
from words. Also Appreciation - "so-called bargains" meaning possibly not bargains at all. 

Engagement 13 Complex Adj

75 1740 ill-considered [entry] COCA 127. S12, F25, M38, N18, Ac34: ill-advised given as synonym in Australian concise 
Oxford dictionary 2009, p. 704. Meaning not clear from component parts, allow

13 Complex Adj

76 1764 child-sized [burger] child-sized meaning a good size for a child, not the same size as a child: COCA 48. S1, 
F20, M14, N6, Ac7

13 Complex Adj

76 1767 binge-drinking [culture] binge drinking COCA 309. Spoken (38), Fiction (5), Magazines (35), Newspapers (50), 
Academic (181): refers to excessive drinking of alcohol in one sitting (over a relatively 
short period of time) - meaning not clear from words, socioculturally significant 
(encyclopaedic)

Appreciation 
Encyclopaedic

123 Complex Adj

78 1783 registered as a charity registered as a charity COCA 1: 6.99 million Google 12 March 2012 - encyclopaedic - 
refers to a specific process which legitimises charitable status for tax purposes. 

Apppreciation 
Australian

23 Complex Adj

79 1804 post-mortem 
{examination}

Google 1.63 million 7 September 2011. COCA 2: post mortem 36: S5, F7, M5, N3, Ac16 : 
post-mortem COCA 127. S32, F23, M20, N26, Ac26. Even distribution. Exists 
independently as N. Latin retained - preferred form. 

Encyclopaedic 3 Complex Adj

85 1886 individual and collective COCA 244. S4, F7, M20, N12, Ac201 HIGH AC: collective and individual 36 - preference 3 Complex Adj
87 1933 foul-mouthed COCA 113. S19, F23, M23, N42 (NB), Ac 6 (NB) - bleaching/shift/specialization in "foul" 13 Complex Adj
87 1950 out-of-control out-of-control teenagers COCA 354. S88, F40, M111, N93, Ac22: figurative "out of" Judgement 13 Complex Adj
88 1962 {82}-{year}-old-[man] Preference for age (not 82-years-old…) 3 Complex Adj
89 1998 the longer-term [drought] Related to long-term. COCA 23918. S3410, F398, M5888, N5417, Ac8805. (See Arnaud et 

al. 2008, p. 121)
13 Complex Adj

89 2015 long-term [impacts] COCA 23918. S3410, F398, M5888, N5417, Ac8805. (See Arnaud et al. 2008, p. 121) 13 Complex Adj
91 2044 [where the science is] well 

established
With hyphen COCA 1005, without COCA 792. Including - shift in relation to both "well" 
and "established" - in this case meaning the science has been proven for some time.

13 Complex Adj

91 2058 long-term [carbon cycle 
feedback]

COCA 23918. S3410, F398, M5888, N5417, Ac8805. (See Arnuad et al. 2008, p. 121) 13 Complex Adj

91 2073 the long-term [trend] COCA 23918. S3410, F398, M5888, N5417, Ac8805. (See Arnuad et al. 2008, p. 121) 13 Complex Adj
92 2078 [the] climate-change 

[debate]
[Adj] COCA 192. S2, F1, M61, N64, Ac64: means more than words suggest: tags entire 
discourse/ongoing colloquy

Appreciation, 
Encyclopaedic

23 Complex Adj



94 2136 long-suffering 
[magistrates]

long-suffering COCA 364. S42, F89, M88, N110, Ac35 - may be no actual 'suffering' 
involved…figurative "suffering" and specialization of "long"

13 Complex Adj

94 2144 public health [strategies] public health COCA 8301. S1077, F48, M1273, N1543, Ac4360. public health measures 
29: S6, F1, M6, N3, Ac13 - specialization of both "public" and "health" - what is "public 
health"?

23 Complex Adj

95 2162 [my] {84}-{year}-old 
[mother] 

preferred form (no 's' on year) 3 Complex Adj

96 2188 [a] {65}-{year}-old [man] preferred form (no 's' on year) 3 Complex Adj

98 2230 [I am] rising {50} e.g. rising 30 means you are almost thirty, heading towards 30. Entry in ACOD (p. 1233) - 
"approaching a specified age" - include: shift in "rising", restrictions on colloates.

14 Complex Adj

100 2276 heavy-handed [attempts] heavy-handed attempts COCA 1: heavy-handed * collocates tactics, approach, way, 
government, efforts, crackdown, methods, military…heavy-handed COCA 498. S85, F38, 
M118, N154, Ac103: figurative "heavy-handed" - meaning shift in "heavy"

13 Complex Adj

1 39 public health [measures] public health [adj] COCA 48: S3, F0, M2, N2, Ac41. NB HIGH AC: encyclopaedic - public 
health is quantifiable - an economic and policy entity

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj 

2 63 health promotion … health promotion [adj] COCA 559: S5, F0, M54, N13, Ac487 Adj from NP: encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj 
2 76 Evidence-based [resource 

distribution]
Evidence-based resource distribution Google 2 12 March 2012. evatt.org.au/papers/last-
chance-australias-health.html "A sophisticated evidence based Resource Distribution 
Formula would be developed": evidence-based [adj] COCA 1270. S20, F2, M50, N24, 
Ac1124 - looks like a technical N/NP but very low support: include as Complex Adj and 
comment

12 Complex Adj 

33 791 palliative care-
{practitioners}

Entire NP is open choice, but palliative care is not . NP used as ADJ - from N/NP - 
collocates organisation, services, research, needs, team, experts,nurse, service, physician, 
units … recognisable (topic-based) group but large number of possible collocates within 
that, counting as complex adj rather than N/NP

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj 

2 49 no longer no longer COCA 39945. S5247, F9193, M8772, N7633, Ac9100" implies it has been 
happening before. Means more than it appears to mean – presupposition marker.

Presupposition 
marker

13 Complex Adv

15 352 [what does he think 
seniors did] years ago 
[when…]

 - months ago, weeks ago, days ago, hours ago, minutes ago, seconds ago : means more 
than the words - evokes temporal Force - difference between this usage and [number] 
years ago which does not evoke force (if there is force it is inscribed)

13 Complex Adv

18 447 rarely, if ever rarely , if ever COCA 231. S24, F13, M63, N41, Ac90: infrequently, if ever COCA 0: 
preferred form

Force 3 Complex Adv

22 534 [will speak for them] soon 
enough

soon enough COCA 446. S47, F278, M52, N55, Ac14 - two usages - "I won't be there soon 
enough" (in enough time) and "the end will come soon enough" (soon) - this one is the 
latter: requires contextual disambiguation. Not N-rhematic - can also appear clause initial: 
Meaning not clear from the words.

Temporal 13 Complex Adv

38 931.1 months ago years ago, weeks ago, minutes ago? seconds ago? Means "a long time within the 'months' 
frame" - adds Force COCA 8754. S3202, F1640, M1065, N2676, Ac171. Means more than 
the words, preference for form.

Force 13 Complex Adv

43 1057 all {year} cf all the time, all week, all month, all day, *all hour *all minute COCA 1560: S316, F182, 
M420, N559, Ac83: include pattern break as 3, constraints on colls 4, meaning of "all"

Force 134 Complex Adv

53 1273 these days these days COCA 15586. Spoken (3954), Fiction (3094), Magazines (3878), Newspapers 
(3973), Academic (687): specialization of "these" and bleaching of "days" - means "now"

13 Complex Adv

56 1349 [think] long and hard [THINK] long and hard COCA 187. 4 types. Spoken (53), Fiction (43), Magazines (39), 
Newpapers (42), Academic (10): also get look long and hard … * long and hard collocates 
are think, work, fight, look… Classify as AdvPhr - NB preference for this order - [think] 
hard and long COCA 1: shift in think long - and figurative "hard"? (How do you think 
hard???)

Force 13 Complex Adv



57 1363 [paying] "cost plus" [for 
water]

cost plus COCA - too much noise ('the cost plus the inconvenience'). Google 13.2 million 6 
September 2011 = technical accounting term, allowed despite low frequencies - 
classifying as Comp Adv (identifies way of paying)

Encyclopaedic, 
technical

23 Complex Adv

58 1376 year by year year by year 168. S36, F29, M40, N37, Ac26 [TIME PERIOD] BY [SAME TIME PERIOD] - 
APPRAISAL, FORCE (invoked, therefore 1)

Force, temporal 13 Complex Adv

62 1484 [win-win] all round x all round COCA 18. S0, F11, M5, N1, Ac1. drinks all round…all round COCA 18. S0, F11, 
M5, N1, Ac1: encoding, and  decoding (all round what?) - means "for everyone" 

13 Complex Adv

63 1508 every day of the week every day of the week COCA 146. S34, F42, M37, N28, Ac5. NB low Academic. NB every 
day of the month COCA 6. Unpredictable preference.

Force 3 Complex Adv

73 1703 any day of the week any day of the week COCA 89. S20, F23, M21, N22, Ac3. any day of the month COCA 0, 
any day of the year COCA 14…preference.  the used homophorically (see Halliday & Hasan 
1976: 71-2) despite the fact it's any day of any week

Force 13 Complex Adv

81 1830 all {year} all year COCA 1560. S316, F182, M420, N559, Ac83: all meaning for the whole year; all 
month, all week, all day, *all hour *all minute: invokes FORCE therefore 1: also break in 
pattern, 3, and restrictions on collocations. 

Force 134 Complex Adv

88 1968 long since long since 1.67 million Google 8 September 2011. Searching has long since to access this 
usage: COCA 264. S29, F47, M84, N59, Ac45: decoding? encoding certainly - preferred 
form 

FORCE 13 Complex Adv

97 2214 late at night late at night COCA 1516. S339, F645, M240, N235, Ac57: late in the night COCA 55 early 
at night COCA 2. Unpredictable discontinuity

3 Complex Adv

9 244 rather than rather than COCA 62611. S6040, F4238, M14829, N10560, Ac26953 11 March 2013 - NB 
high Ac

135 Complex Conj

10 268 instead of instead of COCA 44073. S6869, F8326, M12825, N9435, Ac6620. NB CF L9/241 135 Complex Conj
20 497 Rather than [simply hand 

over cash…]
rather than: COCA 59573. S5777, F3947, M14284, N9982, Ac25583 'I will buy fish rather 
than eggs', 'I will rather buy eggs than fish'…: here "Rather than simply hand over cash" - 
conjunction

135 Complex Conj

23 542 even if even though 38106. S8494, F7982, M7243, N7183, Ac7204: even if, even though, even 
when, even where, even why 27, even what 343….

135 Complex Conj

24 581 rather than [and investigated only in the ADF…] rather than [broadcasting to the public and…] : 135 Complex Conj
25 598 whether or not whether or not COCA 12097. S6273, F924, M1447, N882, Ac2571 (*not or whether …) Proclaim 

disclaim
135 Complex Conj

28 711 [must address…] or else 
[the bush will retaliate]

or else COCA 2409: S395, F1015, M385, N271, Ac343 - NB personalisation of "the bush" Engagement 135 Complex Conj

35 841 as if COCA 77431 13 March 2013. S4785, F50017, M10531, N6570, Ac5528. NB high FIC. 135 Complex Conj
35 848 whether or not whether or not don't get not or whether COCA 12097. S6273, F924, M1447, N882, 

Ac2571
135 Complex Conj

38 930 in that Searching , in that to access this usage COCA 3406. S1264, F653, M338, N259, Ac892, 
but also captures "in that moment", "in that case", "in that region". This meaning has to 
be followed by a clause that explains the first part of the sentence - eg "But they are also 
divided in the same way the Egyptian military was, in that there's a generational divide" 
COCA 2011 SPOK PBS_NewsHour

135 Complex Conj

39 992 rather than [You have to be responsible for your actions, and] rather than [blame society for all your 
misgivings, look within yourself] rather than: COCA 59573. S5777, F3947, M14284, 
N9982, Ac25583 'I will buy fish rather than eggs', cf 'I will rather buy eggs than fish'…: 
here "rather than blame society" 

Internal 135 Complex Conj

42 1034 rather than [disqualify drink drivers immediately they are apprehended] rather than [when they are 
convicted]: COCA 59573. S5777, F3947, M14284, N9982, Ac25583 

Internal/Externa
l

135 Complex Conj

46 1113 instead of instead of COCA 44073. S6869, F8326, M12825, N9435, Ac6620. NB CF L9/241 135 Complex Conj



49 1160 [...] other than [big 
business]

[anywhere in Australia,] other than [big business] 135 Complex Conj

49 1169 [anyone] other than "how anyone other than the big end of town" COCA 17021. S3828, F2825, M2976, N3037, 
Ac4355.

135 Complex Conj

50 1196 rather than [to shuffle off this mortal coil] rather than [wait for the real torture to begin] 135 Complex Conj
58 1392 instead of COCA 44073. S6867, F8326, M12825, N9435 3 Complex Conj
64 1527 as if COCA 77431 13 March 2013. S4785, F50017, M10531, N6570, Ac5528. NB high FIC. 135 Complex Conj
72 1670 Rather than See 39/992 135 Complex Conj
86 1909 Even though COCA 40242. S9075, F8559, M7549, N7542, Ac7517 135 Complex Conj
86 1914 other than [natural 

growth]
other than COCA 16198: S3621, F2648, M2876, N2907, Ac4146 classifying all as CONJ 
(even when followed by NP -see notes)

Internal 135 Complex Conj

86 1920 rather than See 39/992. Internal 135 Complex Conj
87 1953 along with [the possible 

consequences]
along with COCA 39514. S6447, F6303, M9555, N9159, Ac8050 135 Complex Conj

94 2153 [irrrespective of] whether 
or not

COCA 14, Spoken (4), Academic (10). Irrespective of 841. Spoken (841), Fiction (14), 
Magazines (75), Newspapers (57), Academic (590): Whether or not 12097. Spoken 
(6273), Fiction (924), Magazines (1447), Newspapers (882), Academic (2571)

PROCLAIM 
DISCLAIM

135 Complex Conj

95 2182 Even though even though 38106. S8494, F7982, M7243, N7183, Ac7204: even if, even though, even 
when, even where, *even why, *even what

135 Complex Conj

99 2243 instead of See 46/1113 135 Complex Conj
1 35 [delusional health 

economists] such as 
{Gavin Mooney}

such as COCA 137719. S4925, F2975, M39384, N29486, Ac60949: Internal: see notes in 
thesis - first element Open Choice, second (following such as) constrained

135 COORDINATING

2 51 {building more beds} is 
not the answer to {our sick 
health system}

 Dictionary defs cite use in relation to problems (question/answer, problem/solution or 
answer): the answer to [x] is [y] positions [x] as the (common ground) problem. [x] is 
not the answer to [y] positions [y] as the problem: reverse would be [y] is not answered 
by [x] - not possible. Could say 'building more beds is not the solution to our sick health 
system' - using 'answer' evokes question and answer, engagement.   [BE] not the answer 
to...PROBLEMATICIZER

Problematicizer 135 COORDINATING

2 79 [hospitals] such as 
{Northam}

See 1/35 for figures and notes 135 COORDINATING

6 161 [a society] such as {ours} See 1/35 for figures 135 COORDINATING
10 270 not to mention Searching , not to mention to capture this usage: COCA 2692. S301, F660, M763, N576, 

Ac392 - carries on to mention (meaning not clear)
Engagement, 
conversation

135 COORDINATING

12 304 [team sports] such as 
{hockey}

See previous such as entries: first slot open choice, second slot constrained 135 COORDINATING

21 506 let alone let alone COCA 3844. S488, F995, M863, N675, Ac823 - see Fillmore, Kay, O'Connor 
(1988)

135 COORDINATING

27 664 [their cost] is measured in 
[miners' blood and bone]

[nn*] [vb*] measured in COCA 170. Top entries for [nn*] slot success, time, progress, 
activity, age, benefits, greatness, power, support, value. Possessive pronoun is not part of 
construction. First slot is abstraction, second is concrete way of measuring...Counted here 
rather than as BE VP for that reason. For 100 types, 170 tokens. S10, F8, M47, N28, Ac77

Appreciation 135 COORDINATING

27 678 [has] {advantages} as well 
as {risks}

as well as First 100 hits - every single one, both nouns (preceding and following) belong 
to the same semantic field but are in opposition: women, men 59, republicans, democrats 
27; similarities, differences 8; students, teachers 7; no exceptions: S66, F32, M133, N91, 
Ac237

Presupposition 135 COORDINATING

32 773 [a basic necessity] such as 
{water}

See 1/35 135 COORDINATING



33 795 let alone let alone COCA 3844. S488, F995, M863, N675, Ac823 - (see Fillmore, Kay, O'Connor) - 
meaning not clear from words, coordinates

Force 135 COORDINATING

34 826 is a measure of [see right] "[That politicians would support a view of a minority and vote the bill down] is a measure 
of [their collective inadequacy]" is a measure of COCA 378. S31, F10, M107, N43, Ac187: 
eg COCA 1 2011 FIC Analog "It is a measure of the Confederate's concern that he she 
turned her back on Donovan to...": 19 2011 ACAD Humanist "That this argument always 
has to be used is a measure of how horrible wars actually are": "It is a measure of how 
much things have changed that Mr Obama, who clashed...":  similar in meaning to 'an 
indication of' or 'reflects' but the use of the word 'measure' gives it the appearance of 
quantifiability

135 COORDINATING

37 905 {a [tragedy} such as 
{this}

a * such as this COCA for 100 types, 189 tokens. However there appears to be no 
restrictions on slot fillers (situation, case, time, day, group, project, woman, scenario, 
program), no appraisal, no impact on information structure: include for such as only - see 
1/35

135 COORDINATING

38 924 [a fanatical enemy] such 
as {the Taliban}

See 1/35 - Internal 135 COORDINATING

49 1178 [all the other 
infrastructure] such as 
{roads}

See 1/35 - Here external 135 COORDINATING

54 1289 , as well as , as well as = COCA 31623. Spoken (3321), Fiction (1472), Magazines (7919), 
Newspapers (5851), Academic (13060). NB CF as well as with no punctuation: see 
previous comments about as well as (same set either side, but opposites black as well as 
white, hot as well as cold or different members of same group - politicians as well as 
teachers: protein as well as carbohydrate)

Presupposition 135 COORDINATING

58 1382 {labour…} as well as 
{money}

as well as COCA 75459: S7636, F4710, M17948, N13196, Ac31969 - see notes above 135 COORDINATING

61 1469 [community-use grass] 
such as {parks and 
sporting arenas}

See 1/35 135 COORDINATING

73 1700 [advertising standards] 
such as {with cigarettes}

See 1/35 and discussion of such as 135 COORDINATING

76 1758 [Products] such as {the 
Junior Bourbon Burger} 

See 1/35 135 COORDINATING

84 1862 {not biblically accurate}, 
not to say {misleading}

Searching , not to say COCA 184, S39, F49, M30, N9, Ac57 - see Huddleston and Pullum 
for discussion. Coordinating - requires upscale. Invokes FORCE?

Force? 135 COORDINATING

84 1869 {is evidence,} if not 
{proof}

Searching , if not to access this usage: COCA 8058. S1430, F1086, M1646, N1487, 
Ac2409… [BE] [xxxx], if not [yyyy] where x and y are in the same semantic set, but y is a 
stronger form…hedges upscaler in second position

Force 135 COORDINATING

85 1885 {our happiness} as well as 
{individual and collective 
wellbeing}  

First 100 citations, both nouns (preceding and following) belong to the same semantic 
field and are in opposition: women, men 59, republicans, democrats 27; similarities, 
differences 8; students, teachers 7; no exceptions: S66, F32, M133, N91, Ac237

Force 135 COORDINATING

85 1897 {most,} if not {all} Searching , if not to access this usage: COCA 8058. S1430, F1086, M1646, N1487, 
Ac2409…  [xxxx], if not [yyyy] where x and y are in the same semantic set, but y is a 
stronger form? Reduces Force - hedging. Counting as coordinating because it constrains 
relationship between what goes before and what comes after

Force 5 COORDINATING

85 1901 [fixed costs] such as 
{energy, water}

See 1/35 and "such as" discussion 135 COORDINATING

93 2115 as in [a committee meets 
to…]

Provides gloss/explanation. Not clear from words. Engagement 135 COORDINATING



2 54 not just [the evidence of…] 
but also [on effective 
demand reduction….]

not just *** but also indicative search COCA for 100 types, 103 tokens. S18, F7, M34, 
N20, Ac24: doesn't necessarily have to include the also : not just collocated with but @ 
R5 = COCA 7618. Spoken (2399), Fiction (731), Magazines (1614), Newspapers (1240), 
Academic (1086). MI 4.33. Adds force?

Force? 135 CORRELATING

2 69 not just [inadequate] but 
[it is indefensible]

not just collocated with but @ R5 = COCA 7618. Spoken (2399), Fiction (731), Magazines 
(1614), Newspapers (1240), Academic (1086). MI 4.33. Adds force?

Force? 135 CORRELATING

4 124 X, second, and third ORGANIZING FRAME - classifying as CORRELATIVE because "First" implies more, and we 
wait for either an "and" or a last number to know that the sequence is finished: in this 
case "first" is missing but is implied by reader retrospectively once you get to "second": 
points must accumulate. If cardinal numbers are used, they are spelled out

Interactive 35 CORRELATING

5 144 [this is] not [a criticism 
of…] but [an observation…]

not … but : invoked Engagement marker - disclaim, proclaim. Directing 15 CORRELATING

5 145 so {ingrained} [into our 
culture] that

so {APPRAISAL - invoked or inscribed} that {consequence} Appreciation 145 CORRELATING

6 152 because of [what they 
represented], not for [the 
reasons of 
multiculturalism]

because of collocated with not at R9 (maximum span allowed in COCA), 1780: S465, 
F240, M275, N391, Ac408. 

Proclaim, 
disclaim

3 CORRELATING

7 198 [Let's] [not pretend] 
there's anything 
{"pleasant" or "nice"} 
about {it}

FRAME there 's something/anything/nothing/ [JUDGEMENT/APPRECIATION] about {it}: 
COCA for 100 tokens, 136 types: slots illegal, mysterious, funny, sinister, simple, magic, 
unusual …  Construction signals evaluative stance is being taken even when the word is 
neutral?  e.g. 'There's nothing yellow about it' ... 

14 CORRELATING

9 224 neither…nor neither collocated with nor at R4, COCA 14135. S914, F3008, M2988, N2296, Ac4929. MI 
11.20

135 CORRELATING

10 251 It is too much of a 
{disadvantage} [to 
interstate teams]…to [be 
travelling to and fro across 
Australia]

It is too much of a {...} …COCA 5: It [BE] too much of a COCA for 39 types, 44 tokens. 
Complements negative: strain, burden, (family?), risk, set-up, responsibility, mess, 
headache, hassle: even if the word is not negative, as in 'It's too much of a good thing' , 
the 'good thing' is negatively appraised...?

Attitude 1345 CORRELATING

12 306 [they were] {good} 
enough to [be]

{Adj} enough to : situation, consequence 34 CORRELATING

12 308 either…or either collocated with or at R4 COCA 31289. S5425, F3625, M6455, N4554, Ac11230 135 CORRELATING
14 338 such {weak character} 

that
such {inscribed APPRAISAL} that - appraisal, consequence Appreciation 145 CORRELATING

16 388 this {beautiful country} of 
{ours}

of ours collocated with this at L4, R4, COCA 260: S91, F82, M45, N23, Ac19: this puny 
species of ours, this country of ours, this AV setup of ours, this wonderful land of ours, 
this great nation of ours, this culture of ours, this particular exchange of ours, this sad 
world of ours, this need of ours, this throwaway society of ours: use of "this" (see Lakoff, 
notes): presumptive "ours"

134 CORRELATING

17 414 This is not [xenophobia] 
but [the realisation of what 
is actually happening]

This is not * but  COCA total 11. . This is not collocated with but at R9 COCA 398. S98, 
F30, M86, N57, Ac118: adds 'argument' Force … not this but this - close down, direct

Disclaim/Proclai
m

15 CORRELATING

18 452 for every [hygienist 
working at least] one [less 
dentist…]

one [nn*] for every COCA 200 - eg "one care for every three people" : for 100 types, 200 
tokens. S14, F10, M75, N56, Ac45…allow with reservations: classify as correlative because 
for every requires completion

5 CORRELATING

18 453.1 many more [hygienists] 
than [dentists]

more … than - including as correlative 3 CORRELATING



19 461 First…Second…Third ORGANIZING FRAME - classifying as CORRELATIVE because "First" implies more, and we 
wait for either an "and" or a last number to know that the sequence is finished. Points are 
accumulating. 

Interactive 5 CORRELATING

21 507 has nothing to do with […] 
and everything to do with 
[…]

nothing to do with COCA 6834: [HAVE] nothing to do with COCA 4 types, 5783 tokens. 
S2004, F1323, M846, N1087, Ac523. [HAVE] everything to do with COCA 445. S111, F89, 
M99, N86, Ac60: nothing to do with collocated with everything at R6, COCA 31, all this 
pattern. S6, F5, M8, N8, Ac4. 1, 2011, News, Denver: "Abortion has nothing to do with 
religion and everything to do with human rights": 2, 2010, FIC, Bk:PossessionPaavo: "a 
lot of little niceties that had nothing to do with practicality and everything to do with 
ostentatious displays...." CLASSIFYING AS CORRELATIVE: NB Parts can appear 
independently. everything to do with COCA 445. S111, F89, M99, N86, Ac60 [HAVE] 
everything to do with 4 types, 242 tokens. S85, F42, M47, N36, Ac32

Disclaim/Proclai
m. Force

135 CORRELATING

22 531.1 If [extreme suffering is our 
concern] then [we should] 

If … then situation/consequence, internal Internal 34 CORRELATING

26 641 either…. Or either collocated with or at R4: COCA 312889. S5425, F3625, M6455, N4554, Ac11230 135 CORRELATING
33 788 the answer to [human 

suffering] is [euthanasia]
 Dictionary defs cite use in relation to problems (question/answer, problem/solution or 
answer): so this usage positions 'human suffering' as the problem (question) and 
euthanasia as the answer (solution): the answer to [x] is [y] positions [x] as the problem. 
PROBLEMATICIZER

Problematicizer 15 CORRELATING

33 807 Only when [good palliative 
care has become…] will

in this singular situation. Only when collocated with will @ R9 = COCA 77, with some 
noise: S10, F17, M17, N13, Ac20. Examples eg "Only when pressed, firmly, will he 
acknowledge that doubling…", "Only when something interesting comes into view will…", 
"Only when this case is solved will people believe him". Established conditional 
construction, included with reservations: however positions content of "only when" clause 
as desired, preferred - invokes APPRECIATION: included for that reason

5 CORRELATING

36 857 not just…but COCA 6020. S2026, F663, M1411, N1061, Ac859 Force: proclaim 
plus proclaim

5 CORRELATING

37 894 {tragic} as the 
[consequences] were

[j*] as the [nn*] [be] COCA = 119, however first type (honest as the day is), with 6 
tokens, is noise (as honest as the day is long). Very quickly get down to v. low frequencies 
for individual types: next is bad as the situation is (5), noble as the cause is (3), 
desperate as the governor is (3)...then a Few 2s, but mostly 1s. Variation on as ... as 
frame with one slot APPRAISAL - reason, result.

Appreciation 15 CORRELATING

37 898 so {dreadful} that so [inscribed JUDGEMENT/APPRECIATION] that - cause, consequence Appreciation 345 CORRELATING
39 946 On one hand…on the other 

hand
on the one hand : COCA 4451. S1084, F171, M470, N311, Ac2415 Engagement: 

direct
15 CORRELATING

39 956 It is because {…} that [we 
are facing the anarchy of 
today] 

It is because [our society has allowed the fundamental rights of the innocent to be lost 
and has made the rights of criminals and louts more important] that [we are facing the 
anarchy of today] Puts preferred presupposition at the front It is because collocated with 
that at R9: COCA 2 types, 57 tokens. S10, F7, M12, N0, Ac28: ALSO FACE GROUP - SEE 
ENTRY 911: situation, consequence

Fronting 
preferred 
presupposition

35 CORRELATING

39 965.1 If […] then "If the fundamental core of our society does not recognize the difference 
between…then…anarchy and social degradation are our future" Internal

Internal 35 CORRELATING

39 970 If … then If the fundamental core of our society does not recognise the difference between right and 
wrong and … then, as we see today … Situation, Consequence: NB then is often not 
needed - but here it marks the transition which would be confused if it wasn't there, 
because 'as we see today' would look as though it was the end of the 'if' clause: included 
for this reason INTERNAL

Direct 35 CORRELATING



39 980 so {easy} [for you] that so [ADJ] … that construction with inscribed APPRAISAL in slot: taken to be Judgement or 
Appreciation even if it's overtly neutral - 'so yellow that…'

Appreciation 45 CORRELATING

45 1080 so {quickly} that so [ADJ] … that construction with inscribed APPRAISAL in slot: taken to be Judgement or 
Appreciation even if it's overtly neutral - 'so yellow that…' - situation, consequence

Appreciation 45 CORRELATING

48 1126 [which] neither {agrees} 
nor {disagrees} with [your 
readers]

neither … nor Force 35 CORRELATING

48 1130 too {drunk} to [find her 
own way home]

too {adj} to {v} construction with {APPRAISAL} in the {ADJ} slot - belongs to 
construction not to word ('too white to …') - appraisal can be inscribed or evoked - here 
inscribed. Cause / effect. 

Judgement 345 CORRELATING

49 1157 If I {read} one more […] I 
will {scream}

If I read|see|hear one more COCA 3 types (hear, see, read), 29 tokens: S11, F7, M6, N5, 
Ac0… with I will scream: If I {communication/perception verb} on more {NP} I will 
{COVERT AFFECT} (see Bednarek 2009 for covert affect discussion)

Indirect Affect 1345 CORRELATING

49 1166 all it [created] {BE} [a] all it [v?*d] was COCA 23 types, 229 tokens: S 43, F107, M35, N40, Ac4. slot-fillers took 
111, did 45, said 14, was 14, needed 12. Correlative elements all and [BE]: issue for 
decoding/encoding lies in "all"

Force 13 CORRELATING

50 1187 either [the brain] or [the 
liver]

"has yet to reach either the brain … or the liver" 5 CORRELATING

50 1206 between…and (see right) so between the water police and the coroner's office, my demise is going to cost the State 
a fortune - non-literal between and and INTERNAL

Internal 15 CORRELATING

54 1307 too {blind} to too [ADJ] to - adj negatively evaluated: non-literal blind here: situation, consequence Judgement 145 CORRELATING
57 1355 either [making a loss] or 

[being heavily subsidized] 
[the Water corporation] is either [making a loss] or [being heavily subsidized]: either 
collocated with or at R9 COCA 48388: S8774, F5603, M9953, N7234, Ac16824

Internal 5 CORRELATING

60 1448 If … then Here Internal Internal 35 CORRELATING
60 1459 There is enough [post 

traumatic stress] without 
[y]

 There is enough sentence initial, presupposed: followed predominantly by a negative 
(danger in war, voter apathy, pressure, sadness in the world, on the agenda) [invoked 
APPRAISAL/APPRECIATION] and then without, complement being some sense of not 
wanting to continue, further etc - making more, furthering the situation, someone 
counting the seconds, our contributing to it, adding that to it...

135 CORRELATING

63 1512 [the streets were] so 
{deserted} I had to 

so {Appreciation} + result 345 CORRELATING

66 1557 too {long} to [risk that] too [adj] to - inscribed APPRAISAL in slot: situation, result Appreciation 345 CORRELATING
67 1578 too {difficult} a [concept] too [inscribed APPRAISAL] a [NP] Appreciation 345 CORRELATING
70 1618 if … then If these charges have been instituted by a brigadier in the legal branch of the ADF then I 

believe it shows a marked lack of experience …Internal - possible situation, consequence
15 CORRELATING

73 1693 anywhere from {$12} to 
{$15}

anywhere from collocated with to at R4: 3 types, 1451 tokens. (last two typs 3 tokens 
each). S414, F59, M544, N293, Ac141: NB shift in "anywhere from" - FORCE? Note 
meaning shift in "anywhere from". Lowest number must come first - counting as correlator 
rather than QUANT because used in contexts other than numeric

Force? External 15 CORRELATING

73 1695 either…or either collocated with or at R4 COCA 31289. S5425, F3625, M6455, N4554, Ac11230 15 CORRELATING
78 1778 neither … nor Force 5 CORRELATING
78 1781 not so much about…rather not so much collocated with rather at R9, COCA 66: S7, F5, M11, N12, Ac31: MI 3.61: Direct 15 CORRELATING
80 1820 such a {threat} that [he 

had to be tasered]
COCA 100. Spoken (38), Fiction (9), Magazines (3), Newspapers (43), Academic (7) : 
APPRAISAL: JUDGEMENT/APPRECIATION in first slot - evoked even if not inscribed in 
lexical item eg "such a tree that I had to …"

Judgement 145 CORRELATING

83 1851 too {blind} to too [APPRAISAL] to : Judgement/Appreciation in first slot - evoked even if not inscribed 
eg "too yellow to…" : situation, consequence

Judgement 145 CORRELATING

85 1875 so {important} that so {APPRAISAL} that - evoked even if not inscribed: situation, consequence 145 CORRELATING



87 1936 any {man}{stupid} 
enough to 

any [n*] * enough to COCA 71 types, 73 tokens. ATTITUDE in the adjective slot. EG "Any 
democrat strong enough to", "Any creek large enough to..." 

145 CORRELATING

90 2035 [only] a {few millimetres 
of rain} away from {total 
failure}

a [xxx] away from [y] - eg "a heartbeat away from the presidency" COCA 2 2009, SPOK, 
NPR_NewsNotes…"half a breath away from the deep sleep" 1, 2011, FIC 
Bk:LooseEndsSteele: this one is unusual in that it involves a concrete measurement, but 
the construction is the same.

Force? 15 CORRELATING

91 2043 First, …second,….and 
third…

ORGANIZING FRAME - classifying as CORRELATIVE because "First" implies more, and we 
wait for either an "and" or a last number to know that the sequence is finished. Points are 
accumulating. If cardinal numbers are used, they are written as numbers

Interactive 15 CORRELATING

93 2101 The first, The third (the second is missing) 5 CORRELATING
93 2118 If [as Murray says …] then 

[how can he…]
If … then internal correlative Internal 35 CORRELATING

94 2143 not [paid for by]… but [by 
us]

not … but Disclaim, 
proclaim

15 CORRELATING

96 2191 between {1977} and 
{1983}

Lower number must come first: external 35 CORRELATING

96 2192 not so much … but not so much collocated with but @ R7 = 754. Spoken (259), Fiction (105), Magazines 
(132), Newspapers (125), Academic (133)

Disclaim, 
proclaim

135 CORRELATING

100 2278 [it is] too {important} for 
[that]

[BE] too [APPRAISAL] for that. APPRAISAL: ATTITUDE  in the slot even if not inscribed: eg 
"It is too pink for…": situation, consequence

FRAME 145 CORRELATING

1 38 [does not] do justice to [DO] justice to/5 = BNC 176(144). [DO] justice to = COCA 5 types, 422 tokens. S30, 
F52, M89, N71, Ac180 - bleached do

Appreciation 13 DO Predicate phrase

6 151 did so Anaphoric VP Huddleston & Pullum p. 1592 [DO] so COCA 6452. S1130, F1098, M1279, 
N1199, Ac1746

13 DO Predicate phrase

10 257 [one good reason] to do 
away with [the folly of…]

[DO] away with COCA 5 typesl, 1389 tokens: S491, F112, M286, Ac218. First meaning as 
here, alternative meaning "kill"

13 DO Predicate phrase

14 332 has done nothing to 
[justify the pride your 
parents have in you]

[DO] nothing to: COCA 5 types, 1721 tokens. S350, F424, M337, N365, Ac245. not [do] 
anything to COCA 3 types, 114 tokens. Scope of nothing significant, not apparent from 
surface structure. Looks like infinitive of purpose but is equivalent to relative clause (has 
done nothing which would deter the binge drinking).  Similar to scaling intensifiers but 
doesn't scale the verb at all: classifying with Do VPs

Force 13 DO Predicate phrase

18 435 are doing {everything} 
possible

[DO] everything possible COCA 414: [DO] * possible top slot fillers everything, whatever, 
anything: 5 types, 414 tokens. S150, F37, M88, N94, Ac45: [DO] everything that is 
possible COCA 0: reduction is fossilized

Force 13 DO Predicate phrase

31 759 did a good job of [do] a good job of = COCA 5 types 586 tokens: S157, F58, M128, N192, Ac51 Judgement 13 DO Predicate phrase

33 779 done {our} community a 
service

[Lemma DO] + "a service"/5 = BNC 31(25): [DO] * a service COCA 27 types, 35 tokens. 
S11, F15, M3, N6, Ac0: pattern holds for [DO] * * a service: figurative "service"

Judgement 13 DO Predicate phrase

40 999 [teenagers who drink will] 
do nothing to [deter the 
binge drinking…]

[DO] nothing to: COCA 5 types, 1721 tokens. S350, F424, M337, N365, Ac245.  not [do] 
anything to COCA 3 types, 114 tokens. Preference. Scope of nothing significant, not 
apparent from surface structure. Looks like infinitive of purpose but is equivalent to 
relative clause (has done nothing which would deter the binge drinking).  Similar to 
scaling intensifiers but doesn't scale the verb at all: classifying with Do VPs

Force, 
Judgement

13 DO Predicate phrase

40 1002 have done nothing to 
[reduce it].

[DO] nothing to COCA 5 types, 1721 tokens. S350, F424, M337, N365, Ac245: stands in 
place of "will not deter" - FORCE :infinitive of meaning is blocked -  *"will do nothing in 
order to deter" NOTHING

Force 13 DO Predicate phrase



40 1003 has done nothing to 
[justify....]

has done nothing to [justify the pride your parents may have]: [DO] nothing to: COCA 5 
types, 1721 tokens. S350, F424, M337, N365, Ac245.  not [do] anything to COCA 3 types, 
114 tokens. Preference.  Looks like infinitive of purpose but is equivalent to relative clause 
(has done nothing which would deter the binge drinking).  Similar to scaling intensifiers 
but doesn't scale the verb at all: classifying with Do VPs

Force 13 DO Predicate phrase

40 1008 has done nothing to [treat 
the cause of…]

[DO] nothing to COCA 5 types, 1721 tokens. S350, F424, M337, N365, Ac245: stands in 
place of "will not deter" - FORCE :infinitive of meaning is blocked -  *"will do nothing in 
order to deter" NB PART OF NOTHING GROUP - see above

Force, 
Judgement

13 DO Predicate phrase

73 1707 doing something about it do something about it COCA 1118. Spoken (549), Fiction (183), Magazines (178), 
Newspapers (159), Academic (49): additional pragmatic force and included for that reason 
(very well-known TV advertisement for treatment for 'cankles' has intoned 'Doooo 
something about it!'with unusual stress/intonation for years on WA commercial TV)

Judgement 13 DO Predicate phrase

5 137 as well. Searching as well . to get this usage. COCA 27837: S9592, F3819, M5675, N3753, 
Ac4998: ref Huddleston & Pullum p.593 : cf as well as, considered as coordinator 

Force 13 END

22 531 is it not? COCA 327 with question mark: S199, F101, M11, N6, Ac10. Challenge listener/reader to 
agree. More pragmatic force than words suggest.

Engagement 13 END

22 536 will it not? will it not ? COCA 7. Less common than "is it not", but usage is the same. Engagement 13 END
39 987 in doing so. (in) doing so (also by, through, from) COCA 1646: S170, F132, M306, N229, 

Ac809…anaphoric VP
13 END

42 1042 to do so to do so . COCA 3884. S748, F486, M747, N779, Ac1124: form 13 END
87 1937 to do so. to do so . COCA 3884. S748, F486, M747, N779, Ac1124: form 13 END

100 2273 [continue] to do so to do so . COCA 3884. S748, F486, M747, N779, Ac1124: form 13 END
6 155 Little else. . Little else . COCA 0. little else . COCA 225. Spoken (20), Fiction (58), Magazine (48), 

Newspaper (61), Academic (38). Often preceded by "and" (71): form
Force 13 ENTIRE

7 176 nothing could be further 
from the truth

nothing could be further from the truth: COCA 152. Spoken (31), Fiction (8), Magazine 
(44), Newspaper (45), Academic (24) : NB metaphorical position of the TRUTH - truth 
nearby, rest far away - figurative space

Spatial 13 ENTIRE

13 326 Please do not let it happen 
again

do not let * happen again : do n't let * happen again COCA 3 types, 15 tokens. Carries 
additional pragmatic weight - power balance in favour of the speaker/writer…warning. Two 
with "please".  Two meanings: (1) don't allow it to happen it again and (2) don't do it 
again. It's a warning - extra pragmatic force 

Judgement, 
Engagement

13 ENTIRE

21 504 Not a problem. Searching . Not a problem . To access this usage. COCA 23. S11, F9, M2, N1, Ac0: means 
more/other the words suggest -  'don't worry about it', or 'I'll do it' - context important. 
'Can you pick up the kids this afternoon?' 'Not a problem'

13 ENTIRE

22 538 I think not. Cf I do not think so, or I don't think so. Used to position 'not' in New (final) position. 
Emphasises personal position. Nothing to do with not thinking. 

Engagement 
(author)

13 ENTIRE

30 736 how long is a piece of 
string

How long is a piece of string Good example of classic idiom not represented (or with low 
frequency) in a corpus. COCA 0. 3.4 million in Google. BNC 8(8). Figurative.

13 ENTIRE

30 744 [Once the money is gone,] 
that's it.

COCA 3377. Can be an end (second clause completing pair, as here), but is effectively an 
ENTIRE. Meaning not clear from words

END 13 ENTIRE

38 921 "been there and done that" NB use of scare quotes. Been there and done that COCA 34: S5, F4, M15, N9, Ac1. Been 
there, done that COCA 157: S33, F33, M45, N44, Ac2. In spoken Aus Eng usually 'been 
there, done that' : NB reversal (done that, been there no records in COCA): figurative.

Slogan 13 ENTIRE

41 1013 well done Searching well done . to access this usage. COCA 453. S198, F89, M81, N64, Ac21. Entire 
here, but in other contexts can be sentence/clause initial. Meaning shift - means 
congratulations.

Judgement 13 ENTIRE



44 1074 I think not. Marks a contradiction - emphatic 'no'. Searching . I think not . to access this usage, COCA 
16. 130 million in Google 24 January 2012, including (an inaccurate)  definition at 
idioms.thefreedictionary.com/I+Think+Not. Doesn't mean I am not in the habit of 
thinking...

Engagement 13 ENTIRE

53 1280 happy mum, happy baby COCA 0, Google 33,500 11 April 2012 - slogan - Happy X, Happy Y (if you have a Happy 
mum, you will have a happy baby) - often Happy wife, happy life…

Judgement 13 Entire

55 1331 It's your decision. it's your decision COCA 22. S4, F13, M2, N3, Ac0. Including because pragmatic meaning is 
"you're making the wrong decision but go ahead anyway" . Means more/other than the 
words.

Engagement 13 ENTIRE

58 1381 do it now Has become a mantra - including as Entire. Google 18.1 million 21 March 2013. 3 ENTIRE
58 1394 Good on you good on you COCA 74 S25, F30, M17, N1, Ac1: high F is misleading - can be part of a 

clause like "that hat looks good on you". Searching . Good on you to access this usage: 
COCA 1. Google 35.7 million 25 January 2012: Australianism?

Engagement, 
Judgement

13 ENTIRE

58 1397 do it now Has become a mantra - including as Entire. Google 18.1 million 21 March 2013. 13 ENTIRE
61 1474 Think about it. . Think about it . COCA 186. S64, F74, M21, N20, Ac7: in this context it's an admonition. 

Implies you are wrong, think about it. Means more/other than the words.
Engagement 13 ENTIRE

62 1489 It would seem like it it would seem like it COCA 2. it would seem COCA 1688. S408, F232, M251, N208, Ac589. 
NB different usage to above, where it's a comment. Means more/other than the words.

Engagement, 
Appreciation

13 ENTIRE

67 1569 Now hear this. . Now hear this COCA 8. S0, F1, M7, N0, Ac0. 48.8 million Google 26 January 2012: 
means more/other than the words - pay attention, listen up

Engagement 13 ENTIRE

69 1598 Let {me} get this straight Let me get this straight COCA 174. Spoken (52), Fiction (84), Magazines (16), 
Newspapers (21), Academic (1): figurative "straight"

Engagement 
STOP NB 
straight

13 ENTIRE

71 1644 what's that? . What 's that ? COCA 107: S38, F44, M11, N11, Ac3. Stands alone - references other 
voices in the dialogic space

Engagement 3 ENTIRE

98 2236 And what {are} {we} 
going to do about [it]? 

What are * going to do about COCA 3 types 353 tokens. S182, F104, M23, N30, Ac14. 
PROBLEMATICIZER: APPRAISAL: APPRECIATION/JUDGEMENT : What are * going to do 
about it? 

Problematicizer 13 ENTIRE

99 2241 Not a lot, [if anything] not a lot, if anything. COCA 1. Google 565,000.  . Not a lot , COCA 19: S9, F6, M3, N0, 
AC1 . The use of not a lot as a standalone - more common in Australia - passes 
judgement on what has gone before and carries additional pragmatic weight. 

Judgement 13 ENTIRE

1 41 {challenges} facing [FACE] collocated with challenge at L4, R4: COCA 2722: S484, F25, M507, N640, Ac1066: 
problematicizer

Problematicizing 134 FACE Predicate 
phrase

37 897 [It was a] situation [which 
the lawyer has never or 
will never have to] face 
[and a situation so 
dreadful…]

face + negatives…positions "situation" as undesirable Problematicizer 134 FACE Predicate 
phrase

37 906 [That these young men 
now have to] face {further 
tragedy in their lives…}

That {clause outlining situation} [BE] {APPRECIATION} : INFORMATION STRUCTURE : 
APPRAISAL. - Similar to "The fact that {xxxx} is {appraisal}" … but included for FACE 

Problematicizer 134 FACE Predicate 
phrase

38 918 face {a court martial} FACE VP plus court martial COCA 155. S69, F34, M14, N20, Ac18 Problematicizer 134 FACE Predicate 
phrase

39 957 we are facing {the anarchy 
of today}

FACE (anarchy) - problematiciser Problematicizer 134 FACE Predicate 
phrase

45 1098 faced {danger} FACE - problematiciser Problematicizer 134 FACE Predicate 
phrase



76 1753 {the task} we face FACE LIST - problematiciser Problematicizer 134 FACE Predicate 
phrase

87 1928 faced {the main street} [FACE] plus building - faced the road, faced the house. Include with FACE predicate 
phrases

13 FACE predicate 
phrase

89 1989 {dire situation} facing [FACE] plus dire situation COCA 67: S19, F9, M14, N11, Ac14: dire * collocates 
consequences, straits, predictions, warnings, financial, situation, circumstances…serious 
situation, terrible situation…dire holiday 0, dire city 0, dire pollution 0 . Problematicizer

Problematicizer 134 FACE Predicate 
phrase

16 373 found {comments} 
{offensive}

[FIND] collocated with comments at R4 COCA 33. S9, F1, M8, N9, Ac6. APPRECIATION 
adjectives in second slot - deplorable, very shallow-minded, useful, critical, very needed, 
helpful, applicable, of interest, repulsive: NB although the adjectives in the open slot are 
strictly APPRECIATION (because they relate to comments, not a person), they could also 
be used in a JUDGEMENT context - hedges personal criticism - also indirect affect (found 
the comments offending, I felt offended). Figurative "find"

Appreciation/ 
Judgement and 
indirect Affect

14 FIND Predicate 
phrase

39 993.1 to find [the strength of 
character] 

Metaphoric find - add to [FIND] group 13 FIND predicate 
phrase

39 997 [you would] find {respect} 
…. [for other people … for 
other people's possessions 
… and … for yourself]

COCA 4: not supported - although possible pattern of [FIND] with abstract nouns such as 
peace, salvation - [FIND] peace|respect|salvation COCA for 11 types, 304 tokens. S71 
F70, M70, N57, Ac36. Allow - add note - counting as one token only

134 FIND predicate 
phrase

48 1131 find {her} (own) way 
home

[FIND] collocated with way home MI find 4.98, finding 4.57, finds 4.26. 3 types, 163 
tokens: S16, F83, M34, N23, Ac7.  [FIND] * route home  - means get home on her own, 
figurative "find"

? 13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

56 1336 [As a fully insured WA 
taxpayer] I find it 
{ridiculous} that

[FIND] it * that = COCA Types 100, Tokens 640: S193, F86, M104, N176, Ac81. Top = 
find it interesting that (75). Spoken (47), Fiction (1), Magazines (4), Newspaper (17), 
Academic (6) - inscribed appraisal in the slot. Figurative "find"

Indirect 
Appreciation/ 
Judgement and 
Affect?

14 FIND Predicate 
phrase

56 1340 …I find it {incredible} 
that…

[With the tragic loss of life and proper of the previous Toodyay fires in 2007] I find it 
[incredible] that: [FIND] it * that = COCA Types 100, Tokens 640: S193, F86, M104, 
N176, Ac81. Top = find it interesting that (75). Spoken (47), Fiction (1), Magazines (4), 
Newspaper (17), Academic (6): figurative "find", indirect Appreciation / Judgement ... and 
Affect too?

Indirect 
Appreciation/ 
Judgement and 
Affect?

14 FIND Predicate 
phrase

66 1547 I found it {amazing} that [FIND] it * that = COCA Types 100, Tokens 640: S193, F86, M104, N176, Ac81. Top = 
find it interesting that (75). Spoken (47), Fiction (1), Magazines (4), Newspaper (17), 
Academic (6): Inscribed appraisal in slot: figurative "find", indirect Appreciation / 
Judgement ... and Affect too?

Affect indirect 14 FIND Predicate 
phrase

28 698 [Mr Grylls offers] nothing 
more than [platitudes]

"Mr Grylls offers nothing more than platitudes" nothing more than COCA 3652: S508, 
F1092, M809, N675, Ac568 - mixture of Appreciation (platitudes negatively appraised) 
and Judgement (of Mr Grylls): 

Force 13 Focusing modifier

38 935 [will be fully supported by 
their superiors and] not 
least of all [the 
government of the day]

not least of all COCA 58. S8, F12, M19, N6, Ac13 - preceded by and. Can't be used as 
sentence/clause lead-in - can be taken out, increase or decrease what follows - counting 
as focusing modifier, see notes

Force 13 Focusing modifier

39 989 nothing more than 
[character weakness]

"your identity crisis is nothing more than character weakness" nothing more than COCA 
3652, Spoken (508), Fiction (1092), Magazine (809), Newspaper (675), Academic (568) : 
undesirable attribute(negative Judgement) in second slot

Force: 
Judgement

13 Focusing modifier

49 1172 [is] nothing but [a 
complete lie]

nothing but COCA 8481. Spoken (1292), Fiction (3887), Magazines (1435), Newspapers 
(1142), Academic (725): negative in slot

Force 13 Focusing modifier



53 1274 [it] is no one's business 
but [their own]

no one's business but * own COCA = 2 (both my). Nobody's business but * own COCA = 
6 (my = 4, his = 2): "no one's business but" Google 2.12 million 25 January 2012. [BE] 
nobody's business but 4 types, 23 tokens. S10, F5, M3, N3, Ac2 - usually followed by 
possessive pronoun rather than full noun, can be no one or nobody ... may include 'else' 
... may be a full NP after but ... COCA 0 for concern

Force 13 Focusing modifier

55 1314 Every{one} but {the 
soldier}

everyone but COCA 43. Spoken (0), Fiction (34), Magazines (7), Newspapers (1), 
Academic (1) - could also be anything but, everything but… 

Force 14 Focusing modifier

87 1932 [the behaviour of young 
firls…was] nothing short of 
{disgusting}

nothing short of COCA 695. Spoken (112), Fiction (102), Magazines (210), Newspapers 
(187), Academic (84) plus inscribed Attitude (NB also indirect Affect)

Force, 
Judgement, 
Indirect Affect

14 Focusing modifier

1 2 [Gaving Mooney allows 
little to] get in the way [of 
what comes across as...]

 COCA [GET] in the way of = 5 types, 885 tokens. 494 are get in the way of. Spoken 
(141), Fiction (72), Magazine (129), Narrative (99), Academic (53). Normally what follows 
[get] in the way of is perceived by the writer to be good, and what precedes obstructive: 
this case does not follow that pattern. Defined 
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/way#get-in-the-way-of-something. 
Figurative movement/obstruction.

Movement 13 GET Predicate 
phrase

4 120 get a rise [GET] a rise: 4 types, 86 tokens. S11, F45, M21, N9, Ac0 - but majority are 'get a rise out 
of' (as in make someone respond) rather than get a pay rise: re-searching with out 
excluded ([get] a rise -out) gives COCA 14: "get" meaning "receive"…including as GET VP 
only 

1 GET Predicate 
phrase

4 121 get [the same] rise GET VP 1 GET Predicate 
phrase

29 721 get {our} priorities right [get] * priorities right = COCA 5, one each for his, your, their, our, my. [Lemma GET] + 
"priorities right" = BNC 0. "Get * priorities right" Google 20.6 million 23 January 2012. 
ALLOW - bleaching of "get" and juxtaposition with inscribed appraisal, limited set

Judgement 134 GET Predicate 
phrase

48 1141 [how she] got {herself} 
into {this situation}

[GET] [ppx*] into * * COCA for 100 types, 175 tokens: into trouble, into scrapes, into 
crisis, into a situation/this situation…negative connotations: S33, F56, M44, N34, Ac8: 
bleaching of "get"

Judgement 134 GET Predicate 
phrase

54 1303 Get over it [or get out of 
the way]

[GET] over it COCA 5 types, 1026 tokens. S341, F352, M161, N153, Ac19 LOW AC: get 
over it COCA 815. Used either as an  imperative, or with second person pronoun: 
figurative "get over"

Movement and 
obstacle 
metaphors

13 GET Predicate 
phrase

54 1304 [or] get out of the way get out of the way COCA 508, Spoken (185), Fiction (158), Magazines (76), Newspapers 
(76), Academic (13) (Figurative - out of the way in the discourse space, not reality)

Movement 
metaphor

13 GET Predicate 
phrase

59 1406 get in on the ground floor [GET] in on the ground floor = 4 types, 39 tokens: S7, F11, M13, N7, Ac1. In on the 
ground floor = 60 (Academic 2). Verbs usually get (separated) or some variant: figurative 
"ground floor" 

Judgement pos 13 GET Predicate 
phrase

61 1467 just don't get it just don't get it COCA 171. S54, F36, M23, N50, Ac8: do n't get it COCA 598. S220, F228, 
M54, N82, Ac14: meaning other/more than the words - just don’t understand, but more 
negative (implies despair on part of the speaker)

Judgement neg - 
indirect Affect?

13 GET Predicate 
phrase

64 1531 get together [GET] together 6 types, 4061 tokens. S1731, F717, M681, N732, Ac200: meaning not 
clear from words (meet)

13 GET Predicate 
phrase

75 1750 get {your} name in the 
paper

get * name in the paper COCA 5 types 14 tokens: but Google 10.7 million 7 September 
2011 - pragmatic meaning is greater than the words - it refers to getting notoriety, 
fame…means more than the words

Judgement neg / 
pos?

13 GET Predicate 
phrase

95 2178 things are getting too 
much for her

[GET] too much for * COCA 15 types, 20 tokens. S8, F6, M2, N4, Ac0 (various subjects - 
it, life, the snow, things): getting too much for implies sense of being overwhelmed

Appreciation, 
indirect Judgement 
and Affect?

13 GET Predicate 
phrase

97 2219 getting the blame for [GET] the blame : COCA 5 types, 64 tokens. S30, F10, M11, N13,Ac0: bleaching/shift in 
"get"

Judgement neg 13 GET Predicate 
phrase



1 30 {he wouldn't} have the 
{nerve} to [actually do this 
himself]

[HAVE] the nerve to COCA 4 types, 361 tokens. Spoken (60), Fiction (188), Mag (59), 
Newspaper (42), Academic (12). Most common form is had the nerve to (Fiction - 101). 
Set - have the gall to, have the temerity to … means more than the words (Judgement 
neg), preference, constraints on slots

Judgement neg 134 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

1 43 have {real} debates [HAVE] debates indicative search only COCA 3 types, 43 tokens. S33, F0, M5, N3, Ac2 - 
bleaching in have

13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

14 333 the pride […] have [HAVE] pride in: 4 types 25 tokens. NB  - also [TAKE] pride in, [SHOW] pride in but [BE] 
proud of : NB [HAVE] respect for... Include with reservations

34 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

19 466 have this debate [HAVE] collocated with debate at R4: COCA 4 types, 4131 tokens. S2013, F101, M475, 
N783, Ac759: bleaching "have"

13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

19 466.1 [But let's] have it where "it" = debate. As above: [HAVE] collocated with debate at R4: COCA 4 types, 4131 
tokens. S2013, F101, M475, N783, Ac759: bleaching "have"

13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

26 620 had the {temerity} to 
{ask}

have the nerve to say; have the guts to jump; have the gall to imply; cf have the money 
to pay; have the ability to learn : this is a subset - first slot personal characteristic, 
second communication verb

Judgement 134 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

28 693 has the ({unmitigated}) 
{gall} to {announce}

the unmitigated gall to COCA 13. S4, F5, M2, N2, Ac0: Google 266,000 … [HAVE] the gall 
to 4 types, 97 tokens. S7, F41, M16, N31, Ac2: [HAVE] the * gall to top is unmitigated, 
then colossal, further, considerable, infuraiting. Unmitigated is the only one with more 
than a single token - See L26/620 - same pattern

Judgement 134 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

40 1004 [justify] the pride {your 
parents may} have in 
{you}

[HAVE] pride in COCA 4 types, 25 tokens. S3, F1, M4, N9, Ac8: [BE] proud of: have faith 
in 380: have confidence in 357; have trust in … specialization/bleach/shift in "have"

Judgement pos 13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

42 1041 have {their} day in court [HAVE] * day in court COCA 103: S62, F6, M7, N23, Ac5: means more than the words - 
get justice. Specialization/shift in figurative "day": encyclopaedic (referencing court/justic 
system)

Judgement pos 1234 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

48 1126 [after] having drinks having drinks - means drinking alcohol together in a group - means more/other than the 
words suggest, include as HAVE predicate phrase

13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

48 1133 had {their1} work cut out 
for {them1}

[HAVE] * work cut out for * COCA 21 types, 219 tokens: Spoken (74), Fiction (27), 
Magazines (45), Newspapers (59), Academic (14): work cut out COCA 290. S103, F36, 
M50, N82, Ac19: meaning not clear from the words - figurative "cut out"

Judgement 134 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

53 1265 {I have} had ({three}) 
{children}

Meaning have given birth to…include as HAVE Predicate phrase 13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

60 1446 will have a ({marked 
detrimental}) effect on

[HAVE] collocated with effect at L4, R4: COCA 7682. S1743, F375, M1547, N1227, 
Ac2790

13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

68 1588 had the {courage} to have the * to right 2437 (predominantly Spoken), opportunity 1341, ability 1119, power 
910, potential 743, money 442, courage 436, chance 406 : inscribed APPRAISAL 
(JUDGEMENT) in slot: [HAVE] the courage to COCA 5 types, 980 tokens. S313, F196, 
M186, N199, Ac86

Judgement pos 14 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

69 1611 have children of {their} 
own

[HAVE] children in the sense of give birth to children (emphasized by "of their own") - 
allow as HAVE Predicate phrase

13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

78 1791 have the {gall} to {say} [HAVE] the gall to = COCA 4 types, 97 tokens: S7, F41, M16, N31, Ac2. say, ask, call, 
stand, tell, accuse, try, charge, think, send, make, go…Inscribed Judgement in first slot, 
restricted set in second slot. Part of the [HAVE] the * to frame - see other entries

Judgement neg, 14 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

88 1984 have a referendum have a referendum COCA 27: S17, F0, M1, N7, Ac2. Low F 13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

89 2014 have ({massive long-
term}) impacts

[HAVE] collocated with impact at L4, R4 COCA 7600, S1914, F116, M1351, N1525 - 
specialization/bleaching/shift in "have"

13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

94 2144 have [only] limited effect [HAVE] collocated with effect: COCA 17493. S3542, F1412, M3461, N2735, Ac6343 13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase



94 2145 have [only] limited effect [HAVE] collocated with effect: COCA 17493. S3542, F1412, M3461, N2735, Ac6343 13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

95 2181 [when] {she's} had 
enough

[HAVE] had enough. 1404. Spoken (302), Fiction (566), Magazines (248), Newspapers 
(238), Academic (50). No complement for "enough". 

Affect / Judgement 13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

97 2222 {they} have no need to COCA 5 types, 225 tokens. S18, F91, M45, N23, Ac48: don 't have a need to COCA 0. 
Preferred form.

Judgement 13 HAVE  Predicate 
phrase

6 153 {Migrants} have a mind of 
{their} own

a mind of * own COCA 6 tokens, 171 types. Most common = mind of its own. [HAVE] a 
mind of * own = 14 tokens, 111 types: S10, F55, M25, N16, Ac5: means more/other than 
the words: classifying as HAVE predicate phrase - citations include have got and one or 
two [develop] - NB co-referential group - means more than the words

Judgement 13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

49 1162 has any choice [in] [HAVE] a choice COCA 1804. S655, F409, M310, N317, Ac113 3 HAVE predicate 
phrase

73 1696 [after] having drinks having drinks - means drinking alcohol together in a group - means more/other than the 
words suggest, include as HAVE predicate phrase

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

95 2166 the effect {this} [news] 
had on {her}

[HAVE] collocated with effect COCA 17493. S3542, F1412, M3461, N2735, Ac6343 13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

95 2170 had an appointment Meaning had organised an appointment. COCA 4 types, 324 tokens. S56, F202, M36, N23, 
AC7 (NB)

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

1 9 major increases Up-toner collocation COCA 39. S5, F0, M6, N10, Ac18 increases collocated with major at 
L1 = MI 4.28. large increases 92, significant increases 195, big increases 34. Not 'high' 
increases.

3 Intensifying 
Collocation

1 17 dramatically decreased dramatically [DECREASE] COCA 4 types, 37 tokens. S9, F1, M10, N3, Ac14 - uptoner, shift 
in "dramatically" 

3 Intensifying 
Collocation

1 21 {a} dramatic increase dramatic increase Up-toner collocation. COCA 398. S64, F5, M76, N67, Ac186. 3 Intensifying 
Collocation

2 83 long overdue [need] long overdue 559. S146, F48, M105, N201, Ac59: * overdue 100 types, 1252 tokens: top 
collocate is long (559 tokens, next "is" with 81 tokens)

3 Intensifying 
Collocation

6 159 [were established by 
Australians and 
immigrants] long before

. Long before to avoid not long before COCA 565. Spoken (103), Fiction (147), Magazine 
(124), Newspaper (108), Academic (83) - means more than the words - emphasis, Force

Force 3 Intensifying 
Collocation

6 160 [and] long before [the 
word was made...]

. Long before to avoid not long before COCA 565. Spoken (103), Fiction (147), Magazine 
(124), Newspaper (108), Academic (83) - as [59]

Force 3 Intensifying 
Collocation

10 256 [at least] (one) good 
reason

In other contexts construction would be one good reason: here the "one" is numeric (at 
least one). the Intensifying collocation is "good reason". COCA 3367: S785, F663, M898, 
N550, Ac471 

Engagement / 
Force

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

10 261 a golden opportunity a golden opportunity COCA 173. S41, F23, M42, N39, Ac28 (NB see Lewis 2002): 
figurative "golden"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

18 437 direct access direct access COCA 303. S25, F12, M70, N61, Ac135: extra pragmatic weight (NB indirect 
access 8, difference in meaning)

Force 3 Intensifying 
Collocation

18 455 strongly opposed opposed collocated with strongly at L1: 262 MI  8.69: COCA 261. S53, F3, M39, N68, 
Ac99. heavily opposed COCA 6; bitterly opposed COCA 73. Preference for figurative 
"strongly"

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

20 485 high prices high prices COCA 634. S119, F15, M180, N191: large prices COCA 3, big prices COCA 11: 
preference, and figurative "high"

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

26 608 high opinion high opinion COCA 94: S20, F33, M14, N8, Ac20: figurative "high" Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

26 616 ever since ever since COCA 8548: S1755, F2399, M2080, N1592, Ac722: intensifier here as in other 
ever combinations

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation



27 659 big stories big stories COCA 164: S124, F8, M16, N15, Ac1 - very much a TV CE: large stories 3 - 
doesn't refer to size but to perceived significance - shift in "big"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

28 685 yet again yet again COCA 1270, S262, F431, M230, N174, AC 173: meaning not clear from 
individual parts

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

28 688 stark reminder stark reminder COCA 55. S17, F2, M12, N18, Ac6: shift from dictionary def ("sharply 
evident - in stark contrast" ACOD p. 1407). 

Force/Appp 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

28 695 fully funded fully funded 135. S28, F3, M35, N55, Ac14: meaning all the money has been obtained 
already: specialization in "fully"

3 Intensifying 
Collocation

28 701 major towns In the US COCA context, small towns at 4529 far more common than major towns at 33: 
S6, F0, M7, N4, Ac16. Australian context likely to be different. Either way, major is more 
common than big or large: meaning is more like "important", while using big focusses on 
size. NB important towns COCA 2 large towns COCA 24: preference, encyclopaedic. Shift 
in "major", and preference

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

28 706 grossly underfunded COCA 7. Other possible FORCE collocates are chronically 21, grossly 7, severely 7, 
seriously 5, woefully 5, badly 4…[r*] underfunded :  most common adverb is chronically 
at 21: next is grossly. MI for grossly is 15.23. INCLUDE because also inscribes negative 
Appreciation/Indirect Judgement (compare grossly and extremely)

Appreciation, 
Indirect 
Judgement , 
Force

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

32 772 basic necessity basic necessity COCA 17, S3, F1, M1, N5, Ac5: basic necessities COCA 190: S40, F10, 
M37, N40, Ac63…tautology (like safe haven) - bleaching/shift. 

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

33 781 [in bringing to our 
attention] once again

once again COCA 16471: S5515, F3456, M2505, N2259, Ac2736: force - means more 
than/other than the words 

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

35 844 studiously avoids studiously collocated with [avoid] @ L1 = COCA 74. BNC MI 38.2: S7, F22, M17, N20, 
Ac17. Things you can do studiously: [AVOID] 4 types 74 tokens: [IGNORE] 4 types, 39 
tokens: [REFRAIN] 2 types, 4 tokens.  LDCE defines "studiously" from "studious": 
spending a lot of time studying and reading" p.1650. Meaning shift here - included for that 
reason. 

Judgement: 
Force

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

36 854 grave concern grave concern COCA 140. S36, F7, M26, N25, Ac46: serious concern, great concern, 
major concern, primary concern…COCA grave * top is grave danger, then grave concern, 
grave mistakes, grave threat, grave consequences. COCA grave worry no tokens. 
Preference, allow.

Force, 
Appreciation

3 Intensifying 
Collocation

36 885 well before well before COCA 1440. S191, F199, M401, N318, Ac331: mean more than/other than the 
words

Force (temporal) 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

37 893 [made a] split-second 
{decision}

split-second * COCA decisions (34), decision (27), timing (18), reaction (4), glimpse (3): 
split-second decision* 4 types, 64 tokens. S23, F5, M12, N20, Ac4: decision is the most 
common collocate - counting as two (split second decision and also make a decision, see 
893.1)

Force (temporal) 134 Intensifying 
collocation

37 914 just another just another COCA 4085. Common in all registers/genres except Academic. Included along 
with yet another - invokes belittling of thing/person that follows

Appreciation / 
Judgement

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

38 922 [can] fully appreciate fully [appreciate] COCA 389. S43, F40, M104, N75, Ac127: shift in "fully" Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

38 934 [will be] fully supported 
[by their superiors]

fully supported COCA 101: S17, F2, M17, N19, Ac46. totally supported COCA 9. S5, F0, 
M2, N1, Ac1 PREFERENCE and shift in "fully"

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

39 978.1 far {easi}er COCA far [jjr*] for comparative adjectives: for 100 types, 5917 tokens. S720, F795, 
M1751, N1419, Ac1232. Intensifying: specialization/shift/bleaching in "far"

13 Intensifying 
collocation

52 1243 [the] bare essentials bare essentials COCA 67. S7, F14, M28, N10, Ac8: tautology, use of "bare" - shift, 
specialization

Appreciation, 
Force 

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

56 1347 fully insured fully insured COCA 37: S1, F4, M10, N13, Ac9: completely insured 0. totally insured 1 NB 
opposite underinsured? Use of "fully"

13 Intensifying 
Collocation



57 1356 heavily subsidized heavily subsidized MI COCA 11.48 (subsidized with heavily @ L1): COCA 95. S11, F1, 
M25, N22, Ac36: figurative "heavily"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

58 1379 huge amounts large amounts 1391, big amounts 12, massive amounts 298 : huge amounts COCA 530: 
S169, F21, M137, N145, Ac58: include for intensifier - NB high cost but huge amounts - 
preference, figurative "huge"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

60 1445 [I have] serious concerns 
[about] 

serious concerns COCA 238: S62, F6, M30, N71, Ac69. cf I am seriously concerned : 
serious worries COCA 5. Unbalanced pair, include for preference.

Affect, indirect: 
Appreciation

34 Intensifying 
Collocation

60 1456 more recently more recently COCA 3270. S276. F110, M713, N659, Ac1512: more lately 39: S9, F14, 
M2, N6, Ac8 - include for preference

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

69 1607 primary {concern} concern collocated with primary @ L1 COCA 494. Spoken (69), Fiction (24), Magazines 
(71), Newpapers (73), Academic (257). MI 8.40: first concern COCA 154. main concern 
510. Primary collocates with care, school, goal, source, focus, purpose, concern, reason... 
Primary worry is COCA 2 only. concern preferred for primary (question of formality?)  
Included because of preference for primary + concern rather than primary + worry, and 
because the set of is limited (purpose, concern, reason) (NB other collocations with 
primary not included, see individual cases)

13 Intensifying 
Collocation

72 1667 yet another yet another COCA 6562: S1052, F1126, M1596, N1380, Ac1408: yet more, *yet Fewer, 
*yet less - Force, meaning of "yet" in this combination

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

74 1719 all-out {brawls} all-out * COCA war, effort, assault, attack, battle, campaign, spring, offensive…for 100 
types, 861 tokens. S210, F49, M241, N245, Ac116: included because meaning of all-out is 
not clear from the words, and the collocation is limited: you can't have all-out peace

Force 134 Intensifying 
Collocation

74 1722 minor incidents incident* collocated with minor @ L1 = COCA 57. MI =7.28: minor incident* COCA 57: 
S13, F7, M13, N14, Ac10. small incident COCA 19. incidents are major or minor? * 
incident collocates of relevance are isolated, critical, particular, international, recent, 
unfortunate...minor/major...in first 100 types, if you are talking about size, you always 
use major/minor (not big)

Downturner 3 Intensifying 
Collocation

74 1723 heavily drunk COCA 0. Google 88,100 11 April 2012 - small number, but does seem to be existing 
intensifier collocation - allow - adapted from drink heavily? Shift in "heavily"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

76 1755 deeply embedded deeply embedded COCA 222. Spoken (15), Fiction (11), Magazines (51), Newspapers 
(24), Academic (121). MI = 11.26. deeply is the most frequent content collocate. Followed 
by firmly, culturally, chips (noise), socially, values, information etc  very embedded COCA 
1: preference, figurative on both sides

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

80 1819 fully-trained COCA 1. With no hyphen, 69: S14, F5, M15, N19, Ac16. CF totally trained COCA 2. 
Preference, intensifying collocation

3 Intensifying 
collocation

86 1919 major retailers Intensifying "major" 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

88 1961 well past well past : COCA 525: S50, F193, M146, N98, Ac38 (high Fiction) Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

88 1976 high cost big cost COCA 29. high cost COCA 963. S150, F15, M238, N283, Ac277: large cost COCA 
12 - preference. Bleach/specialization/figurative "high"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

89 2000 extreme climatic and 
economic events

extreme as intensifier of choice for climate/weather: extreme weather COCA 175. Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

89 2028 strong leadership strong leadership ; COCA 251. S74, F3, M33, N60, Ac81 - specialization/shift/figurative 
"strong"

Force/App 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

91 2048 widespread agreement COCA 80. S9, F0, M14, N24, Ac33: widespread * collocates support, acceptance, belief, 
adoption, public, concern, agreement, corruption, attention, (flooding), reports, 
outbreaks…apart from flooding, all abstract Ns...? COCA wide agreement 38: S4, F0, M3, 
N17, Ac14. widespread apples COCA 0. 

Force/App/Eng 134 Intensifying 
Collocation



91 2068 a strong endorsement strong endorsement COCA 39. S7, F0, M6, N14, Ac12: * * endorsement: constitute an 
endorsement, a ringing endorsement, as an endorsement, not an endorsement…a strong 
endorsement: a big endorsement COCA 4: ppossible preference, and also figurative 
"strong"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

92 2083 strong evidence strong evidence COCA 466. S81, F13, M93, N47, Ac232: weak evidence COCA 23 - 
discontinuous pattern, and figurative "strong"

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

93 2099 yet another yet another COCA 6562. S1052, F1126, M1596, N1380, Ac1408: yet more, yet bigger, 
*yet less, *yet fewer

Force 13 Intensifying 
Collocation

1 45 [If we are going to have 
real debates about 
demand, let's] at least 
[have an honest account…]

at least (2 usages - quantifier and comment adverbial, split in results) COCA 120158. 
S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323 : let's at least COCA 45: S24, F9, M2, N7, 
Ac3: [MODAL] at least (they should at least…, he must at least…):INTERNAL

Force 13 Interpolation

2 78 [hospitals such as 
Northam,] for instance, 
[should be…]

for instance COCA 26,616. Spoken (4116), Fiction (1587), Magazines (8363), Newspapers 
(4408), Academic (8146). For example COCA 84149: Spoken (11949), Fiction (1710), 
Magazine (19175), Newspaper (11293), Academic (40022): preference, shift

Engagement 13 Interpolation

3 91 [illegally,] mind you, ,mind you, COCA 245. Spoken (49), Fiction (104), Magazines (51), Newspapers (30), 
Academic (11): meaning not clear from words, preference

Engagement 13 Interpolation

3 104 [whose only wish,] it 
seems

Searching , it seems , to access this meaning. S395, F233, M553, N422, Ac309 - 
preferred way to hedge position of writer-in-the-text

Engagement 13 Interpolation

4 107 (this time) Searching this time . to access this meaning. COCA 5475. S1858, F2048, M5334, N642, 
Ac393 (NB low numbers in atemporal genres) - presupposes other times, carries 
additional weight

13 Interpolation

13 318 I might add Searching , I might add . to get this usage. COCA 141. S57, F67, M6, N9, Ac2: you might 
add .  COCA 1 Means more/other than the words (I might add…might not modal of 
possibility because the writer has added)

Engagement 13 Interpolation

25 601 [should] at least at least COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323 - this count includes 
both quantifier and PPAdv usage so indicative only

Force 13 Interpolation

39 982 [we have] in fact in fact COCA 75824. S28495, F8634, M15147, N8456, Ac15092 Stop 13 Interpolation
45 1077 ,[or] whatever her name 

is,
or whatever * name is 4 types, 12 tokens, Spoken (5) and Fiction (7): "or whatever * 
name is" Google 456 million 24 January 2012: classifying as "entire" because the only 
choice is between pronouns - expression takes up the entire clause. Means more 
than/other than the words - derogatory, dismissive

Judgement??? 13 Interpolation

45 1089 , believe me, , believe me , COCA 456. S211, F146, M41, N51, Ac7. Predominantly Spoken (211) and 
Fiction (146): means more/other than the words

Engagement 13 Interpolation

46 1103 [when,] let's face it[, I'm…] let's face it COCA 1262: S522, F166, M304, N240, Ac30: NB use of FACE presages 
something unpleasant - combination of "let's" evoking camaraderie and "face" marking 
presuppositon of problem…

Engagement, 
Problematicizer

13 Interpolation

50 1189 as a matter of interest. as a matter of interest COCA 8. Spoken (2), Fiction (6), Magazines (0), Newspapers (0), 
Academic (0): Google 6.09 million 25 January 2012 means more than/other the words. 
Whose interest? 

Engagement 13 Interpolation

54 1296 at least at least COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323 - two uses, quant 
and comment, here comment.

Force - Internal 13 Interpolation

62 1481 ,no doubt, Searching . No doubt to access this usage: COCA 1273. S143, F494, M285, N121, Ac230 - 
preferred form.

13 Interpolation

62 1485 it would seem. it would seem COCA 1688. S408, F232, M251, N208, Ac589 - means more than/other 
than the words. 

Engagement 13 Interpolation



69 1601 ,as far as [your 
newspaper] is concerned,

 Interested here in the pattern as far as {attribution} is concerned ... COCA for 100 types, 
2100 tokens 

Engagement 13 Interpolation

74 1718 [If], as {he} says, [the 
hidden cause of …]

, as he says , COCA 151. S48, F10, M49, N27, Ac17 - may be followed by an inaccurate 
paraphrase: attribution indicator, or paraphrase lead-in. Preferred form.

Engagement 13 Interpolation

74 1725 [I will be the first to 
admit,) of course, [there is 
a percentage…]

of course COCA 104551. Spoken (37445), Fiction (27828), Magazines (17013), Narrative 
(10049), Academic (12216). 

Engagement 
Stop

13 Interpolation

75 1749 ,it seems, , it seems , COCA 1912. S395, F233, M553, N422, Ac309 - hedging Engagement 13 Interpolation
78 1782 to be more precise to be more precise: COCA 120, S17, F28, M29, N8, Ac38 : in parentheses as here, COCA 

41: S4, F10, M11, N4, Ac12: to be more accurate COCA 73, but meaning is not the same
Engagement 13 Interpolation

80 1823 [And,] of course, [the WA 
Police Union says that this 
is all right]

of course COCA 104551. Spoken (37445), Fiction (27828), Magazines (17013), Narrative 
(10049), Academic (12216). Mid-position here

Engagement. 
STOP 

13 Interpolation

83 1847 in part in part COCA 15356. Low in Fiction: S2257, F430, M3221, N3696, Ac5752 - meaning not 
clear from words

13 Interpolation

84 1871 [is] , after all, , after all , COCA 5904. S996, F1581, M1454, N842, Ac1031 Engagement 
STOP

13 Interpolation

91 2045 to quote {the report} Meaning 'I am quoting the report' 13 Interpolation
92 2081 [suggesting that,] in {his} 

words,
Attribution marker. In [app*] words: in his words 490. Spoken (209), Fiction (56), 
Magazines (59), Newspapers (77), Academic (89). NB in her words Total 175. Spoken 
(46), Magazines (34), Newspapers (23), Academic (24. 

Engagement 134 Interpolation

93 2118 [If,] as {Murray} {says}, Attribution marker - If, as * [SAY], 23 types, 46 tokens. S21, F9, M8, N4, Ac4 … can also 
have claims

Engagement 14 Interpolation

99 2242 , if anything . , if anything . COCA 85. S33, F30, M8, N9, Ac5 Force 13 Interpolation
100 2267 as {Murray} {said} COCA for 100 types, 8316 tokens. S5740, F1618, M338, N297, Ac323 3 Interpolation

3 87.2 the Perth Anglican 
Archbishop

Counting as Job Title Local 23 JOB TITLE

6 147 the parliamentary 
secretary

Google 3.71 million 14 February 2012. Wiki def at 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parliamentary_Secretary

Australian 23 JOB TITLE

16 374 the Anglican Archbishop of 
Perth …  the Tasmanian 
registrar

JOB TITLES x 2 Local 3 JOB TITLE

21 511 Health Minister JOB TITLES Local 3 JOB TITLE
24 583 Chief of Defence Force JOB TITLES Australian 3 JOB TITLE
26 609 Defence Mininster 

{Stephen Smith}
Job title 3 Job title

26 626 prime minister prime minister COCA 14111. S6126, F314, M1583, N4012, Ac2076 Australian 3 JOB TITLE
26 632 Foreign Minister job title: COCA 3920. S1843, F70, M348, N1067, Ac592 Encyclopaedic 3 JOB TITLE
26 634 Defence Minister Job title. COCA 17. Google 6.02 million 14 February 2012 Encyclopaedic 3 JOB TITLE
28 700 the area cancer co-

ordinator nurse
Job title Local 3 JOB TITLE

37 891 Chief of the Defence Force JOB TITLE Australian 3 JOB TITLE
37 902 lieutenant platoon 

commander
JOB TITLE Technical 3 JOB TITLE

42 1032 Police Minister JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE
51 1220 Defence Minister Job title Local 3 JOB TITLE
57 1365 Minister for Water Job title Australian 3 JOB TITLE
58 1386 Opposition immigration 

spokesman
JOB TITLE Australian 3 JOB TITLE



60 1458 senior NCOs Job title Australian 3 JOB TITLE
65 1543 Minister for Commerce JOB TITLE Local 3 JOB TITLE
73 1679 chief executive chief executive COCA 6753. S496, F78, M1013, N4717, Ac449. Encyclopaedic 3 JOB TITLE
75 1733 Commissioner for Children 

and Young People
Job title Local 3 JOB TITLE

92 2090 Climate Change Minister Job title Australian 3 JOB TITLE
2 85 make ({little}) headway 

[in]
[MAKE] headway = COCA 218. Spoken (38), Fiction (27), Magazines (61), Newspapers 
(51), Academic (41): bleaching in "make"

Manufacture 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

5 136 make a difference… [MAKE] a difference COCA 4 types, 5414 tokens. S1884, F459, M1128, N1194, Ac749: 
MAKE LIST (NB when you "make a difference", the difference is positive)…bleaching in 
"make"

Manufacture 
met

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

6 149.1 to make [the bold but 
incorrect] statement [that]

[MAKE] collocated with statement at L4, R4: COCA 3843. S1797, F268, M567, N718, 
Ac493 - bleached make

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

13 316 changes have been made [MAKE] changes COCA 4 types, 1162 tokens. S194, F36, M283, N323, Ac306: bleaching 
in "make"

Manufacture 
met

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

14 339.1 making a ([logical and 
sane]) decision

[MAKE] collocated with decision at L4, R4 COCA 17473. S6697, F1533, M2131, N3040, 
Ac4072

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

16 385 sacrifices [and... efforts] 
made [by others]

[MAKE] sacrifices : [MAKE] (an) effort : [MAKE] collocated with sacrifice* COCA 5  types, 
1611 tokens. S375, F228, M377, N348, Ac283: [MAKE] collocated with effort COCA 5811. 
S1150, F1039, M1189, N1089, Ac1344: bleaching in "make"

Judgement 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

16 386 [sacrifices and] efforts 
made [by others]

[MAKE] sacrifices : [MAKE] (an) effort : [MAKE] collocated with sacrifice* COCA 5  types, 
1611 tokens. S375, F228, M377, N348, Ac283: [MAKE] collocated with effort COCA 5811. 
S1150, F1039, M1189, N1089, Ac1344: bleaching in "make"

Judgement 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

24 564 make sure [MAKE] sure 4 types 33873 tokens. S11847, F6030, M8354, N5788, Ac1854: bleaching in 
"make"

Activity Internal 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

24 569 [Before] making {any} 
judgement

[MAKE] judgement COCA 59 types, 651 tokens. S422, F27, M59, N63, Ac80: bleaching in 
"make"

Activity Internal 
Judgement

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

31 761 make it a mockery make it a mockery Approximation: [MAKE] a mockery of 4 types, 222 tokens: S50, F27, 
M47, N71, Ac27: bleaching in "make"

Manufacture, 
Metaphorical

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

37 893.1 made a [split-second] 
decision

[MAKE] collocated with decision : COCA 17473. S6697, F1533, M2131, N3040, Ac4072 - 
shift/specialization/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

37 910 made the decision [MAKE] collocated with decision at L4, R4 COCA 16440. S6338, F1452, M2029, N2890, 
Ac3731: bleaching in "make"

Metaphorical 
activity

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

37 912 make that decision [MAKE] collocated with decision at L4, R4 COCA 16440. S6338, F1452, M2029, N2890, 
Ac3731: bleaching in "make"

Metaphorical 
activity

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

39 964 decisions which are made [MAKE] collocated with decision at L4, R4 COCA 16440. S6338, F1452, M2029, N2890, 
Ac3731: bleaching in "make"

Manufacurre 
met

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

45 1081 decisions are made [MAKE] collocated with decision at L4, R4 COCA 16440. S6338, F1452, M2029, N2890, 
Ac3731: bleaching in "make"

Manufacture 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

48 1146 make ({good}) choices MAKE LIST: choice* collocated with [MAKE] L4, R4 COCA 6 types, 8299 tokens. S2218, 
F808, M1996, N1432, Ac1845: [choose] COCA 69419. S10767, F9752, M18895, N12917, 
Ac17088: NB choose is much highest in M and Ac, S slightly lower…? bleaching in "make"

Manufacture 
(Met)

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

52 1240 made available to [MAKE] available to COCA 4 types, 795 tokens. S166, F28, M137, N124, Ac340. bleaching 
in "make"

Manufacture Met 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

53 1281 make ([our own]} 
decisions

[MAKE] collocated with decision at L4, R4 COCA 16440. S6338, F1452, M2029, N2890, 
Ac3731: bleaching in "make"

Manufacture, 
Metaphorical

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

56 1346 [must be] made 
compulsory

[MAKE] collocated with compulsory at L4, R4 COCA 46. S7, F2, M8, N4, Ac25 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase



57 1354 making a loss [MAKE] collocated with loss at R4, L4, COCA 323. S45, F51, M90, N95 - 
shift/bleaching/specliazation in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
Phrase

59 1437 make [such] a decision [MAKE] collocated with decision at L4, R4 COCA 16440. S6338, F1452, M2029, N2890, 
Ac3731: bleaching in "make"

Manufacture 
met

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

67 1567 make a profit [MAKE] a profit 4 types, 798 tokens. S223, F43, M177, N279, Ac76. cf use of verb alone - 
comments as earlier (detaches action from person): bleaching in "make"

Manufacture 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

70 1617 make a profit? [MAKE] a profit : 4 types, 798 tokens. S223, F43, M177, N279, Ac76: bleaching in "make" Manufacture 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

85 1898 make … money [MAKE] money COCA 4 types, 5119 tokens. S1637, F452, M1172, N1575, Ac282. NB 
effect on Mood structure. Cf make a decision: bleaching in "make"

Manufacture 
met

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

89 2003 make progress [MAKE] progress COCA 4 types, 1452 tokens. S607, F94, M193, N328, Ac230: bleaching 
in "make"

Manufacture 
met

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

93 2120 comment {he} makes [MAKE] collocated with comments at R4, L4: COCA 2077. S803, F149, M202, N383, 
Ac540: bleaching in "make"

Engagement: 
manufacture 
met

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

95 2176 make a choice [MAKE] a choice 4 types, 611 tokens. S259, F86, M88, N107, Ac71: bleaching in "make" Manufacture 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 4 belief system belief system COCA 460. Spoken (61), Fiction (34), Magazine (66), Newspaper (43), 
Academic (256). Wiki def en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belief_system: means more than/other 
the words

13 N/NP

1 8 bed numbers bed numbers COCA 1. Google 71,900 22 February 2012. Encyclopaedic in hospital 
context. A measure of capacity:  NB recent debate in WA newspapers regarding what "bed 
number" actually refers to (in some cases it is not a bed)

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

1 14 bed numbers bed numbers COCA 1. Google 71,900 22 February 2012. beds doesn't necessarily mean 
beds in hospital context. As 8 above.

2 N/NP

1 19 the developed world the developed world COCA 521. Spoken (59), Fiction (6), Magazine (168), Academic 
(217): first world countr* COCA 32. developed world more common: means more 
than/other than the words - meaning of "developed" understood to refer to what used to 
be called "first world countries" - economically powerful countries - 
bleaching/shift/specialization, also encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 
Appreciation 

12 N/NP

1 22 population growth population growth COCA 2260. Spoken (103), Fiction (19), Magazines (558), Newspapers 
(438), Academic (1142): population expansion COCA 28. population increase COCA 143. 
Preference. Recognized to refer to growth in the number of people on the planet, not the 
growth of individuals wtihin the planet - encylcopaedic

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

1 23 ageing population COCA aging population 246: S(34), Fiction (4), Magazine (64), Newspaper (63), Academic 
(81): specific meaning - refers to a shift in the balance between younger and older 
generations, with the number of people in the older generation increasing. Does not 
straightforwardly refer to a population that is getting older, but refers to average 
population age - specialization in ageing

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

1 24 intervention(s) of proved 
benefit

intervention* of prove* benefit COCA 0. "interventions of proven benefit" Google 4360, 1 
August 2011. Specialist medical term, means more than the words, encyclopaedic 

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

12 N/NP

1 32 [a major] blow-out COCA 53: S16, F4, M20, N11, Ac2: highest in M, S: mixture of adjectival and nominal 
usage - classifying as N/NP here to follow usage: hyphenated in Australian Concise Oxford 
Dictionary. Means more/other than words

1 N/NP

1 33 pencil pushers COCA pencil pushers 7 (3 spoken, rest written news): pencil pusher 3. Cited in LDCE 
"someone who has a boring, unimportant job in an office" p. 1215: not cited in Australian 
Concise Oxford Dictionary or Macquarie Dictionary - may be a UK expression? Means more 
than/other than the words

Judgement, 
Encyclopaedic

12 N/NP



1 34 health economists health economist* COCA 2 types, 79 tokens. S17, F0, M20, N32, Ac10: 
www.medicine.ox.ac.uk/bandolier/painres/.../What_is_health_econ.p.

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

2 47 lone voice lone voice COCA 59. Spoken (10), Fiction (11), Magazine (12), Newspapers (19), 
Academic (7). 1.02 million Google 26 September 2011: lone dissenter, lone assassin, lone 
survivor, lone woman, lone exception, lone parent…: LDCE gives "he was by no means a 
lone voice criticizing the government" p.953. Google count had increased by 23 February 
2012 (1.65 million)... "voice" representing 'person' - shift/specialization/bleaching, 
Appreciation?

Appreciation 13 N/NP

2 50 [do] more of the same Searching more of the same . to capture this usage (ie exclude noun complements): 
COCA 241, S66, F51, M55, N54, Ac15: 'more of the equivalent' COCA 0, 'more of the 
similar' COCA 0: "the same" - no complement, and may have no anaphoric referent.  

Presupposition 
marker

13 N/NP

2 55 bed occupancy bed occupancy COCA 2 - both hospitals. Google 393,000 18 January 2012. Technical in-
term: Defined "A measure of inpatient health facility use based upon the average number 
or proportion of beds occupied for a given period of time.
Year introduced: 1978" 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=mesh&term=%22bed%20occupancy%22 

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

23 N/NP

2 56 [on effective] demand 
reduction strategies

demand reduction strategies = BNC 0. Singular also BNC 0. COCA (both searches) 0. 
Google 193,000 18 January 2012: two usages, one relating to power use etc in office 
buildings: the other, as here, appears to be a non-predictable MWE in the context of drug 
abuse: see www.un.org/ga/20special/demand.htm... "geographical considerations and 
using similar definitions, indicators and procedures to assess the drug situation. Demand 
reduction strategies should be built ...": www.nationaldrugstrategy.gov.au/.../mono69-
l~mono69-l-ch1~mon...... "1.2 Defining amphetamine-type stimulants · 1.3 History of 
amphetamine-type ... demand reduction strategies to prevent the uptake of harmful drug 
use," ...toolboxes.flexiblelearning.net.au/demosites/series2/205/.../discuss.ht...Demand 
reduction strategies (preventing the uptake of harmful drug use) ... This definition blurs 
the line separating 'harm minimisation' from its predecessor" ... Accessed 22 March 2012

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

23 N/NP

2 57 [when we look at 
…spending on] demand 
reduction strategies

demand reduction strategies = BNC 0. Singular also BNC 0. COCA (both searches) 0. 
Google 193,000 18 January 2012: two usages, one relating to power use etc in office 
buildings: the other, as here, appears to be a non-predictable MWE in the context of drug 
abuse: see www.un.org/ga/20special/demand.htm... "geographical considerations and 
using similar definitions, indicators and procedures to assess the drug situation. Demand 
reduction strategies should be built ...": www.nationaldrugstrategy.gov.au/.../mono69-
l~mono69-l-ch1~mon...... "1.2 Defining amphetamine-type stimulants · 1.3 History of 
amphetamine-type ... demand reduction strategies to prevent the uptake of harmful drug 
use," ...toolboxes.flexiblelearning.net.au/demosites/series2/205/.../discuss.ht...Demand 
reduction strategies (preventing the uptake of harmful drug use) ... This definition blurs 
the line separating 'harm minimisation' from its predecessor" ... Accessed 22 March 2012

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

23 N/NP

2 60 annual report annual report COCA 836. Spoken (64), Fiction (17), Magazines (184), Newspapers (217), 
Academic (354): means more than a report thant comes out annually - specific legal 
requirements

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

23 N/NP

2 61 cost per capita cost per capita COCA 4. Google 18.7 million 14 February 2012: expense per capita COCA 
0: price per capita COCA 0 - preference

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

23 N/NP

2 62 preventive interventions preventive interventions COCA 65. S1, F0, M3, N0, Ac61, Google 691,000 14 February 
2012. Formulaic in restricted medical context

Technical 23 N/NP



2 74 health services health services COCA 2604. Spoken (144), Fiction (13), Magazine (257), Newspaper 
(397), Academic (1793): refers to hospitals, dental, GP clinics - not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

2 75 {better} bang for buck COCA bang for buck 13, bang for your buck 76. NB preceded generally by a comparative, 
a superlative or a quantifier. COCA bang for * buck most common are bang for the buck 
(total 176, Spoken (33), Fiction (3), Magazines (61),  Newspapers (63), Academic (16)) 
and bang for your buck (total 76, Spoken (23), Fiction (0), Magazines (41), Newspaper 
(11), Academic (1)). Decoding and encoding.

Appreciation 13 N/NP

2 81 medical cover medical cover COCA 2: Google 2.62 million 14 FEbruary 2012. Phrasal construction in 
Australian context? Refers to insurance - shift in meaning of "cover"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

2 82 [major] teaching hospitals teaching hospitals = BNC 59(31). Collocate major @ L1, MI = 19.7. teaching hospital* 
COCA 297 (3 types): Spoken (32), Fiction (8), Magazine (68), Newspaper (95), Academic 
(94). Understood as places where medical students and nurses continue their training.

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

2 86 health services health services COCA 2604. Spoken (144), Fiction (13), Magazine (257), Newspaper 
(397), Academic (1793) - refers to hospitals, ambulances, GP clinics etc - not clear from 
meaning.

23 N/NP

3 90 [illegal] boat people illegal boat people = COCA 0 (boat people by definition 'illegal'?): illegal boat people 
Google 143,000 20 March 2013.  boat people = BNC 178(55). boat people = COCA 197: 
S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27. (NB between first analysis and 20 March 2013, number 
increased to 199 in COCA ... indicative of topicality). Meaning not clear from words - 
encyclopaedic.

Judgement 
Encyclopaedic

123 N/NP

3 92 the {proper} channels the proper channels. COCA 23. S5, F8, M4, N3, Ac3.  the appropriate channels COCA 3. 
the right channels COCA 4, the correct channels COCA 2. the * channels slot fillers are 
proper (23), normal (17), usual (16), other (13), telepathic (12), narrow (8), main (8), 
local (6), new (6) …cannot be used without an adjective in the slot (*the channels)...

Appreciation 134 N/NP

3 96 [to "shoot up" an] army 
base

army base COCA 249. S56, F36, M38, N96, Ac23 - owned by the military, associated with 
battle…means more than the words, include - encyclopaedic (specialization in "base")

23 N/NP

3 98 State housing State housing COCA 36: S6, F1, M7, N13, Ac9. Google 4 million October 12 2011 - 
housing built by the state and rented out to people who cannot afford to rent in the 
private sector or buy. Means-tested.

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

3 99 waiting lists COCA waiting lists 355. S40, F13, M114, N125, Ac63. Encyclopaedic: lists of people who 
have applied for something that there is not enough of, hence "waiting". Name on a list 
somewhere.

Appreciation 23 N/NP

3 100 [these] boat people boat people COCA 197: S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27: meaning not clear from words Judgement 
Encyclopaedic

123 N/NP

3 101 social services social services COCA 2560. S274, F101, M333, N644, Ac1208: services aimed at people in 
community who are under economic or health pressure: means more than the words

Appreciation 23 N/NP

3 103 queue jumpers queue jumpers and queue jumper = BNC 0. queue jumper* = COCA 1. [JUMP] collocated 
with queue COCA 11.Entry in Australian concise Oxford Dictionary p. 1168. Allow. 
Figurative "jumpers"

Judgement 123 N/NP

4 108 health and transport health and transport COCA 0, Google 177 million 14 February: two major sources of 
government expenditure, often mentioned together. Rechecked 21 March 2013 - health 
and transport Google 159 million, transport and health Google 104,000. Preference

3 N/NP

4 110 wages and conditions wages and conditions COCA (6). Google 895,000 18 January 2012. conditions and wages 
preferred -  12.1 million Google 22 March 2012. COCA 12. Specialization of "conditions" - 
refers to holidays, number of hours to be worked, sick leave, superannuation etc: 
including for that reason. (Not classifying as 3 because  this is in fact the dispreferred 
form...but "conditions" means more than the word.)

1 N/NP



4 113 the cost of living cost of living COCA 278. Spoken (56), Fiction (11), Magazine (70), Newspaper (102) - an 
abstraction : amount needed for daily life. Calculated according to a basic basket of items.

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

4 115 pay rises pay rise/rises COCA 5 (British English, not surprising - pay raise COCA 328). pay increase 
COCA 111. "pay rise" Google 3.32 million 18 January 2012, "pay increase" Google 6.79 
million 12 March 2012. pay increase is preferred over pay rise but both are acceptable. 
pay fall not the opposite (pay cut). Specialization in "rise", allow.

13 N/NP

4 122 pay rise pay rise/rises COCA 5 (British English, not surprising - pay raise COCA 328). pay increase 
COCA 111. "pay rise" Google 3.32 million 18 January 2012, "pay increase" Google 6.79 
million 12 March 2012. pay increase is preferred over pay rise but both are acceptable. 
pay fall not the opposite (pay cut). Specialization in "rise", allow.

13 N/NP

4 125 pay rises pay rise/rises COCA 5 (British English, not surprising - pay raise COCA 328). pay increase 
COCA 111. "pay rise" Google 3.32 million 18 January 2012, "pay increase" Google 6.79 
million 12 March 2012. pay increase is preferred over pay rise but both are acceptable. 
pay fall not the opposite (pay cut). Specialization in "rise", allow.

13 N/NP

4 126 the flow on In Australian Concise Oxford p. 540 (colloq Aus): figurative 13 N/NP
4 127 pay rise pay rise/rises COCA 5 (British English, not surprising - pay raise COCA 328). pay increase 

COCA 111. "pay rise" Google 3.32 million 18 January 2012, "pay increase" Google 6.79 
million 12 March 2012. pay increase is preferred over pay rise but both are acceptable. 
pay fall not the opposite (pay cut). Specialization in "rise", allow.

13 N/NP

4 132 pay rises pay rise/rises COCA 5 (British English, not surprising - pay raise COCA 328). pay increase 
COCA 111. "pay rise" Google 3.32 million 18 January 2012, "pay increase" Google 6.79 
million 12 March 2012. pay increase is preferred over pay rise but both are acceptable. 
pay fall not the opposite (pay cut). Specialization in "rise", allow.

13 N/NP

4 133 [an automatic] flow on In Australian Concise Oxford p. 540 (colloq Aus): figurative 13 N/NP
5 138.1 the ticket price the ticket price COCA 36. S5, F2, M6, N20, Ac3. Not the ticket's price … including for form 

preference: multiple slotflllers, but not (for example) concert price (COCA 0) - that would 
also be ticket. So where a ticket is involved, substitute "ticket" for event...

3 N/NP

5 140 the ticket price the ticket price COCA 36. S5, F2, M6, N20, Ac3. Not the ticket's price … including for form 
preference: multiple slotflllers, but not (for example) concert price (COCA 0) - that would 
also be ticket. So where a ticket is involved, substitute "ticket" for event...

3 N/NP

6 162 [loyalty to] a common 
cause

loyalty to a common cause COCA 0. Searching a common cause . string final (to avoid a 
common cause of … ) COCA 29. S3, F4, M9, N9, Ac4. One noticeable group is preceded by 
an expression of unity or unification - "coming together", "shared", "teamed up for", 
"working together for…""unit" etc - possible extension. Sense of "common" - held in 
common, shared. 

Appreciation 13 N/NP

7 169 {immigration} detention 
centre

detention centre* COCA 6, 5 Academic. Google 4.99 million 19 January 2012. References 
places where asylum seekers are kept while their cases are considered. Choice of words is 
significant - shift in "detention"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 173 [Curtin] detention centre detention centre* COCA 6, 5 Academic. Google 4.99 million 19 January 2012. References 
places where asylum seekers are kept while their cases are considered. Choice of words is 
significant - shift in "detention"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 175 maximum security 
{facility}

maximum security  COCA 241. Spoken (125), Fiction (33), Magazine (27), Newspaper 
(42), Academic (14) - associated with jails - encyclopaedic (conveys level of 
safety/requirement for incarceration) - classifying as N/NP (rather than complex 
adj/classifier) because range of slot-fillers constrained to jails/prisons and associated 
entities

Appreciation 
Encyclopaedic 

1234 N/NP



7 180 security cameras security cameras COCA 238. Spoken (95), Fiction (62), Magazine (26), Newspaper (51), 
Academic (4): whose security? cf security cameras used in banks etc to be used in case of 
crime - association with potential criminal activity.

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 181 [a remote] industrial estate industrial estate COCA 10. BNC 199(103). Google 130 million 19 January 2012 - and a 
Wikipedia entry: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industrial_parkAn industrial park (also known as 
industrial estate, trading estate) is an area zoned and planned for the purpose of 
industrial development.Accessed 22 March 2012

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 184 asylum seekers asylum seeker COCA 7. asylum seekers COCA 147. S26, F2, M31, N45, Ac48: 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 188 maximum security 
{detention}

As above:  COCA 241. Spoken (125), Fiction (33), Magazine (27), Newspaper (42), 
Academic (14).maximum security as headword with detention at R1, no matching 
records: with prison as collocate at R1, MI = 22.6. Total 241. Spoken (125), Fiction (33), 
Magazine (27), Newspaper (42), Academic (14) - as for 174 above, counting as N/NP 

Appreciation 
Encyclopaedic 

1234 N/NP

7 189 refugee status refugee status COCA 123. Spoken (25), Fiction (4), Magazine (9), Newspaper (39), 
Academic (46): encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 191 security clearance security clearance COCA 195 (of more relevance recently?) Spoken (7), Fiction (29), 
Magazine (35), Newspaper (43) Academic (18): encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 193 convicted criminal convicted criminal COCA 53. Spoken (25), Fiction (6), Magazine (6), Newspaper (13), 
Academic (3): Dense info packaging (has been through courts, has been convicted 'by due 
process' etc)

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 194 {immigration} detention 
centre

detention centre* COCA 6, 5 Academic. Google 4.99 million 19 January 2012: 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 203 boat people boat people COCA 197. S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
8 206 detention centres detention centre* COCA 6, 5 Academic. Google 4.99 million 19 January 2012. MWE in the 

context of processing refugees
Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 208 the local economy the local economy COCA 539. Spoken (70), Fiction (19), Magazine (95), Newspaper 
(203), Academic (152)…meaning the shops, the things people spend money on in their 
neighbourhood

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 211 economic windfall economic windfall BNC 0. COCA 16. financial windfall  BNC 2(2), COCA 37. COCA 
[=financial] windfall 53. Spoken 4, Fiction 1, Magazine 11, Newspaper 26, Academic (11). 
2 types (financial, economic), 53 tokens. COCA windfall collocated with economic at L1, 
COCA 16, MI 5.13: windfall collocated with financial at L1: 38, MI 7.21: [j*] Include on 
basis of MI scores and frequencies in COCA: shift in meaning of "windfall"

13 N/NP

8 213 rust bucket States rust bucket states COCA 0. "rust bucket" Google 829,000 19 January 2012. rust bucket 
states in Australia are the states that used to get their wealth from manufacturing 
industry - boats, cars - but are now in decline. Encyclopaedic in Australian context: 
meaning shift "rust bucket"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 215 detention centres detention centre* COCA 6, 5 Academic. Google 4.99 million 19 January 2012. 
Encyclopaedic in asylum seeker debate - processing refugees

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

9 218 grand final grand final BNC 40(31): COCA 4. Google 14.4 million 19 January 2012 - meaning shift 
"grand"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

9 222 [the intransigence and] 
short-sightedness [of the 
game's administrators] 

COCA 28: S2, F1, M8, N7, Ac10: derives from short sighted: hyphenated in ACOD, include 
- meaning shift. Figurative "shortsightedness"

1 N/NP



9 226 developed,] extra time [in 
the grand final…]

Strategic search, indicative only, to avoid homonymous uses (eg 'if you put in extra time 
you are certain to succeed': 'the examiner allowed me extra time'. Meaning here is not 
straightforwardly extra time: refers to a specific period of time after the match to make up 
for injury time etc. ALLOW: encyclopaedic in sporting context

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

9 227 grand final grand final BNC 40(31): COCA 4. Google 14.4 million 19 January 2012 - meaning shift 
"grand"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

9 230 extra time See L9/226 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
9 240 grand final draw grand final BNC 40(31): COCA 4. Google 14.4 million 19 January 2012 formulaic for AFL 

football (generally used) - counting as N/NP here because the grand final draw is in itself a 
recognised entity, even though grand final can be used as a classifying adjective in other 
contexts also

Appreciation 123 N/NP

9 243 [used] common sense two words in Australian concise Oxford dictionary: as two words COCA 3731. S969, F441, 
M790, N796, Ac735: meaning shift of "common" and "sense": [use] common sense COCA 
4 types, 143 tokens: S39, F6, M42, N40, Ac16. NB low F. Counting as N/NP

Appreciation 123 N/NP

10 246 grand final grand final BNC 40(31): COCA 4. Google 14.4 million 19 January 2012 - meaning shift 
"grand"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

10 248 [no] time on time on formulaic/encyclopaedic in sporting context Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
10 254 grand final COCA 4, Google 14.4 million 19 January 2012 . Shift in "grand" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
10 259 [the] grand final replay grand final COCA 4, Google 14.4 million 19 January 2012 - shift in "grand" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
11 280 grand final draw As elsewhere Aussie rules Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
11 282 extra time Strategic search, indicative only, to avoid homonymous uses (eg 'if you put in extra time 

you are certain to succeed': 'the examiner allowed me extra time'. Meaning here is not 
straightforwardly extra time: refers to a specific period of time after the match to make up 
for injury time etc. 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

11 290 extra time Aussie rules see L9/282 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
11 292 grand final replay Aussie rules see L10/254 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
11 293 grand final Aussie rules see L10/254 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
12 299 [the drawn] grand final Aussie rules see L10/254 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
12 305 grand final Aussie rules see L254 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
13 313 grand final Aussie rules see L10/254 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
13 320 [drawn] grand final Aussie rules see L10/254 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
13 325 [with] time on See L10/248 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
14 331.1 letters editor COCA 25: S7, F0, M9, N8, Ac1. Encyclopaedic. 2 N/NP
14 336 the ({fateful}) knock on 

the door
the knock on the door COCA 36. Spoken (3), Fiction (21), Magazines (5), Narrative (5), 
Academic (2): A knock on the door 307: S31, F210, M29, N32, Ac5: means more than the 
words - the knock on the door alludes to the practice of police visiting homes in person to 
deliver bad news. May be no literal "knock on the door"

ALLUSION 12 N/NP

14 345 [that] fantasy world [you 
are living in]

fantasy world COCA 210. S47, F32, M46, N62, Ac23, fantasy earth 0, fantasy planet 1: 
imaginary world COCA 64: * world COCA new, third, real, whole, outside, natural, 
developing, business… : fantasy *  top (noun) collocate is world. Include for preference. 

NB Appreciation 
and Locative

3 N/NP

14 346 the real world the real world COCA 3171: S553, F479, M835, Ac721: NB need "the" - also can't 
substitute "earth" or "planet", see above - preference.

Appreciation and 
Locative

3 N/NP

15 350 a tough time headword time collocated with tough COCA 944, MI 4.08: meaning shift/specialization in 
"tough"

1 N/NP

15 353 [their] teenage years Looking for {DET} teenage years : COCA 4 types, 13 tokens. their * years COCA 100 
types, 988 tokens. S128, F100, M236, N212, Ac312. their graduate years, their peak 
years, their pre-service years, their early years, their golden years, their formative 
years...meaning the years during which they were...

134 N/NP



15 358 shift work shift work COCA 53. S11, F5, M6, N7, Ac24: cf '9 to 5 work', 'regular work', 'part-time 
work', 'full-time work'…: evokes lifestyle: test - infix: he did full-time shift work: he did 
*shift full-time work - shift job COCA 3. Preference

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 362 the medical profession definite article required (495 with definite article, 531 for medical profession) nb cf the 
architectural profession COCA 2: the architecture profession COCA 1: the medical 
profession COCA 495. S134, F25, M130, N75, Ac131

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

15 364 the drug scene the drug scene COCA 54: S15, F1, M4, N7, Ac27 the party scene, the holiday scene, the 
clubbing scene…but this specifically refers to the sale and consumption of illegal drugs - 
nothing to do with legal drugs. Figurative "scene", dense info packaging around "drugs"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 366 [show a little] common 
sense

[SHOW] collocated with common sense COCA 6 types, 24 tokens: show pity 6 types, 23 
tokens, show pride 7 types, 116 tokens, show courage i]7 types, 276 tokens. [SHOW] 
greed COCA 6 types, 15 tokens: stupidity 5 types 9 tokens... See show great respect in 
L16: common sense collocated with [HAVE] COCA 361. [show] is not the default.... NOT 
INCLUDING predicate phrase, include only for N/NP: two words in Australian concise 
Oxford dictionary: as two words COCA 3731. S969, F441, M790, N796, Ac735: meaning 
shift of "common" and "sense"

Judgement/Appr
eciation

13 N/NP

16 371 third-generation 
([Australian]) [senior 
citizen]

Expression is [ordinal number] plus generation plus [Nationality]: Google "*-generation 
Australian" 17.2 million 24 February 2012. Carries additional weight in Australian context 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 372 senior citizen senior citizen COCA 441: S100, F45, M80, N169, Ac47 - doesn't relate to deference, 
respect…refers to age - specialization of "senior"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 375 {the} boat people the boat people NB definite article (Halliday, homophoric reference). Encyclopaedic. Boat 
people COCA 197. S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27 - means more than the words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 378 [the Australian] way of life way of life COCA 3697. S654, F300, M874, N750, Ac1119 opaque, form preferences 13 N/NP
16 381 the boat people Encyclopaedic. Boat people COCA 197. S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
16 387 way of life way of life COCA 3697. S654, F300, M874, N750, Ac1119: form preference, meaning not 

clear
13 N/NP

16 389 the rest of us the rest of us COCA 4043. S1010, F1168, M1017, N640, Ac208: the remainder of us 
COCA 0 - deixis, presumptive us, identify 'others'

Engagement 13 N/NP

16 390 freedom of speech [and 
expression]

freedom of speech and expression COCA 10. freedom of speech COCA 1064: S358, F11, 
M105, N211, Ac379. What is "freedom of speech" - legally enshrined, excludes 
slander….meaning not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 391 freedom of [speech and] 
expression

freedom of expression 519: S90, F8, M61, Ac216. Both individually more common than 
freedom of speech and expression, use of composite draws on both. Legally enshrined - 
difference between "speech" and "expression"????

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 394 safe haven safe haven COCA 889: S338, F73, M147, N173, Ac158 (havens should by definition be 
safe  - use of safe is tautologous)

13 N/NP

16 397 people smugglers people smuggler* COCA 12. S2, F1, M5, N4, Ac0. Google 860,000 19 January 2012. 
Wikipedia definition available. ALLOW despite low frequencies - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic, 
Judgement

12 N/NP

16 401 way of life way of life COCA 3697. S654, F300, M874, N750, Ac1119 - see above 13 N/NP
16 402 safe haven safe haven COCA 889: S338, F73, M147, N173, Ac158 - comment as a above 13 N/NP
17 408 the {refugee} issue the {refugee} issue COCA 28: S10, F0, M0, N0, Ac18. the {insert what you want to be 

seen as a problem} issue: HOMOPHORIC REFERENCE (Halliday): encyclopaedic in 
2011/2012 - construction enables writer to tag ongoing colloquy and mark it as 
problematic simultaneously 

Problematicizer: 
Engagement

134 N/NP

18 420 personal attack personal attack COCA 142. S67, F4, M20, N34, Ac17: never physical, always verbal: even 
a "brutally personal attack" is verbal attack, not physical: for it to be physical, you must 
leave out "personal". Means more than/other than the words

13 N/NP

18 426 professional body professional body COCA 20. S3, F0, M6, N0, Ac11 - meaning shift (body) encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



18 428 [may lessen their] position 
of {power}

position of power COCA 165. Spoken (48), Fiction (11), Magazine (27), Newspapers (23), 
Academic (56): powerful position COCA 95: S28, F5, M19, N21, Ac22. position of * COCA 
collocates power (top) then strength (82), authority (81), then (different pattern) women 
(54)... : position of weakness 16. Unbalanced pair, limited set

34 N/NP

18 433 dental hygienists dental hygienist COCA 89. S11, F14, M14, N30, Ac2 encyclopaedic - trained practitioners 
who remove plaque etc 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

18 436 primary dental health 
practitioners

complex collocation - health practitioners, dental health, primary health Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

18 438 first, [preferred] port of 
call

first port of call COCA 26. [PREFER] port of call 0. port of call COCA 114: S14, F22, M32, 
N27, Ac19: figurative "port of call" (and meaning not clear from words in port of call)

13 N/NP

18 443 follow-on COCA 168. S50, F6, M40, N21, Ac51: HIGHEST AC AND S 13 N/NP
18 444 school dental service BNC 0, COCA 0, Google 7.42 million 19 January 2012. Australian institution, 

encyclopaedic. ALLOW
Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

18 448 cost benefits cost benefits COCA 24: S4, F0, M3, N6, Ac11 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
19 464 [major] teaching hospitals teaching hospitals - hospitals where doctors and nurses receive in-service training Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
20 470 baby formula baby formula COCA 110: S34, F6, M31, N37, Ac2 (refers to baby milk, breast milk 

substitution)
Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

20 476 baby milk COCA 16: S10, F2, M1, N2, Ac1. Google 2.20 million 20 January 2012: same as baby 
formula - ie non-breast milk, manufactured

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

20 480 high standard of living high standard of living COCA 52; standard of living COCA 1259. S239, F14, M311, N276, 
Ac419 (*high quality of living): good standard of living COCA 6: low standard of living 
COCA 8 - preference - refers to range of things that contribute to whatever the country 
defines as a "good" life

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

20 481 baby formula baby formula COCA 110: S34, F6, M31, N37, Ac2 (refers to baby milk, breast milk 
substitution)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

20 489 breast milk COCA 16: S10, F2, M1, N2, Ac1. Google 2.20 million 20 January 2012 Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP
20 493 the mid-{l970s} Also get mid-Atlantic, but predominantly decades. For 100 types, 8397 tokens. S672, 

F205, M2241, N2328, Ac2951 - HIGH AC, M, N: preferred to 'middle nineties'
3 N/NP

20 499 baby formula baby formula COCA 110: S34, F6, M31, N37, Ac2 (refers to baby milk, breast milk 
substitution)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

21 501 baby formula baby formula COCA 110: S34, F6, M31, N37, Ac2 (refers to baby milk, breast milk 
substitution)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

21 507.1 health and safety COCA 1064. S119, F16, M189, N256. safety and health COCA 584. health and safety tags 
particular social discourse and sociocultural understandings

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

22 517 The {euthanasia} debate Halliday - Homophoric Ref: COCA 1. 39,900 Google 20 Jan 2012. Allow. Engagement 1. 
Encyclopaedic: similar to the {…} issue, but in this case places it within the "ongoing 
colloquy"

Local 
encyclopaedic 
Engagement

134 N/NP

22 524 palliative care palliative care COCA 311: S21, F3, M11, N57, Ac219 - means more than/other than the 
words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

22 525 ageing population aging population (use US spelling for COCA): COCA 246. S34, F4, M64, N63, Ac81: NB 
does not refer to a homogenously ageing population, but to the fact that the average age 
is increasing (due to the Baby Boomers living longer). Encyclopaedic. 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

22 529 [This is the inevitable] next 
step

the next step COCA 2296. S611. F183, M589, N380, Ac533 - figurative "step" Movement 13 N/NP

22 535 the next step the next step COCA 2296: S611, F183, M589, N380, Ac533 - not a literal step Movement 1 N/NP
22 537 palliative care palliative care COCA 311: S21, F3, M11, N57, Ac219 - encyclopaedic, care for terminally 

ill people that does not treat but minimises pain
Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

23 541.1 public discussion COCA 358. S46, F4, M66, N77, Ac165. Discussion that takes place in and among the 
community…means more than the words

13 N/NP



23 547 risk-taking COCA 923. S50, F13, M164, N140, Ac556: HIGH AC 1 N/NP
24 562 women and children women and children COCA 2547: S741, F335, M464, N533, Ac474: children and women 

89. Coordinated binomial. Also means more than the words - reference is to people who 
are vulnerable, not fighting  

3 N/NP

24 565 women and children COCA 2547: S741, F335, M464, N533, Ac474: children and women 89. Coordinated 
binomial. Also means more than the words - reference is to people who are vulnerable, 
not fighting  

3 N/NP

24 568 the scene of the {battle} COCA 1. the scene of the crime 283.the scene of the * slot-fillers crime 296, accident 45, 
shooting 17, action 16, murder 15 - the scene of the + bad thing: prosody/priming

34 N/NP

24 580 special forces personnel special forces personnel COCA 3. Google 1.2 million. Company personnel. Special forces 
COCA 1361. S500, F107, M260, N407, Ac87

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

24 582 [I hope] common sense 
{prevails}

common sense collocated with [PREVAIL]: COCA 3 types, 36 tokens. S8, F4, M8, N13, 
Ac3 Common sense COCA 3731. S969, F441, M790, N796, Ac735 - count for N/NP: 
means more/other than the words

13 N/NP

25 587 [the idea of] a fair go a fair go: COCA 1 (not surprisingly). BNC 0 (ditto). Australian totem with significant 
pragmatic weight. Google 2.74 million 20 January 2012 - the idea of everyone having an 
equal chance at economic success 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

25 595 women and children COCA 2547: S741, F335, M464, N533, Ac474: children and women 89. Coordinated 
binomial. Also means more than the words - reference is to people who are vulnerable, 
not fighting  

3 N/NP

25 605 army brass army brass: COCA 27. S2, F7, M7, N9, Ac2: adapted from top brass? - defined in ACOD 
as "colloq. persons in authority or of high (esp. military) rank" (2009, p. 166) - allow with 
reservations, possible shift in "brass" (detaching from "top")

13 N/NP

26 623 parliamentary debate parliamentary debate COCA 36: S8, F3, M6, N4, Ac15 encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
27 645 pit-face pit-face COCA 0, ACOD no entry, Google 29,100 20 March 2013, Wikipedia definition 

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Face_(mining) "In surface mining it is commonly called pit face, in 
underground mining a common term is mine face. Accordingly, face equipment is the 
mining equipment used ...": pit face COCA 1. Allow despite low frequencies - 
encyclopaedic technical.

Encylcopaedic 
technical. 

23 N/NP

27 646 slag heap slag heap COCA 15 - idiomatic/literal split, idiomatic dominating. Google 774,000 20 
January 2012. Defined in LDCE p. 1550. ALLOW despite low frequency: preference for 
"heap" (not slag mountain, or slag pile): combination means more than a heap of slag

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

27 660 nuclear power nuclear power COCA 2956. S749, F58, M677, N646, Ac826 encyclopaedic, loaded Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
27 661 nuclear power nuclear power COCA 2956. S749, F58, M677, N646, Ac826 encyclopaedic, loaded Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
27 667 greenhouse gases greenhouse gases COCA 1189: S150, F7, M367, N236, Ac429 encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
27 668 acid rain acid rain COCA 885. S48, F36, M299, N138, Ac429 encyclopaedic - specialization of "acid" Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
27 677 nuclear power nuclear power COCA 2956. S749, F58, M677, N646, Ac826 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
28 687 regional hospitals regional hospitals Combination with special significance in an Australian context - 

encyclopaedic in that context ALLOW
Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

28 690 health care health care COCA 30557: S11449, F124, M5500, N7151, Ac6333 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
28 697 regional WA regional WA: encyclopaedic in context - regional is most of WA that is not metro: 

significant contrasts exist in terms of infrastructure support and cost of living. Included for 
encyclopaedic understanding packaged in term - counting as N/NP rather than 
abbreviation

Encyclopaedic 
for Aus

23 N/NP

28 702 Aboriginal communities Formulaic  in Australian context: Google 2.83 million 23 January 2012 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 
for Aus

23 N/NP

28 703 health services health services COCA 2604: S144, F13, M257, N397, Ac1793 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
28 704 Budget surpluses budget surplus* COCA 361: S128, F4, M52, N143, Ac34 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



28 707 regional health system Conventionalized in Australian context - NB significance of urban/regional split in Australia 
is possibly not replicated elsewhere - regional health recognised as a problem area

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

29 728 [stop the] urban sprawl urban sprawl COCA 282: S19, F12, M93, N111, Ac47 - figurative "sprawl" Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP
29 730 mining royalties MWE in WA context at this time - specific reference, encyclopaedic in Australia in 

2011/2012/2013
Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

30 738 way of life way of life COCA 3697: S654, F300, M874, N750, Ac1119 13 N/NP
30 740 hidden agenda hidden agenda COCA 170: S30, F26, M32, N45, Ac37: preference - figurative "hidden" 

and "agenda"
13 N/NP

30 745 open-door policy open-door policy COCA 101: S9, F3, M24, N28, Ac37; encyclopaedic - figurative "door" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
31 749 national anthem national anthem COCA 768: S219, F74, M142, N209, Ac124 - means more than the words Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

31 750 the grand final Meaning shift in "grand" - formulaic in Aussie Rules football Local 123 N/NP
31 751 last weekend last weekend (without def article) COCA 1816: S525, F106, M143, N1035, Ac7 (last year, 

last month, last week, *last day, *last hour, last minute (different meaning), *last second 
- niched meanings

13 N/NP

31 752 an act of {mockery} an act of * for 100 types, 1899 tokens: two groups - one is just the group that performed 
the act (congress) but the other is either Affect or Appreciation (an act of war, god, 
congress, terrorism, faith, love, violence, courage, cowardice). Include.

4 N/NP

31 762 national anthems national anthem COCA 768: S219, F74, M142, N209, Ac124 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
32 775 [our] mining industry "mining industry" formulaic/encyclopaedic in WA context Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
33 790 palliative care palliative care COCA 311: S21, F3, M11, N57, Academic 219: means more than/other 

than the words
Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

33 794 palliative care palliative care COCA 311: S21, F3, M11, N57, Academic 219: means more than/other 
than the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

33 796 the public Def article + adjective. Searching the public to access this usage: COCA 3545. S881, 
F136, M677, N1087, Ac764: in the same family as the deaf, the rich etc: the + [ADJ] for 
group : including as FRAME: the + [socially sanctioned generalization described with an 
adjective] - *the pleasant ; *the cooperative

13 N/NP

33 797 The {current euthanasia} 
debate

Halliday exophoric reference as elsewhere - reinforced by temporal adverbial: the * 
debate COCA for 100 types, 2926 tokens. S1072, F17, M4426, N586, Ac725: 
encyclopaedic: references "ongoing colloquy"

Engagement 
marker

124 N/NP

33 798 the {medical and nursing} 
professions

Double-up. The medical profession (495): S134, F25, M130, N75, Ac131; the nursing 
profession (65): S7, F0, M3, N7, Ac48: the medical profession, the dental profession 4, 
the engineering profession, the teaching profession : the architecture profession 
1:NP/MWE is the * profession with restrictions on slot-fillers - preferred choices

3 N/NP

33 800 palliative care palliative care COCA 311: S21, F3, M11, N57, Academic 219: means more than/other 
than the words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

33 800.1 basic training COCA 450. S117, F74, M101, N94, Ac64. Shift/bleaching in "basic" - meaning core, 
fundamental rather than rudimentary

13 N/NP

33 801 medical and nursing 
students

*doctoring and nursing students *doctoring students…*architectural students…engineering 
students … not clear what is going on here, but there is a preference of some kind

3 N/NP

33 803 palliative care palliative care COCA 311: S21, F3, M11, N57, Academic 219: means more than/other 
than the words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

33 805 [as part of their regular] in-
service.

In COCA this is adjectival. In Australian English nursing environment (and possibly 
elsewhere) the noun (training) has been dropped and the adjective has been nominalised. 
See Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 732)

23 N/NP

33 808 palliative care palliative care COCA 311: S21, F3, M11, N57, Academic 219: means more than/other 
than the words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



33 810 frail aged frail aged COCA 0. BNC 0. Google 238,000. But this is an established compound in aged 
care - referring to dementia/Alzheimer's patients. Emerging? Restricted? Specialist? Shift 
in meaning of "frail" (covers mental issues)

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

33 811 the chronically [and 
terminally] ill

chronically ill COCA 207: S21, F5, M54, N28, Ac99: meaning of "chronically" in medical 
context 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

33 812 [the] ...terminally ill terminally ill COCA 641: S168, F29, M110, N165, Ac169. preferred to the dying. 3 N/NP
34 815 private member's Bill Conventionalized in Australian context: used generically Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
34 819 mitigating circumstances mitigating circumstances COCA 83: S21, F11, M12, N12, Ac27: mitigating factor/s 132, 

circumstance* 89, evidence 17, measure* 8….preference for factor/s, circumstances
23 N/NP

34 820 voluntary euthanasia voluntary euthanasia COCA 20. Google 242,000. Wikipedia definitions and others. ALLOW 
DESPITE LOW FREQUENCY: formulaic, encyclopaedic in Australian context at least 
2011/2012

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

35 838 the {voluntary euthanasia} 
debate

MWE in this context at this time: tags "ongoing colloquy" - Engagement marker Engagement 124 N/NP

35 843 voluntary euthanasia voluntary euthanasia COCA 20. Google 242,000. Wikipedia definitions and others. ALLOW 
DESPITE LOW FREQUENCY: formulaic, encyclopaedic in Australian context at least 
2011/2012

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

35 847 voluntary euthanasia voluntary euthanasia COCA 20. Google 242,000. Wikipedia definitions and others. ALLOW 
DESPITE LOW FREQUENCY: formulaic, encyclopaedic in Australian context at least 
2011/2012

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

36 859 [we are seeing] ({the first 
real}) nails in the coffin

nail* in * coffin COCA 11 types, 99 tokens: S31, F7, M23, N32, Ac6. Verbs be, put, drive, 
would be : see is unusual: then  the final, could be another, the last, a final, the last, just 
another… the use of an ordinal is very typical - first, last, another...Core is nail* in the 
coffin (usually singular - this is atypical). Figurative

13 N/NP

36 860 [Anzac] military forces military forces COCA 1137. S330, F17, M129, N196, Ac465: other collocates armed, 
special, military, american, iraqi, allied, political, israeli, social… always plural: OED online 
shows plural evident from 1942 ("the Forces programme"). Difficult one - could argue that 
the entire construction is figurative, so that it passes Cowie's entry test ...Perhaps 
significant that we say police force but armed forces? Allow, but borderline.

13 N/NP

36 867 service personnel service personnel CCOA 239. S80, F11, M45, N40, Ac63: military reference - means more 
than/other than the words

23 N/NP

37 896 [in a] combat situation combat situation COCA 54: S30, F11, M3, N5, Ac5. a battle situation COCA 5 - preference 3 N/NP

37 900 Combat soldiers combat soldier* 2 types, 95 tokens. S72, F8, M16, N17, Ac27: battle soldier COCA 0 - 
preference

3 N/NP

37 907 courts martial courts martial COCA 25. S16, F2, M2, N3, Ac2: court martials 7: court martial COCA 155 - 
encyclopaedic. Special court

23 N/NP

38 917 Vietnam veteran Vietnam veteran COCA 427: S175, F18 M67, N141, Ac26: specifically refers to someone 
who fought in the Vietnam war…different to political veteran, for example  

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

38 926 women and chlldren women and children COCA 2547. S741, F335, M464, N533, Ac474: children and women 
COCA 89

3 N/NP

38 933 theatre of war theatre of war COCA 2. Google 2.51 million. Figurative "theatre" 13 N/NP
38 936 [the] {government} of the 

day
government of the day COCA 28. S5, F0, M3, N2, Ac18 - meaning the government at that 
time. of the day brings up 100 types and 6343 tokens, but this use is very specific and 
limited to a Few types only: possibly the issues of the day, the politics of the day, the 
fashion of the day, the language of the day, the style of the day, the uniform of the day, 
music of the day, the newspapers of the day...but not the emotion of the day, the rest of 
the day, the events of the day, the heat of the day...difference in usage patterns 

134 N/NP



38 938 the top echelons top echelon* COCA 100. S25, F1, M18, N33, Ac23: the echelons (without adj) COCA 8. 
Adj preferred

13 N/NP

39 945 [sound sympathetic to] 
each other 

each other COCA 58007. S10536, F19625, M11301, N8345, Ac8200: meaning not clear 
from words. Counting pronouns with common nouns

PRON 13 N/NP

39 950 law-abiding citizens law-abiding citizen* COCA 304, S89, F19, M29, N142, Ac25 law-abiding people COCA 47: 
law-abiding individuals 5 preference for citizen

Indirect 
Judgement

3 N/NP

39 951 [normal] everyday life everyday life COCA 2050:  S216, F111, M482, N268, Ac973. everyday living COCA 80. 
every day to everyday, associated meaning shift…? everyday * top collocate by a long 
way is life: next one is lives (405). Test by splitting: everyday and special lives - 
borderline. lives that are everyday - also borderline. Include.

13 N/NP

39 952 "rite of passage" rite* of passage = COCA 2 types,  688 tokens: S69, F51, M179, N149, Ac240 - figurative 
"passage"

Appreciation 123 N/NP

39 953 [for all of their] hard work 
[and identity-crisis 
problems]

hard work COCA 4763. S1014, F699, M1265, N1105, Ac680. Hard meaning effortful 
rather than difficult?  cf difficult work COCA 101 - preference.

13 N/NP

39 954 identity-crisis identity crisis COCA 309. S40, F8, M75, N72, Ac114 - meaning shift in "crisis" 13 N/NP
39 958 moral integrity moral integrity COCA 64: S7, F2, M13, N7, Ac35: structural integrity, personal integrity, 

treatment integrity, ecologicial integrity, my integrity, bodily integrity : integrity in ACOD 
is "moral uprightness" which makes this a tautology…maybe because integrity has 
broadened? Part of group - see also financial cost L94/2139. 

3 N/NP

39 966 the difference between 
right and wrong

the difference between right and wrong COCA 90. S53, F10, M7, N15, Ac5. the difference 
between wrong and right COCA 0 PREFERENCE

3 N/NP

39 972 do-gooders do-gooder* COCA 6 types, 248 tokens. S29, F58, M71, N76, Ac14 - meaning not clear 
from words

13 N/NP

39 975 The {youth} of today the youth of today COCA 16, most in Spoken (6): Google 7.41 million 24 January 2012. 
"The young of today" 193,000 24 January 2012. Also the parents of today, the kids of 
today, the students of today, the city of today, the issues of today - locates viewpoint as 
contemporary

14 N/NP

39 984 law-abiding citizens law-abiding citizen* COCA 304, S89, F19, M29, N142, Ac25 law-abiding people COCA 47: 
law-abiding individuals 5 - preference

Judgement 13 N/NP

39 986 anyone else anyone else COCA 6764: S1315, F2416, M1329, N1222, Ac482: everyone else, no one 
else, someone else …*them else, *all else…meaning not clear from words - counting prons 
with common nouns

Force PRON 13 N/NP

39 988 identity crisis identity crisis COCA 309. Predominantly Academic (114). Least Fiction (8) health crisis, 
economic crisis : identity crisis COCA 309. S40, F8, M75, N72, Ac114 - meaning not clear 
from the words

13 N/NP

39 994 [the] strength of character strength of character COCA 123, S28, F21, M25, N30, Ac19: strength of personality COCA 
6: figurative "strength"

Judgement 13 N/NP

40 1000 binge drinking binge drinking COCA 309: S38, F5, M35, N50, Ac181 - major social issue in WA/Aus: 
specialization of "binge"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

40 1001 binge drinking binge drinking COCA 309: S38, F5, M35, N50, Ac181 - major social issue in WA/Aus: 
specialization of "binge"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

41 1017 {18}-year-old Age - preferred form 3 N/NP
41 1018 {18}-year-old(s) Age - preferred form 3 N/NP
41 1020 binge drinking binge drinking COCA 309: S38, F5, M35, N50, Ac181 - major social issue in WA/Aus: 

specialization of "binge"
Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

41 1026 {18}-year-old(s) Age - preferred form 3 N/NP



42 1033 drink drivers COCA 0: drunk driver* COCA 392. Google 419,000 24 January 2012: Australian term 
ALLOW DESPITE LOW FREQUENCY - encyclopaedic - a drink driver is someone who drinks 
more than the legal limit of alcohol who then may or may not get breathalyzed

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

42 1039 hoon laws COCA 0. Conventionalized in Australia (Western Australia only?) ALLOW for that reason. 
Encyclopaedic in WA

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

43 1045 the grand final Aussie Rules: meaning shift/specialization in "grand" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
43 1051 [In] the grand final Aussie Rules: meaning shift/specialization in "grand" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
44 1064 raw sewage raw sewage COCA 244, S26, F20, M51, N78, Ac69 - means untreated, specialized Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
44 1068 [to] the comfort of our 

homes
in the comfort of with collocate home @ R3 = COCA 12, none in Fiction. Usually 
possessive pronoun, one definite article: "the comfort of your own home" Google 192 
million 24 January 2012:classified as N/NP: absolutely straightforward, but not used with 
definite/indef article (always poss pronoun), not used with house ... form preferences, and 
means more than the words...

Appreciation 3 N/NP

44 1070 [and placed proudly in our 
display cases] display 
cases

display case* COCA 3 types, 455 tokens. S19, F191, M104, N95, Ac46; shift in "case"? 13 N/NP

44 1072 [have never seen a] 
display case

display case* COCA 3 types, 455 tokens. S19, F191, M104, N95, Ac46; shift in "case"? 13 N/NP

45 1082 [in] split seconds split second* = COCA 737: S121, F417, M91, N75, Ac33: figurative "split" Force 13 N/NP
45 1084 a rippling effect rippl* effect COCA 7 types, 352 tokens. Most common is ripple effect (336), followed by 

rippling effect (11). ripple effect 336: S81, F13, M78, N122, Ac42
13 N/NP

46 1101 extended trading hours extended trading hours COCA 0.  Major debate in WA relating to Sunday/late-night 
shopping (not generally available as at 2011). Google 310,000 24 January 2012. ALLOW 
despite low frequencies - encyclopaedic in West Australian context at this time

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

46 1104 the big supermarkets In WA, Coles, Woolworths…don't use large….more than just big - powerful, with a 
stranglehold on the market in WA - encyclopaedic, socio-cultural ref … but NB cf major 
cities, big cities 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

46 1106 a long day cf a big day: COCA long day 1041. S189, F346, M266, N198 - Appraisal - Figurative "long" 13 N/NP

46 1107 small businesses Not a description of size as much as a category: small business 2673. S931, F53, M690, 
N681, Ac318: definition relates to staff numbers: in Australia defined as less than 15 
people

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

46 1108 the two big [multinational] 
supermarkets

Don't use large - as above (941) - if  large, reference is concerned with size. If big, 
reference is concerned with power

123 N/NP

46 1114 [How about instead of 
….about pleasing] big 
business

big business 1565. S475, F48, M354, N450, Ac238 (cf 'big business doesn't like the 
mining tax' - means more than the words. Not just about turnover or staff numbers - 
about power. A charity would not be "big business" even if it employed a lot of people and 
had a big turnover 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

47 1117 is an act of {pure political 
bastardry}

an act of * for 100 types, 1899 tokens: two groups - one is just the group that performed 
the act (congress) but the other is either Affect or Appreciation (an act of war, god, 
congress, terrorism, faith, love, violence, courage, cowardice). Include.

34 N/NP

47 1120 extended trading hours extended trading hours COCA 0.  Major debate in WA relating to Sunday/late-night 
shopping (not generally available as at 2011). Google 310,000 24 January 2012. ALLOW 
despite low frequencies

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

48 1128 high heels high heels COCA 1018. Spoken 142, Fiction 473, Magazines 222, Newspapers 162, 
Academic 19. SOCIOCULTURAL MARKER: not big heels - choose height. Opposite is flat. 
Preference, and unpredictable discontinuity.

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

48 1129 [I got a] phone call [from] phone call COCA 4902. S2238, F1041, M694, N763, Ac166 - bleaching/specialization of 
"call"

13 N/NP



48 1132 [getting a] phone call 
[from the police]

phone call COCA 4902. S2238, F1041, M694, N763, Ac166 - bleaching/specialization of 
"call"

13 N/NP

48 1137 little black dress little black dress COCA 123. Spoken (29), Fiction (21), Magazines (52), Newspapers (21), 
Academic 0. Means more than/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

48 1138 high heels high heels COCA 1018. Spoken 142, Fiction 473, Magazines 222, Newspapers 162, 
Academic 19. SOCIOCULTURAL MARKER: not big heels - choose height. Opposite is flat. 
Preference, and unpredictable discontinuity.

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

48 1148 each other each other COCA 58007. S10536, F19625, M11301, N8345, Ac8200..counting prons with 
common nouns

PRON 13 N/NP

48 1151 a big thank you [to] big thank you COCA 29: S18, F0. M2, N6, Ac3. large thank you COCA 0. a * thank you:  
slot fillers big, special, heartfelt, simple, little, personal, sincere : 48 types, 149 tokens - 
most frequent is big (29), then " (26), then _special (20) … after that frequences drop to 
6. Don't get large thank you (COCA 0) Preference, and specialization of "big"

13 N/NP

48 1152 police officers COCA police officer* 10229. S4423, F831, M809, N3540, Ac626 123 N/NP
49 1161 big business Negative connotations. COCA 1565. S475, F48, M354, N450, Ac238 - specialization/shift 

in "big"
Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

49 1167 a doubling up derived from PV [DOUBLE] up COCA 4 types, 252 tokens. S15, F82, M75, N63, Ac17 13 N/NP
49 1170 the big end of town the big end of town COCA = 0. Google 713,000 24 January 2012. ALLOW despite low 

frequencies - means the rich/powerful end of town - in the context of WA, mining, oil and 
gas…meaning not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

49 1174 public relations 
[departments]

public relations COCA 3583. Spoken (656), Fiction (160), Magazines (636), Newspapers 
(1396), Academic (735). NB dates: 1990-94 (1151), 1995-1999 (867), 2000-2004 (817), 
2005-2009 (622), 2010-2011 (126): meaning not clear from the words

123 N/NP

49 1175 [to justify their] empire 
building [at our expense]

empire building COCA 54. Spoken (3), Fiction (3), Magazines (16), Newspapers (6), 
Academic (26)  : specific connotations - can't use 'their building an empire at our expense' 
- get literal meaning

Judgement/ 
Appreciation

123 N/NP

50 1193 a pair of bathers COCA 0. Australian expression - Google 42,600 12 March 2012. Also just "bathers", but 
"pair of bathers" appears (like "pair of trunks") - origin of 'pair' can be identified 
historically but is lost to contemporary speakers

123 N/NP

50 1201 free-to-air TV free to air COCA 2. Google 8.48 million 25 January 2012. Refers to non-subscription TV 
channels 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

50 1205 [the] water police Australian term? COCA 4. Google 1.05 million 25 January 2012 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
51 1222 air support air support COCA 245. S103, F21, M45, N57, Ac19: specialization of both components Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
52 1228 boat people boat people COCA 197. S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
52 1231 the {Gillard} 

administration
the * administration for 100 types, 24130 tokens: S9387, F113, M3768, N6012, Ac4850: 
2 clear sets of slotfillers, one using the name of the leader of the government and the 
other a temporal reference - Bush, Clinton, Obama, Reagan, new, Carter, Nixon, current, 
previous, veterans, Kennedy, US, Eisenhower ...: in this context referencing the 
government of Julia Gillard, Australian PM at the time

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

52 1233 "economic refugees" economic refugees COCA 44. S18, F1, M8, N11, Ac6 - APPRAISAL, JUDGEMENT, INVOKED - 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

52 1235 People smuggling [is 
"business as usual"]

people smuggl* 6 Types, 19 tokens. Most commom Type = people smugglers (19). 
"people smuggling" Google 1.38 million 25 January 2012. APPRAISAL INVOKED ; 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

52 1236 "business as usual' business as usual COCA 990. S320, F86, M193, N287, Ac104. Connotative. Appreciation 13 N/NP
52 1241 playing fields playing field* = COCA 4 types, 1897 tokens. S476, F108, M408, N523, Ac382 - 

bleaching/shift of "field"
123 N/NP



52 1242 government housing government housing COCA 39: S7, F5, M9, N11, Ac8. Google 1.69 million 25 January 
2012 (rental properties built and run by the government; sometimes referred to as state 
housing) - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

52 1244 sorry situation sorry situation COCA 7. Google 155,000 "sorry state" defined in COBUILD (p. 1487). sorry 
state COCA 135: S20, F23, M39, N34, Ac19: sorry [nn*] … sorry mess, sorry 
outcome…including because of specialization/shift/bleaching in sorr, abstract N must 
follow, looks likely to be constrained…

14 N/NP

52 1245 public hospitals public hospitals COCA 214. S34, F2, M21, N75, Ac82 (run by the Government) Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
52 1246 Waiting lists [will continue 

to grow]
waiting lists COCA 355. S40, F13, M114, N125, Ac63: encyclopaedic - semi-figurative 
"lists" - used in reference to areas where there is not enough supply, and people have to 
wait

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

52 1249 economic refugees economic refugees COCA 44 S18, F1, M8, N11, Ac6: APPRAISAL: JUDGEMENT invoked : Judgement 23 N/NP
52 1252 the best interests [of] best interests : 1327: S359, F128, M194, N337, Ac309. Meaning not clear from the words Appreciation 13 N/NP
52 1253 the {Australian} people the * people = COCA 32094: S17871, F2487, M3452, N4632, Ac3652. Top is the 

American people - NB use of definite article: cf the Australian people and Australian 
people 

3 N/NP

52 1257 a fair go Australian totem. Google 2.64 million 25 January 2012 - means something like an equal 
chance, a fair opportunity, the chance to make good (if you work hard) no matter what 
the circumstances of your family of origin are. 

Encyclopaedic 
Appreciation

12 N/NP

53 1262 baby formula baby formula COCA 110. S34, F6, M31, N37, Ac2 non-breast milk - not clear from the 
words

123 N/NP

53 1282 health and wellbeing COCA 34. S2, F0, M6, N1, Ac25: wellbeing and health 1 - preference on form 3 N/NP
54 1287 extended shopping hours Google 541,000 25 January 2012. Particular to Western Australia. Include despite low 

frequency - ongoing debate in WA , means allowing shops to open on Sunday and so on.
Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

54 1290 [made it] a lifestyle choice lifestyle choice COCA 68. Spoken (22), Fiction (2), Magazines (16), Academic (6) 123 N/NP
54 1291 problem gamblers problem gambler* COCA problem gamblers 35: S 11, F0, M6, N15, Ac3: problem gambler 

3: S0, F0, M0, N2, Ac1: encyclopaedic: means more than the words - may be addicted, 
gambling impacting other areas of life … specialization of "problem"

Judgement 
Australian?

123 N/NP

54 1302 [some] measure of 
{success}

measure of success 188: S31, F3, M47, N37, Ac70: relates "success" (uncountable) with 
(abstract) measurable outcomes: cf measure of failure COCA 2 - include because of 
imbalance

134 N/NP

54 1305 long[er] hours COCA 184 - derived from long hours : COCA 1530: S225, F338, M400, N365, Ac202 
(often preceded by work) - the hours aren't longer: the length of time that you work 
overall is longer. longer days, on the other hand, refers to the time between sunrise and 
sunset 

13 N/NP

54 1306 free enterprise free enterprise COCA 691: S177: F23, M154, N120, Ac217: specialization of "free", 
preference for "enterprise"

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

55 1319 everyone else everyone else COCA 6634. Spoken (1164), Fiction (2257), Magazines (1423), Newspapers 
(1309), Academic (481). cf meaning of "or else"… counting all prons with N/NPs

Force - PRON 13 N/NP

55 1323 returned serviceman['s 
counselling services]

returned serviceman and returned servicemen COCA 0. Google 233,000. Australian term - 
allow despite low frequency. Used to refer to people who have served in the armed forces 
overseas who have been repatriated at the end of their service (or because they were 
wounded) 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

55 1326 top brass top brass COCA 209. Spoken (45), Fiction (21), Magazines (61), Newspapers (56), 
Academic (26): specialization of "top" and "brass"

123 N/NP

56 1339 [tragic] loss of life [j*] loss of life COCA 82 types, 252 tokens. S114, F12, M28, N53, Ac45: Top is tragic 
(17), then heavy, massive, significant, further, great, minimum, terrible, large, 
major…core is loss of life : iNB loss of lives 40. S16, F1, M9, N10, Ac4: figurative "loss" 

13 N/NP



56 1343 bushfire warning notices COCA 0. Specific to Australia? Very low numbers in Google but well-known term in WA - 
include, locally encyclopaedic NB specialization of "notices" (usually radio announcements)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

56 1345 non-compliance COCA 196. S34, F2, M12, N23, Ac125. HIGH ACADEMIC. 3 N/NP
57 1357 consolidated revenue consolidated revenue COCA 0. Google 1.22 million 6 September 2011 encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic, 

technical
23 N/NP

57 1360 operating profits operating profits COCA 112. Google 1.13 million 6 September 2011 encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic, 
technical

23 N/NP

57 1364 Annual Report annual report COCA 836. S64, F17, M184, N217, Ac354 encyclopaedic - more than a 
"report" published "annually" - specific legal requirements entailed

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

57 1366 wastewater services wastewater services COCA 4. Google 810,000. Splice? "wastewater management" = 
Google 1.69 million 6 September 2011 : specialization of "wastewater" 

Encyclopaedic, 
technical

123 N/NP

58 1383 asylum seeker asylum seeker COCA 7. asylum seekers COCA 147. S26, F2, M31, N45, Ac48 - 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

58 1388 asylum claims asylum claims COCA 42. S6, F1, M7, N20, Ac8 - asylum application COCA 32. 
Specialization of "asylum" - including for that reason.

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

58 1389 [these] boat people boat people COCA 197: S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27 - means more than/other than the 
words

Judgement 
Encyclopaedic

123 N/NP

58 1392 age range age range COCA total 426. Spoken (33), Fiction (6), Magazines (38), Newspapers (33), 
Academic (316)  HIGH ACADEMIC cf age span COCA 29. 

13 N/NP

58 1393 detention centres detention centre* COCA 6, 5 Academic. Google 4.99 million 19 January 2012. Meaning of 
"detention" in the context of refugees

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

59 1402 nuclear power nuclear power COCA 2956. S749, F58, M677, N646, Ac826 encyclopaedic, loaded Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
59 1403 aircraft carriers aircraft carriers 303: S87, F6, M77, N85, Ac48: aircraft carriers are actually 

boats…meaning not clear from the words
Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

59 1404 nuclear power nuclear power COCA 2956. S749, F58, M677, N646, Ac826 encyclopaedic, loaded Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
59 1412 poor maintenance bad maintenance COCA 0. poor maintenance COCA 43: S4, F0, M13, N13, Ac13, MI = 

6.04. inadequate maintenance COCA 7: why "poor" not "bad" - preference
3 N/NP

59 1416 nuclear accident nuclear accident COCA 89. Spoken (25), Fiction (3), Magazines (13), Newspapers (30), 
Academic (18): petrol accident? coal accident? coal-mine accident? cf traffic accident? 
road accident, motorbike accident…? Refers to an accident within a nuclear plant, not to 
any other kind of nuclear accident (a spill wouldn't be a nuclear accident)...include for 
encyclopaedic knowledge needed to understand it (beyond face value of words)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

59 1417 death toll death toll COCA 1081. S544, F29, M152, N301, Ac55 13 N/NP
59 1420 fuel rods fuel rods COCA 264: S118, F3, M28, N85, Ac30 - specialization of "fuel" and "rods" Encyclopaedic 

technical
123 N/NP

59 1428 Law and order law and order COCA 1113. S435, F63, M147, N195, Ac273 (coordinated binomial) - 
specialization/bleaching/shift in "order" : order and law COCA 3

Appreciation 
Encyclopaedic

13 N/NP

59 1431 [ignorance by] the man in 
the street

the man in the street COCA 32. S9, F3, M11, N4, Ac5 - figurative man (person) and street Judgement 13 N/NP

59 1432 nuclear power nuclear power COCA 2956. S749, F58, M677, N646, Ac826 encyclopaedic, loaded Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
59 1433 [the] fear of the unknown with the COCA 27, without the COCA 128: the words evoke a fear shared by most people 

in western cultures - pragmatically loaded: terror of the unknown COCA 5 allow because 
of preference: fear of the unknown 40 140: S33, F25, M25, N31, Ac26.

13 N/NP

60 1447 defence forces defence forces unusual in plural (7): in singular, Spoken (0), Fiction (0), Magazines (3), 
Newspapers (2), Academic (28) - defence forces often attack

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

60 1455 world wars world war 19283, S3652, F935, M4557, N4989, Ac5150. world wars COCA 559. S56, F36, 
M149, N118, Ac200: specialization of "world"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

60 1460 post traumatic stress post traumatic stress COCA 80. S38, F11, M3, N14, Ac14 - references particular illness Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



60 1464 veterans of wars veterans of wars COCA 1. From "war veterans" - specialization/bleaching/shift in 
"veterans"

123 N/NP

61 1473 finite resource COCA 40. S9, F2, M9, N6, Ac14. Almost always used in relation to oil Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
62 1483 win-win COCA 580. S113, F31, M130, N146, Ac160 - high ac interesting - meaning not clear from 

the words
Force 13 N/NP

62 1487 long[er] hours long hours COCA 1530. S225, F338, M400, N365, AC202: a number of usages, but work-
related significant: specialization/shift in figurative "long" 

13 N/NP

62 1491 mental health mental illness, physical illness, infectious illness? but not mental disease (cf heart disease) 
: reflects sociocultural attitude to mental issues - not a disease and therefore, 
interestingly, not supported by the health system in the way physical illnesses are - cf 
private funding required for dementia/alzheimer's care: 
http://www.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/content/B7B7F4865637BF8ECA25
72ED001C4CB4/$File/whatmen.pdf" Mental illness is a general term that refers to a group 
of illnesses, in the same way that heart disease refers to a group of illnesses and 
disorders affecting the heart.
A mental illness is a health problem that significantly affects how a person Feels, thinks, 
behaves, and interacts with other people. It is diagnosed according to standardised 
criteria. The term mental disorder is also used to refer to these health problems.
A mental health problem also interferes with how a person thinks, Feels, and behaves, but 
to a lesser extent than a mental illness." mental illness COCA 2327. S429, F80, M523, 
N513, Ac782:encyclopaedic, sociocultural

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

62 1494 day of rest day of rest COCA 134. S12, F33, M43, N25, Ac21 - not the same as rest day - means 
more than/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

62 1496 day of rest day of rest COCA 134. S12, F33, M43, N25, Ac21 - not the same as rest day - means 
more than/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

62 1499 good sense good sense COCA 1227. S250, F308, M287, N202, Ac180 - no bad sense (COCA 21) - 
means more/other than the words

Appreciation 13 N/NP

63 1510 the proverbial cannon… the proverbial cannon fired down the entired city centres would hurt no one: the 
proverbial COCA 675, S81, F130, M179, N123, Ac162 : marks onset of shared figurative 
schema

Engagement 
marker

13 N/NP

63 1511 city centre(s) city centre COCA 41. S0, F5, M5, N13, Ac18 - specialization of "centre" (may not be at the 
"centre" at all) 

123 N/NP

63 1514 late-night shopping COCA 5. Google 178,000 26 January 2012. ALLOW DESPITE LOW FREQUENCIES - 
encyclopaedic in Western Australian context - late-night meaning after 5.30pm

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

64 1522 all the {fuss} about For 100 types, 882 tokens. Words in gap = talk 186, time (= noise) 144, fuss (53), 
questions (32), stories (29), information (27), hoopla (15), publicity (15), rhetoric (15), 
hype (13), details (13), facts (13) : always references the ongoing colloquy, include for 
that reason

14 N/NP

64 1523 trading hours trading hours encyclopaedic - refers to the hours shops are legally allowed to open in WA Encylopaedic 123 N/NP
65 1539 [a complete] dog's 

breakfast
dog's breakfast COCA 4. dog's dinner 5. 1.34 million Google 26 January 2012, with 
definitions www.phrases.org.uk › Phrase Dictionary - Meanings and Origins: figurative 
"dog" and "breakfast"

Appreciation 13 N/NP

66 1548 Sunday trading Refers to shops being allowed to open on a Sunday (not business generally) Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
66 1549 [retail] trading hours Phrasal construction in the context of the debate on extended shopping hours - 

specialization/shift in "trading"
Encyclopaedic 3 N/NP

66 1552 daylight saving daylight saving COCA 66. Spoken (6), Fiction (7), Magazines (39), Newspapers (14), 
Academic 0 (refers to the practice of taking an hour off/putting an hour on. WA does not 
have daylight saving, Eastern States do) Encyclopaedic: means more/other the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



66 1553 [extended] trading hours Phrasal construction in the context of the debate on extended shopping hours - 
specialization/shift in "trading"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

67 1566 Market forces market forces COCA 820. S91, F8, M166, N168, Ac387: means more/other than the 
words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

67 1568 [in] the nanny state nanny state COCA 49. S20, F0, M12, N11, Ac6. Google 4.17 million 6 September 2011: 
figurative "nanny"

123 N/NP

67 1570 public servants public servants COCA 332. S98, F17, M61, N81, Ac75 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
67 1575 shopping hours shopping hours COCA 15 - locally conventionalized? 1.51 million hits in Google 8 

September 2011 - means the times at which shops are open
123 N/NP

67 1579 public servants public servants COCA 332. S98, F17, M61, N81, Ac75 Appreciation 
Encyclopaedic

123 N/NP

68 1591 undying love undying love COCA 63: S6, F28, M13, N13, Ac3: undying * collocates love (62), devotion 
(14), loyalty (13), gratitude (10), support, affection, hatred (6) brotherly, never-ending, 
true, passionate - figurative use of undying passes Cowie's first test.

Appreciation 13 N/NP

69 1599 unprotected sex unprotected sex COCA 294. Spoken (66), Fiction (11), Magazines (83), Newspapers (38), 
Academic (96) - ie using no birth control - specialization/shift/ in "unprotected", 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

70 1616 full price full price COCA 205. S39, F23, M61, N74, Ac8 (not reduced) - figurative "full" 13 N/NP
70 1619 gross profits gross profit 96. S7, F0, M30, N54, Ac5: profit before tax is paid Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP
71 1633 a watery grave watery grave COCA 43, Spoken (5), Fiction (19), Magazines (5), Newspapers (6), 

Academic (8) - figurative
13 N/NP

71 1643 the balance of nature balance of nature COCA 33. S8, F3, M8, N2, Ac12: figurative "balance" 123 N/NP
72 1654 [a bit of an] eyebrow-raiser a bit of a* = COCA 2543. Spoken (982), Fiction (550), Magazines (469), Newspapers 

(449), Academic (93). Eyebrow-raiser COCA 4. Derives from "raise your eyebrows - to 
move your eyebrows upwards in order to show surprise or disapproval" LDCE p. 557 - 
include as N/NP: cf use in Narrative (terry-towelling hat): figurative raising of eyebrow

Indirect Affect 1 N/NP

72 1655 daylight saving daylight saving COCA 66. Spoken (6), Fiction (7), Magazines (39), Newspapers (14), 
Academic 0 - specialization/shift in "saving"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

72 1660 a hidden agenda hidden agenda: COCA 170, Spoken (30), Fiction (26), Magazine (32), Newspapers (45), 
Academic (37) APPRAISAL. Figurative "hidden" and "agenda"

Attitude 123 N/NP

72 1663 daylight saving daylight saving COCA 66. Spoken (6), Fiction (7), Magazines (39), Newspapers (14), 
Academic 0 - specialization/shift in "saving"

Local 123 N/NP

72 1668 worthy causes worthy causes COCA 86: S7, F13, M30, N27, Ac9:  worthy cause = COCA 90: 
socioculturally encyclopaedic - a worthy cause is a cause that benefits people/animals in 
need? Specialization of "worthy" and "cause" (alternative would be "good cause")

Appreciation 123 N/NP

73 1683 the elephant in the room the elephant in the room COCA 50: Spoken (19), Fiction (6), Magazines (9), Newspapers 
(11), Academic (5): figurative "elephant" and "room"

Appreciation 13 N/NP

73 1688 bottle shops COCA 1 - not American? Google "bottle shop" 1.61 million 7 September 2011, but bottle 
shops 347,000 same date - specialization/shift in "bottle" (bottles with alcohol in them)

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

73 1690 cartons of beer carton* of beer COCA 1. Google 186,000 11 April 2012. Australianism - allow: 
specialization of "carton" 

123 N/NP

73 1691 binge drinking binge drinking COCA 309. Spoken (38), Fiction (5), Magazines (35), Newspapers (50), 
Academic (181) - encyclopaedic. Specialization/shift in "binge"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

73 1696 licensed premises licensed premises COCA 4. Google 1.25 million 7 September 2011 - licensed to sell 
alcohol - encyclopaedic. Specialization in combination

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

73 1697 elephant…in the room the elephant in the room COCA 50: Spoken (19), Fiction (6), Magazines (9), Newspapers 
(11), Academic (5): figurative "elephant" and "room"

Appreciation 13 N/NP



73 1698 illegal drugs illegal drugs COCA 657. S147, F28, M121, N179, Ac182 - difficulty in the language system 
with drugs/medicine/medication - hence need for illegal. legal drugs 41 - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

73 1701 full-page ads full-page * top collocate is ad, then ads, then newspaper advertisements/ads etc, then 
advertisement, advertisements, and way down with only 7, story, photo…: full-page ad 
120: S34, F6, M35, N35, Ac10. full-page ads 83. S17, F1, M30, N28, Ac7: full-page ads 
are expensive - understood as such. Means more/other than the words - allow.

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

73 1704 each other each other COCA 58007. S10536, F19625, M11301, N8345, Ac8200…encoding" counting 
PRONs with N/NPs

PRON 13 N/NP

73 1705 the elephant in the room the elephant in the room COCA 50: Spoken (19), Fiction (6), Magazines (9), Newspapers 
(11), Academic (5): figurative "elephant" and "room"

Appreciation 1 N/NP

74 1714 pubs and clubs pubs and clubs COCA 7. Google 5.87 million 7 September 2011. Australianism? Clubs and 
pubs =917,000 = partly coordinated

3 N/NP

74 1717 recreational drug recreational drugs COCA 75. S8, F14, M20, N13, Ac20 - illegal drugs taken for fun - 
meaning specialization/shift in "recreational"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

74 1720 music festival(s) COCA 4 types, 607 tokens. S61, F20, M123, N348, Ac55: specialization in "music" (evokes 
particular type of music - not Bach)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

74 1726 illicit drugs illicit drugs COCA 348. S23, F0, M36, N43, Ac246 (same pattern for singular). cf illegal 
drugs. drug* plus illicit at L1 = 720. Spoken (38), Fiction (1), Magazines (58), 
Newspapers (76), Academic (547) MI 11.45: cf drug* plus illegal at L1 = COCA 1038. 
Spoken (208), Fiction (36), Magazines (165), Newspapers (265), Academic (364). MI 
8.91. NB iillegal frequency is higher...but Academic rating is lower. Significance of 
Register...allow

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

74 1728 legal drug legal drug* COCA plural 41: S13, F6, M10, N7, Ac5, singular 15, S6, F0, M1, N6, Ac2 - 
encyclopaedic - does this refer to medicine? Or to something else?

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

75 1734 a {hard} gig COCA hard gig 1: tough gig 9: "hard gig" Google 150,000 27 January 2012: "tough gig" 
559,000 27 January 2012 "difficult gig" Google 12,200 27 January 2012, "easy gig" 
67,400 Google 27 January 2012. Not in Cobuild dictionary, can't find defititions/requests 
for definitions on the web: definitely in use in Australia. Can also have easy gig, and no 
easy gig ... derived from 'gig' as a musical performance (see LDCE p.679): in this usage 
the noun is bleached - means anything you do, things in general - teaching's a tough gig, 
presenting the news is a tough/hard gig. If you have no adjective, the "gig" becomes 
literal.

34 N/NP

75 1748 childhood obesity childhood obesity COCA 210. Spoken (47), Fiction (0), Magazines (84), Newspapers (41), 
Academic (38): adult obesity COCA 15: child obesity 12

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

78 1784 tax concessions tax concession* COCA 2 types, 18 tokens. S0, F0, M2, N6, Ac10: tax allowance COCA 11. 
Google 432,000 12 March 2012. encyclopaedic 

23 N/NP

78 1785 charitable status honorary status, magical status, neutral status, health status : but charitable status has 
additional (tax) implications…encyclopaedic, COCA 3: Google 1.52 million : allow

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

78 1787 freedom of [religious] 
expression

freedom of expression COCA 516. Spoken (90), Fiction (8), Magazines (61), Newspapers 
(144), Academic (216): freedom of * expression  slot fillers are artistic, religious, 
individual, political, student, written, public, personal, critical, creative COCA 10 types, 30 
tokens: socioculturally delimited - means more/other than the words

23 N/NP

78 1790 registered charity registered charity COCA 7. Google 5.58 million 7 September 2011 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
79 1795 the growing number of growing number of 2623. S330, F22, M747, N912, Ac612.  Low Fic. Figurative "growing" 13 N/NP



79 1796 mental illness mental illness, physical illness, infectious illness? but not mental disease (cf heart disease) 
http://www.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/content/B7B7F4865637BF8ECA25
72ED001C4CB4/$File/whatmen.pdf" Mental illness is a general term that refers to a group 
of illnesses, in the same way that heart disease refers to a group of illnesses and 
disorders affecting the heart.
A mental illness is a health problem that significantly affects how a person Feels, thinks, 
behaves, and interacts with other people. It is diagnosed according to standardised 
criteria. The term mental disorder is also used to refer to these health problems.
A mental health problem also interferes with how a person thinks, Feels, and 
behaves, but to a lesser extent than a mental illness." mental illness COCA 2327. 
S429, F80, M523, N513, Ac782

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

79 1798 a … body of … evidence a body of work (119), water (103), knowledge (79), literature (31), law (25), 
research (23), evidence (22) : S10, F1, M3, N2, Ac6: a significant amount of … meaning 
specialization/shift in "body"

13 N/NP

79 1799 anecdotal evidence anecdotal evidence COCA 512. Spoken (43), Fiction (7), Magazines (118), Newspapers 
(116), Academic (228). MI 12.02: other collocates reports, information, accounts, data, 
stories, records, observations, material…: means more than /other than the words - 
anecdotal evidence is not reliable...

13 N/NP

79 1800 the mentally ill. the mentally ill: COCA 471. S93, F14, M106, N187, Ac71 (the deaf, the rich, the poor…On 
the surface outside scope but NB definite article. Searching . the public to access this 
usage: COCA 3545. S881, F136, M677, N1087, Ac764: in the same family as the deaf, the 
rich etc: the + [ADJ] for group : including as FRAME: the + {socially defined group 
described with an adjective}

13 N/NP

79 1802 reported deaths Google 788,000 7 September 2011:  meaning specialization/shift in "reported" - reported 
in specific (official) ways

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

79 1805 substance abuse substance abuse COCA 3021. Spoken (232), Fiction (20), Magazines (400), Newspapers 
(408), Academic (1961) - substance being drugs - meaning specialization/shifty in 
"substance"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

79 1806 medical condition medical condition ; 493: S156, F27, M116, N76, Ac118 - specialization/shift in "condition" 13 N/NP
79 1807 the research literature the research literature 181. S1, F0, M4, N1, Ac175: specialization 23 N/NP
79 1813 pepper sprays pepper spray COCA 292. S83, F52, M45, N97, Ac15 - not sure what's in it, but it's not 

used on food. 
23 N/NP

80 1821 police force police force COCA 1590. S542, F129, M221, N438, Ac260 - specialization of "force"? 123 N/NP
81 1829 booster seat booster seat COCA 52. S7, F9, M21, N15, Ac0 - specific kind of seat used in a car (for 

children) - specialization/shift of "booster"
Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

81 1831 booster seat booster seat COCA 52. S7, F9, M21, N15, Ac0 - specific kind of seat used in a car (for 
children) - specialization/shift of "booster"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

81 1833 booster seat booster seat COCA 52. S7, F9, M21, N15, Ac0 - specific kind of seat used in a car (for 
children) - specialization/shift of "booster"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

83 1842 [we are material beings in] a 
material world

material world COCA 293. S7, F33, M69, N20, Ac164: references cultures that value 
possessions highly - means more than/other than the words - also evokes old Madonna 
song

13 N/NP

83 1844 shopping hours shopping hours COCA 15 - locally conventionalized? 1.51 million hits in Google 8 
September 2011 - refers to the times shops are open - the subject of debate in WA in 
2011 and 2012 - restricted by the State Government - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



83 1845 the consumer culture consumer culture COCA 246: S11, F6, M65, N36, Ac128 (not consuming culture ) 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consumerism 'A culture that is permeated by consumerism can be 
referred to as a consumer culture or a market culture.' Accessed 12 March 2012 - NB CF 
"the alcohol culture" above which was not included - comment 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

83 1846 shopping hours shopping hours COCA 15 - locally conventionalized? 1.51 million hits in Google 8 
September 2011 - refers to the times shops are open - the subject of debate in WA in 
2011 and 2012 - restricted by the State Government - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

84 1863 day of rest day of rest COCA 134. S12, F33, M43, N25, Ac21 - religious reference - means more than 
/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

84 1865 day of rest day of rest COCA 134. S12, F33, M43, N25, Ac21 - religious reference - means more than 
/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

84 1873 cultural roots cultural roots COCA 87. S3, F3, M20, N11, Ac50: trees, or cultural, historical etc - 
figurative "roots"

13 N/NP

85 1876 free time free time COCA 1294. S150, F207, M374, N319, Ac244 - time not committed to paid work 
- means more than/other than the words

123 N/NP

85 1888 Sunday trading Encyclopaedic in West Australian context - ability of shops to open on Sunday Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
85 1891 shopping hours shopping hours COCA 15 - locally conventionalized? 1.51 million hits in Google 8 

September 2011 - governed by West Australian Government legislation
Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

85 1892 retail therapy retail therapy COCA 29. 3.92 million Google 8 September 2011: S3, F3, M15, N7, Ac1: 
specialization/bleaching/shift in "therapy" - means going shopping in an attempt to feel 
better

123 N/NP

85 1895 fixed costs fixed costs COCA 123. S8, F1, M44, N30, Ac40 encyclopaedic - specialization/shift in 
"fixed" - doesn't mean the costs stay the same, means they can't be avoided 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

85 1899 goods and services goods and services COCA 1596. Spoken (108), Fiction (26), Magazine (393), Newspapers 
(365), Academic (704): services and goods COCA 16. Coordinated binomial

3 N/NP

85 1900 fixed costs [such as…] fixed costs COCA 123. S8, F1, M44, N30, Ac40 encyclopaedic - specialization/shift in 
"fixed" - may not stay the same, but can't be avoided

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

85 1903 recent past recent past COCA 569. S72, F44, M119, N114, Ac220: near past COCA 12 PREFERENCE 3 N/NP
86 1907 small businesses small business* COCA 29 types, 5464 tokens. S1776, F99, M1315, N1533, Ac741. 

Encyclopaedic - officially DEFINED by the number of workers  (under 15) - specialization 
in "small"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

86 1908 shopping centres shopping centers COCA 567. S56, F33, M121, N312, Ac45 :  specialization of "centre" 13 N/NP
86 1910 freedom of {choice} freedom of * COCA speech 1064, the 784, information 572, expression 519, choice 425: 

freedom of choice capitalizes on the pattern freedom of speech/information/expression - 
freedom of choice COCA 425. S107, F11, M98, N87, Ac122 - means more than/other than 
the words

Appreciation 234 N/NP

86 1913 Extended trading hours COCA 0. Google 309,000 28 January 2012. ALLOW despite low frequency - high social 
ownership in WA at this time

Encyclopaedic 
(local)

12 N/NP

86 1914 the big winners COCA 92. S31, F0 (NB), M30, N27, Ac 4 (NB): may be big in terms of the advantage 
gained rather than the size of a win (as here), or in terms of the size of the win. Include 
for that reason - in this context, big has undergone meaning shift.

3 N/NP

86 1915 major supermarkets major supermarkets: reference to the chain supermarkets, the market dominators - in WA 
Coles, Woolworths. Encyclopaedic

12 N/NP

86 1916 shopping centres shopping centers COCA 567. S56, F33, M121, N312, Ac45 :  specialization of "centre" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
87 1926 football players In this context football players is pragmatically loaded because there has been a spate of 

problems relating to football players celebrating victories having sexual relations with 
girls, sometimes allegedly against their will: the stereotype suggests they earn enormous 
amounts of money and party hard - alcohol, drugs, sex  - so referring to "football players" 
evokes all that ongoing colloquy in the context of this letter

Judgement 12 N/NP



87 1928 hotel room hotel room COCA 2734. S576, F912, M564, N602, Ac80: room in a hotel 12: doesn't 
mean any old room in a hotel, means a room for rent on a daily basis with a bed and 
probably an ensuite. Including with some reservations…

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

87 1929 the main street the main street COCA 531. S49, F216, M93, N131, Ac42 - the biggest street, where most 
things happen: completely different meaning to "main road" which would never be used in 
this context: specialization/shift in "main" and in "street"

13 N/NP

87 1939 recreational drugs recreational drugs: COCA 75. S8, F14, M20, N13, Ac20: encyclopaedic" specialization/shift 
in "recreational" - opposite would be ?hard drugs? - no non-recreational drugs

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

87 1940 street walkers street walker* COCA 2 types, 21 tokens. S6, F9, M3, N3, Ac0: prostitute" means more 
than/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 
Judgement 

123 N/NP

87 1941 a recipe for {disaster} a recipe for disaster COC A96. S28, F6, M22, N27, Ac13: a recipe for * COCA for 100 
types, 432 tokens. Top is disaster, then a, then success, failure, trouble…figurative 
"recipe"

Appreciation 134 N/NP

87 1944 [Rap]e crisis centres Very low frequency Google 808,000 12 March 2012, but  specialized use of 
"crisis"…allowing

Australian 123 N/NP

87 1949 crisis centres Very low frequency Google 808,000 12 March 2012, but  specialized use of 
"crisis"…allowing

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

88 1959 the {euthanasia} debate Halliday - Homophoric Ref: COCA 1. 39,900 Google 20 Jan 2012. encyclopaedic, 
references 'ongoing colloquy' - figurative "debate"

Engagement 123 N/NP

88 1960 quality of life quality of life COCA 3493. S464, F36, M665, N870, Ac1458 NB quality of living 21 - 
means more than/other than the words

Appreciation 13 N/NP

88 1972 age-care facilities aged-care facilities is the expression - 1.24 million Google 8 September 2011. age-care 
facilities 332,000. Allow. Specialization/shift in "age-care" and "facilities"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

88 1974 the quality of life quality of life COCA 3493. S464, F36, M665, N870, Ac1458 NB quality of living 21 - 
means more than/other than the words

Appreciation 13 N/NP

88 1978 life savings life savings COCA 315. S86, F41, M74, N100, Ac14 - money you have saved over the 
course of your life - all your savings up to now: means more than/other than the words

Appreciation 123 N/NP

88 1983 voluntary euthanasia voluntary euthanasia COCA 20. S4, F0, M7, N2, Ac7 - meaning shift/specialization in 
"voluntary"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

89 1997 the drought pilot Technical term - restricted audience. Would create "onlookers" in the discourse space - 
specialization in "pilot"

Encyclopaedic 
technical

123 N/NP

89 1999 drought preparedness 
strategies

Technical Australian term - very low numbers on Google, but clearly a phrasal construction 
within the water management fraternity

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

123 N/NP

89 2002 risk-management crop 
scheme

www.pgaofwa.org.au/.../Letter_from_Minister_for_Agriculture_261...File Format: 
PDF/Adobe Acrobat - Quick View: vi) Met with Marsh Insurance group to discuss their Risk 
Management Crop Scheme proposal and how we might work together to identify a 
suitable product .. Accessed 29 January 2012

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

123 N/NP

89 2005 broadacre cropping COCA 0. Technical - see www.regional.org.au/au/asa/1998/7/275howden.htm (Accessed 
29 January 2012)

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

23 N/NP

89 2007 The dairy industry COCA 69. S8, F2, M28, N17, Ac14: the car industry, the mining industry, the steel 
industry : the education industry: generalized shift in "industry" - head definition in 
Australian concise Oxford dictionary is "a branch of manufacture or trade" then "large 
commercial enterprise" - some issues with "dairy" (what is "dairy" - milk, eggs, cheese) - 
NB the dairy business COCA 7. Including as preference, with some reservations

3 N/NP

89 2008  farm-gate prices COCA 1. Google 590,000 29 January 2012. Technical - not what you literally pay at the 
farm gate, but what the farmer is paid

Technical 
Encyclopaedic

123 N/NP

89 2011 the meat industry Similar to 89/2007 (the dairy industry) - including as preference, and NB use of "meat" 3 N/NP



89 2016 rural communities rural communities COCA 621. S46, F3, M115, N117, Ac340. Google 6.1 million 29 January 
2012. urban communities, Aboriginal communities, local communities, school communities 
INCLUDING for contrast with remote communities which is not apparent from the words 
but is a clear contrast in an Australian context

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

89 2018 [put away their] cheque 
books

check book COCA 10. cheque book COCA 5. Google 1.83 million 29 January 2012. Used 
here figuratively - meaning that they stop spending money

12 N/NP

89 2019 regional WA Special significance in Australian, and particularly West Australian context - encyclopaedic 
understanding of what "regional WA" represents economically and socially

Local 
encyclopaedic

23 N/NP

89 2024 seasonal workers seasonal workers COCA 50. S5, F1, M7, N19, Ac18: ie people who are employed only 
when they are needed - eg when fruit is in season. Encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

89 2025 rural communities rural communities COCA 621. S46, F3, M115, N117, Ac340. Google 6.1 million 29 January 
2012. urban communities. Including - "rural communities" means more/other than the 
words in the Australian context

Encyclopaedic 
Australian

23 N/NP

90 2032 [donation … to the CBH] 
seed bank

seed bank COCA 39. S4, F0, M12, N13, Ac10: new concept - shift in "bank" Encyclopaedic 
technical

123 N/NP

90 2034 life choice life choice COCA 19. S2, F4, M5, N6, Ac2 : Google 1.17 million 11 April 2012: shift in "life" 
- a choice that is significant

13 N/NP

91 2041 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
91 2047 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
91 2049 [a doubling of the] carbon 

dioxide
carbon dioxide COCA 3534. S327, F177, M1351, N499, Ac1180 3 N/NP

91 2051 carbon dioxide [is caused 
by]

carbon dioxide COCA 3534. S327, F177, M1351, N499, Ac1180 3 N/NP

91 2052 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
91 2055 carbon dioxide carbon dioxide COCA 3534. S327, F177, M1351, N499, Ac1180 3 N/NP
91 2056 global warming global warming COCA 4893. S1005, F111, M1715, N1086, Ac976 Encyclopaedic 3 N/NP
91 2057 computer models computer models COCA 486. S58, F18, M211, N80, Ac119 - encyclopaedic: modelled 

using computer software - specialization/shift in "models"
13 N/NP

91 2059 carbon cycle feedback carbon cycle feedback COCA 0. Google 169,000 29 January 2012: see corrosion-
doctors.org/Carbon-Feedback/Introduction.htm (Accessed 29 January 2012): technical

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

91 2060 ice sheet breakup ice sheet breakup COCA 0. Google 5,420 see 
nsidc.org/news/press/larsen_B/2002_seafloor.html (Accessed 29 January 2012)

Encyclopaedic 
technical

2 N/NP

91 2061 sea level rises sea level rises COCA 19. sea level increases COCA 1. sea level rise Google 4.4 million see 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_sea_level_rise (29 January 2012): encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

91 2065 climate-change sceptics climate change sceptics with and without hyphen, COCA 0. Google 1.45 million 29 January 
2012 - reference to group of people who do not believe that climate change is caused by 
human activity

Encyclopaedic, 
Engagement

2 N/NP

91 2069 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
91 2071 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
92 2079 Climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
92 2084 [The report restates a 

previous] firm position
firm position COCA 24: strong position COCA 245 - shift in "firm" in this combination - but 
other combinations straightforward -  firm decision, firm hand, firm person…Means the 
person/people won't change their minds. 

13 N/NP

92 2087 carbon emissions carbon emissions iCOCA 549. S53, F4, M141, N121, Ac230 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
92 2089 society and environment COCA 13. School subject in Australia: 591 million hits 19 October 2012, allowing for that 

reason (why not culture and environment?): NB not environment and society
3 N/NP

92 2091 the climate science climate science COCA 65. S12, F1, M18, N8, Ac26 - the scientific evidence suggesting that 
climate change is a reality, and that it is triggered by human activity

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

92 2093 Climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP



93 2098 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
93 2103 [This view does not deny 

the existence of] climate 
change

climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

93 2104 the middle ground the middle ground COCA 238. Spoken (48), Fiction (10), Magazines (73), Newspapers 
(41), Academic (66): bleaching/specialization/shift in "middle" and "ground"

13 N/NP

93 2105 "climate science" climate science COCA 65. S12, F1, M18, N8, Ac26 see 92/2091 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
93 2110 a parliamentary committee parliamentary committee COCA 56. S14, F1, M6, N21, Ac14 -encyclopaedic - specific use 

of "committee"
Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

93 2112 [agreeing to a] a 
preordained {outcome}.

preordained outcome COCA 2. preordained * collocates destiny, base, belief, game, 
development, decision, course : Cannot collocate preordained with inscribed appreciation: 
eg preordained failure 0, preordained success 0, preordained disaster 0: has to be 
neutral: include as variable (restricted set)

34 N/NP

93 2116 [is a] a preordained 
{outcome}.

preordained outcome COCA 2. preordained * collocates destiny, base, belief, game, 
development, decision, course : Cannot collocate preordained with inscribed appreciation: 
eg preordained failure 0, preordained success 0, preordained disaster 0: has to be 
neutral: include as variable (restricted set)

34 N/NP

93 2117 carbon emissions carbon emissions COCA 549. S53, F4, M141, N121, Ac230: specialization of "carbon" and 
"emissions"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

94 2131 accident and emergency accident and emergency COCA 29: Google 6.6 million 29 January 2012 - coordinated 
binomial - 

3 N/NP

94 2133 road accidents.  road accident COCA 2 types, 47 tokens. S8, F6, M11, N12, Ac10. air accidents, traffic 
accidents, work accidents : but NEVER street accidents - preference. 

3 N/NP

94 2139 financial cost COCA 73. S9, F1, M12, N18, Ac33. NB Apparent tautology: financial needed to tether 
"cost" to original meaning (i.e. draw back from shift) - included for that reason  

3 N/NP

94 2146 licensing hours, licensing hours: Google 193,000 29 January 2012 "licensing" understood to refer to 
licensed premises, i.e. places where you can buy alcoholic drinks, and licensing hours are 
the hours during which they can be sold. Specialization in "licensing" and shift in "hours"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

94 2147 [curbing advertising and 
limiting] sales outlets

sales outlets COCA 18. Google 2.95 million 29 January 2012 : shift/bleach/specialization 
in "outlet"

123 N/NP

94 2149 the individual's right to 
choose

COCA 1. Searching  right to choose .  to get stump: COCA 156, S92, F5, M20, N27, Ac12: 
often relates to women's right to choose - and here followed by "and other pseudo-
philosophical utterances concerning simplistic concepts of free will etc" - references 
philosophical debate...

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

94 2150 free will free will COCA 963. Spoken (130), Fiction (244), Magazines (146), Newspapers (83), 
Academic (360) - bleaching/specialization/shift in "free"

123 N/NP

94 2152 health and welfare health and welfare COCA 299. S27, F8, M37, N101, Ac126: welfare and health COCA 25 
preference

3 N/NP

94 2155 a return to power cf return to government above - context is electoral. Can be VP or NP - here NP. return to 
power COCA 116. S30, F3 (NB), M17, N31, Ac35 - means being voted back in to run the 
government

2 N/NP

95 2164 terminal ({lung}) {cancer} terminal cancer COCA 105. S38, F17, M19, N26, Ac5: terminal meaning there is no 
treatment that can cure it - means more than/other than the words

13 N/NP

95 2183 voluntary euthanasia voluntary euthanasia COCA 20. S4, F0, M7, N2, Ac7 - complex array of understandings 
associated with the entire concept, and the meaning of "voluntary"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

96 2187 the electronic media electronic media 346: S24, F4, M43, N66, Ac109 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
96 2194 the electronic media electronic media 346: S24, F4, M43, N66, Ac109 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
96 2198 the electronic media electronic media 346: S24, F4, M43, N66, Ac109 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
96 2202 electronic media electronic media 346: S24, F4, M43, N66, Ac109 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP



96 2208 court of law court of law COCA 513. S264, F75, M38, N69, Ac67 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
97 2213 the streets of 

{Northbridge}
the streets of London, the streets of Paris, the streets of ?Chipping Norton????? COCA the 
streets of 3956: S1439, F638, M644, N855, Ac380: Cairo, Atlanta, London, Al Bayda, the 
capital, Tehran, Egypt, Iran, Boson, Karachi…never *the roads of Northbridge - NB may 
only have staggered down a single street - expression is still the streets of...

3 N/NP

98 2231 [for] {six} year olds [number]-year-olds preferred form for age 3 N/NP
98 2232 narrow view a narrow view COCA 20: S4, F2, M0, N5, Ac9: figurative "narrow" and "view" 13 N/NP
98 2235 middle age middle age COCA 929. S142, F268, M258, N149, Ac112: figurative "middle" 13 N/NP
99 2246 caravan parks COCA 0. caravan parks Google 5.18 million 29 January 2012:cf  car parks? Means more 

than/other than the words - recreational spaces 
123 N/NP

99 2247 customer service customer service COCA 1684, S169, F62, M600, N661, Ac192: specialization in "service" - 
the customer is always right…

12 N/NP

100 2259 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
100 2261 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
100 2267 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP
100 2275 climate change climate change COCA 5357. S699, F32, M1240, N722, Ac2664 Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

1 5 in {his} ivory tower ivory tower COCA 252. Spoken (29), Fiction (36), Magazine (54), Newspaper (58), 
Academic (75): in * ivory tower COCA 7 types, 51 tokens. Figurative. Include as PP. 

Location 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

2 87 for all. for all Searching COCA -[and] for all . to exclude and and get string final position. For 100 
types, 496 tokens: S80, F30, M111, N129, Ac146: no complement - this usage N-RHEME.

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

3 97 [- the case now] before the 
courts

case* now before the court* COCA 1. before the courts COCA 66. S29, F3, M2, N15, 
Ac17. Singular is more common. Bleach/shift in "before"

Locative/Status 
mix

12 Non-sentence initial 
PP

4 114 [and offers a pittance] at 
every turn

at every turn COCA 577. Spoken (90), Fiction (103), Magazine (136), Newspaper (151), 
Academic (97): figurative

Movement 
INTERNAL

1 Non-sentence initial 
PP

4 129 [as is the case] at the 
moment

at the moment COCA 6954. S2951, F1645, M895, N827, Ac636 - at the minute COCA 20. 
Preference.

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

5 143 per se per se COCA  Total 2023 Spoken (439), Fiction (87), Magazine (259), Newspaper (186), 
Academic (1052) (equivalent to as such)

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

7 185 in close confinement in close confinement COCA 8. close confinement COCA 14. Google 444,000 12 October 
2011. confinement collocated with close at L1, COCA 14 MI 6.49: ALLOW DESPITE LOW 
FREQUENCY: close confinement listed under "close" in Longman dictionary of 
contemporary English along with close fit and close print: count as PPAdv as it appears 
here: NB shift in "close"

Container 
metaphor - 
location

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

8 204 [arriving] on {our} shores on our shores COCA 66: S8, F8, M21, N19, Ac10. on * shores slot fillers these, our, 
American, its, US, foreign, their, rocky, those…Figurative "shores"

Engagement 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

9 220 on the front page BNC 180(140) - COCA 1556. S550, F314, M217, N388, Ac87: although  the front page 
could in theory refer to every paper-based object (the front page of an exercise book, the 
front page of a pamphlet, the front page of a diary), in COCA the front page is invariably a 
newspaper reference, and that is the case here. The phrase evokes newspapers: saying 
that something gets on the front page conveys the evaluation that it is considered 
important/significant by the newspaper editors.  Carries additional contextual weight - 
encyclopaedic understanding of what it means to be on the front page.

Encyclopaedic 23 Non-sentence initial 
PP

9 229 in place COCA 18286: S3965, F2618, M4712, N3332, Ac3659: meaning shift 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

10 253 [to be travelling] to and fro 
[across Australia]

to and fro COCA 372: S17, F223, M69, N30, Ac33 - fro and to COCA 0. Preference 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

11 289 [not] in good hands in good hands COCA 186 - S47, F58, M32, N41, Ac8 - NB use of negative is EXTREMELY 
unusual. Figurative "hands"

Appreciation/Jud
gement

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP



13 317 [not always] for the better for the better COCA 1411. S296, F229, M366, N298, Ac222 - gets for the better part. 
Searching for the better . to get string final COCA 477. S111, F71, M127, N103, Ac65…use 
of "the" 

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

14 334 [and who sit] at home at home COCA 31924. S6848, F5592, M7922, N7386, Ac4176: in * house COCA 18683. 
S6686, F5300, M2883, N2815, Ac999 - form preference

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

14 335 in fear (of) in Fear of COCA 358: S89, F70, M81, N69, Ac49 . in Fear 1391. S305, F507, M237, N209, 
Ac133 - no determiner before first noun, adjective insertion OK, no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift, final prep can be left out with no change in 
meaning/recasting required: count as PP not PNP

Affed indirect 3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

14 337 [which could come] at any 
time

at any time COCA 3090. S729, F384, M693, N623, AC661. Could come... *at any year *at 
any month at any minute (OK) at any second (OK) - unpredictable discontinuity - form

Force 3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

16 376 [comments to be….] out of 
line

out of line COCA 668: S189, F161, M116, N166, Ac56. Often preceded by a quantifier: 
totally, very, vastly, too, a little, anything…Figurative "line" and "out of"

Appreciation 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

16 393 for ({us}) all for [p*] all COCA. for us all 402. S79, F113, M109, N76, Ac25: "us all" 3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

17 412 [the fibre of our soul is] at 
stake

[BE] at stake 8 types, 2417 tokens. S805, F195, M370, N513, Ac534: * at stake, slot-
filler can be verb or noun: classifying as [BE] VP rather than PPAdj because "at stake" 
does not identify or describe "the fibre of our soul" but describes the state of being of the 
fibre of our soul: bad things are not generally "at stake" (his untimely death is at stake? 
our moral bankruptcy is at stake?) - restriction

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

18 430 on {their} watch on [app*] watch COCA 451: S162, F100, M81, N93, Ac15. Figurative "watch", form pref 
(possessive pron)

Place and time 
met

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

19 460 on {his} part on [app*] part COCA 2145. on his part COCA 533. S239, F138, M47, N51, Ac58: 
encoding, decoding. Meaning not clear from words.

14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

20 474 in response to in response to COCA 8482: S854, F402, M1463, N1762, Ac4001: in direct/partial/rapid 
response to COCA 36: adds contentful information (the WHO brought the regs in because 
of the activities of the food companies) - meaning of response maintained…PP not PNP

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

20 484 [had to beg] on the streets on the streets COCA 4234: S1916, F513, M480, N1091, Ac334: plural carries additional 
meaning - cf roam the streets. Never on the roads - for some reason streets is 
preferenced - restriction.

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

22 520 [killing other humans] out 
of {compassion}

out of compassion = COCA 43: S5, F18, M11, N5, Ac 4. out of mercy 13. out of honesty 1. 
??? Out of pity 53. Semantic set = compassion, mercy, pity? Look for synonyms using 
COCA: Fear 589, respect 332, curiosity 229, concern 219; compassion 43; consideration 
42; sympathy 35; kindness 27; care 9; empathy 3; benevolence 2 = 380 NB see 
Huddleston & Pullum: meaning not clear from parts - "out of"

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

24 560 [our frontline soldiers] in 
battle

in battle COCA 1098: S161, F284, M272, N154, Ac227: paraphrase 'who are currently 
fighting in this war'. Not in war. Restriction. 

Location 
External

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

24 563 [soldiers currently] on the 
ground

Difficult to extract this meaning from the literal meaning. Searching on the ground 
collocated with soldiers at L4, R4 for indicative results: COCA 63. S41, F4, M6, N10, Ac2. 
Figurative "ground"

Locative / Status 
External

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

24 566 in the dark in the dark COCA 7342: S644, F4399, M1212, N697, Ac390. Specialization - the dark. 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

24 573 in the heat of battle in the heat of battle COCA 64: S10, F16, M16, N16, Ac6: figurative "heat" Locative 
metaphorical 
External

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

25 600 for whatever reason for whatever reason COCA 985: S388, F159, M151, N179, Ac108: for a reason, for some 
reason, for any reason, for *every reason, for *all reasons…form

Force, 
Engagement 

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP



26 615 [It has been fairly common 
knowledge] for some time

for some time COCA 3464: S942, F857, M535, N523, Ac607: NB pronunciation - equal 
stress - included for that reason - some in this stress pattern meaning 'considerable' - 
form/pronuciation preference

Temporal 
External

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

26 629 {placing themselves} in 
danger

[PLACE] [ppx*] in danger COCA 5 types, 5 tokens. APPROXIMATION FOR [put] [ppx*] in 
danger = COCA 38 …in danger COCA 3415. S959, F729, M617, N671, Ac439 (CONTAINER 
MET): in safety? in peril…*in risk [PUT] * at risk for 100 types, 432 tokens: [PUT] * in 
danger COCA 53 types, 125 tokens: S37, F39, M16, N26, Ac7: count prepositional phrase, 
comment on predicate phrase - encoding ("in") - shift/bleaching in "placing"

14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

26 630 [placing themselves in 
danger] on patrol

on patrol COCA 408: S119, F79, M70, N124, Ac16 (encoding "on") Location 
External

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

26 636 at home at work, at the office, at the shops, at church, at school - at home encoding issues: 
31924. S6848, F5592, M7922, N7386, Ac4176. 

Locative 
External

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

29 720 [or even a new hospital] at 
this stage

at this stage COCA 1795: S684, F117, M336, N210, Ac448: has to be at this stage or at 
that stage: not at the stage: if it's at a stage it's followed by when, or where or some 
other locative device eg "at a stage of evolution through which western societies had 
passed" 2012ACAD JournalAmerican. 

Temporal, 
External

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

29 732 [we will all benefit] in the 
long run

in the long run COCA 3152: S875, F204, M716, N629, Ac728: specialization of "long run" 
(figurative?) - meaning not clear from the words (encoding and decoding?)

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

33 802 [doctors and nurses 
currently] in practice

[and that doctors and nurses currently] in practice [be taught the principles…]...meaning 
here "in medical practice" rather than the opposite to "in theory" - meaning not clear from 
parts

Locative, 
metaphorical - 
status

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

34 828 [should I] at some point in 
the future [need]

at some point in the future COCA 124: S42, F6, M26, N19, Ac31: use of point - at some 
time in the future COCA 40. Preferred.

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

34 834 [die] in peace [die] in peace COCA 61. Related to rest in peace? in peace COCA 1939. S451, F588, 
M293, N340, Ac267 - means die peacefully  - meaning not clear from parts, include

(container met) 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

35 846 just around the corner Searching just around the corner . COCA 216, S40, F46, M69, N40, Ac21.  Around the 
corner COCA 2934, possibly more literals in this group: S547, F1363, M456, N467, Ac101 
: Figurative "corner"

Locative, 
metaphorical, 
argument space

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

36 862 in {political} quarters political quarters COCA 2: in * quarters - always plural: for 100 types, 976 tokens. 
Collocates some, close, many, his, certain, tight, cramped…Two usages (at least). in 
quarters without the adjective/determiner always refers to literal quarters: for 100 types, 
976 tokens. S151, F206, M207, N255, Ac157: bleaching/shift in "quarters"

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

36 868 on the ground Searching on the ground . to access this usage: COCA 3519: S1154, F1167, M521, N442, 
Ac235: mix of literal and idiomatic. Idiomatic usage relates to battle, where the fighting is 
taking place: figurative "ground"

Location, 
metaphorical 

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

36 869 in power in power COCA 3682 S1176, F128, M560, N744, Ac1074: "in" Container Met 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

36 870 [Those in power] at this 
time

at this time being a reference to a future time…meaning not clear form words - how would 
you know "this" meant in the future?)

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

36 871 [will] by then by then COCA 5928. S623, F2298, M1437, N1066, Ac504. Needs context to establish 
whether "then" is past or future…including

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

37 890 against the wishes (of) against the wishes of COCA 86 - plural only (singular 4): S21, F7, M15, N18, Ac25: 
against the desires of  COCA 5: hopes 0. against * desire COCA 13 types, 27 tokens. NB 
against x's wishes - use of "against" :no bleaching/specialisation in wishes, determiner 
required, can insert adjective, preposition can be dropped if determiner is possessive 
pronoun: "wishes" contributes contentfully (tells us the Chief of the Defence Force did not 
want to do this) - contentful, PP

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP



37 899 in {her} worst nightmares in * worst nightmares 5 types, 9 tokens. in * worst nightmare 3 types, 4 tokens : "in * 
worst nightmare" Google 56.9 milion 23 January 2012, plural 6.18 million same day: 
Figurative "nightmares"

Metaphorical 
location 

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

37 908 [a disgrace] beyond belief beyond belief COCA 349. S103, F87, M62, N77, Ac20" figurative "beyond" Force 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

37 911 [to send them] in the first 
place

in the first place COCA 7564. S2144, F1643, M1608, N1043, Ac1126: meaning not clear 
from the words

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

38 923 at the time at the time COCA 27919: S7760, F3209, M5370, N5714, Ac5866 (ie at this particular time 
in the past)

Temporal 
external

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

39 965 [behave] in a {civilized} 
manner

[behave] in a * manner = COCA 47.S6, F4, M7, N4, Ac26.  2 civilized. Slot carries 
APPRAISAL - JUDGEMENT SHIFTED TO APPRECIATION (from person to manner)

14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

39 981 [easier] in every {respect} [jjr*] in every respect COCA 1:  in every respect COCA 170: S30, F27, M36, N24, Ac53: 
in every regard COCA 21. in all respects 129. in?

Force 14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

41 1028 the [suppliers of the cards] 
in question

in question collocated with the @ L7 COCA 1289. S122, F149, M200, N186, Ac632. Some 
noise but not a great deal. Question is generally within 2 words of the. Dominated by 
Academic. Meaning not clear from component parts

14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

44 1062 up and down Here literal (up and down lanes in the swimming pool). Coordinated binomial: up and 
down COCA 8532 tokens: S1298, F3941, M1750, N1132, Ac411: down and up COCA 97 
tokens. Counted for form preference.

Movement, non 
met

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

44 1066 in the streets in the streets COCA = 2694, S1156, F456, M412, N593 - plural has connotations that 
singular does not have. NB never in the roads and on the roads has a different meaning.

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

45 1078 in combat in combat: COCA 1571. S556, F146, M275, N351, Ac 243: during combat COCA 45: 
encoding "in"

Container met 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

45 1083 after the event after the event COCA 255: S56, F25, M56, N44, Ac74 - two meanings, one literal (she 
saw him after the (horseriding) event) and the other (this usage) which implies regret, 
benefit of hindsight - means more than the words.

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

45 1085 for {a long time} to come. for a long time to come COCA 173. Spoken (59), Fiction (10), Magazine (40), Newsapers 
(34), Academic (3) - can also have "for many years to come" etc. Figurative "come"

Force 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

45 1086 for a long time. for a long time 9519: S3231, F2928, M1301, N1338, Ac720: never for the long time Force 3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

45 1087 in the back of {their} mind in the back of * mind* = COCA 655: S213, F175, M108, N140, Ac19 : figurative location Locative, met 
(cog)

14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

45 1088 on patrol on patrol COCA 408: S119, F79, M70, N124, Ac16: use of "on" Locative 
container met - 
also stative

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

45 1090 [going out] on patrol [GO] out on patrol = COCA 12: out on patrol 41. S11, F11, M7, N11. Ac1 - on patrol 
COCA 408: S119, F79, M70, N124, Ac16" use of "on"

Locative, status: 
NB ON

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

45 1091 [with things] on {one's} 
mind

with * on * mind: COCA 41 types, 46 tokens. S9, F15, M13, N7, Ac2: * on * mind COCA 
for 100 types, 1719 tokens: on * mind : use of "on" - meaning not apparent from words

Affect (indirect): 
STATUS (on) 
met

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

48 1135 on the street on the street COCA 7021. S2161, F2169, M936, N1366, Ac389: Locational (cf on the 
streets): has a different connotation to in the street?  NB if you use on the road kicks 
back into literal reading.

Locative - 
Appreciation/ 
Judgement

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

48 1142 at night At night but in the morning. *at day. at night COCA 15847. S2802, F5767, M3716, 
N2554, Ac1008: unpredictable discontinuity

Temporal 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

48 1154 at night At night but in the morning. *at day. at night COCA 15847. S2802, F5767, M3716, 
N2554, Ac1008: unpredictable discontinuity

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP



49 1176 at {our} expense at * expense COCA 99 hits, 3755: S428, F302, M779, N882, Ac1364. at our expense = 
Number 8 - 58 hits. Encoding - meaning not clear from words.

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

49 1177 under the ({mistaken}) 
belief that

under the * belief (all that) = COCA 8. mistaken (5), also false, naïve NOT SUPPORTED: in 
the * belief that COCA 30 types, 67 tokens: S5, F7, M20, N10, Ac25 - top is mistaken 
with 28 hits: in the belief that COCA 336: S27, F27, M90, N66, Ac126: also APPRAISAL: 
JUDGEMENT. NB "under" - looks as though when you use "under" there has to be 
inscribed ATTITUDE, but when you use "in" there doesn't. (Would need more work to 
confirm.)

Judgement 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

49 1179 [governments] of all 
persuasions

of all persuasions COCA = 35. Spoken (5), Fiction (1), Magazines (14), Newspapers (6), 
Academic (9): meaning not clear from the words

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

50 1188 [I can still function] up to a 
point.

up to a point COCA 323. Spoken (85), Fiction (49), Magazines (77), Newspapers (48), 
Academic (64) - "up to" meaning not clear from words

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

50 1203 on the statute books on the statute books COCA 5. Google 2.38 million 25 January 2012 - encyclopaedic - use 
of "on" - status and location

Encyclopaedic 12 Non-sentence initial 
PP

50 1204 in no time at all. no time at all COCA 2509. S35, F125, M61, N13, Ac16: in no time at all COCA 141: S19, 
F65, M39, N9, Ac9  - combination, with at all at the end - but one construction. Meaning 
not clear from the words

Force 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

51 1216 in command in command COCA 916. S220, F224, M202, N161, Ac109 - "in" 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

51 1218 in charge in charge COCA 10069. S3147, F1751, M1742, N2341, Ac1088 - "in" 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

53 1263 on prescription [only] on prescription COCA 143: S44, F2, M39, N35, Ac23 - encyclopaedic (means you have to 
have been to the doctor and got a prescription…)

Encyclopaedic 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

53 1266 out there COCA 36443: S19380, F5958, M4313, N6000, Ac792 - "there" being a vague location 
related to both writer- and reader-in-the-text - figurative "there"

Locative - 
"there"

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

53 1278 at the time at the time COCA 27919: S7760, F3209, M5370, N5714, Ac5866 (ie in the past) - 
meaning not clear from words, use of "the"

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

54 1294 (by definition) by definition COCA 1707. Spoken (262), Fiction (110), Magazines (358), Newspapers 
(200), Academic (777) - encoding, maybe decoding

Engagement 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

54 1310 [with IQ] above average above average COCA 568. Spoken (47), Fiction (28), Magazines (120), Newspapers 
(123), Academic (250): higher than average 114: S13, F4, M30, N18, Ac49: over average 
3. PREFERENCE - use of "above"

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

55 1320 for the rest of {their} lives for the rest of their lives COCA 349. S123, F49, M62, N72, Ac43  - NB cf for their lives 
taps in to different pattern/meaning (running for their lives, afraid for their lives, feared 
for their lives, fight for their lives…) - preference - add to examples of niching

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

55 1328 for the rest of {their} 
li{ves}

for the rest of their lives COCA 349. S123, F49, M62, N72, Ac43  - NB cf for their lives 
taps in to different pattern/meaning (running for their lives, afraid for their lives, feared 
for their lives, fight for their lives…) - preference - add to examples of niching

Force - temporal 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

56 1350 in [these] tough economic 
times

tough economic times COCA 130. Spoken (46), Fiction (1), Magazines (23), Newspapers 
(50), Academic (10): hard economic times 51: difficult economic times 52. tough social 
times 0. tough political times O.  Divides into two groups: first in {name of newspaper} 
Times. Second in {APPRAISAL} times - as here. Top slot-filler is tough - NB in 
{APPRAISAL} times but at times

14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

58 1390 at the moment at the moment COCA 6954. S2951, F1645, M895, N827, Ac636: at the second 565, 
"second" used as number

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

59 1418 for {peaceful} purposes for [ATTITUDE] purposes - 2 patterns: purpose (eg scientific) or Appreciation, Neg 
(nefarious) : purpose singular 76 types, 225 tokens. purposes for 100 types, 4625 tokens - 
preference for plural

Judgement 14 Non-sentence initial 
PP



59 1440 {men} of vision men of vision COCA 4: Google 1.27 million 26 January 2012 "women of vision" Google 
484,000 26 February 2012: [NN*] of vision COCA field, line,…man of vision 21: clarity, 
sense, breadth…there is a group clustering around the PP - allow (man + men = 25)

Judgement 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

60 1457 under orders under orders COCA 205. S43, F34, M37, N70, Ac21 - figurative "under" Position met - 
status

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

60 1462 over the {years} over the years COCA 11174. S2711, F1612, M2659, N2647, Ac1545: over the months, 
over the weeks, over the days? over the hours? over the minutes? Plus use of "over"

Force temporal 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

62 1492 [that is always] on the go on the go COCA 394. Spoken (71), Fiction (34), Magazines (214), Newspapers (62), 
Academic (13) - meaning not clear from the words

Judgement 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

63 1507 at all hours at all hours COCA 305 Spoken (36), Fiction (113), Magazines (73), Newspapers (58), 
Academic (23) (*at all minutes, *at all weeks, *all the hours) : meaning not clear from 
the words, form preference

Force, temporal 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

63 1509 [Austria and Switzerland] 
in particular

in particular 15226. S2716, F1210, M2343, N1792, Ac7162: meaning not clear from 
components

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

63 1517 behind the eight ball behind the eight ball COCA 38. Spoken (11), Fiction (7), Magazines (5), Newspapers (15), 
Academic (0): meaning not clear from the words

Judgement 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

64 1526 at any time of the day or 
night

any time of the day or night COCA 39. S6, F8, M11, N9, Ac5. any time of the night or day 
COCA O. Preference. day or night COCA 394. S51, F106, M127, N75, Ac35. night or day 
58. Preference for day or night  : at any time of the year, at any time of the month, at 
any time of the day, *at any time of the hour - NB at any time would be enough - extra 
adds force

Force 3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

64 1528 as a result as a result 24215. S3725, F744, M5126, N3865, Ac10755: there are many other patterns 
starting with "as a", but as a result is by far the most frequent. Could often use "because 
of" instead, but "because of"  doesn't work as N-Rheme (see Fries 1994). Fixed and 
frequent. Don't use as the result in this context - preference.

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

66 1560 with [his integrity] intact with * * intact For 100 tokens, 114 types: S22, F25, M31, N26, Ac10 - APPRAISAL 
(APPRECIATION) in slot

Judgement 14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

68 1586 on {your} front page on * front page COCA 10 types, 984 tokens. S372, F158, M131, N261, Ac6 - refers back 
to on the front page discussed previously. Significance of "front page" - big news. 

Encyclopaedic 2 Non-sentence initial 
PP

68 1592 from the pen of from the pen of COCA 24: S2, F1, M8, N3, Ac10 … need determiner, can add adjective, 
but probably nowadays from a keyboard…consider as shift/bleaching/specialisation in pen, 
determiner, adjective insertion possible (sharp, prolific, malicious, honeyed), no need for 
final prep if possessive pronoun used - adds content, PP

Engagement 1 Non-sentence initial 
PP

69 1602 in {glowing} terms in glowing terms COCA 34. glowing terms COCA 44. Spoken (7), Fiction (8), Magazines 
(10), Newspapers (12), Academic (7). MI 7.13 - in glowing terms 34: S3, F8, M9, N9, 
Ac5: lower frequency due to the fact that in can be separated from glowing terms: in * 
terms COCA for 100 types, 4020 tokens: top in real terms, in general terms, in practical 
terms...

Engagement/ 
Appreciation 

14 Non-sentence initial 
PP

71 1642 on and on. on and on COCA 2972. S1124, F971, M396, N331, Ac150: up and up : *down and down? 
*along and along? Preference and Force. 

Force 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

71 1646 [keep them alive,]in 
misery, [against their wills]

in misery COCA 105. Spoken (10), Fiction (40), Magazines (27), Newspapers (16), 
Academic (12). (*keep them alive, in happiness, against their wills) - meaning of "will" in 
this context

Judgement 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

71 1647 against {their} will(s). against their will COCA 326, Spoken (150), Fiction (22), Magazines (36), Newspapers 
(63), Academic (55): against [ppx*] will - "against" - meaning of "will"

Judgement 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

71 1648 [are] behind the decision behind the decision COCA 30. S10, F1, M4, N6, Ac9: behind the statement, behind the 
announcement, behind the idea - NB DECISION IS BETWEEN WRITER AND "THEM" - 
figurative "behind"

Engagement, 
Position MET

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP



72 1658 at that time at that time COCA 8408. S3795, F743, M1188, N1062, Ac1620 - meaning time in the past 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

73 1687 on a {legal} basis on a * basis = COCA of 100 types, 6626 tokens. Regular is top: 1614, Spoken (388), 
Fiction (136), Magazines (424), Newspapers (250), Academic (416). Other substitutions = 
daily 1537, case-by-case 337, day-to-day 287, weekly 218, voluntary 125, first-name 
119, consistent 103, monthly 107 and so on: specifies criteria

Appreciation 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

74 1713 in and around in and around COCA 1637: S363, F119, M394, N420, Ac341 around and in COCA 25 - 
preference

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

74 1715 in town in town meaning is different to in the town: 7652. S1205, F2735, M1383, N1933, Ac396: 
don't have in city - preference, form

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

74 1716 on a {regular} basis on a regular basis COCA 1614: S388, M424, N250, Ac416. on a * basis = COCA of 100 
types, 6626 tokens. Regular is top: 1614, Spoken (388), Fiction (136), Magazines (424), 
Newspapers (250), Academic (416). Other substitutions = daily 1537, case-by-case 337, 
day-to-day 287, weekly 218, voluntary 125, first-name 119, consistent 103, monthly 107 
and so on: gap specifies criteria – can't be used otherwise

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

74 1729 over the counter over the counter COCA 461. Spoken (109), Fiction (135), Magazines (146), Newspapers 
(47), Academic (24): means more than/other than the words

Locative - met 123 Non-sentence initial 
PP

74 1730 at a ({big}) profit at a * profit = COCA 26 types, 52 tokens: at a profit COCA 134. S20, F13, M36, N51, 
Ac14 for a * profit 38 types, 78 tokens - equivalent at a loss COCA 1034, for a loss COCA 
84: use of "at" 

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

75 1736 in {some people's} eyes in some people's eyes COCA 8: in * eyes COCA for 100 types, 9459 tokens: for 100 
types, 9459 tokens. S1152, F5179, M1224, N966, Ac938. Figurative "eyes"

Engagement 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

75 1737 from the {start} from the start COCA 2765. S436, F489, M738, N708, Ac394: from the beginning COCA 
4354 S1408, F570, M739, N707, Ac930 NB this is highest S, then Ac: from the start is 
Lowest Ac - start less formal than beginning? 

Met position 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

75 1738 for {its} own sake for its own sake COCA 454. Spoken (19), Fiction (34), Magazines (106), Newspapers (44), 
Academic (251): for * own sake NB own not necessary - adds some kind of force?

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

75 1745 for want of a better word for want of a better word COCA 42. Spoken (28), Fiction (4), Magazines (2), Newspapers 
(5), Academic (3) - fixed form, meaning not clear (encoding and decoding)

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

75 1748 for a {decade} now for a * now top collocates all time words - while, year, week, month, decade, moment, 
generation, century, [living], [fact]

34 Non-sentence initial 
PP

76 1757 under {18} Formulaic for age - NB use of under, shared understanding of significance of 18 Encyclopaedic 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

76 1761 at a{n early} age at an early age COCA 744. Spoken (114), Fiction (65), Magazines (227), Newspapers 
(142), Academic (196). At a young age 406. Spoken (97), Fiction (34), Magazines (109), 
Newspapers (100), Academic (66): more frequent than at a young age, (COCA 439) 
which is more transparent. NB at a late age COCA (2): imbalance.

3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

78 1792 in the public interest in the public interest COCA 419. Spoken (93), Fiction (3), Magazines (103), Newspapers 
(116), Academic (104) - in the private interest COCA 0 - preference and NB not 'in the 
public's interest'

Appreciation 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

80 1818 in police custody police custody COCA 133. S50, F14, M8, N53, Ac8. There is always a preposition 
preceding - either in or into. Formal term with specific implications - encyclopaedic.

Encyclopaedic 123 Non-sentence initial 
PP

83 1848 on {spiritual} grounds on * grounds = for 100 types, 3297 tokens: S427, F230, M719, N634, Ac1287. On 
[=spiritual] grounds = religious 69 (mostly Newspapers, Academic), spiritual (3), sacred 
(1). Religious is mostly Newspapers/Academic: collocates moral, school, religious, what, 
other, these, humanitarian, constitutional....goes with on * basis

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP



83 1849 {below} average 
intelligence

average intelligence = COCA 54. Spoken (3), Fiction (8), Magazines (13), Newspapers 
(6), Academic (24) average height, below average height, average price, below average 
price : normal intelligence COCA 31: less than average intelligence COCA 1: as above, 
included for preference: below average used in preference to under average

Judgement 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

83 1853 {above} (the) average above the average COCA 115: S8, F1, M33, N28, Ac45: use of "above" 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

84 1864 down through the 
{centuries}

down through the centuries COCA 22. S8, F3, M6, N2, Ac3. down through the years COCA 
58. S21, F12, M16, N5, Ac4. down through the decades COCA 4. down through the 
months COCA 0: down through the ages COCA 46. S7, F5, M17, N4, Ac13: down through 
the [time period greater than 'months' and not including 'decades'?]

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

84 1866 in modern parlance in modern parlance COCA 11. Google 890,000 28 January 2012 with definitions. in 
common parlance (see LDCE 1196): in * parlance COCA for 100 types, 261 tokens: S16, 
F18, M92, N65, Ac70 – top collocate top, then common, modern, military, popular, 
industry, local, current, army...locater

Engagement 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

84 1868 [throughout history] to this 
day

throughout * to this day COCA 0, not supported. to this day COCA 3481. S964, F457, 
M875, N668, Ac517: encoding

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

85 1878 on a {regular} basis on a regular basis COCA 1614: S388, F136, M424, N250, Ac416: on a * basis COCA for 
100 types, 6626 tokens: top collocate is regular, then daily, then case-by-case, then day-
to-day, then weekly, then voluntary … 

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

85 1904 on a weekend cf UK at the weekend - normally on the weekend in Australia -  Google on a weekend 128 
million 12 March 2012 - preference, encoding on.

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

87 1925 in the presence of in the presence of COCA 1968. Spoken (147), Fiction (383), Magazine (395), Newspapers 
(166), Academic (877). No bleaching/specialisation/shift in noun, def article required, 
adjective can be inserted, final prep can't be dropped without change to first determiner - 
adds contentfully, PP

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

87 1927 on Sunday night on * night : collocates the 1896, weekdays - NB note Stubbs (?) comments on nights of 
the week (Teubert?): on Sunday night COCA 323: S122, F25, M47, N121, Ac8

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

87 1932 from {11pm} onwards from * onwards for 62 types, 82 tokens. Slot fillers mostly dates 3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

87 1948 over the {years} over the years COCA 11174. S2711, F1612, M2659, N2647, Ac1545: over the months, 
over the weeks, over the days? over the hours? over the minutes? FRAME: over the {time 
period greater than days} – means more than/other than the words.

FORCE 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

88 1957 in recent {weeks} in recent weeks COCA 1269. Spoken (342), Fiction (22), Magazines (110), Newspapers 
(778), Academic (17)in recent years, in recent months, in recent weeks, in recent days, 
?in recent hours 14, in recent minutes 1– unpredictable discontinuity

34 Non-sentence initial 
PP

88 1963 in {reasonable health and} 
condition

COCA for 100 types, 2502 tokens. Even distribution. Slot-fillers all ATTITUDE. Can't be in 
yellow condition

ATTITUDE 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

88 1964 for {my} age for * age for 100 types, 1281 tokens. for his age is the top occurrence: 248: S33, F123, 
M38, N42, Ac12: encoding

Appreciation 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

88 1981 for reasons known only to 
{themselves}

for reasons known only to COCA 33. S0, F14, M9, N5, Ac5: fixed, encoding Engagement 34 Non-sentence initial 
PP

89 1990 on a {daily} basis on a daily basis COCA 1537. Spoken (463), Fiction (93), Magazines (317), Newspapers 
(279), Academic (385): on a yearly basis COCA 45: on a monthly basis COCA 101: on a 
weekly basis COCA 218: on a daily basis 1537: on an hourly basis COCA 42: *on a 
minutely basis: *on a secondly basis: on a [grounds] basis - unpredictable discontinuity

Force 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

89 2014 over the next {tw}o years over the next * years - always has to have a quantifier: over the next * years for 100 
tokens, 4197 types. over the next years 13.

134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

89 2021 [higher costs] at the 
checkout

at the checkout COCA 105. S16, F26, M37, N21, Ac5 Homophoric - the checkouts in 
supermarket, the point of payment. Means more than/other the words

Locative 123 Non-sentence initial 
PP



89 2027 [have proved their 
resilience] over many 
generations

COCA 29. S2, F1, M9, N3, Ac14. Figurative "over" Force 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

93 2109 around the world around the world COCA 14073. S5214, F550, M3189, N2941, Ac2178. around the globe 
COCA 1582. around the earth COCA 151: PREFERENCE

Force 3 Non-sentence initial 
PP

94 2127 [growing like a cancer] 
over the past {25} {years}

over the past * years for 100 types, 5347 tokens: over the past 25 
years/months/weeks/hours/minutes/seconds. Including for over.

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

94 2132 in the late evening in the late evening, in the early morning, in the early evening, in the late morning: *in the 
late day (prefer late in the day): *in the late night (prefer late at night)

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

94 2138 [would not be] before them 
[if…]

before them (before him) in the context of a magistrate/judge - means more/other than  
the words

Position (met) 
for circumstance

123 Non-sentence initial 
PP

95 2170 [she was more relaxed] on 
the phone

on the phone COCA 7751. S2771, F2918, M1013, N887: meaning of "on" - while talking 
using the phone

Locative met on 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

95 2172 at the thought of at the thought of COCA 850. S33, F529, M141, N95, Ac52 - must have definite article, 
adjective insertion, can be used without final prep with no meaning change and no change 
to determiner - equivalent in this context to 'when she imagines' (not being able to breath 
properly) - contentful, PP

Engagement 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

96 2190 in {his} care in his care COCA 60: S17, F15, M8, N9, Ac11: in * care too much noise. Means 
more/other than the words - sense of responsibility, possibly legal

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

96 2206 [media thuggery] at its 
{wor}st

at [pp*] [APPRAISAL superlative] - at its most exciting, at her most expansive…[NP] at its 
{superlative}: at * worst COCA for 15 types, 691 tokens. S165, F91, M168, N182, Ac85 - 
encoding

Force 134 Non-sentence initial 
PP

97 2215 to blame for to looks like infinitive marker…but use in hold him to blame for? Classifying as pp 
(adjectival) in this context

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

99 2251 [not] up to [the same 
standard]

[BE] not up to ** for 100 types, 247 collocates: S77, F69, M48, N39, Ac14. up to the 
task, up to the standards, up to par, up to it, up to the job: not up to standard COCA 6. 
up to standard COCA 33. S12, F8, M3, N6, Ac4 - NB mixture of meanings here - not up to 
meaning not capable of, not up to meaning not at the same level, not up to meaning not 
the responsibility of ... NB cf use as quantifier (up to 100 people...). Encoding, decoding, 
means more/other than the words

APPRAISAL 13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

99 2255 "on the ground" on the ground mixed literal and idiomatic usage - COCA 13610. S4658, F3836, M2243, 
N1770, Ac1103: means more/other than the words

Locative met 12 Non-sentence initial 
PP

100 2269 in the past in the past, in the present, in the future : at the time . in the past COCA 28911. S7058, 
F2021, M5869, N8167, Ac5796 – container metaphor

13 Non-sentence initial 
PP

1 7 Contrary to [his opinions] Organizing Argument: COCA = 4372. Spoken (505), Fiction (243), Magazines (868), 
Newspapers (741), Academic (2015). Outside scope: Adjective plus Preposition 
collocation, NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

1 10 health costs health costs COCA 292: S63, F1, M90, N89, Ac49. Two meanings: the cost of paying for 
health care for individuals, and the cost of running the health service for government. BNC 
10(10) - US context of COCA makes a difference to frequency. In study text, cost to 
government. COCA 314. health costs, defence costs, education costs, administration 
costs, transport costs...No shift/specialization/bleaching either side...not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

1 15 At the same time at the same time Literal/idiomatic split. Here literal and therefore not included. COCA 
28702. S6612, F3705, M5481, N4721, Ac8183 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



1 26 it's a {miracle} COCA 293: S100, F115, M44, N31, Ac 3 (NB): it's miraculous COCA 11: S5, F2, M2, N1, 
Ac0. Not counting It's stems.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

1 36 spurious [data] reliable data, good data, lying data OPEN CHOICE - no shift/bleaching/specialization either 
side…not counting

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

1 37 false accounting  false accounting COCA 7, S3, F0, M2, N2, Ac0. MI 5.21. Google 758,000 18 January 
2012: truthful accounting, bad accounting, good accounting, dishonest accounting:  no 
shift/bleaching/specialization either side…not counting

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

1 42 [the] health system BNC 51(28). Headword "system" collocate "health" @ L1 BNC MI = 33.3. the medical 
system, the hospital system, the education system: no shift/bleaching/specialization 
either side…not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

1 46 an honest account COCA honest account 22: no shift/bleaching/specialization either side…not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

2 48 spruiking the [same] 
message

[SPRUIK] collocated with message at L4, R4: no records. No records for [spruik]. Entry 
for spruik in Australian concise Oxford dictionary, but no examples of typical phrases. No 
support

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

2 52 health system education system, dental system, road system, sewage system, administration system : 
no shift/bleaching/specialization either side…not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

2 53 fresh approach COCA fresh collocated with approach at R1, MI = 31.1. COCA 75. Spoken (10), Fiction 
(3), Magazine (15), Newspaper (28), Academic (19): fresh approach COCA 75 (same). 
new approach COCA 1049. S176, F26, M249, N242, Ac356: different approach, new 
approach, novel approach, imaginative approach...no shift/bleaching/specialization either 
side…not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

2 67 It is {clear} [from the 
Health Department's own 
expenditure data] that

It is clear that = COCA 2186. Spoken (191), Fiction (49), Magazines (290), Newspapers 
(242), Academic (1414): it is obvious that COCA 416. S17, F32, M47, N77, Ac243: It is 
{APPRAISAL} that: may be neither of these - not counting "It is" stems unless other 
factors are present

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

4 117 every year every year, day, month, second, minute and also every person, every battle etc:  No 
apparent restriction.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

4 119 every time every year, day, month, and also every person, every battle etc: No apparent restriction. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
4 123 fair and reasonable fair and reasonable COCA 67: S21, F6, M11, N11, Ac18.  reasonable and fair COCA 14: 

Google 7.02 million 23 February 2012. reasonable and fair Google 41.5 million same date. 
Appears not to be preferred form: not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

4 131 The Tribunal PROPER NOUN: single word noted not counted NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
5 138 charity fundraiser events The MWE is charity event: fundraiser has been inserted. charity events = BNC 23(16). 

charity event 20(17). charitable event, school event, company event : no specialization, 
shift, bleaching - not counting.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

6 148 pet word COCA 2. No support. (from pet hate?) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

6 149 government papers government papers COCA 3, Google 593,000 14 February 2012.  Specialization/shift in 
"papers", but not sure of support - not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

7 178 high-spiked [walls] COCA 0. Novel NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



7 179 electric fencing electric fencing COCA 23, S1, F1, M19, N1, Ac1. wire fencing, picket fencing, barbed wire 
fence. electric fence COCA 85. electrified Fence  COCA 22. Appears to be straightforward 
combination (a fence that is electric/electrified). Transparent on both sides, not 
encyclopaedic NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

7 183 [relentless] social 
deprivation

social deprivation COCA 12. Most common collocation is  sleep deprivation - COCA 333. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

8 200 Now that [the Australian 
people have returned the 
Labor party to government 
it means]

. Now that = COCA 4384. S1358, F1199, M977, N560, Ac290: mixed results -  the "now" 
is bleached in this usage but the "that" is optional - not counting.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

8 202 [very] slight majority slight majority COCA 56. S9, F0, M7, N12, Ac28 : small majority COCA 22 : very little 
difference in Google. No specialisation, shift, bleaching … not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

9 235 lack of foresight COCA 30: S2, F11, M4, N5, Ac8: lack of money, lack of wisdom, lack of insight…lack of 
with anything that you are without/deficient in - no bleaching/specialization/shift

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

9 236 interstate supporters interstate supporters, interstate holidays, interstate rivalry  no 
bleaching/specialization/shift

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

9 245 hide behind the [paper-
thin] argument

[HIDE] behind collocated with argument at R4, COCA 2. MI 3.12. Figurative hiding, but 
can't support. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

9 247 it has always been so BNC 6(5). COCA 7. NOT SUPPORTED NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

10 250 drawn finals Novel combination NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
10 252 interstate teams As 9/236 NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
11 285 on this matter on this matter COCA 319. S109, F36, M38, N39, Ac97. Raises the significance of whatever 

the "matter" is: on this subject, on this topic … use of matter? Not encoding/decoding, no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, means what the words say…

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

11 288 media commentators COCA 23. S4, F1, M4, N5, Ac9. Can have political commentators, conservative 
commentators … no bleaching or specialisation on either side… not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

11 295 our great game Novel (our great country, our great beaches, our great leader) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

12 302 get to {swim} get to swim, get to win, get to go, get to see, get to eat…get to not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

12 303 gains a place [GAIN] a place = COCA 14. get a place, win a place: gain weight, gain a child, gain a car, 
gain a medal  - not supported, no indicators

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

13 314 a drawn game drawn game, drawn grand final, drawn competition, drawn match : 'a game that is drawn' 
'a game in which  the scores are equal' … no indicators

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

13 325.1 More than {100,000 
people} [have now been]

Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



14 331 [must] temper my words [TEMPER] * words COCA 2. Not supported. Possibly novel? NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

14 339 weak character character collocated with weak COCA 13. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
15 354 It was no [different] when  It was no * when COCA 2 types, 6 tokens - 1 different - not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

15 356 nursing certificate first-aid certificate, typing certificate, degree certificate - no specialization either side, not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

15 357 at the same time [as shift 
work on hospital wards]

at the same time Literal/idiomatic split. Here literal. COCA 28702. S6612, F3705, M5481, 
N4721, Ac8183: not including literal

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

15 359 hospital wards COCA 43. S5, F8, M13, N8, Ac9: if they were in a prison they'd have to be prison hospital 
wards…Australian concise Oxford dictionary cites men's surgical ward…straightforward 
collocation, not encoding or decoding…not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

15 360 [I still enjoy a glass of 
wine] each day

each day less frequent than every day (6238 vs 25958): nonetheless; no unexpected 
constraints, no bleaching/specialization/shift: each day/month/hour/minute/second…each 
person, each apple

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

16 382 dignity and respect dignity and respect COCA 112. respect and dignity COCA 86. No apparent preference NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

16 383 physical and mental 
wellbeing

COCA 2. mental wellbeing 3. physical wellbeing 10, plant wellbeing…Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

16 398 make a counter challenge [MAKE] a challenge 2 types, 8 tokens: [MAKE] a * challenge 10 types, 10 tokens: counter 
challenge COCA 0. Not supported.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

16 400 to strongly protect strongly [PROTECT] COCA 7. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

16 403 to take it from us eg "to take it from a baby" - the baby from whom she took it, from which baby did she 
take it, it was the baby from whom she took it, she took it quickly from the baby… VP + 
prep - not included.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

17 409 these refugees NB use of "these" - outside scope. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

17 415 a shortage of [homes for 
the elderly]

COCA collocates primary care 8, funds 7, food 6, people who 6, doctors 5, food 5…no 
restrictions, bleaching/shift/specialization, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

17 416 a flood of [refugees] COCA various collocates - calls to 5, cheap imports 5, light 5, refugees 5, relief 5, 
emotions 4, phone calls 4. Refugees (as here) is a representative collocate - 28 hits.  MI 
9.58. Figurative "flood", but no apparent restrictions on what you can have a "flood" of 
...single word, not including

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

18 418 Congratulations to [Gavin 
Mooney] for

N + prep. cf congratulations on, congratulations for, congratulations about … no shift on 
either side.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

18 419 [our] health system health system COCA 936. S152, F1, M156, N287, Ac340 - transport system, hospital 
system, education system, transport system…no apparent restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift…means what it says. Some reservations, but not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



18 431 dental disease COCA 8. Not supported. Also  bone disease, skin disease, parasitic disease, fungal 
disease.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED 

NOT INCLUDED

18 442 over-servicing COCA zero - not supported. NA NOT INCLUDED
18 451 one [dollar] spent on 

prevention] is worth [10] 
spent on 

one * spent on * is worth COCA 0. one dollar spent on COCA 1. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

18 451.1 less than {one third} of 
the {time}

Not counting more than or less than when not interrupted, or the open choice of the 
construction

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

19 465 just that little bit more just that little bit * COCA 10 types, 14 tokens. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

20 469 key omission COCA 0. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

20 471 stringent guidelines stringent guidelines COCA 18. * guidelines - collocates ethical, safety, national, clear, 
strict : stringent * collocates requirements, standards, regulations, environmental, rules, 
criteria, controls. Low frequency, transparent on both sides, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

20 475 multinational food 
companies

by far the most common collocation of multinational is corporation. Multinational steel 
companies, multinational sheep exporting companies…no apparent restrictions.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

20 477 poor countries  COCA 645. cf rich countries 242. No bleaching,specialization,shift on either side, means 
what it says - not including

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

20 486 free samples free fish, free milk, free CDs. No bleaching, specialization, shift on either side, means 
what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

20 488 shortly after shortly after COCA 6311:S1133, F806, M1541, N1910, Ac1021. soon after: COCA 5043 - 
no apparent preference. Top collocates for 'shortly' are after, before, thereafter..then 
afterward, afterwards : definition in ACOD (p. 1329) - doesn't seem to be any bleaching 
or specialisation (definition of shortly in ACOD straightforward). Not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

20 491 over-diluted COCA 2 - not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

20 495 every year every year, day, month, and also every person, every battle etc:  no apparent 
restrictions, means what it says, not included.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

20 496 child beggar child beggar COCA 0. Google 37,000. No apparent restrictions: 'local beggar', 'poor 
beggar', 'impoverished beggar', 'young beggar'. No bleaching, specialization, shift on 
either side, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

22 521 actions and words actions and words COCA 32. words and actions 145. Less preferred half of non-
consolidated coordinated binomial: not including dispreferred halves.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

22 522 actions and words actions and words COCA 32. words and actions 145. Less preferred half of non-
consolidated coordinated binomial: not including dispreferred halves.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

22 523 well-funded COCA 214. S29, F6, M57, N78, Ac44: transparent, no encoding/decoding restrictions: well-
written, well sung, well played. A number of non-transparent options listed in Australian 
concise Oxford dictionary and Macquarie dictionary online, but not this

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



22 526 , as some have, , as some have , COCA 3. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

22 532 many of whom COCA 2086. Normal rules apply. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

23 541 young people COCA 12808. young people, young adults, young children, young birds, young dinosaurs : 
transparent, albeit vague (what is young?) - no specialization, bleaching, shift.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

23 543 young people COCA 12808. young people, young adults, young children, young birds, young dinosaurs : 
transparent, albeit vague (what is young?) - no specialization, bleaching, shift.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

23 544 is not the {impossible 
task} {Jed}  {suggests} it 
{may} be

Normal rules apply. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

23 545 what {we} [are willing to 
accept as a society] is what 
{we} will get

what you see is what you get; what you think is what you … may (perhaps) be a pattern 
there, but difficult to verify/support. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

23 548 [our] young people old people, middle-aged people - no specialization, bleaching, shift. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

23 549 in the community No specialization, bleaching, shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

23 550 [With] comprehensive 
action

COCA 10. BNC 1. Google 429,000. Novel combination? NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

23 551 young people old people, middle-aged people - no specialization, bleaching, shift. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

24 559 frontline soldiers COCA 10. frontline worker, states, troops, social... singular COCA 4, Google 124, 000: no 
apparent restriction, no bleaching/specialization/shift. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

24 567 Had she Meaning "if she had". had he, had the company, had the ocean…no apparent restrictions. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

24 578 Should [this issue] not be 
[raised and investigated…]

Position of "not" - issue of grammatical scope rather than social convention… NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

25 594 [being] fired on [FIRE] on . COCA 2 types, 25 tokens. S13, F5, M1, N3, Ac3 - passive, 'they fired on x', V 
+ Prep, not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

25 597 formed a committee [FORM] a committee 3 types, 90 tokens. S14, F5, M15, N40, Ac16. [MAKE] a committee 
COCA 2. [v*] a committee COCA for 100 types, 492 tokens. Top is [FORM], then 
[APPOINT], [ESTABLISH], [CHAIR], [CONVENE], [CREATE], [HEAD], [ORGANIZE] Open 
choice, no apparent bleaching/specialization/shift, plenty of alternatives. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

25 602 be able to System. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
25 603 count on [the support of…] [COUNT] on COCA 4 types, 6118 tokens. S1236, F1438, M1381, N1555, Ac508. Alt. V + 

prep. 
NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED



25 604 the army hierarchy No records in COCA - no support, not included NA NOT INCLUDED
26 611 falling into [his 

department's long-held 
belief]

[FALL] into collocated with belief COCA 3. No support. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

26 613 frontline troops COCA 10. frontline worker, states, troops, social... singular COCA 4, Google 124, 000. No 
apparent restrictions, bleaching/specialisation/shift. 

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

26 617 the {Dutch} forces No apparent restrictions, bleaching/specialisation/shift. the local forces, the rebel forces, 
the government forces 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

26 618 Australian forces No apparent restrictions, bleaching/specialisation/shift. the local forces, the rebel forces, 
the government forces 

NOT INLCUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

26 621 … ,only to Single word, effectively - outside scope. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

26 628 frontline troops COCA 10. frontline worker, states, troops, social... singular COCA 4, Google 124, 000. No 
apparent restrictions, bleaching/specialisation/shift. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

26 631 every day every year, day, month, and also every person, every battle etc:  no 
specialization/bleaching/shift either side, no restrictions, means what it says - not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

26 633 the international cocktail 
set

cocktail set COCA 4: Google 1.06 million but mostly noise (cocktail sets as in glasses etc) - 
can have the tennis set, the disco set … no apparent restriction, no 
specialization/bleaching/shift…

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 647 coal-mine [disaster] gold mine, diamond mine, uranium mine : coalmine is one word in ACOD NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 654 coal-mine [accidents] coalmine one word in ACOD NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 655 Most of these are System NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 657 a Three Mile Island PROPER NOUN - reference to nuclear accident, evokes Appreciation: but not including 
references to place names used in any capacity

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 658 a Sellafield event a {notorious event} event: a Fukishima event, a Chernobyl event, a Snowtown 
event…referencing encyclopaedic event accessible to community consciousness: not 
counting references to place names, however used

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 663 so do {coal and oil} so do, so have, so will, so ought - system NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 665 [their cost is measured in 
miners'] blood and bone

blood and bone COCA 49. Bone and blood 12. Part-coordinated binomial however 
references are to garden fertilizer, not (as here) to literal body parts. Novel production 
here.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 666 blasted landscapes blasted landscapes COCA 5 not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



27 670 energy storage 
technologies

energy storage technologies COCA 2. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 672 but not yet COCA 223, system. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 673 energy source food source, light source, water source : no apparent restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift. Means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 674 spread the risks [SPREAD*] the risk* COCA 36. spread the risk, share the risk, minimize the risk, take the 
risk: spread the job, share the joy…no apparent restriction, no 
bleaching/speclialization/shift.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

27 676 total reliance COCA 17. Not supported. Open choice? NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

28 683 the Budget windfall Homophoric reference - used in relation to a specific one-off event in Western Australia 
related to the mining boom. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

28 691 devastating consequences consequences with devastating @ L1 = 122 hits. MI 9.95. COCA 122. S35, F1, M27, N18, 
Ac41: [jj*] consequences collocates are negative, unintended, serious, economic, political, 
long-term, dire, social : both sides transparent, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

28 694 the new children's hospital Refers to a particular new hospital, temporarily encyclopaedic. Not including. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

28 699 lack of [community] 
support

lack of collocated with support @R2 = COCA 366 MI 5.29. Mostly Academic. N plus Prep 
collocation, not included.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

28 708 due standard of care due standard of care 0 - duty of care mixed with due diligence, maybe standard of 
living??? Almost certainly an approximation, but too uncertain/unclear to count

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

28 709 city dwellers city dwellers COCA 265: S19, F17, M79, N92, Ac58. Looks as though it's open choice; 
collocates urban, valley, slum, apartment, rural, cliff, cave, forest, hostel, bottom, town, 
camp, desert…No restrictions, bleaching/speclalization/shift, means what it says. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

29 718 [what an excellent idea 
that] proved to be

Searching [PROVE] to be . to access this meaning: COCA 5 types, 63 tokens. S5, F15, 
M15, N12, Ac16 - could equally have turned out to be…could also have proved to 
represent, proved to hold (the secret to…) …open choice.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

29 731 spends this money wisely [nn*] wisely COCA (48). BNC wisely collocated with money @ L1, MI = 23.3. Other 
collocates are predictably time, resources, dollars, power, credit, energy…No bleaching, 
specialisation in this case - do not count.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

30 737 It is {human nature} to it is human nature to COCA 14. It's human nature to 91. Mostly spoken, newspaper: 
human nature COCA 2432. S301, F199, M496, N271, Ac1165: animal nature COCA 38 - 
means it's normal, strong JUDGEMENT STEM: It's {JUDGEMENT} to…platforming - but not 
including "It is" stems unless there are other factors present

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

30 741 The average {taxpayer} The average ... COCA 7569. Typical collocates person (764), age (661), number (451), 
American (355), cost (283), price 241, citizen (237): 2 usages here, one referring to the 
mathematically "central" number, the other referring to typicality.  the average taxpayer 
COCA 39. S18, F0, M8, N12, Ac1: the average nurse, the average teacher, the average 
dog, the average pizza : no apparent specialization/bleaching/shift, no obvious 
restrictions, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



30 742 the average {pensioner} See 30/741. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

31 753 our national song national song COCA 14, but used generically ("Polish national song") NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

31 754 the harmony line harmony line COCA 8. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
31 757 in some way in some way COCA 3037: in any way, in no way: open choice. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
31 763 sacred music rock music, pop music – could also use religious music. No obvious restrictions, 

specialization/bleaching/shift. 
NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

32 768 Why is it…that Open Choice. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
33 792 Not even "Not even our average GP understands the principles of palliative care, let alone the 

public" - part of let alone construction in this context - counting with let alone 
construction it is part of

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

33 804 as part of Open choice. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
33 809 the norm Searching . the norm to access this usage. S64, F53, M202, N135, Ac181: a norm COCA 

127 - no apparent preference.
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

34 816 legalize Euthanasia legalize marijuana, legalize same-sex marriage No obvious restrictions, 
specialization/shift/bleaching. Means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

34 818 [guilty of a] criminal act act (n) collocated with criminal (adj) @ L1 = BNC MI 35.1. criminal act COCA 243, S99, 
F10, M23, N62, Ac49: cf criminal activity.  illegal act COCA 68. S30, F3, M7, N9, Ac19: 
criminal act vs illegal act? But NB  generous act, religious act, stupid act, dangerous act, 
amazing act : criminal and dangerous act; an act that was criminal. No apparant 
bleaching, specialisation of either part. Not including.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

34 823 [beliefs] not born of 
[reasoning]

born of = COCA 1311. Some literals, but not many. "Confidence is born of faith". This 
negative is very unusual (COCA 18 for not born of). born of is outside scope (verb + 
prep), and not born of is not supported NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

34 824 rational debate rational debate COCA 18. debate collocated with rational @ L1 = BNC MI 30.1. Collocants 
describe the nature (forum, topic) of the debate (public (786), national  (525), political 
(514), presidential (399), policy (240), care (207), abortion (164)….or provide slot for 
JUDGEMENT heated (327), great (207), ongoing (206), current (181), big (161), open 
(149), real (132); transparent on both sides, doesn't appear to require APPRAISAL in 
collocate - no obvious restrictions, no obvious specialization/bleaching/shift, means what 
it says. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

34 833 legalized euthansia COCA 5. legalized drug-taking, legalized drunk-driving, legalized brothels : No obvious 
restrictions, no obvious specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says. 

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

35 839 the most [disengenuous 
piece of nastiness I can 
remember reading here]

the -est [N] [category] - APPRAISAL in first slot but no PP - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

35 840 [He] writes of [attributed author] writes of [summary of content pertinent to this particular text]: V + 
prep OUTSIDE SCOPE

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



35 842 state-sanctioned COCA 99. S5, F1, M15, N27, Ac51. HIGH ACADEMIC. Other collocates: government, state, 
un, nations, city, church, official, ANC, UN, UCI, US, Yalta, WTO…: can split ('state and 
government sanctioned'): no specialisation, no bleaching (although state standing for 
government?) - not in ACOD, no online definitions. Is set of collocates limited? Has to be 
someone/something that is in a position to sanction, but can have parent-sanctioned, 
hospital-sanctioned. Could you have prisoner-sanctioned? No apparent bleaching, 
specialization, meaning shift on either side: not including 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

35 845 compulsory euthanasia NOVEL COINAGE? COCA 1: Google 17,600 12 March 2012 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

35 849 has the {right} to [have] the right to = COCA 3917: S1539, F343, M494, N800, Ac741 Part of Frame [HAVE] 
the [n*] to with Judgement in the slot … [have] a right to COCA 5 types, 3148 tokens. No 
apparent preference, no bleaching/specialization/shift…not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 853 [I am] but a [small part] [be] but a = COCA 825…however "I am but a" as here is not the dominant pattern. Top of 
the list is "is but a" predominantly used in Academic, followed by "was but a" (Fiction 
dominates) and then back to the present ("are but a"), again dominated by Academic.  
COCA 8 hits for [be] but a small part: but means the same as only here: [BE] is not part 
of the MWE (I ate but a few of the cakes, I saw but a few castles...) - simply substitutes 
"but" for "only".

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 858 the Australian electorate Open choice. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 864 military careerists military careerist* COCA 0, not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 865 less-than-{cost-effective} less-than-[j*] : COCA 0. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 866 less than a decade System. (And not including more than, less than with nothing inbetween.) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 872 [So,] speaking of Searching . Speaking of to try to access this usage: COCA 691. S263, F122, M173, N74, 
Ac59 : outside scope V + Prep

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 875 [have their] lives changed 
forever

[life] [change] forever = COCA 61. life changed forever most common, no apparent 
restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

36 882 I sincerely {trust} * sincerely trust COCA 0. Not including, although sincerely hope COCA 9 types, 118 
tokens. S32, F27, M18, N28, Ac13. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

37 889 military lawyer military lawyer COCA 29: medical lawyer, corporate lawyer - no apparent restrictions, no 
specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

37 913 the military hierarchy military hierarchy COCA 43, S3, F1, M8, N1, Ac30: medical hierarchy, government 
hierarchy : no apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

38 920.1 [may not have proceeded] 
as planned

as planned COCA 857. S159, F173, M186, N248, Ac91. as [v?d*] (ie with -ed form): 
COCA for 100 types, 9431 tokens: difficult to identify this intuitive set (as planned, as 
expected, as anticipated) and differentiate it from the broader set: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



38 923.1 It is also {inevitable} that it is inevitable COCA 167. S25, F12, M26, N42. Attitude in the slot (Appreciation): not 
counting "It is" stems unless other factors present

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

38 927 an old tactic an old tactic: COCA 3.  Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

38 929 smacks of [questionable 
leadership]

[smack] of = no collocates in COCA. Google "smacks of" = 2.38 million. Verb / preposition 
collocation NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

39 948 tough life tough life COCA 79. S37, F11, M14, N15, Ac2: hard life COCA 210, happy life, easy life, 
normal life. No apparent restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift. Means what it says. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

39 949 [how] acting like a lout No restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift - not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

39 971 My point is simple My point is [j*] = COCA 7 different (3), simple (2), valid (1), clear (1) not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

39 977 "identity issues" identity issues COCA 74. Singular 18, plural 56, Academic dominates: health issues, focus 
issues, education issues : no apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, 
means what it says

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

39 985 commit crimes [COMMIT] crimes COCA 4 types, 551 tokens. S225, F30, M64, N150, Ac82: [DO] crimes 
COCA 1 type, 5 tokens: commit always used with crimes, no bleaching or specialisation on 
either side, so not including …

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

39 990 character weakness character weakness COCA 0. Google 133,000: not supported (but NB use of weakness)  NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

39 991 [you have to be] 
responsible for

outside scope - adjective plus prep NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

39 995 a valued member a valued member COCA 19 (Academic 8). Dominated by Academic (815): a valued 
possession, a valued employee, a valued bank. No apparent restrictions, no 
specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

40 1005 alcohol-induced alcohol-induced COCA 30. S3, F6, M8, N8, Ac5: drug induced, speed-induced, noise-
induced : No apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

41 1016 birthday card birthday card* COCA 179. S19, F85, M35, N35, Ac5: wedding card, sympathy card, 
anniversary card, get well soon card : transparent on both sides, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

41 1022 Cottesloe Beach PROPER NOUN, but also homophoric reference to previous event: not including place 
names, however used

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

41 1023 young folk young folk COCA 25: S6, F11, M3, N4, Ac1: old folk, middle-aged folk, random folk. No 
apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says. Use of "folk" 
is outside scope.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

41 1025 birthday cards birthday card* COCA 179. S19, F85, M35, N35, Ac5: wedding card, sympathy card, 
anniversary card, get well soon card : transparent on both sides, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



42 1036 judicial process judicial process COCA 223: S63, F3, M15, N55, Ac87 : legal process 266: education 
process 134 : No apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it 
says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

42 1037 serve your penalty now [SERVE] * penalty COCA 0. No support (possibly derived from [SERVE] plus sentence. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

42 1040 blood-testing [instruments] blood-testing COCA 8 types, 9 tokens. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1049 Junior Technical School in 
Newcastle Street, West 
Perth

Not counting buildings, structures, places, locations NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1053 Midland Junction Technical 
School

Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1053 Subiaco Oval Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1055 on the third attempt on the [md*] attempt COCA 8 types, 49 tokens. S5, F13, M11, N3, Ac17: could equally be 
at the third attempt - No apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means 
what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1056 Junior Technical School Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1067 not far from not far from COCA 2265. S364, F707, M500, N504, Ac190: near to 660. Not encoding or 
decoding. Do not count

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1069 [are taken form their] 
cardboard boxes

cardboard box* COCA 8 types, 1037 tokens. S74, F577, M192, N154, Ac40: wooden box, 
papier mache box, silver box - No apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, 
means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1071 [who live in] cardboard 
boxes

cardboard box* COCA 8 types, 1037 tokens. S74, F577, M192, N154, Ac40: wooden box, 
papier mache box, silver box - No apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, 
means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

45 1077 ex-serving officers ex people who used to be serving officers: not supported. serving officers COCA 9, not 
supported. Not included 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

45 1079 in the contact Using "contact" instead of battle or fight. No clear pattern in COCA. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

45 1093 [when a man] steps 
outside the wire

outside the wire = COCA 17, 0 Academic - looks like a novel combination NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

45 1097 proud regiments  proud regiment* COCA 1 (proud regimental) OPEN CHOICE proud soldier, proud army… :  
No apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

48 1124 letters pages COCA 7, Google 410,000. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



48 1125 teen drinking COCA 24: S3, F0, M3, N18, Ac0. Google 23.7 million - major issue in Australia (and 
probably elsewhere) in 2011/2012…but more commonly binge drinking.  teen drug-taking, 
teen parties, teen shopping… No apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, 
means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

48 1134 young people COCA 12808. young people, young cows, young children : No apparent restrictions, no 
specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

49 1164 competitive market competitive market COCA 293. Spoken (28), Fiction (2), Magazines (44), Newspaper (85), 
Academic (134): active market, boring market, stagnant market, bear market : No 
apparent restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

49 1171 utility provider utility provider COCA = 4. "Utility" defined as public service (gas, electricity, water) in 
Macquarie - no bleaching, specialization, figurative meaning on either side, not supported, 
not including

NOT COUNTED NOT 
COUNT
ED

NOT INCLUDED

50 1184 [that] august body august body COCA 17. Google 533,000 - not supported. Not including, although there 
may be decoding issues - see answers.yahoo.com: answers.yahoo.com › ... › Words & 
Wordplay
2 answers - 11 Jan 2008
Top answer: August means esteemed or respected. Thus, august body is a phrase meant 
to flatter the members of the body. The members of most legislative ..." - but issues may 
just be related to level/stage of language learning. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

50 1186 has yet to [have] yet to 6 types, 6405 tokens. NB has yet to predominates in Newspaper: haven't x 
yet, have yet to alternative constructions. System.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

50 1194 medical assistance COCA 186. help 271: legal assistance, financial assistance: No obvious restrictions, no 
specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

50 1197 medical and nursing [care] medical and nursing COCA 28. nursing and medical COCA 9 : No obvious restrictions, no 
specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

50 1209 won't be much fun [for] not much fun COCA 54. S6, F14, M18, N14, Ac2. not fun 277. not a lot of fun COCA 12. 
Looks like normal selection.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

51 1221 back-up COCA 464. S109, F123, M77, N86, Ac69: one word Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary, 
not included.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

52 1234 joy and delight COCA 8. delight and joy (5). Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

52 1237 home seekers COCA 5 - not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

52 1238 many of whom COCA 2086. Spoken (286), Fiction (79), Magazines (487), Narrative (715), Academic 
(519). System.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

52 1255 Christmas Island Place name - not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



53 1265 be able to Not counting going to, be able to  - considering as system NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

53 1269 get a prescription [GET] a prescription COCA 5 types, 86 tokens. S44, F9, M22, N8, Ac3 - get a dog, get a 
house, get a bar of chocolate : No obvious restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, 
means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

53 1270 get food for [GET] food 5 types, 492 tokens -  get a dog, get a house, get a bar of chocolate : No 
obvious restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

54 1286 see and hear COCA 450. Spoken (137), Fiction (89), Magazines (89), Newspapers (59), Academic (86). 
Hear and see COCA 102. Spoken (49), Fiction (19), Magazines (9), Newspapers (6), 
Academic (19). Perhaps partially coordinated? hear and see COCA 102…Looks OK either 
way.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

55 1313 war deaths war deaths COCA 11: Google 418,000 25 January 2012. No obvious restrictions, no 
specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

55 1318 blood will never wash off Mixes literal and idiomatic meanings, with literal dominating. In the same group as "blood 
on your hands" etc. - but looks like novel usage, not including.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

55 1327 financial support financial support COCA 1464. Spoken (117), Fiction (28), Magazines (232), Newspapers 
(232), Academic (773): study support, emotional support, moral support…transparent on 
both sides, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

56 1341 country councils No obvious restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED 

NOT INCLUDED

56 1344 rural residents No obvious restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED 

NOT INCLUDED

56 1346 property insurance property insurance COCA 36. S2, F0, M14, N15, Ac5 - … usual distinction in Australian 
context is between home and contents insurance - home being the fabric of the building, 
contents what's in it. Tests: car and property insurance, property and car insurance, one 
car and two property insurance quotes. Looks like no bleaching, specialisation, figurative 
meaning on either side. Not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

57 1360 totalling more than {$7 
billion} 

totalling more than COCA 9: not supported, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

57 1368 exorbitant … charges/water 
charges

exorbitant charges COCA 2: exorbitant charge 0.  exorbitant * = price/s, Fees, amount, 
costs, rates, salaries, interest, taxes, freight…No obvious restrictions, no 
specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

58 1371 engineering feat engineering Feat COCA 43. MI 7.7:historic Feat, athletic Feat, astonishing Feat, unusual 
Feat…No obvious restrictions, no specialization/bleaching/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

58 1373 Mundaring Weir Not counting buildings, structures, locations NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

58 1374 the Mt Charlotte Reservoir 
at Kalgoorlie

Not counting buildings, structures, locations NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



58 1377 short of [water] prep combination NOT INCLUDED NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

58 1391 a lot of Predictable NA NOT INCLUDED
58 1395 the water problem Homophoric reference - Engagement 1? assumes common knowledge - relates to the 

shortage of water in WA…but not a general term, not including
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

59 1414 coal mines uranium mines, opal mines : coalmine one word in Australian concise Oxford dictionary, 
not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

59 1422 [underground] waste 
facility

underground waste facility COCA 0. waste facility COCA 61, but not nuclear. S4, F0, M12, 
N8, AC37: *facility collocates new, correctional, research, composting, care, training, 
treatment…: No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it 
says. 

NA NOT INCLUDED

59 1423 nuclear experiments COCA 2 types, 6 tokens : not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

59 1424 underground facility *facility collocates new, correctional, research, composting, care, training, treatment…: 
No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

59 1427 [health] budget blowouts COCA 0. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

59 1430 waste facility waste facility COCA 61, *facility collocates new, correctional, research, composting, care, 
training, treatment…No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what 
it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

60 1446 detrimental … effect detrimental + effect @ R4, L4 = MI 7.25: S9, F3, M22, N13, Ac74: detrimental * top 
collocate to, then effects 160 and effect 121, then in this pattern next is detrimental 
impact, detrimental consequences, detrimental impacts (13) no preference, no apparent 
bleaching/specialization/shift on either side...not including.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

60 1450 pragmatic warfare COCA 0: Google 264. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

60 1454 serving…generals general* collocated with serving at L1: COCA 5 not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

61 1471 indigenous plants No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
62 1479 in the workplace in the road, in the house, in the office: No obvious restrictions, no 

bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

63 1518 lost in the Neanderthal age Novel coinage? NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

65 1541 overseas holiday overseas holiday COCA 0 1.17 million Google 27 February 2012. No apparent 
bleaching/specialization/shift - not counted.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

65 1542 shop freely drink freely, sing freely, write freely : No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



66 1554 have a[nother] referendum [HAVE] a referendum COCA 4 types, 37 tokens: hold a referendum, run a referendum, 
call for a referendum: No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means 
what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

66 1555 [But] we all know that NB presumptive 'we': total (709), Spoken (417), Fiction (59), Magazines (97), 
Newspapers (87), Academic (49) Pragmatically presumptive "we", but outside scope 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

67 1580 whenever they like No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says (whenever 
they want to, whenever they thought they would, whenever it took their fancy)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

69 1603 complete with complete with COCA 3567. S297, F632, M1280, N990, Ac368: ADJ + PP not included NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
69 1606 young couple COCA 651. Spoken (110), Fiction (252), Magazines (105), Newspapers (119), Academic 

(65) old couple 135. middle-aged couple. No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NA NOT INCLUDED

69 1610 happy, healthy No bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says: healthy, happy COCA 102, happy, 
healthy COCA 66 - indicating possible preference for order used in this text. Google 
"happy, healthy" 3.24 million. "healthy, happy" 2.19 million - similar suggestion of 
potential preference for happy, healthy...but no clear evidence of encoding, decoding 
issues...not including, with reservations. 

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

69 1612 hit movie COCA 194. S65, F9, M68, N47, Ac5: hit record, hit book? No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

70 1620 energy providers COCA 19. 578,000 Google 26 January 2012. Below 20, but only just. However no obvious 
restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says….

NA NOT INCLUDED

70 1624 it falls on [the electorate to 
raise the issue]

it falls on COCA 4917 but captures too many different usages. This is probably an 
approximation for it falls to  COCA 22: S3, F6, M4, N4, Ac5, but not included (close to 
V+Prep in any event)

NOT  INCLUDED NOT  
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

71 1639 cotton field cotton field COCA 73. S10, F23, M18, N11, Ac11: wheat field, barley field, corn field … : … 
playing field, football field, medical field, visual field, baseball field…SPORT, AREA, CROPS 
1.96 million for cotton field Google 12 March 2012. In Australia the alternative paddock is 
available but  paddock appears not to be used for cotton? No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

71 1649 West Australians Not counting place names, however used NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

71 1650 well-regulated COCA 96. S21, F5, M10, N17, Ac43: badly-regulated COCA 0, poorly regulated COCA 1 - 
but both parts transparent, not in ACOD, no online defs specifically relating to "well 
regulated", not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

72 1656 café-goers COCA 0: not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

72 1657 sun…setting [SET].[v*] collocated with sun at L4, R4, COCA 1114: S88, F534, M271, N138, Ac83 sun 
comes up, sun goes down : sun rises, sun sets. bread rises, jelly sets…: world-based 
association - the sun sets, there is a sunset: this is the only thing you would have to learn 
- not encoding or decoding, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says...not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

72 1669 spend money on [SPEND] money normal selection restrictions, transparent on both sides, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



72 1671 café-goers COCA 0: not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

72 1674 the poor sods poor sod* COCA 3 types, 15 tokens. Google 393,000 11 April 2012. All definitions for 
"sod" feature "poor sod" - www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/sod "Everyone 
was laughing at the poor sod." also lucky sod (Australian concise Oxford dictionary). No 
obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

72 1675 [when] the [broiling 6pm] 
[sun will still be] sitting 
[high in the] sky

high in the sky collocated with sun COCA 5. Not supported. [sit] collocated with [sky] at 
L0, R5: 26. S0, F16, M9, N1, Ac0. NB high fiction, but not enough this pattern to support. 
Not including.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

73 1682 the sale and consumption 
of alcohol

 alcohol consumption … COCA 609. S26, F8, M80, N50, Ac445. alcohol drinking COCA 6: 
consumption of alcohol COCA 85: S11, F3, M14, N17, Ac40 - looks like no 
bleaching/specialization/shift on either side…not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

73 1684 it's (not) {their} fault not * fault = COCA 1193. 24 types, 1192 tokens: No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

73 1686 sale and consumption of 
liquor

Approximation based on alcohol consumption - not counting. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

73 1699 over-indulgence COCA 4. Over-indulge COCA 2. not supported. ACOD overindulge one word in ACOD, not 
counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

73 1706 alcohol sale and 
consumption

 alcohol consumption … COCA 609. S26, F8, M80, N50, Ac445. No apparent 
bleaching,specialization,shift on either side…not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

73 1708 alcohol-affected mind No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NA NOT INCLUDED
74 1727 is [adj] when you compare 

it
No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

75 1739 as a means to [try to 
justify…]

as a means to COCA 834. Spoken (29), Fiction (23), Magazines (105), Newspapers (83), 
Academic (594) cf as a way of 1908 Spoken (302), Fiction (144), Magazines (378), 
Newspapers (301), Academic (783). No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

75 1740 pointless existence COCA 5 No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says - 
useful existence, pointless task…

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

75 1743 publicity seekers COCA 6. thrill seeker, job seeker, truth seeker. Not supported. No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

76 1754 alcohol culture COCA 7 - not supported. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
76 1756 Government guidelines Government guidelines COCA 30. S3, F0, M7, N10, Ac10: company guidelines, education 

guidelines…No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

76 1760 alcohol consumption COCA 681. S27, F8, M89, N54, Ac503. Food consumption 119. Water consumption 138. 
No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



76 1766 future generations COCA 1622. S180, F73, M489, N321, Ac559 - refers to people not yet born. cf past 
generations COCA 93. No specalisation or bleaching. Can be singular future generation 
COCA 80. Not including.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

77 1773 public donations public donations COCA 5. Not supported in Google: No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

77 1774 worthwhile charity worthwhile charity COCA 1. Not supported. No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

78 1786 subsidized by the taxpayer subsidized by the company, the government : No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

78 1793 It's {hard} to … COCA 8675. Spoken (2837), Fiction (1001), Magazines (2228), Newspapers (2355), 
Academic (254). OPEN CHOICE - it's hard, important, easy, good, difficult, nice, 
important, impossible, easier, great, better, possible, best, tough … inscribed Appreciation 
- not including "It is" stems unless there are other factors, so this not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

79 1801 [exhibit] aroused 
behaviour

Nothing in COCA and very, very low in Google (371 hits on 7 September 2011). Could this 
be a restricted Type 2: References in medical journals etc: however unable to support 
therefore NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

79 1803 [exhibit] aroused 
behaviour

See 79/1801 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

79 1809 more than [150 deaths] Not including straightforward more than constructions where quantities invovled, as here NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

79 1810 preferred option No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

79 1811 lethal weapons lethal weapons COCA 56. S16, F2, M9, N19, Ac10: lethal * collocates injection, weapon, 
dose, force, weapons, combination, doses, violence, drugs, gas… * weapons collocates are 
nuclear, chemical, biological, assault, automatic (376), heavy, concealed, conventional ... 
deadly weapons COCA 63. S12, F8, M11, N22, Ac10. No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

79 1812 it is {clear} [that Tasers 
are now being used…]

, it is clear , to access this usage - although it's a STEM in this text: COCA 29. S6, F0, 
M10, N4, Ac9 … clear, evident, apparent…it may not be clear at all - writer presupposition - 
but not counting "it is" stems like this as MWEs unless there are other factors...see 
discussion

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

79 1814 [a form of] social control. a form of social control COCA 7. social control, parental control, financial control. No 
obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

79 1815 [If we are,] there is no 
argument

there is no argument . COCA 0 for clause end as here. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

80 1817 unarmed man unarmed man COCA 46: S16, F13, M1, N13, Ac3: can have an unarmed hydrogen bomb, 
an unarmed civilian plane : No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, 
means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

81 1832 don't think it's fair don 't think it 's fair COCA 0. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED



82 1838 can't afford can*t afford = COCA 81, Spoken (71), Fiction (3), Magazines (1), Newspapers (3), 
Academic (3) - can afford equally possible: Open Choice

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

83 1854 shop owners No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

84 1859 fully applaud fully [APPLAUD] COCA 0 - not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

85 1880 community bush-care 
group

No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

85 1881 local sporting group No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

85 1883 partners and children COCA 1. No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

85 1884 [and] not just [for shoping 
and entertainment

not just COCA 33388: S11743, F3656, M6944, N6214, Ac4831: does this evoke the 
second part of what would be a correlative - but also ? … but but also is missing. Not 
counting.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

85 1887 It is {doubtful} whether it is * whether = COCA 36 types, 581 tokens. S37, F9, M68, N140, Ac327. Most common 
is unclear: total 323, Spoken (10), Fiction (3), Magazines (31), Newspapers (100), 
Academic (179). Questionable 46, uncertain 44, unknown 40, doubtful 33, debatable 18: 
it is {APPRECIATION} whether - but not including "It is" stems like this unless there are 
additional factors - see discussion

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

86 1918 It is a sad indictment of … sad indictment COCA 2: searing, blanket, [conspiracy], stinging, sweeping, 
[racketeering]…often used with an intensifier (eg searing, stinging, sweeping), but not 
here. Not counting.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

87 1924 young girls COCA 1427.  S441, F315, M257, N223, Ac191 - open choice young girl, young child, 
young boy, young person (but NB interesting choice - avoiding young women - however 
to all intents and purposes no obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, 
means what it says....) (see 86/1924)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

87 1930 young girls COCA 1427.  S441, F315, M257, N223, Ac191 - young girl, young child, young boy, young 
person (but NB interesting choice - avoiding young women - uses "young men" below...)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

87 1931 St George Illawarra ['s 
win]

Not counting place names, however used NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

87 1943 young men No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

87 1951 Football clubs Cricket clubs, soccer clubs, netball clubs. No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

87 1952 alcohol and drugs drugs and alcohol somewhat preferred (449) over alcohol and drugs (200) but either 
acceptable - No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



87 1955 pubs and clubs No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

88 1969 fast becoming fast becoming Total 274. Spoken (35), Fiction (28), Magazines (97), Newspapers (78), 
Academic (36): quickly becoming 159, rapidly becoming 200 : No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

88 1970 a major problem 760: Spoken (218), Fiction (26), Magazines (150), Newspapers (142), Academic (224) a 
big problem 936 (more common) Spoken (514), Fiction (57), Magazines (145), 
Newspapers (170) and Academic (50):  a big problem, a massive problem, a huge 
problem - all OK, no encoding or decoding issues

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

88 1975 anti-euthanasia [people] COCA 9. Current in Australia. You can be anti- anything - no encoding/decoding, no 
shift…not counting.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

88 1980 in this way Open Choice NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

88 1984 Let us [have a referendum] Literal, non-grammaticalized meaning here - meaning "Allow us" - directed at our Premier - 
no formulaicity other than systemic conventionalization: not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 1988 Congratulations to {…} 
for...

Outside scope, not including. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 1993 looming problems problem * collocated with looming at L4, R4 = 51. MI = 3.22:  collocates for looming are 
threat, crisis, presence, question, war, disaster, shadow, recession, deadline, overhead, 
budget  looming problem/s COCA 23: S0, F2, M6, N10, Ac5: not included - looming has 
this (negative) sense as an inscribed meaning and selection restrictions are therefore 
straightforward. No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it 
says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 1993 for more than {12 
months}

Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 2004 It's not just {broadacre 
cropping being affected by 
the current dry} 

COCA 1217: S624, F91, M262, N211, Ac29: sets up expectation that other 'affectees' will 
be named - but not including "It is" stems unless other factors involved, see discussion

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 2006 the current dry Encyclopaedic: the dry, the big dry…last-year's dry. But it's the "dry" that carries the 
packaging: not included

NA NOT INCLUDED

89 2010 water shortages water shortages COCA 201. S15, F3, M60, N54, Ac69: *shortages collocates food, water, 
labor, teacher, energy, power…: No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, 
means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 2011 going into summer [GO] into summer 3 types, 3 tokens. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 2012 record numbers record numbers COCA 341. S106, F8, M86, N117, Ac24 (record company 490, record 
companies 448, record label 379, record numbers 341, record high 314, record 
number, record labels, record time, store, books, industry, levels): record and low 
numbers. No bleaching, specialisation either side; inscribed evaluation; not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 2013 Eastern States Counting as place name - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



89 2022 shower of rain shower of rain COCA 2. 1.69 million Google 29 January 2012. rain shower COCA 32. S6, 
F10, M12, N4, Ac0. "shower" defined in OED online as "A fall of rain" so this is tautologous 
- no specialization, bleaching or shift on either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

89 2026 agricultural industries agricultural industries COCA 18: agricultural industry COCA 61 book industry, car industry 
: No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. 

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

90 2033 truly inspirational story inspirational story COCA 29. Spoken (15), Fiction (2), Magazines (8), Newspapers (2), 
Academic (2): sad story, happy story, inspiring story, serious story : inspirational woman, 
inspirational history : No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means 
what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

91 2046 [where uncertainties 
remain or … are] not well 
understood 

COCA 526. S37, F24, M112, N47, Ac306. Not including - no apparent shift here - means 
they aren't understood well. 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

91 2070 If … is in any doubt of [BE] in doubt of COCA 2: [BE] in any doubt COCA 5 types, 10 tokens. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED
91 2071 hottest and driest hottest and driest COCA 5. driest and hottest COCA 1. No obvious restrictions, no 

bleaching/specialisation/shift, means what it says. 
NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

91 2074 the South-West Reference to area/place - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

91 2075 hotter and drier hotter and drier COCA 10. Drier and hotter COCA 3. No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

92 2088 reduce emissions No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

92 2096 will cost Australia cf won't cost anything : will cost nothing COCA 1 - No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

93 2108 eminent scientists eminent * COCA for 100 types, 893 tokens. successful scientists, elite scientists, 
respected scientists working scientists: eminent politicians, eminent authors…No obvious 
restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

94 2123 a trenchant reminder trenchant reminder COCA 1, Google 3251 29 January 2012. Not supported: trenchant * 
collocations analysis, criticism, observations, critiques, questions, discourse - could be 
novel extension of existing pattern, but can't count.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

94 2126 growing like a cancer [GROW] like a cancer 2 types, 3 tokens. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

94 2128 place a demand on [PLACE] a demand on COCA 2. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

94 2129 medical services dental services, health services, transport services, tailoring services. No obvious 
restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

94 2130 ambulance services dental services, health services, transport services, tailoring services. No obvious 
restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



94 2134 psychiatric hospitals psychiatric hospital* COCA 7 types, 561 tokens. S123, F34, M107, N120, Ac177. mental 
hospitals* 3 types, 551 tokens. general hospitals, maternity hospitals: psychiatric wards, 
general wards … No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it 
says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

94 2141 the alcohol epidemic Homophoric reference 9,770 Google 2 February 2012 - relatively novel coinage here, more 
likely to use 'binge-drinking epidemic' - not supported, not counting.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

94 2148 liquor traders liquor traders COCA 0. Google 122,000 29 January 2012 novel coinage? NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

94 2151 primary role primary role COCA 209. S17, F0, M47, N27, Ac118. main role 53: S5, F1, M6, N19, Ac22.  
principal role 39: S4, F1, M9, N6, Ac19.  most important role 70. S6, F0, M26, N8, Ac30. 
main role COCA 53. No bleaching/shift/specialization on either side, no strong evidence 
for preference - not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

94 2155 primary goal MI 3.65…COCA 631. Spoken (41), Fiction (13), Magazines (127), Newspapers (83), 
Academic (367). main goal 393, first goal,  most important goal 51. No 
bleaching/shift/specialization on either side, no strong evidence for preference - not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

94 2156 If government is truly 
serious…

truly serious - cf really - Open Choice NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

95 2161 A few months ago a few decades ago, years ago, months ago, weeks ago, hours ago, minutes ago, seconds 
ago: No obvious restrictions, no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

95 2165 every time every year, day, month, and also every person, every battle etc:  No obvious restrictions, 
no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

96 2199 in any way in any way, in a way, in some way, in many ways, in lots of ways: No obvious restrictions, 
no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NA NOT INCLUDED

96 2201 [the accused man actually 
was] running away from 
[the electronic media] 

Literal usage. Not including. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

96 2204 [proper] constituted court Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

97 2212 young man Open choice, not included - although things could be said about young girl, young woman, 
young man

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

97 2217 young man's Open choice not included. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

97 2218 young women Open choice not included. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

97 2221 be someone else's fault Open choice not included.  NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED



99 2248 exhibition centres sports centres, swimming centres, health centres, dental centres. No obvious restrictions, 
no bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

100 2258 preordained outcome COCA 2. Google 22,300. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

100 2260 human activity Co2 Google 14,800 14 February 2012. No support - pretty sure it is in general use, but can't 
find support. Even researching Google 21 March 2013, only 61,500 hits, and many of 
them are "human activity. CO2…". Not counting.

NOT COUNTED NOT 
COUNT
ED

NOT INCLUDED

100 2262 eminent scientists eminent scientists COCA 31. eminent bankers, eminent actors, eminent writers : famous 
scientists, respected scientists, well-known scientists. No obvious restrictions, no 
bleaching/specialization/shift, means what it says.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED

2 64 health protection 
[activities]

Encyclopaedic: COCA 120. S4, f), M16, N10, Ac90 - open choice both sides, no 
encyclopaedic layers…not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLU
DED

NOT INCLUDED 

23 540 It's {great} that Searching . It's * that COCA for 100 types, 4584 tokens: S1710, M1104, N641, Ac158. 
It's [APPRAISAL] that . Top slot fillers true 277, possible 176, important, estimated, 
interesting, like, obvious, amazing, unlikely, unfortunate, ironic: It's {APPRAISAL} that - 
not including "it is" stems unless other factors present - not including It's {APPRAISAL} 
that

NOT INCLUDING NOT 
INCLU
DING

NOT INCLUDING

6 163 [if] all is lost all is lost COCA 49: S5, F23, M13, N4, Ac4. All is not lost COCA 65. S2, F7, M32, N17, 
Ac7: similar to 'if the battle is lost' but intensified: can also use everything is lost. 
Specialisation of 'lost'

13 NP/predicate  
phrase

29 722 [we must get our priorities 
right and] the rest will 
follow

COCA 24: S1, F6, M8, N4, Ac5. "the rest" is an abstraction - the "following" generally 
figurative. e.g. ""Change your own heart first, and the rest will follow", "Use that money 
to give us decent jobs and the rest will follow". In some cases the "following" is less 
figurative (is external rather than internal) - "part of the tortilla will land on the griddle 
first and then the rest will follow", but this usage is figurative. 

13 NP/predicate  
phrase

30 739 [This] debate is raging 
[because]

debate [RAGE] COCA 4 types, 126 tokens. S26, F4, M42, N37, Ac17. Meaning shift in 
"rage". 

13 NP/predicate  
phrase

38 928 history shows history [SHOW] COCA 5 types, 281 tokens. S57, F6, M82, N71, Ac65 - can also have tells, 
suggests, says, provides… history personified, included for that reason - but also shows a 
preference for present tense, and for some kind of appraisal eg "History shows that the 
greater threat to propserity is not too little government invovlement, but ...." 2009 SPOK 
ABC_ThisWeek - suggesting Extension also

13 NP/predicate  
phrase

55 1330 [where] responsibility lies [LIE] collocated with responsibility at L2 - 71. Spoken (32), Fiction (7), Magazines (2), 
Newspapers (15), Academic (15) - figurative "lies"

13 NP/predicate  
phrase

58 1372 dream came true dream* [COME] true = COCA 8 types, 929 tokens. Spoken (325), Fiction (143), 
Magazines (224), Newspapers (207), Academic (30). Use of "come"

13 NP/predicate  
phrase

58 1387 freeze being lifted [FREEZE] collocated with [LIFT] at L4, R4 COCA 4 types, 41 tokens. S9, F10, M1, N20, 
Ac1. Figurative "freeze", figurative "lift"

13 NP/predicate  
phrase

59 1411 an accident waiting to 
happen

an accident waiting to happen COCA 69: S30, F9, M14, N14, Ac2 can also be disaster 
(33), but catastrophe only 2 in COCA: often but not exclusively [BE]. Preceded by 
description of whatever situation was an accident waiting to happen….eg "Livestock on the 
road at this hour was an accident waiting to happen..." "Is your warm-weather oasis an 
accident waiting to happen?" 

Appreciation 13 NP/predicate  
phrase

67 1577 common sense…[prevail] common sense collocated with [PREVAIL]: COCA 3 types, 36 tokens. S8, F4, M8, N13, 
Ac3 Common sense COCA 3731. S969, F441, M790, N796, Ac735. 

13 NP/predicate  
phrase



68 1584 my heart filled with 
{happiness}

COCA heart [fill] with * COCA 29 types, 35 tokens. S2, F24, M3, N4, Ac3 - figurative Indirectish 
Affect

14 NP/predicate  
phrase

85 1894 price…soaring price* collocated with [SOAR] @ R2, L2. soared 143 (90 = News), MI 6.84. soaring 96 
(52 = News) MI 6.08. soar 70 (35 = News) - intensification, meaning shift

Force 13 NP/predicate  
phrase

87 1942 {disaster} visited on V + prep not normally included, but prep changes meaning of verb: see rules. Collocants 
violence, devastation, punishment, uglification, tyranny, terror - all bad. Restrictions on 
selection (can't have pleasure visited on?) and shift in "visited"

134 NP/predicate  
phrase

24 577 [with] hands tied behind 
{their} back(s)

hands tied behind * back COCA 7 types, 31 tokens. Literal/idiomatic mix. Literals 
dominate in COCA. S7, F14, M2, N5, Ac3: Searching hands are tied . to get this meaning 
COCA 35. S12, F13, M4, N6, Ac0L : phrasal construction would be {my} hands {are} tied 
without the behind {their} back(s) ... counting as sub/pred combination - discuss

13 NP/predicate phrase

68 1583 Tears of {joy} welled up… tears of joy COCA 149. S28, F52, M33, N 31, Ac5: tears of * frustration, rage, relief, 
laughter, happiness, grief, anger, pain, sorry, gratitude, sadness …Searching welled up to 
avoid adverbial well : COCA 91. S6, F71, M10, N3, Ac1. EUM (cf eke out) -  figurative

Indirectish 
Affect

14 NP/PV

95 2174 {paperwork} drawn up [DRAW] up [paperwork|papers] = COCA not supported: [DRAW] up COCA 6 types, 2464 
tokens: [DRAW] up ** a list, plans for, a contract, a chair, the papers…for 100 types, 700 
tokens. S74, F206, M155, N151, Ac114: meaning not clear from words, constraints, 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 124 NP/PV

1 20 in the face of in the face of COCA 6293 Spoken (821), Fiction (531), Magazine (1414), Newspaper 
(1183), Academic (2344): PROBLEMATICIZER. Preposition essential (meaning change 
otherwise): bleaching/meaning shift in face, no adjective (triggers meaning change): 
procedural not contentful, PNP

Problematicizer 13 PNP

3 89 in relation to in relation to COCA 5214. Spoken (187), Fiction (174), Magazines (501), Newspapers 
(265), Academic (4087): in * relation to slot-fillers direct, inverse, close, specific: Final 
preposition required; bleaching, shift, specialisation in relation; no definite articl; 
procedural not contentful, PNP

13 PNP

16 379 at the expense of at the expense of COCA 2937. S308, F113, M600, N673, Ac1243. Sets up expectation 
that complement is disadvantaged. Final preposition can be dropped if def article changed 
to poss pron: bleaching/shift in expense, procedural not contentful, PNP

13 PNP

16 395 [thousands of people 
hiding] under the guise of

under the guise of: COCA 436. S69, F44, M99, N83, Ac141. In the guise of COCA 338. 
S23, 52, M79, N59, Ac125: final preposition can't be dropped, bleaching/shift in guise - 
procedural rather than contentful, PNP

Judgement 13 PNP

17 410 at the expense of at the expense of COCA 2937. S308, F113, M600, N673, Ac1243: Final preposition can be 
dropped if first definite article recast as possessive pronoun: bleaching/shift in expense: 
conveys writer's view - procedural not contentful, PNP

Judgement/ 
Appreciation 

13 PNP

31 755 in keeping with in keeping with COCA 1737: S148, F127, M409, N317, Ac736: in perfect keeping with … 
final prep can be dropped. Meaning shift in keeping: conveys writer's opinion in regard to 
relationship between eventuality (using the harmony line) and entity (the tune) - PNP

1 PNP

32 770 at a time of {plenty} a time of * COCA for 100 types, 1708 tokens. Two patterns: either at a time of [year, life] 
or, as here, time of {APPRAISAL} - anxiety and ... momentous change .... rising 
unemployment: never at the time of plenty etc - at a time of - see Declerck 1997: indef 
article always present, adjective insertion possible (given, specific, wonderful...), final 
preposition can only be left off if there is an adjective (otherwise triggers change of 
meaning)...followed by appraisal..."time" not literal "time" but focusing device...classifying 
as organising procedural 

134 PNP



32 774 for the want of for the want of COCA 7: Google 18.3 million 23 January 2012. Phrasal construction is 
probably for want of (i.e. a PNP - COCA 367: S122, F88, M61, N30, Ac66) : 
bleaching/shift/specalisation in want, adjective insertion not possible (COCA for the * 
want of 0), final preposition cannot be left off. Conveys writer's opinion in regard to the 
relationship between the eventuality (our gardens are reduced to deserts) and entity 
(proper water infrastructure management) - equivalent to "because of a lack of"

13 PNP

34 831 for the sake of COCA 3412: S512, F677, M742, N479, Ac1001: encoding. for the * sake of COCA 7. 
Resistant to adjective insertion, can't drop final prep unless poss pronoun used in 
determiner slot, bleaching/shift in "sake", writer's opinion in regadr to relationship 
between eventuality and entity - PNP

13 PNP

36 876 [may I] in the spirit of [fair 
play gently ask]

in the spirit of COCA 853: S187, F80, M203, N154, Ac229 : bleaching/shift in spirit: 
determiner present: adjective insertion possible (true, best): cannot be used without final 
preposition without meaning change/recasting, shift in "spirit", writer-originated 
connection between eventuality and entity, PNP

13 PNP

39 959 at the expense of at the expense of COCA 2937. S308, F113, M600, N673, Ac1243. Sets up author-
assessed disadvantaged element in complement: at the undoubted expense of 
…bleaching/shift/specialisation in expense, definite article required, adjective insertion OK, 
final preposition cannot be dropped without recasting (possessive pronoun) - "expense" is 
writer's opinion, PNP

13 PNP

49 1173 on behalf of COCA 6511. S1583, F374, M1086, N1609, Ac1759: no determiner: no adjective insertion: 
cannot drop final preposition without recasting: "is nothing but a lie on behalf of 
governments" - organising procedural not contentful, PNP

13 PNP

60 1461 on the part of on the part of 5847. S1965, F192, M656, N630, Ac2404: bleaching/specialisation/shift in 
part, no consistent omission of determiner, insertion of adjective triggers literal meaning 
of "part", final prep cannot be left out without recasting in det slot (possessive pron) - 
organising procedural

13 PNP

62 1493 in line with in line with COCA 2319. S269, F135, M565, N474, Ac876: determiner needed: adjective 
insertion changes meaning, ditto removing final preposition: bleaching/shift/specialisation 
in line: organising procedural

Metaphorical 
position 

13 PNP

62 1495 with respect to with respect to COCA 6941. S1465, F87, M405, N270, Ac4714: no determiner: adding 
adjective shifts to literal meaning to (eg) with great respect to you…meaning 
shift/specialisation/bleaching in respect, can't leave final prep out without change of 
meaning, organising procedural

13 PNP

62 1503 [act] in accordance with in accordance with COCA 2538. S197, F130, M230, N218, Ac1763: no determiner: 
adjectives strict, full, perfect: but bleaching, specialisation, shift in accordance, final prep 
can't be left out, organising procedural

13 PNP

64 1533 for the good of [the 
people]

for the good of COCA 695. S155, F94, M111, N151, Ac184: for the bad of COCA 0 - 
bleaching/specialisaton/shift in "good", definite article required, adjective insertion OK, 
loss of prep triggers change of meaning - commentary procedural

13 PNP

73 1689 in parallel with in parallel with COCA 133, Spoken (7), Fiction (7), Magazine (13), Newspaper (12), 
Academic (94): no determiner, meaning shift/specialisation/bleach in parallel, 
commentary procedural .

13 PNP

75 1735 on a par with on a par with COCA 362. Spoken (22), Fiction (27), Magazines (131), Newspapers (82), 
Academic (100): shift/bleach/specliasation in par, determiner allowed but always indef, 
adjective insertion allowed (COCA moral, similar, scientific, psychological, legal, 
diplomatic), final preposition can be left out but recasting needed so that comparison still 
exists..."par" doesn't contribute content in this usage: commenting procedural PNP

13 PNP



75 1741 in relation to in relation to 5214. S187, F174, M501, N265, Ac 4087: no determiner (without change of 
meaning): bleaching, specialisation, shift in relation: final preposition needed - organising 
procedural

13 PNP

84 1872 without reference to without reference to COCA 254: S13, F3, M46, N16, Ac176: with no reference to COCA 
28. Can have determiner (any, a?), adjective: but specialisation/shift/bleaching in 
reference: need final prep - commentary procedural

3 PNP

85 1889 on the issue of on the issue of COCA 1463: S661, F16, M146, N229, Ac411:  no shift in issue, must have 
determiner but can be a variety, adjective insertion possible, can be used without final 
prep with no change of meaning, recasting - count as PNP procedural, comment - use of 
"issue" problematicizes what follows

13 PNP

86 1917 at the expense of at the expense of COCA 2937. S308, F113, M600, N673, Ac1243. Sets up author-
assessed disadvantaged element in rheme - problematicizer. Meaning 
shift/specialisation/bleach in expense, definite article required, adjective insertion 
possible, final preposition can't be left off without reasting (def article to possessive 
pronoun) - commentary procedural

COMMENT 
POSITION

13 PNP

88 1958 in connection with in connection with COCA 2066. S580, F83, M215, N614, Ac574: no determiner without 
change of meaning: adjective insertion OK: final preposition required - "connection" used 
internally, organising procedural, PNP

13 PNP

88 1982 in favour of in favour of COCA 201. S0, F17, M36, N4, Ac144: bleaching/specialisation/shift in favour: 
consistent omission of determiner: dropping final preposition triggers change in meaning: 
commentary procedural

13 PNP

93 2111 on the basis of COCA 7272. S975, F110, M994, N711, Ac4482 on the traditional basis of …scientific, 
literary … definite article required in PNP form, adj insertion possible, final prep can't be 
dropped without change to determiner - doesn't add content, organises procedurally PNP

Engagement 13 PNP

94 2135 [partly] as a consequence 
of

as a consequence of COCA 855. Spoken (127), fiction (31), Magazines (95), Newspapers 
(25), Academic (577).HIGH ACADEMIC As a result of COCA 11330. Spoken (2437), Fiction 
(282), Magazines (1718), Newspapers (1538), Academic (5355). as the consequence of 
COCA 33 - no bleaching/specialisation/shift in consequence, must have an article, 
adjective insertion possible, final prep can be dropped - organising procedural PNP

13 PNP

82 1836 [can you] do me a favour can you do me a favor COCA 17: do me a favor COCA 387: S91, F266, M21, N7, Ac2 - 
form preference, formula

Engagement 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

98 2229 Thank you Thank you COCA 80906. S66728, F9850, M2173, N1778, Ac377 - form preference, 
formula

Engagement 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

2 70 defies {belief} Headword [DEFY] collocate belief @ R1, MI = 26.6. collocate credibility @ R1, MI = 28.5. 
COCA [DEFY] belief = 3 types, 32 tokens. Spoken (8), Fiction (4), Magazines (5), 
Newspapers (11), Academic (4). [DEFY] nn* = for 100 types, 899 tokens. Top is gravity 
(131), then logic (80), then description, then expectations, then death....Two usages: one 
Open Choice (defied his grandma, defied the rules): this usage means "cannot be 
believed": means more/other than the words, encoding, decoding, constraints on slots

Engagement? 14 Predicate phrase

4 109 locked in {battle} locked in battle COCA 18: S5, F5, M2, N5, Ac1. Google 1.69 million 18 August 2012. 
ALLOW despite low COCA frequency. [LOCK] in * collocates place, combat, battle, 
mortal…, competition, conflict…LDCE "be locked in battle/combat/dispute etc…: p. 951 : cf 
locked in the room which would not be included: frequencies for locked in COCA S378, 
F647, M392, N461, Ac181: shift in "locked" and "battle"

14 Predicate phrase

4 112 keep pace with [KEEP] pace with COCA 4 types, 902 tokens. S61, F115, M232, N256, Ac238: 
metaphorical pace, meaning shift

Movement 13 Predicate phrase



4 128 held to ransom [HOLD] to ransom COCA 2. [HOLD] * to ransom COCA 1. Listed in Cobuild Essential Dic 
1988, also LDCE, and Australian concise Oxford dictionary p. 1180. Allow despite low 
COCA frequency. Meaning shift/bleaching in "held" and "ransom" 

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

6 165 join the club [JOIN] the club literal/idiomatic split with literal meaning dominating in COCA but 
idiomatic here. COCA 4 types, 170 tokens. Most common is join the club T115, Spoken 
(15), Fiction (26), Magazine (31), Newspaper (33), Academic (10). Figurative "club"

Engagement, 
Judgement

13 Predicate phrase

7 170 [while] raising fears [RAISE]  fears COCA 4 types, 119 tokens: S26, F2, M16, N59, Ac16 (can also raise 
hopes): figurative "raising"

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

7 186 learn their fate [LEARN] * fate COCA 7 (relevant) types, 35 tokens. S14, F4, M7, N9, Ac1: meet your 
fate, discover * fate COCA 7 types, 9 tokens.…figurative "learn", meaning unclear

13 Predicate phrase

7 187 held [mostly] in [maximum 
security] detention

[HOLD] in detention COCA 24 (all held): S11, F1, M3, N4, Ac5 - shift in "hold" 13 Predicate phrase

7 195 held captive COCA [HOLD] captive 3 types, 309 tokens. S118, F51, M54, N57, Ac29: shift in "hold" Judgement 13 Predicate phrase
7 196 cause trouble [CAUSE] trouble COCA 4 types, 413 tokens. Spoken (88), Fiction (120), Magazine (81), 

Newspaper (92), Academic (32): cause a fire, *cause good luck, cause misfortune *cause 
fortune, cause problems. NB cause trouble has extra layers of meaning regarding the type 
of trouble...(social, interpersonal...). 

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

9 219 played to conclusion [PLAY] to conclusion COCA 1. Google "played to conclusion" 38,200 appears to be phrasal 
construction in sporting context - allow for that reason. No article before conclusion.

13 Predicate phrase

9 225 hold a replay hold a concert, hold a meeting, hold a conference, hold a party…in this collocation, 
meaning of 'hold' is more than the word, and what is 'held' must involve organization

13 Predicate phrase

10 249 break a deadlock [BREAK] * deadlock COCA 11 types, 85 tokens. S30, F3, M11, N22, Ac19. Only two 
tokens "a" - usually "the" - figurative "break"

13 Predicate phrase

10 263 show some good faith Would normally expect 'show some faith' or 'good faith' - or 'have some faith': however all 
combinations seem to be common. [SHOW] collocated with faith at L4, R4 COCA 181. 
S36, F29, M45, N45, Ac26: (2) good faith collocated with [SHOW] COCA 53: S15, F14, 
M5, N14, Ac5: NB note difference in distribution. Preference

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

10 272 give […] a facelift [GIVE] * a facelift COCA 4 types, 4 tokens. Given as example in LDCE page 560: "The 
new owner had given the pub a facelift" - allow despite low COCA because of LDCE entry: 
figurative "facelift"

13 Predicate phrase

11 275 blindly follow [FOLLOW] collocated with blindly at L4, R4: COCA 88. S7, F23, M15, N17, Ac26. MI 6.08. 
Pattern for complements: the rules, directives, the teachings of…, the anti-authority track, 
local traditions…figuratively "blind"

Judgement 
movement met

13 Predicate phrase

11 276 ride roughshod over [RIDE] roughshod over 5 types, 39 tokens. S3, F8, M5, N11, Ac12. Complements are 
things that are considered important or significant or worthy of defence by the 
writer…Subjects are negatively positioned: figurative "ride", archaic "roughshod", means 
more/other than the words

Judgement 
movement met

13 Predicate phrase

11 277 go the way of {the 
dinosaurs}

[GO] the way of [something that is extinct, in disgrace, no longer used]. May or may not 
be relevant to the topic. COCA 404. S66, F53, M128, N120, AC37: it's an equation - the 
fate of the subject is judged likely to be the same as the fate of the object - hence go the 
way of Joaquin Phoenix/Europe/the dodo bird/Chrysler: figurative movement, means 
more/other than the words

Appreciation  
movement met

134 Predicate phrase

11 279 hang {your} head(s) in 
shame

[hang] * head* in shame COCA 14 types, 28 tokens: S7, F7, M2, N12, Ac0: refers back 
(perhaps?) to children's physical reaction to shame, embarrassment (looking down at 
feet). First part means more/other than words

Judgement, 
Affect indirect, 
movement met

134 Predicate phrase

11 297 comes to {its} senses [COME] to * senses COCA 23 types, 346 tokens. S45, F193, M58, N32, Ac18" encoding. 
NB movement in "comes"

Movement met 134 Predicate phrase



13 319 never stopped to {think} never|ever stop to think COCA 47: S9, F19, M13, N3, Ac3: without stopping to think, ever 
stopped to think, didn't stop to think … often followed by about - figurative "stopped"

Movement met 134 Predicate phrase

14 342 "letting loose" [LET] loose COCA 3 types, 718 tokens. S72, F326, M189, N96, Ac35 - meaning not clear 
from the words

13 Predicate phrase

14 343 handle the pressure [HANDLE] the pressure COCA 4 types, 80 tokens, S11, F7, M20, N40, Ac2 - bleaching of 
"handle"

Problematicizer 13 Predicate phrase

15 368 drink in moderation [drink] in moderation = COCA 5 types, 17 tokens. Google 1.97 million. ALLOW [Slim 
Dusty song lyrics…formulaic status in Australian context - song referenced in expression]

Judgement/ 
Appreciation and 
Encyclopaedic

123 Predicate phrase

16 384 {he has} shown ({great}) 
disrespect

[SHOW] collocated with respect at L4, R4 COCA 859: S144, F186, M147, N177, Ac205: 
[SHOW] collocated with common sense COCA 6 types, 24 tokens: show pity 6 types, 23 
tokens, show pride 7 types, 116 tokens, show courage i]7 types, 276 tokens. [SHOW] 
greed COCA 6 types, 15 tokens: stupidity 5 types 9 tokens... VARIABLE. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "shown"

Judgement/ 
Appreciation

13 Predicate phrase

16 396 seeking asylum [SEEK] asylum COCA 129: S34, F5, M15, N52, Ac23: [LOOK] for asylum COCA 0. 
[SEARCH] for asylum COCA 1: [ASK] for asylum COCA 13. PREFERRED TERM IN THIS  
CONTEXT. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "seeking". Encyclopaedic

Appreciation/ 
Jugdement 
Encyclopaedic

123 Predicate phrase

18 425 {threaten} the status quo [THREATEN] the status quo COCA 3 types, 10 tokens. [v*] the status quo - possible verbs 
maintain, change, challenge, accept, protect, defend, keep, upset, change, reinforce, 
restore, perpetuate, question, want, support, alter, disrupt, protect. the status quo COCA 
2450. S505, F70, M469, N471, Ac935: a status quo COCA 75. S21, F1, M8, N11, Ac34: 
expression is status quo with a preference for the, semantic preferences in verb. 
Bleaching/specialization/shift in "threaten"

Appreciation 134 Predicate phrase

22 530 carry {the analogy} further Different usages. This one [CARRY] ** further slot-fillers are the argument, this idea, the 
thought, the theme, the task, the message, the idea, the argument, this concept, the 
point: could also use 'take' - but then there's no movement. VARIABLE 
Bleaching/specialization/shift in "carry"

Movement 134 Predicate phrase

22 533 speak for {themselves} [SPEAK] for [ppx*] COCA 32 types, 1400 tokens. S548, F174, M218, N288, Ac172: NB cf 
"speak themselves" - means more/other than the words

Engagement 134 Predicate phrase

23 552 play a ({prominent}) role [PLAY] collocated with role at L4, R4: 20077. MI 6.77. S2972, F488, M3922, N3396, 
Ac9299: figurative "role", shift in "play"

13 Predicate phrase

24 556 has seen fit to [see] fit to COCA 5 types,  344. S41, F127, M71, N60, Ac45: [see] fit COCA 5 types, 965 
tokens: S166, F233, M171, N179, Ac216 NB note difference in frequences between [see] 
fit to and [see] fit - encoding and decoding - bleaching/specialization/shift in "seen" and 
"fit"

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

24 557 lay charges (against) [lay] charges against COCA 1. BNC 0. [LAY] charges COCA 2, BNC 9(8). [LAY] charges 
COCA 2 types, 2 tokens. Google 630,000 20 January 2012. ALLOW DESPITE LOW 
FREQUENCIES: 'bring' charges or 'lay' charges: police lay charges - 
www.victimsofcrime.wa.gov.au/I/if_police_lay_charges.aspx?uid...'Generally the police will 
lay charges dependant on the wishes of the victim and whether or not they have has 
sufficient evidence, following established' 23 March 2012 ... limited agency? Encyclopaedic 
at least in part, reflected in restricted agency. Also bleaching/specialization/shift in "lay" 
and "against"

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

24 558 [What] message [are we] 
sending [to]

[send] collocated with [message] @ R3, L3 = 4238. Bleaching/specialization/shift in 
"sending"

13 Predicate phrase



24 561 charged with manslaughter [CHARGE] with manslaughter COCA 2 types, 36 tokens. S21, F0, M4, N11, Ac0: 
[CHARGE] with murder, theft, burglary - in this usage, has to be something recognized as 
a crime in the culture/law of the land. You can't be charged with giving away money on 
the street. Encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

24 575 risking life and limb life and limb COCA 118: S20, F23, M31, N29, Ac15, various collocates (gamble, risk, peril 
of, saving, protect...) [v*] life and limb COCA 13 types, 70 tokens: verbs are risk, protect, 
save, sacrifice, put [at risk], protect, preserve, lose, jeopardize, gamble: limb and life 0: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "life and limb", and preference for order

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

25 588 go to war [GO] to war COCA 5 types, 2926 tokens. S1661, F215, M335, N431, Ac284: fight a war, 
engage in a war - NB movement. No article. Shift/specialization/bleaching in "go", form 
preference

13 Predicate phrase

25 590 charge ({the soldiers}) 
with manslaughter

[CHARGE] with manslaughter COCA 2 types, 36 tokens. S21, F0, M4, N11, Ac0: 
[CHARGE] with murder, theft, burglary - in this usage, has to be something recognized as 
a crime in the culture/law of the land. You can't be charged with giving away money on 
the street. Encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

25 593 {laugh} {themselves} to 
{death}

see Goldberg. [LAUGH] * to death COCA 2 types, 2 tokens. FRAME: [V*] [pp/ppx*] 
to/into [N] cried themselves to sleep, talked herself into a corner, wound himself into 
knots, bored her to tears, talked him to death, thrilled her to bits…means more/other than 
the words

Indirect Affect, 
Force

13 Predicate phrase

25 599 return fire [RETURN] fire COCA 4 types, 317 tokens. S67, F108, M59, N67, Ac16: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "return"

13 Predicate phrase

26 610 gives {me} the impression [GIVE] the impression COCA 5 types, 928 tokens. S130, F226, M201, N155, Ac216: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "gives"

134 Predicate phrase

26 619 fill the [resultant] gap [FILL] the gap COCA 4 types, 273 tokens. S31, F19, M61, N82, Ac80: figurative "gap" 13 Predicate phrase
26 625 held {this man} in 

{considerable} esteem
[HOLD] in * esteem: COCA 19 types, 93 tokens: S16, F7, M23, N16, Ac31. Preference for 
'high' as slot filler. [HOLD] in esteem with no adjective, COCA 2 types 5 tokens. Strong 
pattern for inclusion of grading adjective: figurative "hold"

Judgement 134 Predicate phrase

26 638 come to {this} realization [come] to [det*] realization COCA 21 types, 206 tokens: S63, F22, M40, N37, Ac44: NB 
changes achievement to accomplishment (realize to come to the realization) - and NB 
nominalization. Bleaching/shift/specialization in "come"

134 Predicate phrase

26 639 [who was] sent home [to 
be buried by his family]

sent home to get passive: COCA 723: S145, F119, M123, N215, Ac121: Highest N. 
ALWAYS PEOPLE. Things are never "sent home" - and there's an invoked prosody there - 
either a loss/lack of control on the part of the person sent (so therefore they're 
disempowered by the use of the phrasal construction), or some disgrace: means 
more/other than the words

13 Predicate phrase

26 642 [either send them support 
or] bring {our} {boys} 
home

COCA [bring] ** home top is bring the troops home COCA 63: S37, F0, M9, N13, Ac4 (NB 
Fiction): second is bring our troops home COCA 38. S20, F0, M9, N7, Ac2

Appreciation, 
Engagement

12 Predicate phrase

27 662 [nuclear power] comes at a 
cost

[COME] at a cost COCA 4 types, 95 tokens. S12, F6, M26, N29, Ac22: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "comes"

Movement 
Internal

13 Predicate phrase

27 669 come on line [COME] on line COCA 4 types, 149 tokens. Capturing different usages, however, S30, F16, 
M21, N42, Ac40: encoding, decoding? Means more/other than the words

Movement 
Internal

13 Predicate phrase

28 686 drowning in [the] despair 
[of insufficient funding]

Literal/idiomatic split. Drown in flood, lake, sea, river, pool, bathtup, water, ocean…OR a 
negative space which is either inherently emotional, or which could be construed as 
evoking a negative emotional condition - debt, tears, red ink, grief, darkness, sorrow, 
noise, silence, despair, passions…: but usually only drown in + uncountable noun - 
borderline, but including. Figurative drowning, constraints on slot-fillers

13 Predicate phrase



29 717 copping flak [over] COCA 0. Very Australian.Definition in Merriam-Webster Dictionary for caught heavy flak, 
took a lot of flak: questions regarding definition of "cop flak". Definition under "flak" in 
ACOD (2009, p. 532) - ALLOW DESPITE LOW FREQUENCIES  - figurative "flak"

13 Predicate phrase

30 746 put {their1} hands in 
{their1} pockets

There has to be some evokation of obligation or request preceding to get the idiomatic 
reading of this (as here) - otherwise the literal reading dominates. Here there is "ask" to 
put their hands in their pockets. May also be "have to": COCA 16 types, 83 tokens: S6, 
F70, M2, N4, Ac1: figurative pockets

Judgement 134 Predicate phrase

32 771 pay through the nose [PAY] through the nose COCA 3 types, 38 tokens. S6, F11, M8, N11, Ac2: means 
more/other than the words

Appreciation/ 
Jugement

13 Predicate phrase

33 780 [in] bringing to {our} 
attention 

[BRING] to * attention COCA 33 types, 329 tokens. S100, F30, M49, N52, Ac98: 
bleaching/speclalization/shift in "bring"

Movement, met 134 Predicate phrase

33 785.1 [it will] surface again COCA for 4 types, 139 tokens - mixture of literal and idiomatic. Where idiomatic, as here, 
references problems or troublesome things (either inscribed or evoked problems) that 
"surface" again - including as predicate phrase. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "surface", 
use of "again"

13 Predicate phrase

33 798.1 hear our concerns COCA [HEAR] * concerns 53: S22, F3, M7, N13, Ac8. NB [HEAR] * worries COCA 4 - 
preference cf listen to our concerns doesn't have same meaning/force in imperative

3 Predicate phrase

34 817 [wilfully] ending their life [end] [pp*] life: only one example from COCA - will go into remission, but just in case, 
she has made plans to end her life… Euphemism, conventionalized. End _ life BNC 48(37) 
with noise - excluding noise, 21 clear examples, all with possessive pronoun (no examples 
of your in this pattern). Means more/other than the words

13 Predicate phrase

34 829 break the law [break] the law = COCA 1187: S610, F100, M144, N279, Ac54: figurative "break" Activity, met 12 Predicate phrase
35 850 end {their} suffering very specific meaning - equivalent to "die" : [END] * suffering COCA 22 types, 93 tokens - 

although this meaning only applies when the possessive pronoun refers to a person (or 
here, two people) - not to a group. If you want to "end Armenian suffering" it means you 
want to end hardship suffered by the Armenians...it does not mean you want them to die 
in order to end their suffering: specialization/bleach/shift

13 Predicate phrase

36 874 {dragged} through ({dirty 
political}) mud

 [drag] through the mud COCA 25: S13, F3, M4, N9, Ac0. [DRAG] through the dirt COCA 
4: almost all elements of this can change, except for "through". Only function words fixed:  
paradigmatic restrictions on other slots, and overall evaluative function. JUDGEMENT.  
Rhematic idiom (Moon 1994): EUM / Ext: figurative "drag" and "mud"

Judgement: 
metaphorical 
movement, 
location 

134 Predicate phrase

36 883 ask the same question of  [ask] the same question of COCA 4 types, 18 tokens: [ASK] the question of COCA 4 
types 62 tokens: S33, F6, M5, N7, Ac11. eg COCA 2, 2011, FIC Analog: "Kristine Louvrier 
asked it of me…": 15, 2011, MAG Esquire: "But the same could be asked of THE 
PRESIDENT", 29, 2011, MAG MotorBoating: "The crew should do what is asked of them": 
46, 2011, MAG HarpersBazaar: "She, in turn, asked the world of you": noted by 
Huddleston and Pullum (p. 311) as one of a handful of "isolated cases" where the "non-
core complement corresponding to the indirect object of the ditransitive has some other 
preposition than to or for". Also no literal "question"

13 Predicate phrase

37 892 to court martial Entry in ACOD (2009, p. 321). Encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 12 Predicate phrase
37 895 to return fire [RETURN] fire COCA 317: S67, F108, M59, N67, Ac16. Specialization/shift/bleaching in 

"return"
13 Predicate phrase

37 899.1 begin to imagine [or 
understand]

[begin] to imagine COCA 5 types, 199 tokens: S19, F108, M45, N13, Ac14: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "begin" - means more/other than the words

13 Predicate phrase

37 899.2 begin to [imagine or] 
understand

[begin] to understand COCA 5 types, 1183 tokens: S175, F312, M292, N141, Ac263: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "begin" - means more/other than the words

13 Predicate phrase

37 904 send {our young men} to 
war

to war collocated with [send] @ L4 = 82: S30, F11, M17, N19, Ac5:  slot fillers  
kids/children/young people, people, soldiers, a country, active service members, troops, 
men: specialization/bleach/shift in "send"

Judgement 134 Predicate phrase



38 919 [Have] the lessons of [the 
Vietnam War] [already] 
been forgotten?

lesson* collocated with [forget] @ L4 COCA 4 types, 83 tokens. S4, F16, M27, N23, Ac13: 
literal/idiomatic split, but where idiomatic ?relative clause/other specification of what the 
lesson was/where it came from: MIs between 3 and 4: figurative "lessons" and 
specialization/bleach/shift in "forgotten"

13 Predicate phrase

38 925 [such as the Taliban] 
engages our troops

[ENGAGE] collocated with troops at L4, R4 COCA 74. S22, F1, M21, N17, Ac13. 
Specialization/shift in "engage"

13 Predicate phrase

39 962 [the community has to] 
pay the price (for)

[pay] the price COCA 4 types, 1049 tokens. S400, F118, M183, N251, Ac97: [PAY] the 
cost COCA 4 types 130 tokens: figurative, preference

13 Predicate phrase

39 969 maintain order [MAINTAIN] order 4 types, 258 tokens. S46, F26, M31, N56, Ac99: [KEEP] order 3 types, 
189 tokens. S49, F36, M31, N42, Ac31 meaning above literal words - meaning to maintain 
the order prescribed by the prevailing power… 

Appreciation 
(social order)

13 Predicate phrase

39 973 [if you are not] breaking 
the law

[BREAK] the law: COCA 5 types, 1187 tokens. S610, F100, M144, N279, Ac54: 
[CONTRAVENE] the law 

Judgement: Met 
Activity

13 Predicate phrase

39 974 send a message [SEND] a message COCA 4 types, 1525 tokens. S671, F165, M210, N372, Ac107: 
literal/idiomatic split

Transfer, 
movement, 
metaphorical

13 Predicate phrase

39 979 holding back {a laugh} Approximation - [HOLD] back [nn*]: for 100 types, 203 tokens: S40, F70, M26, N47, 
Ac20: top is tears (79): others information, laughter 4, progress…: this meaning holding 
back + indirect affect. Figurative "holding back"

Indirect Affect 134 Predicate phrase

39 993 look within yourself look within [ppx*] COCA 24. S8, F3, M4, N6, Ac3:specialization/bleach/shift in "look" 13 Predicate phrase
41 1014 brought to mind [BRING] to mind  COCA 642: S70, F131, M192, N127, Ac122. Predominantly present 

tense (which is predominantly Magazine). Past tense (173) bias towards Fiction. 
Specialization/bleach/shift in "brought" and "mind"

Movement, 
metaphorical

13 Predicate phrase

41 1029 lift {their} game. [lift] * game = COCA 7 types, 15 tokens: S1, F1, M6, N7, Ac0: semantically opaque: 
figurative "game", specialization/bleach/shift in "lift"

Movement, 
metahporical

134 Predicate phrase

42 1035 strikes at the heart of [STRIKE] at the heart of COCA 4 types, 72 tokens. S18, F2, M18, N15, Ac19.  
Complements have to be something significant (eg the nation): figurative "strikes" and 
"heart"

Action, 
metaphorical

13 Predicate phrase

43 1052 played a draw [PLAY] a draw COCA 0, Google 360,000 14 February 2012: seems to be a non-predictable 
MWE in the context of soccer, AFL etc

123 Predicate phrase

44 1065 hop, skip and jump COCA 7 - coordinated trinomial: Google 7.27 million 24 January 2012 - something 
children do - evokes carefree, childlike attitude. Means more/other than the words, fixed 
form

Movement, non 
met: Judgement

13 Predicate phrase

44 1073 no expense has been 
spared

no expense [be] spared = COCA 16. expense collocated with [SPARE] COCA 4 types, 157 
tokens. S24, F42, M41, N37, Ac13: MIs 9.13 for spared, 6.02 spare, 8.51 sparing, 7.79 
spares (spare no expense): specialization/shift/bleaching in "spared"

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

45 1092 [does not] bode well [BODE] well S99, F65, M103, N159, Ac103 : often but not necessarily negative: [BODE] 
badly COCA 2: preference, fixed

13 Predicate phrase

45 1094 stand tall stand tall COCA 184: S35, F25, M92, N26, Ac6 - meaning beyond words. Means 'be proud' 
- means more/other than the words

Affect (indirect) 13 Predicate phrase

45 1096 fired a shot in anger [FIRE] a shot in anger COCA 11: a shot in anger COCA 13. in anger COCA 736: S96, 
F339, M118, N111, Ac72: in grief, in agony, in pleasure…Google "fire in anger" 102,000 
24 January 2012. However there's a Wiki entry, and a definition at 
http://historywarsweapons.com/fire-in-anger/ you can't fire in fury or fire in rage  

Judgement and 
Affect (indirect)

13 Predicate phrase

46 1102 waste {my} valuable time spend/waste/save time - TIME METAPHOR: valuable time COCA 156. S22, F36, M38, N34, 
Ac26: [WASTE] valuable time COCA 4 types, 27 tokens. S1, F7, M9, N7, Ac3. [WASTE] 
time COCA 4 types, 873 tokens. S89, F363, M219, N130, Ac72: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "waste?

Appreciation/ 
Judgement

13 Predicate phrase



48 1123 [I have] followed the 
{debate}

[FOLLOW] the debate COCA 3 types, 32 tokens. S9, F0, M5, N10, Ac8 - ARGUMENT IS A 
JOURNEY - figurative "follow"

Engagement: 
Movement, 
metaphorical

13 Predicate phrase

48 1132 followed the {instructions} [FOLLOW] collocated with instructions up to L4, R4, COCA 901: S83, F187, M318, N135, 
Ac178: specialization/shift/bleaching in "follow" 

13 Predicate phrase

48 1143 see for {myself} [SEE] for [ppx*] COCA 825. Most common = see for yourself: Spoken (44), Fiction (150), 
Magazines (50), Newspapers (28), Academic (15). See for myself total (98), Spoken (15), 
Fiction (56), Magazines (16), Newspapers (7), Academic (4): means more/other than the 
words

SENSE 134 Predicate phrase

48 1153 gave {me} an insight into [give] * an insight into = COCA 20. [give] an insight into = COCA 15. an insight into 
collocated with [GIVE] at L4, R4 COCA 5 types, 36 tokens. S11, F3, M4, N8, Ac10 : 
specialization/shift/bleaching of "gave": preference

Transfer, met 134 Predicate phrase

49 1168 paying through the nose [PAY] through the nose COCA 3 types, 38 tokens. S6, F11, M8, N11, Ac2: high social 
ownership, low frequency. Force?

Appreciation/ 
Judgement  and 
Force?

13 Predicate phrase

50 1185 [be] better left {alone}. better left alone COCA 17: better left * alone; unsaid; untold, at rest, at home, buried, to 
someone…, to social …, out, undone, unsaid, unspoken, unwritten, untried, untranslated, 
unsaid… dominance of "un" or negative  COCA 17: S1, F5, M3, N6, Ac2. Form preference

Appreciation/ 
Judgement

13 Predicate phrase

50 1195 shuffle off this mortal coil mortal coil COCA 29. S3, F15, M7, N1, Ac3: [SHUFFLE] off this mortal coil COCA 3 types, 
12 tokens. S3, F7, M1, N0, Ac1: lots of online defs - see for example www.phrases.org.uk 
› Phrase Dictionary - Meanings and Origins ALLOW AS VP DESPITE LOW FREQUENCY: 
means more/other than the words

Movement, 
metaphorical. 
Appreciation (in 
relation to act of 
dying) 

13 Predicate phrase

50 1208 cost ([the State]) a fortune [cost] * a fortune  COCA 66 tokens, 19 types. Spoken (14), Fiction (26), Magazines (17), 
Narrative (6), Academic (3). Preodominantly personal pronoun in the slot…cost a lot of 
money, cost a thousand pounds : specialization/shift/bleaching in "fortune", form

Appreciation 13 Predicate phrase

50 1211 know better [know] better . to access this meaning: COCA 5 types, 1019 tokens. S147, F516, M159, 
N155, Ac42. APPRAISAL, JUDGEMENT, INVOKED - criticism. NB 4 tokens of known worse - 
form preference, means more/other than the words

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

51 1215 court-martialled COCA court-martial 6 types, 585 tokens - military court Encyclopaedic 12 Predicate phrase
51 1219 won hands down [WIN] hands down COCA 3 types, 59 tokens. S10, F4, M26, N12, Ac7: [BEAT] * hands 

down COCA 6 types, 7 tokens - meaning not clear from the words
Force 13 Predicate phrase

52 1231 given the green light to [GIVE] the green light COCA 5 types, 110 tokens. S34, F3, M23, N42, Ac8: figurative 
"green light", specialization/shift/bleaching in "given"

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

52 1232 offering the welcome mat 
to [all those] ["economic 
refugees"]

* * the welcome mat COCA 63 types,  92 tokens. Common collocations = roll out, put out, 
pull in, lay out,  - others yank away - caused movement: S21, F27, M17, N24, Ac3 : 
figurative "welcome mat" ("economic refugees classified under N/NP)

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

52 1247 spare a thought [for the 
real Australians]

[SPARE] a thought COCA 4 types, 15 tokens. Usually imperative. Google 7.54 million with 
definitions. ALLOW - preference, meaning not clear from the words, figurative "a thought"

Metaphor 
(spare)

13 Predicate phrase

52 1250 go ({straight}) to the head 
of the queue

[GO] to the head of the queue COCA 1. the head of the queue COCA 6. 24.2 million 25 
January 2012: JUDGEMENT invoked (ie are given an unfair advantage): figurative "queue"

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

52 1254 bend over backwards [BEND] over backwards COCA 148. Spoken (73), Fiction (12), Magazines (21), 
Newspapers (38), Academic (4): figurative "bending over" and "backwards" means 
more/other than the words (difficulty)

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

52 1256 seeking justice [SEEK] justice COCA 4 types 133 tokens: S49, F7, M31, N28, Ac18: preference for 
"seeking", meaning specialization/shift/bleaching

13 Predicate phrase

52 1258 {I1} [will not] hold {my1} 
breath ({waiting})

[HOLD] * breath COCA = 2092. Spoken (207), Fiction (1331), Magazines (307), 
Newspapers (208), Academic (39). Top = hold your breath (249): S59, F61, M84, N42, 
Ac3 .  Of that, do n*t hold your breath (106). NB fiction dominates for past tenses.

Affect Indirect 134 Predicate phrase



53 1272 [so much] pressure applied 
[to…]

[apply] collocated with pressure at L2, R2 = COCA 592. Spoken (98), Fiction (55), 
Magazines (203), Newspapers (103), Academic (133): apply is usually literal: would 
expect to see "so much pressure put on …" Figurative "pressure"

13 Predicate phrase

54 1297 know better [know] better . to access this meaning: COCA 5 types, 1019 tokens. S147, F516, M159, 
N155, Ac42. APPRAISAL: JUDGEMENT: full meaning not evident in words

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

54 1308 never ceases to {amaze} 
{those of us...}

never [CEASE] to = 100 types, 262 tokens. Never [CEASE] to amaze = 3 types, 96 
tokens. S[poken (8), Fiction (34), Magazines (22), Newspapers (27), Academic (5): other 
complements surprise, recognize, think, love, wonder, remind, appall, hurt: but amaze is 
the most common. Never [CEASE] to amaze * 22 types, 96 tokens - 46 are "me": 
preference for "cease", constraints on slotfillers (must be indirect affect)

Affect Indirect 
and Force

134 Predicate phrase

55 1316 wage {their} wars. war* collocated with [WAGE] at L4, R4 4 types, 1692 tokens. S404, F119, M352, N397, 
Ac420: listed as "phrase" in Macquarie Dictionary online:wage  defined in ACOD *(2009, 
p. 1627) as "carry on (a war, conflict, or contest)" 

134 Predicate phrase

55 1317 [the money you get may 
eventually] slip through 
{your} fingers

[SLIP] through * fingers = COCA 100 types, 107 tokens. Spoken (14), Fiction (60), 
Magazines (19), Academic (3): figurative "fingers" - means more/other than the words

Judgement 134 Predicate phrase

58 1384 put…to work [PUT] * to work COCA 98 types, 403 tokens. S113, F67, M83, N93, Ac47 Judgement 13 Predicate phrase
59 1407 head towards [HEAD] towards COCA 5 types, 524 tokens. S194, F271, M23, N12, Ac24. No literal 

movement, specialization/shift/bleaching in "head"
13 Predicate phrase

59 1435 [Of course, politicians] 
won't go there [because it 
takes guts to make such a 
decision]

NB IDIOMATIC MOVEMENT: won't go there, don't go there, can't go there…specifically 
referring to places that can't be explored in the argument, not in the world: 
idiomatic/literal split makes this difficult to search properly: there is not close to author. 
Figurative movement and "there"

Movement 
metaphorical

13 Predicate phrase

59 1439 put {my} trust in [PUT] * trust in COCA 151. S36, F37, M30, N27, Ac21: [PUT] * [=trust] in COCA 97 
types, 445 tokens. S115, F86, M94, N93, Ac57 - can also be place: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "put" and "in"

134 Predicate phrase

59 1442 go the way the wind blows way the wind blows COCA 35: S16, F5, M10, N4, Ac 0: preceded by any way, which, 
whichever, may be a verb of movement or perception see, sway, go: figurative "go" and 
"wind" - means more/other than the words

JUDGEMENT: 
Movement, met

13 Predicate phrase

60 1452 charges…laid against [LAY] charges against COCA 1: [LAY] charges COCA 2. Google 964,000 26 January 2012, 
"lay a charge" defined in ACOD (2009, p. 805) as "make an accusation", but it has an 
encyclopaedic meaning (official, legal process) 

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

60 1453 charges…dropped [DROP] collocated with charges at L4, R4: COCA 649. S224, F58, M98, N248, Ac21. Could 
also be drop the charge….Figurative "dropped"

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

60 1460 [without] adding to the list [ADD] to the list COCA 4 types, 195 tokens: S24, F20, M42, N43, Ac66: figurative "list" 13 Predicate phrase

62 1478 lifting the restrictions [LIFT] collocated with restrictions at L4, R4: COCA 175. S52, F2, M13, N78, Ac30. 
[REMOVE] the restrictions COCA 2 types, 3 tokens: preference. Figurative "lifting" 

Activity 13 Predicate phrase

62 1482 [better employment figures 
also help] to fill the coffers

[FILL] the coffers COCA 3 types, 9 tokens. Google 744,000 26 January 2012 - allow.  
Metaphorical coffers. Range of verbs collocates with the coffers - but coffers is always 
plural…verbs relate to possession, filling, emptying, refilling, stealing from…figurative 
"coffers" and "fill"

Activity 13 Predicate phrase

62 1486 count the … cost [COUNT] the cost COCA 56. S8, F7, M23, N12, Ac6: figurative "count" Money met 13 Predicate phrase
62 1500 win the day. [WIN] the day COCA 4 types, 150 tokens. S30, F10, M46, N41, Ac23: means more/other 

than the words
Competition met 13 Predicate phrase

63 1513 [no shops] bursting at the 
seams

[BURST] at the seams 3 types, 78 tokens. S14, F11, M16, N35, Ac2: figurative Force 13 Predicate phrase

65 1544 fly direct [FLY] direct 4 types, 21 tokens. S0, F1, M10, N10, Ac0 ('fly straight' doesn't have the 
same meaning) - preference

13 Predicate phrase



67 1571 stay out of {our} lives [stay] out of * life|lives COCA 6 types, 23 tokens. S10, F10, M2, N1, Ac0 – container 
metaphor

13 Predicate phrase

68 1585 {tug} at the heartstrings at the heartstrings COCA 15. Google 4.77 million 26 January 2012. tug included in online 
dictionary definitions. * at * heartstrings COCA 24 types, 42 tokens. Verbs tug, pull, 
pluck, lurch, tear, pull: S15, F5, M10, N8, Ac4: figurative "tug" and "heartstrings"

Affect indirect - 
activity met

134 Predicate phrase

68 1594 forge a {lifetime} career [FORGE] collocated with career at L4, R4 COCA 28. S4, F2, M7, N12, Ac3: preference for 
"forge"

Manufacture 134 Predicate phrase

68 1595 bring {children} into the 
world

[BRING] children into the world COCA 4 types, 16 tokens. [BRING] a child into the world 
COCA 2 types (bring, bringing), 35 tokens. S16, F4, M10, N3, Ac2: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "bring"

Movement 134 Predicate phrase

70 1615 posing a … question pose/ask/answer/ [POSE] a * collocates threat, problem, danger, risk, challenge, threat : 
posing a question problematicizes it: you wouldn't say "He posed the question 'where is 
the milk' ": also you can "ask a question" or "ask"…: [POSE] a question COCA 4 types, 97 
tokens. S25, F13, M18, N14, Ac27: specialization/shift/bleaching in "posing"

Movement met 13 Predicate phrase

70 1622 questions … pose pose/ask/answer/ [POSE] a * collocates threat, problem, danger, risk, challenge, threat : 
posing a question problematicizes it: you wouldn't say "He posed the question 'where is 
the milk' ": also you can "ask a question" or "ask"…: [POSE] a question COCA 4 types, 97 
tokens. S25, F13, M18, N14, Ac27: specialization/shift/bleaching in "pose"

Movement met 13 Predicate phrase

70 1625 raise the issue. [RAISE] the issue = COCA 619. Spoken (194), Fiction (15), Magazines (93), Newspapers 
(117), Academic (200) (not lift the issue) : figurative "raise"

Movement met 13 Predicate phrase

71 1645 keeping them alive [KEEP] * alive COCA : 100 types, 1221 tokens. S349, F368, M208, N204, Ac92: has 
connotations of intervention in this context - means stopping them from dying : means 
more/other than the words

13 Predicate phrase

72 1661 gives the impression [GIVE] the impression = 5 types, 928 tokens. Give the impression Total 361. Spoken 
(54), Fiction (63), Magazines (79), Newspapers (65), Academic (100): 
specialization/shift/bleach in "gives"

13 Predicate phrase

72 1665 give it a miss [give] it a miss COCA 3 types, 11 tokens. COCA 35.7 million 27 January 2012, with 
discussions regarding meaning and definitions: meaning not clear from the words, 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "give" and "a miss"

13 Predicate phrase

72 1666 don't raise the spectre of [RAISE] the spectre of = 4 types, 9 tokens: defined at 
idioms.thefreedictionary.com/raise+the+spectre+of: ALLOW: figurative "raise"

13 Predicate phrase

72 1673 spare a thought spare a thought COCA 4 types, 15 tokens. Low frequency high social ownership: 7.49 
million Google 27 January 2012 with definitions ALLOW: means more/other the words. 
Figurative "thought"

NB spare 13 Predicate phrase

74 1711 shift … the blame [SHIFT] the blame = 4 types, 71 tokens: S15, F7, M16, N18, Ac15: move the blame 
COCA 0: shift the * = focus, balance, blame, burden, emphasis, weight - not house, dog, 
chair…????: [MOVE] the blame COCA 0: specialization/shift/bleaching in "shift"

Movement - Met 13 Predicate phrase

77 1775 go to [a worthwhile] 
charity

meaning be given to charity COCA 5 types, 117 tokens. S54, F3, M28, N31, Ac1: 
encoding, meaning not clear from the words, specialization/shift/bleaching in "go"

Appreciation, 
movement met

13 Predicate phrase

80 1822 handle situations [HANDLE] situations COCA 35. S7, F3, M5, N10, Ac10. handle the situation COCA 114: 
S41, F20, M27, N11, Ac15. Specialiaztion/shift/bleaching in "handle"

Problematicizer 13 Predicate phrase

83 1852 never ceases to {amaze} never [CEASE] to amaze COCA 22 types, 96 tokens: S8, F34, M22, N27, Ac5: most 
common is me : 57 tokens. Other slot-fillers: never ceases to *  amaze is top, followed by 
surprise (4 tokens): strong perference for amaze - indirect Affect. Preference for "ceases"

Affect indirect 134 Predicate phrase

83 1856 [the way I] run my own life [RUN] collocated with [life] at L4, R4 COCA 821 - some noise, but not enough to 
disqualify. [RUN] a business would be more transparent? Life as a business? Include.

13 Predicate phrase



84 1860 feel the need to [FEEL] the need to COCA 4 types, 948 tokens. S163, F221, M216, N178, Ac170: [FEEL] 
the * to COCA 97 types, 1303 tokens. S216, F345, M302, N216, Ac224. need, urge, 
pressure, urge, desire, call, impulse…TWO SETS, semantic preference for personal volition 
in this set

Judgement 134 Predicate phrase

85 1890 go the other way Literal/idiomatic split, with idiomatic dominating. [GO] the other way COCA 5 types, 394 
tokens. S151, F91, M50, N81, Ac21 - figurative "go" and "the other way"

Movement met 13 Predicate phrase

86 1906 [expect … to] open for 
business

[OPEN] for business COCA 303, S80, F41, M77, N91, Ac14: means more/other than the 
words

123 Predicate phrase

86 1911 open for business [OPEN] for business COCA 303, S80, F41, M77, N91, Ac14: means trading can take place 
(legal status)

123 Predicate phrase

87 1933 {staggering} along the 
street

COCA along the street 310. S30, F199, M26, N40, Ac15: NB movement verbs typically 
precede: shuffled, make their way, strolled, traveled, walking, racing, passed: but 
staggering evokes drunkenness (Judgement): constrains on slot fillers with along the 
street in this pattern

134 Predicate phrase

87 1934 looking for trouble [LOOK] for trouble COCA 5 types, 180 tokens. S40, F78, M32, N23, Ac7: figurative 
"looking"

Met activity 134 Predicate phrase

88 1965 dread the thought [DREAD] the thought = 4 types, 23 tokens. Surprisingly low. 1.16 million in Google 8 
September 2011 with queries and definitions: [DREAD] the * COCA for 100 types, 226 
tokens. moment, thought, day, prospect, idea, answer, possibility, prospect, 
consequences  (meaning is bizarre if you try to deconstruct it - because you are having 
the thought). Always definite article - dread the thought, dread the day...meaning not 
clear from the words (says you dread the thought, and then vocalizes the thought...???)

Affect, indirect? 134 Predicate phrase

88 1966 being kept alive Included as above - suggests external locus of control, disempowerment - means 
more/other than the words

134 Predicate phrase

88 1977 keeping people alive Included as above - suggests external locus of control, disempowerment - means 
more/other than the words

134 Predicate phrase

88 1985 kick … into action [action verb -ed] into [state of action?]: -ed into life COCA 35 types, 60 tokens: -ed into 
action COCA 38 types, 214 tokens: figurative "kick"

134 Predicate phrase

89 1995 entering into a partnership [ENTER] into  partnership 3 types, 21 tokens: S3, F0, M5, N2, Ac11: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "enter" (figurative "enter)

Movement met 134 Predicate phrase

89 2009 problems [will be] 
compounded

problems collocated with [COMPOUND] MI 3.65 COCA 149. S11, F3, M33, N42, Ac60 - 
preference

34 Predicate phrase

92 2087 [carbon emissions] are 
driving change

[DRIVE] change COCA 5 types, 28 tokens. S0, F1, M6, N6, Ac15: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "drive"

13 Predicate phrase

92 2092 [inaction] will cost nothing [COST] nothing COCA 2 types (costs, cost) 95 tokens: S15, F21, M25, N26, Ac8 Low Ac: 
mixture of literal and figurative "cost" - here figurative/literal mix - counting for form (cf 
will not cost anything) and figurative "cost"

3 Predicate phrase

95 2166 lost weight Shift in lost : COCA [LOSE] weight 3036. S719, F301, M1452, N417, Ac146 13 Predicate phrase
95 2173 {choking} to death [CHOKE] to death COCA 4 types, 105 tokens. S23, F46, M15, N19, Ac2: v to NP: means 

more/other than the words. Encoding/decoding?
134 Predicate phrase

95 2179 set {things} in motion in motion collocated with [SET] @ L4 = 3 types, 1032 tokens. Set T877, Spoken (98), 
Fiction (164), Magazines (180), Newspapers (178), Academic (257): means more/other 
than the words

Metaphorical 
movement

134 Predicate phrase

96 2189 sexually abusing [ABUSE].[v*] collocated with sexually at L1: COCA 888, S347, F24, M147, N193, Ac177: 
physically abusing, verbally abusing: but encyclopaedic at this time: Judgement

Encyclopaedic / 
Judgement

123 Predicate phrase

96 2197 remanded on bail on bail collocated with [REMAND] at L2, COCA 0. "remanded on bail" Google 792,000 29 
January 2012 with definitions ALLOW - encyclopaedic - means more than words

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

96 2209 give evidence. [GIVE] evidence 5 types, 200 tokens. S34, F20, M27, N24, Ac95 (not provide evidence 
etc) - specialization/shift/bleaching in "give", encyclopaedic

Transfer 123 Predicate phrase



97 2216 tut tutting tut [tut] COCA 12. S1, F7, M2, N2, Ac0: entry in Australian concise Oxford dictionary p. 
1559: onomatopaeic? Means more/other than the words

13 Predicate phrase

97 2220 put {football players} on 
[such] a pedestal

on a pedestal collocated with [PUT] at L3, 3 types, 83 tokens. S16, F5, M28, N28, Ac6: 
figurative "pedestal"

Judgement 13 Predicate phrase

97 2222 question {their} (own) 
{behaviour}

[QUESTION] [app*] [n*] for question plus possessive pronoun plus noun: COCA for 100 
types, 467 tokesn. S141, F65, M103, N105, Ac53. Two groups - dominant one 
abstractions, as here,  top slot-fillers motives, ability, judgment, ability, sincerity, 
patrioitism, value, sanity...Specialization/shift/bleaching in "question" and semantic set

134 Predicate phrase

97 2223 lays a[n] [uninvited] hand 
on

 [LAY] a hand on COCA 4 types, 275 tokens: S22, F219, M23, N11, Ac0: figurative "lays" 
and "hand"

Judgement 
Encyclopaedic

13 Predicate phrase

97 2225 looking over {his} shoulder over his shoulder collocated with [LOOK] 5 types, 743 tokens. S37, F587, M59, N47, Ac13 
cf reading over my shoulder in Narratives: figurative "look" and "shoulder" - means 
more/other than the words ( 'be afraid')

Judgement, 
Affect indirect

13 Predicate phrase

99 2254 put the effort and money 
into

[PUT] the effort into COCA 2 types, 17 tokens: S7, F0, M4, N6, Ac0 [PUT] the money into 
COCA 3 types, 62 tokens. S20, F10, M13, N16, Ac3: [PUT] the * into : put the money 
into, put the effort into, put the idea into, put the plan into..[PUT] the * into [v?g*] COCA 
11 types, 11 tokens ... FRAME? [PUT] * * into for 100 types, 298 tokens: "put so much 
effort into", "put everything he had into", "put all my energy into", put so much work 
into"...Counting as [PUT] the money into because of non-literal meaning. Not counting 
[PUT] the effort into - V+PP comb. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "put", means 
more/other than the words

Activity met 13 Predicate phrase

100 2258 hits the nail on the head [HIT] the nail on the head COCA 3 types, 125 tokens. Spoken (45), Fiction (19), 
Magazines (17), Newspapers (33), Academic (11). NB type token ratio. Traditional idiom

Activity, met 13 Predicate phrase

100 2275 defies logic Headword [DEFY] collocate logic at up to R4, COCA 134. S35, F7, M29, N39, Ac24.  
[DEFY] nn* = for 100 types, 899 tokens. Top is gravity (131), then logic (80), then 
description, then expectations, then death....Two usages: one open choice (defied his 
grandma, defied the rules): This usage means "cannot be believed": means more/other 
than the words, encoding, decoding

13 Predicate phrase

26 640 may well be may well find, might well find, could well say : predicate phrase stem, meaning not clear 
from words

Force up? 13 Predicate phrase 
Stem

43 1046 [I] couldn't help 
{recalling}

could n't help [v*g] COCA for 100 types, 752 tokens: S19, F581, M91, N48, Ac13: 
significant collocates are wondering (113), noticing (85), Feeling (79), thinking (75), 
laughing (43), being (37), looking (16), overhearing (13), smiling (12), imagining (11) - 
cognition, senses

134 Predicate phrase 
Stem

53 1275 what [we] can and cannot 
do

Verb stem - always can and cannot, not cannot and can – preference 3 Predicate phrase 
Stem

62 1497 may well may well find, might well find, could well say : predicate phrase stem, meaning not clear 
from words

Force up? 13 Predicate phrase 
Stem

85 1877 could and should could and should COCA 165. should and could COCA 14. Coordinated. Spoken (31), 
Fiction (8), Magazines (35), Newspapers (30), Academic (61): preference

Force 3 Predicate phrase 
Stem

92 2092 can and should can and should COCA 619. Spoken (74), Fiction (5), Magazines (136), Narratives (80), 
Academic (324): should and can COCA 15 - preference

Force 3 Predicate phrase 
Stem

97 2224 had better be had better be COCA 295. S34, F86, M82, N66, Ac27 - means more/other than the words Judgement 13 Predicate phrase 
Stem

2 59 Department of Health, PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
2 68 the Health Department Proper noun 3 PROPER NOUN
3 88 Anglican General Synod PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN



5 134 the McCusker Centre for 
Action on Alcohol and 
Youth

PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN

6 150 House of Representatives Layer of Australian Government Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
8 210 the Federal Government PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
8 214 Federal Government PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN

13 312 the West Coast Eagles PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
17 407 the Anglican Synod PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
20 473 the World Health 

Organisation
PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

22 518 Voluntary Euthanasia Bill PROPER NOUN Local 
encyclopaedic

23 PROPER NOUN

22 519 State Parliament PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
25 592 the Australian Army's PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
27 656 the Third World the Third World COCA 1682. S226, F52, M339, N215, Ac850 Appreciation + 

Encyclopaedic
23 PROPER NOUN

28 684 royalties for regions 
[funding]

Australian Government policy - not represented in COCA: Google 452,000 23 January 
2012: ALLOW EVEN THOUGH FREQUENCIES LOW - Government scheme to support 
regional Australia with mining royalites

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

33 784 [his] Euthanasia Bill PROPER NOUN Engagement, 
Local (WA)

23 PROPER NOUN

36 873 Remembrance Day Remembrance Day COCA 42. S1, F2, M8, N4, Ac27 Appreciation 
Encyclopaedic

23 PROPER NOUN

36 881 World War II PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
36 886 Remembrance Day PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 

(Western)
23 PROPER NOUN

37 901 the Vietnam war the Vietnam War COCA 2558. S687, F135, M481, N766, Ac489 Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
38 920 the Vietnam War PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
38 940 the Australian Government PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN

43 1047 The West Australian PROPER NOUN - newspaper, not place Local 23 PROPER NOUN
43 1050 7th Standard weekly 

Monday competition
PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN

43 1054 National Football League of 
WA

PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN

50 1191 Upper House PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
50 1207 the coroner's office the premier's office, the lawyer's office : but here does not refer to one person's office, 

but to a department - classified as a Proper Noun even though it is not capitalized in this 
text

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

50 1207 the water police the water police COCA 1: 2.09 million 3 April 2013 - Australian term, allow - meaning not 
clear from the words

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

51 1214 the British Army PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN
54 1299 Chamber of Commerce Proper Noun Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
57 1354 the Water Corporation PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
57 1359 the Water Corporation PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
57 1363 the Water Corporation's… PROPER NOUN 3 PROPER NOUN
64 1525 the Dark Ages the Dark Ages COCA 248. S32, F57, M73, N65, Ac21 Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN
65 1537 The Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry
PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN



71 1638 boll weevils boll weevils COCA 91. S8, F6, M23, N16, Ac38 - counting as proper noun - it’s a small 
Amerian or Mexical weevil (ACOD)

12 PROPER NOUN

71 1651 the Legislative Assembly PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
73 1680 Australian Hotels 

Association
PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN

75 1742 Hungry Jack's Junior 
Bourbon Burger

PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN

76 1759 Junior Bourbon Burger PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
76 1763 Australian State and 

Territory
PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN

76 1768 Junior Bourbon Burger PROPER NOUN HOMOPHORIC Local 23 PROPER NOUN
77 1771 Western Power PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
80 1824 WA Police Union Count as abbreviation and proper noun Local 13 Proper noun
84 1867 the Fourth Commandment PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
84 1870 Saturday Sabbath PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
89 1991 WAFarmers PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
89 1992 the State Government PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
89 1994 the Dry Seasons Advisory 

Committee
PROPER NOUN Technical 23 PROPER NOUN

89 1996 Federal Government PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
89 2001 WAFarmers PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
91 2040 the Royal Society PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
91 2054 the Royal Society PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
91 2064 the Royal Society PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
91 2067 the Royal Society report PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic? 23 PROPER NOUN
92 2079 the Royal Society ['s 

report]
PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

92 2082 [statement from] the Royal 
Society

PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

92 2085 The Royal Society [release] PROPER NOUN Encylopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

92 2086 the Australian Academy of 
Science

PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN

93 2102 the Royal Society PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
93 2106 the Royal Society PROPER NOUN Appreciation, 

Encyclopaedic
23 PROPER NOUN

93 2119 The Royal Society PROPER NOUN Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN
96 2193 The West Australian Name of newspaper - proper noun Local 23 PROPER NOUN
96 2196 the Magistrate's Court PROPER NOUN Australian 23 PROPER NOUN
99 2239 Tourism WA PROPER NOUN Local 23 PROPER NOUN
99 2249 Eastern States [caravan 

trip]
Counting as proper noun even though used adjectivally here Local (WA) 23 PROPER NOUN

21 513 the Greenpeace True Food 
Guide

BOOK TITLE Encyclopaedic 23 PUBLICATION

68 1590 Romeo and Juliet Book title 2 PUBLICATION
72 1662 The West Australian Newspaper title Local 23 PUBLICATION
1 3 come across (as) Searching [COME] across as to exclude 'meeting/finding by chance' meaning (eg "I came 

across the book by chance") . COCA 807 tokens, 4 types. Spoken (205), Fiction (56), 
Magazines (253), Newspapers (230), Academic (63): decoding, figurative movement

Movement 13 PV



3 94 turn on [us] At least 3 usages ("must turn on what sort of centre the city wants"…etc )). [TURN] on us 
COCA 4 types, 39 tokens. [TURN] on [p*] COCA 66 types, 705 tokens. S160, F331, M101, 
N83, Ac30: Biber et al "Overall, phrasal verbs are used most commonly in fiction and 
conversation; they are relatively rare in academic prose" p.408: shift in turn. 

13 PV

3 95 shoot up COCA Multiple usages, including this one : "He's not going to shoot up the whole school" 
9, 2010, MAC American Spectator and other examples: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

6 156 has moved on. [move] on . COCA 4 types, 2950 tokens. S924, F850, M529, N561, Ac86: figurative 
"moved"

Movement - met 13 PV

7 192 dragged on dragged on . to access this usage only: COCA 44. S5, F11, M10, N13, Ac5. dragged on 
with no full stop COCA 472: S85, F118, M102, N124, Ac43: means more/other than the 
words

Appreciation 13 PV

10 247 [should be] played out Sporting term -  peculiar to Australia? Meaning not clear from words Encyclopaedic? 123 PV
12 300 goes on to [win] [GO] on to [v*] COCA for 100 types, 4714 tokens, S1104, F367, M1121, N1173, Ac949: 

specialization/shift/bleaching in "goes" (figurative)
Movement met 13 PV

13 321 Wake up [WAKE] up COCA 6 types, 13921 tokens. S3290, F5754, M2623, N1991, Ac373: meaning 
not clear from words

13 PV

13 323 looking forward to [LOOK] forward to COCA 7563. S2581, F1584, M1446, N1506, Ac446" encoding, 
figurative "forward"

Met direction 13 PV

15 351 growing up Searching [GROW] up . To avoid 'growing up the wall' etc. COCA 6 types, 2726 tokens. 
S729, F672, M581, N603, Ac141" - meaning not clear from words

13 PV

15 355 went on to [GO] on to [v*] COCA for 100 types, 4714 tokens - but some noise. Indicative only, 
S2338, F1119, M2269, N2216, Ac1996: bleaching/shift in "went on"

Movement 13 PV

16 380 [These disparaging 
comments] follow on from 
[his claim that…]

[follow] on from COCA 4 types, 17 tokens. S3, F0, M2, N1, Ac11. [FOLLOW] on 4 types 
413 tokens. S100, F72, M70, N75, Ac96: encoding

13 PV

18 424 bring about [change] [BRING] about change: COCA 4 types, 177 tokens. S34, F6, M32, N28, Ac77. [BRING] 
about * complement always something that is deemed positive by the writer/speaker, 
even if it is not of itself positive. Eg from 2011, Spoken, PBC_Newshour "...if we don't get 
our fiscal house in order and bring about dramatic spending cuts, our future is very much 
in question". "dramatic spending cuts" are construed as positive, beneficial: encoding, 
decoding

Appreciation, 
movement met

13 PV

18 445 look forward to [LOOK] forward to COCA 4 types, 7563 tokens. S2581, F1584, M1446, N1506, Ac446: 
encoding, figurative "forward"

Movement met 13 PV

20 472 [stringent guidelines were] 
brought in [by]

[BRING] in COCA 11,750: noise from literal 'bring in'. S3876, F1693, M2122, N3010, 
Ac1040: meaning not clear from the words

Movement met 13 PV

20 479 [to] make up {babies' 
bottles}

[MAKE] up COCA 21643. S3798, F4058, M5072, N4775, Ac3940. A number of usages 
therefore this result indicative only: meaning not clear from the words, encoding - refers 
to process of mixing powder with water to "make up" a bottle

13 PV

20 482 [the guidelines were] 
brought in

[BRING] in COCA 11,750: noise from literal 'bring in'. S3876, F1693, M2122, N3010, 
Ac1040" bleaching/specialization/shift in "bring"

Movement - met 13 PV

20 483 making up {bottles with 
polluted water}

[MAKE] up COCA 21643. S3798, F4058, M5072, N4775, Ac3940. A number of usages 
therefore this result indicative only: meaning not clear from parts

13 PV

20 487 run out Searching [RUN] out . to avoid 'ran out of the room'. COCA 4 types, 1195 tokens, S320, 
F406, M179, N233, Ac57: meaning not clear from parts

13 PV

20 490 dried up Searching [DRY] up . To get this usage, COCA 4 types, 422 tokens. S69, F85, M81, N138, 
Ac49: meaning not clear from parts

13 PV

20 492 [make it] go further [GO] further . Very Few examples of this usage - one is 97 2002 MAG Forbes "will move to 
New Jersey, where, they believe, their money will go further": means 'last longer' include 
despite low frequency - figurative "go" and "further"

13 PV



20 498 hand over {cash} Searching [HAND] it over to access this meaning: COCA 4 types, 435 tokens. S76, F256, 
M54, N35, Ac14: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

21 515 letting {us} down [LET] * down COCA 100 types, 1198 tokens. S325, F451, M202, N176, Ac44: meaning 
not clear from words

Engagment (us) 13 PV

22 527 putting down {suffering 
animals}

Very difficult to isolate this meaning from others ("Dead eyes are a burden that a person 
can never put down", "perhaps talk about a tax credit for the amount that they would put 
down", "The Thugge were a murderous sect who had to be put down") recognized MWE: 
need to understand system within which it is considered unacceptable to let animals 
suffer: meaning not clear from words

123 PV

22 528 put down See 22/527 123 PV
24 571 set up [SET] up COCA 3 types, 25581 tokens. S5123, F3755, M6811, N6276, Ac3616: meaning 

not clear from words
13 PV

25 589 [get] caught up caught up (has to be passive for this usage): COCA 5008: S1204, F1396, M1004, N963, 
Ac441. [GET] caught up COCA 5 types, 1019 tokens. S316, F126, M247, N270, Ac60: 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

27 680 rule {it} out [completely] [rule] [pp*] out COCA 24 types, 297. S162, F32, M40, N50, Ac13. Very heavily weighted 
towards rule it out (149) and ruled it out (43): next rule them out (24), rule him out (15), 
ruled him out (14). Again, heavy weighting towards present tense (as would be 
expected). Meaning not clear from the words

13 PV

29 724 put the money towards [put] * towards = COCA 8 types, 18 tokens: put money towards COCA 3. In Collins 
Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 289). Specialization/bleach/shift in "put" and 
"towards"

3 PV

29 724.1 [a pipeline] bringing 
{water} down from {the 
Ord River}

Figurative "down" and "bring" 13 PV

29 725 [would] open up {new 
land}

MWE in Australian context, where land is "opened up" (re-zoned/allocated to a different 
legally-defined usage) by the Government for building/residential purposes: means 
more/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 13 PV

29 726 take [congestion] out of…. The ever-growing suburbia out of which they took congestion; out of which ever-growing 
suburbia did they take suburbia; to take congestion out and shops in to 
suburbia…specialization/shift/bleaching "take"

Transfer, 
External

13 PV

32 769 go without [GO] without COCA 5 types, 1681 tokens. S330, F463, M379, N301, Ac208: meaning not 
clear from words

Judgement 13 PV

34 825 vote {the Bill} down [VOTE] * * down COCA mixed results, but this usage examples "vote the package down", 
"vote * package down", "voted this measure down" allow. Use of "down"

Encyclopaedic 123 PV

34 832 [those who will] live on Searching [LIVE] on . to access this usage - still includes at least two patterns (including 
the money he was living on…) : frequencies indicative only: 385: S102, F83, M83, N82, 
Ac35: encoding ("on")

13 PV

38 931 dealt with [DEAL] with COCA 31039: S11717, F2974, M5262, N6386, Ac4700 (included because this 
meaning of "deal" is created by its occurrence with "with")

13 PV

38 932 drag on [DRAG] on . to access this usage. COCA 4 types, 110 tokens. S39, F18, M17, N29, Ac7 - 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

39 955.1 [in] dealing with 
{antisocial issues} 

[DEAL] with COCA 57438. S20092, F5012, M9538, N11400, Ac11396: meaning not clear 
from words - also problematicizer

13 PV

39 967 [punishments] handed 
down

Three main groups for collocants - legal, across generations (eg handing down wisdom), 
and clothes: [HAND] down COCA 4 types, 2141 tokens. S373, F765, M431, N349, Ac223: 
figurative "hand"

Transmission, 
movement 
Metaphorical

13 PV

40 1007 pointing out [the 
symptoms]

[POINT] out COCA 4 types, 28484 tokens. S6610, F3000, M6648, N4840, Ac7386: 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV



41 1027 take the matter up [take] the matter up = 8 [TAKE] up : 5 types, 10706 tokens. S1479, F2792, M2552, 
N1933, Ac1950: meaning not clear from words

Transfer, met 13 PV

42 1038 work out [WORK] out 5 types, 14838 tokens. S3835, F2505, M3827, N3437, Ac1234: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

43 1059 went on to [GO] on to [v*] COCA for 100 types, 4714 tokens: S1104, F367, M1121, N1173, Ac949: 
NB metaphorical movement

Movement, 
metaphorical

13 PV

47 1118 [he] went on to say [that] [go] on to say that COCA 484. went on to say that is the most common (270). Spoken 
(93), Fiction (27), Magazines (47), Newspapers (41), Academic (62). [go] on to [v*] top 
collocates: say, become, win, explain, describe, make, play, write, tell, earn, have, study, 
found...: 609 tokens went on to say: 402 tokens goes on to say - 1011 total out of 4714 
grand total - NB difference between went on to say and went on saying

Movement 
metaphorical

13 PV

48 1144 go out [GO] out very difficult to isolate this usage (ie go out for entertainment, not just go out of 
the house) - means more/other than the words

13 PV

48 1147 look after [each other] [LOOK] after each other COCA 3 types, 16 tokens. [LOOK] after COCA 5 types, 2789 
tokens: S394, F1326, M446, N322, Ac301: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

49 1158 keeping {prices} down Figurative "keep" and "down" 13 PV
52 1226 letting him off ({very}) 

[lightly]
[LET] * off lightly 2 types, 2 tokens. ˆ[LET] off lightly COCA 0. [LET] * off COCA for 100 
types, 523 tokens. S141, F216, M76, N71, Ac19. Meaning not clear from words

Judgement 13 PV

52 1229 [the Government] hands 
out

COCA [HAND].[v*] out 4 types, 2156 tokens. S483, F394, M429, N685, Ac165: meaning 
not clear from words

Judgement 13 PV

52 1251 look after [the best 
interests of]

[LOOK] after COCA 5 types, 2789 tokens. S394, F1326, M446, N322, Ac301: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

53 1267 go through [GO] through COCA 6 types, 31109 tokens. S13711, F5458, M4689, N5423, Ac1928: 
meaning not clear from words

Movement 13 PV

53 1277 leave [the decision of how 
a mum feeds her baby] up 
to her

[LEAVE] the decision up to = COCA 11. Spoken (1), Fiction (1), Magazines (2), 
Newspapers (5), Academic (2). [LEAVE] collocated with up to at L4: 4 types, 756 tokens. 
S245, F112, M130, N188, Ac81: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

55 1321 deal with [who has to] deal with [your personal damage] - [DEAL] with COCA 57438. S20092, 
F5012, M9538, N11400, Ac11396: meaning not clear from words - also problematicizer

13 PV

55 1332 [when you] pull {your} 
boots [on]

Difficult to access this usage and avoid [PULL] {the plug, a gun, the trigger} on - means 
when you undertake to do the job in this context, but more generally is just putting on 
footwear that requires a tug …. 

13 PV

58 1378 took on [the challenge] [TAKE] on COCA 6 types, 18310 tokens. S4223, F2284, M4539, N4137, Ac3127: means 
more/other than the words

Transfer, met 13 PV

58 1396 Come on [COME] on , COCA 1233. S524, F617, M46, N36, Ac10: command - meaning not clear 
from words

Engagement, 
Movement (met)

13 PV

59 1401 [should be] looking to 
[nuclear power]

[LOOK] to [nn*] COCA for 100 types, 319 tokens: S64, F51, M83, N61, Ac60: meaning 
not clear from words

Percepetion with 
direction 
metaphor

13 PV

59 1409 moved on (from) Searching [MOVE] on . to access this usage: 4 types, 2950 tokens. S924, F850, M529, 
N561, Ac86: figurative "moved"

Movement met 13 PV

59 1419 to take back Specialization/shift/bleaching in "take" 13 PV
59 1421 to set up [an underground 

waste facility]
[SET] up COCA 3 types, 25581 tokens. S5123, F3755, M6811, N6276, Ac3616: meaning 
not clear from words

13 PV

59 1425 went ahead [GO] ahead = 13251.Spoken (9877), Fiction (1943), Magazines (725), Newspapers (558), 
Academic (148) [GO] ahead and = COCA 3456. Predominantly go ahead and 2938. 
Spoken (1807), Fiction (525), Magazines (345), Newspapers (229), Academic (32): 
meaning not clear from words (figurative "go" and "ahead")

Movement met 13 PV



59 1426 get around to [get] around to COCA 5 types, 1093 tokens. S188, F468, M226, N161, Ac50: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

59 1441 take up {this challenge} [TAKE] up * challenge  COCA 16 types, 97 tokens:S13, F11, M24, N16, Ac33. [TAKE] up 
the * * residence in, arms against, the issue, the cause, the question, a position, the 
challenge, residence in : meaning not clear from words

Transfer met 13 PV

61 1472 get over [this paranoia] [GET] over [n*] for 93 types, 118 tokens - most "get over" with a sum of money. Top 
entry is get over it). ALLOW. meaning not clear from words

Obstacle 
metaphor

13 PV

62 1480 [seek] to get into [it] ("it" is the workplace): de-stressed pronoun possible after "into" (see Huddleston & 
Pullum) therefore classifying as PV: meaning not clear from words

Movement met 13 PV

63 1515 shuts down [SHUT] down. COCA 3 types, 964 tokens: S337, F182, M176, N219, Ac50. Encoding 
"down"

13 PV

64 1521 figure out [FIGURE] out COCA 4 types, 18631 tokens. S5499, F4307, M4469, N3357, Ac999" 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

64 1532 sort {things} out [SORT] * out COCA 72 types, 865 tokens. S305, F274, M131, N104, Ac51: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

65 1540 given up [GIVE] up 5 types, 22167 tokens. S5092, F5240, M4329, N5513, Ac1993: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

66 1559 to come out of [this fiasco] NB MOVEMENT: difficult to access this usage - ALLOW. meaning not clear from words, 
figurative "come"

Movement met 13 PV

66 1561 stood by [the results of the 
original referendum]

[STAND] by COCA 4 types, 6770 tokens. S2813, F2250, M680, N748, Ac279: meaning not 
clear from words, figurative "stood"

Activity Met 13 PV

67 1565 leave it up to [LEAVE] it up to COCA 4 types, 273 tokens. S94, F31, M46, N80, Ac22: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

68 1589 give up [GIVE] up 5 types, 22167 tokens. S5092, F5240, M4329, N5513, Ac1993: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

69 1609 grows up [GROW] up 6 types, 30431 tokens. S7805, F5238, M7090, N8314, Ac1984: encoding 13 PV
71 1631 pointing out [point] out 4 types, 28484 tokens. S6610, F3000, M6648, N4840, Ac7386: figurative 

"pointing"
Action met 13 PV

71 1632 fish {him} out of [FISH] * out of 60 types, 80 tokens. S4, F40, M24, N7, Ac5: literal/idiomatic split, some 
noise. Means more/other than the words

? 13 PV

71 1635 stick around [STICK] around COCA 4 types, 1478 tokens. S588, F325, M281, N253, Ac31: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

71 1644 look after [LOOK] after COCA 5 types, 2789 tokens. S394, F1326, M446, N322, Ac301: meaning not 
clear from words

Perception met 13 PV

73 1685 left out Searching [LEAVE] out . to access PV. COCA 4 types, 419 tokens. S103, F91, M89, N75, 
Ac61: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

75 1744 turned into [TURN] into COCA 4 types, 10880 tokens. S1932, F3153, M2470, N2227, Ac1098: 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

75 1747 trotted out [TROT] out COCA 4 types, 467 tokens. S64, F113, M118, N140, Ac32: very Few (no?) 
horse references, occasional actions, mostly related to mode of verbal delivery: meaning 
not clear from words

Judgement 13 PV

77 1772 give back [GIVE] it back to access this usage: 5 types, 594 tokens. S213, F245, M55, N65, Ac16: 
encoding only

13 PV

78 1788 opt out [OPT] out COCA 4 types, 834 tokens. S197, F30, M203, N249, Ac155: meaning not clear 
from words

Movement met 13 PV

82 1837 pick up [PICK] up 4 types, 40502 tokens. S7595, F16795, M7381, N6816, Ac1915: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

83 1850 goes on to {say} [GO] on to * COCA for 100 types, 5648 tokens…say, become, win, explain, describe, 
become, say, make, play, write…S1482, F570, M1254, N1350, Ac992: figurative "go on"

Movement met 13 PV



84 1858 [time] … set aside [SET] aside collocated with time @ R1 = 73. Spoken (6), Fiction (3), Magazines (36), 
Newspapers (12). But low MI 3.71: [SET] aside COCA 3 types, 7047 tokens. S615, F395, 
M2989, N2320, Ac728: meaning not clear from words

Movement met 13 PV

84 1861 point out [POINT] out 4 types, 28484 tokens. S6610, F3000, M6648, N4840, Ac7386: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

85 1896 pass on [to] Searching [PASS] on to to access this usage. COCA 4 types, 1133 tokens. S225, F144, 
M285, N232, Ac247: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

87 1923 speaking out [SPEAK] out : COCA 5 types, 4071 tokens. S1881, F238, M679, N810, Ac463 - meaning 
not clear from the words

Engagement NB 
prep OUT

13 PV

87 1935 picked up [PICK] up COCA 4 types, 40502 tokens: S7595, F16795, M7381, N6816, Ac1915. Mix 
literal/idiomatic

Met/Lit activity 13 PV

87 1945 speaking out [SPEAK] out : COCA 5 types, 4071 tokens. S1881, F238, M679, N810, Ac463: use of 
"out"

NB OUT 13 PV

87 1947 treated with "they were treated with respect", "she treated them as children": not normally including v 
+ prep combinations, however to get this meaning the complement MUST be appraisal - 
otherwise the field switches to MEDICAL. Included for that reason. [TREAT] with 
{APPRAISAL}

13 PV

87 1954 picking up [PICK] up COCA 4 types, 40502 tokens: S7595, F16795, M7381, N6816, Ac1915. Mix 
literal/idiomatic

13 PV

88 1979 eaten up Mix of literal/idiomatic meanings (food, non-food): 5 types, 944 tokens. S133, F265, 
M298, N200, Ac48: here figurative eating

Appreciation, 
Met 

13 PV

89 2017 put away [PUT] away COCA 4 types, 1433 tokens. S222, F624, M336, N185, Ac66: use of "away" Met movement, 
direction 

13 PV

91 2050 brings about [an increase 
in the temperature]

Searching [BRING] about * . to access this meaning. 58 types, 148 tokens. S32, F4, M28, 
N27, Ac 57: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

93 2114 look it up [LOOK] it up COCA 4 types, 488 tokens. S141, F201, M77, N55, Ac14: meaning not clear 
from words

Perception, 
direction

13 PV

94 2137 deal with [DEAL] with COCA 5 types 57438 tokens. S20092, F5012, M9538, N11400, Ac11396: use 
of "with"

13 PV

94 2140 dealing with [DEAL] with COCA 5 types 57438 tokens. S20092, F5012, M9538, N11400, Ac11396: use 
of "with"

13 PV

94 2142 runs into {millions} [RUN] into millions COCA 2 types, 5 tokens, [RUN] into hundreds|thousands|millions 
COCA 10 types, 26 tokens. S10, F0, M2, N9, Ac5 - meaning not clear from words

134 PV

94 2157 to deal with [DEAL] with COCA 5 types 57438 tokens. S20092, F5012, M9538, N11400, Ac11396: use 
of "with" changes meaning of "deal"

13 PV

95 2163 found out [FIND] out COCA 5 types, 33325 tokens. S13708, F7816, M5755, N4110, Ac1936: 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

95 2167 coughing up {blood} [COUGH] up 4 types, 498 tokens. S49, F180, M158, N84, Ac18 collocates top blood, the 
money, the cash

134 PV

95 2180 pass away [PASS] away COCA 4 types, 1838 tokens. S720, F369, M326, N266, Ac157: meaning not 
clear from words

Movement away 
met

13 PV

96 2203 keeping up with [KEEP] up with COCA 4 types, 3516 tokens. S592, F700, M874, N975, Ac375: meaning 
not clear from words

Movement 13 PV

96 2205 [I] call on Searching . I [call] on to access this usage. Two types, 33 tokens. S12, F6, M3, N7, Ac5. 
Verb + preposition - preposition changes meaning of the verb INCLUDE UNDER RULE 1 
(preposition changes meaning): meaning not clear from words

Engagement 13 PV

100 2264 spew out [SPEW] out COCA 4 types, 289 tokens. S45, F86, M94, N42, Ac22: figurative "spew" and 
use of "out"

Met 13 PV



100 2277 shut down [SHUT] down COCA 3 types, 6976 tokens: S1964, F972, M1461, N2061, Ac518: use of 
"down"

Met movement 
down 

13 PV

1 16.1 {40 to 50} per cent per cent - count as quantifying expression 1 QUANT
2 65 {63.41} per {West 

Australian}
Formulaic for quantities - must be number per single countable noun - COCA for 100 
types, 18729 tokens. S1109, F371, M7819, N5550, Ac3880

3 QUANT

2 66 {17c} per {day} Formulaic for quantities - must be number per single countable noun - COCA for 100 
types, 18729 tokens. S1109, F371, M7819, N5550, Ac3880

3 QUANT

2 71 {$49} per {person} Formulaic for quantities - must be number per single countable noun - COCA for 100 
types, 18729 tokens. S1109, F371, M7819, N5550, Ac3880

3 QUANT

2 72 {13c} per {person} per 
{day}

Formulaic for quantities - must be number per single countable noun - COCA for 100 
types, 18729 tokens. S1109, F371, M7819, N5550, Ac3880

3 QUANT

2 77 little or none little or none COCA 33: S5, F1, M8, N5, Ac14: none or little COCA 1 - preference Force 3 QUANT
10 255 at least [one good reason] COCA 126864 - ambiguous between quantifier and non-literal usage, classifying as 

quantifier usage because of following one: fixed, form
Internal 13 QUANT

18 432.1 {90} per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression 3 QUANT
18 453 at least {one} [less 

dentist]
COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323: split between quantifier at 
least and meaning LDCE defines as "even if something better is not true or not done" plus 
others LDCE says based on at the least (although "the" not used in this data): here 
quantifier - fixed, form

External, Force 13 QUANT

21 506.1 [the] {0.9} per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression, as above 1 QUANT
30 735 Each and every one of 

{us}
each and every one of COCA 343: S137, F106, M33, N40, Ac27. with us 82. each and 
every one COCA 420. S154, F132, M48, N48, Ac38: every and each one COCA 0 - 
preference, Force

Engagement, 
Force

13 QUANT

32 766.2 half-a-billion {dollars} CF a half billion dollars - formulaic for quantities - half a billion COCA 411. S179, F24, 
M98, N82, Ac28 -  form

3 QUANT

34 821 [the] {20} or so [per cent 
of the wider population] 

Searching or so. to access this usage: COCA 2528. S780, F649, M610, N334, Ac155 - 
meaning not clear from the words

Focus 13 QUANT

34 821.1 [the 20 or so] per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression 3 QUANT
36 878 any and every any and every COCA 74. S10, F13, M13, N15, Ac23 - every and any COCA 5. 

Coordinated.
Force 3 QUANT

36 884 at least {one} COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323: split between quantifier at 
least and meaning LDCE defines as "even if something better is not true or not done" plus 
others LDCE says based on at the least (although "the" not used in this data): here 
quantifier but internal/external bridge - fixed, form

Force External 13 QUANT

37 903 at least {one} [situation] COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323: split between quantifier at 
least and meaning LDCE defines as "even if something better is not true or not done" plus 
others LDCE says based on at the least (although "the" not used in this data): here 
quantifier but internal/external fuzziness - fixed, form

Force External? 13 QUANT

50 1200 two or three always goes up - never three or two? Could equally have said one or two, or three or four - 
numbers always continguous, one apart: COCA 8567: S2259, F1506, M2141, N1716, 
Ac945

3 QUANT

54 1292 at least {half} [of any 
population] 

COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323: mixed function, here quant Force 13 QUANT

67 1576 {some} small measure of some small measure of COCA 21. S2, F13, M3, N1, Ac2: complements satisfaction 4, 
revenge 4, justice 3, control 3, hope 3, fame 3…down the list wine/powder: a small 
measure of COCA 41. S3, F16, M6, N9, Ac7

Force 13 QUANT



72 1659 more than a hint of more than a hint of = COCA 45. Spoken (2), Fiction (23), Magazines (8), Newspapers (8), 
Academic (4): ironic. more than a * of COCA for 100 types, 2557 tokens.: S408, F369, 
M707, N646, Ac427: more than a cup of, more than a bowl of, more than a cluster of, 
more than a celebration of, more than a modicum of, more than a tinge of, more 
than a decade of, more than a bit of...2 distinct patterns

13 QUANT

73 1692 not one but two not * but * , this PC third on the list appears to be fixed - not one but two COCA 166 S21, 
F35, M59, N36, Ac15: different usage to "not blonde but brunette". Also get not once but 
twice COCA 73. classifying with correlatives (similar to not only … but also): adds FORCE

Force. 13 QUANT

74 1712 at least {some} [of the 
blame]

See 36/884 - but here internal (not quantity) Internal 13 QUANT

74 1721 anywhere from {10,000} 
to {30,000}

anywhere from [LOWER QUANT] to [HIGHER QUANT]: Note shift in "anywhere from" Force? 15 QUANT

80 1819 up to {nine} [fully-trained 
policemen]

Difficult to check accurately in COCA, but established combination - meaning not clear 
from the words

13 QUANT

87 1933 {in groups (or packs) of} 
{four} or {five}

one or two, three or four, four or five - numbers consecutive, use of "or" 3 QUANT

88 1981 {80} per cent Conventionalised quantifying expression 3 QUANT
93 2100 at least {three} pearlers] See 36/884. Fuzzy internal/external - counting as Quant here Force 13 QUANT
99 2248 five-month [Eastern States 

caravan trip]
Conventionalised use of singular month - count with quantifying expressions 3 QUANT

1 11 In fact the reality is that in fact COCA 75824: S28495, F8634, M15147, N8456, Ac15092 the reality is that COCA 
918. S407, F8, M164, N203, Ac136. …Counting as one sentence/clause lead-in NB 
significance of "reality" rather than "truth". May not be a fact at all - platform for what 
follows.

Stop 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 25 In fact [it's a miracle] in fact COCA 75824. Spoken (28495), Fiction (8634), Magazines (5147), Newspapers 
(8456), Academic (15092): it's a miracle COCA 293: S100, F115, M44, N31, Ac 3 (NB): 
it's miraculous COCA 11: S5, F2, M2, N1, Ac0. Form preference, 
bleaching/shift/specialization in fact 

Stop 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 29 Of course of course COCA 104551. Spoken (37445), Fiction (27828), Magazines (17013), Narrative 
(10049), Academic (12216).

Stop 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 31 In the end Searching . In the end to get this usage. COCA 12502. S3158, F2370, M2584, N2449, 
Ac1941. Def at http://www.thefreedictionary.com/in+the+end - meaning not clear from 
words

Stop 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 44 let's let's at least COCA 45: S24, F9, M2, N7, Ac3: [MODAL] at least (they should at least…, he 
must at least…): let's COCA 74718. S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223: 
grammaticalization/meaning shift - see Martin (talk @ Free Conference, Sydney, 2011) - 
presumptive let's

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 93 [and that] first and 
foremost [our people]

first and foremost COCA 1654. Spoken (481), Fiction (70), Magazines (325), Newspapers 
(282), Academic (496): foremost and first COCA 0. Coordinated binomial - preference

Force 3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

4 106 Once again [we have...] once again COCA 16471. Spoken (5515), Fiction (3456), Magazine (2505), Newspaper 
(2259), Academic (2736): adds Force

Intensifier 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

4 116 This begs the question [BEG] the question COCA 4 types, 386 tokens. S106, F22, M64, N69, Ac125 - 
bleaching/shift in "beg"

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

4 118 Why not Searching string initial . Why not COCA 2153. Spoken (701), Fiction (555), Magazine 
(444), Newspaper (320), Academic (133) - direct address. Meaning not clear from words.

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

4 130 As an aside… Searching . As an aside , COCA 25. S1, F3, M9, N4, Ac8 - shift in "aside", metaphorical 
position

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



5 135 What a… What a specifying case = BNC 1841(788): emphasizes element immediately following. Eg 
"What a filthy thing to do" emphasizes "filthy": "What a man" emphasizes "man". Here 
"What a wonderful way to…" . What a Total COCA 3069. Spoken (698), Fiction (1359), 
Magazine (521), Newspaper (347), Academic (144): not a question - expression of 
indirect Affect

Affect indirect 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

5 139 On {both} occasions on * occasions: slot-fillers several (733), many (270), numerous (209), two (199), other 
(174), rare (163), special (152), those (96), some (94), three (89) … on {quantify} 
occasions: on occasions 115 - different meaning: included because numerator is required 
or meaning changes

Force 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

5 142 Please understand [that...] Please understand COCA 31: S12, F13, M2, N1, Ac3. "Please understand" says 'I'm 
reasonable, I want you to understand this…' - means more/other than the words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

6 154 all [multiculturalism] does 
is…

all * [DO] is COCA 59 types, 814 tokens. Top is all you do is 230 - mixed usage: 
complaint, "All you do is play that stupid guitar" 4 2010 FIC Commentary: but also "All 
you do is retitle the account. Simply call the brokerage firm" 9, 2010, NEWS, SFC: COCA 
S309, F215, M140, N115, Ac35: all is reinterpreted if the complement registers 
APPRAISAL (JUDGEMENT, APPRECIATION). NB [DO] slot is variable - do, pay, say, see ...: 
meaning not clear from the words 

Appreciation 
(here) 
Judgement with 
people 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

6 157 It is {wrong} to {say} 
[multiculturalism can take 
the credit] 

COCA . it is [jj*] to say 37 types, 166 tokens: S22, F11, M48, N14, Ac71. Divided 
between those that respond and those that presage: eg it is fair to say (presage) and it is 
incorrect to say (respond). It is [jj*] to [=SAY] gives 72 types, 246 tokens: formulaic way 
of shifting JUDGEMENT towards the less personal APPRECIATION " frame is it [be] 
[JUDGEMENT/APPRECIATION] to [say, claim, assert, argue...] : putting this down for form 
as well as meaning: including as "It is" stem because of pattern with communication verb 
in second slot

Engagement, 
Appreciation 

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

7 182 There is nothing {pleasant 
or nice} about …

 COCA there is nothing * about for 100 types, 261 tokens. S56, F19, M69, N51, Ac66. 
Constraints on fillers

Force, 
Appreciation 

14 Sentence/clause 
lead in

7 197 Let's Stem grammaticalized Let's COCA 74718: S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223: 
meaning specialization/shift/bleach. 

Engagement 1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

8 205 The {good} news is . The good news is COCA 594. S135, F27, M303, N80, Ac49: . The happy news is 0. . The 
excellent news is 0. NB in same class as the fact is, is that … the good news is, is that … 
CLASSIFYING as Adverbial NP/V (commentS) (may not be 'good news' and the writer may 
be aware it's not 'good news' for everyone - used as platforming device)

Engagement: 
STOP

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

8 209 On this basis on this basis Slightly different meaning depending on whether it is used as a sentence 
adverbial or appears at the end of the clause. Sentence adverbial (as here) dominates. 
COCA 183. Spoken (14), Fiction (6), Magazine (25), Newspaper (11), Academic (127) - 
"this" is anaphoric

Engagement: 
STOP 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 223 In {the modern} era in the modern era COCA 168. S22, F5, M36, N43, Ac62: in the * era top in the modern 
era, then postwar, new, colonial, progressive, post-cold-war era, vietnam, victorian… slot 
has to be filled with a broadly socioculturally recognized phase of history. You would not 
find "In the Helen era" - you would say "In Helen's lifetime" or "during Helen's life" etc. 
Included for that reason

container 
metaphor

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 231 if need be if need be COCA 465. Spoken (86), Fiction (128), Magazines (104), Newspapers (53), 
Academic (65): if needs be COCA 9 - form preference, meaning not clear from words

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 237 In recent {years} Searching . In recent years COCA 1292: S89, F37, M460, N262, Ac444: in recent months 
1464, weeks 1269, days 739, hours 14, minutes 1: preference for collocation with longer 
time periods. 

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 241 It's time it 's time COCA 9003. S3117, F1666, M2155, N1874, Ac191. Marks call for agreement in 
'ongoing colloquy' (Martin & White 2007) - not entirely time-related - meaning not clear 
from the words

Engagement: 
STOP

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



10 260 may {I} (also) be so 
{naïve} as to suggest

be so * as to COCA for 100 types, 330 tokens. S38, F166, M44, N25, AC57. Top 2 are 
kind and good. Exends to the left, generally having some kind of modal, or expression of 
uncertainty - what follows is not taken for granted, at least on the surface: {modal} 
{personal pronoun} [BE] so {JUDGEMENT} as to {communication verb} - form (register 
specific?)

Engagement: 
Judgement

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

13 310 [Just] how {naïve} can 
[the AFL][get]

Searching . Just how [adj*] to access this usage: COCA 94 types, 161 tokens. Appraisal in 
the slot: attaches inscribed appraisal to second slot filler

Appreciation 145 Sentence/clause 
lead in

13 315 In recent {years} Searching . In recent years COCA 1292: S89, F37, M460, N262, Ac444: in recent months 
1464, weeks 1269, days 739, hours 14, minutes 1: preference for collocation with longer 
time periods. 

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 328 It's {hard} to {believe}, 
[but] …

. It's hard to believe. COCA 627. S218, F93, M157, N146, Ac13: cf it's difficult to believe, 
COCA 18 Meaning is bleached. It's {APPRAISAL} to {cognitive verb} - form preference, 
including "It is" stem because of constraints on second verb

Appreciation, 
Engagement, 
Indirect Affect

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 329 let's Stem grammaticalized Let's COCA 74718: S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223: 
meaning specialization/shift/bleach. 

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 330 In which case Searching , in which case to access this usage. COCA 645. S118, F112, M167, N63, Ac185 
- form preference

Directs 
(interactive 
presupposition)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 344 [but] for the sake of [the 
people who care about 
you]

for the sake of COCA 3412. S513, F677, M742, N479, Ac1001: for *'s sake for 100 types, 
2894 tokens S201, F1955, M372, N225, F141: they are not always interchangeable: for 
God's sake is not equivalent to for the sake of God: for pity's sake is not equivalent to for 
the sake of pity: for the sake of listed as phrase in COBUILD Essential Dictionary 1988. 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

15 348 I {read} with {interest} *read with interest COCA 115. Top 98 are "I". I read with interest S0, F1, M30, N65, Ac2. 
I read with * top collocate interest, next great [interest], then a, dismay, amusement, 
much...[3 x interest, 1 x compassion]., sadness...Highly register specific. I read with **: I 
read with great interest 34, I read with interest the 33, I read with interest your 29, I 
read with interest and 5, I read with sadness 4, I read with much interest 4...interest 
dominates: Genre marker. Can have I read or we read but not you read. Alternatives to 
read: noticed, saw ... [cognitive perception] but not thought, believed : [I or we] 
{perception verb} with {APPRAISAL} - facilitates tagging of dialogic space

Appreciation 
Affect indirect

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

15 365 May I {suggest} may I suggest COCA 73: S14, F29, M8, N17, Ac5; might I suggest COCA 28. S3, F14, M2, 
N8, Ac0. could I suggest' COCA 7. S3, F2, M1, N1, Ac0. 'can I suggest' COCA 10. S9, F0, 
M0, N1, Ac0: may I say 194, may I propose 2, may I note 1: additional pragmatic force - 
no request involved (goes on to do it regardless)

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

16 370 Excuse me . Excuse me , but COCA 18. Excuse me COCA 6653. S3511, F2676, M235, N193, Ac38 - 
classifying here as sentence/clause in rather than pragmatic formula - inserts writer's self 
with additional force

Engagement 
Force

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

16 399 [I make a counter 
challenge by claimining 
that] first and foremost…

first and foremost COCA 1654: S481, F70, M325, N282, Ac496 - preferred form, 
prioritizing: foremost and first COCA 0 

STOP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 423 just how {difficult} [it is 
to]

just how * it is to = COCA 63. Slot = adjective.   Top three options easy 18, difficult 14, 
hard 12. *how * it is to slot fillers hard 293, important, 258, easy 241, difficult 230 

Appreciation/ 
Judgement

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 429 despite the fact that [on 
their watch]

despite the fact that COCA 2503: S391, F297, M560, N317, Ac938: in spite of the fact 
that COCA 347. despite somewhat preferred…could equally say despite the weather, 
despite the lie he had told, despite the confession that…what follows is not necessarily a 
fact - can be an opinion: additional pragmatic weight

Engagement 
STOP

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 439 For the first time ever COCA 461. S198, F75, M80, N76, Ac32. Preference: for the * time ever gives first 461, 
second 2, last 2, fist <sic> 1, fifth 1 - preference

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in



18 450 [and] it is said it is said COCA 882: S171, F167, M166, N112, Ac266: classic Engagement marker 
(intersubjectivity) - including "It is" stem for that reason

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 454 It is time [for] Searching sentence initial to get this usage . It is time : COCA 632. S127, F68, M126, 
N159, Ac152 - call for action - meaning not clear from the words, hence "it is" stem 
included

Engagement: 
Stop

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

19 459 I can only {wonder} I can only wonder COCA 13. * can only wonder 16 types, 73 tokens - most frequent slot-
filler is 'one' (38). Next is 'I' (13), followed by 'we'. S10, F7, M21, N22, Ac13: I can only 
[v*] collocates are imagine 156, say 151, hope 113, tell 101, speak 63, assume 56, 
describe 50, guess 41, do 38 ; engagement frame : means more/other than the words

Engagement/ 
Indirect Affect/ 
Judgement

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

19 465.1 The key thing [however] the key thing COCA 319: S240, F7, M33, N27, Ac12 High S - figurative "key" 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

19 467 [But] let's Stem grammaticalized Let's COCA 74718: S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223: 
meaning specialization/shift/bleach. 

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

20 475.1 Critics said critics said COCA 251. S54, F7, M32, N148, Ac10 - may have been written - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "said"

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

20 478 Here in {Australia} Here in [np*] = COCA 17463 - Here in [place name] - locates speaker, identifies location: 
'here in Australia', 'here in Perth', 'here in Rossmoyne', 'here in IGA' : for 100 types, 
10024 tokens. S8383, F472, M333, N744, F92: use even when a reader's location will 
probably not be "here": but in this case includes all readers-in-the-text in the writer's 
"here" space even if they don't want to be included

14 Sentence/clause 
lead in

21 508 the fact that [GM crops 
cannot be segregated from 
non-GM]

the fact that COCA 47357. S16124, F4861, M7658, N6438, Ac12276: …subordinator often 
omitted leaving only the fact Never "a fact" with this meaning. What follows is not 
necessarily a fact but is an assertion on the part of the speaker: pragmatically opaque. 
Classifying this and others as STEM: NP plus that - where that could be analysed as a 
relative pronoun, or as a subordinate clause marker - NB doesn't have to be a fact

Stop 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

23 546 For too long  Searching sentence initial . For too long : COCA 90. S13, F8, M22, N21, Ac26 (for not long 
enough COCA 0) - NP presupposition marker

Temporal - 
Judgement 
(presupposition 
marker)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

24 555 I am {aghast and 
disappointed} that

. I am * that COCA for 100 types, 749 tokens. …Genre marker? S219, F136, M134, N128, 
Ac132: Affect in the slot

Affect 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

25 596 I know, [What should…have done?] I know, [they could have…]...Sentence initial - this meaning is 
in the intonation. include for this reason - pragmatic meaning carried in intonation 
imagined in the discourse space. Strong ENGAGEMENT 1 marker - strong writer-in-the-
text presence

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

26 624 To think that Searching . To think that to access this usage. COCA 78. S24, F25, M11, N10, Ac8: 
paraphrases 'It's [negative APPRECIATON] to think that'…meaning not clear from words 
(indignant)

Affect Indirect 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

26 627 It {disgusts} me that Appraisal in slot: including because there is indirect affect in the first slot Affect (indirect) 14 Sentence/clause 
lead in

26 637 Here's hoping Searching . Here's hoping sentence initial to capture this usage: COCA 61. S4, F2, M24, 
N31, Ac0. Here is hoping is impossible: meaning not clear from the words - NB use of 
"here"

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

27 653 On average on average COCA 4561. S552, F54, M1434, N930, Ac1681 - form preference 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



27 679 we would be {fools} to would be fools to 9: S1, F2, M1, N2, Ac3. COCA would be a fool to COCA 14: S2, F4, M4, 
N4, Ac0. we would be * to 100 types, 483 tokens. Where there is an inscribed negative, it 
is the speaker's assessment of their status (JUDGEMENT) should the hypothetical situation 
eventuate: where there's an inscribed positive, it's the speaker's AFFECTIVE 
reaction...including with reservations - but meaning not clear from the words?  

14 Sentence/clause 
lead in

29 714 There is much {talk} 
about…

There is * talk about COCA much 10, some 5. NB use of the word "talk" … ? Goes with 
"There is all this talk about…" - strong ENGAGEMENT marker with APPRAISAL (talk, guff, 
rubbish) and included for that reason 

Engagement, 
Appreciation

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

29 716 let's face it let's face it COCA 1262: S522, F166, M304, N240, Ac30: bleaching/specialization/shift in 
"let's", and use of face problematicizer, always with "it"

Engagement, 
problematicizer

1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

29 719 [So] let's let's COCA 74,718: S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223: Grammaticalization: 
specialization/shift/bleach

Engagement 1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

29 723 Let's COCA 74,718: S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223: Grammaticalization: 
specialization/shift/bleach

Engagement 1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

30 744.1 After that Checking . After that sentence initial: COCA 3188: S418, F1246, M791, N508, Ac225. 
Here borderline internal/external

Internal/externa
l

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

31 756 I wonder [how he would…] . I wonder COCA 2038. S553, F936, M257, N195, Ac97 (bleached) Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

32 766 Is it not {ironic} Is it not {APPRAISAL} : conveys indignation - means more/other than the words Engagement, 
Appreciation

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

32 767 Would it not be {good 
management}

Would it not be {APPRAISAL} - means more/other than the words Engagement, 
Appreciation

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

33 789 What is {needed} is What is needed is COCA 84. S6, F0, M23, N10, Ac45: What is * is slot fillers needed 84, 
important 90, clear 75, certain 44, new 44, surprising 28, interesting 24, required 24 all 
APPRAISAL (positive) in the slot - included for that reason

Engagement 
marker

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

34 827 [that] no matter {how} no matter * COCA for 100 types, 21074 tokens. collocates who (727), whom (15), 
whoever (1) - wh-forms (so how is consistent). no matter how 9014: S1370, F2430, 
M2526, N1567, Ac1121: stem of "exhaustive conditional" see Huddleston and Pullum p. 
761: leads in - means "discount this" - meaning not clear from the words (now)

Force 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

34 830 At some point [legislators 
will realize]

at some point COCA 5797: S2403, F751, M1015, N981, Ac647 - and see above (at some 
point in the future) - here "in the future" is assumed

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

34 835 . Better still , Searching . Better still COCA 112. S4, F19, M71, N10, Ac8 - form, meaning not clear from 
the words - shift in "still"

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

35 847.1 The question […] is 
[whether or not]

. The question is COCA 2361. S1411, F88, M323, Ac286 Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

37 909 ,why not COCA 2601. S951, F547, M511, N421, Ac171 - means more than the words - indignation, 
challenge

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

38 937 shame on [the top 
echelons of]

shame on [pp*] = COCA 380. you (240), us (41), me (34), them (33), him (20), her (7), 
it (2), ye (1). Only 2 hits Academic. Mostly Spoken/Fiction:  shame on * for 100 types, 
613 tokens. S177, F103, M69, N254, Ac10: means "you should be ashamed" - meaning 
not apparent from the words - allow. 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 943 In response to . In response to COCA 786. S53, F41, M182, N79, A431: . In reply to COCA 6: not 
possible to put an adjective before the noun without inserting the article ('he spoke in 
rapid response to…')…in direct response to, in her response to, in apparent response to - 
classifying as S/Clause lead-in (1), PNP (2) in this context

Engagement, PP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 944 how {ironic} that how [j*] that COCA 68 tokens, 192 types. Top slot-filler is ironic, as here - 34 tokens. 
COCA 192 types, S15, F95, M32, N41, Ac9: inscribed APPRAISAL IN SLOT

Appreciation? 
Indirect Affect?

345 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 947 how {tough}[life is] how [j*] [nn*] [be] : [j*] is inscribed APPRAISAL: frame for that reason Appreciation 345 Sentence/clause 
lead in



39 961 Somewhere along the way Searching . Somewhere along the way to access this usage: COCA 61. S3, F26, M22, N7, 
Ac3: figurative "way"

Locative 
metaphorical

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 968 Since the beginning of time Since the beginning of time COCA 96: S34, F19, M22, N10, Ac11: since the dawn of time 
COCA 39: since the start of time 0 - preference, force

Temporal Force 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 978 In fact In fact COCA 75824. S28495, F8634, M15147, N8456, Ac15092 Engagement 
STOP

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 983 [But] the {difference} is 
that

Tends to be sentence initial. COCA 379, Magazines and Spoken dominate : could have the 
problem is that, the advantage is that, the issue is that, the benefit is that : the 
{APPRECIATION} is that - platforming

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 996 In {do}ing so, in doing so COCA 1646: S170, F132, M306, N229, Ac809:prep can be by, through, from, 
as a result of... anaphoric VP - sentence initial - form preference, constraints on slot-fillers

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

40 1006 Shame on [Mr P] shame on [pp*] = COCA 380. you (240), us (41), me (34), them (33), him (20), her (7), 
it (2), ye (1). Only 2 hits Academic. Mostly Spoken/Fiction: Pragmatic meaning extends 
beyond the words - shame on * for 100 types, 613 tokens. S177, F103, M69, N254, Ac10: 
meaning not clear from the words, means more/other than the words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

41 1012 I was {delighted and 
saddened} to {read} {your 
report}

I was [j*] to [read|see|hear|learn] = COCA 847 tokens for 100 types. Most common I 
was surprised to see (147), glad to see (117), pleased to see (80): I was [j*] to read 
COCA 23 types, 119 tokens: S20, F6, M35, N55, Ac3. Top collocate surprised 25, pleased 
16, disappointed 12, delighted 12, interested 10... APPRAISAL: AFFECT  - register 
specific?

Judgement, 
Appreciation, 
Affect indirect

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

41 1019 Even {worse}, Here sentence initial. . Even worse , COCA 227. S8, F45, M97, N39, Ac38. Even better, 
Even more luckily - presupposes evaluation of what has gone before and what is coming 
e.g. 'that was bad…this is worse'

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

41 1021 [With all the recent railings 
about individual 
responsibility…] what of 
[…]

Searching What of to access this meaning: COCA 97 tokens. S9, F38, M23, N6, Ac21. 
Always followed by question that challenges addressee's awareness/acknowledgement of 
an argument/situation that is considered to be presupposed by the writer. Included 
(group),. 

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

43 1058 Looking back, Sentence/clause initial, . Looking back ,  COCA 1003. S32, F97, M126, N41, Ac29 - 
figurative "looking" and "back"

Activity, 
direction, 
metaphorical

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

46 1109 [So] what about [you]? . What about COCA 2876. S1465, F652, M482, N170, Ac107 - meaning not clear from the 
words

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

46 1110 Since when [did] . Since when COCA 86. S11, F35, M12, N27, Ac1 - form preference, and means 
more/other than the words (indignation)

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

46 1112 How about . How about COCA 1902. S867, F591, M255, N165, Ac24: form preference, and means 
more/other than the words (suggestion with assumption of rightness???)

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

48 1140 Of course of course COCA 104551. S37445, F27828, M17013, N10049, Ac12216 Stop. 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

48 1145 how {precious} [she is] [how] [j*] * is : inscribed APPRAISAL. Judgement 34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

48 1150 I would just like to {say} I would just like to say COCA 49:Spoken (43), Fiction (1), Magazines (4), Newspapers 
(0), Academic (1): would just like to (and not only would like to but do) COCA 208: S156, 
F13, M12, N21, Ac6. Usually I. Also predominantly Spoken. In this group can have know, 
comment, say, note, thank everyone, clarify, point out, ask, remind...and then do

Engagement, 
interrupt 
argument

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

49 1165 The {reality} is [that] The reality is that COCA 918. Spoken (407), Fiction (8), Magazine (164), Newspapers 
(203), Academic (136) (FE is the reality is : often hear "The reality is, is that …" ] - may 
not be a reality: marks STOP to ongoing discussion - end colloquy, I'm the stopping point - 
cf the fact is that

STOP: NB 
REALITY  

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in



50 1190 {I} have no doubt that [if] I have no doubt followed by explicit subordinator that COCA 316.Spoken (130), Fiction 
(33), Magazine (53), Newspapers (60), Academic (40): you have no doubt that COCA 9. 
Skewed, included for that reason

Affect indirect, 
Judgement

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

50 1202 [if….] I am sure [some 
form of euthanasia would 
be…]

I am sure COCA 1467. Spoken (355), Fiction (458), Magazines (207), Narrative (262), 
Academic (185). Equiv to there is no doubt that, but with speaker presence : he is sure 
COCA 99: skewed selection and included for that reason.

Engagement, 
Affect (indirect), 
Judgement

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

51 1217 I would bet [Adolf would 
have said]

I would bet COCA 125. S64, F11, M16, N30, Ac4: he would bet COCA 14 - unpredictable 
preference

Engagement, 
Affect indirect

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

52 1239 if and when [the housing is 
made available to genuine 
Australians]

if and when COCA 715. Spoken (227), Fiction (92), Magazines (128), Newspapers (137), 
Academic (131): when and if COCA 205…if or when COCA 38…form 

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

53 1261 I am {outraged} at {the 
suggestion to}

[BE] {AFFECT} at {nominalization of speech act - the suggestion that, the implication 
that} as before : tags colloquy and enters writer

Engagement, 
Affect

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

53 1271 in the long run in the long run COCA 3152. Spoken (875), Fiction (204), Magazines (716), Newspapers 
(629), Academic (728) - meaning not clear from the words

Container, 
movement Met

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

53 1276 let's Grammaticalization. Let's 74718. S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223 - meaning 
specialization/shift/bleaching

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

53 1279 As the saying goes, as the saying goes COCA 187. Spoken (28), Fiction (48), Magazines (64), Newspapers 
(28), Academic (19) (particularly interesting because the saying isn't supported in 
COCA…Google 33,500 11 April 2012). See Huddleston and Pullum p. 1147

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

54 1285 I'm {saddened} to {see 
and hear}

[BE] {AFFECT} to {perception verb} Affect 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

54 1295 {You}'d hope You'd hope COCA 26: S8, F3, M7, N8, Aco: presumptive "you" - meaning 'one'; bleaching 
of pronoun and means "surely"

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

54 1300 no wonder [he's all about 
shopping…]

no wonder COCA 3694. Spoken (411), Fiction (1145), Magazines (1134), Newspapers 
(671), Academic (333)[pp*] ; meaning not clear from the words, means more/other than 
the words (self-righteous)

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

55 1315 The fact is the fact is COCA 5026, Spoken (3222), Fiction (306), Magazines (622), Newspapers 
(584), Academic (292): becoming (?) grammaticalized in Australian/British contexts and 
probably elsewhere ("The fact is is that …)

Engagement 
STOP 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

55 1322 [and] most likely [your 
family will too]

searching and most likely to access this pattern: COCA  2011 SPOK CNN-Grace: "They 
absolutely can be called as witnesses, and most likely will be called as witnesses". COCA 
224: S43, F39, M42, N32, Ac68 - form preference

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

55 1329 That's because That's because COCA 4092. Spoken (1260), Fiction (472), Magazines (1277), Newspapers 
(961), Academic (122) - use of that's - allow as form preference

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

57 1358 In fact in fact COCA 75824: S28495, F8634, M15147, N8456, Ac15092 STOP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

57 1361 [So] it seems to {me} it seems to me COCA 4859. Spoken (3272), Fiction (354), Magazines (334), Newspapers 
(345), Academic (554)

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

58 1375 Here we are {107 years 
later} 

Here we are COCA 1628. Spoken (796), Fiction (427), Magazines (143), Newspapers 
(171), Academic (91). Mix of literal (locational) and idiomatic (unexpected, mark as 
foregrounded, as here) - NB use of here, as in here in Australia…also scope of 'we' - who 
is 'we'? Place and time substitutions

Engagement, 
Locative 
Metaphor

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

58 1385 To quote . To quote COCA 128. S13, F7, M30, N10, Ac68: . To cite COCA 78. Form preference, 
encoding.

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



59 1400 I {read} with {interest} *read with interest COCA 115. Top 98 are "I". I read with interest S0, F1, M30, N65, Ac2. 
I read with * top collocate interest, next great [interest], then a, dismay, amusement, 
much...[3 x interest, 1 x compassion]., sadness...Highly register specific (genre marker?). 
I read with **: I read with great intrest 34, I read with interest the 33, I read with 
interest your 29, I read with interest and 5, I read with sadness 4, I read with much 
interest 4...interest dominates: PC for this genre: {perceptual cognition verb} with 
{COVERT AFFECT} 

Affect indirect 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

59 1405 It stands to reason it stands to reason COCA 197. S20, F32, M62, N24, Ac59. group with "the fact is", "it is 
clear that": MWE includes it. Meaning not clear from the words

Engagement, 
Appreciation NB 
STOP: STAND + 
REASON 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

59 1410 the general feeling is the general feeling [BE] COCA two types (is, was), 35 tokens: S8, F7, M3, N12, Ac5 - 
presupposition vehicle (a bit like Tony Abbott, Shadow PM of Australia, saying "what the 
public wants"

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

59 1413 As {Mr Luckett} says as * says COCA for 100 types, 1204 tokens. S387, F239, M270, N158, Ac150 - may not 
be said - may be written

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

59 1434 Of course  COCA 104551. Spoken (37445), Fiction (27828), Magazines (17013), Narrative (10049), 
Academic (12216)

STOP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

59 1438 I don't know much about 
[this source of power], but 

[DO]n't know much about […], but : COCA 59. S25, F17, M6, N8, Ac3: NB neg clause + 
"but"

Hedge, assert 15 Sentence/clause 
lead in

60 1451 For the sake of for the sake of COCA 3412. S513, F677, M742, N479, Ac1001 Appreciation 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

61 1468 The time has come [to] the time has come COCA 672. S199, F66, M125, N152, Ac130: meaning not clear from 
the words – means we should act now

STOP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

61 1470 . For ({many}) {years} for many years: 4645. S995, F490, M1081, N935, Ac1144: means for a long time but 
quantifies it with a time word - for many days, hours… preferred to for a lot of years 
COCA 72 - variable 

Force temporal 34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

62 1477 No doubt Searching . No doubt to access this usage: COCA 1273. S143, F494, M285, N121, Ac230 - 
form preference, means more/other than the words

Engagement: 
Affect indirect 
(external)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

62 1490 What about what about = COCA 20351. Spoken (10096), Fiction (5846), Magazines (2110), 
Newspapers 1525, Academic (774): what about how about *when about…icf "what of" - 
means more/other than the words (indignation)

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

62 1498 at the same time BNC 6923(2227). Literal/idiomatic split. Here idiomatic.  COCA 28702. S6612, F3705, 
M5481, N4721, Ac8183

INTERNAL 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

63 1506 Nowhere did {I}… cf at no time did I : nowhere [DO] COCA 3 types, 62 tokens. S7, F3, M18, N12, Ac22 - 
adds force

Force 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

64 1529 It is time for Searching sentence initial to get this usage . It is time : COCA 632. S127, F68, M126, 
N159, Ac152: meaning not clear from the words – means we should do this now (see 
Declerck 1997)

STOP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

64 1534 After all, . After all , COCA 7574. S1071, F1864, M2302, N1124, Ac1213: see also 1614, different 
punctuation and different count. Meaning not clear from the words

STOP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

66 1558 No wonder no wonder COCA 3694. Spoken (411), Fiction (1145), Magazines (1134), Newspapers 
(671), Academic (333): means more/other than the words (and not entirely clear from 
the words) – indignation

STOP 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

67 1564 Enough of this 
{bureaucratic nonsense}

. Enough of this COCA 22. S3, F14, M2, N1, Ac2. This particular use is always sentence 
initial, preceeded only by but or by a discourse marker such as well: this doesn't need to 
have a complement - but if it does, it's Judgement/Appreciation negative NB non-phoric 
this

Engagement 
(shut down)

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in



67 1573 when it comes to Focusing adverbial - see Declerck 1997: COCA 11180. S3581, F581, M3404, N2530, 
Ac1084: meaning not clear from the words

Direct 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

68 1587 I {read} with {growing 
admiration}

I {perception verb} with {***} as above: AFFECT to APPRECIATION Affect indirect 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

69 1600 To {his}{surprise} to * surprise = COCA for 100 types, 1665 tokens. Biggest category = fiction: Spoken 
(160), Fiction (689), Magazines (391), Newspapers (225), Academic (200). (to his 
amazement, to his horror, to his astonishment): to [pp*] [AFFECT]

Affect indirect 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

69 1605 It is indeed  It is indeed COCA 368. Spoken (82), Fiction (44), Magazines (67), Newspapers (49), 
Academic (126): form preference

Engagement, 
STOP

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

69 1608 Let us hope . Let us hope sentence initial COCA 46. S7, F6, M17, N5, Ac11 - presumptive "us". *let 
you hope. let them hope…(different meaning)

Engagement 
STOP

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

69 1611 It occurs to {me} 
[however]

. It occurs to me COCA 81. S10, F45, M20, N0, Ac6 – meaning not clear from the words Engagement 
STOP

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

70 1623 given that Searching , given that to access this meaning: COCA 1654. S328, F127, M284, N265, 
Ac650 - meaning not clear from the words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

71 1629 Well done [D J Jewell for 
pointing out…]

COCA 1005. Spoken (336), Fiction (283), Magazines (169), Newspapers (143), Academic 
(74) - means more than the words 

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

71 1637 before too long before too long COCA 145: S23, F59, M26, N24, Ac13 – preference, meaning not clear 
from the words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

71 1640 it was thanks to {the 
medics}

[BE] thanks to 8 types 126 tokens. S25, F18, M37, N20, Ac 26 (can also be 'thanks to…', 
also clause initial) - allow as sentence/clause lead-in

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

72 1672 let us [spare a thought] let us COCA 8594. S2390, F2113, M1234, N976, Ac1881 – specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"let us"

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

73 1681 when it comes to when it comes to : COCA 11180. S3581, F581, M3404, N2530, Ac1084 - stem focusing. 
Meaning not clear from the words: see Declerck 1997

Directing 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

74 1724 I {wil}l be the first to 
admit

be the first to admit = COCA 99. Spoken (21), Fiction (20), Magazines (21), Newspapers 
(28), Academic (9) - why admit, why the first … rhetorical function – "will" or "would"

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

75 1746 Of course, [the word 
obesity…]

BNC 29651(3044). COCA 104551. Spoken (37445), Fiction (27828), Magazines (17013), 
Narrative (10049), Academic (12216) - meaning not clear from the words

Engagment 
STOP 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

75 1748 but hey COCA 351: S71, F129, M78, N72, Ac 1 - means more/other than words 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

76 1762 At a time when At a time when COCA 5148. Spoken (1224), Fiction (163), Magazines (1056), Newspapers 
(1702), Academic (1003) - means more than/other than the words. See Declerck 1997

Direct 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

76 1765 Let's [save future 
generations]

let's Grammaticalization. Let's 74718. S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "let's"

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

77 1770 I would (also) like to {ask} I would like to ask COCA 302, S240, F17, M2, N27, Ac16. with "also", COCA 2 (additional 
pragmatic weight - I would also like to ask…and will ask)

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

78 1777 [and] no doubt [there will 
soon be]

Searching . No doubt to access this usage: COCA 1273. S143, F494, M285, N121, Ac230 - 
meaning not clear from the words

Engagement - 
Affect indirect 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

78 1779 I cannot but {wonder} Cannot but * no results. "cannot help but wonder" Google 981,000 7 September 2011. 
"cannot help but" = 20.4 million Google 7 September 2011 - form preference, shift in 
"but"

Engagement, 
Affect indirect

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

78 1780 Then again Searching . Then again , to access this usage: COCA 832. S47, F256, M278, N208, Ac43 - 
bleaching of again: meaning not clear from the words

Stop 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

78 1789 According to According to COCA 91261: S9692, F3819, M23298, N28047, Ac26404: ENGAGEMENT 
STEM: limited options 

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

79 1797 Apart from apart from COCA 5648. S679, F990, M1199, N754, Ac2026. Adv + prep  (cf other than) - 
meaning not clear from the words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



79 1800 The research shows . The research [SHOW] COCA 27 (mostly shows): 14 in Ac - specialization/shift/bleaching 
in "shows" - means more/other than the words (gives impression (true or not) of scientific 
support)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

80 1826 Since when did Since when did = COCA 103. Spoken (14), Fiction (62), Magazines (8), Newspapers (17), 
Academic (2). Since when do = COCA 92. Spoken (11), Fiction (65), Magazines (6), 
Newspapers (8), Academic (2). Since when does = COCA 40. Spoken (5), Fiction (23), 
Magazines (2), Newspapers (10), Academic (0) - means more/other than the words

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

82 1839 it's no good Searching . It 's no good  to get this usage. COCA 44: S11, F21, M8, N3, Ac1: cf *it's no 
bad cf it's no use COCA 144: S7, F112, M16, N7, Ac2: it's no bad 1 (and looks Scottish) - 
preference, form - allow it's stem for that reason

Appreciation 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

83 1841 Whatever else {we} may 
{be1}, {we} {are1}

whatever else * may be COCA 9 types, 24 tokens: S5, F6, M5, N1, Ac7: whatever else * 
[BE], * [BE] … Googling "Whatever else * may be, * is" gives 78.4 million hits 2 February 
2012, all this pattern" classifying as sentence/clause lead-in

Engagement, 
proclaim, shut 
down

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

83 1843 no matter what […] says no matter wh* COCA 22 types, 10158 tokens: S2985, F2091, M2465, N1815, AC802: no 
matter classified by Huddleston & Pullum as "an idiom with the form of an NP which might 
be regarded as having been reanalyzed as a preposition" (Huddleston & Pullum 2002, p. 
761):IN MY ANALYSIS it is equivalent here to whatever (whatever ... says) : it shuts down 
dialogic space : it relates to "what he says" -

DISCLAIM 
Martin & White 
118

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

83 1855 [Finally,] I have no 
argument with

have no argument with = COCA 16, had no argument with COCA 3. "I have no argument 
with" Google 1.86 million 28 January 2012. Strongly biased towards first person 
sing/plural, strong ENGAGEMENT marker - including despite low frequencies - NB form 
preference for this context (I'm not arguning with doesn't have quite the same 
implication)

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

85 1893 In any event Searching . In any event to access this usage: COCA 645. S101, F122, M146, N46, Ac230. 
Exclude/ignore all the previous: ignore all other circumstances: it's a contractor. 
Acknowledges other parameters/factors, but excludes: meaning not clear from the words

Engagement 
proclaim

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

85 1902 Wouldn't it be {nice} to wouldn't it be * to COCA 60 types, 265 tokens: S57, F87, M59, N46, Ac16. Top collocate 
nice 60 tokens: means more than the words – means 'come on, can't you see this?'

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

86 1912 Let's be ({perfectly}) clear Grammaticalization of Let's 74718. S45931, F15850, M6020, N5694, Ac1223 plus 
perfectly/absolutely/crystal clear - there's no "let's" about this 

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

87 1946 the day is going to come, 
[very soon,] when

the day will come = COCA 87, 65 with when. Spoken (15), Fiction (18), Magazines (26), 
Newspapers (20), Academic 8. the day is going to come = 3 followed by where or when - 
form preference, encoding - future reference

Movement 
towards

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

88 1971 For the past few {years} for the past few years COCA 193. S30, F25, M58, N55, Ac25. months 77, weeks 71, days 
47, hours 10, minutes 5,   for the last few years COCA 185, S63, F28, M47, N33, Ac14 
(lower Ac) - last few minutes 20 (cf past)

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

89 2020 The end result [will be] the end result COCA 857. S179, F53, M241, N139 (tautology) Force 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

90 2036 I do wonder, [however] I do wonder, however COCA 1. I do wonder : COCA 62. S19, F22, M11, N9, Ac1. 
Specialisation of 'do' auxiliary.

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

90 2038 It {has been} {my} 
understanding that

it is my understanding that COCA 55. Spoken (25), Fiction (4), Magazines (5), 
Newspapers (16), Academic (5). It [be] my understanding 3 types, 204 tokens. Most 
frequent = it's my understanding 187, Spoken (165). NB present perfect as here is not 
represented in COCA, but allowing despite this. Strong ENGAGEMENT marker - including 
as "It is" stem on that basis (it is my understanding of what is happening in the ongoing 
colloquy...prevarication (my understanding may not be everyone's understanding))

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

91 2042 As {Murray} said As {source} [SAY|WRITE|REPORT] - form, Engagement marker Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in



91 2062 In other words Searching , In other words , COCA 6836. S1643, F268, M1488, N441, Ac2996 - meaning 
not clear from the words

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

91 2063 The point is [that Murray 
has highlighted the third 
category]

, the point is COCA 281. S164, F34, M28, N17, Ac38 - meaning not clear from the words, 
form

ENGAGEMENT 
STOP

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

91 2066 In fact, the opposite is true Double: the opposite is true = 201. Spoken (22), Fiction (9), Magazines (74), Newspapers 
(42), Academic (54). In fact, the opposite is true. Preceded by but, in fact, though, if 
anything, however, actually, in this case, yet, but in fact, but just, when actually, while, 
but in reality just, but clearly...Sentence initial in fact 29381. S8531, F3613, M782, 
N3077, Ac6308: NB the opposite is false 0: less confronting than 'that's not true': 
APPRAISAL: APPRECIATION

Engagement 
stop

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

93 2113 It's called {"scope" …} it's called COCA 4067. S2674, F503, M472, N399, Ac30; this usage has a strong 
interpersonal layer - evokes sarcasm -  included for that reason. 

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

94 2145 This means . This means COCA 2255. S76, F55, M825, N224, Ac1075: HIGHS IN AC AND MAG - it's 
not really about what it means, but about how the writer's interpretation

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

94 2154 it would {appear} that it would appear that COCA 441. Spoken (69), Fiction (22), Magazines (34), Newspapers 
(48), Academic (268). It appears that T836, Spoken (576), Fiction (109), Magazines 
(328), Newspapers (338), Academic (1489); appear, seem - form and meaning

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

95 2166 This time This time, that time SEE LAKOFF ON THIS/THAT. Searching sentence initial .This time 
COCA 4960. S847, F1997, M994, N787, Ac335 – referent of "this"?

Deictic t 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

95 2168 [but] most of all [she was 
terrified]

most of all COCA 2283. S420, F576, M551, N471, Ac265 - form and FORCE Force 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

95 2175 when the time comes when the time comes COCA 394. Spoken (88), Fiction (130), Magazines (76), Newspapers 
(68), Academic (32): see Decklerck (1997)

Movement 
towards

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

96 2185 I would like to {comment 
on}

. I would like to comment on COCA 5. I would like to COCA 1360. S638, F159, M185, 
N175, Ac203 PC - I would like to … and I do

Engagement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

96 2186 I was {shocked} to {see} I was [j*] to [read|see|hear|learn] = COCA 847 tokens for 100 types. Most common I 
was surprised to see (147), glad to see (117), pleased to see (80): I was [j*] to read 
COCA 23 types, 119 tokens: S20, F6, M35, N55, Ac3. Top collocate surprised 25, pleased 
16, disappointed 12, delighted 12, interested 10... APPRAISAL: AFFECT 

Engagement 
marker

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

96 2200 What {disgusted} {me} 
was that …

What {APPRAISAL} me [BE] - AFFECT in slot Affect, indirect 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

96 2207 As for . As for COCA 5021. S903, F1079, M1780, N623, Ac636 - PREP PREP (Huddleston & 
Pullum 2002, p. 624) - meaning not clear from the words

STOPPER: 
DIRECT

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

99 2245 . For example for example COCA 84149. S11949, F1710, M19175, N11293, Ac40022 Engagement 
STOP

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

100 2263 No mention is made of no mention [be] made = COCA 3 types, 105 tokens. Spoken (3), Fiction (9), Magazines 
(12), Newspapers (29), Academic (52). NB type token ratio: makes no mention (NB 
grouped with Sentence/Clause lead-ins rather than MAKE PredPhrases) - strong 
engagement marker

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

100 2272 over the past {100} years over the past * years COCA for 100 types, 5347 tokens: S801, F125, M1706, N1428, 
Ac1287. over the last * years COCA for 100 types, 3817 tokens. over the past * months  
COCA 37 types, 673 tokens: preference for YEARS 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

43 1044 In view of Searching . In view of 279, S12, F11, M36, N15, Ac205: if adjective is inserted before 
view, reverts to literal meaning. Specialisation/shift/bleaching in view, no determiner, no 
adjective - writer's opinion in regard to relationship

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in 



55 1325 spend … time [and 
resources]

spend/waste/save time : 4 types, 4370 tokens. S934, F514, M1286, N1034, Ac602. TIME 
METAPHOR: valuable time COCA 156. S22, F36, M38, N34, Ac26: [WASTE] valuable time 
COCA 4 types, 27 tokens. S1, F7, M9, N7, Ac3. [WASTE] time COCA 4 types, 873 tokens. 
S89, F363, M219, N130, Ac72

Time is money 
met

13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

85 1879 Spending time spend/waste/save time : 4 types, 4370 tokens. S934, F514, M1286, N1034, Ac602. TIME 
METAPHOR: valuable time COCA 156. S22, F36, M38, N34, Ac26: [WASTE] valuable time 
COCA 4 types, 27 tokens. S1, F7, M9, N7, Ac3. [WASTE] time COCA 4 types, 873 tokens. 
S89, F363, M219, N130, Ac72

Time is money 
met

13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

85 1882 [and] spending more time 
[with partners…]

spend/waste/save time : 4 types, 4370 tokens. S934, F514, M1286, N1034, Ac602. TIME 
METAPHOR: valuable time COCA 156. S22, F36, M38, N34, Ac26: [WASTE] valuable time 
COCA 4 types, 27 tokens. S1, F7, M9, N7, Ac3. [WASTE] time COCA 4 types, 873 tokens. 
S89, F363, M219, N130, Ac72

Time is money 
met

13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

88 1973 spent most of the day spend/waste/save time - TIME METAPHOR: valuable time COCA 156. S22, F36, M38, N34, 
Ac26: [WASTE] valuable time COCA 4 types, 27 tokens. S1, F7, M9, N7, Ac3. [WASTE] 
time COCA 4 types, 873 tokens. S89, F363, M219, N130, Ac72: [SPEND] the day COCA 4 
types, 851 tokens. S197, F283, M193, N150, Ac28

13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

6 158 [multiculturalism can] take 
the credit

take the credit COCA 5 types, 93 tokens: S25, F25, M18, N17, Ac8. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching

Transfer met 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

16 377 take umbrage (at) [TAKE] umbrage COCA 118. S29, F30, M19, N27, Ac13.NB often followed by a 
prepositional phrase ("I took umbrage at the Hunter thesis") - the pattern followed here. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching

Affect (indirect) 
and Appreciation

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

16 392 take for granted [take] for granted COCA 5 types, 1884 tokens. S295, F171, M428, N335, Ac655. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "take", meaning not clear from individual words

Judgement 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

17 406 take issue with [TAKE] issue with COCA 668: S222, F17, M127, N198, AC124. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "take", meaning not clear from individual words

Engagement: 
transfer met

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

28 710 take for granted [TAKE] for granted: COCA 5 types, 1884 tokens. S295, F171, M428, N335, Ac655. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

Transfer, internal 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

33 799 take the necessary steps [take] collocated with steps @ R4 = COCA 5484: S1073, F1095, M1037, N1255, Ac1024. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "take" and "steps"

Movement, 
metaphorical

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

33 806 take time [TAKE] time COCA 5 types, 4620 tokens. S1120, F667, M1180, N1034, Ac619. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching

Transfer, 
metaphorical

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

36 880 took part [in] [TAKE] part COCA 5 types, 4333 tokens. S905, S321, M764, N1127, Ac1216. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

41 1024 take a look [TAKE] a look COCA 9255. S6712, F1108, M685, N564, Ac186: [HAVE] a look COCA 
1049. S252, F605, M113, N41, Ac38 (reflects US bias, most likely). 
Specialization/shift/bleaching

Transfer, met 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

48 1139 [could] have been taken 
advantage of

[TAKE] advantage of : 6 types, 8591 tokens. S1491, F848, M2306, N2075, Ac1871. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching

Transfer met 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

50 1198 taking this [horrendous] 
journey

Literal/idiomatic split: here metaphorical journey (Life is a Journey): TAKE. [TAKE] 
collocated with journey at L4, R4 S117, F95, M138, N103, Ac85: [MAKE] collocated with 
journey : 721 - S122, F188, M177, N126, Ac108. Difference in distribution - make more 
common in Fiction. Specialization/shift/bleaching

Transfer, met 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

59 1436 it takes {guts} to it takes [n*] to  COCA for 100 types, 523 hits. Time 203, courage 35, years 33, money 
21, months 18, effort 15, work 14, guts 11. it takes courage to COCA 35: S13, F3, M9, 
N9, Ac1. Specialization/shift/bleaching

Judgement 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

62 1488 take priority [TAKE] priority COCA 5 types, 165 tokens. S15, F9, M43, N35, Ac63 - also have priority 4 
types 117 tokens. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

Transfer 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

66 1551 take offence [TAKE] offence COCA 3 types, 9 tokens. Google 3.63 million 26 January 2012 with 
definitions. Specialization/shift/bleaching

Transfer 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase



87 1938 take control [TAKE] control 5 types, 2491 tokens: S644, F264, M561, N712, Ac310. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "take"

Transfer met 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

89 2023 take several years from take time collection. Specialization/shift/bleaching TEMPORAL 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

92 2095 take action [TAKE] action 5 types, 2386 tokens. S727, F119, M511, N516, Ac513. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

94 2124 take [appropriate] steps [TAKE] steps 5 types, 1540 tokens. S337, F60, M313, N453, Ac377. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching

Met Transfer, 
movement

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

6 166 [life must] move on Approximation - PC would be life must go on or life goes on: life must go on COCA 13: life 
goes on 338. S99, F81, M46, N90, Ac22 - but also the show must go on etc: people move 
on

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

8 201 returned to {government} [RETURN] to government COCA 15. More common would be [RETURN] to power - COCA 
201. S50, F5, M27, N50, Ac69. Note but do not count

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

14 340 sheep you are following headword [FOLLOW] collocated with sheep @ L3, R3: MI = 30 HOWEVER surprisingly, in 
COCA search (same parameters) majority are literal. Only 4 figuratives as here, all related 
to government, business … 

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

31 758 put their own "feel" to it put * own feel to it COCA 0. Looks novel – drawn from "put their own stamp on it" and 
"has a definite Feel to it" ???? Discuss but do not count (NB use of inverted commas)

X Discuss but do 
not count

X 
Discus
s but 
do not 
count

X Discuss but do not 
count

36 871.1 but we will remember them Evokes words of Remembrance service … note for comment, but do not count X Discuss but do 
not count

X 
Discus
s but 
do not 
count

X Discuss but do not 
count

49 1180 keep them in the manner 
to which they think they 
should enjoy

Approximation. Sarching in the manner to which * [have] become accustomed: 2 types, 2 
tokens: in the manner to which * [be] accustomed: in the manner to which * [BE] 
accustomed : Google "in the manner to which" 7.29 million 24 January 2012. Completed 
by variations on [aux] accustomed: 2 2009 FIC Bk:PatriotWitch A B C , he said, " Do you 
think a farmer could keep her in the manner to which she has been raised? " Proctor 
leaned forward in response. " 3 2005 FIC Bk:I,Wabenzi A B C , "of a hardcover book-and 
that consequently I would be unable to travel in the manner to which I had become 
accustomed, heaving a suitcase on and off trains and..."

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT



56 1348 bushfire-prone [areas] *-prone COCA for 100 types, 902 tokens. See also -ridden (see L71/1364): (Macquarie 
dic gives "having a natural inclination or tendency to something" p.1328 but ACOD says 
"disposed of or liable, exp. to a bad action, condition, etc" (p. 1139). Noun therefore 
negative (COCA flood-prone, injury-prone, error-prone, violence-prone....). 2 tokens of 
miracle-prone in COCA so does have potential for invoking meaning.  ACOD says "usu. 
folll. by to, or to + infin". Looks Open Choice...not including (with reservations - add to 
DISCUSS list)

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

62 1501 must have the day Approximation from "win the day"? [WIN] the day COCA 4 types, 150 tokens. S30, F10, 
M46, N41, Ac23 DISCUSS BUT DO NOT COUNT

NOT COUNTED X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

64 1524 one aspect is for certain Derived from one thing is for certain/surei? one * is for certain COCA 35, all thing. one * 
is for sure COCA 57, also all thing. Approximation - discuss but do not count

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

88 1967 quality of living Splice. Quality of life / Standard of living. Quality of life 3493. Spoken 464, Fiction 36, 
Magazines 665, Newspapers 870, Academic 1458. DISCUSS BUT DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

91 2053 wide consensus wide consensus COCA 14. broad consensus 143. S15, F0, M22, N17, Ac89. - not 
supported - discuss but do not count 

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

48 1149 Finally, NOT included because outside scope, but listed to demonstrate superficiality of multi-
word/single word division

X Discuss but do 
not count 
Predicate phrase

X 
Discus
s but 
do not 
count 
Predic
ate 
phrase

X DISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT NOT 
INCLUDED



48 1136 placed herself in a [highly 
vulnerable] position

placed vs put. [place] * in a * position = COCA 25 types/tokens. [put] * in a * position = 
COCA for 100 types, 128 tokens: S37, F11, M34, N28, Ac18: APPRECIATION in slot - More 
commonly [put] - Approximation, discuss but do not count

X Discuss but do 
not count 
Predicate phrase

X 
Discus
s but 
do not 
count 
Predic
ate 
phrase

X Discuss but do not 
count Predicate 
phrase

78 1794 In gods we (still) trust COCA 80 for in god we trust: S35, F4, M12, N20, Ac9: play on words….ALLUSION Engagement - 
EXPLOITATION

X DISCUSS DO NOT 
COUNT

89 2029 Now is one of those times. Here used anaphorically: can also be used cataphorically "This is one of those times that 
defines your life". is one of those times COCA 49: S17, F9, M9, N14, Ac0. This is one of 
those times makes up 37 of those hits: S13, F9, M5, N10, Ac0

X DISCUSS DO 
NOT COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS DO 
NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS DO NOT 
COUNT

11 284 see [logic] derived from see reason. [SEE] reason COCA 55. S7, F22, M10, N8, Ac8. [SEE] logic 
COCA 2. Discuss but do not count - no support for see logic but clearly connected to see 
reason.

X DISCUSS 
DON'T COUNT

X 
DISCU
SS 
DON'T 
COUNT

X DISCUSS DON'T 
COUNT

11 294 Keep digging, Andrew, the 
hole just keeps getting 
deeper

ADAPTATION - refers to the expression [DIG] a hole for [reflexive pronoun]: COCA 5 
types, 5 tokens. Google "dug a hole for yourself" 65,900 19 January 2012. dig yourself 
into a hole or dig a hole for yourself cited in Oxford Dictionary of English Idioms, p. 84 
DISCUSS DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISC
USS, 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

24 574 in the dark of night COCA 79. S27, F27, M10, N12, Ac3. in the dead of night 186. Use of "dark": DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISC
USS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

28 696 before the {plans} are 
(even) dry

MWE would involve ink and dry (eg "before the ink was even dry…"). Approximation. 
DISCUSS BUT DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISC
USS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT



42 1042 guiltly until proved 
innocent

Play on innocent until proved/proven guilty - note but do not count XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISC
USS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

50 1210 {those} fools on the hill Beatles song ("The fool on the hill" from "Magical Mystery Tour") and reference to 
parliamentarians (the WA Parliament building is on a hill)…Discuss but do not count

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISC
USS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT

97 2226 boiling more than bunnies Consolidating Fatal Attraction reference - discuss but do not count XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISC
USS 
BUT 
DO 
NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO 
NOT COUNT



1 1 NARRATIVE 1: This 
(outlaw) life

COCA search results and discussion. Please see column F for reasons for inclusion, which are not always 
recorded in this column.  Reasons for inclusion: 1=shift/specialization/bleaching, 2=encyclopaedic, 
3=preference, 4=constraints on internal slots, 5=constraints to elements either side - see Methodology

OCCASIONAL 
NOTES

Reasons for 
inclusion: see 
Column D for 
key

CLASSIFICATION

1 2 heart attack heart attack COCA 4826, S1076, F943, M1483, N1190 - figurative "attack" 13 N/NP

1 3 brought an end to: [BRING] 
an end to

[BRING] an end to: COCA 4 types, 312 tokens. S102, F27, M66, N57, Ac60. cf brought the car to a stop - 
see COBUILD "to bring someone or something into a particular state or condition" p.186

1 Predicate phrase

1 4 life … spent [SPEND] collocated with life at R4, L4 COCA 2029: S453, F599, M443, N381, Ac153 Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate phrase

1 5 for many years for many years: 4645. S995, F490, M1081, N935, Ac1144: preferred form 3 PP

1 6 behind the closed doors of from behind closed doors COCA 913. S429, F77, M112, N225, Ac70 - "closed doors"  figurative - allowing 
despite the fact that expression usually does not have the definite article

13 PP

1 7 outlaw motorcycle gang "outlaw motorcycle" 1.57 million 5 March 2012. "outlaw motorcycle gang" 2.48 million 5 March 2012. (cf 
"illegal motorcycle gang" 11,800 Google 5 March 2012 - outlaw motorcycle is preferred) use of "outlaw" - 
encyclopaedic (understanding of what outlaw motorcycle gangs do - drug trade, violence...)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

1 8 a mountain of a man a * of a man COCA for 100 types, 353 tokens: S69, F152, M46, N65, Ac21. Small amount of noise (eg a 
photo of a man). Judgement in slot: a nightmare of a man, a legend of a man: often but not necessarily 
man. FRAME is a [JUDGEMENT/APRECIATION] of a [CATEGORY] (a nightmare of a place)

Judgement/ 
Appreciation

13 N/NP

1 9 a generous smile generous smile COCA 19: specialization of "generous" in relation to personal behaviour - eg generous soul, 
generous spirit … allow with reservations: means more/other than the words (what is a "generous" smile?) - 
see au.answers.yahoo.com › All Categories › Social Science › Psychology
2 answers - 25 Feb 2010
Top answer: Because they smile with their eyes. 

Judgement 13 N/NP

1 10 a [big,] booming laugh laugh collocated with booming at L4, R4 COCA 27. S0, F16, M6, N5, Ac0. MI 8.33 - : booming voice, sound, 
laugh, music, baritone: boom defined as "a deep loud sound you can hear for several seconds after it begins" 
LDCE p. 163. Normal selection restriction based on meaning of booming, however booming in a vocal context 
associated with heartiness, good-nature, confidence: nothing in the dictionary association to suggest that. 
Included for that reason. 

13 N/NP

1 11 a seminal moment seminal moment COCA 38: S16, F4, M8, N8, Ac2: most frequent collocate is work 130 - big gap before next  
(event, 47). Indefinite article preferred (a seminal moment 23, the seminal moment 6) - extension from 
general meaning of "seminal" LDCE "important, and influences the way things develop in the future"

13 N/NP

1 12 country roads country roads COCA 260. S27, F78, M81, N58, Ac16: city roads 11: city streets 678 - country roads but city 
streets – unpredictable preference

3 N/NP

1 13 {ride} with attitude with attitude COCA 144: S15, F22, M45, N31, Ac31: he's got attitude. women with attitude, superstar with 
attitude, stew with attitude, spitfire with attitude…sings with attitude, smolders with attitude, starts with 
attitude…women with disabilities, heart ... not 'with an attitude': nothing in the words that conveys the full 
meaning of this PPAdv - include for that reason. Counting as PP because there doesn't seem to be any 
restriction on verb... attitude means with panache, without a care for what people might think - means 
more/other than the words, allow

1 PP

1 14 {ride} hard or go home from play hard or go home GOOGLE 2.65 million 16 November 2011. The patttern is [action verb] [FORCE] 
or go home" - 52.4 million 5 March 2012. "train hard or go home", "go big or go home" definition 
www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term…but the only constant is "or go home". Always imperative. First 
part only 2 words eg play hard, train hard. 

13 ENTIRE

1 15 ride hard Evokes play hard, Australian totem. Discuss but do not count X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

1 16 seeking out [SEEK] out 5 types, 3517 tokens: S329, F487, M1142, N692, Ac867. [LOOK] for COCA 53673: use of "out" 13 PV

1 17 country pubs country pub* COCA 9. "country pub" Google 1.28 million 11 January 2012 "city pub" 66,100 Google 7 March 
2012 - "city pub" evokes location, "country pub" evokes type: don't have 'country shop', or 'country church', 
or 'country laundry'

13 N/NP

1 18 counter meal COCA 0. Google 112,000. Confirmed via Facebook ("where would you be if you were having a counter meal"? 
- in a pub)

23 N/NP

1 19 By this stage by this stage COCA 17. by that stage COCA 10. S5, F0, M11, N5, Ac6 "by this stage" Google 68.9 million 9 
March 2012: use of "this" and "that" in narrative see notes…use of 'stage'

13 Sentence/clause lead in



1 20 outlaw motorcycle {scene} "outlaw motorcycycle scene" Google 6,010 5 March 2012 - not supported. "outlaw motorcycle" AdjPhr 
supported - 1.57 million 5 March 2012 

App 2 Complex Adj

1 21 in [biker] circles in * circles Top example in COCA in some circles 172, followed by in academic circles 56. Other slot-fillers in 
this pattern are political, scientific, legal, conservative, government…S170, F249, M261, N242, Ac282 - 
means in this environment - bleaching/shift/speclalization in "circles"

13 PP

1 22 [I too was permitted into 
places] no ordinary {citizen} 
[would be allowed to go]

no ordinary For 100 types, 164 tokens: S32, F47, M36, N35, Ac14: no ordinary time, no ordinary man, case, 
love, night: most are [demonstrative] [BE] no ordinary…eg "but then this is no ordinary film festival" v, 
2011, ACAD ABAJournal: "I knew he was no ordinary Dulnari" 10, 2010, FIC, Analog - not used in that 
pattern here: appears to be straigtforward no + adjective e.g. [I too was permitted into places] 'no fat 
person would be allowed to go' - meaning 'a fat person would not be allowed to go to' – not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

1 23 A great number a great number COCA 360. S127, F39, M55, N38, Ac101: a big number COCA 80 - 
specialisation/shift/bleaching of "great" in collocation with "number

13 Intensifying collocation

1 24 club members club members COCA 632: S18, F29, M84, N130, Ac104: team members, class members…OPEN CHOICE NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

1 25 Out of respect [I had ridden 
my Harley]

out of respect COCA 379. S84, F124, M59, N71, Ac41: use of "out of", form 13 Sentence/clause lead in

1 26 funeral home funeral home COCA 1212. S160, F322, M140, N572, Ac18: specialization/shift/bleaching in "home" 12 N/NP

1 27 eulogies were delivered [DELIVER] collocated with eulogy COCA 83. S24, F16, M16, N23, Ac4 - specialization of "deliver" 13 Predicate phrase

1 28 true friendship true friendship collocated with true MI 6.35: S4, F8, M16, N5, Ac35 true *: true love, story, nature, believer, 
value, feelings,  friend DEGREE ADVERB + COLLOCATION

Force 13 Intensifying collocation

1 29 [his favourite] cowboy boots cowboy boots COCA 625. S58, F276, M144, N131, Ac16: as worn by cowboys 23 N/NP

1 30 formed up [FORM] up: 4 types 133 tokens.S16, F70, Mag38, N6, Ac3 Military context - cavalry, fighters, armies: 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

1 31 a {position} of {honour} Position of honour COCA 0. Place of honour COCA 5. of honour - guest of honour, badge of honour, maid of 
honour…tapping in to that pattern - include as adaptation: PC is "a/the * of honour": the guest of honour, a 
place of honour, a badge of honour, the place of honour, the code of honour, a maid of honour : not "an 
honourable position" (evokes meaning change) : Appreciation

Appreciation 345 N/NP

1 32 the head of the procession The head of the * COCA for 100 types, 2261 tokens. S776, F550, M339, N364, Ac232 The head of the line is 
number 2, at 109. Pattern is the head of the * -, based on the * of the * frame (which is not counted in this 
work, see notes) but with synedochal 'head' in the first slot. Second slot is variable, hence NP Variable 
classification.   

13 N/NP

1 33 final words final words COCA 220: S58, F70, M37, N19, Ac36: context has to be localized already for this interpretation 
to be activated. Final words are said about the person: last words are said by the person. Meaning not clear 
from the words

13 N/NP

1 34 [its] final journey final journey COCA 36: S13, F10, M6, N4, Ac3 - this usage relates to death, obsolescence (the QEll's final 
journey) - means more than the words

13 N/NP

1 35 [Big, tough bikers] in full 
regalia

in full regalia COCA 35: S2, F12, M5, N7, Ac9: in full uniform COCA 45. Means "wearing everything 
associated with the role" and here evokes bikie regalia: NB in regalia only 4 in COCA…also FORCE

Force 23 PP

1 36 hiding their emotions [HIDE] * emotions: COCA 10 types, 34 tokens: S11, F15, M1, N4, Ac3: [CONCEAL] * emotions 4 types, 5 
tokens. [SHOW] * emotions 32 types, 68 tokens. Preference for hide over conceal. Meaning is accessible 
from the words (although where are you hiding them?), but also invokes JUDGEMENT  - included with 
reservations for that reason - NB choice between not showing their emotions and hiding their emotions

Included with 
reservations

13 Predicate phrase

1 37 wraparound sunglasses wraparound sunglasses COCA 42. S0, F22, M8, N11, Ac1. 1.06 million Google 5 March 2012: particular style 
of sunglasses, specialization/shift/bleaching in "wraparound" - means they have bits on the side, particular 
style

13 N/NP

1 38 [the] {tears} (that) {ran} 
down {their} face(s)

 tears [RUN] down * face COCA 11 types, 76 tokens. Spoken3, F60, Mag5, News8, Ac0: core item is tears, 
followed by a VP expressing motion and speed, then personal pronoun, and then facial reference…

Affect Indirect 134 NP/Predicate phrase

1 39 {kicked} into {life} kicked into life COCA [v?d*] into action = 37 types, 214 tokens. [v?d*] into life = 35 types, 60 tokens: S3, 
F45, M6, N2, Ac4. [action verb -ed] into [N - limited set]: used in Letters (see L88). 

14 Predicate phrase

1 40 in [some] circles in some circles COCA 172. S35, F18, M37, N49, Ac33 in our circle, in musical circles, in religious circles: PC is 
in * circle* - can be singular or plural: in * circles for 100 types, 1204 tokens: S170, F249, M261, N242, 
Ac282.  HOWEVER it cannot appear as in circles or in a circle: if this occurs the reference is to the geometric 
shape

13 PP



1 41 [and] the last thing [their 
spirit hears before its 
departure]

In this context open choice -not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

1 42 Even now Even now, COCA 1491. S186, F589, M291, N323, Ac102. Even then (different meaning), ?Even in the future, 
Even afterwards, Even in the evening…? Even Mary, Even in the car…

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

1 43 bring tears to {my} eyes [BRING] tears to * eyes 6 types, 146 tokens: S61, F90, M58, N49, Ac16 - makes me feel sad Affect Indirect 134 Predicate phrase

1 44 showed {their} respects to [v*] *respects COCA for 100 types, 562 tokens. S187, F137, M83, N103, Ac52: almost all are [PAY]: pay 
your respects, show respect

X DISCUSS DO 
NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS DO NOT 
COUNT

1 45 deep respect deep respect COCA 101. S21, F12, M24, N17, Ac27: great respect, real respect - deep collocates with 
AFFECT - deep anger, deep sorry, deep grief. High collocates with JUDGEMENT/APPRECIATION: high esteem, 
high regard, high quality, high standard…bleaching/specialization/shift in "great"

Force 13 Intensifying collocation

1 46 pride in {one}self pride in oneself COCA pride in [ppx*] 8 types 59 tokens, none of them oneself. S18, F9, M12, N11, Ac9 Pride 
in COCA 2567: pride in the country, pride in him, pride in the results, pride in myself, pride in their work N + 
prep combination with open choice afterwards, NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

1 47 by myself by myself COCA 1665. S407, F702, M285, N183, Ac88 cf on my own 3 PP

1 48 the back roads back roads COCA 389. S37, F127, M107, N103, Ac15: these are the smaller roads, non-main roads. There 
are no "front roads". Sociocultural.

123 N/NP

1 49 rear-vision mirror COCA 0. Google 1.66 million 12 January 2012 13 N/NP

1 50 at breakneck speed at breakneck speed COCA 117: S9, F40, M38, N20, Ac10. breakneck speed 139 at fast speed COCA 7. at 
high speed 415: PC is at * speed with APPRECIATION in the slot (at fast speed, at slow speed, at breakneck 
speed) here with FORCE

FORCE 13 PP

1 51 {scare} the {crap} out of 
{me}

[=scare] the * out of COCA 38 types, 165 tokens. Last 15 1 token each, some noise in this sector. Verbs 
scare, intimidate, frighten, jolt, terrify, startle, shock. Most frequent noun in slot is hell (46) followed by 
bejesus (19) and crap (13). S39, N61, M33, N26, Ac6: FRAME: * the * out of *, with paradigmatic 
restrictions on each slot

Affect Indirect 14 Predicate phrase

1 52 Ride hard Evokes play hard, Australian totem. Discuss but do not count X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

1 53
1 54
2 55 NARRATIVE 2: This 

[gig-going] life
2 56 spread out Out the tickets were spread on the table?: [SPREAD] out COCA  3 types, 3000 tokens. S338, F1315, M675, 

N374, Ac 298: use of "out"
13 PV

2 57 table top table top COCA 249. S5, F78, M40, N20, Ac106: table surface COCA 16: *table and cupboard top - 
modification not possible (see Huddleston & Pullum and notes re tests)

13 N/NP

2 58 {Thirty} {years] worth of years worth of COCA 111. S51, F13, M9, N31, Ac7. years slot can take other time words, money words: 
formulaic pattern

3 QUANT

2 59 rock concert rock concert COCA 211: S56, F31, M46, N53, Ac25: rock music, rock star, rock record: piano concert, violin 
concert : no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 60 ticket stubs ticket stub* COCA 93: 2 types, 93 tokens. S3, F34, M14, N37, Ac5: * stub ticket, pay, pencil, cigar, 
cigarette, candle, parking…normal selection applies, stub is defined in dictionaries:  no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 61 a life spent [SPEND] collocated with life COCA 3 types, 2029 tokens Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate phrase

2 62 long buried long [v?d*] COCA for 100 types,  1862 tokens. S682, F525, M227, N311, Ac117. Pattern of interest here is 
long with past participle: eg long lost, long remembered, long admired: Huddleston and Pullum note the 
ability of long to appear "pre-verbally in (somewhat formal) positive clauses: I have long thought that this 
should be changed" p. 827: there appear to be restrictions on what kinds of verbs can appear in the long -ed 
construction - long forgotten, long neglected, *long found, long lost, long feared, *long murdered: can't be 
telic. No Appraisal... but figurative "burried"

13 Complex Adj

2 63 YouTube Single word not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 64 sands of time sands of time COCA 31: S4, F3, M11, N10, Ac 3: figurative "sands" 13 N/NP



2 65 Simple Minds PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

2 66 turkey burgers COCA turkey burger* 41: mince burger, chicken burger : turkey burger Google 1.22 million 15 March 2012.  
turkey and chicken burgers (acceptable), bread and turkey burgers, sausage and turkey burgers  -  
straightforward combination, not included (turkey and mince burgers, seven turkey and eight mince 
burgers...)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 67 own-brand {cornflakes} own-brand ham, bread, butter…own-brand + consumable: a cheap alternative produced by supermarkets. 
But in relation to pharmaceuticals, we use the word "generic" to describe cheaper versions of known-brand 
products: own-brand + supermarket foodstuff : means more than the words (cheap, quality not the 
greatest, mums often buy them to save money...)...APPRECIATION: means more/other than the words

Encyclopaedic, 
Appreciation

123 N/NP

2 68 rock band rock band COCA 683. S113, F79, M193, N275, Ac23: * band : school band, jazz band, brass band, steel 
band : rock group COCA 190 -  good band, brass band, musical band - straightforward combination, not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 69 Hammersmith Odeon Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 70 {16}-year-old Conventionalised for age 3 Complex Adj

2 71 bunking off Not in COCA but defined in a number of online dictionaries. Play hookey, play truant etc: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

2 72 giant hair Adaptation from big hair COCA 164: S53, F33, M37, N39, Ac2 - adds FORCE: novel, but derived - discuss but 
do not count 

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

2 73 well-sauced [neighbour] COCA 2 (not an Americanism) - UK expression? Meanng not clear from words Judgement 13 Complex Adj

2 74 History may relate… history collocated with [RELATE] at L4, R4: too much noise. history collocated with relate at R4 (to avoid 
related in reduced relative clauses) COCA 25. But no examples of history being the agent no support, not 
counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 74.1 …only [louder] Searching only [jjr*] to access only + er comp adjectives: still some noise but for 100 types, 679 tokens. 
S53, F218, M170, N108, Ac130

13 Complex Adv

2 74.2 All {776} of us [jammed…] Searching all * of [pp*] to access this pattern: for 100 types, 1772 tokens. S697, F689, M198, N127, Ac 61 - 
vast majority numbers as here

13 QUANT

2 75 between [the makeshift 
stage] and [the skate-hire 
booth]

EXTERNAL. Locational. Including with reservations (cf more fish than cattle) EXTERNAL 35 CORRELATING

2 76 roared them on cf cheered them on - adaptation? [ROAR] [ppx] on COCA 0. [CHEER] [ppx] on 28 types, 346 tokens: S88, 
F88, M94, N64, Ac12: meaning not clear from words

Indirect Affect 13 PV

2 77 the start of something 
{special} 

the start of something * collocates big, good, new, bigger, great, worse, wonderful ATTITUDE: COCA 21 
types, 71 tokens. S12, F14, M19, N24, Ac2:means more than the words - conveys excitement, anticipation

Indirect Affect 13 N/NP

2 78 Tennants ale PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

2 79 pint jugs old fashioned reference: Google 21,000 16 February 2012, but articles refer to the end of "pint jugs" - 
evokes an era but cannot find support, therefore not included:  no specialization/shift/bleaching

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 80 [soothed our throats from 
pint jugs] right there [on the 
dance floor]

right there COCA 7596. S4109, F2053, M663, N649, Ac122 - specialization/shift/bleaching of "right" Force 13 Complex Adv

2 81 on the dance floor dance floor COCA 1388. S98, F663, M300, N290, Ac37 not dancing floor COCA 3 PREFERENCE - other floors 
(eg kitchen floor) location: dance floor activity. on the dance floor COCA 371. S46, F163, M85, N63, Ac11

23 PP

2 82 the nanny state nanny state COCA 49: S20, F0, M12, N11, Ac6 - figurative "nanny" - a state that has over-stringent rules to 
keep people safe 

123 N/NP

2 83 eye-popping [insurance 
claims]

eye-popping COCA 359. S41, F11, M159, N138, Ac10 - means more/other than the words - Force but also 
Affect Indirect???

Indirect Affect, 
Force

13 Complex Adj

2 84 insurance claims insurance claims COCA 171. S37, F10, M74, N42, Ac8: health claims, malpractice claims, legitimate claims, 
wild claims, nonesensical claims: normal selection:  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 85 As it has turned out As it [TURN] out COCA 2339. S507, F458, M703, N404, Ac267 - derives from PV [TURN] out but this usage 
is STEM

13 Sentence/clause lead in

2 86 lasted longer lasted longer [LAST] longer 4 types, 854 tokens: S117, F110, M386, N146, Ac95: lasted for longer COCA 2.  
[LAST] shorter 2 types, 2 tokens. "nothing lasts shorter than six minutes", "The relief of an unchanged 
cardiogram lasted shorter and…": stayed longer, played longer ...no obvious col/sel/pref, no interp, no 
appraisal:  NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



2 87 roller-discos COCA 4: no support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 87.1 {Twenty}-{year}-olds Conventionalized format for age: single "year". 8-year-olds COCA for 100 types, 3921 tokens. 3 N/NP

2 88 [Twenty-year-olds and 
pensioners] side by side

side by side COCA 2836. S371, F1115, M637, N372, Ac341: *top by top, *bottom by bottom, *parallel by 
parellel: back to back

13 Complex Adj

2 89 Lay off [LAY].[v*] off COCA 4 types, 3434 tokens. S831, F305, M585, N1546, Ac171: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

2 90 down-time COCA 22. S1, F10, M4, N3, Ac4: one word in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009) therefore not 
counted

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 91 guitar breaks guitar breaks COCA 1, Google 188,000 12 January 2012. Technical meaning apparent in Google defs - 
meaning not clear from words, allow

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

2 92 the US United States 3 ABBREVIATION

2 93 this business of {growing old} this business of COCA 305. S185, F59, M24, Ac14: always marks what follows as bad, or complex, or 
problematic. [GROW] old 4 types, 767 tokens. S84, F348, M167, N98, Ac70: [GROW] * : old/er is by far the 
most common slot filler, followed by accustomed, louder, tired, stronger, larger… this business of looks from 
COCA as though it's often accompanied by something inherently negative, or something intended to be 
interpreted as negative - marker. Count as N/NP, check growing old separately.

Problematicizin
g

13 N/NP

2 93.1 growing old [GROW] old  COCA 5 types, 803 tokesn. S87, F36, M172, N103, Ac75. Also grow louder, faster, tired… 
slightly different? Shift/bleaching in grow, counting as predicate phrase

1 Predicate phrase

2 94 Fall Out Boy [at Boondall) PROPER NOUN 2 PROPER NOUN

2 95 with the [mixture of scorn 
and incredulity] that only [16-
year-olds] can master <sic>

with the * that only [nn*] can|could muster (text approximates, using "master"): COCA 0. Cannot establish 
support for this pattern, however cf N13/597 below -  "as much {good humour} as {they} {can} muster" - 
supported. EUM around muster (here approximated to "master"). Not counting this citation because of 
"master", but discuss: counting N13/597. 

X Discuss do 
not count

X Discuss do 
not count

X Discuss do not count

2 96 {16}-{year}-olds conventionalized - singular "year" 3 N/NP

2 97 teeth braces COCA 1. Google 1.25 million 16 February 2012: don't need the "teeth" if the context is clear...but see 
www.strikingsmile.com.au/article-library/teeth-braces.html "Teeth braces are an orthodontic appliance which 
are used to correct teeth which are crooked or crowded. If you or your children require teeth braces," 

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

2 98 Heavy metal heavy metal COCA 787. S117, M176, N196, Ac160. Mixture of music/chemistry usage - this one relates to 
music, meaning not clear from words

123 N/NP

2 99 ticket stub ticket stub* COCA 93: 2 types, 93 tokens. S3, F34, M14, N37, Ac5: * stub ticket, pay, pencil, cigar, 
cigarette, candle, parking…normal selection applies, stub is defined in dictionaries:  no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 100 {can't} say for sure say for sure 345. S112, F82, M66, N63, Ac22. can't 96 types, can 94 types. Preceeded by a modal (abililty) 
or lexical expression of difficulty expressing or evoking difficulty (often with overt neg) could, can, can 
certainly, It's hard to say for sure, or uncertainty it's too soon to say for sure. say for certain...subject often 
no on, nobody...More frequent in COCA than for certain (108) - encoding

34 Predicate phrase

2 101 own-brand {cornflakes} own-brand ham, bread, butter…own-brand + consumable: a cheap alternative produced by supermarkets. 
But in relation to pharmaceuticals, another major manufacturing area where the same practice occurs, we 
use the word "generic" to describe cheaper versions of known-brand products, so collocation is restricted: 
also evokes Appraisal (ATTITUDE) - own-brand produce is cheap, not necessarily the best quality

Appreciation 123 N/NP

3 103 NARRATIVES 3: This 
[colour-blind) life

3 104 Some say Searching sentence initial . Some say COCA 729: S225, F119, M134, N216, Ac35 - some people say. 
ENGAGEMENT 1: Attribution/Engagement marker - but less confrontational than "some people say"?

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause lead in

3 105 more [knowing] than [we 
were]

See N22/944 etc - borderline inclusion, discuss as group 35 Comparative Correlative

3 106 growing up COCA [GROW] up 6 types, 30431 tokens. S7805, F5238, M7090, N8314, Ac1984: use of "up" 13 PV

3 107 the f-word the f-word COCA 92. S16, F16, M23, N34, Ac3 - alludes to "fuck", taboo swear word, recoding to make it 
acceptable

123 N/NP

3 108 but I wonder. Searching final position I wonder . COCA 194, S33, F109, M26, N14, Ac12. but I wonder . Casts doubt on 
what has been said before. Either appears as an Entire, or as an END, or as an interpolation.  but I wonder 
COCA 12. Classifying as END here, but comment. Means more/other than words

13 END

3 109 skin colour COCA 12 : not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



3 110 [He was] {three}{weeks} old Conventionalized for age 3 Complex Adj

3 111 thought it better [think] it better  COCA 3 types, 30 tokens. NB to is not part of the expression. S2, F18, M6, N1, Ac3. 
Meaning not clear from the words. 

13 Predicate phrase

3 112 bring {another} {child} into 
the world

[BRING] a child into the world COCA 35. S16, F4, M10, N3, Ac3. With another COCA 5. Determiner slot is 
variable. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "bring" - child can be replaced by baby, infant, little boy, little girl

134 Predicate phrase

3 113 the Stolen Generations Established Australian compound referring to Aboriginal children taken without permission from their parents 
by the government of the day. "stolen generation" Google 334,000 12 January 2012: "stolen generations" 
334,000 same date. ALLOW DESPITE LOW FREQUENCY

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

3 114 given up Standard phrasal verb here used with alternative meaning. [GIVE] up 22167. S5092, F5240, M4329, N5513, 
Ac1993: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

3 115 met some resistance [meet] collocated with resistance at R4, T406, S60, F35, M81, N117, Ac113: [ENCOUNTER] * resistance 
COCA 52 types, 74 tokens - preferred: figurative "met"

MET 13 Predicate phrase

3 116 [who] was [mainly] confined 
to bed

COCA to bed collocated with [CONFINE] at L4: 34, all confined : at L7, 36: 35 confined and 1 confine: 1, 
1997, MAG Parenting: "Those with physical disabilities that confine them to a wheelchair or to bed…": 
passive preferred, agent (by illness) habitually omitted: confined to bed COCA 32. S3, F11, M9, N5, Ac4

13 Predicate phrase

3 117 [she] went around meaning went there (to his house), also went round  : meaning not clear from words 13 PV

3 118 great-grandfather Conventionalized formula, meaning not clear from the words 123 N/NP

3 119 {jumped} out of bed [JUMP] out of bed COCA 120. S19, F77, M16, N5, Ac3, No literal jump: also  leap out of bed, get out of bed, 
crawl out of bed: no article with bed.  leap out of the hole, get out of the hole, crawl out of the hole. out of 
bed only: COCA 2633. S300, F1526, M474, N251, Ac82. cf 'the toy fell off the bed', 'the cat jumped off the 
bed'. Subtle differences based on whether you are in bed (under the blankets) or on the bed (not under the 
blankets): when you jump out of bed you have been in bed ie under the blankets: when you jump off the 
bed you have been on the bed ie not under the blankets. 

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

3 120 [another Aboriginal boy, also] 
{three} {weeks} old

Conventionalzed for age 3 Complex Adj

3 121 given up As above: Standard phrasal verb here used with alternative meaning. [GIVE] up 22167. S5092, F5240, 
M4329, N5513, Ac1993: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

3 122 blonde-haired COCA 38. S10, F15, M11, N1, Ac1: brown-haired, red-headed Judgement 3 Complex Adj

3 123 [I] know nothing else [KNOW] nothing else : COCA 5 types, 45 tokens. S11, F19, M7, N5, Ac3: [KNOW] something else has a 
completely different meaning - not opposites - meaning beyond words

13 Predicate phrase

3 124 grew up [together] COCA [GROW] up 6 types, 30431 tokens. S7805, F5238, M7090, N8314, Ac1984: use of "up" 13 PV

3 125 had {much} in common [HAVE] in common COCA 1430. [HAVE] * in common for 100 types, 1499 tokens. S192, F316, Mag351, 
N281, Ac359. Top slot-fillers are quantifiers or indefinite pronouns - more 182, something 147, much 138, 
nothing 101, little 99, something 79 : meaning not clear from the words

13 HAVE Predicate phrase

3 126 snub nose snub nose COCA 41. S3, F32, M2, N2, Ac2 - Roman nose, hooked nose : Cobuild define it as a "short nose 
which points slightly upwards" : 'he had a snub and she had a hooked nose'? 'The models had snub and 
hooked noses'? Looks like a unit. Allow.

13 N/NP

3 127 All {four} of {us} All * of us COCA 58 types, 476 tokens. S112, F202, M86, N52, Ac24: top slot-filler three 245, nothing below 
3 (*All two of us), next is 4 at 76 - S24, F29, M9, N13, Ac1. Frame is All {cardinal} of {pronoun} ; adds 
force - all of us, all four of us…

34 QUANT

3 128 rolled {our} eyes [ROLL] * eyes COCA 9 types, 369 tokens: S40, F176, M77, N65, Ac11 - meaning not clear from words Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

3 129 for the {million}th time the umpteenth time, the billionth time, the thousandth time, the hundredth time For the millionth time COCA 
33. S1, F25, M3, N4, Ac0 - number must be very large so it is clear it isn't an actual count: if not the literal 
meaning kicks in. the umpteenth time, the billionth time, the thousandth time, the hundredth time, the tenth 
time...

Force 34 QUANT

3 130 [and] to this day [not one of 
us has confessed]

to this day COCA 3481. S964, F457, M875, N668, Ac517 - not  to today, to now PREFERENCE. Temporal 
force

Force 13 Sentence/clause lead in

3 131 not one of {us} not one of us COCA 112. S18, F65, M13, N10, Ac6:  Alternative is none of [us]: adds FORCE Force 13 QUANT

3 132 [not one of us has confessed] 
as to [who carved my name]

as to COCA 24785. Different usages, but overall S6261, F3323, M3669, N2732, Ac8800 - meaning not clear 
from words

13 Complex Conj

3 133 chest of drawers chest of drawers COCA 264. S8, F157, M80, N14, Ac5: PREFERENCE (use of "chest") 13 N/NP



3 134 As far as [I knew] Common pattern is As far as * [BE] concerned or As far as * [KNOW]: as far as * [KNOW], 82 types, 1684 
tokens: S775, F471, Mag175, N138, Ac125

13 Sentence/clause lead in

3 135 deal with deal with COCA 5 types, 57438 tokens. S20092, F5012, M9538, N11400, Ac11396: addition of "with" 
changes meaning of "deal"

13 PV

3 136 broke {my} heart [BREAK] * heart COCA 41 types, 1164 tokens. S354, F461, M167, N160, Ac22 - figurative "break" Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

3 137 cry {himself} to sleep [cry] * to sleep COCA 16 types, 119 tokens: S16, F58, M28, N17, Ac0. part of broader construction [v*] 
[ppx*] to [N]: possible Ns are sleep, death, tears (bore yourself to tears)… meaning cried until he was 
asleep

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

3 138 at age {three} conventionalized for AGE 3 PP

3 139 For a start, Searching sentence initial for a start , COCA 107: S20, F33, M21, N23, Ac10: NB preferred to for a 
beginning. 

Temporal 13 Sentence/clause lead in

3 140 more {multicoloured 
classroom} than {we did}

Appraisal in first slot, internal/external borderline Internal / 
external

345 Comparative Correlative

3 141 racial origin COCA 12: not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

3 142 a dot painting COCA 2. Technical in-term describing Aboriginal painting technique. ALLOW DESPITE LOW FREQUENCY - 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

3 143 in this genre COCA 57. S5, F2, M9, N8, Ac33. Container metaphor "in" 13 PP

3 144 took me aside [TAKE] * aside - for 100 types, 326 tokens: 100 types, 326 tokens. S44, F154, M74, N39, Ac15: means 
more/other than the words - spoke to me quietly, told me a secret

13 PV

3 145 family secret family secret COCA 88. S38, F21, M12, N12, Ac5: secret in the family COCA 2, secret of the family COCA 1: 
family's secret 5: family secrets are usually bad, not good: winning the Lotto and not telling anyone would 
not be a family secret. APPRAISAL: APPRECIATION

Appreciation 13 N/NP

3 146 colour-blind COCA colour-blind 269. S57, F26, M54, N57, Ac75: referencing absence of racial awareness, not inability to 
see colour - not including - novel usage in this context

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

3 147 accepted [his dark-skinned 
uncle] for {who} he is

[ACCEPT] * for who * [BE] COCA 24 types, 53 tokens: S12, F6, M17, N12, Ac6 - meaning not clear from 
words

134 Predicate phrase

4 148 NARRATIVE 4: This 
(rugby) life

4 149 for years COCA for years 19791. S4369, F3280, M4763, N5890, Ac1489: for months, for weeks, for days, for hours 
conveying extended time : pattern cuts out when time cannot be considered to extend (minutes, seconds) -

FORCE 134 PP

4 150 Mill Town pub Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

4 150.1 blowing the froth off a couple [BLOW] the froth COCA 0. Google very low - "blowing the froth off a couple" 48,700,  all relating to drinking 
… Australian expression, allow despite low frequencies

13 Predicate phrase

4 151 catching [the Goannas team] 
bus

[CATCH] collocated with bus COCA 2 types, 334 tokens. S28, F169, M35, N90, Ac12 - shift in "catch" 13 Predicate phrase

4 153 Form guides form guides COCA 2 types, 2 tokens .Technical in-term. ALLOW Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

4 154 sectional times sectional times COCA 0. Technical in-term. ALLOW Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

4 155 pulls up [=car] [PULL] up COCA 32 types, 461 tokens. S32, F342, M37, N46, Ac4: meaning not clear from the words 13 PV

4 156 {we} get on (as in get on the bus) - bleaching in "get", use of "on" 13 PV

4 157 a player short Postpositive adjective - one of very few (see Huddleston & Pullum p. 560). Noun must be countable: COCA a 
[countable nn*] short for 100 types, 213 tokens: S40, F45, M46, N68, Ac14: *I was money short - outside 
scope (single word)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

4 158 With a little prompting, COCA 8. . With a little * slot fillers are luck, practice, more, help, imagination, planning, effort… could 
equally be money, paper, extra sugar …Not supported, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

4 159 puts his hand up COCA [PUT] * hand up 14 types, 135 tokens. S31, F82, M12, N7, Ac3 - means volunteers 13 PV

4 160 ain't he [a good sport]? ain't alternative to isn't OUTSIDE SCOPE NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

4 161 [ain't he] a good sport [BE] a good sport COCA 127: S38, F47, M25, N15, Ac2. NB cannot exclude references to sport/game but this 
usage not necessarily related to sport at all

Judgement 13 N/NP

4 162 pulls up [=car] [PULL] up COCA 32 types, 461 tokens. S32, F342, M37, N46, Ac4 - means "stops" 13 PV



4 163 out the front of [his place] out the front COCA 767. S76, F534, M78, N66, Ac13: informal alternative to in front of - definite article 
required, no meaning shift, can insert adjective (out the immediate front of his place), final prep can be 
dropped - contentful, count as PP not PNP

13 PP

4 164 {his} place place preceded by possessive pronoun: impossible to search. Combination means his home/house : my 
place, his place, your place, our place, their place…all refer to the people's homes - informal, indicates 
friendliness

13 N/NP

4 165 the [skill] of the [Artful 
Dodger]

the * of the *: COCA for 100 types, 48309 tokens: S15731, F11648, M7440, N7653, Ac5837: the * of the * 
type skeletons no unusual selection restrictions and not included in this work

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

4 166 the Artful Dodger Dickens ref - count as proper noun, include as fictional character 23 PROPER NOUN

4 167 {we} are away Approximation "we are off"? [BE] away . COCA too many different meanings to isolate this within timeframe. 
X discuss but do not count.

Xdiscuss but do 
not count

Xdiscuss but 
do not count

Xdiscuss but do not 
count

4 168 up the back Impossible to confirm in COCA - informal way of referring to the back of an area - a hall, a bus, the train. 
Definite article required - out the back very common. Allow: up the + front, back, side…

13 PP

4 169 out of sight out of sight COCA 2584: S184, F1465, M522, N268, Ac145 13 PP

4 170 turn up COCA [TURN] up 4 types, 6267 tokens. S1076, F1940, M1616, N1189, Ac446: meaning not clear from the 
words

13 PV

4 171 relief all around Google relief all round 887,000, relief all around 665,000 16 November 2011. all round in COCA gives a 
number of occurrences mirroring this one: easier, better, surprise, surpluses, smiles, shrugs, hellos, 
greetings... there are a number of patterns with all a/round but this one is used to reference shared 
AFFECT or JUDGEMENT: this pattern {covert AFFECT} all round  meaning not clear from the words

Affect Indirect 13 N/NP

4 172 [enough players] and [a 
reserve] to boot

Classifying with coordinators but it straddles boundaries - discuss.  and is always the precursor. [nn*] to boot 
for 100 types, 144 tokens: S17, F34, M53, N32, Ac8. Often (but not always) preceded by a NP with an 
indefinite article, as here. Always appears sentence final position.Alternative to "as well": works as a 
correlative - "and...to boot" but related to coordinators  let alone, as well as, and at that (eg "Golf is not so 
much a sport as it is a skill, and a very difficult one at that. As for..." COCA 2011 MAG USAToday ; classifying 
as correlator, but discuss

135 CORRELATING

4 173 gets the first shout at the bar It's my shout, get the first shout…phrasal constructions at the bar - Australianisms? Means buy the first 
round of drinks

Encyclopaedic 123 GET Predicate phrase

4 174 runs the sideline COCA 0. Technical in-term. ALLOW Encyclopaedic 2 Predicate phrase

4 175 [in] the first half COCA 3265. S197, F115, M678, N1590, Ac685. Mix of usages, but sporting use well-represented. Technical 
in-term

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

4 176 They don't make 'em like that 
any more

Not supported in COCA, but Google 1.71 million 14 November 2011: allow despite low frequency - refers to 
people, not things. 

Judgement 13 ENTIRE

4 177 half-time COCA 186. Here sporting term - the break in the middle Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

4 178 ,ever the {gourmand} , ever the [nn*] 64 types, 78 tokens: S3, F22, M19, N25, Ac9 , ever the [JUDGEMENT]: APPRAISAL frame 
(paradigmatic restriction, socioculturally defined)

Judgement 134 Interpolation

4 179 tops it up (with) [TOP] it up COCA 0. Entry in Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p.  411) - meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

4 179.1 [a very attractive] hot dog Australian concise Oxford dictionary 2009, p. 684. 13 N/NP

4 180 {isn't} going well isn't going well COCA 34: S8, F9, M14, N3, Ac0 : is going badly COCA 16: Google 48 million isn't going well 
15 March 2012: is going badly 2.13 million - PREFERENCE for negative positive over positive negative - use 
of "going"

13 Predicate phrase

4 181 keeps up [KEEP] up COCA 4 types, 7306 tokens. S1185, F1896, M1827, N1719, Ac679 - meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

4 182 [keeps up a sprited but] 
losing battle

a losing battle COCA 151. S27, F34, M40, N32, Ac 18. NB these two are maybe a splice - fight a losing battle 
[FIGHT] a losing battle COCA 4 types, 68 tokens. S14, F14, M21, N10, Ac9 - but you can say "it's a losing 
battle" with no particular verb. Figurative "battle"

Appreciation 13 N/NP

4 183 (with) {so little} time to go Difficult to search. With * minutes to go COCA 19 types, 38 tokens. Don't need the with - 'he had 20 minutes 
to go', 'she has 20 days to go'…equivalent to left. Expression is [TIME expression] to go, used here as 
sentence/clause lead-in (PP) 

134 Sentence/clause lead-in

4 184 you can guess what 
happen{s} next

Derived from "guess what happened next" - narrative stage marker. you can guess COCA 137. S34, F64, 
M25, N10, Ac4 - direct invitation to reader from text.

Engagement 13 Interpolation

4 185 breaks his leg [BREAK] + possessive pronoun + body part (leg, arm, neck … but not head…): [BREAK] his leg COCA 144: 
S16, F44, M23, N56, Ac5) : possible argument for PREFERENCE - you can break your leg but not crack your 
leg : but break your skull or crack your skull : also, leg is not broken, but bone. ALLOW

13 Predicate phrase



4 186 muck around [MUCK] around COCA 4 types, 63 tokens: S11, F20, M16, N12, Ac4 - meaning not clear from words 13 PV

4 187 getting {Pearly} off [off the ground]  - V + prep NOT INCLUDED NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

4 188 warming up [WARM] up mixed use COCA 4 types, 2411 tokens. S393, F574, M883, N420, Ac141 - meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

4 189 on the sideline on the sideline COCA 390. S21, F15, M79, N265, Ac10: not at the sideline or by the sideline: use of "on" 12 PP

4 190 Match fitness match fitness MWE in sporting context. COCA 1. Google 1.41 million 12 January 2012 - means whether 
you've demonstrated your ability to last the game

23 N/NP

4 192 for many years for many years COCA 4645. S995, F490, M1081, N935, Ac1144 for many years, for many months, for many 
weeks, for many days, for many hours, for many minutes, for many seconds … cf for a lot of years COCA 72. 
for a lot of people COCA 546. for many people COCA 859. Differential far more marked with years than with 
people. Unbalanced preference...allow with reservations

With 
reservations

3 Sentence/clause lead in

4 193 {The crowd1} would've 
{clapped} but {they1} were 
too busy {laughing}…

{N1} would have -ed, but {N1 pron} [BE] too busy {-ing}. 2011 Fic Bk;BadBird "I would have answered, 
but I was too busy running like hell": 3rd conditional: correlates parts - Second part past continuous : 
alternative crying

Indirect Affect, 
Judgement

34 ENTIRE

4 194 gets underway [GET] underway COCA 5 types, 420 tokens. S196, F39, M73, N55, Ac57: can also be [GET] started, [GET] 
going, also [BE] underway…light verb formation, include : specialization/shift/bleaching in "gets"

13 GET Predicate phrase

4 195 keep up [KEEP] up COCA 4 types, 7306 tokens. S1185, F1896, M1827, N1719, Ac679 - meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

4 196 as best {he} can as best he|she|they can 3 types, COCA 241. S84, F67, M27, N28, Ac35 - form preference Judgement 3 Complex Adv

4 197 At least [he can stand in their 
way]

Difficult to split quantitative 'at least' from this usage. Results indicative only. COCA 120158. S24792, 
F20667, M20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323

13 Sentence/clause lead in

4 198 [he can stand] in {their} way stand/get/jump…in * way , * is either a determiner or a possessive pronoun: results for in their way COCA 
346: S64, F105, M71, N56, Ac50: in their path COCA 139 - in their way implies obstruction by the subject: in 
their path does not…in their way. In this case the "stand" is literal, therefore not included: counting as PP, in 
* way

14 PP

4 199 [looks skyward] as if in prayer as if in prayer COCA 62: S0, F49, M3, N8, Ac2 Preceded by a description of an activity - eg "hands clasped", 
"his head bent", "closed his eyes and mouth", "her hands pressed together" etc. Means more/other than the 
words - needing a miracle

Potential EUM 34 Complex Adv

4 200 in front of [the posts] in front COCA 43407. S6663, F21085, M7589, N5534, Ac2536 cf at the back: meaning different to in the 
front of : in this meaning, no def article, no adjective insertion. Adds contentfully: PP

3 PP

4 201 for a reason that can be 
known only to [the rugby 
gods]

for reasons known only to COCA 33. S0, F14, M9, N5, Ac5: meaning not entirely clear from words, encoding 
and maybe decoding, Judgement

Judgement 13 ENTIRE

4 202 pops out [pop] out COCA 4 types, 1412 tokens, variety of usages including this. S154, F639, M321, N262, Ac36 - 
means more/other than words

13 PV

4 202.1 in front of [him] in front COCA 43407. S6663, F21085, M7589, N5534, Ac2536 cf at the back : adds content, PP 3 PP

4 204 picks it up [PICK] it up 4 types, 3393 tokens. S721, F1910, M382, N298, Ac82 - use of "up" 13 PV

4 205 leans over [LEAN] over COCA 3535. S152, F2790, M329, N201, Ac63: *leans it over different meaning: the fence over 
which he lent acceptable: leans over it acceptable (see Huddleston & Pullum p 281): V plus prep, not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

4 206 puts {the ball} down [PUT] the ball down COCA 2 types, 8  tokens. [PUT] it down 3 types, 696 tokens. S165, F381, M78, N46, 
Ac26 - use of "down"

13 PV

4 207 awards the try [AWARD] the try COCA 0. Technical in-term (rugby) -  could also say gives the try or allows the try, 
alternative technical in-terms. 

Encyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

4 208 blows full-time [BLOW] full-time COCA 0. Technical in-term (rugby) (blow the whistle indicating full-time). ALLOW Encyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

4 209 go {wild} [GO] collocated with wild at R1 = COCA 850: S201, F287, M212, N120, Ac30. MI 4.33. Other collocates in 
the same semantic set are crazy, mad, both more frequent than wild. Also go quiet, go silent…tops relate to 
excess of emotion, bottoms to amount of noise?

Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

4 210 shaking {his} hand [SHAKE] * hand COCA 48 types, 1403 tokens: S202, F824, M156, N176, Ac45 - meaning and significance 
not clear from the words

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

4 211 Not a bad [effort] Sentence initial . Not a bad COCA 121: S19, F41, M39, N18, Ac4 - doesn't really mean it wasn't bad…means 
it was quite good…typical of Australian understatement

13 Sentence/clause lead in

4 212



4 213
4 214
5 215 NARRATIVE 5: This 

(teamwork) life
5 216 [I was] the {plump}est [girl] 

in the [June Dally-
Watkins…class]

the -est in the – ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App 
… External 

345 Comparative Correlative

5 217 June Dally-Watkins 
deportment class

PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

5 218 freckle-faced COCA 86. S10, F42, M17, N14, Ac3 - form/meaning (freckles on my face) Judgement 13 Complex Adj

5 219 crooked tooth crooked tooth COCA 1, crooked teeth COCA 75 : bent tooth COCA 0, wonky teeth COCA 0. No bleaching, 
specialisation, figurative meaning. Not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 220 [I would never be] as 
{beautiful} as [my mother]

as … as, ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App
…External?

345 Comparative Correlative

5 221 1942 Pix Miss Queensland PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

5 222 [My] girlhood dreams childhood dreams COCA 38: S6, F12, M9, N10, Ac1. childhood dream COCA 78. S21, F14, M22, N15, Ac6. 
girlhood dreams COCA 10: not included

X DISCUSS DO 
NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS DO NOT 
COUNT

5 223 ballet classes tennis classes, piano classes, English classes :  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 224 come to fruition [COME] to fruition 4 types, 270 tokens: S72, F23, M43, N68, Ac64: NB v limited uses for fruition 13 Predicate phrase

5 225 play the piano Open choice (play the accordion, play the flute, play the recorder):  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 226 {my} mind wandered PC includes possessive pronoun or noun before mind. mind [WANDER] COCA 4 types, 255 tokens. S7, F158, 
M53, N28, Ac9: often followed by PPAdv [WANDER] collocated with mind 392, MI 6.84. V high Fiction. S14, 
F243, M75, N46, Ac14 - figurative "wander"

AFFECT: 
MOVEMENT

134 NP/Predicate phrase

5 227 make it home [in time] [MAKE] it home COCA 4 types, 354 tokens. Again, high in Fiction. S74, F162, M68, N41, Ac9. Similar to get 
home, but implies struggle, difficulty: specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

5 228 [make it home] in time [to 
listen to Superman…]

in time COCA 14153: S2588, F4165, M2753, N2096, Ac2551 cf 216: at least two different usages of in time, 
results indicative only - meaning not clear from the words, include

13 PP

5 229 [smoking] in public in public COCA 10429: S2365, F954, M1767, N2379, Ac2964 - use of "in" and meaning not clear from words 13 PP

5 230 made a lasting impression [MAKE] an impression. 4 types, 314 tokens. S58, F93, M51, N90, Ac22 the lasting impression COCA 
15….indefinite article preferred. impression collocated with lasting at L4: COCA 204. S28, F25, M68, N56, 
Ac32 MI 9.68: lasting impression COCA 205: specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

5 231 primary school primary school: COCA 599. S24, F38, M60, N100, Ac377 - meaning not clear from words Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

5 232 the {least sporty} [girl] in the 
[class]

the -est in the – ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App
…External

345 Comparative Correlative

5 233 tunnel ball COCA 0. Sport played in Australian primary schools. ALLOW: meaning not clear from words Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

5 234 {I1} found {myself1} [FIND] [ppx*] COCA 47 tokens, 22982 types: S2941, F7188, M5591, N3974, Ac3288: I find myself also 
highest F: figurative "find"

13 FIND Predicate phrase

5 235 What {was} more, what [be] more ,: COCA 3 types, 2780 tokens: S247, F237, M1418, N487, Ac391 - meaning not clear from 
words

13 Sentence/clause lead in

5 236 sports carnival COCA 3. Australian term - school event - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

5 237 Brisbane Exhibition Ground Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 238 [When] the big night [came] the big night COCA 81: S26, F17, M12, N25, Ac1: use of "big" 13 N/NP

5 239 school uniforms No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 240 lined up [LINE] up COCA 6639. S1249, F1681, M1594, N1766, Ac349 - meaning not clear from words 13 PV

5 241 {Keep} in line [KEEP] in line COCA 3 types, 24 tokens. S1, F4, M9, N5, Ac5. [STAY] in line 4 types, 40 tokens. * in line for 
100 types, 5343 tokens. S999, F1058, M1082, N1340, Ac864. Slot fillers are [WAIT], [STAND], next, is, 
more, [GET], first, [BE], place, [FALL]…: apart from [FALL], verbs transparent. Counting only in line here : 
encoding, meaning not clear from the word

13 PP



5 242 [marching] in time. in time COCA 14153: S2588, F4165, M2753, N2096, Ac2551: NB cf different usage of in time at 202 - at 
least two usages: frequencies indicative only: meaning not clear from the words

Judgement 13 PP

5 243 hold your heads high [HOLD] * head* high COCA 22 types, 94 tokens: S14, F53, M15, N10, Ac2 Literal/idiomatic split - possibly 
drawing on both here: idiomatic – evokes AFFECT - be proud

Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

5 244 a powerful emotion emotion collocated with powerful COCA 24. S4, F8, M7, N3, Ac2. MI 6.31: * emotion first content word (adj) 
is raw, strong, negative, great, real, intense, powerful, genuine, deep, high... a powerful * collocates force, 
tool, message, influence, incentive: bleaching/specialization/shift in "powerful"

13 Intensifying collocation

5 245 [I didn't] fully understand didn't fully understand COCA 36: fully understand 736 totally understand, entirely understand, wholly 
understand, really, half... bleaching/specialization/shift in "fully"

13 Intensifying collocation

5 246 [that] for the {firs}t time in 
{my life}

for the first time in * life : COCA 10 types, 751 tokens: S128, F325, M161, N96, Ac41: for the first time in 
6007: S1257, F1253, M1121, N1730, Ac646:  for the [ordinal] time in [possessive pronoun] life - 

34 Sentence/clause lead in

5 247 took {its} place [TAKE] its place COCA 5 types, 373 tokens. S31, F83, M101, N58, Ac100. COCA take its place 178, took its 
place 77, takes its place 49, taken its place 37… bleaching of "take"

134 TAKE Predicate phrase

5 248 under blazing floodlights under floodlights COCA 8. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 249 the {12} of {us} COCA the [mc*] of [pp*]: for 100 types, 10064 tokens. S2038, F6045, M1207, N538, Ac236 14 QUANT

5 250 lined up [one behind the 
other]

[LINE] up COCA 4 types, 6639 tokens. S1249, F1681, M1594, N1766, Ac349 - meaning not clear from words 13 PV

5 251 [lined up] one {behind} the 
other

one behind the other COCA 46: S1, F23, M10, N3, Ac9. Highest in Fiction (23). 3 Complex Adv

5 252 heart pounded [POUND] collocated with heart at L4, R4, COCA 757. S30, F591, M86, N43, Ac7. COBUILD 1988: "If your 
heart is pounding, it is beating with an unusually strong and fast rhythm. eg My heart pounded with joy" p. 
612. heart [BEAT] strongly: COCA 2 types, 3 tokens: heart [POUND] 4 types, 365 tokens - strongly preferred

Affect Indirect 13 NP/Predicate phrase

5 253 [signal the] start of play start of play COCA 6. PC in sporting context see www.wfms.org/Other/Football/FIFA/law8.html Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

5 254 whose {job} it was [to…] whose job it [BE] to COCA 2 types, 235 tokens: S65, F44, M46, N53, Ac27. whose job [BE] to COCA 2 types, 
129 tokens. whose mission it was to, whose role it was to, whose drama it was to?, whose intention it was 
to…whose idea it was to … constraint on first set...attributes responsibility

4 Sentence/clause lead in

5 255 What if Searching sentence initial . What if COCA 2265. S409, F1194, M402, N153, Ac107 (*When if, why if, how 
if…)

13 Sentence/clause lead in

5 256 Before {I} {knew} it [my 
moment had arrived]

before * [KNOW] it COCA 42 types, 1072 tokens. S173, F493, M247, N130, Ac29 (so when did I know it?): 
NB before I knew it, my moment had arrived 

13 Sentence/clause lead in

5 257 {my} moment had arrived * moment [ARRIVE]: COCA 21 types, 64 tokens. S4, F18, M20, N19, Ac4: [BE] my moment (to take out 
movement): 4 types, 18 tokens -  figurative "arrive"

13 NP/Predicate phrase

5 258 the front of the line the * of the * see Biber et al and notes (not included as FRAME - no unexpected selection restrictions) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 259 the rest of the team the * of the * as 5/258 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 259.1 bent over Collins Cobuild dicitonary of phrasal verbs 1989, p. 14 13 PV

5 260 with all {my} might with all * might COCA 11 types, 351 tokens: 11 types, 351 tokens. S10, F274, M25, N24, Ac18: with all * 
strength COCA 9 types, 243 tokens - slightly lower, but not significant. might as an uncountable noun seems 
to be commonly used in this context - both LDCE and 1988 Cobuild give "with all his might" in their 
definitions (LDCE p. 1040, Cobuild 1988 p. 492). 

Judgement 
COVERT 
AFFECT

3 PP

5 261 stuffed up Searching [STUFF] up . to ensure PV only. 2 types, 101 tokens. S46, F23, M13, N16, Ac3 - meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

5 262 crescendo pitch crescendo pitch COCA 0: Fever pitch COCA 160: S26, F22, M51, N46, Ac15. Not included - probably an 
Approximation, but impossible to support

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 263 ,too soon, derived from all too soon? All too soon COCA 105. High in Fiction (S9, F57, M21, N12, Ac 6). NOT INCLUDED 
(CAN'T BE SURE writer intended all too soon)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 264 a {roar} went up a * [GO] up COCA roar, cry, shout, scream, yell, call for 100 types, 218 tokens. S44, F103, M40, N27, Ac4: 
cheer, roar, cry, shout, gasp, shiver, murmur, groan, chant … conveys Affect for crowd

Affect Indirect 134 NP/Predicate phrase

5 265 gain a place [GAIN] a place 3 Types, 14 tokens. [WIN] a place COCA 4 types, 47 tokens. OPEN CHOICE gain, win, get, 
secure : gain a spot -  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



5 266 done {our} best [DO] * best COCA for 100 types, 5823 tokens: S1583, F1728, M1029, N1024, Ac459: do * best to COCA 40 
types, 2265 tokens: form "our best" - NB correlating with subject (subject and poss pron must be 
coreferential)

Judgement 1 DO Predicate phrase

5 267 never did [take off] never [DO] [v*] in the 100 occurrences allowed at Level 3 COCA (researcher), always did. PREFERENCE For 
100 types, 973 tokens: S230, F445, M154, N109, Ac35. 

3 Predicate phrase STEM

5 268 take off [TAKE] off COCA 6 types, 13816 tokens. S2770, F6043, M2481, N2021, Ac501 - meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

5 269 more than [50 years] later Not including when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 270 NARRATIVE 6: This 
(bullying) life

6 271 a timeless reminder Not supported. COCA 1. Google low. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 272 power politics power politics COCA 217. S15, F4, M43, N28, Ac126: means more/other than the words Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

6 273 private [girls] school private school COCA 1495. S216, F184, M218, N616, Ac261 - encyclopaedic - "private" means fee-paying Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

6 274 middle-class [suburb] COCA 30: S6, F1, M7, N14, Ac2: middle-class area, middle- class car, middle-class apartment block : middle-
class - meaning beyond the words

Appreciation, 
encyclopaedic

23 Complex Adj

6 275 dark-blue dark-blue, pale blue … dark referring to density of colour. COCA 146. S0, F80, M47, N18, Ac1 … intriguing 
distribution.

3 Complex Adj

6 276 sailor-collar COCA zero with hyphen, 1 without: not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 277 make-up In Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary hyphenated - meaning not clear from words 13 N/NP

6 278 Part-time [jobs] part-time job* COCA 674 part-time parent, part-time soccer player, part-time student: phrasal construction 
is part-time - form, and meaning not clear from words

13 Complex Adj

6 279 moved on [to] [MOVE] on to 4 types, 3792 tokens: S1242, F627, M846, N636, Ac441 - meaning not clear from words 13 PV

6 280 co-ed school Co-educational, conventionalized abbreviation. Boys and girls - counting as N/NP rather than abbreviation Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

6 281 ,for instance, , for instance , COCA 12956. S2082, F663, M4368, N2481, Ac3361 : form, meaning not clear from words 13 Interpolation

6 282 beauty and brains COCA 10. brains and beauty 7. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 283 the target of bullying No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 283.1 her real name Looks from COCA examples as if real is used for animate and proper for inaminate NPs. Allow as N/NP - no 
bleaching, but unpredictable restriction, preference

3 N/NP

6 284 [she was] far from being 
[Audrey Hepburn]

far from [v?g*] COCA for 100 types, 1522 tokens: top is far from being... Next is far from having 50. far 
from being is by far the most common - 984 tokens: S76, F67, M266, N143, Ac432: means she was not at 
all like Audrey Hepburn - really not - use of "far" - figurative distance

Judgement/Forc
e

13 Focusing modifier

6 285 short, fat legs COCA 0.Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 286 did not help did not help . COCA 34. Open Choice not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 287 had the look of [HAVE] the look of 4 types 261 tokens: S14, F150, M34, N47, Ac16. Dominant pattern followed by indefinite 
article/pronoun and then relative clause - "He had the look of an NCO eager to be mistaken for an officer" 1 
2011, Fic, Bk:OfficersClub - meaning not clear from the words

13 HAVE Predicate phrase

6 288 score good marks score collocated with marks COCA 39. S7, F3, M12, N8, Ac9 - bleaching/specialization/shift in "score" 1 Predicate phrase

6 289 [she] was no {athlete} She|he [BE] no {nn* with APPRAISAL/JUDGEMENT} for 100 types, 371 tokens. S65, F178, M61, N61, Ac6: 
meaning not clear from words, preference - include as scaling intensifier

Judgement 135 Focusing modifier

6 290 Even worse, Searching sentence initial . Even worse , COCA 227: S8, F45, M97, N39, Ac38: many options - even so, even 
now, even then, even better: allowing on the basis that this pattern codes the assumption that what went 
before was bad without actually coming out and saying so. So someone can say "boat people arrive in 
Australia every day. Even worse, they arrive in WA" ... the "even worse" tags the previous statement for 
ATTITUDE. 

NB ANAPHORIC 
ATTITUDE 
MARKER

13 Sentence/clause lead in

6 291 keep {her} head down [KEEP] * head down. COCA 19 types, 247 tokens: S26, F146, M42, N27, Ac6 - figurative - means stay out of 
trouble

Judgement 134 Predicate phrase



6 292 neither [physical violence] nor 
[direct criticism]

neither…nor 35 CORRELATING

6 293 give her their attention Derived from give [something] your attention? Article written by non-native speaker…but COCA 1324 for 
[GIVE] collocated with attention at L4, R4. Including: specialization/shift/bleaching in "give"

13 Predicate phrase

6 294 so {evident} nobody but 
teachers had any doubt

Situation with ATTITUDE, result - "that" deleted, not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 295 [nobody but teachers] had 
any doubt

[HAVE] any doubt COCA 5 types, 170 tokens: S92, F17, M29, N27, Ac5. to have [neg/any] doubt: [HAVE] 
doubt COCA 3 types, 22 tokens PREFERENCE - form preference, means more than the words (they were 
certain - indirect affect?)

Indirect affect 13 HAVE Predicate phrase

6 296 [they were] carrying out [a 
bullying campaign]

[CARRY] out COCA 4 types, 11588 tokens. S2018, F699, M1616, N1997, Ac5258 - means more/other than 
words

13 PV

6 297 gave her the unwanted 
spotlight

normally put someone in the spotlight X DISCUSS DO NOT 
COUNT

6 298 Singled out [SINGLE] out COCA 4 types, 2139 tokens: S446, F150, M382, N613, Ac548 - meaning not clear from words 13 PV

6 299 felt {sorry} for {her}  [feel] sorry for [ppx]: for 100 types, 1346 tokens: S342, F672, M141, N165, Ac26 feel happy for, feel 
pleased for, feel angry for COCA 0. Can only use emphathetic adjectives? Always AFFECT: some sub-
restrictions - eg [FEEL] sorrow for only 3 types, 11 tokens : preference for SORRY over SORROW: feel sad 
for and not feel sadness for etc...

Affect Direct 
and  Indirect

134 Predicate phrase

6 300 out of the question out of the question COCA 976: S148, F330, M194, N197, Ac107: telling a teacher was out of the question 
(stronger than not an option) - meaning not clear from the words

Appreciation, 
FORCE

13 PP

6 301 {the label of snitch} meant 
{death}

[MEAN] death . COCA 3 types, 28 tokens. S6, F9, M4, N4, Ac5. [MEAN] life. COCA 4 types, 11 tokens. 
Meaning is not clear from words, including for that reason only (specialization/shift/bleaching in "meant"). 
Single word coordinator - not including, but mark for grouping with "discuss but do not counts"

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

6 302 crossing factions COCA [CROSS] factions 0. Google low (6,110 16 February 2012) - not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 303 {was} not an option [either] not an option COCA 532 [BE] not an option 5 types, 453 tokens. Take PC to be [BE] not an option. S114, 
F51, M105, N106, Ac77: not a possibility . COCA 12. not a choice . COCA 25: option preferred over choice. 
NB [BE] an option COCA 9 types, 686 tokens. No sig preference for neg over pos: [BE] not a possibility 
COCA 4 types, 34 tokens. S13, F9, M3, N5, Ac4...preference for option, including for that reason only (with 
reservations)

3 BE Predicate phrase

6 304 choose {her} over Pattern is choose [nn*] over : most common completion is choose one over the other. For 100 types, 182 
tokens: S23, F9, M39, N36, Ac21. Figurative "over' - classifying as PV

13 PV

6 305 {would] {have been} stuck 
with [her]

A number of patterns/senses. Searching [BE] stuck with her|him|it|them|us to get this usage: COCA 21 
types, 57 tokens. S14, F27, M6, N7, Ac3: meaning is different to active verb "Stick with me" and also stick 
around. Counting as [BE] Predicate Phrase although like other [BE] Predicate Phrases could appear with 
other copula vs... bleaching/specialization/shift in "stuck"

134 BE Predicate Phrase

6 306 self-sacrifice self-sacrifice COCA 346. S21, F33, M83, N41, Ac168. High Ac. No literal sacrifice of self 1 N/NP

6 307 [The self-sacrifice was] too 
{much} to [bear]

[BE] too much to bear COCA 114. too much to bear also 114. too much to * . COCA top is too much to drink, 
then too much to bear (69), too much to ask, too much to do…??? [BE] too much to * COCA 100 types, 391 
tokens: collocates ask, say, bear, hope, take, expect, resist, [spend], handle...

Affect, App 134 CORRELATING

6 308 make friends [MAKE] friends 4 types, 1155 tokens. S169, F334, M279, N230, Ac143: specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

6 309 carried out PV meaning dominates. [CARRY] out COCA 4 types, 11588 tokens. Variety of usages, but PV meaning 
dominates literal. S2018, F699, M1616, N1997, Ac5258

13 PV

7 310 NARRATIVE 7: This 
(furnished) life

7 311 any more any more COCA 10109. S2497, F3877, M1330, N1613, Ac792: preferred to no more in many varieties of 
English – encoding, possibly decoding?

13 Complex Adv

7 312 things past things past COCA 67: S7, F21, M16, N10, Ac15. In this context, a reference to Proust A la recherche du 
temps perdu - encyclopaedic in this context

Encyclopaedic 
in this context

12 N/NP

7 313 {smash} {it} to 
{smithereens}

* to smithereens COCA 128: S14, F61, M36, N11, Ac6.Verbs blown, bombed, shattered. Blast, smash (6). 
Verb has to be violent, destructive, sudden, explosive action: also smash it to pieces, break it to bits etc: 
FRAME {verb of violent action} {direct object} to {noun from semantic group describing fragments of 
whole}

Force 134 Predicate phrase



7 314 when it came to COCA 3 types (comes, came, come) 13216 tokens. S4029, F1210, M3767, N2859, Ac1351 (see Declerck 
1997)

13 Sentence/clause lead in

7 315 a token of {love} a token of COCA 6. love token also 6. token of complements gratitude, appreciation, esteem, affection, 
friendship. Limited set: a token of dislike 0 : a token of hatred 1. a token of mourning. "a token of" 21.3 
million Google 15 March 2012. INCLUDE: Complements all evoke AFFECT - and are all positive 

Affect Indirect 4 N/NP

7 316 as light as a feather COCA 10: light as a feather COCA 43: S1, F27, M5, N7, Ac3: FRAME is as {APPRAISAL ADJ} as a N: as 
bright as a button; as smart as a new pin: these are fixed

Fixed…External? 3 Comparative Correlative

7 317 how {odd} {it} {was} how [j*] * [BE] to|that COCA for 100 types, 1588 tokens: S335, F428, M373, N290, Ac162 : if searching 
sentence initial, . How [j*] * [BE] to|that COCA 85 types, 104 tokens. S8, F59, M16, N7, Ac14: ATTITUDE in 
first slot

Judgement/App
reciation

134 Sentence/clause lead in

7 318 family gatherings family gatherings COCA 318: COCA 174. S20, F42, M61, N34, Ac17. * gatherings COCA for 100 types, 1222 
tokens: top is family gatherings. Family gatherings typically involve food, don't extend beyond a few hours… 
means more than the words

13 N/NP

7 319 In the end [it was…not] Searching sentence initial to get this usage . In the end , 2482. S333, F434, M767, N378, Ac570 - meaning 
not clear from words

13 Sentence/clause lead in

7 320 Parkinson's Disease PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

7 321 how {fortunate} {I} {was} how [j*] * [BE] to|that COCA for 100 types, 1588 tokens: S335, F428, M373, N290, Ac162 : APPRAISAL in 
first slot

Judgement/App
reciation

134 Sentence/clause lead in

7 322 took care of {them} [TAKE] care of : COCA 6 types, 18,468 tokens, S5951, F5391, M3075, N3064, Ac987 bleaching of "take" 134 TAKE Predicate phrase

7 324 shipping containers shipping container* COCA : 4 types, 175 tokens. S37, F13, M51, N45, Ac29: encyclopaedic - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "container"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 325 sweltering heat sweltering * top collocate is heat COCA 73: S16, F23, M10, N19, Ac5: next is sweltering summer, afternoon, 
day, July - sweltering is applied to climatic conditions (the heat isn't sweltering, the people are :-)

Force 13 Intensifying collocation

7 326 [a leg had been ruthlessly] 
broken off [the other one]

Literal "break", included for "off": Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 26) 13 PV

7 327 shed a tear [SHED] a tear COCA 3 types, 98 tokens: S24, F29, M19, N22, Ac4 - use of "shed" Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

7 328 temporary refuge temporary refuge COCA 31: S5, F6, M2, N10, Ac8: permanent refuge COCA 4. * refuge COCA for 100 types, 
397 tokens. Top is arctic refuge 77, then temporary, then only, sought, safe, welcome, final, quiet, national, 
peaceful, spiritual, private , new…temporary teacher, temporary home...OPEN CHOICE, no sel/col/pref 
issues, no socio-cultural overtones (in this case), no APPRAISAL... no specialization/shift/bleaching, not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

7 329 the most [beautiful hands] OUTSIDE SCOPE - only included if combined with an "in" PP, or if it is a correlative NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

7 330 yet another yet another COCA 6562: S1052, F1126, M1596, N1380, Ac1408. yet more, *yet some, *yet any, meaning 
not clear from the words

Force 13 Intensifying collocation

7 331 the shipping container shipping container* COCA : 4 types, 175 tokens. S37, F13, M51, N45, Ac29: specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"container"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 332 cursing {the unpackers} 
under {my} breath

under * breath COCA 9 types, 1348 tokens. Possible verbs swear, say, mutter, curse - all verbal: S21, 
F1215, M69, N30, Ac13

Affect Indirect 134 Predicate phrase

7 333 snapped off Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 1362): use of "off" 13 PV

7 334 gaunt face COCA 42: S1, F30, M5, N3, Ac3: gaunt * gives face, figure, woman, Straightforward selection, no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

7 335 Welcome to your new home 3 types, 8 tokens. . Welcome to COCA 2435. S2014, F148, M197, N58, Ac18: not included (V plus prep) - 
means what is says, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

7 336 cracking a cheeky smile dictionary.reference.com/browse/crackcrack a smile, Informal. to smile. [crack] a smile COCA 4 types, 140 
tokens: S6, F84, M30, N18, Ac2 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "crack"

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

7 337 {I1} found {myself1} [FIND] [ppx*] COCA 47 tokens, 22982 types: S2941, F7188, M5591, N3974, Ac3288: I find myself also 
highest F: figurative "find"

13 FIND Predicate phrase

7 338 [I] breathed a [long] sigh of 
relief

[BREATHE] collocated with relief at R4 reveals breathe + sigh of relief n different combinations. With some 
noise, COCA 375. S61, F181, M71, N52, Ac10. 

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

7 339 had the removalists take [HAVE] [nn*] [v?*]  [HAVE] someone [v] construction - difficult to search effectively - no APPRAISAL, no 
paradigmatic restrictions… NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

7 340 on {their} way back on * way back COCA 13 types, 1431 tokens: 13 types, 1431 tokens. S220, F758, M221, N169, Ac63. during 
* way back COCA 0: meaning not clear from the words, use of "on"

13 PP



7 341 as well as as well as COCA 75459: S7636, F4710, M17948, N13196, Ac31969: as mentioned before: object of previous 
clause must be in the same semantic set as the complement of as well as, but at opposite ends. Here  "her 
beautiful and vibrant years as well as the bitter end" 

135 Coordinating

7 342 the bitter end the bitter end COCA 176: S37, F31, M38, N48, Ac22. a bitter end COCA 5. Appreciation/Fo
rce

13 Intensifying collocation

8 343 NARRATIVE 8: This 
(caring) life

8 344 [becomes very tedious] after 
a while

after a while COCA 3229. S489, F1828, M501, N296, Ac115 - after the while COCA 0, following a while COCA 
0 - preference 

3 PP

8 345 working conditions * conditions top collocate is the, followed by working. working conditions COCA 1031. S91, F36, M170, 
N234, Ac500: next is economic (918), living (727). work conditions 78. Carries additional contextual 
meaning - what are working conditions? meal breaks, benefits, super...encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 346 staffing levels staffing levels COCA 74. S9, F1, M11, N29, Ac24: staff levels COCA 16. level of staff 9. PREFERENCE Refers 
to the number of people working there but avoids reference to people and numbers: like water levels - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "levels"

13 N/NP

8 347 family members family members COCA 8108. S1702, F282, M1589, N1964, Ac2571  collocation - members collocated with 
family at L4, R4 MI 5.75

13 N/NP

8 348 the same {level of care to 
their loved ones} as [they 
can]

the same … as Internal/extern
al

345 Comparative Correlative

8 349 loved ones loved ones COCA one/ones 12 types, 3896 tokens. S1280, F435, M915, N830, Ac436 - people like family, 
husbands, wives, partners: specialization/shift/bleaching in both parts

13 N/NP

8 350 look after [LOOK] after COCA 5 types, 2789 tokens. S394, F1326, M446, N322, Ac301: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

8 351 [and look after three other 
disabled people] at the same 
time

at the same time COCA 28702. S6612, F3705, M5481, N4721, Ac8182. Literal/idiomatic split. Here literal, 
predictable - not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

8 352 At the risk of at the risk of COCA 474. S111, F63, M97, N83, Ac120: at a risk of COCA 3 13 Sentence/clause lead in

8 353 far from being [special, I'm 
no different from…]

far from [v?g*] COCA for 100 types, 1522 tokens. Most common is far from being, as here: COCA 984: S76, 
F67, M266, N143, Ac432. This use is different to the use in "His jumper was far from clean". Focusing 
adverbial - see This Bullying Life above (far from being Audrey Hepburn - classified as Moderator) - NB 
DISTANCE

Distance 13 Sentence/clause lead in

8 354 {five} {days} a {week} * days a week for 65 types, 3020 tokens: S527, F265, M1047, N968, Ac213 conventionalized for frequency 
statements – use of "a"

34 Complex Adv

8 355 the caring industry the caring industry COCA 0. Google 46,300 22 November 2011. Frequency too low, not included. Novel? NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

8 356 a service industry a service industry COCA 20 S5, F0, M7, N3, Ac5, the service industry 62. S8, F4, M8, N23, Ac19: 
encyclopaedic - sense of "service"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 357 Just as [the experienced 
barman pours your favourite 
beer…] so [the experienced 
carer dispenses their care]

Just as … so : COCA 295. S89, F78, M61, N33, Ac34. 135 CORRELATING

8 358 [dispenses their care] such as 
{preparing the right food}

Second slot-filler hyponymous External/Int 
discussion

135 Coordinating

8 359 [accidentally] stumbled into 
{disability}

accidentally [STUMBLE] into COCA 0. [STUMBLE] into COCA 4 types, 740 tokens. S76, F347, M137, N145, 
Ac35: mix of literal (movement) and idiomatic (movement): where the meaning is idiomatic, one clear use 
relates to occupations, as here. S76, F347, M137, N145, Ac35: figurative "stumble"

134 Predicate phrase

8 360 insurance clerk COCA 6. No support. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

8 361 call out [CALL] out COCA 4 types, 5597 tokens, several usages. S435, F3776, M678, N507, Ac301COCA 4 types 
5597 tokens: use of "out"

13 PV

8 362 go to the toilet [GO] to the toilet COCA 5 types, 72 tokens. S11, F38, M16, N3, Ac4 (go to the ladies' room, powder my 
nose…) - specialization of 'go' - euphemism

13 Predicate phrase

8 363 came to his rescue [COME] to * rescue COCA 34 types, 568 tokens: S131, F120, M152, N105, Ac60: movement, figurative use 
of "come" plus preferred form

MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase



8 364 [the already heavily taxed 
nurses] on duty

Searching on duty . COCA 232. S38, F104, M38, N39, Ac13: references place and status: use of "on" 13 PP

8 365 [we] got talking [GET] talking COCA 4 types, 45 tokens: [GET] [v?g*] for 100 types, 2519 tokens. Get going 1000, got going 
368, gets moving 366, gets going 114, getting going 45, got coming 45, got rolling 33…[GET] talking COCA 
4 types, 45 tokens, S20, F16, M5, N4, Ac0 : specialization/shift/bleaching in "got"

13 GET Predicate phrase

8 366 wished me well [WISH] [pp*] well COCA 27 types, 428 tokens: S178, F118, M55, N69, Ac8 - meaning not clear from words, 
form preference

13 Predicate phrase

8 367 [As I] look back on it now COCA [LOOK] back on : 4 types, 1499 tokens. S612, F158, M330, N278, Ac121…When I look back on COCA 
61, As I look back on COCA 32: figurative "look" and also 'past is behind us' metaphor 

13 PV

8 368 proper calling proper calling 6: true calling 88: S12, F17, M32, N19, Ac8 X DISCUSS DO 
NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS DO NOT 
COUNT

8 369 [to engulf us carers] from 
time to time

from time to time COCA 3607. S706, F1345, M637, N450, Ac469. Form. 13 PP

8 370 {never} lose sight of the fact [LOSE] sight of COCA 4 types, 1145 tokens. [LOSE] sight of the fact that 4 types, 114 tokens [LOSE] sight of 
the fact 4 types, 126 tokens. S42, F5, M26, N29, Ac24: figurative 'lose', figurative 'sight' 

13 Sentence/clause lead in

8 371 [what I] was put on this earth 
to do

[BE] put on this earth to 5 types 22 tokens: [PUT] on this earth to 25 tokens. S8, F6, M6, N5, Ac0 - 
preference for passive, figurative

13 Predicate phrase

8 372 has {its} ups and downs [HAVE] its ups and downs COCA 3 types, 78 tokens: S20, F6, M20, N25, Ac7. [HAVE] * ups and downs 46 
types, 217 tokens. Ups and downs 1219: S324, F72, M375, N356, Ac92 - NB cf ups hopefully outnumber 
downs - meaning not clear from the words

Appreciation 134 HAVE Predicate phrase

8 373 [the] ups [should hopefully 
outnumber the] downs

ups collocated with downs COCA 3 types, 1302 tokens. S357, F78, M399, N372, Ac96 - but 98% are ups and 
downs discuss but do not count

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

8 374 (Just) for the record just for the record COCA 116: without just 1174: S381, F179, M263, N293, Ac58 - Engagement Engagement 13 Sentence/clause lead in

8 375 sleepover shift Technical term? Novel coinage? No citations, can't check. Not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

8 376 [the needs of the people] in 
{my} care

in * care: COCA in health care, in foster care… the, intensive, primary, day, child, their, managed, medical, 
long-term, her … also under psychiatric care, under medical care, under hospice care …: in my care COCA 
30. S0, F22, M3, N2, Ac3: in my care describes a legal, professional situation - encyclopaedic: use of "in", 
substitutions possessive pronouns

Encyclopaedic 1234 PP

8 376.1 in that order COCA 381. S52, F93, M77, N89, Ac70: in this order COCA 78 3 Complex Adv

8 377 For instance . For instance , COCA 7720. S899, F284, M2403, N739, Ac3395 13 Sentence/clause lead in

8 378 wakes up [WAKE] up COCA 6 types, 886 tokens. S228, F213, M233, N168, Ac44: use of "up" 13 PV

8 379 in a {good} mood in a good mood COCA 270. S46, F121, M56, N36, Ac11: with a good mood 1: NB if "good" isn't present, you 
get "in a mood", which implies a bad mood…: pref, and container met

134 PP

8 380 If [a bad mood is evident] 
then

If … then, here Internal 35 CORRELATING

8 381 {problem} needs to be 
addressed

[ADDRESS].[v*] collocated with problem at L4, R4 COCA 1528, MI 4.30: S256, F22, M270, N279, Ac658: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "address"

134 ADDRESS Predicate 
phrase 

8 382 wake up [happy] [WAKE] up COCA 6 types, 886 tokens. S228, F213, M233, N168, Ac44: use of "up" 13 PV

8 383 . Finally , . Finally , COCA 14465. S916, F2737, M3453, N841, Ac6518: SINGLE WORD NOT INCLUDED X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

8 384 think [as much] for 
themselves [as possible]

 [THINK] for [ppx*] 24 types, 313 tokens. S55, F45, M69, N57, Ac87. Think for themselves MI 5.84. think 
for yourself MI 3.29 :  means more than the words suggest - be independent

13 Predicate phrase

8 385 [think] as much [for 
themselves] as possible

as much collocated with possible at R4 COCA 4 types, 2585 tokens. Always as possible, S432, F310, M754, 
N475, Ac610: 

35 CORRELATING

8 386 It's not that {hard} . It's not that [j*] . COCA 21 types, 59 tokens. S23, F14, M12, N10, Ac0: ATTITUDE in the slot. Judgement 13 ENTIRE

9 387 NARRATIVE 9: This 
(salty) life

9 388 banana board COCA 0. Technical in-term (surfing). ALLOW - figurative "banana" 123 N/NP

9 389 Back in the {1960s} back in the {date eg 1960s, 60s} SEARCH back in the [mc*] for 100 types, 993 tokens, all 4-figure date, or 
decade (plural) eg "seventies": S368, F150, M259, N154, Ac62

13 Sentence/clause lead in



9 390 had trouble [HAVE] trouble [v?g*] COCA: for 100 types, 2254 tokens: S458, F501, M602, N542, Ac151: see Sinclair on 
TROUBLE (2004a) - meaning not clear from the words - encoding

13 HAVE Predicate phrase

9 391 [had trouble] leaving his work 
behind

 [LEAVE] * work behind COCA 5 types, 5 tokens. Google "leave * work behind" 16.5 million 16 February 
2012. [LEAVE] * * behind 100 types, 327 tokens. S92, F91, M65, N53, Ac26. Mix of idiomatic and literal - 
can refer to peope who think about work/take phone calls etc outside working hours - figurative use of 
"leave" and "behind"

13 Predicate phrase

9 392 station wagon station wagon COCA 1120: S82, F625, M178, N222, Ac13. specialization/shift/bleaching in "wagon" and 
"station"

123 N/NP

9 393 telephone box telephone box COCA 22: S9, F11, M1, N1, Ac0 - specialization/shift/bleaching in  "box" 123 N/NP

9 394 held {our} breath [HOLD] * breath COCA 38 types, 2092 tokens: S207, F1331, M307, N208, Ac39: evokes AFFECT (they were 
nervous)…figurative "hold"

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

9 395 the {oldest} in the [surf] the -est in the – appraisal in first slot Judgement/App
…External

345 Comparative Correlative

9 396 Hang ten! COCA 9. ALLOW. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hang_Ten "Hanging Ten is a surfing maneuver and is considered one 
of the most impressive and iconic stunts one can perform with a surfboard". Meaning has extended to mean - 
fabulous, fantastic - not clear from the words

Indirect Affect 13 ENTIRE

9 397 [when we kids] had a go [on 
the enormous surfboard]

[HAVE] a go COCA 3 types (have, having, had) 133 tokens. S39, F53, M23, N15, Ac3: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "have" 

13 HAVE Predicate phrase

9 398 kitchen table kitchen table COCA 2726. S165, F1916, M361, N223, Ac61: kitchen table, dining-room table: breakfast 
table, dinner table, ?lunch table. No bleaching, specialization, figurative meaning. Not included.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 399 [paper] cut-outs ACOD 2009, p. 346 13 N/NP

9 400 The Pan Book of Sailing Publication 2 PUBLICATION

9 401 freshwater lake freshwater lake COCA 49: S4, F2, M21, N10, Ac12: normal selection - lakes can be freshwater or saltwater, 
no issues on either side:  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 402 on board on board COCA 5165: S1818, F961, M1080, N890, Ac416: use of "on" 13 PP

9 403 man overboard man overboard COCA 40: S10, F5, M22, N3, Ac0 - normally an ENTIRE – what you say when someone falls 
out of a boat/off a ship, even if they're female

13 ENTIRE

9 403.1 chucked over chuck as an informal variation on throw: over with "the edge" or "board" ellipsed. Looks like a novel coinage 
or at least extension of thrown over(board), not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 404 It wasn't long before . It wasn't long before COCA 170. S10, F50, M73, N32, Ac5 - NB it was long before has a different meaning 
("It was long before the rise of the celebrity chef" COCA 1 2011 NEWS Atlanta). 

13 Sentence/clause lead in

9 405 [on] the open sea the open sea COCA 195; S16, F81, M55, N17, Ac26. on the open sea 33: S3, F15, M7, N3, Ac5 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "open"

13 N/NP

9 406 Toyota Landcruiser PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

9 407 stood out [STAND] out COCA 4 types, 4888 tokens. S714, F1105, M1302, N976, Ac791: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

9 408 car park car park COCA 86. S9, F59, M8, N4, Ac6 (cf national park, amusement park): place where people are 
officially allowed to park a car - designated area

123 N/NP

9 409 Landcruiser Single word, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 410 a self-confessed [Captain 
Bligh]

self-confessed COCA 91: S21, F7, M38, N19, Ac6 LOW AC: Captain Bligh - proper noun. Meaning not clear 
from the words. 

Judgement 13 Complex Adj

9 411 in {his} quest for in * quest for COCA 12 types, 550 tokens:S41, F28, M167, N126, Ac188: in the pattern in his * for, top is 
pocket (87), next is quest, then bid, search…??? in my|his|her|your|our|their * for top collocate is search 
(157), then quest (128) then pocket (87), then bid (65). in * quest|search for 36 types, 1528 tokens. S247, 
F106, M393, N268, Ac514: determiner required, adjective can be inserted, no bleaching/shift in "quest", final 
PP can be dropped: contributing contentfully, count as PP

134 PP

9 412 One minute…the next Not one particular minute: meaning not clear from words 35 CORRELATING

9 413 tighten the jib COCA 0. Technical in-term ALLOW Encyclopaedic 2 Predicate phrase

9 414 slacken off Used in its technical form (sailing): COCA (all types) 4 types, 197 tokens. S20, F61, M63, N40, Ac13 - but 
mixture of usages/contexts

13 PV

9 415 [could] go on [for the whole 
race]

Many different usages. ALLOW. Total 84712. S34917, F20316, M11879, N12239, Ac5361 - use of "on" 13 PV

9 416 One day . One day COCA 3342: S271, F1371, M993, N459, Ac248 13 Sentence/clause lead in



9 417 spat the dummy [SPIT] the dummy: No matching records in COCA but this is well known in Australia: invoked AFFECT: 
ALLOW

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

9 418 [refused to] follow [his 
father's] orders

[FOLLOW] orders COCA 661. S119, F226, M117, N117, Ac82 - figurative "follow" 13 Predicate phrase

9 419 took over [TAKE].[v*] over COCA 5 types, 15474 tokens. S3475, F2325, M3111, N4988, Ac1575: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

9 420 spending time [SPEND] time 4 types 4370 tokens, S934, F514, M1286, N1034, Ac602 Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate phrase

9 421 [it] {never} occurred to me 
[not to]

[OCCUR] to [pp*] COCA 29 types, 4235 tokens. Never [OCCUR] to [pp*] COCA 18 types, 630 tokens: never 
occurred to me 316 tokens: S55, F141, M61, N42, Ac17: it never occurred to me COCA 215. S45, F80, M43, 
N36, Ac11: it occurred to me/it didn't occur to me/it never occurred to me 

13 Predicate phrase

9 422 [Dad] moved on to [bigger 
yachts]

Searching [MOVE] on . to access this usage: 4 types, 2950 tokens. S924, F850, M529, N561, Ac86: means 
more/other than words

13 PV

9 423 [a] one-man [Piccolo] Here usage is literal - refers to a type of boat that only needs one person. In COCA it can also carry Force, as 
in "this one-man sperm bank". Meaning not clear from the words, and preference (still) for "man" over 
"woman"

13 Complex Adj

9 424 In {his} mid-{fifties} Conventional way of referencing age - here sentence/clause lead-in - positions reader to understand rest of 
propositional content in this context

1 Sentence/clause lead in

9 425 came on the scene [ARRIVE] on the scene COCA 4 types 344 tokens: S89, F63, M95, N62, Ac35 [CAME] on the scene COCA 0: 
"came on the scene" Google 85.5 million 6 March 2012 - allow with Google confirmation - figurative 
movement, scene

13 Predicate phrase

9 426 and,] of course, [he had to 
have one]

of course COCA 104551. S37445, F27828, M17013, N10049, Ac12216: meaning not clear from words Engagement 13 Interpolation

9 427 pull up {the sail} Searching [PULL] * up COCA 100 types, 1381 tokens. S167, F922, M190, N75, Ac27: variety of 
usages/contexts - this one technical (sailing): use of "up"

13 PV

9 428 gave up [GIVE] up COCA 5 types, 22167 tokens. S5092, F5240, M4329, N5513, Ac1993: meaning not clear from the 
words

13 PV

9 429 content {himself} with [CONTENT].[v*] [ppx*] with COCA 20 types, 206 tokens: S6, F83, M39, N18, Ac57 (*happy himself with) 
PREF

Affect Indirect 3 Predicate phrase

9 430 body surfing body surfing COCA 20: S5, F6, M4, N4, Ac1 - meaning not clear from the words Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

9 431 Chiton Rocks Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 432 the Southern Ocean Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 433 hairy moments COCA hairy moment* 4. 125,000 Google 22 November. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 434 [He could think of] no better 
way to {die} than

no better way to * than COCA 0. no better way to COCA 96 types, 150 tokens: S15, F15, M74, N24, Ac22: 
no 14 types, 186 tokens. S19, F26, M88, N28, Ac25: collocates better (150), quicker (7). not a better way to 
COCA 1. Appreciation in first slot

Internal 345 Comparative Correlative

9 435 , thank God Searching , thank God . To get this usage: COCA 253. S103, F115, M19, N15, Ac1. Means more/other than 
words (don't have to believe in God to use it)

3 END

9 436 couldn't wait to couldn't wait to COCA 599. S88, F273, M128, N94, Ac16 could wait to COCA 9 - not literal inability to wait: 
evoked AFFECT - was impatient

Affect Indirect 3 Predicate phrase

9 437 back to shore back to shore COCA 114: S8, F54, M33, N10, Ac9. back to the shore COCA 24. use of "back", and preference 
for no def article

3 PP

9 438
10 439 NARRATIVE 10: This 

(surfing) life
10 440 in {my} mind's eye in * mind's eye COCA 9 types, 499 tokens - top is my at 510: S40, F277, M96, N41, Ac44: meaning not 

clear from words (and where is your mind's eye?)
14 PP

10 440.1 {I1} see {myself1} I [SEE] myself COCA 3 types, 529 tokens - 283 see, 242 saw. Metaphorical see 13 Predicate phrase

10 441 at one with at one with COCA 117: S13, F29, M29, N14, Ac32 (*at two with) - bleaching/specialisation/shift in one, 
describes state of being in regard to the board - contentful, PP

13 PP

10 442 take {my} position [TAKE] * position COCA 85 types, 1367 tokens: S498, S123, M177, N285, Ac284: bleaching of "take" 134 TAKE Predicate phrase

10 443 the line-up COCA 214. S60, F40, M39, N54, Ac21 13 N/NP



10 444 [as the next set] comes 
through

Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 64) 13 PV

10 445 the lip of the wave Technical in-term. COCA 1: ALLOW (filled version of the * of the *): figurative "lip" 13 N/NP

10 446 set off [SET] off COCA 3 types, 4827 tokens. S708, F1414, M1244, N1075, Ac386: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

10 447 the dull roar dull roar COCA 37: S1, F22, M6, N8, Ac0 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "dull" 13 N/NP

10 448 crashing waves crashing waves COCA 58: S1, F21, M21, N10, Ac5: specialization/shift/bleaching in "crashing" 13 N/NP

10 449 [I emerge confidently] on my 
feet

[BE] on * feet to avoid dirt on my feet etc: 47 types, 501 tokens: S38, F328, M75, N46, Ac14 - meaning 
walking, upright

13 PP

10 450 peeling off [the point at Fingal 
Headland)

Meaning is idiomatic - imagine a banana skin peeling off: you peel off like that - smoothly head in another 
direction : a group of people can peel off from a bigger group. Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs 
(1989, p. 242)

13 PV

10 451 Fingal Headland Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

10 452 all the way [to] all the way COCA 3692: 13214. S 3719, F5089, M2213, N1654, Ac539: the whole way 360. PREFERENCE Force 13 Complex Adv

10 453 [I feel] as if [I could conquer 
the world

as if - form preference 13 Complex Conj

10 454 [and] in {their} way [they 
applaud loudly]

in [pp*] way, [pp*] where [pp*] has the same reference. COCA two meanings - (1) [GET] in * way eg "And 
when the cloth got in his way, he …" 2011 FIC FantasySciFi: and this "Vassily moved in not long after that. 
He was, in his way, much stealthier than…" 2008 FIC FantasySciFi: "raised their two adopted daughters who, 
in their way, adored him" 2010 SPOK NBC_Dateline; "In their way, Lerner's poems represent..." 2010 ACAD 
Poetry - Judgement marker

Judgement 134 Sentence/clause lead in

10 455 In the aftermath of in the aftermath of COCA 1785: S359, F87, M298, N423, Ac618: in the aftermath COCA 1974. S421, F116, 
M328, N471, Ac638: vast majority have of : never in an aftermath of : aftermath suggests preceding 
disaster … in same category as 'even worse'?

13 Sentence/clause lead in

10 456 the fall guy COCA 119. S53, F16, M15, N32, Ac3. Figurative 'fall', always 'guy' 13 N/NP

10 457 a desperate attempt a * attempt COCA for 100 types, 1577 tokens. Most frequent is a desperate attempt. COCA 151. S37, F34, 
M30, N30, Ac20: synonym might be frantic, but doesn't convey potential futility

Force 13 Intensifying collocation

10 458 gangrenous limbs COCA 2: not supported, and no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

10 459 no longer Meaning not clear from words, preference 13 Complex Adv

10 460 [I hacked ruthlessley into my 
memories with] what 
amounted to [a rusty, blunt-
edged saw]

what amounted to COCA 234: S49, F50, M56, N51, Ac28: fused relative construction (see Huddleston and 
Pullum p. 505): See Huddleston and Pullum p. 1068 for reasons to analyze as NPs or PPs. HOWEVER this is a 
sub-type where the construction is adjunctive - that is, it could be removed with no loss of grammatical 
form: BUT used in conjunction with an idiomatic expression, as here, these fused relatives serve a similar 
purpose to "literally" in "I literally blew a gasket", "literally" of "what amounted to" signalling 'start working 
on interpretation processes'. Classifying as focusing modifier

FOCUS DEVICE - 
relates to 
prototypicality

13 Focusing modifier

10 461 [Belongings never] picked up [PICK] up COCA 4 types, 40502 tokens. S7595, F16795, M7381, N6816, Ac1915 - meaning "collected" 13 PV

10 462 thrown out [THROW] out 6 types, 4031 tokens. S1313, F718, M650, N1096, Ac254: use of "out" 13 PV

10 463 in {the} quest to in * quest for COCA 12 types, 550 tokens:S41, F28, M167, N126, Ac188: in the pattern in his * for, top is 
pocket (87), next is quest, then bid, search…??? in my|his|her|your|our|their * for top collocate is search 
(157), then quest (128) then pocket (87), then bid (65). in * quest|search for 36 types, 1528 tokens. S247, 
F106, M393, N268, Ac514: "to" is part of finite verb, not prep - PP

34 PP

10 464 make a new start [MAKE] a new start COCA 3 types, 31 tokens: S4, F11, M3, N7, Ac6. * a new start 60 types, 162 tokens: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make" - preference - make a new start, not make a new beginning

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

10 465 In many ways In many ways COCA 4928: S1443, F269, M968, N997, Ac1251: in a lot of ways COCA 471 PREFERENCE 3 Sentence/clause lead in

10 466 a fairytale began to unfold [unfold] 4 types, 6049 tokens. In this context refers to some kind of event taking place over time, and not to 
the unfolding of paper: core item is unfold, subjects are temporally extended narrative events eg "A hostage 
drama unfolded today" 3, 2011, SPOK, CBS_News Eve: specialization/shift/bleaching in "unfolded"

13 NP/Predicate phrase

10 467 [with the] real-deal [Prince 
Charming]

real-deal COCA 15: the real deal COCA 533. S149, F57, M165, N158, Ac4. LOW AC: High S, M, N. Lowish F - 
meaning not clear from words, and form

13 Complex Adj

10 468 Prince Charming Prince Charming COCA 473. S53, F336, M40, N38, Ac6 - fictional ref, include as proper noun 23 PROPER NOUN

10 469 happily ever after Searching sentence final happily ever after. COCA 237. S52, F95, M51, N26, Ac13 - "and vows of happily 
ever after" - ellipsed "living" - count as Complex Adv

Allusion 23 Complex Adv



10 470 [the fear that] as a result of 
[my haste to…] 

as a result of COCA 11330. S2437, F282, M1718, N1538, Ac5355: as the result of COCA 747. S79, F30, 
M138, N123, Ac 377

3 Sentence/clause lead in

10 471 wounds would  fester [FESTER] collocated with wound at L4, R4 COCA 11, MI 6.82. Idiomatic wounds. Affect Indirect 13 NP/Predicate phrase

10 472 the aptly {named} the aptly named COCA 138 S6, F9, M71, N42, Ac10. aptly named 362; aptly * named, titled, described, 
called, put, termed, nicknamed, call…limited set of collocates - form and constraints on slot-fillers

Engagement 34 Complex Adj

10 473 [Grimm's] fairy stories fairy stor* 2 types, 52 tokens: S6, F18, M14, N3, Ac11 - encyclopaedic (they are not about fairies) Encyclopaedic 12 Publication

10 474 unresolved issues issues collocated with unresolved COCA 174. S21, F9, M42, N37, Ac65. MI 8.26: environmental issues, social 
issues, important, health, policy, economic, political : could also use matters : unresolved * slot fillers are 
first full stop, then issues, problems, feelings, tension, question: however no paradigmatic restrictions other 
than ontological (things that can be unresolved) and no APPRAISAL: not counted

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

10 475 as	  {seemingly	  innocuous}	  as	  
[sur2ing]

as … as ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App
…Internal

345 Comparative Correlative

10 476 feel	  like	  a	  [surf] As in feel like having…Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary 2009, p. 514 3 Predicate phrase

10 477 [It is] of no consequence 
[that I am nearly 40]

of no consequence COCA 109. S6, M49, M22, N11, Ac21: of no significance (which would more accurately 
reflect the meaning) COCA 31. not of any consequence COCA 0 PREFERENCE

Appreciation 13 PP

10 478 leg-rope Surfing equipment - technical term Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

10 479 fall over [FALL] over COCA 5 types, 1837 tokens. S199, F1030, M283, N256, Ac69: use of "over" 13 PV

10 480 head down [to] [HEAD].[v*] down to COCA 4 types, 219 tokens. S38, F109, M42, N28, Ac2: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

10 481 duck dive COCA 0. ALLOW - Australian swimming term - reference to the way ducks plunge their heads down and 
bums up

Encyclopaedic 2 Predicate phrase

10 482 the wave {I} catch [CATCH] collocated with wave at L4, R4 COCA 170 tokens: S26, F37, M53, N44, Ac10 - catch a wave - 
figurative 'catching'

13 Predicate phrase

10 483 stand up stand up COCA 4 types, 16855 tokens. S4328, F7625, M2314, N1905, Ac683: use of "up" 13 PV

10 484 breakfast in bed breakfast in bed COCA 121: S22, F38, M43, N16, Ac2: evokes an entire scenario which is not evoked by 
lunch in bed (which has no matching records in COCA at all)

123 N/NP

10 485 kisses and cuddles kisses and cuddles COCA 0, cuddles and kisses COCA 1 - neither supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

10 486 respite centre respite centre COCA 0. 1.45 million Google 6 March 2012. Australian term? Encyclopaedic: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "respite"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

10 487 come running [COME] running COCA 1159. S192, F709, M146, N83, Ac29 (Spanish construction…cf Slobin) 3 Predicate phrase

10 488 stand up stand up COCA 4 types, 16855 tokens. S4328, F7625, M2314, N1905, Ac683: use of "up" 13 PV

10 489 {I} {know} in {my} heart I [KNOW] in my heart COCA 2 types 116 tokens. S41, F28, M26, N21, Ac0. [KNOW] in * heart COCA 22 
types, 247 tokens: [v*] in * heart COCA for 100 types, 1071 tokens: slot fillers for [v*] [know], [believe], 
[feel], [stabbed], [look]…[stabbed] flicks out of idiom principle back to open choice. Figurative 'know', 
'heart'

14 Sentence/clause lead in

10 490 I am home Searching end position I am home . COCA 16. S4, F10, M1, N1, Ac0. Even within F, not enough to warrant 
including this. NOT INCLUDED - with reservations because it means more than being "in my house" - but 
can't support, so not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 491 NARRATIVES 11: 
This (lapping) life

11 492 [Swimming laps] is all about 
[numbers]

all about COCA 13677 S4947, F3205, M2515, N2443, Ac567 - meaning not clear from the words 13 BE Predicate Phrase

11 493 For starters, for starters COCA 1207. S129, F169, M530, N299, Ac80 13 Sentence/clause lead in

11 494 go swimming [GO] running : considering this to be Open Choice, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 495 leisure centre COCA 0. PC in Australian context not American?  Swimming, gym, sauna etc, run by the local council ALLOW - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "leisure"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

11 496 at that early hour at * early hour: slot fillers = this, that, the, an: 4 types, 39 tokens: S8, F20, M5, N5, Ac1. early hour COCA 
83. S13, F50, M11, N7, Ac2. late hour COCA 127. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "early"

3 PP

11 497 drawn the short straw [draw] the short straw COCA 5 types, 20 tokens: S5, F7, M4, N2, Ac2 - figurative 13 Predicate phrase

11 498 open up In the sense of "open up a business" - start a business: Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 
232)

13 PV



11 499 pot-bellied Australian concise Oxford dictionary "having a pot belly" - "a protruding stomach" - meaning not clear from 
the words

13 Complex Adj

11 500 give {us} a sec Very difficult to search, because second can be second (as in time segment) or second (following first). 
[GIVE] * a second COCA 5 types, 30 tokens. S13, F16, M1, N0, Ac0: but give me a sec, give me a second, 
and the less formal give us a sec/ond are commonplace - means "WAIT!" but gentler - meaning not clear 
from the words, means more/other than the words

13 ENTIRE

11 501 crank up {the generators} [CRANK] up 4 types, 672 tokens. S52, F175, M260, N174, Ac11: typical collocates the heat, the generator: 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

11 502 she'll be right she'll be right COCA 19. Australian totem: S1, F15, M0, N2, Ac1: meaning not clear from the words, means 
more/other than the words

Judgement/App 13 ENTIRE

11 503 leisure centre COCA 0. PC in Australian context not American?  Swimming, gym, sauna etc, run by the local council ALLOW - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "leisure"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

11 504 is going off. [BE] going off 6 types, 23 tokens….however, common collocates are whistles, gunshot, firecracker, alarm 
clocks…This usage is very Australian - means really happening, really getting going, really turning into an 
event: not covered in Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989) 

13 PV

11 505 turn up turn up COCA 4 types, 6167 tokens. S1076, F1940, M1616, N1189, Ac446: meaning "arrive" 13 PV

11 506 {turn up} in droves in droves COCA 564. S113, F73, M160, N186, Ac32: collocates go, appeared, brought, voted, deserting me, 
signing up, showed up, enter, fled…Has to be movement/action - core is in droves…but not "ate it in 
droves"? "studied it in droves"? "criticized it in droves"?  Use of "in" and specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"droves"

134 PV

11 507 of all ages of all ages COCA 1233. S110, F73, M384, N324, Ac342. 13 PP

11 508 walking machine COCA 6 - would normally be called a treadmill???? NOT INCLUDED NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 509 spin cycle spin cycle COCA 65. S24, F12, M20, N7, Ac2 - a type of (stationary I think) bicycle used in a gym - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "spin"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

11 510 bench press bench press COCA 198. S11, F9, M120, N43, Ac15: meaning specialization/shift/bleaching in "press" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

11 511 In {my} case In my case COCA 807. S320, F165, M169, N78, Ac75. With her 270; his 478; your 340; our 498; their 147 - 
focusing (goes with when it comes to, at a time wheni)

1 Sentence/clause lead in

11 512 You've got to love a[n activity 
that has a stroke called 
butterfly that involves the 
most ungainly actions]

Characteristic Australianism: you've got to + love + indefinite article + description:  Google "you've got to 
love a" 906,000 25 March 2012. "You've got to love a smartphone app that broadcasts all sorts of 
information about you…": "you've got to love a campervan": may have relative clause following. APPRAISAL: 
ATTITUDE (APP/Judgement). Means 'anyone would'

Bond-attempt 13 Sentence/clause lead in

11 513 [a lane] to themselves Searching end position to themselves . To get this usage: COCA 708. S127, F185, M146, N120, Ac130: 
meaning not clear from the words

13 PP

11 514 {three} times a {week} * times a week 78 types, 2541 tokens: S327, F252, M1215, M534, Ac213: conventionalized "a" for time 34 Complex Adv

11 515 but who's counting Searching sentence final but who's counting . To get this usage: COCA 4. "but who's counting" Google 8.25 
million 13 January 2012. Used with "but" ALLOW - means more/other than words

1 END

11 516 , as in [time] , as in COCA 6443. S638, F552, M1411, N905, Ac2937 - meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Conj

11 517 and so on Searching sentence final  and so on . To get this usage. S1206, F504, M1001, N368, Ac1223: meaning not 
clear from the words

13 END

11 518 as {boring} as [watching 
someone who is boring]

as … as with ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App
…Internal 

345 Comparative Correlative

11 519 a mundane activity mundane activity 4: however mundane activities 28: collocates appear in general to be plural tasks, things, 
matters, activities, details -  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 520 pretty close to No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 521 not so much [to solve 
everyday problems] but 
[move through them]

not so much collocated with but at R8: 3 types, 882 tokens. S297, F124, M143, N153, Ac165. MI 3.29 35 CORRELATING

11 522 as does Searching , as [DO] to get this meaning: COCA 3 relevant tokens, 4477 types. S470, F537, M1256, Ac1173. 
as has, as did, as will not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 523 [Everything else is] of little 
moment

of little moment COCA 6: Google 19.3 million 12 December 2011: opposite is of great moment : allow - 
preferred form, and meaning not clear from words

13 PP

11 524 Everything else Count with N/NP PRON 13 N/NP



11 525 [that] time of day time of day: COCA 1179. S131, F416, M327, N119, Ac 119: time of the day 205 - different meaning: form 
preference

3 N/NP

11 526 the sun is rising [SET].[v*] collocated with sun at L4, R4, COCA 1114: S88, F534, M271, N138, Ac83 sun rises, sun sets. Not 
including - no bleaching/shift/specialization

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 527 away the mind goes away I|he|she|you|we|they [GO] COCA 11 types, 94 tokens. S32, F17, M28, N14, Ac3 X discuss 
separately

X discuss 
separately

X discuss separately

11 528 [a] half-forgotten [holiday] COCA 38. S0, F24, M5, N5, Ac4. Half-remembered 36: half-learned, half-eaten, half-read … but half-
forgotten means that it's a dim memory that could be revived - specialization/shift/bleaching in  half

13 Complex Adj

11 529 [to] open up [the value of a 
reflection]

As in 'open up a box of memories' : figurative "open", and use of "up" 13 PV

11 530 put in a lot of effort [PUT] in collocated with effort MI 4.10, COCA 104: S27, F8, M27, N24, Ac18: use of "in" 13 PV

11 531 ,wait for it, Imperative. wait for it COCA 244. S55, F84, M50, N44, Ac11 - means more than the words suggest - sense 
of anticipation 

1 Interpolation

11 531.1 [I swim] non-stop COCA 476. S159, F87, M62, N156, Ac12 (low Ac) 13 Complex Adv

11 532 {I'm} huffing and puffing huff* and puff* 6 types, 285 tokens: S33, F110, M89, N43, Ac10. Huffing and puffing is the most common 
(168). Puff* and huff* 2 types, 2 tokens

3 Predicate phrase

11 533 wipe sweat from {my} brow [WIPE] sweat from * brow COCA 8 types, 15 tokens. [WIPE] the sweat from * brow 8 types, 39 tokens. S0, 
F30, M5, N2, Ac2 - probably wiping sweat from everywhere, but convention has it that the brow is the place 
to be wiped

3 Predicate phrase

11 534 all [I'm wiping] is all … [BE] 135 CORRELATING

11 535 . For all [the] . For all COCA 3439. S1351, F649, M593, N292, AC554 : indicative only - lots of other usages in here too. 
But this usage eg 2011 SPOK CBS_SunMorn "For all his success, his personal life has had difficulties" : 2011 
FICBK: Intimates "For all her self-consciousness, she moved largely unnoticed through the hallway" 

5 Sentence/clause lead in

11 536 [SHOW] the world [SHOW] the world COCA 5 types, 455 tokens. S153, F56, M100, N113, Ac33 - means show everyone 13 Predicate phrase

11 537 [that just] doesn't add up doesn't add up COCA 127: S64, F16, M17, N23, Ac7 - can also be positive - "that adds up": use of "up" 13 PV

11 538 [I] keep at it [KEEP] at it COCA 4 types, 298 tokens: S49, F95, M99, N46, Ac9: without it 4 types, 1012 tokens: however, 
many different means. Keep at it means "persist" : [KEEP] at * top two collocates are it : keep at it defined 
in COBUILD 1988 and LDCE classifies it as a phrasal verb (p. 881) but can't be keep it at... Classifying here 
as predicate phrase, preferred form

13 Predicate phrase

11 539 [numbers] swimming around 
in my head

[SWIM] around in * head COCA 2 types, 3 tokens. * around in * head COCA for 100 types, 143 tokens: verb 
of moving: allow as predicate phrase, shift in verb (metaphorical movement) - mental space, restrictions on 
verb

1,3 Predicate phrase

12 540 NARRATIVES 12: 
This (handwriting) 
life

12 540.1 I (still) find [the written word] 
{electrifying}

[FIND] + NP + ATTITUDE - allow as [FIND] predicate phrase, add to discussion 13 FIND predicate phrase

12 541 the written word the written word COCA 316. S31, F32, M59, N43. Academic 151: the spoken word COCA 125. a written word 
4: the written words 7 cf writing? More than one word although always singular - preference

3 N/NP

12 542 plus sign ACOD 2009, p. 1095 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
12 543 word-processed COCA 15. Without the hyphen COCA 4. Perhaps falling out of use now? In ACOD (two words no hyphens): 

meaning not clear from words. Collocates in COCA documents, report, sermons, resarch, original, data … as 
for in-depth, life-threatening, not-for-profit, high-pitched etc in Information dataset, recognisable semantic 
set but within that such a large number of alternatives that this will be counted as complex adj rather than 
N/NP

12 Complex Adj

12 544 outer [Melbourne] suburb outer suburb COCA 2. Google 270,000 13 December 2011. outer melbourne suburb Google 88.900. outer 
Perth suburb 2,730. outer sydney suburb 23,000: specialization/shift/bleaching in "outer"

13 N/NP

12 544.1 the 1970s Conventionalized pattern for decades - can't be used for units (e.g. *the 19 8s, in reference to 18, 28, 38 
etc.)

3 N/NP

12 545 high school high school COCA 47666. S6705, F5408, M6913, N17732, Ac10908: specialization/shift/bleaching in "high" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

12 546 plunked down Cross between plucked from and plonked down X DISCUSS DO 
NOT COUNT 

X DISCUSS 
DO NOT 
COUNT 

X DISCUSS DO NOT 
COUNT



12 547 as {humble} as [the shabby 
grey linoleum]

as … as frame with ATTITUDE in first slot: as pure as the driven snow, as sharp as a tack… Judgement/App
…Internal

345 Comparative Correlative

12 548 clapped-out 11 in COCA, but in ACOD (2009) as colloquialism (p. 254): meaning not clear from the words Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

12 549 beacon shone [SHINE] collocated with beacon at L4, R4:  37 occurrences. S1, F22, M8, N3, Ac3. Different usages - simile 
predominates (shine like a beacon)  MI 7.58. Not a literal beacon (similar to 'shining beacon of….' - derived 
from that?

1 NP/Predicate phrase

12 550 low expectations low expectation* 2 types, 197 tokens. Expectations 195. S54, F12, M41, N38, Ac52: high expectations: also 
unrealistic, great, educational, parental : big expectations COCA 18. Use of low/high (cognitive metaphor)

13 N/NP

12 551 as {resolute} as [the pinkish-
grey curls of her brittle perm]

as … as frame with ATTITUDE first slot Judgement/App
…Internal 

345 Comparative Correlative

12 552 a well-turned phrase COCA 6. http://www.thefreedictionary.com/well-turnedwell-turned - (of language) aptly and pleasingly 
expressed; "a well-turned phrase": ALLOW - specialization/shift/bleach in "well-turned" - manufacturing 
metaphor?

13 N/NP

12 553 building the foundations of [BUILD] collocated with foundations at L4, R4 COCA 101. S8, F9, M20, N20, Ac44. MI 4.57 - figurative 
foundations

13 Predicate phrase

12 554 well-chosen [word] well-chosen word, words: means appropriate…but it doesn't really mean that you did a good job of choosing 
the words - means you were very selective about the words you chose. Including for that reason - means 
more/other than the words

134 Complex Adj

12 555 [miniscule mark] such as {an 
apostrophe}

Second slot-filler hyponymous External/Int 
discussion

135 Coordinating

12 556 plus sign ACOD 2009, p. 1095 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

12 557 as {idiosyncratic} as [the red-
inked double-barred A+ 
marks]

as … as frame with ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App
…Internal

345 Comparative Correlative

12 558 meant the world to {me} [MEAN] the world to COCA 3 types (meant, means, mean) 92 tokens. S37, F21, M19, N11, Ac4 - decoding 
and encoding

Affect Indirect 134 Predicate phrase

12 559 [the miserable days seemed] 
to last a lifetime

[LAST] a lifetime COCA 250. S46, F31, M105, N46, Ac22 (loss of "for") 3 Predicate phrase

12 560 soon enough soon enough COCA 1373: S143, F749, M231, N202, Ac48 – meaning not clear from the words 13 Complex Adv

12 561 {time} moved on time [move] on COCA 4 types, 21 tokens : S5, F7, M1, N5, Ac3 - figurative "moved" in this context, use of 
"on"

13 PV

12 562 real estate real estate COCA 12861: S1578, F860, M3408, N6293, Ac722: specialization/shift/bleach in "real" and  
"estate"

13 N/NP

12 563 high school high school COCA 47666. S6705, F5408, M6913, N17732, Ac10908: specialization/shift/bleaching in "high" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

12 564 burned down [BURN] down COCA 5 types, 1170 tokens. S229, F427, M219, N221, Ac74: use of "down" 13 PV

12 565 soon afterwards soon afterwards COCA 94. S22, F20, M17, N2, Ac33 – form preference 13 Complex Adv

12 566 closed {its} doors [CLOSE] its doors COCA 4 types, 181 tokens. S27, F19, M39, N70, Ac26 - figurative doors (needs to be 
"its"?) - partly figurative "doors"

13 Predicate phrase

12 567 [determined never to] look 
back

[LOOK] back 4 types, 13267 tokens: S3092, F6032, M1848, N1565, Ac730 - figurative (look back at the 
past) - figurative "look"

13 PV

12 568 somewhere along the way somewhere along the way COCA 252. S40, F94, M63, N46, Ac10: LIFE IS A JOURNEY Route, journey, 
movement

1 Sentence/clause lead in

12 569 [every time I] pick up [a pen] [PICK] up 4 types, 40502 tokens. S7595, F16795, M7381, N6816, Ac1915: use of "up" 13 PV

12 570 Thank you Searching unit . Thank you . S5276, F488, M67, N65, Ac18 3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

12 571
13 573 NARRATIVES 13: 

This (rehab) life
13 574 eighth floor {window} ordinal number + floor - level of building – conventionalized 34 Complex Adj

13 575 botanical gardens botanical gardens COCA 275. S14, F35, M118, N66, Ac42: means more/other than the words Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



13 576 a steady stream of {joggers} a steady stream of COCA 593: S60, F90, M163, N205, Ac75: a steady stream 658 -  a steady stream 658. a 
steady stream of 593: figurative "stream": means more/other than the words

13 N/NP

13 577 [a steady stream of 
joggers…is gliding…] like so 
many {miniature armies}

Very difficult to check this meaning…here "so many" means "this many": ALLOW - 
www.imdb.com/title/tt0068646/quotes "I need, Don Corleone, all of those politicians that you carry around 
in your pocket, like so many nickels and dimes".  Relates two elements, as coordinators...

135 Coordinating

13 578 I wonder Searching sentence final, , I wonder . COCA 54. S15, F28, M6, N4, Ac1.  Means more than the words suggest 1 ENTIRE

13 579 give {it} a thought [GIVE] it a thought 4 types, 45 tokens: S13, F22, M3, N5, Ac2. Always preceded by a negative/indication of 
infrequency never, seldom, didn't, Sometimes thought is modified: "don't give it a moment's thought" - use 
of "give"

134 Predicate phrase

13 580 and I don't know what else and I don't know what else COCA 25. S11, F11, M1, N1, Ac1. Particular sub-use - means etc but with FORCE, 
killerspray.com/..." I was buried in work and everyday life someone have made a decision in mine and yours 
name to spray us with aluminium, barium and I don't know what else". 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ride_of_the_Valkyries... "for separate performances, his second wife Cosima noting 
"Unsavoury letters arrive for R. – requests for the Ride of the Valkyries and I don't know what else." 
www.franciscostork.com/excerpt_death_warriors.php"I'll be megablasted with lomustine, vincristine, and 
prednisone and I don't know what else, kryptonite, and then I'll stay with her for two weeks and that is it." 
Pattern seems to be a list - VP x, y and z and I don't know what else. ARTICLE REF.

13 END

13 581 [I am] only too {aware} [of] only too aware COCA 23. S1, F8, M5, N0, Ac9. well 210, happy 195, glad 43, willing 29, eager 24, aware 23, 
familiar 14, easy 11, clearly 10: so preference for positive AFFECT trailing off into more neutral (but still not 
negative) options: only too + positive AFFECT

Force 13 Focusing modifier

13 582 the {miracle} of it all Searching sentence final the * of it all . COCA for 100 types, 284 tokens.  Range of negatives and positives. 
Top collocates are positional (middle, center, end, midst) then general (nature, point), and then into 
APPRECIATION neg and pos: this usage is the FRAME the APPRECIATION of it all: S54, F116, M48, N55, 
Ac11

Appreciation 134 N/NP

13 583 to bound from my bed COCA [BOUND] from * bed 1 type 1 token - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

13 584 the daily round COCA 16. Google 2.37 million 13 December 2011: specialization/shift/bleaching in "round" - adds sense of 
monotony

13 N/NP

13 585 rehabilitation hospital No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

13 586 not to mention searching , not to mention COCA 2692. S301, F660, M763, N576, Ac392 Correlative conjunction - like let 
alone: See Huddleston and Pullum p. 594

135 Coordinating

13 587 knee replacement knee replacement COCA 80. S4, F4, M21, N30, Ac21 - encyclopaedic: knee is replaced with an artificial joint - 
means more/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

13 588 , I guess, Figurative "guess" 13 Interpolation

13 589 [of which I have only] the 
{vagu}est {notion}

the vaguest notion COCA 13. Part of a pattern (see Phillip 2008) - the slightest idea COCA 182 - although 
this doesn't quite fit. The [jjt*] [=idea] captures a number of usages, this amongst them - the slightest idea 
(182), the faintest idea (105), the vaguest idea (49), the foggiest idea (43): but also a number with hint:  
the slightest hint (110), the barest hint (29), the merest hint (29), the faintest hint (24)...The slightest idea 
would be S37, F91, M34, N9, Ac11. See Philip 2009, p. 99 "semi-prepackaged phrase" . the -est N (limited)

34 N/NP

13 590 the strongest memory memory collocated with strong at L4, R4 COCA 31 - some noise, but enough there to confirm collocation. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching of "strong"

13 N/NP

13 591 [The strongest memory I will] 
take away

[TAKE].[v*] away COCA 5 types, 6580 tokens. S2422, F1112, M1061, N1383, Ac602: figurative "take" and 
"away"

13 PV

13 592 all sorts of all sorts of COCA 4329: S1527, F834, M925, N611, Ac432: many sorts of COCA 14: different sorts of 96. 
PREFERENCE

FOCUS 13 N/NP

13 593 [I watch] with tears in my 
eyes

with tears in * eyes COCA 6 types, 215 tokens : S37, F83, M36, N50, Ac9: tears in * eyes 767. S123, F423, 
M90, N111, Ac20 - invokes AFFECT

Indirect Affect 13 PP

13 594 [drag] one [foot] after 
another

[DRAG] one foot after another COCA 0 - not VP. one [nn*] after another COCA for 100 types, 141 tokens. 
Must have "one" and "after" : constraints on other slots

Force 35 N/NP

13 595 wasted legs wasted legs 1. wasted muscle 1. "wasted muscle" Google 13 December 2011, 24,800:  no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



13 596 some semblance of some semblance of COCA 265. S46, F67, M54, N53, Ac45; a semblance of COCA 255. the semblance of 
COCA 95. some semblance of conveys despair - means more/other than the words. Allowing. 

13 N/NP

13 597 as much {good humour} as 
{they} {can} muster

as much * as * can muster COCA 16 types, 18 tokens ALLOW: slot fillers dignity, courtesy, confidence, club, 
cheer, brutality, sincerity, passion, grace, faith, finality, enthusiasm, energy: with with , 15 types, 17 
tokens. To the left some kind of quantitative comparison (as much ... as; the best we can; the most savage 
retributions we can; as much sincerity as you can; all the power she can muster; what support I can muster; 
the only verbal response I can muster. As * * muster could/can both possibilities: 16 types, 130 tokens - NB 
cf previous use (N2 This gig-going life): NB slot filler is positive

EUM 34 Comparative Correlative

13 598 ashen faces ashen face* COCA 3 types, 38 tokens. ashen face (29), ashen faced (6), ashen faces (3): S1, F26, M6, N4, 
Ac1: ashen face, ashen light, ashen sky, ashen skin, ashen remains, ashen landscape - evokes indirect 
AFFECT - include for that reason, also specialization/shift/bleaching in "ashen"

Indirect Affect 13 N/NP

13 599 for better or for worse, in 
sickness and in health

Unable to search both together in COCA (string too long, no permission). COCA for better or for worse 145: 
S45, F14, M32, N20, Ac34. in sickness and in health COCA 64. S27, F20, M10, N3, Ac2

23 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

13 600 between [the person he 
married] and [the frail 
shadow he comes to see each 
day]

between … and Internal Internal 35 CORRELATING

13 601 [love] such as {this} Variation on structure: "this" refers back to previous text, but then makes that a subordinate (love…this 
love).

External/Int 
discussion

135 Coordinating

13 602 [Love such as this] has 
nothing to do with [the 
appearance and allure]

[HAVE] nothing to do with COCA 4 types, 5783 tokens: S2004, F1323, M846, N1087, Ac523: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "have", means more/other than words 

13 HAVE Predicate phrase

13 603 the beauty industry the beauty industry COCA 19. OPEN CHOICE NOT INCLUDED: the * industry collcoates tobacco, auto, oil, 
music, insurance, entertainment, airline, food, pharmaceutical, banking, computer, film…. no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

13 604 [about which the beauty 
industry] bangs on [so much]

COCA 2 types, 4 tokens. Google bangs on about 209,000 13 December 2011. In the text about is preposed. 
Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 10)

13 PV

13 605 many years of cf for many years, included:  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

13 606 [to] each other each other COCA 58007. S10536, F19625, M11301, N8345, Ac8200: one another 15647. S1742, F3659, 
M3848, N2096, Ac4302: counting prons with N/NPs

PRON 13 N/NP

13 607 spurred on [SPUR]. [v*]on 3 types, 161 tokens. S15, F21, M56, N29, Ac40: shift/specialization/bleaching in "spurred", 
and use of "on"

13 PV

13 608 super-human [efforts] super-human COCA 31. One word in ACOD (2009), not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

13 609 do {their} best to [DO] * best COCA for 100 types, 5823 tokens: S1583, F1728, M1029, N1024, Ac459: do * best to COCA 40 
types, 2265 tokens: form "our best": NB correlating with subject (subject and poss pron must be 
coreferential)

Judgement 1 DO Predicate phrase

13 610 I look forward to I look forward to COCA 815. S320, F116, M156, N175, Ac48: figurative "look" 13 PV

13 611 [mundane things] such as 
{shopping}

Second slot-filler hyponymous - here INTERNAL External/Int 
discussion

135 Coordinating

13 612 [their quiet fortitude] in the 
face of [such adversity]

in the face of COCA 6293. S821, F531, M1414, N1183, Ac2344: can put an adjective after the but doing so 
seems to force literal meaning. NB use of FACE. Bleaching/shift, specialisation in face, commenting 
procedural, count as PNP

Problematicizer 13 PNP

13 613 One thing else [I know] one thing else COCA 5. Google 16 million 17 February 2012. Evolving????? 3 N/NP

13 614 [I shall never] take for 
granted

[TAKE] for granted COCA 5 types, 1884 tokens. S295, F171, M428, N335, Ac655' bleaching of "take" 13 TAKE Predicate phrase

13 615 [of being able to move 
unaided] from place to place

from place to place: 467. S88, F112, M105, N54, Ac108. Part of broader pattern - from [N1] to [N1] eg from 
leg to leg, from house to house, from hand to hand : contrasts with from [N1] to [N2] where N2 is opposite - 
from top to bottom, from wo to go, from here to there - PP

35 PP

13 616
13 617



14 618 NARRATIVES 14: 
This (1950s) life

14 619 [and after] a {year} or so a * or so slot-fillers are quantifiable - dozen, year, decade, tablespoon, pound…: a year or so COCA 534. 
S140, F119, M138, N93, Ac44: frame is a [countable N quantity/time] or so : can be 'add a  tablespoon or 
so' - doesn't have to be part of a PPAdv as here

14 QUANT

14 619.1 motor scooter motor scooter COCA 49. S8, F13, M10, N16, Ac2 - differentiates from motorbike? Encyclopaedic, but also 
evokes particular scenario? Include with reservations

Encylopaedic 23 N/NP

14 620 motor scooters As for 619 Encylopaedic 23 N/NP

14 621 …were big [in those days] difficult to search for this. Means "were popular" - open choice were big, were popular - single word focus, 
not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 622 in those days often hear "back in the day" now in Perth. COCA 3164: S726, F1100, M643, N443, Ac252: use of "those" to 
create (temporal) distance

13 PP

14 623 meetings held [HOLD] meetings 4 types, 174 tokens. S31, F10, M29, N55, Ac49: figurative "hold" 13 Predicate phrase

14 624 [with meetings held] all 
across [Sydney]

all across COCA 1856. S1147, F173, M266, N190, Ac80. Collocates my state, the country, Hollywood, the 
region, the budget, the spectrum - meaning (intensity) not clear from the words

Force 13 Complex Adv

14 624.1 [transport with] more than 
[two wheels]

Not counting uninterrupted more than NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 625 Single Spinner Ford sedan Car brand - well known??? 23 PROPER NOUN

14 626 came into play [COME] into play COCA 4 types, 946 tokens. NB low fiction S222, F41, M245, N187, Ac251 - meaning shift 13 Predicate phrase

14 627 If only If only COCA 5854. S439, F2476, M1183, N839, Ac917 5 Sentence/clause lead in

14 628 V8 Single Spinner PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

14 629 crack this code [CRACK] collocated with code at L4, R4 : COCA 142. MI 5.26. S34, F20, M54, N20, Ac14: used figuratively 
here

13 Predicate phrase

14 630 Off I went COCA 40 off I went: S4, F17, M14, N5, Ac0: off * went COCA 18 types, 345 tokens (FROM I went off) 13 PV

14 631 one {Friday} {night} one * night COCA for 100 types, 753 tokens. One Friday night COCA 40. S5, F14, M10, N10, Ac1. 
NARRATIVE MARKER? - one Monday morning: means more/other than the words

14 Complex Adj

14 632 straight hair straight hair COCA 186:  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 633 pushed forward V + adverb - open choice not included (pushed back, pushed around) no change of meaning NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 634 flick back V + adverb - open choice not included (flick back, flick forward, flick sideways) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 635 an {opportune} moment opportune moment COCA 66: S4, F13, M14, N8, Ac27. opportune time COCA 106. S12, F8, M22, N21, Ac43. 
Lower down frequency list more times, moments, timing, period…: an * moment collocates awkward 110, 
important, emotional, historic, opportune…an opportune * collocates time 73, moment 38: opportune 
moment listed as example in ACOD 

34 N/NP

14 636 at the time at the time COCA 27919: S7760, F3209, M5370, N5714, Ac5866 - means 'at that time in the past', 'then' - 
NB use of 'the'

13 PP

14 636.1 having an accent [HAVE] an accent COCA 4 types, 89 tokens: S22, F47, M2, N9, Ac9 - High F: means more than the words 23 HAVE Predicate phrase

14 637 miles in front miles in front COCA 13. Google 1.06 million. ALLOW - kilometres in front has not supplanted it : form 
preference

Force 13 Complex Adv

14 637.1 seemed to have it [when it 
came to…]

Meaning 'seemed to be successful' - difficult to search this meaning - a number of have + it combinations 
listed in the Australian concise Oxford dictionary, but not this - and it could be novel. Not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 638 when it came to Variation on when it comes to. When it [COME] to COCA 3 types, 13216 tokens. S4029, F1210, M3767, 
N2859, Ac1351 (see Declerck 1997)

13 Sentence/clause lead in

14 639 . At last . At last , COCA 529. S22, F350, M101, N31, Ac25 13 Sentence/clause lead in

14 640 the Pride of Erin Song title - counting with publications 23 PUBLICATION

14 641 [my] best chance [of] * best chance COCA 33 types, 940 tokens: highest chance 2: best chance of 309. best chance COCA 309. 
S55, F31, M95, N88, Ac40: worst chance COCA 2 - preference

3 N/NP

14 642 as was the norm [then] was the norm 96. [BE] the norm 9 types, 765 tokens: S78, F41, M221, N177, Ac248. Means what it says: no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 643 on the other side Means what it says: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



14 644 what's the matter with what's the matter COCA 1401. S196, F1048, M101, N38, Ac18: what's the matter with COCA 447. S94, 
F283, M39, N23, Ac8

13 Sentence/clause lead in

14 645 the Pride of Erin PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

14 646 [after] a {turn} or so a * or so slot-fillers are quantifiable - dozen, year, decade, tablespoon, pound…: a year or so COCA 534. 
S140, F119, M138, N93, Ac44: frame is a [countable N quantity/time] or so 

14 QUANT

14 647 kept to a minimum [KEEP] to a minimum 3 types, 133 tokens. Kept is by far the most common (124). S5, F11, M45, N23, Ac49: 
* to a minimum, top is kept to a minimum 124 - next down is 16. [KEEP] to a maximum COCA 0.

13 Predicate phrase

14 648 [most blokes managed to] get 
in [at least one dance]

hard to search but allow - means 'fit in' - Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 123) 13 PV

14 649 at least [one dance] at least 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323 13 QUANT

14 650 [had only a few seconds] at 
{my} disposal

at * disposal COCA 11 types, 1147 tokens - last three (1 token each) not relevant: others all pronouns: at 
my disposal COCA 63. S13, F24, M12, N10, Ac4 (I had at my disposal only a few seconds - adverbial): 
meaning not clear from words - specialization/shift/bleaching in "disposal"

134 PP

14 652 turned up [TURN] up COCA 4 types 6167 tokens. S1076, F1940, M1616, N1189, Ac446 - meaning "arrived" 13 PV

14 653 took off [TAKE] off COCA 6 types, 13816 tokens. S2770, F6043, M2481, N2021, Ac501 - meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

14 654 [we took off for a drive to 
Gosford, north of Sydney,] 
taking in [Wangi Wangi and 
Woy Woy]

Difficult to search accurately. [TAKE] in meaning including this on our journey - eg 'we went to Fremantle 
taking in Garden City on the way' means the destination was Fremantle, but there was a side visit to Garden 
City - Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 387)

13 PV

14 657 a willy willy Australian term p ALLOW - like a small tornado, can be destructive, but not usually. Derived from 
Yindjibarndi or Wemba-wemba (ACOD 2009, p. 1658)

123 N/NP

14 659 [and] for some reason for some reason COCA 3492. S792, F1652, M505, N362, Ac181 - means I don't know why really - NB stress 13 Sentence/clause lead in

14 660 Even so, Even so , COCA 2300. S210, F470, M751, N401, Ac468 13 Sentence/clause lead in

15 661 NARRATIVE 15: This 
(reconnected) life

15 662 maternal grandfather maternal grandfather COCA 116: S3, F28, M39, N28, Ac18: preferred form, meaning not clear from the 
words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

15 663 civil engineer civil engineer COCA 215: S21, F17, M53, N99, Ac25 - specialization/bleaching/shift in "civil" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 664 More than that I don't know No matching records in COCA. Usually "more than that I do not know" Google 178 million 13 December 
2011: More than that I cannot say- not usually contracted - allow

13 ENTIRE

15 665 left [his name] behind [LEAVE] behind COCA 4 types, 7674 tokens. S1461, F1840, M1585, N1609, Ac1179: figurative "behind" (cog 
met)

13 PV

15 665.1 from {England} to 
{Argentina}

External correlative - counted in Info texts therefore included here. External 5 CORRELATING

15 666 grew up [GROW] up COCA 6 types, 30431 tokens. S7805, F5238, M7090, N8314, Ac1984: means more/other than 
the words

13 PV

15 667 dead languages dead language* 2 types, 55 tokens: S1, F27, M10, N2, Ac15. extinct languages 4. Preferred form, 
specialization/shift in 'dead'

13 N/NP

15 668 family anecdotes family anecdotes COCA 7. sporting anecdotes, amusing anecdotes…sporting anecdotes no issues either side: 
no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

15 669 Doubts first arose [when] [ARISE] with doubts at L4, R4 MI 4.95, COCA 24: S2, F0, M6, N9, Ac7: positions rest of propositional 
content as triggering doubts.

13 Sentence/clause lead in

15 670 [needed evidence] of British 
descent

of British descent COCA 3. of * descent COCA for 100 types, 1117 tokens. Always nationality in slot: S124, 
F103, M173, N277, Ac440 - formality reflected in High Ac: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

15 671 Despite the best efforts of… despite the best efforts of COCA 78. despite the efforts of 102.  best efforts COCA 716: despite * best efforts 
9 types 263 tokens. S43, F55, M75, N51, Ac39. despite the * efforts of top is best (78) then heroic (2), so 
once despite is used, best efforts is common: MI 9.67  : NB despite the * effort singular 10, despite the * 
efforts 29 types, 110 tokens. Preference for plural efforts in despite construction, and preference for despite 
over in spite of the * efforts of (COCA 4 types, 6 tokens for inspite of the * efforts of): NB despite the worst 
efforts COCA 0, despite * worst efforts COCA 0, worst efforts COCA 2 types, 2 tokens

13 Sentence/clause lead in

15 672 private detective private detective COCA 234. S76, F83, M34, N34, Ac7 - someone who you pay – 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "private" - meaning paid for by an individual

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 673 spent years… spend time collocation: [SPEND] years COCA 4 types, 918 tokens. S179, F115, M273, N278, Ac73 Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate phrase



15 674 records offices records office* COCA 2 types, 47 tokens: S1, F28, M8, N2, Ac6: places where records are kept. Choice of 
'office' - specialization/shift/bleach

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 675 No trace Not included. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

15 676 it is {easier} to [live with 
bureaucratic bungling] than

it is -er to [VP] than - borderline inclusion - see also N3/140, and N9/434 Internal 345 Comparative Correlative

15 677 bureaucratic bungling bureaucratic bungling COCA 21: S6, F0, M3, N9, Ac3.  bureaucratic collocated with bungling at L4, R4 COCA 
22, MI 11.84: * bungling COCA 76 types, 191 tokens, top is bureaucratic bungling - references perceived 
shortcoming of bureaucracy - preference for "bungling"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 678 a family skeleton family skeleton COCA 0. EVOKES SKELETON IN THE CUPBOARD - defined in online dictionary 
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/family + skeleton ias "a closely guarded family secret" 13 January 
2012 Figurative "skeleton"

13 N/NP

15 678.1 {hundreds} of {hours} later hundreds of hours later COCA ). hundreds of years later COCA 14. Not supported, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

15 679 births, marriages, deaths  the three stages of life, three legal points requiring registration. birth, marriage, death COCA 5: births, 
marriages, deaths, COCA 1. No meaning shift, preference preference reflects temporal order. Google "births, 
deaths, marriages" 1.94 mllion 2 August 2013 - allow: presented as a trilogy

23 N/NP

15 680 . It {was} clear . It was clear COCA 543. S69, F256, M83, N49, Ac86: not counting "It [BE]" stems unless other factors also 
present - see discussion

13 Sentence/clause lead in

15 681 census records census records COCA 66. S8, F6, M7, N10, Ac35 encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 682 [have] come and gone COCA [HAVE] come and gone 6 types, 402 tokens: had 141, have 137, has 114: have come and gone COCA 
137. S26, F15, M30, N54, Ac12: in this order because you come before you go, but the expression means 
more than the words suggest - evokes fleetingness … sense of passing through

13 Predicate phrase

15 683 the best {fit} of all [so far] the best fit COCA 105 - predominantly not about clothes. the worst fit 0. a good fit…a perfect fit 343: a 
better fit 118, a natural fit 103, a tight fit (can be about clothes or about space in, say, a lift)  [a coughing 
fit] : NOT INCLUDED: the -est [NP] of all is a FRAME: inherent APPRAISAL - APPRECIATION: the [jjt*] of all 
COCA for 100 types, 543 tokens : S158, F106, M126, N127, Ac26

Judgement/App 34 Comparative Correlative

15 684 so far Searching string final  so far . 3199, S1348, F614, M416, N639, Ac182: meaning not clear from the words 13 Complex Adv

15 685 middle-class [Scottish] Meaning not clear from the words - encyclopaedic Judgement, 
Encyclopaedic

12 Complex Adj

15 686 the industrial revolution the industrial revolution COCA 639. S52, F15, M239, N95, Ac238 23 PROPER NOUN

15 687 good prospects good prospects 63. S2, F12, M17, N17, Ac15: bad prospects COCA 0. excellent prospects COCA 10 - used 
here in a formulaic way - alludes to future expectations in relation to career, finances - 
specialization/shift/bleach in "good"

3 N/NP

15 688 dark mills evokes "dark satanic mills" - line from the song "Jerusalem": specialization/shift/bleaching in "dark" 123 N/NP

15 689 a slow descent into 
{servitude}

a slow descent into COCA 5: Google slow descent into 4.17 million 14 March 2013. slow descent into 
"alcoholism, animalism, hell, irrelevance, the mind's chasm, fascism, madness, insanity…" NB Facebook 
query gave penury, debt, alcoholism, misery, destitution : figurative "descent" - allow

134 N/NP

15 690 The bones of {my 
grandfather's} story…

bones collocated with story at L4, R4, COCA 16 including noise - not supported, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

15 691 the more [you look,] the 
more [you find]

the more collocated with more up to R9 COCA 5032. S1042, F737, M1523, N832, Ac898 Internal 35 Comparative emphasiser

15 692 For my money… COCA 1. But defined at http://idioms.thefreedictionary.com/for+my+money Writer 13 Sentence/clause lead in

15 693 {I} don't know […] and {I} 
don't care

not knowing comes before not caring 35 CORRELATING

15 694 muddied the waters [MUDDY] the waters COCA 3 types, 65 tokens. S21, F11, M11, N14, Ac8 Muddy, muddying, muddied: 
figurative "muddying" and "waters"

13 Predicate phrase

15 695 changed his stars not supported - like changed his fortune/fate - looks novel NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

15 695.1 keep {him} safe [KEEP} * safe COCA for 100 types, 1027 tokens. Means more than the words - maintain them in safe 
conditions, rather than continue their safe condition…

13 Predicate phrase

15 696 the keys to a better future keys to a better future COCA 0, key to a better future COCA 2. Google 2.8 million 13 December 2011: "keys 
to a better future" Google 3.02 million 7 March 2012…going up? Meaning shift, 'keys' - figurative

13 N/NP

15 697



15 698
16 699 NARRATIVE 16: This 

(complicated) life
16 700 Where are you from? Where [BE] * from ? COCA most frequent by far is Where are you from? as here (231), next is Where are 

they from? 17. Where are you from S88, F105, M13, N17, Ac8. Means … well, what DOES it mean? Where 
were you born? What nationality do you really consider you are? Very significant question in a country like 
Australia where so many people are migrants

3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

16 701 it's a long story it's a long story COCA 136. S30, F88, M11, N5, Ac2 - doesn't necessarily refer to the length of the story but 
to the fact that it is complicated…and perhaps the speaker does not want to tell it - means more than the 
words

Appreciation 13 ENTIRE

16 702 [Well], where were you born where were you born COCA 33. S9, F18, M2, N0, Ac4. where [BE] [pp*] born COCA 6 types, 42 tokens. S11, 
F23, M2, N1, Ac5

3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

16 703 where am I from Echo of opening question - count as formula 3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

16 704 hold three nationalities [HOLD] collocated with nationality not supported in COCA or Google. (It's possibly an approximation, from 
hold three passports? COCA [HOLD] collocated with [passport] at R4, 42. S8, F11, M6, N16, Ac1… : 
figurative "hold"

13 Predicate phrase

16 705 permanent resident permanent resident COCA 134: S31, F6, M16, M36, Ac45 - encyclopaedic (legal status) Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 705.1 where am I from? Echo of opening question - count as formula 3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

16 706 maternal family maternal family COCA 9. Google 1.04 million 16 January 2012: family going back on your mother's side, not 
just mother's living family - means more/other than the words

123 N/NP

16 707 And what about COCA 440. S185, F129, M88, N24, Ac14. NB high S, F. NB also with "And" … indignation, challenge Writer 13 Sentence/clause lead in

16 708 grow up [GROW] up. 6 types, 30431 tokens. S7805, F5238, M7090, N8314, Ac1984: means more/other than the 
words

13 PV

16 709 arriving at someone's house 
empty-handed

[ARRIVE] empty-handed COCA: COCA 12: * empty-handed For 100 types, 264 tokens: S40, F72, M73, N67, 
Ac12: collocates [come up], [go] home, [walk] away, [leave], [return], [be] - empty-handed means 
more/other than the words

Pragmatically 
significant…

23 Predicate phrase

16 710 By this stage COCA 17: by that stage 10. Google 65 million 16 January 2012: NARRATIVE STAGE MARKER 13 Sentence/clause lead in

16 710.1 {I} am tired of [telling the 
story]

[BE] tired of COCA 12 types, 2951 tokens: S840, F848, M449, N699, Ac115 - figurative "tired" 13 BE Predicate phrase

16 711 telling the story Preference - tell 3 Predicate phrase

16 711.1 [No,] {I}'m not tired of 
[telling]

[BE] tired of COCA 12 types, 2951 tokens: S840, F848, M449, N699, Ac115 - figurative "tired" 13 BE Predicate phrase

16 711.2 {I}'m tired of [being asked] [BE] tired of COCA 12 types, 2951 tokens: S840, F848, M449, N699, Ac115 - figurative "tired" 13 BE Predicate phrase

16 712 where I'm from (reported question "Where are you from') 3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

16 713 for the {umpteen}th time for the umpteenth time, the billionth time, the thousandth time, the hundredth time For the millionth time 
COCA 33. S1, F25, M3, N4, Ac0 - number must be very large so it is clear it isn't an actual count: if not the 
literal meaning kicks in. the umpteenth time, the billionth time, the thousandth time, the hundredth time, 
the tenth time...

FORCE 134 PP

16 714 heading {probing questions} 
off

COMBINATION: probing questions, and head off :  probing collocated with questions MI 7.22. COCA 187: 
S22, F25, M30, N25, Ac85, and [HEAD] off [nn*] COCA for 100 types, 157 tokens. Top collocate problems 
(10, then trouble (9), then chicken (different usage). Other complements in same usage are disaster, 
speculation, recession, crticism, inflation, conflict, complaints, controversy, impeachment, osteoporsis, 
lawsuits, questions, sanctions, injuries...ALL NEGATIVE: S14, F22, M57, N48, Ac15 - meaning not clear from 
words

134 PV

16 715 closest friends close friends COCA 1585. S356, F203, M412, N366, Ac248: near friends 8, true friends COCA 82: 
PREFERENCE old friends 1499: specialization/shift/bleaching with "closest"

Force 13 Intensifying collocation

16 716 Where are you from AS ABOVE 3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

16 717 [more questions] such as 
{"How long…"}

Second slot-filler hyponymous External/Int 
discussion

135 Coordinating

16 718 What do you do Searching . What do you do ? to get this usage: even this mostly accesses rhetorical questions regarding 
actions. Frequencies are COCA 165. S89, F26, M32, N13, Ac5 but not reliable and therefore not used. 
Meaning not clear from the words - allow.

3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA



16 718.1 [why don't you] have 
children?

[HAVE] children - children must be your own (biologically????) - means more/other than the words - COCA 4 
types, 4326 tokens. S1324, F869, M868, N771, Ac494

3 HAVE Predicate phrase

16 719 the rest of my life the rest of * life COCA 22 types, 3915 tokens: 3915. S1263, F1089, M775, N605, Ac183. the remainder of * 
life 5 types, 65 tokens…BUT 'the rest of my lunch', 'the rest of the day', 'the rest of the results' the * of the * 
No restrictions for either slot, not included in this analysis

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

16 720 [who] can say for sure [SAY] for sure COCA 360: 4 types: say for sure 345; said for sure 8; saying for sure 5; says for sure 2. 
Definite preference for [SAY] - infinitival preceded by a modal of some sort. Other possible verbs tell and 
know: [TELL] for sure 3 types, 65 tokens: tell for sure 63, told for sure 1; telling for sure 1 - same pattern.  
[KNOW] for sure 6 types, 1864 tokens. know for sure 1215, knows for sure 339, knew for sure 233, knowing 
for sure 39, known for sure 37, knowed for sure 1.  Strong preference for modal + infinitive, limited 
paradigmatic substitution in this particular pattern, included for that reason

13 Predicate phrase

16 721 with my record No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

16 722 {I1} find {myself1} [thinking] [FIND] [ppx*] 47 types, 22982 tokens: S2941, F7188, M5591, N3974, Ac3288: figurative "find" 13 FIND Predicate phrase

16 723 called this land home Evokes "still call Australia home", famous Qantas advertising jingle 3 Predicate phrase

16 724 called it home Evokes "still call Australia home", famous Qantas advertising jingle 3 Predicate phrase

16 725 exerts a{n inexplicable} pull 
on {me}

pull on collocated with [EXERT] at L4, R4, COCA 4 types, 27 tokens: S1, F5, M7, N6, Ac8: MIs exerted 
10.77, exert 9.69, exerts 11.33, exerting 8.50: allow -  collocation - specialization of "exert"? 

3 Predicate phrase

16 726 [I have lived in] by choice by choice COCA 540. S95, F91, M130, N132, Ac92 - form preference 3 PP

16 727 naturalized Australian citizen naturalized collocated with citizen S28, F7, M16, N54, Ac15 encylopaedic, legal status Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

16 727.1 where I'm from Where…from variations. No longer clear exactly what it means in age of global migration. Count as pragmatic 
formula. 

3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

16 728 Where are you from? Where [BE] * from ? COCA most frequent by far is Where are you from? as here (231), next is Where are 
they from? 17. Where are you from S88, F105, M13, N17, Ac8. 

3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

16 729
16 730
17 731 NARRATIVE 17: This 

(caring) life
17 732 [sleepy Australian] country 

town
country town collated with sleepy at L4, R4, COCA 1. NOT SUPPORTED: country town Google Australia 5.18 
million 7 March 2012: included because a country town to an Australian evokes a particular way of life: the 
meaning is more than the sum of the words - doesn't simply relate to location. country town COCA 82. S8, 
F34, M14, N21, Ac5

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

17 733 cubby house cubby house COCA 0. Google 1.09 million 16 January 2012: specialization of 'house' -Australian term (ACOD) 
- defined as "a child's playhouse" (p. 339) but need not be a 'house' at all - can be trees, bush, scrub

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

17 734 birthday parties birthday parties COCA 1675. S337, F445, M436, N379, Ac79: included because these reference socio-
culturally defined events - games, cakes, etc

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

17 735 back yard back yard COCA 1549. S348, F539, M144, N458, Ac60 - garden in BritEng (not sure why AusEng uses yard 
rather than garden…shift in 'yard' in Australian context)

13 N/NP

17 736 sun-soaked [holidays] COCA 38. S3, F4, M17, N14, Ac0. NONE IN AC. Meaning not clear from the words Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

17 737 took it for granted [TAKE] for granted 5 types, 1884 tokens: S295, F171, M428, N335, Ac655; bleaching of "take" 13 TAKE Predicate phrase

17 738 each other each other COCA 58007. S10536, F19625, M11301, N8345, Ac8200 13 PRON

17 739 {lucky} enough to [ ] {appraisal} enough to: condition, result Judgement 13 CORRELATING

17 740 at the time at the time COCA 27919. S7760, F3209, M5370, N5714, Ac5866 - means at that past time - use of 'the' 13 PP

17 741 not much more than {an 
oversized country 
town}[then]

not much more than COCA 259: S28, F89, M78, N45, Ac 19 J/A vehicle 13 Focusing modifier

17 742 country town country town COCA 82. S8, F34, M14, N21, Ac5 - specific sociocultural references in Aus Eng see 17/732 123 N/NP

17 743 grown up [GROW] up. 6 types, 30431 tokens. S7805, F5238, M7090, N8314, Ac1984: means more/other than the 
words

13 PV

17 744 fairy bread COCA 0. Australian totem. White bread with hundreds and thousands. Birthday/special occasion food for 
children: no "fairy"

123 N/NP



17 745 birthday parties birthday parties COCA 1675. S337, F445, M436, N379, Ac79 - see 17/734 23 N/NP

17 745.1 get-together(s) get-together* COCA 5 types, 552 tokens. S69, F103, M212, N139, Ac29 - means more than components 
suggest

23 N/NP

17 746 dining-room table dining-room table COCA 196. S4, F92, M59, N24, Ac7: no bleaching/specialization/other meaning shift. Not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 747 taken for granted [TAKE] for granted 5 types, 1884 tokens: S295, F171, M428, N335, Ac655 13 TAKE Predicate phrase

17 748 [been] in denial in denial COCA 594. S213, F77, M120, N134, Ac50 - container met 13 PP

17 749 For some time for some time meaning for a significant time not for an amount of time COCA 3464: S942, F857, M535, 
N523, Ac607

13 Sentence/clause lead in

17 750 made excuses [MAKE]  collocated with excuses at L4, R4, COCA 629. S129, F190, M152, N132, Ac26: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

17 751 [Dad's love for Mum] was a 
given

[BE] a given COCA 9 types, 432 tokens. a S90, F57, M104, N124, Ac57: a given COCA 6571. S429, F211, 
M1234, N614, Ac4083. High Ac. Not including - noun plus article only (although shift in "given" from past 
participle to N)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 751.1 a side of {him} a side of [pp*] COCA for 12 types, 94 tokens. Bleaching/specialisation/shift in side 13 N/NP

17 752 research trial research trial COCA 8. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 753 {spoke} at length [SPEAK] at length COCA 5 types, 102 tokens: S22, F17, M19, N25, Ac19. Other collocates with at length are 
discussed 77, talked 76, said (NOISE), QUOTED, DESCRIBED, TALKING…meaning of "at length" not clear 
from the words: limited set for first slot

134 Predicate phrase

17 754 the Alzheimer's Association PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

17 755 slipped away [SLIP] away COCA 4 types, 1631 tokens. S184, F812, M282, N249, Ac104: NB mixed usages - slipped away 
as in left quietly, and this one, as in died…base level meanings all similar though: means more/other than 
the words

13 PV

17 756 looked after [LOOK] after 5 types, 2789 tokens: S394, F1326, M446, N322, Ac301: means more/other than the words 13 PV

17 757 [He looked after Mum] at 
home

COCA 31924. S6848, F5592, M7922, N7386, Ac4176 (means 'in their house') 3 PP

17 758 placing her in a home [PUT] * in a home 11 types, 18 tokens. [PLACE] * in a home 4 types, 4 tokens. ALLOW WITH 
RESERVATIONS: belongs to the same group as [go] into care etc: the expression carries far more meaning 
than the words would suggest - NB use of "place" - "put" more normal - specialization/shift/bleaching

Enyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

17 759 a nursing home "nursing home" Google 50.5 million 16 January 2012: there may be no "nursing" involved as such (meaning 
shift there) but 24/7 care - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

17 760 human being human being Google 5541. S1569, F1105, M915, N697, Ac1255: shift/specialization/bleaching in "being" 13 N/NP

17 761 Not a [hero strangers would 
recognize] but a [great man] 
nonetheless

NP parallelism - not a … but a : not the … but the 35 CORRELATING

17 762 sense of humour sense of humour COCA 39. S0, F14, M19, N0, Ac6: encoding/decoding - personal characteristic, not 
awareness of the humour of a situation 

Judgement 13 N/NP

17 763 in {his} spare time in * spare time COCA 8 types, 478 tokens. Most common is his 257, then her 66, their 62: S71, F90, M145, 
N132, Ac40: in * free time COCA 10 types, 96 tokens. spare is preferred. All spare is free, but not all free is 
spare? Specialization/shift/bleaching in "spare"

123 PP

17 764 key focus COCA 37, S4, F0, M3, N10, Ac20: specialization/shift/bleaching with "key" Force 13 Intensifying collocation

17 765 tender care COCA 29: care collocated with tender at L1, COCA 29: S2, F6, M11, N6, Ac4.  MI 4.50: tender loving care 
55: S10, F6, M23, N11, Ac5: combination means more than individual words

Appreciation 13 N/NP

17 766 [Alzheimer's had] eaten away 
at [his wife] 

[EAT] away at COCA 5 types, 305 tokens. S43, F66, M95, N70, Ac31: figurative "eaten", use of "away" 13 PV

17 767 deep inside Inner space - specialization/shift/bleaching in "deep" 13 Complex Adv

17 768 reached out [to touch it] [REACH] out COCA 4 types, 9241 tokens. S2015, F3922, M1337, N1243, Ac724: reached out, reached over, 
reached up, reached down, reached across - no change in core meaning of "reached", V + prep, not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 769 quality of life quality of life COCA 3493: 3493: S464, F36, M665, N870, Ac1458 - specialization in 'quality' - references 
range of factors and absence of key indicators. Preferred form. quality of living COCA 22

13 N/NP

17 770 in the process in the process COCA 9465. S1885, F876, M1898, N1536, Ac3270 - meaning as collateral damage, almost - 
or coincidentally

13 Sentence/clause lead in



17 771 {Dad1} found [such] 
strength] within {himself1}

[FIND] strength COCA 4 types 102 tokens. S19, F14, M29, N21, Ac19: often with a PP as here - eg in her 
faith, in a common market: figurative "find"

13 FIND Predicate phrase

17 772
18 773 NARRATIVE 18: This 

(forgiving) life
18 774 hot and humid hot and humid COCA 119: S12, F34, M44, N18, Ac11. humid and hot COCA 4 - coordinated - form 

preference
3 Complex Adj

18 775 rubber plantation COCA 13. Open choice: sugar plantation, banana plantation NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 776 the most {famous} [battle] of 
[the Vietnam War]

the -est NP of/in NP pattern 35 Comparative Correlative

18 777 the Vietnam War PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

18 778 grown back searching final position to access this usage [GROW] back . COCA 4 types, 146 tokens. S39, F53, M32, N15, 
Ac 7 - use of "back"

13 PV

18 779 years ago without a number - equivalent to a long time ago, many years ago. Years ago, months ago, weeks ago, days 
ago, hours ago, ?minutes ago: 18963. S5228, F29225, M4034, N5451, Ac1325: serves to emphasize the 
length of the period

Force 13 Complex Adv

18 780 Delta company of the 6th 
Battalion, Royal Australian 
Regiment

PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

18 781 crack (North Vietnamese) 
troops

crack collocated with troops at L4, R4 COCA 30, MI 3.01 - low: crack troops COCA 16. COBUILD entry under 
crack says "A crack soldier or sportsman is highly trained and very skilful" p. 351. LDCE cites "crack troops", 
"a crack regiment", "a crack sportsman" - meaning "with a lot of experience and skill", and then "crack shot 
someone who is able to shoot a weapon very well and hit the thing they are aiming at" P. 364.  crack 
colloated with troops at R4 MI 3.61. It is possible to use crack in other contexts - crack journalist - but at 
that point the word has undergone specialization/shift/bleaching: here it is in its original form, and there is 
no specialization/shift/bleaching on either side. Not counting (albeit with reservations). 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 782 Against {overwhelming} odds against overwhelming odds COCA 23. against * odds COCA 57 types, 587 tokens: S130, F91, M172, N129, 
Ac65. Top slot-fillers all, the, great, overhwelming, impossible, long, enormous, heavy, incredible, 
tremendous… 

14 Sentence/clause lead in

18 783 [the Aussies] held out [for 
about 15 hours]

[HOLD] out mixture of literal and idiomatic, COCA 4 types, 5239 tokens. Searching final position to get this 
usage: [HOLD] out . COCA 155: S38, F63, M29, N22, Ac3 - meaning not clear from words

13 PV

18 784 armoured personnel carriers armored personnel carriers COCA 271. S96, F11, M40, N104, Ac20: specializaton/shift/bleaching in 
"personnel" and "carrier": encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

18 785 drove off [DRIVE] off COCA 1755. S176, F971 (drove, drive, drives most frequent), M294, N258, Ac56 - mixed 
usages, frequencies indicative only - use of "off"

13 PV

18 786 the smoke cleared [CLEAR] collocated with smoke at L4, R4, COCA 216, MI 3.48: S35, F83, M54, N33, Ac11: [LIFT] collocated 
with smoke at L4, R4 COCA 21 (mostly noise). Fog lifts, smoke clears? smoke [v*] * verbs [rise], [come 
out], clear], fill], [billow], [come up], [curl up], [pour out] [belch], [billow]: many verbs in association with 
formation, movement and type: but only [clear] for the smoke disappearing. 

3 NP/Predicate phrase

18 787 Viet Cong PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

18 788 [removed] under cover of 
darkness

under cover of darkness 94: S14, F22, Mag32, N17, Ac9: under cover of * top darkness, then night (35) : 
two options available. NB under cover of fog 1: under cover of dark 2 - preference

13 PP

18 789 Such was the [admiration for 
the Australian troops' 
courage…] [plus subordinate 
clause]

Such was the COCA 376. Can be anaphoric or cataphoric. Clause initial, changes info structure: S13, F75, 
M94, N65, Ac129: such was the [APPRECIATION] that [….]

135 Sentence/clause lead in

18 790 Long Tan Cross PROPER NOUN COCA 0 23 PROPER NOUN

18 791 listened intently [LISTEN] collocated with intently at L4, R4 COCA 518. S22, F328, M77, N65, Ac26: [v?d*] intently COCA 29 
types, 388 tokens: top is listened at 169: next stared 47, then looked 41, watched 40, peered 19, gazed 12, 
focused 7. All verbs related to the senses - often followed by prepositional phrases...increases intensity of 
listening - classifying as intensifier rather than pred phrase

Force 134 Intensifying collocation

18 794 at the time at the time COCA 27919: S7760, F3209, M5370, N5714, Ac5866 - 'the' to indicate past time 13 PP



18 795 [returning] for the {first} 
time in (more than) {40} 
years

for the first time in more than COCA 168: S38, F15, M41, N57, Ac17. for the * time in more than COCA 169. 
168 first, 1 second: for the first time in 6007: S1257, F1253, M1121, N1730, Ac646: for the [ordinal 
number] time in [time period]  

34 PP

18 796 to be honest, [I'll just have 
to…]

Searching . To be honest  to access this usage (as opposed to he tried to be honest): COCA 217: S41, F82, 
M52, N34, Ac8: . To be * collocates sure, honest, fair, precise, frank, perfectly honest, truthful…[BE] 
collocated with JUDGEMENT (not strictly to do with honesty)

Writer 13 Sentence/clause lead in

18 797 wait and see wait and see COCA 1118. S600, F223, M91, N169, Ac35: figurative "see" 13 Predicate phrase

18 798 caught up in caught up in COCA 2594. S582, F525, M559, N606, Ac322: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

18 799 [were all] no doubt 
[wondering]

no doubt COCA 135621. S3256, F3369, M2613, N2048, Ac2275: fixed, means more/other than the words Engagement 13 Interpolation

18 800 slip away from [SLIP] away COCA 4 types, 1631 tokens. 184S, 812F, 282M, 249N, 104Ac: alternative meaning to Narrative 
17: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

18 801 overcome by {emotion} COCA 22: S3, F5, M4, N7, Ac3. overcome by * other collocates fear, grief, smoke, fumes, evil, sadness, 
fatigue, emotions, heat, laughter, pain, sorrow, anger…: 2 distinct groups (emotions and air quality factors): 
transparent if it is external conditions (smoke); figurative if it is emotions. Here emotion - include for that 
reason. Indirect AFFECT

Indirect Affect 34 Predicate phrase

18 802 Soon after, [we visited] soon after , COCA 788. S86, F117, M277, N204, Ac104: soon before , COCA 0 - unbalanced 13 Sentence/clause lead in

18 803 North Vietnamese Adjective based on proper noun - counting as proper noun 23 PROPER NOUN

18 804 regular soldiers regular soldiers COCA 23: S1, F7, M8, N3, Ac4: speicalization/shift/bleaching in 'regular' Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

18 804 more than {200 km} of… Not counting uninterrupted "more than" NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 805 resistance fighters resistance fighter* COCA 3 types, 128 tokens: S32, F13, M18, N50, Ac15: outside the normal army - means 
more/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

18 806 [who,] from {their} 
perspective,

COCA 143. from * perspective 44 types, 3043 tokens: S592, F129, M346, N263, Ac1712 - marks other 
positions in discourse space

Engagement 134 Interpolation

18 807 came to {appreciate} [COME] to [v*] slot fillers for this Expression be, see, know, think, believe, understand, realise, expect, 
know: search gets mixed usages. [COME] to appreciate COCA 6 types, 262 tokens. S18, F31, M97, N45, 
Ac71.  Cognitive verbs: movement (came to…)

13 Predicate phrase

18 808 [the] courage [it must have] 
taken

[TAKE] collocated with courage at L4, R4: COCA 5 types, 600 tokens. S178, F106, M139, N121, Ac56: 
bleaching of "take"

13 TAKE Predicate phrase

18 809 poked around [POKE] around 4 types, 467 tokens. Poking around v high in Fiction. Overall, S35, F249, M108, N61, Ac14: 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

18 809.1 dimly lit COCA 529. S11, F298, M117, N70. Preference - lit but not lit very well 3 Complex adj

18 810 Viet Cong [officer] Adjective based on proper noun - counting as proper noun 23 PROPER NOUN

18 811 in {deep} conversation in deep conversation COCA 15. in * conversation : for 100 types, 1486 tokens: casual, everyday, private, 
animated... deep in conversation COCA 65: S0, F51, M6, N5, Ac3: describes Steve, PPAdj: in conversation, 
deep in conversation preferred to in deep conversation...included for "deep" - specialization/shift/bleaching

13 PP

18 812 wandered off [WANDER] off 4 types, 629 tokens: S65, F351, M128, N53, Ac32: use of "off" 13 PV

18 813 lingered behind [LINGER] behind 3 types, 29 tokens. S2, F19, M4, N2, Ac2: [v*] behind collocates [LEAVE], [STAND], [BE], 
[SIT] [FALL] [LAG]… : not literal behind - temporal behind 

13 PV

18 814 the sight of Outside scope NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 815 with tears {streaming} down 
{their} face(s)

with tears streaming down * face* COCA 7 types, 38 tokens. [STREAM] collocated with tears at L4, R4: 
COCA 500. S25, F332, M64, N67, Ac12: predominantly streaming.  face, cheeks, faces, temples:L tears 
[RUN] down * face COCA 11 types, 76 tokens. Spoken3, F60, Mag5, News8, Ac0: core item is tears, followed 
by a VP expressing motion and speed, then the personal pronoun, and then the facial reference…

Indirect Affect 134 NP/Predicate phrase

18 816
19 817 NARRATIVE 19: This 

(traffic-controlling) 
life

19 818 [I've been standing here]  
{long} enough to

{xxx} enough to {xxx} - but short enough to doesn't evoke time…? Preference, meaning not clear from 
words

3 Complex Adv



19 819 the tide come in No single word options? "rises" or "moves": [COME] in collocated with tide at L4, R4 COCA 88. S21, F39, 
M12, N10, Ac6 - come towards, go away? - use of "in"

3 NP/Predicate phrase

19 820 tide go out [GO] out collocated with tide at L4, R4 COCA 62. S17, F25, M7, N10, Ac3 - use of "out" 3 NP/Predicate phrase

19 821 tide come in [again] AS ABOVE 3 NP/Predicate phrase

19 822 fog [took longer] to lift [LIFT] collocated with fog at L4, R4 COCA 124. S12, F51, M40, N15, Ac6: MI 6.03 : cf smoke above 3 NP/Predicate phrase

19 823 the crest of a hill crest collocated with hill COCA 244: S9, F160, M38, N27, Ac10: crest collocated with mountain COCA 45 MI 
5.83. No meaning shift either side, not counted. Part of the * of a * but outside scope as defined for this 
work

NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

19 824 just enough to Outside scope NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

19 825 I can't stop myself from… can 't stop [ppx*] from no results NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

19 826 for {months} now For * now top slot-fillers years, right, months, me, you, it, us, him, weeks, that, them, days, her, 
decades, the, more, reform, this, granted, myself, america, hours, peace, sure, sometime, centuries…this 
is a distinct pattern: for [time word] now: 100 types, 2509 tokens: S1041, F758, M293, N308, Ac109 - 
means for months in the past up until speech time - but NB once again doesn't work with minutes, seconds 
(too short) 

FORCE 134 PP

19 827 shake {my} head in 
{amazement}

[SHAKE] * head COCA 55 tokens, 20341 types: S441, F17923, M1067, New773, Ac137: [SHAKE] * head in 
* for 100 types, 624 tokens. S10, F490, M62, N54, Ac8

Indirect Affect 134 Predicate phrase

19 828 marked out [with a chalk line] [MARK] out 4 types, 244 tokens. S18, F75, M44, N19, Ac88: use of "out" 13 PV

19 829 showing off [SHOW] off COCA 5 types, 3156 tokens: S396, F772, Mag1054, News789, Ac145: meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

19 830 at smoko smoko is a break for a coffee (used to be a stop for a cigarette - nowadays hardly anyone uses it to smoke 
and it's just the break): but can be on smoko, for smoko…

X DISCUSS BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

19 831 school buses London Transport buses, army buses: but school buses are not just buses belonging to the school - in fact 
they may not belong to the school at all. They are understood as buses that collect children and take them to 
school, or possibly take them on school outings: encyclopaedic within the community and included for that 
reason

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

19 832 garbo trucks Informal version of garbage trucks, Australianism: specialisation/shift/bleaching in "garbo" 3 N/NP

19 833 It's a long way from [stopping 
traffic]

It's a long way from [v?g*] 2 types, 6 tokens. A long way from [v?g*] COCA 78 tokens, 193 types: S52, 
F27, M48, N43, Ac23 - figurative distance, including as "it is" stem because of second factor (see discussion)

13 Sentence/clause lead in

19 834 [on the] main road main road: COCA 743. S55, F388, M94, N128, Ac78 - bleaching/specialization/shift in main 13 N/NP

19 835 paying attention [PAY] collocated with attention at L4, R4, MI 7.17, 14567, evenly spread: S1927, F1531, M1508, N1110, 
Ac762: use of "pay"

13 Predicate phrase

19 836 commuting hours COCA 5 - not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

19 837 on auto-pilot on auto-pilot COCA 14. Literal/idiomatic split see www.lifehack.org/articles/lifestyle/are-you-on-auto-
pilot.html - shift/bleaching/specialization of "auto-pilot" (transfer)

1 PP

19 838 and] before {they} {realise} 
it, [they are driving at…]

 before * [REALIZE] it COCA 19 types, 93 tokens:but this usage quite specific - subordinate clause. COCA 
results are a mix - search before * [REALIZE] it , with comma to access only subordinate clause usage, gives 
14 types and 33 tokens. S5, F15, M9, N0, Ac4:  before * [v*] it COCA 100 types, 1763 tokens: all top 
collocates are [KNOW]. Substitute = know...

134 Sentence/clause lead in

19 839 to get {their} attention [GET] * attention for 100 types, 1152 tokens. S351, F322, M208, N207, Ac64: specialization/shift/bleaching 
in "get"

134 GET Predicate phrase

19 839.1 [but] too often [they…] Searching , too often , to access this meaning: COCA 68, S14, F10, M15, N9, Ac20: too frequently used 
parenthetically COCA 7. Preference

3 Sentence/clause lead in

19 840 steering wheel steering wheel COCA 1889. S106, F1114, M420, N216, Ac33; steering and bicycle wheel - compound, two 
words: specialization/shift/bleaching in "wheel"

3 N/NP

19 841 {screech} to a halt [SCREECH] to a halt COCA 4 types, 158 tokens: S6, Fiction118, M16, N16, Ac2: come, grind, screech, skid, 
bring, slow…core is to a halt

FORCE 134 Predicate phrase

19 842 shake {my} head REPEAT [SHAKE] * head COCA 55 tokens, 20341 types: S441, F17923, M1067, New773, Ac137 - has to be 
possessive pron in gap - conveys more than the words

Indirect Affect 14 Predicate phrase

19 843 how {stupid} [they've been] how {APPRAISAL} they've been Judgement 134 Sentence/clause lead in



19 844 [now winter] is with us tried each season + with us - no examples. Not supported. ('winter is upon us'?) … NB texts pre Game of 
thrones

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

19 845 [your] steel-caps Shoes with reinforcement at the end: sometimes called 'toe-tectors' in the UK: steel-capped boots - badge of 
high-viz workers

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

19 846 high-viz High visibility: the fluoro colours tradespeople wear in WA, a mark of distinction (and high earnings) in the 
mining boom In Western Australia

Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

19 847 heavy drill drill is a type of fabric. No support for use of "heavy" in context of "drill" … NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

19 848 in [an exhausted] slow-mo evokes in slow motion, abbreviated 13 PP
19 849 run away [in the shower] run away used in relation to water: use of "away" 13 PV

19 850 painting {my} nails [PAINT] * nails 23 types, 78 tokens: S2, F49, M16, N7, Ac4 - means putting nail varnish on 13 Predicate phrase

19 851
20 852 NARRATIVE 20: This 

(stuff-free) life
20 853 [I have] come to 

{understand}
[COME] to understand 23.3 million Google 16 February 2012. Problems - see 
forum.wordreference.com/showthread.php?t=1783980
4 posts - 3 authors - 27 Apr 2010
Hi, Im trying to translate the sentence "she comes to understand and overcome her fears". The problems Im 
having is with the verb 'come to' as I ..." come to appreciate, come to see, come to realize, come to know, 
come to hate, come to love ...means I didn't understand/appreciate/see etc before, but now I do...verbs of 
cognition...See also N18/807

MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

20 854 not the [mind-numbing 
poverty of…] but [the poverty 
of not owning things]

Not the … but the Disclaim, 
proclaim

35 CORRELATING

20 855 mind-numbing COCA 216. S22, F31, M71, N61, Ac31 - meaning not clear from the words 13 Complex Adj

20 856 not enough food on the table food on the table COCA 332. S73, F97, M59, N82, Ac21: broader meaning than words suggest - meaning 
there is an overall shortage of food/money on an ongoing basis - not that there is a shortage of food at a 
particular meal. Relies on shared understanding of significance ... 

123 N/NP

20 857 near-misses COCA near-miss 58. S3, F9, M14, N24, Ac8: close-miss COCA 0. close miss 4. Preference 13 N/NP

20 858 in that regard in that regard COCA 922. S516, F67, M84, N161, Ac94: in this regard 1869. S158, F53, M201, N106, Ac1351 
- form 

3 PP

20 859 {shopping} for pleasure [v*g?] for pleasure 14 types, 57 tokens: S5, F9, M7, N10, Ac26: top is reading, then eating, traveling, 
writing, killing…not promising for pleasure, imagining for pleasure, thinking for pleasure…has to be physical 
activity. 

4 Predicate Phrase

20 860 [is] less {appealing} [to me] 
than [cleaning the oven]

CORRELATIVE - ATTITUDE in first slot - borderline (see also N3/140, N9/434, N15/676) Internal 345 Comparative Correlative

20 861 kitchen gadgets kitchen gadgets 28. S4, F2, M6, N13, Ac3: * gadgets COCA for 100 types, 1011 tokens, transparent on both 
sides: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 862 leave me cold [LEAVE] * cold 34 types, 87 tokens. S4, F37, M16, N18, Ac12 - meaning not clear from words - have no 
effect on me

Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

20 863 rice cooker rice cooker 24 Refers to a specific machine that cooks rice without any intervention  - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

20 863.1 {I have} long known COCA 376. S26, F28, M150, N99, Ac73 3 Predicate phrase

20 864  the 80-20 rule the 80-20 rule COCA 2. www.entrepreneurs-journey.com/397/80-20-rule-pareto-principle/29 Mar 2006 –" I 
mention the 80/20 rule frequently in my writings so I thought it was about time to write a proper 
introduction to the concept. I believe it's …"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 864.1 {20} per cent Conventionalized quantifying expression 3 QUANT

20 864.2 {20} per cent Conventionalized quantifying expression 4 QUANT

20 864.3 {80} per cent Conventionalized quantifying expression 5 QUANT

20 864.4 {80} per cent Conventionalized quantifying expression 6 QUANT

20 865 CDs Compact Disks 13 ABBREVIATION

20 866 CDs Compact Disks 13 ABBREVIATION



20 866.1 {he} is partial to [electronic 
gadgets]

COCA 11 types, 243 tokens. S13, F64, M97, N52, Ac17 - * partial to vast majority [BE] - count as BE 
predicate phrase - he likes, but subtle overtones

Judgement 23 BE Predicate phrase

20 867 electronic gadgets electronic gadgets COCA 53: S5, F5, M27, N12, Ac4. mechanical gadgets 4: * gadgets COCA for 100 types, 
1011 tokens: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 868 GPS Global Positioning System 13 ABBREVIATION

20 869 digital cameras digital cameras COCA 1196: S36, F14, M248, N93, Ac130 - sign of lingering switchover from old types of 
camera. digital watch, digital TV, digital radio - interesting that it has not disappeared even though the 
cameras we have are all digital…but transparent on both sides: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 870 On good days on good days  COCA 63: S6, F28, M11, N11, Ac7 - understanding of "good" 13 Sentence/clause lead in

20 871 working away from home [WORK] away from home 4 types, 15 tokens: "working away from home" Google 6.16 million Google 14 
December 2011. Common in Australia where fly in fly out is common. Everyone who works in an office works 
away from home: this doesn't refer to that practice but to the FIFO (fly in fly out) way of life.

Encyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

20 872 [I have been working away 
from home] this past {year}

this past year COCA 670. S264, F47, M124, N164, Ac71. this last year 203 with a lot of noise ("He had 
gotten hints of this last year" COCA 2011 FIC Analog). Use of 'this past'…could be year, month (45), week 
(1230)…hour (2) – encoding

3 Complex Adv

20 873 neither…nor COCA neither collocated with nor COCA 14215. S920, F3040, M3001, N2297, Ac4975 Disclaim, 
disclaim

35 CORRELATING

20 874 internet connection internet connection COCA 338. S20, F13, M168, N93, Ac44: refers to an individual's connection to the 
internet - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

20 875 of {my} own my own COCA 24135: S4179, F9424, M5156, N2618, Ac2758 (things of my own) of my own. COCA 411. 
S55, F227, M65, N43, Ac21 - my own - emphasises that it was yours and not anyone else's

134 PP

20 876 take the {bus} [TAKE] the bus 4 types, 412 tokens: S35, F206, M53, N93, Ac25. [CATCH] the bus 4 types, 106 tokens. 
bleaching of "take"

134 TAKE Predicate phrase

20 877 CDs Compact Disks 13 ABBREVIATION

20 878 the ABC Australian Broadcasting Corporation 13 ABBREVIATION

20 879 DVD high-Density Video Disk 13 ABBREVIATION

20 880 scrambled eggs COCA 434. S32, F170, M114, N112, Ac6: specialization/shift/bleaching in "scrambled" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 881 macaroni cheese COCA 4 3.2 million Google 16 January 2012 - specific dish Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 882 buttery toast No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included (even though it evokes comfort food) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 883 [Why does everyone need to 
be] in touch with [everyone 
all the time]

in touch with COCA 3630. S1149, F571, M929, N658, Ac323: can also be in close touch with, constant, 
better, regular : meaning shift/specialisation/bleach in touch, contentful, PP

13 PP

20 884 [Why does everyone need to 
be in touch with everyone] all 
the time

all the time 17400. S6681, F4574, M2871, N2548, Ac726 - very high: form preference (no of) 3 Complex Adv

20 885 At full stretch COCA 6: full stretch 11: idioms.thefreedictionary.com/at+full+stretch ALLOW - figurative "stretch" 13 Sentence/clause lead in

20 886 rent-a-crowd COCA 8, Google 81,500 for "rent a crowd" 25 March 2012: www.investopedia.com/terms/r/rent-a-
crowd.aspRent-A-Crowd - Definition of Rent-A-Crowd on Investopedia - A group of people rented to make a 
business appear busy. Rent-a-crowds are sometimes ..." Including despite low frequencies

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 887 more people and more stuff Would be  included if it was more and more stuff, or more and more people, but not this NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 888 less and less less and less 1338: S272, F294, M309, N226, Ac237. Evenly spread: in pattern with more and more, longer 
and longer etc

13 Comparative emphasiser

20 889
21 890 NARRATIVE 21: This 

(thankful) life
21 890.1 good friends good friends - NB good friend COCA 2224, good friends 1472: good friendships COCA 29. Preference, shift in 

good. 
13 N/NP

21 891 not only … but also 35 CORRELATING

21 892 sweet memories sweet memor* 3 types, 53 tokens: S10, F9, M19, N13, Ac2 : Google 9.34 million 7 March 2012: meaning 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "sweet"

13 N/NP



21 893 If [my friend's years are 
counted since the day of her 
birth] then [mine would be…]

"If my friend's years are counted since the day of her birth, then mine would be 30 since my rebirth in this 
land" INTERNAL

35 CORRELATING

21 894 true-blue Aussie true-blue Aussie: 1.3 million Google 16 February 2012 - CULTURAL ICON/TOTEM: meaning not clear from 
words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

21 895 boat person COCA 7: plural 197: S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27: encyclopaedic: meaning not clear from words Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

21 896 bare feet bare feet: 1158. S39, F884, M138, N76, Ac21: naked feet 24 - preference 3 N/NP

21 897 washed on [this shore] COCA 0. washed on the beach 1, V + Prep, not included, and no support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

21 898 the South China Sea Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

21 899 each other each other COCA 58007: S10536, F19625, M11201, N8345, Ac8200 - counting Prons with N/NP PRON 13 N/NP

21 900 ended up [END] up 4 types, 24990 tokens. S7682, F4192, M6094, N5193, Ac1830: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

21 901 humanitarian organization humanitarian organization COCA 52: S20, F2, M5, N17, Ac8: means more than the words - the organization 
is engaged in performing humanitarian services for others…it may or may not be humanitarian internally

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

21 902 nine-to-five [job] nine-to-five job COCA 30: S8, F9, M8, N1, Ac4: form preference. Collocates job, schedule, guys, career, 
work, world, workpalce, workday, success, sisters, lives, bullshit - as for in-depth, life-threatening, not-for-
profit, high-pitched etc in Information dataset, recognisable semantic set but within that such a large 
number of alternatives that this will be counted as complex adj rather than N/NP

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

21 903 the way of life way of life COCA 3697, S654, F300, M874, N750, Ac1119: specialization/shift/bleaching in "way" 13 N/NP

21 904 not only [come to love it] but 
also [realized…]

35 CORRELATING

21 905 came to {love} {it} [COME] to love COCA for 100 types, 303 tokens: S46, F99, M80, N59, Ac19 - "[COME] to understand 23.3 
million Google 16 February 2012. Problems - see forum.wordreference.com/showthread.php?t=1783980
4 posts - 3 authors - 27 Apr 2010
Hi, Im trying to translate the sentence ""she comes to understand and overcome her fears"". The problems 
Im having is with the verb 'come to' as I ..."" come to appreciate, come to see, come to realize, come to 
know, come to hate, come to love ...means I didn't understand/appreciate/see etc before, but now I do

MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

21 906 middle-age [man] Form preference Judgement 1234 Complex Adj

21 907 gave up {his} seat for {me} [GIVE] up * seat for 7 types, 7 tokens: "give up your seat for" GOOGLE 1.75 million 15 December 2011 … 
sociocultural loading

Sociocultural 
loading

13 PV

21 908 pulled the bell pulled the bell COCA 2 types, 8 tokens. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

21 909 too {short} to [reach it]  too [adj] to : ATTITUDE - APPRECIATION/JUDGEMENT, invoked or inscribed, in first slot. J/A vehicle 145 CORRELATING

21 910 the {day} before the day before COCA 3806. S750, F1188, M857, N801, Ac209 PREFERENCE the day previous 5: encoding 134 Complex Adv

21 911 Then came a day [that was 
…]

Then came a day COCA 5. There came a day COCA 22: S2, F12, M5, N3, Ac0 also There came a time - 
figurative 'come'

Narrative stage 
marker - 
MOVEMENT

13 Sentence/clause lead in

21 912 I was admitted to the hospital [ADMIT] to hospital 3 types, 59 tokens: S2, F2, M8, N0, Ac47 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "admit" Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

21 913 hearty soup COCA 15: Google 1.14 million 15 December 2011: hearty laugh, hearty food, hearty breakfast Applies 
generally to food, normal selection, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

21 914 [toast] the birthday {girl} the birthday girl COCA 53 S3, F20, M28, N2, Ac0. the birthday boy COCA 34. S0, F16, M12, N6, Ac0: toast 
my mother, toast the bride, toast the man driving the taxi VP not FE: N/NP a way of talking about the person 
whose birthday it is : ALWAYS use "boy" or "girl" no matter how old the person is

123 N/NP



21 915 [Sitting] around a campfire [SIT] around a campfire COCA 4 types, 32 tokens: S5, F8, M9, N8, Ac2 [SIT] around the campfire COCA 4 
types, 29 tokens. around a campfire 90: around the campfire COCA 130: other verbs [v*] a campfire : verbs 
[sit], [dance], [write], [tell], [spent], [socialize] including around * campfire : very evocative in an 
Australian context - speaks of camaraderie, relaxed friendship. Socioculturally loaded and included for that 
reason.Listing as PPAdv because verb slot is open - anything that you could realistically do in the context of a 
campfire could be used - mending a car, knitting, singing the hallelujah chorus, eating chocolate - it's  around 
the campfire that gives it the sociocultural loading. NB use of "a" instead of "the" may be second language 
issue here. Borderline - included for sociocultural packaging.

Sociocultural 2 PP

21 916 the Australian bush COCA 12. TOTEM Google 2.49 million 16 January 2012 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

21 917 my early days early days COCA 2537. S516, F293, M737, N565, Ac426 - specialization/shift/bleach in "early" 13 N/NP

21 918 flooded into my memory [FLOOD] collocated with memory COCA 35: S3, F25 (NB high), M2, N2, Ac3: figurative "flood" 13 Predicate Phrase

21 919 [We all shared the occasion] 
to the full

to the full. COCA 27. S1, F14, M2, N3, Ac7: "the" plus "full" - form 13 PP

21 920 deep faith deep faith COCA 68. S21, F3, M18, N17, Ac9: blind faith, true faith, great faith, strong faith : 
specialization/shift/bleaching with "deep"

Force 13 Intensifying collocation

21 921 the mighty hand mighty hand COCA 15: Google 1.51 million (reference to God - means more/other than the words) Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

21 922 [to say] from the bottom of 
{my} heart [thank you]

from the bottom of * heart COCA 5 types 137 tokens: S74, F31, M12, N17, Ac3: figurative 13 Interpolation

21 923 thank you Searching , thank you . COCA 5157. S4446, F554, M88, N65, Ac4 3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

21 924 come true [COME] true COCA 4 types, 2495 tokens. S796, F501, M587, N481, Ac130. MOVEMENT 123 NP/Predicate phrase

21 925
22 926 NARRATIVE 22: This 

(intersecting) life
22 927 semi-filled half filled, no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLUDED
NOT INCLUDED

22 928 [as his] gaping mouth [and 
reddening cheeks mirrored 
mine]

gaping mouth COCA 90: S0, F65 (NB very high), M9, N7, Ac9 - evokes amazement, surprise 13 N/NP

22 929 elderly woman COCA 530, S69, F208, M88, N117, Ac48, old woman 3555. aged woman COCA 19. Encoding only: "elderly" 
is more respectful than "old"… nothing about the words themselves conveys that - means more/other than 
the words

3 N/NP

22 930 "tell me, it isn't so" tell me it isn't so COCA 1. No support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 931 come to the conclusion [COME] to the conclusion 4 types, 776 tokens: S304, F96, M119, N134, Ac123: bleaching of "come" MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

22 932 held court [HOLD] court 4 types, 298 tokens: S25, F89, M84, N85, Ac15: figurative "hold" and "court" 13 Predicate phrase

22 933 [the front of the tram] that is Use is [broadly identify], [more narrowly identify], that is: very difficult to search - equivalent to "in other 
words" or "ie" or "that is to say" : meaning not clear from constituent parts

13 END

22 934 a few stops later later is usually temporal…but this is literal - a few stations, stops on the trains NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 935 not only [gay] but 
[acknowledged as extremely 
courteous]

Indicative search: not only * * * but also: COCA for 100 types, 161 tokens. S16, F13, M53, N18, 
Ac61Correlating conjunction as elsewhere

35 CORRELATING

22 936 bumped into {her} [BUMP] into 4 types, 1549 tokens. S148, F769, M327, N232, Ac73: figurative "bump" 13 PV

22 937 out {walk}ing out walking COCA 195. S36, F95, M29, N25, Ac10 (out running, out shopping, out driving, out having a 
coffee, out doing tai chi) [BE] out [-ing] - means not at home - discuss but do not count

Xdiscuss but do 
not count

Xdiscuss but 
do not count

Xdiscuss but do not 
count

22 938 each other each other COCA 58007. S10536, F19625, M11301, N8345, Ac8200: one another 15647. S1742, F3659, 
M3848, N2096, Ac4302 - counting Prons with N/NP

PRON 13 N/NP

22 939 [our] early morning, [at least 
twice weekly, chance 
encounters]

early morning 2537. S345, F998, M560, N391, Ac243: late night: early morning, early afternoon, *early 
night, early evening: late morning, late afternoon, late night, late evening : including early morning only 
because the pattern with early and late is interrupted - unpredictably discontinuity

3 Complex Adj

22 940 {twice} {weekly} [chance 
encounters]

once|twice weekly COCA two types, 123 tokens Twice 104, Once 19 - PREFERENCE. TWICE 104: S4, F9, 
M21, N26, Ac44: twice hourly COCA 0 – break in continuity

3 Complex Adj



22 941 chance encounters chance encounter* 204. S27, F50, M53, N40, Ac34: MI 5.02.  unexpected encounter* COCA 18. 
PREFERENCE. Specializaton/shift/bleaching in "chance"

3 N/NP

22 942 [which would continue] for a 
good {year}

for a good while, for a good part, for a good many…, for a good number…??? For 100 types, 1211 tokens - 
not all this pattern though. Meaning of good is consistent over the set - if the complement of good is  
concrete, the standard meaning of "good" overrides it; so if you say for a good party, the normal meaning 
overrides: specialization of "good" - NB for a good decade, for a good year, for a good month, for a good 
week, for a good day (?), for a good hour, for a good minute, for a good second

134 PP

22 943 more {faith in animals} than Borderline.  See also N3/140, N9/434, N15/676, N20/860. ATTITUDE in first slot Internal 
/External

35 Comparative Correlative

22 944 [still] room for [laughter] room for [N*] COCA for 100 types, 1492 tokens. Mix of literal and idiomatic: top is room for improvement, 
but top 21 collocates are abstractions - including for semantic set 

135 N/NP

22 945 had more faith in [HAVE] faith in COCA 4 types, 552 tokens: S156, F108, M96, N118, Ac74: bleaching/specialization/shift in 
"have", form

13 HAVE Predicate phrase

22 946 perfectly groomed No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 947 a touch {of make-up} a touch of humour, pink, salt… 13 QUANT

22 948 in {her} {80s} in [pp*] {decade, plural} - meaning you were eighty (etc) something 134 PP

22 949 [in her 80s,] I imagine, 
[hadn't given up]

, I imagine , 173. S62, F68, M18, N8, Ac17: means more/other than the words 13 Interpolation

22 950 given up [GIVE] up COCA 5 types, 22167 tokens: S5092, F5240, M4329, N5513, Ac1993: meaning not clear from the 
words

13 PV

22 951 stare down [defeat] At least two groups: one where down is a locative pp; the other (as here) is a PV as in "If Obama had stared 
down the Republicans and let all the tax cuts expire rather than…" COCA 2010 MAG Newsweek: meaning not 
clear from words: Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 361)

13 PV

22 952 wouldn't be about [for much 
longer]

be about, be around, be here, be in the house : meaning of "about"  - "be around" is conventionalized…not 
counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 953 for much longer she wouldn't be about for much longer - negative polarity item? 13 PP

22 954 [the battle to] keep going keep going, keep singing, keep eating - counting as system…not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 955 lay beneath the surface [of 
her sadness]

[LAY] beneath the surface COCA 3 types, 24 tokens: S2, F3, M9, N3, Ac7 - mostly idiomatic (figurative 
surface)

13 Predicate phrase

22 956 {I1} found {myself1} [FIND] ppx* 47 types, 22982 tokens: 47 types, 22982 tokens. S2941, F7188, M5591, N3974, Ac3288: 
figurative "find"

13 FIND Predicate phrase

22 957 no sign of [my neighbour] no sign of COCA 2213. S380, F1179, M288, N248, Ac116 … sign meaning evidence that they had been 
around - physical markers. Meaning not clear from words/means more/other than the words 

1 N/NP

22 958 [for] {six months} or so or so . COCA 2528. S780, F649, M610, N334, Ac155 - meaning is equivalent to approximately - for 
approximately six months

14 QUANT

22 959 I wonder [what she was able 
to hold on to]

Searched I wonder. With full stop to avoid I wonder whether. COCA 194. S33, F109, M26, N14, Ac12 1 Sentence/clause lead in

22 960 [what she was able to] hold 
on to

[HOLD] on to COCA 3434. Again, divide between literal and metaphorical. Literals - holding on to a physical 
object. Metaphorical - holding on to an idea, concept…as here: 4 types, 3434 tokens. S709, F1146, M829, 
N501, Ac249: figurative "hold"

13 PV

22 961
23 962 NARRATIVE 23: This 

(speechless) life
23 963 {haven't} [really] spoken a 

word
[SPEAK] a word 5 types, 235 tokens. S22, F142, M40, N18, Ac13. Usually preceded by a negative, or before 
(implying that the words haven't been spoken) - could not, would not, before she even, didn't, barely dared, 
go days without - adds Force

Force 3 Predicate phrase

23 964 at finding {myself} [FIND] ppx* 47 types, 22982 tokens: 47 types, 22982 tokens. S2941, F7188, M5591, N3974, Ac3288: 
figurative "find"

13 FIND Predicate phrase

23 965 in this day and age in this day and age COCA 463. S193, F78, M59, N111, Ac22: in this age and day 0 - form preference 13 PP

23 966 a biblical condition COCA 0. No support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

23 967 motor neurone disease motor neurone disease: COCA 14: Google 875,000 16 January 2012 ALLOW 23 PROPER NOUN



23 968 MND Motor Neurone Disease 13 ABBREVIATION

23 969 (a) feeding tube feeding tube 294. S146, F28, M41, N65, Ac14: a very specific piece of medical equipment used to deliver 
liquid nutrients to people unable to take normal food:  does not refer to general feeding tubes. Here 
swallowing reflex lost.

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

23 970 a liquid formula Complex formula, expensive formula: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

23 971 [there is] at least {one} 
{moment}

Quantifier 14 QUANT

23 972 can't say a word Same as [SPEAK] a word - generally preceded by negative or used in a way that makes it clear no words 
have been spoken: [SAY] a word COCA 4 types, 2081 tokens. S260, F1385, M234, N141, Ac61 (NB 
preference for speak in past references and say in present references?)

Force 3 Predicate phrase

23 973 [Words] open the doors to 
friendships

[OPEN] doors to again, literal and idiomatic split. Open doors to the porch COCA 2010 FIC Bk:Alcestic. Open 
doors to possibilities COCA 2009 MAG Redbook. 4 types, 96 tokens.  S7, F15, M20, N30, Ac24: figurative 
doors here

13 Predicate phrase

23 974 each other each other COCA 58007: S10536, F19625, M11201, N8345, Ac8200: counting PRONS with N/NP PRON 13 N/NP

23 975 each other each other COCA 58007: S10536, F19625, M11201, N8345, Ac8200: counting PRONS with N/NP PRON 13 N/NP

23 976 hopes and dreams COCA hopes and dreams 266. S70, F65, M59, N46, Ac26: dreams and hopes COCA 27: preference 3 N/NP

23 977 day in and day out day in day out COCA 428: day in and day out (with and). S183, F46, M81, N91, Ac27 – can also be day in, 
day out : pattern extends upwards to week, and month, and year but not downwards to hour in, hour out 
(for example)

Force 134 Complex Adv

23 978 a shrug of my shoulders [SHRUG] collocated with shoulders at L4, R4 COCA 878 S52, F642, M93, N69, Ac22: shrug of * shoulders 
COCA 6 types, 42 tokens - VP is more common, but NP is used here: conveys Indirect Affect

Indirect Affect 13 N/NP

23 979 shut off {a line of questions} [SHUT] off the Internet, Twitter, cell service, ventilation, the nuclear reaction, all funding…this meaning 
different - shut off questions, inquiries..both together .COCA 3 types, 1580 tokens. S212, F658, M347, N274, 
Ac89: meaning not clear from the words

13 PV

23 980 a line of questions line of questions COCA 7. Google 977,000 15 December 2011. Speclalization/shift/bleaching in "line" 13 N/NP

23 981 back off [BACK] off 4 types, 2734 tokens: S825, F855, M511, N468, Ac75: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

23 982 leave me alone [LEAVE] * alone COCA for 100 types, 3596 tokens: S736, F2043, M389, News306, Ac122: NB leave me on 
my own occupies a different meaning slot altogether

13 Predicate phrase

23 983 [words are spoken to 
ourselves] as much as to 
{each other}

as much as to COCA 87. S6, F22, M12, N11, Ac36. (Searching with to to exclude "as much as + clause") - 
form

External/Int 
discussion

135 Coordinating

23 984 each other COCA 58007: S10536, F19625, M11201, N8345, Ac8200: counting PRONs with N/NPs PRON 13 N/NP

23 985 {I need1} the sound of my 
own voice] as much as {I 
need1} my skin}

Comparative correlator here - fixed 13 Comparative correlator

23 986 open up "Words open up the core of me" - figurative opening: Collins cobuild dictionary of prhasal verbs (1989, p. 
232)

13 PV

23 987 [encourage] as well as 
{withdraw}

as well as COCA 75459: S7636, F4710, M17948, N13196, Ac31969: as mentioned before: object of previous 
clause must be in the same semantic set as the complement of as well as, but at opposite ends. Here  "her 
beautiful and vibrant years as well as the bitter end" 

135 Coordinating

23 988 everyday life everyday life 2050: S216, F111, M482, News268, Ac973: everyday living COCA 80. ordinary life 310. No 
bleaching, specialization, shift either side …Wikipedia "what a person does, feels and thinks everyday" …. but 
core meaning of everyday is "commonplace, usual" (ACOD) ... including only because it references a range of 
understandings about what "commonplace, usual" in relation to "life" involves - going to work, doing the 
shopping, cleaning, family...means more/other than the words

2 N/NP

23 989 Can I have {$50} cash out? Specific sociocultural context. 3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

23 990 Where is the ladies' room? Specific sociocultural context. 3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

23 991 I'd like a ticket to {Sydney}. Specific sociocultural context. 3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

23 992 I love you. Specific sociocultural context. 3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

23 993 {Half a kilo} of {sausages}, 
please.

Specific sociocultural context. 3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA



23 994 Hello, this is {Rhonda} 
speaking.

Specific sociocultural context. 3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

23 995 Sure, I'd love to come. Specific sociocultural context. 3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

23 996 "You don't know what you've 
got till it's gone"

Lyric from Joni Mitchell song (reissued Counting Crows) 2 PUBLICATION

23 997 I have found {this} to be 
[deeply true in my speechless 
life]

[FIND] this to be 4 types, 121 tokens. S30, F9, M26, N13, Ac43: figurative "find" 13 FIND Predicate phrase

24 998 NARRATIVE 24: This 
(blank tape) life

24 999 turn on [a computer] [TURN] on 4 types, 9982 tokens: S1501, F4277, M2182, N1260, Ac762: meaning not clear from the words 13 PV

24 1000 [to explain] how {simple} 
[modern technology can be]

Similar to "how odd it was": ATTITUDE in the first slot, provides platform for rest of utterance - including, but 
with reservations here

Appreciation 34 Sentence/clause lead in

24 1001 modern technology No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1002 go along with [it] [GO] along with 5 types, 2742 tokens. S1246, F480, M365, N450, Ac201: meaning not clear from the words 13 PV

24 1003 rather than Complex conj 13 Complex Conj

24 1003 stood together Means stood close to each other. [STAND] together COCA 4 types, 533 tokesn. S123, F223, M60, N79, Ac48. 
Specialisation in together

13 Predicate phrase

24 1004 made ({the usual}) small talk [MAKE] small talk COCA 4 types, 232 tokens. S7, F149, M51, N21, Ac4: specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"make" and "small"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

24 1005 river levels river level COCA 14. Google 1.8 million 16 February 2012: PC with significance in Australian context - the 
height of the water - significant in drought and in flood. The equivalent of BritEng talk about the weather?

12 N/NP

24 1006 veggie garden Rose garden, native garden, herb garden: shortening is characteristically Australian, but could equally be 
veggie shop, veggie casserole - not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1007 [minimal] eye contact minimal eye contact 3. eye contact COCA 1668. S195, F624, M409, N194, Ac246. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "contact" - figurative

13 N/NP

24 1008 fill the gaps fill the gaps COCA 4 types, 116 tokens. S12, F16, M27, N26, Ac35; builds on gaps in conversation - 
figurative "gaps"

1 Predicate phrase

24 1009 came up Literal (ish) and idiomatic: came up to me COCA 2011 News NYT. Then but can come up with something like 
1 2011 News NYT and The agency hasn't formally approved any state plans or come up with its own" 6 2011 
NEWS AP and then this meaning It didn't come up in the government and it didn't come up in the public" 17 
2011 NEWS Houston. COCA 48575. S24372, F9886, M6301, N6339, Ac177: meaning not clear from the 
words

13 PV

24 1010 uncharted territory uncharted territory COCA 183. S39, F19, M53, N55, Ac17. Idiomatic usage predominates - figurative 
"territory", or territory in discourse space

13 N/NP

24 1011 turn [that shit] down COCA 4 types, 4014 tokens. S739, F1000, M893, N1181, Ac201: two meanings - turn down/refuse, turn 
down/lower volume (as here) - meanng not clear from the words

13 PV

24 1012 record collection car collection, music collection: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1013 [something I] {cannot} 
fathom

fathom 950. Options are hard to fathom, tried to fathom, couldn't fathom, could not, can't, can't begin to, 
would never fully…difficulty or impossibility - rarely, ability: (1) This he could fathom COCA 29 2010 FIC 
Bk;HouseSecretsNovel: [FATHOM].[v*] cannot fathom COCA 0. can't fathom COCA 86: S19, F26, M20, N21, 
Ac0. (NB search ca n't fathom - space between a and n't): including because fathom comes with extra 
packaging - NB if it's indicative, it turns into a phrasal verb (fathom it out) 

34 Predicate phrase

24 1014 too sexy for one's shirt SONG LYRICS - would be recognized by many readers 2 PUBLICATION

24 1015 expressed a liking for [express] a liking for COCA 1: a liking for COCA 34…but simple Noun + Prep, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1016 And not just…but And not just collocated with but at R9: COCA 400. S193, F56, M62, News62, Ac27 35 CORRELATING

24 1017 Born to Run Song title 2 PUBLICATION

24 1018 Born in the USA Song title 2 PUBLICATION

24 1019 Devils and Dust Album title 2 PUBLICATION

24 1020 CD [player] CD player COCA 576. record player, cassette player : counting only for abbreviation, compact disk 13 ABBREVIATION



24 1021 blank tapes COCA 8. Low in Google. no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1022 [writable] DVDs COCA writable DVDs 1, writable DVD 0. Google 452,000 16 February 2012 - looks as though it could be 
Engagement 2 Localized? Counting abbreviation only - high-Density Video Disk

13 ABBREVIATION

24 1023 AC [adapters] AC adapter COCA 60. S0, F3, M49, N3, Ac 5 : alternating current 13 ABBREVIATION

24 1024 the Reject shop PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

24 1025 {90}-{minute} [jobs] Conventionalized for time - minute in singular 3 Complex Adj

24 1026 CD Compact Disk 13 ABBREVIATION

24 1027 {three}-{second} {loop 
delay}

Conventionalized for time - second in singular 3 Complex Adj

24 1028 loop delay Technical in-term Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

24 1029 so as to [not] so as to not COCA 48. so as not to COCA 1207. S65, F574, M191, N165, Ac212. Variation: meaning not clear 
from words

13 Complex Conj

24 1030 write down [WRITE] down COCA 5 types, 2490 tokens. S435, F757, M614, N297, Ac387: use of "down" 13 PV

24 1031 playing time playing time COCA records mostly relate to sport - time on-field - this usage refers to the time the CD plays 
music for. 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

24 1032 Devils & Dust Album title 2 PUBLICATION

24 1033 [Nick Drake's] Pink Moon Album title 2 PUBLICATION

24 1034 It wasn't that … nor that… Classifying as a correlative because in this usage it presages another clause - so you get "It wasn't that 
Boone didn't consider himself devout. He prayed before meals, prayed when…" : "It wasn't that I was the 
clown. I was the guy who…" May apply accross clauses or across entire sentences

35 CORRELATING

24 1035 to get the most out of [GET] the most out of COCA 5 types, 328 tokens. Most common is get the most out of with 245 tokens. S28, 
F5, M131, N59, Ac22. Overall 328 tokens. S33, F7, M169, N89, Ac30 (get the least out of COCA 1) : 
meaning not clear from the words

Appreciation 13 GET Predicate phrase

24 1036 [wanted to fill those gaps 
with] something other than 
[Melbourne Bitter]

something other than COCA 984. S168, F261, Mag188, News168, Ac199 - not a typical scaler, except that it 
positions Melbourne Bitter at the end of the scale.

13 Focusing modifier

24 1037 Melbourne Bitter PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

24 1038 fishing gear fishing gear COCA 217. S13, F37, M59, N26, Ac82. * gear, top collocates are landing and fishing: sports 
gear, cooking gear?, hockey gear, school gear … ballet gear … no obvious specialization/shift/bleaching on 
either side, not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1039 grabbed a beer [GRAB] a beer 4 types, 47 tokens: S5, F24, M13, N3, Ac2: [GRAB] a * collocates are handful, bit, few, 
handful, pair, piece, couple, seat, bottle, beer…[GRAB] a quick {drink or food} is common - figurative 
"grabbing" - refers to speed, not action

13 Predicate phrase

24 1040 handed over [HAND] over 4 types, 5700 tokens: S746, F3134, M704, N800, Ac316: use of "over" 13 PV

24 1041 held my {eye} COCA 0. held my gaze: COCA 4 types, 26 tokens. S0, F22, M4, N0, Ac0: figurative holding - allow - goes 
with "catch your eye", then "hold your eye" 

13 Predicate phrase

24 1042 for a moment for a moment COCA 15476. S1731, F11577, M1194, N525, Ac449:  no APPRAISAL, no 
sociocultural/pragmatic loading: for a moment, minute, second, week, month - not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1043 sat back down [SIT] back down 4 types, 444 tokens. S16, F390, M18, News18, Ac2 (NB sit up is different): use of "back" 
and "down"

13 PV

24 1044 rolled a cigarette [ROLL] a cigarette 4 types, 45 tokens: S0, F37, M4, N3, Ac1: refers to making your own cigratette using 
loose tobacco and cigarette papers - meaning not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

24 1045 {I} put {the tape} on [PUT] the tape on COCA 11. [PUT] the record on COCA 6. [PUT] * on eg put lipstick on, put the tv on, put 
the radio on : meaning not clear from words

13 PV

24 1046 [the afternoon] got away 
from {us}

Literal and idiomatic meanings. Concepts can get away from us, also time (as here). got away from [pp*] 43 
types, 986 tokens S272, F430, M136, N120, Ac28 - in a literal sense, people can get away from other people 
- eg criminals can get away from the police, so here is a sense of movement again: meaning not clear from 
the words

13 PV

24 1047 [when I] came along [33 
years before]

I came along (searched exactly this string to avoid other meanings eg he came along the road): COCA 94 
tokens. S28, F37, M12, N12, Ac5…figurative movement: meaning not clear from words

Movement 13 PV

24 1048 [forge a] closer bond close bond COCA 57. S9, F3, M16, N20, Ac9 also strong bond, special bond, intimate bond, spiritual bond. 
Meaning specialization/shift/bleaching in "closer" and also "bond"

Force 13 Intensifying collocation



24 1049 forge a [closer] bond [FORGE] a bond 3 types forged, forge, forging: 29 tokens. S0, F11, M8, N9, Ac1: [FORGE] a * * … link 
between, new relationship, compromise, national identity : *a bond with collocates form, feel, have, forge, 
share ; no unusual selection restrictions in either side, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1050 before it's too late before it's too late COCA 259. S74, F76, M57, N46, Ac6 - not literally too late, meaning before his father dies 
- ie before the opportunity is gone  - means more/other than the words

13 END

24 1051
25 1052 NARRATIVE 25: This 

(Rwandan) Life
25 1053 massed [masculine] voices massed voices COCA 2. Google 55,200 16 February 2012. LDCE gives massed choir/band BE as "several 

choirs or bands singing or playing together as one large group" - this is a novel extension? No support for 
"massed voices", not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

25 1054 join forces with [JOIN] forces with 4 types, 476 tokens. S63, F28, M159, N132, Ac94 - transition to PP - figurative "force"s 13 Predicate phrase

25 1055 police officers police officer* COCA 13 types, 10229 tokens. S4423, F831, M809, N3540, Ac626: use of "officer" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

25 1056 at the other side of the town at the other side of the town COCA 1 - no support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

25 1057 committed [atrocious] crimes crime* collocated with [COMMIT] 5 types, 4569 tokens. S2079, F371, M484, N1015, Ac620: no 
bleaching/specialisation on either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

25 1058 at the time of [the 1994…] at the time of COCA 5532. S896, F326, M899, N878, Ac2533: form preference. No meaning shift in noun, 
definite article required, adjective can be inserted (COCA 125 with adjective): locating temporally and 
therefore contentful - counting as PP

13 PP

25 1059 up to {a million} {Rwandans} up to a million COCA 67. Difficult to search up to in this sense without putting in a number. Difficult for non-
native speakers: up to {number, date, time, month} : FRAME

14 QUANT

25 1060 the Evangelical Restoration 
Church

PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

25 1061 starts up [START] up 4 types, 2346 tokens. S288, F1295, M379, N272, Ac112: use of "up" 13 PV

25 1062 [It's] low key [at first] low key COCA 151. S71, F13, M19, N33, Ac15: meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Adj

25 1063 [it's low key] at first at first COCA 21026. S2601, F7260, M4942, N3485, Ac2738: marks past temporal eventuality and prospect 
of change

13 PP

25 1064 starts up [START] up 4 types, 2346 tokens. S288, F1295, M379, N272, Ac112: use of "up" 13 PV

25 1065 [starts up] in the background cf at the top, by the side. In the background 3657. S588, F1401, M694, News476, Ac498: use of "in" 13 PP

25 1066 picks up {speed} [PICK] up speed COCA 4 types, 408 tokens: S32, F231, M86, N49, Ac10: meaning not clear from words 134 PV

25 1067 builds to a crescendo [BUILD] to a crescendo 4 types, 27 tokens: S0, F11, M4, N7, Ac5 - figurative "building" 1 Predicate phrase

25 1068 breaking out [BREAK] out 5 types, 5162 tokens. S1116, Fiction 1152, M1130, N1141, Ac623: meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

25 1069 As the {morning} wears on 
[the phrases become 
increasingly repetitive]

as the * [WEAR] on 32 types, 79 tokens. S7, F26, M30, N12, Ac4. Followed by clause expressing change, 
alteration.  Without as 9 types, 152 tokens. Core item [WEAR] on 

14 Sentence/clause lead in

25 1070 {jigging} from {leg} to {leg} {movement verb} from {leg to leg, foot to foot}: from foot to foot 130 tokens from leg to leg 5 tokens: S2, 
F110, M13, N4, Ac6: collocates shift, hop, dance, shift * weight, rock, shuffle

134 Predicate phrase

25 1071 lunch break lunch break COCA 396. S57, F129, M92, N89, Ac29: tea break, dinner break, *breakfast break : * break 
collocates in this pattern commercial, short, spring, coffee, Christmas…lunch * COCA top collocate is hour, 
then break : in Australia, very rarely an hour. There is no "breakfast break"  in COCA - reflects conventional 
working day/pattern. Including because of the socio-cultural packaging that goes with the NP

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

25 1072 Next day Next day COCA 12397. S2325, F4061, M2889, N2387, Ac735 Narrative  stage 
marker

1 Sentence/clause lead in

25 1073 matter-of-factly matter-of-factly COCA 622. S16, F251, M171, N149, Ac35, encoding 13 Complex Adv
25 1074 [he was beaten and] buried 

alive
[BURY] alive COCA 3 types, 217 tokens. S49, F91, M23, N27, Ac27: buried while still living COCA 0. Choose 
buried alive rather than buried before dead

3 Predicate phrase

25 1075 carry a heavy burden [CARRY] a heavy burden 3 types, 8 tokens. Heavy burden 239. S50, F41, M34, N48, Ac66:figurative burden: 
[ [v*] a heavy burden verbs [be] [have] [put], [place], [load], [become], [bear], [carry]… 

13 Predicate phrase

25 1076 [we could not] dream up dream up COCA 5 types, 753 tokens. S96, F156, M287, N180, Ac34: use of "up" 13 PV



25 1077 [could not dream up] in {our} 
worst nightmares

in * worst nightmares 9 types, 14 tokens. "in his worst nightmare" Google 3.49 million 15 December 2011. 
There is no "in our best nightmare" : "in our nightmares" Google 603,000: one pattern is closer to predicate 
phrase - neg modal as here - but only one pattern. Classifying as PP

13 PP

25 1078 [if] there will come a day 
when 

there will come a day 13. come a day 65. will, would eventually, may, has to…come a day/time: S14, F23, 
M10, N11, Ac7: there * come a day 10 types, 39 tokens : vast majority with when: there will come a day 
collocated with when at R9 MI 5.86

cf 1072 13 Sentence/clause lead in

25 1079 the weight of their history history collocated with weight no matching records NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

25 1080 goes some way to [go] some way to 5 types, 26 tokens: S5, F3, M5, N5, Ac8 - movement MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

25 1081 numbing the pain [numb] the pain COCA 4 types, 32 tokens: S6, F7, M14, N4, Ac1: figurative pain Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

25 1082
26 1083 NARRATIVE 26: This 

(burned out) life
26 1084 take {our} seat(s) [TAKE] * seat* (ie will include a and the), 95 tokens, 1689 types: S143, F1106, M181, N195, Ac64: NB 

bleaching of "take"
134 TAKE Predicate phrase

26 1085 take [but] a moment [TAKE] but a moment 2 types, 4 tokens. But a moment 91. S5, F62, M11, N9, Ac 4 [TAKE] a moment COCA 
5 types, 956 tokens. Bleaching of "take"

13 TAKE Predicate phrase

26 1086 As soon as as soon as COCA 16712. S3322, F6575, M3150, N2273, Ac1392 - form preference Fixed 3 Comparative Correlative

26 1086 holding {her1} face in {her1} 
hands

[HOLD] * face in * hands COCA: 19 types, 36 tokens. Pronouns not necessarily coreferential. 
Specialisation/bleaching/shift in hold and also face: the words do not entirely reflect the action. Allow. 

13 Predicate phrase

26 1087 [The] {words…} come 
{spilling} out

[COME] [v?g*] out COCA for 100 types, 720 tokens: S111, F450, M91, N55, Ac13 - came running out, 
pouring out, flying out, tumbling out, rushing out, spilling out, charging out …: [SPILL] out collocated with 
words at L4, R4, COCA 38. S1, F26, M5, N6, Ac0: bleaching/specialization/shift in "come spilling"

Affect Indirect 13 NP/Predicate phrase

26 1088 GP General Practitioner 13 ABBREVIATION

26 1089 Oh no Form, means more than the words 13 ENTIRE

26 1090 here we go again here we go again COCA 278. S127, F58, M33, N56, Ac4. here * [GO] again 9 types, 328 tokens. S142, F70, 
M43, N68, Ac5: meaning not clear from the words

Judgement 13 ENTIRE

26 1090 My  eyes fill * eyes [FILL] normally followed by PP - commonly "with tears": allowing forshortened version - 
bleaching/shift/specialsiation in fill

Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

26 1091 my heart-strings are 
{tugged} 

[TUG] collocated with heartstrings at L4, R4 COCA 62. S14, F7, M16, N19, Ac6 [PULL] collocated with 
heartstrings (not hyphenated in COCA) COCA 21. S6, F3, M5, N6, Ac1

Indirect Affect 14 Predicate phrase

26 1092 At the same time at the same time COCA 28702. S6612, F3705, M5481, N4721, Ac8183 - borderline literal/idiomatic here 13 Sentence/clause lead in

26 1093 [my own story] being played 
out

being played out COCA 186. S67, F16, M27, N43, Ac33 - all this usage: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

26 1094 yet again yet again COCA 1270. S262, F431, M230, N174, Ac173: intensifying Force 13 Intensifying collocation

26 1095 sick certificate sick note/medical certificate : approximation, not counting. Discuss XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

26 1096 [period of] stress leave COCA 4. Google 486,000. http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-stress-leave.htm accessed 25 March 2012: 
"Stress leave is the ability to take time off work for illnesses, both mental and physical, related to stress. 
This may be encouraged by a doctor who fears a patient's health is in danger because of the emotional 
pressures he is experiencing. The employee may be able to continue receiving a partial paycheck or some 
type of sick pay during this time, based on his employer's benefits, but this is not a requirement of most 
countries."

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

26 1097 burned out Literal/idiomatic split. [BURN] out 5 types, 1291 tokens. S213, F388, M318, N268, Ac104: use of "out" 13 PV

26 1098 remote Northern Territory 
Aboriginal community

PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

26 1099 self-confidence *self and unwarranted confidence: unit, include. COCA 1865. S134, F144, M345, N240, Ac1002 - self belief - 
meaning not clear from words

13 N/NP

26 1100 self-worth *self and object worth. *other-worth.Self-worth COCA 32 - meaning not clear from words 13 N/NP

26 1101 general practitioner general practitioner COCA 147. S25, F25, M41, N11, Ac45 - means more than the words, also encyclopaedic. 
Abbreviation available. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "practitioner" and "general"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



26 1102 patch {them} up [PATCH] * up 40 types, 179 tokens. Top collocates things 58, it 19, things 19, things 11…then him 9, them 
6…: S39, F75, M29, N28, Ac8: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

26 1103 send them back [to the front 
line]

 Send them away, send them off, send them to…no change in core meaning of "send", not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1104 [to] the front line the front line COCA 619. S225, F42, M145, N148, Ac59: specialization/shift/bleaching in "line" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

26 1105 [I advise some time] away 
from it all

time away from it all COCA 0. away from it all 157: S41, F19, M62, N32, Ac3: "it all" referring to the hassle 
of daily life 

13 PP

26 1106 the Bush Crisis Line PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

26 1107 phone numbers phone number COCA 3222. S838, F828, M755, N710, Ac91 (*'bring your phone and student number') 3 N/NP

26 1108 time and again time and again COCA 948. S213, F152, M249, N164, Ac170: form, adds Force Force 13 Complex Adv

26 1109 kept a secret COCA 4 types, 260 tokens. S78, F114, M32, N23, Ac13: figurative "keep" 13 Predicate phrase

26 1110 don't let {the romantic vision 
of the red earth and deep 
culture} fool you

fool you collocated with [LET] at L4, R4 COCA 141. S26, F39, M45, N29, Ac2 don't let [non-preferred 
position/viewpoint] fool you. Implication that you might otherwise do so, or that doing so would make you a 
fool - means more/other than the words

Judgement 15 Predicate phrase

26 1111 the red earth red earth COCA 102. S3, F47, M16, N11, Ac25: totem in Australian context - means more than the words 
suggest in an Australian context

Appreciation 123 N/NP

26 1112 life-changing experience COCA 75. S19, F0, M21, N25, Ac10: COCA citations suggest a life-changing experience is generally (always?) 
positive…

Appreciation 13 N/NP

26 1113 [but] the costs can be high cost* collocated with high 2689. S343, F44, M680, N755, Ac867. Figurative costs here - classifying as 
NP/Predicate phrase rather than intensifier

13 NP/Predicate phrase

26 1114 start out [START] out 4 types, 5719 tokens. S1800, F969, M1446, N1138, Ac366: use of "out" 13 PV

26 1115 literacy levels literacy level* 2 types, 63 tokens: S1, F0, M2, N8, Ac52 - number of children who can read and write, not 
measurement of literacy

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

26 1116 high standards high standard* COCA 995. S179, F37, M218, N236, Ac325: low standard* COCA 86: 
Specialization/shift/bleaching with "high"

13 Intensifying collocation

26 1117 ethical practice ethical issues, standards, questions, dilemmas, behavior, problems, principles, concerns…no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1118 core values core values 406. S65, F2, M74, N62, Ac203 - meaning values around goodness, virtue, generosity: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "core"

13 N/NP

26 1119 tie {themselves} in knots [TIE] * in knots 20 types, 44 tokens. S5, F19, M10, N8, Ac2: figurative knots Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

26 1120 living conditions living conditions COCA 737. S100, F30, M101, N174, Ac332: refers to housing etc Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

26 1121 takes {its} toll [TAKE] its toll COCA 5 types, 630 tokens. S149, F86, M178, N163, Ac54 - also [TAKE] a toll: bleaching of 
take - can also be [TAKE] their toll but not [TAKE] his toll

134 TAKE Predicate phrase

26 1122 lack of accountability No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1123 laissez-faire [she'll be right, 
mate] attitude

laissez faire attitude COCA 2 "laissez faire attitude" Google 2.15 million 16 February 2012 - include. "laissez 
faire" on its own 5.75 million - "she'll be right" classified separately as an Entire. 

13 N/NP

26 1124 "she'll be right, mate" COCA 0. AUSTRALIAN TOTEM 5.09 million Google 16 January 2012: meaning not clear from the words, 
means more/other than the words

Judgement/App
/ Engagement

12 ENTIRE

26 1125 After all [this is the Northern 
Territory]

, after all COCA 8554. S1409, F3076, M1821, N1102, Ac1146: 13 Sentence/clause lead in

26 1127 {They} miss out [MISS] out COCA 4 types, 1168 tokens. S218, F146, M420, N286, Ac98: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

26 1128 as always as always COCA 3963. S1524, F1332, M494, N363, Ac250: form 13 Complex Adv

26 1129 [people] come and go come and go 1211, S223, F339, M283, N270, Ac96 - means more than the individual words - transience 13 Predicate phrase

26 1130 quality of care COCA 578. S117, F3, M88, N100, Ac270: strong preference for health-related fields (i.e. not used in relation 
to care of children in education) High in Ac. care has specialized to mean healthcare?

13 N/NP

26 1131 [Another 'whitefella'] on 
{their} way through

Possibly an expression in this localized context, but no evidence to back up NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1132 [I will] do {my} bit [DO] my bit COCA 4 types, 27 tokens: S5, F14, M1, N3, Ac4: NB correlating with subject (subject and poss 
pron must be coreferential"

Judgement 1 DO Predicate phrase

26 1133 At least At least COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323 13 Sentence/clause lead in



26 1134 [administer [immediate]] first 
aid

[ADMINISTER] first aid 3 types, 16 tokens. [ADMINISTER] * first aid : first aid COCA 654. S106, F127, 
M187, N129, Ac105: [v*] first aid collocates are [ADMINISTER], [GIVE], [KNOW], [OFFER], [PROVIDE], 
[PRACTICE]. No specialization/shift/bleaching in verb: MWE is N/NP first aid

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

26 1135
27 1136 NARRATIVE 27: This 

(typewritten) life
27 1137 grown-up [typewriter] COCA 1470. S196, F492, M480, N252, Ac50: meaning not clear from components Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

27 1138 maternal grandmother COCA 163. S13, F27, M50, N43, Ac30: grandmother on your mother's side, i.e. your mother's mother - 
meaning not clear from the words

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

27 1139 [typed] for a living for a living S545, F473, M340, N310, Ac65 - occupation first - 'played football for a living', 'sings for a living' - 
meaning not clear from words

13 PP

27 1140 doing the dusting COCA 1. No support. No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 1141 {half a lifetime later} finds 
{me}

half a lifetime COCA 54. S4, F25, M15, N9, Ac1. Preceded by a time reference or an abstract noun (spring 
finds me, sleep finds me…) : core is FIND + personal pronoun : figurative "find" - constraints on subject slot, 
see "Sundays found us"

13 FIND Predicate phrase

27 1144 tucked away [TUCK] away 4 types 739 tokens. S47, F238, M228, N180, Ac46: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

27 1145 [in a sort of] cubby hole NOT SUPPORTED (usually one word?) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 1146 [in a] sort of [cubby hole] Meaning kind (of) - outside scope, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 1147 At home [in Perth] at home COCA 312924 - S6848, F5592, M7922, N7386, Ac4176 (at home, at work, at school, at church: 
at/in the office, in the house, in the classroom, in the vestry…cf at home/in the home/in a home) - encoding 
issues

13 PP

27 1148 {conversation} [at a family 
dinner] turns to

conversation turns to COCA 44. S6, F3, M16, N19, Ac0. conversation [TURN] to 4 types, 105 tokens. S9, 
F34, M30, N29, Ac3: also find talk turns to... 

DIRECT, 
MOVEMENT

13 NP/Predicate phrase

27 1149 family dinner family dinner COCA 202. S24, F39, M80, N47, Ac12: socially encyclopaedic - evokes meals where all the 
family (cross-generational) sit around the table for a special (not everyday) meal

Appreciation 12 N/NP

27 1150 Remington Portable Model 5 PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

27 1151 great-grandfather Meaning not clear from words - see previous entries 13 N/NP

27 1151 the following evening the following evening COCA 89: S2, F46 (NB), M25, N5, Ac11. the following * collocates in group year, day, 
morning, week, spring, month, summer, night, Monday, days.  Not the following minute, second, hour? 

3 N/NP

27 1152 [thoughts] put down [PUT] down COCA 3930, but variety of meanings. S654, F1848, M652, N557, Ac219: meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

27 1153 cut-and-paste cut-and-paste COCA 42. S1, F5, M17, N12, Ac7 used adjectivally here – meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Adj

27 1154 spelling mistakes OPEN CHOICE. Spelling mistakes, grammar mistakes, driving mistakes…spelling errors: no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 1154 make ({spelling}) mistakes [MAKE] collocated with mistakes at L4, R4: COCA 5080. S1865, F601, M1022, N1149, Ac443 13 MAKE Predicate phrase

27 1155 self-important [clatter] COCA 197. S19, F86, M37, N36, Ac19 – meaning not clear from words Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

27 1156 is not its strength [BE] not * strength COCA 23 types, 38 tokens. S7, F7, M11, N7, Ac6: means "is not its best feature" here - 
or "is not good" - specialization/shift/bleaching in "strength"

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 1157 burst into ({delighted}) 
{laughter}

[BURST] into laughter COCA 199. S2, Fiction 152, Mag22, News14, Ac9: two clear usages: burst into a 
room/area, or burst into some kind of emotional response (burst into tears)

Affect Indirect, 
Force

134 Predicate phrase

27 1158
28 1159 NARRATIVE 28: This 

(twitchy) life
28 1160 the ABC PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

28 1161 ad breaks ad break* COCA 4. ad breaks Google 621,000 ALLOW: refers to break in programing to allow for advertising - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "break"

123 N/NP

28 1161 It's thought It's thought COCA 101. S50, F3, M28, N14, Ac6. Evokes Engagement Engagement 1 Sentence/clause lead in

28 1162 Tourette syndrome PROPER NOUN: COCA 37. S19, F0, M6, N1, Ac11 23 PROPER NOUN

28 1163 fine motor movement COCA 1. Google low frequencies, Technical in-term: specialization of 'fine' Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP



28 1164 You could call it [an 
affliction…] but

you could [call] it collocated with but at R9 (max span), COCA 16, all call. 15-20 borderline. Not allowing this 
one although it could be included as a correlative (with "but") - but borderline,…below 20, not including 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 1165 a lifelong companion lifelong companion 11. lifelong friend 119. S25, F20, M35, N30, Ac9 - this is an extension: lifelong * 
collocants are learning, dream, friend/s, commitment, resident, love, process…transparent on both sides, not 
included 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 1166 most of the time most of the time COCA 3800. S843, F1075, M836, N592, Ac454…the majority of the time COCA 51: 
preference

13 Complex Adv

28 1167 it doesn't bother me [that 
much]

doesn't bother me that much 6. bother * that much COCA 19??? OPEN CHOICE: it doesn't bother me. it 
doesn't bother me much. it doesn't bother me a lot, it doesn't bother me at all, it hardly bothers me…it 
bothers me

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 1168 [it doesn't bother me] that 
much

Searching string final that much . to capture this usage. COCA 1355. S469, F467, M173, N205, Ac41… 13 QUANT

28 1169 ad breaks ad break* COCA 4. ad breaks Google 621,000 ALLOW: refers to break in programing to allow for advertising - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "break"

12 N/NP

28 1170 [you can defer your twitching] 
for a spell

for a spell COCA 41. S0, F23, M15, N3, Ac0 - 'spell' - short time, core meaning in ACOD, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 1171 , say, single word, included for reference only, NOT INCLUDED X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

28 1172 Buckingham House Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 1173 to make up for lost time [MAKE] up for lost time 4 types, 159 tokens. S28, F51, M38, N37, Ac5: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

28 1174 This being the case . This being the case COCA 37. S0, F2, M7, N5, Ac23. . That being the case COCA 59. S20, F11, M9, N7, 
Ac12 - marks previous as given - always being in this construction 

13 Sentence/clause lead in

28 1175 your closest friends close* friend* COCA 25 types, 4489 tokens. S987, F611, Mag1161, N1154, Ac576: 
specialization/shift/bleaching with "close" - position (close friends do not need to be spatially close)

Force 13 Intensifying collocation

28 1176 bring it up [BRING] it up 4 types, 1268 tokens. S533, F424, M158, N135, Ac18: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

28 1177 One, [they ask] … or two, 
[they…]

DISCOURSE ORGANIZING FRAME - CORRELATIVE 5 CORRELATING

28 1177 as if 13 Complex Conj

28 1178 [as if you're] a performing 
poodle

NOT SUPPORTED a performing dog COCA 2 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 1179 [It's] not the most [sensitive 
response]

not the most [ATTITUDE] [NP] meaning 'could do better' 13 Focusing modifier

28 1180 to make a spectacle of 
{themselves}

make a spectacle of 4 types, 53 tokens always followed by a reflexive. COCA 53. S9, F28, M6, N5, Ac5: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make" and meaning not clear from the words

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

28 1181 [that's] up to {them} up to them - search would include (eg) handed up to them - different usage.  Search it's|that's up to them: 
it's up to them 93 S50, F9, M21, N12, Ac1: that's up to them 23: meaning not clear from words

13 PP

28 1182 a 50-50 chance 50-50 chance COCA 92: S33, F2, M21, N34, Ac2: half half - meaning not clear from the words 13 N/NP

28 1183 [if I] had children with [HAVE] children meaning gave birth to - allow as HAVE Predicate phrase 13 HAVE Predicate phrase

28 1183 taken aback taken aback COCA 945. S105, F514, M132, N137, Ac57 - only ever used in passive form: aback is an 
adverb. No active form.

13 PV

28 1184 Tourette Syndrome 
Association

PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

28 1185 to move away from [the 
commonly held perception]

Metaphorical movement. Search [move] away from COCA 4 types, 2440 tokens gives literal and 
metaphorical movement. Fairly even across genres, slightly lower in S and N - figurative movement

13 PV

28 1186 the swearing disease COCA 0. Very low in Google, also, but all refs are to Tourette's - it's referred to as a 'nickname' for Tourettes. 
Allow.

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

28 1187 a small minority a small minority COCA 391. S77, F8, M77, N67, Ac162 - no specialization/shift/bleaching either side, not 
including

NOT INCUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 1188 sales pitches sales pitch* COCA 495. S109, F55, M147, N159, Ac25; specialization/shift/bleaching in "'pitch" - references 
an entire scenario

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

28 1189 ad breaks ad break* COCA 4. ad breaks Google 621,000 ALLOW 123 N/NP



28 1190 a mild case mild case COCA 64, S9, F19, M20, N9, Ac7 - illness, literal or metaphorical: specialization/shift/bleaching 
with "mild"

Force 13 Intensifying collocation

28 1191 to deal with [DEAL] with 5 types, 57438 S20092, F5012, M9538, N11400, Ac11396 - use of "with" changes meaning of 
"deal"

13 PV

28 1192 in pain in pain COCA 2419. S378, F1254, M340, N233, Ac214 - in agony, *in happiness, *in bliss - some kind of 
restriction there. But cf in heaven (locative)

134 PP

28 1193 The day is coming when The day is coming when COCA 10. The * is coming when COCA 21. day 10, time 5, hour 3, moment 1, train 
1 (noise): S0, F7, M7, N6, Ac1 - movement

Movement - 13 Sentence/clause lead in

28 1193 let's hope Presumptive let's, grammaticalised. Let 's hope COCA 855. S312, F218, M116, N198, Ac11 13 Sentence/clause lead in

28 1194 [It was a worry] when it came 
to [attracting a decent man]

COCA 2011. cf when it comes to, same usage: when it [come] to COCA 3 types, 13216 tokens. S4029, 
F1210, M3767, N2859, Ac1351 - Declerck (1997)

13 Sentence/clause lead in

28 1195 [always something] to put up 
with

[PUT] up with COCA 3 types, 1973 tokens. S516, F672, M340, N348, Ac97: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

28 1196 the toothpaste cap COCA 4. words carry additional pragmatic load - point of irritation in many relationships and recognized as 
such … include for additional significance

1 N/NP

28 1197 [coming] from different 
planets

[COME] from different planets COCA 2. from different planets 14. Literal and metaphorical split. From a 
different planet COCA 11. "from a different planet" Google 1.22 million 16 December 2011: preposition can 
vary - COCA 7. 2007, MAG TodaysParent: "when it comes to supporting the ex, couples are often from 
different planets": 11, 2005, MAG Fortune: "Netscape's businesspeople and engineers often seemd on 
different planets": 15 2003 NEWS CSMonitor "But we sometimes livedi n different towns and somtimes 
seemed to communicate from different planets" : used to describe people holding very different fundamental 
positions - reference back to Women are from Venus, men from Mars book?

13 Predicate phrase

28 1198 ad breaks ad break* COCA 4. ad breaks Google 621,000 ALLOW: refers to break in programing to allow for advertising - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "break"

123 N/NP

28 1199 TV Television 13 ABBREVIATION

28 1200 any more Search any more. To exclude any more + NP. 1961. S493, F878, M189, N302, Ac99 - preferred to "no more" 
in some varieties of English - preference

13 Complex Adv

28 1201 the ABC Australian Broadcasting Corporation 13 ABBREVIATION

29 1202 NARRATIVES 29: 
This (Canberra) life

29 1203 [this place] has a way of [HAVE] a way of 5 types, 1171 tokens: S257, F376, M262, N195, Ac81: meaning not clear from the words 13 HAVE Predicate phrase

29 1204 taken aback taken aback COCA 945. S105, F514, M132, N137, Ac57: freq passive – Pred Phrase – form restrictions, 
meaning not clear from words

13 Predicate Phrase

29 1205 [locals] talking up a storm [TALK] up a storm: COCA 3 types, 17 tokens: [COOK] up a storm: COCA 4 types, 25 tokens.  * up a storm 
cooking, kicking, talking, cook, talked, talk, dancing, dance, smoking, writing, sweat, kicked up, kick up, stir 
up, blowing up, baking up, acts up…for 100 types, 182 tokens. S29, F75, M37, N37, Ac4: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

29 1206 [with accommodation] in 
limbo

in limbo: COCA 390. S94, F44, M64, N156, Ac32 (qualifies accommodation…totally in limbo - Adj) - use of 
"in"

13 PP

29 1207 bank manager COCA 124. S14, F70, M14, N14, Ac12: bank and business manager??? References the job, but also the 
status and power of the role: the bank manager used to be the person who authorized loans etc … residual 
understanding of power in compound? Defined in ACOD as "a person in charge of a local branch of a bank" 
(p. 105). Means more than the words - evokes times past, in which you had to get the approval of the bank 
manager to do anything (and sometimes he didn't give approval)

2 N/NP

29 1208 the security door security door COCA 50: S2, F34, M4, N10, Ac0. Refers to a particular type of secondary door commonly used 
in Australia but not elsewhere (eg the UK?) - fly screens, but more substantial 

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

29 1209 internet banking internet banking COCA 21. Google 18.6 million 16 December 2011 encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

29 1210 the local IGA supermarket Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1211 {15}-{minute} Conventionalized for time 3 Complex Adj

29 1212 CBD Central Business District 13 ABBREVIATION

29 1213 is littered with [national 
institutions]

[BE] littered with COCA 9 types, 609 tokens. S59, F234, M155, N123, Ac38 : V+Prep, prep does not change 
core meaning of verb, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



29 1214 the War Memorial Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1215 Parliament House Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1216 Reserve Bank Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1217 the public service the public service COCA 2557. S676, F99, M387, N906, Ac489 encyclopaedic - specializaton/shift/bleaching 
in "public" and "service"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

29 1218 [the city] turns in on itself [TURN] in on itself COCA 24. S2, F13, M4, N3, Ac2: turn in on * top collocate itself, then time, themselves, 
himself, ourselves - expression is [TURN] in on [ppx*] figurative turning

13 Predicate phrase

29 1219 [canberrans flock] out of town COCA 0. But conventional use of "flock" with non-human movement bird. Usually "flock to"???? [FLOCK] out 
2 types, 6 tokens: [FLOCK] in COCA 85, but noisy - "above his flock in matters of dress"…"a nonmigratory 
flock in Florida":  expression is out of town: no def article, and don't say out of city

3 PP

29 1222 let me tell you let me tell you 3398. S2286, F725, M192, N149, Ac46: means more/other than the words - with "me" in first 
slot has this particular meaning - not present in other substitutions. 

Engagement 13 Interpolation

29 1223 [roundabouts…] beat {traffic 
lights} every time

[BEAT] [*nn1*] every time COCA 4 types, 4 tokens: [BEAT] * every time COCA 19 types, 23 tokens : S 6, 
F7, M5 N5, Ac0 ALLOW - "beat" in the sense of "are more desirable than": [entity 1] [BEAT] [entity 2] every 
time where entities are in some way related: eg cricket beats soccer every time: Kentucky Fried Chicken 
beats Macdonald's every time

15 CORRELATING

29 1224 traffic lights traffic lights COCA 351. S37, F87, M93, N103, Ac 31 encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

29 1225 the {Canberra} I know Engagement: the * I know where the slot-filler is something that would normally be used with a definite 
article, even when a definite article would not normally be used - especially proper nouns…10 The America I 
know, 13 the world I know, the time I know, the Hillary I know, the US I know…suggests alternative 
'knowings': COCA for 100 types, 452 tokens, not all relevant allow: very clear ENGAGEMENT 1 marker: other 
people may know a different Canberra

14 Sentence/clause lead in

29 1226 [the] woody notes (of) woody notes: 3 references, 2 relevant, both referring to perfumes. Google 1.5 million 16 December 2011, 
definitely Perfume Technical In-term - specialization/shift/bleaching in "notes" 

13 N/NP

29 1227 red dust red dust COCA 128. S6, F82, M19, N18, Ac3. Particularly evocative in an Australian context. Red soil COCA 
34. Red earth 102. S3, F47, M16, N11, Ac25. ALLOW - specialization/shift/bleaching in "red"

Appreciation 13 N/NP

29 1228 [magpies,] grey and pink 
galahs

Identifies type of bird just by colour - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1229 white cockatiels Identifies type of bird by colour - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1230 green parrots Identifies type of bird by colour - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1231 If nothing else [Canberra's 
dry heat and low humidity 
make for good hair days]

If nothing else COCA 944, S190, F256, M184, N224, Ac90: DISCUSS DISCUSS: 
NOTHING 
GROUP

1 Sentence/clause lead in

29 1232 dry heat dry heat: COCA 96. S7, F44, M25, N14, Ac6 : wet heat COCA 14: humid heat 20: encyclopaedic - high 
temperature, low humidity: *low humidity heat: specialization/shift/bleaching in "dry"

13 N/NP

29 1233 low humidity low humidity: COCA 72: S19, F3, M23, N11, Ac16: high humidity: low rainfall, high rainfall, low 
temperatures, high temperatures…specialization/shift/bleaching with "low"

F 1 Intensifying collocation

29 1234 make for [good hair days] PV - good hair days classified separately - Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 213) 13 PV

29 1235 [make for] good hair days good hair day* COCA 2 types, 19 tokens ALLOW: cf bad hair day* COCA 2 types, 88 tokens. S29, F11, M26, 
N18, Ac4. NB bad hair day 4 Academic: "With his crest retracted, a male looks like Elvis on a bad hair day" 1 
2010 ACAD NaturalHist. "…complete with incredible bulk, large features, warts, and a perpetual bad hair day" 
2 2004 ACAD Education...: a good hair day is a day your hair behaves itself: a bad day is usually one where 
it is wet, humid and/or windy. 

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

29 1236 a light fog light fog. COCA 17. light rain, light wind, light sun? OPPOSITE is heavy fog, also thick fog … (but don't get 
thin fog) and dense fog ? Only light for the opposite? Or would this be mist? Google high (>5 million, 8 
March) allow

F 13 Intensifying collocation

29 1237 [a light fog still hovers] in the 
distance

in the distance 3950. S197, F2792, M563, N256, Ac139 - container metaphor 13 PP



29 1238 [pull] the front door [closed] front door COCA 7732. S552, F5338, Mag912, News818, Ac 112: See Andrew Pawley on front door, back 
door etc: [PULL] the door closed COCA 4 types, 63 tokens. S1, F59, M3, N0. Ac0. Sociocultural significance 
of pulling the door closed - and NB no real pull involved? 

Socioculturally 
significant…

123 Predicate phrase

29 1239 smell…lingers in my nostrils smell [LINGER] 2 types, 12 tokens. Smell [LINGER] in * nostrils COCA 0. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1240 nestled in the shadow of… [NESTLE] in the shadow of 1 type, nestled in the shadow of, 4 tokens. Google 9.69 million 16 December 
2011 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "nestled"

13 Predicate phrase

29 1241 a large grey means Kangaroo. Australian Totem: not included because large only describes size - you could have a small 
grey as well

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1242 once or twice COCA 1794. S167, F705, M493, N261, Ac168 - bleaching of both words - means a few times (different 
meaning to different people - some take 'once or twice' to mean one time or two times, for others it means a 
few times…(maybe 2 plus)

1 Sentence/clause lead in

29 1243 [My favourite] time of year time of year COCA 2288. S559, F467, M607, N533, Ac122: time of month COCA 19; time of day 1179;time 
of hour COCA 0 (*): NB time of the year 583 - preference for dropped article

3 N/NP

29 1244 Japanese maples Identifies type of tree by country - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1245 Manchurian pears Identifies type of tree by country - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1246 {my} life has come to a 
crossroads

life collocated with crossroads at L4, R4, COCA 27. S4, F4, M6, N11, Ac2.Could also be relationship and at a 
crossroads: at a crossroads COCA 288: S37, F41, M69, N81, Ac60. Core is crossroads - figurative (life is a 
journey metaphor)

MOVEMENT 
MET

13 NP/Predicate phrase

29 1247 {little} by {little} little by little COCA 634. S106, F238, M128, N98, Ac64…x by x construction, SEE GOLDBERG - NB bit by bit, 
step by step, piece by piece,  *lot by lot, ton by ton? sip by sip, feast by feast...  

134 Sentence/clause lead in

29 1248 churning away (in my head) ing away CONSTRUCTION SEE GOLDBERG - singing away, typing away, baking away… (Goldberg?) 134 Predicate phrase

29 1249 For the moment, [though,] for the moment COCA 2688. S660, F943, M425, N364, Ac296: NB for a moment not allowed, but for the 
moment PC

13 Sentence/clause lead in

29 1250 standing still [STAND] still 4 types, 1568 tokens. S128, F860, M275, N184, Ac121: stand still, sit still, stay still normal 
selection not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1251
30 1252 NARRATIVES 30: 

This (fathering) life
30 1253 I catch myself [CATCH] myself 3 types, 228 tokens. S23, F121, M51, N23, Ac10: in the same group as "I found myself" - 

figurative "catch"
13 Predicate phrase

30 1254 running through [a domestic 
checklist]

[RUN] through collocated with checklist COCA 19 tokens. S2, F5, M7, N3, Ac2: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

30 1255 clean and tidy clean and tidy COCA 28. S9, F8, M7, N2, Ac2: tidy and clean 5 – form preference Appreciation 3 Complex Adj

30 1256 {two}-{year}-old [son] Conventionalized for age - singular 'year' 3 Complex Adj

30 1257 pose these questions [POSE] collocated with question at L4, R4 COCA 1244. S286, F120, M239, N167, Ac432 13 Predicate phrase

30 1258 federal family [or 
magistrate's] court

Proper noun 23 PROPER NOUN

30 1259 federal magistrate's court Proper noun 23 PROPER NOUN

30 1260 knocked on the door [KNOCK] on the door 4 types, 1370 tokens. S268, F807, M119, N150, Ac26: means more than the words 
(knock as a request to open)

Encyclopaedic 3 Predicate phrase

30 1261 undertake a review OPEN CHOICE undertake a course, undertake a project…no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

30 1262 [This is] one of the {milder} 
[legacies] of [a battle in the 
courts]

ADD TO EST  GROUP eg one of the [-est] in/of […] but comment - but NB not direct fit: ATTITUDE in first slot Internal 345 Comparative Correlative

30 1262 in the courts Not straightforwardly place - also tagging as part of legal process. in the courts COCA 885. S291, F29 (NB), 
M121, N179, Ac265. i

13 PP

30 1263 two-way-mirror two way mirror COCA 3. 470,000 Google 16 February 2012 allow: word itself doesn't convey what it actually 
is (person on one side sees a mirror, person on the other side looks through a window - so it's not really a 
two-way mirror at all)

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



30 1264 court psychologist OPEN CHOICE court usher, court security guard ; child psychologist, animal psychologist…no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

30 1265 Reading back over [the 
psychologist's assessment]

[READ] back over COCA 2. "read back over" Google 6.03 million 16 December 2011. ALLOW - combines read 
over and read back

13 PV

30 1266 {five}-{minute} [interaction] Conventionalized for time - singular 'minute' 3 Complex Adj

30 1267 one of the most {important} 
[relationships] in [your life]

one of the [-est] in/of : ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App
…Internal 

345 Comparative Correlative

30 1268 razor blades razor blades COCA 201: S29, F65, M52, N41, Ac14: specialization/shift/bleach in "blades" 13 N/NP

30 1269 What if [something…] COCA 11667. S2659, F5144, M1961, N1228, Ac675 13 Sentence/clause lead in

30 1270 {something} had gone wrong [GO] wrong COCA 5 types, 5435 tokens. S1664, F1106, M1197, N1082, Ac386: [GO] right COCA 5 types, 
3815.  [GO] OK, go well, go badly, go fantastically…go + ATTITUDE…allow: specialization/shift/bleaching of 
"go"

13 Predicate phrase

30 1271 What if [my son…] COCA 11667. S2659, F5144, M1961, N1228, Ac675 13 Sentence/clause lead in

30 1272 [How] close did we come to [COME] close to [v?g*] COCA for 100 types, 575 tokens. S93, F89, M154, N171, Ac68 (no literal 
movement/closeness)

MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

30 1273 every {second} {weekend} every second weekend COCA 9. Every * weekend COCA 15 types, 148 tokens. Slot-fillers other 106, single 
15, second 9, summer 3, third 3, free 2…: S20, F42, M44, N36, Ac6: meaning not clear from the words, 
form preference, slot-filler restrictions

134 Complex Adv

30 1274 war zone war zone COCA 778. S270, F82, M125, N247, Ac54: war and peace zone ? :use of "zone" in preference to 
"area" - war area COCA 3

3 N/NP

30 1275 going to court Meaning attend court for legal purposes: if you're going for interest you'd be more likely to say 'going to the 
court'.  COCA [GO] to court 5 types, 1293 tokens. S679, F94, M133, N297, Ac90

Encyclopaedic 2 Predicate phrase

30 1276 the most {traumatic} 
[experience] of [my life]

the [-est] in/of : ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App
…Internal 

345 Comparative Correlative

30 1277 post-traumatic stress post-traumatic stress COCA 514. S148, F26, M112, N143, Ac85 - refers to a specific range of symptoms Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

30 1278 As it is Searched .As it is (ie sentence initial): COCA 327: S38, F85, M73, N66, Ac65 13 Sentence/clause lead in

30 1279 we did OK Okay 13 ABBREVIATION

30 1280 [It] was worth it it was worth it COCA 267. S61, F76, M63, N62, A5: it [BE] worth it : 7 types, 837 tokens - allow -
specialization of second "it"

3 BE Predicate phrase

30 1280 50-50 [time] COCA 714. S243, F12 (NB), M160, N271, Ac28 (NB)  - meaning not clear from words/numbers 13 Complex Adj

30 1281 [I love] every moment [I 
spend…]

every year, day, month, second - no unexpected restrictions,  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

30 1282 family law [matters] family law  COCA 345. S74, F12, M39, N91, Ac129 Encyclopaedic 2 Complex Adj

30 1283 rushed off [RUSH] off 4 types, 329 tokens: S30, F174, M64, N41, Ac20: use of "off" 13 PV

30 1284 to spend more than every 
second weekend with 

[SPEND] collocated with time at up to R4, L4: COCA 27518. S5954, F4415, M7071, N5422, Ac4656 Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate phrase

30 1285 every {second} {weekend} every second weekend COCA 9. Every * weekend COCA 15 types, 148 tokens. Slot-fillers other 106, single 
15, second 9, summer 3, third 3, free 2…: S20, F42, M44, N36, Ac6: meaning not clear from the words, 
form preference, slot-filler restrictions

13 Complex Adv

30 1286 the Family Law Act PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

30 1287 [based on my research of] 
court decisions

court decision* 5 types, 1767 tokens. S533, F12, M223, N491, Ac508: this refers to previous court cases, 
decisions which form the basis for decisions taken now in our legal system - the expression means more than 
the individual words

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

30 1288 father-son [relationship] father-son COCA 288: mother-son COCA 47. Cultural totem reflected in preference. Encoding. Not son- 
father (COCA 0)

13 Complex Adj

30 1289 As it happens . As it happens (ie search sentence initial): COCA 191. S21, F33, M80, N17, Ac40 - meaning not clear from 
the words

13 Sentence/clause lead in

30 1289 at this stage COCA 1869. S713, F120, M342, N220, Ac474. "this" referencing time of writing…no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift…could be at this time, at this moment, at this point…not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

30 1290 spend most of his time SPEND TIME Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate phrase

30 1291 the court orders the court order to access this usage - COCA 123. S41, F15, M14, N42, Ac10. specific legal instruments - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "orders"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



30 1292 50-50 [time] COCA 714. S243, F12 (NB), M160, N271, Ac28 (NB) - meaning not clear from words/numbers 13 Complex Adj

30 1293 little more than little more than 4961. S598, F850, M1409, N1299, Ac805: meaning not clear from the words 13 Focusing modifier

30 1294 Ronald McDonald PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

30 1295 every {second} {weekend} every second weekend COCA 9. Every * weekend COCA 15 types, 148 tokens. Slot-fillers other 106, single 
15, second 9, summer 3, third 3, free 2…: S20, F42, M44, N36, Ac6: meaning not clear from the words, 
form preference, slot-filler restrictions

13 Complex Adv

30 1296
31 1297 NARRATIVES 31: 

This (together) life
31 1298 supporting {myself} through 

university
[SUPPORT] * through university COCA 0. [ppx*] through college|university COCA 8 types, 41 tokens: S10, 
F6, M12, N11, Ac2. Main verb [PUT] : means you do not rely on financial support from parents but work to 
pay your own costs 

1 Predicate phrase

31 1299 junk mail junk mail COCA 298. S58, F88, M84, N56, Ac12: specialization/shift/bleaching in "junk" and preference for 
'mail' over 'post' - unsolicited mail

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

31 1300 letter box letter box COCA 19. letterbox COCA 25: over 20 form is one word Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary 
(2009)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

31 1301 as {quickly} as possible as * as possible for 100 types, 9189 tokens: part of as * as : ATTITUDE in first slot 34 Comparative Correlative

31 1302 lodged a complaint [LODGE] a complaint COCA 4 types, 34 tokens. S5, F6, M6, N13, Ac4: [LODGE] a * collocates are complaint, 
protest…stinging attack only has 1: formal procedure

Encyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

31 1303 [I was] sent around sent around COCA 4 types, 60 tokens. S23, F8, M13, N11, AC5: use of "around" 13 PV

31 1304 or so I thought or so * [THINK] for 37 types, 334 tokens: or so I thought 119: S8, F62, M34, N8, Ac7. Top is or so I thought 
119 tokens, followed by or so he thought 60 tokens. Past tense dominates - first 5 tokens are all thought, 
and frequency drops once tense changes to present: means more/other than the words

Engagement - 
writer

13 END

31 1305 more and more [often] more and more COCA 12199, -er and -er construction 13 Comparative emphasiser

31 1306 a living to earn [EARN] collocated with living COCA 988. S151, F173, M248, N245, Ac171: MI 5.23 13 Predicate phrase

31 1307 asked {me} out [ASK] * out 95 types, 536 tokens. S107, F255, M123, N40, Ac11 - means asked to go on a date: meaning 
not clear from words

13 PV

31 1308 to shut {him} up [SHUT] * up 66 types, 444 tokens. S62, F271, M60, News33, Ac18: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

31 1309 to give me a good time [GIVE] * a good time 6 types, 7 tokens. "give me a good time" Google 26.8 million 5 January 2012: also 
give * a hard time", but not "give * a bad time" - figurative "give"

13 Predicate phrase

31 1310 to make {him} crawl Literal/idiomatic split. 17 types, 25 tokens. S2, F19, Mag2, News2, Ac1: specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"make" and figurative "crawl"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

31 1311 even more amusing even more - presupposes evaluation of what has gone before and what is coming e.g. 'that was JUDGEMENT1 

(presupposed), this is more JUDGEMENT2 
Comparative emphasiser

31 1312 laughed out loud [LAUGH] out loud COCA 4 types, 573 tokens. S54, F366, Mag88, News52, Ac13 Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

31 1313 couldn't help {myself} couldn't help [ppx*] COCA 12 types, 309 tokens. S17, F235, M31, N19, Ac7 - means couldn't control herself - 
meaning not clear from words

13 Predicate phrase

31 1314 [I had thawed] against my 
will

against [pp*] will 9 types, 35 tokens. Only 2 relevant: against her will 6 and against his will 3. "against my 
will" Google 3.040 million 5 January 2012: use of "against"

13 PP

31 1315 {Sundays} found {us} Has to be {time period} [FIND] {personal pronoun} then {activity} SEE FAMILY COURT above: figurative 
"find" - NB not classifying as NP/Predicate Phrase but there are constraints on choice

13 FIND Predicate phrase

31 1316 spent [more and more] time 
together

[SPEND] collocated with time at L4, R4 25913, S5505, F4146, M6741, N5163, Ac4358 Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate phrase

31 1317 more and more [time 
together]

more and more COCA 12199, -er and -er construction 13 Comparative emphasiser

31 1318 cookery book COCA 9. "cookery book" Google 3.4 million 5 January 2012. "cooking book" 1.16 million; "recipe book" 8.75 
million 6 March 2012: history book, maths book, English book, picture book…No 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

31 1319 all sorts of things all sorts of things COCA 474. S247, F105, M56, N47, Ac19 - general N see Mahlberg General N 3 N/NP

31 1320 did the sun rise… [RISE].[v*] collocated with sun at L4, R4: COCA 1102. S96, F541, M232, N130, Ac103: [COME] up 
collocated with sun at R4 486. S116, F242, M75, N47, Ac6: not including, here and elsewhere

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

31 1321 Is the Pope really Catholic See Philip (2008) - idiom schema 134 ENTIRE



31 1322 a media beat-up COCA 1. Google "media beat-up" 679,000 5 January 2012, with a section on Yahoo! Answers: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "beat-up"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

31 1323 give up [GIVE] up 5 types, 22167 tokens: S5092, F5240, M4329, N5513, Ac1993: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

31 1324 hard-won [job] hard-won COCA 431. S23, F69, M166, N91, Ac82 - encoding (hard + past part) eg hard fought 13 Complex Adj

31 1325 [promising] career prospects career prospects COCA 54. S7, F1, M12, N9, Ac25: career *: career development, career path, goals, 
choices…* prospects : long-term, economic, future, employment, political…no specialization/shift/bleaching, 
not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

31 1326 long weekends long weekends COCA 4 types, 350 tokens. S54, F112, M102, N74, Ac8: refers to weekends when either 
Friday or Monday is added to the weekend to make a long weekend. Typically 3 days. Use of "long"

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

31 1327 gave up [GIVE] up 5 types, 22167 tokens: S5092, F5240, M4329, N5513, Ac1993: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

31 1328 hard-won [job] hard-won COCA 431. S23, F69, M166, N91, Ac82 - encoding (hard + past part) eg hard fought 13 Complex Adj

31 1329 and so on Searching sentence final  and so on . To get this usage. S1206, F504, M1001, N368, Ac1223: meaning not 
clear from the words

13 END

31 1330 fair skinned COCA as two words 17. Hyphenated 152 - preference 13 Complex Adj

31 1331 blue eyed COCA as two words 20, hyphenated 608 - preference 3 Complex Adj

31 1332 dark skinned COCA as two words 33, hyphenated 392 - preference 13 Complex Adj

31 1333 dark eyed COCA as two words 5, hyphenated 169 13 Complex Adj

31 1333 {He is} short for a {man} Meaning not straightforwardly derived from words: COCA [BE] short for a total 4. COCA [BE] [j*] for a 
[*nn1*] too much noise ("is quiet for a moment"). [BE] [j*] for a man yields was tall for a man, was smart 
for a man as well as was possible for a man. Allowing construction: meaning is not clear from the words - 
compared to all men, this man is short: count as complex adj.

13 Complex Adj

31 1333 {I am} tall for a {girl} See 1333.1 13 Complex Adj

31 1334 Any wonder? Derived from is it any wonder ? COCA 221. S19, F15, M79, N70, Ac38 Google "any wonder" 4.01 million 5 
January 2012, appears dominated by "Is it any wonder" - means more/other than the words

Engagement 13 ENTIRE

31 1335 very much in love very much in love COCA 108: S46, F29, M25, N7, Ac1. NB not a lot in love or greatly in love (latter COCA 1) 
or in a lot of love. very much in * * top collocates very much in favor of, then very much in love with, then 
very much in keeping with…and more very much in love later...Preference

3 PP

31 1336
32 1337 NARRATIVES 32: 

This (poignant) life
32 1338 lived out {his} life [LIVE] out * life COCA 21 types, 72 tokens. S11, F27, Mag17, News10, Ac7: follows somewhat the same 

pattern as eke out: begins with identification of person, then the core ([live] out) followed by location or 
state in which life was lived out: meaning of "out"

13 PV

32 1339 in retirement in retirement COCA 633. S74, F25, M200, N250, Ac84: container (use of "in") 13 PP

32 1340 County Durham Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

32 1341 {60}-odd {years} {number}-odd years COCA 62. S33, F13, M5, N7, Ac4 - NB with months, COCA 2. Other collocates - 
people…etc

34 QUANT

32 1342 World War I PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

32 1343 the Great War PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

32 1344 casualty rates casualty rate* 2 types, 93 tokens. Injury rate 2 types, 89 tokens: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

32 1344 [typically] greater than {50 
per cent}

Not including more than, less than, greater than etc. when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

32 1345 a steel plate Nothing in the words evokes a medical context, yet this combination associated with "head" as here 
immediately references medical intervention : specialization/shift/bleaching in "plate", also encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

32 1346 reserved occupations reserved occupation* COCA 1. Technical in-term (war, especially World Wars) - meaning not clear from the 
words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

32 1347 Royal Flying Corps PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

32 1348 the Fleet Air Arm PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

32 1349 more {pilots} than {did the 
enemy} 

more … than - EXTERNAL NB NO ATTITUDE IN FIRST SLOT: Do not count NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



32 1350 lost no sons [LOSE] with people/living things means they died: figurative "lose" 13 Predicate phrase

32 1351 found {themselves} [of 
marriageable age…]

found themselves COCA 1719. S211, F263, M421, N339, Ac485: figurative "find", coreferential with subject 13 FIND Predicate phrase

32 1352 [of] marriageable age marriageable age COCA 46. of marriageable age COCA 34. S3, F18, M3, N1, Ac9…socioculturally defined… 
of/at a - NB passive form in marriageable (harks back to age in which marriage was arranged????)

13 PP

32 1353 World War I PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

32 1354 late in life late in life COCA 284. S51, F60, M84, N47, Ac42 - meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Adv

32 1355 lost {her} {husband} [LOSE] with people/living things means they died: figurative "lose" 13 Predicate phrase

32 1356 Japanese prison camp COCA 5. prison camp COCA 301. S87, F45, M56, N98, Ac15. Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

32 1357 World War II PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

32 1358 found {himself} […with a 
secure job and good 
prospects]

found himself: S280, F1845, M659, N612 : figurative "find" - coreferential with subject 13 FIND Predicate phrase

32 1359 a secure job secure job COCA 39. S8. F1, M12, N14, Ac4: a steady job 124, a safe job 5. a * job every type of collocate - 
good, great, better, new, full-time, part-time, wonderful, real, touch, fine, big, terrific, poor, summer, 
second, bad ... a secure environment, place, location, retirement, area, base...Can a casual job be secure? 
Can a contract position be secure? Almost open choice...BUT secure is preferred to safe, and secure I think 
excludes contract and casual work (on the rise in Australia)...borderline, but including: what does 'secure' 
mean? Meaning is specialised, and form is preferred

13 N/NP

32 1360 [a regular] lady friend lady friend 141, S11, F91, M24, N10, Ac5 - means more/other than the words Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

32 1361 proposed marriage [PROPOSE] marriage COCA 4 types, 80 tokens. S7, F38, M13, N12, Ac10 - ask "will you marry me" not 
propose that you will get married

3 Predicate phrase

32 1362 turned down [TURN] down COCA 4 types, 4014 tokens. S739, F1000, M893, Ac201: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

32 1363 [Although] from time to time 
[he formed friendships with 
women in his circle]

from time to time COCA 3607. S706, F1345, M637, N450, Ac469: classifying as sentence/clause initial in line 
with other examples with but, and and other single word conjunctions before - meaning not clear from words

13 Sentence/clause lead in

32 1364 [he formed friendships with 
women] in {his} circle

in his circle COCA 25 : S6, F1, M4, N5, Ac9 (PPAdj within PPAdv under with): figurative circle 1 PP

32 1365 [He never again] ,by {his} 
own account, [proposed 
marriage]

COCA 78. by * own account 6 types, 111 tokens. S19, F7, M26, N34, Ac25: set form Engagement 134 Interpolation

32 1366 proposed marriage [PROPOSE] marriage 4 types, 80 tokens: S7, F38, M13, N12, Ac10 3 Predicate phrase

32 1367 [proposed marriage] for fear 
of [being refused]

for fear of COCA 1399. S134, F269, M321, N406, Ac269: no determiner, final prep can't be dropped, 
meaning shift/specialisation/bleaching in for fear, gives the reason for never proposing marriage and 
therefore contributes contentfully - PP

13 PP

32 1368 until the day {he} died until the day * died 8 types, 86 tokens: S14, F35, M22, N11, Ac4: use of day preference 13 PP

32 1369 the story does not end there story does n't end there COCA 20. S11, F2, Mag5, N1, Ac1: didn't 4 - means more/other than the words Narrative 
special

13 ENTIRE

32 1370 [the] long-time [headmaster] long-time COCA 1559. S586, F76, M309, N312, Ac276 - meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Adj

32 1371 [and helping] from time to 
time [in local school and 
community activities

from time to time COCA 3607. S706, F1345, M637, N450, Ac469: classifying as sentence/clause initial in line 
with other examples with but, and and other single word conjunctions before - meaning not clear from words

13 PP

32 1372 put on [a function] Difficult to disentangle this usage ("We've put on one hell of a spread" 5, 2011, FIC, Analog) from "put on a t-
shirt and a pair of blue jeans" (1 2011 FIC Analog): meaning not clear from words

13 PV

32 1373 [put on a function] in {his} 
honour

in * honour 7 types, 13 tokens: Google 15 million 5 January 2012 - use of "in" 13 PP

32 1374 a good deal of {coverage} a good deal of COCA 1401. S311, F227, M323, N171, Ac369: a great deal of COCA 6434: S2154, F731, 
M1123, N735, Ac1691… a deal of very low - have to avoid confusion with business deals - 13 occurrences 
out of 40 for a deal of are the correct pattern - takes uncountable nouns

134 QUANT

32 1375 the local press the local press COCA 153. S24, F13, M41, N28, Ac47: doesn't simply refer to geographic location: also to 
size, outlook, content - socioculturally weighted

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

32 1376 received a phone call more formal than "got a phone call", but no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included  - phone  call 
included as N/NP 1209.1

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



32 1377 a phone call Specialization/shift/bleaching in "call" 13 N/NP

32 1378 a {short} way away COCA 1. Google 277,000 5 January 2012: strange construction. You have to have an adjective: you can't 
have a way away (although it sometimes appears as a ways away). Including as preferred form on the basis 
that the adjective must be present, and also here use of "short" in the context of "way"

3 N/NP

32 1379 "gone out with" MWV: many different usages eg this one ("Did you ever go out with older chicks, man?" 2 2011, SPOK, 
ABC_Primetime), then "I always wanted to go out with a bang" (8 2011 FIC Bk: BloodCovenant), and "I go 
out with friends" (15, 2011, NEWS, WashPost) NB inverted commas used in original text: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

32 1379 {She] had children and 
grandchildren

HAVE here in the sense of possession, not giving birth to - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

32 1380 afternoon tea afternoon tea COCA 227. S5, F44, M71, N99, Ac8: evokes a particular meal/menu Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

32 1381 [had not asked her] for fear 
of [being refused]

for fear of COCA 1399. S134, F269, M321, N406, Ac269: no determiner, final prep can't be dropped, 
meaning shift/specialisation/bleaching in for fear, gives the reason why he had not asked here and therefore 
contributes contentfully - PP

13 PP

32 1382
33 1383 NARRATIVES 33: 

This (baking) life
33 1384 [it remains] strong in my 

memory
Although the collocation of strong with memory is supported, this is not NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLUDED
NOT INCLUDED

33 1385 [It was that morning,] a 
couple of {years} ago, [after 
…]

a couple of years ago COCA 1346. S537, F167, M289, N298, Ac55 - a couple of * ago: every conceivable 
variation on timespans/periods but not (for example) *a couple of prime ministers ago - definition of 'a 
couple' varies from person to person - example of an expression that's in the community, but which the 
community hasn't entirely pinned down

34 QUANT

33 1386 a guilt trip guilt trip COCA 60. S16, F15, M15, N13, Ac1: specialization of "trip". a guilt and holiday trip. Figurative "trip" 13 N/NP

33 1387 They say… . They say COCA 4788. S2548, F628, M384, N1098, Ac130 Engagement 
marker - no 
direct 
attribution

13 Sentence/clause lead in

33 1388 The ({simple}) fact was the simple fact COCA 400. S123, F48, M80, N75, Ac74: often the simple fact [BE] (COCA 2 types, 110 
tokens): is 105, was 5: Seems to be grammaticalizing/pragmaticizing (in Australia at least) - witness 
prevalence of  "The fact is, is that..." in spoken Australian

13 Sentence/clause lead in

33 1389 made a fool of {myself} [MAKE] a fool of * COCA 50 types, 287 tokens: S43, F167, M41, N28, Ac8. Top frequencies reflexives: 
myself 30, himself 28 etc. make top, then making (make an idiot of myself, make a complete fool of 
himself) - make a {JUDGEMENT} of…: specialization/shift/bleaching in "make" - NB coreferential group

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

33 1390 in front of [three close 
friends]

 COCA 42925. S6691, F20870, M7416, N5408, Ac2540: no determiner, final prep can be dropped, 
contributes contentfully, PP

3 PP

33 1391 close friends close friends COCA 1585. S356, F203, M412, N366, Ac248. close friend is marginally more common (1665) 
(NB closeness is not about literal proximity): specialization/shift/bleaching with "close"

F 13 Intensifying collocation

33 1392 in front of [groups of people]  COCA 42925. S6691, F20870, M7416, N5408, Ac2540: no determiner, final prep can be dropped, 
contributes contentfully, PP

13 PP

33 1393 From the time … to Search captures noise too. Examples of this pattern: 1991 MAG Horticulture: "From the time I sowed the 
seed in March to the harvest in October…". EXTERNAL

EXTERNAL 5 Sentence/clause lead in

33 1394 family gatherings family gathering COCA 143; S20, F25, M50, N35, Ac13: plural 174. S20, F42, M61, N34, Ac17: specialization 
of "gathering" and loading of meaning in combination with "family" - a meal, usually, not just any old 
gathering - NB use of "gathering"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

33 1395 oh-so-{hard-to-forget} oh so COCA 157, S22, F79, M28, N24, Ac4. oh so + adj COCA 51 types, 61 tokens. S10, F28, M12, N9, Ac2 - 
adds force? Meaning not clear from components

Force 13 Complex Adj

33 1396 not only … but not only collocated with but at L4, R4 14403. S2877, F1290, M3538, N2189, Ac4529 5 CORRELATING

33 1397 [Very] long story short COCA long story short 197: S95, F57, M19, N17, Ac9. "to cut a" is often omitted! COCA 10 for [CUT] a long 
story short. Being used regularly in Australian media without "to cut a" … change in process?

13 ENTIRE

33 1398 "messed up" messed up 4 types, 1756 tokens. S458, F619, M302, N326, Ac51: a number of meanings, though - one 
involving mental instability (someone is messed up): one where a plan is thwarted (this messed up 
Colombo's entire game…): and this meaning. Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 220)

13 PV



33 1398 hotel room Although overtly transparent on both sides, this is not just a room in a hotel but a room that you pay for in a 
hotel…including with reservations for that reason

23 N/NP

33 1399 too {incapacitated} to [do 
much about it]

too [adj] to [v] : ATTITUDE in first slot J/A vehicle 145 CORRELATING

33 1400 {this} sort of thing this sort of thing COCA 774. S352, F237, M85, N67, Ac33: that sort of thing COCA 1664, also high Spoken 
and Fiction. Sort of thing 3309. S1569, F1039, M310, N283, Ac108: see article on "and all that"

General 3 N/NP

33 1401 nothing said sorry like… nothing [SAY] sorry like COCA 0. nothing [SAY] * like COCA 17 types, 19 tokens. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

33 1402 home economics home economics COCA 207. S4, F30, M39, N37, Ac97: specialization/shift/bleaching in  "economics" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

33 1403 baking [three] cakes [BAKE] collocated with cake at L4, R4 COCA 416. S33, F83, M163, N132, Ac15: [BAKE] collocated with 
biscuit at L4, R4 COCA 4. No bleaching, specialisation on either side…not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

33 1404 looked after {me} [LOOK] after [pp*] COCA 1021. S113, F635, M125, N76, Ac72: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

33 1405 put [vitamins] back [PUT] * back COCA 100 types, 2566 tokens. S782, F1021, M382, N301, Ac80: meaning of "back" 13 PV

33 1406 trumpet arpeggio COCA 0. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

33 1407 All of a sudden [I was hit 
with]

all of a sudden 5650. S2906, F1142, M671, N799, Ac132 Force 13 Sentence/clause lead in

33 1408 whipped out [my laptop] [WHIP] out COCA 4 types, 473 tokens: S40, F212, M128, N83, Ac10 - conveys decisiveness, sudden action: 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

33 1409 CD Compact Disk 13 ABBREVIATION

33 1410 [jazz is the fire that] feeds 
the flame

[FEED] the flame COCA 5 types, 20 tokens. S1, F11 (NB high), M2, N4, Ac2. Specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"feed" - allow

13 Predicate phrase

33 1411 In that moment in that moment COCA 684. S101, F396, M99, N53, Ac35: at that moment 3232. S611, F1777, M439, N226, 
Ac179: container met

13 Sentence/clause lead in

33 1412 [But] ,in reality, in reality COCA 3307. S477, F362, M816, N524, Ac1128 - use of container metaphor, and may not be reality 1 Sentence/clause lead in

33 1413 mistakes are made make mistakes MAKE GROUP: [MAKE] mistakes COCA 1884: S637, F240, M415, N435, Ac157: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

33 1414 [I] make mistakes make mistakes MAKE GROUP: [MAKE] mistakes COCA 1884: S637, F240, M415, N435, Ac157: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

33 1415 all the time all the time 17400. S6681, F4574, M2871, N2548, Ac726: form, force Force 13 Complex Adv

33 1416 [I knew that I'd knock, 
they'd] open the door

No specialization/shift/bleaching, literal in this context, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

33 1417 Making [these youthful] 
errors

[MAKE] collocated with error* : 4 types, 1348 tokens: S230, F141, M237, N322, Ac418: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

33 1418 Nothing that can't be … [fixed 
in three cakes]

nothing that ca n't be COCA 16, S0, F8, M5, N3, Ac 0. "nothing that can't be" Google 30.7 million 6 January 
2012. Complements fixed, solved, overcome, be done - positive

Nothing 15 Sentence/clause lead in

33 1419
34 1420 NARRATIVES 34: 

This (20-something) 
life

34 1421 {I'm1} finding {myself1} [at 
an age]

[FIND] [ppx*] COCA 47 types, 22982 tokens. S2941, F7188, M5591, N3974, Ac3288: figurative "find" - 
coreferential with subject

13 FIND Predicate phrase

34 1422 [this] is as good as it gets as good as it gets COCA 214. S48, F12, M60, N86, Ac8 (NB low AC)  [BE] as good as it gets COCA 6 types, 
101 tokens. S20, F7, M34, N34, Ac6. NB some noise - count as comparative correlative

Appreciation 3 Comparative correlative

34 1423 {20}-somethings Conventionalized for age 13 N/NP

34 1424 it's all downhill from here it's all downhill from here COCA 11. all downhill from here COCA 19. all downhill from COCA 34. S12, Fiction 
11, M5, N6, Ac0. Complements there, there, here, now on, that point: [BE] downhill from COCA 11 types, 21 
tokens: [v*] downhill from 4 types, 25 tokens. Can be [BE], but also [WENT] (only one however). Take PC to 
be [BE] all downhill from [demonstrative] : ambiguous between ascriptive and specifying function: 
ambiguous between adjectival and adverbial function, means more/other than the words 

Appreciation 1 ENTIRE

34 1425 In fact In fact COCA 75824. S28495, F8634, M15147, N8456, Ac15092 13 Sentence/clause lead in

34 1426 [you] might as well [top 
yourself]

might as well COCA 3787. S536, F1905, M686, N525, Ac135: modal (may, might) + as well…*could as well, 
*should as well

3 Predicate Phrase STEM



34 1427 top yourself [top] yourself: COCA 2 types, 7 tokens, but meaning is not the same - here meaning "do better". This 
meaning is commit suicide, kill yourself. [TOP] himself 4 types 26 tokens - 1 Ac S9, F4, M5, N7, Ac1

13 Predicate phrase

34 1428 {90}-{year}-old 
[grandfather]

Conventionalized for age - singular 'year' 3 Complex Adj

34 1429 picture-perfect [health] picture-perfect COCA 292. S65, F41, M98, N82, Ac6: meaning not clear from components Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

34 1430 as {charming} as ever as * as ever COCA for 100 types, 654 tokens. S85, F175, M171, N165, Ac58. Slot fillers predominantly 
positive - good 49, strong 76, beautiful 22, sharp 22, bad 14, calm 5, lovely 5, much 30, hard 20….NB as * 
as always 36 types, 43 tokens: possible, always, ever -  first slot JUDGEMENT/APPRECIATION 

Judgement/App
…Internal/ 
External 

14 Comparative Correlative

34 1431 no longer no longer 39945. S5247, F9193, M8772, N7633, Ac9100: meaning not clear from components 13 Complex Adv

34 1432 [he's been] looking after 
[himself]

[LOOK] after [pp*] 68 types, 1021 tokens. S113, F635, Mag125, News76, Ac72: meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

34 1434 full-time [supervision] full-time meaning not clear from components, preference 13 Complex Adj

34 1435 part-time [supervision] part-time meaning not clear from components, preference 13 Complex Adj

34 1436 in care in care COCA 371, but a variety of meanings along with this one. S28, F34, M39, N57, Ac213 - specific 
meaning (in a nursing home)

Encyclopaedic 2 PP

34 1437 looking after [LOOK] after [pp*] 68 types, 1021 tokens. S113, F635, Mag125, News76, Ac72: meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

34 1438 making the most of every day [MAKE] the most of 4 types, 1240 tokens: S163, F156, M490, N305, Ac126. [MAKE] the most of every day 2 
types, 6 tokens: specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

34 1438 what he forgets doesn't hurt 
him

Derived from 'what you don't know won't/can't hurt you' - COCA what * do n't know * hurt * gives only 13 
tokens - would not include anyway, but keep to one side for possible discussion

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

34 1439 quality of life quality of life COCA 3493. S464, F36, M665, N870, Ac1458: means more than the words suggest - 
benchmark for whether it is worth living or not

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

34 1440 to be looked after [LOOK] after [pp*] 68 types, 1021 tokens. S113, F635, Mag125, News76, Ac72: meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

34 1440 have the privilege [HAVE] the privilege COCA 4 types, 356 tokens. S118, F34, M79, N72, Ac53 13 HAVE Predicate phrase

34 1441 seating [a gentleman named 
Ted] down for dinner

Variant of [SIT] down for dinner? [SIT] down for dinner 4 types, 23 tokens. [SIT] down for 4 types 463 
tokens. For breakfast 11; for lunch 11; for tea 5: [SIT] down COCA 20431: S5010, F10337, M2516, N1962, 
Ac606: use of "seating" and "down"

Sociocultural 13 PV

34 1442 One ({quiet}) night One night COCA 7027. S1100, F2750, M1681, N1242, Ac254 - marks stage rather than time Narrative stage 
marker

13 Sentence/clause lead in

34 1443 {I} had the honour of [HAVE] the honour of COCA 1 type, 2 tokens. Google 6.58 million 6 January 2012: unbalanced pair *I had 
the shame of - preference

13 HAVE Predicate phrase

34 1444 lives alone [LIVE] alone : COCA 4 types, 1395 tokens. S109, F597, M210, N208, Ac271: [LIVE] on * own COCA 22 
types, 265 tokens. No bleaching, specialization, shift…llives on his own would be equally OK …not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

34 1445 [he] eats out [most nights] [EAT] out  5 types, 74 tokens. S7, F16, M16, N31, Ac4: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

34 1446 taken up [photography] [TAKE] up COCA 5 types, 10706 tokens. Fairly equal across text types, slightly lower in Fiction and Magazine. 
S1479, F2792, M2552, N1933, Ac1950: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

34 1447 living alone [LIVE] alone : COCA 4 types, 1395 tokens. S109, F597, M210, N208, Ac271: [LIVE] on * own COCA 22 
types, 265 tokens. No bleaching, specialization, shift…llives on his own would be equally OK …not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

34 1448 somewhere else NB else as adverb: * else something, someone, anything, anyone, everyone, what, everything, somebody, 
nothing, everybody…See Huddleston and Pullum for details 1146: "fused determiner-head function" - but 
classifying here as N/NP (general)

General 13 N/NP

34 1449 [every day is] as {precious} 
as [the last]

as … as FRAME - ATTITUDE in first slot  Judgement/App
…Internal / 
external 

14 Comparative Correlative

34 1450 [if] for some reason [we find 
ourselves…]

for some reason COCA 3492. S792, F1652, M505, N362, Ac181 - means for any one of a number of 
unpredictable reasons - means more/other than words

13 Interpolation

34 1451 {we1} find {ourselves1} [FIND] [ppx*] COCA 47 types, 22982 tokens. S2941, F7188, M5591, N3974, Ac3288: figurative "find" - 
coreferential

13 FIND Predicate phrase

34 1451 make our own breakfast [MAKE] breakfast COCA 187: S16, F93, M39, N33 3 MAKE Predicate phrase

34 1452 instead of instead of COCA 41603. S6471, F7823, M12100, N8983, Ac6226 13 Complex Conj

34 1453 it's all over it's all over . COCA 177. S67, F67, M18, N22, Ac3: meaning not clear from the words 13 ENTIRE



34 1454 the fact that the fact that COCA 47357. S16124, F4861, M7658, N6438, Ac12276 - may well not be a fact 13 Sentence/clause lead in

34 1455 a 20-something Conventionalized for age 13 N/NP

34 1456 {We1} have the world at 
{our1} feet

the world at * feet COCA 12 relevant tokens: "have the world at your feet" entry in 
idiomsthefreedictionary.com 18 August 2012: figurative "feet" and "world" - coreferential group

Judgement 134 HAVE Predicate phrase

34 1457 decisions to make [MAKE] collocated with decisions at L4, R4: COCA S3363, F681, M2443, N2683, Ac4003: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

34 1458 is [this really] as good as it 
gets?

as good as it gets COCA 203. S43, F12, M61, N81, Ac6 - also N34/1422 - count as comparative correlative Appreciation 3 Comparative correlative

34 1459 instead of instead of 41603. S6471, F7823, M12100, N8983, Ac6226: instead plus preposition NOT INCLUDED 13 Complex Conj

34 1460 [Maybe this isn't] as good as 
it gets

as good as it gets . COCA 91. S20, F8, M32, N28, Ac3.  [BE] as good as it gets . COCA 6 types, 54 tokens: 
S9, F5, M23, N14, Ac3: pattern is as * as it [v*] . COCA 100 types, 795 tokens, with some noise. Also  
N34/1422 - count as comparative correlative

Judgement/App 3 Comparative correlative

34 1461 it just keeps getting better [KEEP] getting better 3 types, 153 tokens. Keeps 73, keep 55, kept 25. S19, F11, M58, N63, Ac2: 'it just 
keeps getting better' - 'it' being life, a mantra for positive thinking

3 Predicate phrase

34 1462 And then you die. Only 9 occurrences in COCA, all with this meaning (x, y, z and then you die)…life sucks and then you 
die…Google 7.23 million 6 January 2012 - means more than the words - references the inevitability of death, 
and the meaningless of life

13 ENTIRE

35 1463 NARRATIVES 35: 
This (remembering) 
life

35 1464 Of all the [Anzac observances 
in my life…] the [only 
commemoration…]

Of all the {NP}, {clause}, the - difficult to access this pattern, but COCA 667 with noise 15 CORRELATING

35 1466 boy scout COCA 686. S145, F135, M226, N134, Ac46: not sure why they still use the "boy" - there were never "adult" 
scouts? All scouts were young. Now they're girls as well of course…term references more than the people but 
the ethos of the movement…include for that reason

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

35 1467 honour guard COCA 2. Google 705,000 11 January 2012, but Wikipedia entry…ALLOW - specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"guard" and "honour"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

35 1468 The One Day of the Year Play title 2 PUBLICATION

35 1469 a {decade} or so [ago] a * or so ago COCA 13 types, 305 tokens. S143, F50, M50, N43, Ac19 (a minute or so ago, a month or so 
ago)

134 QUANT

35 1470 the Anzac Day PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

35 1471 [the Anzac Day] long 
weekend

long weekend COCA 301. S50, F98, M87, N58, Ac8: an extra day, Friday or Monday: use of "long" 13 N/NP

35 1471 the high country In this context references particular area of NSW, but also used in other contexts. COCA 230. S8, F50, M119 
(NB), N47, Ac6: meaning of high specialised

13 N/NP

35 1472 [southern] NSW New South Wales 13 ABBREVIATION

35 1473 physical fitness [mentor] physical fitness COCA 980. S47, F35, M229, N88, Ac581: mental fitness COCA 41. Unbalanced pair - 
complex Adj here

3 Complex Adj

35 1474 mid-morning [ceremony] COCA 271. S36, F108, M53, N53, Ac21 - conventionalized reference to time of day (but not v specific) 13 Complex Adj

35 1475 went on to [say] [GO] on to 5 types, 9938 tokens: S2338, F1119, M2269, N2216, Ac1996: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

35 1476 [in both] world wars classify as Proper Noun even though it is not capitalized 23 PROPER NOUN

35 1477 the Burma Railway Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

35 1478 a broken man a broken man COCA 57. S12, F25, M14, N4, Ac2: figuratively "broken" 13 N/NP

35 1479 [unable] to take up the reins [TAKE] up the reins COCA 3 types 10 tokens: [TAKE] the reins COCA 5 types, 209 tokens. S20, F48, M47, 
N75, Ac19: a splice of take up and take the reins

13 PV

35 1480 wife and children wife and children COCA 658: S102, F196, M105, N154, Ac101 children and wife COCA 15 - preference 3 N/NP

35 1482 rear window back window, rear window - no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

35 1483 front door front door see Pawley COCA 7732. S552, F5338, M912, N818, Ac112 - loaded with sociocultural meaning - 
NB front door may be round the side

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



35 1484 never seen again never seen again COCA 100. S32, F40, M11, N12, Ac5 - means 'disappeared' - alternative construal (seen by 
whom?)

3 Predicate phrase

35 1485 British Women's Army 
Auxiliary Corps

PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

35 1486 one by one one by one COCA 3127. S373. F1646, M546, N368, Ac194: two by two 99, three by three 16 - also 
preference

13 QUANT

35 1487 a {40}-something Conventionalized for age 13 N/NP

35 1488 everyone else everyone else 6634. S1164, F2257, M1423, N1309, Ac481 13 PRON

35 1489 cleared {his} throat [CLEAR] * throat COCA 31 types, 2227 tokens: S18, F2076, Mag83, News31, Ac19 - shift in 'clear' - means 
'cough', but alluding to emotion

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

35 1490 God help {him} God help * COCA 31 types, 458 tokens. S66, F260, M56, N60, Ac16 - means more than the words 13 ENTIRE

35 1491 tears {running} down {his} 
face

tears [RUN] down * face COCA 11 types, 76 tokens. Spoken3, F60, Mag5, News8, Ac0: core tears, followed 
by a VP expressing motion and speed, then a personal pronoun, and then a facial reference…

Affect Indirect 134 NP/Predicate phrase

35 1492 [as] silence descended silence [DESCEND] COCA 3 types, 66 tokens. S1, F53, M7, N3, Ac2: silence [FALL] 4 types, 169 tokens: 
noise … unbalanced pairs: silence collocated with [BREAK] COCA 245. S57, F111, M30, N20, Ac27: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "descended"

MOVEMENT 13 NP/Predicate phrase

35 1493 once again Intensifying - FORCE Force 13 Complex Adv

35 1494 silence [descended once 
again to be] broken

[BREAK] collocated with silence at L4, R4 COCA  3 types 1093 tokens: S209, F576, M129, N105, Ac74 - 
figurative "break"

13 Predicate phrase

35 1495 Lest we forget COCA 64. S15, F7, M20, N12, Ac10 - archaic form, particular (war) context Judgement 123 ENTIRE

35 1496 After a minute or two After a * or two COCA 52 types, 272 tokens. S25, F119, Mag69, News36, Ac23 - doesn't mean 1 or 2 
minutes, means after a few minutes

14 Sentence/clause lead in

35 1497 exercise bikes exercise bikes COCA 108: S8, F25, M50, N22, Ac3: stationary bikes - nothing in this combination suggests 
that - means more/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

35 1498 [but it was] some time before it was some time before COCA 25. S3, F15, M4, N1, Ac2: meaning is "a significant amount of time elapsed 
before what is introduced in the main clause happened" and not "this event happened at some indefinite 
time before the events of the main clause" - phrasal expression is "some time" with stress on "some", 
counting as N/NP here

13 N/NP

35 1499 Last Post PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

35 1500 Anzac Day COCA 2. 3.41 million Google 17 January 2012 23 PROPER NOUN

35 1501 [I remember that Anzac day] 
more than [any other]

Not counting uninterrupted more than, less than, greater than etc. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

36 1503 NARRATIVES 36: 
This (gleaning) life

36 1504 torrential rain COCA 56. S14, F11, M18, N11, Ac2: don't get torrential snow Force 13 Intensifying collocation

36 1504 at work Meaning doing work in this context - i.e. not locational, but referencing activity. Include for that reason. 13 PP

36 1505 block of flats COCA 17. S2, F11, M2, N2, Ac0. Alternative in  WA Australian would be apartment block. Figurative "block" 13 N/NP

36 1506 long-established COCA 318. S12, F15, M64, N98, Ac129 - NB high Ac: preference, specializaton/shift/bleaching in "long" 13 Complex Adj

36 1507 I knew nothing of her [KNOW] nothing of alternative to [KNOW] nothing about V + prep, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

36 1508 in {her}{late/early} {70s} in * late {decade, plural}  - conventionalised 34 PP

36 1509 Eastern European Adjective based on proper noun - counting as proper noun 2 PROPER NOUN

36 1510 pleated skirt pleated skirt COCA 66. S0, F35, M21, N9, Ac1: no specialisation or bleaching, not figurative … not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

36 1511 slip-on {shoes} ACOD (2009, p. 1354) - preference, encoding 124 Complex Adj

36 1512 fruit bats fruit bats COCA 51, S3, F6, M7, N8, Ac27: use of "fruit" : *fruit and rare bats - type of bat, classifying as 
proper noun

2 PROPER NOUN

36 1513 {ankle}-length [dressing 
gown]

COCA 118. S0, Fiction 62, M25, N24, Ac7: {…}-length - limited fillers (knee-length, ankle length, calf-
length…shoulder-length also OK…Use of "length" rather than "long"

13 Complex Adj

36 1514 dressing gown dressing gown COCA 227 S1, F207, M9, N6, Ac4: specialization/shift/bleaching in "dressing" and "gown" Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

36 1514 have {no} visitors Meaning receive/get visitors: [HAVE] visitors COCA 4 types, 145 tokens. S29, F64, M21, N22, Ac9 13 HAVE Predicate phrase



36 1515 [and] shooed away 
[wandering cats and dogs]

[SHOO] away COCA 3 types, 85 tokens. S4, F41, M24, N12, Ac4: use of "away" 13 PV

36 1515 cats and dogs cats and dogs COCA 299: dogs and cats COCA 400. Not coordinated, do not count NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

36 1516 in a flash in a flash COCA 814. S83, F387, M201, N101, Ac42 - meaning not clear from the words FORCE 13 PP

36 1517 work station work station COCA 110. S11, F50, M13, N19, Ac17 = place where you work - specialization/shift/bleaching in  
"station"

13 N/NP

36 1518 From across the street, [I 
watched her]

from across the street COCA 162, S17, F102, M18, N20, Ac5: from the other side of the street 5. from over 
the street COCA 0 PREFERENCE

3 Sentence/clause lead in

36 1519 shaking her head [SHAKE] * head COCA 55 types, 20341 tokens: S441, F17923, M1067, N773, Ac137: head isn't shaking: 
indicates annoyance

Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

36 1520 One ({sunny}) morning one morning COCA 2672. S300, F1112, M706, N425, Ac129. HIGH FICTION - marks stage rather than time Narrative stage 
marker

13 Sentence/clause lead in

36 1521 stacked up [STACK] up COCA 4 types, 736 tokens. S142, F109, M250, N205, Ac30: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

36 1522 {she was] nowhere to be 
seen

nowhere to be seen COCA 368. S31, F250, M50, N26, Ac11 - preference, meaning not clear from the words: 
count as complex adjective

13 Complex Adj

36 1523 block of flats COCA 17. S2, F11, M2, N2, Ac0. Alternative in  WA Australian would be apartment block. Figurative "block" 13 N/NP

36 1524 took turns (at) [TAKE] turns 4 types, 1566 tokens. S100, F570, M444, N283, Ac169: bleaching of "take" 13 TAKE Predicate phrase

36 1525 [became a disgrace], at least 
[ by the standard she had 
set]

at least 120158 COCA. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323 13 Sentence/clause lead in

36 1526 by the standard she had set standard* collocated with [SET]: S208, F40, M297, N312, Ac291: set meaning establish: no bleaching or 
specialisation on either side, don't count.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

36 1527 One morning one morning COCA 2672. S300, F1112, M706, N425, Ac129. HIGH FICTION Narrative stage 
marker

13 Sentence/clause lead in

36 1528 breathed a ({collective{) sigh 
of relief

[BREATHE] a sigh of relief COCA 4 types, 325 tokens. S54, F156, M64, N41, Ac10 Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

36 1529 unbeknown to her unbeknown to *  V + prep collocation, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

36 1530 [the neighbourhood had 
grown] over time

over time COCA 10698. S1361, F408, M2417, N1285, Ac5227 (meaning as time passed) - not over the time 
(cf over the years, over the months)

13 PP

36 1531 day after day day after day COCA 1201, S379, F327, M234, N171, Ac91: FRAME - [time noun 1] after [time noun 1] 
month after month, hour after hour…BUT minute after minute? second after second?  Preferred form, with 
unexpected break

Force 13 Complex Adv

36 1532 kept them all shipshape [KEEP] collocated with shipshape at R4, L4 COCA 11. MI 6.13. shipshape on its own, 68: S5, F29, M17, Ac3 - 
meaning shift/specialization/bleaching in "shipshape"

JUDGEMENT 
POS

13 Predicate phrase

36 1533 avoided eye contact [AVOID] eye contact 4 types, 154 tokens: S10, F82, M29, N28, Ac5: opposite is [MAKE] eye contact : 3 
types, 599. No literal contact.

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

36 1534 a forced smile forced smile COCA S1, F42, M4, N2, Ac0: use of "forced", covert affect: specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"forced"

Affect indirect 13 N/NP

36 1535 you see? , you see ? COCA 150. S65, F75, M3, N2, Ac5: specialization/shift/bleaching in "see" - means more than the 
words

Engagement 13 END

36 1536 for good for good . COCA 1212. S208, F442, M294, N196, Ac72: specializaiton/shift/bleaching in "good" 13 END

36 1537 autumn leaves autumn leaves COCA 182: S9, F88, M52, N24, Ac9: significance is that autumn leaves fall (it is not the 
season that is significant, but the fact that these are leaves on the ground): fallen leaves COCA 166. summer 
leaves…both sides transparent…not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

36 1538 greatly missed COCA 16 - below required 20. Google 3.76 million 4 April 2013 - reference to sympathy messages - allow as 
intensifying collocation

23 Intensifying collocation

37 1539 NARRATIVES 37 This 
(voting) life

37 1540 ID Identification 13 ABBREVIATION

37 1541 keep [a person] from [KEEP] [pp*] from 48 tokens, 5144 types. S758, F1983, M1352, N753, Ac298: similar in meaning to 
prevent, stop…but this one is idiomatic

13 PV



37 1542 more than once No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

37 1543 found out [FIND] out 5 types, 33325 tokens. S13708, F7816, M5755, N4110, Ac1936: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

37 1544 what if Search for . What if to get this meaning. COCA 2265. S409, F1194, M403, N153, Ac107 13 Sentence/clause lead in

37 1544 name and address name and address COCA 427: S51, F147, M142, N42, Ac45. address and name COCA 0. Fully coordinated, 
include.

3 N/NP

37 1545 have no way of {proving} [HAVE] no way of 6 types, 790 tokens. S207, F249, M129, N97, Ac108. no way of 1285, S350, F376, M205, 
N163, Ac191: don't have a way of is not equivalent: PC is V [BE, HAVE…] no way of + V, and V is a set 
[KNOW, FIGURE OUT, INFLUENCE, PREDICT, PROVE] in this pattern (other pattern is no way of getting 
there...) Constraints on slot fillers

134 HAVE Predicate phrase

37 1546 [there would be] no way [to] no way to S753, F993, M655, N608, Ac331: as above? Cf there wouldn't be a way to…no matching records: 
ditto there would n't be a way - included for that reason only - form preference

3 N/NP

37 1547 vote had been cast vote collocated with [CAST] at R4, L4: COCA 795. S402, F17, M101, N227, Ac48: MI 6.16: cast is what you 
do with vote (ACOD "record, egister, or give (a vote)"- no bleaching or specialisation on either side, no 
figurative meaning, this meaning listed in ACOD. Not counting.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

37 1549 ID Identification 13 ABBREVIATION

37 1550 polling place polling place CLCA 195. S69, F14, M30, N78, Ac4: encyclopaedic, preference: but could equally be polling 
station, polling booth: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

37 1551 mind-boggling ACOD (2009, p. 902) marked as colloq. Meaning not clear from the words 13 Complex Adj

37 1552 NY New York 13 ABBREVIATION

37 1553 [some] US [states} United States 13 ABBREVIATION

37 1554 NY New York 13 ABBREVIATION

37 1555 cardboard box COCA 616. S47, F359, M105, N85, Ac20: steel box, metal box, paper box, wooden box : no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

37 1556 ticking off (the boxes) Difficult to differentiate ticked off as adj from ticked off as verb - [v?jd*] still brings up the adjectival form. 
But numbers are big enough to carry. 225. S44, F70, M41, N66, Ac4: use of "off"

13 PV

37 1557 [But] I have to wonder I have to wonder 111, S30, F29, M21, N27, Ac4: you have to wonder 282. S118, F19, M65, N77, Ac3 - he 
has to wonder COCA 4. have to not referencing obligation in conventional way

13 Sentence/clause lead in

37 1558 what a {difference} . What a  searched with full stop to get this usage: 3069. S698, F1359, M521, N347, Ac144 13 Sentence/clause lead in

37 1559 one or two {votes} one or two COCA 5808. S1094, F933, M1569, N1055, Ac1157 - means a very small number of votes, not 
necessarily one or two

13 QUANT

37 1560 [what a] difference [one or 
two more votes here or there] 
might make

[MAKE] a difference COCA 4 types, 5414 tokens S1884, F459, M1128, N1194, Ac749: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

37 1561 here or there here or there COCA 245. S83, F41, M46, N55, Ac20: there or here 4 - preference 3 Complex Adv

37 1562 tight election tight election COCA 10. "tight election" Google 294,000. Collocates for tight in Google, rein, bun, lipped, 
tolerances : * election : close, not enough support, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

37 1563 US United States 13 ABBREVIATION

37 1564 the peanut farmer CULTURAL REFERENCE - JIMMY CARTER - ALLUSION - DISCUSS 23 PROPER NOUN

37 1565 [my] then [husband] Single word, outside scope NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

37 1566 cancelling [each other] out [CANCEL] out 6 types, 321 tokens S29, F72, M98, N41, Ac81: [CANCEL] each other out COCA 6 types, 121 
tokens. S23, F22, M39, N20, Ac17: each other COCA 58007. S10536, F19625, M11301, N8345, Ac8200: one 
another 15647. S1742, F3659, M3848, N2096, Ac4302: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

37 1567 each other Adding Prons in to N/NP count PRON 13 N/NP

37 1568 he went too far [GO] too far COCA 5 types, 2071 tokens. S836, F379, M294, N394, Ac168 - metaphorical movement group MOVEMENT, 
JUDGEMENT

13 Predicate phrase

37 1569 business trip business trip COCA 438. S75, F104, M126, N118, Ac15: NB business journey COCA 0 - preference 3 N/NP

37 1570 To {my} {surprise} . To my surprise , COCA 138. S2, F63, M47, N9, Ac17: to [ppx*] AFFECT: Indirect Affect 134 Sentence/clause lead in

37 1571 the electoral rolls electoral roll* COCA 2 types, 12 tokens. Google 23.8 million 9 January 2012 - meaning not clear from the 
words, specialization/shift/bleaching in "rolls"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

37 1571 give {her} a nudge No literal nudge. COCA for 20 types, 30 tokens - some literal nudges, but not all. 13 Predicate phrase

37 1572 end up [END] up 4 types, 24990 tokens. S7682, F4192, M6094, N5192, Ac1830: meaning not clear from words 13 PV



37 1573 a hung parliament hung parliament COCA 11 (not US term): Google 975,000 9 January 2012. Under 1 million cut-off but 
allowed since we currently have a hung parliament and the term is in constant use in Australia - 
encyclopaedic: specialization/shift/bleaching in  "hung"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

37 1574 What a [mess]. What a mess . COCA 14. . What a  searched with full stop to get this usage: 3069. S698, F1359, M521, 
N347, Ac144

13 Sentence/clause lead in

37 1575
38 1576 NARRATIVES 38. 

This (behatted) life
38 1577 from a young age from a young age COCA 78. S10, F11, M22, N17, Ac18: from an early age 237. S27, F37, M69, N41, Ac63 

(ie also high in Mag, and roughly equiv to Ac) (age isn't naturally young: people are young)
13 PP

38 1578 [I was an arrogant] {18}-
year-old

Conventionalized for age 3 N/NP

38 1579 much to {Dad's} {disgust} much to * disgust COCA 3 types, 5 tokens. Much to my * 55 types, 188 tokens. Surprise 61, chagrin 17, 
dismay 13, relief 9, delight 7, amazement 7, 5 astonishment 5, embarrassment 4, regret 3, annoyance 
2…NB much to my liking is quite different. S30, F56, M54, N28, Ac20: FRAME is much to [poss pron + N] [N] 
where [N] is AFFECT -  correlative because the presentation of much to anticipates completion with the 
ATTITUDE slot-filler, classified here as Sentence/clause lead-in, subsidiary Correlative

Affect Indirect 14 Interpolation

38 1580 terry towelling [hat] COCA 0. Alternative for "terrycloth"? Google 422,000:Def  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrycloth: may be dated (I 
know what it is but 23-year-old daughter didn't - taps in to that kind of encyclopaedic knowledge)

Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

38 1581 [that] came to me Zero in COCA. This meaning equivalent to 'that I inherited...' Difficult to confirm: Has to include some 
reference to where it came from, and the source has to be dead - means "I inherited" - including despite lack 
of support - meaning is not transparent but is clear in context

MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

38 1582 [I was also fairly] sparse on 
top

on top in context refers to the head, and sparse on top refers to lack of hair - derived from "thin on top"? X DISCUSS BUT DO NOT 
COUNT Complex Adj

38 1583 [my problem was] much less 
[keeping my balding head 
warm] as [protecting it from 
the sun and rain]

much less …. as correlating - unpredictable form (emerging?) Internal 5 Comparative Correlative

38 1583 sun and rain sun and rain COCA 42. rain and sun 25. Possible shift towards coordination, but not conclusive. Not 
including.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

38 1584 To this end . To this end COCA 413. S1, F10, M59, N23, Ac320 (NB coordinates across sentence boundaries…see notes 
and explanation for including in this category)

13 Sentence/clause lead in

38 1585 straw hat straw hat COCA 494. S11, F336, M73, N54, Ac20: straw and cotton hats: the hat made of straw: two straw 
and four cotton hats - slightly odd but acceptable. HOWEVER: the expression conveys more than the 
material the hat is made out of: a straw hat has a large brim, and its aim is to keep the sun off you, not to 
keep you warm or dry.  Including as a (2).

Encyclopaedic 
(weak)

2 N/NP

38 1586 baseball caps COCA baseball cap* 6 types, 1230 tokens: 6 types, 1230 tokens. S119, F511, M266, N292, Ac42: baseball 
hat COCA 72. PREFERENCE: as for straw hat, doesn't just describe the sport with which the hat is associated, 
but defines the type of hat, too

Encyclopaedic 
(weak)

2 N/NP

38 1587 a cloth {cricketer's} hat cloth cap - probably one (evokes era, type of person) - but this is open choice no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

38 1588 terry towelling [hat] COCA 0. Alternative for "terrycloth"? Google 422,000:Def  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrycloth: may be dated (I 
know what it is)

Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

38 1589 proved to be a godsend [PROVE] to be a godsend COCA 2. Not supported, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

38 1590 kept [the sun] off: [KEEP] the sun off COCA 2 types, 15 tokens… [KEEP] off  NB more salient in Australian contexts than it 
might be in a US/UK context: figurative "keep"

13 PV

38 1591 kept [the rain] off [KEEP] the rain off COCA 3 types, 15 tokens [KEEP] off : figurative "keep" 13 PV

38 1592 soaked up [SOAK] up 4 types, 1130 tokens: S81, F242, M473, N276, Ac58: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

38 1593 scrunched up [SCRUNCH] up COCA 4 types, 172 tokens. S2, F125, M23, N20, Ac2: use of "up" 13 PV

38 1594 hand towel cf bath towel, kitchen towel…swimming towel: hand towel COCA 74. S1, F44, M23, N6, Ac0 - refers to size 
as well as function

Encyclopaedic 
(weak)

12 N/NP

38 1595 In short . In short COCA 2617. S117, F214, M756, N199, AC1331 13 Sentence/clause lead in



38 1596 a marvel of creation a marvel of creation COCA 0. a marvel of * COCA 75 types, 99 tokens: engineering, simplicity, nature, 
compact…, clarity, eighteenth-century…, efficiency, … no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

38 1597 for a while for a while COCA 12638. S2701, F5725, M2174, N1585, Ac453 - in ACOD 3 PP

38 1598 {15}-year-old Conventionalized for age 3 N/NP

38 1599 {shoulder}-length [hair] shoulder-length is always related to hair - COCA 77 types, 396 tokens. S6, F257, M70, N50, Ac13. VERY 
HIGH F: shoulder-long COCA 1 - see 36/1513 above

34 Complex Adj

38 1600 raise {one} eyebrow (in 
{disapproval})

[RAISE] collocated with eyebrow at L4, R4: COCA: 828. S17, F677, M72, N42, Ac20 : MI 8.78 (not lift one 
eyebrow)

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

38 1601 Next morning [I rode my 
pushbike along the same 
route]

next morning, next afternoon, next evening: next day, next month: *next hour, next minute (different 
implication), next second (ditto): search . Next morning , to get this usage: COCA 73. S6, F41, M17, N6, Ac3

Temporal 
marker

13 Sentence/clause lead in

38 1602 [looking for it] but to no avail to no avail COCA 666. S60, F231, M155, N127, Ac93: always in end position (N-Rheme): archaic form, fixed 13 END

38 1603 picked it up [PICK] * up 9005. S1897, F4739, M1230, N937, Ac 202: use of "up" 13 PV

38 1604 [As I] rounded each corner Searching rounded * corner to access this meaning: COCA 4 types (the, a, another, white-1), 240 tokens. 
Majority rounded the corner 176: rounded * corner S3, F197, M18, N18, Ac4

MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

38 1605 terry towelling COCA 0. Alternative for "terrycloth"? Google 422,000:Def  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrycloth:dated/dating 
term

Encylcopaedic 12 Complex Adj

38 1606 let it go  [LET] it go 3 types, 1754 tokens. S475, F798, M233, N194, Ac54 - figurative letting go 13 Predicate phrase

38 1607 [Then,] weeks later, [I 
remembered…]

[time word] later - eg days later, weeks later, months later, minutes later, seconds later . Search . Weeks 
later to get this usage. COCA 83. S9, F17, M28, N25, Ac 4 : appears to be open choice but days, weeks and 
months emphasize the extent of the time period: minutes and seconds emphasize the brevity. days weeks 
and months convey delay, minutes and seconds convey speed, rapidity: code as 1 - somehow contributes to 
Force

Force 13 Interpolation

38 1608 raise {one} eyebrow (in 
{disapproval}

[RAISE] collocated with eyebrow at L4, R4: COCA: 828. S17, F677, M72, N42, Ac20 : MI 8.78 Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

38 1609 sky-blue Preference 13 Complex Adj

38 1610 terry towelling [hat] COCA 0. Alternative for "terrycloth"? Google 422,000:Def  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrycloth:dated/dating Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

38 1611 [It is] no longer [sky blue] no longer COCA 39945. S5247, F9193, M8772, N7633, Ac9100: preference 13 Complex Adv

38 1612 sky blue sky blue COCA 209. S2, F110, M64, N21, Ac12: preference 13 Complex Adj

38 1613 washing machine washing machine COCA 654. S85, F257, M160, N115, Ac37 cf dishwasher, tumble drier 13 N/NP

38 1614 thin on top As above - allusion to the expression describing thinning hair ('he's a bit thin on top'): 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "thin" and unclear reference to "on top"

13 Complex Adj

38 1615 [the towelling] is wearing 
away

[WEAR] away COCA 5 types, 232 tokens: S11, F107, M61, N28, Ac25: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

38 1616 [threads] are coming loose [COME] loose 4 types, 366 tokens. S23, F229, M62, N39, Ac13 - specialization/shift/bleaching of "come" 13 Predicate phrase

38 1616 sky blue Preference 3 Complex Adj

38 1617 terry towelling Meaning not clear from the words, somewhat archaic (I know what it is, but young adults appear not to - 
evokes an era?

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

38 1618 peek out [PEEK] out 4 types, 730 tokens. S24, F500, M116, N71, Ac19: means more/other than the words 13 PV

38 1619 as if as if COCA 73883. S4530, F47591, M10146, N6280, Ac5336: see Huddleston & Pullum (2002, p. 962) 13 Complex Conj

38 1620 what it once was what it once was COCA 71. S18, F12, M12, N19, Ac10. what it was once COCA 4: OUTSIDE SCOPE (only 
issue is position of "once")

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

38 1621 raise {an} eyebrow (at) 
{her} (in {disapproval})

[RAISE] collocated with eyebrow at L4, R4: COCA: 828. S17, F677, M72, N42, Ac20 : MI 8.78 Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

38 1622
39 1623 NARRATIVES 39: 

This (ordinary) life
39 1624 One morning Searching sentence initial . One morning to get this usage: COCA 469. S19, F220, M153, N51, Ac26: Can 

have one day/week/month/year all meaning at an indefinite time in the middle of a period
Narrative stage 
marker

13 Sentence/clause lead in

39 1625 18-month-old [son] Conventionalized for age 3 Complex Adj

39 1626 sucking on [a once cream, 
now brown...]

[SUCK] on * for 100 types, 572 tokens. S23, F375, Mag131, News30, Ac13 Verb plus preposition, not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



39 1627 {reads the paper} over {my} 
shoulder

over my shoulder COCA 757. S104, F505, M89, N44, Ac15: over * shoulder all with pronouns high Fiction - 
describes a particular orientation "reads the paper over my shoulder": over his shoulder collocated with 
[READ] COCA 3 types, 16 tokens: over my shoulder collocated with [READ] COCA 2 types, 11 tokens: over 
your shoulder collocated with [READ] COCA 2 types, 7 tokens...Different to [look] over your shoulder - 
you're looking in the opposite direction...[READ] ** over my shoulder = COCA 3. [READ] ** over * shoulder 
= COCA 7. [READ] * over my shoulder = 0. [v*]**over*shoulder for 100 types, 222 tokens - forwards and 
backwards looking! This one forwards. 

3 Predicate phrase

39 1628 as if … as if COCA 73883. S4530, F47591, M10146, N6280, Ac5336: see Huddleston & Pullum (2002, p. 962) 13 Complex Conj

39 1629 [as if it might vanish] at any 
minute 

at any minute COCA 104. S11, F57, M18, N9, Ac9 - also at any moment but at any hour has a different 
meaning?

Force 13 PP

39 1630 [That] at any minute [I might 
lose everything of importance 
to me]

at any minute COCA 104. S11, F57, M18, N9, Ac9 - conveys urgency - means more/other than words 13 Sentence/clause lead in

39 1631 [sit on] the edge of {our} bed edge collocated with bed COCA 900: S16, F799 (NB), M66, N14, Ac5. Including because of specialization 
around "edge" - means "side"

13 N/NP

39 1632 fade away [FADE] away 4 types, 1108 tokens. S148, F424, M246, N165, Ac125: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

39 1633 every day C25958. S8579, F5093, M5697, N5327, Ac1262 : every day, every week, every month, every second: no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

39 1634 losing {his} sense of humour sense of humour COCA 2957: S686, F642, M740, N631, Ac258: sense of  * top is humor, then sense of 
community, urgency, security, belonging, responsibility…smell, purpose, 
identity…specialization/shift/bleaching in "sense": COCA [LOSE] * sense of humour for 18 types, 58 tokens. 
S11, F17, M12, N16, Ac2 (NB). Include as predicate phrase - bleaching/specialisation/shift in LOSE

13 Predicate phrase

39 1635 worse and worse COCA 329. S165, F73, M23, N59, Ac9: -er and -er construction 13 Comparative emphasiser

39 1636 eating away {at him} [EAT] away at COCA 5 types, 5 types, 305 tokens. S43, F66, M95, N70, Ac31: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

39 1637 make sure [MAKE] sure 4 types, 33873 tokens. S11847, F6030, M8354, N5788, Ac1854: specialization/shift/bleaching 
in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

39 1638 if the worst happened if the worst [HAPPEN] COCA 2 types, 25 tokens. the worst [HAPPEN] COCA 3 types, 58 tokens: preceded by 
if, when, in case, before, then, let, last week... If the * [HAPPEN] 75 types, 107 tokens: S25, F27, M28, 
N21, Ac6. Top are if the worst happens and if the worst happened: followed by if the unthinkable happens, 
breakup, the Death, the same, the holocaust…the unthinkable - so for this usage looking for an abstract 
noun (to exclude examples like "If the holocaust happened" which aren't the same usage: NB if the best 
happened  COCA 0. Unbalanced pair: and no noun for adjective

13 Sentence/clause lead in

39 1639 grew up [GROW] up: 30431. S7805, F5238, M7090, N8314, Ac1984: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

39 1640 phone call COCA S2238, F1041, M694, N763, Ac166 - preferred form, specialization/shift/bleaching in "call" 13 N/NP

39 1641 from [one of despair] to [one 
of hope]

from x to [opposite x = y] construction: cf from leg to leg Frame (from x to x) 5 CORRELATING

39 1642 as soon as as soon as COCA 16712. S3322, F6575, M3150, N2273, Ac1392 Fixed 3 Comparative Correlative

39 1643 the {hardest} [day] of [my 
life]

the -est …in/of [extent] ADD TO GROUP J/A 
vehicle…internal
?

345 Comparative Correlative

39 1644 OK Okay 13 ABBREVIATION

39 1645 fully comprehend fully comprehendCOCA 98. S6, F25, M27, N15, Ac25: almost all preceded by a lexical grammatical negative - 
classified as Intensifier, however, with reservations: specialization/shift/bleaching with "fully"

F 13 Intensifying collocation

39 1646 a second chance second chance COCA 1167. S391, F221, M177, N291, Ac87: a first chance 5 - preference 3 N/NP

39 1647 organ donation organ donation COCA 209. S48, F2, M36, N32, Ac91: refers specifically to giving body parts after death - not 
clear from the words, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

39 1648 bring up [BRING] up 7164; S2657, F1678, M1239, N1009, Ac581: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

39 1649 [I] give thanks to [GIVE] thanks to COCA 5 types, 120 tokens. S37, F29, M27, N15, Ac12: figurative "give" Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

39 1650 give thanks to [GIVE] thanks to COCA 5 types, 120 tokens. S37, F29, M27, N15, Ac12: figurative "give" 13 Predicate phrase

39 1651 organ donation organ donation COCA 209. S48, F2, M36, N32, Ac91: refers specifically to giving body parts after death - not 
clear from the words, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

39 1652 Thank you Searched as . Thank you . To catch this usage. 5914. S5267, F488, M67, N65, Ac18 3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA



39 1653
40 1654 NARRATIVES 40: 

This (wedded) life
40 1655 Where did the time go? COCA 1. Google 3.56 million 9 January 2012.  Specialization/shift/bleaching in "go" 13 ENTIRE

40 1656 You don't look it do n't look it. COCA 21. S7, F12, M2. N0, Ac0: most are related to age (but not all): 'don't look 25' 3 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

40 1657 makes {me} wonder [MAKE] me wonder 4 types, 428 tokens. S64, F162, M92, N81, Ac29: specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

40 1658 somewhat of a somewhat of a COCA 9 types, 3786 tokens. S951, F605, M781, N932, Ac517: form, means more/other than 
the words

13 Focusing modifier

40 1659 words of wisdom words of wisdom COCA 172. S33, F33, M63, News34, Ac9: wise words COCA 43 - preferred form. Appreciation 3 N/NP

40 1660 {step} down the aisle [STEP] down the aisle COCA 3 types, 5 tokens. [WALK] down the aisle COCA 4 types, 341 tokens. S72, 
F137, M92, N36, Ac4: waltz down the aisle…stagger down the aisle - cultural significance

12 Predicate phrase

40 1661 Don't sweat the small stuff do n't sweat the small stuff COCA 31. S9, F4, M13, N3, Ac2 - reference to book - meaning not clear from the 
words

Judgement 123 ENTIRE

40 1662 figure out [FIGURE] out 4 types 18631 tokens. S5499, F4307, M4469, N3357, Ac999: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

40 1663 [what] is worth [hassling 
about]

[BE] worth [v?g*] for 100 types, 2513 tokens: S469, F157, Mag632, News377, Ac878 - outside scope - no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

40 1664 only so much {energy in our 
lives}

only so much COCA 485. S74, F126, M123, N120, Ac42: predominant pattern is there [BE] only so much 13 QUANT

40 1665 spend time [together] [SPEND] time 4 types, 4370 tokens. S934, F514, Mag1286, News1034, Ac602 Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate phrase

40 1666 [It can be tough, with jobs, 
children … and] life in general

life in general: COCA 216. S36, F30, M58, N23, Ac69 - PC is [N] in general - N-Rhematic N-rheme 13 PP

40 1667 getting married [GET] married: COCA 6 types, 7382 tokens. S2421, F2349, M1297, N1100, Ac215: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "get"

13 GET Predicate phrase

40 1668 spending time [together] [SPEND] time 4 types, 4370 tokens. S934, F514, Mag1286, News1034, Ac602 Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate phrase

40 1669 times get hard hard collocated with times at L4, R4 MI 3.37: 1969. S401, F300, M433, N568, Ac167: difficult times 507. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "hard" 

Appreciation 1 GET Predicate phrase

40 1670 in the first place in the first place COCA 7564. S2144, F1643, M1608, News1043, Ac1126: in the second place 112. in the 
third place 15

13 PP

40 1670 what's in store what's in store COCA 116. S55, F9, M25, N26, Ac1 (NB). Shift/specialisation/bleaching across expression: 
meaning not clear from the words: count as Entire but discuss (doesn't generally stand alone). 

13 Entire

40 1671 [a philosophy made real] not 
so long ago [when…]

not so long ago COCA 422. S96, F87,Mag110, N89, Ac40 - preference, meaning not clear from words? 13 Complex Adv

40 1672 let {them} know [LET] them know COCA 3 types, 1038 tokens. S368, F208, M220, N173, Ac69: let * know for 100 types, 
7192 tokens - lowest Ac - tell them, indirectly

13 Predicate phrase

40 1673 got married [GET] married 6 types, 7382 tokens. S2421, F2349, Mag1297, News1100, Ac215: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "get"

13 GET Predicate phrase

40 1674 [our parents] no doubt [had 
their reservations]

Searched , no doubt to capture this usage. 2242, S383, F911, M408, News242, Ac298: means more/other 
than words

13 Interpolation

40 1675 a lifetime commitment lifetime commitment COCA 47. S9, F7, M12, N10, Ac9: lifelong commitment COCA 77. a * commitment slot 
fillers long-term, strong, real, firm, major, renewed, serious, deep, greater, lifetime, lifelong, personal, 
national, new, big - OPEN CHOICE, NOT INCLUDED (no unusual semantic restrictions, no APPRAISAL, no 
socio-cultural embedding...)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

40 1675 making a [lifetime] 
commitment

[MAKE] collocated with commitment at L4, R4 COCA 1830. S540, F118, M395, N423, Ac354 13 MAKE Predicate phrase

40 1676 had ({their}) reservations 
about

[HAVE] reservations about 4 types, 173 tokens. S40, F8, M37, N57, Ac31 (be reserved about has a different 
meaning) [HAVE] [pp*] reservations about COCA 0: possibly an approximation for "have my doubts about" 
pattern: discuss but do not count

xDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

40 1677 had the {courage} to [HAVE] the courage to 5 types, 919 tokens. S292, F190, M170, News184, Ac83. [HAVE] the * to : courage is 
number 14. Above it is right, opportunity, potential, ability, opportunity, right, power, potential, power, 
ability, chance, right, money, courage, chance, capacity...all positive. ???? [HAVE] the [positive JUDGEMENT] 
to FRAME

Judgement 
vehicle

134 HAVE Predicate phrase



40 1678 let {them} know [LET] them know COCA 3 types, 1038 tokens. S368, F208, M220, N173, Ac69: let * know for 100 types, 
7192 tokens - lowest Ac - tell them, indirectly

13 Predicate phrase

40 1679 hard times hard collocated with times at L4, R4 MI 3.37: 1969. S401, F300, M433, N568, Ac167: difficult times 507. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "hard" 

Appreciation 1 N/NP

40 1680 [who have] given us [many 
great memories and even 
more] grey hairs

gray hairs COCA 125. S8, F72, M23, N19, Ac3: included because the NP evokes more than colour - age, past 
worry, etc… Indirect affect because give grey hairs = make someone worry =person is worried): [GIVE] * 
gray hairs COCA 1 - not predicate phrase: gray hairs out of context straightforward, no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift, no additional layers of meaning: but in comparative construction, invokes 
greying hair, worry, ageing...counted as part of comparative emphasiser, not as N/NP (see comparative 
emphasisers)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

40 1681 even more [grey hairs] even more - presupposes evaluation of what has gone before and what is coming e.g. 'that was JUDGEMENT1 

(presupposed), this is more JUDGEMENT2 - in this case the "grey hairs" evokes Indirect Affect (grey hairs 
from worry, she was worried)

13 Comparative emphasiser

40 1682 And,] of course, [my 
husband]

Meaning not clear from words, stop Stop 13 Sentence/clause lead in

40 1683 about the time [I lost it] Noise, but predominantly this meaning. COCA 1378. S265, F400, M325, N276, Ac112 (LOW AC): around the 
time COCA 877. Use of "about"

13 Complex Adv

40 1684 sleepless nights sleepless nights COCA 304. S46, F89, M80, N71, Ac18: nights with no sleep COCA 1: wakeful nights 3 - 
preference

3 N/NP

40 1685 PhD Doctor of Philosophy 13 ABBREVIATION

40 1686 [a true partner] in every 
sense of the word

in every sense of the word COCA 147. S32, F18, M40, News37, Ac20 - good example of one that is wholly 
compositional but still counts as a CE: in every meaning of the word COCA  1: in every sense of the * top is 
word at 147, next is term at 12, then phrase 1. 

13 End

40 1687
41 1688 NARRATIVES 41: 

This (volunteer) life
41 1689 spent most of my waking 

hours
ADD TO SPEND TIME: waking hours added as separate entry Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate phrase

41 1690 waking hours waking hours COCA 219. S19, F68, M59, N35, Ac38: sleeping hours 16: awake hours 1 - preference 3 N/NP

41 1691 corporate rat-race COCA corporate rat-race 0; corporate rat race 5. Mutual Information 9.25. Google 804,000 10 January 2012. 
ALLOW because of high MI, figurative "rat-race"

Appreciation 2 N/NP

41 1692 lick my wounds [LICK] * wounds 26 types, 129 tokens. S18, F50, Mag24, News31, Ac6 - figurative wounds and licking Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

41 1693 [I began to] walk the streets [WALK] the streets, 4 types, 545 tokens. S139, F158, M90, N121, Ac37: meaning beyond words - 2 defs in 
ACOD (1) prostitute, (2) traverse the streets esp. in search of work" p. 1629 - but codes hopelessness, 
despair too - no sense of that here, just the 'wander around' meaning 

13 Predicate phrase

41 1694 local neighbourhood COCA 0. Google 1.41 million 10 January 2011, but many used adjectivally - "local neighbourhood 
development officer:, "Local neighbourhood bistro" : 'local and ? neighbourhood" it is a tautology: intensifies 
the proximity, sense of belonging - "local" is not needed

Appreciation 13 N/NP

41 1695 on the way to [somewhere 
else]

on the way to COCA 2769. S456, F831, M649, N583, Ac250 - use of "on" - needs definite article, not PNP as 
defined here

13 PP

41 1696 owed their existence to [OWE] * existence to COCA 12 types, 77 tokens. S2, F12, M27, N15, Ac21: figurative "owe" 13 Predicate phrase

41 1697 a life well-lived COCA 4. Google 461,000. Postposed adjective -  as a job well done (See Narrative 45) … a player short 
(Narrative 4). Huddleston & Pullum ref - small set.

3 N/NP

41 1698 [There are] almost as many 
[motives for volunteering] as 
there are [volunteers]

eg "Alpine skiers risk almost as many possible injuries as there are pinecones in the forest" COCA 2010 
NEWS Denver: "reported selling almost as may iPads as it sold Mac computers" 2010 NEWS AP: "there are 
almost as many answers as there are individuals" 2009 MAG HarpersBazaar

Internal arg 35 Comparative Correlative

41 1699 ({have}) time on {their} 
hands

time on * hands 8 types, 317 tokens. Top their 116. Overall S67, F95, M71, N71, Ac13 - classifying as N/NP 
rather than HAVE Predicate phrase - see notes 

Judgement 134 N/NP

41 1700 at the time at the time COCA 5532. S896, F326, M899, N878, Ac2533 referring to past time 13 PP

41 1701 drawn to it [DRAW] to it COCA 5 types, 117 tokens. S24, F41, M28, N16, Ac8 V + prep : meaning of draw not 
compromised NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

41 1701 {I} {was} sold at {five} Acts in tandem with previous clause: bleaching/shift/specialisation in sold. Difficult to confirm - similar to the 
expression "he had me at hello" … do not include, but discuss 

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO NOT 
COUNT



41 1702 {going} about {their} 
{duties}

[GO] about their * for 100 types, 494 tokens. S121, F142, Mag93, N83, Ac55: complements business (30), 
daily lives (21), business (18) daily lives (16), business (16), business (13)…daily business (9), lives (8), 
work, daily lives, daily tasks, their business, daily routine - preceded by description of people as here "people 
doing what needed to be done, going about their duties without fuss"

13 Predicate phrase

41 1703 buying into [BUY] into 4 types 1619, S456, F133, M405, N493, Ac132: included under Rules - meaning of "buy" altered 
by association with "into": meaning not clear from words

13 PV

41 1704 office politics office politics COCA 68. S9, F16, M21, N18, Ac4 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "politics" Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

41 1705 [crackling with] positive 
energy

positive energy COCA 137. S20, F10, M54, N40, Ac13. JUDGEMENT - positive energy is people being helpful, 
supportive, optimistic…means more than the words - include with reservations

Judgement 1 N/NP

41 1706 consigned {my torpor} to 
history

[CONSIGN]  collocated with to history COCA 4 types, 9 tokens: "consigned to history" Google 502,000: LDCE 
gives "consign something to the dustbin/scrapheap/rubbish heap" p.331. Not supported, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

41 1707 primary school primary school COCA 599. S24, F38, M60, N100, Ac377 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

41 1708 {I1} found {myself1} 
[swimming in the vortex]

[FIND] [ppx*] COCA 47 types, 22982 tokens. S2941, F7188, M5591, N3974, Ac3288: figurative "find" - 
coreferential

13 FIND Predicate phrase

41 1709 In due course [I settled on a 
role]

in due course COCA 284. S54, F83, M62, N28, Ac57 13 Sentence/clause lead in

41 1710 the bigger picture the bigger picture COCA 238. S79, F14, M51, N59, Ac35 (not referring to a picture) - also the big picture - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "bigger" and "picture" - means more/other than the words

13 N/NP

41 1711 pay cheque COCA 0 (spelling issue): pay check 26. S9 F7, M1, N6, Ac3: salary check 4 - may not be a check/cheque at 
all - nowadays done by transfer

1 N/NP

41 1712 at home Conventionalized - means "in my house" 3 PP

41 1713 [those] in need * in need for 100 types, 3284 tokens, much noise: however top occurrence is those in need COCA 292: S39, 
F14, M78, N78, Ac83 - container

13 PP

41 1714 laid up [in hospital] [LAY] up 4 types, 286 tokens. S28, F97, M118, N35, Ac8: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

41 1715 took {me} {20} {years} TAKE TIME: bleaching of "take" 134 TAKE Predicate phrase

41 1716 making a difference [make] a difference COCA 5414. S1884, F459, M1128, N1194, Ac749: specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

41 1717 pay more than lip service [to 
it]

[PAY] lip service 4 types, 173 tokens. S19, F11, M44, N38, Ac61 (123 with "to"): encoding, decoding 13 Predicate phrase

41 1718 guilty as charged guilty as charged COCA 101. S43, F26, M15, N12, Ac5 - term taken from court proceedings, preferred form, 
meaning not clear from the words

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

41 1719 At least 13 Sentence/clause lead in

41 1720 the old me the old me COCA 29. S4, F11, M9, N4, Ac1: the old [pp*] : the old me 29, the old you 7, the old I 4. 
Preference for the old me : isn't a reference to age, but a reference to a previous state of being. 'The old me 
ate chocolate. The new me doesn't'. 

13 N/NP

41 1721 Of course, [its profound 
effect]

Here sentence initial 13 Sentence/clause lead in

41 1721 self-serving [end] Meaning not clear from component parts: COCA 908: S97, F83, M183, N196, Ac349 - High Ac 23 Complex Adj

41 1721 by-product Meaning not clear from component parts: COCA 555 tokens, S29, F56, M203, N26, Ac241 13 N/NP

41 1722 I can live with that COCA 57. S10, F29, M7, N8, Ac3: CODA MARKER???? I can live with * top is I can live with that: then I can 
live with it 25, I can live with this 11…Encoding. Means more/other than words

13 ENTIRE

41 1723
41 1725
42 1726 NARRATIVES 42: 

This (shameful) life
42 1727 The first time Search . The first time COCA 1078. S206, F444, M261, N119, Ac48: in the context of narrative mode, marks 

the onset of the Orientation…greater significance in context than the words would suggest. 
Narrative stage 
marker

13 Sentence/clause lead in

42 1728 I could tell Split between "part of the story I could tell" and "as best I could tell", "as far as I could tell" etc. COCA 2132. 
S335, F1317, M267, N142, Ac71: interest lies in combination of modal and "tell": allow for that reason as 
predicate phrase, but with reservations

134 Predicate phrase

42 1729 name-calling Connotations of bullying Aus Conc Oxf Dict: specialization/shift/bleaching - means more/other than the 
words

13 N/NP

42 1730 grown-up […word] Encoding, meaning not clear from the words 1 Complex Adj



42 1731 [some] hidden truth [about] hidden truth COCA 21. S6, F6, M4, N1, Ac5: concealed truth 2 PREFERRED: secret truth 5: how can truth be 
hidden?

13 N/NP

42 1732 a first-generation Australian first-generation [nationality] - special significance in Australian context Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

42 1733 A couple of years [earlier] a couple of * top is a couple of years COCA 3374. S1163, F570, M773, N723, Ac145: a couple of 
games/pieces/ways/bucks/drinks/occasions : included because "couple" has come to mean (in many cases) 
something other than two

13 N/NP

42 1734 took a {holiday} [TAKE] a holiday 5 types, 54 tokens. S11, F13, M11, N16, Ac3: bleaching of "take" 134 TAKE Predicate phrase

42 1735 gave us strict instructions 
[on]

[GIVE] * strict instructions 4 types, 4 tokens: [GIVE] strict instructions COCA 3 types, 7 tokens. Strict 
instructions COCA  37. S4, F15, M8, N6, Ac4 strict * collocates rules, liability, scrutiny, limits, sense, 
guidelines, control : * instructions specific, detailed, further ...strict collocated with instructions at R4, L4 
COCA 38. S4, F15, M8, N7, Ac4. MI 5.85: [GIVE] collocated with instructions at R4, L4  COCA 2 types, 881 
tokens. S146, F257, M136, N96, Ac246: combination of the two - count with VPs - figurative "give"

3 Predicate phrase

42 1736 dinner table dinner table COCA 1137. S150, F382, M341, N210, Ac54: lunch table oddly not used: not included (along 
with kitchen table, dining-room table etc)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

42 1737 pointing out Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 257) 13 PV

42 1738 {Years} later NB difference in meaning between years later (emphasis on length) and seconds later (emphasis on brevity): 
17450. S2987, F2280, M5139, N4261, Ac2783:

Temporal 
marker

13 Sentence/clause lead in

42 1739 [in] high school high school COCA 47666. S6705, F5408, M6913, N17732, Ac10908 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "high" Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

42 1740 modern history modern history COCA 440. S90, F13, M83, N92, Ac162 opposite ancient history : modern history refers to 
specific time period - after the Middle Ages

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

42 1741 Nazi Germany Nazi Germany COCA 633. S134, F18, M124, N156, Ac198: evokes entire period of history and activities 
associated with it rather than geographical location, therefore including

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

42 1742 lecture theatre lecture theatre COCA 3. Google 1.69 million 10 January 2012: specialization/shift/bleaching in "theatre" 12 N/NP

42 1743 [would] remain with me 
forever

COCA 9 types 11 tokens for [REMAIN] with * forever, with noise - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

42 1744 [swallowed] the lump in {my} 
throat

lump collocated with throat at L4, R4 260. S18, F177, M35, N21, Ac9: MI 9.36: specialization/shift/bleaching 
"lump" - 

Affect Indirect 13 N/NP

42 1745 played a part [in] [PLAY] a part in COCA 4 types, 552 tokens. S115, F31, M107, N110, Ac198 - figurative "play" 13 Predicate phrase

42 1746 was I [a fraction] to blame? [BE] to blame COCA 10 types, 389 tokens. S128, F59, M94, N83, Ac25. - classifying BE Predicate phrase in 
this context

Judgement 13 BE Predicate Phrase

42 1747 More than 10 years later… more than [quantity] -er : not including uninterrupted more than NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

42 1748 [I still] carry around [those 
four whispered words]

Searching [CARRY] * around to access PV. COCA for 100 types, 269 tokens. S59, F103, M70, N29, Ac8: 
figurative "carry", use of "around"

13 PV

42 1749 {was} {my} doing [BE] my doing to access this meaning - COCA 6 types, 19 tokens. S2, F13, M1, N1, Ac2: OK with my, his, 
her, our, their - must be possessive pronoun: my doing COCA 90. S9, F50, M16, N6, Ac9 NB high number in 
Fiction - form, meaning not clear from words

Judgement 13 BE Predicate phrase

42 1750 can't quite seem Looks straightforward, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

42 1751 {I} often wonder COCA 102. S23, F24, M28, N18, Ac9. NB you often wonder 5. he often wonders 4 - and I frequently wonder 
COCA 1. Unbalanced pair, and preference

3 Sentence/clause lead in

42 1752 in closer proximity in close proximity - 369. S51, F35, M68, N45, Ac170 13 PP

42 1753 racked with {guilt} [RACK] with guilt COCA 1 type, 15 tokens. RACKED WITH GUILT. S2, F7, M4, N2, Ac0. [RACK] with 
collocates guilt 15, pain, rancor, grief, malarial shakes - limited set. Classifying as AdjPhr - only ever racked. 
Can't be racked with innocence.

Affect  indirect 34 Complex Adj

42 1754 [from a] faraway land faraway land 32. S3, F15, M3, N7, Ac4: a distant land 59 S7, F25, M13, N4, Ac10 both high Fiction: no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

42 1755 [and] put aside [PUT] aside COCA 3 types, 1371 tokens. S320, F275, M306, N260, Ac210: figurative "put", use of "aside" 13 PV

42 1756
42 1757
43 1758 NARRATIVES 43: 

This (theatrical) life



43 1759 drinking gin in a hot bath ALLUSION TO PROCEDURE for inducing miscarriage…pragmatically non-compositional Socicocultural 
allusion

2 Predicate phrase

43 1760 [but I] stuck with it Meaning is idiomatic, therefore included. [STICK] with * COCA for 100 types, 3714 tokens. stuck with it 188. 
S57, F37, M40, N47, Ac7: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

43 1761 school production school production COCA 22. S4, F2, M5, N10, Ac1. Australian term? Play acted by students Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

43 1762 Snow White and the Seven 
Dwarfs

Story title 2 PUBLICATION

43 1763 [I could] no longer [find it] no longer 39945. S5247, F9193, M8772, N7633, Ac9100 - preferred form, encoding 13 Complex Adv

43 1764 [I next] trod the boards [TREAD] the boards 5 types, 16 tokens. Tread the boards in online dictionary (the Free Dictionary) : 
Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary defined p. 1538 - preference

23 Predicate phrase

43 1765 [standing] centre stage centre stage COCA 9. Google 6.42 million 10 January 2012 - preferred form 13 Complex Adv

43 1766 Some years later some years later, some months later, some weeks later, some days later, some hours later, some minutes 
later? some seconds later? COCA 141. S14, F38, M38, N11, Ac40: phonetically distinctive - equal stress on 
each element - some stressed too

13 Sentence/clause lead in

43 1767 polka-dot [dress] Meaning not clear from the words. ACOD (2009, p. 1101) 3 Complex Adj

43 1768 bit-part COCA 8. Unhyphenated in ACOD, entry page 137. Bleaching/specialization/shift in "bit" Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

43 1769 [in a] community theatre 
[production of]

community theatre COCA 24. S0, F2, M1, N19, Ac2: encyclopaedic Encylcopaedic 2 Complex Adj

43 1770 The Pirates of Penzance Opera title 2 PUBLICATION

43 1771 looked forward to [LOOK] forward to COCA 7563. S2581, F1584, M1446, N1506, Ac446: figurative "looked" and "forward" 13 PV

43 1772 high school high school COCA 47666. S6705, F5408, M6913, N17732, Ac10908 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "high" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

43 1773 production team Novel coinage in this context, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1774 medical school medical school COCA 3316. S561, F382, M1119, N779, Ac475: specialization/shift/bleaching in "school" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

43 1774 [I] once more [took to…] once more COCA 4843. S289, F2961, M677, N365, Ac551 - conveys resignation, or repetition - means more 
than the words

23 Complex Adv

43 1775 took to [the stage] [TAKE] to [n*] does not isolate this meaning: gloss would be 'start' or 'adopt': meaning not clear from 
words. Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 392) 

13 PV

43 1776 end-of-year [production] end-of-* COCA for 100 types, 1102 tokens. S148, F102, M202, N204, Ac446: most common is end-of-life : 
end-of-year and end-of-the-year are next (68 and 63 respectively): end of the year is straightforward, but 
this adjective form has lost its article.

3 Complex Adj

43 1777 bemoaning the fact [BEMOAN] the fact COCA 4 types, l87 tokens: S13, F7, M22, N29, Ac16: can bemoan other things too but 
fact is by far the most frequent - next is lack with 31 tokens: express regret (ACOD) 

Affect Indirect 3 Predicate phrase

43 1778 The [real] breakthrough came 
when

Looks straightforward, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1779 in charge of in charge of COCA 6410, S1985, F876, M1107, N1633, Ac809: in * charge of - overall, general, direct, sole, 
proper, perfect… consistent omission of determiner before core noun, contributes contentfully (conveys 
status): PP

1 PP

43 1780 production team Novel coinage in this context, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1781 leading ladies and men leading lady COCA 184. S42, F18, M59, N57, Ac8: leading man COCA 302. S74, F31, M96, N93, Ac8 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "leading"

13 N/NP

43 1782 played a supporting role [PLAY] a supporting role 4 types, 39 tokens: S6, F1, M10, News20, Ac2: combination of [PLAY] a role (COCA 
4 types, 3107 tokens: S513, F62, M757, N578, Ac1197) and supporting role : COCA 219. S47, F9, M59, 
N78, Ac26 - figurative 'play', preference

123 Predicate phrase

43 1783 Then came the day . Then came the day COCA 8. NOT SUPPORTED the day came COCA 112. S19, F52, M19, N16, Ac6: NOT 
INCLUDED, BUT DISCUSS

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

43 1784 in the spotlight in the spotlight COCA 710. S242, F55, M145, N237, Ac31: use of "in" 1 PP

43 1785 no [recollection] at all no * at all COCA for 100 types, 2408 tokens Force 15 QUANT

43 1786 hazy {memories} memor* collocated with hazy at L4, R4 COCA 32. S7, F10, M4, N7, Ac4: MI 5.32: hazy * : hazy light, 
distance, glow, morning, memories…idea, recollection, background, sunlight : 2 distinct groups - in this 
group, figurative "hazy"

14 N/NP



43 1787 played my part [PLAY] * part 7 types 752 tokens. Top play a part 355, played a part 324, played no part 46, play any part 
24. 752. S154, F58, M163, N152, Ac225 - figurative 'play', preference

13 Predicate phrase

43 1788 made all the right moves [MAKE] all the right moves COCA 4 types, 26 tokens. S4, F2, M6, N14, Ac0: [MAKE] the right moves 4 types 
29 tokens: specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

43 1789 no [moves] at all no * at all for 100 types, 2278 tokens. S583, F841, Mag393, News 233, Ac228 Force 15 QUANT

43 1790 As time went on Searching sentence initial. COCA 67. S8, F14, M21, N7, Ac17 - use of "went on" Narrative stage 
marker 

1 Sentence/clause lead in

43 1791 [have all] done well in life [DO] well in life COCA 4 types, 14 tokens: [DO] well COCA 5 types, 8274 tokens: S2580, F969,M1652, 
N2042, Ac1031: form preference (and meaning of "done well")

Judgement 1 DO Predicate phrase

43 1793 [I have] lost more than I 
have gained

Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1794 [various] bits and pieces bits and pieces. 740. S177, F232, M114, N131, Ac86 - coordinated 13 N/NP

43 1795 there is nothing left worth 
taking

nothing worth [v?g*] 41 types, 67 tokens. Ellipsed nothing that is/which is worth taking: S6, F35, M9, N7, 
Ac10. That is COCA 1. which is O. Normal selection (worth seeing, worth looking at), not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1796 These days COCA 16354. S4149, F3246, M4067, N4166, Ac726 - meaning not clear from words State/temporal 
marker

13 Sentence/clause lead in

43 1797 left anything behind [LEAVE] behind COCA 7674. S1461, F1840, M1585, N1609, Ac1179: NB the behind is idiomatic 13 PV

43 1798 [my] walk-ons Australian concise Oxford dictionary 2009, p. 1629 - small parts - you walk on, then walk off Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

43 1799 for {cleaning} purposes VARIABLE COCA for * purposes for 100 types, 4415 tokens. S646, F253, M797, N509, Ac2210: cf for the 
purposes of COCA 916. Looks straightforward, no metaphor, no bleaching…not including 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1800 a running commentary running commentary. COCA 130. S9, F46, M36, News17, Ac22: meaning shift in "running" 13 N/NP

43 1801 [with] great care great care COCA 449. S62, F118, M105, N52, Ac112: specialization/shift/bleaching with "great" Force 13 Intensifying collocation

43 1802 [there really is] nothing else 
[that could possibly go]

nothing else COCA 4424. S874, F1767, M782, N623, Ac378: See Huddleston and Pullum for details 1146: 
"fused determiner-head function" : classifying here as N/NP: substitution there is nothing that could go 
wrong:  there is something that could go wrong: 

13 N/NP

43 1803 take the [final] journey [to 
the furnace]

[TAKE] the final journey COCA 0. [TAKE] collocated with journey: bleaching of "take" : took a 
holiday/break/vacation

13 TAKE Predicate phrase

43 1804 the final journey the final journey COCA 5. Google 3.05 million 10 January 2012: refers to death - metaphor 13 N/NP

43 1805 [to become] nothing but [a 
pile of ashes]

nothing but 8481. S1292, F3887, M1435, N1142, Ac725: equivalent to "only": form, means more/other than 
the words

13 Focusing modifier

43 1806 fond memories memor* collocated with fond at L4, R4 COCA 369. S57, F62, M106, N117, Ac27. MI 7.40: affectionate 
memories 0 PREFERENCE

3 N/NP

43 1807
43 1808
44 1809 NARRATIVES 44: 

This (culinary) life 
by Robin Tiffen

44 1810 [unable] to face [the task] [FACE] VP - problematicizer 13 FACE Predicate phrase

44 1811 no longer no longer COCA 39945. S5247, F9193, M8772, N7633, Ac9100 - form preference 13 Complex Adv

44 1812 [I] put aside [her treasures 
and papers]

[PUT] aside COCA 3 types, 1371 tokens. S320, F275, M306, N260, Ac210: means more/other than the 
words

13 PV

44 1813 sewing patterns paper plans for dressmaking - encyclopaedic, include (not ways of sewing) Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

44 1814 In many ways Sentence initial. . In many ways COCA 648. S106, F53, M198, N105, Ac196 in a lot of ways 471: S271, F31, 
M49, N110, Ac10. many is high in M, Low in F: a lot of is high in N, Low in F.  including because it 
prevaricates - it is not necessary to the reading of the sentence ("In many ways they represent my mother's 
life" - not as strong as "They represent my mother's life")...kind of hedge (in many ways but not in all 
ways...???)

13 Sentence/clause lead in

44 1815 good sense good sense COCA 1227. S250, F308, M287, N202, Ac180: meaning sensible sense - 
specializationk/shift/bleaching in "good" and also "sense"

13 N/NP

44 1816 the 20th century PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

44 1817 rose through the ranks [of] [RISE] through the ranks of COCA 4 types, 25 tokens. 5S, 2F, M8, N6, Ac4. [RISE] through the * of top 4 
slot-fillers are the ranks: [ROSE] through the ranks COCA 130. S28, F15, M29, N48, Ac10: figurative 'rose'

13 Predicate phrase



44 1818 Department of Civil Aviation PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

44 1819 the Australian Women's 
Weekly

Magazine 23 PUBLICATION

44 1820 Margaret Fulton recipes Book 23 PUBLICATION

44 1821 Robert Carrier's 1963 Great 
Dishes of the World

Book 23 PUBLICATION

44 1822 the Australian Dairy Council PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

44 1823 Good Housekeeping Practical 
Picture Cookery

Book 23 PUBLICATION

44 1824 black-and-white 
{photographs}

Not black and white (tones of grey), but this is the preferred term for non-colour photos: never white and 
black - collocates photographs, images, TV, film, movie, picture… as for high-pitched, in-depth, life-
threatening, not-for-profit, recognisable semantic set but within that very broad range of alternatives, 
counting as complex adjective with constraints on N rather than N/NP

23 Complex Adj

44 1825 Women's Methodist Mission PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

44 1826 Inner Wheel PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

44 1827 laying and lighting a fire [LAY] a fire: COCA 3 types, 10 tokens: ARCHAIC? Google suggests "build" would be used now: [LIGHT] a fire 
COCA 253. S32, F91, M60, N55, Ac15: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1828 setting the table Could also use lay the table. [SET] the table 3 types, 317 tokens. S45, F197, M113, N50, Ac12 13 Predicate phrase

44 1829 silence cloth COCA 0. ARCHAIC. Low in Google - it's the felt you put under the tablecloth - stops glasses and cutlery 
making a noise

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

44 1830 golden syrup golden syrup COCA 10. Google 997,000 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_syrup Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

44 1831 scraps of paper  Paper is top, but followed by food, information, fabric, wood…no specialization/shift/bleaching, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1832 phone numbers phone number COCA 3222. S838, F828, M755, N710, Ac91 (*'bring your phone and student numbers': 
'bring your student and house numbers - get an ambiguity with first)

3 N/NP

44 1833 shopping lists shopping list* 3 types, 466 tokens. S49, F66, M228, N108, Ac15: * list : waiting list, wine list, wish list all 
higher than shopping list : *shopping and wine list…'I read my mothers shopping and wish lists' ???? : a list 
of things you need to buy at the shops

3 N/NP

44 1834 long dead long dead 257. S14, F161, M40, N18, Ac24: long said, long favored, long knew, long remained, long denied, 
long held no specialization/shift/bleaching: not including, as before 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1835 electoral campaigns electoral campaigns COCA 19. electoral campaign 39. electoral campaign* 3 types, 60 tokens. S10, F0, M6, 
N6, Ac38: * campaign collocates Bush, Clinton, election, Gore, ad, presidential, her, political, obama, 
military, bombing, national… no specialization/shift/bleaching: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1836 friends and family friends and family 2121: S485, F160, M712, N573, Ac191. family and friends 2652. Not a coordinated 
binomial, OPEN CHOICE (but frequent): relatives and friends 391: friends and relatives 708: no 
specialization/shift/bleaching: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1837 family meals [together] family meals 86. S4, F6, M44, N26, Ac6: restaurant meals, romantic meals, tv meals : no 
specialization/shift/bleaching: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1837 try {some} out Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs 1989, p. 416 123 PV

44 1838 put [my own recipes] aside 
[for future reference]

[PUT] aside COCA 3 types, 1371 tokens. S320, F275, M306, N260, Ac210: means more/other than the 
words

13 PV

44 1839 for future reference  for future reference COCA 80. S6, F18, M23, N6, Ac27 : for reference in the future COCA 0 - preference 3 PP

44 1840
45 1841 NARRATIVES 45: 

This (working) life
45 1842 a while ago a while ago COCA 403. S193, F122, M55, N25, Ac8: a * ago : can also have a childhood ago….LDCE has a 

list of instructions regarding "ago": don't use a preposition (at, in, on), don't use 'since' or 'before' with ago, 
use the past tense, not the present tense, with 'ago'... 

3 Complex Adv

45 1843 50-year-old [splits] Conventionalized for age 3 Complex Adj

45 1844 barbed wire barbed wire COCA 1002. S137, F372, M252, N159, Ac82 - very specific type of barbing Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

45 1845 new to [the area] new to the area COCA 35. S3, F10, M8, N9, Ac5 : meaning did not know the area/hadn't lived there for long - 
means more/other than the words, and preferenced form

23 Complex Adj



45 1846 [village] bulletin board bulletin board COCA 938. S82, F250, M263, N204, Ac139: where people put for sale notices, or notices 
about local events

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

45 1847 showed up [at the house] COCA 5 types, 17797 tokens. S4789, F4093, M3965, N4121, Ac829: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

45 1848 [where he had been] less 
than {articulate}

[BE] less than [j*] COCA for 100 types, 490 tokens. S79, F53, M131, N97, Ac130: ATTITUDE IN SLOT - 
honest, ideal, enthusiastic, perfect, ideal, pleased, [expected]… means more/other than the words

13 Focusing modifier

45 1849 [He was] in fact [an 
experienced fencing 
contractor]

in fact COCA 75824. S28495, F8634, M15147, N8465, Ac15092: means more/other than words (may not be 
a fact) - stopper

Stop 13 Interpolation

45 1850 hard work hard work, easy work, daily work…However in the context of 'academic' work, hard work and difficult work 
would be the same thing: here hard means physically demanding - specialization/shift in "hard"

13 N/NP

45 1851 A long history [of 
horticulture]

a long history of COCA 846. S157, F25, M158, N201, Ac305: long history 1781. S323, F70, M332, N376, 
Ac680: a short history of COCA 83 refers to short written histories - not the same meaning. In this context 
means 'a lot of experience of…' meaning not clear from words

Force 
(temporal)

13 N/NP

45 1852 [and] carried out [like an 
elegant dance]

Difficult to access PV and avoid V + preposition - frequencies therefore not available: Collins Cobuild 
dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 42)

13 PV

45 1853 not only  not only 64242. S13089, F4844, M14789, N9818, Ac21702 NB missing "but also" DISCUSS 5 CORRELATING

45 1854 [efficiency of production] as 
well as {aesthetic beauty}

as well as COCA 75459: S7636, F4710, M17948, N13196, Ac31969: as mentioned before: object of previous 
clause must be in the same semantic set as the complement of as well as, but at opposite ends. Here  "her 
beautiful and vibrant years as well as the bitter end" - internal

135 Coordinating

45 1855 a {job} well done a job well done COCA 190. S28, F47, M51, N43, Ac21: a * well done top slot-filler job (190), then next little 
3. So very strong bonding: a task well done COCA 0. a job well done 190: a deed well done 3: a project well 
done 1… Same pattern as a life well-lived - small group of post-positive adjectives

34 N/NP

45 1856 the stay brace stay brace COCA 0. Technical in-term Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

45 1857 [is placed] just so just so . COCA 193. S13, F115, M35, N19, Ac11 - meaning not clear from the words Focus 13 Complex Adv

45 1858 the strainer tops COCA 0. Technical in-term Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
45 1859 bobcat ballet Novel combination.  NOT INCLUDED NOT INCLUDED NOT 

INCLUDED
NOT INCLUDED

45 1860 not just…but not just collocated with but at L4, R4 COCA 6020, S2026, F663, M1411, N1061, Ac859 Force 5 CORRELATING

45 1861 the best of {days} the best of days COCA 14.  the best of times 299.S75, F62, M82, N59, Ac21 - evokes sentimentality Appreciation 134 N/NP

45 1862 come out [COME] out COCA 6 tyes, 47276 types- difficult to isolate PV so frequencies indicative only S20686, F11827, 
M6273, N6742, Ac1748 - V plus preposition - Not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

45 1863 a hard day's work a hard day's work COCA 56. S7, F27, M15, N3, Ac4 - combination says more than words Appreciation 13 N/NP

45 1864 "Really good weather for it" with no anaphoric referent. Usually "good day for it" or "lovely weather for it", "it" being non-specific. Can't 
find support - very much spoken and not written. the "it" is completely non-specific. Included with 
reservations - used often in Australia and possibly in UK too? Variation would be 'nice day for it' ...

Appreciation 13 ENTIRE

45 1864 a long smile COCA 2. Not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

45 1865 no longer no longer 39945. S5247, F9193, M8772, N7633, Ac9100: preference 13 Complex Adv

45 1866 honest labour honest labor COCA 20. S1, F9, M4, N3, Ac3. Not supported in Google. What is "honest" labour? (Can't have 
dishonest labour…) Means you work hard, just do it …include with reservations

Appreciation 13 N/NP

45 1867 [respect for honest labour, of] 
personal attention

 Free combination, two distinct usages - 1 relating to the actor giving attention, and the other relating to the 
nature of the attention being given : not supported

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

45 1868 honest work honest work COCA 82. S10, F42, M13, N9, Ac8 - as above Appreciation 13 N/NP

45 1869
46 1870 NARRATIVES 46: 

This (25 words or 
less) life 

46 1871 25 words or less competitions 25 words or less - meaning 'say in 25 words or less why…' encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

46 1872 25WOL 25 Words or Less 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1873 clearly recall clearly [recall] COCA 23. S1, F8, M9, N4, Ac1. specialization/shift/bleaching with "clearly" Force 13 Intensifying collocation

46 1874 proof of purchase proof of purchase COCA 11. Google 9.26 million 10 January 2012 : this form preferred, means your receipt, 
or similar

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP



46 1875 long odds long odds COCA 127. S18, F20, M34, N49, Ac6 and short odds specialization/shift/bleaching in "long" and 
"short" 

13 N/NP

46 1876 woke up [to] COCA 6 types, 886 tokens. S228, F213, M233, N168, Ac44: literal idiomatic split: meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

46 1877 creative writing creative writing COCA 548. S39, F162, M57, N149, Ac141: preferred form for genre identification: 
imaginitive writing is descriptive. 

3 N/NP

46 1878 [drawn] at random [DRAW] at random 1 type (drawn at random) 2 tokens. Google 3.06 million 10 January 2012 with 
Dicitonary.com definition: expression  is at random - form

13 PP

46 1879 {This was} more like it . This [BE] more like it 2 types, 9 tokens. Google 157 million 10 January 2012: can also get sounds more like 
it, seems more like it etc . more like it . COCA 215. S14, F118, M46, N34, Ac3 - often here 'That's more like 
it'

Appreciation 13 ENTIRE

46 1880 More so perhaps [for 
competition promoters]…

. More so COCA 61. S10, F16, M14, N7, Ac14: More so perhaps COCA 5: "More so perhaps" Google 14.2 
million 20 March 2012

13 Sentence/clause lead in

46 1881 [despite conditions] such as 
{limiting entries…}

Second slot-filler hyponymous - internal 135 Coordinating

46 1882 {one} per {person} Conventionalized way of quantifying - include with quantifiers 3 QUANT

46 1883 I {often} wonder I often wonder COCA 102. S23, F24, M28, N18, Ac9 from I wonder : preferred to I frequently wonder (COCA 
1) and break in pattern (he often wonders COCA 4)

3 Sentence/clause lead in

46 1884 subject to scrutiny [SUBJECT] to scrutiny 4 types, 41 tokens: S8, F2, M7, N5, Ac19. [SUBJECT] to examination 2 types, 6 
tokens: adj and preposition combination, subject to change, review, editing, approval…no obvious pattern: 
no specialization/shift/bleaching: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

46 1885 [chance] plays no part [PLAY] no part COCA 3 types, 79 tokens. S12, F17, M12, N20, Ac18: [do] not play a part COCA 3 types, 4 
tokens - figurative 'play'

13 Predicate phrase

46 1886 There's no point  there's no point 411.  S84, F180, M84, N55, Ac8, what's the point, do you have a point, the point is : but 
NB "There's a point" - meaning is not opposite. Unbalanced pair. 

13 Sentence/clause lead in

46 1887 [There's no point dwelling on 
this,] of course

of course 104551. S37445, F27828, M17013, N10049, Ac12216 Agree 13 END

46 1888 The judge's decision is final COCA 1. 501,000 Google 10 January 2012. decision is final COCA 20. The decision is final, My decision is 
final…

23 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

46 1889 no correspondence will be 
entered into

Formulaic in this context. 23 PRAGMATIC FORMULA

46 1890 and all that Searching and all that . COCA 785. S402, F242, M68, N65, Ac8: meaning not clear from the words 13 END

46 1891 the terms and conditions terms and conditions COCA 171. S35, F6, M25, N27, Ac78: conditions and terms 6 3 N/NP

46 1892 On average [I produce 2 or 3 
25WOL a week]

on average COCA 4651. S551, F54, M1434, N930, Ac1681 - external (referring to numerical average) External 13 Sentence/clause lead in

46 1893 25WOL 25 Words or Less 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1894 [by] SMS Short Messaging Service - always used as SMS 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1895 snail mail snail mail COCA 81. S13, F9, M28, N20, Ac11 - figurative, means more/other than the words Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

46 1896 [ranging] from…to from….to correlative 5 CORRELATING

46 1897 premium wine/s premium wine COCA 23, premium wines COCA 15. Total S1, F0, M7, N28, Ac2: 4.58 million Google 16 March 
2012. Very, very expensive wine - specialization/shift/bleachign in "premium"

13 N/NP

46 1898 [It may] come as no surprise [COME] as no surprise COCA 4 types, 653 tokens. S77, F41, M199, N160, Ac176: figurative movement MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

46 1899 given away [my fair share of 
the latter]

[GIVE] away 5 types, 3077 tokens. S733, F557, M771, N744, Ac272: use of "away" 13 PV

46 1900 {my} fair share fair share COCA 993. S259, F102, M209, N272, Ac151 - top collocates feature possessive pronoun - 
preference, and evokes Attitude

13 N/NP

46 1901 the former…the latter the former collocated with latter at L4, R4: COCA 840. S13, F57, M172, N70, Ac528 5 CORRELATING

46 1902 Hope burns eternal COCA 1. Hope springs eternal 62. Approximation. S21, F14, M11, N14, Ac2 X DISCUSS BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

46 1903 [I experience the odd hiatus] 
, of course

of course 104551. S37445, F27828, M17013, N10049, Ac12216 Agree 13 END

46 1904 tertiary study tertiary study COCA 0. Australian term? Google 198,000 11 November 2012 - not supported, not included: t NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



46 1905 last year last year 57396. S10139, F2447, M13069, N29566, Ac2175: NB last year, last month, last week, *last day, 
*last hour, last second (different meaning) - unpredictable discontinuity

3 Complex Adv

46 1906 [curb] {my} habit [CURB] * habit COCA 3 types, 3 tokens. [CURB] collcoated with habit 4 types: NO SUPPORT NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

46 1907 [Harry], of course, [now 
features…]

of course 104551. S37445, F27828, M17013, N10049, Ac12216 Agree 13 Interpolation

46 1908 25WOL 25 Words or Less 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1909 stokes the fire [STOKE] the fire COCA 60. S6, F36, M8, N8, Ac2: NB very high fiction, low others: other possible collocates 
are flames, stove, furnace, coals, embers… normal selection restrictions in literal usage, but here used 
figuratively

1 Predicate phrase

46 1910 as if [this were really 
necessary]

as if COCA 73883. S4530, F47591, M10146, N6280, Ac5336: see Huddleston & Pullum (2002, p. 962) 13 Complex Conj

46 1911 in the offing in the offing COCA 315. S46, F45, M78, N65, Ac81: meaning not clear from words 13 PP

46 1912 25WOL 26 Words or Less 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1913 It's likely [a means to] It's likely a COCA 9 types. Of these, 5 follow this usage. The rest are It's likely x will y pattern. Low 
frequency:Google  10.9 million 28 March 2013 - including this pattern. Include

13 Sentence/clause lead in

46 1914 mine data [MINE] data COCA 8, all this usage. Adaptation of data mining, defined in Wikipedia. ALLOW - meaning shift 
in progress, especially with Google's new search engine structure

13 Predicate phrase

46 1915 marketing campaigns advertising campaign, fund-raising campaign no specialization/shift/bleaching: not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

46 1916 corporate growth strategy No support. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

46 1917 odds heavily stacked against [STACK] against collocated with odds at L4, R4 COCA 59. S10, F4, M24, N12, Ac2. MI 11.14. With heavily, 
occurrences fall to 8, MI 13.07 - almost always passive - transfer from gambling vocab

13 Predicate phrase

46 1918 25WOL 27 Words or Less 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1919 with {my} eyes (wide) open with * eyes wide open COCA 7 types, 72 tokens. S13, F30, M15, N11, Ac3: figurative  usage here Affect Indirect 13 PP

46 1920 bless them Searching , bless them . To get this usage. COCA 2, both Magazine. , bless * . COCA 6 types, 33 tokens. You 
12, him 9, her 7, them 2, America 2, us 1. S10, F18, M4, N1, Ac0 - means more/other than the words

Indirect Affect 13 ENTIRE

46 1921 25WOL 28 Words or Less 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1922 [about where they might 
acquire more of] one thing or 
another

one thing or another COCA 112. S42, F32, M16, N15, Ac7 - evokes generality - preference General 13 N/NP

46 1923 It matters not . It matters not COCA 22. S0, F3, M9, N1, Ac9 - fixed form 13 Sentence/clause lead in

46 1924 or,] in {my} case, [limited 
opportunity to write nano-
pieces]

in my case COCA 807. S320, F165, M169, N78, Ac75 - use of "in" Engagement 13 Interpolation

46 1925 .Such is [the nature of 
friends] 

Searching . Such is 420, S13, F46, M146, N52, Ac163 13 Sentence/clause lead in

46 1926 25WOL 29 Words or Less 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1927 honing {their} ({nano-
literary}) skills to {a fine art}

[HONE] collocated with skills at L4, R4: COCA 536. S30, F39, M232, N147, Ac88: can also hone his game, 
craft… but skills dominates. Comes from sharpening tools. 

34 Predicate phrase

46 1928 a fine art a fine art COCA 57. S10, F8, M16, N14, Ac9: specialization/shift/bleaching in "fine" 13 N/NP

46 1929 ekeing out a {living} [EKE] out 2 types, 223 tokens. S19, F33, M64, N74, Ac33 [see Sinclair for full details of this EUM - extends 
left as well as right] 

Extension 13 PV

46 1930 [souls] such as {me} Second slot-filler hyponymous 135 Coordinating

47 1931 NARRATIVES 47: 
This (bloody) life

47 1932 all my life all my life COCA 1606. S485, F560, M234, N277, Ac50 - preference, encoding Force 13 Complex Adv

47 1933 [I] came across [blood types] Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 55) 13 PV

47 1934 blood types blood types COCA 58. S16, F13, M11, N10, Ac8 - e.g. type O, type B etc - means more than the words 
suggest

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP



47 1935 O positive Technical in-term - NB 'blood' is elipsed 23 Complex Adj

47 1936 A negative Technical in-term - NB 'blood' is elipsed 23 Complex Adj

47 1937 called up [to the hospital] [CALL] up COCA 4 types, 2950 tokens. S865, F894, M514, N511, Ac166: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

47 1937 giving blood [GIVE] blood COCA 5 types, 206 tokens: S77, F32, M43, N42, Ac12 - means more/other than the words 23 Predicate phrase

47 1938 by today's standards by today's standards COCA 181. S11, F11, M63, N53, Ac43 - form/preference (by yesterday's standards?) 3 PP

47 1939 Blood Bank COCA 140. S37, F32, M36, N31, Ac4: shift in "bank", also encyclopaedic - generic, not counting as proper 
noun

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

47 1940 US Surgeon General JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

47 1941 a health hazard health hazard COCA 246. S50, F13, M66, N61, Ac56: preferred form - a health and car hazard? NB 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "hazard"

13 N/NP

47 1943 Blood Bank COCA 140. S37, F32, M36, N31, Ac4: shift in "bank", also encyclopaedic - generic, not counting as proper 
noun

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

47 1944 sold the idea [of] [SELL] collocated with idea at R4, L4: COCA 357. S73, F51, M113, N97, Ac23. Figurative "sell" 13 Predicate phrase

47 1945 the Jaycees Club PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

47 1945 donating blood [DONATE] collocated with blood at up to R4, L4: COCA 184: S58, F9, M48, N55, Ac14. Low F, Ac - means 
more than the words

23 Predicate phrase

47 1946 STD [check] Sexually Transmitted Diseases 13 ABBREVIATION

47 1947 dragging [donors with rare 
blood groups] out of [pubs]

[DRAG] * out of 88 types, 272 tokens. S25, F161, M48, N34, Ac4L literal/ idiomatic split - not literal here 13 PV

47 1948 For some time [the Red Cross 
didn't want me because…]

Searching sentence initial. . For some time COCA 133. S9, F50, M41, N3, Ac30 - meaning for a significant 
period of time not for an amount of time. 

13 Sentence/clause lead in

47 1949 Red Cross PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

47 1950 Then came Searching sentence initial. .Then came COCA 1096. S111, F301, M378, N246, Ac60: marks introduction of 
significant event - NARRATIVE MARKER? Movement

Narrative stage 
marker

13 Sentence/clause lead in

47 1951 AIDS Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 13 ABBREVIATION

47 1952 SARS Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 13 ABBREVIATION

47 1953 STDs Sexually Transmitted Diseases 13 ABBREVIATION

47 1954 bird flu bird flu COCA 447. S274: F13, M84, N67, Ac9. Counting as proper noun Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

47 1955 mad cows reference to mad cows' disease: mad cow 433. S184, F19, M98, N98, Ac34: counting as proper noun Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

47 1956 dengue fever COCA 87. S4, F10, M29, N17, Ac27: counting as proper noun Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

47 1957 clean living clean living COCA 45. S5, F4, M21, N13, Ac2 - means living a healthy life - specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"clean"

13 N/NP

47 1958 travel destinations travel destination* 3 types, 59 tokens. Plural 29, singular 29, noise 1. S8, F1, M21, N21, Ac8: journey 
destination 0: preferred form

3 N/NP

47 1959 back on [the donating] track derived from back on track: COCA 838. S275, F86, M212, N228, Ac37 - but novel here, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

47 1959 having operations [HAVE] an operation COCA 5 types, 122 tokens: include as HAVE Predicate phrase 3 HAVE Predicate phrase

47 1960 red cells red cells COCA 104. S17, F10, M30, N6, Ac41. Reduced form of red blood cells. Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

47 1961 [literally] brought roses to my 
cheeks

Mix of brought a smile to my face :  [BRING] roses to * cheeks COCA 0. cheeks collocated with roses at L4, 
R4 14. MI 5.46: S1, F11, M1, N1, Ac0: literally is a focusing modifier often used with idioms (where it really 
can't be literally): ROSIE CHEEKS

X Discuss but 
do not count

X Discuss but 
do not count

X Discuss but do not 
count

47 1962 Up to the present Searching sentence initial . Up to the present COCA 6. Non sentence initial COCA 123. S15, F9, M27, N6, 
Ac66: cf up to now *up to present: FRAME up to {number, date, time, month} - NB from past (down) to 
present (up)

Temporal 13 Sentence/clause lead in

47 1963 red cells red cells COCA 104. S17, F10, M30, N6, Ac41. Reduced form of red blood cells. 12 N/NP

47 1964 a good citizen a good citizen COCA 195. S43, F45, M29, N33, Ac45 - an exellent citizen 1: a model citizen 38 : the concept 
of 'a good citizen' socioculturally defined - means more than words suggest

Judgement 1 N/NP

47 1965 a bit over a [year] Not including -a bit isn't specialised or bleached… NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

47 1966 and at the {rate} {I'm} going at the rate * [BE] going COCA 22 types, 54 tokens. S12, F18, Mag10, N12, Ac2 - pref for continuous 34 Sentence/clause lead in



47 1967 [I'll soon be well] in deficit in deficit COCA 135. S84, F1, M13, N26, Ac11: container "in" 13 PP

47 1968 a Sri Lankan [colleague] Place name used adjectivally - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

47 1969 to wish {me} well wish * well 33 types, 368 tokens. S182, F67, Mag45, News63, Ac11 - meaning not clear from words 13 Predicate phrase

47 1970 Blood Bank COCA 140. S37, F32, M36, N31, Ac4: shift in "bank", also encyclopaedic - generic, not counting as proper 
noun

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

47 1972 [I can't do much for you] at 
the moment

at the moment COCA 6954. S2951, F1645, M895, N827, Ac636 NB at the moment is now and at the time is 
in the past

13 PP

47 1973 the Red Cross PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

47 1974 short of {blood} short adj + prep not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

47 1974 donating blood [DONATE] collocated with blood at up to R4, L4: COCA 184: S58, F9, M48, N55, Ac14. Low F, Ac - means 
more than the words

23 Predicate phrase

47 1975 many and varied many and varied COCA 97. S3, F3, M31, N10, Ac50: varied and many 2 - preference 3 Complex Adj

47 1976
48 1977 NARRATIVES 48: 

This (crocheting) life

48 1978 come from a family of [come] from a family of COCA 4 types, 154 tokens. S34, F14, M42, N46, Ac18: figurative "come" MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

48 1979 (she was) the second eldest the second eldest|oldest COCA 2 types, 54 tokens. oldest 46 tokens, eldest 8. S5, F13, M16, N14, Ac6: NB 
eldest implies three or more - including for that reason

13 N/NP

48 1980 to pull their weight [PULL] * weight COCA 29 types, 115 tokens. Some noise. S15, F24, Mag47, N18, F11 - figurative 13 Predicate phrase

48 1981 [had] a baby on her hip baby on * hip COCA 7 types, 30 tokens: S3, F19, M2, N5, Ac1 "baby on * hip" Google 28.3 million 25 March 
2012. Refers to a particular practice of resting a baby on the hip bone: allow - evokes stage of life

Judgement 13 N/NP

48 1982 before and after [school] Reflects external temporal order, no specialization/shift/bleaching: not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

48 1983 one [hip] {lower} than [the 
other]

Pattern - one {NP} -er than the other – appraisal in first slot 3 Comparative Correlative

48 1984 packed {her} bag(s) packed her bags COCA 37 types, 389 tokens. S96, F101, M95, Mag87, Ac10. Some noise ("pack goody 
bags"). Literal/idiomatic split - but vast majority this meaning - leave with some anger, in a sudden way.

Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

48 1985 draped silk chiffon Technical in-term Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

48 1986 [cut] on the bias [CUT] on the bias COCA 9. on the bias COCA 39. S6, F3, M12, N15, Ac3: meaning not clear from the words 13 PP

48 1987 well-known COCA 6348. S1137, F440, M1495, N1330, Ac1946 - preference 13 Complex Adj

48 1988 regular customers regular customer* COCA 2 types, 227 tokens. S31, F55, M47, N81, Ac13 - in the sense of faithful, frequent 
etc … specialization in "regular"

13 N/NP

48 1989 draped chiffon Technical in-term Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

48 1990 well-suited COCA 284. S17, F14, M100, N77, Ac76 - preference 13 Complex Adj

48 1991 the fuller figure fuller figure COCA 6. Google 815,000 11 January 2012. ALLOW… means bigger, fatter … 
specialization/shift/bleacing in "fuller"

13 N/NP

48 1992 on the bias on the bias COCA 39. S6, F3, M12, N15, Ac3: meaning not clear from the words 13 PP

48 1993 bride-to-be bride-to-be COCA 142. S23, F41, M31, N43, Ac4: preferred form - person who is going to be married 13 N/NP

48 1994 on the front of on the front of - equally opposite the front of, at the front of …no specialization/shift/bleaching: not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

48 1995 [when I] stood up [STAND] up COCA 4 types, 16855 tokens: S4328, F7625, M2314, N1905, Ac683: use of "up" 13 PV

48 1996 good with {my} hands good with * hands 5 types, 50 tokens. S2, F34, M5, N4, Ac5 - meaning able to make things (not clear from 
the words)

Judgement 134 Complex Adj

48 1997 a graphic artist graphic artist COCA 133. S15, F11, M41, N52, Ac14: defined in ACOD as "person engaged in the graphic 
arts" and then graphic arts defined as "the visual and technical arts involving design, writing, drawing, 
printing, etc" 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

48 1998 [she started] to go blind [GO] blind COCA 5 types, 334 tokens. S60, F158, M47, N55, Ac14 - go blind, go deaf, go lame…use of "go" 13 Predicate phrase

48 1999 found [sewing]{difficult} [FIND] * difficult 85 types, 1370 tokens. S143, F242, M331, N205, Ac449: topice in slot, plus ATTITUDE: 
figurative "find"

13 FIND Predicate phrase



48 2000 "that's it" Searching sentence initial . That's it for this usage. COCA 1481. S955, F291, M119, N102, Ac14 - meaning 
not clear from the words

13 ENTIRE

48 2001 a granny flat granny flat COCA 2. 2.8 million Google 11 January 2012 - not just for grannies, but for visitors generally…but 
often used by elderly parents who need to live with someone for extra support (but maintain some 
independence) - specialization/shift/bleaching in "granny"

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

48 2002 at the rear of COCA 444. S14, F249, M102, N55, Ac24 HIGH FICTION - definite article required (cf in front of), no 
bleaching/shift/specialisation, can have adjective after first prep (COCA 27), final PP can be dropped - 
contributes content, PP not PNP

13 PP

48 2003 [had to] go into care [go] into care COCA 2 types, 2 tokens. Google 3.15 million 11 January 2012: be put in care…V + PREP 
combinatin, but including because of encyclopaedic knowledge built in to the PC - go into a nursing home 
because you cannot perform basic everyday tasks associated with normal life - too ill, or mentally fragile

Encyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

48 2004 [knitting] by ear by ear COCA 268. S50, F41, M34, N28, Ac115 - meaning not clear from words 13 PP

48 2005 shortly before shortly before COCA 1933. S307, F238, M487, N618, Ac283: soon before COCA 42 PREFERENCE: shortly 
after COCA 6311. soon after COCA 5043. Unbalanced pair with before.

Force 13 Complex Adv

48 2006 By this stage By this stage COCA 17. Google 66.5 million 11 January 2012 cf by that stage  - NB Robin Lakoff etc on 'this' 
and 'that'

Stage marker 13 Sentence/clause lead in

48 2007 in [a] foetal position foetal position COCA 1. in a foetal position given within the definition of foetal in Cobuild Dictionary: in the 
foetal position 340,000 Google 11 January 2012. Google 189,000 foetal position. Evokes return to primitive 
stage.  

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

48 2008 as if [she were crocheting] as if COCA 73883. S4530, F47591, M10146, N6280, Ac5336: see Huddleston & Pullum (2002, p. 962) 13 Complex Conj

49 2009 NARRATIVES 49 : 
This (abandoned) 
life

49 2010 [Many animals are] brought 
in

COCA 4 types, 11750 tokens. S3876, F1693, M2122, N3019, Ac1040: fails unstressed personal pronoun test - 
PV

13 PV

49 2011 [some] go on to [GO] on to COCA 4 types, 9938 tokens. S2338, F1119, M2269, N2216, Ac1996: meaning not clear from 
words - figurative "go"

13 PV

49 2012 blue heeler border collie cross xxx + cross means half blue heeler, half border collie - evokes range of understandings about those breeds in 
Australian context - classifying as proper noun

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

49 2013 handing over [HAND] over COCA 4 types 5700 tokens. S746, F3134, M704, N800, Ac315 - some noise (with your hand 
over your heart). Handing over 398. S93, F86, M78, N98, Ac43: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

49 2014 driving off [DRIVE] off COCA 5 types, 1755 tokens. S176, F971, M294, N258, Ac56: use of "off" 13 PV

49 2015 [in his white] pick-up "small open motor truck" Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary 2009, p. 1074 - generic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

49 2016 [looked] long and hard [LOOK] long and hard 4 types, 43 tokens. S13, F14, M8, N8, Ac0: long and hard COCA 661. S152, F204, 
M131, N132, Ac42: [v*] long and hard COCA for 100 types, 489 tokens. Slot-fillers are [think], [work], 
[fight], [look], [struggle], [labor], [debate] … anything that you can do "long and hard". If you use hard and 
long (COCA 55), the hard has to collocate with the verb (eg work hard and long).

Judgement, 
Indirect Affect

13 Complex Adv

49 2017 settled down [SETTLE] down 4 types, 2683 tokens: S342, F1240, M565, N392, Ac144: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

49 2018 [never] taking {his} eyes off 
[the entrance to the shelter]

[TAKE] * eyes off COCA 30 types, 778 tokens. S67, Fiction 563, Mag92, News 47, Ac9: almost always 
preceded by modal expressing difficulty, or a negative (without), or a modal of obligation (had to) expressing 
difficulty or reluctance: bleaching of "take"

Extension 134 TAKE Predicate phrase

49 2019 [visitors] came and went [COME] and [GO] 11 types, 3080 tokens. S498, F1186, M592, N591, Ac213 : although this reflects normal 
order of things, the PC means more than the words: it conveys repetition and numbers over time  - 
transience

13 Predicate phrase

49 2020 as {deeply} as [this one] as … as frame - ATTITUDE in first slot J/A vehicle 345 Comparative Correlative

49 2021 . One day Narrative transition. Searching sentence initial . One day COCA 3342. S271, F1371, M993, N459, Ac248 - not 
quantitative "one"

Stage/temporal 13 Sentence/clause lead in

49 2022 [a motorhome] pulled in [Pull] in 4 types, 2027 tokens. S285, F696, Mag516, N412, Ac118: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

49 2023 [she didn't] make [the usual] 
noises

[MAKE] collocated with noise COCA 3 types 2774 tokens. S474, F1486, M425, N293, Ac96: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

49 2024 [quietly] passed along [, 
looking at the animals]

[PASS] along 4 types, 1138 tokens. S180, F204, M343, N291, Ac120: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

49 2025 [her eyes] settled on Sam Verb + preposition not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



49 2026 took no notice [of her] [TAKE] no notice 5 types, 140 tokens. S3, F109, M15, N4, Ac9: bleaching of "take" 13 TAKE Predicate phrase

49 2027 [she stared at him] for a long 
time

for a long time COCA 9518. S3231, F2928, M1301, N1338, Ac720, for a short time, *for a medium time…can 
only be long or short???

3 PP

49 2028 [then,] for a moment, [their 
eyes made contact]

for a moment  COCA 15476. S1731, F11577, M1194, N525, Ac449 for a second, for a minute, for an hour, 
for a week: no specialization/shift/bleaching: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

49 2029 [their eyes] made contact eyes [MAKE] contact not supported (COCA 3). [MAKE] contact COCA 4 types, 1080 tokens. S212, F329, 
M254, N137, Ac148: specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate phrase

49 2030 brought him in COCA 4 types, 11750 tokens. S3876, F1693, M2122, N3019, Ac1040: fails unstressed personal pronoun test - 
PV

13 PV

49 2031 Then one day Searching sentence initial . Then one day to get this usage. COCA 376. S38, F179, Mag111, N37, Ac11 - not 
quantitative "one"

Stage/temporal 13 Sentence/clause lead in

49 2032 come back [COME] back COCA 47706. S22367, F13639, M4614, N5961, Ac1125: use of "back" 13 PV

49 2033 love and care COCA 127. S35, F17, M35, N22, Ac18. care and love COCA 24 - preferred order (but not quite coordinated 
binomial)

3 N/NP

49 2034 [the white] pick-up "small open motor truck" Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary 2009, p. 1074 - generic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

49 2035 [shying away terrified] at the 
last moment [if it…]

at the last moment COCA 436. S58, F231, M62, N45, Ac40: at the last minute, *at the last hour Force 13 PP

49 2036 all {I} can do all * [CAN] do COCA 59 types, 1280 tokens: S356, F395, Mag215, N262, Ac52: all * can say/see/eat : no 
specialization/shift/bleaching: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

49 2037 [stay] close by ({me}) close by [ppx*] 14 types, 38 tokens: S0, F27, M5, N4, Ac2: preference 13 Complex Adv

49 2038 day and night day and night COCA 1551. S322, F520, M315, N237, Ac157: night and day 667: meaning all the time  - 
meaning not clear from words

Force 13 Complex Adv

49 2039 brought him into [the office] COCA 4 types, 11750 tokens. S3876, F1693, M2122, N3019, Ac1040: fails unstressed personal pronoun test - 
PV

13 PV

49 2040 [never] taking {his} eyes off 
[Theresa]

[TAKE] * eyes off COCA 30 types, 778 tokens. S67, Fiction 563, Mag92, News 47, Ac9: almost always 
preceded by modal expressing difficulty, or a negative (without), or a modal of obligation (had to) expressing 
difficulty or reluctance; : bleaching of "take"

134 TAKE Predicate phrase

49 2041 {never} leaving {her} side [LEAVE] * side 36 types, 136 tokens. S20, F66, Mag33, News12, Ac5: some noise: this usage often preceded 
by modal expressing reluctance, inability - can't, won't - or negativity - didn't: doesn't literally refer to 
someone's side -means stay close - indirect affect - the dog was frightened

Affect Indirect 14 Predicate phrase

49 2042 drove off [DRIVE] off 5 types, 1755 tokens. S176, F971, M294, N258, Ac56 13 PV

49 2043 time and effort COCA 725. S88, F65, M177, N110, Ac285: effort and time 21 - preferred form 3 N/NP

49 2044 [the time and effort that must 
have] gone into [developing 
this new relationship…]

Hard to search in COCA, Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 140): means more/other than 
the owrds 

13 PV

49 2045 [loyalty] between [a woman] 
and [her dog]

Internal 5 CORRELATING

50 2046 NARRATIVES 50: 
This (parking) life 

50 2047 [done] {my} share [of] [DO] * share of 33 types, 114 tokens. S19, F40, M31, N16, Ac8: have * share of, see * share of, * always 
possessive pronoun: but can also be 'had my share of', or 'seen my share of': PC is possessive pronoun and 
noun. Not used with definite or indefinite article in this usage. Extra loading - Judgement (means I've done a 
signficant amount of something possibly not particularly pleasant)

Judgement 34 N/NP

50 2048 waiting around [WAIT] around 4 types, 435 tokens. S97, F160, M90, N73, Ac15: use of "around" 13 PV

50 2049 {I1} found {myself1} * [FIND] [ppx*] COCA for 100 types, 14034 tokens. S1856, F4749, Mag3471, News2280, Ac1678: figurative 
"find", coreferential

13 FIND Predicate phrase

50 2050 race off [RACE] off COCA 4 types 181 tokens. S14, F104, M44, N17, Ac2: use of "off" 13 PV

50 2051 parking inspector parking inspector COCA 0. Google 856,000 March 8 2012 3 JOB TITLE

50 2052 pay station pay station COCA 3. I would  call it a parking meter…but pay station is represented in Google (1.03 million 8 
March 2012) INCLUDE - specialization/shift/bleaching in "station"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

50 2053 between [8am] and [8pm] Adding to correlative group for discussion/comparison; cf from … to 5 CORRELATING



50 2054 plastic cards plastic cards COCA 28: often in Perth people refer simply to "plastic" ('I'll put it on the plastic'). Credit cards: 
not included here - probably a novel usage based on the single-word "plastic" 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

50 2055 paper money paper money COCA 151. S20, F48, M34, N23, Ac26. Means notes as opposed to coins (it isn't paper any 
more, it's now plastic)

13 N/NP

50 2056 of no {value} of no value COCA 61. S11, F8, M8, N11, Ac23: of no importance, of no consequence, of no interest, of no 
concern, significance, account … of no [APPRECIATION] FRAME

134 PP

50 2057 [I] counted out {85c in coins} [COUNT] out 4 types, 446 tokens. S42, F233, M69, N85, Ac17: use of "out" 13 PV

50 2058 [I counted out 85c] in coins in coins COCA 26 - S2, F9, M5, N7, Ac3…meaning everything I counted was a coin.  NB noise in COCA 
("tourists tossed in coins") … allow despite this. 

13 PP

50 2059 What to do? Searching sentence entire: . What to do ? COCA 103. S9, F20, M50, N15, Ac9. Means more than the words 13 ENTIRE

50 2060 inner voice inner voice 209. S14, F82, M65, N19, Ac29 - figurative "inner" and (perhaps) "voice" 13 N/NP

50 2061 the centre tray COCA 0. By this stage the reader is situated in the car, so this makes sense in that context but there is no 
support - it appears not to be a MWE

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

50 2062 loose change loose change COCA 147. S11, F81, M37, N15, Ac3 refers to coins - specialization/shift/bleaching in "loose" 13 N/NP

50 2063 Next came COCA 295. S17, F91, M107, N61, Ac19: [come] movement again Movement 13 Sentence/clause lead in

50 2064 no fewer than {nine} 
{compartments}

no fewer than COCA 532. S26, F47, M230, N129, Ac100 Force 13 QUANT

50 2065 coffee shop coffee shop COCA 1292. S142, F574, M220, N309, Ac47: you can buy tea, coke, don't have to drink coffee - 
broadening of "coffee"

13 N/NP

50 2066 [Could I] count on [roaming 
inspectors…]

[COUNT] on 4 types, 6118 tokens. S1236, F1438, M1381, News1555, Ac508: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

50 2067 parking inspectors parking inspector COCA 0. Google 856,000 March 8 2012 3 JOB TITLE

50 2068 {offer} {my} excuses [OFFER] collocated with excuses 48. S5, F13, M6, N15, Ac9: specialization/shift/bleaching in "offer"', more 
tentative than 'give'? NB plural

134 Predicate phrase

50 2069 along with [95c] along with COCA 39514: S6447, F6303, M9555, N9159, Ac8050 - meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Conj

50 2070 more {consuming} than [the 
desire for caffeine]

more {appraisal} than - internal, borderline, see also N3/140, N9/434, N15/675, N20/860, N22/944 J/A vehicle 345 Comparative Correlative

50 2071 musk stick type of lolly (Australian) - counting as proper noun 2 PROPER NOUN

50 2072 [two] milk bottles type of lolly (Australian) - counting as proper noun 2 PROPER NOUN

50 2073 [two] spearmint leaves as above - counting as proper noun 2 PROPER NOUN

50 2074 licorice squares counting as proper noun 2 PROPER NOUN

50 2075 [a] parking space parking space COCA 453. S37, F210, M87, N104, Ac15: parking bay 7 3 N/NP

50 2076 floor mats floor mats COCA 84. S4, F15, M33, N27, Ac5 - specific things in the context of a car Encyclopaedic - 
context

2 N/NP

50 2077 side pockets car vocab Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

50 2078 driver's seat No specialization/shift/bleaching: not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

50 2079 [I] counted out {$1.25} [COUNT] out 4 types, 446 tokens. S42, F233, M69, N85, Ac17: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

50 2080 pay station carpark vocab - specialization of "station", form preference - it's the place where you go to buy a ticket for 
the car park - unmanned

123 N/NP

50 2081 with my {integrity} intact with * * intact: COCA for 100 types, 114 tokens: slot-fillers integrity, arsenal, honor, ego, dignity, integrity, 
tail shells, their spirits, your honor, memory…

4 PP

50 2082 spat out [every single 5c 
piece]

[SPIT] out COCA 1040. S59, F592, Mag225, N131, Ac33: range of literal and idiomatic meanings: figurative 
here

13 PV

50 2083 [spat out] every single [5c 
piece]

every single COCA 5026. S2730, F661, M701, N731, Ac203 Force 13 QUANT

50 2084 [a student quickly] sized up 
[the situation]

[SIZE] up * * COCA for 100 types, 189 tokens. Top 4 (47 tokens) are all [SIZE] up the situation : 4 types, 
47 tokens. S1, F32, M9, N4, Ac1: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

50 2085 parking ticket train ticket, bus ticket - doesn't mean a fine in this context, so no specialization/shift/bleaching: not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

50 2086 [Perhaps] on this occasion [I 
was determined] 

on this occasion COCA 312. S58, F76, M54, N21, Ac103: where expressions preceded by and, or or but, 
counting as sentence/clause lead in - but here counting as PP (because of perhaps)

1 PP



50 2087 honesty paid honesty [PAY] COCA 1 type, 3 tokens - figurative "paid" 13 NP/Predicate phrase

50 2088 coffee shop COCA 1292. S142, F574, M220, N309, Ac47 (you can buy tea, water, coke etc there too - broadening of 
"coffee")

13 N/NP

50 2088 [She recently started] having 
{driving} lessons

[HAVE] collocated with lessons at L4, R4 COCA 631. S143, F63, M133, N138, Ac154 13 HAVE Predicate phrase

50 2089 {her}{parking} days {have 
just begun}

[possessive pronoun] [locate] days are * collocates over, behind, still ahead… 134 NP/Predicate phrase



2 92 the US United States 3 ABBREVIATION

20 865 CDs Compact Disks 13 ABBREVIATION

20 866 CDs Compact Disks 13 ABBREVIATION

20 868 GPS Global Positioning System 13 ABBREVIATION

20 877 CDs Compact Disks 13 ABBREVIATION

20 878 the ABC Australian Broadcasting Corporation 13 ABBREVIATION

20 879 DVD high-Density Video Disk 13 ABBREVIATION

23 968 MND Motor Neurone Disease 13 ABBREVIATION

24 1020 CD [player] CD player COCA 576. record player, cassette player : counting only for abbreviation, 
compact disk

13 ABBREVIATION

24 1022 [writable] DVDs COCA writable DVDs 1, writable DVD 0. Google 452,000 16 February 2012 - looks as 
though it could be Engagement 2 Localized? Counting abbreviation only - high-Density 
Video Disk

13 ABBREVIATION

24 1023 AC [adapters] AC adapter COCA 60. S0, F3, M49, N3, Ac 5 : alternating current 13 ABBREVIATION

24 1026 CD Compact Disk 13 ABBREVIATION

26 1088 GP General Practitioner 13 ABBREVIATION

28 1199 TV Television 13 ABBREVIATION

28 1201 the ABC Australian Broadcasting Corporation 13 ABBREVIATION

29 1212 CBD Central Business District 13 ABBREVIATION

30 1279 we did OK Okay 13 ABBREVIATION

33 1409 CD Compact Disk 13 ABBREVIATION

35 1472 [southern] NSW New South Wales 13 ABBREVIATION

37 1540 ID Identification 13 ABBREVIATION

37 1549 ID Identification 13 ABBREVIATION

37 1552 NY New York 13 ABBREVIATION

37 1553 [some] US [states} United States 13 ABBREVIATION

37 1554 NY New York 13 ABBREVIATION

37 1563 US United States 13 ABBREVIATION

39 1644 OK Okay 13 ABBREVIATION

40 1685 PhD Doctor of Philosophy 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1872 25WOL 25 Words or Less 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1893 25WOL 25 Words or Less 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1894 by SMS Short Messaging Service - always used as SMS 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1908 25WOL 25 Words or Less 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1912 25WOL 26 Words or Less 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1918 25WOL 27 Words or Less 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1921 25WOL 28 Words or Less 13 ABBREVIATION

46 1926 25WOL 29 Words or Less 13 ABBREVIATION

47 1946 STD [check] Sexually Transmitted Diseases 13 ABBREVIATION

47 1951 AIDS Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 13 ABBREVIATION

47 1952 SARS Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 13 ABBREVIATION

47 1953 STDs Sexually Transmitted Diseases 13 ABBREVIATION

8 381 {problem} needs to be 
addressed

[ADDRESS].[v*] collocated with problem at L4, R4 COCA 1528, MI 4.30: S256, F22, M270, 
N279, Ac658: specialization/shift/bleaching in "address"

134 ADDRESS 
Predicate phrase 



6 303 {was} not an option [either] not an option COCA 532 [BE] not an option 5 types, 453 tokens. Take PC to be [BE] not an 
option. S114, F51, M105, N106, Ac77: not a possibility . COCA 12. not a choice . COCA 25: 
option preferred over choice. NB [BE] an option COCA 9 types, 686 tokens. No sig 
preference for neg over pos: [BE] not a possibility COCA 4 types, 34 tokens. S13, F9, M3, 
N5, Ac4...preference for option, including for that reason only (with reservations)

3 BE Predicate 
phrase

6 305 {would] {have been} stuck 
with [her]

A number of patterns/senses. Searching [BE] stuck with her|him|it|them|us to get this 
usage: COCA 21 types, 57 tokens. S14, F27, M6, N7, Ac3: meaning is different to active 
verb "Stick with me" and also stick around. Counting as [BE] Predicate Phrase although like 
other [BE] Predicate Phrases could appear with other copula vs... 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "stuck"

134 BE Predicate 
Phrase

11 492 [Swimming laps] is all about 
[numbers]

all about COCA 13677 S4947, F3205, M2515, N2443, Ac567 - meaning not clear from the 
words

13 BE Predicate 
Phrase

16 710.1 {I} am tired of [telling the 
story]

[BE] tired of COCA 12 types, 2951 tokens: S840, F848, M449, N699, Ac115 - figurative 
"tired"

13 BE Predicate 
phrase

16 711.1 [No,] {I}'m not tired of 
[telling]

[BE] tired of COCA 12 types, 2951 tokens: S840, F848, M449, N699, Ac115 - figurative 
"tired"

13 BE Predicate 
phrase

16 711.2 {I}'m tired of [being asked] [BE] tired of COCA 12 types, 2951 tokens: S840, F848, M449, N699, Ac115 - figurative 
"tired"

13 BE Predicate 
phrase

20 866.1 {he} is partial to [electronic 
gadgets]

COCA 11 types, 243 tokens. S13, F64, M97, N52, Ac17 - * partial to vast majority [BE] - 
count as BE predicate phrase - he likes, but subtle overtones

Judgement 23 BE Predicate 
phrase

30 1280 [It] was worth it it was worth it COCA 267. S61, F76, M63, N62, A5: it [BE] worth it : 7 types, 837 tokens - 
allow -specialization of second "it"

3 BE Predicate 
phrase

42 1746 was I [a fraction] to blame? [BE] to blame COCA 10 types, 389 tokens. S128, F59, M94, N83, Ac25. - classifying BE 
Predicate phrase in this context

Judgement 13 BE Predicate 
Phrase

42 1749 {was} {my} doing [BE] my doing to access this meaning - COCA 6 types, 19 tokens. S2, F13, M1, N1, Ac2: OK 
with my, his, her, our, their - must be possessive pronoun: my doing COCA 90. S9, F50, 
M16, N6, Ac9 NB high number in Fiction - form, meaning not clear from words

Judgement 13 BE Predicate 
phrase

1 1 NARRATIVE 1: This 
(outlaw) life

COCA search results and discussion. Please see column F for reasons for inclusion, which 
are not always recorded in this column.  Reasons for inclusion: 
1=shift/specialization/bleaching, 2=encyclopaedic, 3=preference, 4=constraints on internal 
slots, 5=constraints to elements either side - see Methodology

OCCASIONAL 
NOTES

Reasons for 
inclusion: see 
Column D for 
key

CLASSIFICATION

3 105 more [knowing] than [we 
were]

See N22/944 etc - borderline inclusion, discuss as group 35 Comparative 
Correlative

3 140 more {multicoloured 
classroom} than {we did}

Appraisal in first slot, internal/external borderline Internal / 
external

345 Comparative 
Correlative

5 216 [I was] the {plump}est [girl] 
in the [June Dally-
Watkins…class]

the -est in the – ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App 
… External 

345 Comparative 
Correlative

5 220 [I would never be] as 
{beautiful} as [my mother]

as … as, ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App
…External?

345 Comparative 
Correlative

5 232 the {least sporty} [girl] in the 
[class]

the -est in the – ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App
…External

345 Comparative 
Correlative

7 316 as light as a feather COCA 10: light as a feather COCA 43: S1, F27, M5, N7, Ac3: FRAME is as {APPRAISAL ADJ} 
as a N: as bright as a button; as smart as a new pin: these are fixed

Fixed…External? 3 Comparative 
Correlative

8 348 the same {level of care to 
their loved ones} as [they 
can]

the same … as Internal/extern
al

345 Comparative 
Correlative

9 395 the {oldest} in the [surf] the -est in the – appraisal in first slot Judgement/App
…External

345 Comparative 
Correlative



9 434 [He could think of] no better 
way to {die} than

no better way to * than COCA 0. no better way to COCA 96 types, 150 tokens: S15, F15, 
M74, N24, Ac22: no 14 types, 186 tokens. S19, F26, M88, N28, Ac25: collocates better 
(150), quicker (7). not a better way to COCA 1. Appreciation in first slot

Internal 345 Comparative 
Correlative

10 475 as	  {seemingly	  innocuous}	  as	  
[sur2ing]

as … as ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App
…Internal

345 Comparative 
Correlative

11 518 as {boring} as [watching 
someone who is boring]

as … as with ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App
…Internal 

345 Comparative 
Correlative

12 547 as {humble} as [the shabby 
grey linoleum]

as … as frame with ATTITUDE in first slot: as pure as the driven snow, as sharp as a tack… Judgement/App
…Internal

345 Comparative 
Correlative

12 551 as {resolute} as [the pinkish-
grey curls of her brittle perm]

as … as frame with ATTITUDE first slot Judgement/App
…Internal 

345 Comparative 
Correlative

12 557 as {idiosyncratic} as [the red-
inked double-barred A+ 
marks]

as … as frame with ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App
…Internal

345 Comparative 
Correlative

13 597 as much {good humour} as 
{they} {can} muster

as much * as * can muster COCA 16 types, 18 tokens ALLOW: slot fillers dignity, courtesy, 
confidence, club, cheer, brutality, sincerity, passion, grace, faith, finality, enthusiasm, 
energy: with with , 15 types, 17 tokens. To the left some kind of quantitative comparison 
(as much ... as; the best we can; the most savage retributions we can; as much sincerity as 
you can; all the power she can muster; what support I can muster; the only verbal 
response I can muster. As * * muster could/can both possibilities: 16 types, 130 tokens - 
NB cf previous use (N2 This gig-going life): NB slot filler is positive

EUM 34 Comparative 
Correlative

15 676 it is {easier} to [live with 
bureaucratic bungling] than

it is -er to [VP] than - borderline inclusion - see also N3/140, and N9/434 Internal 345 Comparative 
Correlative

15 683 the best {fit} of all [so far] the best fit COCA 105 - predominantly not about clothes. the worst fit 0. a good fit…a 
perfect fit 343: a better fit 118, a natural fit 103, a tight fit (can be about clothes or about 
space in, say, a lift)  [a coughing fit] : NOT INCLUDED: the -est [NP] of all is a FRAME: 
inherent APPRAISAL - APPRECIATION: the [jjt*] of all COCA for 100 types, 543 tokens : 
S158, F106, M126, N127, Ac26

Judgement/App 34 Comparative 
Correlative

18 776 the most {famous} [battle] of 
[the Vietnam War]

the -est NP of/in NP pattern 35 Comparative 
Correlative

20 860 [is] less {appealing} [to me] 
than [cleaning the oven]

CORRELATIVE - ATTITUDE in first slot - borderline (see also N3/140, N9/434, N15/676) Internal 345 Comparative 
Correlative

22 943 more {faith in animals} than Borderline.  See also N3/140, N9/434, N15/676, N20/860. ATTITUDE in first slot Internal 
/External

35 Comparative 
Correlative

26 1086 As soon as as soon as COCA 16712. S3322, F6575, M3150, N2273, Ac1392 - form preference Fixed 3 Comparative 
Correlative

30 1262 [This is] one of the {milder} 
[legacies] of [a battle in the 
courts]

ADD TO EST  GROUP eg one of the [-est] in/of […] but comment - but NB not direct fit: 
ATTITUDE in first slot

Internal 345 Comparative 
Correlative

30 1267 one of the most {important} 
[relationships] in [your life]

one of the [-est] in/of : ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App
…Internal 

345 Comparative 
Correlative

30 1276 the most {traumatic} 
[experience] of [my life]

the [-est] in/of : ATTITUDE in first slot Judgement/App
…Internal 

345 Comparative 
Correlative

31 1301 as {quickly} as possible as * as possible for 100 types, 9189 tokens: part of as * as : ATTITUDE in first slot 34 Comparative 
Correlative

34 1422 [this] is as good as it gets as good as it gets COCA 214. S48, F12, M60, N86, Ac8 (NB low AC)  [BE] as good as it gets 
COCA 6 types, 101 tokens. S20, F7, M34, N34, Ac6. NB some noise - count as comparative 
correlative

Appreciation 3 Comparative 
correlative



34 1430 as {charming} as ever as * as ever COCA for 100 types, 654 tokens. S85, F175, M171, N165, Ac58. Slot fillers 
predominantly positive - good 49, strong 76, beautiful 22, sharp 22, bad 14, calm 5, lovely 
5, much 30, hard 20….NB as * as always 36 types, 43 tokens: possible, always, ever -  first 
slot JUDGEMENT/APPRECIATION 

Judgement/App
…Internal/ 
External 

14 Comparative 
Correlative

34 1449 [every day is] as {precious} 
as [the last]

as … as FRAME - ATTITUDE in first slot  Judgement/App
…Internal / 
external 

14 Comparative 
Correlative

34 1458 is [this really] as good as it 
gets?

as good as it gets COCA 203. S43, F12, M61, N81, Ac6 - also N34/1422 - count as 
comparative correlative

Appreciation 3 Comparative 
correlative

34 1460 [Maybe this isn't] as good as 
it gets

as good as it gets . COCA 91. S20, F8, M32, N28, Ac3.  [BE] as good as it gets . COCA 6 
types, 54 tokens: S9, F5, M23, N14, Ac3: pattern is as * as it [v*] . COCA 100 types, 795 
tokens, with some noise. Also  N34/1422 - count as comparative correlative

Judgement/App 3 Comparative 
correlative

38 1583 [my problem was] much less 
[keeping my balding head 
warm] as [protecting it from 
the sun and rain]

much less …. as correlating - unpredictable form (emerging?) Internal 5 Comparative 
Correlative

39 1642 as soon as as soon as COCA 16712. S3322, F6575, M3150, N2273, Ac1392 Fixed 3 Comparative 
Correlative

39 1643 the {hardest} [day] of [my 
life]

the -est …in/of [extent] ADD TO GROUP J/A 
vehicle…internal
?

345 Comparative 
Correlative

41 1698 [There are] almost as many 
[motives for volunteering] as 
there are [volunteers]

eg "Alpine skiers risk almost as many possible injuries as there are pinecones in the forest" 
COCA 2010 NEWS Denver: "reported selling almost as may iPads as it sold Mac computers" 
2010 NEWS AP: "there are almost as many answers as there are individuals" 2009 MAG 
HarpersBazaar

Internal arg 35 Comparative 
Correlative

48 1983 one [hip] {lower} than [the 
other]

Pattern - one {NP} -er than the other – appraisal in first slot 3 Comparative 
Correlative

49 2020 as {deeply} as [this one] as … as frame - ATTITUDE in first slot J/A vehicle 345 Comparative 
Correlative

50 2070 more {consuming} than [the 
desire for caffeine]

more {appraisal} than - internal, borderline, see also N3/140, N9/434, N15/675, N20/860, 
N22/944

J/A vehicle 345 Comparative 
Correlative

23 985 {I need1} the sound of my 
own voice] as much as {I 
need1} my skin}

Comparative correlator here - fixed 13 Comparative 
correlator

15 691 the more [you look,] the 
more [you find]

the more collocated with more up to R9 COCA 5032. S1042, F737, M1523, N832, Ac898 Internal 35 Comparative 
emphasiser

20 888 less and less less and less 1338: S272, F294, M309, N226, Ac237. Evenly spread: in pattern with more 
and more, longer and longer etc

13 Comparative 
emphasiser

31 1305 more and more [often] more and more COCA 12199, -er and -er construction 13 Comparative 
emphasiser

31 1311 even more amusing even more - presupposes evaluation of what has gone before and what is coming e.g. 'that 
was JUDGEMENT1 (presupposed), this is more JUDGEMENT2 

Comparative 
emphasiser

31 1317 more and more [time 
together]

more and more COCA 12199, -er and -er construction 13 Comparative 
emphasiser

39 1635 worse and worse COCA 329. S165, F73, M23, N59, Ac9: -er and -er construction 13 Comparative 
emphasiser

40 1681 even more [grey hairs] even more - presupposes evaluation of what has gone before and what is coming e.g. 'that 
was JUDGEMENT1 (presupposed), this is more JUDGEMENT2 - in this case the "grey hairs" 
evokes Indirect Affect (grey hairs from worry, she was worried)

13 Comparative 
emphasiser



1 20 outlaw motorcycle {scene} "outlaw motorcycycle scene" Google 6,010 5 March 2012 - not supported. "outlaw 
motorcycle" AdjPhr supported - 1.57 million 5 March 2012 

App 2 Complex Adj

2 62 long buried long [v?d*] COCA for 100 types,  1862 tokens. S682, F525, M227, N311, Ac117. Pattern of 
interest here is long with past participle: eg long lost, long remembered, long admired: 
Huddleston and Pullum note the ability of long to appear "pre-verbally in (somewhat formal) 
positive clauses: I have long thought that this should be changed" p. 827: there appear to 
be restrictions on what kinds of verbs can appear in the long -ed construction - long 
forgotten, long neglected, *long found, long lost, long feared, *long murdered: can't be 
telic. No Appraisal... but figurative "burried"

13 Complex Adj

2 70 {16}-year-old Conventionalised for age 3 Complex Adj

2 73 well-sauced [neighbour] COCA 2 (not an Americanism) - UK expression? Meanng not clear from words Judgement 13 Complex Adj

2 83 eye-popping [insurance 
claims]

eye-popping COCA 359. S41, F11, M159, N138, Ac10 - means more/other than the words - 
Force but also Affect Indirect???

Indirect Affect, 
Force

13 Complex Adj

2 88 [Twenty-year-olds and 
pensioners] side by side

side by side COCA 2836. S371, F1115, M637, N372, Ac341: *top by top, *bottom by 
bottom, *parallel by parellel: back to back

13 Complex Adj

3 110 [He was] {three}{weeks} old Conventionalized for age 3 Complex Adj

3 120 [another Aboriginal boy, also] 
{three} {weeks} old

Conventionalzed for age 3 Complex Adj

3 122 blonde-haired COCA 38. S10, F15, M11, N1, Ac1: brown-haired, red-headed Judgement 3 Complex Adj

5 218 freckle-faced COCA 86. S10, F42, M17, N14, Ac3 - form/meaning (freckles on my face) Judgement 13 Complex Adj

6 274 middle-class [suburb] COCA 30: S6, F1, M7, N14, Ac2: middle-class area, middle- class car, middle-class 
apartment block : middle-class - meaning beyond the words

Appreciation, 
encyclopaedic

23 Complex Adj

6 275 dark-blue dark-blue, pale blue … dark referring to density of colour. COCA 146. S0, F80, M47, N18, 
Ac1 … intriguing distribution.

3 Complex Adj

6 278 Part-time [jobs] part-time job* COCA 674 part-time parent, part-time soccer player, part-time student: 
phrasal construction is part-time - form, and meaning not clear from words

13 Complex Adj

9 410 a self-confessed [Captain 
Bligh]

self-confessed COCA 91: S21, F7, M38, N19, Ac6 LOW AC: Captain Bligh - proper noun. 
Meaning not clear from the words. 

Judgement 13 Complex Adj

9 423 [a] one-man [Piccolo] Here usage is literal - refers to a type of boat that only needs one person. In COCA it can 
also carry Force, as in "this one-man sperm bank". Meaning not clear from the words, and 
preference (still) for "man" over "woman"

13 Complex Adj

10 467 [with the] real-deal [Prince 
Charming]

real-deal COCA 15: the real deal COCA 533. S149, F57, M165, N158, Ac4. LOW AC: High S, 
M, N. Lowish F - meaning not clear from words, and form

13 Complex Adj

10 472 the aptly {named} the aptly named COCA 138 S6, F9, M71, N42, Ac10. aptly named 362; aptly * named, 
titled, described, called, put, termed, nicknamed, call…limited set of collocates - form and 
constraints on slot-fillers

Engagement 34 Complex Adj

11 499 pot-bellied Australian concise Oxford dictionary "having a pot belly" - "a protruding stomach" - 
meaning not clear from the words

13 Complex Adj

11 528 [a] half-forgotten [holiday] COCA 38. S0, F24, M5, N5, Ac4. Half-remembered 36: half-learned, half-eaten, half-read … 
but half-forgotten means that it's a dim memory that could be revived - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in  half

13 Complex Adj

12 543 word-processed COCA 15. Without the hyphen COCA 4. Perhaps falling out of use now? In ACOD (two words 
no hyphens): meaning not clear from words. Collocates in COCA documents, report, 
sermons, resarch, original, data … as for in-depth, life-threatening, not-for-profit, high-
pitched etc in Information dataset, recognisable semantic set but within that such a large 
number of alternatives that this will be counted as complex adj rather than N/NP

12 Complex Adj

12 548 clapped-out 11 in COCA, but in ACOD (2009) as colloquialism (p. 254): meaning not clear from the 
words

Appreciation 13 Complex Adj



12 554 well-chosen [word] well-chosen word, words: means appropriate…but it doesn't really mean that you did a good 
job of choosing the words - means you were very selective about the words you chose. 
Including for that reason - means more/other than the words

134 Complex Adj

13 574 eighth floor {window} ordinal number + floor - level of building – conventionalized 34 Complex Adj

14 631 one {Friday} {night} one * night COCA for 100 types, 753 tokens. One Friday night COCA 40. S5, F14, M10, 
N10, Ac1. NARRATIVE MARKER? - one Monday morning: means more/other than the words

14 Complex Adj

15 685 middle-class [Scottish] Meaning not clear from the words - encyclopaedic Judgement, 
Encyclopaedic

12 Complex Adj

17 736 sun-soaked [holidays] COCA 38. S3, F4, M17, N14, Ac0. NONE IN AC. Meaning not clear from the words Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

18 774 hot and humid hot and humid COCA 119: S12, F34, M44, N18, Ac11. humid and hot COCA 4 - coordinated - 
form preference

3 Complex Adj

18 809.1 dimly lit COCA 529. S11, F298, M117, N70. Preference - lit but not lit very well 3 Complex adj

19 846 high-viz High visibility: the fluoro colours tradespeople wear in WA, a mark of distinction (and high 
earnings) in the mining boom In Western Australia

Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

20 855 mind-numbing COCA 216. S22, F31, M71, N61, Ac31 - meaning not clear from the words 13 Complex Adj

21 902 nine-to-five [job] nine-to-five job COCA 30: S8, F9, M8, N1, Ac4: form preference. Collocates job, schedule, 
guys, career, work, world, workpalce, workday, success, sisters, lives, bullshit - as for in-
depth, life-threatening, not-for-profit, high-pitched etc in Information dataset, recognisable 
semantic set but within that such a large number of alternatives that this will be counted as 
complex adj rather than N/NP

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

21 906 middle-age [man] Form preference Judgement 1234 Complex Adj

22 939 [our] early morning, [at least 
twice weekly, chance 
encounters]

early morning 2537. S345, F998, M560, N391, Ac243: late night: early morning, early 
afternoon, *early night, early evening: late morning, late afternoon, late night, late evening 
: including early morning only because the pattern with early and late is interrupted - 
unpredictably discontinuity

3 Complex Adj

22 940 {twice} {weekly} [chance 
encounters]

once|twice weekly COCA two types, 123 tokens Twice 104, Once 19 - PREFERENCE. TWICE 
104: S4, F9, M21, N26, Ac44: twice hourly COCA 0 – break in continuity

3 Complex Adj

24 1025 {90}-{minute} [jobs] Conventionalized for time - minute in singular 3 Complex Adj

24 1027 {three}-{second} {loop 
delay}

Conventionalized for time - second in singular 3 Complex Adj

25 1062 [It's] low key [at first] low key COCA 151. S71, F13, M19, N33, Ac15: meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Adj

27 1137 grown-up [typewriter] COCA 1470. S196, F492, M480, N252, Ac50: meaning not clear from components Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

27 1153 cut-and-paste cut-and-paste COCA 42. S1, F5, M17, N12, Ac7 used adjectivally here – meaning not clear 
from words

13 Complex Adj

27 1155 self-important [clatter] COCA 197. S19, F86, M37, N36, Ac19 – meaning not clear from words Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

29 1211 {15}-{minute} Conventionalized for time 3 Complex Adj

30 1255 clean and tidy clean and tidy COCA 28. S9, F8, M7, N2, Ac2: tidy and clean 5 – form preference Appreciation 3 Complex Adj

30 1256 {two}-{year}-old [son] Conventionalized for age - singular 'year' 3 Complex Adj

30 1266 {five}-{minute} [interaction] Conventionalized for time - singular 'minute' 3 Complex Adj

30 1280 50-50 [time] COCA 714. S243, F12 (NB), M160, N271, Ac28 (NB)  - meaning not clear from 
words/numbers

13 Complex Adj

30 1282 family law [matters] family law  COCA 345. S74, F12, M39, N91, Ac129 Encyclopaedic 2 Complex Adj

30 1288 father-son [relationship] father-son COCA 288: mother-son COCA 47. Cultural totem reflected in preference. 
Encoding. Not son- father (COCA 0)

13 Complex Adj

30 1292 50-50 [time] COCA 714. S243, F12 (NB), M160, N271, Ac28 (NB) - meaning not clear from 
words/numbers

13 Complex Adj



31 1324 hard-won [job] hard-won COCA 431. S23, F69, M166, N91, Ac82 - encoding (hard + past part) eg hard 
fought

13 Complex Adj

31 1328 hard-won [job] hard-won COCA 431. S23, F69, M166, N91, Ac82 - encoding (hard + past part) eg hard 
fought

13 Complex Adj

31 1330 fair skinned COCA as two words 17. Hyphenated 152 - preference 13 Complex Adj

31 1331 blue eyed COCA as two words 20, hyphenated 608 - preference 3 Complex Adj

31 1332 dark skinned COCA as two words 33, hyphenated 392 - preference 13 Complex Adj

31 1333 dark eyed COCA as two words 5, hyphenated 169 13 Complex Adj

31 1333 {He is} short for a {man} Meaning not straightforwardly derived from words: COCA [BE] short for a total 4. COCA 
[BE] [j*] for a [*nn1*] too much noise ("is quiet for a moment"). [BE] [j*] for a man yields 
was tall for a man, was smart for a man as well as was possible for a man. Allowing 
construction: meaning is not clear from the words - compared to all men, this man is short: 
count as complex adj.

13 Complex Adj

31 1333 {I am} tall for a {girl} See 1333.1 13 Complex Adj

32 1370 [the] long-time [headmaster] long-time COCA 1559. S586, F76, M309, N312, Ac276 - meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Adj

33 1395 oh-so-{hard-to-forget} oh so COCA 157, S22, F79, M28, N24, Ac4. oh so + adj COCA 51 types, 61 tokens. S10, 
F28, M12, N9, Ac2 - adds force? Meaning not clear from components

Force 13 Complex Adj

34 1428 {90}-{year}-old 
[grandfather]

Conventionalized for age - singular 'year' 3 Complex Adj

34 1429 picture-perfect [health] picture-perfect COCA 292. S65, F41, M98, N82, Ac6: meaning not clear from components Appreciation 13 Complex Adj

34 1434 full-time [supervision] full-time meaning not clear from components, preference 13 Complex Adj

34 1435 part-time [supervision] part-time meaning not clear from components, preference 13 Complex Adj

35 1473 physical fitness [mentor] physical fitness COCA 980. S47, F35, M229, N88, Ac581: mental fitness COCA 41. 
Unbalanced pair - complex Adj here

3 Complex Adj

35 1474 mid-morning [ceremony] COCA 271. S36, F108, M53, N53, Ac21 - conventionalized reference to time of day (but not 
v specific)

13 Complex Adj

36 1506 long-established COCA 318. S12, F15, M64, N98, Ac129 - NB high Ac: preference, 
specializaton/shift/bleaching in "long"

13 Complex Adj

36 1511 slip-on {shoes} ACOD (2009, p. 1354) - preference, encoding 124 Complex Adj

36 1513 {ankle}-length [dressing 
gown]

COCA 118. S0, Fiction 62, M25, N24, Ac7: {…}-length - limited fillers (knee-length, ankle 
length, calf-length…shoulder-length also OK…Use of "length" rather than "long"

13 Complex Adj

36 1522 {she was] nowhere to be 
seen

nowhere to be seen COCA 368. S31, F250, M50, N26, Ac11 - preference, meaning not clear 
from the words: count as complex adjective

13 Complex Adj

37 1551 mind-boggling ACOD (2009, p. 902) marked as colloq. Meaning not clear from the words 13 Complex Adj

38 1580 terry towelling [hat] COCA 0. Alternative for "terrycloth"? Google 422,000:Def  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrycloth: 
may be dated (I know what it is but 23-year-old daughter didn't - taps in to that kind of 
encyclopaedic knowledge)

Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

38 1588 terry towelling [hat] COCA 0. Alternative for "terrycloth"? Google 422,000:Def  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrycloth: 
may be dated (I know what it is)

Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

38 1599 {shoulder}-length [hair] shoulder-length is always related to hair - COCA 77 types, 396 tokens. S6, F257, M70, N50, 
Ac13. VERY HIGH F: shoulder-long COCA 1 - see 36/1513 above

34 Complex Adj

38 1605 terry towelling COCA 0. Alternative for "terrycloth"? Google 422,000:Def  
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrycloth:dated/dating term

Encylcopaedic 12 Complex Adj

38 1609 sky-blue Preference 13 Complex Adj

38 1610 terry towelling [hat] COCA 0. Alternative for "terrycloth"? Google 422,000:Def  
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrycloth:dated/dating

Encyclopaedic 12 Complex Adj

38 1612 sky blue sky blue COCA 209. S2, F110, M64, N21, Ac12: preference 13 Complex Adj



38 1614 thin on top As above - allusion to the expression describing thinning hair ('he's a bit thin on top'): 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "thin" and unclear reference to "on top"

13 Complex Adj

38 1616 sky blue Preference 3 Complex Adj

39 1625 18-month-old [son] Conventionalized for age 3 Complex Adj

41 1718 guilty as charged guilty as charged COCA 101. S43, F26, M15, N12, Ac5 - term taken from court proceedings, 
preferred form, meaning not clear from the words

Encyclopaedic 23 Complex Adj

41 1721 self-serving [end] Meaning not clear from component parts: COCA 908: S97, F83, M183, N196, Ac349 - High 
Ac

23 Complex Adj

42 1730 grown-up […word] Encoding, meaning not clear from the words 1 Complex Adj

42 1753 racked with {guilt} [RACK] with guilt COCA 1 type, 15 tokens. RACKED WITH GUILT. S2, F7, M4, N2, Ac0. 
[RACK] with collocates guilt 15, pain, rancor, grief, malarial shakes - limited set. Classifying 
as AdjPhr - only ever racked. Can't be racked with innocence.

Affect  indirect 34 Complex Adj

43 1767 polka-dot [dress] Meaning not clear from the words. ACOD (2009, p. 1101) 3 Complex Adj

43 1769 [in a] community theatre 
[production of]

community theatre COCA 24. S0, F2, M1, N19, Ac2: encyclopaedic Encylcopaedic 2 Complex Adj

43 1776 end-of-year [production] end-of-* COCA for 100 types, 1102 tokens. S148, F102, M202, N204, Ac446: most 
common is end-of-life : end-of-year and end-of-the-year are next (68 and 63 respectively): 
end of the year is straightforward, but this adjective form has lost its article.

3 Complex Adj

44 1824 black-and-white 
{photographs}

Not black and white (tones of grey), but this is the preferred term for non-colour photos: 
never white and black - collocates photographs, images, TV, film, movie, picture… as for 
high-pitched, in-depth, life-threatening, not-for-profit, recognisable semantic set but within 
that very broad range of alternatives, counting as complex adjective with constraints on N 
rather than N/NP

23 Complex Adj

45 1843 50-year-old [splits] Conventionalized for age 3 Complex Adj

45 1845 new to [the area] new to the area COCA 35. S3, F10, M8, N9, Ac5 : meaning did not know the area/hadn't 
lived there for long - means more/other than the words, and preferenced form

23 Complex Adj

47 1935 O positive Technical in-term - NB 'blood' is elipsed 23 Complex Adj

47 1936 A negative Technical in-term - NB 'blood' is elipsed 23 Complex Adj

47 1975 many and varied many and varied COCA 97. S3, F3, M31, N10, Ac50: varied and many 2 - preference 3 Complex Adj

48 1987 well-known COCA 6348. S1137, F440, M1495, N1330, Ac1946 - preference 13 Complex Adj

48 1990 well-suited COCA 284. S17, F14, M100, N77, Ac76 - preference 13 Complex Adj

48 1996 good with {my} hands good with * hands 5 types, 50 tokens. S2, F34, M5, N4, Ac5 - meaning able to make things 
(not clear from the words)

Judgement 134 Complex Adj

2 74.1 …only [louder] Searching only [jjr*] to access only + er comp adjectives: still some noise but for 100 
types, 679 tokens. S53, F218, M170, N108, Ac130

13 Complex Adv

2 80 [soothed our throats from 
pint jugs] right there [on the 
dance floor]

right there COCA 7596. S4109, F2053, M663, N649, Ac122 - specialization/shift/bleaching 
of "right"

Force 13 Complex Adv

4 196 as best {he} can as best he|she|they can 3 types, COCA 241. S84, F67, M27, N28, Ac35 - form preference Judgement 3 Complex Adv

4 199 [looks skyward] as if in prayer as if in prayer COCA 62: S0, F49, M3, N8, Ac2 Preceded by a description of an activity - eg 
"hands clasped", "his head bent", "closed his eyes and mouth", "her hands pressed 
together" etc. Means more/other than the words - needing a miracle

Potential EUM 34 Complex Adv

5 251 [lined up] one {behind} the 
other

one behind the other COCA 46: S1, F23, M10, N3, Ac9. Highest in Fiction (23). 3 Complex Adv

7 311 any more any more COCA 10109. S2497, F3877, M1330, N1613, Ac792: preferred to no more in 
many varieties of English – encoding, possibly decoding?

13 Complex Adv

8 354 {five} {days} a {week} * days a week for 65 types, 3020 tokens: S527, F265, M1047, N968, Ac213 
conventionalized for frequency statements – use of "a"

34 Complex Adv



10 452 all the way [to] all the way COCA 3692: 13214. S 3719, F5089, M2213, N1654, Ac539: the whole way 360. 
PREFERENCE

Force 13 Complex Adv

10 459 no longer Meaning not clear from words, preference 13 Complex Adv

10 469 happily ever after Searching sentence final happily ever after. COCA 237. S52, F95, M51, N26, Ac13 - "and 
vows of happily ever after" - ellipsed "living" - count as Complex Adv

Allusion 23 Complex Adv

11 514 {three} times a {week} * times a week 78 types, 2541 tokens: S327, F252, M1215, M534, Ac213: conventionalized 
"a" for time 

34 Complex Adv

11 531.1 [I swim] non-stop COCA 476. S159, F87, M62, N156, Ac12 (low Ac) 13 Complex Adv

12 560 soon enough soon enough COCA 1373: S143, F749, M231, N202, Ac48 – meaning not clear from the 
words

13 Complex Adv

12 565 soon afterwards soon afterwards COCA 94. S22, F20, M17, N2, Ac33 – form preference 13 Complex Adv

14 624 [with meetings held] all 
across [Sydney]

all across COCA 1856. S1147, F173, M266, N190, Ac80. Collocates my state, the country, 
Hollywood, the region, the budget, the spectrum - meaning (intensity) not clear from the 
words

Force 13 Complex Adv

14 637 miles in front miles in front COCA 13. Google 1.06 million. ALLOW - kilometres in front has not 
supplanted it : form preference

Force 13 Complex Adv

15 684 so far Searching string final  so far . 3199, S1348, F614, M416, N639, Ac182: meaning not clear 
from the words

13 Complex Adv

17 767 deep inside Inner space - specialization/shift/bleaching in "deep" 13 Complex Adv

18 779 years ago without a number - equivalent to a long time ago, many years ago. Years ago, months ago, 
weeks ago, days ago, hours ago, ?minutes ago: 18963. S5228, F29225, M4034, N5451, 
Ac1325: serves to emphasize the length of the period

Force 13 Complex Adv

19 818 [I've been standing here]  
{long} enough to

{xxx} enough to {xxx} - but short enough to doesn't evoke time…? Preference, meaning 
not clear from words

3 Complex Adv

20 872 [I have been working away 
from home] this past {year}

this past year COCA 670. S264, F47, M124, N164, Ac71. this last year 203 with a lot of 
noise ("He had gotten hints of this last year" COCA 2011 FIC Analog). Use of 'this 
past'…could be year, month (45), week (1230)…hour (2) – encoding

3 Complex Adv

20 884 [Why does everyone need to 
be in touch with everyone] all 
the time

all the time 17400. S6681, F4574, M2871, N2548, Ac726 - very high: form preference (no 
of)

3 Complex Adv

21 910 the {day} before the day before COCA 3806. S750, F1188, M857, N801, Ac209 PREFERENCE the day 
previous 5: encoding

134 Complex Adv

23 977 day in and day out day in day out COCA 428: day in and day out (with and). S183, F46, M81, N91, Ac27 – can 
also be day in, day out : pattern extends upwards to week, and month, and year but not 
downwards to hour in, hour out (for example)

Force 134 Complex Adv

25 1073 matter-of-factly matter-of-factly COCA 622. S16, F251, M171, N149, Ac35, encoding 13 Complex Adv
26 1108 time and again time and again COCA 948. S213, F152, M249, N164, Ac170: form, adds Force Force 13 Complex Adv

26 1128 as always as always COCA 3963. S1524, F1332, M494, N363, Ac250: form 13 Complex Adv

28 1166 most of the time most of the time COCA 3800. S843, F1075, M836, N592, Ac454…the majority of the time 
COCA 51: preference

13 Complex Adv

28 1200 any more Search any more. To exclude any more + NP. 1961. S493, F878, M189, N302, Ac99 - 
preferred to "no more" in some varieties of English - preference

13 Complex Adv

30 1273 every {second} {weekend} every second weekend COCA 9. Every * weekend COCA 15 types, 148 tokens. Slot-fillers 
other 106, single 15, second 9, summer 3, third 3, free 2…: S20, F42, M44, N36, Ac6: 
meaning not clear from the words, form preference, slot-filler restrictions

134 Complex Adv

30 1285 every {second} {weekend} every second weekend COCA 9. Every * weekend COCA 15 types, 148 tokens. Slot-fillers 
other 106, single 15, second 9, summer 3, third 3, free 2…: S20, F42, M44, N36, Ac6: 
meaning not clear from the words, form preference, slot-filler restrictions

13 Complex Adv



30 1295 every {second} {weekend} every second weekend COCA 9. Every * weekend COCA 15 types, 148 tokens. Slot-fillers 
other 106, single 15, second 9, summer 3, third 3, free 2…: S20, F42, M44, N36, Ac6: 
meaning not clear from the words, form preference, slot-filler restrictions

13 Complex Adv

32 1354 late in life late in life COCA 284. S51, F60, M84, N47, Ac42 - meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Adv

33 1415 all the time all the time 17400. S6681, F4574, M2871, N2548, Ac726: form, force Force 13 Complex Adv

34 1431 no longer no longer 39945. S5247, F9193, M8772, N7633, Ac9100: meaning not clear from 
components

13 Complex Adv

35 1493 once again Intensifying - FORCE Force 13 Complex Adv

36 1531 day after day day after day COCA 1201, S379, F327, M234, N171, Ac91: FRAME - [time noun 1] after 
[time noun 1] month after month, hour after hour…BUT minute after minute? second after 
second?  Preferred form, with unexpected break

Force 13 Complex Adv

37 1561 here or there here or there COCA 245. S83, F41, M46, N55, Ac20: there or here 4 - preference 3 Complex Adv

38 1611 [It is] no longer [sky blue] no longer COCA 39945. S5247, F9193, M8772, N7633, Ac9100: preference 13 Complex Adv

40 1671 [a philosophy made real] not 
so long ago [when…]

not so long ago COCA 422. S96, F87,Mag110, N89, Ac40 - preference, meaning not clear 
from words?

13 Complex Adv

40 1683 about the time [I lost it] Noise, but predominantly this meaning. COCA 1378. S265, F400, M325, N276, Ac112 (LOW 
AC): around the time COCA 877. Use of "about"

13 Complex Adv

43 1763 [I could] no longer [find it] no longer 39945. S5247, F9193, M8772, N7633, Ac9100 - preferred form, encoding 13 Complex Adv

43 1765 [standing] centre stage centre stage COCA 9. Google 6.42 million 10 January 2012 - preferred form 13 Complex Adv

43 1774 [I] once more [took to…] once more COCA 4843. S289, F2961, M677, N365, Ac551 - conveys resignation, or 
repetition - means more than the words

23 Complex Adv

44 1811 no longer no longer COCA 39945. S5247, F9193, M8772, N7633, Ac9100 - form preference 13 Complex Adv

45 1842 a while ago a while ago COCA 403. S193, F122, M55, N25, Ac8: a * ago : can also have a childhood 
ago….LDCE has a list of instructions regarding "ago": don't use a preposition (at, in, on), 
don't use 'since' or 'before' with ago, use the past tense, not the present tense, with 'ago'... 

3 Complex Adv

45 1857 [is placed] just so just so . COCA 193. S13, F115, M35, N19, Ac11 - meaning not clear from the words Focus 13 Complex Adv

45 1865 no longer no longer 39945. S5247, F9193, M8772, N7633, Ac9100: preference 13 Complex Adv

46 1905 last year last year 57396. S10139, F2447, M13069, N29566, Ac2175: NB last year, last month, last 
week, *last day, *last hour, last second (different meaning) - unpredictable discontinuity

3 Complex Adv

47 1932 all my life all my life COCA 1606. S485, F560, M234, N277, Ac50 - preference, encoding Force 13 Complex Adv

48 2005 shortly before shortly before COCA 1933. S307, F238, M487, N618, Ac283: soon before COCA 42 
PREFERENCE: shortly after COCA 6311. soon after COCA 5043. Unbalanced pair with 
before.

Force 13 Complex Adv

49 2016 [looked] long and hard [LOOK] long and hard 4 types, 43 tokens. S13, F14, M8, N8, Ac0: long and hard COCA 661. 
S152, F204, M131, N132, Ac42: [v*] long and hard COCA for 100 types, 489 tokens. Slot-
fillers are [think], [work], [fight], [look], [struggle], [labor], [debate] … anything that you 
can do "long and hard". If you use hard and long (COCA 55), the hard has to collocate with 
the verb (eg work hard and long).

Judgement, 
Indirect Affect

13 Complex Adv

49 2037 [stay] close by ({me}) close by [ppx*] 14 types, 38 tokens: S0, F27, M5, N4, Ac2: preference 13 Complex Adv

49 2038 day and night day and night COCA 1551. S322, F520, M315, N237, Ac157: night and day 667: meaning 
all the time  - meaning not clear from words

Force 13 Complex Adv

3 132 [not one of us has confessed] 
as to [who carved my name]

as to COCA 24785. Different usages, but overall S6261, F3323, M3669, N2732, Ac8800 - 
meaning not clear from words

13 Complex Conj

10 453 [I feel] as if [I could conquer 
the world

as if - form preference 13 Complex Conj

11 516 , as in [time] , as in COCA 6443. S638, F552, M1411, N905, Ac2937 - meaning not clear from words 13 Complex Conj

24 1003 rather than Complex conj 13 Complex Conj



24 1029 so as to [not] so as to not COCA 48. so as not to COCA 1207. S65, F574, M191, N165, Ac212. Variation: 
meaning not clear from words

13 Complex Conj

28 1177 as if 13 Complex Conj

34 1452 instead of instead of COCA 41603. S6471, F7823, M12100, N8983, Ac6226 13 Complex Conj

34 1459 instead of instead of 41603. S6471, F7823, M12100, N8983, Ac6226: instead plus preposition NOT 
INCLUDED

13 Complex Conj

38 1619 as if as if COCA 73883. S4530, F47591, M10146, N6280, Ac5336: see Huddleston & Pullum 
(2002, p. 962)

13 Complex Conj

39 1628 as if … as if COCA 73883. S4530, F47591, M10146, N6280, Ac5336: see Huddleston & Pullum 
(2002, p. 962)

13 Complex Conj

46 1910 as if [this were really 
necessary]

as if COCA 73883. S4530, F47591, M10146, N6280, Ac5336: see Huddleston & Pullum 
(2002, p. 962)

13 Complex Conj

48 2008 as if [she were crocheting] as if COCA 73883. S4530, F47591, M10146, N6280, Ac5336: see Huddleston & Pullum 
(2002, p. 962)

13 Complex Conj

50 2069 along with [95c] along with COCA 39514: S6447, F6303, M9555, N9159, Ac8050 - meaning not clear from 
words

13 Complex Conj

7 341 as well as as well as COCA 75459: S7636, F4710, M17948, N13196, Ac31969: as mentioned before: 
object of previous clause must be in the same semantic set as the complement of as well 
as, but at opposite ends. Here  "her beautiful and vibrant years as well as the bitter end" 

135 Coordinating

8 358 [dispenses their care] such as 
{preparing the right food}

Second slot-filler hyponymous External/Int 
discussion

135 Coordinating

12 555 [miniscule mark] such as {an 
apostrophe}

Second slot-filler hyponymous External/Int 
discussion

135 Coordinating

13 577 [a steady stream of 
joggers…is gliding…] like so 
many {miniature armies}

Very difficult to check this meaning…here "so many" means "this many": ALLOW - 
www.imdb.com/title/tt0068646/quotes "I need, Don Corleone, all of those politicians that 
you carry around in your pocket, like so many nickels and dimes".  Relates two elements, as 
coordinators...

135 Coordinating

13 586 not to mention searching , not to mention COCA 2692. S301, F660, M763, N576, Ac392 Correlative 
conjunction - like let alone: See Huddleston and Pullum p. 594

135 Coordinating

13 601 [love] such as {this} Variation on structure: "this" refers back to previous text, but then makes that a 
subordinate (love…this love).

External/Int 
discussion

135 Coordinating

13 611 [mundane things] such as 
{shopping}

Second slot-filler hyponymous - here INTERNAL External/Int 
discussion

135 Coordinating

16 717 [more questions] such as 
{"How long…"}

Second slot-filler hyponymous External/Int 
discussion

135 Coordinating

23 983 [words are spoken to 
ourselves] as much as to 
{each other}

as much as to COCA 87. S6, F22, M12, N11, Ac36. (Searching with to to exclude "as much 
as + clause") - form

External/Int 
discussion

135 Coordinating

23 987 [encourage] as well as 
{withdraw}

as well as COCA 75459: S7636, F4710, M17948, N13196, Ac31969: as mentioned before: 
object of previous clause must be in the same semantic set as the complement of as well 
as, but at opposite ends. Here  "her beautiful and vibrant years as well as the bitter end" 

135 Coordinating

45 1854 [efficiency of production] as 
well as {aesthetic beauty}

as well as COCA 75459: S7636, F4710, M17948, N13196, Ac31969: as mentioned before: 
object of previous clause must be in the same semantic set as the complement of as well 
as, but at opposite ends. Here  "her beautiful and vibrant years as well as the bitter end" - 
internal

135 Coordinating

46 1881 [despite conditions] such as 
{limiting entries…}

Second slot-filler hyponymous - internal 135 Coordinating

46 1930 [souls] such as {me} Second slot-filler hyponymous 135 Coordinating



2 75 between [the makeshift 
stage] and [the skate-hire 
booth]

EXTERNAL. Locational. Including with reservations (cf more fish than cattle) EXTERNAL 35 CORRELATING

4 172 [enough players] and [a 
reserve] to boot

Classifying with coordinators but it straddles boundaries - discuss.  and is always the 
precursor. [nn*] to boot for 100 types, 144 tokens: S17, F34, M53, N32, Ac8. Often (but 
not always) preceded by a NP with an indefinite article, as here. Always appears sentence 
final position.Alternative to "as well": works as a correlative - "and...to boot" but related to 
coordinators  let alone, as well as, and at that (eg "Golf is not so much a sport as it is a 
skill, and a very difficult one at that. As for..." COCA 2011 MAG USAToday ; classifying as 
correlator, but discuss

135 CORRELATING

6 292 neither [physical violence] nor 
[direct criticism]

neither…nor 35 CORRELATING

6 307 [The self-sacrifice was] too 
{much} to [bear]

[BE] too much to bear COCA 114. too much to bear also 114. too much to * . COCA top is 
too much to drink, then too much to bear (69), too much to ask, too much to do…??? [BE] 
too much to * COCA 100 types, 391 tokens: collocates ask, say, bear, hope, take, expect, 
resist, [spend], handle...

Affect, App 134 CORRELATING

8 357 Just as [the experienced 
barman pours your favourite 
beer…] so [the experienced 
carer dispenses their care]

Just as … so : COCA 295. S89, F78, M61, N33, Ac34. 135 CORRELATING

8 380 If [a bad mood is evident] 
then

If … then, here Internal 35 CORRELATING

8 385 [think] as much [for 
themselves] as possible

as much collocated with possible at R4 COCA 4 types, 2585 tokens. Always as possible, 
S432, F310, M754, N475, Ac610: 

35 CORRELATING

9 412 One minute…the next Not one particular minute: meaning not clear from words 35 CORRELATING

11 521 not so much [to solve 
everyday problems] but 
[move through them]

not so much collocated with but at R8: 3 types, 882 tokens. S297, F124, M143, N153, 
Ac165. MI 3.29

35 CORRELATING

11 534 all [I'm wiping] is all … [BE] 135 CORRELATING

13 600 between [the person he 
married] and [the frail 
shadow he comes to see each 
day]

between … and Internal Internal 35 CORRELATING

15 665.1 from {England} to 
{Argentina}

External correlative - counted in Info texts therefore included here. External 5 CORRELATING

15 693 {I} don't know […] and {I} 
don't care

not knowing comes before not caring 35 CORRELATING

17 739 {lucky} enough to [ ] {appraisal} enough to: condition, result Judgement 13 CORRELATING

17 761 Not a [hero strangers would 
recognize] but a [great man] 
nonetheless

NP parallelism - not a … but a : not the … but the 35 CORRELATING

20 854 not the [mind-numbing 
poverty of…] but [the poverty 
of not owning things]

Not the … but the Disclaim, 
proclaim

35 CORRELATING

20 873 neither…nor COCA neither collocated with nor COCA 14215. S920, F3040, M3001, N2297, Ac4975 Disclaim, 
disclaim

35 CORRELATING

21 891 not only … but also 35 CORRELATING



21 893 If [my friend's years are 
counted since the day of her 
birth] then [mine would be…]

"If my friend's years are counted since the day of her birth, then mine would be 30 since 
my rebirth in this land" INTERNAL

35 CORRELATING

21 904 not only [come to love it] but 
also [realized…]

35 CORRELATING

21 909 too {short} to [reach it]  too [adj] to : ATTITUDE - APPRECIATION/JUDGEMENT, invoked or inscribed, in first slot. J/A vehicle 145 CORRELATING

22 935 not only [gay] but 
[acknowledged as extremely 
courteous]

Indicative search: not only * * * but also: COCA for 100 types, 161 tokens. S16, F13, M53, 
N18, Ac61Correlating conjunction as elsewhere

35 CORRELATING

24 1016 And not just…but And not just collocated with but at R9: COCA 400. S193, F56, M62, News62, Ac27 35 CORRELATING

24 1034 It wasn't that … nor that… Classifying as a correlative because in this usage it presages another clause - so you get "It 
wasn't that Boone didn't consider himself devout. He prayed before meals, prayed when…" : 
"It wasn't that I was the clown. I was the guy who…" May apply accross clauses or across 
entire sentences

35 CORRELATING

28 1177 One, [they ask] … or two, 
[they…]

DISCOURSE ORGANIZING FRAME - CORRELATIVE 5 CORRELATING

29 1223 [roundabouts…] beat {traffic 
lights} every time

[BEAT] [*nn1*] every time COCA 4 types, 4 tokens: [BEAT] * every time COCA 19 types, 
23 tokens : S 6, F7, M5 N5, Ac0 ALLOW - "beat" in the sense of "are more desirable than": 
[entity 1] [BEAT] [entity 2] every time where entities are in some way related: eg cricket 
beats soccer every time: Kentucky Fried Chicken beats Macdonald's every time

15 CORRELATING

33 1396 not only … but not only collocated with but at L4, R4 14403. S2877, F1290, M3538, N2189, Ac4529 5 CORRELATING

33 1399 too {incapacitated} to [do 
much about it]

too [adj] to [v] : ATTITUDE in first slot J/A vehicle 145 CORRELATING

35 1464 Of all the [Anzac observances 
in my life…] the [only 
commemoration…]

Of all the {NP}, {clause}, the - difficult to access this pattern, but COCA 667 with noise 15 CORRELATING

39 1641 from [one of despair] to [one 
of hope]

from x to [opposite x = y] construction: cf from leg to leg Frame (from x to x) 5 CORRELATING

45 1853 not only  not only 64242. S13089, F4844, M14789, N9818, Ac21702 NB missing "but also" DISCUSS 5 CORRELATING

45 1860 not just…but not just collocated with but at L4, R4 COCA 6020, S2026, F663, M1411, N1061, Ac859 Force 5 CORRELATING

46 1896 [ranging] from…to from….to correlative 5 CORRELATING

46 1901 the former…the latter the former collocated with latter at L4, R4: COCA 840. S13, F57, M172, N70, Ac528 5 CORRELATING

49 2045 [loyalty] between [a woman] 
and [her dog]

Internal 5 CORRELATING

50 2053 between [8am] and [8pm] Adding to correlative group for discussion/comparison; cf from … to 5 CORRELATING

5 266 done {our} best [DO] * best COCA for 100 types, 5823 tokens: S1583, F1728, M1029, N1024, Ac459: do * 
best to COCA 40 types, 2265 tokens: form "our best" - NB correlating with subject (subject 
and poss pron must be coreferential)

Judgement 1 DO Predicate 
phrase

13 609 do {their} best to [DO] * best COCA for 100 types, 5823 tokens: S1583, F1728, M1029, N1024, Ac459: do * 
best to COCA 40 types, 2265 tokens: form "our best": NB correlating with subject (subject 
and poss pron must be coreferential)

Judgement 1 DO Predicate 
phrase

26 1132 [I will] do {my} bit [DO] my bit COCA 4 types, 27 tokens: S5, F14, M1, N3, Ac4: NB correlating with subject 
(subject and poss pron must be coreferential"

Judgement 1 DO Predicate 
phrase

43 1791 [have all] done well in life [DO] well in life COCA 4 types, 14 tokens: [DO] well COCA 5 types, 8274 tokens: S2580, 
F969,M1652, N2042, Ac1031: form preference (and meaning of "done well")

Judgement 1 DO Predicate 
phrase

3 108 but I wonder. Searching final position I wonder . COCA 194, S33, F109, M26, N14, Ac12. but I wonder . 
Casts doubt on what has been said before. Either appears as an Entire, or as an END, or as 
an interpolation.  but I wonder COCA 12. Classifying as END here, but comment. Means 
more/other than words

13 END



9 435 , thank God Searching , thank God . To get this usage: COCA 253. S103, F115, M19, N15, Ac1. Means 
more/other than words (don't have to believe in God to use it)

3 END

11 515 but who's counting Searching sentence final but who's counting . To get this usage: COCA 4. "but who's 
counting" Google 8.25 million 13 January 2012. Used with "but" ALLOW - means 
more/other than words

1 END

11 517 and so on Searching sentence final  and so on . To get this usage. S1206, F504, M1001, N368, 
Ac1223: meaning not clear from the words

13 END

13 580 and I don't know what else and I don't know what else COCA 25. S11, F11, M1, N1, Ac1. Particular sub-use - means 
etc but with FORCE, killerspray.com/..." I was buried in work and everyday life someone 
have made a decision in mine and yours name to spray us with aluminium, barium and I 
don't know what else". en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ride_of_the_Valkyries... "for separate 
performances, his second wife Cosima noting "Unsavoury letters arrive for R. – requests for 
the Ride of the Valkyries and I don't know what else." 
www.franciscostork.com/excerpt_death_warriors.php"I'll be megablasted with lomustine, 
vincristine, and prednisone and I don't know what else, kryptonite, and then I'll stay with 
her for two weeks and that is it." Pattern seems to be a list - VP x, y and z and I don't know 
what else. ARTICLE REF.

13 END

22 933 [the front of the tram] that is Use is [broadly identify], [more narrowly identify], that is: very difficult to search - 
equivalent to "in other words" or "ie" or "that is to say" : meaning not clear from 
constituent parts

13 END

24 1050 before it's too late before it's too late COCA 259. S74, F76, M57, N46, Ac6 - not literally too late, meaning 
before his father dies - ie before the opportunity is gone  - means more/other than the 
words

13 END

31 1304 or so I thought or so * [THINK] for 37 types, 334 tokens: or so I thought 119: S8, F62, M34, N8, Ac7. Top 
is or so I thought 119 tokens, followed by or so he thought 60 tokens. Past tense dominates 
- first 5 tokens are all thought, and frequency drops once tense changes to present: means 
more/other than the words

Engagement - 
writer

13 END

31 1329 and so on Searching sentence final  and so on . To get this usage. S1206, F504, M1001, N368, 
Ac1223: meaning not clear from the words

13 END

36 1535 you see? , you see ? COCA 150. S65, F75, M3, N2, Ac5: specialization/shift/bleaching in "see" - 
means more than the words

Engagement 13 END

36 1536 for good for good . COCA 1212. S208, F442, M294, N196, Ac72: specializaiton/shift/bleaching in 
"good"

13 END

38 1602 [looking for it] but to no avail to no avail COCA 666. S60, F231, M155, N127, Ac93: always in end position (N-Rheme): 
archaic form, fixed

13 END

40 1686 [a true partner] in every 
sense of the word

in every sense of the word COCA 147. S32, F18, M40, News37, Ac20 - good example of one 
that is wholly compositional but still counts as a CE: in every meaning of the word COCA  1: 
in every sense of the * top is word at 147, next is term at 12, then phrase 1. 

13 End

46 1887 [There's no point dwelling on 
this,] of course

of course 104551. S37445, F27828, M17013, N10049, Ac12216 Agree 13 END

46 1890 and all that Searching and all that . COCA 785. S402, F242, M68, N65, Ac8: meaning not clear from the 
words

13 END

46 1903 [I experience the odd hiatus] 
, of course

of course 104551. S37445, F27828, M17013, N10049, Ac12216 Agree 13 END

1 14 {ride} hard or go home from play hard or go home GOOGLE 2.65 million 16 November 2011. The patttern is [action 
verb] [FORCE] or go home" - 52.4 million 5 March 2012. "train hard or go home", "go big or 
go home" definition www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term…but the only constant is "or 
go home". Always imperative. First part only 2 words eg play hard, train hard. 

13 ENTIRE



4 176 They don't make 'em like that 
any more

Not supported in COCA, but Google 1.71 million 14 November 2011: allow despite low 
frequency - refers to people, not things. 

Judgement 13 ENTIRE

4 193 {The crowd1} would've 
{clapped} but {they1} were 
too busy {laughing}…

{N1} would have -ed, but {N1 pron} [BE] too busy {-ing}. 2011 Fic Bk;BadBird "I would 
have answered, but I was too busy running like hell": 3rd conditional: correlates parts - 
Second part past continuous : alternative crying

Indirect Affect, 
Judgement

34 ENTIRE

4 201 for a reason that can be 
known only to [the rugby 
gods]

for reasons known only to COCA 33. S0, F14, M9, N5, Ac5: meaning not entirely clear from 
words, encoding and maybe decoding, Judgement

Judgement 13 ENTIRE

8 386 It's not that {hard} . It's not that [j*] . COCA 21 types, 59 tokens. S23, F14, M12, N10, Ac0: ATTITUDE in the 
slot.

Judgement 13 ENTIRE

9 396 Hang ten! COCA 9. ALLOW. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hang_Ten "Hanging Ten is a surfing maneuver and is 
considered one of the most impressive and iconic stunts one can perform with a surfboard". 
Meaning has extended to mean - fabulous, fantastic - not clear from the words

Indirect Affect 13 ENTIRE

9 403 man overboard man overboard COCA 40: S10, F5, M22, N3, Ac0 - normally an ENTIRE – what you say 
when someone falls out of a boat/off a ship, even if they're female

13 ENTIRE

11 500 give {us} a sec Very difficult to search, because second can be second (as in time segment) or second 
(following first). [GIVE] * a second COCA 5 types, 30 tokens. S13, F16, M1, N0, Ac0: but 
give me a sec, give me a second, and the less formal give us a sec/ond are commonplace - 
means "WAIT!" but gentler - meaning not clear from the words, means more/other than the 
words

13 ENTIRE

11 502 she'll be right she'll be right COCA 19. Australian totem: S1, F15, M0, N2, Ac1: meaning not clear from 
the words, means more/other than the words

Judgement/App 13 ENTIRE

13 578 I wonder Searching sentence final, , I wonder . COCA 54. S15, F28, M6, N4, Ac1.  Means more than 
the words suggest

1 ENTIRE

15 664 More than that I don't know No matching records in COCA. Usually "more than that I do not know" Google 178 million 
13 December 2011: More than that I cannot say- not usually contracted - allow

13 ENTIRE

16 701 it's a long story it's a long story COCA 136. S30, F88, M11, N5, Ac2 - doesn't necessarily refer to the length 
of the story but to the fact that it is complicated…and perhaps the speaker does not want to 
tell it - means more than the words

Appreciation 13 ENTIRE

26 1089 Oh no Form, means more than the words 13 ENTIRE

26 1090 here we go again here we go again COCA 278. S127, F58, M33, N56, Ac4. here * [GO] again 9 types, 328 
tokens. S142, F70, M43, N68, Ac5: meaning not clear from the words

Judgement 13 ENTIRE

26 1124 "she'll be right, mate" COCA 0. AUSTRALIAN TOTEM 5.09 million Google 16 January 2012: meaning not clear from 
the words, means more/other than the words

Judgement/App
/ Engagement

12 ENTIRE

31 1321 Is the Pope really Catholic See Philip (2008) - idiom schema 134 ENTIRE

31 1334 Any wonder? Derived from is it any wonder ? COCA 221. S19, F15, M79, N70, Ac38 Google "any wonder" 
4.01 million 5 January 2012, appears dominated by "Is it any wonder" - means more/other 
than the words

Engagement 13 ENTIRE

32 1369 the story does not end there story does n't end there COCA 20. S11, F2, Mag5, N1, Ac1: didn't 4 - means more/other 
than the words

Narrative 
special

13 ENTIRE

33 1397 [Very] long story short COCA long story short 197: S95, F57, M19, N17, Ac9. "to cut a" is often omitted! COCA 10 
for [CUT] a long story short. Being used regularly in Australian media without "to cut a" … 
change in process?

13 ENTIRE

34 1424 it's all downhill from here it's all downhill from here COCA 11. all downhill from here COCA 19. all downhill from COCA 
34. S12, Fiction 11, M5, N6, Ac0. Complements there, there, here, now on, that point: [BE] 
downhill from COCA 11 types, 21 tokens: [v*] downhill from 4 types, 25 tokens. Can be 
[BE], but also [WENT] (only one however). Take PC to be [BE] all downhill from 
[demonstrative] : ambiguous between ascriptive and specifying function: ambiguous 
between adjectival and adverbial function, means more/other than the words 

Appreciation 1 ENTIRE



34 1453 it's all over it's all over . COCA 177. S67, F67, M18, N22, Ac3: meaning not clear from the words 13 ENTIRE

34 1462 And then you die. Only 9 occurrences in COCA, all with this meaning (x, y, z and then you die)…life sucks and 
then you die…Google 7.23 million 6 January 2012 - means more than the words - 
references the inevitability of death, and the meaningless of life

13 ENTIRE

35 1490 God help {him} God help * COCA 31 types, 458 tokens. S66, F260, M56, N60, Ac16 - means more than the 
words

13 ENTIRE

35 1495 Lest we forget COCA 64. S15, F7, M20, N12, Ac10 - archaic form, particular (war) context Judgement 123 ENTIRE

40 1655 Where did the time go? COCA 1. Google 3.56 million 9 January 2012.  Specialization/shift/bleaching in "go" 13 ENTIRE

40 1661 Don't sweat the small stuff do n't sweat the small stuff COCA 31. S9, F4, M13, N3, Ac2 - reference to book - meaning 
not clear from the words

Judgement 123 ENTIRE

40 1670 what's in store what's in store COCA 116. S55, F9, M25, N26, Ac1 (NB). Shift/specialisation/bleaching 
across expression: meaning not clear from the words: count as Entire but discuss (doesn't 
generally stand alone). 

13 Entire

41 1722 I can live with that COCA 57. S10, F29, M7, N8, Ac3: CODA MARKER???? I can live with * top is I can live with 
that: then I can live with it 25, I can live with this 11…Encoding. Means more/other than 
words

13 ENTIRE

45 1864 "Really good weather for it" with no anaphoric referent. Usually "good day for it" or "lovely weather for it", "it" being 
non-specific. Can't find support - very much spoken and not written. the "it" is completely 
non-specific. Included with reservations - used often in Australia and possibly in UK too? 
Variation would be 'nice day for it' ...

Appreciation 13 ENTIRE

46 1879 {This was} more like it . This [BE] more like it 2 types, 9 tokens. Google 157 million 10 January 2012: can also get 
sounds more like it, seems more like it etc . more like it . COCA 215. S14, F118, M46, N34, 
Ac3 - often here 'That's more like it'

Appreciation 13 ENTIRE

46 1920 bless them Searching , bless them . To get this usage. COCA 2, both Magazine. , bless * . COCA 6 
types, 33 tokens. You 12, him 9, her 7, them 2, America 2, us 1. S10, F18, M4, N1, Ac0 - 
means more/other than the words

Indirect Affect 13 ENTIRE

48 2000 "that's it" Searching sentence initial . That's it for this usage. COCA 1481. S955, F291, M119, N102, 
Ac14 - meaning not clear from the words

13 ENTIRE

50 2059 What to do? Searching sentence entire: . What to do ? COCA 103. S9, F20, M50, N15, Ac9. Means more 
than the words

13 ENTIRE

44 1810 [unable] to face [the task] [FACE] VP - problematicizer 13 FACE Predicate 
phrase

5 234 {I1} found {myself1} [FIND] [ppx*] COCA 47 tokens, 22982 types: S2941, F7188, M5591, N3974, Ac3288: I find 
myself also highest F: figurative "find"

13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

7 337 {I1} found {myself1} [FIND] [ppx*] COCA 47 tokens, 22982 types: S2941, F7188, M5591, N3974, Ac3288: I find 
myself also highest F: figurative "find"

13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

12 540.1 I (still) find [the written word] 
{electrifying}

[FIND] + NP + ATTITUDE - allow as [FIND] predicate phrase, add to discussion 13 FIND predicate 
phrase

16 722 {I1} find {myself1} [thinking] [FIND] [ppx*] 47 types, 22982 tokens: S2941, F7188, M5591, N3974, Ac3288: figurative 
"find"

13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

17 771 {Dad1} found [such] 
strength] within {himself1}

[FIND] strength COCA 4 types 102 tokens. S19, F14, M29, N21, Ac19: often with a PP as 
here - eg in her faith, in a common market: figurative "find"

13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

22 956 {I1} found {myself1} [FIND] ppx* 47 types, 22982 tokens: 47 types, 22982 tokens. S2941, F7188, M5591, 
N3974, Ac3288: figurative "find"

13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

23 964 at finding {myself} [FIND] ppx* 47 types, 22982 tokens: 47 types, 22982 tokens. S2941, F7188, M5591, 
N3974, Ac3288: figurative "find"

13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

23 997 I have found {this} to be 
[deeply true in my speechless 
life]

[FIND] this to be 4 types, 121 tokens. S30, F9, M26, N13, Ac43: figurative "find" 13 FIND Predicate 
phrase



27 1141 {half a lifetime later} finds 
{me}

half a lifetime COCA 54. S4, F25, M15, N9, Ac1. Preceded by a time reference or an 
abstract noun (spring finds me, sleep finds me…) : core is FIND + personal pronoun : 
figurative "find" - constraints on subject slot, see "Sundays found us"

13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

31 1315 {Sundays} found {us} Has to be {time period} [FIND] {personal pronoun} then {activity} SEE FAMILY COURT 
above: figurative "find" - NB not classifying as NP/Predicate Phrase but there are constraints 
on choice

13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

32 1351 found {themselves} [of 
marriageable age…]

found themselves COCA 1719. S211, F263, M421, N339, Ac485: figurative "find", 
coreferential with subject

13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

32 1358 found {himself} […with a 
secure job and good 
prospects]

found himself: S280, F1845, M659, N612 : figurative "find" - coreferential with subject 13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

34 1421 {I'm1} finding {myself1} [at 
an age]

[FIND] [ppx*] COCA 47 types, 22982 tokens. S2941, F7188, M5591, N3974, Ac3288: 
figurative "find" - coreferential with subject

13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

34 1451 {we1} find {ourselves1} [FIND] [ppx*] COCA 47 types, 22982 tokens. S2941, F7188, M5591, N3974, Ac3288: 
figurative "find" - coreferential

13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

41 1708 {I1} found {myself1} 
[swimming in the vortex]

[FIND] [ppx*] COCA 47 types, 22982 tokens. S2941, F7188, M5591, N3974, Ac3288: 
figurative "find" - coreferential

13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

48 1999 found [sewing]{difficult} [FIND] * difficult 85 types, 1370 tokens. S143, F242, M331, N205, Ac449: topice in slot, 
plus ATTITUDE: figurative "find"

13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

50 2049 {I1} found {myself1} * [FIND] [ppx*] COCA for 100 types, 14034 tokens. S1856, F4749, Mag3471, News2280, 
Ac1678: figurative "find", coreferential

13 FIND Predicate 
phrase

6 284 [she was] far from being 
[Audrey Hepburn]

far from [v?g*] COCA for 100 types, 1522 tokens: top is far from being... Next is far from 
having 50. far from being is by far the most common - 984 tokens: S76, F67, M266, N143, 
Ac432: means she was not at all like Audrey Hepburn - really not - use of "far" - figurative 
distance

Judgement/Forc
e

13 Focusing modifier

6 289 [she] was no {athlete} She|he [BE] no {nn* with APPRAISAL/JUDGEMENT} for 100 types, 371 tokens. S65, F178, 
M61, N61, Ac6: meaning not clear from words, preference - include as scaling intensifier

Judgement 135 Focusing modifier

10 460 [I hacked ruthlessley into my 
memories with] what 
amounted to [a rusty, blunt-
edged saw]

what amounted to COCA 234: S49, F50, M56, N51, Ac28: fused relative construction (see 
Huddleston and Pullum p. 505): See Huddleston and Pullum p. 1068 for reasons to analyze 
as NPs or PPs. HOWEVER this is a sub-type where the construction is adjunctive - that is, it 
could be removed with no loss of grammatical form: BUT used in conjunction with an 
idiomatic expression, as here, these fused relatives serve a similar purpose to "literally" in 
"I literally blew a gasket", "literally" of "what amounted to" signalling 'start working on 
interpretation processes'. Classifying as focusing modifier

FOCUS DEVICE - 
relates to 
prototypicality

13 Focusing modifier

13 581 [I am] only too {aware} [of] only too aware COCA 23. S1, F8, M5, N0, Ac9. well 210, happy 195, glad 43, willing 29, 
eager 24, aware 23, familiar 14, easy 11, clearly 10: so preference for positive AFFECT 
trailing off into more neutral (but still not negative) options: only too + positive AFFECT

Force 13 Focusing modifier

17 741 not much more than {an 
oversized country 
town}[then]

not much more than COCA 259: S28, F89, M78, N45, Ac 19 J/A vehicle 13 Focusing modifier

24 1036 [wanted to fill those gaps 
with] something other than 
[Melbourne Bitter]

something other than COCA 984. S168, F261, Mag188, News168, Ac199 - not a typical 
scaler, except that it positions Melbourne Bitter at the end of the scale.

13 Focusing modifier

28 1179 [It's] not the most [sensitive 
response]

not the most [ATTITUDE] [NP] meaning 'could do better' 13 Focusing modifier

30 1293 little more than little more than 4961. S598, F850, M1409, N1299, Ac805: meaning not clear from the 
words

13 Focusing modifier

40 1658 somewhat of a somewhat of a COCA 9 types, 3786 tokens. S951, F605, M781, N932, Ac517: form, means 
more/other than the words

13 Focusing modifier



43 1805 [to become] nothing but [a 
pile of ashes]

nothing but 8481. S1292, F3887, M1435, N1142, Ac725: equivalent to "only": form, means 
more/other than the words

13 Focusing modifier

45 1848 [where he had been] less 
than {articulate}

[BE] less than [j*] COCA for 100 types, 490 tokens. S79, F53, M131, N97, Ac130: 
ATTITUDE IN SLOT - honest, ideal, enthusiastic, perfect, ideal, pleased, [expected]… means 
more/other than the words

13 Focusing modifier

4 173 gets the first shout at the bar It's my shout, get the first shout…phrasal constructions at the bar - Australianisms? Means 
buy the first round of drinks

Encyclopaedic 123 GET Predicate 
phrase

4 194 gets underway [GET] underway COCA 5 types, 420 tokens. S196, F39, M73, N55, Ac57: can also be [GET] 
started, [GET] going, also [BE] underway…light verb formation, include : 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "gets"

13 GET Predicate 
phrase

8 365 [we] got talking [GET] talking COCA 4 types, 45 tokens: [GET] [v?g*] for 100 types, 2519 tokens. Get going 
1000, got going 368, gets moving 366, gets going 114, getting going 45, got coming 45, 
got rolling 33…[GET] talking COCA 4 types, 45 tokens, S20, F16, M5, N4, Ac0 : 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "got"

13 GET Predicate 
phrase

19 839 to get {their} attention [GET] * attention for 100 types, 1152 tokens. S351, F322, M208, N207, Ac64: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "get"

134 GET Predicate 
phrase

24 1035 to get the most out of [GET] the most out of COCA 5 types, 328 tokens. Most common is get the most out of with 
245 tokens. S28, F5, M131, N59, Ac22. Overall 328 tokens. S33, F7, M169, N89, Ac30 (get 
the least out of COCA 1) : meaning not clear from the words

Appreciation 13 GET Predicate 
phrase

40 1667 getting married [GET] married: COCA 6 types, 7382 tokens. S2421, F2349, M1297, N1100, Ac215: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "get"

13 GET Predicate 
phrase

40 1669 times get hard hard collocated with times at L4, R4 MI 3.37: 1969. S401, F300, M433, N568, Ac167: 
difficult times 507. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "hard" 

Appreciation 1 GET Predicate 
phrase

40 1673 got married [GET] married 6 types, 7382 tokens. S2421, F2349, Mag1297, News1100, Ac215: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "get"

13 GET Predicate 
phrase

3 125 had {much} in common [HAVE] in common COCA 1430. [HAVE] * in common for 100 types, 1499 tokens. S192, 
F316, Mag351, N281, Ac359. Top slot-fillers are quantifiers or indefinite pronouns - more 
182, something 147, much 138, nothing 101, little 99, something 79 : meaning not clear 
from the words

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

6 287 had the look of [HAVE] the look of 4 types 261 tokens: S14, F150, M34, N47, Ac16. Dominant pattern 
followed by indefinite article/pronoun and then relative clause - "He had the look of an NCO 
eager to be mistaken for an officer" 1 2011, Fic, Bk:OfficersClub - meaning not clear from 
the words

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

6 295 [nobody but teachers] had 
any doubt

[HAVE] any doubt COCA 5 types, 170 tokens: S92, F17, M29, N27, Ac5. to have [neg/any] 
doubt: [HAVE] doubt COCA 3 types, 22 tokens PREFERENCE - form preference, means more 
than the words (they were certain - indirect affect?)

Indirect affect 13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

8 372 has {its} ups and downs [HAVE] its ups and downs COCA 3 types, 78 tokens: S20, F6, M20, N25, Ac7. [HAVE] * ups 
and downs 46 types, 217 tokens. Ups and downs 1219: S324, F72, M375, N356, Ac92 - NB 
cf ups hopefully outnumber downs - meaning not clear from the words

Appreciation 134 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

9 390 had trouble [HAVE] trouble [v?g*] COCA: for 100 types, 2254 tokens: S458, F501, M602, N542, Ac151: 
see Sinclair on TROUBLE (2004a) - meaning not clear from the words - encoding

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

9 397 [when we kids] had a go [on 
the enormous surfboard]

[HAVE] a go COCA 3 types (have, having, had) 133 tokens. S39, F53, M23, N15, Ac3: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "have" 

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

13 602 [Love such as this] has 
nothing to do with [the 
appearance and allure]

[HAVE] nothing to do with COCA 4 types, 5783 tokens: S2004, F1323, M846, N1087, 
Ac523: bleaching/specialization/shift in "have", means more/other than words 

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

14 636.1 having an accent [HAVE] an accent COCA 4 types, 89 tokens: S22, F47, M2, N9, Ac9 - High F: means more 
than the words

23 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

16 718.1 [why don't you] have 
children?

[HAVE] children - children must be your own (biologically????) - means more/other than 
the words - COCA 4 types, 4326 tokens. S1324, F869, M868, N771, Ac494

3 HAVE Predicate 
phrase



22 945 had more faith in [HAVE] faith in COCA 4 types, 552 tokens: S156, F108, M96, N118, Ac74: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "have", form

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

28 1183 [if I] had children with [HAVE] children meaning gave birth to - allow as HAVE Predicate phrase 13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

29 1203 [this place] has a way of [HAVE] a way of 5 types, 1171 tokens: S257, F376, M262, N195, Ac81: meaning not clear 
from the words

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

34 1440 have the privilege [HAVE] the privilege COCA 4 types, 356 tokens. S118, F34, M79, N72, Ac53 13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

34 1443 {I} had the honour of [HAVE] the honour of COCA 1 type, 2 tokens. Google 6.58 million 6 January 2012: 
unbalanced pair *I had the shame of - preference

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

34 1456 {We1} have the world at 
{our1} feet

the world at * feet COCA 12 relevant tokens: "have the world at your feet" entry in 
idiomsthefreedictionary.com 18 August 2012: figurative "feet" and "world" - coreferential 
group

Judgement 134 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

36 1514 have {no} visitors Meaning receive/get visitors: [HAVE] visitors COCA 4 types, 145 tokens. S29, F64, M21, 
N22, Ac9

13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

37 1545 have no way of {proving} [HAVE] no way of 6 types, 790 tokens. S207, F249, M129, N97, Ac108. no way of 1285, 
S350, F376, M205, N163, Ac191: don't have a way of is not equivalent: PC is V [BE, 
HAVE…] no way of + V, and V is a set [KNOW, FIGURE OUT, INFLUENCE, PREDICT, PROVE] 
in this pattern (other pattern is no way of getting there...) Constraints on slot fillers

134 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

40 1677 had the {courage} to [HAVE] the courage to 5 types, 919 tokens. S292, F190, M170, News184, Ac83. [HAVE] the 
* to : courage is number 14. Above it is right, opportunity, potential, ability, opportunity, 
right, power, potential, power, ability, chance, right, money, courage, chance, capacity...all 
positive. ???? [HAVE] the [positive JUDGEMENT] to FRAME

Judgement 
vehicle

134 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

47 1959 having operations [HAVE] an operation COCA 5 types, 122 tokens: include as HAVE Predicate phrase 3 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

50 2088 [She recently started] having 
{driving} lessons

[HAVE] collocated with lessons at L4, R4 COCA 631. S143, F63, M133, N138, Ac154 13 HAVE Predicate 
phrase

1 23 A great number a great number COCA 360. S127, F39, M55, N38, Ac101: a big number COCA 80 - 
specialisation/shift/bleaching of "great" in collocation with "number

13 Intensifying 
collocation

1 28 true friendship true friendship collocated with true MI 6.35: S4, F8, M16, N5, Ac35 true *: true love, story, 
nature, believer, value, feelings,  friend DEGREE ADVERB + COLLOCATION

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

1 45 deep respect deep respect COCA 101. S21, F12, M24, N17, Ac27: great respect, real respect - deep 
collocates with AFFECT - deep anger, deep sorry, deep grief. High collocates with 
JUDGEMENT/APPRECIATION: high esteem, high regard, high quality, high 
standard…bleaching/specialization/shift in "great"

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

5 244 a powerful emotion emotion collocated with powerful COCA 24. S4, F8, M7, N3, Ac2. MI 6.31: * emotion first 
content word (adj) is raw, strong, negative, great, real, intense, powerful, genuine, deep, 
high... a powerful * collocates force, tool, message, influence, incentive: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "powerful"

13 Intensifying 
collocation

5 245 [I didn't] fully understand didn't fully understand COCA 36: fully understand 736 totally understand, entirely 
understand, wholly understand, really, half... bleaching/specialization/shift in "fully"

13 Intensifying 
collocation

7 325 sweltering heat sweltering * top collocate is heat COCA 73: S16, F23, M10, N19, Ac5: next is sweltering 
summer, afternoon, day, July - sweltering is applied to climatic conditions (the heat isn't 
sweltering, the people are :-)

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

7 330 yet another yet another COCA 6562: S1052, F1126, M1596, N1380, Ac1408. yet more, *yet some, *yet 
any, meaning not clear from the words

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

7 342 the bitter end the bitter end COCA 176: S37, F31, M38, N48, Ac22. a bitter end COCA 5. Appreciation/Fo
rce

13 Intensifying 
collocation

10 457 a desperate attempt a * attempt COCA for 100 types, 1577 tokens. Most frequent is a desperate attempt. COCA 
151. S37, F34, M30, N30, Ac20: synonym might be frantic, but doesn't convey potential 
futility

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation



16 715 closest friends close friends COCA 1585. S356, F203, M412, N366, Ac248: near friends 8, true friends 
COCA 82: PREFERENCE old friends 1499: specialization/shift/bleaching with "closest"

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

17 764 key focus COCA 37, S4, F0, M3, N10, Ac20: specialization/shift/bleaching with "key" Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

18 791 listened intently [LISTEN] collocated with intently at L4, R4 COCA 518. S22, F328, M77, N65, Ac26: [v?d*] 
intently COCA 29 types, 388 tokens: top is listened at 169: next stared 47, then looked 41, 
watched 40, peered 19, gazed 12, focused 7. All verbs related to the senses - often 
followed by prepositional phrases...increases intensity of listening - classifying as intensifier 
rather than pred phrase

Force 134 Intensifying 
collocation

21 920 deep faith deep faith COCA 68. S21, F3, M18, N17, Ac9: blind faith, true faith, great faith, strong faith 
: specialization/shift/bleaching with "deep"

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

24 1048 [forge a] closer bond close bond COCA 57. S9, F3, M16, N20, Ac9 also strong bond, special bond, intimate bond, 
spiritual bond. Meaning specialization/shift/bleaching in "closer" and also "bond"

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

26 1094 yet again yet again COCA 1270. S262, F431, M230, N174, Ac173: intensifying Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

26 1116 high standards high standard* COCA 995. S179, F37, M218, N236, Ac325: low standard* COCA 86: 
Specialization/shift/bleaching with "high"

13 Intensifying 
collocation

28 1175 your closest friends close* friend* COCA 25 types, 4489 tokens. S987, F611, Mag1161, N1154, Ac576: 
specialization/shift/bleaching with "close" - position (close friends do not need to be 
spatially close)

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

28 1190 a mild case mild case COCA 64, S9, F19, M20, N9, Ac7 - illness, literal or metaphorical: 
specialization/shift/bleaching with "mild"

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

29 1233 low humidity low humidity: COCA 72: S19, F3, M23, N11, Ac16: high humidity: low rainfall, high rainfall, 
low temperatures, high temperatures…specialization/shift/bleaching with "low"

F 1 Intensifying 
collocation

29 1236 a light fog light fog. COCA 17. light rain, light wind, light sun? OPPOSITE is heavy fog, also thick fog … 
(but don't get thin fog) and dense fog ? Only light for the opposite? Or would this be mist? 
Google high (>5 million, 8 March) allow

F 13 Intensifying 
collocation

33 1391 close friends close friends COCA 1585. S356, F203, M412, N366, Ac248. close friend is marginally more 
common (1665) (NB closeness is not about literal proximity): specialization/shift/bleaching 
with "close"

F 13 Intensifying 
collocation

36 1504 torrential rain COCA 56. S14, F11, M18, N11, Ac2: don't get torrential snow Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

36 1538 greatly missed COCA 16 - below required 20. Google 3.76 million 4 April 2013 - reference to sympathy 
messages - allow as intensifying collocation

23 Intensifying 
collocation

39 1645 fully comprehend fully comprehendCOCA 98. S6, F25, M27, N15, Ac25: almost all preceded by a lexical 
grammatical negative - classified as Intensifier, however, with reservations: 
specialization/shift/bleaching with "fully"

F 13 Intensifying 
collocation

43 1801 [with] great care great care COCA 449. S62, F118, M105, N52, Ac112: specialization/shift/bleaching with 
"great"

Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

46 1873 clearly recall clearly [recall] COCA 23. S1, F8, M9, N4, Ac1. specialization/shift/bleaching with "clearly" Force 13 Intensifying 
collocation

4 178 ,ever the {gourmand} , ever the [nn*] 64 types, 78 tokens: S3, F22, M19, N25, Ac9 , ever the [JUDGEMENT]: 
APPRAISAL frame (paradigmatic restriction, socioculturally defined)

Judgement 134 Interpolation

4 184 you can guess what 
happen{s} next

Derived from "guess what happened next" - narrative stage marker. you can guess COCA 
137. S34, F64, M25, N10, Ac4 - direct invitation to reader from text.

Engagement 13 Interpolation

6 281 ,for instance, , for instance , COCA 12956. S2082, F663, M4368, N2481, Ac3361 : form, meaning not 
clear from words

13 Interpolation

9 426 and,] of course, [he had to 
have one]

of course COCA 104551. S37445, F27828, M17013, N10049, Ac12216: meaning not clear 
from words

Engagement 13 Interpolation

11 531 ,wait for it, Imperative. wait for it COCA 244. S55, F84, M50, N44, Ac11 - means more than the words 
suggest - sense of anticipation 

1 Interpolation



13 588 , I guess, Figurative "guess" 13 Interpolation

18 799 [were all] no doubt 
[wondering]

no doubt COCA 135621. S3256, F3369, M2613, N2048, Ac2275: fixed, means more/other 
than the words

Engagement 13 Interpolation

18 806 [who,] from {their} 
perspective,

COCA 143. from * perspective 44 types, 3043 tokens: S592, F129, M346, N263, Ac1712 - 
marks other positions in discourse space

Engagement 134 Interpolation

21 922 [to say] from the bottom of 
{my} heart [thank you]

from the bottom of * heart COCA 5 types 137 tokens: S74, F31, M12, N17, Ac3: figurative 13 Interpolation

22 949 [in her 80s,] I imagine, 
[hadn't given up]

, I imagine , 173. S62, F68, M18, N8, Ac17: means more/other than the words 13 Interpolation

29 1222 let me tell you let me tell you 3398. S2286, F725, M192, N149, Ac46: means more/other than the words - 
with "me" in first slot has this particular meaning - not present in other substitutions. 

Engagement 13 Interpolation

32 1365 [He never again] ,by {his} 
own account, [proposed 
marriage]

COCA 78. by * own account 6 types, 111 tokens. S19, F7, M26, N34, Ac25: set form Engagement 134 Interpolation

34 1450 [if] for some reason [we find 
ourselves…]

for some reason COCA 3492. S792, F1652, M505, N362, Ac181 - means for any one of a 
number of unpredictable reasons - means more/other than words

13 Interpolation

38 1579 much to {Dad's} {disgust} much to * disgust COCA 3 types, 5 tokens. Much to my * 55 types, 188 tokens. Surprise 
61, chagrin 17, dismay 13, relief 9, delight 7, amazement 7, 5 astonishment 5, 
embarrassment 4, regret 3, annoyance 2…NB much to my liking is quite different. S30, F56, 
M54, N28, Ac20: FRAME is much to [poss pron + N] [N] where [N] is AFFECT -  correlative 
because the presentation of much to anticipates completion with the ATTITUDE slot-filler, 
classified here as Sentence/clause lead-in, subsidiary Correlative

Affect Indirect 14 Interpolation

38 1607 [Then,] weeks later, [I 
remembered…]

[time word] later - eg days later, weeks later, months later, minutes later, seconds later . 
Search . Weeks later to get this usage. COCA 83. S9, F17, M28, N25, Ac 4 : appears to be 
open choice but days, weeks and months emphasize the extent of the time period: minutes 
and seconds emphasize the brevity. days weeks and months convey delay, minutes and 
seconds convey speed, rapidity: code as 1 - somehow contributes to Force

Force 13 Interpolation

40 1674 [our parents] no doubt [had 
their reservations]

Searched , no doubt to capture this usage. 2242, S383, F911, M408, News242, Ac298: 
means more/other than words

13 Interpolation

45 1849 [He was] in fact [an 
experienced fencing 
contractor]

in fact COCA 75824. S28495, F8634, M15147, N8465, Ac15092: means more/other than 
words (may not be a fact) - stopper

Stop 13 Interpolation

46 1907 [Harry], of course, [now 
features…]

of course 104551. S37445, F27828, M17013, N10049, Ac12216 Agree 13 Interpolation

46 1924 or,] in {my} case, [limited 
opportunity to write nano-
pieces]

in my case COCA 807. S320, F165, M169, N78, Ac75 - use of "in" Engagement 13 Interpolation

47 1940 US Surgeon General JOB TITLE 3 JOB TITLE

50 2051 parking inspector parking inspector COCA 0. Google 856,000 March 8 2012 3 JOB TITLE

50 2067 parking inspectors parking inspector COCA 0. Google 856,000 March 8 2012 3 JOB TITLE

5 227 make it home [in time] [MAKE] it home COCA 4 types, 354 tokens. Again, high in Fiction. S74, F162, M68, N41, 
Ac9. Similar to get home, but implies struggle, difficulty: specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

5 230 made a lasting impression [MAKE] an impression. 4 types, 314 tokens. S58, F93, M51, N90, Ac22 the lasting 
impression COCA 15….indefinite article preferred. impression collocated with lasting at L4: 
COCA 204. S28, F25, M68, N56, Ac32 MI 9.68: lasting impression COCA 205: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

6 308 make friends [MAKE] friends 4 types, 1155 tokens. S169, F334, M279, N230, Ac143: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase



10 464 make a new start [MAKE] a new start COCA 3 types, 31 tokens: S4, F11, M3, N7, Ac6. * a new start 60 
types, 162 tokens: specialization/shift/bleaching in "make" - preference - make a new start, 
not make a new beginning

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

17 750 made excuses [MAKE]  collocated with excuses at L4, R4, COCA 629. S129, F190, M152, N132, Ac26: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

24 1004 made ({the usual}) small talk [MAKE] small talk COCA 4 types, 232 tokens. S7, F149, M51, N21, Ac4: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make" and "small"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

27 1154 make ({spelling}) mistakes [MAKE] collocated with mistakes at L4, R4: COCA 5080. S1865, F601, M1022, N1149, 
Ac443

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

28 1180 to make a spectacle of 
{themselves}

make a spectacle of 4 types, 53 tokens always followed by a reflexive. COCA 53. S9, F28, 
M6, N5, Ac5: specialization/shift/bleaching in "make" and meaning not clear from the words

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

31 1310 to make {him} crawl Literal/idiomatic split. 17 types, 25 tokens. S2, F19, Mag2, News2, Ac1: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make" and figurative "crawl"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

33 1389 made a fool of {myself} [MAKE] a fool of * COCA 50 types, 287 tokens: S43, F167, M41, N28, Ac8. Top frequencies 
reflexives: myself 30, himself 28 etc. make top, then making (make an idiot of myself, 
make a complete fool of himself) - make a {JUDGEMENT} of…: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make" - NB coreferential group

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

33 1413 mistakes are made make mistakes MAKE GROUP: [MAKE] mistakes COCA 1884: S637, F240, M415, N435, 
Ac157: specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

33 1414 [I] make mistakes make mistakes MAKE GROUP: [MAKE] mistakes COCA 1884: S637, F240, M415, N435, 
Ac157: specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

33 1417 Making [these youthful] 
errors

[MAKE] collocated with error* : 4 types, 1348 tokens: S230, F141, M237, N322, Ac418: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

34 1438 making the most of every day [MAKE] the most of 4 types, 1240 tokens: S163, F156, M490, N305, Ac126. [MAKE] the 
most of every day 2 types, 6 tokens: specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

34 1451 make our own breakfast [MAKE] breakfast COCA 187: S16, F93, M39, N33 3 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

34 1457 decisions to make [MAKE] collocated with decisions at L4, R4: COCA S3363, F681, M2443, N2683, Ac4003: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

37 1560 [what a] difference [one or 
two more votes here or there] 
might make

[MAKE] a difference COCA 4 types, 5414 tokens S1884, F459, M1128, N1194, Ac749: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

39 1637 make sure [MAKE] sure 4 types, 33873 tokens. S11847, F6030, M8354, N5788, Ac1854: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

40 1657 makes {me} wonder [MAKE] me wonder 4 types, 428 tokens. S64, F162, M92, N81, Ac29: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

40 1675 making a [lifetime] 
commitment

[MAKE] collocated with commitment at L4, R4 COCA 1830. S540, F118, M395, N423, Ac354 13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

41 1716 making a difference [make] a difference COCA 5414. S1884, F459, M1128, N1194, Ac749: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

43 1788 made all the right moves [MAKE] all the right moves COCA 4 types, 26 tokens. S4, F2, M6, N14, Ac0: [MAKE] the 
right moves 4 types 29 tokens: specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

49 2023 [she didn't] make [the usual] 
noises

[MAKE] collocated with noise COCA 3 types 2774 tokens. S474, F1486, M425, N293, Ac96: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

49 2029 [their eyes] made contact eyes [MAKE] contact not supported (COCA 3). [MAKE] contact COCA 4 types, 1080 tokens. 
S212, F329, M254, N137, Ac148: specialization/shift/bleaching in "make"

13 MAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 2 heart attack heart attack COCA 4826, S1076, F943, M1483, N1190 - figurative "attack" 13 N/NP



1 7 outlaw motorcycle gang "outlaw motorcycle" 1.57 million 5 March 2012. "outlaw motorcycle gang" 2.48 million 5 
March 2012. (cf "illegal motorcycle gang" 11,800 Google 5 March 2012 - outlaw motorcycle 
is preferred) use of "outlaw" - encyclopaedic (understanding of what outlaw motorcycle 
gangs do - drug trade, violence...)

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

1 8 a mountain of a man a * of a man COCA for 100 types, 353 tokens: S69, F152, M46, N65, Ac21. Small amount 
of noise (eg a photo of a man). Judgement in slot: a nightmare of a man, a legend of a 
man: often but not necessarily man. FRAME is a [JUDGEMENT/APRECIATION] of a 
[CATEGORY] (a nightmare of a place)

Judgement/ 
Appreciation

13 N/NP

1 9 a generous smile generous smile COCA 19: specialization of "generous" in relation to personal behaviour - eg 
generous soul, generous spirit … allow with reservations: means more/other than the words 
(what is a "generous" smile?) - see au.answers.yahoo.com › All Categories › Social Science 
› Psychology
2 answers - 25 Feb 2010
Top answer: Because they smile with their eyes. 

Judgement 13 N/NP

1 10 a [big,] booming laugh laugh collocated with booming at L4, R4 COCA 27. S0, F16, M6, N5, Ac0. MI 8.33 - : 
booming voice, sound, laugh, music, baritone: boom defined as "a deep loud sound you can 
hear for several seconds after it begins" LDCE p. 163. Normal selection restriction based on 
meaning of booming, however booming in a vocal context associated with heartiness, good-
nature, confidence: nothing in the dictionary association to suggest that. Included for that 
reason. 

13 N/NP

1 11 a seminal moment seminal moment COCA 38: S16, F4, M8, N8, Ac2: most frequent collocate is work 130 - big 
gap before next  (event, 47). Indefinite article preferred (a seminal moment 23, the seminal 
moment 6) - extension from general meaning of "seminal" LDCE "important, and influences 
the way things develop in the future"

13 N/NP

1 12 country roads country roads COCA 260. S27, F78, M81, N58, Ac16: city roads 11: city streets 678 - 
country roads but city streets – unpredictable preference

3 N/NP

1 17 country pubs country pub* COCA 9. "country pub" Google 1.28 million 11 January 2012 "city pub" 66,100 
Google 7 March 2012 - "city pub" evokes location, "country pub" evokes type: don't have 
'country shop', or 'country church', or 'country laundry'

13 N/NP

1 18 counter meal COCA 0. Google 112,000. Confirmed via Facebook ("where would you be if you were having 
a counter meal"? - in a pub)

23 N/NP

1 26 funeral home funeral home COCA 1212. S160, F322, M140, N572, Ac18: specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"home"

12 N/NP

1 29 [his favourite] cowboy boots cowboy boots COCA 625. S58, F276, M144, N131, Ac16: as worn by cowboys 23 N/NP

1 31 a {position} of {honour} Position of honour COCA 0. Place of honour COCA 5. of honour - guest of honour, badge of 
honour, maid of honour…tapping in to that pattern - include as adaptation: PC is "a/the * of 
honour": the guest of honour, a place of honour, a badge of honour, the place of honour, 
the code of honour, a maid of honour : not "an honourable position" (evokes meaning 
change) : Appreciation

Appreciation 345 N/NP

1 32 the head of the procession The head of the * COCA for 100 types, 2261 tokens. S776, F550, M339, N364, Ac232 The 
head of the line is number 2, at 109. Pattern is the head of the * -, based on the * of the * 
frame (which is not counted in this work, see notes) but with synedochal 'head' in the first 
slot. Second slot is variable, hence NP Variable classification.   

13 N/NP

1 33 final words final words COCA 220: S58, F70, M37, N19, Ac36: context has to be localized already for 
this interpretation to be activated. Final words are said about the person: last words are 
said by the person. Meaning not clear from the words

13 N/NP

1 34 [its] final journey final journey COCA 36: S13, F10, M6, N4, Ac3 - this usage relates to death, obsolescence 
(the QEll's final journey) - means more than the words

13 N/NP



1 37 wraparound sunglasses wraparound sunglasses COCA 42. S0, F22, M8, N11, Ac1. 1.06 million Google 5 March 
2012: particular style of sunglasses, specialization/shift/bleaching in "wraparound" - means 
they have bits on the side, particular style

13 N/NP

1 48 the back roads back roads COCA 389. S37, F127, M107, N103, Ac15: these are the smaller roads, non-
main roads. There are no "front roads". Sociocultural.

123 N/NP

1 49 rear-vision mirror COCA 0. Google 1.66 million 12 January 2012 13 N/NP

2 57 table top table top COCA 249. S5, F78, M40, N20, Ac106: table surface COCA 16: *table and 
cupboard top - modification not possible (see Huddleston & Pullum and notes re tests)

13 N/NP

2 64 sands of time sands of time COCA 31: S4, F3, M11, N10, Ac 3: figurative "sands" 13 N/NP

2 67 own-brand {cornflakes} own-brand ham, bread, butter…own-brand + consumable: a cheap alternative produced by 
supermarkets. But in relation to pharmaceuticals, we use the word "generic" to describe 
cheaper versions of known-brand products: own-brand + supermarket foodstuff : means 
more than the words (cheap, quality not the greatest, mums often buy them to save 
money...)...APPRECIATION: means more/other than the words

Encyclopaedic, 
Appreciation

123 N/NP

2 77 the start of something 
{special} 

the start of something * collocates big, good, new, bigger, great, worse, wonderful 
ATTITUDE: COCA 21 types, 71 tokens. S12, F14, M19, N24, Ac2:means more than the 
words - conveys excitement, anticipation

Indirect Affect 13 N/NP

2 82 the nanny state nanny state COCA 49: S20, F0, M12, N11, Ac6 - figurative "nanny" - a state that has over-
stringent rules to keep people safe 

123 N/NP

2 87.1 {Twenty}-{year}-olds Conventionalized format for age: single "year". 8-year-olds COCA for 100 types, 3921 
tokens.

3 N/NP

2 91 guitar breaks guitar breaks COCA 1, Google 188,000 12 January 2012. Technical meaning apparent in 
Google defs - meaning not clear from words, allow

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

2 93 this business of {growing old} this business of COCA 305. S185, F59, M24, Ac14: always marks what follows as bad, or 
complex, or problematic. [GROW] old 4 types, 767 tokens. S84, F348, M167, N98, Ac70: 
[GROW] * : old/er is by far the most common slot filler, followed by accustomed, louder, 
tired, stronger, larger… this business of looks from COCA as though it's often accompanied 
by something inherently negative, or something intended to be interpreted as negative - 
marker. Count as N/NP, check growing old separately.

Problematicizin
g

13 N/NP

2 96 {16}-{year}-olds conventionalized - singular "year" 3 N/NP

2 97 teeth braces COCA 1. Google 1.25 million 16 February 2012: don't need the "teeth" if the context is 
clear...but see www.strikingsmile.com.au/article-library/teeth-braces.html "Teeth braces are 
an orthodontic appliance which are used to correct teeth which are crooked or crowded. If 
you or your children require teeth braces," 

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

2 98 Heavy metal heavy metal COCA 787. S117, M176, N196, Ac160. Mixture of music/chemistry usage - this 
one relates to music, meaning not clear from words

123 N/NP

2 101 own-brand {cornflakes} own-brand ham, bread, butter…own-brand + consumable: a cheap alternative produced by 
supermarkets. But in relation to pharmaceuticals, another major manufacturing area where 
the same practice occurs, we use the word "generic" to describe cheaper versions of known-
brand products, so collocation is restricted: also evokes Appraisal (ATTITUDE) - own-brand 
produce is cheap, not necessarily the best quality

Appreciation 123 N/NP

3 107 the f-word the f-word COCA 92. S16, F16, M23, N34, Ac3 - alludes to "fuck", taboo swear word, 
recoding to make it acceptable

123 N/NP

3 113 the Stolen Generations Established Australian compound referring to Aboriginal children taken without permission 
from their parents by the government of the day. "stolen generation" Google 334,000 12 
January 2012: "stolen generations" 334,000 same date. ALLOW DESPITE LOW FREQUENCY

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

3 118 great-grandfather Conventionalized formula, meaning not clear from the words 123 N/NP

3 126 snub nose snub nose COCA 41. S3, F32, M2, N2, Ac2 - Roman nose, hooked nose : Cobuild define it 
as a "short nose which points slightly upwards" : 'he had a snub and she had a hooked 
nose'? 'The models had snub and hooked noses'? Looks like a unit. Allow.

13 N/NP



3 133 chest of drawers chest of drawers COCA 264. S8, F157, M80, N14, Ac5: PREFERENCE (use of "chest") 13 N/NP

3 142 a dot painting COCA 2. Technical in-term describing Aboriginal painting technique. ALLOW DESPITE LOW 
FREQUENCY - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

3 145 family secret family secret COCA 88. S38, F21, M12, N12, Ac5: secret in the family COCA 2, secret of the 
family COCA 1: family's secret 5: family secrets are usually bad, not good: winning the 
Lotto and not telling anyone would not be a family secret. APPRAISAL: APPRECIATION

Appreciation 13 N/NP

4 153 Form guides form guides COCA 2 types, 2 tokens .Technical in-term. ALLOW Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

4 154 sectional times sectional times COCA 0. Technical in-term. ALLOW Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

4 161 [ain't he] a good sport [BE] a good sport COCA 127: S38, F47, M25, N15, Ac2. NB cannot exclude references to 
sport/game but this usage not necessarily related to sport at all

Judgement 13 N/NP

4 164 {his} place place preceded by possessive pronoun: impossible to search. Combination means his 
home/house : my place, his place, your place, our place, their place…all refer to the 
people's homes - informal, indicates friendliness

13 N/NP

4 171 relief all around Google relief all round 887,000, relief all around 665,000 16 November 2011. all round in 
COCA gives a number of occurrences mirroring this one: easier, better, surprise, 
surpluses, smiles, shrugs, hellos, greetings... there are a number of patterns with all 
a/round but this one is used to reference shared AFFECT or JUDGEMENT: this pattern 
{covert AFFECT} all round  meaning not clear from the words

Affect Indirect 13 N/NP

4 175 [in] the first half COCA 3265. S197, F115, M678, N1590, Ac685. Mix of usages, but sporting use well-
represented. Technical in-term

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

4 177 half-time COCA 186. Here sporting term - the break in the middle Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

4 179.1 [a very attractive] hot dog Australian concise Oxford dictionary 2009, p. 684. 13 N/NP

4 182 [keeps up a sprited but] 
losing battle

a losing battle COCA 151. S27, F34, M40, N32, Ac 18. NB these two are maybe a splice - 
fight a losing battle [FIGHT] a losing battle COCA 4 types, 68 tokens. S14, F14, M21, N10, 
Ac9 - but you can say "it's a losing battle" with no particular verb. Figurative "battle"

Appreciation 13 N/NP

4 190 Match fitness match fitness MWE in sporting context. COCA 1. Google 1.41 million 12 January 2012 - 
means whether you've demonstrated your ability to last the game

23 N/NP

5 231 primary school primary school: COCA 599. S24, F38, M60, N100, Ac377 - meaning not clear from words Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

5 233 tunnel ball COCA 0. Sport played in Australian primary schools. ALLOW: meaning not clear from words Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

5 236 sports carnival COCA 3. Australian term - school event - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

5 238 [When] the big night [came] the big night COCA 81: S26, F17, M12, N25, Ac1: use of "big" 13 N/NP

5 253 [signal the] start of play start of play COCA 6. PC in sporting context see 
www.wfms.org/Other/Football/FIFA/law8.html

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

6 272 power politics power politics COCA 217. S15, F4, M43, N28, Ac126: means more/other than the words Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

6 273 private [girls] school private school COCA 1495. S216, F184, M218, N616, Ac261 - encyclopaedic - "private" 
means fee-paying

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

6 277 make-up In Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary hyphenated - meaning not clear from words 13 N/NP

6 280 co-ed school Co-educational, conventionalized abbreviation. Boys and girls - counting as N/NP rather 
than abbreviation

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

6 283.1 her real name Looks from COCA examples as if real is used for animate and proper for inaminate NPs. 
Allow as N/NP - no bleaching, but unpredictable restriction, preference

3 N/NP

6 306 self-sacrifice self-sacrifice COCA 346. S21, F33, M83, N41, Ac168. High Ac. No literal sacrifice of self 1 N/NP

7 312 things past things past COCA 67: S7, F21, M16, N10, Ac15. In this context, a reference to Proust A la 
recherche du temps perdu - encyclopaedic in this context

Encyclopaedic 
in this context

12 N/NP

7 315 a token of {love} a token of COCA 6. love token also 6. token of complements gratitude, appreciation, 
esteem, affection, friendship. Limited set: a token of dislike 0 : a token of hatred 1. a token 
of mourning. "a token of" 21.3 million Google 15 March 2012. INCLUDE: Complements all 
evoke AFFECT - and are all positive 

Affect Indirect 4 N/NP



7 318 family gatherings family gatherings COCA 318: COCA 174. S20, F42, M61, N34, Ac17. * gatherings COCA for 
100 types, 1222 tokens: top is family gatherings. Family gatherings typically involve food, 
don't extend beyond a few hours… means more than the words

13 N/NP

7 324 shipping containers shipping container* COCA : 4 types, 175 tokens. S37, F13, M51, N45, Ac29: encyclopaedic - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "container"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

7 331 the shipping container shipping container* COCA : 4 types, 175 tokens. S37, F13, M51, N45, Ac29: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "container"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 345 working conditions * conditions top collocate is the, followed by working. working conditions COCA 1031. S91, 
F36, M170, N234, Ac500: next is economic (918), living (727). work conditions 78. Carries 
additional contextual meaning - what are working conditions? meal breaks, benefits, 
super...encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

8 346 staffing levels staffing levels COCA 74. S9, F1, M11, N29, Ac24: staff levels COCA 16. level of staff 9. 
PREFERENCE Refers to the number of people working there but avoids reference to people 
and numbers: like water levels - specialization/shift/bleaching in "levels"

13 N/NP

8 347 family members family members COCA 8108. S1702, F282, M1589, N1964, Ac2571  collocation - members 
collocated with family at L4, R4 MI 5.75

13 N/NP

8 349 loved ones loved ones COCA one/ones 12 types, 3896 tokens. S1280, F435, M915, N830, Ac436 - 
people like family, husbands, wives, partners: specialization/shift/bleaching in both parts

13 N/NP

8 356 a service industry a service industry COCA 20 S5, F0, M7, N3, Ac5, the service industry 62. S8, F4, M8, N23, 
Ac19: encyclopaedic - sense of "service"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

9 388 banana board COCA 0. Technical in-term (surfing). ALLOW - figurative "banana" 123 N/NP

9 392 station wagon station wagon COCA 1120: S82, F625, M178, N222, Ac13. specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"wagon" and "station"

123 N/NP

9 393 telephone box telephone box COCA 22: S9, F11, M1, N1, Ac0 - specialization/shift/bleaching in  "box" 123 N/NP

9 399 [paper] cut-outs ACOD 2009, p. 346 13 N/NP

9 405 [on] the open sea the open sea COCA 195; S16, F81, M55, N17, Ac26. on the open sea 33: S3, F15, M7, N3, 
Ac5 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "open"

13 N/NP

9 408 car park car park COCA 86. S9, F59, M8, N4, Ac6 (cf national park, amusement park): place where 
people are officially allowed to park a car - designated area

123 N/NP

9 430 body surfing body surfing COCA 20: S5, F6, M4, N4, Ac1 - meaning not clear from the words Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

10 443 the line-up COCA 214. S60, F40, M39, N54, Ac21 13 N/NP

10 445 the lip of the wave Technical in-term. COCA 1: ALLOW (filled version of the * of the *): figurative "lip" 13 N/NP

10 447 the dull roar dull roar COCA 37: S1, F22, M6, N8, Ac0 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "dull" 13 N/NP

10 448 crashing waves crashing waves COCA 58: S1, F21, M21, N10, Ac5: specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"crashing"

13 N/NP

10 456 the fall guy COCA 119. S53, F16, M15, N32, Ac3. Figurative 'fall', always 'guy' 13 N/NP

10 478 leg-rope Surfing equipment - technical term Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

10 484 breakfast in bed breakfast in bed COCA 121: S22, F38, M43, N16, Ac2: evokes an entire scenario which is 
not evoked by lunch in bed (which has no matching records in COCA at all)

123 N/NP

10 486 respite centre respite centre COCA 0. 1.45 million Google 6 March 2012. Australian term? Encyclopaedic: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "respite"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

11 495 leisure centre COCA 0. PC in Australian context not American?  Swimming, gym, sauna etc, run by the 
local council ALLOW - specialization/shift/bleaching in "leisure"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

11 503 leisure centre COCA 0. PC in Australian context not American?  Swimming, gym, sauna etc, run by the 
local council ALLOW - specialization/shift/bleaching in "leisure"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

11 509 spin cycle spin cycle COCA 65. S24, F12, M20, N7, Ac2 - a type of (stationary I think) bicycle used in 
a gym - specialization/shift/bleaching in "spin"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

11 510 bench press bench press COCA 198. S11, F9, M120, N43, Ac15: meaning specialization/shift/bleaching 
in "press"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



11 524 Everything else Count with N/NP PRON 13 N/NP

11 525 [that] time of day time of day: COCA 1179. S131, F416, M327, N119, Ac 119: time of the day 205 - different 
meaning: form preference

3 N/NP

12 541 the written word the written word COCA 316. S31, F32, M59, N43. Academic 151: the spoken word COCA 
125. a written word 4: the written words 7 cf writing? More than one word although always 
singular - preference

3 N/NP

12 542 plus sign ACOD 2009, p. 1095 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP
12 544 outer [Melbourne] suburb outer suburb COCA 2. Google 270,000 13 December 2011. outer melbourne suburb Google 

88.900. outer Perth suburb 2,730. outer sydney suburb 23,000: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "outer"

13 N/NP

12 544.1 the 1970s Conventionalized pattern for decades - can't be used for units (e.g. *the 19 8s, in reference 
to 18, 28, 38 etc.)

3 N/NP

12 545 high school high school COCA 47666. S6705, F5408, M6913, N17732, Ac10908: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "high"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

12 550 low expectations low expectation* 2 types, 197 tokens. Expectations 195. S54, F12, M41, N38, Ac52: high 
expectations: also unrealistic, great, educational, parental : big expectations COCA 18. Use 
of low/high (cognitive metaphor)

13 N/NP

12 552 a well-turned phrase COCA 6. http://www.thefreedictionary.com/well-turnedwell-turned - (of language) aptly and 
pleasingly expressed; "a well-turned phrase": ALLOW - specialization/shift/bleach in "well-
turned" - manufacturing metaphor?

13 N/NP

12 556 plus sign ACOD 2009, p. 1095 Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

12 562 real estate real estate COCA 12861: S1578, F860, M3408, N6293, Ac722: specialization/shift/bleach in 
"real" and  "estate"

13 N/NP

12 563 high school high school COCA 47666. S6705, F5408, M6913, N17732, Ac10908: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "high"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

13 575 botanical gardens botanical gardens COCA 275. S14, F35, M118, N66, Ac42: means more/other than the 
words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

13 576 a steady stream of {joggers} a steady stream of COCA 593: S60, F90, M163, N205, Ac75: a steady stream 658 -  a 
steady stream 658. a steady stream of 593: figurative "stream": means more/other than 
the words

13 N/NP

13 582 the {miracle} of it all Searching sentence final the * of it all . COCA for 100 types, 284 tokens.  Range of 
negatives and positives. Top collocates are positional (middle, center, end, midst) then 
general (nature, point), and then into APPRECIATION neg and pos: this usage is the FRAME 
the APPRECIATION of it all: S54, F116, M48, N55, Ac11

Appreciation 134 N/NP

13 584 the daily round COCA 16. Google 2.37 million 13 December 2011: specialization/shift/bleaching in "round" - 
adds sense of monotony

13 N/NP

13 587 knee replacement knee replacement COCA 80. S4, F4, M21, N30, Ac21 - encyclopaedic: knee is replaced with 
an artificial joint - means more/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

13 589 [of which I have only] the 
{vagu}est {notion}

the vaguest notion COCA 13. Part of a pattern (see Phillip 2008) - the slightest idea COCA 
182 - although this doesn't quite fit. The [jjt*] [=idea] captures a number of usages, this 
amongst them - the slightest idea (182), the faintest idea (105), the vaguest idea (49), the 
foggiest idea (43): but also a number with hint:  the slightest hint (110), the barest hint 
(29), the merest hint (29), the faintest hint (24)...The slightest idea would be S37, F91, 
M34, N9, Ac11. See Philip 2009, p. 99 "semi-prepackaged phrase" . the -est N (limited)

34 N/NP

13 590 the strongest memory memory collocated with strong at L4, R4 COCA 31 - some noise, but enough there to 
confirm collocation. Specialization/shift/bleaching of "strong"

13 N/NP

13 592 all sorts of all sorts of COCA 4329: S1527, F834, M925, N611, Ac432: many sorts of COCA 14: 
different sorts of 96. PREFERENCE

FOCUS 13 N/NP

13 594 [drag] one [foot] after 
another

[DRAG] one foot after another COCA 0 - not VP. one [nn*] after another COCA for 100 
types, 141 tokens. Must have "one" and "after" : constraints on other slots

Force 35 N/NP



13 596 some semblance of some semblance of COCA 265. S46, F67, M54, N53, Ac45; a semblance of COCA 255. the 
semblance of COCA 95. some semblance of conveys despair - means more/other than the 
words. Allowing. 

13 N/NP

13 598 ashen faces ashen face* COCA 3 types, 38 tokens. ashen face (29), ashen faced (6), ashen faces (3): 
S1, F26, M6, N4, Ac1: ashen face, ashen light, ashen sky, ashen skin, ashen remains, 
ashen landscape - evokes indirect AFFECT - include for that reason, also 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "ashen"

Indirect Affect 13 N/NP

13 606 [to] each other each other COCA 58007. S10536, F19625, M11301, N8345, Ac8200: one another 15647. 
S1742, F3659, M3848, N2096, Ac4302: counting prons with N/NPs

PRON 13 N/NP

13 613 One thing else [I know] one thing else COCA 5. Google 16 million 17 February 2012. Evolving????? 3 N/NP

14 619.1 motor scooter motor scooter COCA 49. S8, F13, M10, N16, Ac2 - differentiates from motorbike? 
Encyclopaedic, but also evokes particular scenario? Include with reservations

Encylopaedic 23 N/NP

14 620 motor scooters As for 619 Encylopaedic 23 N/NP

14 635 an {opportune} moment opportune moment COCA 66: S4, F13, M14, N8, Ac27. opportune time COCA 106. S12, F8, 
M22, N21, Ac43. Lower down frequency list more times, moments, timing, period…: an * 
moment collocates awkward 110, important, emotional, historic, opportune…an opportune * 
collocates time 73, moment 38: opportune moment listed as example in ACOD 

34 N/NP

14 641 [my] best chance [of] * best chance COCA 33 types, 940 tokens: highest chance 2: best chance of 309. best 
chance COCA 309. S55, F31, M95, N88, Ac40: worst chance COCA 2 - preference

3 N/NP

14 657 a willy willy Australian term p ALLOW - like a small tornado, can be destructive, but not usually. Derived 
from Yindjibarndi or Wemba-wemba (ACOD 2009, p. 1658)

123 N/NP

15 662 maternal grandfather maternal grandfather COCA 116: S3, F28, M39, N28, Ac18: preferred form, meaning not 
clear from the words

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

15 663 civil engineer civil engineer COCA 215: S21, F17, M53, N99, Ac25 - specialization/bleaching/shift in "civil" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 667 dead languages dead language* 2 types, 55 tokens: S1, F27, M10, N2, Ac15. extinct languages 4. Preferred 
form, specialization/shift in 'dead'

13 N/NP

15 672 private detective private detective COCA 234. S76, F83, M34, N34, Ac7 - someone who you pay – 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "private" - meaning paid for by an individual

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 674 records offices records office* COCA 2 types, 47 tokens: S1, F28, M8, N2, Ac6: places where records are 
kept. Choice of 'office' - specialization/shift/bleach

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 677 bureaucratic bungling bureaucratic bungling COCA 21: S6, F0, M3, N9, Ac3.  bureaucratic collocated with bungling 
at L4, R4 COCA 22, MI 11.84: * bungling COCA 76 types, 191 tokens, top is bureaucratic 
bungling - references perceived shortcoming of bureaucracy - preference for "bungling"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 678 a family skeleton family skeleton COCA 0. EVOKES SKELETON IN THE CUPBOARD - defined in online 
dictionary http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/family + skeleton ias "a closely guarded 
family secret" 13 January 2012 Figurative "skeleton"

13 N/NP

15 679 births, marriages, deaths  the three stages of life, three legal points requiring registration. birth, marriage, death 
COCA 5: births, marriages, deaths, COCA 1. No meaning shift, preference preference 
reflects temporal order. Google "births, deaths, marriages" 1.94 mllion 2 August 2013 - 
allow: presented as a trilogy

23 N/NP

15 681 census records census records COCA 66. S8, F6, M7, N10, Ac35 encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

15 687 good prospects good prospects 63. S2, F12, M17, N17, Ac15: bad prospects COCA 0. excellent prospects 
COCA 10 - used here in a formulaic way - alludes to future expectations in relation to 
career, finances - specialization/shift/bleach in "good"

3 N/NP

15 688 dark mills evokes "dark satanic mills" - line from the song "Jerusalem": specialization/shift/bleaching 
in "dark"

123 N/NP



15 689 a slow descent into 
{servitude}

a slow descent into COCA 5: Google slow descent into 4.17 million 14 March 2013. slow 
descent into "alcoholism, animalism, hell, irrelevance, the mind's chasm, fascism, madness, 
insanity…" NB Facebook query gave penury, debt, alcoholism, misery, destitution : 
figurative "descent" - allow

134 N/NP

15 696 the keys to a better future keys to a better future COCA 0, key to a better future COCA 2. Google 2.8 million 13 
December 2011: "keys to a better future" Google 3.02 million 7 March 2012…going up? 
Meaning shift, 'keys' - figurative

13 N/NP

16 705 permanent resident permanent resident COCA 134: S31, F6, M16, M36, Ac45 - encyclopaedic (legal status) Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

16 706 maternal family maternal family COCA 9. Google 1.04 million 16 January 2012: family going back on your 
mother's side, not just mother's living family - means more/other than the words

123 N/NP

16 727 naturalized Australian citizen naturalized collocated with citizen S28, F7, M16, N54, Ac15 encylopaedic, legal status Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

17 732 [sleepy Australian] country 
town

country town collated with sleepy at L4, R4, COCA 1. NOT SUPPORTED: country town 
Google Australia 5.18 million 7 March 2012: included because a country town to an 
Australian evokes a particular way of life: the meaning is more than the sum of the words - 
doesn't simply relate to location. country town COCA 82. S8, F34, M14, N21, Ac5

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

17 733 cubby house cubby house COCA 0. Google 1.09 million 16 January 2012: specialization of 'house' -
Australian term (ACOD) - defined as "a child's playhouse" (p. 339) but need not be a 
'house' at all - can be trees, bush, scrub

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

17 734 birthday parties birthday parties COCA 1675. S337, F445, M436, N379, Ac79: included because these 
reference socio-culturally defined events - games, cakes, etc

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

17 735 back yard back yard COCA 1549. S348, F539, M144, N458, Ac60 - garden in BritEng (not sure why 
AusEng uses yard rather than garden…shift in 'yard' in Australian context)

13 N/NP

17 742 country town country town COCA 82. S8, F34, M14, N21, Ac5 - specific sociocultural references in Aus 
Eng see 17/732

123 N/NP

17 744 fairy bread COCA 0. Australian totem. White bread with hundreds and thousands. Birthday/special 
occasion food for children: no "fairy"

123 N/NP

17 745 birthday parties birthday parties COCA 1675. S337, F445, M436, N379, Ac79 - see 17/734 23 N/NP

17 745.1 get-together(s) get-together* COCA 5 types, 552 tokens. S69, F103, M212, N139, Ac29 - means more than 
components suggest

23 N/NP

17 751.1 a side of {him} a side of [pp*] COCA for 12 types, 94 tokens. Bleaching/specialisation/shift in side 13 N/NP

17 759 a nursing home "nursing home" Google 50.5 million 16 January 2012: there may be no "nursing" involved 
as such (meaning shift there) but 24/7 care - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

17 760 human being human being Google 5541. S1569, F1105, M915, N697, Ac1255: 
shift/specialization/bleaching in "being"

13 N/NP

17 762 sense of humour sense of humour COCA 39. S0, F14, M19, N0, Ac6: encoding/decoding - personal 
characteristic, not awareness of the humour of a situation 

Judgement 13 N/NP

17 765 tender care COCA 29: care collocated with tender at L1, COCA 29: S2, F6, M11, N6, Ac4.  MI 4.50: 
tender loving care 55: S10, F6, M23, N11, Ac5: combination means more than individual 
words

Appreciation 13 N/NP

17 769 quality of life quality of life COCA 3493: 3493: S464, F36, M665, N870, Ac1458 - specialization in 
'quality' - references range of factors and absence of key indicators. Preferred form. quality 
of living COCA 22

13 N/NP

18 784 armoured personnel carriers armored personnel carriers COCA 271. S96, F11, M40, N104, Ac20: 
specializaton/shift/bleaching in "personnel" and "carrier": encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

18 804 regular soldiers regular soldiers COCA 23: S1, F7, M8, N3, Ac4: speicalization/shift/bleaching in 'regular' Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

18 805 resistance fighters resistance fighter* COCA 3 types, 128 tokens: S32, F13, M18, N50, Ac15: outside the 
normal army - means more/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



19 831 school buses London Transport buses, army buses: but school buses are not just buses belonging to the 
school - in fact they may not belong to the school at all. They are understood as buses that 
collect children and take them to school, or possibly take them on school outings: 
encyclopaedic within the community and included for that reason

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

19 832 garbo trucks Informal version of garbage trucks, Australianism: specialisation/shift/bleaching in "garbo" 3 N/NP

19 834 [on the] main road main road: COCA 743. S55, F388, M94, N128, Ac78 - bleaching/specialization/shift in main 13 N/NP

19 840 steering wheel steering wheel COCA 1889. S106, F1114, M420, N216, Ac33; steering and bicycle wheel - 
compound, two words: specialization/shift/bleaching in "wheel"

3 N/NP

19 845 [your] steel-caps Shoes with reinforcement at the end: sometimes called 'toe-tectors' in the UK: steel-capped 
boots - badge of high-viz workers

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

20 856 not enough food on the table food on the table COCA 332. S73, F97, M59, N82, Ac21: broader meaning than words 
suggest - meaning there is an overall shortage of food/money on an ongoing basis - not 
that there is a shortage of food at a particular meal. Relies on shared understanding of 
significance ... 

123 N/NP

20 857 near-misses COCA near-miss 58. S3, F9, M14, N24, Ac8: close-miss COCA 0. close miss 4. Preference 13 N/NP

20 863 rice cooker rice cooker 24 Refers to a specific machine that cooks rice without any intervention  - 
encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

20 864  the 80-20 rule the 80-20 rule COCA 2. www.entrepreneurs-journey.com/397/80-20-rule-pareto-
principle/29 Mar 2006 –" I mention the 80/20 rule frequently in my writings so I thought it 
was about time to write a proper introduction to the concept. I believe it's …"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 874 internet connection internet connection COCA 338. S20, F13, M168, N93, Ac44: refers to an individual's 
connection to the internet - encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

20 880 scrambled eggs COCA 434. S32, F170, M114, N112, Ac6: specialization/shift/bleaching in "scrambled" Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 881 macaroni cheese COCA 4 3.2 million Google 16 January 2012 - specific dish Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

20 886 rent-a-crowd COCA 8, Google 81,500 for "rent a crowd" 25 March 2012: 
www.investopedia.com/terms/r/rent-a-crowd.aspRent-A-Crowd - Definition of Rent-A-Crowd 
on Investopedia - A group of people rented to make a business appear busy. Rent-a-crowds 
are sometimes ..." Including despite low frequencies

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

21 890.1 good friends good friends - NB good friend COCA 2224, good friends 1472: good friendships COCA 29. 
Preference, shift in good. 

13 N/NP

21 892 sweet memories sweet memor* 3 types, 53 tokens: S10, F9, M19, N13, Ac2 : Google 9.34 million 7 March 
2012: meaning specialization/shift/bleaching in "sweet"

13 N/NP

21 894 true-blue Aussie true-blue Aussie: 1.3 million Google 16 February 2012 - CULTURAL ICON/TOTEM: meaning 
not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

21 895 boat person COCA 7: plural 197: S64, F11, M25, N70, Ac27: encyclopaedic: meaning not clear from 
words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

21 896 bare feet bare feet: 1158. S39, F884, M138, N76, Ac21: naked feet 24 - preference 3 N/NP

21 899 each other each other COCA 58007: S10536, F19625, M11201, N8345, Ac8200 - counting Prons with 
N/NP

PRON 13 N/NP

21 901 humanitarian organization humanitarian organization COCA 52: S20, F2, M5, N17, Ac8: means more than the words - 
the organization is engaged in performing humanitarian services for others…it may or may 
not be humanitarian internally

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

21 903 the way of life way of life COCA 3697, S654, F300, M874, N750, Ac1119: specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"way"

13 N/NP

21 914 [toast] the birthday {girl} the birthday girl COCA 53 S3, F20, M28, N2, Ac0. the birthday boy COCA 34. S0, F16, M12, 
N6, Ac0: toast my mother, toast the bride, toast the man driving the taxi VP not FE: N/NP a 
way of talking about the person whose birthday it is : ALWAYS use "boy" or "girl" no matter 
how old the person is

123 N/NP

21 916 the Australian bush COCA 12. TOTEM Google 2.49 million 16 January 2012 Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP



21 917 my early days early days COCA 2537. S516, F293, M737, N565, Ac426 - specialization/shift/bleach in 
"early"

13 N/NP

21 921 the mighty hand mighty hand COCA 15: Google 1.51 million (reference to God - means more/other than the 
words)

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

22 928 [as his] gaping mouth [and 
reddening cheeks mirrored 
mine]

gaping mouth COCA 90: S0, F65 (NB very high), M9, N7, Ac9 - evokes amazement, 
surprise

13 N/NP

22 929 elderly woman COCA 530, S69, F208, M88, N117, Ac48, old woman 3555. aged woman COCA 19. 
Encoding only: "elderly" is more respectful than "old"… nothing about the words themselves 
conveys that - means more/other than the words

3 N/NP

22 938 each other each other COCA 58007. S10536, F19625, M11301, N8345, Ac8200: one another 15647. 
S1742, F3659, M3848, N2096, Ac4302 - counting Prons with N/NP

PRON 13 N/NP

22 941 chance encounters chance encounter* 204. S27, F50, M53, N40, Ac34: MI 5.02.  unexpected encounter* COCA 
18. PREFERENCE. Specializaton/shift/bleaching in "chance"

3 N/NP

22 944 [still] room for [laughter] room for [N*] COCA for 100 types, 1492 tokens. Mix of literal and idiomatic: top is room for 
improvement, but top 21 collocates are abstractions - including for semantic set 

135 N/NP

22 957 no sign of [my neighbour] no sign of COCA 2213. S380, F1179, M288, N248, Ac116 … sign meaning evidence that 
they had been around - physical markers. Meaning not clear from words/means more/other 
than the words 

1 N/NP

23 969 (a) feeding tube feeding tube 294. S146, F28, M41, N65, Ac14: a very specific piece of medical equipment 
used to deliver liquid nutrients to people unable to take normal food:  does not refer to 
general feeding tubes. Here swallowing reflex lost.

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

23 974 each other each other COCA 58007: S10536, F19625, M11201, N8345, Ac8200: counting PRONS with 
N/NP

PRON 13 N/NP

23 975 each other each other COCA 58007: S10536, F19625, M11201, N8345, Ac8200: counting PRONS with 
N/NP

PRON 13 N/NP

23 976 hopes and dreams COCA hopes and dreams 266. S70, F65, M59, N46, Ac26: dreams and hopes COCA 27: 
preference

3 N/NP

23 978 a shrug of my shoulders [SHRUG] collocated with shoulders at L4, R4 COCA 878 S52, F642, M93, N69, Ac22: shrug 
of * shoulders COCA 6 types, 42 tokens - VP is more common, but NP is used here: 
conveys Indirect Affect

Indirect Affect 13 N/NP

23 980 a line of questions line of questions COCA 7. Google 977,000 15 December 2011. Speclalization/shift/bleaching 
in "line"

13 N/NP

23 984 each other COCA 58007: S10536, F19625, M11201, N8345, Ac8200: counting PRONs with N/NPs PRON 13 N/NP

23 988 everyday life everyday life 2050: S216, F111, M482, News268, Ac973: everyday living COCA 80. 
ordinary life 310. No bleaching, specialization, shift either side …Wikipedia "what a person 
does, feels and thinks everyday" …. but core meaning of everyday is "commonplace, usual" 
(ACOD) ... including only because it references a range of understandings about what 
"commonplace, usual" in relation to "life" involves - going to work, doing the shopping, 
cleaning, family...means more/other than the words

2 N/NP

24 1005 river levels river level COCA 14. Google 1.8 million 16 February 2012: PC with significance in Australian 
context - the height of the water - significant in drought and in flood. The equivalent of 
BritEng talk about the weather?

12 N/NP

24 1007 [minimal] eye contact minimal eye contact 3. eye contact COCA 1668. S195, F624, M409, N194, Ac246. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "contact" - figurative

13 N/NP

24 1010 uncharted territory uncharted territory COCA 183. S39, F19, M53, N55, Ac17. Idiomatic usage predominates - 
figurative "territory", or territory in discourse space

13 N/NP

24 1028 loop delay Technical in-term Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

24 1031 playing time playing time COCA records mostly relate to sport - time on-field - this usage refers to the 
time the CD plays music for. 

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



25 1055 police officers police officer* COCA 13 types, 10229 tokens. S4423, F831, M809, N3540, Ac626: use of 
"officer"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

25 1071 lunch break lunch break COCA 396. S57, F129, M92, N89, Ac29: tea break, dinner break, *breakfast 
break : * break collocates in this pattern commercial, short, spring, coffee, 
Christmas…lunch * COCA top collocate is hour, then break : in Australia, very rarely an 
hour. There is no "breakfast break"  in COCA - reflects conventional working day/pattern. 
Including because of the socio-cultural packaging that goes with the NP

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

26 1096 [period of] stress leave COCA 4. Google 486,000. http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-stress-leave.htm accessed 25 
March 2012: "Stress leave is the ability to take time off work for illnesses, both mental and 
physical, related to stress. This may be encouraged by a doctor who fears a patient's health 
is in danger because of the emotional pressures he is experiencing. The employee may be 
able to continue receiving a partial paycheck or some type of sick pay during this time, 
based on his employer's benefits, but this is not a requirement of most countries."

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

26 1099 self-confidence *self and unwarranted confidence: unit, include. COCA 1865. S134, F144, M345, N240, 
Ac1002 - self belief - meaning not clear from words

13 N/NP

26 1100 self-worth *self and object worth. *other-worth.Self-worth COCA 32 - meaning not clear from words 13 N/NP

26 1101 general practitioner general practitioner COCA 147. S25, F25, M41, N11, Ac45 - means more than the words, 
also encyclopaedic. Abbreviation available. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "practitioner" 
and "general"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

26 1104 [to] the front line the front line COCA 619. S225, F42, M145, N148, Ac59: specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"line"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

26 1107 phone numbers phone number COCA 3222. S838, F828, M755, N710, Ac91 (*'bring your phone and student 
number')

3 N/NP

26 1111 the red earth red earth COCA 102. S3, F47, M16, N11, Ac25: totem in Australian context - means more 
than the words suggest in an Australian context

Appreciation 123 N/NP

26 1112 life-changing experience COCA 75. S19, F0, M21, N25, Ac10: COCA citations suggest a life-changing experience is 
generally (always?) positive…

Appreciation 13 N/NP

26 1115 literacy levels literacy level* 2 types, 63 tokens: S1, F0, M2, N8, Ac52 - number of children who can read 
and write, not measurement of literacy

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

26 1118 core values core values 406. S65, F2, M74, N62, Ac203 - meaning values around goodness, virtue, 
generosity: specialization/shift/bleaching in "core"

13 N/NP

26 1120 living conditions living conditions COCA 737. S100, F30, M101, N174, Ac332: refers to housing etc Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

26 1123 laissez-faire [she'll be right, 
mate] attitude

laissez faire attitude COCA 2 "laissez faire attitude" Google 2.15 million 16 February 2012 - 
include. "laissez faire" on its own 5.75 million - "she'll be right" classified separately as an 
Entire. 

13 N/NP

26 1130 quality of care COCA 578. S117, F3, M88, N100, Ac270: strong preference for health-related fields (i.e. 
not used in relation to care of children in education) High in Ac. care has specialized to 
mean healthcare?

13 N/NP

26 1134 [administer [immediate]] first 
aid

[ADMINISTER] first aid 3 types, 16 tokens. [ADMINISTER] * first aid : first aid COCA 654. 
S106, F127, M187, N129, Ac105: [v*] first aid collocates are [ADMINISTER], [GIVE], 
[KNOW], [OFFER], [PROVIDE], [PRACTICE]. No specialization/shift/bleaching in verb: MWE 
is N/NP first aid

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

27 1138 maternal grandmother COCA 163. S13, F27, M50, N43, Ac30: grandmother on your mother's side, i.e. your 
mother's mother - meaning not clear from the words

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

27 1149 family dinner family dinner COCA 202. S24, F39, M80, N47, Ac12: socially encyclopaedic - evokes meals 
where all the family (cross-generational) sit around the table for a special (not everyday) 
meal

Appreciation 12 N/NP

27 1151 great-grandfather Meaning not clear from words - see previous entries 13 N/NP



27 1151 the following evening the following evening COCA 89: S2, F46 (NB), M25, N5, Ac11. the following * collocates in 
group year, day, morning, week, spring, month, summer, night, Monday, days.  Not the 
following minute, second, hour? 

3 N/NP

28 1161 ad breaks ad break* COCA 4. ad breaks Google 621,000 ALLOW: refers to break in programing to 
allow for advertising - specialization/shift/bleaching in "break"

123 N/NP

28 1163 fine motor movement COCA 1. Google low frequencies, Technical in-term: specialization of 'fine' Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

28 1169 ad breaks ad break* COCA 4. ad breaks Google 621,000 ALLOW: refers to break in programing to 
allow for advertising - specialization/shift/bleaching in "break"

12 N/NP

28 1182 a 50-50 chance 50-50 chance COCA 92: S33, F2, M21, N34, Ac2: half half - meaning not clear from the 
words

13 N/NP

28 1186 the swearing disease COCA 0. Very low in Google, also, but all refs are to Tourette's - it's referred to as a 
'nickname' for Tourettes. Allow.

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

28 1188 sales pitches sales pitch* COCA 495. S109, F55, M147, N159, Ac25; specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"'pitch" - references an entire scenario

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

28 1189 ad breaks ad break* COCA 4. ad breaks Google 621,000 ALLOW 123 N/NP

28 1196 the toothpaste cap COCA 4. words carry additional pragmatic load - point of irritation in many relationships and 
recognized as such … include for additional significance

1 N/NP

28 1198 ad breaks ad break* COCA 4. ad breaks Google 621,000 ALLOW: refers to break in programing to 
allow for advertising - specialization/shift/bleaching in "break"

123 N/NP

29 1207 bank manager COCA 124. S14, F70, M14, N14, Ac12: bank and business manager??? References the job, 
but also the status and power of the role: the bank manager used to be the person who 
authorized loans etc … residual understanding of power in compound? Defined in ACOD as 
"a person in charge of a local branch of a bank" (p. 105). Means more than the words - 
evokes times past, in which you had to get the approval of the bank manager to do 
anything (and sometimes he didn't give approval)

2 N/NP

29 1208 the security door security door COCA 50: S2, F34, M4, N10, Ac0. Refers to a particular type of secondary 
door commonly used in Australia but not elsewhere (eg the UK?) - fly screens, but more 
substantial 

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

29 1209 internet banking internet banking COCA 21. Google 18.6 million 16 December 2011 encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

29 1217 the public service the public service COCA 2557. S676, F99, M387, N906, Ac489 encyclopaedic - 
specializaton/shift/bleaching in "public" and "service"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

29 1224 traffic lights traffic lights COCA 351. S37, F87, M93, N103, Ac 31 encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

29 1226 [the] woody notes (of) woody notes: 3 references, 2 relevant, both referring to perfumes. Google 1.5 million 16 
December 2011, definitely Perfume Technical In-term - specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"notes" 

13 N/NP

29 1227 red dust red dust COCA 128. S6, F82, M19, N18, Ac3. Particularly evocative in an Australian context. 
Red soil COCA 34. Red earth 102. S3, F47, M16, N11, Ac25. ALLOW - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "red"

Appreciation 13 N/NP

29 1232 dry heat dry heat: COCA 96. S7, F44, M25, N14, Ac6 : wet heat COCA 14: humid heat 20: 
encyclopaedic - high temperature, low humidity: *low humidity heat: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "dry"

13 N/NP

29 1235 [make for] good hair days good hair day* COCA 2 types, 19 tokens ALLOW: cf bad hair day* COCA 2 types, 88 
tokens. S29, F11, M26, N18, Ac4. NB bad hair day 4 Academic: "With his crest retracted, a 
male looks like Elvis on a bad hair day" 1 2010 ACAD NaturalHist. "…complete with 
incredible bulk, large features, warts, and a perpetual bad hair day" 2 2004 ACAD 
Education...: a good hair day is a day your hair behaves itself: a bad day is usually one 
where it is wet, humid and/or windy. 

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

29 1243 [My favourite] time of year time of year COCA 2288. S559, F467, M607, N533, Ac122: time of month COCA 19; time of 
day 1179;time of hour COCA 0 (*): NB time of the year 583 - preference for dropped article

3 N/NP



30 1263 two-way-mirror two way mirror COCA 3. 470,000 Google 16 February 2012 allow: word itself doesn't 
convey what it actually is (person on one side sees a mirror, person on the other side looks 
through a window - so it's not really a two-way mirror at all)

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

30 1268 razor blades razor blades COCA 201: S29, F65, M52, N41, Ac14: specialization/shift/bleach in "blades" 13 N/NP

30 1274 war zone war zone COCA 778. S270, F82, M125, N247, Ac54: war and peace zone ? :use of "zone" in 
preference to "area" - war area COCA 3

3 N/NP

30 1277 post-traumatic stress post-traumatic stress COCA 514. S148, F26, M112, N143, Ac85 - refers to a specific range 
of symptoms

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

30 1287 [based on my research of] 
court decisions

court decision* 5 types, 1767 tokens. S533, F12, M223, N491, Ac508: this refers to 
previous court cases, decisions which form the basis for decisions taken now in our legal 
system - the expression means more than the individual words

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

30 1291 the court orders the court order to access this usage - COCA 123. S41, F15, M14, N42, Ac10. specific legal 
instruments - specialization/shift/bleaching in "orders"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

31 1299 junk mail junk mail COCA 298. S58, F88, M84, N56, Ac12: specialization/shift/bleaching in "junk" and 
preference for 'mail' over 'post' - unsolicited mail

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

31 1319 all sorts of things all sorts of things COCA 474. S247, F105, M56, N47, Ac19 - general N see Mahlberg General N 3 N/NP

31 1322 a media beat-up COCA 1. Google "media beat-up" 679,000 5 January 2012, with a section on Yahoo! 
Answers: specialization/shift/bleaching in "beat-up"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

31 1326 long weekends long weekends COCA 4 types, 350 tokens. S54, F112, M102, N74, Ac8: refers to weekends 
when either Friday or Monday is added to the weekend to make a long weekend. Typically 3 
days. Use of "long"

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

32 1345 a steel plate Nothing in the words evokes a medical context, yet this combination associated with "head" 
as here immediately references medical intervention : specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"plate", also encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

32 1346 reserved occupations reserved occupation* COCA 1. Technical in-term (war, especially World Wars) - meaning not 
clear from the words

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

32 1356 Japanese prison camp COCA 5. prison camp COCA 301. S87, F45, M56, N98, Ac15. Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

32 1359 a secure job secure job COCA 39. S8. F1, M12, N14, Ac4: a steady job 124, a safe job 5. a * job every 
type of collocate - good, great, better, new, full-time, part-time, wonderful, real, touch, 
fine, big, terrific, poor, summer, second, bad ... a secure environment, place, location, 
retirement, area, base...Can a casual job be secure? Can a contract position be secure? 
Almost open choice...BUT secure is preferred to safe, and secure I think excludes contract 
and casual work (on the rise in Australia)...borderline, but including: what does 'secure' 
mean? Meaning is specialised, and form is preferred

13 N/NP

32 1360 [a regular] lady friend lady friend 141, S11, F91, M24, N10, Ac5 - means more/other than the words Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

32 1375 the local press the local press COCA 153. S24, F13, M41, N28, Ac47: doesn't simply refer to geographic 
location: also to size, outlook, content - socioculturally weighted

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

32 1377 a phone call Specialization/shift/bleaching in "call" 13 N/NP

32 1378 a {short} way away COCA 1. Google 277,000 5 January 2012: strange construction. You have to have an 
adjective: you can't have a way away (although it sometimes appears as a ways away). 
Including as preferred form on the basis that the adjective must be present, and also here 
use of "short" in the context of "way"

3 N/NP

32 1380 afternoon tea afternoon tea COCA 227. S5, F44, M71, N99, Ac8: evokes a particular meal/menu Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

33 1386 a guilt trip guilt trip COCA 60. S16, F15, M15, N13, Ac1: specialization of "trip". a guilt and holiday 
trip. Figurative "trip"

13 N/NP

33 1394 family gatherings family gathering COCA 143; S20, F25, M50, N35, Ac13: plural 174. S20, F42, M61, N34, 
Ac17: specialization of "gathering" and loading of meaning in combination with "family" - a 
meal, usually, not just any old gathering - NB use of "gathering"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP



33 1398 hotel room Although overtly transparent on both sides, this is not just a room in a hotel but a room 
that you pay for in a hotel…including with reservations for that reason

23 N/NP

33 1400 {this} sort of thing this sort of thing COCA 774. S352, F237, M85, N67, Ac33: that sort of thing COCA 1664, 
also high Spoken and Fiction. Sort of thing 3309. S1569, F1039, M310, N283, Ac108: see 
article on "and all that"

General 3 N/NP

33 1402 home economics home economics COCA 207. S4, F30, M39, N37, Ac97: specialization/shift/bleaching in  
"economics"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

34 1423 {20}-somethings Conventionalized for age 13 N/NP

34 1439 quality of life quality of life COCA 3493. S464, F36, M665, N870, Ac1458: means more than the words 
suggest - benchmark for whether it is worth living or not

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

34 1448 somewhere else NB else as adverb: * else something, someone, anything, anyone, everyone, what, 
everything, somebody, nothing, everybody…See Huddleston and Pullum for details 1146: 
"fused determiner-head function" - but classifying here as N/NP (general)

General 13 N/NP

34 1455 a 20-something Conventionalized for age 13 N/NP

35 1466 boy scout COCA 686. S145, F135, M226, N134, Ac46: not sure why they still use the "boy" - there 
were never "adult" scouts? All scouts were young. Now they're girls as well of course…term 
references more than the people but the ethos of the movement…include for that reason

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

35 1467 honour guard COCA 2. Google 705,000 11 January 2012, but Wikipedia entry…ALLOW - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "guard" and "honour"

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

35 1471 [the Anzac Day] long 
weekend

long weekend COCA 301. S50, F98, M87, N58, Ac8: an extra day, Friday or Monday: use of 
"long"

13 N/NP

35 1471 the high country In this context references particular area of NSW, but also used in other contexts. COCA 
230. S8, F50, M119 (NB), N47, Ac6: meaning of high specialised

13 N/NP

35 1478 a broken man a broken man COCA 57. S12, F25, M14, N4, Ac2: figuratively "broken" 13 N/NP

35 1480 wife and children wife and children COCA 658: S102, F196, M105, N154, Ac101 children and wife COCA 15 - 
preference

3 N/NP

35 1483 front door front door see Pawley COCA 7732. S552, F5338, M912, N818, Ac112 - loaded with 
sociocultural meaning - NB front door may be round the side

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

35 1487 a {40}-something Conventionalized for age 13 N/NP

35 1497 exercise bikes exercise bikes COCA 108: S8, F25, M50, N22, Ac3: stationary bikes - nothing in this 
combination suggests that - means more/other than the words

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

35 1498 [but it was] some time before it was some time before COCA 25. S3, F15, M4, N1, Ac2: meaning is "a significant amount 
of time elapsed before what is introduced in the main clause happened" and not "this event 
happened at some indefinite time before the events of the main clause" - phrasal 
expression is "some time" with stress on "some", counting as N/NP here

13 N/NP

36 1505 block of flats COCA 17. S2, F11, M2, N2, Ac0. Alternative in  WA Australian would be apartment block. 
Figurative "block"

13 N/NP

36 1514 dressing gown dressing gown COCA 227 S1, F207, M9, N6, Ac4: specialization/shift/bleaching in "dressing" 
and "gown"

Encyclopaedic 13 N/NP

36 1517 work station work station COCA 110. S11, F50, M13, N19, Ac17 = place where you work - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in  "station"

13 N/NP

36 1523 block of flats COCA 17. S2, F11, M2, N2, Ac0. Alternative in  WA Australian would be apartment block. 
Figurative "block"

13 N/NP

36 1534 a forced smile forced smile COCA S1, F42, M4, N2, Ac0: use of "forced", covert affect: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "forced"

Affect indirect 13 N/NP

37 1544 name and address name and address COCA 427: S51, F147, M142, N42, Ac45. address and name COCA 0. 
Fully coordinated, include.

3 N/NP

37 1546 [there would be] no way [to] no way to S753, F993, M655, N608, Ac331: as above? Cf there wouldn't be a way to…no 
matching records: ditto there would n't be a way - included for that reason only - form 
preference

3 N/NP



37 1567 each other Adding Prons in to N/NP count PRON 13 N/NP

37 1569 business trip business trip COCA 438. S75, F104, M126, N118, Ac15: NB business journey COCA 0 - 
preference

3 N/NP

37 1571 the electoral rolls electoral roll* COCA 2 types, 12 tokens. Google 23.8 million 9 January 2012 - meaning not 
clear from the words, specialization/shift/bleaching in "rolls"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

37 1573 a hung parliament hung parliament COCA 11 (not US term): Google 975,000 9 January 2012. Under 1 million 
cut-off but allowed since we currently have a hung parliament and the term is in constant 
use in Australia - encyclopaedic: specialization/shift/bleaching in  "hung"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

38 1578 [I was an arrogant] {18}-
year-old

Conventionalized for age 3 N/NP

38 1585 straw hat straw hat COCA 494. S11, F336, M73, N54, Ac20: straw and cotton hats: the hat made of 
straw: two straw and four cotton hats - slightly odd but acceptable. HOWEVER: the 
expression conveys more than the material the hat is made out of: a straw hat has a large 
brim, and its aim is to keep the sun off you, not to keep you warm or dry.  Including as a 
(2).

Encyclopaedic 
(weak)

2 N/NP

38 1586 baseball caps COCA baseball cap* 6 types, 1230 tokens: 6 types, 1230 tokens. S119, F511, M266, N292, 
Ac42: baseball hat COCA 72. PREFERENCE: as for straw hat, doesn't just describe the sport 
with which the hat is associated, but defines the type of hat, too

Encyclopaedic 
(weak)

2 N/NP

38 1594 hand towel cf bath towel, kitchen towel…swimming towel: hand towel COCA 74. S1, F44, M23, N6, Ac0 - 
refers to size as well as function

Encyclopaedic 
(weak)

12 N/NP

38 1598 {15}-year-old Conventionalized for age 3 N/NP

38 1613 washing machine washing machine COCA 654. S85, F257, M160, N115, Ac37 cf dishwasher, tumble drier 13 N/NP

38 1617 terry towelling Meaning not clear from the words, somewhat archaic (I know what it is, but young adults 
appear not to - evokes an era?

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

39 1631 [sit on] the edge of {our} bed edge collocated with bed COCA 900: S16, F799 (NB), M66, N14, Ac5. Including because of 
specialization around "edge" - means "side"

13 N/NP

39 1640 phone call COCA S2238, F1041, M694, N763, Ac166 - preferred form, specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"call"

13 N/NP

39 1646 a second chance second chance COCA 1167. S391, F221, M177, N291, Ac87: a first chance 5 - preference 3 N/NP

39 1647 organ donation organ donation COCA 209. S48, F2, M36, N32, Ac91: refers specifically to giving body parts 
after death - not clear from the words, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

39 1651 organ donation organ donation COCA 209. S48, F2, M36, N32, Ac91: refers specifically to giving body parts 
after death - not clear from the words, encyclopaedic

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

40 1659 words of wisdom words of wisdom COCA 172. S33, F33, M63, News34, Ac9: wise words COCA 43 - preferred 
form.

Appreciation 3 N/NP

40 1679 hard times hard collocated with times at L4, R4 MI 3.37: 1969. S401, F300, M433, N568, Ac167: 
difficult times 507. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "hard" 

Appreciation 1 N/NP

40 1684 sleepless nights sleepless nights COCA 304. S46, F89, M80, N71, Ac18: nights with no sleep COCA 1: 
wakeful nights 3 - preference

3 N/NP

41 1690 waking hours waking hours COCA 219. S19, F68, M59, N35, Ac38: sleeping hours 16: awake hours 1 - 
preference

3 N/NP

41 1691 corporate rat-race COCA corporate rat-race 0; corporate rat race 5. Mutual Information 9.25. Google 804,000 
10 January 2012. ALLOW because of high MI, figurative "rat-race"

Appreciation 2 N/NP

41 1694 local neighbourhood COCA 0. Google 1.41 million 10 January 2011, but many used adjectivally - "local 
neighbourhood development officer:, "Local neighbourhood bistro" : 'local and ? 
neighbourhood" it is a tautology: intensifies the proximity, sense of belonging - "local" is not 
needed

Appreciation 13 N/NP

41 1697 a life well-lived COCA 4. Google 461,000. Postposed adjective -  as a job well done (See Narrative 45) … a 
player short (Narrative 4). Huddleston & Pullum ref - small set.

3 N/NP



41 1699 ({have}) time on {their} 
hands

time on * hands 8 types, 317 tokens. Top their 116. Overall S67, F95, M71, N71, Ac13 - 
classifying as N/NP rather than HAVE Predicate phrase - see notes 

Judgement 134 N/NP

41 1704 office politics office politics COCA 68. S9, F16, M21, N18, Ac4 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "politics" Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

41 1705 [crackling with] positive 
energy

positive energy COCA 137. S20, F10, M54, N40, Ac13. JUDGEMENT - positive energy is 
people being helpful, supportive, optimistic…means more than the words - include with 
reservations

Judgement 1 N/NP

41 1707 primary school primary school COCA 599. S24, F38, M60, N100, Ac377 - encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

41 1710 the bigger picture the bigger picture COCA 238. S79, F14, M51, N59, Ac35 (not referring to a picture) - also 
the big picture - specialization/shift/bleaching in "bigger" and "picture" - means more/other 
than the words

13 N/NP

41 1711 pay cheque COCA 0 (spelling issue): pay check 26. S9 F7, M1, N6, Ac3: salary check 4 - may not be a 
check/cheque at all - nowadays done by transfer

1 N/NP

41 1720 the old me the old me COCA 29. S4, F11, M9, N4, Ac1: the old [pp*] : the old me 29, the old you 7, 
the old I 4. Preference for the old me : isn't a reference to age, but a reference to a 
previous state of being. 'The old me ate chocolate. The new me doesn't'. 

13 N/NP

41 1721 by-product Meaning not clear from component parts: COCA 555 tokens, S29, F56, M203, N26, Ac241 13 N/NP

42 1729 name-calling Connotations of bullying Aus Conc Oxf Dict: specialization/shift/bleaching - means 
more/other than the words

13 N/NP

42 1731 [some] hidden truth [about] hidden truth COCA 21. S6, F6, M4, N1, Ac5: concealed truth 2 PREFERRED: secret truth 5: 
how can truth be hidden?

13 N/NP

42 1732 a first-generation Australian first-generation [nationality] - special significance in Australian context Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

42 1733 A couple of years [earlier] a couple of * top is a couple of years COCA 3374. S1163, F570, M773, N723, Ac145: a 
couple of games/pieces/ways/bucks/drinks/occasions : included because "couple" has come 
to mean (in many cases) something other than two

13 N/NP

42 1739 [in] high school high school COCA 47666. S6705, F5408, M6913, N17732, Ac10908 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "high"

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

42 1740 modern history modern history COCA 440. S90, F13, M83, N92, Ac162 opposite ancient history : modern 
history refers to specific time period - after the Middle Ages

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

42 1742 lecture theatre lecture theatre COCA 3. Google 1.69 million 10 January 2012: specialization/shift/bleaching 
in "theatre"

12 N/NP

42 1744 [swallowed] the lump in {my} 
throat

lump collocated with throat at L4, R4 260. S18, F177, M35, N21, Ac9: MI 9.36: 
specialization/shift/bleaching "lump" - 

Affect Indirect 13 N/NP

43 1761 school production school production COCA 22. S4, F2, M5, N10, Ac1. Australian term? Play acted by students Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

43 1768 bit-part COCA 8. Unhyphenated in ACOD, entry page 137. Bleaching/specialization/shift in "bit" Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

43 1772 high school high school COCA 47666. S6705, F5408, M6913, N17732, Ac10908 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "high"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

43 1774 medical school medical school COCA 3316. S561, F382, M1119, N779, Ac475: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "school"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

43 1781 leading ladies and men leading lady COCA 184. S42, F18, M59, N57, Ac8: leading man COCA 302. S74, F31, M96, 
N93, Ac8 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "leading"

13 N/NP

43 1786 hazy {memories} memor* collocated with hazy at L4, R4 COCA 32. S7, F10, M4, N7, Ac4: MI 5.32: hazy * : 
hazy light, distance, glow, morning, memories…idea, recollection, background, sunlight : 2 
distinct groups - in this group, figurative "hazy"

14 N/NP

43 1794 [various] bits and pieces bits and pieces. 740. S177, F232, M114, N131, Ac86 - coordinated 13 N/NP

43 1798 [my] walk-ons Australian concise Oxford dictionary 2009, p. 1629 - small parts - you walk on, then walk 
off

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

43 1800 a running commentary running commentary. COCA 130. S9, F46, M36, News17, Ac22: meaning shift in "running" 13 N/NP



43 1802 [there really is] nothing else 
[that could possibly go]

nothing else COCA 4424. S874, F1767, M782, N623, Ac378: See Huddleston and Pullum for 
details 1146: "fused determiner-head function" : classifying here as N/NP: substitution 
there is nothing that could go wrong:  there is something that could go wrong: 

13 N/NP

43 1804 the final journey the final journey COCA 5. Google 3.05 million 10 January 2012: refers to death - metaphor 13 N/NP

43 1806 fond memories memor* collocated with fond at L4, R4 COCA 369. S57, F62, M106, N117, Ac27. MI 7.40: 
affectionate memories 0 PREFERENCE

3 N/NP

44 1813 sewing patterns paper plans for dressmaking - encyclopaedic, include (not ways of sewing) Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

44 1815 good sense good sense COCA 1227. S250, F308, M287, N202, Ac180: meaning sensible sense - 
specializationk/shift/bleaching in "good" and also "sense"

13 N/NP

44 1829 silence cloth COCA 0. ARCHAIC. Low in Google - it's the felt you put under the tablecloth - stops glasses 
and cutlery making a noise

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

44 1830 golden syrup golden syrup COCA 10. Google 997,000 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_syrup Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

44 1832 phone numbers phone number COCA 3222. S838, F828, M755, N710, Ac91 (*'bring your phone and 
student numbers': 'bring your student and house numbers - get an ambiguity with first)

3 N/NP

44 1833 shopping lists shopping list* 3 types, 466 tokens. S49, F66, M228, N108, Ac15: * list : waiting list, wine 
list, wish list all higher than shopping list : *shopping and wine list…'I read my mothers 
shopping and wish lists' ???? : a list of things you need to buy at the shops

3 N/NP

45 1844 barbed wire barbed wire COCA 1002. S137, F372, M252, N159, Ac82 - very specific type of barbing Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

45 1846 [village] bulletin board bulletin board COCA 938. S82, F250, M263, N204, Ac139: where people put for sale 
notices, or notices about local events

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

45 1850 hard work hard work, easy work, daily work…However in the context of 'academic' work, hard work 
and difficult work would be the same thing: here hard means physically demanding - 
specialization/shift in "hard"

13 N/NP

45 1851 A long history [of 
horticulture]

a long history of COCA 846. S157, F25, M158, N201, Ac305: long history 1781. S323, F70, 
M332, N376, Ac680: a short history of COCA 83 refers to short written histories - not the 
same meaning. In this context means 'a lot of experience of…' meaning not clear from 
words

Force 
(temporal)

13 N/NP

45 1855 a {job} well done a job well done COCA 190. S28, F47, M51, N43, Ac21: a * well done top slot-filler job 
(190), then next little 3. So very strong bonding: a task well done COCA 0. a job well done 
190: a deed well done 3: a project well done 1… Same pattern as a life well-lived - small 
group of post-positive adjectives

34 N/NP

45 1856 the stay brace stay brace COCA 0. Technical in-term Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

45 1858 the strainer tops COCA 0. Technical in-term Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP
45 1861 the best of {days} the best of days COCA 14.  the best of times 299.S75, F62, M82, N59, Ac21 - evokes 

sentimentality
Appreciation 134 N/NP

45 1863 a hard day's work a hard day's work COCA 56. S7, F27, M15, N3, Ac4 - combination says more than words Appreciation 13 N/NP

45 1866 honest labour honest labor COCA 20. S1, F9, M4, N3, Ac3. Not supported in Google. What is "honest" 
labour? (Can't have dishonest labour…) Means you work hard, just do it …include with 
reservations

Appreciation 13 N/NP

45 1868 honest work honest work COCA 82. S10, F42, M13, N9, Ac8 - as above Appreciation 13 N/NP

46 1871 25 words or less competitions 25 words or less - meaning 'say in 25 words or less why…' encyclopaedic Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

46 1874 proof of purchase proof of purchase COCA 11. Google 9.26 million 10 January 2012 : this form preferred, 
means your receipt, or similar

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

46 1875 long odds long odds COCA 127. S18, F20, M34, N49, Ac6 and short odds specialization/shift/bleaching 
in "long" and "short" 

13 N/NP

46 1877 creative writing creative writing COCA 548. S39, F162, M57, N149, Ac141: preferred form for genre 
identification: imaginitive writing is descriptive. 

3 N/NP

46 1891 the terms and conditions terms and conditions COCA 171. S35, F6, M25, N27, Ac78: conditions and terms 6 3 N/NP



46 1895 snail mail snail mail COCA 81. S13, F9, M28, N20, Ac11 - figurative, means more/other than the 
words

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

46 1897 premium wine/s premium wine COCA 23, premium wines COCA 15. Total S1, F0, M7, N28, Ac2: 4.58 million 
Google 16 March 2012. Very, very expensive wine - specialization/shift/bleachign in 
"premium"

13 N/NP

46 1900 {my} fair share fair share COCA 993. S259, F102, M209, N272, Ac151 - top collocates feature possessive 
pronoun - preference, and evokes Attitude

13 N/NP

46 1922 [about where they might 
acquire more of] one thing or 
another

one thing or another COCA 112. S42, F32, M16, N15, Ac7 - evokes generality - preference General 13 N/NP

46 1928 a fine art a fine art COCA 57. S10, F8, M16, N14, Ac9: specialization/shift/bleaching in "fine" 13 N/NP

47 1934 blood types blood types COCA 58. S16, F13, M11, N10, Ac8 - e.g. type O, type B etc - means more than 
the words suggest

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

47 1939 Blood Bank COCA 140. S37, F32, M36, N31, Ac4: shift in "bank", also encyclopaedic - generic, not 
counting as proper noun

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

47 1941 a health hazard health hazard COCA 246. S50, F13, M66, N61, Ac56: preferred form - a health and car 
hazard? NB specialization/shift/bleaching in "hazard"

13 N/NP

47 1943 Blood Bank COCA 140. S37, F32, M36, N31, Ac4: shift in "bank", also encyclopaedic - generic, not 
counting as proper noun

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

47 1957 clean living clean living COCA 45. S5, F4, M21, N13, Ac2 - means living a healthy life - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "clean"

13 N/NP

47 1958 travel destinations travel destination* 3 types, 59 tokens. Plural 29, singular 29, noise 1. S8, F1, M21, N21, 
Ac8: journey destination 0: preferred form

3 N/NP

47 1960 red cells red cells COCA 104. S17, F10, M30, N6, Ac41. Reduced form of red blood cells. Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP

47 1963 red cells red cells COCA 104. S17, F10, M30, N6, Ac41. Reduced form of red blood cells. 12 N/NP

47 1964 a good citizen a good citizen COCA 195. S43, F45, M29, N33, Ac45 - an exellent citizen 1: a model citizen 
38 : the concept of 'a good citizen' socioculturally defined - means more than words suggest

Judgement 1 N/NP

47 1970 Blood Bank COCA 140. S37, F32, M36, N31, Ac4: shift in "bank", also encyclopaedic - generic, not 
counting as proper noun

Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

48 1979 (she was) the second eldest the second eldest|oldest COCA 2 types, 54 tokens. oldest 46 tokens, eldest 8. S5, F13, 
M16, N14, Ac6: NB eldest implies three or more - including for that reason

13 N/NP

48 1981 [had] a baby on her hip baby on * hip COCA 7 types, 30 tokens: S3, F19, M2, N5, Ac1 "baby on * hip" Google 28.3 
million 25 March 2012. Refers to a particular practice of resting a baby on the hip bone: 
allow - evokes stage of life

Judgement 13 N/NP

48 1985 draped silk chiffon Technical in-term Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

48 1988 regular customers regular customer* COCA 2 types, 227 tokens. S31, F55, M47, N81, Ac13 - in the sense of 
faithful, frequent etc … specialization in "regular"

13 N/NP

48 1989 draped chiffon Technical in-term Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

48 1991 the fuller figure fuller figure COCA 6. Google 815,000 11 January 2012. ALLOW… means bigger, fatter … 
specialization/shift/bleacing in "fuller"

13 N/NP

48 1993 bride-to-be bride-to-be COCA 142. S23, F41, M31, N43, Ac4: preferred form - person who is going to 
be married 

13 N/NP

48 1997 a graphic artist graphic artist COCA 133. S15, F11, M41, N52, Ac14: defined in ACOD as "person engaged 
in the graphic arts" and then graphic arts defined as "the visual and technical arts involving 
design, writing, drawing, printing, etc" 

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

48 2001 a granny flat granny flat COCA 2. 2.8 million Google 11 January 2012 - not just for grannies, but for 
visitors generally…but often used by elderly parents who need to live with someone for extra 
support (but maintain some independence) - specialization/shift/bleaching in "granny"

Encyclopaedic 12 N/NP



48 2007 in [a] foetal position foetal position COCA 1. in a foetal position given within the definition of foetal in Cobuild 
Dictionary: in the foetal position 340,000 Google 11 January 2012. Google 189,000 foetal 
position. Evokes return to primitive stage.  

Encyclopaedic 23 N/NP

49 2015 [in his white] pick-up "small open motor truck" Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary 2009, p. 1074 - generic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

49 2033 love and care COCA 127. S35, F17, M35, N22, Ac18. care and love COCA 24 - preferred order (but not 
quite coordinated binomial)

3 N/NP

49 2034 [the white] pick-up "small open motor truck" Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary 2009, p. 1074 - generic Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

49 2043 time and effort COCA 725. S88, F65, M177, N110, Ac285: effort and time 21 - preferred form 3 N/NP

50 2047 [done] {my} share [of] [DO] * share of 33 types, 114 tokens. S19, F40, M31, N16, Ac8: have * share of, see * 
share of, * always possessive pronoun: but can also be 'had my share of', or 'seen my 
share of': PC is possessive pronoun and noun. Not used with definite or indefinite article in 
this usage. Extra loading - Judgement (means I've done a signficant amount of something 
possibly not particularly pleasant)

Judgement 34 N/NP

50 2052 pay station pay station COCA 3. I would  call it a parking meter…but pay station is represented in 
Google (1.03 million 8 March 2012) INCLUDE - specialization/shift/bleaching in "station"

Encyclopaedic 123 N/NP

50 2055 paper money paper money COCA 151. S20, F48, M34, N23, Ac26. Means notes as opposed to coins (it 
isn't paper any more, it's now plastic)

13 N/NP

50 2060 inner voice inner voice 209. S14, F82, M65, N19, Ac29 - figurative "inner" and (perhaps) "voice" 13 N/NP

50 2062 loose change loose change COCA 147. S11, F81, M37, N15, Ac3 refers to coins - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "loose"

13 N/NP

50 2065 coffee shop coffee shop COCA 1292. S142, F574, M220, N309, Ac47: you can buy tea, coke, don't have 
to drink coffee - broadening of "coffee"

13 N/NP

50 2075 [a] parking space parking space COCA 453. S37, F210, M87, N104, Ac15: parking bay 7 3 N/NP

50 2076 floor mats floor mats COCA 84. S4, F15, M33, N27, Ac5 - specific things in the context of a car Encyclopaedic - 
context

2 N/NP

50 2077 side pockets car vocab Encyclopaedic 2 N/NP

50 2080 pay station carpark vocab - specialization of "station", form preference - it's the place where you go to 
buy a ticket for the car park - unmanned

123 N/NP

50 2088 coffee shop COCA 1292. S142, F574, M220, N309, Ac47 (you can buy tea, water, coke etc there too - 
broadening of "coffee")

13 N/NP

1 5 for many years for many years: 4645. S995, F490, M1081, N935, Ac1144: preferred form 3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

1 6 behind the closed doors of from behind closed doors COCA 913. S429, F77, M112, N225, Ac70 - "closed doors"  
figurative - allowing despite the fact that expression usually does not have the definite 
article

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

1 13 {ride} with attitude with attitude COCA 144: S15, F22, M45, N31, Ac31: he's got attitude. women with attitude, 
superstar with attitude, stew with attitude, spitfire with attitude…sings with attitude, 
smolders with attitude, starts with attitude…women with disabilities, heart ... not 'with an 
attitude': nothing in the words that conveys the full meaning of this PPAdv - include for that 
reason. Counting as PP because there doesn't seem to be any restriction on verb... attitude 
means with panache, without a care for what people might think - means more/other than 
the words, allow

1 Non-sentence 
initial PP

1 21 in [biker] circles in * circles Top example in COCA in some circles 172, followed by in academic circles 56. 
Other slot-fillers in this pattern are political, scientific, legal, conservative, 
government…S170, F249, M261, N242, Ac282 - means in this environment - 
bleaching/shift/speclalization in "circles"

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

1 35 [Big, tough bikers] in full 
regalia

in full regalia COCA 35: S2, F12, M5, N7, Ac9: in full uniform COCA 45. Means "wearing 
everything associated with the role" and here evokes bikie regalia: NB in regalia only 4 in 
COCA…also FORCE

Force 23 Non-sentence 
initial PP



1 40 in [some] circles in some circles COCA 172. S35, F18, M37, N49, Ac33 in our circle, in musical circles, in 
religious circles: PC is in * circle* - can be singular or plural: in * circles for 100 types, 
1204 tokens: S170, F249, M261, N242, Ac282.  HOWEVER it cannot appear as in circles or 
in a circle: if this occurs the reference is to the geometric shape

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

1 47 by myself by myself COCA 1665. S407, F702, M285, N183, Ac88 cf on my own 3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

1 50 at breakneck speed at breakneck speed COCA 117: S9, F40, M38, N20, Ac10. breakneck speed 139 at fast 
speed COCA 7. at high speed 415: PC is at * speed with APPRECIATION in the slot (at fast 
speed, at slow speed, at breakneck speed) here with FORCE

FORCE 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

2 81 on the dance floor dance floor COCA 1388. S98, F663, M300, N290, Ac37 not dancing floor COCA 3 
PREFERENCE - other floors (eg kitchen floor) location: dance floor activity. on the dance 
floor COCA 371. S46, F163, M85, N63, Ac11

23 Non-sentence 
initial PP

3 138 at age {three} conventionalized for AGE 3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

3 143 in this genre COCA 57. S5, F2, M9, N8, Ac33. Container metaphor "in" 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

4 149 for years COCA for years 19791. S4369, F3280, M4763, N5890, Ac1489: for months, for weeks, for 
days, for hours conveying extended time : pattern cuts out when time cannot be considered 
to extend (minutes, seconds) -

FORCE 134 Non-sentence 
initial PP

4 163 out the front of [his place] out the front COCA 767. S76, F534, M78, N66, Ac13: informal alternative to in front of - 
definite article required, no meaning shift, can insert adjective (out the immediate front of 
his place), final prep can be dropped - contentful, count as PP not PNP

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

4 168 up the back Impossible to confirm in COCA - informal way of referring to the back of an area - a hall, a 
bus, the train. Definite article required - out the back very common. Allow: up the + front, 
back, side…

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

4 169 out of sight out of sight COCA 2584: S184, F1465, M522, N268, Ac145 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

4 189 on the sideline on the sideline COCA 390. S21, F15, M79, N265, Ac10: not at the sideline or by the 
sideline: use of "on"

12 Non-sentence 
initial PP

4 198 [he can stand] in {their} way stand/get/jump…in * way , * is either a determiner or a possessive pronoun: results for in 
their way COCA 346: S64, F105, M71, N56, Ac50: in their path COCA 139 - in their way 
implies obstruction by the subject: in their path does not…in their way. In this case the 
"stand" is literal, therefore not included: counting as PP, in * way

14 Non-sentence 
initial PP

4 200 in front of [the posts] in front COCA 43407. S6663, F21085, M7589, N5534, Ac2536 cf at the back: meaning 
different to in the front of : in this meaning, no def article, no adjective insertion. Adds 
contentfully: PP

3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

4 202.1 in front of [him] in front COCA 43407. S6663, F21085, M7589, N5534, Ac2536 cf at the back : adds 
content, PP

3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

5 228 [make it home] in time [to 
listen to Superman…]

in time COCA 14153: S2588, F4165, M2753, N2096, Ac2551 cf 216: at least two different 
usages of in time, results indicative only - meaning not clear from the words, include

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

5 229 [smoking] in public in public COCA 10429: S2365, F954, M1767, N2379, Ac2964 - use of "in" and meaning not 
clear from words

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

5 241 {Keep} in line [KEEP] in line COCA 3 types, 24 tokens. S1, F4, M9, N5, Ac5. [STAY] in line 4 types, 40 
tokens. * in line for 100 types, 5343 tokens. S999, F1058, M1082, N1340, Ac864. Slot 
fillers are [WAIT], [STAND], next, is, more, [GET], first, [BE], place, [FALL]…: apart from 
[FALL], verbs transparent. Counting only in line here : encoding, meaning not clear from 
the word

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

5 242 [marching] in time. in time COCA 14153: S2588, F4165, M2753, N2096, Ac2551: NB cf different usage of in 
time at 202 - at least two usages: frequencies indicative only: meaning not clear from the 
words

Judgement 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP



5 260 with all {my} might with all * might COCA 11 types, 351 tokens: 11 types, 351 tokens. S10, F274, M25, N24, 
Ac18: with all * strength COCA 9 types, 243 tokens - slightly lower, but not significant. 
might as an uncountable noun seems to be commonly used in this context - both LDCE and 
1988 Cobuild give "with all his might" in their definitions (LDCE p. 1040, Cobuild 1988 p. 
492). 

Judgement 
COVERT 
AFFECT

3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

6 300 out of the question out of the question COCA 976: S148, F330, M194, N197, Ac107: telling a teacher was out 
of the question (stronger than not an option) - meaning not clear from the words

Appreciation, 
FORCE

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

7 340 on {their} way back on * way back COCA 13 types, 1431 tokens: 13 types, 1431 tokens. S220, F758, M221, 
N169, Ac63. during * way back COCA 0: meaning not clear from the words, use of "on"

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

8 344 [becomes very tedious] after 
a while

after a while COCA 3229. S489, F1828, M501, N296, Ac115 - after the while COCA 0, 
following a while COCA 0 - preference 

3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

8 364 [the already heavily taxed 
nurses] on duty

Searching on duty . COCA 232. S38, F104, M38, N39, Ac13: references place and status: 
use of "on"

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

8 369 [to engulf us carers] from 
time to time

from time to time COCA 3607. S706, F1345, M637, N450, Ac469. Form. 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

8 376 [the needs of the people] in 
{my} care

in * care: COCA in health care, in foster care… the, intensive, primary, day, child, their, 
managed, medical, long-term, her … also under psychiatric care, under medical care, under 
hospice care …: in my care COCA 30. S0, F22, M3, N2, Ac3: in my care describes a legal, 
professional situation - encyclopaedic: use of "in", substitutions possessive pronouns

Encyclopaedic 1234 Non-sentence 
initial PP

8 376.1 in that order COCA 381. S52, F93, M77, N89, Ac70: in this order COCA 78 3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

8 379 in a {good} mood in a good mood COCA 270. S46, F121, M56, N36, Ac11: with a good mood 1: NB if "good" 
isn't present, you get "in a mood", which implies a bad mood…: pref, and container met

134 Non-sentence 
initial PP

9 402 on board on board COCA 5165: S1818, F961, M1080, N890, Ac416: use of "on" 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

9 411 in {his} quest for in * quest for COCA 12 types, 550 tokens:S41, F28, M167, N126, Ac188: in the pattern in 
his * for, top is pocket (87), next is quest, then bid, search…??? in 
my|his|her|your|our|their * for top collocate is search (157), then quest (128) then pocket 
(87), then bid (65). in * quest|search for 36 types, 1528 tokens. S247, F106, M393, N268, 
Ac514: determiner required, adjective can be inserted, no bleaching/shift in "quest", final 
PP can be dropped: contributing contentfully, count as PP

134 Non-sentence 
initial PP

9 437 back to shore back to shore COCA 114: S8, F54, M33, N10, Ac9. back to the shore COCA 24. use of 
"back", and preference for no def article

3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

10 440 in {my} mind's eye in * mind's eye COCA 9 types, 499 tokens - top is my at 510: S40, F277, M96, N41, Ac44: 
meaning not clear from words (and where is your mind's eye?)

14 Non-sentence 
initial PP

10 441 at one with at one with COCA 117: S13, F29, M29, N14, Ac32 (*at two with) - 
bleaching/specialisation/shift in one, describes state of being in regard to the board - 
contentful, PP

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

10 449 [I emerge confidently] on my 
feet

[BE] on * feet to avoid dirt on my feet etc: 47 types, 501 tokens: S38, F328, M75, N46, 
Ac14 - meaning walking, upright

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

10 463 in {the} quest to in * quest for COCA 12 types, 550 tokens:S41, F28, M167, N126, Ac188: in the pattern in 
his * for, top is pocket (87), next is quest, then bid, search…??? in 
my|his|her|your|our|their * for top collocate is search (157), then quest (128) then pocket 
(87), then bid (65). in * quest|search for 36 types, 1528 tokens. S247, F106, M393, N268, 
Ac514: "to" is part of finite verb, not prep - PP

34 Non-sentence 
initial PP

10 477 [It is] of no consequence 
[that I am nearly 40]

of no consequence COCA 109. S6, M49, M22, N11, Ac21: of no significance (which would 
more accurately reflect the meaning) COCA 31. not of any consequence COCA 0 
PREFERENCE

Appreciation 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

11 496 at that early hour at * early hour: slot fillers = this, that, the, an: 4 types, 39 tokens: S8, F20, M5, N5, Ac1. 
early hour COCA 83. S13, F50, M11, N7, Ac2. late hour COCA 127. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "early"

3 Non-sentence 
initial PP



11 507 of all ages of all ages COCA 1233. S110, F73, M384, N324, Ac342. 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

11 513 [a lane] to themselves Searching end position to themselves . To get this usage: COCA 708. S127, F185, M146, 
N120, Ac130: meaning not clear from the words

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

11 523 [Everything else is] of little 
moment

of little moment COCA 6: Google 19.3 million 12 December 2011: opposite is of great 
moment : allow - preferred form, and meaning not clear from words

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

13 593 [I watch] with tears in my 
eyes

with tears in * eyes COCA 6 types, 215 tokens : S37, F83, M36, N50, Ac9: tears in * eyes 
767. S123, F423, M90, N111, Ac20 - invokes AFFECT

Indirect Affect 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

13 615 [of being able to move 
unaided] from place to place

from place to place: 467. S88, F112, M105, N54, Ac108. Part of broader pattern - from 
[N1] to [N1] eg from leg to leg, from house to house, from hand to hand : contrasts with 
from [N1] to [N2] where N2 is opposite - from top to bottom, from wo to go, from here to 
there - PP

35 Non-sentence 
initial PP

14 622 in those days often hear "back in the day" now in Perth. COCA 3164: S726, F1100, M643, N443, Ac252: 
use of "those" to create (temporal) distance

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

14 636 at the time at the time COCA 27919: S7760, F3209, M5370, N5714, Ac5866 - means 'at that time in 
the past', 'then' - NB use of 'the'

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

14 650 [had only a few seconds] at 
{my} disposal

at * disposal COCA 11 types, 1147 tokens - last three (1 token each) not relevant: others 
all pronouns: at my disposal COCA 63. S13, F24, M12, N10, Ac4 (I had at my disposal only 
a few seconds - adverbial): meaning not clear from words - specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"disposal"

134 Non-sentence 
initial PP

16 713 for the {umpteen}th time for the umpteenth time, the billionth time, the thousandth time, the hundredth time For the 
millionth time COCA 33. S1, F25, M3, N4, Ac0 - number must be very large so it is clear it 
isn't an actual count: if not the literal meaning kicks in. the umpteenth time, the billionth 
time, the thousandth time, the hundredth time, the tenth time...

FORCE 134 Non-sentence 
initial PP

16 726 [I have lived in] by choice by choice COCA 540. S95, F91, M130, N132, Ac92 - form preference 3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

17 740 at the time at the time COCA 27919. S7760, F3209, M5370, N5714, Ac5866 - means at that past time - 
use of 'the'

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

17 748 [been] in denial in denial COCA 594. S213, F77, M120, N134, Ac50 - container met 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

17 757 [He looked after Mum] at 
home

COCA 31924. S6848, F5592, M7922, N7386, Ac4176 (means 'in their house') 3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

17 763 in {his} spare time in * spare time COCA 8 types, 478 tokens. Most common is his 257, then her 66, their 62: 
S71, F90, M145, N132, Ac40: in * free time COCA 10 types, 96 tokens. spare is preferred. 
All spare is free, but not all free is spare? Specialization/shift/bleaching in "spare"

123 Non-sentence 
initial PP

18 788 [removed] under cover of 
darkness

under cover of darkness 94: S14, F22, Mag32, N17, Ac9: under cover of * top darkness, 
then night (35) : two options available. NB under cover of fog 1: under cover of dark 2 - 
preference

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

18 794 at the time at the time COCA 27919: S7760, F3209, M5370, N5714, Ac5866 - 'the' to indicate past 
time

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

18 795 [returning] for the {first} 
time in (more than) {40} 
years

for the first time in more than COCA 168: S38, F15, M41, N57, Ac17. for the * time in more 
than COCA 169. 168 first, 1 second: for the first time in 6007: S1257, F1253, M1121, 
N1730, Ac646: for the [ordinal number] time in [time period]  

34 Non-sentence 
initial PP

18 811 in {deep} conversation in deep conversation COCA 15. in * conversation : for 100 types, 1486 tokens: casual, 
everyday, private, animated... deep in conversation COCA 65: S0, F51, M6, N5, Ac3: 
describes Steve, PPAdj: in conversation, deep in conversation preferred to in deep 
conversation...included for "deep" - specialization/shift/bleaching

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP



19 826 for {months} now For * now top slot-fillers years, right, months, me, you, it, us, him, weeks, that, them, 
days, her, decades, the, more, reform, this, granted, myself, america, hours, peace, 
sure, sometime, centuries…this is a distinct pattern: for [time word] now: 100 types, 2509 
tokens: S1041, F758, M293, N308, Ac109 - means for months in the past up until speech 
time - but NB once again doesn't work with minutes, seconds (too short) 

FORCE 134 Non-sentence 
initial PP

19 837 on auto-pilot on auto-pilot COCA 14. Literal/idiomatic split see www.lifehack.org/articles/lifestyle/are-you-
on-auto-pilot.html - shift/bleaching/specialization of "auto-pilot" (transfer)

1 Non-sentence 
initial PP

19 848 in [an exhausted] slow-mo evokes in slow motion, abbreviated 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

20 858 in that regard in that regard COCA 922. S516, F67, M84, N161, Ac94: in this regard 1869. S158, F53, 
M201, N106, Ac1351 - form 

3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

20 875 of {my} own my own COCA 24135: S4179, F9424, M5156, N2618, Ac2758 (things of my own) of my 
own. COCA 411. S55, F227, M65, N43, Ac21 - my own - emphasises that it was yours and 
not anyone else's

134 Non-sentence 
initial PP

20 883 [Why does everyone need to 
be] in touch with [everyone 
all the time]

in touch with COCA 3630. S1149, F571, M929, N658, Ac323: can also be in close touch 
with, constant, better, regular : meaning shift/specialisation/bleach in touch, contentful, PP

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

21 915 [Sitting] around a campfire [SIT] around a campfire COCA 4 types, 32 tokens: S5, F8, M9, N8, Ac2 [SIT] around the 
campfire COCA 4 types, 29 tokens. around a campfire 90: around the campfire COCA 130: 
other verbs [v*] a campfire : verbs [sit], [dance], [write], [tell], [spent], [socialize] 
including around * campfire : very evocative in an Australian context - speaks of 
camaraderie, relaxed friendship. Socioculturally loaded and included for that reason.Listing 
as PPAdv because verb slot is open - anything that you could realistically do in the context 
of a campfire could be used - mending a car, knitting, singing the hallelujah chorus, eating 
chocolate - it's  around the campfire that gives it the sociocultural loading. NB use of "a" 
instead of "the" may be second language issue here. Borderline - included for sociocultural 
packaging.

Sociocultural 2 Non-sentence 
initial PP

21 919 [We all shared the occasion] 
to the full

to the full. COCA 27. S1, F14, M2, N3, Ac7: "the" plus "full" - form 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

22 942 [which would continue] for a 
good {year}

for a good while, for a good part, for a good many…, for a good number…??? For 100 types, 
1211 tokens - not all this pattern though. Meaning of good is consistent over the set - if the 
complement of good is  concrete, the standard meaning of "good" overrides it; so if you say 
for a good party, the normal meaning overrides: specialization of "good" - NB for a good 
decade, for a good year, for a good month, for a good week, for a good day (?), for a good 
hour, for a good minute, for a good second

134 Non-sentence 
initial PP

22 948 in {her} {80s} in [pp*] {decade, plural} - meaning you were eighty (etc) something 134 Non-sentence 
initial PP

22 953 for much longer she wouldn't be about for much longer - negative polarity item? 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

23 965 in this day and age in this day and age COCA 463. S193, F78, M59, N111, Ac22: in this age and day 0 - form 
preference

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

25 1058 at the time of [the 1994…] at the time of COCA 5532. S896, F326, M899, N878, Ac2533: form preference. No meaning 
shift in noun, definite article required, adjective can be inserted (COCA 125 with adjective): 
locating temporally and therefore contentful - counting as PP

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

25 1063 [it's low key] at first at first COCA 21026. S2601, F7260, M4942, N3485, Ac2738: marks past temporal 
eventuality and prospect of change

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

25 1065 [starts up] in the background cf at the top, by the side. In the background 3657. S588, F1401, M694, News476, Ac498: 
use of "in"

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP



25 1077 [could not dream up] in {our} 
worst nightmares

in * worst nightmares 9 types, 14 tokens. "in his worst nightmare" Google 3.49 million 15 
December 2011. There is no "in our best nightmare" : "in our nightmares" Google 603,000: 
one pattern is closer to predicate phrase - neg modal as here - but only one pattern. 
Classifying as PP

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

26 1105 [I advise some time] away 
from it all

time away from it all COCA 0. away from it all 157: S41, F19, M62, N32, Ac3: "it all" 
referring to the hassle of daily life 

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

27 1139 [typed] for a living for a living S545, F473, M340, N310, Ac65 - occupation first - 'played football for a living', 
'sings for a living' - meaning not clear from words

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

27 1147 At home [in Perth] at home COCA 312924 - S6848, F5592, M7922, N7386, Ac4176 (at home, at work, at 
school, at church: at/in the office, in the house, in the classroom, in the vestry…cf at 
home/in the home/in a home) - encoding issues

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

28 1181 [that's] up to {them} up to them - search would include (eg) handed up to them - different usage.  Search 
it's|that's up to them: it's up to them 93 S50, F9, M21, N12, Ac1: that's up to them 23: 
meaning not clear from words

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

28 1192 in pain in pain COCA 2419. S378, F1254, M340, N233, Ac214 - in agony, *in happiness, *in bliss - 
some kind of restriction there. But cf in heaven (locative)

134 Non-sentence 
initial PP

29 1206 [with accommodation] in 
limbo

in limbo: COCA 390. S94, F44, M64, N156, Ac32 (qualifies accommodation…totally in limbo - 
Adj) - use of "in"

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

29 1219 [canberrans flock] out of town COCA 0. But conventional use of "flock" with non-human movement bird. Usually "flock 
to"???? [FLOCK] out 2 types, 6 tokens: [FLOCK] in COCA 85, but noisy - "above his flock in 
matters of dress"…"a nonmigratory flock in Florida":  expression is out of town: no def 
article, and don't say out of city

3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

29 1237 [a light fog still hovers] in the 
distance

in the distance 3950. S197, F2792, M563, N256, Ac139 - container metaphor 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

30 1262 in the courts Not straightforwardly place - also tagging as part of legal process. in the courts COCA 885. 
S291, F29 (NB), M121, N179, Ac265. i

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

31 1314 [I had thawed] against my 
will

against [pp*] will 9 types, 35 tokens. Only 2 relevant: against her will 6 and against his will 
3. "against my will" Google 3.040 million 5 January 2012: use of "against"

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

31 1335 very much in love very much in love COCA 108: S46, F29, M25, N7, Ac1. NB not a lot in love or greatly in love 
(latter COCA 1) or in a lot of love. very much in * * top collocates very much in favor of, 
then very much in love with, then very much in keeping with…and more very much in love 
later...Preference

3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

32 1339 in retirement in retirement COCA 633. S74, F25, M200, N250, Ac84: container (use of "in") 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

32 1352 [of] marriageable age marriageable age COCA 46. of marriageable age COCA 34. S3, F18, M3, N1, 
Ac9…socioculturally defined… of/at a - NB passive form in marriageable (harks back to age 
in which marriage was arranged????)

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

32 1364 [he formed friendships with 
women] in {his} circle

in his circle COCA 25 : S6, F1, M4, N5, Ac9 (PPAdj within PPAdv under with): figurative 
circle

1 Non-sentence 
initial PP

32 1367 [proposed marriage] for fear 
of [being refused]

for fear of COCA 1399. S134, F269, M321, N406, Ac269: no determiner, final prep can't be 
dropped, meaning shift/specialisation/bleaching in for fear, gives the reason for never 
proposing marriage and therefore contributes contentfully - PP

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

32 1368 until the day {he} died until the day * died 8 types, 86 tokens: S14, F35, M22, N11, Ac4: use of day preference 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

32 1371 [and helping] from time to 
time [in local school and 
community activities

from time to time COCA 3607. S706, F1345, M637, N450, Ac469: classifying as 
sentence/clause initial in line with other examples with but, and and other single word 
conjunctions before - meaning not clear from words

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

32 1373 [put on a function] in {his} 
honour

in * honour 7 types, 13 tokens: Google 15 million 5 January 2012 - use of "in" 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP



32 1381 [had not asked her] for fear 
of [being refused]

for fear of COCA 1399. S134, F269, M321, N406, Ac269: no determiner, final prep can't be 
dropped, meaning shift/specialisation/bleaching in for fear, gives the reason why he had not 
asked here and therefore contributes contentfully - PP

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

33 1390 in front of [three close 
friends]

 COCA 42925. S6691, F20870, M7416, N5408, Ac2540: no determiner, final prep can be 
dropped, contributes contentfully, PP

3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

33 1392 in front of [groups of people]  COCA 42925. S6691, F20870, M7416, N5408, Ac2540: no determiner, final prep can be 
dropped, contributes contentfully, PP

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

34 1436 in care in care COCA 371, but a variety of meanings along with this one. S28, F34, M39, N57, 
Ac213 - specific meaning (in a nursing home)

Encyclopaedic 2 Non-sentence 
initial PP

36 1504 at work Meaning doing work in this context - i.e. not locational, but referencing activity. Include for 
that reason. 

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

36 1508 in {her}{late/early} {70s} in * late {decade, plural}  - conventionalised 34 Non-sentence 
initial PP

36 1516 in a flash in a flash COCA 814. S83, F387, M201, N101, Ac42 - meaning not clear from the words FORCE 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

36 1530 [the neighbourhood had 
grown] over time

over time COCA 10698. S1361, F408, M2417, N1285, Ac5227 (meaning as time passed) - 
not over the time (cf over the years, over the months)

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

38 1577 from a young age from a young age COCA 78. S10, F11, M22, N17, Ac18: from an early age 237. S27, F37, 
M69, N41, Ac63 (ie also high in Mag, and roughly equiv to Ac) (age isn't naturally young: 
people are young)

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

38 1597 for a while for a while COCA 12638. S2701, F5725, M2174, N1585, Ac453 - in ACOD 3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

39 1629 [as if it might vanish] at any 
minute 

at any minute COCA 104. S11, F57, M18, N9, Ac9 - also at any moment but at any hour 
has a different meaning?

Force 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

40 1666 [It can be tough, with jobs, 
children … and] life in general

life in general: COCA 216. S36, F30, M58, N23, Ac69 - PC is [N] in general - N-Rhematic N-rheme 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

40 1670 in the first place in the first place COCA 7564. S2144, F1643, M1608, News1043, Ac1126: in the second 
place 112. in the third place 15

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

41 1695 on the way to [somewhere 
else]

on the way to COCA 2769. S456, F831, M649, N583, Ac250 - use of "on" - needs definite 
article, not PNP as defined here

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

41 1700 at the time at the time COCA 5532. S896, F326, M899, N878, Ac2533 referring to past time 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

41 1712 at home Conventionalized - means "in my house" 3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

41 1713 [those] in need * in need for 100 types, 3284 tokens, much noise: however top occurrence is those in need 
COCA 292: S39, F14, M78, N78, Ac83 - container

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

42 1752 in closer proximity in close proximity - 369. S51, F35, M68, N45, Ac170 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

43 1779 in charge of in charge of COCA 6410, S1985, F876, M1107, N1633, Ac809: in * charge of - overall, 
general, direct, sole, proper, perfect… consistent omission of determiner before core noun, 
contributes contentfully (conveys status): PP

1 Non-sentence 
initial PP

43 1784 in the spotlight in the spotlight COCA 710. S242, F55, M145, N237, Ac31: use of "in" 1 Non-sentence 
initial PP

44 1839 for future reference  for future reference COCA 80. S6, F18, M23, N6, Ac27 : for reference in the future COCA 0 - 
preference

3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

46 1878 [drawn] at random [DRAW] at random 1 type (drawn at random) 2 tokens. Google 3.06 million 10 January 
2012 with Dicitonary.com definition: expression  is at random - form

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

46 1911 in the offing in the offing COCA 315. S46, F45, M78, N65, Ac81: meaning not clear from words 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP



46 1919 with {my} eyes (wide) open with * eyes wide open COCA 7 types, 72 tokens. S13, F30, M15, N11, Ac3: figurative  
usage here 

Affect Indirect 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

47 1938 by today's standards by today's standards COCA 181. S11, F11, M63, N53, Ac43 - form/preference (by 
yesterday's standards?)

3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

47 1967 [I'll soon be well] in deficit in deficit COCA 135. S84, F1, M13, N26, Ac11: container "in" 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

47 1972 [I can't do much for you] at 
the moment

at the moment COCA 6954. S2951, F1645, M895, N827, Ac636 NB at the moment is now 
and at the time is in the past

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

48 1986 [cut] on the bias [CUT] on the bias COCA 9. on the bias COCA 39. S6, F3, M12, N15, Ac3: meaning not clear 
from the words

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

48 1992 on the bias on the bias COCA 39. S6, F3, M12, N15, Ac3: meaning not clear from the words 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

48 2002 at the rear of COCA 444. S14, F249, M102, N55, Ac24 HIGH FICTION - definite article required (cf in front 
of), no bleaching/shift/specialisation, can have adjective after first prep (COCA 27), final PP 
can be dropped - contributes content, PP not PNP

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

48 2004 [knitting] by ear by ear COCA 268. S50, F41, M34, N28, Ac115 - meaning not clear from words 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

49 2027 [she stared at him] for a long 
time

for a long time COCA 9518. S3231, F2928, M1301, N1338, Ac720, for a short time, *for a 
medium time…can only be long or short???

3 Non-sentence 
initial PP

49 2035 [shying away terrified] at the 
last moment [if it…]

at the last moment COCA 436. S58, F231, M62, N45, Ac40: at the last minute, *at the last 
hour 

Force 13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

50 2056 of no {value} of no value COCA 61. S11, F8, M8, N11, Ac23: of no importance, of no consequence, of no 
interest, of no concern, significance, account … of no [APPRECIATION] FRAME

134 Non-sentence 
initial PP

50 2058 [I counted out 85c] in coins in coins COCA 26 - S2, F9, M5, N7, Ac3…meaning everything I counted was a coin.  NB 
noise in COCA ("tourists tossed in coins") … allow despite this. 

13 Non-sentence 
initial PP

50 2081 with my {integrity} intact with * * intact: COCA for 100 types, 114 tokens: slot-fillers integrity, arsenal, honor, ego, 
dignity, integrity, tail shells, their spirits, your honor, memory…

4 Non-sentence 
initial PP

50 2086 [Perhaps] on this occasion [I 
was determined] 

on this occasion COCA 312. S58, F76, M54, N21, Ac103: where expressions preceded by 
and, or or but, counting as sentence/clause lead in - but here counting as PP (because of 
perhaps)

1 Non-sentence 
initial PP

1 22 [I too was permitted into 
places] no ordinary {citizen} 
[would be allowed to go]

no ordinary For 100 types, 164 tokens: S32, F47, M36, N35, Ac14: no ordinary time, no 
ordinary man, case, love, night: most are [demonstrative] [BE] no ordinary…eg "but then 
this is no ordinary film festival" v, 2011, ACAD ABAJournal: "I knew he was no ordinary 
Dulnari" 10, 2010, FIC, Analog - not used in that pattern here: appears to be straigtforward 
no + adjective e.g. [I too was permitted into places] 'no fat person would be allowed to go' - 
meaning 'a fat person would not be allowed to go to' – not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

1 24 club members club members COCA 632: S18, F29, M84, N130, Ac104: team members, class 
members…OPEN CHOICE NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

1 41 [and] the last thing [their 
spirit hears before its 
departure]

In this context open choice -not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

1 42 Even now Even now, COCA 1491. S186, F589, M291, N323, Ac102. Even then (different meaning), 
?Even in the future, Even afterwards, Even in the evening…? Even Mary, Even in the car…

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

1 46 pride in {one}self pride in oneself COCA pride in [ppx*] 8 types 59 tokens, none of them oneself. S18, F9, 
M12, N11, Ac9 Pride in COCA 2567: pride in the country, pride in him, pride in the results, 
pride in myself, pride in their work N + prep combination with open choice afterwards, NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 59 rock concert rock concert COCA 211: S56, F31, M46, N53, Ac25: rock music, rock star, rock record: 
piano concert, violin concert : no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



2 60 ticket stubs ticket stub* COCA 93: 2 types, 93 tokens. S3, F34, M14, N37, Ac5: * stub ticket, pay, 
pencil, cigar, cigarette, candle, parking…normal selection applies, stub is defined in 
dictionaries:  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 63 YouTube Single word not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 66 turkey burgers COCA turkey burger* 41: mince burger, chicken burger : turkey burger Google 1.22 million 
15 March 2012.  turkey and chicken burgers (acceptable), bread and turkey burgers, 
sausage and turkey burgers  -  straightforward combination, not included (turkey and mince 
burgers, seven turkey and eight mince burgers...)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 68 rock band rock band COCA 683. S113, F79, M193, N275, Ac23: * band : school band, jazz band, 
brass band, steel band : rock group COCA 190 -  good band, brass band, musical band - 
straightforward combination, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 69 Hammersmith Odeon Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 74 History may relate… history collocated with [RELATE] at L4, R4: too much noise. history collocated with relate at 
R4 (to avoid related in reduced relative clauses) COCA 25. But no examples of history being 
the agent no support, not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 79 pint jugs old fashioned reference: Google 21,000 16 February 2012, but articles refer to the end of 
"pint jugs" - evokes an era but cannot find support, therefore not included:  no 
specialization/shift/bleaching

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 84 insurance claims insurance claims COCA 171. S37, F10, M74, N42, Ac8: health claims, malpractice claims, 
legitimate claims, wild claims, nonesensical claims: normal selection:  no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 86 lasted longer lasted longer [LAST] longer 4 types, 854 tokens: S117, F110, M386, N146, Ac95: lasted for 
longer COCA 2.  [LAST] shorter 2 types, 2 tokens. "nothing lasts shorter than six minutes", 
"The relief of an unchanged cardiogram lasted shorter and…": stayed longer, played longer 
...no obvious col/sel/pref, no interp, no appraisal:  NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 87 roller-discos COCA 4: no support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 90 down-time COCA 22. S1, F10, M4, N3, Ac4: one word in Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary (2009) 
therefore not counted

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

2 99 ticket stub ticket stub* COCA 93: 2 types, 93 tokens. S3, F34, M14, N37, Ac5: * stub ticket, pay, 
pencil, cigar, cigarette, candle, parking…normal selection applies, stub is defined in 
dictionaries:  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

3 109 skin colour COCA 12 : not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

3 141 racial origin COCA 12: not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

3 146 colour-blind COCA colour-blind 269. S57, F26, M54, N57, Ac75: referencing absence of racial 
awareness, not inability to see colour - not including - novel usage in this context

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

4 150 Mill Town pub Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

4 157 a player short Postpositive adjective - one of very few (see Huddleston & Pullum p. 560). Noun must be 
countable: COCA a [countable nn*] short for 100 types, 213 tokens: S40, F45, M46, N68, 
Ac14: *I was money short - outside scope (single word)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

4 158 With a little prompting, COCA 8. . With a little * slot fillers are luck, practice, more, help, imagination, planning, 
effort… could equally be money, paper, extra sugar …Not supported, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

4 160 ain't he [a good sport]? ain't alternative to isn't OUTSIDE SCOPE NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



4 165 the [skill] of the [Artful 
Dodger]

the * of the *: COCA for 100 types, 48309 tokens: S15731, F11648, M7440, N7653, 
Ac5837: the * of the * type skeletons no unusual selection restrictions and not included in 
this work

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

4 187 getting {Pearly} off [off the ground]  - V + prep NOT INCLUDED NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

4 205 leans over [LEAN] over COCA 3535. S152, F2790, M329, N201, Ac63: *leans it over different 
meaning: the fence over which he lent acceptable: leans over it acceptable (see Huddleston 
& Pullum p 281): V plus prep, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 219 crooked tooth crooked tooth COCA 1, crooked teeth COCA 75 : bent tooth COCA 0, wonky teeth COCA 0. 
No bleaching, specialisation, figurative meaning. Not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 223 ballet classes tennis classes, piano classes, English classes :  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 225 play the piano Open choice (play the accordion, play the flute, play the recorder):  no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 237 Brisbane Exhibition Ground Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 239 school uniforms No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 248 under blazing floodlights under floodlights COCA 8. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 258 the front of the line the * of the * see Biber et al and notes (not included as FRAME - no unexpected selection 
restrictions)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 259 the rest of the team the * of the * as 5/258 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 262 crescendo pitch crescendo pitch COCA 0: Fever pitch COCA 160: S26, F22, M51, N46, Ac15. Not included - 
probably an Approximation, but impossible to support

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 263 ,too soon, derived from all too soon? All too soon COCA 105. High in Fiction (S9, F57, M21, N12, Ac 
6). NOT INCLUDED (CAN'T BE SURE writer intended all too soon)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 265 gain a place [GAIN] a place 3 Types, 14 tokens. [WIN] a place COCA 4 types, 47 tokens. OPEN CHOICE 
gain, win, get, secure : gain a spot -  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

5 269 more than [50 years] later Not including when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 271 a timeless reminder Not supported. COCA 1. Google low. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 276 sailor-collar COCA zero with hyphen, 1 without: not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 282 beauty and brains COCA 10. brains and beauty 7. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 283 the target of bullying No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 285 short, fat legs COCA 0.Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 286 did not help did not help . COCA 34. Open Choice not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 294 so {evident} nobody but 
teachers had any doubt

Situation with ATTITUDE, result - "that" deleted, not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

6 302 crossing factions COCA [CROSS] factions 0. Google low (6,110 16 February 2012) - not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



7 328 temporary refuge temporary refuge COCA 31: S5, F6, M2, N10, Ac8: permanent refuge COCA 4. * refuge 
COCA for 100 types, 397 tokens. Top is arctic refuge 77, then temporary, then only, sought, 
safe, welcome, final, quiet, national, peaceful, spiritual, private , new…temporary teacher, 
temporary home...OPEN CHOICE, no sel/col/pref issues, no socio-cultural overtones (in this 
case), no APPRAISAL... no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

7 329 the most [beautiful hands] OUTSIDE SCOPE - only included if combined with an "in" PP, or if it is a correlative NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

7 334 gaunt face COCA 42: S1, F30, M5, N3, Ac3: gaunt * gives face, figure, woman, Straightforward 
selection, no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

7 335 Welcome to your new home 3 types, 8 tokens. . Welcome to COCA 2435. S2014, F148, M197, N58, Ac18: not included 
(V plus prep) - means what is says, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

7 339 had the removalists take [HAVE] [nn*] [v?*]  [HAVE] someone [v] construction - difficult to search effectively - no 
APPRAISAL, no paradigmatic restrictions… NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

8 351 [and look after three other 
disabled people] at the same 
time

at the same time COCA 28702. S6612, F3705, M5481, N4721, Ac8182. Literal/idiomatic 
split. Here literal, predictable - not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

8 355 the caring industry the caring industry COCA 0. Google 46,300 22 November 2011. Frequency too low, not 
included. Novel?

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

8 360 insurance clerk COCA 6. No support. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

8 375 sleepover shift Technical term? Novel coinage? No citations, can't check. Not counted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 398 kitchen table kitchen table COCA 2726. S165, F1916, M361, N223, Ac61: kitchen table, dining-room 
table: breakfast table, dinner table, ?lunch table. No bleaching, specialization, figurative 
meaning. Not included.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 401 freshwater lake freshwater lake COCA 49: S4, F2, M21, N10, Ac12: normal selection - lakes can be 
freshwater or saltwater, no issues on either side:  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 403.1 chucked over chuck as an informal variation on throw: over with "the edge" or "board" ellipsed. Looks like 
a novel coinage or at least extension of thrown over(board), not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 409 Landcruiser Single word, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 431 Chiton Rocks Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 432 the Southern Ocean Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

9 433 hairy moments COCA hairy moment* 4. 125,000 Google 22 November. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

10 451 Fingal Headland Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

10 458 gangrenous limbs COCA 2: not supported, and no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

10 474 unresolved issues issues collocated with unresolved COCA 174. S21, F9, M42, N37, Ac65. MI 8.26: 
environmental issues, social issues, important, health, policy, economic, political : could 
also use matters : unresolved * slot fillers are first full stop, then issues, problems, feelings, 
tension, question: however no paradigmatic restrictions other than ontological (things that 
can be unresolved) and no APPRAISAL: not counted

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

10 485 kisses and cuddles kisses and cuddles COCA 0, cuddles and kisses COCA 1 - neither supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



10 490 I am home Searching end position I am home . COCA 16. S4, F10, M1, N1, Ac0. Even within F, not 
enough to warrant including this. NOT INCLUDED - with reservations because it means 
more than being "in my house" - but can't support, so not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 494 go swimming [GO] running : considering this to be Open Choice, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 508 walking machine COCA 6 - would normally be called a treadmill???? NOT INCLUDED NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 519 a mundane activity mundane activity 4: however mundane activities 28: collocates appear in general to be 
plural tasks, things, matters, activities, details -  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 520 pretty close to No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 522 as does Searching , as [DO] to get this meaning: COCA 3 relevant tokens, 4477 types. S470, F537, 
M1256, Ac1173. as has, as did, as will not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

11 526 the sun is rising [SET].[v*] collocated with sun at L4, R4, COCA 1114: S88, F534, M271, N138, Ac83 sun 
rises, sun sets. Not including - no bleaching/shift/specialization

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

13 583 to bound from my bed COCA [BOUND] from * bed 1 type 1 token - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

13 585 rehabilitation hospital No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

13 595 wasted legs wasted legs 1. wasted muscle 1. "wasted muscle" Google 13 December 2011, 24,800:  no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

13 603 the beauty industry the beauty industry COCA 19. OPEN CHOICE NOT INCLUDED: the * industry collcoates 
tobacco, auto, oil, music, insurance, entertainment, airline, food, pharmaceutical, banking, 
computer, film…. no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

13 605 many years of cf for many years, included:  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

13 608 super-human [efforts] super-human COCA 31. One word in ACOD (2009), not counting NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 621 …were big [in those days] difficult to search for this. Means "were popular" - open choice were big, were popular - 
single word focus, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 624.1 [transport with] more than 
[two wheels]

Not counting uninterrupted more than NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 632 straight hair straight hair COCA 186:  no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 633 pushed forward V + adverb - open choice not included (pushed back, pushed around) no change of meaning NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 634 flick back V + adverb - open choice not included (flick back, flick forward, flick sideways) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 637.1 seemed to have it [when it 
came to…]

Meaning 'seemed to be successful' - difficult to search this meaning - a number of have + 
it combinations listed in the Australian concise Oxford dictionary, but not this - and it 
could be novel. Not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 642 as was the norm [then] was the norm 96. [BE] the norm 9 types, 765 tokens: S78, F41, M221, N177, Ac248. 
Means what it says: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

14 643 on the other side Means what it says: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

15 668 family anecdotes family anecdotes COCA 7. sporting anecdotes, amusing anecdotes…sporting anecdotes no 
issues either side: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

15 670 [needed evidence] of British 
descent

of British descent COCA 3. of * descent COCA for 100 types, 1117 tokens. Always 
nationality in slot: S124, F103, M173, N277, Ac440 - formality reflected in High Ac: no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



15 675 No trace Not included. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

15 678.1 {hundreds} of {hours} later hundreds of hours later COCA ). hundreds of years later COCA 14. Not supported, not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

15 690 The bones of {my 
grandfather's} story…

bones collocated with story at L4, R4, COCA 16 including noise - not supported, not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

15 695 changed his stars not supported - like changed his fortune/fate - looks novel NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

16 719 the rest of my life the rest of * life COCA 22 types, 3915 tokens: 3915. S1263, F1089, M775, N605, Ac183. 
the remainder of * life 5 types, 65 tokens…BUT 'the rest of my lunch', 'the rest of the day', 
'the rest of the results' the * of the * No restrictions for either slot, not included in this 
analysis

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

16 721 with my record No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 746 dining-room table dining-room table COCA 196. S4, F92, M59, N24, Ac7: no bleaching/specialization/other 
meaning shift. Not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 751 [Dad's love for Mum] was a 
given

[BE] a given COCA 9 types, 432 tokens. a S90, F57, M104, N124, Ac57: a given COCA 
6571. S429, F211, M1234, N614, Ac4083. High Ac. Not including - noun plus article only 
(although shift in "given" from past participle to N)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 752 research trial research trial COCA 8. Not supported. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

17 768 reached out [to touch it] [REACH] out COCA 4 types, 9241 tokens. S2015, F3922, M1337, N1243, Ac724: reached 
out, reached over, reached up, reached down, reached across - no change in core meaning 
of "reached", V + prep, not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 775 rubber plantation COCA 13. Open choice: sugar plantation, banana plantation NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 781 crack (North Vietnamese) 
troops

crack collocated with troops at L4, R4 COCA 30, MI 3.01 - low: crack troops COCA 16. 
COBUILD entry under crack says "A crack soldier or sportsman is highly trained and very 
skilful" p. 351. LDCE cites "crack troops", "a crack regiment", "a crack sportsman" - 
meaning "with a lot of experience and skill", and then "crack shot someone who is able to 
shoot a weapon very well and hit the thing they are aiming at" P. 364.  crack colloated with 
troops at R4 MI 3.61. It is possible to use crack in other contexts - crack journalist - but at 
that point the word has undergone specialization/shift/bleaching: here it is in its original 
form, and there is no specialization/shift/bleaching on either side. Not counting (albeit with 
reservations). 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 804 more than {200 km} of… Not counting uninterrupted "more than" NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

18 814 the sight of Outside scope NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

19 823 the crest of a hill crest collocated with hill COCA 244: S9, F160, M38, N27, Ac10: crest collocated with 
mountain COCA 45 MI 5.83. No meaning shift either side, not counted. Part of the * of a * 
but outside scope as defined for this work

NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

19 824 just enough to Outside scope NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

19 825 I can't stop myself from… can 't stop [ppx*] from no results NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

19 836 commuting hours COCA 5 - not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

19 844 [now winter] is with us tried each season + with us - no examples. Not supported. ('winter is upon us'?) … NB texts 
pre Game of thrones

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



19 847 heavy drill drill is a type of fabric. No support for use of "heavy" in context of "drill" … NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 861 kitchen gadgets kitchen gadgets 28. S4, F2, M6, N13, Ac3: * gadgets COCA for 100 types, 1011 tokens, 
transparent on both sides: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 867 electronic gadgets electronic gadgets COCA 53: S5, F5, M27, N12, Ac4. mechanical gadgets 4: * gadgets 
COCA for 100 types, 1011 tokens: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 869 digital cameras digital cameras COCA 1196: S36, F14, M248, N93, Ac130 - sign of lingering switchover 
from old types of camera. digital watch, digital TV, digital radio - interesting that it has not 
disappeared even though the cameras we have are all digital…but transparent on both 
sides: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 882 buttery toast No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included (even though it evokes comfort food) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

20 887 more people and more stuff Would be  included if it was more and more stuff, or more and more people, but not this NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

21 897 washed on [this shore] COCA 0. washed on the beach 1, V + Prep, not included, and no support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

21 898 the South China Sea Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

21 908 pulled the bell pulled the bell COCA 2 types, 8 tokens. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

21 913 hearty soup COCA 15: Google 1.14 million 15 December 2011: hearty laugh, hearty food, hearty 
breakfast Applies generally to food, normal selection, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 927 semi-filled half filled, no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 930 "tell me, it isn't so" tell me it isn't so COCA 1. No support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 934 a few stops later later is usually temporal…but this is literal - a few stations, stops on the trains NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 946 perfectly groomed No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 952 wouldn't be about [for much 
longer]

be about, be around, be here, be in the house : meaning of "about"  - "be around" is 
conventionalized…not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

22 954 [the battle to] keep going keep going, keep singing, keep eating - counting as system…not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

23 966 a biblical condition COCA 0. No support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

23 970 a liquid formula Complex formula, expensive formula: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1001 modern technology No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1006 veggie garden Rose garden, native garden, herb garden: shortening is characteristically Australian, but 
could equally be veggie shop, veggie casserole - not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1012 record collection car collection, music collection: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1015 expressed a liking for [express] a liking for COCA 1: a liking for COCA 34…but simple Noun + Prep, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1021 blank tapes COCA 8. Low in Google. no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1038 fishing gear fishing gear COCA 217. S13, F37, M59, N26, Ac82. * gear, top collocates are landing and 
fishing: sports gear, cooking gear?, hockey gear, school gear … ballet gear … no obvious 
specialization/shift/bleaching on either side, not counting

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



24 1042 for a moment for a moment COCA 15476. S1731, F11577, M1194, N525, Ac449:  no APPRAISAL, no 
sociocultural/pragmatic loading: for a moment, minute, second, week, month - not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

24 1049 forge a [closer] bond [FORGE] a bond 3 types forged, forge, forging: 29 tokens. S0, F11, M8, N9, Ac1: [FORGE] 
a * * … link between, new relationship, compromise, national identity : *a bond with 
collocates form, feel, have, forge, share ; no unusual selection restrictions in either side, 
not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

25 1053 massed [masculine] voices massed voices COCA 2. Google 55,200 16 February 2012. LDCE gives massed choir/band 
BE as "several choirs or bands singing or playing together as one large group" - this is a 
novel extension? No support for "massed voices", not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

25 1056 at the other side of the town at the other side of the town COCA 1 - no support NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

25 1057 committed [atrocious] crimes crime* collocated with [COMMIT] 5 types, 4569 tokens. S2079, F371, M484, N1015, 
Ac620: no bleaching/specialisation on either side, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

25 1079 the weight of their history history collocated with weight no matching records NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1103 send them back [to the front 
line]

 Send them away, send them off, send them to…no change in core meaning of "send", not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1117 ethical practice ethical issues, standards, questions, dilemmas, behavior, problems, principles, concerns…no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1122 lack of accountability No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

26 1131 [Another 'whitefella'] on 
{their} way through

Possibly an expression in this localized context, but no evidence to back up NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 1140 doing the dusting COCA 1. No support. No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 1145 [in a sort of] cubby hole NOT SUPPORTED (usually one word?) NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 1146 [in a] sort of [cubby hole] Meaning kind (of) - outside scope, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 1154 spelling mistakes OPEN CHOICE. Spelling mistakes, grammar mistakes, driving mistakes…spelling errors: no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

27 1156 is not its strength [BE] not * strength COCA 23 types, 38 tokens. S7, F7, M11, N7, Ac6: means "is not its best 
feature" here - or "is not good" - specialization/shift/bleaching in "strength"

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 1164 You could call it [an 
affliction…] but

you could [call] it collocated with but at R9 (max span), COCA 16, all call. 15-20 borderline. 
Not allowing this one although it could be included as a correlative (with "but") - but 
borderline,…below 20, not including 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 1165 a lifelong companion lifelong companion 11. lifelong friend 119. S25, F20, M35, N30, Ac9 - this is an extension: 
lifelong * collocants are learning, dream, friend/s, commitment, resident, love, 
process…transparent on both sides, not included 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 1167 it doesn't bother me [that 
much]

doesn't bother me that much 6. bother * that much COCA 19??? OPEN CHOICE: it doesn't 
bother me. it doesn't bother me much. it doesn't bother me a lot, it doesn't bother me at 
all, it hardly bothers me…it bothers me

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 1170 [you can defer your twitching] 
for a spell

for a spell COCA 41. S0, F23, M15, N3, Ac0 - 'spell' - short time, core meaning in ACOD, not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 1172 Buckingham House Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 1178 [as if you're] a performing 
poodle

NOT SUPPORTED a performing dog COCA 2 NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

28 1187 a small minority a small minority COCA 391. S77, F8, M77, N67, Ac162 - no specialization/shift/bleaching 
either side, not including

NOT INCUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



29 1210 the local IGA supermarket Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1213 is littered with [national 
institutions]

[BE] littered with COCA 9 types, 609 tokens. S59, F234, M155, N123, Ac38 : V+Prep, prep 
does not change core meaning of verb, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1214 the War Memorial Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1215 Parliament House Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1216 Reserve Bank Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1228 [magpies,] grey and pink 
galahs

Identifies type of bird just by colour - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1229 white cockatiels Identifies type of bird by colour - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1230 green parrots Identifies type of bird by colour - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1239 smell…lingers in my nostrils smell [LINGER] 2 types, 12 tokens. Smell [LINGER] in * nostrils COCA 0. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1241 a large grey means Kangaroo. Australian Totem: not included because large only describes size - you 
could have a small grey as well

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1244 Japanese maples Identifies type of tree by country - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1245 Manchurian pears Identifies type of tree by country - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

29 1250 standing still [STAND] still 4 types, 1568 tokens. S128, F860, M275, N184, Ac121: stand still, sit still, 
stay still normal selection not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

30 1261 undertake a review OPEN CHOICE undertake a course, undertake a project…no specialization/shift/bleaching, 
not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

30 1264 court psychologist OPEN CHOICE court usher, court security guard ; child psychologist, animal 
psychologist…no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

30 1281 [I love] every moment [I 
spend…]

every year, day, month, second - no unexpected restrictions,  no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

30 1289 at this stage COCA 1869. S713, F120, M342, N220, Ac474. "this" referencing time of writing…no 
bleaching/specialisation/shift…could be at this time, at this moment, at this point…not 
included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

31 1300 letter box letter box COCA 19. letterbox COCA 25: over 20 form is one word Australian Concise Oxford 
Dictionary (2009)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

31 1318 cookery book COCA 9. "cookery book" Google 3.4 million 5 January 2012. "cooking book" 1.16 million; 
"recipe book" 8.75 million 6 March 2012: history book, maths book, English book, picture 
book…No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

31 1320 did the sun rise… [RISE].[v*] collocated with sun at L4, R4: COCA 1102. S96, F541, M232, N130, Ac103: 
[COME] up collocated with sun at R4 486. S116, F242, M75, N47, Ac6: not including, here 
and elsewhere

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

31 1325 [promising] career prospects career prospects COCA 54. S7, F1, M12, N9, Ac25: career *: career development, career 
path, goals, choices…* prospects : long-term, economic, future, employment, political…no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

32 1340 County Durham Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

32 1344 casualty rates casualty rate* 2 types, 93 tokens. Injury rate 2 types, 89 tokens: no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



32 1344 [typically] greater than {50 
per cent}

Not including more than, less than, greater than etc. when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

32 1349 more {pilots} than {did the 
enemy} 

more … than - EXTERNAL NB NO ATTITUDE IN FIRST SLOT: Do not count NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

32 1376 received a phone call more formal than "got a phone call", but no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included  - 
phone  call included as N/NP 1209.1

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

32 1379 {She] had children and 
grandchildren

HAVE here in the sense of possession, not giving birth to - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

33 1384 [it remains] strong in my 
memory

Although the collocation of strong with memory is supported, this is not NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

33 1401 nothing said sorry like… nothing [SAY] sorry like COCA 0. nothing [SAY] * like COCA 17 types, 19 tokens. Not 
supported

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

33 1403 baking [three] cakes [BAKE] collocated with cake at L4, R4 COCA 416. S33, F83, M163, N132, Ac15: [BAKE] 
collocated with biscuit at L4, R4 COCA 4. No bleaching, specialisation on either side…not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

33 1406 trumpet arpeggio COCA 0. Not supported NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

33 1416 [I knew that I'd knock, 
they'd] open the door

No specialization/shift/bleaching, literal in this context, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

34 1444 lives alone [LIVE] alone : COCA 4 types, 1395 tokens. S109, F597, M210, N208, Ac271: [LIVE] on * 
own COCA 22 types, 265 tokens. No bleaching, specialization, shift…llives on his own would 
be equally OK …not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

34 1447 living alone [LIVE] alone : COCA 4 types, 1395 tokens. S109, F597, M210, N208, Ac271: [LIVE] on * 
own COCA 22 types, 265 tokens. No bleaching, specialization, shift…llives on his own would 
be equally OK …not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

35 1477 the Burma Railway Not counting buildings, structures, places NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

35 1482 rear window back window, rear window - no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

35 1501 [I remember that Anzac day] 
more than [any other]

Not counting uninterrupted more than, less than, greater than etc. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

36 1507 I knew nothing of her [KNOW] nothing of alternative to [KNOW] nothing about V + prep, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

36 1510 pleated skirt pleated skirt COCA 66. S0, F35, M21, N9, Ac1: no specialisation or bleaching, not figurative 
… not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

36 1515 cats and dogs cats and dogs COCA 299: dogs and cats COCA 400. Not coordinated, do not count NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

36 1526 by the standard she had set standard* collocated with [SET]: S208, F40, M297, N312, Ac291: set meaning establish: no 
bleaching or specialisation on either side, don't count.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

36 1529 unbeknown to her unbeknown to *  V + prep collocation, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

36 1537 autumn leaves autumn leaves COCA 182: S9, F88, M52, N24, Ac9: significance is that autumn leaves fall 
(it is not the season that is significant, but the fact that these are leaves on the ground): 
fallen leaves COCA 166. summer leaves…both sides transparent…not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

37 1542 more than once No specialization/shift/bleaching, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

37 1547 vote had been cast vote collocated with [CAST] at R4, L4: COCA 795. S402, F17, M101, N227, Ac48: MI 6.16: 
cast is what you do with vote (ACOD "record, egister, or give (a vote)"- no bleaching or 
specialisation on either side, no figurative meaning, this meaning listed in ACOD. Not 
counting.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



37 1550 polling place polling place CLCA 195. S69, F14, M30, N78, Ac4: encyclopaedic, preference: but could 
equally be polling station, polling booth: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

37 1555 cardboard box COCA 616. S47, F359, M105, N85, Ac20: steel box, metal box, paper box, wooden box : no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

37 1562 tight election tight election COCA 10. "tight election" Google 294,000. Collocates for tight in Google, rein, 
bun, lipped, tolerances : * election : close, not enough support, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

37 1565 [my] then [husband] Single word, outside scope NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

38 1583 sun and rain sun and rain COCA 42. rain and sun 25. Possible shift towards coordination, but not 
conclusive. Not including.

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

38 1587 a cloth {cricketer's} hat cloth cap - probably one (evokes era, type of person) - but this is open choice no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

38 1589 proved to be a godsend [PROVE] to be a godsend COCA 2. Not supported, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

38 1596 a marvel of creation a marvel of creation COCA 0. a marvel of * COCA 75 types, 99 tokens: engineering, 
simplicity, nature, compact…, clarity, eighteenth-century…, efficiency, … no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

38 1620 what it once was what it once was COCA 71. S18, F12, M12, N19, Ac10. what it was once COCA 4: OUTSIDE 
SCOPE (only issue is position of "once")

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

39 1626 sucking on [a once cream, 
now brown...]

[SUCK] on * for 100 types, 572 tokens. S23, F375, Mag131, News30, Ac13 Verb plus 
preposition, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

39 1633 every day C25958. S8579, F5093, M5697, N5327, Ac1262 : every day, every week, every month, 
every second: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

40 1663 [what] is worth [hassling 
about]

[BE] worth [v?g*] for 100 types, 2513 tokens: S469, F157, Mag632, News377, Ac878 - 
outside scope - no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

40 1675 a lifetime commitment lifetime commitment COCA 47. S9, F7, M12, N10, Ac9: lifelong commitment COCA 77. a * 
commitment slot fillers long-term, strong, real, firm, major, renewed, serious, deep, 
greater, lifetime, lifelong, personal, national, new, big - OPEN CHOICE, NOT INCLUDED (no 
unusual semantic restrictions, no APPRAISAL, no socio-cultural embedding...)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

40 1680 [who have] given us [many 
great memories and even 
more] grey hairs

gray hairs COCA 125. S8, F72, M23, N19, Ac3: included because the NP evokes more than 
colour - age, past worry, etc… Indirect affect because give grey hairs = make someone 
worry =person is worried): [GIVE] * gray hairs COCA 1 - not predicate phrase: gray hairs 
out of context straightforward, no bleaching/specialisation/shift, no additional layers of 
meaning: but in comparative construction, invokes greying hair, worry, ageing...counted as 
part of comparative emphasiser, not as N/NP (see comparative emphasisers)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

41 1701 drawn to it [DRAW] to it COCA 5 types, 117 tokens. S24, F41, M28, N16, Ac8 V + prep : meaning of 
draw not compromised NOT INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

41 1706 consigned {my torpor} to 
history

[CONSIGN]  collocated with to history COCA 4 types, 9 tokens: "consigned to history" 
Google 502,000: LDCE gives "consign something to the dustbin/scrapheap/rubbish heap" 
p.331. Not supported, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

42 1736 dinner table dinner table COCA 1137. S150, F382, M341, N210, Ac54: lunch table oddly not used: not 
included (along with kitchen table, dining-room table etc)

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

42 1743 [would] remain with me 
forever

COCA 9 types 11 tokens for [REMAIN] with * forever, with noise - not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

42 1747 More than 10 years later… more than [quantity] -er : not including uninterrupted more than NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

42 1750 can't quite seem Looks straightforward, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

42 1754 [from a] faraway land faraway land 32. S3, F15, M3, N7, Ac4: a distant land 59 S7, F25, M13, N4, Ac10 both high 
Fiction: no specialization/shift/bleaching, not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



43 1773 production team Novel coinage in this context, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1778 The [real] breakthrough came 
when

Looks straightforward, not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1780 production team Novel coinage in this context, not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1793 [I have] lost more than I 
have gained

Not including more than when uninterrupted NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1795 there is nothing left worth 
taking

nothing worth [v?g*] 41 types, 67 tokens. Ellipsed nothing that is/which is worth taking: 
S6, F35, M9, N7, Ac10. That is COCA 1. which is O. Normal selection (worth seeing, worth 
looking at), not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

43 1799 for {cleaning} purposes VARIABLE COCA for * purposes for 100 types, 4415 tokens. S646, F253, M797, N509, 
Ac2210: cf for the purposes of COCA 916. Looks straightforward, no metaphor, no 
bleaching…not including 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1827 laying and lighting a fire [LAY] a fire: COCA 3 types, 10 tokens: ARCHAIC? Google suggests "build" would be used 
now: [LIGHT] a fire COCA 253. S32, F91, M60, N55, Ac15: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1831 scraps of paper  Paper is top, but followed by food, information, fabric, wood…no 
specialization/shift/bleaching, not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1834 long dead long dead 257. S14, F161, M40, N18, Ac24: long said, long favored, long knew, long 
remained, long denied, long held no specialization/shift/bleaching: not including, as before 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1835 electoral campaigns electoral campaigns COCA 19. electoral campaign 39. electoral campaign* 3 types, 60 
tokens. S10, F0, M6, N6, Ac38: * campaign collocates Bush, Clinton, election, Gore, ad, 
presidential, her, political, obama, military, bombing, national… no 
specialization/shift/bleaching: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1836 friends and family friends and family 2121: S485, F160, M712, N573, Ac191. family and friends 2652. Not a 
coordinated binomial, OPEN CHOICE (but frequent): relatives and friends 391: friends and 
relatives 708: no specialization/shift/bleaching: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

44 1837 family meals [together] family meals 86. S4, F6, M44, N26, Ac6: restaurant meals, romantic meals, tv meals : no 
specialization/shift/bleaching: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

45 1859 bobcat ballet Novel combination.  NOT INCLUDED NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

45 1862 come out [COME] out COCA 6 tyes, 47276 types- difficult to isolate PV so frequencies indicative only 
S20686, F11827, M6273, N6742, Ac1748 - V plus preposition - Not included

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

45 1864 a long smile COCA 2. Not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

45 1867 [respect for honest labour, of] 
personal attention

 Free combination, two distinct usages - 1 relating to the actor giving attention, and the 
other relating to the nature of the attention being given : not supported

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

46 1884 subject to scrutiny [SUBJECT] to scrutiny 4 types, 41 tokens: S8, F2, M7, N5, Ac19. [SUBJECT] to examination 
2 types, 6 tokens: adj and preposition combination, subject to change, review, editing, 
approval…no obvious pattern: no specialization/shift/bleaching: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

46 1904 tertiary study tertiary study COCA 0. Australian term? Google 198,000 11 November 2012 - not 
supported, not included: t

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

46 1906 [curb] {my} habit [CURB] * habit COCA 3 types, 3 tokens. [CURB] collcoated with habit 4 types: NO SUPPORT NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

46 1915 marketing campaigns advertising campaign, fund-raising campaign no specialization/shift/bleaching: not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

46 1916 corporate growth strategy No support. NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

47 1959 back on [the donating] track derived from back on track: COCA 838. S275, F86, M212, N228, Ac37 - but novel here, not 
including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED



47 1965 a bit over a [year] Not including -a bit isn't specialised or bleached… NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

47 1968 a Sri Lankan [colleague] Place name used adjectivally - not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

47 1974 short of {blood} short adj + prep not included NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

48 1982 before and after [school] Reflects external temporal order, no specialization/shift/bleaching: not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

48 1994 on the front of on the front of - equally opposite the front of, at the front of …no 
specialization/shift/bleaching: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

49 2025 [her eyes] settled on Sam Verb + preposition not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

49 2028 [then,] for a moment, [their 
eyes made contact]

for a moment  COCA 15476. S1731, F11577, M1194, N525, Ac449 for a second, for a 
minute, for an hour, for a week: no specialization/shift/bleaching: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

49 2036 all {I} can do all * [CAN] do COCA 59 types, 1280 tokens: S356, F395, Mag215, N262, Ac52: all * can 
say/see/eat : no specialization/shift/bleaching: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

50 2054 plastic cards plastic cards COCA 28: often in Perth people refer simply to "plastic" ('I'll put it on the 
plastic'). Credit cards: not included here - probably a novel usage based on the single-word 
"plastic" 

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

50 2061 the centre tray COCA 0. By this stage the reader is situated in the car, so this makes sense in that context 
but there is no support - it appears not to be a MWE

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

50 2078 driver's seat No specialization/shift/bleaching: not including NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

50 2085 parking ticket train ticket, bus ticket - doesn't mean a fine in this context, so no 
specialization/shift/bleaching: not including

NOT INCLUDED NOT 
INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

1 38 [the] {tears} (that) {ran} 
down {their} face(s)

 tears [RUN] down * face COCA 11 types, 76 tokens. Spoken3, F60, Mag5, News8, Ac0: 
core item is tears, followed by a VP expressing motion and speed, then personal pronoun, 
and then facial reference…

Affect Indirect 134 NP/Predicate 
phrase

5 226 {my} mind wandered PC includes possessive pronoun or noun before mind. mind [WANDER] COCA 4 types, 255 
tokens. S7, F158, M53, N28, Ac9: often followed by PPAdv [WANDER] collocated with mind 
392, MI 6.84. V high Fiction. S14, F243, M75, N46, Ac14 - figurative "wander"

AFFECT: 
MOVEMENT

134 NP/Predicate 
phrase

5 252 heart pounded [POUND] collocated with heart at L4, R4, COCA 757. S30, F591, M86, N43, Ac7. COBUILD 
1988: "If your heart is pounding, it is beating with an unusually strong and fast rhythm. eg 
My heart pounded with joy" p. 612. heart [BEAT] strongly: COCA 2 types, 3 tokens: heart 
[POUND] 4 types, 365 tokens - strongly preferred

Affect Indirect 13 NP/Predicate 
phrase

5 257 {my} moment had arrived * moment [ARRIVE]: COCA 21 types, 64 tokens. S4, F18, M20, N19, Ac4: [BE] my moment 
(to take out movement): 4 types, 18 tokens -  figurative "arrive"

13 NP/Predicate 
phrase

5 264 a {roar} went up a * [GO] up COCA roar, cry, shout, scream, yell, call for 100 types, 218 tokens. S44, F103, 
M40, N27, Ac4: cheer, roar, cry, shout, gasp, shiver, murmur, groan, chant … conveys Affect 
for crowd

Affect Indirect 134 NP/PV

10 466 a fairytale began to unfold [unfold] 4 types, 6049 tokens. In this context refers to some kind of event taking place 
over time, and not to the unfolding of paper: core item is unfold, subjects are temporally 
extended narrative events eg "A hostage drama unfolded today" 3, 2011, SPOK, CBS_News 
Eve: specialization/shift/bleaching in "unfolded"

13 NP/Predicate 
phrase

10 471 wounds would  fester [FESTER] collocated with wound at L4, R4 COCA 11, MI 6.82. Idiomatic wounds. Affect Indirect 13 NP/Predicate 
phrase

12 549 beacon shone [SHINE] collocated with beacon at L4, R4:  37 occurrences. S1, F22, M8, N3, Ac3. Different 
usages - simile predominates (shine like a beacon)  MI 7.58. Not a literal beacon (similar to 
'shining beacon of….' - derived from that?

1 NP/Predicate 
phrase



18 786 the smoke cleared [CLEAR] collocated with smoke at L4, R4, COCA 216, MI 3.48: S35, F83, M54, N33, Ac11: 
[LIFT] collocated with smoke at L4, R4 COCA 21 (mostly noise). Fog lifts, smoke clears? 
smoke [v*] * verbs [rise], [come out], clear], fill], [billow], [come up], [curl up], [pour out] 
[belch], [billow]: many verbs in association with formation, movement and type: but only 
[clear] for the smoke disappearing. 

3 NP/Predicate 
phrase

18 815 with tears {streaming} down 
{their} face(s)

with tears streaming down * face* COCA 7 types, 38 tokens. [STREAM] collocated with 
tears at L4, R4: COCA 500. S25, F332, M64, N67, Ac12: predominantly streaming.  face, 
cheeks, faces, temples:L tears [RUN] down * face COCA 11 types, 76 tokens. Spoken3, 
F60, Mag5, News8, Ac0: core item is tears, followed by a VP expressing motion and speed, 
then the personal pronoun, and then the facial reference…

Indirect Affect 134 NP/Predicate 
phrase

19 819 the tide come in No single word options? "rises" or "moves": [COME] in collocated with tide at L4, R4 COCA 
88. S21, F39, M12, N10, Ac6 - come towards, go away? - use of "in"

3 NP/PV

19 820 tide go out [GO] out collocated with tide at L4, R4 COCA 62. S17, F25, M7, N10, Ac3 - use of "out" 3 NP/Predicate 
phrase

19 821 tide come in [again] AS ABOVE 3 NP/Predicate 
phrase

19 822 fog [took longer] to lift [LIFT] collocated with fog at L4, R4 COCA 124. S12, F51, M40, N15, Ac6: MI 6.03 : cf 
smoke above

3 NP/Predicate 
phrase

21 924 come true [COME] true COCA 4 types, 2495 tokens. S796, F501, M587, N481, Ac130. MOVEMENT 123 NP/Predicate 
phrase

26 1087 [The] {words…} come 
{spilling} out

[COME] [v?g*] out COCA for 100 types, 720 tokens: S111, F450, M91, N55, Ac13 - came 
running out, pouring out, flying out, tumbling out, rushing out, spilling out, charging out …: 
[SPILL] out collocated with words at L4, R4, COCA 38. S1, F26, M5, N6, Ac0: 
bleaching/specialization/shift in "come spilling"

Affect Indirect 13 NP/PV

26 1113 [but] the costs can be high cost* collocated with high 2689. S343, F44, M680, N755, Ac867. Figurative costs here - 
classifying as NP/Predicate phrase rather than intensifier

13 NP/Predicate 
phrase

27 1148 {conversation} [at a family 
dinner] turns to

conversation turns to COCA 44. S6, F3, M16, N19, Ac0. conversation [TURN] to 4 types, 
105 tokens. S9, F34, M30, N29, Ac3: also find talk turns to... 

DIRECT, 
MOVEMENT

13 NP/Predicate 
phrase

29 1246 {my} life has come to a 
crossroads

life collocated with crossroads at L4, R4, COCA 27. S4, F4, M6, N11, Ac2.Could also be 
relationship and at a crossroads: at a crossroads COCA 288: S37, F41, M69, N81, Ac60. 
Core is crossroads - figurative (life is a journey metaphor)

MOVEMENT 
MET

13 NP/Predicate 
phrase

35 1491 tears {running} down {his} 
face

tears [RUN] down * face COCA 11 types, 76 tokens. Spoken3, F60, Mag5, News8, Ac0: core 
tears, followed by a VP expressing motion and speed, then a personal pronoun, and then a 
facial reference…

Affect Indirect 134 NP/Predicate 
phrase

35 1492 [as] silence descended silence [DESCEND] COCA 3 types, 66 tokens. S1, F53, M7, N3, Ac2: silence [FALL] 4 types, 
169 tokens: noise … unbalanced pairs: silence collocated with [BREAK] COCA 245. S57, 
F111, M30, N20, Ac27: specialization/shift/bleaching in "descended"

MOVEMENT 13 NP/Predicate 
phrase

50 2087 honesty paid honesty [PAY] COCA 1 type, 3 tokens - figurative "paid" 13 NP/Predicate 
phrase

50 2089 {her}{parking} days {have 
just begun}

[possessive pronoun] [locate] days are * collocates over, behind, still ahead… 134 NP/Predicate 
phrase

13 612 [their quiet fortitude] in the 
face of [such adversity]

in the face of COCA 6293. S821, F531, M1414, N1183, Ac2344: can put an adjective after 
the but doing so seems to force literal meaning. NB use of FACE. Bleaching/shift, 
specialisation in face, commenting procedural, count as PNP

Problematicizer 13 PNP

12 570 Thank you Searching unit . Thank you . S5276, F488, M67, N65, Ac18 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

13 599 for better or for worse, in 
sickness and in health

Unable to search both together in COCA (string too long, no permission). COCA for better or 
for worse 145: S45, F14, M32, N20, Ac34. in sickness and in health COCA 64. S27, F20, 
M10, N3, Ac2

23 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA



16 700 Where are you from? Where [BE] * from ? COCA most frequent by far is Where are you from? as here (231), 
next is Where are they from? 17. Where are you from S88, F105, M13, N17, Ac8. Means … 
well, what DOES it mean? Where were you born? What nationality do you really consider 
you are? Very significant question in a country like Australia where so many people are 
migrants

3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

16 702 [Well], where were you born where were you born COCA 33. S9, F18, M2, N0, Ac4. where [BE] [pp*] born COCA 6 
types, 42 tokens. S11, F23, M2, N1, Ac5

3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

16 703 where am I from Echo of opening question - count as formula 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

16 705.1 where am I from? Echo of opening question - count as formula 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

16 712 where I'm from (reported question "Where are you from') 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

16 716 Where are you from AS ABOVE 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

16 718 What do you do Searching . What do you do ? to get this usage: even this mostly accesses rhetorical 
questions regarding actions. Frequencies are COCA 165. S89, F26, M32, N13, Ac5 but not 
reliable and therefore not used. Meaning not clear from the words - allow.

3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

16 727.1 where I'm from Where…from variations. No longer clear exactly what it means in age of global migration. 
Count as pragmatic formula. 

3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

16 728 Where are you from? Where [BE] * from ? COCA most frequent by far is Where are you from? as here (231), 
next is Where are they from? 17. Where are you from S88, F105, M13, N17, Ac8. 

3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

21 923 thank you Searching , thank you . COCA 5157. S4446, F554, M88, N65, Ac4 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

23 989 Can I have {$50} cash out? Specific sociocultural context. 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

23 990 Where is the ladies' room? Specific sociocultural context. 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

23 991 I'd like a ticket to {Sydney}. Specific sociocultural context. 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

23 992 I love you. Specific sociocultural context. 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

23 993 {Half a kilo} of {sausages}, 
please.

Specific sociocultural context. 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

23 994 Hello, this is {Rhonda} 
speaking.

Specific sociocultural context. 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

23 995 Sure, I'd love to come. Specific sociocultural context. 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

39 1652 Thank you Searched as . Thank you . To catch this usage. 5914. S5267, F488, M67, N65, Ac18 3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

40 1656 You don't look it do n't look it. COCA 21. S7, F12, M2. N0, Ac0: most are related to age (but not all): 'don't 
look 25'

3 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

46 1888 The judge's decision is final COCA 1. 501,000 Google 10 January 2012. decision is final COCA 20. The decision is final, 
My decision is final…

23 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

46 1889 no correspondence will be 
entered into

Formulaic in this context. 23 PRAGMATIC 
FORMULA

1 3 brought an end to: [BRING] 
an end to

[BRING] an end to: COCA 4 types, 312 tokens. S102, F27, M66, N57, Ac60. cf brought the 
car to a stop - see COBUILD "to bring someone or something into a particular state or 
condition" p.186

1 Predicate phrase

1 27 eulogies were delivered [DELIVER] collocated with eulogy COCA 83. S24, F16, M16, N23, Ac4 - specialization of 
"deliver"

13 Predicate phrase



1 36 hiding their emotions [HIDE] * emotions: COCA 10 types, 34 tokens: S11, F15, M1, N4, Ac3: [CONCEAL] * 
emotions 4 types, 5 tokens. [SHOW] * emotions 32 types, 68 tokens. Preference for hide 
over conceal. Meaning is accessible from the words (although where are you hiding them?), 
but also invokes JUDGEMENT  - included with reservations for that reason - NB choice 
between not showing their emotions and hiding their emotions

Included with 
reservations

13 Predicate phrase

1 39 {kicked} into {life} kicked into life COCA [v?d*] into action = 37 types, 214 tokens. [v?d*] into life = 35 types, 
60 tokens: S3, F45, M6, N2, Ac4. [action verb -ed] into [N - limited set]: used in Letters 
(see L88). 

14 Predicate phrase

1 43 bring tears to {my} eyes [BRING] tears to * eyes 6 types, 146 tokens: S61, F90, M58, N49, Ac16 - makes me feel 
sad

Affect Indirect 134 Predicate phrase

1 51 {scare} the {crap} out of 
{me}

[=scare] the * out of COCA 38 types, 165 tokens. Last 15 1 token each, some noise in this 
sector. Verbs scare, intimidate, frighten, jolt, terrify, startle, shock. Most frequent noun in 
slot is hell (46) followed by bejesus (19) and crap (13). S39, N61, M33, N26, Ac6: FRAME: 
* the * out of *, with paradigmatic restrictions on each slot

Affect Indirect 14 Predicate phrase

2 93.1 growing old [GROW] old  COCA 5 types, 803 tokesn. S87, F36, M172, N103, Ac75. Also grow louder, 
faster, tired… slightly different? Shift/bleaching in grow, counting as predicate phrase

1 Predicate phrase

2 100 {can't} say for sure say for sure 345. S112, F82, M66, N63, Ac22. can't 96 types, can 94 types. Preceeded by a 
modal (abililty) or lexical expression of difficulty expressing or evoking difficulty (often with 
overt neg) could, can, can certainly, It's hard to say for sure, or uncertainty it's too soon to 
say for sure. say for certain...subject often no on, nobody...More frequent in COCA than for 
certain (108) - encoding

34 Predicate phrase

3 111 thought it better [think] it better  COCA 3 types, 30 tokens. NB to is not part of the expression. S2, F18, M6, 
N1, Ac3. Meaning not clear from the words. 

13 Predicate phrase

3 112 bring {another} {child} into 
the world

[BRING] a child into the world COCA 35. S16, F4, M10, N3, Ac3. With another COCA 5. 
Determiner slot is variable. Specialization/shift/bleaching in "bring" - child can be replaced 
by baby, infant, little boy, little girl

134 Predicate phrase

3 115 met some resistance [meet] collocated with resistance at R4, T406, S60, F35, M81, N117, Ac113: [ENCOUNTER] 
* resistance COCA 52 types, 74 tokens - preferred: figurative "met"

MET 13 Predicate phrase

3 116 [who] was [mainly] confined 
to bed

COCA to bed collocated with [CONFINE] at L4: 34, all confined : at L7, 36: 35 confined and 
1 confine: 1, 1997, MAG Parenting: "Those with physical disabilities that confine them to a 
wheelchair or to bed…": passive preferred, agent (by illness) habitually omitted: confined to 
bed COCA 32. S3, F11, M9, N5, Ac4

13 Predicate phrase

3 119 {jumped} out of bed [JUMP] out of bed COCA 120. S19, F77, M16, N5, Ac3, No literal jump: also  leap out of 
bed, get out of bed, crawl out of bed: no article with bed.  leap out of the hole, get out of 
the hole, crawl out of the hole. out of bed only: COCA 2633. S300, F1526, M474, N251, 
Ac82. cf 'the toy fell off the bed', 'the cat jumped off the bed'. Subtle differences based on 
whether you are in bed (under the blankets) or on the bed (not under the blankets): when 
you jump out of bed you have been in bed ie under the blankets: when you jump off the 
bed you have been on the bed ie not under the blankets. 

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

3 123 [I] know nothing else [KNOW] nothing else : COCA 5 types, 45 tokens. S11, F19, M7, N5, Ac3: [KNOW] 
something else has a completely different meaning - not opposites - meaning beyond words

13 Predicate phrase

3 128 rolled {our} eyes [ROLL] * eyes COCA 9 types, 369 tokens: S40, F176, M77, N65, Ac11 - meaning not clear 
from words

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

3 136 broke {my} heart [BREAK] * heart COCA 41 types, 1164 tokens. S354, F461, M167, N160, Ac22 - figurative 
"break"

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

3 137 cry {himself} to sleep [cry] * to sleep COCA 16 types, 119 tokens: S16, F58, M28, N17, Ac0. part of broader 
construction [v*] [ppx*] to [N]: possible Ns are sleep, death, tears (bore yourself to 
tears)… meaning cried until he was asleep

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

3 147 accepted [his dark-skinned 
uncle] for {who} he is

[ACCEPT] * for who * [BE] COCA 24 types, 53 tokens: S12, F6, M17, N12, Ac6 - meaning 
not clear from words

134 Predicate phrase



4 150.1 blowing the froth off a couple [BLOW] the froth COCA 0. Google very low - "blowing the froth off a couple" 48,700,  all 
relating to drinking … Australian expression, allow despite low frequencies

13 Predicate phrase

4 151 catching [the Goannas team] 
bus

[CATCH] collocated with bus COCA 2 types, 334 tokens. S28, F169, M35, N90, Ac12 - shift 
in "catch"

13 Predicate phrase

4 174 runs the sideline COCA 0. Technical in-term. ALLOW Encyclopaedic 2 Predicate phrase

4 180 {isn't} going well isn't going well COCA 34: S8, F9, M14, N3, Ac0 : is going badly COCA 16: Google 48 million 
isn't going well 15 March 2012: is going badly 2.13 million - PREFERENCE for negative 
positive over positive negative - use of "going"

13 Predicate phrase

4 185 breaks his leg [BREAK] + possessive pronoun + body part (leg, arm, neck … but not head…): [BREAK] his 
leg COCA 144: S16, F44, M23, N56, Ac5) : possible argument for PREFERENCE - you can 
break your leg but not crack your leg : but break your skull or crack your skull : also, leg is 
not broken, but bone. ALLOW

13 Predicate phrase

4 207 awards the try [AWARD] the try COCA 0. Technical in-term (rugby) -  could also say gives the try or allows 
the try, alternative technical in-terms. 

Encyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

4 208 blows full-time [BLOW] full-time COCA 0. Technical in-term (rugby) (blow the whistle indicating full-time). 
ALLOW

Encyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

4 209 go {wild} [GO] collocated with wild at R1 = COCA 850: S201, F287, M212, N120, Ac30. MI 4.33. 
Other collocates in the same semantic set are crazy, mad, both more frequent than wild. 
Also go quiet, go silent…tops relate to excess of emotion, bottoms to amount of noise?

Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

4 210 shaking {his} hand [SHAKE] * hand COCA 48 types, 1403 tokens: S202, F824, M156, N176, Ac45 - meaning 
and significance not clear from the words

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

5 224 come to fruition [COME] to fruition 4 types, 270 tokens: S72, F23, M43, N68, Ac64: NB v limited uses for 
fruition

13 Predicate phrase

5 243 hold your heads high [HOLD] * head* high COCA 22 types, 94 tokens: S14, F53, M15, N10, Ac2 Literal/idiomatic 
split - possibly drawing on both here: idiomatic – evokes AFFECT - be proud

Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

6 288 score good marks score collocated with marks COCA 39. S7, F3, M12, N8, Ac9 - bleaching/specialization/shift 
in "score"

1 Predicate phrase

6 291 keep {her} head down [KEEP] * head down. COCA 19 types, 247 tokens: S26, F146, M42, N27, Ac6 - figurative - 
means stay out of trouble

Judgement 134 Predicate phrase

6 293 give her their attention Derived from give [something] your attention? Article written by non-native speaker…but 
COCA 1324 for [GIVE] collocated with attention at L4, R4. Including: 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "give"

13 Predicate phrase

6 299 felt {sorry} for {her}  [feel] sorry for [ppx]: for 100 types, 1346 tokens: S342, F672, M141, N165, Ac26 feel 
happy for, feel pleased for, feel angry for COCA 0. Can only use emphathetic adjectives? 
Always AFFECT: some sub-restrictions - eg [FEEL] sorrow for only 3 types, 11 tokens : 
preference for SORRY over SORROW: feel sad for and not feel sadness for etc...

Affect Direct 
and  Indirect

134 Predicate phrase

7 313 {smash} {it} to 
{smithereens}

* to smithereens COCA 128: S14, F61, M36, N11, Ac6.Verbs blown, bombed, shattered. 
Blast, smash (6). Verb has to be violent, destructive, sudden, explosive action: also smash 
it to pieces, break it to bits etc: FRAME {verb of violent action} {direct object} to {noun 
from semantic group describing fragments of whole}

Force 134 Predicate phrase



7 327 shed a tear [SHED] a tear COCA 3 types, 98 tokens: S24, F29, M19, N22, Ac4 - use of "shed" Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

7 332 cursing {the unpackers} 
under {my} breath

under * breath COCA 9 types, 1348 tokens. Possible verbs swear, say, mutter, curse - all 
verbal: S21, F1215, M69, N30, Ac13

Affect Indirect 134 Predicate phrase

7 336 cracking a cheeky smile dictionary.reference.com/browse/crackcrack a smile, Informal. to smile. [crack] a smile 
COCA 4 types, 140 tokens: S6, F84, M30, N18, Ac2 - specialization/shift/bleaching in 
"crack"

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

7 338 [I] breathed a [long] sigh of 
relief

[BREATHE] collocated with relief at R4 reveals breathe + sigh of relief n different 
combinations. With some noise, COCA 375. S61, F181, M71, N52, Ac10. 

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

8 359 [accidentally] stumbled into 
{disability}

accidentally [STUMBLE] into COCA 0. [STUMBLE] into COCA 4 types, 740 tokens. S76, 
F347, M137, N145, Ac35: mix of literal (movement) and idiomatic (movement): where the 
meaning is idiomatic, one clear use relates to occupations, as here. S76, F347, M137, N145, 
Ac35: figurative "stumble"

134 Predicate phrase

8 362 go to the toilet [GO] to the toilet COCA 5 types, 72 tokens. S11, F38, M16, N3, Ac4 (go to the ladies' room, 
powder my nose…) - specialization of 'go' - euphemism

13 Predicate phrase

8 363 came to his rescue [COME] to * rescue COCA 34 types, 568 tokens: S131, F120, M152, N105, Ac60: 
movement, figurative use of "come" plus preferred form

MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

8 366 wished me well [WISH] [pp*] well COCA 27 types, 428 tokens: S178, F118, M55, N69, Ac8 - meaning not 
clear from words, form preference

13 Predicate phrase

8 371 [what I] was put on this earth 
to do

[BE] put on this earth to 5 types 22 tokens: [PUT] on this earth to 25 tokens. S8, F6, M6, 
N5, Ac0 - preference for passive, figurative

13 Predicate phrase

8 384 think [as much] for 
themselves [as possible]

 [THINK] for [ppx*] 24 types, 313 tokens. S55, F45, M69, N57, Ac87. Think for themselves 
MI 5.84. think for yourself MI 3.29 :  means more than the words suggest - be independent

13 Predicate phrase

9 391 [had trouble] leaving his work 
behind

 [LEAVE] * work behind COCA 5 types, 5 tokens. Google "leave * work behind" 16.5 million 
16 February 2012. [LEAVE] * * behind 100 types, 327 tokens. S92, F91, M65, N53, Ac26. 
Mix of idiomatic and literal - can refer to peope who think about work/take phone calls etc 
outside working hours - figurative use of "leave" and "behind"

13 Predicate phrase

9 394 held {our} breath [HOLD] * breath COCA 38 types, 2092 tokens: S207, F1331, M307, N208, Ac39: evokes 
AFFECT (they were nervous)…figurative "hold"

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

9 413 tighten the jib COCA 0. Technical in-term ALLOW Encyclopaedic 2 Predicate phrase

9 417 spat the dummy [SPIT] the dummy: No matching records in COCA but this is well known in Australia: 
invoked AFFECT: ALLOW

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

9 418 [refused to] follow [his 
father's] orders

[FOLLOW] orders COCA 661. S119, F226, M117, N117, Ac82 - figurative "follow" 13 Predicate phrase

9 421 [it] {never} occurred to me 
[not to]

[OCCUR] to [pp*] COCA 29 types, 4235 tokens. Never [OCCUR] to [pp*] COCA 18 types, 
630 tokens: never occurred to me 316 tokens: S55, F141, M61, N42, Ac17: it never 
occurred to me COCA 215. S45, F80, M43, N36, Ac11: it occurred to me/it didn't occur to 
me/it never occurred to me 

13 Predicate phrase

9 425 came on the scene [ARRIVE] on the scene COCA 4 types 344 tokens: S89, F63, M95, N62, Ac35 [CAME] on the 
scene COCA 0: "came on the scene" Google 85.5 million 6 March 2012 - allow with Google 
confirmation - figurative movement, scene

13 Predicate phrase

9 429 content {himself} with [CONTENT].[v*] [ppx*] with COCA 20 types, 206 tokens: S6, F83, M39, N18, Ac57 (*happy 
himself with) PREF

Affect Indirect 3 Predicate phrase

9 436 couldn't wait to couldn't wait to COCA 599. S88, F273, M128, N94, Ac16 could wait to COCA 9 - not literal 
inability to wait: evoked AFFECT - was impatient

Affect Indirect 3 Predicate phrase

10 440.1 {I1} see {myself1} I [SEE] myself COCA 3 types, 529 tokens - 283 see, 242 saw. Metaphorical see 13 Predicate phrase

10 476 feel	  like	  a	  [surf] As in feel like having…Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary 2009, p. 514 3 Predicate phrase

10 481 duck dive COCA 0. ALLOW - Australian swimming term - reference to the way ducks plunge their 
heads down and bums up

Encyclopaedic 2 Predicate phrase

10 482 the wave {I} catch [CATCH] collocated with wave at L4, R4 COCA 170 tokens: S26, F37, M53, N44, Ac10 - 
catch a wave - figurative 'catching'

13 Predicate phrase



10 487 come running [COME] running COCA 1159. S192, F709, M146, N83, Ac29 (Spanish construction…cf 
Slobin)

3 Predicate phrase

11 497 drawn the short straw [draw] the short straw COCA 5 types, 20 tokens: S5, F7, M4, N2, Ac2 - figurative 13 Predicate phrase

11 532 {I'm} huffing and puffing huff* and puff* 6 types, 285 tokens: S33, F110, M89, N43, Ac10. Huffing and puffing is the 
most common (168). Puff* and huff* 2 types, 2 tokens

3 Predicate phrase

11 533 wipe sweat from {my} brow [WIPE] sweat from * brow COCA 8 types, 15 tokens. [WIPE] the sweat from * brow 8 
types, 39 tokens. S0, F30, M5, N2, Ac2 - probably wiping sweat from everywhere, but 
convention has it that the brow is the place to be wiped

3 Predicate phrase

11 536 [SHOW] the world [SHOW] the world COCA 5 types, 455 tokens. S153, F56, M100, N113, Ac33 - means show 
everyone

13 Predicate phrase

11 538 [I] keep at it [KEEP] at it COCA 4 types, 298 tokens: S49, F95, M99, N46, Ac9: without it 4 types, 1012 
tokens: however, many different means. Keep at it means "persist" : [KEEP] at * top two 
collocates are it : keep at it defined in COBUILD 1988 and LDCE classifies it as a phrasal 
verb (p. 881) but can't be keep it at... Classifying here as predicate phrase, preferred form

13 Predicate phrase

11 539 [numbers] swimming around 
in my head

[SWIM] around in * head COCA 2 types, 3 tokens. * around in * head COCA for 100 types, 
143 tokens: verb of moving: allow as predicate phrase, shift in verb (metaphorical 
movement) - mental space, restrictions on verb

1,3 Predicate phrase

12 553 building the foundations of [BUILD] collocated with foundations at L4, R4 COCA 101. S8, F9, M20, N20, Ac44. MI 4.57 - 
figurative foundations

13 Predicate phrase

12 558 meant the world to {me} [MEAN] the world to COCA 3 types (meant, means, mean) 92 tokens. S37, F21, M19, N11, 
Ac4 - decoding and encoding

Affect Indirect 134 Predicate phrase

12 559 [the miserable days seemed] 
to last a lifetime

[LAST] a lifetime COCA 250. S46, F31, M105, N46, Ac22 (loss of "for") 3 Predicate phrase

12 566 closed {its} doors [CLOSE] its doors COCA 4 types, 181 tokens. S27, F19, M39, N70, Ac26 - figurative doors 
(needs to be "its"?) - partly figurative "doors"

13 Predicate phrase

13 579 give {it} a thought [GIVE] it a thought 4 types, 45 tokens: S13, F22, M3, N5, Ac2. Always preceded by a 
negative/indication of infrequency never, seldom, didn't, Sometimes thought is modified: 
"don't give it a moment's thought" - use of "give"

134 Predicate phrase

14 623 meetings held [HOLD] meetings 4 types, 174 tokens. S31, F10, M29, N55, Ac49: figurative "hold" 13 Predicate phrase

14 626 came into play [COME] into play COCA 4 types, 946 tokens. NB low fiction S222, F41, M245, N187, Ac251 - 
meaning shift

13 Predicate phrase

14 629 crack this code [CRACK] collocated with code at L4, R4 : COCA 142. MI 5.26. S34, F20, M54, N20, Ac14: 
used figuratively here

13 Predicate phrase

14 647 kept to a minimum [KEEP] to a minimum 3 types, 133 tokens. Kept is by far the most common (124). S5, F11, 
M45, N23, Ac49: * to a minimum, top is kept to a minimum 124 - next down is 16. [KEEP] 
to a maximum COCA 0.

13 Predicate phrase

15 682 [have] come and gone COCA [HAVE] come and gone 6 types, 402 tokens: had 141, have 137, has 114: have come 
and gone COCA 137. S26, F15, M30, N54, Ac12: in this order because you come before you 
go, but the expression means more than the words suggest - evokes fleetingness … sense 
of passing through

13 Predicate phrase

15 694 muddied the waters [MUDDY] the waters COCA 3 types, 65 tokens. S21, F11, M11, N14, Ac8 Muddy, muddying, 
muddied: figurative "muddying" and "waters"

13 Predicate phrase

15 695.1 keep {him} safe [KEEP} * safe COCA for 100 types, 1027 tokens. Means more than the words - maintain 
them in safe conditions, rather than continue their safe condition…

13 Predicate phrase

16 704 hold three nationalities [HOLD] collocated with nationality not supported in COCA or Google. (It's possibly an 
approximation, from hold three passports? COCA [HOLD] collocated with [passport] at R4, 
42. S8, F11, M6, N16, Ac1… : figurative "hold"

13 Predicate phrase

16 709 arriving at someone's house 
empty-handed

[ARRIVE] empty-handed COCA: COCA 12: * empty-handed For 100 types, 264 tokens: 
S40, F72, M73, N67, Ac12: collocates [come up], [go] home, [walk] away, [leave], 
[return], [be] - empty-handed means more/other than the words

Pragmatically 
significant…

23 Predicate phrase



16 711 telling the story Preference - tell 3 Predicate phrase

16 720 [who] can say for sure [SAY] for sure COCA 360: 4 types: say for sure 345; said for sure 8; saying for sure 5; 
says for sure 2. Definite preference for [SAY] - infinitival preceded by a modal of some sort. 
Other possible verbs tell and know: [TELL] for sure 3 types, 65 tokens: tell for sure 63, told 
for sure 1; telling for sure 1 - same pattern.  [KNOW] for sure 6 types, 1864 tokens. know 
for sure 1215, knows for sure 339, knew for sure 233, knowing for sure 39, known for sure 
37, knowed for sure 1.  Strong preference for modal + infinitive, limited paradigmatic 
substitution in this particular pattern, included for that reason

13 Predicate phrase

16 723 called this land home Evokes "still call Australia home", famous Qantas advertising jingle 3 Predicate phrase

16 724 called it home Evokes "still call Australia home", famous Qantas advertising jingle 3 Predicate phrase

16 725 exerts a{n inexplicable} pull 
on {me}

pull on collocated with [EXERT] at L4, R4, COCA 4 types, 27 tokens: S1, F5, M7, N6, Ac8: 
MIs exerted 10.77, exert 9.69, exerts 11.33, exerting 8.50: allow -  collocation - 
specialization of "exert"? 

3 Predicate phrase

17 753 {spoke} at length [SPEAK] at length COCA 5 types, 102 tokens: S22, F17, M19, N25, Ac19. Other collocates 
with at length are discussed 77, talked 76, said (NOISE), QUOTED, DESCRIBED, 
TALKING…meaning of "at length" not clear from the words: limited set for first slot

134 Predicate phrase

17 758 placing her in a home [PUT] * in a home 11 types, 18 tokens. [PLACE] * in a home 4 types, 4 tokens. ALLOW 
WITH RESERVATIONS: belongs to the same group as [go] into care etc: the expression 
carries far more meaning than the words would suggest - NB use of "place" - "put" more 
normal - specialization/shift/bleaching

Enyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

18 797 wait and see wait and see COCA 1118. S600, F223, M91, N169, Ac35: figurative "see" 13 Predicate phrase

18 801 overcome by {emotion} COCA 22: S3, F5, M4, N7, Ac3. overcome by * other collocates fear, grief, smoke, fumes, 
evil, sadness, fatigue, emotions, heat, laughter, pain, sorrow, anger…: 2 distinct groups 
(emotions and air quality factors): transparent if it is external conditions (smoke); figurative 
if it is emotions. Here emotion - include for that reason. Indirect AFFECT

Indirect Affect 34 Predicate phrase

18 807 came to {appreciate} [COME] to [v*] slot fillers for this Expression be, see, know, think, believe, understand, 
realise, expect, know: search gets mixed usages. [COME] to appreciate COCA 6 types, 262 
tokens. S18, F31, M97, N45, Ac71.  Cognitive verbs: movement (came to…)

13 Predicate phrase

19 827 shake {my} head in 
{amazement}

[SHAKE] * head COCA 55 tokens, 20341 types: S441, F17923, M1067, New773, Ac137: 
[SHAKE] * head in * for 100 types, 624 tokens. S10, F490, M62, N54, Ac8

Indirect Affect 134 Predicate phrase

19 835 paying attention [PAY] collocated with attention at L4, R4, MI 7.17, 14567, evenly spread: S1927, F1531, 
M1508, N1110, Ac762: use of "pay"

13 Predicate phrase

19 841 {screech} to a halt [SCREECH] to a halt COCA 4 types, 158 tokens: S6, Fiction118, M16, N16, Ac2: come, 
grind, screech, skid, bring, slow…core is to a halt

FORCE 134 Predicate phrase

19 842 shake {my} head REPEAT [SHAKE] * head COCA 55 tokens, 20341 types: S441, F17923, M1067, New773, 
Ac137 - has to be possessive pron in gap - conveys more than the words

Indirect Affect 14 Predicate phrase

19 850 painting {my} nails [PAINT] * nails 23 types, 78 tokens: S2, F49, M16, N7, Ac4 - means putting nail varnish on 13 Predicate phrase

20 853 [I have] come to 
{understand}

[COME] to understand 23.3 million Google 16 February 2012. Problems - see 
forum.wordreference.com/showthread.php?t=1783980
4 posts - 3 authors - 27 Apr 2010
Hi, Im trying to translate the sentence "she comes to understand and overcome her fears". 
The problems Im having is with the verb 'come to' as I ..." come to appreciate, come to see, 
come to realize, come to know, come to hate, come to love ...means I didn't 
understand/appreciate/see etc before, but now I do...verbs of cognition...See also N18/807

MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

20 859 {shopping} for pleasure [v*g?] for pleasure 14 types, 57 tokens: S5, F9, M7, N10, Ac26: top is reading, then 
eating, traveling, writing, killing…not promising for pleasure, imagining for pleasure, 
thinking for pleasure…has to be physical activity. 

4 Predicate Phrase

20 862 leave me cold [LEAVE] * cold 34 types, 87 tokens. S4, F37, M16, N18, Ac12 - meaning not clear from 
words - have no effect on me

Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase



20 863.1 {I have} long known COCA 376. S26, F28, M150, N99, Ac73 3 Predicate phrase

20 871 working away from home [WORK] away from home 4 types, 15 tokens: "working away from home" Google 6.16 
million Google 14 December 2011. Common in Australia where fly in fly out is common. 
Everyone who works in an office works away from home: this doesn't refer to that practice 
but to the FIFO (fly in fly out) way of life.

Encyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

21 905 came to {love} {it} [COME] to love COCA for 100 types, 303 tokens: S46, F99, M80, N59, Ac19 - "[COME] to 
understand 23.3 million Google 16 February 2012. Problems - see 
forum.wordreference.com/showthread.php?t=1783980
4 posts - 3 authors - 27 Apr 2010
Hi, Im trying to translate the sentence ""she comes to understand and overcome her 
fears"". The problems Im having is with the verb 'come to' as I ..."" come to appreciate, 
come to see, come to realize, come to know, come to hate, come to love ...means I didn't 
understand/appreciate/see etc before, but now I do

MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

21 912 I was admitted to the hospital [ADMIT] to hospital 3 types, 59 tokens: S2, F2, M8, N0, Ac47 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching in "admit"

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

21 918 flooded into my memory [FLOOD] collocated with memory COCA 35: S3, F25 (NB high), M2, N2, Ac3: figurative 
"flood"

13 Predicate Phrase

22 931 come to the conclusion [COME] to the conclusion 4 types, 776 tokens: S304, F96, M119, N134, Ac123: bleaching 
of "come"

MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

22 932 held court [HOLD] court 4 types, 298 tokens: S25, F89, M84, N85, Ac15: figurative "hold" and "court" 13 Predicate phrase

22 955 lay beneath the surface [of 
her sadness]

[LAY] beneath the surface COCA 3 types, 24 tokens: S2, F3, M9, N3, Ac7 - mostly idiomatic 
(figurative surface)

13 Predicate phrase

23 963 {haven't} [really] spoken a 
word

[SPEAK] a word 5 types, 235 tokens. S22, F142, M40, N18, Ac13. Usually preceded by a 
negative, or before (implying that the words haven't been spoken) - could not, would not, 
before she even, didn't, barely dared, go days without - adds Force

Force 3 Predicate phrase

23 972 can't say a word Same as [SPEAK] a word - generally preceded by negative or used in a way that makes it 
clear no words have been spoken: [SAY] a word COCA 4 types, 2081 tokens. S260, F1385, 
M234, N141, Ac61 (NB preference for speak in past references and say in present 
references?)

Force 3 Predicate phrase

23 973 [Words] open the doors to 
friendships

[OPEN] doors to again, literal and idiomatic split. Open doors to the porch COCA 2010 FIC 
Bk:Alcestic. Open doors to possibilities COCA 2009 MAG Redbook. 4 types, 96 tokens.  S7, 
F15, M20, N30, Ac24: figurative doors here

13 Predicate phrase

23 982 leave me alone [LEAVE] * alone COCA for 100 types, 3596 tokens: S736, F2043, M389, News306, Ac122: 
NB leave me on my own occupies a different meaning slot altogether

13 Predicate phrase

24 1003 stood together Means stood close to each other. [STAND] together COCA 4 types, 533 tokesn. S123, F223, 
M60, N79, Ac48. Specialisation in together

13 Predicate phrase

24 1008 fill the gaps fill the gaps COCA 4 types, 116 tokens. S12, F16, M27, N26, Ac35; builds on gaps in 
conversation - figurative "gaps"

1 Predicate phrase

24 1013 [something I] {cannot} 
fathom

fathom 950. Options are hard to fathom, tried to fathom, couldn't fathom, could not, can't, 
can't begin to, would never fully…difficulty or impossibility - rarely, ability: (1) This he could 
fathom COCA 29 2010 FIC Bk;HouseSecretsNovel: [FATHOM].[v*] cannot fathom COCA 0. 
can't fathom COCA 86: S19, F26, M20, N21, Ac0. (NB search ca n't fathom - space between 
a and n't): including because fathom comes with extra packaging - NB if it's indicative, it 
turns into a phrasal verb (fathom it out) 

34 Predicate phrase

24 1039 grabbed a beer [GRAB] a beer 4 types, 47 tokens: S5, F24, M13, N3, Ac2: [GRAB] a * collocates are 
handful, bit, few, handful, pair, piece, couple, seat, bottle, beer…[GRAB] a quick {drink or 
food} is common - figurative "grabbing" - refers to speed, not action

13 Predicate phrase

24 1041 held my {eye} COCA 0. held my gaze: COCA 4 types, 26 tokens. S0, F22, M4, N0, Ac0: figurative holding - 
allow - goes with "catch your eye", then "hold your eye" 

13 Predicate phrase



24 1044 rolled a cigarette [ROLL] a cigarette 4 types, 45 tokens: S0, F37, M4, N3, Ac1: refers to making your own 
cigratette using loose tobacco and cigarette papers - meaning not clear from words

Encyclopaedic 123 Predicate phrase

25 1054 join forces with [JOIN] forces with 4 types, 476 tokens. S63, F28, M159, N132, Ac94 - transition to PP - 
figurative "force"s

13 Predicate phrase

25 1067 builds to a crescendo [BUILD] to a crescendo 4 types, 27 tokens: S0, F11, M4, N7, Ac5 - figurative "building" 1 Predicate phrase

25 1070 {jigging} from {leg} to {leg} {movement verb} from {leg to leg, foot to foot}: from foot to foot 130 tokens from leg to 
leg 5 tokens: S2, F110, M13, N4, Ac6: collocates shift, hop, dance, shift * weight, rock, 
shuffle

134 Predicate phrase

25 1074 [he was beaten and] buried 
alive

[BURY] alive COCA 3 types, 217 tokens. S49, F91, M23, N27, Ac27: buried while still living 
COCA 0. Choose buried alive rather than buried before dead

3 Predicate phrase

25 1075 carry a heavy burden [CARRY] a heavy burden 3 types, 8 tokens. Heavy burden 239. S50, F41, M34, N48, 
Ac66:figurative burden: [ [v*] a heavy burden verbs [be] [have] [put], [place], [load], 
[become], [bear], [carry]… 

13 Predicate phrase

25 1080 goes some way to [go] some way to 5 types, 26 tokens: S5, F3, M5, N5, Ac8 - movement MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

25 1081 numbing the pain [numb] the pain COCA 4 types, 32 tokens: S6, F7, M14, N4, Ac1: figurative pain Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

26 1086 holding {her1} face in {her1} 
hands

[HOLD] * face in * hands COCA: 19 types, 36 tokens. Pronouns not necessarily 
coreferential. Specialisation/bleaching/shift in hold and also face: the words do not entirely 
reflect the action. Allow. 

13 Predicate phrase

26 1090 My  eyes fill * eyes [FILL] normally followed by PP - commonly "with tears": allowing forshortened 
version - bleaching/shift/specialsiation in fill

Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

26 1091 my heart-strings are 
{tugged} 

[TUG] collocated with heartstrings at L4, R4 COCA 62. S14, F7, M16, N19, Ac6 [PULL] 
collocated with heartstrings (not hyphenated in COCA) COCA 21. S6, F3, M5, N6, Ac1

Indirect Affect 14 Predicate phrase

26 1109 kept a secret COCA 4 types, 260 tokens. S78, F114, M32, N23, Ac13: figurative "keep" 13 Predicate phrase

26 1110 don't let {the romantic vision 
of the red earth and deep 
culture} fool you

fool you collocated with [LET] at L4, R4 COCA 141. S26, F39, M45, N29, Ac2 don't let [non-
preferred position/viewpoint] fool you. Implication that you might otherwise do so, or that 
doing so would make you a fool - means more/other than the words

Judgement 15 Predicate phrase

26 1119 tie {themselves} in knots [TIE] * in knots 20 types, 44 tokens. S5, F19, M10, N8, Ac2: figurative knots Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

26 1129 [people] come and go come and go 1211, S223, F339, M283, N270, Ac96 - means more than the individual words 
- transience

13 Predicate phrase

27 1157 burst into ({delighted}) 
{laughter}

[BURST] into laughter COCA 199. S2, Fiction 152, Mag22, News14, Ac9: two clear usages: 
burst into a room/area, or burst into some kind of emotional response (burst into tears)

Affect Indirect, 
Force

134 Predicate phrase

28 1197 [coming] from different 
planets

[COME] from different planets COCA 2. from different planets 14. Literal and metaphorical 
split. From a different planet COCA 11. "from a different planet" Google 1.22 million 16 
December 2011: preposition can vary - COCA 7. 2007, MAG TodaysParent: "when it comes 
to supporting the ex, couples are often from different planets": 11, 2005, MAG Fortune: 
"Netscape's businesspeople and engineers often seemd on different planets": 15 2003 
NEWS CSMonitor "But we sometimes livedi n different towns and somtimes seemed to 
communicate from different planets" : used to describe people holding very different 
fundamental positions - reference back to Women are from Venus, men from Mars book?

13 Predicate phrase

29 1204 taken aback taken aback COCA 945. S105, F514, M132, N137, Ac57: freq passive – Pred Phrase – form 
restrictions, meaning not clear from words

13 Predicate Phrase

29 1218 [the city] turns in on itself [TURN] in on itself COCA 24. S2, F13, M4, N3, Ac2: turn in on * top collocate itself, then 
time, themselves, himself, ourselves - expression is [TURN] in on [ppx*] figurative turning

13 Predicate phrase

29 1238 [pull] the front door [closed] front door COCA 7732. S552, F5338, Mag912, News818, Ac 112: See Andrew Pawley on 
front door, back door etc: [PULL] the door closed COCA 4 types, 63 tokens. S1, F59, M3, 
N0. Ac0. Sociocultural significance of pulling the door closed - and NB no real pull involved? 

Socioculturally 
significant…

123 Predicate phrase

29 1240 nestled in the shadow of… [NESTLE] in the shadow of 1 type, nestled in the shadow of, 4 tokens. Google 9.69 million 
16 December 2011 - specialization/shift/bleaching in "nestled"

13 Predicate phrase

29 1248 churning away (in my head) ing away CONSTRUCTION SEE GOLDBERG - singing away, typing away, baking away… 
(Goldberg?)

134 Predicate phrase



30 1253 I catch myself [CATCH] myself 3 types, 228 tokens. S23, F121, M51, N23, Ac10: in the same group as "I 
found myself" - figurative "catch"

13 Predicate phrase

30 1257 pose these questions [POSE] collocated with question at L4, R4 COCA 1244. S286, F120, M239, N167, Ac432 13 Predicate phrase

30 1260 knocked on the door [KNOCK] on the door 4 types, 1370 tokens. S268, F807, M119, N150, Ac26: means more 
than the words (knock as a request to open)

Encyclopaedic 3 Predicate phrase

30 1270 {something} had gone wrong [GO] wrong COCA 5 types, 5435 tokens. S1664, F1106, M1197, N1082, Ac386: [GO] right 
COCA 5 types, 3815.  [GO] OK, go well, go badly, go fantastically…go + ATTITUDE…allow: 
specialization/shift/bleaching of "go"

13 Predicate phrase

30 1272 [How] close did we come to [COME] close to [v?g*] COCA for 100 types, 575 tokens. S93, F89, M154, N171, Ac68 (no 
literal movement/closeness)

MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

30 1275 going to court Meaning attend court for legal purposes: if you're going for interest you'd be more likely to 
say 'going to the court'.  COCA [GO] to court 5 types, 1293 tokens. S679, F94, M133, 
N297, Ac90

Encyclopaedic 2 Predicate phrase

31 1298 supporting {myself} through 
university

[SUPPORT] * through university COCA 0. [ppx*] through college|university COCA 8 types, 
41 tokens: S10, F6, M12, N11, Ac2. Main verb [PUT] : means you do not rely on financial 
support from parents but work to pay your own costs 

1 Predicate phrase

31 1302 lodged a complaint [LODGE] a complaint COCA 4 types, 34 tokens. S5, F6, M6, N13, Ac4: [LODGE] a * 
collocates are complaint, protest…stinging attack only has 1: formal procedure

Encyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

31 1306 a living to earn [EARN] collocated with living COCA 988. S151, F173, M248, N245, Ac171: MI 5.23 13 Predicate phrase

31 1309 to give me a good time [GIVE] * a good time 6 types, 7 tokens. "give me a good time" Google 26.8 million 5 
January 2012: also give * a hard time", but not "give * a bad time" - figurative "give"

13 Predicate phrase

31 1312 laughed out loud [LAUGH] out loud COCA 4 types, 573 tokens. S54, F366, Mag88, News52, Ac13 Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

31 1313 couldn't help {myself} couldn't help [ppx*] COCA 12 types, 309 tokens. S17, F235, M31, N19, Ac7 - means 
couldn't control herself - meaning not clear from words

13 Predicate phrase

32 1350 lost no sons [LOSE] with people/living things means they died: figurative "lose" 13 Predicate phrase

32 1355 lost {her} {husband} [LOSE] with people/living things means they died: figurative "lose" 13 Predicate phrase

32 1361 proposed marriage [PROPOSE] marriage COCA 4 types, 80 tokens. S7, F38, M13, N12, Ac10 - ask "will you 
marry me" not propose that you will get married

3 Predicate phrase

32 1366 proposed marriage [PROPOSE] marriage 4 types, 80 tokens: S7, F38, M13, N12, Ac10 3 Predicate phrase

33 1410 [jazz is the fire that] feeds 
the flame

[FEED] the flame COCA 5 types, 20 tokens. S1, F11 (NB high), M2, N4, Ac2. 
Specialization/shift/bleaching in "feed" - allow

13 Predicate phrase

34 1427 top yourself [top] yourself: COCA 2 types, 7 tokens, but meaning is not the same - here meaning "do 
better". This meaning is commit suicide, kill yourself. [TOP] himself 4 types 26 tokens - 1 
Ac S9, F4, M5, N7, Ac1

13 Predicate phrase

34 1461 it just keeps getting better [KEEP] getting better 3 types, 153 tokens. Keeps 73, keep 55, kept 25. S19, F11, M58, 
N63, Ac2: 'it just keeps getting better' - 'it' being life, a mantra for positive thinking

3 Predicate phrase

35 1484 never seen again never seen again COCA 100. S32, F40, M11, N12, Ac5 - means 'disappeared' - alternative 
construal (seen by whom?)

3 Predicate phrase

35 1489 cleared {his} throat [CLEAR] * throat COCA 31 types, 2227 tokens: S18, F2076, Mag83, News31, Ac19 - shift in 
'clear' - means 'cough', but alluding to emotion

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

35 1494 silence [descended once 
again to be] broken

[BREAK] collocated with silence at L4, R4 COCA  3 types 1093 tokens: S209, F576, M129, 
N105, Ac74 - figurative "break"

13 Predicate phrase

36 1519 shaking her head [SHAKE] * head COCA 55 types, 20341 tokens: S441, F17923, M1067, N773, Ac137: head 
isn't shaking: indicates annoyance

Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

36 1528 breathed a ({collective{) sigh 
of relief

[BREATHE] a sigh of relief COCA 4 types, 325 tokens. S54, F156, M64, N41, Ac10 Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

36 1532 kept them all shipshape [KEEP] collocated with shipshape at R4, L4 COCA 11. MI 6.13. shipshape on its own, 68: 
S5, F29, M17, Ac3 - meaning shift/specialization/bleaching in "shipshape"

JUDGEMENT 
POS

13 Predicate phrase



36 1533 avoided eye contact [AVOID] eye contact 4 types, 154 tokens: S10, F82, M29, N28, Ac5: opposite is [MAKE] eye 
contact : 3 types, 599. No literal contact.

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

37 1568 he went too far [GO] too far COCA 5 types, 2071 tokens. S836, F379, M294, N394, Ac168 - metaphorical 
movement group

MOVEMENT, 
JUDGEMENT

13 Predicate phrase

37 1571 give {her} a nudge No literal nudge. COCA for 20 types, 30 tokens - some literal nudges, but not all. 13 Predicate phrase

38 1581 [that] came to me Zero in COCA. This meaning equivalent to 'that I inherited...' Difficult to confirm: Has to 
include some reference to where it came from, and the source has to be dead - means "I 
inherited" - including despite lack of support - meaning is not transparent but is clear in 
context

MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

38 1600 raise {one} eyebrow (in 
{disapproval})

[RAISE] collocated with eyebrow at L4, R4: COCA: 828. S17, F677, M72, N42, Ac20 : MI 
8.78 (not lift one eyebrow)

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

38 1604 [As I] rounded each corner Searching rounded * corner to access this meaning: COCA 4 types (the, a, another, white-
1), 240 tokens. Majority rounded the corner 176: rounded * corner S3, F197, M18, N18, 
Ac4

MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

38 1606 let it go  [LET] it go 3 types, 1754 tokens. S475, F798, M233, N194, Ac54 - figurative letting go 13 Predicate phrase

38 1608 raise {one} eyebrow (in 
{disapproval}

[RAISE] collocated with eyebrow at L4, R4: COCA: 828. S17, F677, M72, N42, Ac20 : MI 
8.78

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

38 1616 [threads] are coming loose [COME] loose 4 types, 366 tokens. S23, F229, M62, N39, Ac13 - 
specialization/shift/bleaching of "come"

13 Predicate phrase

38 1621 raise {an} eyebrow (at) 
{her} (in {disapproval})

[RAISE] collocated with eyebrow at L4, R4: COCA: 828. S17, F677, M72, N42, Ac20 : MI 
8.78

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

39 1627 {reads the paper} over {my} 
shoulder

over my shoulder COCA 757. S104, F505, M89, N44, Ac15: over * shoulder all with 
pronouns high Fiction - describes a particular orientation "reads the paper over my 
shoulder": over his shoulder collocated with [READ] COCA 3 types, 16 tokens: over my 
shoulder collocated with [READ] COCA 2 types, 11 tokens: over your shoulder collocated 
with [READ] COCA 2 types, 7 tokens...Different to [look] over your shoulder - you're 
looking in the opposite direction...[READ] ** over my shoulder = COCA 3. [READ] ** over * 
shoulder = COCA 7. [READ] * over my shoulder = 0. [v*]**over*shoulder for 100 types, 
222 tokens - forwards and backwards looking! This one forwards. 

3 Predicate phrase

39 1634 losing {his} sense of humour sense of humour COCA 2957: S686, F642, M740, N631, Ac258: sense of  * top is humor, 
then sense of community, urgency, security, belonging, responsibility…smell, purpose, 
identity…specialization/shift/bleaching in "sense": COCA [LOSE] * sense of humour for 18 
types, 58 tokens. S11, F17, M12, N16, Ac2 (NB). Include as predicate phrase - 
bleaching/specialisation/shift in LOSE

13 Predicate phrase

39 1649 [I] give thanks to [GIVE] thanks to COCA 5 types, 120 tokens. S37, F29, M27, N15, Ac12: figurative "give" Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

39 1650 give thanks to [GIVE] thanks to COCA 5 types, 120 tokens. S37, F29, M27, N15, Ac12: figurative "give" 13 Predicate phrase

40 1660 {step} down the aisle [STEP] down the aisle COCA 3 types, 5 tokens. [WALK] down the aisle COCA 4 types, 341 
tokens. S72, F137, M92, N36, Ac4: waltz down the aisle…stagger down the aisle - cultural 
significance

12 Predicate phrase

40 1672 let {them} know [LET] them know COCA 3 types, 1038 tokens. S368, F208, M220, N173, Ac69: let * know 
for 100 types, 7192 tokens - lowest Ac - tell them, indirectly

13 Predicate phrase

40 1678 let {them} know [LET] them know COCA 3 types, 1038 tokens. S368, F208, M220, N173, Ac69: let * know 
for 100 types, 7192 tokens - lowest Ac - tell them, indirectly

13 Predicate phrase

41 1692 lick my wounds [LICK] * wounds 26 types, 129 tokens. S18, F50, Mag24, News31, Ac6 - figurative wounds 
and licking

Affect Indirect 13 Predicate phrase

41 1693 [I began to] walk the streets [WALK] the streets, 4 types, 545 tokens. S139, F158, M90, N121, Ac37: meaning beyond 
words - 2 defs in ACOD (1) prostitute, (2) traverse the streets esp. in search of work" p. 
1629 - but codes hopelessness, despair too - no sense of that here, just the 'wander 
around' meaning 

13 Predicate phrase



41 1696 owed their existence to [OWE] * existence to COCA 12 types, 77 tokens. S2, F12, M27, N15, Ac21: figurative "owe" 13 Predicate phrase

41 1702 {going} about {their} 
{duties}

[GO] about their * for 100 types, 494 tokens. S121, F142, Mag93, N83, Ac55: 
complements business (30), daily lives (21), business (18) daily lives (16), business (16), 
business (13)…daily business (9), lives (8), work, daily lives, daily tasks, their business, 
daily routine - preceded by description of people as here "people doing what needed to be 
done, going about their duties without fuss"

13 Predicate phrase

41 1717 pay more than lip service [to 
it]

[PAY] lip service 4 types, 173 tokens. S19, F11, M44, N38, Ac61 (123 with "to"): encoding, 
decoding

13 Predicate phrase

42 1728 I could tell Split between "part of the story I could tell" and "as best I could tell", "as far as I could tell" 
etc. COCA 2132. S335, F1317, M267, N142, Ac71: interest lies in combination of modal and 
"tell": allow for that reason as predicate phrase, but with reservations

134 Predicate phrase

42 1735 gave us strict instructions 
[on]

[GIVE] * strict instructions 4 types, 4 tokens: [GIVE] strict instructions COCA 3 types, 7 
tokens. Strict instructions COCA  37. S4, F15, M8, N6, Ac4 strict * collocates rules, liability, 
scrutiny, limits, sense, guidelines, control : * instructions specific, detailed, further ...strict 
collocated with instructions at R4, L4 COCA 38. S4, F15, M8, N7, Ac4. MI 5.85: [GIVE] 
collocated with instructions at R4, L4  COCA 2 types, 881 tokens. S146, F257, M136, N96, 
Ac246: combination of the two - count with VPs - figurative "give"

3 Predicate phrase

42 1745 played a part [in] [PLAY] a part in COCA 4 types, 552 tokens. S115, F31, M107, N110, Ac198 - figurative 
"play"

13 Predicate phrase

43 1759 drinking gin in a hot bath ALLUSION TO PROCEDURE for inducing miscarriage…pragmatically non-compositional Socicocultural 
allusion

2 Predicate phrase

43 1764 [I next] trod the boards [TREAD] the boards 5 types, 16 tokens. Tread the boards in online dictionary (the Free 
Dictionary) : Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary defined p. 1538 - preference

23 Predicate phrase

43 1777 bemoaning the fact [BEMOAN] the fact COCA 4 types, l87 tokens: S13, F7, M22, N29, Ac16: can bemoan other 
things too but fact is by far the most frequent - next is lack with 31 tokens: express regret 
(ACOD) 

Affect Indirect 3 Predicate phrase

43 1782 played a supporting role [PLAY] a supporting role 4 types, 39 tokens: S6, F1, M10, News20, Ac2: combination of 
[PLAY] a role (COCA 4 types, 3107 tokens: S513, F62, M757, N578, Ac1197) and 
supporting role : COCA 219. S47, F9, M59, N78, Ac26 - figurative 'play', preference

123 Predicate phrase

43 1787 played my part [PLAY] * part 7 types 752 tokens. Top play a part 355, played a part 324, played no part 
46, play any part 24. 752. S154, F58, M163, N152, Ac225 - figurative 'play', preference

13 Predicate phrase

44 1817 rose through the ranks [of] [RISE] through the ranks of COCA 4 types, 25 tokens. 5S, 2F, M8, N6, Ac4. [RISE] through 
the * of top 4 slot-fillers are the ranks: [ROSE] through the ranks COCA 130. S28, F15, 
M29, N48, Ac10: figurative 'rose'

13 Predicate phrase

44 1828 setting the table Could also use lay the table. [SET] the table 3 types, 317 tokens. S45, F197, M113, N50, 
Ac12

13 Predicate phrase

46 1885 [chance] plays no part [PLAY] no part COCA 3 types, 79 tokens. S12, F17, M12, N20, Ac18: [do] not play a part 
COCA 3 types, 4 tokens - figurative 'play'

13 Predicate phrase

46 1898 [It may] come as no surprise [COME] as no surprise COCA 4 types, 653 tokens. S77, F41, M199, N160, Ac176: figurative 
movement

MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

46 1909 stokes the fire [STOKE] the fire COCA 60. S6, F36, M8, N8, Ac2: NB very high fiction, low others: other 
possible collocates are flames, stove, furnace, coals, embers… normal selection restrictions 
in literal usage, but here used figuratively

1 Predicate phrase

46 1914 mine data [MINE] data COCA 8, all this usage. Adaptation of data mining, defined in Wikipedia. ALLOW 
- meaning shift in progress, especially with Google's new search engine structure

13 Predicate phrase

46 1917 odds heavily stacked against [STACK] against collocated with odds at L4, R4 COCA 59. S10, F4, M24, N12, Ac2. MI 
11.14. With heavily, occurrences fall to 8, MI 13.07 - almost always passive - transfer from 
gambling vocab

13 Predicate phrase



46 1927 honing {their} ({nano-
literary}) skills to {a fine art}

[HONE] collocated with skills at L4, R4: COCA 536. S30, F39, M232, N147, Ac88: can also 
hone his game, craft… but skills dominates. Comes from sharpening tools. 

34 Predicate phrase

47 1937 giving blood [GIVE] blood COCA 5 types, 206 tokens: S77, F32, M43, N42, Ac12 - means more/other 
than the words

23 Predicate phrase

47 1944 sold the idea [of] [SELL] collocated with idea at R4, L4: COCA 357. S73, F51, M113, N97, Ac23. Figurative 
"sell"

13 Predicate phrase

47 1945 donating blood [DONATE] collocated with blood at up to R4, L4: COCA 184: S58, F9, M48, N55, Ac14. Low 
F, Ac - means more than the words

23 Predicate phrase

47 1969 to wish {me} well wish * well 33 types, 368 tokens. S182, F67, Mag45, News63, Ac11 - meaning not clear 
from words

13 Predicate phrase

47 1974 donating blood [DONATE] collocated with blood at up to R4, L4: COCA 184: S58, F9, M48, N55, Ac14. Low 
F, Ac - means more than the words

23 Predicate phrase

48 1978 come from a family of [come] from a family of COCA 4 types, 154 tokens. S34, F14, M42, N46, Ac18: figurative 
"come"

MOVEMENT 13 Predicate phrase

48 1980 to pull their weight [PULL] * weight COCA 29 types, 115 tokens. Some noise. S15, F24, Mag47, N18, F11 - 
figurative

13 Predicate phrase

48 1984 packed {her} bag(s) packed her bags COCA 37 types, 389 tokens. S96, F101, M95, Mag87, Ac10. Some noise 
("pack goody bags"). Literal/idiomatic split - but vast majority this meaning - leave with 
some anger, in a sudden way.

Indirect Affect 13 Predicate phrase

48 1998 [she started] to go blind [GO] blind COCA 5 types, 334 tokens. S60, F158, M47, N55, Ac14 - go blind, go deaf, go 
lame…use of "go"

13 Predicate phrase

48 2003 [had to] go into care [go] into care COCA 2 types, 2 tokens. Google 3.15 million 11 January 2012: be put in 
care…V + PREP combinatin, but including because of encyclopaedic knowledge built in to 
the PC - go into a nursing home because you cannot perform basic everyday tasks 
associated with normal life - too ill, or mentally fragile

Encyclopaedic 23 Predicate phrase

49 2019 [visitors] came and went [COME] and [GO] 11 types, 3080 tokens. S498, F1186, M592, N591, Ac213 : although this 
reflects normal order of things, the PC means more than the words: it conveys repetition 
and numbers over time  - transience

13 Predicate phrase

49 2041 {never} leaving {her} side [LEAVE] * side 36 types, 136 tokens. S20, F66, Mag33, News12, Ac5: some noise: this 
usage often preceded by modal expressing reluctance, inability - can't, won't - or negativity - 
didn't: doesn't literally refer to someone's side -means stay close - indirect affect - the dog 
was frightened

Affect Indirect 14 Predicate phrase

50 2068 {offer} {my} excuses [OFFER] collocated with excuses 48. S5, F13, M6, N15, Ac9: specialization/shift/bleaching 
in "offer"', more tentative than 'give'? NB plural

134 Predicate phrase

5 267 never did [take off] never [DO] [v*] in the 100 occurrences allowed at Level 3 COCA (researcher), always did. 
PREFERENCE For 100 types, 973 tokens: S230, F445, M154, N109, Ac35. 

3 Predicate phrase 
STEM

34 1426 [you] might as well [top 
yourself]

might as well COCA 3787. S536, F1905, M686, N525, Ac135: modal (may, might) + as 
well…*could as well, *should as well

3 Predicate Phrase 
STEM

17 738 each other each other COCA 58007. S10536, F19625, M11301, N8345, Ac8200 13 PRON

35 1488 everyone else everyone else 6634. S1164, F2257, M1423, N1309, Ac481 13 PRON

2 65 Simple Minds PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

2 78 Tennants ale PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

2 94 Fall Out Boy [at Boondall) PROPER NOUN 2 PROPER NOUN

4 166 the Artful Dodger Dickens ref - count as proper noun, include as fictional character 23 PROPER NOUN

5 217 June Dally-Watkins 
deportment class

PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

5 221 1942 Pix Miss Queensland PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

7 320 Parkinson's Disease PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN



9 406 Toyota Landcruiser PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

10 468 Prince Charming Prince Charming COCA 473. S53, F336, M40, N38, Ac6 - fictional ref, include as proper 
noun

23 PROPER NOUN

14 625 Single Spinner Ford sedan Car brand - well known??? 23 PROPER NOUN

14 628 V8 Single Spinner PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

14 645 the Pride of Erin PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

15 686 the industrial revolution the industrial revolution COCA 639. S52, F15, M239, N95, Ac238 23 PROPER NOUN

17 754 the Alzheimer's Association PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

18 777 the Vietnam War PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

18 780 Delta company of the 6th 
Battalion, Royal Australian 
Regiment

PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

18 787 Viet Cong PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

18 790 Long Tan Cross PROPER NOUN COCA 0 23 PROPER NOUN

18 803 North Vietnamese Adjective based on proper noun - counting as proper noun 23 PROPER NOUN

18 810 Viet Cong [officer] Adjective based on proper noun - counting as proper noun 23 PROPER NOUN

23 967 motor neurone disease motor neurone disease: COCA 14: Google 875,000 16 January 2012 ALLOW 23 PROPER NOUN

24 1024 the Reject shop PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

24 1037 Melbourne Bitter PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

25 1060 the Evangelical Restoration 
Church

PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

26 1098 remote Northern Territory 
Aboriginal community

PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

26 1106 the Bush Crisis Line PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

27 1150 Remington Portable Model 5 PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

28 1160 the ABC PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

28 1162 Tourette syndrome PROPER NOUN: COCA 37. S19, F0, M6, N1, Ac11 23 PROPER NOUN

28 1184 Tourette Syndrome 
Association

PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

30 1258 federal family [or 
magistrate's] court

Proper noun 23 PROPER NOUN

30 1259 federal magistrate's court Proper noun 23 PROPER NOUN

30 1286 the Family Law Act PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

30 1294 Ronald McDonald PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

32 1342 World War I PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

32 1343 the Great War PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

32 1347 Royal Flying Corps PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

32 1348 the Fleet Air Arm PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

32 1353 World War I PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

32 1357 World War II PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

35 1470 the Anzac Day PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

35 1476 [in both] world wars classify as Proper Noun even though it is not capitalized 23 PROPER NOUN

35 1485 British Women's Army 
Auxiliary Corps

PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

35 1499 Last Post PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN



35 1500 Anzac Day COCA 2. 3.41 million Google 17 January 2012 23 PROPER NOUN

36 1509 Eastern European Adjective based on proper noun - counting as proper noun 2 PROPER NOUN

36 1512 fruit bats fruit bats COCA 51, S3, F6, M7, N8, Ac27: use of "fruit" : *fruit and rare bats - type of bat, 
classifying as proper noun

2 PROPER NOUN

37 1564 the peanut farmer CULTURAL REFERENCE - JIMMY CARTER - ALLUSION - DISCUSS 23 PROPER NOUN

42 1741 Nazi Germany Nazi Germany COCA 633. S134, F18, M124, N156, Ac198: evokes entire period of history 
and activities associated with it rather than geographical location, therefore including

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

44 1816 the 20th century PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

44 1818 Department of Civil Aviation PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

44 1822 the Australian Dairy Council PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

44 1825 Women's Methodist Mission PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

44 1826 Inner Wheel PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

47 1945 the Jaycees Club PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

47 1949 Red Cross PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

47 1954 bird flu bird flu COCA 447. S274: F13, M84, N67, Ac9. Counting as proper noun Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

47 1955 mad cows reference to mad cows' disease: mad cow 433. S184, F19, M98, N98, Ac34: counting as 
proper noun

Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

47 1956 dengue fever COCA 87. S4, F10, M29, N17, Ac27: counting as proper noun Encyclopaedic 2 PROPER NOUN

47 1973 the Red Cross PROPER NOUN 23 PROPER NOUN

49 2012 blue heeler border collie cross xxx + cross means half blue heeler, half border collie - evokes range of understandings 
about those breeds in Australian context - classifying as proper noun

Encyclopaedic 23 PROPER NOUN

50 2071 musk stick type of lolly (Australian) - counting as proper noun 2 PROPER NOUN

50 2072 [two] milk bottles type of lolly (Australian) - counting as proper noun 2 PROPER NOUN

50 2073 [two] spearmint leaves as above - counting as proper noun 2 PROPER NOUN

50 2074 licorice squares counting as proper noun 2 PROPER NOUN

9 400 The Pan Book of Sailing Publication 2 PUBLICATION

10 473 [Grimm's] fairy stories fairy stor* 2 types, 52 tokens: S6, F18, M14, N3, Ac11 - encyclopaedic (they are not about 
fairies)

Encyclopaedic 12 Publication

14 640 the Pride of Erin Song title - counting with publications 23 PUBLICATION

23 996 "You don't know what you've 
got till it's gone"

Lyric from Joni Mitchell song (reissued Counting Crows) 2 PUBLICATION

24 1014 too sexy for one's shirt SONG LYRICS - would be recognized by many readers 2 PUBLICATION

24 1017 Born to Run Song title 2 PUBLICATION

24 1018 Born in the USA Song title 2 PUBLICATION

24 1019 Devils and Dust Album title 2 PUBLICATION

24 1032 Devils & Dust Album title 2 PUBLICATION

24 1033 [Nick Drake's] Pink Moon Album title 2 PUBLICATION

35 1468 The One Day of the Year Play title 2 PUBLICATION

43 1762 Snow White and the Seven 
Dwarfs

Story title 2 PUBLICATION

43 1770 The Pirates of Penzance Opera title 2 PUBLICATION

44 1819 the Australian Women's 
Weekly

Magazine 23 PUBLICATION

44 1820 Margaret Fulton recipes Book 23 PUBLICATION



44 1821 Robert Carrier's 1963 Great 
Dishes of the World

Book 23 PUBLICATION

44 1823 Good Housekeeping Practical 
Picture Cookery

Book 23 PUBLICATION

1 16 seeking out [SEEK] out 5 types, 3517 tokens: S329, F487, M1142, N692, Ac867. [LOOK] for COCA 
53673: use of "out"

13 PV

1 30 formed up [FORM] up: 4 types 133 tokens.S16, F70, Mag38, N6, Ac3 Military context - cavalry, 
fighters, armies: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

2 56 spread out Out the tickets were spread on the table?: [SPREAD] out COCA  3 types, 3000 tokens. 
S338, F1315, M675, N374, Ac 298: use of "out"

13 PV

2 71 bunking off Not in COCA but defined in a number of online dictionaries. Play hookey, play truant etc: 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

2 76 roared them on cf cheered them on - adaptation? [ROAR] [ppx] on COCA 0. [CHEER] [ppx] on 28 types, 
346 tokens: S88, F88, M94, N64, Ac12: meaning not clear from words

Indirect Affect 13 PV

2 89 Lay off [LAY].[v*] off COCA 4 types, 3434 tokens. S831, F305, M585, N1546, Ac171: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

3 106 growing up COCA [GROW] up 6 types, 30431 tokens. S7805, F5238, M7090, N8314, Ac1984: use of 
"up"

13 PV

3 114 given up Standard phrasal verb here used with alternative meaning. [GIVE] up 22167. S5092, 
F5240, M4329, N5513, Ac1993: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

3 117 [she] went around meaning went there (to his house), also went round  : meaning not clear from words 13 PV

3 121 given up As above: Standard phrasal verb here used with alternative meaning. [GIVE] up 22167. 
S5092, F5240, M4329, N5513, Ac1993: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

3 124 grew up [together] COCA [GROW] up 6 types, 30431 tokens. S7805, F5238, M7090, N8314, Ac1984: use of 
"up"

13 PV

3 135 deal with deal with COCA 5 types, 57438 tokens. S20092, F5012, M9538, N11400, Ac11396: addition 
of "with" changes meaning of "deal"

13 PV

3 144 took me aside [TAKE] * aside - for 100 types, 326 tokens: 100 types, 326 tokens. S44, F154, M74, N39, 
Ac15: means more/other than the words - spoke to me quietly, told me a secret

13 PV

4 155 pulls up [=car] [PULL] up COCA 32 types, 461 tokens. S32, F342, M37, N46, Ac4: meaning not 
clear from the words

13 PV

4 156 {we} get on (as in get on the bus) - bleaching in "get", use of "on" 13 PV

4 159 puts his hand up COCA [PUT] * hand up 14 types, 135 tokens. S31, F82, M12, N7, Ac3 - means volunteers 13 PV

4 162 pulls up [=car] [PULL] up COCA 32 types, 461 tokens. S32, F342, M37, N46, Ac4 - means "stops" 13 PV

4 170 turn up COCA [TURN] up 4 types, 6267 tokens. S1076, F1940, M1616, N1189, Ac446: meaning not 
clear from the words

13 PV

4 179 tops it up (with) [TOP] it up COCA 0. Entry in Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p.  411) - 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

4 181 keeps up [KEEP] up COCA 4 types, 7306 tokens. S1185, F1896, M1827, N1719, Ac679 - meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

4 186 muck around [MUCK] around COCA 4 types, 63 tokens: S11, F20, M16, N12, Ac4 - meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

4 188 warming up [WARM] up mixed use COCA 4 types, 2411 tokens. S393, F574, M883, N420, Ac141 - 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

4 195 keep up [KEEP] up COCA 4 types, 7306 tokens. S1185, F1896, M1827, N1719, Ac679 - meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

4 202 pops out [pop] out COCA 4 types, 1412 tokens, variety of usages including this. S154, F639, M321, 
N262, Ac36 - means more/other than words

13 PV

4 204 picks it up [PICK] it up 4 types, 3393 tokens. S721, F1910, M382, N298, Ac82 - use of "up" 13 PV



4 206 puts {the ball} down [PUT] the ball down COCA 2 types, 8  tokens. [PUT] it down 3 types, 696 tokens. S165, 
F381, M78, N46, Ac26 - use of "down"

13 PV

5 240 lined up [LINE] up COCA 6639. S1249, F1681, M1594, N1766, Ac349 - meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

5 250 lined up [one behind the 
other]

[LINE] up COCA 4 types, 6639 tokens. S1249, F1681, M1594, N1766, Ac349 - meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

5 259.1 bent over Collins Cobuild dicitonary of phrasal verbs 1989, p. 14 13 PV

5 261 stuffed up Searching [STUFF] up . to ensure PV only. 2 types, 101 tokens. S46, F23, M13, N16, Ac3 - 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

5 268 take off [TAKE] off COCA 6 types, 13816 tokens. S2770, F6043, M2481, N2021, Ac501 - meaning 
not clear from words

13 PV

6 279 moved on [to] [MOVE] on to 4 types, 3792 tokens: S1242, F627, M846, N636, Ac441 - meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

6 296 [they were] carrying out [a 
bullying campaign]

[CARRY] out COCA 4 types, 11588 tokens. S2018, F699, M1616, N1997, Ac5258 - means 
more/other than words

13 PV

6 298 Singled out [SINGLE] out COCA 4 types, 2139 tokens: S446, F150, M382, N613, Ac548 - meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

6 304 choose {her} over Pattern is choose [nn*] over : most common completion is choose one over the other. For 
100 types, 182 tokens: S23, F9, M39, N36, Ac21. Figurative "over' - classifying as PV

13 PV

6 309 carried out PV meaning dominates. [CARRY] out COCA 4 types, 11588 tokens. Variety of usages, but 
PV meaning dominates literal. S2018, F699, M1616, N1997, Ac5258

13 PV

7 326 [a leg had been ruthlessly] 
broken off [the other one]

Literal "break", included for "off": Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 26) 13 PV

7 333 snapped off Australian concise Oxford dictionary (2009, p. 1362): use of "off" 13 PV

8 350 look after [LOOK] after COCA 5 types, 2789 tokens. S394, F1326, M446, N322, Ac301: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

8 361 call out [CALL] out COCA 4 types, 5597 tokens, several usages. S435, F3776, M678, N507, 
Ac301COCA 4 types 5597 tokens: use of "out"

13 PV

8 367 [As I] look back on it now COCA [LOOK] back on : 4 types, 1499 tokens. S612, F158, M330, N278, Ac121…When I 
look back on COCA 61, As I look back on COCA 32: figurative "look" and also 'past is behind 
us' metaphor 

13 PV

8 378 wakes up [WAKE] up COCA 6 types, 886 tokens. S228, F213, M233, N168, Ac44: use of "up" 13 PV

8 382 wake up [happy] [WAKE] up COCA 6 types, 886 tokens. S228, F213, M233, N168, Ac44: use of "up" 13 PV

9 407 stood out [STAND] out COCA 4 types, 4888 tokens. S714, F1105, M1302, N976, Ac791: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

9 414 slacken off Used in its technical form (sailing): COCA (all types) 4 types, 197 tokens. S20, F61, M63, 
N40, Ac13 - but mixture of usages/contexts

13 PV

9 415 [could] go on [for the whole 
race]

Many different usages. ALLOW. Total 84712. S34917, F20316, M11879, N12239, Ac5361 - 
use of "on"

13 PV

9 419 took over [TAKE].[v*] over COCA 5 types, 15474 tokens. S3475, F2325, M3111, N4988, Ac1575: 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

9 422 [Dad] moved on to [bigger 
yachts]

Searching [MOVE] on . to access this usage: 4 types, 2950 tokens. S924, F850, M529, 
N561, Ac86: means more/other than words

13 PV

9 427 pull up {the sail} Searching [PULL] * up COCA 100 types, 1381 tokens. S167, F922, M190, N75, Ac27: 
variety of usages/contexts - this one technical (sailing): use of "up"

13 PV

9 428 gave up [GIVE] up COCA 5 types, 22167 tokens. S5092, F5240, M4329, N5513, Ac1993: meaning 
not clear from the words

13 PV

10 444 [as the next set] comes 
through

Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 64) 13 PV



10 446 set off [SET] off COCA 3 types, 4827 tokens. S708, F1414, M1244, N1075, Ac386: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

10 450 peeling off [the point at Fingal 
Headland)

Meaning is idiomatic - imagine a banana skin peeling off: you peel off like that - smoothly 
head in another direction : a group of people can peel off from a bigger group. Collins 
Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 242)

13 PV

10 461 [Belongings never] picked up [PICK] up COCA 4 types, 40502 tokens. S7595, F16795, M7381, N6816, Ac1915 - meaning 
"collected"

13 PV

10 462 thrown out [THROW] out 6 types, 4031 tokens. S1313, F718, M650, N1096, Ac254: use of "out" 13 PV

10 479 fall over [FALL] over COCA 5 types, 1837 tokens. S199, F1030, M283, N256, Ac69: use of "over" 13 PV

10 480 head down [to] [HEAD].[v*] down to COCA 4 types, 219 tokens. S38, F109, M42, N28, Ac2: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

10 483 stand up stand up COCA 4 types, 16855 tokens. S4328, F7625, M2314, N1905, Ac683: use of "up" 13 PV

10 488 stand up stand up COCA 4 types, 16855 tokens. S4328, F7625, M2314, N1905, Ac683: use of "up" 13 PV

11 498 open up In the sense of "open up a business" - start a business: Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal 
verbs (1989, p. 232)

13 PV

11 501 crank up {the generators} [CRANK] up 4 types, 672 tokens. S52, F175, M260, N174, Ac11: typical collocates the heat, 
the generator: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

11 504 is going off. [BE] going off 6 types, 23 tokens….however, common collocates are whistles, gunshot, 
firecracker, alarm clocks…This usage is very Australian - means really happening, really 
getting going, really turning into an event: not covered in Collins Cobuild dictionary of 
phrasal verbs (1989) 

13 PV

11 505 turn up turn up COCA 4 types, 6167 tokens. S1076, F1940, M1616, N1189, Ac446: meaning 
"arrive"

13 PV

11 506 {turn up} in droves in droves COCA 564. S113, F73, M160, N186, Ac32: collocates go, appeared, brought, 
voted, deserting me, signing up, showed up, enter, fled…Has to be movement/action - core 
is in droves…but not "ate it in droves"? "studied it in droves"? "criticized it in droves"?  Use 
of "in" and specialization/shift/bleaching in "droves"

134 PV

11 529 [to] open up [the value of a 
reflection]

As in 'open up a box of memories' : figurative "open", and use of "up" 13 PV

11 530 put in a lot of effort [PUT] in collocated with effort MI 4.10, COCA 104: S27, F8, M27, N24, Ac18: use of "in" 13 PV

11 537 [that just] doesn't add up doesn't add up COCA 127: S64, F16, M17, N23, Ac7 - can also be positive - "that adds up": 
use of "up"

13 PV

12 561 {time} moved on time [move] on COCA 4 types, 21 tokens : S5, F7, M1, N5, Ac3 - figurative "moved" in this 
context, use of "on"

13 PV

12 564 burned down [BURN] down COCA 5 types, 1170 tokens. S229, F427, M219, N221, Ac74: use of "down" 13 PV

12 567 [determined never to] look 
back

[LOOK] back 4 types, 13267 tokens: S3092, F6032, M1848, N1565, Ac730 - figurative (look 
back at the past) - figurative "look"

13 PV

12 569 [every time I] pick up [a pen] [PICK] up 4 types, 40502 tokens. S7595, F16795, M7381, N6816, Ac1915: use of "up" 13 PV

13 591 [The strongest memory I will] 
take away

[TAKE].[v*] away COCA 5 types, 6580 tokens. S2422, F1112, M1061, N1383, Ac602: 
figurative "take" and "away"

13 PV

13 604 [about which the beauty 
industry] bangs on [so much]

COCA 2 types, 4 tokens. Google bangs on about 209,000 13 December 2011. In the text 
about is preposed. Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 10)

13 PV

13 607 spurred on [SPUR]. [v*]on 3 types, 161 tokens. S15, F21, M56, N29, Ac40: 
shift/specialization/bleaching in "spurred", and use of "on"

13 PV

13 610 I look forward to I look forward to COCA 815. S320, F116, M156, N175, Ac48: figurative "look" 13 PV

14 630 Off I went COCA 40 off I went: S4, F17, M14, N5, Ac0: off * went COCA 18 types, 345 tokens (FROM I 
went off) 

13 PV



14 648 [most blokes managed to] get 
in [at least one dance]

hard to search but allow - means 'fit in' - Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, 
p. 123)

13 PV

14 652 turned up [TURN] up COCA 4 types 6167 tokens. S1076, F1940, M1616, N1189, Ac446 - meaning 
"arrived"

13 PV

14 653 took off [TAKE] off COCA 6 types, 13816 tokens. S2770, F6043, M2481, N2021, Ac501 - meaning 
not clear from words

13 PV

14 654 [we took off for a drive to 
Gosford, north of Sydney,] 
taking in [Wangi Wangi and 
Woy Woy]

Difficult to search accurately. [TAKE] in meaning including this on our journey - eg 'we went 
to Fremantle taking in Garden City on the way' means the destination was Fremantle, but 
there was a side visit to Garden City - Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 
387)

13 PV

15 665 left [his name] behind [LEAVE] behind COCA 4 types, 7674 tokens. S1461, F1840, M1585, N1609, Ac1179: 
figurative "behind" (cog met)

13 PV

15 666 grew up [GROW] up COCA 6 types, 30431 tokens. S7805, F5238, M7090, N8314, Ac1984: means 
more/other than the words

13 PV

16 708 grow up [GROW] up. 6 types, 30431 tokens. S7805, F5238, M7090, N8314, Ac1984: means 
more/other than the words

13 PV

16 714 heading {probing questions} 
off

COMBINATION: probing questions, and head off :  probing collocated with questions MI 
7.22. COCA 187: S22, F25, M30, N25, Ac85, and [HEAD] off [nn*] COCA for 100 types, 157 
tokens. Top collocate problems (10, then trouble (9), then chicken (different usage). Other 
complements in same usage are disaster, speculation, recession, crticism, inflation, conflict, 
complaints, controversy, impeachment, osteoporsis, lawsuits, questions, sanctions, 
injuries...ALL NEGATIVE: S14, F22, M57, N48, Ac15 - meaning not clear from words

134 PV

17 743 grown up [GROW] up. 6 types, 30431 tokens. S7805, F5238, M7090, N8314, Ac1984: means 
more/other than the words

13 PV

17 755 slipped away [SLIP] away COCA 4 types, 1631 tokens. S184, F812, M282, N249, Ac104: NB mixed 
usages - slipped away as in left quietly, and this one, as in died…base level meanings all 
similar though: means more/other than the words

13 PV

17 756 looked after [LOOK] after 5 types, 2789 tokens: S394, F1326, M446, N322, Ac301: means more/other 
than the words

13 PV

17 766 [Alzheimer's had] eaten away 
at [his wife] 

[EAT] away at COCA 5 types, 305 tokens. S43, F66, M95, N70, Ac31: figurative "eaten", 
use of "away"

13 PV

18 778 grown back searching final position to access this usage [GROW] back . COCA 4 types, 146 tokens. S39, 
F53, M32, N15, Ac 7 - use of "back"

13 PV

18 783 [the Aussies] held out [for 
about 15 hours]

[HOLD] out mixture of literal and idiomatic, COCA 4 types, 5239 tokens. Searching final 
position to get this usage: [HOLD] out . COCA 155: S38, F63, M29, N22, Ac3 - meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

18 785 drove off [DRIVE] off COCA 1755. S176, F971 (drove, drive, drives most frequent), M294, N258, 
Ac56 - mixed usages, frequencies indicative only - use of "off"

13 PV

18 798 caught up in caught up in COCA 2594. S582, F525, M559, N606, Ac322: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

18 800 slip away from [SLIP] away COCA 4 types, 1631 tokens. 184S, 812F, 282M, 249N, 104Ac: alternative 
meaning to Narrative 17: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

18 809 poked around [POKE] around 4 types, 467 tokens. Poking around v high in Fiction. Overall, S35, F249, 
M108, N61, Ac14: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

18 812 wandered off [WANDER] off 4 types, 629 tokens: S65, F351, M128, N53, Ac32: use of "off" 13 PV

18 813 lingered behind [LINGER] behind 3 types, 29 tokens. S2, F19, M4, N2, Ac2: [v*] behind collocates [LEAVE], 
[STAND], [BE], [SIT] [FALL] [LAG]… : not literal behind - temporal behind 

13 PV

19 828 marked out [with a chalk line] [MARK] out 4 types, 244 tokens. S18, F75, M44, N19, Ac88: use of "out" 13 PV

19 829 showing off [SHOW] off COCA 5 types, 3156 tokens: S396, F772, Mag1054, News789, Ac145: meaning 
not clear from words

13 PV



19 849 run away [in the shower] run away used in relation to water: use of "away" 13 PV

21 900 ended up [END] up 4 types, 24990 tokens. S7682, F4192, M6094, N5193, Ac1830: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

21 907 gave up {his} seat for {me} [GIVE] up * seat for 7 types, 7 tokens: "give up your seat for" GOOGLE 1.75 million 15 
December 2011 … sociocultural loading

Sociocultural 
loading

13 PV

22 936 bumped into {her} [BUMP] into 4 types, 1549 tokens. S148, F769, M327, N232, Ac73: figurative "bump" 13 PV

22 950 given up [GIVE] up COCA 5 types, 22167 tokens: S5092, F5240, M4329, N5513, Ac1993: meaning 
not clear from the words

13 PV

22 951 stare down [defeat] At least two groups: one where down is a locative pp; the other (as here) is a PV as in "If 
Obama had stared down the Republicans and let all the tax cuts expire rather than…" COCA 
2010 MAG Newsweek: meaning not clear from words: Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal 
verbs (1989, p. 361)

13 PV

22 960 [what she was able to] hold 
on to

[HOLD] on to COCA 3434. Again, divide between literal and metaphorical. Literals - holding 
on to a physical object. Metaphorical - holding on to an idea, concept…as here: 4 types, 
3434 tokens. S709, F1146, M829, N501, Ac249: figurative "hold"

13 PV

23 979 shut off {a line of questions} [SHUT] off the Internet, Twitter, cell service, ventilation, the nuclear reaction, all 
funding…this meaning different - shut off questions, inquiries..both together .COCA 3 types, 
1580 tokens. S212, F658, M347, N274, Ac89: meaning not clear from the words

13 PV

23 981 back off [BACK] off 4 types, 2734 tokens: S825, F855, M511, N468, Ac75: meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

23 986 open up "Words open up the core of me" - figurative opening: Collins cobuild dictionary of prhasal 
verbs (1989, p. 232)

13 PV

24 999 turn on [a computer] [TURN] on 4 types, 9982 tokens: S1501, F4277, M2182, N1260, Ac762: meaning not clear 
from the words

13 PV

24 1002 go along with [it] [GO] along with 5 types, 2742 tokens. S1246, F480, M365, N450, Ac201: meaning not 
clear from the words

13 PV

24 1009 came up Literal (ish) and idiomatic: came up to me COCA 2011 News NYT. Then but can come up 
with something like 1 2011 News NYT and The agency hasn't formally approved any state 
plans or come up with its own" 6 2011 NEWS AP and then this meaning It didn't come up in 
the government and it didn't come up in the public" 17 2011 NEWS Houston. COCA 48575. 
S24372, F9886, M6301, N6339, Ac177: meaning not clear from the words

13 PV

24 1011 turn [that shit] down COCA 4 types, 4014 tokens. S739, F1000, M893, N1181, Ac201: two meanings - turn 
down/refuse, turn down/lower volume (as here) - meanng not clear from the words

13 PV

24 1030 write down [WRITE] down COCA 5 types, 2490 tokens. S435, F757, M614, N297, Ac387: use of "down" 13 PV

24 1040 handed over [HAND] over 4 types, 5700 tokens: S746, F3134, M704, N800, Ac316: use of "over" 13 PV

24 1043 sat back down [SIT] back down 4 types, 444 tokens. S16, F390, M18, News18, Ac2 (NB sit up is 
different): use of "back" and "down"

13 PV

24 1045 {I} put {the tape} on [PUT] the tape on COCA 11. [PUT] the record on COCA 6. [PUT] * on eg put lipstick on, put 
the tv on, put the radio on : meaning not clear from words

13 PV

24 1046 [the afternoon] got away 
from {us}

Literal and idiomatic meanings. Concepts can get away from us, also time (as here). got 
away from [pp*] 43 types, 986 tokens S272, F430, M136, N120, Ac28 - in a literal sense, 
people can get away from other people - eg criminals can get away from the police, so here 
is a sense of movement again: meaning not clear from the words

13 PV

24 1047 [when I] came along [33 
years before]

I came along (searched exactly this string to avoid other meanings eg he came along the 
road): COCA 94 tokens. S28, F37, M12, N12, Ac5…figurative movement: meaning not clear 
from words

Movement 13 PV

25 1061 starts up [START] up 4 types, 2346 tokens. S288, F1295, M379, N272, Ac112: use of "up" 13 PV

25 1064 starts up [START] up 4 types, 2346 tokens. S288, F1295, M379, N272, Ac112: use of "up" 13 PV



25 1066 picks up {speed} [PICK] up speed COCA 4 types, 408 tokens: S32, F231, M86, N49, Ac10: meaning not clear 
from words

134 PV

25 1068 breaking out [BREAK] out 5 types, 5162 tokens. S1116, Fiction 1152, M1130, N1141, Ac623: meaning 
not clear from words

13 PV

25 1076 [we could not] dream up dream up COCA 5 types, 753 tokens. S96, F156, M287, N180, Ac34: use of "up" 13 PV

26 1093 [my own story] being played 
out

being played out COCA 186. S67, F16, M27, N43, Ac33 - all this usage: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

26 1097 burned out Literal/idiomatic split. [BURN] out 5 types, 1291 tokens. S213, F388, M318, N268, Ac104: 
use of "out"

13 PV

26 1102 patch {them} up [PATCH] * up 40 types, 179 tokens. Top collocates things 58, it 19, things 19, things 
11…then him 9, them 6…: S39, F75, M29, N28, Ac8: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

26 1114 start out [START] out 4 types, 5719 tokens. S1800, F969, M1446, N1138, Ac366: use of "out" 13 PV

26 1127 {They} miss out [MISS] out COCA 4 types, 1168 tokens. S218, F146, M420, N286, Ac98: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

27 1144 tucked away [TUCK] away 4 types 739 tokens. S47, F238, M228, N180, Ac46: meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

27 1152 [thoughts] put down [PUT] down COCA 3930, but variety of meanings. S654, F1848, M652, N557, Ac219: 
meaning not clear from words

13 PV

28 1173 to make up for lost time [MAKE] up for lost time 4 types, 159 tokens. S28, F51, M38, N37, Ac5: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

28 1176 bring it up [BRING] it up 4 types, 1268 tokens. S533, F424, M158, N135, Ac18: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

28 1183 taken aback taken aback COCA 945. S105, F514, M132, N137, Ac57 - only ever used in passive form: 
aback is an adverb. No active form.

13 PV

28 1185 to move away from [the 
commonly held perception]

Metaphorical movement. Search [move] away from COCA 4 types, 2440 tokens gives literal 
and metaphorical movement. Fairly even across genres, slightly lower in S and N - 
figurative movement

13 PV

28 1191 to deal with [DEAL] with 5 types, 57438 S20092, F5012, M9538, N11400, Ac11396 - use of "with" 
changes meaning of "deal"

13 PV

28 1195 [always something] to put up 
with

[PUT] up with COCA 3 types, 1973 tokens. S516, F672, M340, N348, Ac97: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

29 1205 [locals] talking up a storm [TALK] up a storm: COCA 3 types, 17 tokens: [COOK] up a storm: COCA 4 types, 25 
tokens.  * up a storm cooking, kicking, talking, cook, talked, talk, dancing, dance, smoking, 
writing, sweat, kicked up, kick up, stir up, blowing up, baking up, acts up…for 100 types, 
182 tokens. S29, F75, M37, N37, Ac4: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

29 1234 make for [good hair days] PV - good hair days classified separately - Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, 
p. 213)

13 PV

30 1254 running through [a domestic 
checklist]

[RUN] through collocated with checklist COCA 19 tokens. S2, F5, M7, N3, Ac2: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

30 1265 Reading back over [the 
psychologist's assessment]

[READ] back over COCA 2. "read back over" Google 6.03 million 16 December 2011. ALLOW 
- combines read over and read back

13 PV

30 1283 rushed off [RUSH] off 4 types, 329 tokens: S30, F174, M64, N41, Ac20: use of "off" 13 PV

31 1303 [I was] sent around sent around COCA 4 types, 60 tokens. S23, F8, M13, N11, AC5: use of "around" 13 PV

31 1307 asked {me} out [ASK] * out 95 types, 536 tokens. S107, F255, M123, N40, Ac11 - means asked to go on a 
date: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

31 1308 to shut {him} up [SHUT] * up 66 types, 444 tokens. S62, F271, M60, News33, Ac18: meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

31 1323 give up [GIVE] up 5 types, 22167 tokens: S5092, F5240, M4329, N5513, Ac1993: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV



31 1327 gave up [GIVE] up 5 types, 22167 tokens: S5092, F5240, M4329, N5513, Ac1993: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

32 1338 lived out {his} life [LIVE] out * life COCA 21 types, 72 tokens. S11, F27, Mag17, News10, Ac7: follows 
somewhat the same pattern as eke out: begins with identification of person, then the core 
([live] out) followed by location or state in which life was lived out: meaning of "out"

13 PV

32 1362 turned down [TURN] down COCA 4 types, 4014 tokens. S739, F1000, M893, Ac201: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

32 1372 put on [a function] Difficult to disentangle this usage ("We've put on one hell of a spread" 5, 2011, FIC, Analog) 
from "put on a t-shirt and a pair of blue jeans" (1 2011 FIC Analog): meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

32 1379 "gone out with" MWV: many different usages eg this one ("Did you ever go out with older chicks, man?" 2 
2011, SPOK, ABC_Primetime), then "I always wanted to go out with a bang" (8 2011 FIC 
Bk: BloodCovenant), and "I go out with friends" (15, 2011, NEWS, WashPost) NB inverted 
commas used in original text: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

33 1398 "messed up" messed up 4 types, 1756 tokens. S458, F619, M302, N326, Ac51: a number of meanings, 
though - one involving mental instability (someone is messed up): one where a plan is 
thwarted (this messed up Colombo's entire game…): and this meaning. Collins Cobuild 
dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 220)

13 PV

33 1404 looked after {me} [LOOK] after [pp*] COCA 1021. S113, F635, M125, N76, Ac72: meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

33 1405 put [vitamins] back [PUT] * back COCA 100 types, 2566 tokens. S782, F1021, M382, N301, Ac80: meaning of 
"back"

13 PV

33 1408 whipped out [my laptop] [WHIP] out COCA 4 types, 473 tokens: S40, F212, M128, N83, Ac10 - conveys 
decisiveness, sudden action: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

34 1432 [he's been] looking after 
[himself]

[LOOK] after [pp*] 68 types, 1021 tokens. S113, F635, Mag125, News76, Ac72: meaning 
not clear from words

13 PV

34 1437 looking after [LOOK] after [pp*] 68 types, 1021 tokens. S113, F635, Mag125, News76, Ac72: meaning 
not clear from words

13 PV

34 1440 to be looked after [LOOK] after [pp*] 68 types, 1021 tokens. S113, F635, Mag125, News76, Ac72: meaning 
not clear from words

13 PV

34 1441 seating [a gentleman named 
Ted] down for dinner

Variant of [SIT] down for dinner? [SIT] down for dinner 4 types, 23 tokens. [SIT] down for 
4 types 463 tokens. For breakfast 11; for lunch 11; for tea 5: [SIT] down COCA 20431: 
S5010, F10337, M2516, N1962, Ac606: use of "seating" and "down"

Sociocultural 13 PV

34 1445 [he] eats out [most nights] [EAT] out  5 types, 74 tokens. S7, F16, M16, N31, Ac4: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

34 1446 taken up [photography] [TAKE] up COCA 5 types, 10706 tokens. Fairly equal across text types, slightly lower in 
Fiction and Magazine. S1479, F2792, M2552, N1933, Ac1950: meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

35 1475 went on to [say] [GO] on to 5 types, 9938 tokens: S2338, F1119, M2269, N2216, Ac1996: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

35 1479 [unable] to take up the reins [TAKE] up the reins COCA 3 types 10 tokens: [TAKE] the reins COCA 5 types, 209 tokens. 
S20, F48, M47, N75, Ac19: a splice of take up and take the reins

13 PV

36 1515 [and] shooed away 
[wandering cats and dogs]

[SHOO] away COCA 3 types, 85 tokens. S4, F41, M24, N12, Ac4: use of "away" 13 PV

36 1521 stacked up [STACK] up COCA 4 types, 736 tokens. S142, F109, M250, N205, Ac30: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

37 1541 keep [a person] from [KEEP] [pp*] from 48 tokens, 5144 types. S758, F1983, M1352, N753, Ac298: similar in 
meaning to prevent, stop…but this one is idiomatic

13 PV

37 1543 found out [FIND] out 5 types, 33325 tokens. S13708, F7816, M5755, N4110, Ac1936: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV



37 1556 ticking off (the boxes) Difficult to differentiate ticked off as adj from ticked off as verb - [v?jd*] still brings up the 
adjectival form. But numbers are big enough to carry. 225. S44, F70, M41, N66, Ac4: use of 
"off"

13 PV

37 1566 cancelling [each other] out [CANCEL] out 6 types, 321 tokens S29, F72, M98, N41, Ac81: [CANCEL] each other out 
COCA 6 types, 121 tokens. S23, F22, M39, N20, Ac17: each other COCA 58007. S10536, 
F19625, M11301, N8345, Ac8200: one another 15647. S1742, F3659, M3848, N2096, 
Ac4302: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

37 1572 end up [END] up 4 types, 24990 tokens. S7682, F4192, M6094, N5192, Ac1830: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

38 1590 kept [the sun] off: [KEEP] the sun off COCA 2 types, 15 tokens… [KEEP] off  NB more salient in Australian 
contexts than it might be in a US/UK context: figurative "keep"

13 PV

38 1591 kept [the rain] off [KEEP] the rain off COCA 3 types, 15 tokens [KEEP] off : figurative "keep" 13 PV

38 1592 soaked up [SOAK] up 4 types, 1130 tokens: S81, F242, M473, N276, Ac58: meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

38 1593 scrunched up [SCRUNCH] up COCA 4 types, 172 tokens. S2, F125, M23, N20, Ac2: use of "up" 13 PV

38 1603 picked it up [PICK] * up 9005. S1897, F4739, M1230, N937, Ac 202: use of "up" 13 PV

38 1615 [the towelling] is wearing 
away

[WEAR] away COCA 5 types, 232 tokens: S11, F107, M61, N28, Ac25: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

38 1618 peek out [PEEK] out 4 types, 730 tokens. S24, F500, M116, N71, Ac19: means more/other than the 
words

13 PV

39 1632 fade away [FADE] away 4 types, 1108 tokens. S148, F424, M246, N165, Ac125: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

39 1636 eating away {at him} [EAT] away at COCA 5 types, 5 types, 305 tokens. S43, F66, M95, N70, Ac31: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

39 1639 grew up [GROW] up: 30431. S7805, F5238, M7090, N8314, Ac1984: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

39 1648 bring up [BRING] up 7164; S2657, F1678, M1239, N1009, Ac581: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

40 1662 figure out [FIGURE] out 4 types 18631 tokens. S5499, F4307, M4469, N3357, Ac999: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

41 1703 buying into [BUY] into 4 types 1619, S456, F133, M405, N493, Ac132: included under Rules - meaning 
of "buy" altered by association with "into": meaning not clear from words

13 PV

41 1714 laid up [in hospital] [LAY] up 4 types, 286 tokens. S28, F97, M118, N35, Ac8: meaning not clear from words 13 PV

42 1737 pointing out Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 257) 13 PV

42 1748 [I still] carry around [those 
four whispered words]

Searching [CARRY] * around to access PV. COCA for 100 types, 269 tokens. S59, F103, 
M70, N29, Ac8: figurative "carry", use of "around"

13 PV

42 1755 [and] put aside [PUT] aside COCA 3 types, 1371 tokens. S320, F275, M306, N260, Ac210: figurative "put", 
use of "aside"

13 PV

43 1760 [but I] stuck with it Meaning is idiomatic, therefore included. [STICK] with * COCA for 100 types, 3714 tokens. 
stuck with it 188. S57, F37, M40, N47, Ac7: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

43 1771 looked forward to [LOOK] forward to COCA 7563. S2581, F1584, M1446, N1506, Ac446: figurative "looked" 
and "forward"

13 PV

43 1775 took to [the stage] [TAKE] to [n*] does not isolate this meaning: gloss would be 'start' or 'adopt': meaning not 
clear from words. Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 392) 

13 PV

43 1797 left anything behind [LEAVE] behind COCA 7674. S1461, F1840, M1585, N1609, Ac1179: NB the behind is 
idiomatic

13 PV

44 1812 [I] put aside [her treasures 
and papers]

[PUT] aside COCA 3 types, 1371 tokens. S320, F275, M306, N260, Ac210: means 
more/other than the words

13 PV

44 1837 try {some} out Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs 1989, p. 416 123 PV

44 1838 put [my own recipes] aside 
[for future reference]

[PUT] aside COCA 3 types, 1371 tokens. S320, F275, M306, N260, Ac210: means 
more/other than the words

13 PV



45 1847 showed up [at the house] COCA 5 types, 17797 tokens. S4789, F4093, M3965, N4121, Ac829: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

45 1852 [and] carried out [like an 
elegant dance]

Difficult to access PV and avoid V + preposition - frequencies therefore not available: Collins 
Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 42)

13 PV

46 1876 woke up [to] COCA 6 types, 886 tokens. S228, F213, M233, N168, Ac44: literal idiomatic split: meaning 
not clear from words

13 PV

46 1899 given away [my fair share of 
the latter]

[GIVE] away 5 types, 3077 tokens. S733, F557, M771, N744, Ac272: use of "away" 13 PV

46 1929 ekeing out a {living} [EKE] out 2 types, 223 tokens. S19, F33, M64, N74, Ac33 [see Sinclair for full details of this 
EUM - extends left as well as right] 

Extension 13 PV

47 1933 [I] came across [blood types] Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 55) 13 PV

47 1937 called up [to the hospital] [CALL] up COCA 4 types, 2950 tokens. S865, F894, M514, N511, Ac166: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

47 1947 dragging [donors with rare 
blood groups] out of [pubs]

[DRAG] * out of 88 types, 272 tokens. S25, F161, M48, N34, Ac4L literal/ idiomatic split - 
not literal here

13 PV

48 1995 [when I] stood up [STAND] up COCA 4 types, 16855 tokens: S4328, F7625, M2314, N1905, Ac683: use of 
"up"

13 PV

49 2010 [Many animals are] brought 
in

COCA 4 types, 11750 tokens. S3876, F1693, M2122, N3019, Ac1040: fails unstressed 
personal pronoun test - PV

13 PV

49 2011 [some] go on to [GO] on to COCA 4 types, 9938 tokens. S2338, F1119, M2269, N2216, Ac1996: meaning 
not clear from words - figurative "go"

13 PV

49 2013 handing over [HAND] over COCA 4 types 5700 tokens. S746, F3134, M704, N800, Ac315 - some noise 
(with your hand over your heart). Handing over 398. S93, F86, M78, N98, Ac43: meaning 
not clear from words

13 PV

49 2014 driving off [DRIVE] off COCA 5 types, 1755 tokens. S176, F971, M294, N258, Ac56: use of "off" 13 PV

49 2017 settled down [SETTLE] down 4 types, 2683 tokens: S342, F1240, M565, N392, Ac144: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

49 2022 [a motorhome] pulled in [Pull] in 4 types, 2027 tokens. S285, F696, Mag516, N412, Ac118: meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV

49 2024 [quietly] passed along [, 
looking at the animals]

[PASS] along 4 types, 1138 tokens. S180, F204, M343, N291, Ac120: meaning not clear 
from words

13 PV

49 2030 brought him in COCA 4 types, 11750 tokens. S3876, F1693, M2122, N3019, Ac1040: fails unstressed 
personal pronoun test - PV

13 PV

49 2032 come back [COME] back COCA 47706. S22367, F13639, M4614, N5961, Ac1125: use of "back" 13 PV

49 2039 brought him into [the office] COCA 4 types, 11750 tokens. S3876, F1693, M2122, N3019, Ac1040: fails unstressed 
personal pronoun test - PV

13 PV

49 2042 drove off [DRIVE] off 5 types, 1755 tokens. S176, F971, M294, N258, Ac56 13 PV

49 2044 [the time and effort that must 
have] gone into [developing 
this new relationship…]

Hard to search in COCA, Collins Cobuild dictionary of phrasal verbs (1989, p. 140): means 
more/other than the owrds 

13 PV

50 2048 waiting around [WAIT] around 4 types, 435 tokens. S97, F160, M90, N73, Ac15: use of "around" 13 PV

50 2050 race off [RACE] off COCA 4 types 181 tokens. S14, F104, M44, N17, Ac2: use of "off" 13 PV

50 2057 [I] counted out {85c in coins} [COUNT] out 4 types, 446 tokens. S42, F233, M69, N85, Ac17: use of "out" 13 PV

50 2066 [Could I] count on [roaming 
inspectors…]

[COUNT] on 4 types, 6118 tokens. S1236, F1438, M1381, News1555, Ac508: meaning not 
clear from words

13 PV

50 2079 [I] counted out {$1.25} [COUNT] out 4 types, 446 tokens. S42, F233, M69, N85, Ac17: meaning not clear from 
words

13 PV



50 2082 spat out [every single 5c 
piece]

[SPIT] out COCA 1040. S59, F592, Mag225, N131, Ac33: range of literal and idiomatic 
meanings: figurative here

13 PV

50 2084 [a student quickly] sized up 
[the situation]

[SIZE] up * * COCA for 100 types, 189 tokens. Top 4 (47 tokens) are all [SIZE] up the 
situation : 4 types, 47 tokens. S1, F32, M9, N4, Ac1: meaning not clear from words

13 PV

2 58 {Thirty} {years] worth of years worth of COCA 111. S51, F13, M9, N31, Ac7. years slot can take other time words, 
money words: formulaic pattern

3 QUANT

2 74.2 All {776} of us [jammed…] Searching all * of [pp*] to access this pattern: for 100 types, 1772 tokens. S697, F689, 
M198, N127, Ac 61 - vast majority numbers as here

13 QUANT

3 127 All {four} of {us} All * of us COCA 58 types, 476 tokens. S112, F202, M86, N52, Ac24: top slot-filler three 
245, nothing below 3 (*All two of us), next is 4 at 76 - S24, F29, M9, N13, Ac1. Frame is All 
{cardinal} of {pronoun} ; adds force - all of us, all four of us…

34 QUANT

3 129 for the {million}th time the umpteenth time, the billionth time, the thousandth time, the hundredth time For the 
millionth time COCA 33. S1, F25, M3, N4, Ac0 - number must be very large so it is clear it 
isn't an actual count: if not the literal meaning kicks in. the umpteenth time, the billionth 
time, the thousandth time, the hundredth time, the tenth time...

Force 34 QUANT

3 131 not one of {us} not one of us COCA 112. S18, F65, M13, N10, Ac6:  Alternative is none of [us]: adds 
FORCE

Force 13 QUANT

5 249 the {12} of {us} COCA the [mc*] of [pp*]: for 100 types, 10064 tokens. S2038, F6045, M1207, N538, 
Ac236

14 QUANT

14 619 [and after] a {year} or so a * or so slot-fillers are quantifiable - dozen, year, decade, tablespoon, pound…: a year or 
so COCA 534. S140, F119, M138, N93, Ac44: frame is a [countable N quantity/time] or so : 
can be 'add a  tablespoon or so' - doesn't have to be part of a PPAdv as here

14 QUANT

14 646 [after] a {turn} or so a * or so slot-fillers are quantifiable - dozen, year, decade, tablespoon, pound…: a year or 
so COCA 534. S140, F119, M138, N93, Ac44: frame is a [countable N quantity/time] or so 

14 QUANT

14 649 at least [one dance] at least 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323 13 QUANT

20 864.1 {20} per cent Conventionalized quantifying expression 3 QUANT

20 864.2 {20} per cent Conventionalized quantifying expression 4 QUANT

20 864.3 {80} per cent Conventionalized quantifying expression 5 QUANT

20 864.4 {80} per cent Conventionalized quantifying expression 6 QUANT

22 947 a touch {of make-up} a touch of humour, pink, salt… 13 QUANT

22 958 [for] {six months} or so or so . COCA 2528. S780, F649, M610, N334, Ac155 - meaning is equivalent to 
approximately - for approximately six months

14 QUANT

23 971 [there is] at least {one} 
{moment}

Quantifier 14 QUANT

25 1059 up to {a million} {Rwandans} up to a million COCA 67. Difficult to search up to in this sense without putting in a number. 
Difficult for non-native speakers: up to {number, date, time, month} : FRAME

14 QUANT

28 1168 [it doesn't bother me] that 
much

Searching string final that much . to capture this usage. COCA 1355. S469, F467, M173, 
N205, Ac41…

13 QUANT

32 1341 {60}-odd {years} {number}-odd years COCA 62. S33, F13, M5, N7, Ac4 - NB with months, COCA 2. Other 
collocates - people…etc

34 QUANT

32 1374 a good deal of {coverage} a good deal of COCA 1401. S311, F227, M323, N171, Ac369: a great deal of COCA 6434: 
S2154, F731, M1123, N735, Ac1691… a deal of very low - have to avoid confusion with 
business deals - 13 occurrences out of 40 for a deal of are the correct pattern - takes 
uncountable nouns

134 QUANT

33 1385 [It was that morning,] a 
couple of {years} ago, [after 
…]

a couple of years ago COCA 1346. S537, F167, M289, N298, Ac55 - a couple of * ago: 
every conceivable variation on timespans/periods but not (for example) *a couple of prime 
ministers ago - definition of 'a couple' varies from person to person - example of an 
expression that's in the community, but which the community hasn't entirely pinned down

34 QUANT



35 1469 a {decade} or so [ago] a * or so ago COCA 13 types, 305 tokens. S143, F50, M50, N43, Ac19 (a minute or so ago, 
a month or so ago)

134 QUANT

35 1486 one by one one by one COCA 3127. S373. F1646, M546, N368, Ac194: two by two 99, three by three 
16 - also preference

13 QUANT

37 1559 one or two {votes} one or two COCA 5808. S1094, F933, M1569, N1055, Ac1157 - means a very small number 
of votes, not necessarily one or two

13 QUANT

40 1664 only so much {energy in our 
lives}

only so much COCA 485. S74, F126, M123, N120, Ac42: predominant pattern is there [BE] 
only so much

13 QUANT

43 1785 no [recollection] at all no * at all COCA for 100 types, 2408 tokens Force 15 QUANT

43 1789 no [moves] at all no * at all for 100 types, 2278 tokens. S583, F841, Mag393, News 233, Ac228 Force 15 QUANT

46 1882 {one} per {person} Conventionalized way of quantifying - include with quantifiers 3 QUANT

50 2064 no fewer than {nine} 
{compartments}

no fewer than COCA 532. S26, F47, M230, N129, Ac100 Force 13 QUANT

50 2083 [spat out] every single [5c 
piece]

every single COCA 5026. S2730, F661, M701, N731, Ac203 Force 13 QUANT

1 19 By this stage by this stage COCA 17. by that stage COCA 10. S5, F0, M11, N5, Ac6 "by this stage" Google 
68.9 million 9 March 2012: use of "this" and "that" in narrative see notes…use of 'stage'

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

1 25 Out of respect [I had ridden 
my Harley]

out of respect COCA 379. S84, F124, M59, N71, Ac41: use of "out of", form 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

2 85 As it has turned out As it [TURN] out COCA 2339. S507, F458, M703, N404, Ac267 - derives from PV [TURN] 
out but this usage is STEM

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 104 Some say Searching sentence initial . Some say COCA 729: S225, F119, M134, N216, Ac35 - some 
people say. ENGAGEMENT 1: Attribution/Engagement marker - but less confrontational than 
"some people say"?

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 130 [and] to this day [not one of 
us has confessed]

to this day COCA 3481. S964, F457, M875, N668, Ac517 - not  to today, to now 
PREFERENCE. Temporal force

Force 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 134 As far as [I knew] Common pattern is As far as * [BE] concerned or As far as * [KNOW]: as far as * [KNOW], 
82 types, 1684 tokens: S775, F471, Mag175, N138, Ac125

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

3 139 For a start, Searching sentence initial for a start , COCA 107: S20, F33, M21, N23, Ac10: NB preferred 
to for a beginning. 

Temporal 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

4 192 for many years for many years COCA 4645. S995, F490, M1081, N935, Ac1144 for many years, for many 
months, for many weeks, for many days, for many hours, for many minutes, for many 
seconds … cf for a lot of years COCA 72. for a lot of people COCA 546. for many people 
COCA 859. Differential far more marked with years than with people. Unbalanced 
preference...allow with reservations

With 
reservations

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

4 197 At least [he can stand in their 
way]

Difficult to split quantitative 'at least' from this usage. Results indicative only. COCA 
120158. S24792, F20667, M20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

4 211 Not a bad [effort] Sentence initial . Not a bad COCA 121: S19, F41, M39, N18, Ac4 - doesn't really mean it 
wasn't bad…means it was quite good…typical of Australian understatement

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

5 235 What {was} more, what [be] more ,: COCA 3 types, 2780 tokens: S247, F237, M1418, N487, Ac391 - meaning 
not clear from words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

5 246 [that] for the {firs}t time in 
{my life}

for the first time in * life : COCA 10 types, 751 tokens: S128, F325, M161, N96, Ac41: for 
the first time in 6007: S1257, F1253, M1121, N1730, Ac646:  for the [ordinal] time in 
[possessive pronoun] life - 

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

5 254 whose {job} it was [to…] whose job it [BE] to COCA 2 types, 235 tokens: S65, F44, M46, N53, Ac27. whose job [BE] 
to COCA 2 types, 129 tokens. whose mission it was to, whose role it was to, whose drama it 
was to?, whose intention it was to…whose idea it was to … constraint on first set...attributes 
responsibility

4 Sentence/clause 
lead in



5 255 What if Searching sentence initial . What if COCA 2265. S409, F1194, M402, N153, Ac107 (*When 
if, why if, how if…)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

5 256 Before {I} {knew} it [my 
moment had arrived]

before * [KNOW] it COCA 42 types, 1072 tokens. S173, F493, M247, N130, Ac29 (so when 
did I know it?): NB before I knew it, my moment had arrived 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

6 290 Even worse, Searching sentence initial . Even worse , COCA 227: S8, F45, M97, N39, Ac38: many 
options - even so, even now, even then, even better: allowing on the basis that this pattern 
codes the assumption that what went before was bad without actually coming out and 
saying so. So someone can say "boat people arrive in Australia every day. Even worse, they 
arrive in WA" ... the "even worse" tags the previous statement for ATTITUDE. 

NB ANAPHORIC 
ATTITUDE 
MARKER

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

7 314 when it came to COCA 3 types (comes, came, come) 13216 tokens. S4029, F1210, M3767, N2859, Ac1351 
(see Declerck 1997)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

7 317 how {odd} {it} {was} how [j*] * [BE] to|that COCA for 100 types, 1588 tokens: S335, F428, M373, N290, Ac162 
: if searching sentence initial, . How [j*] * [BE] to|that COCA 85 types, 104 tokens. S8, 
F59, M16, N7, Ac14: ATTITUDE in first slot

Judgement/App
reciation

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

7 319 In the end [it was…not] Searching sentence initial to get this usage . In the end , 2482. S333, F434, M767, N378, 
Ac570 - meaning not clear from words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

7 321 how {fortunate} {I} {was} how [j*] * [BE] to|that COCA for 100 types, 1588 tokens: S335, F428, M373, N290, Ac162 
: APPRAISAL in first slot

Judgement/App
reciation

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

8 352 At the risk of at the risk of COCA 474. S111, F63, M97, N83, Ac120: at a risk of COCA 3 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

8 353 far from being [special, I'm 
no different from…]

far from [v?g*] COCA for 100 types, 1522 tokens. Most common is far from being, as here: 
COCA 984: S76, F67, M266, N143, Ac432. This use is different to the use in "His jumper 
was far from clean". Focusing adverbial - see This Bullying Life above (far from being 
Audrey Hepburn - classified as Moderator) - NB DISTANCE

Distance 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

8 370 {never} lose sight of the fact [LOSE] sight of COCA 4 types, 1145 tokens. [LOSE] sight of the fact that 4 types, 114 
tokens [LOSE] sight of the fact 4 types, 126 tokens. S42, F5, M26, N29, Ac24: figurative 
'lose', figurative 'sight' 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

8 374 (Just) for the record just for the record COCA 116: without just 1174: S381, F179, M263, N293, Ac58 - 
Engagement

Engagement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

8 377 For instance . For instance , COCA 7720. S899, F284, M2403, N739, Ac3395 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 389 Back in the {1960s} back in the {date eg 1960s, 60s} SEARCH back in the [mc*] for 100 types, 993 tokens, all 
4-figure date, or decade (plural) eg "seventies": S368, F150, M259, N154, Ac62

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 404 It wasn't long before . It wasn't long before COCA 170. S10, F50, M73, N32, Ac5 - NB it was long before has a 
different meaning ("It was long before the rise of the celebrity chef" COCA 1 2011 NEWS 
Atlanta). 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 416 One day . One day COCA 3342: S271, F1371, M993, N459, Ac248 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

9 424 In {his} mid-{fifties} Conventional way of referencing age - here sentence/clause lead-in - positions reader to 
understand rest of propositional content in this context

1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

10 454 [and] in {their} way [they 
applaud loudly]

in [pp*] way, [pp*] where [pp*] has the same reference. COCA two meanings - (1) [GET] 
in * way eg "And when the cloth got in his way, he …" 2011 FIC FantasySciFi: and this 
"Vassily moved in not long after that. He was, in his way, much stealthier than…" 2008 FIC 
FantasySciFi: "raised their two adopted daughters who, in their way, adored him" 2010 
SPOK NBC_Dateline; "In their way, Lerner's poems represent..." 2010 ACAD Poetry - 
Judgement marker

Judgement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

10 455 In the aftermath of in the aftermath of COCA 1785: S359, F87, M298, N423, Ac618: in the aftermath COCA 
1974. S421, F116, M328, N471, Ac638: vast majority have of : never in an aftermath of : 
aftermath suggests preceding disaster … in same category as 'even worse'?

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

10 465 In many ways In many ways COCA 4928: S1443, F269, M968, N997, Ac1251: in a lot of ways COCA 471 
PREFERENCE

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in



10 470 [the fear that] as a result of 
[my haste to…] 

as a result of COCA 11330. S2437, F282, M1718, N1538, Ac5355: as the result of COCA 
747. S79, F30, M138, N123, Ac 377

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

10 489 {I} {know} in {my} heart I [KNOW] in my heart COCA 2 types 116 tokens. S41, F28, M26, N21, Ac0. [KNOW] in * 
heart COCA 22 types, 247 tokens: [v*] in * heart COCA for 100 types, 1071 tokens: slot 
fillers for [v*] [know], [believe], [feel], [stabbed], [look]…[stabbed] flicks out of idiom 
principle back to open choice. Figurative 'know', 'heart'

14 Sentence/clause 
lead in

11 493 For starters, for starters COCA 1207. S129, F169, M530, N299, Ac80 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

11 511 In {my} case In my case COCA 807. S320, F165, M169, N78, Ac75. With her 270; his 478; your 340; our 
498; their 147 - focusing (goes with when it comes to, at a time wheni)

1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

11 512 You've got to love a[n activity 
that has a stroke called 
butterfly that involves the 
most ungainly actions]

Characteristic Australianism: you've got to + love + indefinite article + description:  Google 
"you've got to love a" 906,000 25 March 2012. "You've got to love a smartphone app that 
broadcasts all sorts of information about you…": "you've got to love a campervan": may 
have relative clause following. APPRAISAL: ATTITUDE (APP/Judgement). Means 'anyone 
would'

Bond-attempt 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

11 535 . For all [the] . For all COCA 3439. S1351, F649, M593, N292, AC554 : indicative only - lots of other 
usages in here too. But this usage eg 2011 SPOK CBS_SunMorn "For all his success, his 
personal life has had difficulties" : 2011 FICBK: Intimates "For all her self-consciousness, 
she moved largely unnoticed through the hallway" 

5 Sentence/clause 
lead in

12 568 somewhere along the way somewhere along the way COCA 252. S40, F94, M63, N46, Ac10: LIFE IS A JOURNEY Route, journey, 
movement

1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 627 If only If only COCA 5854. S439, F2476, M1183, N839, Ac917 5 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 638 when it came to Variation on when it comes to. When it [COME] to COCA 3 types, 13216 tokens. S4029, 
F1210, M3767, N2859, Ac1351 (see Declerck 1997)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 639 . At last . At last , COCA 529. S22, F350, M101, N31, Ac25 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 644 what's the matter with what's the matter COCA 1401. S196, F1048, M101, N38, Ac18: what's the matter with 
COCA 447. S94, F283, M39, N23, Ac8

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 659 [and] for some reason for some reason COCA 3492. S792, F1652, M505, N362, Ac181 - means I don't know why 
really - NB stress

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

14 660 Even so, Even so , COCA 2300. S210, F470, M751, N401, Ac468 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

15 669 Doubts first arose [when] [ARISE] with doubts at L4, R4 MI 4.95, COCA 24: S2, F0, M6, N9, Ac7: positions rest of 
propositional content as triggering doubts.

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

15 671 Despite the best efforts of… despite the best efforts of COCA 78. despite the efforts of 102.  best efforts COCA 716: 
despite * best efforts 9 types 263 tokens. S43, F55, M75, N51, Ac39. despite the * efforts 
of top is best (78) then heroic (2), so once despite is used, best efforts is common: MI 9.67  
: NB despite the * effort singular 10, despite the * efforts 29 types, 110 tokens. Preference 
for plural efforts in despite construction, and preference for despite over in spite of the * 
efforts of (COCA 4 types, 6 tokens for inspite of the * efforts of): NB despite the worst 
efforts COCA 0, despite * worst efforts COCA 0, worst efforts COCA 2 types, 2 tokens

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

15 680 . It {was} clear . It was clear COCA 543. S69, F256, M83, N49, Ac86: not counting "It [BE]" stems unless 
other factors also present - see discussion

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

15 692 For my money… COCA 1. But defined at http://idioms.thefreedictionary.com/for+my+money Writer 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

16 707 And what about COCA 440. S185, F129, M88, N24, Ac14. NB high S, F. NB also with "And" … indignation, 
challenge

Writer 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



16 710 By this stage COCA 17: by that stage 10. Google 65 million 16 January 2012: NARRATIVE STAGE 
MARKER 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

17 749 For some time for some time meaning for a significant time not for an amount of time COCA 3464: S942, 
F857, M535, N523, Ac607

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

17 770 in the process in the process COCA 9465. S1885, F876, M1898, N1536, Ac3270 - meaning as collateral 
damage, almost - or coincidentally

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 782 Against {overwhelming} odds against overwhelming odds COCA 23. against * odds COCA 57 types, 587 tokens: S130, 
F91, M172, N129, Ac65. Top slot-fillers all, the, great, overhwelming, impossible, long, 
enormous, heavy, incredible, tremendous… 

14 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 789 Such was the [admiration for 
the Australian troops' 
courage…] [plus subordinate 
clause]

Such was the COCA 376. Can be anaphoric or cataphoric. Clause initial, changes info 
structure: S13, F75, M94, N65, Ac129: such was the [APPRECIATION] that [….]

135 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 796 to be honest, [I'll just have 
to…]

Searching . To be honest  to access this usage (as opposed to he tried to be honest): COCA 
217: S41, F82, M52, N34, Ac8: . To be * collocates sure, honest, fair, precise, frank, 
perfectly honest, truthful…[BE] collocated with JUDGEMENT (not strictly to do with honesty)

Writer 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

18 802 Soon after, [we visited] soon after , COCA 788. S86, F117, M277, N204, Ac104: soon before , COCA 0 - unbalanced 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

19 833 It's a long way from [stopping 
traffic]

It's a long way from [v?g*] 2 types, 6 tokens. A long way from [v?g*] COCA 78 tokens, 
193 types: S52, F27, M48, N43, Ac23 - figurative distance, including as "it is" stem because 
of second factor (see discussion)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

19 838 and] before {they} {realise} 
it, [they are driving at…]

 before * [REALIZE] it COCA 19 types, 93 tokens:but this usage quite specific - subordinate 
clause. COCA results are a mix - search before * [REALIZE] it , with comma to access only 
subordinate clause usage, gives 14 types and 33 tokens. S5, F15, M9, N0, Ac4:  before * 
[v*] it COCA 100 types, 1763 tokens: all top collocates are [KNOW]. Substitute = know...

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

19 839.1 [but] too often [they…] Searching , too often , to access this meaning: COCA 68, S14, F10, M15, N9, Ac20: too 
frequently used parenthetically COCA 7. Preference

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

19 843 how {stupid} [they've been] how {APPRAISAL} they've been Judgement 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

20 870 On good days on good days  COCA 63: S6, F28, M11, N11, Ac7 - understanding of "good" 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

20 885 At full stretch COCA 6: full stretch 11: idioms.thefreedictionary.com/at+full+stretch ALLOW - figurative 
"stretch"

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

21 911 Then came a day [that was 
…]

Then came a day COCA 5. There came a day COCA 22: S2, F12, M5, N3, Ac0 also There 
came a time - figurative 'come'

Narrative stage 
marker - 
MOVEMENT

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

22 959 I wonder [what she was able 
to hold on to]

Searched I wonder. With full stop to avoid I wonder whether. COCA 194. S33, F109, M26, 
N14, Ac12

1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

24 1000 [to explain] how {simple} 
[modern technology can be]

Similar to "how odd it was": ATTITUDE in the first slot, provides platform for rest of 
utterance - including, but with reservations here

Appreciation 34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

25 1069 As the {morning} wears on 
[the phrases become 
increasingly repetitive]

as the * [WEAR] on 32 types, 79 tokens. S7, F26, M30, N12, Ac4. Followed by clause 
expressing change, alteration.  Without as 9 types, 152 tokens. Core item [WEAR] on 

14 Sentence/clause 
lead in

25 1072 Next day Next day COCA 12397. S2325, F4061, M2889, N2387, Ac735 Narrative  stage 
marker

1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

25 1078 [if] there will come a day 
when 

there will come a day 13. come a day 65. will, would eventually, may, has to…come a 
day/time: S14, F23, M10, N11, Ac7: there * come a day 10 types, 39 tokens : vast 
majority with when: there will come a day collocated with when at R9 MI 5.86

cf 1072 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

26 1092 At the same time at the same time COCA 28702. S6612, F3705, M5481, N4721, Ac8183 - borderline 
literal/idiomatic here

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



26 1125 After all [this is the Northern 
Territory]

, after all COCA 8554. S1409, F3076, M1821, N1102, Ac1146: 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

26 1133 At least At least COCA 120158. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

28 1161 It's thought It's thought COCA 101. S50, F3, M28, N14, Ac6. Evokes Engagement Engagement 1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

28 1174 This being the case . This being the case COCA 37. S0, F2, M7, N5, Ac23. . That being the case COCA 59. S20, 
F11, M9, N7, Ac12 - marks previous as given - always being in this construction 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

28 1193 The day is coming when The day is coming when COCA 10. The * is coming when COCA 21. day 10, time 5, hour 3, 
moment 1, train 1 (noise): S0, F7, M7, N6, Ac1 - movement

Movement - 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

28 1193 let's hope Presumptive let's, grammaticalised. Let 's hope COCA 855. S312, F218, M116, N198, Ac11 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

28 1194 [It was a worry] when it came 
to [attracting a decent man]

COCA 2011. cf when it comes to, same usage: when it [come] to COCA 3 types, 13216 
tokens. S4029, F1210, M3767, N2859, Ac1351 - Declerck (1997)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

29 1225 the {Canberra} I know Engagement: the * I know where the slot-filler is something that would normally be used 
with a definite article, even when a definite article would not normally be used - especially 
proper nouns…10 The America I know, 13 the world I know, the time I know, the Hillary I 
know, the US I know…suggests alternative 'knowings': COCA for 100 types, 452 tokens, not 
all relevant allow: very clear ENGAGEMENT 1 marker: other people may know a different 
Canberra

14 Sentence/clause 
lead in

29 1231 If nothing else [Canberra's 
dry heat and low humidity 
make for good hair days]

If nothing else COCA 944, S190, F256, M184, N224, Ac90: DISCUSS DISCUSS: 
NOTHING 
GROUP

1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

29 1242 once or twice COCA 1794. S167, F705, M493, N261, Ac168 - bleaching of both words - means a few 
times (different meaning to different people - some take 'once or twice' to mean one time 
or two times, for others it means a few times…(maybe 2 plus)

1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

29 1247 {little} by {little} little by little COCA 634. S106, F238, M128, N98, Ac64…x by x construction, SEE 
GOLDBERG - NB bit by bit, step by step, piece by piece,  *lot by lot, ton by ton? sip by sip, 
feast by feast...  

134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

29 1249 For the moment, [though,] for the moment COCA 2688. S660, F943, M425, N364, Ac296: NB for a moment not 
allowed, but for the moment PC

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

30 1269 What if [something…] COCA 11667. S2659, F5144, M1961, N1228, Ac675 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

30 1271 What if [my son…] COCA 11667. S2659, F5144, M1961, N1228, Ac675 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

30 1278 As it is Searched .As it is (ie sentence initial): COCA 327: S38, F85, M73, N66, Ac65 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

30 1289 As it happens . As it happens (ie search sentence initial): COCA 191. S21, F33, M80, N17, Ac40 - meaning 
not clear from the words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

32 1363 [Although] from time to time 
[he formed friendships with 
women in his circle]

from time to time COCA 3607. S706, F1345, M637, N450, Ac469: classifying as 
sentence/clause initial in line with other examples with but, and and other single word 
conjunctions before - meaning not clear from words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

33 1387 They say… . They say COCA 4788. S2548, F628, M384, N1098, Ac130 Engagement 
marker - no 
direct 
attribution

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

33 1388 The ({simple}) fact was the simple fact COCA 400. S123, F48, M80, N75, Ac74: often the simple fact [BE] (COCA 2 
types, 110 tokens): is 105, was 5: Seems to be grammaticalizing/pragmaticizing (in 
Australia at least) - witness prevalence of  "The fact is, is that..." in spoken Australian

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



33 1393 From the time … to Search captures noise too. Examples of this pattern: 1991 MAG Horticulture: "From the 
time I sowed the seed in March to the harvest in October…". EXTERNAL

EXTERNAL 5 Sentence/clause 
lead in

33 1407 All of a sudden [I was hit 
with]

all of a sudden 5650. S2906, F1142, M671, N799, Ac132 Force 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

33 1411 In that moment in that moment COCA 684. S101, F396, M99, N53, Ac35: at that moment 3232. S611, 
F1777, M439, N226, Ac179: container met

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

33 1412 [But] ,in reality, in reality COCA 3307. S477, F362, M816, N524, Ac1128 - use of container metaphor, and 
may not be reality 

1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

33 1418 Nothing that can't be … [fixed 
in three cakes]

nothing that ca n't be COCA 16, S0, F8, M5, N3, Ac 0. "nothing that can't be" Google 30.7 
million 6 January 2012. Complements fixed, solved, overcome, be done - positive

Nothing 15 Sentence/clause 
lead in

34 1425 In fact In fact COCA 75824. S28495, F8634, M15147, N8456, Ac15092 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

34 1442 One ({quiet}) night One night COCA 7027. S1100, F2750, M1681, N1242, Ac254 - marks stage rather than 
time

Narrative stage 
marker

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

34 1454 the fact that the fact that COCA 47357. S16124, F4861, M7658, N6438, Ac12276 - may well not be a 
fact

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

35 1496 After a minute or two After a * or two COCA 52 types, 272 tokens. S25, F119, Mag69, News36, Ac23 - doesn't 
mean 1 or 2 minutes, means after a few minutes

14 Sentence/clause 
lead in

36 1518 From across the street, [I 
watched her]

from across the street COCA 162, S17, F102, M18, N20, Ac5: from the other side of the 
street 5. from over the street COCA 0 PREFERENCE

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

36 1520 One ({sunny}) morning one morning COCA 2672. S300, F1112, M706, N425, Ac129. HIGH FICTION - marks stage 
rather than time

Narrative stage 
marker

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

36 1525 [became a disgrace], at least 
[ by the standard she had 
set]

at least 120158 COCA. S24792, F20667, M26267, N25109, Ac23323 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

36 1527 One morning one morning COCA 2672. S300, F1112, M706, N425, Ac129. HIGH FICTION Narrative stage 
marker

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

37 1544 what if Search for . What if to get this meaning. COCA 2265. S409, F1194, M403, N153, Ac107 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

37 1557 [But] I have to wonder I have to wonder 111, S30, F29, M21, N27, Ac4: you have to wonder 282. S118, F19, M65, 
N77, Ac3 - he has to wonder COCA 4. have to not referencing obligation in conventional 
way

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

37 1558 what a {difference} . What a  searched with full stop to get this usage: 3069. S698, F1359, M521, N347, Ac144 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

37 1570 To {my} {surprise} . To my surprise , COCA 138. S2, F63, M47, N9, Ac17: to [ppx*] AFFECT: Indirect Affect 134 Sentence/clause 
lead in

37 1574 What a [mess]. What a mess . COCA 14. . What a  searched with full stop to get this usage: 3069. S698, 
F1359, M521, N347, Ac144

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

38 1584 To this end . To this end COCA 413. S1, F10, M59, N23, Ac320 (NB coordinates across sentence 
boundaries…see notes and explanation for including in this category)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

38 1595 In short . In short COCA 2617. S117, F214, M756, N199, AC1331 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

38 1601 Next morning [I rode my 
pushbike along the same 
route]

next morning, next afternoon, next evening: next day, next month: *next hour, next 
minute (different implication), next second (ditto): search . Next morning , to get this 
usage: COCA 73. S6, F41, M17, N6, Ac3

Temporal 
marker

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 1624 One morning Searching sentence initial . One morning to get this usage: COCA 469. S19, F220, M153, 
N51, Ac26: Can have one day/week/month/year all meaning at an indefinite time in the 
middle of a period

Narrative stage 
marker

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

39 1630 [That] at any minute [I might 
lose everything of importance 
to me]

at any minute COCA 104. S11, F57, M18, N9, Ac9 - conveys urgency - means more/other 
than words

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



39 1638 if the worst happened if the worst [HAPPEN] COCA 2 types, 25 tokens. the worst [HAPPEN] COCA 3 types, 58 
tokens: preceded by if, when, in case, before, then, let, last week... If the * [HAPPEN] 75 
types, 107 tokens: S25, F27, M28, N21, Ac6. Top are if the worst happens and if the worst 
happened: followed by if the unthinkable happens, breakup, the Death, the same, the 
holocaust…the unthinkable - so for this usage looking for an abstract noun (to exclude 
examples like "If the holocaust happened" which aren't the same usage: NB if the best 
happened  COCA 0. Unbalanced pair: and no noun for adjective

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

40 1682 And,] of course, [my 
husband]

Meaning not clear from words, stop Stop 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

41 1709 In due course [I settled on a 
role]

in due course COCA 284. S54, F83, M62, N28, Ac57 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

41 1719 At least 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

41 1721 Of course, [its profound 
effect]

Here sentence initial 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

42 1727 The first time Search . The first time COCA 1078. S206, F444, M261, N119, Ac48: in the context of 
narrative mode, marks the onset of the Orientation…greater significance in context than the 
words would suggest. 

Narrative stage 
marker

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

42 1738 {Years} later NB difference in meaning between years later (emphasis on length) and seconds later 
(emphasis on brevity): 17450. S2987, F2280, M5139, N4261, Ac2783:

Temporal 
marker

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

42 1751 {I} often wonder COCA 102. S23, F24, M28, N18, Ac9. NB you often wonder 5. he often wonders 4 - and I 
frequently wonder COCA 1. Unbalanced pair, and preference

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

43 1766 Some years later some years later, some months later, some weeks later, some days later, some hours later, 
some minutes later? some seconds later? COCA 141. S14, F38, M38, N11, Ac40: 
phonetically distinctive - equal stress on each element - some stressed too

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

43 1790 As time went on Searching sentence initial. COCA 67. S8, F14, M21, N7, Ac17 - use of "went on" Narrative stage 
marker 

1 Sentence/clause 
lead in

43 1796 These days COCA 16354. S4149, F3246, M4067, N4166, Ac726 - meaning not clear from words State/temporal 
marker

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

44 1814 In many ways Sentence initial. . In many ways COCA 648. S106, F53, M198, N105, Ac196 in a lot of ways 
471: S271, F31, M49, N110, Ac10. many is high in M, Low in F: a lot of is high in N, Low in 
F.  including because it prevaricates - it is not necessary to the reading of the sentence ("In 
many ways they represent my mother's life" - not as strong as "They represent my 
mother's life")...kind of hedge (in many ways but not in all ways...???)

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

46 1880 More so perhaps [for 
competition promoters]…

. More so COCA 61. S10, F16, M14, N7, Ac14: More so perhaps COCA 5: "More so perhaps" 
Google 14.2 million 20 March 2012

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

46 1883 I {often} wonder I often wonder COCA 102. S23, F24, M28, N18, Ac9 from I wonder : preferred to I 
frequently wonder (COCA 1) and break in pattern (he often wonders COCA 4)

3 Sentence/clause 
lead in

46 1886 There's no point  there's no point 411.  S84, F180, M84, N55, Ac8, what's the point, do you have a point, 
the point is : but NB "There's a point" - meaning is not opposite. Unbalanced pair. 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

46 1892 On average [I produce 2 or 3 
25WOL a week]

on average COCA 4651. S551, F54, M1434, N930, Ac1681 - external (referring to numerical 
average) 

External 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

46 1913 It's likely [a means to] It's likely a COCA 9 types. Of these, 5 follow this usage. The rest are It's likely x will y 
pattern. Low frequency:Google  10.9 million 28 March 2013 - including this pattern. Include

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

46 1923 It matters not . It matters not COCA 22. S0, F3, M9, N1, Ac9 - fixed form 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

46 1925 .Such is [the nature of 
friends] 

Searching . Such is 420, S13, F46, M146, N52, Ac163 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

47 1948 For some time [the Red Cross 
didn't want me because…]

Searching sentence initial. . For some time COCA 133. S9, F50, M41, N3, Ac30 - meaning 
for a significant period of time not for an amount of time. 

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in



47 1950 Then came Searching sentence initial. .Then came COCA 1096. S111, F301, M378, N246, Ac60: marks 
introduction of significant event - NARRATIVE MARKER? Movement

Narrative stage 
marker

13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

47 1962 Up to the present Searching sentence initial . Up to the present COCA 6. Non sentence initial COCA 123. S15, 
F9, M27, N6, Ac66: cf up to now *up to present: FRAME up to {number, date, time, month} 
- NB from past (down) to present (up)

Temporal 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

47 1966 and at the {rate} {I'm} going at the rate * [BE] going COCA 22 types, 54 tokens. S12, F18, Mag10, N12, Ac2 - pref for 
continuous

34 Sentence/clause 
lead in

48 2006 By this stage By this stage COCA 17. Google 66.5 million 11 January 2012 cf by that stage  - NB Robin 
Lakoff etc on 'this' and 'that'

Stage marker 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

49 2021 . One day Narrative transition. Searching sentence initial . One day COCA 3342. S271, F1371, M993, 
N459, Ac248 - not quantitative "one"

Stage/temporal 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

49 2031 Then one day Searching sentence initial . Then one day to get this usage. COCA 376. S38, F179, Mag111, 
N37, Ac11 - not quantitative "one"

Stage/temporal 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

50 2063 Next came COCA 295. S17, F91, M107, N61, Ac19: [come] movement again Movement 13 Sentence/clause 
lead in

4 183 (with) {so little} time to go Difficult to search. With * minutes to go COCA 19 types, 38 tokens. Don't need the with - 
'he had 20 minutes to go', 'she has 20 days to go'…equivalent to left. Expression is [TIME 
expression] to go, used here as sentence/clause lead-in (PP) 

134 Sentence/clause 
lead-in

1 4 life … spent [SPEND] collocated with life at R4, L4 COCA 2029: S453, F599, M443, N381, Ac153 Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

2 61 a life spent [SPEND] collocated with life COCA 3 types, 2029 tokens Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

9 420 spending time [SPEND] time 4 types 4370 tokens, S934, F514, M1286, N1034, Ac602 Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

15 673 spent years… spend time collocation: [SPEND] years COCA 4 types, 918 tokens. S179, F115, M273, 
N278, Ac73

Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

30 1284 to spend more than every 
second weekend with 

[SPEND] collocated with time at up to R4, L4: COCA 27518. S5954, F4415, M7071, N5422, 
Ac4656

Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

30 1290 spend most of his time SPEND TIME Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

31 1316 spent [more and more] time 
together

[SPEND] collocated with time at L4, R4 25913, S5505, F4146, M6741, N5163, Ac4358 Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

40 1665 spend time [together] [SPEND] time 4 types, 4370 tokens. S934, F514, Mag1286, News1034, Ac602 Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

40 1668 spending time [together] [SPEND] time 4 types, 4370 tokens. S934, F514, Mag1286, News1034, Ac602 Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

41 1689 spent most of my waking 
hours

ADD TO SPEND TIME: waking hours added as separate entry Time is money 13 SPEND Predicate 
phrase

5 247 took {its} place [TAKE] its place COCA 5 types, 373 tokens. S31, F83, M101, N58, Ac100. COCA take its 
place 178, took its place 77, takes its place 49, taken its place 37… bleaching of "take"

134 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

7 322 took care of {them} [TAKE] care of : COCA 6 types, 18,468 tokens, S5951, F5391, M3075, N3064, Ac987 
bleaching of "take"

134 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

10 442 take {my} position [TAKE] * position COCA 85 types, 1367 tokens: S498, S123, M177, N285, Ac284: bleaching 
of "take"

134 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

13 614 [I shall never] take for 
granted

[TAKE] for granted COCA 5 types, 1884 tokens. S295, F171, M428, N335, Ac655' bleaching 
of "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

17 737 took it for granted [TAKE] for granted 5 types, 1884 tokens: S295, F171, M428, N335, Ac655; bleaching of 
"take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

17 747 taken for granted [TAKE] for granted 5 types, 1884 tokens: S295, F171, M428, N335, Ac655 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase



18 808 [the] courage [it must have] 
taken

[TAKE] collocated with courage at L4, R4: COCA 5 types, 600 tokens. S178, F106, M139, 
N121, Ac56: bleaching of "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

20 876 take the {bus} [TAKE] the bus 4 types, 412 tokens: S35, F206, M53, N93, Ac25. [CATCH] the bus 4 types, 
106 tokens. bleaching of "take"

134 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

26 1084 take {our} seat(s) [TAKE] * seat* (ie will include a and the), 95 tokens, 1689 types: S143, F1106, M181, 
N195, Ac64: NB bleaching of "take"

134 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

26 1085 take [but] a moment [TAKE] but a moment 2 types, 4 tokens. But a moment 91. S5, F62, M11, N9, Ac 4 [TAKE] 
a moment COCA 5 types, 956 tokens. Bleaching of "take"

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

26 1121 takes {its} toll [TAKE] its toll COCA 5 types, 630 tokens. S149, F86, M178, N163, Ac54 - also [TAKE] a 
toll: bleaching of take - can also be [TAKE] their toll but not [TAKE] his toll

134 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

36 1524 took turns (at) [TAKE] turns 4 types, 1566 tokens. S100, F570, M444, N283, Ac169: bleaching of "take" 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

41 1715 took {me} {20} {years} TAKE TIME: bleaching of "take" 134 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

42 1734 took a {holiday} [TAKE] a holiday 5 types, 54 tokens. S11, F13, M11, N16, Ac3: bleaching of "take" 134 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

43 1803 take the [final] journey [to 
the furnace]

[TAKE] the final journey COCA 0. [TAKE] collocated with journey: bleaching of "take" : took 
a holiday/break/vacation

13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

49 2018 [never] taking {his} eyes off 
[the entrance to the shelter]

[TAKE] * eyes off COCA 30 types, 778 tokens. S67, Fiction 563, Mag92, News 47, Ac9: 
almost always preceded by modal expressing difficulty, or a negative (without), or a modal 
of obligation (had to) expressing difficulty or reluctance: bleaching of "take"

Extension 134 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

49 2026 took no notice [of her] [TAKE] no notice 5 types, 140 tokens. S3, F109, M15, N4, Ac9: bleaching of "take" 13 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

49 2040 [never] taking {his} eyes off 
[Theresa]

[TAKE] * eyes off COCA 30 types, 778 tokens. S67, Fiction 563, Mag92, News 47, Ac9: 
almost always preceded by modal expressing difficulty, or a negative (without), or a modal 
of obligation (had to) expressing difficulty or reluctance; : bleaching of "take"

134 TAKE Predicate 
phrase

1 15 ride hard Evokes play hard, Australian totem. Discuss but do not count X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

1 52 Ride hard Evokes play hard, Australian totem. Discuss but do not count X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

8 373 [the] ups [should hopefully 
outnumber the] downs

ups collocated with downs COCA 3 types, 1302 tokens. S357, F78, M399, N372, Ac96 - but 
98% are ups and downs discuss but do not count

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

8 383 . Finally , . Finally , COCA 14465. S916, F2737, M3453, N841, Ac6518: SINGLE WORD NOT 
INCLUDED

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

19 830 at smoko smoko is a break for a coffee (used to be a stop for a cigarette - nowadays hardly anyone 
uses it to smoke and it's just the break): but can be on smoko, for smoko…

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

28 1171 , say, single word, included for reference only, NOT INCLUDED X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

41 1701 {I} {was} sold at {five} Acts in tandem with previous clause: bleaching/shift/specialisation in sold. Difficult to 
confirm - similar to the expression "he had me at hello" … do not include, but discuss 

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

43 1783 Then came the day . Then came the day COCA 8. NOT SUPPORTED the day came COCA 112. S19, F52, M19, 
N16, Ac6: NOT INCLUDED, BUT DISCUSS

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

46 1902 Hope burns eternal COCA 1. Hope springs eternal 62. Approximation. S21, F14, M11, N14, Ac2 X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT



47 1961 [literally] brought roses to my 
cheeks

Mix of brought a smile to my face :  [BRING] roses to * cheeks COCA 0. cheeks collocated 
with roses at L4, R4 14. MI 5.46: S1, F11, M1, N1, Ac0: literally is a focusing modifier often 
used with idioms (where it really can't be literally): ROSIE CHEEKS

X Discuss but 
do not count

X Discuss but 
do not count

X Discuss but do 
not count

38 1582 [I was also fairly] sparse on 
top

on top in context refers to the head, and sparse on top refers to lack of hair - derived from 
"thin on top"? 

X DISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT 
Complex Adj

1 44 showed {their} respects to [v*] *respects COCA for 100 types, 562 tokens. S187, F137, M83, N103, Ac52: almost all 
are [PAY]: pay your respects, show respect

X DISCUSS DO 
NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS DO 
NOT COUNT

2 95 with the [mixture of scorn 
and incredulity] that only [16-
year-olds] can master <sic>

with the * that only [nn*] can|could muster (text approximates, using "master"): COCA 0. 
Cannot establish support for this pattern, however cf N13/597 below -  "as much {good 
humour} as {they} {can} muster" - supported. EUM around muster (here approximated to 
"master"). Not counting this citation because of "master", but discuss: counting N13/597. 

X Discuss do 
not count

X Discuss do 
not count

X Discuss do not 
count

5 222 [My] girlhood dreams childhood dreams COCA 38: S6, F12, M9, N10, Ac1. childhood dream COCA 78. S21, F14, 
M22, N15, Ac6. girlhood dreams COCA 10: not included

X DISCUSS DO 
NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS DO 
NOT COUNT

6 297 gave her the unwanted 
spotlight

normally put someone in the spotlight X DISCUSS DO 
NOT COUNT

8 368 proper calling proper calling 6: true calling 88: S12, F17, M32, N19, Ac8 X DISCUSS DO 
NOT COUNT

X DISCUSS 
DO NOT 
COUNT

X DISCUSS DO 
NOT COUNT

12 546 plunked down Cross between plucked from and plonked down X DISCUSS DO 
NOT COUNT 

X DISCUSS 
DO NOT 
COUNT 

X DISCUSS DO 
NOT COUNT

11 527 away the mind goes away I|he|she|you|we|they [GO] COCA 11 types, 94 tokens. S32, F17, M28, N14, Ac3 X discuss 
separately

X discuss 
separately

X discuss 
separately

2 72 giant hair Adaptation from big hair COCA 164: S53, F33, M37, N39, Ac2 - adds FORCE: novel, but 
derived - discuss but do not count 

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

4 167 {we} are away Approximation "we are off"? [BE] away . COCA too many different meanings to isolate this 
within timeframe. X discuss but do not count.

Xdiscuss but do 
not count

Xdiscuss but 
do not count

Xdiscuss but do 
not count

6 301 {the label of snitch} meant 
{death}

[MEAN] death . COCA 3 types, 28 tokens. S6, F9, M4, N4, Ac5. [MEAN] life. COCA 4 types, 
11 tokens. Meaning is not clear from words, including for that reason only 
(specialization/shift/bleaching in "meant"). Single word coordinator - not including, but 
mark for grouping with "discuss but do not counts"

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

22 937 out {walk}ing out walking COCA 195. S36, F95, M29, N25, Ac10 (out running, out shopping, out driving, 
out having a coffee, out doing tai chi) [BE] out [-ing] - means not at home - discuss but do 
not count

Xdiscuss but do 
not count

Xdiscuss but 
do not count

Xdiscuss but do 
not count

26 1095 sick certificate sick note/medical certificate : approximation, not counting. Discuss XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

34 1438 what he forgets doesn't hurt 
him

Derived from 'what you don't know won't/can't hurt you' - COCA what * do n't know * hurt 
* gives only 13 tokens - would not include anyway, but keep to one side for possible 
discussion

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

40 1676 had ({their}) reservations 
about

[HAVE] reservations about 4 types, 173 tokens. S40, F8, M37, N57, Ac31 (be reserved 
about has a different meaning) [HAVE] [pp*] reservations about COCA 0: possibly an 
approximation for "have my doubts about" pattern: discuss but do not count

xDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT

XDISCUSS 
BUT DO NOT 
COUNT

XDISCUSS BUT 
DO NOT COUNT



UNIANOVA GroupAper100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 17:34:18 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
GroupAper100words BY 
Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   GroupAper100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 22.944a 2 11.472 11.472 .000 
Intercept 477.317 1 477.317 477.289 .000 
Type 22.944 2 11.472 11.472 .000 
Error 178.010 178 1.000   
Total 878.584 181    
Corrected Total 200.955 180    

 
a. R Squared = .114 (Adjusted R Squared = .104) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   GroupAper100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information 1.189 .180 .835 1.543 
Letter 2.005 .100 1.807 2.202 
Narrative 2.258 .141 1.978 2.537 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   GroupAper100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.816* .206 .000 -1.222 -.410 
Narrative -1.069* .229 .000 -1.520 -.618 



Letter 
Information .816* .206 .000 .410 1.222 
Narrative -.253 .173 .146 -.595 .089 

Narrative 
Information 1.069* .229 .000 .618 1.520 
Letter .253 .173 .146 -.089 .595 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   GroupAper100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 22.944 2 11.472 11.472 .000 
Error 178.010 178 1.000   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA GroupBminusabbsetcper100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 17:44:02 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
GroupBminusabbsetcper10
0words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   GroupBminusabbsetcper100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 22.427a 2 11.214 7.671 .001 
Intercept 652.555 1 652.555 446.427 .000 
Type 22.427 2 11.214 7.671 .001 
Error 260.188 178 1.462   
Total 1074.424 181    
Corrected Total 282.615 180    

 
a. R Squared = .079 (Adjusted R Squared = .069) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   GroupBminusabbsetcper100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information 2.608 .217 2.179 3.036 
Letter 2.189 .121 1.950 2.427 
Narrative 1.577 .171 1.240 1.915 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   GroupBminusabbsetcper100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter .419 .249 .093 -.071 .910 
Narrative 1.031* .276 .000 .485 1.576 



Letter 
Information -.419 .249 .093 -.910 .071 
Narrative .611* .209 .004 .198 1.024 

Narrative 
Information -1.031* .276 .000 -1.576 -.485 
Letter -.611* .209 .004 -1.024 -.198 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   GroupBminusabbsetcper100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 22.427 2 11.214 7.671 .001 
Error 260.188 178 1.462   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA GroupBper100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 17:39:01 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
GroupBper100words BY 
Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   GroupBper100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 163.996a 2 81.998 25.767 .000 
Intercept 1703.558 1 1703.558 535.323 .000 
Type 163.996 2 81.998 25.767 .000 
Error 566.449 178 3.182   
Total 2588.876 181    
Corrected Total 730.445 180    

 
a. R Squared = .225 (Adjusted R Squared = .216) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   GroupBper100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information 5.011 .320 4.378 5.643 
Letter 3.205 .178 2.853 3.557 
Narrative 2.083 .252 1.585 2.581 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   GroupBper100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter 1.805* .367 .000 1.082 2.529 
Narrative 2.927* .408 .000 2.123 3.732 



Letter 
Information -1.805* .367 .000 -2.529 -1.082 
Narrative 1.122* .309 .000 .512 1.732 

Narrative 
Information -2.927* .408 .000 -3.732 -2.123 
Letter -1.122* .309 .000 -1.732 -.512 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   GroupBper100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 163.996 2 81.998 25.767 .000 
Error 566.449 178 3.182   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA GroupCper100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 17:54:12 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
GroupCper100words BY 
Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   GroupCper100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 1.383a 2 .691 .887 .414 
Intercept 304.148 1 304.148 390.009 .000 
Type 1.383 2 .691 .887 .414 
Error 138.813 178 .780   
Total 531.836 181    
Corrected Total 140.196 180    

 
a. R Squared = .010 (Adjusted R Squared = -.001) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   GroupCper100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information 1.482 .159 1.169 1.795 
Letter 1.537 .088 1.362 1.711 
Narrative 1.333 .125 1.087 1.580 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   GroupCper100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.a 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differencea 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.055 .182 .764 -.413 .304 
Narrative .149 .202 .462 -.250 .547 



Letter 
Information .055 .182 .764 -.304 .413 
Narrative .203 .153 .185 -.098 .505 

Narrative 
Information -.149 .202 .462 -.547 .250 
Letter -.203 .153 .185 -.505 .098 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   GroupCper100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 1.383 2 .691 .887 .414 
Error 138.813 178 .780   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA GroupDper100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 17:56:07 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
GroupDper100words BY 
Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   GroupDper100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 13.334a 2 6.667 16.172 .000 
Intercept 86.330 1 86.330 209.417 .000 
Type 13.334 2 6.667 16.172 .000 
Error 73.378 178 .412   
Total 236.109 181    
Corrected Total 86.712 180    

 
a. R Squared = .154 (Adjusted R Squared = .144) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   GroupDper100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .372 .115 .144 .599 
Letter 1.112 .064 .985 1.238 
Narrative .835 .091 .656 1.014 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   GroupDper100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.740* .132 .000 -1.000 -.480 
Narrative -.463* .147 .002 -.753 -.174 



Letter 
Information .740* .132 .000 .480 1.000 
Narrative .277* .111 .014 .057 .496 

Narrative 
Information .463* .147 .002 .174 .753 
Letter -.277* .111 .014 -.496 -.057 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   GroupDper100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 13.334 2 6.667 16.172 .000 
Error 73.378 178 .412   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA GroupEper100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 18:02:03 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
GroupEper100words BY 
Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   GroupEper100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 7.318a 2 3.659 9.514 .000 
Intercept 63.237 1 63.237 164.416 .000 
Type 7.318 2 3.659 9.514 .000 
Error 68.462 178 .385   
Total 171.534 181    
Corrected Total 75.780 180    

 
a. R Squared = .097 (Adjusted R Squared = .086) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   GroupEper100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .653 .111 .433 .872 
Letter .897 .062 .774 1.019 
Narrative .435 .088 .262 .608 

 



 
 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   GroupEper100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 7.318 2 3.659 9.514 .000 
Error 68.462 178 .385   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 

Pairwise Comparisons 
Dependent Variable:   GroupEper100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.244 .127 .057 -.496 .007 
Narrative .218 .142 .127 -.062 .497 

Letter Information .244 .127 .057 -.007 .496 
Narrative .462* .107 .000 .250 .674 

Narrative 
Information -.218 .142 .127 -.497 .062 
Letter -.462* .107 .000 -.674 -.250 



GET DATA /TYPE=XLSX 
  /FILE='/Users/helenrenwick/For submission on CD/Counts/All counts for 
SPSS.xlsx' 
  /SHEET=name 'Sheet1' 
  /CELLRANGE=full 
  /READNAMES=on 
  /ASSUMEDSTRWIDTH=32767. 
EXECUTE. 
DATASET NAME DataSet1 WINDOW=FRONT. 
UNIANOVA Maketakehaveper100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 12:44:31 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Maketakehaveper100word
s BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.02 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 



 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 

Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Maketakehaveper100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .409a 2 .204 1.657 .194 
Intercept 9.322 1 9.322 75.563 .000 
Type .409 2 .204 1.657 .194 
Error 21.960 178 .123   
Total 36.314 181    
Corrected Total 22.369 180    

 
a. R Squared = .018 (Adjusted R Squared = .007) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Maketakehaveper100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .197 .063 .072 .321 
Letter .318 .035 .248 .387 
Narrative .248 .050 .150 .346 

 

 



Pairwise Comparisons 
Dependent Variable:   Maketakehaveper100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.a 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differencea 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.121 .072 .095 -.264 .021 
Narrative -.051 .080 .525 -.210 .107 

Letter 
Information .121 .072 .095 -.021 .264 
Narrative .070 .061 .252 -.050 .190 

Narrative 
Information .051 .080 .525 -.107 .210 
Letter -.070 .061 .252 -.190 .050 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Maketakehaveper100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .409 2 .204 1.657 .194 
Error 21.960 178 .123   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type1spredicatephrasesandsubpredcombinations100word BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 12:53:29 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type1spredicatephrasesan
dsubpredcombinations100
word BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.02 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 



 N 

Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type1spredicatephrasesandsubpredcombinations100word   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 9.529a 2 4.765 6.370 .002 
Intercept 218.501 1 218.501 292.134 .000 
Type 9.529 2 4.765 6.370 .002 
Error 133.135 178 .748   
Total 466.912 181    
Corrected Total 142.664 180    

 
a. R Squared = .067 (Adjusted R Squared = .056) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   
Type1spredicatephrasesandsubpredcombinations100word   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .845 .155 .539 1.152 
Letter 1.478 .086 1.307 1.649 
Narrative 1.365 .122 1.124 1.607 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type1spredicatephrasesandsubpredcombinations100word   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 



Information 
Letter -.633* .178 .000 -.984 -.282 
Narrative -.520* .198 .009 -.910 -.130 

Letter 
Information .633* .178 .000 .282 .984 
Narrative .113 .150 .452 -.183 .408 

Narrative 
Information .520* .198 .009 .130 .910 
Letter -.113 .150 .452 -.408 .183 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   
Type1spredicatephrasesandsubpredcombinations100word   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 9.529 2 4.765 6.370 .002 
Error 133.135 178 .748   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type2sphrasalverbs100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 14:02:35 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type2sphrasalverbs100wo
rds BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type2sphrasalverbs100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 6.842a 2 3.421 11.720 .000 
Intercept 49.926 1 49.926 171.035 .000 
Type 6.842 2 3.421 11.720 .000 
Error 51.959 178 .292   
Total 123.192 181    
Corrected Total 58.801 180    

 
a. R Squared = .116 (Adjusted R Squared = .106) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type2sphrasalverbs100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .344 .097 .152 .535 
Letter .527 .054 .420 .633 
Narrative .892 .076 .742 1.043 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type2sphrasalverbs100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.183 .111 .101 -.402 .036 
Narrative -.549* .124 .000 -.792 -.305 



Letter 
Information .183 .111 .101 -.036 .402 
Narrative -.366* .094 .000 -.550 -.181 

Narrative 
Information .549* .124 .000 .305 .792 
Letter .366* .094 .000 .181 .550 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type2sphrasalverbs100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 6.842 2 3.421 11.720 .000 
Error 51.959 178 .292   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type3scommonnouns100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 14:40:34 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type3scommonnouns100
words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type3scommonnouns100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 22.427a 2 11.214 7.671 .001 
Intercept 652.555 1 652.555 446.427 .000 
Type 22.427 2 11.214 7.671 .001 
Error 260.188 178 1.462   
Total 1074.424 181    
Corrected Total 282.615 180    

 
a. R Squared = .079 (Adjusted R Squared = .069) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type3scommonnouns100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information 2.608 .217 2.179 3.036 
Letter 2.189 .121 1.950 2.427 
Narrative 1.577 .171 1.240 1.915 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type3scommonnouns100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter .419 .249 .093 -.071 .910 
Narrative 1.031* .276 .000 .485 1.576 



Letter 
Information -.419 .249 .093 -.910 .071 
Narrative .611* .209 .004 .198 1.024 

Narrative 
Information -1.031* .276 .000 -1.576 -.485 
Letter -.611* .209 .004 -1.024 -.198 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type3scommonnouns100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 22.427 2 11.214 7.671 .001 
Error 260.188 178 1.462   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



 
UNIANOVA Type4spropernouns100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 14:47:57 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type4spropernouns100wor
ds BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 



 N 

Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type4spropernouns100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 21.567a 2 10.783 24.068 .000 
Intercept 54.506 1 54.506 121.655 .000 
Type 21.567 2 10.783 24.068 .000 
Error 79.751 178 .448   
Total 142.143 181    
Corrected Total 101.318 180    

 
a. R Squared = .213 (Adjusted R Squared = .204) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type4spropernouns100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information 1.231 .120 .993 1.468 
Letter .345 .067 .213 .477 
Narrative .267 .095 .080 .454 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type4spropernouns100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information Letter .886* .138 .000 .614 1.157 



Narrative .964* .153 .000 .662 1.266 

Letter 
Information -.886* .138 .000 -1.157 -.614 
Narrative .078 .116 .502 -.151 .307 

Narrative 
Information -.964* .153 .000 -1.266 -.662 
Letter -.078 .116 .502 -.307 .151 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type4spropernouns100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 21.567 2 10.783 24.068 .000 
Error 79.751 178 .448   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type5sabbreviations100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 14:51:16 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type5sabbreviations100wo
rds BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type5sabbreviations100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 8.177a 2 4.088 6.330 .002 
Intercept 34.542 1 34.542 53.478 .000 
Type 8.177 2 4.088 6.330 .002 
Error 114.972 178 .646   
Total 163.886 181    
Corrected Total 123.148 180    

 
a. R Squared = .066 (Adjusted R Squared = .056) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type5sabbreviations100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .767 .144 .483 1.052 
Letter .543 .080 .384 .701 
Narrative .157 .114 -.068 .381 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type5sabbreviations100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter .225 .165 .175 -.101 .551 
Narrative .611* .184 .001 .248 .973 



Letter 
Information -.225 .165 .175 -.551 .101 
Narrative .386* .139 .006 .111 .661 

Narrative 
Information -.611* .184 .001 -.973 -.248 
Letter -.386* .139 .006 -.661 -.111 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type5sabbreviations100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 8.177 2 4.088 6.330 .002 
Error 114.972 178 .646   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type6sjobtitles100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 14:53:56 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type6sjobtitles100words 
BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type6sjobtitles100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 1.507a 2 .753 7.235 .001 
Intercept 2.765 1 2.765 26.545 .000 
Type 1.507 2 .753 7.235 .001 
Error 18.539 178 .104   
Total 22.404 181    
Corrected Total 20.046 180    

 
a. R Squared = .075 (Adjusted R Squared = .065) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type6sjobtitles100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .293 .058 .178 .407 
Letter .110 .032 .046 .173 
Narrative .013 .046 -.077 .103 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type6sjobtitles100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter .183* .066 .006 .052 .314 
Narrative .280* .074 .000 .135 .426 



Letter 
Information -.183* .066 .006 -.314 -.052 
Narrative .097 .056 .085 -.013 .207 

Narrative 
Information -.280* .074 .000 -.426 -.135 
Letter -.097 .056 .085 -.207 .013 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type6sjobtitles100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 1.507 2 .753 7.235 .001 
Error 18.539 178 .104   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type7spublications100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 14:58:24 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type7spublications100wor
ds BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.02 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type7spublications100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .230a 2 .115 4.010 .020 
Intercept .650 1 .650 22.697 .000 
Type .230 2 .115 4.010 .020 
Error 5.097 178 .029   
Total 5.766 181    
Corrected Total 5.327 180    

 
a. R Squared = .043 (Adjusted R Squared = .032) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type7spublications100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .112 .030 .052 .172 
Letter .020 .017 -.014 .053 
Narrative .070 .024 .023 .117 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type7spublications100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter .092* .035 .009 .023 .161 
Narrative .042 .039 .280 -.034 .118 



Letter 
Information -.092* .035 .009 -.161 -.023 
Narrative -.050 .029 .089 -.108 .008 

Narrative 
Information -.042 .039 .280 -.118 .034 
Letter .050 .029 .089 -.008 .108 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type7spublications100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .230 2 .115 4.010 .020 
Error 5.097 178 .029   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type8noninitialPPs100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 15:17:13 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type8noninitialPPs100wor
ds BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.02 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type8noninitialPPs100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 1.353a 2 .677 1.952 .145 
Intercept 49.391 1 49.391 142.543 .000 
Type 1.353 2 .677 1.952 .145 
Error 61.677 178 .346   
Total 132.765 181    
Corrected Total 63.030 180    

 
a. R Squared = .021 (Adjusted R Squared = .010) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type8noninitialPPs100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .539 .106 .330 .748 
Letter .698 .059 .582 .814 
Narrative .516 .083 .352 .681 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type8noninitialPPs100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.a 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differencea 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.159 .121 .190 -.398 .080 
Narrative .023 .135 .866 -.243 .288 



Letter 
Information .159 .121 .190 -.080 .398 
Narrative .182 .102 .076 -.019 .383 

Narrative 
Information -.023 .135 .866 -.288 .243 
Letter -.182 .102 .076 -.383 .019 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type8noninitialPPs100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 1.353 2 .677 1.952 .145 
Error 61.677 178 .346   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type8noninitialPPs100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 15:17:13 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type8noninitialPPs100wor
ds BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.02 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type8noninitialPPs100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 1.353a 2 .677 1.952 .145 
Intercept 49.391 1 49.391 142.543 .000 
Type 1.353 2 .677 1.952 .145 
Error 61.677 178 .346   
Total 132.765 181    
Corrected Total 63.030 180    

 
a. R Squared = .021 (Adjusted R Squared = .010) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type8noninitialPPs100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .539 .106 .330 .748 
Letter .698 .059 .582 .814 
Narrative .516 .083 .352 .681 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type8noninitialPPs100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.a 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differencea 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.159 .121 .190 -.398 .080 
Narrative .023 .135 .866 -.243 .288 



Letter 
Information .159 .121 .190 -.080 .398 
Narrative .182 .102 .076 -.019 .383 

Narrative 
Information -.023 .135 .866 -.288 .243 
Letter -.182 .102 .076 -.383 .019 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type8noninitialPPs100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 1.353 2 .677 1.952 .145 
Error 61.677 178 .346   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 
UNIANOVA Type9complexadj100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 15:27:31 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 



Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type9complexadj100words 
BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 

Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type9complexadj100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .379a 2 .190 1.014 .365 
Intercept 25.739 1 25.739 137.558 .000 
Type .379 2 .190 1.014 .365 
Error 33.306 178 .187   
Total 63.112 181    
Corrected Total 33.685 180    

 
a. R Squared = .011 (Adjusted R Squared = .000) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 



 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type9complexadj100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .504 .078 .350 .657 
Letter .385 .043 .300 .470 
Narrative .377 .061 .256 .498 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type9complexadj100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.a 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differencea 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter .119 .089 .184 -.057 .294 
Narrative .127 .099 .202 -.069 .322 

Letter Information -.119 .089 .184 -.294 .057 
Narrative .008 .075 .915 -.140 .156 

Narrative 
Information -.127 .099 .202 -.322 .069 
Letter -.008 .075 .915 -.156 .140 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type9complexadj100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .379 2 .190 1.014 .365 
Error 33.306 178 .187   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type10complexadverbs100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 15:31:07 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type10complexadverbs10
0words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type10complexadverbs100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .611a 2 .306 7.636 .001 
Intercept 2.694 1 2.694 67.318 .000 
Type .611 2 .306 7.636 .001 
Error 7.125 178 .040   
Total 10.503 181    
Corrected Total 7.736 180    

 
a. R Squared = .079 (Adjusted R Squared = .069) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type10complexadverbs100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .113 .036 .042 .184 
Letter .081 .020 .041 .120 
Narrative .216 .028 .160 .272 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type10complexadverbs100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter .032 .041 .438 -.049 .113 
Narrative -.103* .046 .026 -.193 -.013 



Letter 
Information -.032 .041 .438 -.113 .049 
Narrative -.135* .035 .000 -.203 -.067 

Narrative 
Information .103* .046 .026 .013 .193 
Letter .135* .035 .000 .067 .203 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type10complexadverbs100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .611 2 .306 7.636 .001 
Error 7.125 178 .040   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type11intensifyingcollocations100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 15:37:59 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type11intensifyingcollocati
ons100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type11intensifyingcollocations100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .655a 2 .327 2.826 .062 
Intercept 5.620 1 5.620 48.510 .000 
Type .655 2 .327 2.826 .062 
Error 20.621 178 .116   
Total 28.658 181    
Corrected Total 21.276 180    

 
a. R Squared = .031 (Adjusted R Squared = .020) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type11intensifyingcollocations100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .251 .061 .131 .372 
Letter .235 .034 .168 .302 
Narrative .105 .048 .010 .200 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type11intensifyingcollocations100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter .016 .070 .816 -.122 .154 
Narrative .146 .078 .062 -.007 .300 



Letter 
Information -.016 .070 .816 -.154 .122 
Narrative .130* .059 .029 .014 .246 

Narrative 
Information -.146 .078 .062 -.300 .007 
Letter -.130* .059 .029 -.246 -.014 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type11intensifyingcollocations100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .655 2 .327 2.826 .062 
Error 20.621 178 .116   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type12quantifierexpressions100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 15:41:15 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type12quantifierexpressio
ns100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type12quantifierexpressions100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .092a 2 .046 .676 .510 
Intercept 1.760 1 1.760 25.848 .000 
Type .092 2 .046 .676 .510 
Error 12.119 178 .068   
Total 14.881 181    
Corrected Total 12.211 180    

 
a. R Squared = .008 (Adjusted R Squared = -.004) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type12quantifierexpressions100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .075 .047 -.018 .167 
Letter .137 .026 .086 .189 
Narrative .119 .037 .046 .192 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type12quantifierexpressions100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.a 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differencea 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.062 .054 .248 -.168 .044 
Narrative -.044 .060 .462 -.162 .074 



Letter 
Information .062 .054 .248 -.044 .168 
Narrative .018 .045 .686 -.071 .107 

Narrative 
Information .044 .060 .462 -.074 .162 
Letter -.018 .045 .686 -.107 .071 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type12quantifierexpressions100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .092 2 .046 .676 .510 
Error 12.119 178 .068   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type13sentenceclauseleadins100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 15:47:04 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type13sentenceclauselea
dins100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type13sentenceclauseleadins100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 10.801a 2 5.401 18.097 .000 
Intercept 45.219 1 45.219 151.523 .000 
Type 10.801 2 5.401 18.097 .000 
Error 53.121 178 .298   
Total 148.041 181    
Corrected Total 63.922 180    

 
a. R Squared = .169 (Adjusted R Squared = .160) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type13sentenceclauseleadins100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .239 .098 .045 .432 
Letter .881 .055 .773 .988 
Narrative .559 .077 .406 .711 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type13sentenceclauseleadins100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.642* .112 .000 -.864 -.420 
Narrative -.320* .125 .011 -.566 -.073 



Letter 
Information .642* .112 .000 .420 .864 
Narrative .322* .095 .001 .135 .509 

Narrative 
Information .320* .125 .011 .073 .566 
Letter -.322* .095 .001 -.509 -.135 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type13sentenceclauseleadins100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 10.801 2 5.401 18.097 .000 
Error 53.121 178 .298   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type14Interpolations100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 15:53:12 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type14Interpolations100w
ords BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.02 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type14Interpolations100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .375a 2 .187 4.244 .016 
Intercept .815 1 .815 18.462 .000 
Type .375 2 .187 4.244 .016 
Error 7.855 178 .044   
Total 9.962 181    
Corrected Total 8.229 180    

 
a. R Squared = .046 (Adjusted R Squared = .035) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type14Interpolations100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .016 .038 -.059 .090 
Letter .135 .021 .094 .177 
Narrative .074 .030 .016 .133 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type14Interpolations100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.119* .043 .006 -.204 -.034 
Narrative -.058 .048 .226 -.153 .036 



Letter 
Information .119* .043 .006 .034 .204 
Narrative .061 .036 .096 -.011 .133 

Narrative 
Information .058 .048 .226 -.036 .153 
Letter -.061 .036 .096 -.133 .011 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type14Interpolations100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .375 2 .187 4.244 .016 
Error 7.855 178 .044   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type16entires100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 16:04:31 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type16entires100words 
BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type16entires100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .311a 2 .155 3.499 .032 
Intercept 1.034 1 1.034 23.285 .000 
Type .311 2 .155 3.499 .032 
Error 7.907 178 .044   
Total 10.033 181    
Corrected Total 8.217 180    

 
a. R Squared = .038 (Adjusted R Squared = .027) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type16entires100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .011 .038 -.064 .085 
Letter .113 .021 .071 .154 
Narrative .130 .030 .072 .189 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type16entires100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.102* .043 .019 -.188 -.017 
Narrative -.120* .048 .014 -.215 -.025 



Letter 
Information .102* .043 .019 .017 .188 
Narrative -.018 .037 .629 -.090 .054 

Narrative 
Information .120* .048 .014 .025 .215 
Letter .018 .037 .629 -.054 .090 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type16entires100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .311 2 .155 3.499 .032 
Error 7.907 178 .044   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type17pragmaticformulae100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 16:10:55 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type17pragmaticformulae1
00words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.02 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type17pragmaticformulae100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .184a 2 .092 1.949 .145 
Intercept .257 1 .257 5.438 .021 
Type .184 2 .092 1.949 .145 
Error 8.407 178 .047   
Total 8.884 181    
Corrected Total 8.591 180    

 
a. R Squared = .021 (Adjusted R Squared = .010) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type17pragmaticformulae100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .012 .039 -.065 .089 
Letter .024 .022 -.019 .066 
Narrative .091 .031 .031 .152 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type17pragmaticformulae100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.a 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differencea 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.012 .045 .789 -.100 .076 
Narrative -.080 .050 .110 -.178 .018 



Letter 
Information .012 .045 .789 -.076 .100 
Narrative -.068 .038 .073 -.142 .006 

Narrative 
Information .080 .050 .110 -.018 .178 
Letter .068 .038 .073 -.006 .142 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type17pragmaticformulae100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .184 2 .092 1.949 .145 
Error 8.407 178 .047   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type19ends100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 16:16:01 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type19ends100words BY 
Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.02 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type19ends100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .033a 2 .016 .830 .438 
Intercept .251 1 .251 12.786 .000 
Type .033 2 .016 .830 .438 
Error 3.493 178 .020   
Total 3.834 181    
Corrected Total 3.526 180    

 
a. R Squared = .009 (Adjusted R Squared = -.002) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type19ends100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .028 .025 -.022 .077 
Letter .035 .014 .007 .063 
Narrative .063 .020 .023 .102 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type19ends100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.a 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differencea 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.007 .029 .801 -.064 .050 
Narrative -.035 .032 .276 -.098 .028 



Letter 
Information .007 .029 .801 -.050 .064 
Narrative -.028 .024 .255 -.076 .020 

Narrative 
Information .035 .032 .276 -.028 .098 
Letter .028 .024 .255 -.020 .076 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type19ends100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .033 2 .016 .830 .438 
Error 3.493 178 .020   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type20PNPs100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 16:21:19 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type20PNPs100words BY 
Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.02 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type20PNPs100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .599a 2 .299 5.726 .004 
Intercept .425 1 .425 8.134 .005 
Type .599 2 .299 5.726 .004 
Error 9.308 178 .052   
Total 10.987 181    
Corrected Total 9.907 180    

 
a. R Squared = .060 (Adjusted R Squared = .050) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type20PNPs100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .030 .041 -.051 .111 
Letter .128 .023 .083 .174 
Narrative .004 .032 -.060 .068 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type20PNPs100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.098* .047 .038 -.191 -.005 
Narrative .026 .052 .616 -.077 .129 



Letter 
Information .098* .047 .038 .005 .191 
Narrative .124* .040 .002 .046 .203 

Narrative 
Information -.026 .052 .616 -.129 .077 
Letter -.124* .040 .002 -.203 -.046 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type20PNPs100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .599 2 .299 5.726 .004 
Error 9.308 178 .052   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type20PNPs100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 16:21:19 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type20PNPs100words BY 
Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.02 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type20PNPs100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .599a 2 .299 5.726 .004 
Intercept .425 1 .425 8.134 .005 
Type .599 2 .299 5.726 .004 
Error 9.308 178 .052   
Total 10.987 181    
Corrected Total 9.907 180    

 
a. R Squared = .060 (Adjusted R Squared = .050) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type20PNPs100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .030 .041 -.051 .111 
Letter .128 .023 .083 .174 
Narrative .004 .032 -.060 .068 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type20PNPs100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.098* .047 .038 -.191 -.005 
Narrative .026 .052 .616 -.077 .129 



Letter 
Information .098* .047 .038 .005 .191 
Narrative .124* .040 .002 .046 .203 

Narrative 
Information -.026 .052 .616 -.129 .077 
Letter -.124* .040 .002 -.203 -.046 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type20PNPs100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .599 2 .299 5.726 .004 
Error 9.308 178 .052   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 
UNIANOVA Type22Coordinators100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 16:31:37 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 



Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type22Coordinators100wo
rds BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 

Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type22Coordinators100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .205a 2 .102 1.578 .209 
Intercept 1.542 1 1.542 23.757 .000 
Type .205 2 .102 1.578 .209 
Error 11.556 178 .065   
Total 13.826 181    
Corrected Total 11.761 180    

 
a. R Squared = .017 (Adjusted R Squared = .006) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 



 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type22Coordinators100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .131 .046 .041 .221 
Letter .127 .025 .076 .177 
Narrative .052 .036 -.019 .124 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type22Coordinators100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.a 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differencea 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter .004 .052 .934 -.099 .108 
Narrative .078 .058 .180 -.036 .193 

Letter Information -.004 .052 .934 -.108 .099 
Narrative .074 .044 .095 -.013 .161 

Narrative 
Information -.078 .058 .180 -.193 .036 
Letter -.074 .044 .095 -.161 .013 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type22Coordinators100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .205 2 .102 1.578 .209 
Error 11.556 178 .065   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type23comparativecorrelatorsandcomparativeemphasisers BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 16:40:28 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type23comparativecorrelat
orsandcomparativeemphas
isers BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.02 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 



 N 

Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type23comparativecorrelatorsandcomparativeemphasisers   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .027a 2 .013 .128 .880 
Intercept 4.605 1 4.605 44.335 .000 
Type .027 2 .013 .128 .880 
Error 18.490 178 .104   
Total 24.681 181    
Corrected Total 18.517 180    

 
a. R Squared = .001 (Adjusted R Squared = -.010) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   
Type23comparativecorrelatorsandcomparativeemphasisers   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .163 .058 .049 .277 
Letter .195 .032 .131 .258 
Narrative .178 .046 .088 .268 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type23comparativecorrelatorsandcomparativeemphasisers   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.a 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differencea 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 



Information 
Letter -.032 .066 .634 -.162 .099 
Narrative -.015 .074 .838 -.160 .130 

Letter 
Information .032 .066 .634 -.099 .162 
Narrative .016 .056 .768 -.094 .127 

Narrative 
Information .015 .074 .838 -.130 .160 
Letter -.016 .056 .768 -.127 .094 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   
Type23comparativecorrelatorsandcomparativeemphasisers   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .027 2 .013 .128 .880 
Error 18.490 178 .104   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type24noncomparativecorrelators100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 16:45:17 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type24noncomparativecorr
elators100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type24noncomparativecorrelators100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .574a 2 .287 3.262 .041 
Intercept 6.396 1 6.396 72.663 .000 
Type .574 2 .287 3.262 .041 
Error 15.669 178 .088   
Total 25.583 181    
Corrected Total 16.243 180    

 
a. R Squared = .035 (Adjusted R Squared = .025) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type24noncomparativecorrelators100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .215 .053 .110 .321 
Letter .273 .030 .215 .332 
Narrative .142 .042 .060 .225 

 



 
 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type24noncomparativecorrelators100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .574 2 .287 3.262 .041 
Error 15.669 178 .088   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 

Pairwise Comparisons 
Dependent Variable:   Type24noncomparativecorrelators100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.058 .061 .346 -.178 .063 
Narrative .073 .068 .283 -.061 .207 

Letter Information .058 .061 .346 -.063 .178 
Narrative .131* .051 .012 .029 .232 

Narrative 
Information -.073 .068 .283 -.207 .061 
Letter -.131* .051 .012 -.232 -.029 



UNIANOVA Type25complexconjunctions100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 16:53:13 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type25complexconjunction
s100words BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.02 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 

 N 



Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type25complexconjunctions100words   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model .293a 2 .147 1.887 .155 
Intercept 1.516 1 1.516 19.504 .000 
Type .293 2 .147 1.887 .155 
Error 13.835 178 .078   
Total 16.431 181    
Corrected Total 14.128 180    

 
a. R Squared = .021 (Adjusted R Squared = .010) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   Type25complexconjunctions100words   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information .113 .050 .014 .212 
Letter .144 .028 .089 .199 
Narrative .050 .039 -.028 .128 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type25complexconjunctions100words   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.a 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differencea 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Information 
Letter -.031 .057 .589 -.144 .082 
Narrative .063 .064 .326 -.063 .189 



Letter 
Information .031 .057 .589 -.082 .144 
Narrative .094 .048 .054 -.001 .189 

Narrative 
Information -.063 .064 .326 -.189 .063 
Letter -.094 .048 .054 -.189 .001 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type25complexconjunctions100words   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast .293 2 .147 1.887 .155 
Error 13.835 178 .078   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
 



UNIANOVA Type4s5s6sand7spropernounsabbreviationsjobtitles_A BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(Type) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

 

 
 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
 

 
Notes 

Output Created 05-DEC-2013 15:08:33 
Comments  

Input 

Active Dataset DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows in Working Data 
File 

227 

Missing Value Handling 

Definition of Missing 
User-defined missing 
values are treated as 
missing. 

Cases Used 
Statistics are based on all 
cases with valid data for all 
variables in the model. 

Syntax 

UNIANOVA 
Type4s5s6sand7sproperno
unsabbreviationsjobtitles_A 
BY Type 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /INTERCEPT=INCLUDE 
  
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Typ
e) COMPARE ADJ(LSD) 
  /CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05) 
  /DESIGN=Type. 

Resources 
Processor Time 00:00:00.01 
Elapsed Time 00:00:00.00 

 
 
[DataSet1]  

 

 
Between-Subjects Factors 



 N 

Type 
Information 31 
Letter 100 
Narrative 50 

 

 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   Type4s5s6sand7spropernounsabbreviationsjobtitles   
Source Type III Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 70.926a 2 35.463 21.046 .000 
Intercept 247.403 1 247.403 146.824 .000 
Type 70.926 2 35.463 21.046 .000 
Error 299.936 178 1.685   
Total 594.975 181    
Corrected Total 370.861 180    

 
a. R Squared = .191 (Adjusted R Squared = .182) 
 

 
 
Estimated Marginal Means 
 

 
 
Type 
 

 
Estimates 

Dependent Variable:   
Type4s5s6sand7spropernounsabbreviationsjobtitles   
Type Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Information 2.403 .233 1.942 2.863 
Letter 1.016 .130 .760 1.273 
Narrative .506 .184 .143 .868 

 

 
Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   Type4s5s6sand7spropernounsabbreviationsjobtitles   
(I) Type (J) Type Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Sig.b 95% Confidence Interval for 

Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 



Information 
Letter 1.386* .267 .000 .859 1.913 
Narrative 1.897* .297 .000 1.311 2.482 

Letter 
Information -1.386* .267 .000 -1.913 -.859 
Narrative .511* .225 .024 .067 .954 

Narrative 
Information -1.897* .297 .000 -2.482 -1.311 
Letter -.511* .225 .024 -.954 -.067 

 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 
b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments). 
 

 
Univariate Tests 

Dependent Variable:   Type4s5s6sand7spropernounsabbreviationsjobtitles   
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Contrast 70.926 2 35.463 21.046 .000 
Error 299.936 178 1.685   

 
The F tests the effect of Type. This test is based on the linearly independent 
pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 
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